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This submission contains material which arises from original research in which I
have been involved or have supervised. As it comprises a compilation of published
papers, the other contributors are acknowledged therein as co-authors. Unless specified,
the submission contains no material which has been accepted for the award to me of any
other degree.
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My early research activities included aspects of stereochemistry, electron transfer
and ligand reactivity in transition metal complexes. These interests developed.
subsequently in my own research group (on occasions in collaboration with other groups),
and were extended and combined with electrochemical and photochemical studies. Inter
alia, three particularly significant contributions are noted:
the elucidation of the mechanism of oxidation of ligands to ruthenium(Il) and
osmium(Il) centres, and the establishment of two-electron processes resulting from
the lowering of redox potential by deprotonation;
o
a
the structural and bonding characteristics of complexes of tripodal ligands; and
the establishment of techniques for control of the stereochemistry of polymetallic
supramolecular assemblies, and the demonstration of a spatial dependence of
intramolecular electron- and energy-transfer processes within such assemblies.
A majority of the publications that form the basis of this thesis have appeared in
prestigious joumals (such as Journal of the American Chemical Society, Inorganic
Chemistry and Journal of the Chemical Society, Dalton Transactions ).
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DISCOURSE ON PT]BLISHED WORK
1. PREAMBLE
The thesis details research undertaken by the author and his coworkers within the
general field of the coordination chemistry of transition metal compounds. It incorporates
studies in a number of areas, including
. synthetic organic and inorganic chemistry;
. reactivity of coordinated ligands, including kinetic and mechanistic studies of proton
exhange processes, electron transfer reactions, intermolecular and intramolecular
ligand hydrolyses, oxygen transfer reactions, oxidative dehydrogenation of ligands;
. stereochemistry of coordination compounds;
. electrochemistry and the modification of electrode surfaces;
. photochemistry;
. spectroscopy and the volatilisation of samples for spectroscopic studies;
. catalysis of carbon dioxide reactivity by transition metal centres;
. bonding, structural and stability studies in metal complexes.
The work has been divided into a number of sections, each with a particular theme of
study, although some papers would fit equally well into a number of the categories. An
outcome of this ¿urangement is that the papers are not necessarily described in a
chronological order, since work within some of the categories continued over a long period
of time.
2. BIOGRAPHICAL PERSPECTIVE
During the period 1968-197l,I undertook postgraduate research in the Department of
Physical and Inorganic Chemistry at the University of Adelaide, under the supervision of
(the late) Dr Graeme Searle. Four of the papers included here (acknowledged in the
appropriate section) arose from that candidature, but the collaboration with Graeme Searle
continued actively until his untimely death in July, 1992. For the following two years, I
held a Postdoctoral Fellowship in the Research School of Chemistry at Australian National
University, Canberra working with Professor Alan M. Sargeson and Dr David A.
Buckingham. Subsequently, from early 1974 until late 1976,I was a Research Associate at
the University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill working with Professor Thomas J. Meyer.
After a short period as a Senior Tutor in Inorganic Chemistry in the School of Chemistry,
University of Melbourne in t977 ,I accepted in 1978 an appointment to the position of
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Lecturer in Inorganic Chemistry at James Cook University of North Queensland. I currently
hold a Personal Chair, awarded by the University in 1997 on the basis of my research
achievements.
During my appointment at James Cook University, I have undertaken a number of
periods of study leave. In 1983-84, I spent twelve months at the Brookhaven National
Laboratory, New York working with Drs Norman Sutin and Carol Creutz. In 1988, another
six month period was spent in the U.S.A., divided between Stanford University (working with
Professor Henry Taube) and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (working with
Professors Royce'W. Murray and Thomas J. Meyer). In 1992,I was invited as a Troisième
Cycle Lecturer and Visiting Professor at the Université de Fribourg Suisse, where I spent a
three month period. In 1994-95, another six month study leave was taken, divided between
the Université Louis Pasteur de Strasbourg in France (working with Professor Jean-Pierre
Sauvage), and the Université de Fribourg Suisse (working with Professor Alex von
Zelewsky). I will return to the Université Louis Pasteur de Strasbourg in 1998 for 6 weeks to
continue a collaborative project with Professor Sauvage.
Because of the relative physical and academic isolation of North Queensland, I have
actively pursued collaborations with other groups, both in Australia and overseas. The
puryose of this philosophy is two-fold: primarily it has enabled a more scientifically
complete and efficient execution of the problems at hand. Secondly, in some cases such
collaborations have allowed visits by myself and my students to these other centres for
research, and by the collaborators and their students to James Cook University. Such
cooperation with the following institutions and individuals is acknowledged in this context:
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (Professor T.J. Meyer)
Université de Fribourg Suisse (Professor A. von Zelewsky)
Université Libre de Bruxelles (Professor A. Kirsch-De Mesmaeker)
Université Louis Pasteur de Strasbourg (Professor J.-P.Sauvage)
University of Adelaide (Drs G.H. Searle, E.R.T. Tiekink, M.R. Snow, A.A. Diamantis,
G.S. Laurence)
Griffith University (Professor A.E.V/. Knight)
University of Tasmania (Dr M.A. Hitchman)
University of Melbourne (Dr P.A. Tregloan)
University of Central Queensland (Professor R.N. Warrener)
University of Western Sydney, Macarthur (Dr Janice Aldrich-V/right)
It is emphasised that in a majority of these studies, the collaborations served to expand
investigations that were primarily conceived and executed at James Cook University, but for
which the required facilities and/or expertise were not available locally. In fewer cases,












DISCUSSION OF INDIVIDUAL SECTIONS
Stereochemical Studies of Cobalt(Lil) Complexes of Amine Ligands4.1
Papers #1-4 arose from my postgraduate studies, undertaken at the University of
Adelaide under the supervision of Dr Graeme Searle, and are based on work reported in my
PhD thesis entitled "The Bis(diethylenetriamine)cobalt(1il) Complex System:
Stereochemical and Kinetic Studies". The studies in paper #5 were commenced during my
PhD studies, but completed subsequently. I was signi.ficantly involved in the writing of
these respective papers, particularly in paper #5 where I was totally responsible for its
presentation and production. These papers were concerned with the synthesis and
stereochemistry of the cation bis(diethylenetriamine)cobalt(Itr), [Co(dien)z]3*. The system
has three geometric isomers, one of which is highly symmetrical (s-fac), one of which is
dissymmetric (u-fac; point goup symmetry Cz) and the third (mer) which has
configurational D2¿ point group symmetry, but because of the orientation of the two N-H
bonds from the (central) secondary amine donors it is potentially chiral (Cz) as long as there

















The three isomers were isolated and the dissymmetric forms optically resolved and
differentiated by the racemisation of the mer form under basic conditions. The nature of
the chirality observed in this isomer was novel at the time of its disclosure. Papers
published dealt with the optical activity (papers #2-3), the synthesis and characterisation of
the isomers (papers #1 and #3), the nature of the proton exchange reactions in the mer
geometric isomer (#4), and the dependence of the relative thermodynamic stabilities of the
three isomers on environmental parameters (such as solvent, counter-anion, temperature
etc.; paper #5).
Subsequent studies were carried out on this system, but were initiated by myself and
conducted independently - viz. an electrochemical study of the [Co(dien)z]n+ system, which
enabled a comparison of the relative thermodynamic stabilites of the geometric isomers in
the cobalt(tr) and cobalt(Itr) states (paper #10). Also, as part of a series of conformation
analysis studies on cobalt systems with amine ligands, detailed molecular mechanics
calculations were done on this system (paper #16), as described below.
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During the period of postgraduate study, I was also involved in a collaborative
capacity on a project involving another postgraduate student (M. Petkovic) and dealing with
cobalt(Itr) complexes containing the tetradentate ligand 4,7-dimethyltriethylenetetramine:
papers #6-7 resulted from these studies.
Following the completion of my PhD degree, I maintained close ties with Adelaide,
and with projects that arose from my postgraduate work. In particular, studies involving
complexes of the ligand medien (= 3-methyl-1,5-diamino-3-azapentane) were undertaken to
extend the ea¡lier detailed work on the dien system. I made some experimental and writing
contribution to the initial two papers involving this ligand (papers #8-9), and then
independently undertook a study of the pressure dependence on the isomerisation of the
[Co(dien)z]3+ and [Co(medien)(dien)2]l+ systems (paper #12) during my period in
Melboume. Subsequently, as part of a series of detailed conformational analysis studies
(see below), the [Co(dien)2]3+ and [Co(medien)(dien)2]3+ systems were revisited by my own
research group (paper #16), with a number of the structures of the geometric isomers of the
latter complex being determined. The structural studies in the Section were undertaken in
collaboration with Dr Edward Tiekink (University of Adelaide)
At my instigation, Graeme Searle started work using the ligand tacn (1,4,7-
triazacyclodecane) when I provided him with a sample of the ligand and the cobalt(Itr)
complex. Initial studies are reported in paper #11; Graeme Searle went on in the following
years to publish a number of studies on complexes involving this (and related) ligands, but I
was not involved in those further studies.
Jointly, Graeme Sea¡le and I undertook a study on the cobalt(Ill) complexes involving
the bidentate ligand N-methylethylenediamine (meen). Because of the unsymmetrical
nature of the ligand, the chiral nature of the coordinated secondary amine group, the
conformation of the chelate rings, and the configurational chirality of a tris(bidentate)
octahedral species, systems inco¡porating this ligand have a very large number of isomeric
forms. Papers #13 and #17 reported synthetic, characterisation and structural studies on
isomers of the [Co(meen)3]3+, [Co(meen)2(en)]3+ and [Co(meen)(en)2]3+ (en =
ethylenediamine).
Within the postgraduate studies of one of my own students, the limitations of
molecular mechanics calculations were investigated. It was decided that the systems
[Co(pn)n(en)¡-J3* (n = 1-3; pn = 1,2-diaminopropane), [Co(meen)n(en)3-;r+ (n = 1-3),
[[Co(medien)n(dien)2-n]3* (n = l-2) constituted an excellent test of the calculation method
because of the large number of closely related isomers in the first two systems, and the more
limited number of isomers with significant structural differences in the last example. In all
three cases, our own work and the work of others meant that substantial thermodynamic and
structural information was available. Our molecular mechanics calculations of the
thermodynamic relationships between the isomers and the structural calculations of
geometric forms for the first two systems were in excellent agreement with the observed
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values; the results in the last systems were also successful but gave a valuable salutary
warning about comparisons of calculated energies of isomers with significant structural
differences (papers #14-16).
4.2 Studies in Ligand Reactivity
Studies on the hydrolysis of coordinated nitriles were undertaken in association with
Professor Alan Sargeson while I was a Postdoctoral Fellow at the Australian National
University. The first study involved the elucidation of the mechanism of the base
hydrolysis of coordinated acetonitrile, for which I did the experimental work and had a
substantial role in the writing of the paper (paper #18). Other work was undertaken on the
hydrolysis of other coordinated nitriles (particularly malononitrile), and aspects of that work
which were unfinished at the time of my departure were completed and published
subsequently (paper #19).
A study of the mechanism of the intramolecular hydrolysis of coordinated dipeptides
was also undertaken during this period in Canberra. While initial details were published at
that time (paper #20), anumber of avenues opened by my original work formed the basis of
the postgraduate studies of Christopher Boreham. Three years later, on my return from the
U.S.A., I assisted Dr David Buckingham in writing the two major manuscripts describing
the work (papers #21-22).
A detailed study of the oxidative dehydrogenation of coordinated amines and alcohols
had its origins during my period as a Resea¡ch Associate at the University of North Carolina
(Chapel Hill). During that period in the laboratory of Professor Thomas Meyer, I
investigated the stoichiometry of the chemical and electrochemical oxidative
dehydrogenation of 1,2-diamines and primary monodentate amines, which show substantial
promotion when coordinated to ruthenium centres. Papers #23 -24 resulted from those
studies - I had substantial role in all aspects of the latter paper (paper #?A), and in the
writing of paper #23, although my experimental contribution to the latter was lower.
2+ 2+
- 2e- \
(bpy)2Rutr (bpy)2Rutr + 2}I+
On taking up my position at James Cook University, the first program undertaken was
the elucidation of the mechanism of these dehydrogenation reactions of coordinated amines
and alcohols. The first target molecule was the complex [Ru(bpy)z(ampy)]2* {bpy =2,2'-
H2
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bipyridine; ampy = 2-(aminomethyl)pyridine). The intramolecular redox process
subsequent to initial oxidation of the metal centre was followed using flash photolysis and
electrochemical techniques and revealed a mechanistic path which included the
disproportionation of 2Ru(Itr) + Ru(tr) + Ru([V), with the Ru(IV) intermediate allowing a
two-electron process to occur without involving a radical intermediate. The particular
efficacy of the ruthenium centre in promoting this reaction is related to the stabilisation of
the high oxidation state on deprotonation of the coordinated amine group. The initial
disclosure of this mechanistic study (paper #25) was the first formulation of this
mechanistic path, although a number of other resea¡ch groups have since confirmed the
features of the scheme. A second associated paper (paper #27) was published subsequently
which explained some further details of the dehydrogenation process, based on
stereochemical and deuterium isotope effect studies of the kinetics of the reaction.
In further investigations of the essential features of this reaction, we undertook related
studies on the osmium analogue (paper #31) and the ruthenium complex in which the non-
participatory ligands were ammine groups, i.e. [Ru(NH¡)¿(ampy)]2+ (M.J. Ridd, F.R.
Keene, V.E. Alvarez.P.C. Ford, T. Matsubura, and G.M. Brown, unpublished work). These
two studies were chosen as the change in metal and the ligand environment modified
features of the dehydrogenation process relating to the acidity of the amine group and the
rate of electron exhange processes (in the disproportionation step).
A detailed mechanistic study was also carried out on the oxidative dehydrogenation of
the analogous alcohol ligand 2-(hydroxymethyl)pyridine in the complex
[Ru(bpy)2(hmpy)]2* using stopped-flow kinetic and electrochemical techniques. This work
provided valuable confirmation to the principles of the mechanistic scheme developed for
the amine, but established the importance of base-assisted removal of the hydrogen atom



















The final aspect of this program related to the dehydrogenation of iso-propylamine
and secondary amines. The oxidation of lso-propylamine was of interest since the
dehydrogenation of this monodentate primary amine should stop at the imine stage, and we
established that this simple imine was stabilised by coordination. However, its further
oxidation produced what was formally a Ru(tr) complex of the deprotonated imine (iso-
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propyleneimide), established by an X-ray structure. This discovery was also timely, since
1þs fturvflu redox couple for this complex was cathodic of that for the RuIInI couple for the
non-deprotonated ligand, verifying our earlier assertion about the Rulv-imido intermediate
formed by disproportionation in the dehydrogenation processes. This work was published
in papers #26 and#28.
In order to avoid this subsequent process, a further study was undertaken on
secondary amines, so that the dehydrogenation process was constrained to stop at the imine
stage. The dehydrogenation of coordinated pynolidine to 1-pyrroline and of piperidine to
2,3,4,5-tetrahydropyridine, and the stabilisation of those products by coordination, achieved
the original aims of this part of the project. We extended this work to demonstrate that the
technique could be used to stabilise t-aza-l,3-butadienes (by dehydrogenation of the
corresponding amine, in this case N-methylallylamine), which generally are particularly
unstable due to polymerisation. For this case, we were able to undertake a Diels Alder
cyclisation of the coordinated l-aza-l,3-butadiene to produce the corresponding six-
membered N-heterocyclic ring system. This work was published in paper #29.
While at Chapel Hill as a postdoctoral Resea¡ch Associate, I initiated a study on the
reactivity of the nitrite ion coordinated to ruthenium(Ill), which undergoes oxide transfer
reactions - to an organic substrate if it is present, or otherwise in the form of
disproportionation to produce the corresponding nitrosyl and nitrato complexes. Since the
coordinated nitrosyl ion may be reconverted to the nitrite ion in basic media, this reaction
can be made catalytic under selected conditions; i.e. to allow the chemically-catalysed
electrochemical oxidation of an organic substrate, or the quantitative formation of the
nitrato species in the absence of such a substrate. Both of these reactions were studied in
detail to elucidate the mechanistic aspects of the process, and these results were published in
papers #32-34. It might be noted that there were some disadvantages to the use of these
species as catalytic oxidants, but the study in part provoked the development of the oxo-
ruthenium (ruthenyl) and oxo-osmium (osmyl) chemistry that has since been such a major
thrust within the group at the University of North Ca¡olina, and within other research
groups.
4.3 Studies of Bonding, Structure , and Electron Transþr in Transition Metal
Complexe s and Electropolymerized F ilms
While working as a Resea¡ch Associate at the University of North Ca¡olina, I
undertook some kinetic studies on electron transfer reactions within a dinuclear complex, as
part of the elucidation of intervalence transfer processes in ligand-bridge dimers (paper
#35). At that time, I also devised a technique for establishing a numerical value for the self-
exchange electron transfer rate for [Ru(bpy)¡]3+/2+ us¡¡t flash photolysis methods. This
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important study was undertaken with a postgraduate student in the group (Roger Young)
and the results were published in paper #36. It is noted that the technique was used by a
subsequent student (Jeffrey Nagle) as the basis for his entire PhD studies, although that
work was undertaken subsequent to my departure from Chapel Hill.
In 1985, I instigated a resea¡ch program to study a number of aspects of complexes of
C3, tripodal ligands containing lt-acceptor donor groups. The aims of this study included
the elucidation of aspects of bonding and structure within this class of compounds, and their
use in catalysis studies.
X = N, CH, COH, P, P=O
The initial studies were directed to complexes of tris(2-pyridyl)methanol. The ligand
(2-py)3COH may coordinate as a tridentate either via the three py-N atoms (N,N',N") or via













For the bis(ligand)cobalt(Itr) complex, two linkage isomers were identified: viz. a
symmetrical (N,N',N")2 form and an unsymmetical form, (N,N',N"XN,N',O), and both were
characterised from their spectral, electrochemical and structural features (paper #37). The
corresponding bis(ligand) species of ruthenium(Il) shows only unsymmetrical coordination,
with protonation occurring at the coordinated alcohol Btoup (pKu = 3.8). Aspects of the
synthesis, structure, and chemical and electrochemical properties of the
[Ru(py3COH)(py3CO(H)1+tz+ species have been published in paper #38. A mono(ligand)
species, [Ru(NH3)3{(2-py)3COH}]2*, has been synthesized and its crystal stucture determined
and reported along with spectral and electrochemical studies (paper #42). The ligand shows
(N,N',O)-coordination, with PKa = 6.5 for the coordinated alcohol group. For comparison
with structural effects on bonding in these ligands, the structure of the free ligand has also
been determined (paper #40), as well as the structures of the (2-py)¡P and (2-py)3CH
analogues (papers #39 and #44).
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'We have also undertaken a comprehensive study of complexes involving the
analogous ligands tris(2-pyridyl)amine {(2-py)¡N}, tris(2-pyridyl)methane {(2-py)3CH},
tris(2-pyridyl)phosphine {(2-py)3P}, and tris(2-pyridyl)phosphine oxide {(2-py)3P=O} with
a number of metal centres (vø. cobalt, iron, nickel, copper, zinc, ruthenium. rhodium,
rhenium and molybdenum).
The bis(ligand) complexes of cobalt have been synthesized in oxidation states I, II and
III, and electrochemical studies undertaken (paper #43). The electrochemistry of the series of
complexes [Co{(2-py)¡X}z]n* (X = N, CH, COH, P, P=O) and [Co(bpy)¡]n* (bpy =2,2'-
bipyridine) revealed the comparable stabilities of the Co(I) species. The stabilisation of Co(I)
by polypyridyl ligands such as bpy has generally been attributed to d-+æx backbonding. The
opportunity for similar interactions in the tripodal ligands is less obvious, since delocalisation
of the accumulated electron density in the ligand is not as likely. Accordingly, the precise
nature of the fi-acceptor behaviour of these tripodal ligands was of particular interest.
Theoretical studies of the bonding in [Co{(2-py)¡CH}z]n+ and [Co{(2-py)¡P}z]n* (n= 7,2
and 3) were undertaken (paper #51), in collaboration with Dr Michael Hitchman
(spectroscopy - University of Tasmania), Dr Edward Tiekink (X-ray crystallography -
University of Adelaide), Dr Trevor Hambley (X-ray crystallography - University of Sydney),
Professor C.D. Garner (EXAFS - University of Manchester, U.K.), and Drs Ken Adam and
Ian Atkinson (ab initio calculations - JCUNQ). These studies have provided a detailed
understanding of the metalligand interactions in these systems, and confirm the description
of the [Co{(2-py)¡CH}z]* and [Co{(2-py)¡P}z]* complexes as "d8 cobalt(I)-ligand" rather
than "d7 cobalt(tr)Jigand radical" species.
The characterisation of the ruthenium(ll) complexes of this series of ligands was
achieved by a combination of spectral (electronic, NMR), electrochemical, and X-ray
structural methods. The structures {undertaken in collaboration with Drs E.R.T. Tiekink
and M.R. Snow (University of Adelaide)) show increasing distortion from ideal D3¿
syrrurretry as the bridgehead(X)-C(py) bond distance increases (X = N<C<P) (paper #41).
Mono(ligand) complexes have also been studied. The reaction of [Ru(NH3)3(OH):]2+ with
(2-py)zX produces [Ru(NH3)3{(2-py)¡N}]2* for X = N, whereas for X = CH de-ammination
occurs and [Ru(NH¡)z(OHÐ{(2-py)3CH}]2+ is isolated (paper #42).
In the synthesis of the bis{tris(2-pyridylphosphine oxide)}ruthenium(Il) cation,
[Ru(py3P=O)z]2*, a species {bis(2-pyridyl)phosphinato} {tris(2-pyridyl)phosphine
oxide)ruthenium(Il), [Ru{py3P=O}{py2P(O)O}]*, was also isolated. The latter cation has
been characterised by a structural determination and is the first example of a tridentate
phosphinate anion. The electrochemical and spectral properties of both cations are reported
(paper #46).
The bis(ligand)rhodium(trI) complexes have been synthesized and characterised, and
their electrochemical behaviour investigated. The ligand tris(2-pyridyl)phosphine, (2-py)3P,
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displays an unusual ability to stabilize a reduced form {Rh(tr) or Rh(I)} of the metal centre.
This work is yet to be published.
The reactions of [Re(CO)sCl] with the ligands (2-py)¡N, (2-py)3CH and (2-py)3P in
toluene solution realise compounds with the general formulation [Re(ligand)(CO)3Cl], in
which the tri-pyridyl ligands are bidentate. If the synthetic procedure is undertaken under
irradiation by visible light, for the ligand (2-py)¡N a species [Re{(2-py)3N}(CO)2CI]
(characterised by infrared spectroscopy and conductance measurements) is also formed, and
in which the ligand (2-py)¡N is tridentate. No analogous tridentate species is formed with
the ligands tpy or (2-py)¡P, although there is evidence that it also forms for (2-py[CH
(paper #45). Studies of the analogous molybdenum complexes have demonstrated similar
tendencies for bidentate coordination with molybdenum (F.R. Keene, M.J. Ridd, and A.G.
Wedd, unpublished results).
A study (papers #47-51) of the first-row transition complexes involving these tripodal
ligands was instigated in collaboration with the resea¡ch groups of Dr M.A. Hitchman
(University of Tasmania) and Dr E.R.T. Tiekink (University of Adelaide).
The case of the copper complexes is particularly interesting. For (2-py)3N, the
bis(ligand) complex had the ligands in bidentate mode with aqua groups inthe trans
positions of the coordination sphere (paper #47). For (2-py)3CH, the X-ray structure of
lcu{(2-py)3CH}21(NO3)2 indicated that all six Cu-N bonds were crystallographically
equivalent at both l73K and 295K, although the electronic spectra implied the presence of a
tetragonally-elongated ligand field (Jahn-Teller distortion). This distortion was confirmed
by the EXAFS of the compound (paper #48). The apparent trigonal symmetry revealed by
the X-ray analysis is due to disorder of the short and long Cu-N bonds about the three-fold
axis. The EPR spectrum shows an isotropic signal at295K, but a signal charactersitic of a
tetragonally-distorted octahedral complex at 150K, suggesting that the directions of the long
and short bonds interchange rapidly on the EPR timescale at room temperature, but the
complexes become frozen into particular orientations on cooling (paper #48).'For (2-py)zP,
a bis(ligand)copper(tr) complex was formed in which the ligands were tridentate and the X-
ray structure show two Cu-N bonds are shorter than the other four. However, temperature-
dependent EPR studies suggested the complex has a tetragonally-elongated octatredral
geometry with two possible orientations in the crystal lattice, differing by the interchange of
the directions of the long and intermediate Cu-N bonds. The bonding parameteres derived
from the electronic spectra are consistent with the proposed tetragonal elongation (paper
#49). We also undertook similar structural and spectroscopic studies of the corresponding
zinc(tr) and nickel(tr) complexes, which confirm the previous results on the bonding
characteristics of the pyridine groups of these ligands, and established a way of assessing
the effect of the bridging atom (paper #50).
As part of the collaborative effort on the stuctural studies of complexs of these tripodal
ligands with Dr Tiekink, we also re-determined a stucture of bis{tris(2-pyrazol-1-
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yl)methanelcobal(tr) nitrate (at l73K - paper #52) to provide more precise structural
information (than an earlier structure at275K) to support calculations associated with
spectroscopic observations on the system by Dr Hitchman and his coworkers.
While on study leave at Brookhaven National Laboratory (New York) in 1983-84, I
became interested in studies of the promotion of the reactivity of carbon dioxide by
transition metal complexes. In association with Drs Norman Sutin and Carol Crettz, a
mechanistic study was undertaken of the interaction of [Co(bpy)3]+ with ca¡bon dioxide in
aqueous solution (paper #53). Subsequent studies in my own "tripodal ligands" program on
the reactivity of the [CoI{(2-py)¡X}z]* species (X = CH, P) with water and HCO3- indicated
that water underwent reduction to H2 but no reduction of HCO3- occurred. The mechanism
of water reduction by [Co(bpy)¡]+ is generally proposed to occur via formation of an
hydridocobalt species, following ligand dissociation: in addition, CO2 (HCO3-) reduction
occurs via the same intermediate but coordination by the substrate is thought to be required.
For the reaction of [Coi(2-py):P]zl* with water, while total dissociation of a ligand does
not occur there may well be dissociation of a single pyridine moiety allowing formation of
an hydrido species and leading to water reduction: however simultaneous CO2 (or HCO3-)
coordination is precluded, inhibiting its reduction (paper #43). Since that time, we have
maintained an interest in carbon dioxide reactivity, and I was invited to contribute two
chapters to a monograph on this subject (papers #54-55). Such catalytic studies are still part
of our activities, and in particular the study of multi-electron reduction of ca¡bon dioxide
(e.g. to methanol and methane) using polynuclear metal complexes and metal cluster
species. 'We have also examined the more general usage of [Co(bpy)¡]+ as a catalyst for
reduction of organic species using alkynes as substrates (paper #56).
In a period of study leave in the laboratory of Professor Royce Murray (University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, U.S.A.) during 1988-89,I was involved in work directed at
elucidating structural and environmental effects on electron and ion transfer in films made
from electroreductive polymerisation of monomeric osmium complexes containing vinyl-
substituted pyridyl and polypyridyl ligands.
In the first of these studies, a series of films were investigated in which the electron-
transport-active osmium metal centres were isostructurally diluted with analogous centres of
either ruthenium or zinc. For these films, the correspondence between the composition of
the monomer feed and the that of the films was tested using X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), and electron transport studies undertaken by measuring electron
diffusion rates through the various copolymer films (paper #57).
In the second study, rate constants for the electrical gradient driven, bimolecular electron
self-exchange reaction between OsuI and OsII sites in dry, mixed-valent electropolymerized
films of poly-[Os(bpy)z(vpy)z](BF¿)- and poly-[Os(vbpy)¡](BF¿)'n {vpy = 4-vinylpyridine;
vbpy = 4-methyl-4'-vinyI-2,2'-bipyridine) were determined as a function of m. Linear
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potential sweep and a.c. impedance measurements showed that the electron exhange followed
bimolecular cha¡acteristics. Comparison of the self-exchanges driven by electrical and
concentration gradients in a variety of bathing environments showed that electron-hopping
rates were affected by the rigidity of the matrix (paper #58).
Since that time, within my laboratory we have pursued a continuing program on
chemically modified electrodes with particular interest in the use of 2,2'-bipyridine ligands
functionalised with thiophene (thiophene is known to undergo anodic electropolymerisation
to form conducting films). We developed a synthetic methodology for thiophene-
functionalised 4-methylpyridine and 4-methyl-2,2'-bipyridine in which the linking alkyl
chain length has been varied from n = 2-ll (paper #59). Electropolymerized films of the
ligands (paper #60) and their ruthenium complexes (paper #61) were studied by
electrochemistry (cyclic voltammetry, chronoamperometry, and a.c. impedance
spectroscopy) and scanning electron microscopy measurements of surface structure. The
porous nature of the films and their electrochemical behaviour was shown to be dependent
on the length of the alkyl chain, and charge transfer was influenced in oxidative and
reductive regions by differing proportions of kinetic factors and diffusion (papers #60-61).
As a preliminary investigation of the catalytic properties of metal-containing films
made from these ligands, the kinetics of the electrochemical oxidation of IQFe(CN)6 at
poly-[tris(3 -{a-Í4-(2,2'-bipyridyl)]alkyl}thiophene)iron(tr)l-film modified electrodes was
investigated in aqueous solutions, using cyclic voltammetry and rotating disk electrode
voltammetry. The retro-electrocatalytic reaction of the substrate at the polymer-coated
electrodes was dependent on the alkyl chain length between the thiophene and2,2'-
bipyridine moieties and on the concentration of the substrate (paper #62).
4.4 Spectroscopy of Laser Desorbed Molecules
Laser-based spectroscopy coupled to molecular beam technology has, over the past
decade, proved a powerful tool for studying the photophysics and dynamics of polyatomic
molecules. The spectroscopy of molecules studied in this fashion is greatly simplified by
the cold, rarefied environment of the molecular beam. A lack of thermal and matrix
congestion in molecular beams means that spectra can be recorded with dramatic clarity
compared with measurements taken in more traditional media. However, these experiments
a¡e ¡estricted by the need for the sample molecules to be volatile to allow introduction into a
molecular beam.
In a study undertaken in collaboration with Professor Alan Knight (Griffith
University), we addressed the problem of evaporating intrinsically involatile materials by
laser desorption (papers #64 -65). A new polymer matrix containing particulate silver was
developed for the introduction of analytes with low or negligible volatility into molecular
beams via laser desorption (LD) - the process by which the interaction between a laser and a
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solid can cause the evaporation of molecules (and their fragments) from the solid surface.
These silver-containing film matrices (SCFM) permit stable desorption to proceed for
extended periods (ca. -10 hours), and were applied successfully to the non-destructive
volatilisation of a number of amino acids and a transition metal compound ([Ru(bpy)3]n+,
where bpy = 2,2'-bipyridine). Analytes were extracted directly from solution on to the
SCFM surface by simply dipping the film into the solution and then air-drying the film.
The laser desorption apparatus, when coupled to a supersonic molecular beam/laser
ionisation time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS), permitted the detection of the
analytes at femtogram levels. Furthermore, we developed a reel-to-reel tape transport device
that allowed extended usage of the analyteJoaded SFCM, thereby permitting the
measurement of wavelength-scanned mass-selected resonance-enhanced multiphoton
ionization spectra of analytes with low or negligible volatility. We demonstrated this
application for the two examples below.
Firstly, with the biologically significant aromatic amino acids /-tryptophan and
/-phenylalanine, the degree of cooling achieved in the molecular expansion was shown to be
comparable with that achieved using conventional beam sources, and the desorption yield was
sufficiently stable for high quality spectra to be measured. The resonance enhanced
multiphoton ionization (REMPI) spectrum of laser desorbed /-phenylalanine revealed that the
molecule exists in a number of distinct conformational forms, and the low frequency structure
present in the electronic spectra of /-phenylalanine was interpreted as arising in part from
vibronic transitions associated with hindered rotation of the carboxylic acid moiety within the
amino acid grouping. Various semi-empirical molecula¡ orbital calculations were employed
to rationalise these structures and motions (papers #64- 65).
Transition metal complexes have not been the subject of high resolution spectroscopic
interrogation using molecular beam conditions. The potential of such measurements is
enonnous: it would allow detailed interrogation of the excited state properties of metal
complexes, which is an important, but often poorly understood, area of inorganic chemistry.
The principle reason for this yet untapped application of molecula¡ beam spectroscopy is
largely pragmatic; most metal coordination complexes are simply not volatile, and
therefore cannot be introduced into molecular beam expansions. While our work stopped
short of measuring the LD/REMPI spectrum of a metal complex, an intense molecular beam
of [Ru(bpy)¡]n* was generated, as shown by time-of-flight mass spectrometry GOF-MS).
Signal instability prevented the associated electronic spectra being recorded (paper #63).
4.5 Artificial Photosynthesis
Present activities in my laboratory are primarily devoted to the development of
polymetallic molecular assemblies which will allow the harvesting of light energy and its
conversion to high energy chemicals - termed "artificial photosynthesis". In the early
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stages, the resea.rch was directed to the development of synthetic strategies to allow
controlled design of photophysical and redox characteristics of chromophores for such
assemblies (particularly polypyridyl complexes of RuII). Further, we have developed
synthetic strategies for modification of polypyridyl (and related) ligands to incorporate
electron (and energy) transfer groups, in which the spacing, stereochemistry and electronic
communication between the quencher and the metal cenffe may be systematically varied
and tested by photophysical measurements. We are also devising ligand-bridged assemblies
to assess factors affecting inter-metal communication as a function of the stereochemistry of
the metal centres and the structure of the ligand-bridge assembly.
Initially, we established a general synthetic method for heteroleptic tris(bidentate)
complexes of ruthenium(tr), [Ru(ppXpp'Xpp")]2* {pp, pp' and pp" are polypyridyl ligands}
based on the sequential addition of the ligands to the oligomer [Ru(CO)zCl2]n, which has
allowed the systematic control of the ground and excited state properties of these









Detailed photophysical investigations of a number of such [Ru(ppXpp'Xpp")]2* species
have been undertaken using transient emission and absorbance studies, and resonance
Raman techniques, to probe excited and ground state properties. By controlled va¡iation of
the æ* levels of the ligands and the dæ levels of the metal centre, it has proved possible to
extend the absorptivity into the red region of the visible spectrum and enhance the
absorbance over the entire visible range ("black absorbers"). All mixed ligand complexes
were found to be much less prone to undergo photoinduced ligand loss than the parent
compound [Ru(bpy)3]2+ (papers #68 and #71). We have also identified (paper #72) the
possibility that metal complexes containing ligands with extended delocalization may
exhibit enhanced excited state lifetimes (despite the low energy gap between the dæ and æ*
levels, and in contravention of the "energy gap law").
'We have also recently developed an analogous synthetic methodology for the
tris(heteroleptic) species of osmium(Il) (paper #76). Another study has also realised a new
photosynthetic route to complexes of the type [Ru(pppXppXCO)]2* {ppp = a tridentate
ligand such as tpy (2,2".6',2"-terpyridine); pp = a bidentate ligand), which is a promising
precursor for a range of complexes in which the sixth condination position may be widely
varied by replacement of CO with X under decarbonylation conditions (paper #92).
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The methodology described above also provides avenues for the development of
polymetallic molecular assemblies. The key intermediate in the scheme is the
[Ru(ppXpp'XCO)z]2* species, which undergoes reaction with the pp" ligand under
decarbonylation conditions to form the ultimate product. In cases where the third ligand is a
bridge which is part of another complex {e.g. BL - 2,2'-bipyrimidine or 2,3-bis(2-
pyridyl)pyrazine\, further work has shown that the technique may be extended to dinuclear
and higher nuclearity species using a "complexes as ligands" strategy (paper #67).
lRu(ppXpp'XCO¡11z*
[Ru(pp"Xpp"'XBL¡12*
tRu(ppXpp' XBL)Ru(pp "Xpp "')14*
Me¡NOA4eOCFIzCHzOH
We have now demonstrated that the decarbonylation reactions proceed under certain
conditions with retention of the stereochemical integrity of the metal centre (papers #69-70).
In the first of these studies, the formation of the species [Ru(Me2bpyXpmb)z]2+ was studied
in detail, where 4,4'-dimethyl-2,2'-bipyridine (Me2bpy) is a symmetrically-substituted
ligand, and 4-methyl-4'-neo-pentyl-2,2'-bipyridine (pmb) is non-symmetrically substitituted.






There a.re two alternative synthetic approaches to the target molecule - either reaction of
Me2bpy with [Ru(pmb)z(CO)z]2* or reaction of pmb with [Ru(Me2bpy)(pmbXCO)z]2*.
The respective dicarbonyl complexes were separated into their geometric isomers and the
stereochemical course of the final decarbonylation reaction studied. Under appropriate
conditions, it was observed that the stereochemical integrity of the dicarbonyl species was


















In the second study, the chiral integrity of the dicarbonyl species was observed during
the decarbonylation process (papers #70 and #91) This enabled the isolation of specific
stereoisomers of mononuclear and dinuclear species, as shown in the example below




phen (a) (b) À-(+)- [Ru(Me¿bpy)z(bpm)]2+
À-(+)-tRu(phen)sl2+ ^ô,Â- [(phen) 2Ru(bpm)Ru1Me+bpy)z]4+
The conclusions a¡e extremely significant. The synthetic methodology allows not
only the controlled variation of the spectral, photophysical and redox cha¡acteristics of the
metal centres, but also predetermination of the stereochemistry in mononuclea.r and
oliogonuclear species by appropriate choice of the stereochemistry of the precursor. We
have exploited the techniques to isolate stereoisomers of a number of mono-and poly-
nuclear species with the aim of identifying differences in photophysical and electrochemical
characteristics between isomers of the same compound.
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In a monouclear complex, we isolated the four geometric isomers of the system
[Ru(bpy)(bpy-DXbpy-A)]4* (paper #82), shown below (where D and A are donor and
acceptor redox-active groups respectively).
o
trans cis (1) cis (2) cis (3)
The assignment of the stereochemistry was achieved by NMR spectroscopy. We have
undertaken comparative photophysical studies of the isomers and established for the first
time that the emission lifetimes of the charge-separated states formed on light absorption are
distinguishable. These variations are not totally understood at this stage but probably reflect
differences between the isomers in solvent and vibrational barriers and electronic coupling,
as well as subtle differences in their orbital pathways for electron transfer (paper #83).
Further studies are in progress of analogues in which the bridge between the ligating group
and the PTZ subsitituent are extended.
For ligand-bridged dinuclear species, there are two diastereoisomeric forms, each
comprising of an enantiomeric pair. The two stereoisomers are represented schematically below,
where the terminal ligands on each metal centre are identical.
u
meso {Â,Â} rac {ÂÂ, M}
A significant difference in the relative ligand orientations may be discerned in the two
diastereoisomeric pairs: the terminal polypyridyl ligands "above" and "below" the plane of
the bridging ligand are approximately parallel in the 
^ 
/^^ form, whereas they are
perpendicular in the 
^^/^^ 
stereoisomer. 'We have synthesised a range of complexes of types
[{Ru(pp)z}zQr-BI-)]a*, [{Ru(pp)z}{Ru(pp')z}(p-BL)]4*, [{Ru(pp)z}{Os(pp)z}(p-BL)]4*, and
[{Ru(pp)z} {Os(pp')z}(Þ-BL¡1++ {pp, pp' are bidentate ligands, BL = bridging ligand; paper
#67), and chromatographically separated and characterised the diastereoisomers. For the
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situation where there are two different terminal ligands on each metal centre,
t{Ru(ppXpp)}z(p-Bl-)la+, geometrical isomerism is also possible, and we have separated and
characterised geometric isomers in such systems (paper #85).
In investigating higher nuclearity species (papers #80-81, 87),
using a combination of our synthetic and chromatographic
techniques we have synthesized the separate
diastereoisomers of the homometallic and heterometallic (
dinuclear and trinuclear complexes of the ligand \N
1,4,5,8,9,Lz-hexaazatriphenylene (HAT).
HAT
In the homometallic dinuclear case where the metal centres are equivalent, two
diastereoisomers are possible :
^ -[{Ru(bpy)z}zGr-HAT))a+ 
(rac) ÀÂ-[{Ru(bpy)z}z(p-HAT¡1++ (meso)
and similarly in the trinuclear case.
^ ^/^ ^-[{Ru(bpy)2}z(p-HRr¡10* ^^ 
/^ 
^-[{Ru(bpy)2}2(p-HAT)]6+
The effect of the variation in relative ligand orientation on intramolecular electron and
energy transfer in these complexes was probed by photophysical techniques in collaboration
with a resea¡ch group at the Université Libre de Bruxelles (Belgium). For the dinuclear
species at room temperature, the relative luminescence quantum yields and the emission
lifetimes showed a significant drop for the meso compa¡ed with the rac diastereoisomers.
Moreover in a glass at low temperature (77 K), the luminescence lifetimes of the trinuclear
heteronuclear diastereoisomer were slightly shorter than those of the homonuclear form.
No significant differences were detected at room temperature in the diastereoisomeric forms




studies of both the dinuclear and trinuclear series showed minimal differences in the
properties of the diastereoisomeric pairs (paper #81)
'We have also isolated all possible stereoisomers of the analogous heterometallic
trinuclear species [{Ru(bpy)2)}z{Os(bpy)z}(p-HAT)]6+ (papers #80 and #87), and a
heteroleptic homometallic trinuclear species [{Ru(bpy)2)} {Ru(Mezbpy)z}{Ru(phen)2}(p-
HAt¡10+ (paper #87).
Other systems reveal spatial consequences of energy and electron migration patterns in
polynuclear species. In a recent study, we isolated the diastereoisomers of the ligand-
bridged species [(bpy)2Ru(p-apy)Ru(bpy)z]a+ (apy = 2,2'-azopyridine) and the methylared
congeners in involving Me2bpy (4,4'-dimethyl-2,2'-bipyridine) and Meapy {2,2'-azobis(4-
methylpyridine ) (paper #73).
aPY = azopyridine
The diastereoisomer pairs show differences in their electrochemical and electronic spectral
cha¡acteristics, which indicates a spatial dependence for the inter-metal communication.
In collaboration with the research group of Professor R.N. 'Warrener (Central
Queensland University), we have been seeking the design of ligand-bridges and quencher-
functionalised ligands in which the geometry and electronic characteristics of the linkage
between the ligating groups and the functionalities may by deliberately controlled using the
"molrac" methodology established in Professor's Warrener's laboratory. Thus far, we have
achieved the linkage of the 1,lO-phenantholinyl ligating group to quinone (acceptor) and
dimethoxyphenyl (donor) groups (paper lf74),
MeO
as well as various bridges with 1,1O-phenanthrolinyl,4,5-diazafluorenyl or 3,6-di(2-
pyridyl)pyridazinyl moieties (paper #75). A number of complexes have been made and



















have also developed a synthetic methodology for formation of dinuclear
complexes which the metals are bridged by a rigid alicyclic (morac) framework by coupling
mononuclear species with molrac ligands functionalised with epoxide and olefinic groups
paper #89). The technique provides a superior route to heterometallic dinuclear species,
whose synthesis is difficult using the pre-constructed ligand.'We have also linked
ruthenium complexes containing polypyridyl ligands with metal-containing porphyrin











As part of the stereochemical studies, we have developed general cation-exchange
chromatographic methods of separating stereoisomers (geometric isomers, enantiomers and
diastereoisomers) of mono- and polynuclear complexes containing polypyridyl ligands
(paper #84). The work indicates that there are significant second sphere interactions
between the complexes and the counter-ions in the electrolyte, and that those associations
may differ between stereoisomeric forms of the same species. In order to enhance the
separation technique we invesigated specific associations of aliphatic and a¡omatic organic
anions with simple monomeric and dinuclear species. Using NMR techniques, a strong
edge-to-face rl-n interaction between the anion and the the bidentate ligands (such as bpy) is
suggested, but the studies with the aliphatic anions also indicate a hydrophobic interaction is
important (paper #90).
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There are other important implications in these observations. There has been
considerable interest in the interaction of polypyridyl complexes of ruthenium with DNA,
which may include electrostatic interactions, hydrogen bonding, covalent binding, and
intercalation or insertion of planar hetereocylic aromatic groups into clefts in the double
helix. V/ith their luminescent properties, the complexes are of particular interest in terms of
determination of DNA structure for sequencing studies and as site-specific cleavage
reagents. One of the exciting prospects for our work is that the program provides a range of
complexes with hitherto unavailable subtle stereochemical variations, and studies of the
mechanism of their interactions with polynucleotides are being undertaken in collaboration
with the resea¡ch groups of Professors Andrée Kirsch-De Mesmaeker and Jaques Riesse
(Université Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium), and Dr Janice Aldrich-Wright (University of
Western Sydney). Using our chromatographic technique, we have chirally resolved a wide
range of homoleptic and heteroleptic tris(bidentate)ruthenium(Il) complexes for this purpose
(paper #91).
In the last five years, our program has made a major contribution to the a¡ea of
stereochemistry in polynuclear assemblies, and I was recently invited by Coordintation
Chemistry Reviews to contribute a review on this topic (paper #77). A review in the area
was also sought by Chemical Society Reviews, and is currently in press (publication in May
1998; paper #88). A review of aspects of our work in this area was also sought for a
presentation at the 10th Australasian Electrochemistry Conference, the substance of which
has been published as paper #86.
Although a there are a number of research groups who have now begun to recognise
the importance of stereochemistry in polymetallic supramolecuar assemblies, we are aware
of only one other research group in the world which was pioneering this a¡ea in the early
1990's. Professor A. von Zelewsky and his coworkers (Université de Fribourg Suisse) have
adopted a different approach to ours to achieve a similar aim, and in 1994-5 I spent five
months of study leave in that laboratory. I was involved experimentally in aspects of their
program during this period, and I initiated some work on a new sub-set of a ligand type
used by this group to to promote stereoselective formation of polypyridyl complexes of
ruthenium. That work was continued in Fribourg after my departure, and has resulted in
two joint publications (papers #78-79).
4.6 Other
In 1991,I was invited by the Queensland Branch of the Royal Australian Chemical
Institute to be the "Schools' Chemistry Lecturer". During a number of trips throughout the
state, I addressed nearly 4,500 secondary school students - that presentation was sought for
publication (paper #91) in the Australian Chemistry Resource Book (Volume 1l).
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5. SUMMARY
My early research activities as a postgraduate student and postdoctoral fellow
included aspects of stereochemistry, electron transfer and ligand reactivity in transition
metal complexes. In the programs developed subsequently within my own research group
(on occasions in collaboration with other groups), such interests have been extended and
combined with electrochemical and photochemical studies. Inter alia, particular
contributions are noted to
the elucidation of the mechanism of oxidation of ligands to ruthenium(Il) and
osmium(tr) centres, and the establishment of two-electron processes resulting from the
lowering of potential by deprotonation;
the structural and bonding characteristics of complexes of tripodal ligands; and
the establishment of techniques for control of the stereochemistry of polymetallic
supramolecular assemblies, and the demonstration of a spatial dependence of
intramolecular electron- and energy-transfer processes within such assemblies.
It is noted that a majority of the publications that form the basis of this thesis (which are
described above, and listed in the next section) have appeared in prestigious journals (such
as Journal of the American Chemical Society, Inorganic Chemistry and Journal of the
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[Co(dien)r]Cl, was described many yea¡s agor but the
isomers have not previously been reported.
lbe isolation and characterisation of tå'ese isomers has
been ca¡ried out separately a.nd concurrently in our two
l,abo¡atories. Some sections of täe work are accredited to
ote of our laboratories; tùese are denoted by Adelaide or
Nagoya ia pa^rentheses.
The complexes were prq>ared as mixtu¡es of isomers by
tàe following methods:
20"
(l) CoX, + HX + O, { dien + C' ;;.*
[Co(dien)r]s+ (Àdelaiite) ;
(2) [Co(MI.)6X]X¡ * dien * H'O * C' *
[Co(öen)']¡+;
(3) K!tCo(CO")'lt * öen a ILO + C' at 0-3o witì' ' 
precipit"Uo¡ of tàe complex by addition of bromide
ion (Nago¡'a) ;
(4) direct ni-ing of die¡ witì trøas-[Co(dien)Clt]r" at
room tenperature (Nagoya). This is not a.n equili-
brium metåod.
lìhe resulting Hts-
isomers ¡5 -^ñ of tb¿
s-¿is-isomer was with
bromide as anion. No s-ais'isomer has bee¡ isolated from
preparatioos (2) aad s-¿is-
Ëoåer *a. separatea mide'
fue þøts- a.nã r¡*¡.-i from
tì.e ûltrates by fractional crystallisation as iodides, wittr
trczs being t¡è less soluble (Adelaide). The Êrst and ônal
fractions thus obtained were iso¡oerically pure.
Iì.e mixtures could also be partialy separated by paper







F¡cun¡ 2. Oþlical isottuts o/ trals-[Co(öen)l¡+
mekical-cis), a¡d t¡ø¡ts (Figr¡¡e l). Also, tàe tais- and








procedures (Adelaide) were useful in monitoring l},.e *cisf
bøns sepatation by fractional crystallisation and in deter-
mining isomer ratios in equilibrium solution mixtures.
The equilibrium isorner proportions (Table) indicate that
785
previously determined,D suPPorted by a study of ion-
pairing eftects, allows tJle absolute configuration to be
assigrred as t¡at shou'û in Figure l. À more detailed
analysis of tåe dichroism will be reported elsewhere.
Optical activity in tåe lzøzs-fCo(dien)r]a+ isomer a¡ises
predominantly from chirality of tåe lF-H bonds about tbe
C, axis (Figure 2). It does not arise f¡om a confi.gurational
effect, and Figure I implies two planes of synmetry for this
isomer. Sargeson el al.ro have demonstrated tåat such
N:-H boads in cobalt(lrr) complexes are rendered suf-
ûcieatJy inert towa¡ds hydrogen exch^nge in acid con-
ditions to allow separation of optical isomers whose dis-
symmeÈy arises from tbis source. In solutions of higher
pH tå.e N-H exchange process becomes facilitated a^ud leads
to racernisation at rates which are Proportional to hydroxide
ion concetrtratioû.
Visible absorptioo spectra maxioa (um)
lH n.m.r. spectra in deuteriated
dimethyl sulphoúde
lH ¡.m.r. spectre in D+/D¡O
Rotations of optical isomers from less
soluble diastereoisomers with the
resolving agents indicated
the trøns-co¡Ãguration of tìe ligand is preferred, which is
the confrguration assigoed to the complexes [Co(dien)Clr],'
fCo(dien)(NOr).],6 and [Cu(dien)r]Brr,]frOc on the basis of
i.r. spectra{ ar.d X-r¿y structural analysis.s'6 These results
demonstrate that bond-angle strain is not the dominant
factor in determining relative stabilities of isomers in amine
systems of this type.7
ïl¡e mixture of the tù¡ee geometric isomers was also
completely sepa¡ated by column chromatography (Nagoya).
A solution of tåe mixture in water-saturated n-but¿nol was
pourd on to a column of P+ellulose,s and the isomers were
eluted by a mixture of n-butanol, concentrated HCl, and
water (volume ratio 200:15:15). The lr¿zs-isomerwas
eluted fr¡st, followed by ttre s-¿is and ø-cis successively.
Tbe 6nal eluted fractions (ø-cis) were optically active,
indicating partial resolution.
The isomers difier i¡ their i.r. and electronic spectral
properties (Table) and while tbese served to cba¡acterise and
distiaguish tÏe isomers tåey were not particularly useful in
assigning these confgurations. Ïì,e rH n.m.r. spectra,
bowever, (Table) clearly differentiated the *-¿is-isomer
from the two more symmetrical forms. Whereas the four
primary ami.se troups are equivalent in the s-cis-isomer
(one NH, reson:urce observed) tJrey are not equivalent in tå.e
t¡-¿is- and þøru-isomers (two peaks obsewed), the two
NH, groups on each dien ligand being in diferent environ-
ments. 'I\e h/h' desigaations of the chelate ring con-
formatjons in tìe l¡¿ru-isomer (F.igure 2) follow Sargeson's
nomenclatu¡e.
Tbe isomeric products (8t6 t+cís, 92lo /r,atlrsl from
method (4) involving rzøzs-fCo(dien)Clrl are consistent witì,
tbe topological assitnment to ttre lzøzs-[Co(dien)r]r+
isomer, provided exteusive isomerisation does not occur in
ttris reaction.
The ø<is-isomer wÍLs completely resolved into optical
isomers by two methods.
(l) A^n aqueous solutioÂ was adsorbed on a column of
SE-Sepbadcx C-26 and eluted by 0.f6 u-sodium (f ) -
ta¡trate solution (Nagoya). The (f)"-isomer was eluted
fÌst. Details of tùis resolution c/ill be published elsewhere.
(2) Diastereoisomer forrnation witå (a;r-aatimonyl
ta¡hate and recrystallisation of the active iodides to
maximum rotatiotr gave tl,e results shown in t-he Table
(Adelaide). A soluton of tle comple>< at pH 8 showed no
measure¿ble chaoge i¡ rotation after 2 weeks at 20".
-{. comparison of tle c.d. spectn¡m of (f)o-ø-cis-lCo.
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F¡csn¡ 3. Absorþliott (----) a¡d c.d. (-) sþ¿dta oÍ
(+)¡-¡+ts-tCo(dien)tlClr2HrO i¡ uak¡.
I'he lrør¡s-isomer was resolved wità ttre (*)o-[Co(en)-
(nal)J- ion i¡ acid conditions (Adelaide). The optical
isomer obtai¡ed from tle less soluble diastereoisomer as the
perchlorate had rotafion [a]o *3'4', and on fractional
recrj6tallisatioD tåe highest rotatio¡ obtained (least
soluble fraction) was [a]¡ +5'1", lM)D +28'8'. The









































crystallises rl¡if! rlifrç¡lfy aDd only a small amount of tÌ¡c
active perchlorate has so far been obtained. Thc activc
trons-isomer v''as oPtically ståble in solution pH 2 at 20",
but on raising tåe pH of this solution to PH l0 by addition
of litlium hydroxide, comPlete racemisation trad occurrcd
q'itåin 5 miu. This behaviour contrasts u'ith fåe optical
stabili!' of ttre ø-¿is-isomer where tàe activity is ascribed
predominantly to a coniguretional efect, a¡d tåese results
unequivocally assign the geometric ço¡figuratious to these
786 Csaurcer Co¡¡l¡uw¡carroNs, 1970
conrplexes. TI¡e kinetics of this racemisatioÉ of trans-lC,e
(clicn)r1rt are at present being studied (Âdelaide).
Thc X-ray detcrmination of the crystal stn¡ctu¡es of the
s-cis-, optically active t-cis-, anò, racemic lzaz.s-[Co(dien)r]s+
isomcrs is in pro6pess (Professor Y. Saito, University of
T.ok¡'o). Thc absolute X-ray structural analysis of optic-
alh' ¿"1;.r" lrøzs-[Co(dien)r].* will be undertaken at the
lJniversity of Adclaide, and the c.d. of tàis isomer will also
be reportcd later.
(Receiucd., January 27th, L970; Com. l2i.)
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The Circular Dichrorsm and the Chirality of the Unsymmetric-cis- and the
trørs-(*)"-Bis(diethylenetriamine)cobalt(Iu) Ion
By F. R. K¡eN¡ and G. H. SsA'n¡.rr
(Ðeþøtment of Physical and Inorganic Chemishy, The U*iuersity ol Ad,elaíde, Adelaide, South -'luslraliø 5001)
(Schoot of che*¡rot sr¿rîlrtuInï)rä'"", Eost Anstio, Noruich)
S*mmory The circular dichroism of the systems u-¿¿s-
(*)¡-[Co(dien)r]3+ and trans-(t)e-lCo(dien)rla+ indi-
cates the stereochemical conûguration of tbè former, and
iodicates in the latter a nevt' tyPe of chirality which has
hithirto not been realized, but u'hich r¡'ill be present in
metal-polyamine complexes.
Tx¡ three geometric isomers of [Co(dien)r]3+ have been
isolated recentlv, and the unsvnrmetrical cis (u-cis) (I) and
tbLe lrøtzs isomer (II), each having only C, symmetry, have
been resoive<i into optical antipodes.r The third isomer,l
symmetrical cis (s-cis), is not dissl-mmetric (Cro sYmmetn').
b
ll) u-cir-þ)o - [ Co(dicn)213'
(Figure) in order to determine the stereochemical con-
frguration of the forme¡ and to evaluate thc optical effect
of a ner¡'t1'pe of chiralitf in the latter. 'l'he results sh<¡rv
(Figure) that u-cis-(-¡)¡-[Co(dien)r]3' in aqueôus st¡lution
gives a major positive and a minor negative c.d. ban<I, at a
lower and a higher frequencr', respectivel\-, in the spectral

















(llol tr¿rs - õ-NH lllb) t¡ons- À-NH
The c.d. spectra of the u-cls-(+)i- and t}re lraos-(:1 )e-
[Co(dien)r]8+ optical isomers have nor¡' been nreasure<ì
vlcm-')
li¡<;u¡rr. I'he attsorþtion sþeclrum (.\'¡ ønd the c.d. (Bl of lrons-
( '-)r,-¡(lo(tlicn)zls+ iz tl.l u-HCIO. and. the c.d. ol t-cis-(!)¡-
¡(Ìr(tlir:n)olr+ (Cl in uoler antl (D) in O.2v-sodiunt sele¡ilc.
'rvlrr,tírg -'¡,
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CoIrrN. chromophore, the areas of these c.<J. bands bcing
diminished and enhanced, respectively, try thc addition of l
polarisable ox.vanion. The signs and relativc frcr¡ucncics
and magnitudes of the lower-energy c.d. l¡ands o'L u-cis-
(-. tr,-iCo(dien)r]3ts, and the changes in t¡an<l arc¿r on thc
a<ldition <¡f selenite are similar2 to thc correspondin¡4 prol)cr-
ties of the analog<.rus c.d. bands r)f (r )þ-[Co(cn)"]3', (-l )u-
eis-[Co(en)r(NHr)r]"*, and (7)o-[Co(penten)j3', ancl it is
concluded that the former complex has the samc confi¡;ura-
tion (I) as that of the latter group of complc.x ic¡ns, which
also contain the CoIlISu chr()moph()re.
Cnvstal structure analysis bv the anomalous X-ray
scattering method shows3'' th:rt h¡oth ( ;-)p-iCo(en)j3, ancl
(.-)D-ico(penten)]3- havc the Â confi¡;urati<;n, in tcrms <.¡f
the ring-pairing nomenclature <.rf thc II 'P.\C commissi<¡n.s
'fhe application r¡f the ring-pairing Jrrocerlure to u-¿is-
(r)¡-[Co(dien)r]3- indicatcs that u'hilst the chclate rings
b and tl of (I) have a mutual A chiralit'r', both of the pairs
a an<l d, an<l ö and c, have a mutual ,\ chiralitv. Thus the
<.¡verall configuration of (I) is Â, like that{ of ('t )"-[Co-
(penten).1r- where the ring-pairing relations are closely
analogous,6 the tr¡'o complex ions differing only in that a
frfth chelate ring, joining the nitrogen atoms which are
secondary in the former (I¡, is present in the latter complex.
Hitherto the optical activity of dissymmetric metal
complexes has been ascribed to tw'o principal sources,T-s
frrstlv, the confrgurational effect due to the chiral dis-
position of t\ïo or more chelate rings (which may be planar)
around the metal ion, and secoldly, the conformational and
vicinal effect due to a preferred dissymmetric conforrna-
tion of non-coplanar chelate rings augmented by a vicinal
perturbation from the asymmetric carbon or nitrogen
centre or centres *'hich determine the ring conformation.
For lrans-(-1-¡¡-lCo(dien)r1s- (II) the configurational and
the cc¡nf<.¡rnrational or vicinal effects are vanishing. The
stereochcnlical dispositìon of the chelate rings about the
rnetal ir¡n in (II) is non-chiral, the svmmetn'of the complex
being Dro if the atoms of each ring are taken to be coplanar.
For each dien ligand thc conformational ellect is internallv
compensatetl in (lI), one chelate ring having the å and the
other the Â' conformatic¡n in the Corev and Bailar nomen-
clature,¡0 or thc ô and thc À conf<¡rmation in the IUP.\C
svstenì.6
llr.¡rçcvt r lr ans-( -7 ) r-l_Co(dien) r1!r gives a minor positive
and ir majr.rr negative c.d. band at a lo\À'er and a higher
frcquenc-v, rcspectively, in the spectral region of the L4r,
+ rlro absorption of the r.¡ctahedral CoIII:\i6 chromophore
(F'igure), these bands having the same sign and similar
magnitudes t<¡ those given byÐ [Co-( -: )-(pn)(NHr).]t* or byu
(-¡o-iCo(lÍIfe-en)(NH3).13-, rvhere the optical activity
derives in each case, fronì a single asvmmetric centre in tåe
ligand and a single puckered chelate ring. The sole element
Cse¡vr¡c¡r Co¡rrvux¡ceuoNS, 1970
of chir:rlity' in the cornplcx ion, trazs-[Co(dien)r.,r+ is the
stcrcr¡chcrnical relatiònshilr l)etwee¡r the two lz¿¿s ìi-H
lx¡n<ls of Lhr: sct:rntìary nitrogen ¿rtoms in the ligands.
'l'hcsc two li-H lx¡ntls {orrn a segrnent of either a right-
handc<[ (ll:L) or ¡r. left-h¿urded helìx (IIb), taking either
N-lI b<¡nrl irs thc helix axis according to the IUPAC con-
vcnti<>n,5 and thcy :rre desigrrated the lr¿æs-ô-NH and the
,z¿zs-À-NH isomers, rcspectivelv. The c-d. spectrum of
tuaas-( i )u-[Co(dien)r.13+ (Figure) indicates that the lz¿zs-
NH chiral clcnrent gives rise to optical effects comparable in
magnitu<le to those of the conformational and vicinal effect
of a single optically-active chelate ring, but the c.d. recorded
docs not distinguish between the structures (IIa) and (IIb)
f<.¡r this isomer. Àn absolute X-ray crystal analysis of an
optical isomer of tb.e Þans-complex is in progress.
Although measurements were taken throughout the u.v.
region down to 185 nm on a Jouan CD 185 Dichrographe
(c.d. optical density detection limit I in lff), no c.d. response
was recorded over this region for the lrøæs-isomer. Thus
the c.d. in this charge transfer region, where emax : 39,000
at 222 nm cannot be larger than about 0.3, compared r*'ith
-30 for (-)D-iCo(en)slt* or +12 for trans-lCo-(-)-(pn)r-
(NHr)r.i-"*.t \\'e take this to indicate that the conformational
contribution to the optical activity is negligible (hence our
assitnment of the observed c.d. bands in the ligand freld
region to the N-H chiral efiect).
A molecular model indicates some crowding ln one
quadrant of the lz¿zs-molecule (shown shaded in the
diagram). Such crowding could be relieved by distortion
of the conformation of one chelate ring of èach dien ligand.
Optical activity could then also arise from asvmmetry of
charge around the nitrogen (a small vicinal effect) together
with a conformational efiect since the A' helical contributions
rvould not then completely cancel those of ,Þ. Such dis-
tortion will be checked in the X-ray structure analysis,
although an¡r distortion is evidentlv too small to be detect-
able from the dichroism.
Since this is the first complex observed to give no c.d. in
the charge t¡ansfer region, this result lends support torthe
hypothesiss that configurational and conformational effects
are the púncipal contributors to the c.d. of the charge
transfer region in metal complexes.
A contribution to optical activilv from tbis rr--H chiral
effect should also be present in complexes of aII Iinear
polyamines forming gauche flve-membered chelate rings,
such as triethylenetetrami¡e, tetraethylenepentamitre, atrd
(linear) pentaethylenehexamine, but in these instauces it
would not be separately distinguishable from the conforma-
tional and vicinal effects.
(Receiaed, Febtuary Znd, L970; Com. 149.)
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The Isomers of the Bis(diethylenetriamine)cobalt(Ill ) Ion
and a New Source of Optical Activity
Bv F. R. KEENE eNo G. H. SEARLE
Receiaed. Møtch 29, 197 I
The three geometric isomers of the [Co(dien):] 3+ ion s-cis, u-cis, and trans have been separated by va.rious methods, and the
u-cis and trans isome¡s have been resolved into optical isomers through diastereoisomer formation. the conñgurations
have been unequivocally assigned to these geometric forms from the different racemization behavior of the u-cis and trans
opticel isomers. Factors determining relative isomer stabilities are discussed, and infra¡ed and pmr criteria for assigning
isooer confi guratiorrs are examined.
Introductiou
The problen of tåe existence of the tiree geometric
isomers which are possible for a complex [M(dien)r]3+
(where dien designates tåe tridentate ligand diethylene-
triamine) t has remained ever since tle-cobalt(Ill) com-
(1.) Abbrcviatioss uscd: cu, cthyleDcdiaEilc; ¡V-Mcc¡, .¿V-Eethylethyl-
crcd¡sEiDc; dicD, diethylc[etriaEiDc; tricu, triethyloctct¡¡EiDc; tc-
t¡aen, tetracthylc¡cpcntaEiuc; lEntc¡, pc¡tacthylcnehcxamioc (doublc
bra¡chcd cbain isomcr); sarc, súcosirato; tart, tútrate; Eal, EaloD4to.
plex ion of this formr¡lation was first isolated as the
iodide [Co(dien)g]Is by Mann in 1934.2 The corre-
sponding chromium(Ill) complex [Cr(dien)z]Ia has also
been prepareds and again isomers have not been iso-
lated. This paper describes the isolation and cherac-
terization of all the geometric and optical isomers which
(2) F. G. Mau¡, J. Chem. Soc.,466 (1934).




















are possible for the [Co(dien)z]3+ ion. The three
geometric isomers are shown in Figure 1. These may
be designated in terms of the facial or meridional dis-
position of tle ligands or alternativety by tle cis or
trans positions of the primary amino donor groups of
each dien ligand, and an additional speciûcation s or u
is necessary to distinguish tbe two cis forms. The
u-cis (unsymmetrical) form has only a twofold rotation
axis and should exist in optical isomers, with tle dis-
symmetry arising primarily from a confrgurational
effect. The s-cis (symmetrical) isomer with a center
and planes of symmetry is not diss¡rmmetric.
The facility of linear polyamine ligands (and related
linear multidentate ligands) to coordinate in facial or
meridional dispositions over each pair of interlocked
five-membered chelate rings is well established. This
facility for dien has been demonstrated by extmsive
studies of mono-dien complexes, and in a number of
systems all tle possible geometric isomers have been
isolated.a-8 On this basis it seems surprising that the
two possible geometric forms of [Co(dien)Xal (X- :
Cl-, NO2-, NCS-) have not so far been prepared or
separated.s'6,e
The bis-die¡r cobalt(Ill) complor has been used in
studies by several workers,e-l¡ and from tie reported
preparative methods it is now apparent that tlese
materials were isomeric mixtures. I¡ the only attempt
to assign a configuratioa, Cra¡rton and Matterne im-
plied that only tbe most stable isomer in such systems
would be isolated. Partly on tle basis of failure to
¡esolve ttreir [Co(dien)¿]3+ wit! three resolving agc¡rts,
tiey assigned the configuration as trans, and altåough
tle rationale for this proposal was invalid (failure to
achieve a resolution does not prove that a compound is
incapable of being resolved or is not dissymmetric) tåe
(4) J. I. Lcggand D. W. Cæte,1zor3, Chcm,, 6, 594 (f966).
(5) D. A. l{ou*, lrøs. Nrcl. Chcm. Ldt.,3, 6? (1967r.
(6) II. H. SchEidtl<c aud D. Garthoff, f nøs. Chim. A¿t¿,2,357 Q968).
(7) A. R. Gaiosford oud D. A. House, iùid., 3, 367 (r9ô9).
(8) S. I{. Caldwcll aod D. A. Housc, J.Itotg- Nucl. Chcm.,8l,8f f (f969).
(9) P. H. Crayto! eqd J. A. Mattqu,;Þrd., 13, 248 (1960).
(r0) J. B¡iF¡do, Brll. Soc. Chim. F¡.,21t (f957).
(lI) G- A. B{day Ê¡d Â. K. Barnúd, J. Chcm. So¿., 2540 (r95t).
(12) F- Bulo, J. W. Palnø, a¡d R. G. Perrcn, J. Ama. Chcm. Soc.,82,
r073 (r960).







Figure l.-Topological isomers of [Co(die¡)r] o +
tra.us.
present work shows that tle t¡ans isomer is indeed the
most stable.
An aspect of particular interest in tle [Co(dien)r]s+
system is tle origin of dissymmetry and the resulting
optical activity in the trans isomer. In principle, tåe
contgurational and conformational effects are vanishing
for this isome¡. Figure 1 indicates that if the atoms of
each chelate ring are taken to be coplanar, tl'e st¡uc-
ture has two planes of symmetry and two Cr axes
(there is also an S¡ axis mutually perpendicular to the
þ¡to Cz axes shown in the figure) so that the stereo-
chemical disposition of the chelate rings about the metel
ion is nonchi¡al. Figure 2 shows tle chelate ring con-
formations which must obtain in the optical isomers.
\il'hen tåese ring conformationsare considered the planes
of symmetry in Figure 1 disappear and ttre Sr axis is
destroyed (although each coordinated ligand retains a













Figu¡e 2.{ptical isomers of lrozs- [Co(dien )r] t +.
maius and relates tåe two ligands in the molecu1e. The
point group is tlrus reduced from Sz (ring atoms taken
to be coplanar) to C, by the ring conformations. A
vicinal effect should not arise since the two chelate rings
constituting each dien ligand are mirror images. It is
also evident that for each dien ligand the conformetional




a ô conformation and the otler tle À conformation (or
k and k', respectively, in the Sargeson-Bailar and Corey
designation).ta Thus tJle "conventional" sources of
chirality, confi.gurational and conformational and
vicinal effects, are not present in this molecr¡le.
The dissymmetry of the molecule is due to another
chirality type which is exemplified and uniquely de-
scribed by the stereochemical relationship between the
two trans N2H bonds of the secondary nitrogen atoms
in the trvo ligands (Figure 2). These two NH bonds
form a segment of either a right-handed or a left-handed
helix taking either NH bond as tJle helix axis according
to tle IUPAC convention,r{ and we designate the
absolute conûgurations of the optical forms of the
trans-fCo(dien)z]3+ complex as trans-ô-NH and t¡ans-
À-NH, respectively (Figure 2). 'We therefo¡e describe
tJlis source of chirality in such amine complexes as the
"NH chi¡al effect".
However the dissymmetry is not due solely to the
presence of the N2H bonds as the st¡ucture would re-
tain dissymmetry even if such bonds were absent, for
example if a sulfur donor replaced tle secondary amine
group. The same type of symmetry relationship holds
between any of the Cr-related CH, NII, NC, or CC
bonds in the two ligands and these individual bond
chiralities should all contribute to the ove¡all helicity
of the molecule. The absolute configuration can there-
fore be described by any of these bond relationships
(these are not all of the same skew, ô or tr) and we have
chosen the N2H bonds as the simplest description for
this complex as this means of nomenclatu¡e lends itself
more generally to a wider variety of potential ligands.
With sulfu¡ donors for exarnple, the lone pair directions
might be employed in an analogous stereochemical
situation. An alternative designation for tie absolute
confi gurations of the tr an s - lCo (dien) 2 ] 3 + optical isomers
could be in terms of the left-handed (minus) or right-
handed (positive) helicity of the two N2H bonds about
lhe Cz axis, M(G)-NH or P(G)-NH, respectively
(Figure 2).
Such chiral effects as we have described have not
hitherto been realized as contributing effects to optical
activity in metal polyamine complexes, but should be
present in complex systems such as [Co(trien)Xr]+ in
addition to the "conventional" sources of chirality.
It has been known for some time that NH bonds on
coordinated uitrogen donor atoms are relatively inert
toward hydrogen exchange in acid conditions. How-
ever, it has only recently been appreciated from the
work of Sargeson, et øI.,Ls that this inertness of N2H
bonds on coordinated second,øry amine donor groups is
suffcient to allow separation of optical isomers of com-
plexes whose dissymmetry arises from this source.
Optical isome¡s of a number of complexes containing
the ligands tV-methylethylenediamine (N-Meen) or
sarcosinato (sarc) have been observed to racemize only
very slowly in acid conditions, but in solutions of
higher pH the NH exchange process becomes facilitated
and leads to racemization following the ¡ate law
rate : å.*lcomplex] [OH-]
The situation in lrans-fCo(dien)zl3+ is analogous to
that in the [Co(NH3)aQV-Meen)]3+ and [Co(NHÐ¿-
(r4) IUPÁC 8¿II. No. 33, ô6 (1968); Izøg. Chcn.,9, I (1970)
(15) A. M. SargæoE aod G. H. Scarlc, iöid.,6, 787 (1967).
(sarc)]2+ complexes. In each of these complexesl6'17
the molecular dissymmetry arises from tle alternative
possible dispositions of the N2H bond, and these al-
ternative dispositions a¡e interconvertible in basic
solution. These racemízation phenomena provide the
basis of a method for unequivocally distinguishing the
trans isomet from tlee other two geometric isomers iu
the [Co(dien)2]3+ system.
Although tåe contribution of "NH chiral effects" to
optical activity of polyamine complexes has not pre-
viously been appreciated, the ste¡eochemical basis is
not new. An N2H bond fixed in one of two alternative
dispositions will confer isomerism providing tåese alter-
natìve dispositions can be distinguished - In I'rans-lCo-
(dien)2]3+ the alternative dispositions of one N2H are
distinguished with refe¡ence to one fixed disposition of
the other N2H bond in the molecule. Due to tle
particular symmetry properties of this molecule the
i'NH chiral effect" is the only cont¡ibution to the dis-
syúmetry, since these coordinated nitrogen atoms
themselves are not asymmetric. In all complexes of
N-Meen and sarc, however, the secondary amine nitro-
gen becomes asymmetric on coordination (a situation
ãescribed as donor atom as¡rmmetry) and vicinal and
conformational effects botå cont¡ibute to optical ac-
tivity. In these instances witl only one N2H bond
the chiral effect does not arise, yet the kinetic aspects
of tie racemiz^tton should be closely similar.
A similar situation to that it trans-lCo(dien)2]3+
arises in the case where dien is coordinated meridio-
nally in the system [Co(en) (dien)Cl]'+, shown in Figure






Figure 3.-Isomers of [Co(eaXdien)C1]t+ arising from dieu
coordinated meridionallY.
N2H bond can be distinguished by reference to tle
in the coordinated dien cancel asintrans-lCo(dien)r]3+.
The optical activity and
[Co(dien)zl3+ have been di
municationrs and the kinet
change will be reported in due course.
Thi factors which determine relative stabilities of
isomers are not well understood, and the number of
systems where equilibrium isomer proportions have
(16) B- ¡falpcrs, A. M. Ssgc$s, ãud K. R' Turnbull, J ' Amt' Ch¿m' soc"
8S, 4630 (1966).
irz) p. ¿. Buckiugham, L. G. Marzilli, aud A' M. 5{g60!, ¿bid'' 89' 825
(r967).' 




been assessed experimentally is as yet very limited.
Much fu¡ther experimental data are necessary to com-
pare with results from energy minimization computa-
tions. Some systems previously studied such as [Co-
(trien)X2]n+ 15 and [Co(tetraen)X]"+'e involve fac-
tors arising from tle acido ligands X, and tJle present
system provides an opportunity to study isomer
stabilities as a function of factors in the amine chelate
rings on1y.
Experimental Section
Diethylenetriamine, from either Fluka (puriss) or Union
Carbide Australia Ltd., was used without further puriûcation
Visible spectra were measuted on a Unicam SP700 reco¡ding
spectrophotometer in l-cm cells against ìvater as a reference.
For estimating isomer proportions, spectra of elutes f¡om chro-
matographic separations were measured at the frrst band maxi-
mum (¿¿. 466 nm) on a manual Shimadzu QR-50 spectropho-
tometer. the separate isomers in either water or in 0-3 M
sodium taltrate solution gave identical visible spectra, and ex-
tinction coefficients obtained on the two instruments agreed
Infrared spectra were obtained on a Pe¡kin-Elmer 457 grating
infrared spectrophotometer in KBr disks against air reference.
Optical rotations we¡e measured on a Perkin-Elmer 141-MC
spectropoiarimeter in a l-dm tube at 20o. Signs of rotations
refer to the sodium ¡ line unless another wavelength is specified.
ORD curves were obtained on a Pe¡kin-Elmer P22 recording
spectropolarimeter. Pmr spectra were obtained on a Varian
HA-100 spectrometer o¡ a 60-Mc JeoI spectrometer using sodium
trimethylsilylpropanesuifonate as a reference.
Preparation of [Co(dien)r]3+ by Aerial Oxidation.-To a solu-
tion of CoCl:'6HrO (47.6 g,0.2O mol) in water (250 ml) was
added dien (3a.5 g, 0.33 mol), dien.SHCI (14.5 g, 0.067 mol),
and charcoal (25 g). Air was passed through the solution for
36 hr. Afte¡ 61tering, the solution wes evaporated to a small
volume using a rotary evaporator and the product was then
precipitated as completely as possible by the addition of ethanol.
The product was filtered off, washed with ethanol and acetone,
and then air-dried; yieÌd of [Co(dienÞ]Cl¡.x}l2O,76.0 E (93r¡o
calcd for 2-hydrate).
The complex was prepared as the bromide i¡ an analogous
manner using anhydrous CoBr2 @4.0 s,0.20 mol), dien (34.5 g,
0.33 mol), and dien.SHBr (23.0 g, 0.067 mol) in water (500 ml).
After aeration and filtration, the solution was eveporated almost
to dryness, and the remaining product was precipitated with
ethanol; yield 99.0 g (95% calcd for [Co(dien)r]Br¡.HrO).
Preparatioo of [Co(dien)r] 3+ from [Co(NHs)J(] Xr.-A slurr]'
in water was prepared of charcoal (20 S) and either [Co(NHa)s-
CllCl, (100 g, 0.40 mol) or [Co(lrrHs)rBr]Br, (I54 g, 0.+10 mol).
dien (91 g, 0.88 mol) was stirred in, and the mixture wes heated
on a steam bath for 4 hr. ,A.fter filtering, the solution was
evaporated almost to dryness and the product was precipitated as
completely as possible with ethanol. The product was filtered
ofr, washed with ethanol and acetone, and then air-dried; yield
of ICo(dienÞ]Cl¡.2HrO, 153 s, 9470; yield of ICo(dien)z]-
Br¡.HzO, 20o9,,95Vo.
Separatioa of Geometric Isomers from Preparative Mixtures.
-The above bromide preparations were recrystallized from warmwater by allowing the solution to cool and stand until about l0d7¿
of the mate¡iel had separated. this was filtered off and frac-
tionally recrystallized again from warm weter (3 times its weight).
As each fraction was filtered off it u,as washed witl¡, 70/6 ethanol,
and the filtrate was evaporated in a rotary evaporator to induce
crystallization of the next fraction. The least-soluble fractions
comprised pure s-cis-[Co(dien )r]Br¡ as relatively large well-
formed prisms, and the point at which the more soluble trans
isomer commenced to crystallize could be recognized visually
from the very much smalle¡ thin needles of lzazs-[Co(dien)z]-
Br¡.HzO. This procedure allou's essentially quantitative sepa-
ration of the s-cis isomer from the mixture.
The trans and u-cis isomers in the remaining solution were sepa-
rated by fractional precipitation by adding LiI in small emounts.
The trans isomer is the less soluble, but the precipitated products
appeared (halide analyses) to be mixed bromide-iodides. This
separation was monitored by running thin-layer chromatograms
(19) M. R. Snow, D. A. Buckingham, I E. Muwcll, e¡d A. M. SargcsD,
J. Aøa. Ch¿m. Soc.,91, 3610,3617 (1970).
ou cellulose of the va¡ious f¡actions (developing solvent s¿¿-
butyl alcohol:wate¡:concentrated HCI : 70:20:10). The
6rst and last f¡actions we¡e isome¡ically pure trans and u-cis,
respectively, but middte fractions contained both isome¡s. The
mixed halide precipitates of the separated isome¡s were converted
to pure bromides or iodides using an anion exchanger. The
trans and u<is iodides are anhydrous. Anol.. Calcd for s-ris-
[Co(C¡Hr¡N¡)z]Br¡: C, 19.0; H, 5.19; N, 16.6; !¡, 47-5.
Found: C, 19.4; H,5.40; N, 16.7; !.r,47.7. Catcð.for Fons-
[Co(CrHuNr)zìBr¡.HrO: C, 18.4; H,5.40; N, 16.1; Br, 4õ.8.
Found: C, r8.0; H, 5.12; N, 16.1; Bl,45.7. Calcd for ¿-¿is-
ICo(C¡HrsN¡)r]Bra.0.5HrO: C, 18.7; H, 5.29; N, 16.3; Br,
46.6. Found: C, 18.6; H,5.29i N, 16.2; Br,46.5.
Isomeric purity was checked by chromatography on a column
of SE-Sephadex C-25 cation exchanger (Na+ form), column di-
mensions 40 X 0.9 cm. À dilute aqueous solution of a small
portion (cø. 0.1 g) of a particular fraction was abso¡bed on the
column and eluted \¡'ith 0.3 M sodium tartrate solution. Two
hours was required to ensure a clean separation on the column
of the bands of the three isome¡s (if present), the band order being
s-cis (fastest moving), u-cis, and trens (slowest).
Estimation of Eqrriliþ¡¡u¡n Isomer Proportions.-solutions
containing the three isomers were prepared by synthesis involving
aerial oxidation as above, with equilibrium between the isomeric
products being established by the presence of charcoal. The
¡eaction mixtures in all cases involved the stoichiometry
aqueous coX: * 1.67dien f 0.BB(dien.BHX) "'' "o*'*j'
[Co(dien)zì3+ + 3X-
and air was passed through the solutions at 20o for 36 h¡.
After frltering off the cha¡coal from such re¿ction mixtures
a small sample of each soiution (from which crystallization of
products was prevented) was extracted, and in suitable dilution
was applied to a column of SE-Sephadex C-25 as described earlier.
The eluate bands (0.3 M sodium tartrate solution) were collected
separately and made up to convenient exact volumes, ¿nd the
relative emounts were estimated spectrophotometrically at the
ñrst absorption band maxima (4cm cells).
For preparations involving quantities as described eerlier,
but with a solution volume of 500 ml in e¿ch instance, the isomer
proportions (chloride or bromide preparation) obtained for
equilibration at 20o, with [Co] : g.a M, were as follows: 65%
lrans, 28/6 u-cis, 7/e s-cis. These ûgures rvere obtained from
duplicate preparations of bromides and duplicate prepârations of
chlorides. Each preparation was anzlyzeð. by two ch¡ometo-
graphic separations and spectral determinations, The above
frgures were reproducible to :tl in the eight determinations.
The charcoal used was freshly finely ground B.D.H. granulated
activated charcoal for gas absorption, and before use in the
equilibrations its catalytic ebility was tested to ensure that it
satisfred the criterion of causing racemization of (*)[Co(en)¡] 3+
within 2 min at 90'.20
Resolution of ø-cris-[Co(dien)z]3+.-To a solution ol u-cis-
[Co(dien):]Clr.2H2O (8.2 g, 0.02 mol) in warm water (200 ml)
was added Ag(*)lSbOtart] (23.6 s, 0.06 mol). After shaking,
the precipitated silver chlo¡ide was ûltered off and the ûltrate
volume was made up to 250 ml. Scratching the beaker induced
crystallization of the diastereoisomer ({ )ø-cis-[Co(dien )z] (* Þ
[SbO tart]s.2HzO, and after cooling at 0o for seve¡al hours it was
filtered off, washed with 75r¡6 ethanol, absolute ethanol, and then
acetone, and then ai¡-dried ; yield 9.2 g, 80f¡ of one optical form.
It was recrystallized from water (discarding the most soluble
portions) untii constant rotation was attained. ¿p : {0.533o
lor a 0.441ç solution in water, ¡¡'hence [a]o : 121". Anol.
Calcd for (*)¿-cis-[Co(CoHxN¡)z](*)[SbO(CoH¡Os)]¡.2HzO:
C,20.9; H, 3.65; N, 7.2. Found: C, 20.9; H,3.65; N, 7.0.
this recrystallized diaste¡eoisomer (2.6 g) was ground with
NaI in an aqueous slurry, and the (*)ø-¿is-[Co(dien)z]I¡ which
separated was filtered off, washed with ice-cold NaI solution,
ethanol, and acetone, and then ai¡-dried. Recrystallization
from hot water did not inc¡eese the rotation; yield 1.0 g (8%).
ao : {O.Qt$o for a 0.13/6 aqueous solution, [a]o : .t-25.6'.
Anal. Calcd fo¡ (*)¿-cis-[Co(C¡HrsN¡)z]I¡: C, f4.9; H, 4.06;
N, 13.0. Found: C, 14.9; H,3.95; N, 13.0.
The diastereoisomer remaining in the aqueous solution above
was f¡actionally precipitated by gradually adding ethanol and
(20) F. P. Dwycr aDd À. M. Sargc$¡, Nalurc (Londot),187, 1022 (f960)
cooling. The most soluble of these fractions (4.0 g) was ground
with sodium iodide as before, and the (-)ø-cis-[Co(dien)r]I3
obtained was recrystallized three times from water to give con-
stant rotation. the optical isomer was less soluble than the
¡acernate; yield 1.3 g (107o); lolo : - 24.9o .
Resolution of tr ans -lCo (dieo.)zl3 + .-trans- [Co (dien )r] Clr. 2.5-
HlO (8.3 g, 0.02 mol) was dissolved in water acidified with acetic
acid (100 ml of water containing 0.5ml of glacial acetic acid, giving
a solution of pH 3-4). .4,g(f )[Co(en)(mal)d.2HrOrE (28 g,
0.06 mol) was added, and after shaking the solution in a stoppered
flask, the precipitated silver chloride was ñltered off. Wate¡
(100 ml) and methanol (200 ml) we¡e added to the filtrate, then
ethanol (about 500 ml) was added carefully to incipient crystal-
lization. Crystallization of the diastereoisomer is somewhat
difficult, but with the above conditions (f )lzøzs-[Co(dien):] (* )-
[Co(enXmal)z]¡.10H:O crystallized on cooling the solution for
several days in a refrigerator; yield î.3 g, 5217¡ of one optical
form. The diastereoisomer was filtered off, washed with meth-
anol, ethanol, and acetone, and then air-dried. Because of the
difficulty with crystallization and the relatively poor discrimina-
tion between the two diastereoisomers with this resolving agent,
optical purification of the diastereoisomer was difficult. Anol.
Calcd for (f )rraøs-lCo(C¡Hr¡N¡)zl (*)[Co(C:HsNr)(C¡HzOo)z],.
10HzO: C,27.1; H,5.8; ¡i, 11.9. Found: C,26.7; H,5.2;
N, 12.1.
The dextro isomer was obtained by dissolving the diastereo-
isomer in 0.1 M HBr and absorbing the cation on a column of
cation-exchenge resin (Bio-Rad ,,\G 50rù/-X2, 200-400 mesh, in
H+ form). The resolving anion was washed from the column
with 0.1 M }lBr, then the (*)[Co(dien)r]3+ cation was eluted
with 3 M HBr. (f )lrazs-[Co(dien)r]Br¡.H:O crystallized on
evaporating the elute, and the product was recrystallized from
0.I M }lBr fou¡ times to constant rotation, the active bromide
being less soluble than the racemate; yietd 0.6 B. auo : +0.089"
for a0.3O8/6 solution inO.L M HBr, whence [o]r, : +28.9'.
Fu¡ther diastereoisomer was crystallized from the cold solu-
tion by careful addition of further portions of ethanol over several
days. the product was removed in fractions until the totâl
diastereoisomer obtained was about 80/o of the totai (both optical
forms). The solution which then contained essentially only
(- )lrøzs-[Co(dien)r] (f )[Co(en)(mal):]¡ was passed through
the cation exchanger as above, er.d (-)trons-[Co(dien)r]-
Br¡ .HzO crystallized from the 3 M HBr elute. Recrystallization
to constant rotation gave [a]s5 : -29.2"; yield 0.8 g. AnoI.
Calcd for (-)trozs-[Co(C¡HuN¡h]Br¡.HrO: C, 18.4; H, 5.40;
N, 16.1; Br, 45.8. Found: C, 18.4; H, 5.30; N, 15.9; Br,
44.7.
lrøzs-[Cu(dien)z] Brr. 0.5HzO.-A solution of CuBrr in ethanol
was added to dien (2.1 molar ratio) in ethanol. After cooling
the solution, the deep blue crystals were frltered off, washed with
ethanol, and then air-dried. The product was recrystallized
slowly from hot methanol; yielð.70r76. AnaI. Calcd fot trons-
[Cu(CrHuNa)zìBrz.0.5HrO: C,2f .9; H,6.20; N, I9.2; Br,36.4.
Found: C,21.7; H,6.20; N, 19.0; Br, 36.4. The configura-
tion of this product has been established as trans by X-ray struc-
ture analysis.2l
[Ni(dien)z]Brr.H¿O.-A solution of NiBrz.SHrO in water
was added to dien (2.1 molar ratio) in water. The product
was precipitated by addition of ethanol, frltered off and washed
with ethanol and acetone, and then air-d¡ied. Slow recrystalliza-
tion from hot water gave a yield on 70/6. Ano!. Calcd for
lNi(C{H¡ìir)rlBrz.HzO: C, 2L.i; H, 6.37; N, 19.0; Br, 36.1.
Found: C,2L.7; H,6.33; N, 19.0; 8r,36.0.
Reactioo cis-[Co(dien)(HrO)3]r+ + diea.-cis-[Co(dien)-
(HrOh]¡+ rvas prepared and purified chromatographically by
methods given previously,s,:2 except that the complex was eluted
from Bio-Rad ÅG õOW-X4 cation-exchange resin with a 2.9 M
l,ÍaClOr-O.l M HCIO{ solution (replacing 3 M HCIO{,:2 to reduce
the acidity).
dien was added dropwise to portions of the red-violet elute to
adjust the pH to either 6 or 9; one set of these solutions was
warmed on a steam bath (1 hr) and another set was allowed to
stand at room temperature. The [Co(dien):]3+ constituents of
these yellow reaction mixtures were assessed by chromatography
on Sephadex. -4, faster moving violet band of unreacted mono-
dien species wes also obtained from all ¡eactions but was more
prominent in the less complete reactions at pH 6.
(2r) F. S. Stepbels, J. Ch¿ø. Soc. ¡1, 2233 (1969).
(22) P. Wilairat aud C. S. Garner, J. Inorg- Nucl. Chcm.,32,92gg (1970)
Results a¡d Discussion
[Co(dien)r]3+ was prepared as a mixture of the three
geometric isomers by two general methods, the stan-
dard method of aerial oxidation of cobalt(Il) chloride
or bromide in the presence of dien, and by a substitu-
tion method involving reaction of dien with [Co(NHs)¡-
XlX, (X : Cl, Br). All preparations were carried
out in aqueous solution at room temperature in tfie
presence of charcoal catalyst to establish equilibrium.
The resulting mixtures contained all three isomers;
the t¡ans isomer was the major component and the s-
cis isomer was present in smallest proportion. The
presence of tfre s-cis isomer in both chloride and bro-
mide preparations was demonstrated by separations of
the product mixtures by a chromatographic procedure
using Sephadex (see later).
The tåree isomers could be separated by fractional
crystallization, but the s-cis could be isolated only from
the preparations involving bromides, as the least-solu-
ble bromide. No s-cis isomer could be separated by
fractional crystallization of the product mixtures from
preparations involving chlorides. Even when the
complex in a chloride solution was fractiorally pre-
cipitated as complex bromide by adding litåium
bromide, the least soluble fractions obtained were al-
ways predominantly the trans isomer. The inability
to isolate s-cis by tåese methods from any Preparation
in the presence of chloride ion has also been noted by
Yamasaki,23 so that the presence of chloride evidently
modiûes the solubility relationships between the bro-
mides of the t!¡ee isomers. This may be due to crys-
tallization as mixed chlorides-bromides, since this ef-
fect was noticed witl iodide precipitetion of the u-cis
and trans isomers.
On a preparative scale tle remaining tlans and u-cis
isomers (after removal of s-cis-[Co(dien)z]Br3) were
separated from tåe r¡rixtures by fractional crystalliza-
tion as iodides, iodide giving a better discrimination
than bromide. This separation required a chromato-
graphic monitoring têchnique, and eithe¡ tlin-layer
chlomatography on cellulose or chromatography using
a Sephadex column wes suitâble, altJeough Sephadex
was preferable for checking isomeric purity. The early
and later fractions thus obtained were trøns'fCo-
(dien)rlI¡ arrd. u-cis-lCo(dien)2]I3, resPectively (these
are actually mixed halides; see Experimental Section),
and the intermediate mixed fractions were discarded.
A number of chromatographic procedures were exam-
ined for their ability to separate the tlree isomers,
and a column of SE-Sephadex C-25 cation exchanger
proved the most effective. The separation appears to
be greatly dependent on the developing electrolyte,
sodium (*)tartrate solution producing a clean separa-
tion in 2 hr. NaCl gave no separation, so that the
mechanism is not purely ion exchange with Na+ ion
but some forrn of differential âssociation betlveen the
complex cations and solvent anion [Co(dien)r]r+-
(*)t"tt'- must be involved. The th¡ee bands we
obtain are tle three geometric isomers, since seParate
saßples of (+)u-cis and (+)trans each give only one
band rvhen passed down the column. Yamasaki!¡
reports that this chromatographic medium and eluent
will separate the u-cis isomer into optical forms al-
(23) F. R. Kee¡e, G. If. Searle, Y. Yoshik¿wa, A. IEai, asd K. Yaøæaki,
Ch¿m. Commu¡-, 784 (1970).
Sephadex C-25, elution orde¡ of isomers
TLC on cellulose, eluent
s¿¿-BUOH :H:O :HCl : 7O:20:10
Paper chronatog:aphy, eluent as above
(30 hr) or 80:10:10 for sharper bands
Solubility o¡der in wate¡ (chloride, bromide,
or iodide)
Visible absorption maxima, nm
Rotations of optical isomers from less soluble




3 (least soluble) 1 (most soluble)
6¡5¡,68.5; c¡$,65 0 ers,96.4; eæ,94.1
Optical isomers not possible (*)oSbO tartrate
[M]n : f16õo
[M]¡r, : *852' (pe¿k)
IMlro : -3540o (trough)
[M]r, : *506'(pe¿k)










ea6, L37; c¡r¡, 105
({)o[Co(en)(mal)r] -
[M]D : +84'
[M]"u : *153" (pe¿k)
[M]o, : -675' (t¡ough)
[M],¿r : *382" (peak)
Zeso at 5L8,456 nm
though the effective column lengtå to achieve the res-
olution is many times the length we use fo¡ tåe above
separation. Sephado< has a relatively low capacity
and t¡us we do not find it particulerly suitable for iso-
mef'separetions on a large preparative scale.
Paper and thin-layer chromatogrephy gave only
pa¡tial separations of mixtures, yet tlc proved to be
useful for monitoring fractional crystallization separa-
tions. Altåough a wide range of solvent mixtures and
compositions and tI support media were examined,
under no conditions was a suggestion of a tåird band
obtained. On paper, s¿¿-BuOH:HzO:HCl (80:10:10)
eluerit and for tlc on cellulose s¿¿-BUOH:IfzO:HCl
(70:20:10) gave the best separations, but in both in-
stances ttre s-cis and trans isomers lan together in the
faster band.
The separated isomers were characterized by a num-
ber of methods (Table I) but of these oûly racemize-
tion behavior and pmr spectra allowed unequivocal
assignment of the geometric conûguratioos.
The u-cis isomer was resolved into optical isomers
through diastereoisomer formatior with antimonyl
(f)tartrate, and the ORD curve of the (*) optical
isome¡ is given in Figure 4. Cooparison of the ci¡-
cular dichroism spectrum with that of (+)[Co(pen-
ten)]3+, supported by a study of ion-pairing effects,r8
allows the absolute conú.guration of (*)ø-cis-[Co-
(dien)zJ3+ to be assigned as ¡11¿ as shoïvn in Figure 1.
A solution of active u-cis isomer in pII 8 buffer
showed no change in rotation after standing for 2
montås. This isomer, like [Co(en)r]t+, is thus op-
tically stable in base since the optical activity is
ascribed predominantly to a conûgurational effect,
end racemízation would have to involve a gross rear-
rangement of the chelate rings.
The trans isomer was resolved with (*) [Co(en)-
(mal)zl- ion. The active lrøzs-[Co(dien)r]3+ complex
should be handled in acid conditions to avoid racemíza-
tion, and although in principle acid conditions are not
essential to obtain the solid less soluble diastereo-
isomer, such conditions 'were used t¡roughoüt t}re res-
olution procedure to avoid racemization of the more
soluble diastereoisome¡ left in solution. Since both
optical forms were obt¿ined f¡om the resolution and
could be recrystallized to constant rotation, this was
taken to indicate that optical purity had been
achieved.
In contrast to the u-cis isome¡, active trans race-
mizes in basic media according to the same rate law as
observed previously for other systerns involving race-




Figure 4.-Absorption and ORD spect¡a of the [Co(dien)¡] ¡+
rsomers.
the half-lives for racemizatíoî of aqueous buffer solu-
tions (collidine-HNO3) at 35o are 93 min at pH 7.42
and 17 min at pH 8.10. These observations allow the
u-cis and trans assignments to these isomers.
The ORD (Figure 4) and CD spectrals of the active
t¡ans isomer in the spectral region of the rA¡. * rTrs
absorption of the CorrIN5 chromophore are of similar
forms to those of the u-cis isomer, and the ORD curves
of the optically pure isomers indicate that the rotatory
power of the "N2H chiral effect" only (in trans) is an
order of magnitude lower than the rotatory power due
to the configurational effect (u-cis). The absolute
configuration of the active t¡ans isomer cannot be de-
duced from the ORD or CD at this stâge since no suit-
able reference structures are available, and the assign-
ment awaits our absolute X-ray crystal structure
analysis.
,A.lthough the visible spectra are closely similar in
form fo¡ the three isomers (although differing signiû-









are much more distinctive and are useful for character-
izing the isomers. The region most useful for char-
acterization is 800-300 cm-I and peaks in tåis region
are listed in Table II.
T¿g¡,e II
Ivrn¡nBo FnoqueNcreso or [Co(dien)r]Br¡ IsoMERS rN




758 s mw. 743 sh
675 vw
589 m
a criterion to assign geometric configurations to these
complexes. The solvent we investigated particularly
was DzO (neutral, or acidified with DrSO4), and tåe
spectrâ have also been recorded in dimethyl-do sulfoxide
by Yamasaki.2s We find tåat the three spectra run
in one solvent do not in general distinguish all three
isomers, but may allow one assignment to be made.
Only from spectra taken under various conditions is it
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389 w 388 w 395 vw
374 s 375 sh, 370 m
339 m 324 mw
307 sh, 301 m 310 m, 305 sh
'Estimated intensities: s, strong; m, medium; w, weak; sh,
shoulder; d, doublet.
Infrared criteria for assigning the configuration of a
coordinated dien ligand as facial or meridional have
been proposed6-E on tle basis of experimental data for
a number of monodiethylenetriamine complexes. 'We
find that Schmidtke's criteriaô at 1õ00-1400, 1250, and
85F700 cm-r are not sustained in our bis-dien com-
plexes, and it is likely that each dien ligand in [M-
(dien)2]"+ systems will be in a less symmetric environ-
ment due to interligand interactions than will dien in
complexes of types [M(dien)Xr], or [M(dien)X]+
(planar). If this is so, greater splitting of absorbances
would be expected in [M(dien)z]n+, and our spectra
do appear more complicated than tlose on which tJ'..e
above criteria were established.
The 950-800-crn-r region appears to be more dis-
tinctive, however. trans-lCo(dien)2]Br3.H2O and
lzaøs-[Cu(dien)z]Br¿.0.5H2O both show a band quartet
in this region (attributed to CHz-, NHz-, and NH- rock-
ing modes and CN skeletal vibrations) whereas both
cis-[Co(dien)2]Br3 (facial) isomers exhibit either fewer
peaks or broad unsymmetric absorptions (Figure 5).
[Ni(dien):]Brr. HzO (configuration undetermined) also
shows the band quartet. This quartet-triplet dis-
tinction has also been noted in mono-dien systems.6-8
Ou¡ results support the observationc that the CH¿
stretching vibrations (3000-2800 cm-r) are very weak
for facial dien, but strong for meridional dien, in [M-
(dien)X3l (lvI : Rh, Co, Cr; X : Cl, Br). Figure õ
shows that the CHz bands are very weak for s-cis- and
ø-cis-[Co(dien)z]3+, but are quite pronounced fo¡ the
trans isomers of [Co(dien)r]3+ and lCu(dien)r]2+. On
this criterion the corresponding nickel(Il) complex
may be assigred as trans, which is consistent wit}r the
quartet criterion above and also with trans appearing
to be the most stable isomer in all tåese bis-dien sys-
tems.
It is of interest to consider the use of pmr spectra as
E
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Figure 5.-Infrared spectral regions for characterizing facial
or me¡idional coordination of dien in [M(dien)z]"+ complexes
(KBr disks of bromides). A, s-¿is-[Co(dien)¡]3+; B, ¿-¿¡s-[Co-
(dieuÞ13+; C, rz¿zs-lCo(dien)z]3+; D, l¡øzs-lCu(dien)z]2+;
E, r¡¿zs( ? )- [Ni(dien):]'z + ; F, l¡ozs- lCo(dien )C1¡] .
In D¿O two of the isome¡s give a simple CHr reso-
nance (Figure 6). The third isomer gives a complex
splitting pattern aud may therefore be assigned as the
u-cis, having four nonequivalent methylene groups
(Figure 1). The s-cis and trans isomers should have
only two ronequivalent CH2 grouPs, since in neutral
solution tåe rapid conformational interchange in tle
trans isomer should make each chelate ring equivalent
on a time average.
Spectra in acìdic DcO were all distinctive (Figu¡e 6)
with only one isomer showing a single NHz peak (4.73
ppm from TMP) whereas multiple NHr resonances
were apparent for the other two isomers- These ob-
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Figure 6.-Pmr spectra of ICo(dien)u] Cl¡.:uHgO isomers:
(a) in DrO-DrSO¡, and (b) in DzO (containing trace of soclium
carbonate), in ppm u'ith respect to sodium t¡imethylsilypropane-
sulfonate. Spectra (a) are 100-Mc, obtained on a \:arian HA-
100 spectrometer. Spectra (b) were run on a 60-Mc Jeol spec-
trometer-
The three spectra in trifluoroacetic acid \,\'ere'qualita-
tively similar, and were less useful as criteria for con-
figurations.
The proportions of the three isomers at equilibríum
were found to be independent ol the anion being chlo-
ride or bromide. Replicate determinations of the iso-
rner proportions (under standardized conditions) gave
the ¡atios trans:u-cis:s-cis : 65:28:7. These figures
demonstrate the stability of the trans or meridional
arrangement over facial coordinàtion of the dien
ligand, but the proportions also indicate that the¡e is
an even greater diflerence in stabilities of the two cis
isomers. It is nol¡' generally agreed that a numbe¡ of
structural factors affect relative isomer stabilities in
metal complex systems.re In the present system these
r¡'ill include bond angle strain at the secondary nitro-
gens bridging chelate rings, and nonbonded atomic
interactions. The above results clearly shovv that
bond angle strain is not the major factor involved, since
scâle molecular models indicate that considerable
strain exists betrveen t'rvo adjacent en chelate rings
\l'hen in the meridional disposition, as in trans-fCo-
(dien)rl3+ and trans-fCo(trien)Xrl+. Nonbonded in-
teractions are likely to be important, although it must
be appreciated that the relative contributions from
factors such as solvation energy a¡e difficult to assess.
Preliminary experiments suggest that tÏe isomer
proportions in the [Co(dien)z]3+ system also depend
to some extent on environmental factors such as tem-
perature (the proportions of s-cis and u-cis increase
at the expense of trans, with rise in temperature), co-
balt concentration, and nature of the anion (other than
chloride-bromide). We also finrl that charcoal sam-
ples differ in their capacity to establish equilibrium,
The figures quoted above were obtained with a char-
coal sample rvhose high catalytic efficiency was estab-
lished by quantitative measurement of its effect on
racemization of [Co(en)al3+. These furthe¡ results
will be discussed along ra'ith energ'y minimization cal-
culations in a subsequent article.
In seeking a method to obtain the s-cis- [Co(dien)r]3+
isomer in higher yield, the reaction of a solution
claimeds to contain cis-[Co(dien)(HrO)al3+ r¡'ith excess
dien r¡'as examined under various conditions of pH.
The reaction was most complete in alkaline conditions
pH 8-9 (as judged by the color change), and product
analysis by chromatography on Sephadex showed that
the [Co(dien)2]3+ reaction products \,\''ere almost all
trans u'ith only a trace of the u-cis isomer, r'r'ith no evi-
dence of any s-cis. This product proportion, 'w'hile
quantitatively similar to that obtained by synthesis,
involves an even higher proportion of trans/cis. If
the starting complex was in fact cis- [Co(dien) (HrO)s]3+,
these results would suggest that substitution of the
second dien ligand on a cis-mono-dien arrangement evi-
dentl¡, leads to substantial isomerization. This'¡'ould
accord u'ith the greater stability of the trans configura-
tion in the bis complex as indicated by all other pre-
parative methods.es
The starting triaquo complex r,r.as obtained by the
reaction sequence6
lrøzs- [ Co (dien )Cl,] iAS. ¡røzs- [Co (dien XOH ),] jga
lzozs- [Co(dien)(HrO)3] I +







For the s-cis isomer there are (in principle) five pos-
sible types of combinations for tJle four ring conforma-
tions: Àð-Àô, Àô-ôÀ, \\-Àô, Àì-ôô, and ÀÀ-À\. Con-
formational interchange in this isomer is not dependent
on N2H dissociation, so that such inte¡change should
be facile even in acid solution. On a time average
therefore all four primary amine groups should be equiv-
alent and on this basis this isomer may be regarded
as having a center and planes of sy'mmetry. The s-cis
configuration ma)' {herefore be assigned to the isomer
sholving the single NH2 resonance in D:O/D+, and a
single resonance is also obtained from this isomer in
dimethyl-d6 sulfoxide. 2ð
The NH: groups on each dien ligand are in nonequiv-
aient enr.iron¡uents in the u-cis and trans isomers, and
this is apparent from Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
Conformational interchange in trans must invoh'e N2H
dissociation as discussed previously and u.ill not take
place in the acidic soivent, and muitiple resonance
could be expected. Although conformational inter-
change could take place in the u-cis isomer (as with s-
cis discussed above) the two NHl groups of each ligand
would still ¡emain in nonequivalent environments due
to the configurational symmet4' being Cr, and this is
consistent with the two resonances observed both in
D2O/D+ (Figure 0) and in dimethl'l-d6 5ulf6¡idq.:s
isomerizes completeþ to the cis.22 The cis disposition
of coordinated dien would thus appear to be considerably
stabilized only by coordinated water. This might be
attributed to more favorable hydrogen bonding between
the aquo ligands all cis, as this factor may be used to
¡ationalize the greater stability of p-[Co(trien)(HzO)-
(Off¡]t+ compared with the a configuration.2{ The
identity of the complex species purported to be ¿is-
(24) A. M. Sârgso! aud G. H. Searle, to be suboitted for publicatioo.
[Co(dien)(HrO)r]t* remains in some doubt howeve¡
since it has been obtained only in solution.
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I¡troduction
The three geometric isomers of [Co(dien)2]3+ (dien
: diethylenetriamine) have recently been separated,
and the two dissymmetric forms u-cisr" and trans re-





bonds at the secondary nitrogen centers.
Coordination of amines to cobalt(Ill) considerably
red.uces the rate of nitrogen-hydrogen dissociation
from that in corresponding organic quaternary am-
monium salts. Coo¡dination of an unsymmetrically
substituted secotrdary amine NHRTRz to a metal gen-
so that trans-lCo(dien)rl3+ does not contain an asym-
metric donor atom. However ¡acemization will re-
sult if orie of the secondary N-H bonds adopts the
alternative disposition (Figure 1). This process is
equivalent to inversion of configuration at the asym-
mèt¡ic nitrogen center in the situation Co-NHRrRz,
and. we hencèforth use the term "inversion" to describe
the analogous configurational change about a secondary
nitrogen cint er ín trøns-lCo (dien)2 ]3+ despite the ebsence
(1) (a) Thc thlee gcoEetric isoEers of [C(dieu)¡l¡ + have bec! desigBated
s-cis (or syEEetrical-facial), u-cis (or uosyouetric¿l-facial), aud tra¡s
(or ae¡idioaal). (b) F. R' Kee¡c aqd G. II. Scartc, Ito¡g' Ch¿m" L!, L48
(f972); F. R. KecDc, G. fI. Searle' Y. Yoshikawa, A. IEai, aud K' Yaaa-
ski..I. Ch¿m. Soc. D, 784 (1970)'
(2) F. R- Kecoe, G. If. Scarle, a¡dS. F. Mæo, iäid ,893 (1970)'
The rates of hydrogen exchange and racemization at
chelate rings have been measured, and rates and ac
correspondence of the kinetic resuits with those for
cationic charge indicates that the coupling of chelate
effect on either process. decide on
with the other asymme ly studied involve variatio¡s of more than one structural parameter,
but it appears that the ni x in syz¿-[Co(trenen)X]2+ has a gteater effect on the kinetics than
does the extensive chelate ring coupling.
of asymmetry. This configuratiotral change must in-
volvó N-H d.issociation and will be accompanied by
conformational inversion in each of the adjacent chelate
rings.
ihese phenomena provid.e an unequivocal method
for establishing the geometric configurations of the trvo
dissymmetric forms, since the optical.rotatory powers
derive f¡om different chiral sources in the u-cis and
trans isomers. The u-cis, whose optical activity arises
essentially from a configurational effect, should be
optically stable in base, bt t the racemization of the
tians isomer should be OH- catalyzed' It was thus
necessary to establish the OH- dependence of the
racemizátion of the trans isomer, and this prompted
the present stud.y of the kinetics of both racemization
and hydrogen exchange under a variety of conditions
in the hopJ of further elucidating the mechanistic steps
involved in the racemízat\o¡.
Recently the kinetics of racemization and deutera-
tion have been studied by Buckingham and Sargeson
and coworkers for several cobalt(Ill) complexes where
the sole source of asymmetry resides in a coordinated
second.ary amine N atom' For the three complexes
[Co (NHjnsarc ] 
2 +, 3 [Co (NH¡)r(N-Meen) f3 
+,4 and tra'ns,-
irøns-[Co(N-Meen)z(NOs)2]+ s (sarc : sarcosinato an-
ion; À¡-lieen : lÍ-methylethylenediamine) the rates
of iroton exchange were several orders of magnitude
fasier than the rèspective rates of racemization, and
both measu¡ed processes were described by rate laws
of similar form, R : Ë[complex]tOH-1.
the two mechanisms which have been proposed by
(3) B. Halpcr¡, A. M. Sargesoq, ¿nd K' R' TurDbull, J' Am¿¡' Chcø' Soc"
88, 4630 (1966).
i+l O. e. Buckiusham, L. G. Marziui, asd '{' M' Sargesoo' ib'd''a9'E25
( 1967).
(5) D. A. Bucki¡ghau, L. G. Marzilli, aqd A' M' Sargcson' ib'¿" a9'
3428 (1967).
irons 6-NH t.ons l_NH
M(Cr)-NH p(tr)-NH
Figure 1.-Optical isomers o1 trans-lCo(dien)2]r+.r,2
the essential step for racemization. The ring confor-
mation must invert however if the methyl substituent
is to remain in the preferred equatorial disposition with
respect to the overall plane of the ring in the 1ú-Meen
complexes.a'5 The increase in AIl+ and in retention
ratio for the .lV-Meen complexes compared. to the sarc
complex was attributed to the additional energ.y re-
guired to invert the lV-Meen ring conformation as
well as the N center.a's In the studies mentioned, no
decision could be made as to the time relationship be-
tween confo¡mational interchange and inversion at the
nitrogen atom during the observed racemization, and
Figure 2 is noncommittal on whether the ring inversion
precedes, postcedes, or is synchronous with Ë2.4,5
A subsequent study of hydrogen exchange and race-
mization of. (*)o-sym-[Co(trenen)N¡]2+ (trenen :
4-(aminoethyl) -1,4, 7, 1 O-tetraazadecane) attempted. to
clarify the issue of the interaction between conforma-
tional interchange and nitrogen inversion.s This
























the previous authors4,5 to account for all these results
are shown in Figure 2, where the part chelate ring
indicated may be either ¡y'-Meen or sarc. The pre-
ferred scheme A involves abstraction of the N proton
with OH- (å1). The alternative mechanism B pro-
poses formation of an ion pair with OD- (È3) and ion-
solvent dissociation (Èa). The two mechanisms are
equivalent for the racemization step as given by in-
version of the deprotonated intermediate kz. In
\c




















Figure 3.-Optical isomers of syzr-[Co(trenen)X]2+. This
geometric isomer of the trenen complex may be alternatively
designated [Co(sec-trenen)X], + where X is trans to the secondary
amrne group.
: azido) and it rvas felt that the conformations of the
two rings abreast of the asymmetric nitrogen (confor-
mations designated ô and Àe in Figure 3) would invert
synchronously vrith configurational inversion at the
asymmetric center. The close correspondence be-
tween observed activation energies for racemization of
this system and of (*)¡æ[Co(NH)a(.lü-Meen)]3* was
then taken to imply that inversion at the N center and
conformational interchange might coincide for puckered
ring systems generally. However the trenen complex
has multiple ring coupling at the tertiary nitrogen
atom also, and this would confer some restriction on
the conformational interchange in question (about the
secondary N atom). The portion of the trenen ligand
comprising the interlocked rings (ô and À) about the
asymmetric nitrogen in syzz-[Co(trenen)N3]2+ should
be closell' similar stereochemically to each dien ligand
in lrans-fCo(dien)2]3+ (compare Figures 1 and 3).
This latter complex is free of the restriction mentioned,
however, and is also a better basis for comparison with
[Co(NHs)r(¡/-Meen)]3+ on account of similar cation
charge and the absence of the electronegative azido
(7) H- C Frecma¡ aud I E. Maxwell, f zots- Chcil-,9,649 (t9?O).
(8) D. A. Buckirgbao, P. A. Marzilli, ¿!d A M- Sargesos, jóid.,8, 159S
(19ô9).










Figure 2.-Alternative mechanisms for hydrogen exchange and
racemization at an asymmetric nitrogen center.
mechanism B ion-solvent pair separation is required
for racemization for which È¿ could thus be the rate-
determining step, but this step is not required for ex-
change to occu¡ with retention of configuration È-3.
The absence of a substantial isotope effect È¿"o1¿o¡¡oo/
Þproronarion (ko/kÐ for the exchanges, as would be oi-
pected for the step ,år,5 gave support for the former
mechanism, and circumstantial evidence also support-
ing mechanism A has been expounded.a,s Results of
measurements of retention ratio kprotoartíoo/þøcemizario¡
during exchange in nonaqueous solutions have also
been interpreted on the basis of mechanism A.ó
The previous studies cited above are confined to
complexes involving an asymmetric donor nitrogen
center in the bidentate ligands N-Meen or sarc. The
chelate ring in the sarcosine complex is essentially
(6) D. A. Buckioghao, L. G. Marzilli, aad A. M. Sargesoo, J. Ama.
Chcm. Soc., 90, 6028 (1968).
substituent. The comparison of the kinetic patterns
for the dien and trenen complexes may be expected to
give some further information on the effects of cation
charge and azido substituent however.
Experimental Section
(l)o-trans-lCo(dien)rl (NOa)a'IIzO.-The racemic chloride
was resolved with AS(*)[Co(en)(mal)z] -2HzO as described
earlie¡,l The ¿ctive bromide thus obtained was converted to
the nitrate by passage of a solution in 0.01 M HNO¡ th¡ough an
exchange resin in the nitrate form. The eluate was concentrated
on a rotary evaporator, and crystallization was completed by the
addition of ethanol. Anotr. Calcd for (f )o-lrozs-[Co(CaH¡-
N¡)zl (ìriO¡)¡.HzO: C, 20.5; H, 6.0; N, 26.8. Found: C,
20.6; H, 5.7; N,26.5.
Deuterated (*.)-lrøns-lCo(dien-ds)z]Ch'¡DrO.-A sample of
racemic chloride-2.lwater was dissolved in DrO (99.8%), and
after standing at 80o for t hr the Dto-Hzo was evaporated off
under vacuum. The process tÀ'es ¡epeated with fresh DsO, and
the pmr spectrum showed that deuteration was essentiâlly com-
plete.
Buffer Solutions.-The buffe¡ solution for each pH was made
up usiug 2,4,6-collidine (freshly distilled) and the epp¡opriete
amount of HNO¡,r0 and sufficient solid NaNO¡ was added to
adjust the ionic strength of this solutiorl t-o þ : 1.9 M- the
solicl complex, when added for each racemization run, cont¡ibuted
a fu¡the¡ 0.1 Mto the ionic strength.
Racemization Kiñetics.-(+)-lzøzs-[Co(dien)r] (¡íO¡)¡'H¿O
(0.075 g) was dissolved in collidine-HNO¡ buffers (10 ml) giving
solutions 0.016 M in complex, with ionic strength adjusted to 2.0
M with NaNOc. Racemization was conveniently followed at the
Hg line ö4ô.1 nm which is coincident with the first peak of the ORD
curve.r Rotations were measured on a Perkin-Elmer 141 MC
polarimeter in a 1-dm cell jacketed to +0.1o from a w¿ter bath.
Initial rotations we¡e about csrs *0.14o, and individual measure-
ments wele accurate to *0.002'. Iu the slower runs light was
excluded betweer readings and each run was followed to at least
2 half-lives.
The pH of each solution was obtaiued with a Radiometer
Model 92 pH meter (+0.005 pH unit) by measurement of the
kinetic solution at the run temperatu¡e after each run was com-
pleted (the collidine buffer is ternperatu¡e dependent). Retes
were reproducible to *.5/6 with the accuracy limited by the pH
determination.
Ilytlrogeu-Exchaage Kinetics.-The deuteration runs were
car¡ied out on racemic lrozs-lCo(dien)z]Cl¡'2'5H¿O in DrSOr-
DzO, and the corresponding deuterated compound was used for
the protonêtion studies in H:SO¡ solutions. The stock acid
solutions were titrated potentiometrically against sodium tetra-
borate. Pmr spectra were measured using a Varian T-60 nmr
spectroñeter with sodium trimethylsilylpropanesulfonate as
the eKternal ¡eference st¿ndard. All solutions were 0.33 M in
complex, whence p : 2-0 M. The nmr tubes were kept in the
probe of the spectlometer throughout the runs at 34.9' and in a
constant-temperature $'ater bath for the higher temperatures'
In these latter runs the tubes were withdrewn from the bath at
suitable times and cooled quickly to 35', and the N-H region of
the spectrum was reco¡ded immediately.
It wes not possible to essess peak areas using the instrument
integrator due to its instability over the broad N-H peek end
with time. Relative peak areas were obtained by making three
t¡acings of the peak recorded at each time (smoothing out noise)
onto paper of uniform thickness, 5 end
cutting out. The triplicete paper ther
(weights corresponding to maximu 0.25
s). This procedure averaged out variations caused by subjective
judgements in making the tracings.
Results
Hydrogen Isotope Excha-nge.-The pmr sPectrum
of. trøns-lCo(dien):lCh'2.5HrO in D+-DsO is given in
Figure 4. The band assignments follow f¡om the peak
area ratios NH:NH¿:CHz : 1:4:8 as determined pre-
viously.' The )NH peak is also shorvn at the higher
(10) R. lvl C. Dawsoq, D. C. Elliott, W. H. Elliott, aud K. M Jooes'
"Data for Biochemical Reseatch," 2Dd ed, Oxford University P.ess, Loddoq,
1969, p 49r.
Figure .l.-Pmr spectrum of lrørs-[Co(dien):l¡+ in Di-D:O:
(.\) complete spectrum; (B) >NH peak at amplitude increased
¡i ti-.., lnitially; (C) after deuteration complete (10 half-lives)'
amplitude at rvhich the deuteration runs rvere followed,
"nd 
it ir evident (Figure 4C) that after -10 half-lives
exchange was essentially complete. The exchange ì/vas
follorved in both directions, by measurement of peak
area of the )NH signal at appropriate times. Plots of
log [(peak areâ)¿ - (peak area)-] rt' ! rvere linear
lwittrin the errors) over at least 2 half-lives for the
àeuteration runs in DzSO¡-D:O. Protonation runs of
the deuterated sample in aqueous HzSon solutions were
more difficult to measu¡e due to the large HOD peak
least-squares analysis of the experimental points up to
2 halflives for each run. The number of points used
in the computation was at least 8 but was usually about
L2. Rate constants fo¡ the exchanges are listed in









R¡rB CoNsreN¡s rot D¡utBRATroN rN D:SO¡-D:O on
SBcot¡o,rnv N-H rN lzøzs- [Co(dierr)r] CL' 2. 5HrO"
lO -sÈD, l0 -8,ÞD,
Teop, M -t TeEP, M -l
[D +], .ll oC sec-r [D +1, ,V1 sec-l
0.100- 34.9 1.04 + 0 0300 40 0 1.43
0.00100 0.05
0.0100 34.9 0.6Cp 0.0300 45.0 2-23
0 0100 34.9 1.68' 0.0300 50.0 3.0
" [Co] : 0.33 M; p : 2.0 M (no supporting elect¡olyte added)'
ô tcól : 0.167 M; p : 2.0M; [Kc]] : r.oM " [Co] = 9'167
M; p : 1.0 M (no supporting electrolyte added)'
TesLB II
Rerp Co¡¡sr¡vrs ron PnoroNATroN tN HrSOr o¡ SpcoNoenv
N-D rN DBurpn¡rBo lzazs- [Co(dien-ds ):] Clr' * D:O"
TeEP, 10 -eÈ8, TeEP, 10 -8ÞE'
[H'], lf oC -Vf -r sec-! [H+], -ì'l -ll-t scc-r
0.0098 34.9 0.35 0.098 45.0 0.80
0.098 40.0 0.71 0.098 50 0 1.10
' [Co] : 0.33 M ; p : 2.0M(no supporting electrolyteadded)'
å"u.4/IOD-] : ,åou"a[D+]/Kp"s and ån: Èou"a[H+]/
f*.- l|te constants used lvere Kn : 2'II X 10-ta for
2 M KCI at 34.9"1r and values of K.u for the other
(1f) H. S. Haroed aEd W. J. Haoer, J. Am¿t' Chem Soc', õ6' 2f9'1
(1933).
temperatures were also calculated for 2 rly' KCI using
data from the same source.rl Kp,g wâs taken as 0.1g5
K"- for zero ionic strength.r2 The assumption has been
made that the ratio 0.195 does not change significantly
with ionic strength or tempereture, as zero ionic strength
is the only condition for which strictly comparable
values of Jip"g and K* have been determined.r3 The
constancy of ÈD over nine runs u'ith D+ concentration
varied over the range 10-r to 10-3 M at constant tem-
perature (average value 1.04 X I08 M-l sec-t with
spread +0.05 at 34.9') establishes the rate lau' to be
the same as that for the previously studied bidentate
complexes, R Èp[complex]lOD-] The average
value of È¡¡ under the same conditions is 0.3õ X 108
M-r sec-r at 34.9o giving the isotope efiect as Þe/ks :
3,0 Our results indicated that ¡ate constants fo¡
the deuterations u'ere reproducible to within I0/ç, all
replicate values being within 57o of the mean. Data
for a typical deuteration run are plotted in Figure 5.
Tes¡,p III
Rerp CoNs¡¿xts ron Recpr*rz.arroN oF













y = 2.0 g electrolyte NaNO¡).
p = 2.o . [Co] : 0.016 M;
d [Co] ¡¡ : 1.0 ì4 (NaNo¡).
PO{'?-,H =0.016Ìtt; y:2.9
failed to detect any other species. þx: Þ"b"d/[OH-]
was calculated using values of -Ko. as mentioned above.
The constancy of Èp over the pH range Z.2O-8.I2
(average value with standa¡d deviation (2.36 + 0.09)
X 102 M-t sec-1 at 35o) conûrmed that only the one re-
action was being observed and that the rate law \,l'as as
previously, R : Èn[complex][OH-].
Activation Pa¡ameters.-Activation energies E, for
the three processes were computed by least-squares
analysis of the A¡rhenius plots of. kÍ;, ke, and È¡¡, where
these rate constants from the individual runs have been
calculated allowing for the temperature variation of




































Jur ' ¡ ebp
sec-t oC pH
0.69 35 7 .76
7.23 35 7.68
1.29 35 6.42




2.5 45 7 .15




















Figure 5.-Rate plot for a typical deuteration run ([D+] = 1g-r
M'34.9", Èob"d = 443 X 1O-rsec-r).
The accuracy and precision u,ere less than this however
for protonation (ra'ithin 7r7e of. the mean). All deter-
minations were run in duplicate or triplicate, and Tables
I and II list only the mean values.
Racemization.-The rates of ¡accmization were
measured in buffer solutions at constant ionic strength
0' : 2.0 M) over almost the complete pH range 7.0S-
8.27 of. the collidine-HNO¡ buffer system at various
temperatures, Table III. Pseudo-first-order plots of
log a5a6 zs. I r¡'ere linear to at least 3 half-lives, and lines
of best fit lvere drau'n visually through the large number
of points for each run. Several runs were follor¡'ed to
zero ¡otation ove¡ the visible range ()101,7.), and the
constancy of the visible spectrum indicated that in the
reaction times any hydrol¡'5ls or isomerization was in-
significant. Chromatographic analysis on Sp C-25
Sephadexr of a solution n'hich had completely racemized
(12) U'. F. K. Wyure-Jooes, Trans. Farodøy So¿., 32, 1897 (f986).
(t3) Chem.5o.., Sþcc. p*ùt., ño. t?, g9 (1964).
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Figure 6 
-Ar¡henius plots for deuteration and racemizationoï lrans-lCo(dien):l¡+. Figures in parentheses are the numbe¡s
of points at each temperature.
deuteration and racemization. The activation parame-
ters calculated for the three processes (dH+ : E^
- 0.60 kcal mol-¡) are given in Table IV. Erro¡s
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syrz- [Co(trenen)C1] 2 +
34 5.6 X 10e 13.7"
syø¡- [Co(trenen)N¡] 2 +
Deuteration DCl 34 1-3 X 10'g
Racemization Tris-HClO¡ 34 5.7 X 10' 22'7 28
buffe¡
" Reference 8 states that AI/* for deuteration of the chlo¡o and "activation energy" for racemization of the azido complexes are :8 and
36 kcal mol-1, respectively. It appears from the context that these values are both E',o5"¿ and the AIl* and AS+ parameters in the above
table have been calculated accordingly.
Deuteration DC1
Discussion
The kinetic results obtained for the hydrogen ex-
changes and racemization follow the general pattern
previously observed for the asymmetric nitrogen center
complexes, and the OH- catalysis of the racemization
allows the geometric configuration of this particular
geometric isomer of [Co(dien)2]3+ to be unequivocally
assigned as trans.r
The close similarity in activation parameters be-
tween the dien, ly'-Meen, and trenen complexes, as com-
pared in Table IV, strongly indicates a common mech-
anism. We are thus led to conclude that the coupling
of two puckered chelate rings across the secondary N
atom in Co(dien) confers no additional constraint on
the nitrogen "inversion" over that in the single-ring
case of Co(N-Meen). We infer also that the additional
ring coupling around the tertiary N in the sry-lco-
(trenen)N3]2+ complex (Figure 3) places no additional
restriction on inversion at the secondary N center.
The present results do not allow a firm decision to be
made as to whether nitrogen inve¡sion and conforma-
tional interchange are synchronous processes or not.
Certainly in the Co(N-Meen) case inversion and ring
interchange ere not required to be synchronous,4 and
conformational change or distortion could occur sub-
sequent to deprotonation but prior to nitrogen inver-
sion. In the present system, as in syzz-[Co(trenen)-
Nrlr+,s Dreiding models imply that it is difficult to
invert at the N center without inverting at least one
of the ethylenediamine (en) rings, but even this is not
required by the results. However recent X-ray stud-
ies on coupled en ring systemsra reveal departures from
the idealized structures implied by Dreiding models
(ûxed bond angles) so that caution must be exercised
in the use of such models for mechanistic predictions.
It might be argued that if synchronous conforma-
tional inte¡change does not occur in Co(N-lleen), the
similarity in A.I/+ (racemization) for these three sys-
tems suggests inversion of only one ring in each of the
dien and trenen complexes during the nitrogen inver-
(14) D. A. Bqckilshan, P. A. Marzilli, I. E. Maxwell, A. M. Sargesoo,
a¡d H. C. Freeoau, J. Ch¿m. Soc- D,173 (1969); M. Dwyeraod I. E. Max-
ncll, Irolg. Chcm.,9, 1459 (1970); D. A. Buckiogham, I. E- Maxwell, A. M.
Sargesoo, aud H. C. Freema!, ibid ,9, l92l (1970); M. R. Snow, J. A¡na.
Chcm. Soc.,9t, 3610 (1970)-
sions, equivalent to configurational interchange only
of the methyl and hydrogen substituents in Co(N-
Meen) (without conformational change). If ring con-
formational change does'occur synchronously in the
Co(N-Meen) system, then on this basis both rings
lvould have to invert synchronously in Co(dien).
While it seems likely therefo¡e that one ring in Co(dien)
inverts synchronously with the nitrogen inversion,
the same uncertainties remain for the second ring as in
the previous comments¡ on the [Co(NHÐ¿(N-Meen) ]3+
results.
The concurrent inversion of both chelate rings in one
dien ligand of tuans-fCo(dien)r]3+ \.vould produce a
deprotonated intermediate having substantial eclipsing
of these chelate rings.s From the known enerS'y bar-
riers between the staggered and eclipsed conformers of
ethane and. methylamine,rs the energy barrie¡ to for-
mation of the eclipsed deprotonated intermediate for
the dien complex may be assessed as -14 kcal mol-l.
On this basis alone we feel that this symmetrical inter-
mediate is unlikely, and such an intermediate has been
discounted also in the base hydrolysís of sym-fCo-
(trenen)Cl]2+ whe¡e the product retains optical ac-
tivitys and in the racemization of [Pt(t/-Meen)-
vert simultaneously. This consideration is distinct
from whether or not the inversion of one of the rings is
synchronous with nitrogen inversion.
In comparing racemization and exchange rates for
the various complexes, account has to be taken of the
number of active centers in each molecule and the re-
lationship bet'lveen inversion at each center and the
observed racemizâtion. The significant comparison
should be between inversion rates related to a single
center, ,¿i.
trons,trøns-fCo(l/-Meen)r(NOr)r]+, with two reac-
tive centers, requires inversion of one center in each
(15) D. J. Milleo, Progr. Slctcochcø.,3,138 (1962).
(16) D A. Buckiughao, L. G. Marzilli, aqd Â. M' Sargesoo, J' Ama'
Ch¿m. Soc.,9f, 5227 (1969).
(17) P. Hæke a¡d P' C. Turley, töid., 90' 2293 (1968).
molecule to form the inactive meso form, so that ås :
h¡. However, r'r'ith both trans-lCo(dien)2]3+ (two reac-
tive centers) and [Co(NH)a(1ù-l\{een)]3+ (one asym-
metric center) only one center per tr.r'o molecules need
invert to form racemate, so that þn : 2þ¡. the in-
version rates åi are thus essentially similar for these
latter ions of identical charge (allowing for the [Co ] and
¡r differences), u'hile that for syøe-[Co(trenen)N3J2+
(þn : 2k¡) may be slightly higher (Table IV).
Statistical factors do not enter into the H-exchange
rate measurements so that the deuteration rates fo¡
the two 3 * complexes differ threefoid (Table IV) as
do the retention ratios Þ,p/k¡,2 5 X 10å for [Co(NH3)a-
(N-Meen)13+ and 8 X 105 for trans-[Co(dien)r]'+.
These ratios for the 3* complexes are considerâbly
less than f.or sym-[Co(trenen)N3]2+, þo/þ¡ : 4.6 X
106. This factor cannot be cor¡elated with the charge
diffe¡ence and it is difficult to associate with some re-
striction on conformational interchange in the t¡enen
complex since the Ëi rates are similar, so that it is
probably to be ascribed to the electronegative azido
substituent. Although the two highly electronegative
groups did not appear to increase the ¡etention ratio
ìn trans,trøns-[Co(1v--Meen)r(NOz)zJ+ , &o/þi: 9 X
10a), the nitro groups are cis to the asymmetric centers
iu this instance. It seems likely that the azido group
is exerting a trans efecl, it sym-[Co(trenen)N.1:+, 
"n-hancing þo and ko/ki. This may not be a general
efect horvever, since estimates of N-H exchange rates
at both "angular" and "planar" secondary nitrogen
donor sites in a-[Co(trien)NH3Cl]2+ 18 and the various
configurations of p-[Co(trien)g1y]e+ re (trien : tri-
ethylenetetrâmine; Sly : glycinato anion) indicate
that both detailed ring geometry and position of elec-
,nl1?, 
* Dwyer, Ph.D. Thesis, AustraliaD NatioDal Uaiversity, Carbena,
(19) D. A Buckirgbau, M. Dwyer, L. G. M¿rzilli, À. M. Sargesos,
a¡d K. R Tur¡bull, unpublished results,
tronegative substituent affect these rates, but so far
few generalizations have emerged.
Other features found common'ra'ith previous observa-
tions are an isotope effect for exchange similar to that
in [Co(NH3)¡(r'/-Meen)]'* (þo/þn - 3)a and a de-
crease of racemization rate in phosphate buffe¡s (Table
III) associated with ion pairing.
A feature not observed previouslys'5 however is a
small dependence of all rates on complex concentration,
and the effect of ionic strength on all rates is larger
than previously noteds (Tables I and II). These fea-
tures may be rationalized on the basis of ion pairing.
Ion association of Cl- (or NOa-) mav restrict access of
the catalyzing base to the exchangeable proton or re-
duce the effective positive charge on the complex
moiety, so that the ion pair would be less reactive
tou'ard exchange (on both mechanisms A and B) and
the racemization ¡ate would be consequently diminished
also. Slower ¡ates lvould thus result from increasing ¡r
or by adding KCI to maintain¡.r constant when [complex]
is ¡educed. Such interactions may be rather speciûc2o
so that the smaller effects noted by the previclus workers
need not be surprising, despite the larger specific effect
of phosphate on the [Co(NH3)asarc]2+ system.3
The parallel effects of varying [complex ] and ¡r on
both the exchange and ¡acemization rates are more
consistent with mechanism A, involving a common
intermediate for both processes, than r¡'ith mechanism
B (Figure 2), so that we concur u'ith the remarks of
the previous authors. The conceptual difference be-
tween the alternative mechanisms is small hor¡'ever.
Aclnowledgment.-We are grateful to Drs. D. A.
Buckingham (Äustralian National University) and M.
Dwyer (University of Adelaide) for helpful discussions
on this work.
(20) S F. Masoaand B J. Norman, P¡oc- Ch¿m- Soc., Lordott,339 (1964);
Ch¿m. Commu¡-, 73 (t965); I. R Lautzke a¡d D. W. Watts, Aust J. Chcm.,




It has been appreciated lor many years that a number of
lactors may determine the relative stcbilities ol the various
isomeric torms of a metal complex, where these forms differ
in relative geometry, r.e., geometric isomers, internal diaste-
reoisomers, or conlorm¡tional isomers.t These factors in-
clude ion association, solvation. lemperature, int.¡rmolecular
(l) E. J. Corey ¡nd J. C. Bailrl,J. AñeL CIÊm. Soc.,3l, ?ó20
(l9se).
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nonbonded atomic interactions, and statistical weighting
f¡ctors. The quantitative evaluation of all these factors, ei-
ther on an experimental or on a theoretical basis, has not
been possible however since it is recognized that they are
not rll independent. Even the relative importance of intra-
molecular and intermolecular faclors is not generally known
Experimentally, the reliable quantitative data for equili-
brium distributions of isomers are essentially confined to
some cobalt(llI) complexes, with equilibrium frequently
Isomers of the Biddiethylenetriamine)cobalt(Iil) Cation. Dependence of
Equilibrium Isomer Proportions on Environmental Parameters
F. RICHARD KEENE and GRAE:IE H. SEARLE*
Rcceived Deccmber i/8, 1973
The equitib¡ium distribution of the three geometric isomers of [Co(dien), ]¡* depends considerably on the envi¡onmental
pùamete¡s solvation, ion association, and tsmperature. Addition of a basic oxy anion such as phosphate, selenite, or sul-
fatc p¡ofoundly modifies the isome¡ dist¡ibution through the diffcrentid specilìc associations between the anion and the
th¡ee isomers. The relative magnitudes of the specilic inte¡actions with phosphate as deduced from isome¡ proportions
measurements üe correlated with the measured $sociation constants of the three isomers with that anion, and they are
rationalized in terms of thc dcttilcd moleculü structurcs ol the isomers. 'I'lle cquilibrium isomer distribution measure-
ments cu¡ied out rt diflìrent tcmperatures te¡d to quantitttive assessmcnt of the entha.lpy and cntropy diffe¡ences be-
tween the isome¡s. These thermodynamic dtta Âllow rhe first comparison of experimental equilibrium results with the
prcdictions lrom energy-minimized conformational analysis calsulations fo¡ different topological forms ot'a multidentate
ligand complex and indic¡te the limitations of the present calcul¡tive methods.
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being established by the presence of charcoal.2 Frequently
the relatjve Ísomer proportions have been determined under
oniy one particular set of experimental conditions of tem-
perature, solvent, pH, and counterion concentration, and
few studies of isomer proportions as functions of variations
in these_environmental parameters are apparent i¡ the liter-
ature-" "
Wc hcre report a more comprehensive experimental studv
of the inlluence of these environmental factors on tlle corn-
plex sysrem [Co(dien)r]3*, dien = diethylenetriamine. This
system is particularly useful for such a study. It is inert and
free of possible complications such as dispropoftionation ot
hydrolysis or Ligand substitution reactions which are inherent
with complex systems involving mixed-[gand or acido substit
uents. The three geometric isomers? shown in Figure I have
been well characterized,s-10 and the effects of variations
in environmental parameters are manifested primarily as
changes i¡ the geometric isomer proportions (rather than on
conformer popuiations) so that the various effects can be
measured quantitatively by chromatographic separations of
the isomers from admixtures.Y
Previous studies of this type on systems of noncoupled
chelate rings such as [Co(en)¡ ]3* have demonstrated ihe ef-
fects of variations i¡ temperature or ion association on con-
former distributions. In noncoupled chelate ri¡g systems
equilibrium conformer proportions have to be deduced in-
directly however from circuiar dich¡oism3'lr-r. ot pmrtr-tt
measurements, so that the data are semiquantitative only
and interpretation is ìess certai¡.
The quantitative data obtained in the present study allow
some conclusions as to tlìe practical usefulness of present
conformational analysis calculative methods for geometric
isomers of metal complexes. Conformational analysis cal-
culations have been relined in the present energy minimiza-
tion techniquesa'18 to include all intramoleculal factors.
Such calculations yield enthalpy differences between iso-
mers, as well as the "energy-minimized" detailed molecular
(2) F. P. Dwyer in "Advanccs in the Chemistry of Coordination
Compounds," S. Kirschner, Ed., Macmillan, New York, N. Y., 196!,
p 21.
(3) A. M. Sargeson, Trtnsìt¡on Metot Chem., 3, 303 ( I 96ó).
(4) D. A. Buckingham and A. M. Sarßeson, Top. Stereochem., 6,
219 (1971), and references thcrein
(5) S. F. Lincoln and D. R. St¡anks,,4ur¡. J. CIrcm.,21, tj4S
(¡ e68).
(6) R. J. Dellaca, V. Janson, W. T. Robinson, D. A. Buckingham,
L. G. Ma¡zilli, I. E. Maxwell, K. R. Turnbull, snd A. M. Sarßeson,.¡.
Chem. Soc., Chem. Commun., 51 (1912)iJ. Amet. Chem..to¿.,,96,
l?r3 (1974).
(7) The geomelric isomers of ICo(dien)r]!*are designated s./¿c
(s!,mmetrical-facial), u.foc (uns:/mmetrical-facial) and Der (me¡id¡o-
nal), or a¡ternatiyely as s.cis, u-cis, and trans, ¡especiively.
(8) F. R. Keene, G. H. Searle, Y. yoshikawa, A. lmai. and K.
Yðmasaki, Chcm. Commun.. ?84 (19?O).
(9) 11. R. Kccnc nnd G. H. Sccrlc, lttorX- Chem., f I . t 48 ( I 972).
(10) Y. Yoshikawa rnd K. Y¡m¡sôki, BuII. Chcm. Soc- Jop.,45,
t19 (r912).
(l l) T. S. Piper and A. G. Karipides,./. Amer- Ctßm..toc., 86,
s039 ( l 964).
(12) S. F. Mason and B. J. Norm¿n,.Þoc. Chem. Soc., London,
(13). A. J. McCaffcry, S. F. Mason, B. J. Norman, and A. M.
Sa¡geson,./. Chem. Soc.,4, 1304 (1968).
(14) P. G. Beddoe, M. J- Harding, S. F. Mason. and B. J. pcart,
Chem. Commun., t283 (I9?1).
(l 5) J. K. Beattie, Accounts Chem. Res-, 4,253 (t91r)
(t6) L. R Froebe and B. E. Douglas,.lnor9. Ctßm.,9, tS13
(t91 o).
(11) l. L. Sudmeier and G. L. Blackmer,./. Amer- Chem- Soc.,
92, s236 (191o):Inorg. Chcm,, r0.2010 (¡9?l); J. L. Sudmeier,
G. L. Blackmer, C. H. B¡adley, and F. A. L. A\et, J-.Amet. Ctßm.
soc., 94, 157 (1912).
(18) M. R. Snow,.J. Añet. Chem- Soc., 92, g6tO(19?O): M.
Dwyer, R. J- Geue, and M. R. Snow, fn o¡Á'. Chem., 12,2051 (1973)






Figurc I. Topological isome¡s of ICo(dicn),1].: lcft,s-/oc: ccnrcr,
A-u-Ioci rif'h|, ùtcr.
structures for the isolated (hypotìtetical gas state) complex
ions. the calculated strain energies are based on unknown
energy zeros however, so t.hat tlle applications to date have
been restricted to comparisons of conlormational isorne¡s
or internal diastereoisomers.a For these isomcr typcs the
intermolecula¡ effects miglrt be expecled to be similar and
the zero energies may reasonably be assumed approimately
constant. The agreements between the energy-minimized
isomer ratios (and structures) and the experitnentally deter-
mined ¡atios (and structures) found for several systems so
far have given some confidence in the calculations, so that
for these systems at least it would seem that variations in
entropy or inte¡molecular factors between tire closely simi-
la¡ isomers are small.6
For geornetric iso¡ners the ze¡o levels for the minimized





inter¡nolecular lactors however, so that tltc unccrtîinty as
to ze¡olevel imbalances in the comparison has remained.
The isomer equilibrium measurements on this complex
system have been extended in the present paper so that the
more useful comparisons of calculated and experimental Aff
values between the jsonlers can now be made. The experi-
mental results also allow some assessment of the contribu-
tion of environmental or i¡termolecu.lar factors (ion-ion and
ion-solvent interactions) and show that intermolecular fac-
tors are of considerable importance in determining tlte iso-
mer distribution in [Co(dien)2]3*.
Experimental Section
Equilibrium proportions of thc thrce gcomctric isomers of [Co-(dicn)rlt' we¡e detc¡mined from separate acrial oxidation procedure:
ca¡ricd out under a ì'a¡iety of condjlions. Thc ¡eaction stoichiomeuy
involved in all runs was
CoX, + 2dicn + HX + !/.Or9 1çolOicn),¡..+ 3X- +,/:H,O
All ae¡ations wc¡s of 36-hr duratjon and wc¡c curied out in the pres-
encc of charcoal, eithc¡ at ¡oom lemperaturc (l I Ê l") or ovcr a
stcînì bîlh (80: f'). Analytical . addcd
srlts, sulvcnts, and acids) and frcs throu¡llr-
oul. Frcshly fincly grounrl "ìJDl s absorp-
tion" fronl tlre stmc batch was us was
tcsted to cnsure tltat ir satisfìcd the criterion of causing raccmization
of (+)[Co(cn).]¡'within 2 min at 90o.ro Thc equilibrìum prcpara-
tions we¡e cu¡ied out under ! va¡icty of conditions (Tablc I) which
included va¡iation in the anion X-, vuiation of X- concentration by
adding salts in somc runs, and variations in the cation conccntr¡tion,
lempc¡aturc, solveni, and pH.
( I 9) M. Dwyer ¡nd G. H. Serrle, J. Chcm- Soc., Chem. Commun.,
126 (19i2). The c¡lcuhred stra¡n energ)' figurcs for rhc I Co(dien)rlb
isomers givcn ¡n this refcrence werc based on the 290 most significjnt
intc¡actions only. The strain energy fi¡ures quotcd in the presenl
p¡per ¡¡c rcviscd calculations ulilizing a full forcc field: M Du,yer,
unpublished work,
(20) F. P. Dwyer and A. M. Sargeson, Narurc (London), tB1,
1022 (!9ó0).





























































































































































































o DMSO = dimethyl sulfoxide, DMA = dimethylacerrmide.
Isomer Proportions in Àqueous Solution. Thc tbüowing proce-
dure was typical of the runs in aqueous solution wlìere anion was
added in excess of that requi¡ed by the reaction stoichiometry. Co-
(NOr),'6H.O (0.29 g, 0.0010 mol) was dissolved in rvatcr (30 ml) in
a two-necked 100-ml ¡ound-bottom t'lÂsk tittcd with r rcllux conden-
ser to minimize evapo¡ation during the reration. To tlìis solution
NaNO, was added (8.5 g, 0.10 mol) a¡d wâs dissolved as completely
æ possible before the addition of chucoal (2 g). A solurion of dien
(0.23 g, 0.0022 mol) rnd HNOr (l.l ml of I.0 rt4, 0.001 1 mol) in
water (20 ml) was tlìen addcd. After lerarion for 36 hr rhe cha¡coal
was filte¡ed off.
[n the preparations involving phosphale or selenite ions the co-
bàlt(lt) salts of these anions were not uscd dircctly duc to thcù low
solubilities. NarPOo or Na.Sco, was addcd to the solution of CoO,
as in the procedure above, and tlle rerÀrion was ca¡rìed out on the
resulting suspension of the sparingly soluble cobilt(ll) sâlt which pre-
cipitated along with some cobalt(lI) hyd¡ox.ide. This cobîlt(ll) salt
dissolved as the reaction p¡oceeded so that the p¡epararion should
hÂve !emxined under equilibrium conditions throughout the process.
The filtrate f¡om each preparation wrs diluted so that the con-
centration of the I + crlions was less thrn 0.1 M, and aliquots (ap-
proximately one-fou¡th of the total volume) were applied to two
columns (50 X 0.9 cm) of SP-Sephadex C-25 cation+xchange resin
in the Na+ lb¡m tbr duplicate isomer separÂtions. The abso¡bed com-
plcx on each column was cluted with 0.3 ,41sodium (+)-rürtrate solu-
Lion to scpa¡ttc the ¡somcrs in thu ordcr s./äc (clutcrl firsr), u../äc,
then mq (last).' The scpu¡tcd b¿nds wcrc collectcd rnd subsc-
quently made up to sta¡düd vqlumes (25 or S0 ml) in volumetric
flasks. Île solu¡ions wcre estimated either by cobalt rtomic absorp-
rion or by spcctrophotometry in l- or 4-cm quartz cells. Thc oprical
dcnsitics of thc clutcd ¡somer bands liom crch clrromrtogruphic scpr-
ration wcre mcasu¡ctl at llìe fûst band maximum (cø..166 nm)" on a
mmual Shimadzu QR-50 spect¡ophotomcte¡ agtinst wa¡er ret'crence,
a¡d it wcs estâblishcd that cach isolatcd isomer gave identical èxtinc-
tion coelficients in rvatcr and in 0.3,]f sodium l+]tutrate solution.
Thc isome¡ proportion values given in Tabtc I ue lhe meus from thc
dupl¡cate sepualions for each run, and in scporations whe¡e both
rnâlytic¡l methods ve¡e used the rnalyses ¡greed. The pe¡centage
figures are each considc¡ed accur¡te to I 1.
Isomer P¡oportions in Nonaqueous Solvents. Modifications of
1¡e above p¡ocedure werc necess:uy. Fo¡ the ¡uns in ulcoholic soF
vents acËtate counterion was used to confcr solubility on the com-
plex products. With rhe aproric solvcnts, ûn diquot of a dried (3-rt
molccula¡ sicves) 0.1 M solution of Co(ClO.)..6HrO in the appro-
priâte solvent (dimerhyl sulfoxide o¡ dimethylacetamide), charcoal,
and (if requùed) added anion as the tetrabutylammonium s¿.lt we¡e
mixed. dien and dicn.3HClOo in 1.6? úd 0.33 molu proporrions
compaJcd to cobalt wcre added, a¡d subsequent treÂtment was as
¿bove.
Dete¡mination of the lon Association Constiltr between the
Isomers of [Co(dien),]" and PO.r-. Al¡quots of NarPO. soluÌion
(2 X I0-2 lvl) we¡e added to sepa¡ate solutions ol the geomet¡ic iso-
mers of ICo(dicn),lr* (c¿. 2 x 10-t M) in a sti¡red cell (3.2 cm)
Lhermostated at 25.0' and containing Â pH electrode assembly. The
optical density rt 300 nm was followed as a function of phosphate
conccntration using a Cary l6K spectrophotometer, and the ¡:H was
maintr.ined at I 1.5 by addition of NaOH using an ABU-I auroburct.
The ionic strength of each solution was adjusted to ¡r = 0,1 2 M with
NaO. The ion æsociation conslants K¡p we¡e calculâted using the
reiterative glaphical method of Newton and Arcand:ra as elaborated
Þy Davies.:'b Constant Krp values were obtrined alìe¡ about lle
reitera dve g¡aphical plots.
Results and Discussion
The equilibrium proportions of the three geometric isomers
of [Co(dien).]3* under various conditions (given in Table I)
were obtirined by analyzing the solutions resulting from aer-
ial oxidution of mixtures of cobalt(ll) and dien in the pres-
ence of charcoal catalyst.
An alternative approach to obtaining this information,
equilibration of each separate isomer to the mixture in the
presence of charcoal, wrs also investigatcd.:2 It was found
that equilibration of any one isomer at I 80 required several
montlìs, so that it might be ârgued that the aerial oxidation
preparations at that temperature should have been performed
over iì time scale similar to thât of the equilibration experi-
ments. However rhe isomer proportions obtained from rhe
aerial oxidation procedures atier 36 h¡ were identical with
(21) (¡) T. W. Newton and G, M, A¡cand,./. Amer. Chen Soc.,
75, 2449 (1953); (b) C. W. Davies, "lon Association," Buttevorths,
London, l9ó2, pp S6-58.
(22) G. H. Sea¡le ¡nd F. R. Keene, unpublLshed results.
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the equilibration resuhs within the experimental errors, so
that presumably the caralysis induced by charcoal is en-
hanced by the presence of the cobalt(Il) in the aerial oxida-
tion preparations.t0 At 8Oo the aerial oxidation prepara-
tions here reported and the charcoal-catalyzed equilibrations
also gave identical valucs of the isomer proportions. lt is
also relevant to the present work that,each isomer undergoes
isomerization to üris same mixture extremely slowly in tlie
absence of charcoal (equilibration requires c¿. 2 wccks at
80'¡.::
The crude [Co(dien)2]Cl, complex (as an isomeric mix-
ture) has been isolated in94Toyield from aerial oxidation
preparations with charcoal,e so that it is assumed in the pres-
ent isomer proportion studies that the complex was formed
in solution in at least this amount. The maximum yield of
cobalt(III) species anticipated would probably be -967o,be-
cause -4q/oreduction to cobalt(ll) is known to occu¡ f¡om
the analogous hexaamine system [Co(en)r]3* in the presence
of charcoal.2o Tlús isolation of the complex in high yield
indicates that any errors in the determined isomer propor.
lions arising from adsorption of the complex on the charcoal
should be insignificant.
All these resuhs, together with the observation that all
drarcoal-catalyzed preparations (aqueous solutions) of ICo-
(dien)r]3* (both oidative and substirutive) gave products
of simila¡ isomeric distribution,E-r0 provide substantial evi-
dence t.hat clurcoal markedly catalyzes the attainment of a
true thermodynamic equilibrium distribution of isomers in
the [Co(dien)2 ]3* preparations. It is generalll, accepted that
charcoal catalyzes equilibration between cobalt(Ill) com.
plexes and isomers in aqueous solution, although this func-
tion ol charcoal in nonaqueous solvents has not been con.
fìrmed. For alJ runs by the aerial oxidation method the
concentrations were adjusted to ensure that no product sep-
arated out, so that all the resuits correspond to equilibria in
solution.
The isomer proportions were not affected by variation of
cobalt concentration over the 2O-fold range [Co] = 0.a-0.02
M(Table I).
Preference fo¡ the Meridional Configuration. The nter lig-
and arrangement has been indicated for the isolated mono-
(diethylenetriamine) complexes ICo(dien)Cl3,,z:-:e ICo-
(dien)(NOr)31,'?3-2? [Co(dien)(NO2)rCi j,'?3 and [Co(d ien)-
(NOr)2G*H3)]-,23 and only in certain circumstances h¡ve facial
mono(diethylenetriamine) complexes of cobalt(III) been
observed. In the mixed bis(tridentate) systems [Co(dien)-
(IDA)I- 28 and [Co(clienXS-Asp)]. 2e the predominance of
the facial geometric forms was attributed ro the strong pref-
erence by these amino acid iigands for the less strained facial
coordination. Of the mono(diethylenetriamine)cobalt(llI)
complexes involving th¡ee monodentate ligands however.
oniy in [Co(dien)(HrO)3]3* and [Co(dien)(H1O)rCt]2' have
facial arrangements been reported26'30 although these two
complexes have not been isolated as solids. It is possible
(2 3) l'. H. Crãylon and J. A. M¡ttcrn, J, Inorg. Nucl. Chcnt,, l3
248 (l e6o).
(24) H. H. Schmidrke and D. Garrhoff,.tnotg. Clúm. Acta,2,
3s7 ( l 968).
(25) D. A. House, -Inorg. Nucl. Cltem. Lett., 3, 61 (t961).
(26) S. H. Caldwell and D. A. House, "I. Inorg. Nucl. Clrem., 3t,
8r r (l 969).
(27) Y. Kushi, K. Watanabc, and H. Kuroya, Bull. Clßm. Soc.
Jap., 40,2985 (1961).
J. I- Lcgg and D. W. Cooke,Inory. Chent.,5,594 (19ó6).
J. ¡. Legg and D. W. Cooke, J. Amet. Chem. Soc., 89, ó854
(30) P Wilairat and C- S. Garner, J. Inory. Nucl. Chem., 32,2?93
( l e?0).
F. Richard Kecne and G¡aeme H. Sea¡le
that the aquo ligands might enhance the stabiliry of facial
dien coordination through i¡tramolecula¡ hydrogen bond-
ing or through intermolecula¡ hydrogcn bonding involving
bridging solvent water molecules.3: It is noted however thal
[Cr(dien)Cl3] and IRh(dien)Clr] havc cach becn isolated in
facial and meridional forms.32
Thus, there appcars to be a preference for meridional co-
ordination by dien in the above cobalt(llf) complexes. al-
thouglr the clfcct of thc acido subs(ituents is rrot reclly
known. This ¡rocortls howcve¡ wi[h 1lìc lrcr-[Co(dicn)2]3*
isonrer being favored ove¡ the iwo facial forms, at least un-
der conditions where intermolecular interactions appear to
be-insignificant. Under the usual preparative conditions at
18" the proportions obtained werà s-fac:u-fac:ntcr ='7:28:65
for aqueous solutions (with CI- or Br- as anion) ancl 1'.14'.'79
for aprotic solvents (with ClOf counterion). These figures
will be used as references with which the other data will be
compared.
The u-fac isomer should be favored over the s-la¿ on statis-
lical grounds; after one dien ligand lÌas coordinated facially
to the metal ion, the second ligand can subsequently attach
i¡ three possible ways, leading to tlie distribution s-fac:u-fac=
1:2. (The u-fac isomer can ex¡st as enantiomers: the s-cis
cannot.e) This statistical rario is reflected in the observed
proportions quoted above and particularly with the aprotic
solven ts.
Effect of Solvation. Fronr preporations c¿¡ried out in
various solvents (water, alcolìols, and dipolar aprotic sol-
vents) it was evident that the equilibrium isomer proportions
were significantly dependent on tlìe solvent. In water. ion
association with chloride or perchlorate ¿nions seenrs to l¡c
unimportarìt (Table I), and wilh dintethyl sulfoxide and di-
methylacetamide as solvents ion association would be expec.
ted to be minimal under the pcrchlorate anion cc¡nditions
studied.33 The observed diffe¡enccs in tlìe proportions witlì
these two solvent types should therfore be due predominant-
ly to solvation effects.
Tlrese differences are not large however (s-fac:u-fac:nrcr =
7:28:65 in water, 7:14:79 in aprotic solvents). and this may
reflect that none of the isomers is greatly polar, so lhal spe-
crfic cation-solvenl interactions would not be large. The
increased stability of lhe nrcr lorm in the aprotic solvents
implies that this isomer is more polar than the u-Jac (both
h¿ve molecular symmetry Cr).
The proportions in nrethanol (l 8:29:53) show the nrcr iso-
mer to be relatively less stable he¡c. There is a co¡relation
between lhe mer proportions observed irr aprotic solvents,
water, and methanol (79.65. a¡d 53%, respcctivcly) arrd tlre
solvating powers of these solvents for cations in the order
DMA, DMSO ) water ) methanol.s although the possibility
of specific interactions of the cornplcx cations with acetate
ion in thcsc nlethanol runs cahnol be dismissed.
Effect of Perchlorate, Nitmre, Bro¡nide, and Chloride
Anions. In aqueous solution runs at l8o with the above
anions or acetate present in stoichiornetric quantities, tlìe
equilibriunr isonrcr composition was indepcndcnt ol thc an-
ion. This accords with the relativcly snlall variations in as-
sociation constants for outer.sphere cornplexes between a
given cobalt(lll)-hexaamine type cation and the above an-
(31) A. \À'. Ad¡mson../. Antct. Cltcnl. Soc., 80. 3163 (¡956).
(32) A. D. Fou'lie, D. A- Housc. \'. T Robinson, ¿nd S. S.
Rumball. J Chem. Soc. /4, 803 ( l9?0).
(33) \,\'. A. Millcn ðnd D W. \\'¿tts. Ausr.J. Chem-, ¡9.43 (1966).
(34) \'. R- Fitzgerald, A. J. P¡rker, and D B' Wrtts, J. Aner.





ions, although the tâbulrted data ¡re limi
tion ol a large excess of any of these anio
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we re due primarily to specilìc ion associations which
swamped any pH eflect.
Rca of lnorganic
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and R. M. Wing, unpub-
ray c_rystal strucrur€ analyses of [Co(en)3]r(HpO4)3.9H?O.ro
and [Co(en)3]POoar have shown ihe three ãÀelate iing con-
lormations to be let and the phosphate ion to be positioned
app-roximately on the Ca axis of each molecule as proposed
by Mason.
For the isomers of [Co(dien)"]3*, some association witlì
(41) G. L. Bl¡ckmer, G. H- Lin, J. L. Sudmeier, rnd R. Vf. W¡ng,unpubl¡shed lvork.
(42) F. R. KÈene. G. H. Se¡rle, ¡nd S- F. M¡son, Cåez. Commun.,s39 ( I e70).
(43) G. H. Searte and F. R. Keene, Inorg. Chem., Il, lO06 (t9?2).
-- (44) Il. Kobayashi, F. Maumo, ¡n¿ V.-S¿¡ro,,lc¡i Ci.""lot¿"gr.,,tec¡. 8, 28. 47O (t972).
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Figure 3, The proposcd structure of tle ion pair between s-/øc-[Co-
(dien)rJ¡'(À6-6À) and POos-. The cation structurc was drawn using
qystello¡faphic data f¡om À{. Kobayashi, F. Ma¡umo, ud Y. Saito,
Acra C>ystallogr., Sect. 8,28,4'1-0 (1912).
The u-fac isomer also has two such sets of three N-H bonds
(all from NH2 groups), these sets being related by the molec-
ular Cr axis. ln this isomer however, these two potential
sites for hydrogen bonding to PO43- ion are in close proimi-
ty (they âre effectively on two ådjacent faces of the N6 octa-
hedron). Association with one POa3- might therefore be
expected to be intrinsically less lavorablc than for the s-fac
isomer. In the latter isomer the two potential hydrogen-
bonding sites are widely separated, so that we consider that
there is a greater chance of a POo3- ion locating one of these
suitable sitcs. The Dreiding models suggest that fo¡ the r¿-
fac isomer the orientations of the N-H bonds are more de-
pendent on the particular chelate ring conformations than
in the case ol s-fac. Figure 4s shows the Â-u-/ac3e isomer
jn the ôÀSÀ3e conformation (symmetry C2) which we con-
sider is favorable for hydrogen bonding, and tlús is one of
the conformational forms present in the solid state.as
The mer fo¡m of the complex appears to have no such tri-
ple parallel N-H dispositions to favor strong specilìc associa-
tion with tetrahedral oxy anions.
In [M(en)3]3* systems, the effects of such associations are
observed only as conformational changes. The [Co(dien)r]3'
systern probably involves some conformational ordering also
so that the particular N-H bonds in each isomer attain the
most appropriate orientations for the maximum associative
effects, but th-is ìs ol minor importance compared with the
preferential stabilization of geometric forms in the context
ofthe present experiments. Such conformational changes
probably account for the changes in CD of the u-fac and mer
fo¡ms with added anions.ro'a:
We propose that these specific associations between oxy
anions and the [Co(dien)2]3* cations by hydrogen bonding
through suitably disposcd sets ofN-H bonds c¿n satisfactorily
account for the present experimental proportions results.
The study of models indicates that the existence of such N-H
bond sets should lcad to stabilizalions of thc isomcrs in thc
order s-fac ) u-foc ) nrcr, which is that deduced from the
experimental proportions results.
lf the nzer isome¡ is stabilized on inreraction with phos-
phate, to an extenr designated (A6o*)-",, then it is clear
that each of the facial isome¡s is stabilized even more on as-
sociation as their proportions increase relative to lhe mer
form. This additional stabilization of the facial isomers can
(4 5) Y. Saito, .Þo c. Int. ConÍ. Cootd. Clrem., | 1, 9 I (1972):
Konno, F. Ma¡umo, and Y. Saito, /c¡¿ Ctystsllogr., Scct. 8,29,
(1973).




Figuc 4. ftc proposcd structurc of thc ion paiJ bctween u-fac-[Co-
(djen)rjJ'(Á(6À-6À)) and PO.'-. The cation st¡ucture was drawn
usi¡g cryst¿llographic data f¡om M. Konno, F. Muumo, and Y. Saito.












no PO.!- with pOo!-
be evaluated from the isomer distributions already quoted
(see Scheme I). (AG''")"_i* - (AG"p)^o,= -RT \n (59112)-
RT ln (65 l7 ) = -23 kcal mol-t. Similarly, (LG" n) u.¡"" -
(AG"rp)-ø = - I .0 kcal mol-r. The values of aG'1p for the
individual isomers cannot be evaluated from these data.
The ion association constants K¡p between the three iso-
meric cations and phosphate in aqueous solution were ob-
taired spectrophotometrically (y= 0.I2 ¿f with NaCl, tem-
perature 25.0', pH I l 5). The values ofK¡p thus deter-
mined for t:l [Co(dien)r]3*, POo3- ion pairs of the geometric
isomcrs a¡e 5460 (*fac),850 (u-føc), and 84 (nrer). These
r"¿lues indicate the same o¡der of stabilizations of the tluee
isomers \r/ith phosphate as that deduced above from the pro.
portions results. From tlrese.K¡p results the A6o¡p values
for the isomers are calculated as -5.1 kcal mol-r for s-/ac,
-4.0 kcal nlol-! for u-fac,and-2.6 kcal mol-r for nter. The
differences between thcse values agree weU with the corres-
ponding differences calculated above front the proportions
data, particularly considering the variations in ionic strength
and pH involved in the comparison.
ln dimcthylacetanlide. similar stabilization olsy'ac at thc
expense ol n¡er was observed with âdded chlóride (Table l),
suggesting ion association between chloride and suitable N-H
bonds of the complex isomers. The effects of oxy anions
on isomer proportions could not be reliably studied tn the
aprotic solvents due to the reduced solubilities of the oxy
anion salts of ICo(dien)r]3* in these media. Despite some
precipitation of products, solution analyses did suggest that
lhe s-fac isome¡ was again considerably enhanced i¡ these
solvents. (These results are not given in Table I.)
Effect of Temperature. Tlte less stable facial isomers be-
cåme more favored when the aeration preparations were car-
ried oui at 80o, compared with preparations at l 8o but with
conditions otlÌerwise similar (Table I). However, as little is
known concerning the relative contributions of enthalpy
M,
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Table II. Enthalpy a¡d Ent¡opy Contdbutions to Observed fsoner Equilibria in Ae¡ial Oxid¿tion Preparations of ICo(dien)rl]'

































































ard cntropy to conformational ând isomeric stability, the
elfect of temperature could not be predicted.
The isomer ratios determined lor the system [Co(dien)2]3+
at these two temperatures allow the separation of the free
energy differences between the isomers into the enthalpy
and entropy contributions. The only experimental errors
involved in these determinations were in the temperature
interval (t2') and in the isonrer proportion percentages
which were in gencral reproducible to !1. \ryhile this error
in the proportions might appear reasonably satisfactory, it
results in appreciable uncertainty in the derived energy val-
ues, and the maximum errors are quoted with the calculated
energies in Tsble II. The temperature uncertainty leads to
relatively small errors only. Although the present results do
not therefore allow the most accurate analysis, the possibili-
tiês rnd limitations of this experimental approach will be
appa rent.
The effects of temperature variations were studied in aque-
ous solutions with the three different counterions chloride,
acetate, and sulfate. The equilibria between the isomers in
the presence of chloride rnd acetate were essentially the
same as shown by the observed proportions (Table I), so
that the thermodynamic data are given only for chloride and
sullate in Table II. The results indicate lrrge negative entro-
py differences (-{ eu) for the equilibria slàc + ¡ner and
u-fac + mü, but the entropy contribution to s-lac + u-îac is
snrall. This is consistent with the mer lorm being the most
ordered, which may be rationalized by the less conforma-
tional freedom than is possible in the two facial isome¡s of
the complex. The pmr speclrae have also been interpreted
on the basis ol rapid conformational inversion in the facial
forms, whereas such inversion would be restricted lor the
rncr isomer under the rcidic (pH 4) conditions obtüining in
both tlre pm¡ spectri¡ and the present work.
For the equilibrium in the presence of sulfate, where as-
sociation occurs, tlìe energy values suggest that the differ-
ences in proportions (compared to the chloride and acetate
conditions where association is less in:portant) may be due
mainly to the enthalpy contributions. However because of
the limited accuracy possible in the energy analysis this con-
clusion must al present be viewed with some caution. The
greater associative etTects shown by the anions selenite and







tions containing these ions induced decomposition of the
cobalt complex at this tempe¡ature.
lvlinimized calculations of the intramolecular enthalpies
of tho isomers of [Co(dien)2]3* have predicted thât on this
basis the three geometric isomers should be of comparable
stabilities.te The strain energies thus calculated úe 9.6,
9.6 a¡d9.7 kcal mol-r for the s-/ac, u-fac, andn er isomers,
respectively, but it is uncertain whether these minimization
values relate lo the same energy zero.ls'le
While the differences (4f1") between isomer pairs from
these calculations are in quâlitative agreement with the ex-
perimental isomer distribution (AG'),re this correlation may
be fortuitous as the present thermodynamics results show
that both the entropy and enthalpy contribute signifìcantly,
but in opposition, to AC" for the u-fac + mer and s-fac +
rner equilibria (Table II). The comparisons of the calculated
intramolecular A.flo values between isomer pairs with the
present experimental (intramolecular and intermolecular)
A,f1o values reveal some disparities outside the limits of our
experimental errors. These disparities are probably a result
of the compa¡isons of the calculated free ion and equilibri-
um measurements on the ion in its solution environment.
For these various reasons, present minimization caicula-
tions would not seem to be greatly reiiable for predicting the
relative stabilities of geometric isomers under practical solu-
tion conditions. Work is continuing on the calculative meth-
od and on the minimization assessment of interionic factorsf
Modified Preparation of the s-lac Isomer. The present
work demonstrates that ion association might sometimes be
applied to advantage in obtaining less stable isomers of metal
complex systems. Such effects have also been noted pre-
viously.aT For optimum yield, (59Vo) of the s-/ac- [Co-
(dicn).]3+ isomer the aerial oxidation preparatione with char-
coal nray be carried out in aqueous 0.1 Lif sodium þhosphate
at room temperature, the product solution being absorbed
on a large column of SP-Sephadex C-25 and eluted with 0.3
¡14 sodium tartrate solution. The fìrst eluted s-/ac band can
then bc reabsorbed on a short column of a weak-acid cation
exchanger (Bio-Rex 70, analytical grade, 50-1 00 mesh, in
the sodium form), washed with water, and eluted with 0.1
(4ó) M. Dwyer ¡nd M. R. Snow, work in progress.
(47) E. W. Gillow ¡nd G. M. Hüris, Ino,E. Chem..7, 394 (1968).
cf
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Mhydrobromic acid. The eluate on evaporation yields crys-
tals of sy'ac- [Co(dien)2]8r3.
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THE S\î{THESIS oF .t,7 -DIMETI{YLTR,IETHYLENETETRA*}IINE
By G. E[. Sna-run,* M. Pnrrovrc,* and F' R' Knnx¡*
[Illanuscript received l0 January 1972]
Studies of diacid.ocobalt(ur) complexes of the facultative ligand triethylene'
f,st¡¿mins (trien : I,4,7,Io-tetraazadecane), [Co(trien)Xr1"+, have disclosed some
intriguing features of the stereochemistry associated with coupled five'membered
puckereJring systems.l-a To extend these studies the homologue of trien methylated
it th. ,".oodary nitrogen centres (the 4 and 7 positions of the tetraazad'ecane chain)
was required, since the con-û.gurational inversions which may occur by N-I[ exchange
at thesle as¡rmmetric donor nitrogens in the trien complexess'c are avoided in the
complexes [Co (4,7-dimethyltrien)Xr] 
o+.
The amine 4,f-rlimetþyl-1,4,7,I0-tetraazadecate (4,7-rlimethyltrien) has been
mentioned in the patent ]iterature? but details of its synthesis are not available. we
now report a convenient synthesis ofthe amine as its tetrahyd¡ochloride salt, starting
from N,rY',-d.imethylethylensdi¿mine and. s¡mthesizing the molecular chain w'ith the
reagent bromoethylphthalimide accordiug to Scheme 1'
The overall yieid of the final amine hydrochloride is about 25o/o. '[]rre method'
has the ad,vantagès of usi.g readily available reagents and of simplicity; it can be
used on a large scale. The isãbtion of 4,7-dimethyltriethylenetetraminediphthalimid'e
from the co"responding dihydrobromide avoid.ed mixed hydroctrloride--hyd¡obromid'e
þeing precipitated. after the hydrolysis with hydrochloric acid'
Several methods -.." L""*io"d before the successful toute was developed.
The most direct method would seem to be direct methylation on the secondary
nitrogens of the trien chain, following the method used' to obtain 4-methyldiethylene-
triamine.s However, the bis(phthalimifls) derivative of trien could not be prepared
* Depa,rbment of Physioal andlnorganic Chemistry, University of Adelaide' P.O. Box 498D'
Ad.elaide, S.A. õ00I.
1 Saægoson, A' M., a¡d Searle, G. 8., Inorg' CIæm', 1965,4' 45'
3 Sa,rgeson, A. !I., and Sea¡le, G. 8., Inorg' Chan', L967 , 6' 187 '
3 Buckiugha,m, D. 4., Maxwell, I. 8., Sa,rgoson, A. M., and Frcemau, ËI- C-, Inorg. clnn"
1970,9, 1921.
c 3qçl¡ingham, D. A', Ma¡zilli, P. 4., Sargesou, A' M', Mason, S' F'' and Beddoe' P' G''
Chpm. Comrnun, 1967' 433-
5 Buckingham, D. 4., Ma¡zil}i, P. .{., a.nd Sargeson, A. M., Inorg. Che¡n.' |967, ó' 1032.
c Keene, tr'. R., Sargeson, A. M., and Sea¡le, G' H', uupublished d¿ta'
?Earle,R.H.,U.S.Pet.3,240,664,1966(Chem':4'óoúr"1966'64'PI997?f)'
8 llonn, F. G., ¡. chpm. Soa., 1934' 461.
Aust. J' Chem., 1972,25,204f8
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in a pure state, and attempted methylations of the bis-benzylidene Schiff base of trien










* i" | +
H1tr¡CHoCH2 ¡¡HCHzCH2 ì,iHCH2CHz li H?-+ ' '+ 4cl- Scheme I
An alternative approech, which has been employed in the synthesis of trien
methylated on positions I and/or 5 of the tetraazadecarro chain,e'ro is shown in
Scheme 2. The diamino diamide was obtained satisfactorily, but reduction of the
amide could not be effected by use of lithium aluminium hydridse-rs or by
diboranels-rs under a variety of conditions.
1"' 1", n.'ð" , 1t, 1*'










ÙIetal complexes of 4,7-dimethyltriethylenetetramine will be discussed. in a
subsequent article.
e Goto, M., Sabu¡i, M., and Yoshikawa, 5., Inorg. Clr¿¿¡., 1969, 8, 358.
ro Goto, lI., Okubo, 4., Se¡'oi, T., and Yoshikawa, 5., Inorg. Chem., 1970,9, 1488.
u Yoshikawa, S., Sekihara, T., a¡rd Goto, M., hrory. CIæm., 1967, ó, 169.
12 Stetter, If., and Mayer, K., CIw¡n, Ber., I96t, 94, 1410.
1¡ Schenker, 8., in "Nower Methods of Proparative Organic Chemisùry." (Ed. lV. Foerst.)
Vol. il, p. 196, 23I. (Verlag Chemie-Academic Press: New York 1968.)
u Brown, II. C., end lfeim, P., J. Am. clwm. Soc., 1964, 86, 3566.




lr',.iV,-Dimethylethylened.iamine from I(och-Lighü Laboratories' England, was frarctionally
clistilled over soclium. The large middle fraction, b.p. 1t9'fl2l', was used in the synthesis'
rv-(9-Bromoethyl)phthalimidefrom Ralph N. Emanuel Ltd, Engìand (97!(, m.p. 8l'5-82'5') or
from Eastman organic chomicols, New York (m.p. s2'5-83'õ') was used without fu¡ther
purification.
J,7-Dimethyltriethylenetetrøminer)iphtlntimir)e Diht¡tlrobromide (1,8-Bi's(phthn¿irnido)'3,6'dùnethgl'
3, 6 -tl,iazøoctane Dihy dr obr omid'e)
Bromoethylphthalimicle (1õ2.5 g, 0'60 mol) was completely melted on a steam bath. ¿Y,rV''
Dimethylethylenecliami¡re (26.a g,0'30 mol) Ires stirred into tho molt in small portions over
1õ min, with the mixture being stirred continuously over the steam bath. The orango oil which
first formed as tho amine q¡as aclded dispersed to give a homogeneous browD liquid, which was
heatecl in an oven at I25o for 24 hr with occasion¿l stirring. The negligible weight loss wa.s
consistent rvith form¿tion of tho dihydrobromide of tho product'
The dark brovrn mass was broken up while still hoü, a¡rd on refluxiDg with ethaool (250 rût)
tho product crystellized from the browu solution. Iü was filtered off f¡om the solution while st;ll
hoü to avoid the soparation of a viscous brown oil sod w8shed wiüh othanol' It w¿s furthor
washed by suspending io boiling ethanol, ôltered ofr, and washed with hot ethanol' theu with ether,
and cl¡iod ar fì0.. Yleld 62.0!, 37lo; rn.p.250-2õ1" (dec.) (Found: C' 48'8; II' 4'8; N' 9'4;
Flt,27'2. CrnIIrrBrrNnO¡ roquires C,48'4; H,4'7; N, 9'4, Br' 26'80/o)' The product was
essentially insoiuble in ethanol, acotone, chloroform, benzene, dimothylformamide, and waùer'
tinchanged. bromoethylphths,Iimide w8s rêcovered (33 g) from ühe brown ethauol fiIùrate
by warming to ¡edissolve the oil which had separaùed on cooling, preciPiteting the product by
¿dd.ition of water, and. recrystallizing from hot ethanol, m.p. 8I'ó-82'5o (Found: C, 47'0; I['
3.2; Br, 3l'2; N, 5'6. C;'E'BrNO, requires Q,47'3; E, 3'2; Br, 31 '4; N' õ'õo/o)' N'm'r'
(cDcl3' Tlfs internal reference, on va¡ian T60) : ô 3.6I (triplet, zEL' J l0 Ez; N-CII2)' 4'08
it"ipl"t, 2Ë, J Ll IIz; CIITBT), 7'õI-8'00 (multiplet, 4I[; arom¿tic protons)'
1,7 - D¿rnethyltr¿ethglerwtetrørnirwdi,pltilwli,mil,e
Tho above hydrobromide (59'6 g, 0. 10 mot) was sti¡rod with Io% NaOII solution (lô5 ml)
and the slurry was extracted with chloroform (6 x lr0 ml). Tho chloroform w8s removed' and the
resulthg yollow-brown oil was dissolved in boiling ethanol (280 ml), a,nd ühe soluùioD was filtered
quickly. After cooling the solution for 2 days, tbe pale crean crystals which had precipiüated
v¡ere ûItered off, washed wiüh a small volurqe of eùha,uol then with eÙher, a.nd d¡ied. Yield 30'8 g,
|Lo/o,ø,.p.l13.õ-116'(Found: C,65'9; EI,6'2; N, 12'6' C24I[2ôN{O{requüesC' 66'3; Il' 6'0;
N, iZ .S%1. N.m.r. (CDClg, TMS external lock referenco, on Jeol 60 l[Ez specürometer) : ô 2' l9
(singlet, 6¡1; N-CI{¡), Z.âZ 1t"iptet,81¿,J 1l Hz; C3, Cã, C6, snd C8 Eethyleû€ protons)'
l.os ltrlptet, 4II, / ll Ezl C2 and c9 meth¡rleno proÙous), 7'41-?'80 (multiplet, 8I[; aromeùic
protoDs) i¡ the ratio 3 : 4:2:4.
1,7-Di,methgltrieth,glerwtetrøm,ino îetrdhlld,tochlariÅe(3,6-Dirnetlrytr.3,6-diazøoctøttc'7,8-d,bm'í'ne Tetra-
hyd,rochlnrid,e)
The above d'ipbthalimide $3.a g,0.10 mol) w8s hyd¡olysed by gently rcfluxing in con-
centreted IICI (2I0 mI). trVhen ¿ll ühe material hacl dissolved (2 hr) more ECI was added (20 ml)'
and the heati:rg was conti¡ued for a totel of 6 h¡. After cooli¡g, Ùhe sepa,rated phthalic a¿id was
filtered. off and. washed once with 6u IICI, and the combined filtrate was cotcentrEtêd to a light
yellow oiì. This was d.issolved in hot water (30 ml), and methanol was added (100 mI) with
sùirring. Tho product weg crystellized by careful addiüion of aceùone to incipient crystsllizetion'
and ¿sühe product slowly crystallized more acetotre w¿s edded at int€rvals, aod finally to oxcess
(l l.). -àfter cooling, bhe prod.uct was ûltered off, washed with ethanol a¡rd acetone, end d¡ied at
I00'. Yielcl 3I.2 g, 97!/o. The hydrocbloride was recrystallized by addiag acetone to at aqueous
methanol solution as above, m.p.23?-2a0o (Found: C,30'2; II,8'4; Cl' 44'1; N' l7'3'
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C8I[gôc]{N{requiFes C,30.0; H,3.2; C|,44.2: )r, 17.59á). l{'m.r. (D.o, T}IS exter¡¿llock' on
varisn H^{-100) : ô 3.60 (singlet, 6H; N-CHc), '1.92-4'27 (rnultiplet, sH; c3, c't' c6' 8,nd c8
methylene protons), .t . 3ã (singlet, 4H: C 2 encl c I methylene protons) in tho retio 3 : 4 : 2.
N,N'-Bøs(cåior oacetyt) -Ñ,Ñ''dimethAtretlùg lønødiømine
A solution of red.istilled. chloroacotyl chloride (s6 g) in benzene (300 mI) was added dropwise
to a sti¡red solution of :V,N'-climethylethylenediamine (30 g) in 5u ì[aOl{ (360 ml) coolod in an
ico baüh. The solution was kept below õ' with vigorous stirrilrg and after 2 hr i;he white product
was filtered off, washed. successively with small voh¡¡nes of ice-cold v/&ter' meth&nol, and acetone,
and. dried. The product was recrystallizod from hot ethanol. Yield 62 g, 76o/o; m.p. 132-133'
(Found: C,40't; II,6'0; N, lI'5. CsIIr{CI2NeOe requires C,39'9; II' õ'9; N' lI'6%)'
N,N' - Bis(gtgrcy L) -Ñ,Ñ' - d,imethglethy løned,i,ami'ne D'ih'g dr o chloride
a mixtr¡¡e of the above chloroamide (60 g) and ammonium carbonato (ã00 g) in 0'830
aqueoufl ammonia (l l.) was lefù stirring at 40o for 2 days. The solution w&s concentr&tod to an oil'
This *as taken up in a little water, HCI was added to adjust the pII to I' and the product was
precipitated with ethanol. The producü was ûltered off, washed with ethanol and' ¿cetoue, and
¿¡iea. tt was recrystallized froá water by adding ethanol. Yield 4õ g, 651¡; m.p. 286' (dec')
(Found: C,34'8;8,7'3; N, 19'8. C'E'8N¿O2,2ECIrequiresC,34'9; II'7'3; N'20'3%)'
Benzytrirlene Schifr Bose ø¡tÅ Phlhnl'i,mi'd'o Døritsoliøes ol Trien
The pale yellow bis-benzylidene Schiff base was obteined readily by reaction of benzal'
dehyde 
"rrd, 
t"i"o in methanol and precipitation with water; m'p' 8F86"'
Reacüiou of trien with phthalic anhydride r¡nder various conditions (reactants neat, ro-
action in glacial acetic a,cid., va¡iable proportions) gave a brown solid m¿ss which on recrystaìIizo'
tion from dimethylformamide or ethanol yielded Êrst a whito solid, m.p- 24lo (dec.), yield up
üo lyses of the solid indicated au empirical composi'
tio presewation of the molecula¡ ch¿io' since acid
hy stent with the producü being a mixüu¡e of the
bL- and tris-phthalimide derivatives (t: I mixture requires CroIIrsN¿Os), ånd ell etùemPts to
prepano the pure bis(phthalimide) derivative were u¡rsuccessful'
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Cobalt(III) Complexes of 4,7-Dimethyl-1,4,7,1 0-tetraazadecane.
Preparations, Stereochemistry, and Reactions and the
Effect of N-Methylation on Relative Isomer Stabilities
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Received March 8, I97i
The prcprations of complexes ICo(4,?-dimeuien)X.]n' (4,7-dimetrien = 4,?-dimethyl' l,4,7,10-tetraazadecme; X = Cl,
OU'Nörl2X=CO¡)o¡Ld"s"tib"d. Thecontiguraiionsofthc¡acemicgcometricisomersaJeassignedasRR,SStor
RRjs-p iiom pmr spectra and f¡om intcrconversion reactions in which cont'igurational chmges at the asymmetric nitrogen
donor centcrs ù ents. The tbllowing conversions occuning with isomerization have been
obscryed: ,-dic diniLro; p-chloroaquo * c-chloroaquo: F-diaquo * a-diaquo: p'diaquo *
c-tlinitro: c-dich dcncy lbr p - c isomcr¿ations ro occur and lìom other comparisons
wi¡h lhe co¡resp , it is cvident that the methyl substituents enhârce the stabilities of the
"rngulu" conliguration rt the ccntr¡l aminc donor atoms (sttbility a > P) such that üans complcxcs with this ligand
might not bc obtuin¡blc
Co(l II) Complexes of 4,7-Dimetltyl- 1,4,7' I 0'tetraaztdecane
Introduction
TIrc chcnristry of rliacitlt¡cobalt(lll) conrplcxes with thc
flcxible teLradentatc ligand trieLhylenetetranrine,r [Co-
(trien)X2]"*, and with homologs of trien. has attracted con-
iiderable interest and the field has been reviewed recently.?
Apart from the alternative tricn ligrnd topologies,3 alterna-
tive configurations are possiblc üt the asymmetric secondary
nitrogen <lonor centers giving rise to two possible configura-
tional isomers RR,SS and RS,,SRa for each of the p and trans
topologies. Figure I shows all the possible isomers (one
optical form o[each) for complexes [Co(trien)X2]"* having
identical substituents X. In addition, fu¡ther geometric
isomers p¡ and p2 are possible when the diacido substituents
are not identical in [Co(trien)XY]"*, and with the exceplion
of RS-trans, all ol tirese isomeric lorms have now been iso-
lated and characterized for various diacido and ¿.mino acid
(l) trien = triethylcnulctr¡minÈ = 1,4,7.1o-tett3azadcc¡ne. It has
bcconìc custon¡ry to dcsiBn¡ts ulkyl'tubstilutcd dcrivûtivcs rccording
to tlrc Þositioils oI substi!u¡ion t¡n thc tc!rruz¡rlcc¡nc clt¡i¡t lo¡ !vlliclr
rhc trivial dcsiglation tricn is ret¡¡ntdi lhus 4,7'dimctrien = 4,7-
dimethyt- 1,4,7, I O-tctr¡¡ztdecanÈ.
(2) C. R. Brubaker. D. P. Schaelcr, J' H. worrcll, and J. l. Lcgg'
Cooñ. Cheñ. Rev., ?, t6l (1971).
(3) The lhrce possib¡c !opological artangements for coordinttion
of trìcn ubou¡ rn octrl¡cdrrl mclJl ccnlcr huvc usuully becl tlcsigrrulerJ
(urb¡(rrr¡ly) os a, p, rnd trJns. 'fhc ulturn¡tivc nonìúnclaturc sym'
mutr¡crl c¡s rnd unsymmct.ical cis lor tl¡c c ¡nd ß topologics in c6'
di¡cido conrplcxùs h¡s bcur¡ suggcslud by J. ll. Worrell ¡¡rrl D. ll,
llusch, /rdrg. C|rcm.,8, 1563 (1969).
(4) Thc R or S spccif¡coli(rns ¡sfur to thc absolutÈ confisuru!¡ons
¡t JsymmÈtric c¡rbon ctoms or ¡3 thc sccondary nitrogcn cenlcrs of
thË coordinatcd tricn ligrnd, according !o thc sequcncÈ rules of l{. S.
Cahn, C. K. Ingold, tnd V. Prelog, Angew. Chcm', In|. Ed. Eù91.. S'
385 (19óó). For p complexes rhe configurJÙon Jt the norm0l trigo'
n¡l nilrogen ("angul¡r" nitrogen) is des¡gn¡tcd bcforc lhc nitrogen
ccntcr bridging thc lwo coplanrr chclôtc rings (lhe "planar" nitrogen).
A ând j\ refÈr to thc absolulc chelctc configurîtions ¿bout the meral
ûtom ¡s dciincd iî Inorg. Chcrn.,9, I (1970).
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complcxes of trien having the above formula types.s-lr The
less st¡¡ble RS-trans configuration has however been obtained
for the first time recently12 in the complex RS-rrans-[Co-
(meso-3R,8S-dimetrien)ClzlClOar where the particular
dispositions of the metlìyl substituents on the trien backbone
irnpose stereospecifìcity at the coordinated secondary nitro-
gen centers.
The present paper examines the isomers which may be
realized for cobait(III) complexes when the trien ligand is
modifìed by methyl substitution at the central nitrogen
atoms to create two tertiary amine functions (Figure 1)-
It has been shown that the secondary N-H bonds ofcoor-
dinated trien may exert considerable effect in determining the
stereochemical course of various reactions.r3 Thus formation
of the diaquo,T amino acid,ro'tr chloroammine,ra and
dinitro15 complexes inRS-f forms requires inversion at the
"planar" secondary nitrogen center of the RR-p conlìguration
These inversions occur by N-H hydrogen exchange favored by
nrore alkali¡rc conditions. Similarly ruccrniz:¡tion of A-RR-B'
(5) Ä. M. Sargeson ¡nd G. H' Seatle,Inorg Ctem,, 4,45 (19ó5).
(O) .r. pt. Sargeson ¡nd G. H- Seîile, I^org. Ctrcm.' 6,181 (1967).
(?) D. A. Buckingham, P. A. Marzilli, and A. Ìvl. Sargéson. fnorg.
Chcm., 6, t032 (1967)'
(s) ¡\. M. Sargesotr ¡nd G. H. Secrle, fnozg, CIem-, 6,2t72
(r9ô7).
(9) D. .A,. tluckingh¡m ¡nd L. G. Mttzílli,Inorg. Chem., 6, lO42
(l 96?).
(10) C. Y. L¡n ¡nd ts' E. Douglas,/zo¡.ç. Nucl. Chem. Lett. 4, LS
(t968)tlnory. Chim. 'tcîd,4, 3 (t970).(l l) ll. J. Dcllac¡, V. Janson, W. T. Robinson, D. A. Buckingh¡rn,
L. C. Marzilli, I. E. ùtaxwell, K. R. Turnbull, and .q,' M. Sar3cson,"L
Clßm. Soc., Chem. Commun., 51 (1912)i Inory. Chem. i^ press'
(12) M. Scburi ¡nd S. Yoshikcwa, ßull. Chem. Soc. Jap.,45, 1443
(t972).
(t3) G. H. Searle and A. M. Sargeson, Inorg. Chem., 12, 10.14
(re73).
(14) M. Dwyer, unpublished work.
(15) O. H. Searle ¡nd F. R. Keene, unpublished work.








Figure 2. Possiblc cep topological changc.witlì 
^ 
È Â configura-
tional invc¡sion Ànd prescryation of thc nitrogcn confìgurations ÂR
spectromctcr (usuaJly in DrO or D. SO. solutions using. sodium tri-
methylsil¡,lpropancsulfonate as intclnal rcfcrencc), except that the
diaquo spectra in DCIO. (Figurc 6) wcrc ¡ecordcd on a Jcol HA-100
spcct¡omctcr Thc ¡atc of aquation of o'ICo(4.?-d)mctricn)Cl.J-
ClO. in HCIO. solution was mcasurcd spcctropholomctricall¡r at 350,
400,560, a¡d 650 nm using Pcrkìn-Elmc¡402 and Cary l6K spectro
photomcters.
4.7-Dinet¡yl-1,4.?,10-tetrazadecuc Tetraiydtochloride. Thc
ligmd was synlhcsÍzed as tÌtc tetra.hydrochloridc sa.lt as dcsc¡ibed
prcviously. ¡o
o-Dinitro(4,7dimethyl.l.4.7. I 0-tetraazadecme)cobalt(lll)
Perchlorate. 4,7-dimerrien.4HCl (6.40 g, 0.02 nrol) in watcr (60 ml)
was prtially ncut¡alized by tlre additìon of LiOH.H,O (2.52 g, 0.06
mol), and CoCI,.6H,O (4.76 g, 0.02 mol) was dissolved in thc solu-
tion with slight waming. This solution was added to a flask con-
Laining NaNO. (2.90 g) and powdcrcd chucoal (0.5 g), and aflcr
acration for 24 h¡ (u,ith some furthcr wafcr addcd pcriodica.lly) thc
chacoal was fill,crcd from the ycllow-brou'n solution and solid
LiClO. (4.2 S) was a<.ldcd in portions 'l'hc p¡oduct commcnccd to
$puatc imnìcdiatcly as tinc ycllow nccdlcs, and aftcr ? da¡,5 2¡ 6"
thcsc Ne¡e filtc¡cd off and washcd q,ith ice-cold LiClO. solution,
cthæol, a¡d cther and dricd at 60"1yicld 6.70 g.19,/.. This product
was analytically purc (Table I) ud no fu¡thcr clem product could bc
obtained on cvaporation. Chromatograph], (on SP-Sephadcx C.25
and l)orvcx 5OW-X2 ion-cxchan¡:c rcsins. al<l on papc¡'') of both ttrc
ixolatcd product and tlrc nrothcr liquor grvc only r singlc ycllorv di-
nitro band
o-Dichloro(4,7dimethyl- t,4,7.1 0-tetra¡z¿decane)cobalt(lll)
Pe¡chlorate. o-lCo(4,7-dimctricn)(NO, )rlClO. (5.00 g) was covered
witlì concentratcd HCI in o cvaporalin¿i dish, aìd the solution was
cvaporatcd almost to dryncss ovcr a stcam batlì with occasional
stirring. Furt¡er HCI was addcd, md iJte proccss rvås rcpeatcd to
effect the complcte conve¡sion to the purple dichloto complex. At
ncar dryness, cthmol was added and thc mixtu¡c rvas wamed with
stirring to extract somc bluc cobal(ll) matcrial i¡to solution. The
solution was dcc¿¡led off. and fou¡ furthcr cxtractions werc ca¡ricd
ouL until tlìc cthæol was only palc purplc. The luge dccp purplc
crystals of o-[Co(4,?-dimctricn)Cl,]ClOn rvcrc finall], filte¡cd off,
washcd witl cthanol a¡d ether, and ai¡-d¡icd;yield 4.36 9,92%. Scc
Tablc I for analysis.
Thc analogous rcaction starting with c-[Co(4.7-dimctricn)-
(NOr ):ì Cl.0.5ll : O gavc c-[Co(4,7-dimcrricn)Clr] Cl.2H: O, and
grcatcr rcduction was evidcnt than for thc pcrcblofalc prcpuation;
yicld 83%. Sce Table I for anal¡,sis.
Isolat¡on of o-[Co(4,7-dimctricn)Cl,lClO¡ f¡om thc usual acrial
oxidation synl.hesis proccdurc \r,as nol succcssful duc lo substantial
;cduction,ó'rt and thc tcndency to rcduction appca¡s to bc cnhanccd
with thc pfcscnt tcrtiary aninc s!,slcm
o{übonato(4.7dimethyl-l,4,7, l 0-tctraazadccane)cobalt(lll)
Pcrchloretc. lsomcrically purc o-[Co(4.7-dimclricn)CI¡lClO. (2.02
g,0 0(15 nrol) was dissolvcd in 0.01il.f llClO. (.500 nìl üt 50") flnd tlìc
solulio¡r \\as rnaintxirìcd rt 50" fo¡ I hr, alLhouglr tltis rquut¡otì t¡nrc
is not critical up Lo about 2 h¡. Thc ¡csulting violct solutjon oI o-
ICo(4,7-dimetricn)Cl(OH:)È was trcated u,hilc warm u'ith cxccss
NaHCOT (3.0 g), and aftcr cooling to room tcmpcratu¡e thc o-cü-
bonato conìplcx was abso¡bcd on a sltort column of Dowcx 50W-X2
cation-cxchange rcsin, 200400 mcsh, Nr- form. Âftc¡ all chlo¡idc
and exccss bicarbonatc had bccn \,¡shcd from thc column witlì wate¡
thc complcx was clutcd fronì thc rcsin \r,ith 0.5 /lf NaClO. solution.
Undcr thcsc conditions small Latounts of dinitro (rcnaining in thc
stuting dichloro) md dlaquo complcxcs wcrc rctaincd on thc rcsin.
TIrc clucnt rYas conccntråtcd in I rotâr-! evaporstor 1o a sludgc f¡om
which thc NaCIO. rvas cxtractcd w¡tll hot ctltânol. Thc fìncl¡,
crysta.llinc a-|Co(4.?-dimctricn)CO.IClO" u,as hnall¡- fìltcrcd off
from tlìc cthmol solution, washed with ctltilol and mcthÐol, and





lrâns-R R ktñs-Rs lmclo)
Gcomctr¡c isomers and intcrnal diestcrcoisomcrs of ICo-n- 1¡ = H) or [Co(4,7-dimeuicn)X,]n* (R = CI{¡).
ICo(trien)(OHr)2]3* requires i¡ve¡sion at this "planar" nitro-
gen center, a.lthough the inversion in this instance occurs iIì
the,R-R-¡r¿r¡s-diaqu o isomer formed by initial isomerization. r3
Clcarh,. thc reactions of trien complexcs in all condit.¡orìs
except aqueous acid ca¡ be conrplicated. ln invcstigations
of the mechanism of tlìe hydrolysis reaction
/r-RR-o-{ Co( trien)Cl, ¡ 
- * a-¡¡-r- f Co(t¡icnXOH) ¡ lt
we encountered some difficulties due to concomitant inver-
sion at tJre "planar" nitrogen center a¡ìd three products Ìvere
obtained which we believe to be the Â-RR-a (with retention),
A-R.R-É (from ligand topological change onJy, Figure 2), and
A-RS-p (ligand topological change and nitrogen inversion).
To clarify these studies we required a system where the com-
plications imposed by such nitrogen center inversions arc
avoided, and methyl substitution on the secondary nitrogen
atoms of dre parent trien provides a means of fixing tlte
stereochemistry at these centers.
We according)y synthesized 4,?-dimethyl-1,4,7,1O-tetra-
azadecate,t 6 hereafter abbreviated 4,7-dinretrien, I and the
present article reports thc preparations of some diacido-
cobalt(lll) complcxes in racemic forms wiilr this ligand and
tJre assignments of their isomeric conlìgurations as.R.R,S,S-d
or.RR,SS-p. No RS,SR-Ê isome¡s nor any ¡r¿rts-diacido com-
pounds could l¡c obtaincd. Intcrconversion rcactions bc-
tween tlesc û and,R/?,,SS-p conìplcxes ltavc bccn cxatttirtcd,
and in the course of ilris wo¡k sevcral isomerization reactions
É * a have been observed for the first time and thesc should
occur witll concomitanl configurational inversion Â + A
(Figure 2). Our results of more detailed investigations on
some inversion rcactions, employing optically activc conì-
plexes, will be reported in subsequent articles.
Experimental Section
lnstrumentation. Visiblc absorption spcctra wc¡c mcasu¡ed on a
Car¡, l4 spectrophotometcr, anC the infrarcd spcctra in Kts¡ disks (1.2
mg in 300 mg) wcrc mcasurcd on a Pcrkin-Elmcr 125 gr¿ting spcctro-
photomctc¡. Thc pmr spcct¡J wcre ¡ccordcd on a Varim A-60^
(16) G. H. Sea¡le, À,l Petkovic, and F. R. Keene, /ust. J. Chem,
25,2O4S (t972).
Co(llI) Conrplexes of 4,7-Dimethyl-1,4,7,10-tetraazadecane
Table [. Antlytictl Data
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%c VoH %N 7o ClCornPlcx
(L : 4,?-dimctrien = C. I-l=, N.) Crlccl Founc.l Calcd Found Calcd Found Cdcd Found
drictl ut 60". 'flrc prrrr sl)cctnrrÌ conlìrnrctl tlrrt tlris crudc product
wus isomcricrlly purc c. 'l'ltc cornpounc[ was rccrystrllizcd lrom thc
minimum volume ol rv¿ter rt 80' (7 ml) by adding cthanol (50 ml)
in porrions rs thc product crystallized. Thc carmine rcd crys¡als we¡e
lrìtered off and treated rs rbovc: yicld 1.12. g,88%. Scc Tabtc I tbr
údysis.
Conve¡sion of a-[Co(4.7<limetrien)CO,]ClO. to c-[Co(¡1,7'
dimeùienXNO: ),1 ClO.. c-[Co(a,7'dimctricn)COr] ClO. (0 393 g,
0.001 mol) was treated with cxcess 6,Ì1 HCIO. (0.8 ml). Reaction
occur¡ed in tlìe cold, but tlìe soltltion wls gently wumed over ¿ stctm
bath (2 min) to cnsurc that conversion to thc violet c-diaquo complex
was complete. Wûter was added (40 ml), and then NaNO, (0 -l 9)
and LiClO. (0.2 g) wc¡e dissolvcd in thc solution givìng pH -4. The
now ¡cd-b¡own Jolution tumcd ycllow over sevc¡al ltours, md the
product began to separate out. The solution was evrporatcd in a
curren¡ of Âir to a small volume (5 ml); ihen ethanol was added (30
ml) and lhe solution wrs lefl in a rcfrigerator overnight. Tlìe brown-
yellow crysta.ls we¡e Frllcred off, washcd with ice-cold LiClO, solu-
tion, ethanol, a¡d ethe¡, md dried at 60'; y.icld 0.407 g,96Vo. Anø|.
Found: C, 22.5:H, 5.3; N, l9 8;CI, 8.1. The pmr spectrum was
identical wilh that ot'lhe c-tlinit¡o product obtajncd frorn the ac¡ia.l
oxidÂtion synlhcsir.
p-Cubonato(4,7{imcthyl- 1,.1,7,1 0-tetraurdecue)cobal t(lll)
Pe¡chlonle Monohydrate, To a stir¡ed ice-cold aqueous slurry oî
fresily prepared NarICo(CO,),]'3H1Or6 (I4.5 g in 70 ml) a solution
of 4,7-<linrctricn 4ltcl (12.8 g in 50 ml, 0.04 mol) was rddcd gradually.
'thc dccp rcd solu tion wüs tlìcn stirrcd ud lìcrtcd ¡n ¡ \vurnì wttcr
bath to complctc thc rcaction ( I0 mirr), ¡nd llrc hot solution rvas
t-llte¡cd. A filtc¡cd solution of c.tcess LiClO. (6.5 g) rvas addcd md
the solution was concenlra¡ed in a ¡ot¡¡y evaporato¡ Èo incipicnt
crysrallization- Some ctlra¡ol was aLlded ând the solu tion wrs lef I
in a !efrigcralor to crystallize. The violet-red needles ofp-[Co(4,7-
dimet¡ien)COrlClO.'H:O werc flrltcred off, washed with a litlle ice-
cold LiCIO. solution, clhanol, and cther, md air-d¡ied. A sccond
lraction was obtained by further evtporating the tìIrrûte, adding
elhanol, ild cooling; ror¡l yield I2.7 9,77%. T\c producr wls
fractionally rccrystallized tiom hot water (120 ml a¡ 95') by cooling
md cvxporation a¡d thcn by adding some LiClO. and èthmol to obtain
the later fractions (87% recovery). All tiactions had identical pmr
spectra. See T¡ble I tbr ma.lysis.
p-Dichloro(4,7dimethyl. 1,.1.7, I 0-tetra¡zadecane)cobalt(lll)
Perchlo¡ate. Hydrogen chlor¡ds was introduccd tlìrough a sintercd-
glas difluscr into a stirred suspcnsion otÊ-[Co(4,7-dimctricn)Co¡]-
CIO..H,O (2.00 g) in erhmol (.10 ml) in a tcst tubc coolcd in m ice
bath. The gas bubbling was continucd only unlil thc carbonato
complex had dissolved to tbm a dccp purple solution of thc dichloro
complex (1.5 min). LiClO. (0.5 g) was tiissolvcd in the solution, and
altcr tilturing, tlìo solu rion was cvüporatcd to r small votumc (by a
rur¡cnt of cold ri¡ to ¡cmove much of thc HCI), tiom rvhich the
produc¡ gmdu¿lly crystallizcd. Thc violct-purple product wts lvshcd
with cthmol by dccmlation until thc solution rema.incd essentially
clcu and was linally tiltered olT washed with ctlìanol md cther, rnd
d¡icd in a vacuurn dcsiccator: yield t.83 g, 937o. Scc Trblc I io¡
unulysis. 'nrc dichloro conrplcx tcntls to undcrgo rcduction in thc
prcscncc of llCl, bu¡ this is ¡ninim'¿l undcr thc above cond¡rions. The
pmr spcctrum (D:SO.-D,O) indicalcd e trrcc only of thc c isomcr
(<3rL).
ln rhc analogous reacrion starting with p-[Co(4.7-clirnct;icn)COr]-
Cl'21{rO considcrîbly morc ¡crluction occurrcd, Md thù tj-tCo(4,?-
dimctricn)Cl"lCl H,O product isolarcd in lorv yicld containcd - l0%
ot'c isomcr. Scu Tablc t for analysis.
(18) H. F. Bauer ¡nd W. C. Drinkard,,I. Anet. Chem- Soc., S2,
5031 (19ó0);Jnory. Syn.,3,lO2 (19ó6); M. S. -{-Obrdic, -\. }1.
Qureshi, and ,\. G. Sharpe, J. lnorg- Nucl. Chem., 30, J35? (19ó8).
5.6 13.9 13 8 26.4 26.3
5.5 13.9 13.8 .26.1 16.l
6.9 L4.9 r5.0 28.3 28.5
6.6 15.7 r5.5 29 7 29.8
5.7 14.3 r4.1 9.0 9.0
6.2 13 6 13.6 8.6 3.9
6.7 r7.0 l7 0 toI 10 6
1.0 15.4 15.2 9.'1 9.8
5.2 r93 I9.9 8..1 85
6.3 22.i 22.7 9.6 9.6
o- ¡rrtl 0-Diaq uo(4,7{ imcthyl- I ,:1,7, I 0-tetraâzrdccane)cobalt(l I l) '
Perchlorates. Samples of rhe respectivt carbonato perchlotates rverc
each trealed wiÌh â small volume of 6 M HCIO¡, md the solutions
rvere rvarmed gently ove! a stem bath to complete the hydrolysis to
the diâquo p¡oducls. The more ¡eactive q-cübonato efferyesced on
the 3ddition of the acid, but the p isomer required warming to initiate
hydrolysis.¡ " After standing in f, vacuum desiccaro¡, crystâls o[ the
diaquo perchloratcs had deposited afte¡ seve¡a.l days (q, violet; p, deeP
cmi¡e) from which the solutions we¡e removed rhrough a small
fil!er tube- Despite vuious lreatments (pumpi¡g under high vacuum
or rvashing with ether by decantation and drying in a vacuum desicca-
tor6) the crystalline p¡oducls could no1 be oblained anaJytica.Lly pure,
urd thcy wcrc very hygroscopic. Spcctra of the diaquo complexes
wcrc recorded on the solutions obttined by treating samples of the
cubonato perchlorates rvith HCIO. (6 rlf, then diluted 1o I tlf, elec'
rronic spectra) or 2 M DCIO.-D,O (pm¡ spect¡a).
Attempted Prepüation of p- [Co(4,7dimetienXNO"),]ClO. md
the lsomerizarion p - d. Metìod A, Ê-[Co(4,7-dimetrien)CO,]-
CIO¡.H !O (0,41 1 g, 0.001 mol) was trerled with excess 6 M HCIO 4
(0.8 ml), md the solution was rvarmed brietly over a steun bath to
effect the conve¡sion to the cmine p-diaquo complex. The solution
was dilutcd (10 ml) md NaNO, was added (0.4 g). After 2 days
LiClO. rvas added (0.2 g), the solution was evaporated 10 a smaII
volume (2 ml), and then excess etha¡ol was added (80 ml). After
thè mL{rure stood at 6', the brown-yellow product was filte¡ed off,
washsd with cthunol ¡¡d cthcr, and air-dricd; yicld 0.362 g,84o/o.
¡ltal. Crlcd lor ICo(Crt{.,N0)(NO.),]ClO.: C, 22.6;H, 5.2; N,
19.8;Cl, 8.4. Found: C, 23.6; H, 5.3; N, 20.1;Cl, 8.4. The visible,
infrucd, and pmr spectra md X-ray powder photograph we¡e identical
with lhose of the ûdinitro perchlo¡ate.
tlerhod 8. To the P-diaquo solution prepued as in method A, ¿
sma.l[ volume of wate¡ was added (2 ml), tbllowed by LiClO. (0.2 g)
md NaNO, (0.4 g). Afte¡ I min the solution was cooled in a¡ icc
batlr md cthmol was added (12 ml). The main f¡action 1 (0.26 g,
orange-red) was filtered off after 15 min, washed with elhanol and
ether, and air-d¡ied. Two smaller fractions (f¡action 2, yellow-
ormge; fraction 3, yellow) were subsequently obtained aftcr adding
morc ethanol md afte! allowing the mL\ture to stand in a reliigeralor;
total yicld 0.41 g,95%. Anal. Ca|cd lor ICo(CrHr.N.)(ONO),]-
ClOo: C, ?2.6;H,5.2; N, 19.8;Cl, 8.4. Found (fraction l): C,22.2;
H, 5.1: N, f9.51 Cl, 8.6. Pape¡ chromâtography (eluent solution
4:3:2: I l-butmol-py¡idine-water-acetic acid) of such fraction I
products isolâtcd quickly always showed two bands, thc slower moving
corresponding to the a-dinitro isome¡. Fractions 2 and 3 had visible
and pmr spectra intemedirte betwcen those of f¡action I and the a-
dinitro complex.
l\lerho<l C, p-[Co(4,7-dimetrien)Cl,]ClO. (0.10 g) md exccss
NaNO, (0.I g) were allowcd to ¡eact in cthanol (50 lnl) under rellux.
The solution became ormge-red a¡d then yellow, rnd after ! hr the
ormge solid remaining in suspension was filte¡ed off, washcd with
èrhmol and Ètlìer, and dricd ¡t 60";yield 0.06 g conlaining a litt.le
NaCl. The pmr spectrum indicrted that this was a mixtu¡e containing
somc q-dinit¡o isomer. The cthU1ol solution (containing thc sodium
sülts) was êvaporalcd to dryncss, Md lhc Pmr sPcctrum of thc ycllow
solicl obtained wcs identical wilh lhat of q-[Co(4,7-dimet¡ienXNO,),]'
clo..
The Isomerizetion P- - q-[Co(4,7dimetrien)Cl"]ClO. in
ìiletj¡rnol. A solution of É-[Co(4,7-dimetrien)Cl.]ClO. in methanol
(0. l?3 g in 30 ml) was reuuxcd fo¡ 3 h¡ Thc visible spectrum ot the
resuldng mcthanol solution showcd a shoulde¡ (660 nm) on thc
hig)rer wavelength side ofba¡d l, rypical ofr-dichloro isomcrs, which






































( I 9) D. J . Francis and C. H. Sea¡le , ,4 !sì. J. Chem', r^ ptess.
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that fract¡on I was itrgcì)'q u'ith somc p, md fraction 2 was pure â
Transformation of a-[Co(4,7{imetrien)Cl,}ClO. 10 p-[Co(4.7-
dimetrien)CO,JCtO.'H1O. a-lCo(4,7-dimetricn)Cl,lClO" (0.404 g,
0-001 no|) was t¡catcd u'iur Li.CO, (0.4 g) in water (20 ml) ovcr ¿
stem balh The solution chagcd from violet to red in a few
m¡nutes. and after I hr the excess Li,CO. was fi.ltered f¡om the hot
solution (pH - I 0). The solulion was rcduced in volume, a little
etlanol was added, and the solution was frltered again NaClO..
ll.O (0.14 g) and morc ethanol were added, and the solution was left
1o crystallize in a refrigerator- The line violet-red needles were
filte¡ed ofi washed with ethmol md ether, Ðd air-dried;yicld 0-371
g,9Vo. The pmr speclrum indica¡ed th¿t this crude product was
substa¡tially p- [ Co(4,7-dirnetrien)COr] ClO. conraini¡g about I 0% of
the o isomer, md ûlis was also demonstrated by passage of a sample
of the p¡oducl through a column of Dowex 50W-X2 cation+xchar:gc
rcsin, Na* fo¡m, 200-400 mesh, whcn the two isomers were separated
on elution with 0.5 M NaClO4 solution.
Isomerþation in tìe Diaquo Conplexes. Samples of thc c.
and p-cübonato pcrchlorates (-0-095 g) wcre converted to the
rcspcctiyc diaquo complcxcs b¡, adding 6 /f/ HCIO. (0.4 nll) and
waming gently. Each solu¡jon was diluted witl) CO.-frce u,atcr
(10 ml), then pa¡tially ncutralized to pH 3.00 with ca¡bonale-frcc
NaOH solution, md madc up to 35.0 g of solution with 0.00I0¡/
I lClo.. 1'lris gavc soltrtions nppropri¡tc for sl)cctroplrotoDlctric
DrcasurcDìcnts 'I'lrc solutions wcrc nrùiDla¡ncd at 50" i,ì stoppcrcd
flasks, a¡d to ? 0-g aliquots, witlìdrâwn at vuious timcs, cxccss
NaHCO, rvas addcd to convert thc a- and P-diaquo complcxes in
the mixturcs 10 carbonato complexes The a- md p-cilbonato
isome¡s in each solu tion wcre sepeatcd ch¡omato_qraphically on z
column (65 X 1.8 cm) of Dowex 50W-X2 ion-cxchange rcsin, 200-
400 lnesh. Na* form, by clution rvitll 0.5 ¡llNaClO.. Ðd thc pre
portions of the t$,o isomc¡s we¡e dcte¡mined from atomic absorp-
tion aîalyses (Co) of tlìc elutcd bands. Resulls a¡e given in Table
IV.
Results and Discussion
The preparalions and reactions of the cobalt(Jìl) complexes
of 4,7-dimetrien which have been studied are set out in
Figure 3. The a- and É.dicliloro, a- a¡'ìd P-carbonato, and û-
dinitro perchlorates have been isolared and were isomerically
pure. The r- and P-chloroaquo and a- and P-diaquo com.
plexes were generated in solution by treating the dichlo¡o
and carbonato pcrchlorates, of the corresponding o or p
geonletries. witlì appropriate solutions of perchloric acid.
Trvo of the complexes wete syntlìesized, e.dinitro by tlìe
conventional âerial oxidation procedure and p-carbonato by
substituliorì of tlìc amine ligand in tlrc rris(carbonato)co-
balt:rte(lll) ion. Thcsc two synthcsizcd cornplcxes wcrc uscd
tc) prcpare thc o'.her coluplexcs by transfornration ¡eactiorts
which were expected to occur with fuü configurationâ.Ì retcn-
tion on rhe basis of the rctentions observed in tlre trien conl-
plex systenr.s'6
Fo¡ all tllese comp.lcxes prcparcd, tlle a or p gconrctrics
were assigned largely from their pmr spectra, although elec-
lronìc spectra \\,ere useful in some insta¡ces. Infiared spectra
of dre compJcxes run as perclilorate sa.lts or as clìloride salts
(generall¡, prepared from the perclilorates b¡, ion-exchange
conversions), w.lülc useful for cha¡acterization pu¡poses, were
found of no value in assigning or relating the topological con-
figurari ons.? '20
(20) J. H. Wor¡cl¡ ¡nd D.ll. Busch,,¡zor3. C|rcm.,8, t5ó3 (1969).
Searlc, Petkovic, and Keelìe
That the a-carbonato perchlorate was isolated from the
sequence a-dichioro + û-chloroaquo + r.carbonato and thar
û-dinitro perclì.lorate r¡'as obtai¡cd fronr a-carbonato * o-
diaquo - û-dinitro constitutc the mai¡ evidence that eacil of
drese four tra¡sformation steps proceeds wjth ¡crention of
confìguration. The first tlì¡ee stcps werc also followed in
solution b¡, pnrr whiclr co¡tfirrt)ed tlre full ¡etentions. Thc
corresponding traDsfo¡nrations in tlìe É system, p-diclìloro +
p-cltloroaquo + É-carbonato + p-dirquo, werc a.lso studicd in
solution by plur and eacll was fou¡ld to occu¡ with at lcas! a
very high degree of configurationtl rercntion. These relen-
tion reactions are analogous the¡efore ro thc observations jn
tlre trien svstem.5'ó
The isor¡erization a-dichlo¡o + P-carbonûto occurs in
alka.line ca¡bonate solution as witJr o-[Co(trien)Clr]* ó but
the following isomerization reactions have not been ob-
served previously in trien systenìs: p-dich.loro + a-dichloro
(in methanol), p-diclJoro + a-dinitro (NaNO, in ethanol), p-
chloroaquo * c-chloroaquo (in aqueous acid), p-diaquo + a-
dinitro (NaNO2 in aqueous acid). The occurrence of these
B + c reactions has enabled the configurations of all tlìese P
complexes to be assigned as RR,SS-p. The p-dinitro com-
plex could not be obtained. These various reactions and
some properties of the new complexes are now discussed in
some detail.
Symmetry Properties and Pmr Spectra of the Complexes.
Sonlc of the pmr spectra are shown in Figures 4-7, and the
assignnrents of the resonances to -CH3, -CH2-, or NH2 pro-
tons are listed in Table ll. These assignments were based on
rclativc pcrk arcas (CIì3:CIl3':CI-l¡:Nll2 = 3:3: l2:4) ancl tlrc
clt¿ructc¡istic frc<¡ucrrcy rcgions for N-Cll3 alr<J -Nl l2 in
other cobalt(lll) conrplexes.2r The sharp methyl resonances
in lhe region 2.3-2.8 ppm downfìeld froni NaTMP a¡e
particularly diagnostic of the configurations, but some sharp
CH2 signals were ¿lso useful for characterizing a particular
complex jsomer and for assessing isomeric purity in mixtures.
It is evident from Figure I tltat in the complexes of types
c- [Co(4.7-dimetrien)X1]'* and RR-/¡c,rs- [Co(4.7-dimetrien)-
X2]"* they'ú-rnetlìyl substituents are related by the C2 sym-
metries. In.RS-rrarrs.ICo(4,7-dimetrien)X2]"* the methyl
groups are also stereochenrically equiva.lent by tlìe plane of
symmetry. The pmr spectra of all complexes of these types
would thus be expected to show a singje methyl resonance,
so that a,R.R-¡rans, rnd RS-trans structures may not bc dis-
tinguishable by this mea.ns.
Tlie a-diclüoro, -carbonato. -diaquo. and -dinit¡o compounds
all show a single sharp meth¡rl pnrr resonarìce (Tablc Il), but
only the a-ca¡bo¡ralo cornplex is unequivocally assigned as a
on tlìis basis (Figure 7). The possibi.lities of trans structures
for lhe tlrree other conrplexes are excluded on otlìer grourids
considcrcd below.
ln ¡ll thc p cornplcxcs and also ìn o-[Co(4.7-diructricn)-
XY]"* thc nrctJryl groups arc stcrcoclìcnìically noncquivalcnt
(Figure l). and f¡o¡n tlie two nìctlìyl resonances obtained
(3:3) (Table ll) tlìe É topologies arc assigned to the p-dichJoro.
-carborìato. arrd -diaquo corttpounds. Although thc prnr
spcctra would bc cxpcclcd to bc dctectably diflc¡cnt fo¡ tJre
RrR-p and .RS-É for¡ns, at least in thc mcthyl resonances,r0
the speclra recorded do not allow ano pilori assißnmenl of
these two isomeric possibilities lbr the p complexes.
Apart from the methyl resonances. the diffe¡ent symmetries
oftlìe û and p structures are also ¡cflected in t)re NH2 reso-
nances of thc drchloro rsonrers rn DMSOd6 (Figure 4). The
(2t) D. A. Iluckingham, L. Du¡ham, and A. M. Sar8eson,,4!s¡ "¡Cttcñ.,20,25i (1961).
Co(lIl) Complexes of 4,7-Dimethyl- 1,4,7, I 0-tetraazadecane Inorganic 
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Figure 5' The 60-MHz pmr sPectra of a- md Ê'[Co(4'7-dimeÌrien)-
ôilog.ll" in l0-: M D; (p run 2 min afte¡ dissolving the p-dichloro
complex at room temPe¡ature)'
þ
fÞþ.2
Fisu¡e.1. Thc 60'MHz pmr sPectrÂ of c'md 0'ICo(4,7'dimctrien)Cl']'
Ctó. in dimcthyl sulfoxirlc-r,í.. Astcrisks dcnotc solvcnl sign¡ls'
that on these two spectral bases in combination a confiBura'
tions can be detìnitely assigned to these complexes' Table
III gives visible spectral ilata for ull the present 4'7'dimetrien
Ficue 6. The !OGMHz Pmr spsctra of o- ¿ntl É-[Co(4'?'dimc¡rien)-






(22) F. Basolo,J. Amer Clrcm. Soc'.72,4393 (1950)
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Tablell. ChemicalShiftsforPmrSpectraofo-ædp-[Co(4,?-dimerrien)Xr]n.Complexesa
Searle, Pctkovic, and Keene






























2.7 -3.2, 2.9 5, 3.00, 3.1 3






















o 6O-MHz spectra mcasured in ppm (6) from sodium trimcthylsil)lpropucsulfonatc for D.SO.-DrO solutions or fronr tct¡amcthylsiluc lor
dimcthyl sulfoxidc, as intcrnal rcfc¡cnccs cH. shifts quotcd 10 two dccimals uc the shupêst or stiongcst lesonmccs. b .¡gg-Mlli spccrra
Table III. Electronic Spect¡âl Datao
L = 4, 7-dimet¡ien L = tricn b



























































































a \\;avelengths in nm a¡e those o[ band muima. b Data on the lrien comp]exes re f¡om A. M. Sargeson æd G H Searle,,lnor¡ Chem.. 4,45(1965)16.'181 (196i) c Diclìlo¡o md clìloroaquo spcctrâ measu¡ed in l0-, M HCtO.. d Mcasu¡ed in dimcthyl sulfoxir.le. e Diaquo spectra
nìcasu¡ed in L4l HCIO.. / Carbonaro and dinitro spcctra measured in Narcr
DiclJ orotctrantinecobaJ t(lll) complexes, invariably green,
show absorption bands at positions qujte different from ilrose
of corresponding cis isomers (Table III), and no such green
crystals could be identifìed in the dichloro products obtained
ir tl:e present work.
Fo¡ thc dinitro complex isolated from thc acrial oxiclation
oi coba.Jt(ll) chloride and 4,?-dimerricn.lJCl in the prescnce
of sodium nitrite and charcoal. the c arrangement is indicated
(rather tlìan thc trans) f¡om the similarity in positions of the
second visible abso¡ptjon bands of tìris complcx, the a- and
p-dinitro-trien complexes (Table III). and c¡s-dinitro complexes
of some substituted trien ligands.l2.'o Batrd II positions
appcar to be relativeh,insensitive lo N-rncthylation (-3 nm
1o higher rvavclengths in the conrplexes ol .l .3,8.10-tetrame-
trie¡rr and l.l l-dimethyl-1,4,8.1 I-tctraazaundecane com-
parcd to tlrc unlncthvlated situations).24 a.lthough thcsc band
ll absorptions arc usuaJly obscrvcd ilt rbout 20 nnr lrigher
q,avelenetìls in trans than in cis iso¡ncrs.?2.20 On this basis
tlle t¡ans arrangement may be excluded for the present
dinit¡o-4.7-dinretr.ien complex.
Fur[]rc¡ cvidencc for lhe a assign¡lent t<¡ this dinitro
producl is its c<¡nvc¡sio¡r by HCI 1o the a-dichjo¡o complcx.ó
as â ¡¡dns-d.initro conrplex would not be expected to give orrlv
a-dichlo¡o wjthout sornc cvidence of a p product of the
i¡ ternredia te topolog)¡.
An c assi¡lrrmerìt for thc a-diaquo complex can be made
f¡om thc si:ììilarity ofirs visiblc spectrurn to that ofa-[Co-
(24) tvl. Goto, A. Okubo, T. Sawai. and S. yoshika*'a,,|¡¡o¡j.
Chem.,9. )4S8 (19?0).








Figure 7. Thc 60-MHz pnìr spcctra of o- and p-[Co(4,?-dimcrricn).
CO,lClO. in D.O.
variabl)' occur at higlicr wavelengilrs in accordancc \.vith the
lower ligand fìeld strength of this tertiar¡r amine.
The visible absorption spectrum of purple a- [Co(4,7-
dimetrien)Cl2]* resembles tìrat of a-[Co(trien)Cl2]-, nor onl),
in the position of thc fi¡sr band maximum allowing for thc
above ligand field effect bur also in the splitting of the
'Ar, - 'T,* (parent O¡) transition \¡/hich manifests as a
shoulder on the hisl-wavelength side of band I (Table ìll).
This obsen,able splitting of o-dicl'rloro isomers (but not of
corresponding p) has becn a useful feature to distinguish
these a and B gcometrics in systems of othc¡ linea¡
tet¡anrinetl'l?':3'20 and dithiadiami¡e20'2s ligands trunt
(23) M Goto. M. Saburi, and S. Yoshikawa,l,totg Chen., 8,356
(r969).
Co(lll) Complexes of 4,7-Dimethyl-1,4,7,1O'tetraazadecane
(trienXoHr)tl3* (Table III) whereas the spectrum of RR'
trans-[Co(trien)(OHr).]'* is quite distinct from those of tJre
cis isomers.?
Assignments of Configurations to the p Complexes from
the Stereochemical Relationships between lsomers. Frotn
the pmr spectra the p arrangement has been assigncd to the
p-dichloro, -carbonato, and -diaquo complexes, an<i the
visible absorption speclra when compared to those of the p-
trien compounds (Table lll) are consistent with the t3
s truc tures.
Neithe¡ method allows assignment of the conformational
forms as RR,SS-p or RS,SR-p but this can be decided from
thc stcreochemica.l changes which are possiblc wlten tllese
complexes un<Jergo any interconversion or isolnerization re'
actions. Configurationa.l changes at the tertiÂry nitrogen
centers (corresponding to the secondary nitrogens in the
parent trien ligand) are precluded by the methyl substituents
in the cobalt(fII)4,7-dimetrien complexes unless lhese cen'
ters rvere to detach from coordination to the metal, and this
possibility is conside¡ed remote. While all reactions between
the 4,7-dimetrien complexes must Preserve the RR or RS
nitrogen configurations, topological changes may occur by
edge displacements ol terminal ethylene bridges (Figure 2).
A complex ofc topology is constrained to exist in only one
conformational form À-RR-a or Ä-SS-a since the N-CH3
bonds at the rrigonal nitrogen centers are stereospecifically
directed by the bonding of the terminal NH2 groups in the I
and 6 positions (Figure l). Thus the possible stereochemical
changes for this system are restricted to 
^-RR-o 
- A-RR-P *
RR-t.rans and A-RS-p .'RS-trans. This has the following
implications: (l) c complexes can be formed frorn p com-
plexes only with R¡R,'SS coniìgurations; (2) RS,SR'p com-
plexes can be lormed only in tl're synthesis reactions or by
translormation reactions lrom otherRS,SR-p complexes or
from meso-trans complexes; (3) the RR complexes should be
completely inert towa¡d racemization, although A-À,S-p com'
plexes could racemize through the RS+rans(meso) structure.
Tlte demonstration olP * a changes as discussed in later
sections, involving all the present p complcxe s (eitlìer in
transtbrmation or iso¡nerization ¡eactions) thus est:¡blishes
the R,RJS-É configurations tbr these p complexes.
This preclusion of nitrogen confìgurational change was
expected to allow easier isolation olRS-p isomers if these
were formed in the synthesis reactions, as these R^t-P isome¡s
of trien complexes so far studied mutarotate to the more
stable2ó Â:R-p in solution.T'rr'tt The products from the
synthetic preparations of rhe a-dinitro and p-carbonato com-
plexes were examined therefore for the presence of RS-p
lsomers.
The pmr spectrum (D2O) of the lotal dinitro Product
isolated from the synthesis as tlÌe percilorate salt (79% yield)
showed only a metlìyl singlct (Table ll) with no trace of peaks
which might be attributed to the methyl substituents in a p
conrplex topology. Tlte a isomeric purity thus indicated was
consistcnt with only a single yellow dinitro band obtained
wllcn this product wus cltrortratographcd by various 1:rocc'
d u rcs.
Only two sharp methyl signals were shown by the p-car-
bonato perchlorate isolated from the tris(carbonato)cobal-
tate(lll) preparation, rnd idcntical spectra werc also obtained
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126) In r,-fCo(trien)(sly)l:'lhe a'RR'p form is favored ove¡ A'
RS.0 bv <0.f kc¡l mol-r.ìr bu! for lhe othcrptricncomplcxestheRR
form is considcrably thcrmodynamicrlly favorcd. The slcrcospecific
cffects of alkyl substituenrs on the carbon atoms of lhe Ìerm¡nal cn
bridges of thc lricn ligand m3y ûltcr thc relative slabi¡ilies of rhcsc
isom-ers consirlerablylo lhaa A.liS.p can ¡hcn bccome f¡vo¡ed.r'
when this product was fractionally recrystailized. On this
basis the isolated product was isomerically pure, and ils con-
version !o û products (through p-dich.loro to a-dichloro o¡
through p-ciiaquo to a-dinitro, Figurc 3) indicates ìts config-
uration must be RR,SS-É.
Aquation of the Dichloro Isomers. The ¡ate constant for
aquation of the o-dichloro to c-chloroaquo complex was
detcrminecl spectrophotometrically to be (1.77 10.05) X
I0-a sec-r at 25.0o in HCIOc rnd showed no variation ove¡
the range of conditions studied ([H*] = l0-:-10-t ,t/, [Co] =
(2-4) x l0-3 M, p - l0-:-10-' .vf). This value is clo-sely
ii.ilrr to that for the corresponding û'tricn complexs (k =
1.56 X lO-4 scc-r at 25").
Aqu'.rtion ol the p-dichloro isomer to tl're p'chloroaquo
isomer appeared to be complete by the time first measure'
ments ofspectra afte¡ dissolution in aqueous acid solutions
could be taken, so tirat r,,r is less ihan I min at room tem-
ol
pair
(Figure 5) was consistent with substrntially on.ly one p-chloro-
aquo geometric isomer being generated in the aquation as
with the ß-trien complex."
That tlie p-clùoroaquo rvas the species observed immediately
on dissolution of p-dictrloro in lO-2 M HCIOa solution was
checked in a cell AgllAgCliKrSOo lHgrSOollHg incorporating
an eleclrode reversible wilh respect to chloride ion. The
emf measured at I min,250 mV, increased by only 5 mV
over 2 hr (solution 5 X lO-3.r\'f in complex). By comparison,
the emf for an equimolar solution ola-[Co(4,7-dimetrien)'
ClrlClO4 increased liom 189 mV (l min) to a constant value
of 254 mV (14 hr), and a rate plot of the data gave k = l.2X
l0-a sec-r at 21" which comPares well with the spectro-
photometric rate.
No satisfactory explanation is available for the difference in
reactivities of the two chloro grouPs for aquation in p-[Co-
(trien)Cl2l*,2? and we are simiJarly unable to account for the
considcrable enhancement of reactivity by N-methylation in
the p isomer but not in the a. It seems likely liowever that
the greater steric crowding introduced with the methyl sub-
stituents is one factor in acceierating the rate of aquation of
the p-dichJoro complex.2s':e Reverse trends to these have
been shown in acidhydrolysis of the carbonato compounds.re
The a-carbonato is considerabiy more reactive than p-
carbonato with bolh trien and 4,7-dimetrien, rnd N'rnethyla-
tion reduces the reactivity ofboth the o and p isomers, but
ollìer tactors may be involved in these reactions.re
Formation of chloroaquo complexes was aìso examined by
recording the pmr spectra of the dichloro complexes in l0-2
iVf D* (D2SO4-D2O). The sharp methyl resonance at 2.43
ppm decreâsed as the c-dichloro complex aquated with the
concurrent appearance of the a-chloroaquo methyl signals at
2.35,2.52 ppm (Figure 5). This Process was essentially
complete in 2 hr at normal probe lemPerature, and thereafter
littlc changc was observcd.
'fhc p-chloroaquo pmr sPcctrum was measured immediately
on dissolving the p'dichloro. Changes in the p'ctrloroaquo
spectrum on standing were small but signilìcant, and by 10
(27) D..\. Buckinghrm, P..{. Marzilli, t. E. iUaxwell,.{. M.
Sa¡gòson, M. F¿hlmann, ¡nd H. C. F¡eem¿¡,Chem' Commun., 488
(leó8).
(28) D..{. Buckingham, B. M. Foxman, and .{. M. Sa¡geson,
Jnorg. Chem.,9, l?90 (1970).
(19) D. A. Buckingham, M. Dwyer,.{. M' Sargeson, tnd K. J.
Watson, /ct¿ Chem. Scand., 26, 2S | 3 (f 972), and privtle communi'
c¡tion.
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min small new peaks which were identified with a-chJoroaquo
CFI2 resonances had appeared. Subsequent cltanges were
slow but ai no stage could p- or a-diaquo pea-[:s be recognized
in the spectrum Further evidence for signilicant p- + a-
chloroaquo isomerization was adduced by transforming p-
chJoroaquo solutions to carbonaro complexes as discussed in
a later section.
Retention Reactions in the a System. a-Dichloro + a-
Chloroaquo - o-Carbonato. Tlte convcrsion on a Prcpart-
tive scalc of a-[Co(4,7-dinrctricn)Cl1]ClOa through the c-
chJoroaquo to the pure a-carbonato complex with NaHCO3
proves tJre isome¡ic puritv of tire dich-loro complex and
demonstrates die full retenlion of configuration in these two
steps. lftJre aquation step is prolonged, some p-carbonato
product ca¡ arise in this preparative procedure,re a¡d the
conditions necessary to form the c-carbonato isomer with
tåe complete exclusion of the É isomer werc established from
a series of small-scale reactions, with ùre o- and p-carbonato
isomers being separatcd by ion-exchange chromatograpìry.
For aquation times up to 2 hr in I0-2 M HCIO4 at 50o and
complex concentration 1O-2 M, dre q-carbonato product was
obtained exclusivcly aftcr adding NaHCO¡ Even whcn the
dicl!oro complex was dissolvcd in acid quickly at room tenl-
perature and treated wit]l NaHCO3 immediately, no p band
was evident in the subsequcnt chromatograph),. tn t rpt'..
that ìrydrolysis of the dichloro complex in the wcakly basic
n\aHCO3 solution (pH -8) also occurs with rctention of con-
fìguration.3o At 3-hr aquarion time (50") the carbonato-
dimet¡ien product contained a trace of p isonrer, and the
proportion of final p-carbonato conrplex increased witlr
longcr aguation tinìcs and was substantial (-25% P) a1 6 days
of aquation.
These two steps were also studied by pmr. Samples of a-
[Co(4,7-dimetricn)Cl2]ClOa were dissolved Ín I 0-2 ¡l D*-
D2O in pnrr tubes and excess NaHCO3 was added to the
different tubes after various times. When NaHCO3 was added
imrnediately (dichJoro) or when aquation to the o-chloroaquo
complex was complcte (2.5 hr at 40"), the resulting a-car-
bonato spcctra showcd onì¡, a tracc(14%) ofp-carbonato
isomcr. After prolongcd aquâtion (2.5 days al. 40o) trcut-
nlcnt with Nal-lCO3 gavc carbonato product corrtaining about
20o/o of þ ison:er. Separate expcrinìents establishcd that tlìe
extent of isomerization of the a-diaquo conrplex is alnrost
negligible unde¡ thcsc conditions, so that the p isonter nrust
arisc herc through some isomerizatiorì û- + p-chloroaquo.
a€arbonato + û-Diaquo + o-Dinitro. The preparative
conversio¡l of thc a-carbonato tJrrougJt thc c-diaquo to givc
the a-drnitro perclilorate in high yield indicates that thcse
steps each procccd with essentially corrrpletc retent¡on of
confìguration.s '3t
a-Diaquo + c-Ca¡bonaf o. Tllis retention was studicd b1,
prrrr. a-Carbonato pcrclrlo¡atc rvas dissolvcd in 2.rìf D*-D:O
in a pmr tube and tJrc a-<liaquo spectrunì was recorded.
Addition of cxccss NatlCO3 rcgenerated the c-carbonato
complex and a trace only of the p isomer was evident fronl
the spcctrurn then rcco¡ded.
Retentio¡r Reactions in the p S¡,stem. Reactions p-dichJoro
through p-chloroaquo and P-carbonato to p-diaquo wcrc ex-
amined in solution using pmr as described for the o systcrn.
Excess NaHCO3 was acided to samples of p-dichloro perchlo-
(30) Àbout 20% invcrsion for lhc Íc¡c(ion of cu-[Co(en).Clri'
with NaHCOT is reportcd bl F l) Dwycr, A. M. Sargeson, and l. K,
Reid,J. Àmü Chem. Soc.,65. l?r5 (19ó3).
(31) F, Ilasolo and ll. G. l)carson, "À4echanisms of lnorgan¡c
Reactions," 2nd cd,w¡lc)', Ncs York, N. Y., 196?, pp 230-23¡,
29 t-294.
Scarlc. Petkovic. anrl Kecnc
rate in l0-: ¡r' Dt-D:O ({-chloroaquo) in different pmr
tubes When bicarbonate was added immediately afte¡ dis-
solution of the sample in the acid, the resulting P-carbonato
spectrum showeci only a small proportion of tlle a-carbona¡o
isomer (-3%). Bica¡bonate add jrion to tlìe p-chloroaquo
conrplex after slanding gave increasing proportions of the o-
carbonato conrplex rvith longer times(-)07o afte¡ 30 min,
-307o alter ) .5 da¡,s at 35")
Tltcsc cxpcrinrcnts dcrìlorìstrrtc th¡t tlrc p.clrloroa<¡uo * p-
ca¡bonato transfornraticrn proceeds witìt configurational re-
tention (>9'l%) as in the c casc, and this provìdes a sensitive
mcd'rod for assessing the isomeric purity of any dichloro
sample. Addition of excess NaHCO3 inrnrediately after dis-
solution in D* solution gives thc carbona!o complex. u,ith
full retention from each isomer, and the sharp a and p nrcthyl
resonances a¡e well separated in the (ntixed) pntr specttum
(Figure 7)
The significant amount of û-carbot¡ato cornplcx obtained
after thc p-chloroaquo complex had stood fo¡ 30 min is
aftributcd to p- + q-.1¡oroaquo isomerization, as c-c¡loro-
aquo peaks (but nor p- or a-diaquo) were recognized in the
pmr spcctrunl of a p-chloroaquo solution witltin this time.
Signilìcant involve¡nent of diaquo spccics in the isonlerization
would Ìrave required tlìe amount of aquatìon p-cliloroaquo +
p-dia<¡uo to be substanrial within 30 min and this should
itavc bccn apparent in the cntf cxperilncnt discusscd carlic¡.
fte sequencc
, 2 M D: ^ ,. NaHCOr. -p-cãÞonato 
- 
p-olaquo + tr-cubonato
was followcd by prnr as for thc c systcm. About l0%,
isonlcrizatiori to a had occurrecl on regcncrltion of thc ca¡-
bonato. and this isomerization in the diaquo complexes is
discussed below.
lso¡nerizatio¡l Reactions. (a) o-Diclrl<lro+É-Carbonato.
Reaction of the a-dichloro complex witJr Li2CO3 in water
gave predontinantly the p-carbonato contplex in the isolated
product, as ilr thc tricn systcrn.6 This isomcrization a + É
(Figurc 2) probably occurs in an irritial basc lrydrolysis to the
clrlorolt),drox<¡ corrr¡rlcx, which is succccdcd by substitutioll
c¡f bicarbonatc iolr rvitlr rctc¡ìtiotì ol tlte p configuratiorr.so so
tlrat no irìfcrclrcc cir¡r bc nradc as to tlrc rclativc carbon¿to
isonlcr stabilitics. For siurilar reasons we fccl that thc isola-
tion of tìre p-carbonato iso¡ner cxclusively frorn thc tris(car-
bonato)cobalt(lll) rcaction docs not ucccssarily i¡rdicatc that
thc p-carborrato isomcr is thcrnrodynarrrically favored over a.
(b) p-Diaquo * o-Diaquo. ln the tricn systent a grcater
stability for a p conlìguration ovcÍ a was dcnronstrated only
for tlrc diaqrro conrplcxes,ó'r3 so that tllc a- + p-diäquo
equilibriurrr in the prcsent systcnl was of sonle interest. llow-
ever thc prescnt diaquo experirncnts couìtl not bc brought to
a quantit¿ltivc conclr¡sion as thc isontcrizaljon starting fronì
tltc p corrrplcx was ltot I clcall rc¡ctiolt lrrd gcncratcd sourc
cobalt(ll), so that equilibriunr wus nor cstablished bctween
the two diaquo isorners under any of tlle conditions used
(pH 2,3. or 6t tcmperature 40,50. or ?0') within sonre days.
ln onc cxpcrirrrcnt scparate solutions of thc a- and p-diaquo
complcxcs in HCIO¿-NaCl04. adjusled to pH 3.0, were
allowed 1o is<¡nrerizc at 50o and tltc rcactions wcrc cxarlrincd
by tu'o nrcthods. Thc spcctrophotornctric clrangcs (band
maxinla arc listcd in Tablc l\/) were consisterìt with thc p fornr
initially isornerizing to tlìc û isonrcr (solutiotr cornposition
calculated about 30% aand.lWnp after (r lrr). Thc spectrurrr
of the a solution indicared the dcgree of isonlerization of
q + p as only 6% after 60 li¡.
A ìess dirccr metlìod of study:lrg thesc rcactions involved
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Table tV. Isomcr¡zrtion of o- und ß-[(-'o(.1.?-rJirncrricn)lOtt,),1¡*ât 50', pll 3 0, anrJ ICo] = ¡.90t "
S tarting soln ¿l-diaquo
















































transforming the nlixed û- tnd P-diaquo com¡rlexcs in eliquots
ol'thc above solutions to tlìc c- and P-crrbonrto conìplcxcs
which werc separrtcd cIìromatograplìically and thc propor-
tions were assessed. This nletlod requires tlìat the conversion
oi each diaquo isomcr to the corresponding carbonaro isomer
with bicarbonate be rrpid cornparcd to [lìe isorncrization i¡l
pl{ 8 (bic.rrbonate solucion) so tlì¡rt tlìe transformation occurs
ivith retention of conlìgurltion.s'r3 This conclition is
essentially achieved with thc prcsent û-dirquo - c-cu¡bonato
conversion (from the pmr cxperiment discussed above) so
that a zero-tirne sample ola-diaquo solution rvhen trans-
lornrecl anrl chronrutographcd quvc 98% recovcry ofa. anci ¡
p band wls not detectablÈ. The p-diaquo + p-carbonato trans-
lormirtion does not takc pl:rce rvith lull retcntion lrowcver
(pmr experimentl Tublc lV zcro-tinlc sanìplc clìronìrtogr:rphcd
gav e 23% a and 7 7 c/o $, w i lh 99o/o cobal t rcco ve ry fronr these
two carbonato bands) und the isomcrization probably occurs
through the p-hydroxoaquo complex in the pH 8 conditions
involved. The trentl in the chromatography tìgures (Tlblc
lV) does indicate howevcr that substanti:.rl isonrcrization
takes place in the p-dirquo solution.
lt is clear from both the ubovc methods that r.vhile the a-
diaquo complcx trncicrgocs littlc isonlcrization. Lhc p-di:rquo
complex generates substantiul a-diaquo isomer undcr sinrilar
conditions, and trom these relative rates we deducc lhat thc
c-diaquo isomer is considerably tàvored therrnodynamically.
(c) p-Diaquo + o-Dinitro. Substitutions ol nitritc ion in
tlrc c- and p-lCo(tricnXI IrO)zlr' isonrerss'6 and in a-lCo(4.7-
dimetrien)(OH2)2.1" produce (after strnding) the corresponri-
ing dinitro complexes with rctentions ol contìgurations.
However it proved impossible to prepare the p-[Co(4,7.di-
metrienXNOz)zl* complcx by this procedure from tlìe corre.
spondingp-diaquo complcx; the fìnal product obtained (metlì-
od A, Experimental Section) was always yellow a- [Co(4,7-
dimetrienXNOu )rlCl04, as established from comparisons of
the pmr and inlrared spectra and X-ray powtlcr ¡rrttcrrr rvith
thosc oI the c compound obtaincci fronl the aerial oxidation
sy n thesis.
A red-orange complex was obtained howcver rvhen condi-
tions were arranged that the product crystallizcd fronr solu-
tion rapitily after ad<lition of tlìe nitritc (method B, t'r¡rctit¡n
l). lon-exchange chromirtography established the complcx
to be a [+ ion, and the analysis and visiblc spectrLrnr (Trble
III) indicatcd that it was (or lt lcust contilincd) un intcrnlcdi-
i¡tc nitrito conrplcx. Sl.rorrgcr inl'rurccl ubsorptiorr ovcr I000-
1050 cm-t (althoug,h on tlìe side of the perchlorate bund)
than in ¡11 other "É" and a slmples rvrs consistcnt with l
nitrito complL.x,lr ulthough tlre S2O-cnr-r-NO1 tlelìrrnrution
b'¡ncl was illso prescrìt. Frorn its rupici lbrrrr:rtiorrJl r,vc pro-
pose llìat tlre p conl'iguration rvas retainccJ ¡¡t tllis sl'agc. und
wc accordingly assign tltis rcd cornplc.t as (largely) É-lCo(+.7-
dimetrien)(ONO)1lClOa. \Vc assign thc two sharpesr und
strongest pmr peaks (Tublc ll). rvhich lppear !o be of un-
equal intensitics. to N-Ctl3 rcsonances (ô 2.60, 2.70 ppm).
and one of these coincides rvith that from the a-dinirro com-
plcx (ô 2.60 ppm). The spectrurn is tht¡s consisten! !vitlì a
product mlrture, and paper chromatogmphy gave trvo bands
with one corresponding to the a-dinitro compLex. Other
components could be any of the possible nitrilonitro isomers
(Figurc 8). Tliis red intermediate complex rearranged in
D2O, and after 8 hr ât 5Oo the pmr specttum had become
identical rvith that ol the a-dinitro complex.
(d) p-Dichloro - a-Dinitro. In an altempt to avoid this
É - a isomcrization, p-[Co(4,7-dimetrien)Clz]ClO¿ was treated
with nitritc in cthanol (method C). The resulting ethanol
solr¡tion containcd only the a-dinitro complex (identifìed by
pmr spectrum), and the orange malerial remaining suspended
r,vas lpparently a mi.iKture of nitrito courpicxes. The pmr
clrungcd slowly with time to bcconìc idcntical with rhat ol
the a-dinitro complex.
Nitrito .- nitro isomerizations usually occur intramolec-
ularly with retention of the confìguration rbout the metal
ccnter,rl but in the present instance it seems that there is
sinrultaneous movement of tl're terminal "planar" chelate
ring to gíve the c complex topology. Cornpeting reaction
patlÌs are then possible, rvith the lormation ol three isomeric
rìitritonitro complexcs (Figure 8), two of which could sub-
sequcntly convert dircctly to tlìe e-dinitro comple.r. Such a
scheme would tlìen account for the varying pmr spectra ob-
scwed lrom the different "p" samples isolated and during
tlrcir subscquent rctrrangenlent on standing in D2O. The
sr.rong mcthy.l resorìance at 2.ó0 ppm was present at all
strges horvever.
Whatever the mechanism, the fact that the É + a isomeriza-
tion occurs to completion indicates that the methyl sub-
stituents exercise considerable eflect in destabilizing the p
complex confìguration relative to the a in the dinitro com-
plexes, and this is consistent with no p isomer being detected
in the dinitro aerial oxidation synthesis in tJre presence of
charcoal.
(e) 0- * a-Chloroaquo. Evidcncc was given earlier for
isomerization occurring in solutions of botl-r the a- and p-
chloroaquo isomers. From the extents ol isomerization
detcrmi¡recl (p givcs 30%eaftcr 1.5 days at 35":a gives2OVo
p aitcr 2.5 ciays at 40o) it is cleâr that tlìc 0- + a-chloroaquo
equilibrium lavors the a isomer. fso¡nerizations of cis-chloro-
aquo complcxes were not observed in the trien system,B'32
ulthough cis-[Co(en)2Cl(Oilr)1'1* isonrcrizcs to tlìc trans
isonlcr.JJ
(f-) É-Dichloro - a-Dichloro. The isomerization p- * q-
ICo(4,7-dimetricn)Cl2,lClOa in methanol is a striking differ-
cncc from tlìe trien system. lvlethanol frcquently in<Iuces
isorrrcrization in dichlorotctraminecob',rjt(tll) cornplexes, but
tlìcsc are usually cis + trans with bis(ethyle nediamine) type
(32) C. I{. Sea¡le ¡nd .{. M. Sc¡geson,.,lust. J. Chem',16,661
(r e7l).
(3J) ,\. ivl. Sargeson, lLst. J. CIrcm , ló, 351 (1963).
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ligands -5-metrien,23 active 5,6-dimctricn.2r and ¡zeso-3.8-
dimetrien.12 Moreover.RS,.SR-p isomers (rather than R.R,,SS-
p) were obtained with the ligands active 2.9-dimctrien.r?
2.S,5R,95-trimet¡ien.3s and active 3,8-dimctrien.r? These
stabilizations have generally been rationalized on the basis of
minimization of nonbonded atomic interactions (whiclr is the
basis of thc acccpted requirenrcnl that substituent nrcthyls
bc equatorially disposed with respect to tJrc chelarc ring
plarrc).r?':::r'rs
The foregoing results for the 4.7-dinletricn conrplcxes in-
dicate that tJre o topology is thermodynamicalÌy lavorcd
over the É (and trans) in the dichloro (in methanol), chloro'
aquo, diaquo, and dinitro complcxes. Morcovcr tlìe stability
of the a arrangcment has become enllanced from tllat in tlle
corresponding trien complexes with diclìloro (where p * 1¡¿¡5
in methanol),6 diaquo (where a/É = 0.30 at equilibrium)13
and dinitro (where a/p o 3).6 Dreiding models of the present
complcxes indicate that tJre magnitudes of the most serious
nonbonded interactions, those between the nrethyl substitu-
ents and eithe¡ the acido substituents X or the prinrary anrine
groups, are likely to be in the order a ( RR-p - RS-P < RR-
t¡ans - RS-trans. The observed relative isome¡ stabilities
may also be rationalized on the basis that the largerN-methyl
substituents induce greater bond angle strains at the tertiary
nitrogen donor centers compared with the trien situation, so
tlìat tlìe normal trigonal or "angular" bonding situation be-
comes even more preferred. While the angle strain at one
"planar" nitrogen cente¡ can clearly be accommodated in
tlte p complexes here reported, we doubt whether trans com-
plexcs r>f tlris ligand wiJl bc possiblc.
Tlle effcct of (sccondary Âr)-nlctlìylation in favoring trigo-
nal coordination at tlìat nitrogen donor position is also
apparent fronì sludies on the topological isomers of [Co-
(trcnen)Cll2* (trcncn = 4-(2-arninoethyl)-1,4,?.1O-tctraaza-
dccane) and ICo(7-rnetrcnen)Cl]2'.2e Energy minimization
calculations indicate that nonbonded atonric interactions of
tJrc type rnentioned account for the observed relativc isonrer
stabilities in dtese trenen systenìs.
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Figure 8. Possiblc rcaction routes for nitrito-nitro isomcrization and
p + o isomctization.
complexesl or p + ¡.-r with trien6 and some carbon-
methylated trien ligands.r2''3 The different solvation
properties of metha¡rol compared to water have seemed
therefore to favor ¡r¿ns-dicl¡lo¡o confìgurations. With the
present [Co(4,7-dimetrien)Cl2]* system. we take the observed
É + a isomerization to i¡dicate a considerably reduced sta-
bility of the trans conliguration.
lhis isomerization p- + c-[Co(4,7-dimetrien)Cì2]ClOa also
occurred in dimethyl sulfoxide. The pmr spectra of tlìe t\¡,o
dictrloro isomers in dimethyl sulfoxide-dó (Figure 4) had
become identical after equilibration (14 hr at 50'), and tlÍs
equilibrium spectrunr clearly represcnted a¡ a confìguration
(mainly o-dicliloro with a little solvcnt-substituted product)
since üre si-cnal fronr the mcridional NHr (4.? ppnr) in t¡rcÉ
confìguration was abscnt. Sirnilarly the a-dichloro visible
spectrum in this medium (Table III) was exactly reproducible
after 20 hr at room temperature, but the spectrum of the p-
dicliloro colnplex changed slowly over several.hours due
largely' to solvolysis.
Relative Stabilities of the a and p Isomers. Studies on the
parent trien complexes showed that tJre relative thermody-
namic stabilities of the û, P, and trans confìgurations depend
on the substituents X and on the solvent used (water or
methanol).6 For the same acido substituents X thete is a
considerable dependence of these relative geometric isomer
stabilities on the alÌ<yl substitution in the tetranìine chain,
ajthougli the previous investigations witir complexes of C- and
(terminal N)-metJrylated trien ligands have not aiways allowed
fi¡m statements in this regard. Some of the dicltlo¡o and
dinitro complexes which have been isolated from aqueous
solutions might not be tlie most stable isomers (sometimes
yields werc los, or not reported) a¡d this is especia.lly so il
charcoal has not been present to ensure equilibration: sotne
preparâtions or isolations have involved a.lcoholic media in
which iso¡nerizations can occur. lt secnis clcar from ac¡ial
oxidation synthcscs oi riicliloro and/o¡ djnitro conrplexcs
(compared with the results of similar syntheses of tlte trien
complexes) tlat t-he stability of the RR,.S.t-trans configura-
tion is enhance d with the ligands I,l0-dimetrien,2a 1,5.10-
trimet¡ien,2a and active 3.8-dimetrien,t? and that thc stability
of the RÃ,SS-É form over the a form is enltanced wiilr tlte
(34) D D- IJrown and C. K. lngold,J. Chen. Soc.,26E0 (1953)i
D. D. B¡own ad R S. N],holm, ibid.,2696 (1953): B. Bosnich, C. K.
Ingold. rnd À{. L- Tobe, ¡bid.,4o't4 (r965); R. C. Brasled and C.
Hirayama, "/. Amer. Chem Soc.. 80, ?88 (1956)
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Abstract
The new complexes symmetricaLfac¿¿l-lCo(medien)2]3+ and s-lac-[Co(dien¡(medien)ì]* have been
isolated. The tH n.m.r. spect¡a of these complexes, tbe s-fac, u-fac and meridional isomers of
[Co(dien)z]3*, and u-fac-fCo(daes)zl3+ show different splittings of the NH, proton resonances
[dien : diethylenetriamine, medien : 4-methyldiethylenetriamine or 2,2'-methyliminodi(ethyl-
amine), daes : di(2-aminoethyl) sulphide or 2,2'-thiodi(ethylamine)1. These splittings depend on
the geometries of the complexes (different numbers of stereochemically distinct NH2 groups), the
particular chelated ligands (splittings due to coupling between the two protons on each NH2 may
vary with chelate ring conformational mobility), and the counter-anions (difierent extents of ion-
association through hydrogen bonding). Thus NHz proton resonance sigrrals may not always
provide a reliable method for establishing molecular geometries. In contrast, the t3C n.m.r. spectra
of all these complexes are completely diagnostic of the detailed geometries, and most of the resonances
observed have been assigned to particular carbon atoms.
Introduction
The structures of the three geometric isomers of [Co(dien)r]3* (dien : diethylene-
triamine or 1,4,7-túazaheptane, H2NCH2CH2NHCH2CHTNHT), shown in Fig. l,
were initially assigned on the basis of optical resolutions and optical stabilities in
alkali,r and byrH n.m.r. spectroscopy,2 and were subsequently confirmed by X-ray
structure analyses.3-s Our interest in the factors determining the relative stabilities
of these isomers, and the potential value of these compounds for investigating
isomerization reactions6 prompted our examination of the cobalt(tu) complexes with
the ligand medien, H2NCH2CHTN(Me)CH'CH2NH2, the secondary N-methylated
analogue of dien [medien : 4-methyldiethylenetriamine,4-methyl-l,4,7-triazaheptane,
or 2,2'-methyl iminodi(ethylamine)1.
The new complexes [Co(medien)r]3 
* and [Co(dienXmedien)]3 + have been prepared
and isolated as their bromide and perchlorate salts, and the present article demonstrates
the limitations of rH n.m.r. spectra in establishing the geometric configurations of
these and similar kinds of complexes. It is shown that r 3C n.m.r. spectra are sensitive
' Keene, F. R., and Searle, G. H., Inorg. Chem., 1972, 11, 148.: Yoshikawa, Y., and Yamasaki, K., Bull. Chem. Soc. Jpn, 1912,45, 179.
r Kobayashi, M., Marumo, F., and Saito, Y., Acta Crystallogr., Sect. B, 1972,28,470.
+ Konno, M., Marumo, F., and Saito, Y., Acta Crystallogr., Sect. B, 1973,29,739.
s Sancilio, F. D., DrudinC, L. F., and Lukaszewski, D. M., Inorg. Chem., 1976, 15, 1626.
6 Keene, F. R., and Searle, G. H., Inorg. Chem., 1974, 13,2173.
l:12 C. I'1. Scar lc, S. F. Lincoln, F. R. Kcunc. S. C. Tcaguc antl D. C. Rowc












C,^ tbr Rl= Rl
C, for RL # Rr
Á.-u-fac
C, for Ri = R:
C, for RI ¡ R3
\*,
-er-ò-NR
C, tor RI = Rl
c, tbr RL¡ Rr
Fig. l. Possible geometric isomers of [Co(dien)z]3+ (Rt : Rr = H), [Co(medien):]3*
(Rt: R?: Me), and [Co(dienXmedien)Jr* (R'= H, R2: Me), and their poinr-group
symmetries. The carbon atoms shown, but labelled only lor the u-fac isome¡, are one of each
srereochemically distinct type.
Results and Discussion
Reaction of [Co(NH.)scl] Cl2 with medien in the presence of charcoal yielded as
the principal products an orange and a yellow material and these were separated
chromatographically on a column of SP-Sephadex cation-exchange resin, the yellow
eluting first with sodium (+)-tartrate eluent.
These isolated complexes are lormulated as [Co(medien)r] Brr,H,O (orange) and
[Co(dien)(medien)] Brr,H2O (yellow) on the basis of rH n.m.r. spectra as discussed
below, and microanalyses. The medien was prepared by methytation of dien, and
some dien could have been carried through the ligand synthesis to give rise to the
[Co(dien)(medien)]3 
+ complex as the minor product. This point is being checked and
the preparative work will be reported in detail in a subsequent article.
For complexes of each of these formulations three geometric isomers analogous
to those of [Co(dien)t]3* are possible, and these are shown in Fig. I along with their
point-group symmetries. Chromatographic behaviour strongly suggested that the two
isolated complexes were single geometric isomers, but neither material gave any
indication of partial separation into optical isomers by chromatographic methods.2'7-e
t H Nucleur Magnetic Resonance Spectra
The [Co(dien)']3* isomers have distinctiverH n.m.r. spectra for the amine proton
resonances.l'2 The symmetrical-Jàcial isomer shows one broad symmetrical NH,
signal, and the unsvntmetrical-facial has two broad NH, signals with area ratio I : i.
The meridionai compound (iodide salt) gives two broad NH, signals I : I (with larger
separation than the u-fac) in dimethyl[Du] sulphoxide,2 but (as chloride salt) gives an
7 Kojima, M., Yoshikawa, Y., and Yamasaki, K., Bull. Chem. Sot'. Jpn, 1973,:16. 1687.
8 Yoshikawa, Y., and Yamasaki, K., Bull. Chem. Soc. Jpn, 1913,46,3448.




NH. multiplet in D,O/D.¡SO.¡.r Thesc splittings of rhe NH, resonilnccs rverc erpectcd
for tire u-fac andnrer strr.ictures since each of these Structures has two non-equivalent
NH, groups, and it has been tempting to associate each broad resonance signal with
un ñft, gioup in a particular steieochemical environment. It seemed therefore that
the different observed splitting patterns of the NHr groups should be generally
diagnostic of the geometries in these and analogous complexes'
Fig. 2. 60-MHz LH n.m.r. sPectra ol
(a) s-fac-lCo(dien)(medien)l B¡: ;
(ó) s-lac-lCo(medien)z] Br: ;
(c) s-lac-[Co(medien)u] (ClO") :
in CD:SOCD¡ with SiMe+ as internal reference'






ô (ppm trom SiMea)
The lH n.m.r. spectra of the new compounds run in dimethyl[D5] sulphoxide
are shown with peak assignments in Fig. 2. The spectrum of yellow s-/ac-[Co(dien)-
(medien)lBr3 shows two 
-broad 
amine iignals in ratio I : 8, that at the lower field
iravi¡g lsimilar chemical shift (ô 7'4)to that of the secondary amine NH (7'l) in
þ;-pã1ãi"rlrf Ir.2 The formulation of this yellow complex as lCo(dienXmedien)]3*
fólto*s from this peak-area ratio of the signals from NH and NH'' This mixed
complex of s-fac geometry contains two non-equivalent NH2 groups so that two
broad NH, silnals (l : l) might have been expected, but the NH' groups give a single
broad resonance peak. Although the possible u'fac and zer isomers for [Co(dien)-
i-.ãi.nlit. woutå each contain four non-equivalent NH, groups and would therefore
b" exp""ied to show greater splitting of the NH, resonances than the s-lac isomer,
the fact that no splitting of the NH, signal is shown by the present complex does not
allow the s-/ac geometry to be assigned with certainty'
The perchlorate sali of the same complex gives the same form of spectrum in
dimethyìlDó] sulphoxide to that of the bromide, but the chemical shifts of all the
peats ure ¿iif.."ot for the two salts. Shifts (ð, ppm from SiMe) for the bromide are
Ñu, z'¿; NHr, 5'4; CHz, 3'00; cH3,2'80, while those for the perchlorate are
NH,6'8; NHr,4'9; Cür,2'88; CH3,2'65, and it is evident that the shift
differences are r the amine tesonances'
The spectru o(medien)rl Br. shows splitting of the NH2
resonance into greater splitting than for the corresponding
r ll+ C. H. Scarlc, S. F. Lincoln, F. R. Kcenc, S. C. Tcaguc and D. C. Rowe
s-/äc-[Co(dierr)2]3+ complexr'r irrdicates that at least in the mcdien colnplex the trvrr
protolls on the ollc kind ol NH" group are non-equivalent. Couplin-e between thcse
two protons should then produce an AB quartet which may be broadened due to the
raN quadrupole. The observed spectrum is thus consistent with the s-fcc geometry
ol the present [Co(medien)2] Br, complex. The NHr resonance shows a marked
anion dependence, since the spectrum of the perchlorate salt of this complex, when
run in either (CD3)2SO or DrO/HCIO*, shows only a single broad NH, signal with
no sign of splitting (Fig. 2). In the absence of the spectra o( the u-fac and mer isomers,
it is again not possible to assign with certainty the geometry of the s-fac-lCo-
(medien)r]3* complex from these rH n.m.r. spectra.
The tH n.m.r. spectrum of the complex u-fac-lCo(daes)t] Br, containin-s the thia
ligand analogous to dien, HTNCH2CH2SCH'CH2NH2 [daes : di(2-aminoethyl)
sulphide or 2,2'-thiodi(ethylamine)] also shows greatly enhanced splìttin-e of the NH"
resonances compared to the corresponding u-fac-lCo(dien)r]3* isomer. Three sets
of doublets at õ 4' 68,4'83 (l: l); 5'70, 5'82 (approx. 2:2); 6' 33, 6'50 (l : 1) are
observed for the bromide salt of u-fac-fCo(daes)zl3* run in (CD3)2SO at 60MHz,
but the actual pattern observed is dependent on the anion.e These NH" splittin-es
can be accounted for if the u-fac complex contains four non-equivalent protons
within each of the Cr-related daes ligands in the complex molecule. Ignoring "/
couplings to methylene protons, coupling between the two protons of each kind of
NH, group should in the ultimate resolution produce an AB quartet, so that up to
eight NHr signals could be expected for this complex.
It is clear therefore that corresponding isomers of complexes of these analogous
ligands may show different degrees of splitting of the NHr signals, and the simple
correlations between NH, splitting and molecular geometry suggested earlier2 from
the [Co(dien)r]3 
+ complexes alone cannot be sustained as general criteria for these
geometries. It is possible that the rates of ring conformational interchanges may
differ in thefac complexes with the various ligands in the order dien > medien > daes
and give rise to the varying NH, splitting patterns. However, from the anion
dependences of NH, resonances from the complexes s-/ac-[Co(dien)(medien)]3*,
s-/ac-[Co(medien).]3+ and u-fac-lCo(daes)213*,e it now seems likely that differential
ion-associations between different complex cations and counter-anions may be the
fundamental cause of differing NH, splittings, perhaps through the effect of associa-
tion on rates of conformational interchange. Anion dependence of NH, proton
resonances (in (CDr)rSO sotvent) has also been observedr0 with the complex nrer-
bis(2-aminoethylsalicylaldiminato)cobalt(nr) cation, the NH. splitting and downfield
shift increasing with different counter-anions in the order CIO*- < Br- < Cl- which
correlates generally with our own abovementioned observations. These progressive
downfield shifts of NI{ and NH, resonances are consistent with deshielding brought
about by hydrogen-bonded associations in the above anlon order.
Resonances arising from methylene protons in cobalt(nt)-amine complexes are
usually complicated and poorly resolved due to spin-spin coupling with seCo, and
are frequently not greatly informative.e'rt'12 Such is the situation with all the present
complexes.
ro Summerlon. A. P., Seventh COMO Conference, Royal Australian Chemical fnstitute, Melbourne,
t9'77.
lt Buckingham, D.4., Durham, L., and Sargeson, A. M., Aus¡. J. Chem., 196'7,20,257.
r: Jonasson, [. R., Lincoln, S. F., and Stranks, D. R., .l¡rsl. J. Chem., 1970,23,2267.
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Curhon-l 3 Nuclectr lv[agnetic Re.çonance Spectra
The dillìculties in assigning the geonìetries of the new compiexes a priori from the
rH n.m.r. spectra alone prompted ouf examination of the carbon-13 spectra of all
these complexes of medien, dien and daes.
Table 1' Carbon-I3 chemical shifts for various complexes
Relative intensities are in parentheses

























45.9 (l) 36.8 (l)
54.2 (2) 42'2 (l) 3s'3 (2)
s6'7 (2) 42-O (l) 38.1(2)
56.0 (l) 44.3 (l)
diffcrence I I '8 (no refc¡cnce)
ss.9 (l) 54'3 (l) ,14'5 (l)
55.9 54.6 44'l
46.3 (l) 45.2 (l) 39'3 (l)
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'rC n.m.r. spectra in D2O.
(¿) dien,3HCl;
(á) medien,3HCl;
(c) s-lac-[Co(dien):] Cl¡,HzO ;
(d ) u-Iac -lCo(dien)zl Cl ¡,2HzO ;
(e\ u-Iac-lCo(daes)21 Clr,2H 20 ;
(-f) rne¡-lCo(dien):] Cl¡,2' 5HzO ;
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The numbers of stereochemically different carbon atoms present in the various
[Co(dien)r]3+ isomers fotlow lrom the point groups as s-/ac, two; u-fac and mer'
b ac
1226 G. H. Searle, S. F. Lincoln, F. R. Keene, S. G. Teague and D. G. Rorve
lour each. These expectations are realized in fhe 22'625-MHz carbon-13 n.m.r.
spectra recorded in DrO solutions for the s-J'ac and u-fac isomets' and also for
i-fac-fCo(d,aes)rl Cl.,2HrO (Table I and Fig. 3). For the nter isomer of [Co(dien)r]3 -
however the spectrum observed (Fig. a) consists of three signals with intensity ratios
2: 1 : 1 instead of rhe expected pattern of four equal resonances, and the coincidence
of the resonances from two of the carbons at ð 51 ' 6 ppm from tetramethylsilane thus
indicates magnetic equivalence of these carbons. This is not due to time-averaging
since conformational interconversion requires Secondary-amine N-H exchange and
this is quite slow even in neutral aqueous solution,l3 and such environmental averaging
would in any case result in coincidence of the signals from the other two carbons also.
(f)
Fig.4. The 22'625-MHz r3C n.m.r
( f) mer-ÍCo(dien)zl Cl¡ ;
(g ) s-fac-ÍCo(medien):l Cl¡ ;
(h) s -fac-lCo(dienXmedien)l Cl ¡.
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The observed spectrum can be understood from the somewhat unique symmetry
properties of this molecule. The molecular symmetry is limited to C, because of the
fixed chelate ring conformations (Fig. 1), yet each coordinated ligand exhibits (in
principle) mirror image symmetry and this mirror image symmetry is confirmed in
ihe reiently reported X-ray crystal structure analysis of the racemic nitrate salt.5
Thus the two NH2 groups on each ligand are stereochemically non-equivalent because
of their differing non-bonded interactions with the neighbouring NHt groups of the
other coordinated dien. Magnetic non-equivalence might thus be expected for the
methylene carbons adjacent to NHr. The magnetic equivalence observed probably
arises therefore with the methylene carbons adjacent to the secondary amine groups,
these carbons presumably being sufficientiy removed not to suffer different per-
turbations from the diffe¡ent terminal NH2 groups. The spectrum of mer-lCo(dien)z]-
t3 Searle, G. H., and Keene, F. R., Inorg. Chem., 1972, 11, 1006'
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Cl., obtained at higher lrequency (67'89 ìV[Hz) was identicel r,vith that at 22'625 MHa
with the C-NH-C signal remaining unsplit and confirming the magnetic equivalence
of these two methylene carbons (Table l). This result is consistent with these two
methylene groups being in very similar environments stereochemically.'
The '3C n.m.r. spectrum of zrer-[Co(dien)2](NO3)3,HrO run in dimethyl[Do]
sulphoxide (internal standard SiMe*) has been reported by Sancilio. Druding and
Lukaszewskis as showing only two peaks at frequencies ð 46'31ppm from Silvle*
(assigned as CH,NH2) and 47'42ppm (assigned as CHtNHCHT). These authors
thus concluded that only two independent types of carbon atoms were present, but
our spectra do not support this view. We have obtained the spectrum ol nter-
[Co(dien)r]3+ under a variety of conditions: as the chloride or nitrate salts in D'O in
neutral, acidic (HCI added to pH c. 1) or basic (NaHCO, added to pH c. 9) solution;
and as the chloride or nitrate salts in dimethyl [Du] sulphoxide. The spectrum is
essentially invariant under these conditions (Table 1). It seems likely that the two
peaks reported by Druding and coworkers are the I : I peaks which we assign to the
methylene carbons adjacent to the different NH2 groups. The invarianl 2 : | : I peak
pattern we observe indicates that conformational interchange remains sufficiently slow
on the n.m.r. time scale even at pH 9 that the two CH2NH, carbons remain stereo-
chemically distinct.
The carbon-13 patterns thus appear to be completely diagnostic of the geometries.
The spectrum of [Co(medien)r]t* shows only two methylene carbon resonances so
that the geometry follows unequivocally as s-fac. For [Co(dien)(medien)]3+ the four
methylene carbon resonances show that this complex also has tbe s'fac geometry, and
the chemical shifts of these carbons are close to those of the corresponding carbons in
s-lac-[Co(dien)2]3 * and s-lac-[Co(medien)r]3 * lfig. f ¡.
Fig. 3 also gives the assiglments of the peaks to the particular carbon atoms, where
the letters a-d are used to designate methylene carbons in the ligands as follows: for
dien N-C"-Cb-N-Cb-C.-N; for medien N-C"-Cd-N(Me)-Cd-C"-N. These assign-
ments are based on the premise that when a molecule is changed by substitution, a
carbon atom nearer the point of substitution should undergo a greater change in
chemical shift than will a carbon atom further removed. Comparison of the spectra
of dien and medien as the free arnines (protonated) thus enables the peaks at higher
ô values (further downfield from SiMeo) to be assigned to methylene carbons b or d
of the type C-N-C. Sirnilarly, comparison of the spectra of u-fac'lCo(dien)213+ and
u-fac-lCo(daes)r]3 * allows the doublets further downfield to be assigned to methylene
carbons b adjacent to the point of substitution. These assignments are consistent
with those made previously for nrer-[Co(dien)"]3*. The components of the doublets
arising from these two main types of methylene carbons in the u-fac structures may
be assigned by noting that the resonances from carbons designated I and 2 in Fig. I
coincide with the a and b resonances respectively from s-/ac-[Co(dien)r]3+. All of
these particular carbons are in chelate rings coplanar with other chelate rings in the
u-fac and s-/ac complex structures.
Ion-association between phosphate anion and each of the three [Co(dien)r]3*
isomers has been demonstrated previously, the order of strengths be|ng s-fac >
u-fac > mer.6 However, the chemical shifts for each of these isomers changed little
when the spectra of the chloride salts in D2O were rerun after NarPOn had been
added to the solutions (Table 1). This insensitivity to ion-association of the resonances
of the carbon atoms comprising the molecular backbone contrasts with the substantial
I 228 G. H. Searle, S. F. Lincoln, F. R. Keene, S. C. Teague and D. C. Rowc
effects of association on the resonances ol the peripheral h),'drogen atonts as noted
above.
It is also noted that protonation of medien causes the two different methylene
resonances to be shifted downfield to similar extents, whereas the CH, resonance
frequency remains almost constant (Table l).
Experimental
Complexes
The isolations of [Co(medien)z]3* and [Co(díenXmedien)]3*, together with minor products, from
the reaction of [Co(NH¡)sCl] Cl, with medien will be described in a subsequent article. Analyses
of the compounds discussed in the present paper are: s-/¿c-[Co(medien)2] Br3,H2O (Found:
C,22'0: H,5'6; N, l5'0; f. wt, 553. [Co(CsHrsN.)¿] Br:,HzO requires C,21,8: H,5.8;
N, 15.2%; f. wt, 551). s-lac-[Co(dien)(medien)] Br3,H2O (Found: C,20.2: H,5 6; Br,44.5:
Co, ll'l; N, 15'4. [Co(CoHr:N:)(C'Hr5N3)] Br.,H2O requires C,20.1; H,5.6; B,r,44.6;
Co,11.0: N,15.6%).
The isomers of [Co(dien)z]3+ were separated chromatographically and isolated as bromides as
described previously.t'6 A sample of each of the six complexes discussed was converted into the
more water-soluble chloride salt by adsorbing the complex on a short column of Biorex-70 weak
acid cation-exchange resin (50-100 mesh) in the Li+ form, washing with water, and eluting with
0' I u HCl. The effiuent was concentrated to a small volume on a rotary evaporator, and precipitation
of the chloride salt was completed by the addition of ethanol and cooling at 0'. The product was
filtered off, washed with ethanol and acetone, and dried at 50" to constant weight. The chloride
salts are less soluble in dimethyl sulphoxide than the bromides. zer-lCo(dien)z] (NO3)3,H2O was
obtained by an analogous procedure, eluting from the ¡esin with 0.1r'r HNO¡. s-/¿c-[Co(dien)-
(medien)ì (ClOo): and s-lac-[Co(medien)z] (ClOa)r were obtained from the corresponding bromides
similarly, being eluted from the resins with 0.1 ur HCIO¿. The yields obtained in these conversion
procedures were around 95 l.
Spèctra
The 60-MHz tH n.m.r. spectra were recorded on a Varian T60 spectrometer for c. 6lwlv
solutions of [Co(medien)z] Br¡,HzO and lCo(dien)(medien)] Br3,H2O and the corresponding per-
chlorates in (CD¡)zSO with tetramethylsilane as internal reference.
The broad-band proton-decoupled 22.625-MHz carbon-13 n.m.r. spectra (decoupler on con-
tinuously) in D:O were measured on a Bruker HX-908 spectrometer operating in Fourier transform
mode connected to a Nicolet BNC-12 computer with 8192 data table. The spectrometer was locked
to deuterium, and a capillary of t-butyl alcohol provided a reference signal (frequency 715 Hz from
SiMe"). Pulse angle was 45'and repetition time was 0'8s. Solution concentrations used were
0'3 gl2 ml for the complexes as chloride salts, 1.0 g/2 ml for the ligands as hydrochloride salts, in
l0 mm tubes at 28'C. Numbers of scans accumulated for the complexes were 3000, for the ligands
1000.
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Flomogeneous and Charcoal-Catalyzed lsomerizations of the
(Diethylenetriamine) (methy'ldiethylenetriamine) cobalt(III) and
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Each of thc s-/ac and ø-/ac isomers of [Co(dicn)(medien)](ClO")¡ isomerizcs in homogeneous aqucous solution to the samc
cquilibrium mixture of thc threc gcometric isomcrs, rvith no othcr products dctcctable. Proportions altcr 2 days at 90 'C
were s-fac:u-fac:me¡ = 8 I : l0:9. This reaction is thc basis for obtaining on a preparative scale ths ncw u-fac nd rne¡ isomers
which have been characterized by llC NMR spectra. Over catalytic charcoal disproportionation occurs to a mixture of
seven complexes which can be mostly scparated on SP-Sephadex C-25 cation-exchange resin. Equilibrium molar proportions
after 4 h at 80 oC wcre Co(dicn)2r+ sy'actalac:mer:Co(dicn)(medien)r+ s-fac:u-fac'.Co\mcdicn)2r* s^/cc = 5:-23:19 [which
includcs a littlc nonseparable zer-Co(dien)(medicn)r+l:-23:4:26. The charcoal reactions must involvc complctc dissociations
of ligands, and by comparison the homogeneous rcactions must involve inlramolecular processes. In the homogcneous
isomerizaLions at least lwo rearrangment processes must be involvcd, and probably lhrec rearrangcmcnls occur. Similar
experimentâl results have been obtaíned for the catalyzed and uncatalyzed reactions ol the three isomcrs ol Co(dien)21+.
All the homogeneous reactions are base-catalyzed and probably involve conjugate-base intermediates (deprotonated at the
secondary amine nitrogens of coordinated dien). All the experimcntal data lor the homogeneous re¿ctions are most salisfactorily
accommoda¡ed by the proposal of t¡ansien! five-coordinated intermediates, formed by bond rupture, rearranging. The
posibility of twisting mechanisms occurring through trigonal-prismatic trans¡tion smtes is also considered. Racemizations
of Co(en)31+ under both charcoal-catalyzed and homogeneous conditions are also base cztalyzed.
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Introduction
intramolecular rearrangements in octahedral complexes, I
manifestcd as isomcrization or raccmization proccsses, can
occur by two major pùthways: nondissociativc, involving thc
twisting of one octahedral face relative to the opposite lace
about a Cr (or a peudo- or imaginary-Cr) axis via an idealized
trigonal-prismatic transition state, and bond rupture via
idealized trigonal-bipyramidal or square-pyramidal transition
states. In rearÍangement reactions where the processes have
been established to be intramolecular, the choice between the
nondissociative and bond-rupture alternatives has seldom been
unambiguous, particula¡ly for complexes of bidentate ligands
on which almost all of these studies have been made.l-r"
Since the initial proposals ol twist mechanismsç7 there have
becn considcrable eflorts to est.ablish cxper¡mentally their
existence, and the work has been reviewed.l'2,8 Only rcccntly
have twist mechanisms for isomerization and racemization
processes in some octahedral complexes been definitely
demonstrated and sevéral approaches have been used.
Conventional kinetic approaches involving exchange and
competition Íate measurements do not in gcneral providc
sufficient data to distinguish the two intramolecular altcr-
natives. However, the complexes cis- and trans-telra-
carbonyl ( methoxymet hylcarbene) ( tria I kyl phosphi ne)chro-
mium(0), (CO)rCr(C[OCHrlCHr)(PRr), R = C1H5, C6H¡¡,
provide an intcrcsting instancc where thc cis-trans isomcri-
zalion was assigncd as a twist process.e For thcsc complcxes,
with exclusively monodentate ligands, all possible dissociative
processes were eliminated by the kinetic data lcaving an in-
tramolecular process, that is, a twist in this particular instancc,
as the only plausible mechanism.
Dynamic rH NMR spectroscopy2 has been cmployed to
establish twist mechanisms for the dynamic invcrsions A =.! of some tris(tropolonato) complexes of cobalt(lll) and
aluminium by Holm and co-workersl0'll and of some tris-
(dithiocarbamato) complexes of iron(lll) and ruthenium(lll)
by Pignolet and co-workers.rlrl Lawrance and Stranksla have
recen¡ly demonstratcd that volumes of activation. obtained
from tate-pressure measurements. may provide a general
criterion to distinguish the bond-rupture and trvist mechanisms
with some stereochemically rigid complexcs. By this means
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the racemizations of Cr(phen)¡r*, Cr(bpy)3r*. Cr(ox)(phen)r+,
and Cr(ox)(bpy),+r5 were shown to proceed by twist mech-
anisms, whereas Cr(ox)¡r-. Cr(ox):(phen)-, and Cr(ox)2(bpy)-
involvcd bond rupturcs. Thesc mcthods havc limitations. Thc
dynamic rH NMR mcthod is rcstrictcd to stcreochemically
nonrigid complexes, and diastcreotopic substituent groups on
the chelate ligands are required as probes to detect the changes
in chirality around the mctal centers. The activation volume
approach may not be casily applicable to complexes of primary
and secondary amines whcre there is the possibility of de-
protonation lollowed by rearrangement of a deprotonated
species. Thus the generality of twist mechanisms is still
unkown,
It was hoped that the use of complexcs of multidentate
ligands in mechanistic studies ol intrarnolecular rearrange-
mcnts might offcr morc opportunity oi distinguishing bctwccn
the bond-rupture and twist alternatives, since the coupled
chelate rings restrict the number of different possible inter-
conversions and because such molecules possess more dis-
tinguishable points of reference by which to trace the paths
of specifìc rearrangements. We now describe experiments on
the isomcrizations of the gcomctric isomers of [Co(dien)-
(medien)l(ClOr)3.rs These hexaminc-type complexes are
useful lor such mechanistic studies because the isomerizations
are relatively uncomplicated by competing hydrolysis reactions
and bccausc they arc closely relatcd to othcr complexcs like
Co(cn)¡r+ lor which raccrnization mcchanisms ûrc still unclctr.
Although the expcriments dcmonstratc that thc isomcrizations
in homogeneous solution proceed by intramolecular mecha-
nisms, the bond-rupture and nvist possibilities are not rcadily
distinguishcd. However, the bond-rupture route is supported
by observations on soms similar systems.
Rcsults
ldentil'ication of the Three Co(dien)(medien)r+ Isomers by
rrC NMR Spectroscopy. The complexes Co(dien)(mcdien)r*,
Co(dien)'r*, and Co(medicn)2r* can each cxist in three possiblc
gcornctric isomcrs as shown in Figure l. ln trvo of thcse
gcometric forms !he trvo secondary or tertiary amine groups
are disposcd trans to each other, but in the r-/oc isomer these
groups are ln crs posrtrons.
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Figure l. Possible gcomctric isomcrs ol Co(dicn)13* (R' = I(. = ¡1¡,
Co(medicn)rr+ (Rr = R: = Mc). and Co(dicn)(mcdicn)r* {ll' = ¡¡,
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Figurc 2. l3C NMR spcctra in DlO of thc gcomctric isomcrs o[
ICo(dien)(medien)ì(Cl04)r.
The compounds s-/¿c-[Co(díen)(medien)]r+ a,nd s-fac-
[Co(mcdien):]3+ are the major products from the reaction of
[Co(NH¡).sCl]Cl, with dicn and medicn, and thcir gcomc¡r¡c
configurations wcrc assigncd prcviously fronr conrparisons of
thcir I3C N MR spcctra with thc spcctru ol thc thrcc isonrcrs
ol Co(dicn)2r+.ró
The u-foc rnd mer isomcrs of Co(dicn)(mcdicn)r+ arc
fornrcd by isomcriz;.rtion ol-.r-/or-[Co(dicn)(nrcdicn)l (ClO.)¡
in aqucous solution as dcscribed below, and their idcntities
follow from their rlC NMR spectra (Figure 2). In cach of
these two isomers the nine carbon atoms are, in principle, in
stereochemically differcnt environments (each isomer has
symmetry C¡). However, thc two methylene cårbons adjacent
to thc secondary amine nitrogen of dien in m¿r-[Co(dien)-
(medien)]3+ arc cvidcntly in closcly similar environments since
they give a single resonance peak (ô 47.0 ppm l"rom SiMca)
just as for zrer-[Co(dien)2]rt. Similarly, the two methylene
carbons adjâccnt to the tcrtiary amìnc group ol ntcritlionall¡,
coordinated mcdien give a single peak (ð 62.8). Thus the four
methylene carbons in cach ligand in a. nter complcx give a
characteristic 2: I : I pcak pattern. Thcre are no equivalcnces
lor u-fa< isomcrs, so th¡ìt thc r-/ac-[Co(dicn)(mcdicn)]r'
isomcr nrust be that which givcs thc nine pcaks, all of similar
mâgnirude (Figure 2).
Rcactions o1 s-fac- and r¿-./ac-Co(dien)(medicn)3+ in Ho-
mogcncous Aqucous Solufion. Whcn .s-/ac-[Co(dicn)(mc-
dicn)l(ClOo)¡ was hcatcd in u'iìtcr at 90 "C. and thc rcsulting
solution was sepârated chromatographically on a column of
SP-Scphadcx cation-cxchangc rcsin, threc bands of thc
geometric isomers ol Co(dien)(medien)r+ separatcd as the onl),
products (Figure 3A). Thc ratcs of formation ol thc two new
nrinor isomcrs u-fac' and nrc¡ secmcd to bc vrria blc in d iifercnt
runs in water (pH -5-5.5). Wc thcrelore carricd out trvo
paralleì rcactions oi the s-/ac isomcr, one in 0.01 M pcrchloric
acid and onc in sodium hydroxidc solution adjusted to pl{ I 0.5.
After 2 days at 90 oC, chromatography ol thc solutions showcd
thât lhc s-fac had rcmained completcl), unchanged in the
l'igurc 3. Chrornatographic scprrations on Scphadcx columns
(Na3POa elucnt): (A) equilibrium mixtu¡c of Co(dien)(medien)3+
isorncrs, from s-/ac-[Co(dicn)(mcdicn)](ClOa)3 in aqueous buffer,
ptt -8: (B) products from sfc-[Co(dicn)(mcdicn)l(CIO¡). on
chrrcoal in watc¡-
perchloric acid but had substantially isomerized in the sodium
hydroxide solution (pH now 7.5), so that it was clear that the
isomerization rcactions were inhibited by acid and were ap-
parently base catalyzed. The reactions were subsequently
carricd out in a bufler solution, 0.05 M 2,4,6-trimethyl-
pyridine-perchloric acid adjusted to pH 8.0 at 25 'C, although
the actual pH at the elevatcd reaction temperatures would be
substantially less than this, probably around 7.
Scparatc solutions of s-fac- and u-fac-lCo(dien)(me-
dicn)](ClOa)3 in the bufier solution were allowed to react at
90 oC. Samples from thc two solutions at this temperature
gave apparentty similar proportions of the three constituent
isomcrs aftcr 2 days so that each mixturc had essentially
reachcd equilibrium by this time. At 3 days, analysis of the
proportions gavc identical results from thc two solutions of
starting s-/ac and rry'ac. Thcsc cquilibrium proportions of
Co(dicn)(mcdicn)l* were s-fac'.u-foc:nter = (81 + 2):(10 +
l):(9 + l) ¿rt 90 "C.
Chromato,craphy of a solution ol u-fac-[Co(dien)(me-
dicn)l(ClO¿)¡ in 0.01 M perchloric acid, which had reacted
for 2.5 days at 90 "C, showcd that some isomerization to s-/ac
had occurrcd (s-foctrfoc - I : I 0 by visual estimate) , but mer
was not dctcctablc. Thc formation ol borh ol the other isomers
lrom u-fac was clcarly acid retarded.
The isomcrization of thc more stablc s-/ac isomer under the
abovc conditions provides the most convenicn'r mcans of
obtaining the u-fac and nler isomers. Not only are the ¡,ields
bcttcr than lrom othcr reactions we have studied (the dis-
s-låc
þ. -."'l , acþ o ." ]"
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proportionation of s-/ac-[Co(dien)(medien)](ClO¡): on
charcoal as described below, and [Co(NH3)rCl]Cl2 * dien *
medien) but these other reactions produce the Co(dien),r+
isomers also and it is almost impossible to scparate rzer-
'[Co (dien) ( medien) ] 
r+ from m e r- [Co(dien) 2] r+ a nd d i f ficul t
to sepa¡ate s-/ac-[Co(dien)(medien)]r+ from u-fac-lCo-
(dien)2]r+ by chromatography on Sephadex.rT
Reactions of s-fac- c,nd u-fac-iCo(dien) (metlicn)lr+ ovcr
Charcoal. In water with catalytic charcoal, s-J'ac-lCo-
(dien)(medien)l(ClO4) j gave a mixture of seven complexes
which were separated chromatographically into six bands on
SP-Sephadex cation-exchange resin using Na3POo eluent
(Figure 3B). The reaction was studied at 80 oC because some
information on the equilibrium proportions of the three
Co(dien)tl+ isomers is available for that temperature.rs
Equilibrium was established within 4 h. The identities ol rhe
six yellow or orange complexes were established from their
relative orders ol separation on Sephadex with Na,PO¡,
compared with those of the authentic complexes determined
separately¡7 and which have been characterized by ¡rC NMR
spectroscopy.l6
The molar proportions of these six products were dcLermined
-/ac-[Co(dien)2] r*:
(+m ar- [Co(dien)-+:u-/ac- 
[Co(dien)-
-23:19: -23:4:26.
Clearly s-/ac-[Co(dien)(medien)l]+ had undergone dispro-
portionation (in the ligand sense) so rhar the above proporrions
should represent the relative stabilities of the various species
corresponding to equimolar amounts ol the two ligands. Some
orange rrer-[Co(dicn)(mcdien)]r+ was undoubtcdly lormcd,
but this complex chromatographs with ycllow nter-lCo-
(dien)2ll+ in a single band¡7 so that the proportions of these
two species could not be directly assessed. However from the
yellow color ol this band and the proportion arguments below,
we believe that the proportion of nrar-[Co(dicn)(mcdien)]i+
was small (14o/o of the total products).
The above proportions of the Co(dien)zr+ isomers (5:-
23:-19 for perchlorates) are in accord with the previously
measured equilibrium proportions at the same temperature,
s-fac:u-fac:mer = 6:19l'22 (lor chlorides).rE There ís also
reasonable agreement between the above proportions of the
Co(dien)(medien)l+ isomers, s-fac:u-fac:mer = -23:4:small,
and the equilibrium proportions of these isomers as determined
for homogeneous solution (81:10:9, although these were at 90
'C). Of the three possible Co(mcdien)23+ isomers, therc has
been no evidence lor the lormation ol the u-lac and ner
isomers in detectable quantities from several rcactions
studied.le
From the reaction stoichiometry
2Co(dien)(medien¡:+ - Co(dien)2r+ * Co(medien)2r+
the molar amounts ol Co(dicn),r+ (threc isomcrs) ¡¡nd Co-
(medien)zl+ were expected to bc cqual, but thcir proportion
as measured a.bove, -47:26, shows a deficiency of medien.
This proportion is only approximate because s-/ac-[Co-
(dien)(medien)I!+ t nd u-fac-lCo(dien)2lr* were incompletely
separated in thc chromatography (Figure 3B) and wcrc es-
timated visually to be in similar amounts and bccause any
zer-[Co(dien)(medien)]r+ formed is included in thc nter-
ICo(dien)2]3+ figure. Nevertheless .to give a l:l rario ol
dien:medien ovcr the total chromatographed products, pro-
portions of s-/ac- [Co(dicn) ( medien) ] r+ anil rzer- [Co(dien)-
(medien)]3* in rhe respective incomplcrely separated bands
would be required which would be too high ro sarisfy si-
multaneously the lollowing three requircments: ( l) thc ex-
perimental observations (albeit approximate) of rhe compo-
sitions o[ these two bands; (2) the equilibrium proportions of
the three Co(dien)21+ isomers as detcrmincd separately (though
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lor chlorides); (3) the equilibrium proportions ol the three
Co(dien)(medien)r* isomers as determined separately (though
at 90 oC). Further, it is improbable that any significanr
amounts o( u-lac a.nd mer Co(medien)2r+ have escapcd de-
tection. It seems clear therel'ore that the amount ol Co-
(medien)21+ forrned is less than stoichiometric. This probably
reflects the lower stability of the coordination between co-
balt(llt) rnd mcdicn Lhan bcnvccn cobalt(lll) and dicn. This
may bc vierved altcrnatively as a grcatcr propcnsity toward
dccomposition by Co(medien)1i*, probably to cobalt(lI) (with
charcoal, water, or OH-?0 as possible reductants) and iree
ligand, than by the Co(dien)rt*. A significant amounr of
cobalt(lI) was present (thiocyanate test) in the solution at 48
h despite rn oxygen atmosphcre being maintained above thc
solution. Some demethylation of s-/ac- [Co(medien)2] (ClO¡)3
to s-/ac-[Co(dien)(medien)]r+ on the charcoal, as observed
in separate experiments,¡e would also raise the dien:medien
ratro.
The u-fac isomer of [Co(dien)(medien)](ClO¡): dispro-
porrionatcd on charcoal to give the same products in sìmilar
proportions as lrom the s-/ac isomer above. In this instance
the extent of isomerization u-fac - s-/ac-lCo(dien)(me-dien)]r+ was considerable, and again the amount of the mer
isomer formed was probably small.
Discussion
Isomerization Reactions of Co(dien)(medien)3+ in Homo-
geneous Aqueous Solution. In aqucous solution without
charcoal. isomerization of both s-/ac- and a-/ac-Co(dicn)-
(medien)r* occurred slowly to give the same mixture of the
thrcc Co(dicn)(mcdicn)r* isomcrs, s-fac:u-fac'.mer = 8l: l0:9.
Th¡t no other products were obscrvcd undcr thesc conditions
implies that the reactions could not have involved ligand
dissociation. since this should lead to disproportionation as in
the charcoal reaction. Certainly any sftc-[Co(medicn)2]r+
would be readily detectable in thc chromatographic separations
(Figure 3B). Thus the isomerizations must involve entircly
intramolecular pathways.
Figure 4 proposes reaction pathways between each pair of
isomers. Since all three isomers are involved in the isomer-
izations, at least two of these three rcarrangement pathways
must occur, and the experimental observations give no reason
to exclude any of the three interconversions between isomer
pa rrs.
The reaction directly linking s-foc md nr¿r involves no gross
rearrangement (the secondary and tertìary amine nitrogcns
remain trans). and a bond rup[ure (one-endcd dissociation)
procceding through a trigonal-bipyramid intermediate as
skctched in Figure 4 is the simplest possible process for this
conversron.
ln lhe u-fac isomer the secondary and tertiary amine ni-
trogens are cis. Thus any changc from u-Jàc to either of the
other two isomers involvcs changing the relative positions of
thcsc nitrogcns irom cis to trlns so thíÌt gross rearrángcmcnts
are ncccssary. Two possibilitics for these rearrangcmcnts can
be envisaged: ( I ) intramolecular twists proceeding through
trigonal-prismatic transition states and (2) bond ruptures to
fivc-coordinale intermcdiatcs fol lowed by rearrangcment within
cach intermediate and subsequcnt rccoordination of the -NH2
group. This latter sequence is similar to thc "twist-with-
rupture" mechanism as describcd by Eaton and co-workcrs.l0
Figure 4 shows the two twist processes proceeding through
different trigonal-prismatic transition states which can c.ccount
lor thc interconversions lrom u-fac. Thcse trvo twists differ
in that one, lor u-fac = s-fac. is envisagcd as a trigonal
trvisting ol one coordinatcd ligand relative to thc othcr ligand
by i20o around an axis (imaginary C¡) through the centers
of thc faces of the octahcdron containing cach of the ligands
as in Figure 4. The other twist, for u-fac = rne¡, involves the
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between Co(en)33+ and Co(en)32* is quite slorv, however,2s and
since this is a cobalt(IIl)-hexamine system of the same general
type as Co(dien)(meciien)r*, thc possibiliry of the above
suggested cobalt(II)-rearrangement mechanism occurring
without any observed dissociation of the Co(dien)(medien)2*
seems remote. The experimental observations are therefore
entirely consistent with at least one rearrangement occurring
in the cobalt(lll) species, u-lac = s-fac andfor u-fac = mer,and the presence of cobalt(Il) need not be invoked as a
part¡cipant in these slow isomerization reactions. We consicier
thè present demonstration of an intramolecular mechanism
fo¡ isomerization ol Co(dien)(medien)3+ significant because
it rcpresents one of the few cases ol rearrangements of co-
balt(lll)-hcxamine-typc complexes having fivc-membered
chelate rings where the possibility of an electron-transfer-
promoted mechanism can be discounted.
The Effect of pH on the Isomerizations of Co(dien)(me-
dien)l+. Acid retardation is a characteristic oi these intra-
molecular isomcrization processes, which include at least two
rearrangemenb. Acid retardation (or base catalysis) implies
that the rearrangement processes might proceed through
conjugate base species, and the most likely sites of the de-
protonations wouìd be the secondary amines of the coordinated
dien rather than any ol the coordinated primary amines. The
relative acidities of the amine protons in the corresponding
three isomers of Co(dien)23+. based on the relative rates of
N-H exchange,24-26 ale.îec-t.NH (mer) > s¿c-NH (s-/ac and
u-fac) >> -NH2 (all three isomers),2?.2E and lhe secondary
amine protons should be the most acidic in the closely similar
Co(dien)(medien)3+ complexes also. We now consider how
deprotonation might lacilitate either twist or bond-rupture
proccsses.
Twisrc of dcprotonated species would pass through the same
dissymmetric trigonal-prismaric transition-state geometries as
those shown in Figurc 4 (but deprotonated at the sec-NH),
so that for lhc u-fac * mer change rhe twist act itself should
remain stcreospecific and optical activity should be retained.
However some inversion will occur at the deprotonated sec-N
center (coordinated dien) of the mer structure,2e and under
the conditions of the isomerization experiments the Iìnal z¿¡
product after reprotonation would not be expected to be
optically active. For this u-fac - mer change we see some
possibility of nitrog.en 1o cobalt pr-dr bonding Although zr
stabilization has not been considered to be a dominating
fcature in the racemization (through NH exchange) of
zer-[Co(dien)2]3*2e nor in the base hydrolysis ofsyrz-[Co-
(trcnen)ClJ2+ r5'2ó some degree of rr bonding could be the factor
which promotes the u-foc (deprotonated) - mer (de-protonated) twist act.
An alternative view is that deprotonation facilitates the
adjustmcnrs of the bond angles at the sec:amine sites which
necessarily accompany stereo change. The required adjust-
ments o[ bond angles would probably be greatest for the u-fac+ nrcr twist changc where a facial dicn ligand becomes
nrcridional, and this situation is analogous to the basc-catalyzed
isomcrization ci.ç - trans-lCo(cyclam)(OH2)r]r+ l5 in whichproton abstraction from a coordinated sac-amine group was
associated with foc to rrer changc of coupled chelate rings in
the cyclam ligand.3o Howevcr such dcproronation requirement
should bc less stringent, in terms either oi zr bonding or of
facilitating nitrogen bond anglc adjustments, for the possible
s-fac = u-/ac twist where each ligand remains facial.
Our obscrvations on the acid retardations of the isomeri-
zarions of Co(dicn)(medien)l+ are in accord with the suggested
bond angle adjustments. After 2.5 days at 90'C in 0.01 M
perchloric acid the u-fac isomer had undergone some isom-
erization to s-/ac (- l0oó) but no m¿¡ was detected. and this







Figure 4. Possible int¡amolccular lwist (and bond-rupturc) pathways
for interconversions of Co(dien)(mcdicn)1* isomcrs. Thc particular
enantiomers shown of the two possiblc geometrically diffcrcnt
trigonal-bipyramidal intermediarcs linking s-fac and, D¡c¡ arc those
corres¡rcnding to thc mer-ô optical isomcr only. Thc trigonal-prismatic
transition statc for raccmization o1 thc u-fac is symetrical (planc).
Thc cnant iomcrs shown of the other lwo r.rigonal prisms corrcspond
10 the part¡cular optical isomers drawn fo¡ u-Iac (L) and z¿¡ (ð-NH,
NMc). Thc small dashed arrows indicate movemcnts of donor atoms
around octahcdron faces by trigonal twisting to givc products dcs-
ignatcd as s (s-fac), u @-fac), and m (nrer).
trigonal twisting by 120" around an octahedral face of trvo
donor nitrogen atoms of one ligand (one primary amine, one
secondary or tertiary amine) and onc nitrogen (primary amine)
ol the other ligand. Both of the trigonal-prismatic transition
states are dissymmetric, so that the u-fac = rn¿r change should
be stereospecific as indicatcd in Figure 4. It is conceivable
that in any reactions of cobalt(llf), particularly those con-
ducted at higher temperaturcs and in basic conditions as in
the present instance, some cobalt(ll) species could be
formed.lr22 Cobalt(ll) was not detectable in the product
solutions by the thiocyanate test, so that (he concentration of
any cobalt(ll) must hâve been small (<10 ppm). Formation
of any cobalt(ll) would appear to providc a mechanism for
the observed rearrangements by slow electron transler bctween
a cobalt(lll) complex and labile cobalt(ll),:r but this
mechanism should lead to some concomitant disproportion-
ation, albeit at a slow rate if the cobalt(l I) concentration was
extremel¡,small, and this was not obscrved Such an clec-
lron-transfer mechanism for thc equilibrations can thus be
discarded, but this docs not eliminate the possibility that the
rcarrangcmcnt proccsscs (twist or bond rupture) might occur
via transient labile Co(dien)(medien):* intcrmcdiates
However to be consistent with the expcrimental observations,
this mechanistic route would require that the rate ol disso-
ciation of the ligands from the transient Co(dien)(medien)2+
be relatively slow compared u'ith the rates of both the rear-
rangement and thc electron-transfer acts The eleclron transfer
N
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u-fac-l ms of possìble processes' and
ii any -rupture possibilities. could
probab merization and racemization
in the i hould bc somewhat simPler,
since racemization by direct inversion of lhe mer isomer should
be avoided with the two methyl substituents.
A third possibte interprctation of the base catalysis of the
isomerizations of Co(dien)(medien)r* is that OH- is involved
in thc transition statc in an S¡2 proccss. This kind of
mcchanisnr rvas proposcd by Cookc, Im, and Busch for thc
base-catalyzed racemization oi Co(cdta)-¡5 by a twist process'
with the OH- suggested to be coordinated to the cobalt at a
rectangular lace of the trigonal prism.rl Deprotonation is not
possiblc with Co(cdta)-, and with our prcscnt aminc complcxcs
we favor the conjugate-base intcrprctation.
On the basis of the above conjugate-base twist and
bond-rupture proposals, it becomes of considerable intercst to
know whether the Co(medien)2r* isomers would isomerize at
all in homogeneous solution, since deprotonations analogous
to those at the coordinated s¿c-NH centers ol thc Co-
bcen able to obtain the u'lac a¡d mer isomers in detcctable
amounts in the presence ol cha
crucial experiment oI examining
isomcrization u-Êc- [Co(mcdicn)
cannot bc carricd out.
confirmed as intramolecular only by comparing ligand-ex-
change and isomerization rates. Ncvertheless intermolecular
mech-anisms lor thcse homogencous processes of Co(dien)2r+
and Co(dicnXmedicn)r+ undcr the concentrations of complexcs
cmploycd are considcred quitc unlikely, as complele disso-
ciaiions of tridcntÂtc ligands would bc expected to result in
considcrable amounts olhydrolysis products from the reactions
in watcr, and these weÍe not cvidcnt.
Thc thrcc Co(dicn)2r* isomcrs as thc acctatc salts havc bccn
intcrconvcrtcd undcr a varicty of conditions of solvcnt (watcr,
used for the Co(dien)(medien)r+ compounds. Samplcs taken
from a run at various times were chromatographed on
Scphadex columns, and the proportions of the threc^sc-parated
isomcrs werc detcrmined spccirophotometrically. 
I 8'll
The rcsults can be summarized as follows, one set ol ex'
perimental data being given in Table I: (l) Each isomer gives
à mixture of all three isomers. Thc reaction rates depend on
the starting isomer, bcing greatest îor lhe mer (Tabte I). (2)
The isomerizations in water are catalyzed by base (pH range
5-9) and d <3- s detectable
in giacial a mPle Poscd in 0.1
Mlodium oC' equilibrium









Figure 5. Possiblc intramo¡cculâr pathways for intcrconvcrsions of
Co(dienXmedicn)l' isomcrs involving bond ruPl.urs to fìvc'coordinatc
intermediates. Only the central pathway may be stercospccific À-r:'/ac
- mer-6.
acidic conditions than were the other two proccsses. Under
identical conditions lhe s'lac isomer showed no change, and
the nonobservance of any s-fac * u'fac probably rcflects the
equilibrium position being heavily in favor of s-fac.
Acidic conditions may inhibit a bond-rupture process by the
protonation of the dissociated amine group preventing its
iecoordination to the metal, as with the racemization of
Fe(bpy)¡2*.3" However, for the present complexes with acidic
s¿c-amine sites (dien), the basc catalysis of the possible
bond-rupture pathways is more satisfactorily accounted for
in terms of:r stabilization ol the fìve-coordinate conjugate-base
intermediates (Figure 5). The apparent greatcr ratc for u-fac
- s-Íac than for u'fac - mer ¡nd s'fac - n e¡ referrcd to
above is consistcnt with thc singlc intcrmcdiatc pathway for
u-fac - slc bcing prclcrred ovcr thc othcrs. ln this singlc
trigonal-bipyramid intcrmcdiate 7r-bonding ovcrlap is likcly
to be more efficient as a consequence of thc flcxibility of the
detached arm of thc dien;2ó thc other two pathways involve
intermediates with lacial dicn.
Figure 4 also shows that a third twist proccss o1 t'íc u-fac
isomer could lead to its raccmization, thc transition state in
this instance possessing a plane of symmetry. Similarly a
bond-rupture process through a symmetrical trigonal-bipyr-
amid intermediate (Figure 5) could lead to dircct raccmization
of u-fac. The possiblc routcs involving eithcr twists or bond
ruptures by which optical activity could be lost from the u'foc
isomer are numerous: (l) direct racemization; (2) the
symmetrical s-/ac; (3) mutarotation to ner deprotonated
intermediate by twist, followed by invcrsion ol the intcrme-
diate; (4) the nonstereospecific u-fac - rzer bond-rupture
pathway; (5) .lny aclive mer product formed being subse-
quently racemized by hydrogen exchange at the sec-NH of
the coordinated dien.2e This complexity would preclude an
analysis of the kinetics of loss of optical activity from active
H omogeneous and Ch arcoal-C ataly zed Isomerizations
Table L Isome¡ization Reaclions of the ICo(dien)r](CHTCOO)t
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e4uilibrations of cobalt(III)-amine complexes has been widely
attested, but uncertainty remains as to the mechanism in-
volved.3b,3i Most of the kinetic and mechanistic studies have
been on the racemizations of Co(en)33+ salts, and since Co-
(en)31* and the Co(dien)(medien)3+ isomers are all CoN63*
complexes with ñve-membered saturated rings, similar
mechanistic features might reasonably by expected for the
isomerization reactions in these two systems.
Dwyer and Sargeson demonstrated the involvement of
cobalt(ll) in the catalyzed racemization of ICo(en)3]Cl3
(-0.06 M complex in water)ló and proposed22'3ó that the
catal¡ic equilibration and racemization reactions of cobalt(lII)
complcxes occur by two routes: (l) labilization through a
high-spin activated statc of cobalt(III), one suggested role of
the carbon being to catalyze the conversion of a small amount
of spin-paired cobalt(lll) to the activated spin-free state
(rearrangements and ligand dissociation would be facilitated);
(2) rapid electron-transfer, charcoal catalyzed, between labile
cobalt(ll) species-generated by charcoal reduction of the
activated high-spin cobalt(llI) arising by (1)-and high-spin
cobalt(lll).
It has been shown subsequentlys? that with Co(pn)33+15
isomers on charcoal A = Ä interconversions occur much morerapidly than ligand exchange. In these interconversions, the
major role of the charcoal thus appears to be catalysis of
intramolecular processes.
Mu¡einik and Spiro have reccntly shown that in morc dilute
solurions (-0.002 M [Co(en)3]13 in water) a different
mechanism, which does not involve a cobalt(ll) intermediate,
must obtain.3s The deduced third-order rate law implied that
thc reaction proceeded by interaction on the carbon surface
bctween two adsorbed Co(en)33+ ions and one adsorbed iodide.
The halide apparently played a crucial although undefined role,
since the perchlorate salt did not racemize at all on charcoal
undcr similar conditions.
The mechanism for the disproportionâtions of the isomers
of [Co(dien)(medien)](ClOa)3 over charcoal to give Co'
(dien)23+ and Co(medien)23* clearly must involve complete
dissociations of ligands, and any charcoaì catal¡'sis of intra-
molecular processes is obscured. In comparison with Mureinik
and Spiro's work, it is significant that our present results were
obtained using perchlorate salts, so that we tested the effect
of our charcoal on (+)- [Co(en)3] (ClO4)3. Under a particular
set ot'conditions (concentration, amount of charcoal, and time)
in neutral water at I9 oC little if any racemization of
(+)-[Co(en)¡](ClOa)3 nor of (+)-[Co(en)3]13 was evident
(percent decrease in optical rotation approximately cquals
decrcase in visible absorption). However under similar
conditions in 0.01 M sodium hydroxide we found that sub-
stantial racemization ol (+)-[Co(en)¡](ClOa)3 occurred.
Clearly the cffects of added bases on this catalyzed reaction
merit further attention.3s
It appears therefore that different mechanisms dominate
for charcoal-catalyzed equilibrations under different conditions
ol complex concentration. The concentrations (usually -0.08
M) employcd in our present charcoal-catalyzed isomeriz¿tions
ol' ICo(dicnXmedicn)](ClO¡)¡ wcre comparable with.those in
Drvyer and Sargeson's work,3ó and we prefer to interpret our
charcoal-catalyzed reactions as occurring essentiall)' by
electron transfer between the cobalt(lll) complexes and labile
cobulr(ll) (both the proposed steps (l) and (2) outlined above).
Our obscrvations of significant amounts ol'cobalt(II) being
formed in the Co(dien)(medien)3* reactions accords with
obscrvations on other cobalt(llI) complex systems wíth
charcoa l.2l'3 5'36
For the isomerization of Co(dien)(medicn)3* in homoge-
ncous alkaline solution, the rearrangement process might
require the complex to be in an activated state as proposed















proportions on cha¡coal at
82'C (12 h)
o Complex concenlration -0.02 M' b Values given ate subject
to experimental e¡¡o¡ of ¿ 2.
fa more slowly to their equilibrium
pr final product distribution is the
sa er under a given set of conditions
and in water is identical with that obtained by the rapid
equilibration of any of the isomers on activated charcoal (Table
I). This confirms that charcoal effects true thermodynamic
equilibration between the isome¡s. (4) ln atl instances where
isòmerization occurred, a small amount of a reddish purple
species was detccted. ìt is likely that this was a monoaquo
species whose formation competes with isomerization in a
bond-rupture process. Some cobalt(ll) was evident in the
reactions in alcohols, parLicularly in the most rcducing alcohol,
methanol.
The significant result here is the variation in the rates ol
reaction and formation of the three geometric isomers. If
intramolecular mechanisms may be assumed for these pro-
cesses, this observation is consistent with the react¡ons pro-
cceding through three (rather than two) intramolecular
pathways.
From the relative N-H exchange rates in the three isomers
(given earlier), the deprotonated (at sec-N) me¡ species would
be the most rapidly formed and would be in the greatest
concentration. This probably accounts for lhe nter complex
isomerizing the most rapidly and the equilibrium Proportion
of this isomer being attained relatively quickly.
The experimcntal observations on the homogcneous Co-
(dien)(medicn)3+ isomerizations have not allowed a dccision
between the twist and bond-rupture intramolecular mecha-
nisms. However the bond-rupture route for these reactions
oi cobalt(llI)-amine complexes is supported by the folìowing
facrs: (1) decomposition 6f Co(dien)2r* and s-/ac-Co(me-
dien)23* complexes in alkali at 80 oCi (?) the presencc of
ICo(dien)2OH2]3* or ICo(dien)10H]:+ in the rcaction
products in small amounls; (3) a recently obscrvcd rcaction
ol thc samc typc with u-/ac-[Co(NH:CH:CHlCHr-
SCH2CH2NH2)rlr+ which with alkaii Sives [Co(NHzCH¡
CH2CH2SCHzCH2NH2)rOHl:*.x All the data for the
homogeneous systems can be rationalized by transient livc-
coordinate intermediates rearranging. ll' the twisting hy-
pothesis is adopted the [Co(dien)2OH]2+ producr and the
decomposition have to be produced by an independent path.
On the basis of the "principìe of parsimony" we prefer the
former analysis.
Charcoal-Catalyzed Equilibrations of Cobalt(III)-Amine
Complexes, and the Catalyzed and Uncatalyzed Racemizâtion
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in process (l) above for the catalyzed isomerizations of co-
balt(III)-amine complexes. In the homogeneous conditions
the activaled high-spin state ol the deprotonated cobalt(lll)
could be attained thermally.le In contrast, (+)-[Co(en)3]r+
salts are highly optically stable, undergoing no cha-n-gc in
neutral watãr (noi in dilute acid) even at lOo oC.l2'ls'ló 18 r0
However the diflerence may well be associa[ed with the higher
acidities of the Co(dien)(medien)r* isomers due to lhe co-
ordinated secondary amines, whcreas (+)-[Co(en)3]3+ has only
coordinatcd primary amines as sitcs for dcprotonation.
In homogeneous solution in the presencc ol added [Co-
(en)¡lCl2 and ethylenediamine, racemization of (+)-[Co-
(en)rlCtt occurs by a second pathwây in addition to the slow
electron-iransfcr reection.l3 Thc rates closely fit thc proposcd
two-term rate law n = /<[Co(lll)][Co(ll)] + k'ICo(lll)][en]'
and the second term has been attributed to the formation of
a seven- or eight-covalent intermediate between the complex
and ethylenediamine.2z'21'16'3E In the light of our f inding that
thç rates of the homogeneous isomerizations of ICo-
Co(dien) (medien)3+.
Experimental Section
The complex s-/ac-[Co(dien)(medien)](ClO¡)1 was obtained lrom
reaction of [Co(NHrisCl]Clz with dien and medien.ró The details
of its isolation along with other Products from this rexc!ion will be
dcsc¡ibcd in a subscqucnt arl.iclc.
Rcrctions of sfc- rnrl rlc'ICo(dien)(mcdicn)l(ClOo)¡ Isomcrs
on Charcoal. A solution of s-/¿c'ICo(dicn)(medicn)](ClO¡)¡ (0.60
Sephadex C-25 cation-exchange resin, Na* [orm, with 0.1 Ñf Na¡PO¿
when five clear yellow or orange bands separated (Figure 3B). The
chromatographed pattcrns on the ñve columns appearcd all identical.
The five band efflucnts were collected separately and madc up to
standard volumes with watel, and the cobalt concenLrations werc
determined on a Varian'Techtron Model 1200 atomic absorption
2), resPectivelY. The
)(medien)lr+ and u-
cicnt to gaugc visuallY
comParablc amounts
thc six complexes (in
order ol their elution) were 5:4'.-23:-23:19:.26.
dien) equilibratcd (0.10
over 2 daYs at 80 oC'
tPhy bcnds aPParcntlY
ct (vi he Pattcrn starting





adjusted to pH 8 0 ar 25 oC),J2 in stoppercd flasks wcre maintained
at 90 oC in an oil bath. At lppropriate timcs, samplcs (- I mL) were
to columns (1.2 x 40 cm) oI SePhadcx
clution with 0.1 M NaIPO¡ th¡ce bands
rom the reactions in water or buffer' but
was obtained from the reaction in HCIO¡.
Searle, Keene, and Lincoln
The effect of acid on isomcrization of ulc-[Co(dien)(medien)ì(CIOI¡
was determincd by chromatographing samplcs from two small-scale
rcactions, 0.10 g of complex in '{ mL of 0.01 M HCIO¡ or buffer
solurion, run concurrently at 90 'C for 2.5 days.
The determinal.ion of the equilibrium proportions ol the three
(column sizes 3 cm diameter X 2 cm for s-fac' 1.2 cm X 3 cm for
u-fac lnd mer). Aller washing the columns with water, the comPlexs
wãrc elutcd off with 0. I M HCIO¡. These cffìuents were evaporated
to dryness or sludge on a roLary evaporâtor, ethanol was ad-d,ed,.and
the fiasks were cooled at 0 oC. The ethanol (containing NaCIO¡)
was sucked off product was suspended in fresh
cthanol. The ol the orange u-fac and mer
pcrchlorates we hing bottles' most ol the ethanol
was sucked ofi ethanol was then removed in a'
N, 14.3; Cl, 18.7.
The rrC NIVTR spectra ol the ICo(dien)(medien)](ClOa)¡ isomers
in DzO were obtained as described previously.ló The mettryl crrbon
,oonìn".. were identificd by rcrunning thc spcctrâ undcr off-rcsonancc
and for ans lor 0'20 g
Isome¡s. ined bY shaking
Co(dicn) hiometric silver
on. filtcr ing thc filtratcs
to dryncss. The hygroscopic rcctatc salts were stored in a dcsiccator'
Registry No. r-/ac ICo( dien) ( mcd icn) ] (ClO¡) 3, ^ó1 049'?2-3 "zcr- [Co(dien)(mcdicn)] (CIOJ¡, 65608-69-7: s-Êc' ICo(dicn)(me'
dien)l(clon)r, 6356ó-ó7-6: Co(dicn)2r+, 18703-28-1.
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Polarographic Studies of the Geometric Isomers of the Bis(diethylenetriamine)cobalt(III)
and -cobalt(Il) Cations in Acetone
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Receiued May /,8. 1978
Extensive studic have been made previously on the kinetically inert geometric isomers of lCollt(dien)t]'* (di"n = the tridentate
ligand diethylenetriamine); ho,reuer, virtualiy no information 
-has 
been available on the corresponding isomers of ICorr(dien)2]2+.
Electrochemical reduction of the cobalt(III) complexes has been studied by dc polarography, differential pulse polarography'
cyclic voltammetry, and controlled-potential elèctrolysis. Results have enabled equilibrium constants lor the redox and
iiomer distribution to be calculated. Two reduction \xaves are found for each of the meridional (rner), symmetrical facial
(s-/ac), and unsymmetrical lacial (u-fac) isomers. The step (mer, u-fac, sfic) [Corrr(dien)z]r* + e- = (mer, u'Iac' s-fac)
iç;lt(dien)212t occurs with retention ol geometry on the electrochemical time scale. With respect to redox behavior, the
i-¡.-'¡Co,tí1ái"n)213*speciesisrhehardesltoreduceandtherzer-[Co¡¡(dien)j2*cationisthehardesttooxidize. Inoxidation
rt.t. iI th..o¡¡pi.*oàr. kinetically labile and under conditions of controlled-potential electrolysis, the thermodynamically
d. Calculations suggest that compared with oxidation state
the facial isomcrs. On further reduction
I cobalt metal occurs: (rner, u-fac, s-fac)
medien)2lr* (medien = NHzCHzCHzN-
nd it is the only isomer detected in either
oxidation state llI or II.
the iodide salt.
The geometric isomers shown in Figure I may be designated
in terrns of the facial or meridional arrangement of the ligands'
An additional specification a-/ac (unsymmetrical) and, s'fac
Introduction
Isomerism in complexes ol the type [Colll(dien)t]3* (dien
= the tridentate ligand diethylenetriamine) has been studied
extensively since Manna first isolated the complex cation as
2848 Inorganic Chemistry, Vol. 17, No. 10, 1978 Bond et al.
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Figure l. Geometric isomers of [Co(dien)r]2+þ+.. left, s-foc; center,
u-fac', ¡ight, me¡.
(symmetrical) is necessary to distinguish the two facial forms.
The u-fac and mer isomers have only a twofold rotation axis
and can therefore also exhibit optical isomerism. Keene and
Searles have separated the three geometric isomers and re-
solved the u-fac and ner forms into optical isomers; char-
acterization of the isomers was made from IR, NMR, and
optical rotation measurements followed by chromatographic
separation of the Co(III) species and spectrophotometric
estimation of the relative proportions of the isomers. In a
subsequent study6 the same authors examined the factors
which influence the equilibrium isomer proportions of the
cobalt(Ill) complexes and compared the experimental data
with predictions from energy-minimized conformational
analysis calculations. In these investigations equilibrium
proportions of the three geometric isomers of [Co(dien)2]3+
were generally determined from ae¡ial oxidation of cobalt(Il)
salts under various conditions.
Thus, while it is apparent that considerable information is
available on the lcolll(dien)2]3+ cation, virtually no data are
available on the corresponding isostructural Co(II) complexes
which presumably are implicated as intermediates in the aerial
oxidation studies to produce the kinetically inert [Colll-
(dien)2]3+ complexes in their various isomeric forms. Since
[Coll(dien)r]2* itself must exhibit the same isomeric forms as
the well-documented Co(IlI) system and in this oxidation state
cobalt is generally kinetically labile, the thermodynamically
favored situation should be reached readily. Thus in principle
equilibrium data should be easier to obtain than for the inert
Co(III) cation where lengthy periods andfor addition of
catalysts are required to reach the equilibrium values.
Electrochemical investigations in these laboratories of
isomerization in a range of carbonyl complexesT-e has shown
that extensive thermodynamic and hnetic data can be obtained
for the isomers in different oxidation states. Since the
[Co¡I¡(dien)2]3+ geometric isomers can all be isotated in a pure
form and they are known to be kinetically inert, the possibility
of reducing each of them to the kinetically labile cobalt(Il)
state exists. Monitoring of reaction path\À'ays following re-
duction should provide unambiguous data as to the ther-
modynamic stability of oxidation state II [Co¡I(dien)r]2+
cations. Using the usual thermodynamic cycles, data ap-
plicable to both the Co(II) and Co(III) systems are therefore
also easily generated. The present paper describes an in-
vestigation of the geometric isomerization of IColII(dien)z]3*
and [Coll(dien)2]2+ complexes using predominantly ihe
techniques of dc and differential pulse polarography, cyclic
voltammetry, and controlled-potential electrolysis. A nona-
queous solvent, acetone, was chosen as the medium in which
to carry out the investigations since all cobalt(Ill) and co-
balt(Il) complexes are soluble with the cobalt(Il) complexes
being stable under an inert atmosphere of nitrogen. Previous
work by Sherwood and Laitinenl0 on this system has been
undertaken in aqueous media and in the presence of excess
dien, but the isomeric distribution was not considered in the
interpretation or results.
Experimental Section
Preparations ¡nd Instrument¡tion. The geometric isomers of
[Co(dien)z]] were prcpared as their perchlorate salrs using the method
v0LT.-. Asf AsCt
Figure 2. Dc poiarogram of a 5 X l0{ M solution of rzer-[Colll-
(dien)21(ClOa)3 in acelone (0.1 M BuaNPFe). Drop time = 0.5 s.
of Keene and Searle.5.6 The electrol¡e used for all experiments was
0.1 M tetrabutylammonium hexafìuorophosphate (BuaNpF6) dissolved
in acetone. All solutions were degassed with nitrogen at 20 + I oC
prior to undertaking any measurements.
For dc and differential pulse measurements a mechanically
controlled mercury drop time of 0.5 or 1.0 s was usually employed.
The reference elcctrode was AglAgCl (saturated LiCl; acetone)
separated from the test solution by a salt bridge containing the
supporting electrolyte solution, and the auxiliary electrode was a
platinum wire. For cyclic volrammetry, the scan at a rate of 500 mV/s
was commenced I s after the commencement of the drop life. po-
larographic data were obtained with a Princeton Applied Research
(PAR) Corp. Model 174 polarographic analyzer.
Controlled-potential electrolysis was achieved using a pAR Model
I 73 potentiostatlgâlvanctat at a mercury pool electrode. The ¡eference
electrode was the same as used for the polarography, but the auxiliary
elcctrodc was made from platinum gauze and separated f¡om the test
solution by a salt bridge constructed from porous Vycor sinters and
filled with supporting electrolyte solution. Coulometric data were
obtained from the controlled-potential electrolysis experiments using
a PAR Modcl 179 digital coulomete¡.
ed Equilibration of the
Co(ClOn)2.6H20 (0.37
0 mL, AR), and water
molecules of hydra-tion were removed by drying the solution over
molecular sieves (zt-Å) for several hours. This soluiion was then added
to another solution in acetone (200 mL) of dien (0. I 8 g, l.67 X I 0-3
mol), dien.3HClO4 (0.14 8,0.33 x l0-3 mol), activard charcoal (5
g), and BuoNPFó (15.7 g,0.04 mol), and the rotal volume of the
solution was made up to 400 mL with acetone. The mixture was
aerated for 36 h, the charcoal removed by filtration, and the filtrate
evaporated to near dryness (rotary evaporator). The rcsidue was
extracted with water (l L) to remove the [Co(dien)2]3+ species from
the sparingly soluble BuoNPFu, and the filtered aqueous solution was
applied to a column of
with 0.5 M NaClOo.
bands from the colu
collected, diluted with water, and reapplied to the column. Elution
with 0.3 M sod-ium (*)-tartrate solution rcsulted in the separation
of [Co(dien)2]3+ into its three isomers, which were colleóted and
estimated spectrometrically as described previously.ó The percentage
figures are each considered accurate to +1.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2 is a dc polarogram of mer-[CoIll(dien)2]3+ in
acetone. Two reduction waves are seen. Step I corresponds
to the one-electron reduction Co(III) * e-: Co(II) and is
extremely well dehned. The limiting current of this step is
diffusion controlled. The second step contains an extremely
pronounced maximum, but on reaching the limiting current
region a well-defined diffusion-controlled plateau is obtained.
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Table I. Dc Pola¡o8¡aphic Data fo¡ Reduction oflsome¡s of
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trïgure 3. Expanded scale dc polarograms of the first reduction wave
of 5 x l0< M solutions of (a) mer-lCorrr(dien)21(ClOn)¡, (b) ¿-
/ac- [Cou(dien)r] (ClOa)¡, and (c) sy'ac- [Corrr(dien)z] (ClO¿) ¡ in acetone
(0.1 M Bu¿NPFJ. Drop time = 0.5 s.
0.¿ 0.0 -0.¿ -0.8 -1.2 -1.6
voLr - A9/AeCl
Figure 4. Differential pulse polarograms of 5 x l0{ M solutions of
(a) me¡-tCorrt(dicn)21(ClOa)3, (b) s-l¿c-[Corrr(dien)z](ClO¿)¡, and
(c) u-fac-fCottt(dien)21(ClOa)3 in acetone (0.1 M Bu¿NPF5). Drop
time = 0.5 s, scan rate = 5 mV/s, and pulse amplitude = -25 mV.
for step I and is assigned to an overall t\,r/o-electron step Co(II)
+ 2e- - Co(O).
Figure 3 displays the first Co(III)ICo(II) dc polarographic
reduction step for the three geometric isomers. All three
complexes are characterized by the same two-electrode
proc€sses. However, the fint reduction step clearly occurs at
different potentials with the ne¡ complex being easiest to
reduce and the s-fac the most difficult. Some differences in
shape are also found for the more negative electrode process
which includes the maximum. The amplitude and shape of
01 ûO _{..t _0.8
v0 L T.- As/AsCt
Figure 5. (a) Expanded scalc differential pulse polarogram of the
firit reduction wave for a 5 x 10{ lr,f soluiion u'fac-[Corrt'
(dien)zl(ClO¿)¡ in acetone (0.1 M Bu¡NPF). Drop time = I s, scan
rate = 5 mV/s, and pulse amplitude = -25 mV. (b) Cyclic volt-
ammogram at a dropping mercury electrode of the same solution using




Figure 6. Cyclic voltammogram at a dropping mercury elect¡ode of
a 5 x l0{ M solution ofnrer-[Corrl(dien)2](ClOa)3 in acetone (0.1
M Bu¡NPFc). Scan ratc = 500 mV/s.
the maxima \ryere in fact found to be extremely oxygen de-
pendent indicating that the [Colr(dien)r]2+ species is air
sensitive and reacts with oxygen on the polarograPhic time
scale. Relevant dc polarographic data are contained in Table
I.
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the differential pulse po-
larograms for the three comPlexes. In the region where a sharp
maximum is found in the dc polarograms, a region of negative
current is found in the differential pulse curves. However, the
s-rføc complex has a markedly different shape in the second
wave compared with the other isomers. The shapes of the
differential pulse cuwes for the first wave were similar for each
isomer, and the u-/ac isomer is represented in Figure 5. Also
included in Figure 5 is a cyclic voltammogram of the first
reduction wave which indicates a considerable degree of
chemical reversibility. Figure 6 illustrates an unusual oc-
currence in cyclic voltammetry where positive currents are
Å50 Inorganic Chemistry, Vol. 17, No. 10, 1978 Bond et al.
Table II. Dc Polarographic Data for Elecr¡olysis Products
foltowing a One-Elect¡on Reduction of ¡Collrldien¡, ¡3r in
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Figure 7. Dc polarogram ofelectrolysis products after a one-electron
reduction of 5 x l0-'4 M s-/ac-[Corrl(dien)2](ClOa)3 in acetone (0.1








Figure 8. Voltammograms of electrolysis products resulting from
one-electron reductions of 5 x l0{ M solurions of zer-[Colll-
(dien)21(ClOa)3 (left) and s-lac-[CoIIr(dien)2] (ClOa)3 (righr): (A)
differential pulse polarograms recorded using a scan rate of 5 mV/s,
a drop time of 0.5 s, and a pulse amplitude of -25 mV; (B) cyclic
voltammograms at a dropping mercury electrode using a scan rate
of 500 mV/s; (C) dc polarograms recorded using a drop time of 0.5
s. All potentials are vs. the AglAgCt reference electrode.
obtained in both the forward and reverse sweep directions for
the second step. Similar behavior was observed for all geo-
metric isomers.
Controlled-potential electrolysis coupled with coulometry
gave an n value of 1.00 + 0.02 for the number ofelectrons
transferred in the first reduction step for all isomers. An ¡
value of 2.0 + 0.1 was lound for the second process conhrming
voLT _. As/Ascr
Figure 9. (a) x t0-'4 M dien in acetone (0.1
M BuoNPF6), 5 s. (b) Cyclic volrammogram
at a dropping he same solution, using a scan
rate of 500 m
the assignment of the two-electrode processes as Co(III) +
e- : Co(II) and Co(II) * 2e- - Co(0), respectively. Po-larographic monitoring of the products of electrolysis after a
one-electron reduction of a 5 X 10-4 M Jy'ac solution at a
potential between the two waves is shown in Figure 7. As





magnitude at a slightly more positive potential than for ox-
idation of Co(II). This \ilave is just detectable in Figure ? but
quite distinct in Figure 8C. The s-/ac electrolysis products
also gave a reduction \ryave which showed the presence of the
characteristic maxima associated with the two-elect¡on re-
duction process Co(II) + 2e- * Co(0). A comparison of
results with those for a reduced solution of the mer Co(III)
cation (Figure 8) shows dc and differential pulse polarograms
and cyclic voltammograms are essentially identical except the
magnitude of the more positive oxidation wave is less pro-
nounced in the mer case. Reduction of the u-fac Co(lll)
complex produced polarograms which were also identical with
those of the other reduced solutions with respect to the number
of waves and their positions. After a three-electron step
reduction. the only polarographic wave present was the oxi-
dation step observed at the more positive potential after the
one-electron reduction. Table II shows the relevant polaro-
graphic data after controlled-potential electrolysis experiments.
These data should be compared with those in Table I.
A dc polarogram and cyclic voltammogram of the ligand
(dien) is shown in Figure 9 along with curves obtained after
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as
rner-[Corrl(dien)z]3* * t S
nrer-[Corr(dien))2* (Ern = *0.030 v) (4)
u-fac-lCottt(dien)213+ + e- t'9
u-fac'lCott(dien)zl2+ (Et tz = -0.015 v) (5)
s-lac-[Colil(dien)z]3+ + e- å
s-lac-lColr(dien)z]2* (Etlz= -0.035 V) (6)
process for steP 2 is thus
(mer, s-fac, u-fac) ÍCo(dien)zl2* + 2€ * Co + 2dien (7)
K,
s-/ac- [Cott (dien)z] 
2+ + r¡e¡- [Cotrr(dien) 2] 3+ -t
s-lac- [Corlt(dien)z] 
3* + mer- [Cor¡ (dien)z] 2+ (8)
lies substantially to the right.
Assuming Erlz = Eo, then
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VOLT .vs. AglAgg¡
Frgure 10. Dc polarograms illustrating the effect of
adãing mercuric nitrate to a 2.5 x l0-4 M solution
(0.1 M BuaNPF5). Curve (a) represents the dien lig
of Hg(NO3)2.
the E1 72 value and wave shape the additional oxidation wave
obtainéd after the reduction of the cobalt complexes is the same
as for this process, i.e., is that for the ligand. This wave is
assigned to the overall electrode Process of the kind
xdien * Hg = Hg(dien),2+ + 2e- (l)
Roe et al.,rr in a polarographic study of dien and mercuric
complex formation, lound that the bis- and tris(diethylene-
triamine)mercury(Il) complexes are the predominant species
acetone showed that maxima and other anomalous current-
time behavior are produced at higher concentrations, and the
process is complicated by adsorption. Electrocapillary curves





2dien * 2Hg = 2Hg(dien)+ + 2c (2)
2Hg(dien)+ = Hg + Hg(dien)22+ (3)
the marked dependence on concentration predicted by eq I
and the shape (at low concentrations) of the E vs. log [(¡d -
i)/i] plot has a slope close to that for a reversible one-electron
stêp ãs required by eq 2. Some of the behavior at higher
concentrati-ons is consislent with the formation of Hg2(dien)22+
at the electrode surface. Addition of mercury(I) nitrate to
a solution of ligand also gave the same process as for mer-
cury(Il) nitrate as required by eq 2 and 3.
, Plots of E vs. log [(td - i)/i] for the one'electron reduction
of the three cobalt(Ill) isomers were not completely linear but
dients of 0.057 + 0.005 V. These plots, other
c data, and results lrom differential pulse
nd cyclic voltammetry indicate that the
[me¡ Co(III)] [s-lac Co(II)]
antilos ffi= 13 (e)
Using the same calculation procedures lor the u'faclmer
distribution gives
[u-Êc Co(III)] lrne¡ Co(II)].' - 
- - -- : <1 /1n\
^2 - lmer Co(III)llu-Êc Co(II)l
Similarly for the u-facls-fac distribution:
7E52 Inorganic Chemistry, Vol. 17, No. 10, i,978
_ ls-fac Co(III)llzy'¿c Co(II)lAt=m=2'3 tiir
Thus if the equilibrium constants for the isomer distribution
in oxidation state III are known, those for the cobalt(Il) state
can be calculated.
The equilibrium isomeric distribution for ICoIIl(dien)r] 3+
in the presence of activated charcoal was determined under
the same conditions that were used for the electrochemical
measurements (acetone solution, 0.1
I!_.previous studies6 of the equilibr
[Colll(dien)r]3+ on activated chaicoal b
salts, yields of the desired complex were observed to be à94%
for both aqueous and nonaqueous solvents (viz., dimethyl-
acetamide, dimethyl sulfoxide). For the present determination
in acetone solution, the yield of [Co(dien)2]3+ was considerably
lower (ca. 2096); this may be considered to result from con-
densation reactions between acetone and dien (either in the
free state or while complexed to Co(II) under the conditions
of the experiment) thereby modifying the amine and leading
to lower yields of the desired product. Certainly, other Co(III)
species (predominantly orange) were observed during the
chromatographic procedures following the synthesis, but these
complexes were not examined further.
Despite the low yields of [Coltr(dien)r]3+ in acetone solution,
it is likely that the observed relative proportions represent the
thermodynamic distribution of the isomers. The observed
proportions (s-fac:u-fac:mer = 9:11:74) in the presence of the
nonassociating anion (PF6-) closely resemble the proportions
obtained for equilibrations in other nonaqueous solvents
(DMA, Me2SO) in the absence of added electrol¡es (s-
fac:u-fac:mer = 7;14:39) and show that the meridional isomer
is the most thermodynamically favored with respect to isomer
distribution in acetone for the oxidation state III system. The
result is also similar to the proportions obtained in water
(7:28:65).
The equilibrium constants between thc three isomer pairs
for [Coll¡(dien)z]3+ under the present conditions are givên as
[rne¡ Co(III)ì








Substituting eq 12 into eq 9 gives
[z¿r Co(II)ì&=ffiffi=loz (15)
and the conclusion is reached that in oxidation state Il the mer
Co(II) complex is relatively more stabilized with respect to
isomeric form compared with results obtained in oxidation state
III.
Substituting eq 13 into eq l0 gives
lmer Co(Il\1r- _ . - :.)< (16)"t - ¡u-jo¿ co(W - "'
Again it can be seen that thermodynamic stabilization of the
mer form with respect to the facial isomer is gained in oxi-
dation state II.
Proceeding through the same calculation procedures and
using the K6 value of 1.?5 give
lu-fac Co(ll\lv___ ,.=Á..i (17)"e - [sy'¿c Co(II)] - '''
Tab!ç ltr. Summary of Thermodynamic Data for the
JCoIIIldien¡, ¡3*/ [Cã¡I(aien), l't System in Ac€tone




sy'¿c Co(II) + m¿¡ Co(III) i-
sy'¿c Co(III) + me¡ Co(II)
K4
,s-l¿c Co(III)Ê mer Co(ll[)
K2
s-/¿c Co(II)i mer Co(Il)
Set 2,u-faclmer
K.
u-fac Co(II) + me¡ Co(III)3
u-løc Co(lII) + mer Co(lI)
Ks
u-fac Co(IIl)æ mer Co(llI)
K6
u-îac Co(ll) l' mer Co(II)
Set 3,u-facls-fac
K3
s-Êc Co(II) + u-l¿c Co(III) Í
s-/¿c Co(III) + u-Íac Co(lI)
K6
s-:f¿c Co(III) i u-fac Co(lll)
t(.













Figure ll. Cyclic voltammogram at platinum electrode of a 5 x l0-4
M solution of m¿¡-[Con¡(dien)2](ClOa)3 in acetone (0.1 M BuaNPF5)
solution. Scan rate = 500 mV/s.
This indicates that in oxidation state Il the u,fac isomer is
stabilized further relative to the s-fac form compared with the
case of oxidation state IIL Results from all the thermodynamic
calculations are summarized in Table III.
The conclusion to be drawn from these results is that in
oxidation state II the isomeric distribution is more discrim-
inating than is the case for cobalt(Ill). That is, the rz¿r isomer
is heavily favored and by far the predominant species.
However, the order of stability with respect to geometric
distribution is the same in both oxidation states.
Voltammetry at platinum electrodes was also attempted and
two reduction waves corresponding to those at mercury were
found. Figure I I shows a cyclic voltammogram of the hrst
step at platinum. Waves were drawn out and very dependent
on the surface treatment so tbat no quantitative data of
precision comparable to that of mercury electrodes could be
obtained. It appears that adsorption noted at mercury is also
present at platinum and severely influences the reduction step
at platinum.
Following the study of the dien complexes, a brief inves-
tigation of the complex sy'ac-[Corlr(medien)zl(ClOa)3 was
undertaken, where medien is the ligand NH2CH2CH2N(C-
H3)CH2CH2NHr. When this compound was synthesized, only
Potassium (Ethylenediamine)dicarbonatocobaltate(lII) Inorganic Chemistry' 
Vol' 17, No' I0' 1978 2853
So extensive is this enhancement that' in both oxidation states
ä;;J III, neither the mer nor the u-Jac isomer could be
detected.
383 I 8-06-8; u-fac-lColtt'
n)2lr+. 38318-04-6i mer-
(dien)212*, 6'7 145-47 -5: s-
rr(medien)tlr*, 63544-39-8;
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membe¡ed rings (tn) a¡e strown thickened. The designations
trøns a¡d cis refer to the relative geometric dispositions
of tåe tn rings. One optical form is strown for each of the
racemates (C), (D) and (B).
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ln seeking to prepare the two geometric isomers
of [Co(tacd)2]t* (Fig. l) to continue our studies of
isomerization reactions [l], we obtained the ligand
tacd (tacd = ll,7-triaz^cyclodecane) through the
Richman-Atkins procedure [2, 3] involving cycliza-
tion of NåÑ(TÐcHrcH2cH2Ñ(Ts)Nå (I) and (T$-
OCHzCHzN(Ts)CH2CH2O(TÐ (II) (Ts = p-CH3-
CóH4SO2-). The tacd'3HBr thus prepared was
expected to be quite pure since: the HN(Ts)CH2-
CH2 CH2N(Ts)H from which (I) was prepared rn
s¡fu, and (II), each gave clean t3C n¡n.r. spectra; the
immediate cycliznd product tacd(Ts)3 was recrys-
tallized (although melting points were variable over
batches); and the tacd'3HBr from detosylation of
tacd(Ts[ was crystallized in restricted yield, 55-ó5Vo
(although melting points were variable over 241-
250o, decomp.) The l3C nm¡. spectn¡m of tacd.
3HBr seemed to confirm its high purity (three peaks
in ratio 2:4:l; 6 45.3; 43.9,21.4 respectively in
D2O; referenced to rùutyl alcohol capillary at ô
30.79 for CHg; 20.10 MHz broadùand proton
decoupled), although r¡arious batches always showed
some small additional CH2 resonances.
This tacd.3HBr wæ employed to synthesize the
biscomplex of cobalt([I) by the standard substitu-
tion procedure
[Co(NH3)5 Br] t', . tr..Í;TBr + 
"LioH




th¡ee bands of CoN?*
which the complexes were isolated by cation'
hfra).
Complexes (A) and (C) as perchlorate salts could
be interconr¡erted with charcoal or base (80') to give
the same equilibrium mixture (A):(C) = 96:4, in
agreement with the prepuative proportions, Table I
(under conditions where ion-asociation is insignifi-
cant). These are the¡efore the expected geometric
isomers of [Co(tacd)2] 3'.
The clean r3C nm¡. spectra of (A) and (C) reflect
the rymmetries of the structures based on planar




The solution sPectra do not yield information on
the conformations of the interconnected chelate
rinp (the en-rings could be ôgauche or Àgauche,
(A)
\
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is the analogous diastereoisomer to that isolated in
the nickel(Il) complex [9] , and which is one of the
two possibilities indicated by the r3C n.mr. spec-
trum (1.e. C2 symmetry) and the visible absorption
spectrum (i.e. cis topology as for (C)) and the
chromatographic behaviour (i.e. cß topology as for
(c).
The minor complex (B) contains twelve carbons
(by elemental analyses and 13C n.m.r. spectrum), and
the lH nm.r. spectrum has broad peaks from NH2
showing that the ligand is non-mactocyclic. The com-
plex remains unchanged with charcoal or base. The
visible absorption spectrum is almost identical with
those of (D) and (C) (Table I). These properties indi-
cate that (B) is one of the diastereoisomers of mer,
crs-[Co(dtah)]t*, Fig. I (dtah = l,l6diamino-3,7,10,
13-tetraazahexadecane). Two topologies are possible
for a mer, cls arrangement of the tn rings in [Co-
(dtah)]3' (Fig. l), and a toral of six NH diastereo-
isomers are possible between these two topologies
(both topologies are C1 symmetry).
These findings prompted our reexamination of the
tacd.3HBr product. One batch was subjected to
cation+xchange chromatography when two fractions
were cleanly separated on elutions with HCl. Crys-
tallization of the first effluent from elution with 1.5
M HCI gave pure tacd.3HCl (-. pt. 245-2507
decomp.), which showed a clean 13C nm¡, pattern
of three reasonances only @2O: ô 45.0, 43.5,21.1
in ratio 2:4:l). The product from crystallization of
the subsequent 4 M HA effluent was in substantial
amount and gave a l3C n,m¡. spectrum showing ten
other resonances. These conespond to the small
peaks noted in the synthesized tacd.3HBr samples,
and they can be attributed to hace.6HCl (three
resonances, ratio 4:8:2) and dtal¡.6HCl (seven reso-
nances, ratio l:2:5:1:l:l:l). These hexamines appear
to be present in comparable amounts, and the
elemental analysis results of this second fraction are
intermediate between the calculated fìgures for theæ
two compounds. When this product was used to
prepare the cobalt(Ill) complex, only (B) and (D)
were obtained.
It is now clear that the Richman-Atkins cycliza-
tion procedure is not specific, at least for cyclic tri-
L93
amines. Dimeric cyclic amines (hace) and higher
linear polyamines (dtah) can be co-products with the
required simple cyclic amine (tacd). The condensa'
tions occu¡ by nucleophilic attack of {Ts}l_ in (I)
at the C-O(Ts) carbon cent¡es of (II). Formation of
the linear product dtah presumably results from an
elimination reaction by {Ts)N- in the linear
precursor of hace. Other non+yclized by-products,
such as NH(TsXCHz)3N(Ts{CH2)2N(Ts)(CHr)r'
O(Ts), are also conceivable from the condensation
reaction.
The tosyl derivatives and hydrobromides of the
higher amine co-products will presumably have lower
solubilities than tacd(Ts)3 and tacd'3HBr respecti
vely, which probably accounts for the difficulties in
purifying tacd(Ts)3 and tacd'3HBr by recrystalliza'
tion procedures without incurring substantial losses.
These loses may be minimized by carrying out only
one recrystallization of tacd(Ts)a. Subsequently, ion-
exchange provides an efficient means of removing
the higher amines from the cyclic triamine tacd'
3HBr.
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Abstracr
The homogeneous intramolecular isomerization reactions of all the isomers of [Co(dien)z] 
(ClO*):
and [Co(dien)(meclien)] (ClOo)r (dien, diethylenetriaminel medien' ¿t-methyldiethylenetriamine)
have been studied at 90'C under atmospheric pressure and conditions of high pressure' The isomer-
ization reactions are reta¡ded by an increase in pressure, and for a given starting isomer of each
systern the various isomerization processes are affected r,rniformly. For each system, the same
equilibrium isomer distribution was obrained regardless of starting isomer or of the pressure conditions
oi the experiment. The results are interpreted on the basis of a common mechanism for all isomer-
izations, involving Co-N bond-¡upture followed by rearrangement of the resultant frve-coordinate
specles.
I Serpone, N., and Bickley. D. G.. Prog. Inorg. Clrcm' 1972, 17,391'
: Hoim, R. H., 'Dynamic Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy' (Eds L. M. Jackman and
F. A. Cotton) pp.317-16 (Academic Press: New York 1975)'
3 Searle, G. H., Keene, F. R., and Lincoln, S' F., Inorg. Chent', 1978' 11 ' 2362'
Introduction
Intramolecular rearrangements of octahedral complexes have usually been ra-
tionalized in terms of either non-dissociative 'twist' processes or bond-rupture
processes involving five-coordinate transition states.r The choice between these
àlternatives has seldom been unambiguous, particularly in complexes involving
bidentate ligands.l'2
'We recently reported3 a study of the intramolecular isomerization reactions of
the bis(tridentate) comptexes [Cô(dien)r]r* and [Co(dien)(medien)]3* (dien: di-
ethylenetriamine. H2NCH2CH2NHCH2CH:NHzl medien :4-methyldiethylene-
triamine :2,2'-methytiminðUis(èttrylamine), H2NCH2CH2N(CH3)CH2CH2NH2)'
This work indicated that the isomerization reactions are base-catalysed. and they
probably involve conju-eate base intermediates with deprotonation occurring at the
secondary amine nitrogen of coordinated dien. The most satisfactory mechanistic
scheme proposed was formation of five-coordinated intermediates by Co-N bond
rupture, with subsequent intramolecular rearrangement.
The present study of these reactions under high pressure was undertaken to help




[Co(clien):]r'was synthesized and separated into its geometric isomers chromatographically as
described previously." The perchlorate salts were obtained by elution ol the sorbed cation fiom a
column of Biorex-70 weak-acid cation-exchange resin (50-100 mesh) with 0.1vr HClo+, and
precipitation with ethanol after concentration of the eluant. The various geometric isomers of
[Co(dienXmedien)] (ClO¡)¡ were obtained as described previously.r
Tris (2-amino-2-hydroxymethylpropane-1,3-diol) buffer ('THAM': Fisher) was used for these
studies. Perchloric acid (Ajax Univar) and sodium perchlorate lFluka) were used without further
purification.
Apparatus
The apparatus used lor conducting reactions under high pressure has been described previously.s
The reaction solution in the sampling vessel was contained within a Lucite cylinder with a floating
Teffon plunger and a Pt-Ir outlet tube. A hand-operated hydraulic pump was used to maintain the
pressure of the solution up to 200 MPa.
Comparison of Isomerlzation Reactions at Almospheric and at High Pressure
A sample of each isomer in turn of [Co(dien):] (ClO.)¡ (J . 2 g) was dissolved in 0 . l v Tris/ HCIO¿
buffer (120 ml). The solution was divided into two equal pans, one then being maintained at 90"C
under atmospheric pressure, and the other also at 90"C but under a pressure of 180 (+10) Mpa.
Samples (c. l0 ml) were taken from each solution at appropriate intervals, cooled to room temperatu¡e
and sorbed on columns of SP-Sephadex C25 cation exchanger. Elution with 0.3 rvr sodium (+)-tartrare
solution allowed separation of the geometric isomers which were collected and estimated
spectrophotometrically by using a Cary 17 instrumenr.+
The isomerization reactions of the lCo(dienXmedien)] (ClO¿)3 isomers were performed in an
ana.logous manner, except that the complex concentration was lower (0.5 g in 100m1 of buffer
solution), and the buffer solution was adjusted to I - I by means of NaClOn. Chromatogaphic
separation of the samples was effected by using 0.1 u Na3POa solution as elueDt.3
The pH of the bufier solution, and of some representative solutions, was measured at 25" and 90'
by means of a Radiometer PHM62 meter and a Radiometer GK240lC combined electrotle (with
saturated NaCI solution in the calomel reference cell). For the determination at the higher tem-
perature, the meter was standardized at 90o by using buffer solutions 0.05 M potassium hydrogen
phthalate (pH 4'008 al25",4'205 ar 90"),0'01 r"r borax (9.180, s.850) and a phosphate buffer
(0'025 u KHrPOriO.025 vr NazHPO+: 6.865, 6-877).6 The pH was determined to be 9.12 at 25"
ancl7.72 at 90', and was invariant for the buffer alone and the ¡eaction solutions.
For the buffer Tris, the effect of pressure on pH is known to be small.5 Consequently the pH
value determined at atmospheric pressure can be assumed within a small error ((0.1 pH unit) to
represent the pH under the various pressure conditions studied.
Results and Discussion
The intramolecular isomerization reactions of all the isomers of [Co(dien)r]-
(clo1)3 and [co(dien)(medien)] (clo4)3 at 90' and pH7'72 were found ro be retarded
by the application of high pressure. Furthermore, the equilibrium isomer distribution
obtained for each system was independent ofthe pressure conditions ofthe reaction,
viz. mer:u-fac'.s-fac 44l-42: l4 for [Co(dien)r]3+;7 mer:u-fac:s-fac 9: l0:81 for
* Keene, F. R., and Searle, G. H., Inorg. Chem., 1972. ll, 148.
s Stranks, D. R.. Vanderhoek, N.. Inorg. Chem., 1976, 15,2&5.
ó Weast, R. C.. (Ed.) 'Handbook of Chemistry and Physics' 58th Edn, p. Dl35 (Chemical Rubber
Company: Cleveland. Ohio, 1977).
7 Keene, F. R., and Searle. C. H., Inorg. Chem., 1974. 13,2173: these proportions were obtained
at 80", but are consistent with the present isomer distribution obtained at 90..
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[Co(dien)(medien)]3-.3 The changes in isomer proportions durin-s the isomerization
ol s-fac- and u-fac-lCo(dien)rl(ClO+)3 are shown in Figs I and 2 respectively: the
results for the isomerizations of mer-lCo(dien).1 (ClO+)3, and the isomers oi [Co-
(dien)(medien)l (ClO*)3 show similar trends.
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The possible mechanism of the intramolecular isomerization of bis(tridentate)
complexes has been discussed in detail previously.3 Since the central nitro-sen atoms
in the tridentate ligands are trans in both the s-fac and mer isomers, a Co-NH, bond
rupture (one-ended dissociation) followed by a simple rearran-sement via a trigonal-
bipyramidal intermediate in which the dissociated arm of the ligand reattaches at a
t334 Short Communications
different position could lead to their inrerconversion. on the other hand, co-N
rupture involving the central nitrogen atom o[ one ol the tridentate li_eands fbllowe{
by an analo-eous simple rearrangement could lead to the interconversion sy'àc e u-
for.t Non-dissociative 'twist' processes via trigonal-prismatic intermediates could
allow the interconversions s-fac ¿ u-fac and u-.fac è mer. Consequently, a path for
the isomerization might involve (l) only non-dissociative'twist'rearrangements, (2) a
combination of a simple bond-rupture process and the 'twist' rearrangements, (3) a
combination o[ simple bond-rupture processes! or (4) bond-ruprures to -give five-
coordinate intermediates followed by a major 'twist'-type rearrangement within the
intermediate, with subsequent recoordination of the amine _eroup. This sequence
(4) is essentially the 'twist-with-rupture' mechanism described earlier.3'e
Recent work has shown that volumes of activation, obtained from rate measure-
ments under pressure, may provide a general criterion to distinguish between bond-
rupture and twist processes in isomerization reactions of metal complexes.r0 For
these two mechanistic possibilities, the bond-rupture process should lead to a positive
AZI since the trigonal-bipyramidal transition state will have a greater volume than
the reactant octahedral species due to the extension of the dissociated arm of the
unchar-eed ligand into the solvent. On the other hand, the'twist'mechanism is assumed.
to occur without bond extension and with only bond angle distortion, so that the
trigonal-prismatic transition state and the reactant octahedral complex should be of
comparable volumes, -eiving azl essentially zero. conversely, these values ofLrr imply that, upon application of high pressure, a process involving a bond-rupture
mechanism would be retarded, whereas the rate of a'twist' process should be virtually
unaffected.
The isomerization reactions of [Co(dien)r]'* and [Co(dien)(medien)]3 + are known
to be base-catalysed. If a deprotonation is required prior to any rearrangement as
proposed previously,3 a contribution to Âzî from this equilibrium prior to the
rearrangement process would be expected: this contribution would be large and
positive and might approach the volume change of the electrostriction of oH-
(+22cm3 mol-1).10 It is likely that rhis contribution would be approximately
constant lor all the interconversions. Consequently, it would be expected that, for
the present reactions, a positive A Zl would be observed and that the reactions would
be retarded by increased pressure. However, the activation volume of the subsequent
rearrangement process must also contribute to the overall LVr-
For the present systems, isomerization reactions ol [Co(dien)(medien)]3* are
known to be intramolecular, since total dissociation of either li-eand would lead to
disproportionation which is not observed.3 [t can be confidently assumed that the
rearrangement reactions of [Co(dien)z]3' will also be intramolecular.
The present studies show that the isomerization reactions are slowed by an
increase in pressure, and that the same equilibrium distribution of isomers is obtained
for each of the two systems regardless of the starting isomer or of the pressure condi-
tions under which the reaction was performed. Furthermore. in those cases where
the curve of a developin-e isomer intersects with that of the diminishin_s starting
isomer, the relative isomer composition corresponding to the point of intersection
8 Hammershøi, 4., and Larsen. 8., Acta Chem. Scand., Ser. A, 1978, 32. 485; Searle, G. H., and
Angley, M. 8.. Inorg. Chím. Acta, in press.
e Eaton. S. S., Eaton, C. R., Holm, R. H., and Muetterties. E. L., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 1973.95, I I16.
to Lawrance, G.4., and Stranks, D. R.. ,4cc. Chenr. Res., 1979,12,4O3.
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ol the two curves is identical (within experimental error) for both pressute conditions
(see Fi-s. l). This observation indicates that the separate isomerization processes
involved in -eoing from the one starting geometric form to an equilibrium mixture
of the three forms are slowed unifbrmly.
The observed decrease in isomerization rate upon increase in pressure is expected
since the reactions involve a deprotonation step (see above). Although the contribu-
tion to the overall LVI by the rearrangement process itself (relative to the de-
protonation) is not known. the present results are not consistent with three of the lour
mechanistic schemes -eiven earlier. Firstly, in the case of rearran-qement involvin-s
non-dissociative ('twist') processes only, a virtually constant ratio of merls'fac forms
mi_eht be expected during the isomerization of the u-fac form since each of these
isomers can be generated from the u-fac form directly by separate 'twist' processes
which are likely to have similar volumes of activation. In fact, the equilibrium
proportion of IHe mer isomer is established much more rapidly. Secondly, concurrent
'twist' and dissociative pathways are inconsistent with these results, since the disso-
ciative pathway would have a more positive LVÌ and this route would be slowed
relative to the 'twist' processes by an increase in pressure. The observations that
the equilibrium isomer proportions are identical regardless of the pressure conditions
of the reaction, and that the separate isomerizations are slorved uniformly, are clearly
at variance with this proposal. Similarly, a combination of bond-rupture processes
seems unlikely since it is improbable that dissociations of the bonds between cobalt
and both the terminal and central nitrogen atoms of the ligands would be affected
equally by the pressure increase.
We believe the results suggest that there is a common mechanism for the rearran-se-
ment processes involved, and that the results are consistent with the 'twist-with-
rupture' scheme of the type proposed previously.3 This process involves initial
bond rupture of the deprotonated species with subsequent major rearrangement of
the resultant five-coordinate species, which would allow interconversion of each
isomeric pair.
It was observed in our previous studies that small proportions of a decomposition
product were formed during the isomerization reactions, and the identity of this
species was assumed to be a mono-aqua or mono-hydroxo complex formed in
competition with the 'tvvist-with-rupture' process.3 The effect of increased pressure
was an increase in the relative proportion of this product. If this were due to its
formation by an associative reaction (for which AIll would be negative) it lvould
constitute a rather unusual reactiot't for a Corrl complex. Alternatively, if it were
lormed by a separate SNI CB process it should be retarded by increased pressure.
It seems more likely to evolve from an equilibrium involvin-e the bond-rupture
five-coordinate intermediate and water, in which the formation of the aquapentamine
complex is favoured by a pressure increase.
Manuscript received 2 February l98l
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Cobalt(IIi) Complexes with N-Methylethane-1,2-diamine (meen). Sy-nthesis and
Cþaracterization of the Isomers of ICo(meen):]3*, ICo(meen),(err)ì3* and
ICo(rneen)(en)2]3*
ìlu sî ro lia
Ab st ra ct
Of' tlrc twclvc possible georrtctric isomers-rJia-
stcreoisomers ol [Co(meen)¡]3* (meen = N-methyl-
ethane-1,2-dianrine), three isomcrs designated A, B
ancl C rccorrling to thcir chrontatographic clution
orclcr, have becn detected from prcParativc nìix-
turcs. The highest yield and clcancst synthesis is
CoCl, + 3mecn * dimethylsulloxide, whiclt gives
pure red A-[Co(nreen)3]Cl3 as lhc crystallize<I prod-
uct, and recrystallization of this from rvater or
nìcthanol gives pure orange-red C. Each isorner is
robust in acid, but equilibrates in water to the mix-
ture A:B:C = 3:l:?. Thcse are therelore three N-H
diastcrcoisonlers oI thc sârnc gconìctry witlt rcspcct
r.o rhe N-CH3 groups, which is mer by t3C NMR
spectroscopy. This mixture can be separated by
cation+xchange chromatography on SP-Sephadex
by using acidic Na2SOa. A second synthesis method
was aerial oxidation oi Co(ll) I 3meen + H+ in
aqucous solution with charcoal at 80 oc. The char-
coal ancl oxygen caused some demethylation of
coordinatcd Co-meen, and the crude yellow-orange
isolatcd product was a mixture of isomers ol [Co-
(mcen)313' (mostly C), fCo(meen)2(cn)] 3' (three
orange isomers F, G, H, of ten possible), [Co(meen)-
(.n)rl" (one orange-yellow diastereoisorrrer E of
two possible) and [Co(en)3]" (D).The cn complcx
species were separated on Sephadex using Na3POa
as eluent, and the designations D to H are in the
clution ordcr. Thus F, G and H are single diasterco-
isonrcrs ol thc thrce tliflcrcnt possiblc gcomctries
(by ttC NMIì,), and thcir ratios isolatcd ca. 5:l:36
shoulcl bc approximately the equilibrium propor'
tions.
I rlt rr¡rlucl iorr
Complexcs of tV-met.hylethane-1,2-diamine (meen)
have bcen ol interest lor many ycars. since the
* Author to wltom corrcspondcncc should bc rddrcsscd
0020-r 693/fr9lS3.50
crudc tris(nreen) complexcs ICo(rneen)3lCl¡ lntl
INi(rnccn)3] Br2 rvcrc f irst isolutc<i by Kcllcr lrrtl
Etlwards in 1952 ll I Thc nickcl(lt) cortrplcx rvus
further examined by Pavkovrc and lvfeek in respcct
ol the effect oI N-substitution on spectroscopic
propcrtics [2], btrt tltc isotncrs trl'tlrcsc tris(rrrccn)
cornplexes ltrve ncvcr bcett separatcd or charltc-
tcrized. Particular isomers Itavc, horvcvcr' bcctl
isolated lor several bis(meen) and nrono(nreen)
cornplexes [Co(rncen).X2]* t.3-]1. [Co(rncen)-
(.n)rl'- t8l, [Co(nrccn)(Nfl3)al]* [c). l0l itntl
ICo(mcen)(CN)o]- [0], rvith thcir conl'igtrrrtiorts
being assigncd lront an X-ray crystul structure [7]
and lrom electrotric spcctra, circt¡lar c.licltroisrrl rnd
NMR cornparisons [ô, tì1. lrtd [ry cottfìrrtttlttiottll
analysis consideratiorts [6, l0]. A prirrle intcrt-st
in the studies with these complexes has bcen the
effect of N-methyl substitution on various prop-
erties, including optical rotatory prtlpertics [(r-8,
11, 121, kinetics of proton cxcltrrtge lnd ruccnrizu-
tion [5,9], conformational analysis by NMR [10],
and reactivity and stabilities ol some isonrers [6].
Perhaps the most fundamcnt¡.rl intcrcst witll Co-
mecn systerns is in tlte stereospccificity rvhich is
imposed by the N-methyl substituent on tltc co'
ordination of the ligand, which nranifests in differ-
ent stabilities of the isontcrs with sontc isollrc'rs
being precluded [13]. TItc stereospccificity in thc
coordination of thc C-methyl lnulogtre proPanc-
l,2diamine (pn) and the stereochenìistry of Co(pn)
conrplcx systcrììs ltavc bccn wcll cllrril'icd, llrS'-'ly
tltrough tltc scplrrltion, cltlructcriz-lttion ¡¡tttl rcllt'
tivc stabilitics ol tlrc cotttplcxcs IC,t(tlrrr)¡]r',
ICo(tpn)2(en)13* antl [Co(tpn)(crr)213t [ry Ctrrcy
an<j Bailar Ilal antl Dwyer and Sargesort and ctr-
workcrs [15-201 . Tlrcsc rcsttlts ltlvc pluyctl l sigrril'i'
clutt rt.llc in ottr tl¡trlcrstltrltlirtg ol'cllcl:tlc rittg cotl'
f'ormatir.¡ns untl in thc tlcvclo¡ltttcrtt o l' ctrtt lìl rttt:rl io ttll
analysis ol complex systems [14. 181.
Conrplex systems with nreen are of conrplreblc
stercochemical intcrcst, lnti in lìrct tlìù stùrùt)cllc¡ìì-
istry is rnorc cttrnplicatcd in thcsc tìlcùn systclììs
(D lilscvicr Sct¡rroill/l'r i¡rtctl irr Srvitzcrlltrlrl
l:('
llcc:¡r:sc tlrc uxi:rl-ccluut<¡r ill clr:lnrctcr of N-rrrctlryl
su[)st jtucr)ts is lcss prorrounccd Iltau Ilìat ol C-niet.h¡rl
substitLlcnts u,hich arc constrained to be equatorial
irr Co-¡rn. Ilt>rvcvcr. tlrcre lrlvc [rccll llo systcnratic
sllr(lics rrl llrc crPcti¡ucltt:rl isolr¡c¡ Prrrsillilitics j¡r
('rr(tttectt ) crtltt¡rlcrç'5. so tllilt tlrc stcrcocltcntistry
in tlrc-sc s),stcl)ts is ¡rot well understood.
Bclore the availability ol SP-Sepltadex cation-
r.xclrilllgc clìrot'tì:ttography lnd l3C NMR spectros-
c()l)\, \\,c l3l I lntl MacDcrnrott [22] obt.,rirrcd a
I)r¡(irl scl)irrittiorl of tl¡c crudc rod ICo(rucclr)3]Cl3
lllatcrials obtlincd fronl various prepârations. W.ith
payrcr clrronrrtography and thill layer chronratog-
rlplr¡,. orrlv trvo rcd bauds scparatccl with aciclic
clucnts, altltough thcre rre twelvc geonretric and
diastc¡coisonleric possibilities lor this system. A.lso,
lronl tlle product synthesized over charcoal (fol-
lorving Kcllcr a¡rd Edwards Il ]), we scparated a
ycllow rììrtcrirl a¡rd bcljcvc<J tlris to be anothcr
ICo(rncen)313* geornetric isonrer. Llowever, these
nlaterials could not be characterized at that time
:lrrcì thc stercocltentistry in ICo(nrecn)3]3* has re-
ntltinctl unsolvc<1.
We havc now achieved the separation of the
various conìl)orìcnts in these ICo(mcen)3]Cl3 nla-
tcrills [ry SILScplra<]cx chronratography, and these
isolutio¡ls of sollrc of thc isonlcrs ol ICo(rnccn)3]3*,
ICo(rrrccrr)2(en)]3* ancl ICo(rrrccn)(en)2]3* arc now
tlcscril.lccl. along rvith solue of tlrcir propertics. We
Iurvc founcl that undcr prcparrtivc conc.litions for
ICo(rnr'c'rr).¡ |3* irrvcllvirrg clrurcoul lnrl ox¡,gcn. sorrrc
dcnrctlr¡,lx¡iq¡¡ì ()ccurs to givc ct>nr¡rlcxcs coutuitring
clì. Tlrc scprration allcl characterization of all thcse
s¡recics gives irrsight into tlìc stcreospecificity of
nrcclr coo¡tlilì1lion. Js tllc isonlcr proportions lound
lbr cacll corrrplcx systenì sllould corrcspond at least
rougl)l)/ to lhc tllcrrloc.lynatuii stabilities. The bis-
(nrccn) and nrono(nreen) cornplexes reportcd previ-
ousl_r':lnrl qu()tc(l tbovc wcrc rrot ncccssarily ob-
taincd rurclcr cquilibriuur conclitions.
Tlrc stereochculistr), involvcd in tllese meen com-
plex svsteurs is conrplicated. so tltat the isorncric
¡rossibilitics ftrr tlrc vuriorrs conrplexcs and a nonlcn-
cl:tturc sclrcrrrr' urc l'irst claborltcd.
lso ¡ucr Possibilit ics for l C<>(nreerr)3 ] 3*, and
Nonrcnclu f u rc
Tllcre ure t\\,clve qeor'uctrjcnllv distillct lornls il
ring, ctrnlor tìlltiorìs arr' ignorcd. i c. il tllc rings are
lirkr'n to lrc llut or if'lllc conlìrrlllrtiorts urc :rvcrtgccl.
Corrsitlcrlrtio¡r of' tlrc i¡ldivitlrr:rl rirrg, colrl'onllutirr¡ls
givcs a tot:rl oi ciglrt¡,ciglrt confornlntjonal lonlrs.
Tlrc tsr>lllcris¡n rrises f¡ol¡ scvcral sources:
(l) Âltcrlrativc absolutc confiqurrlions of the
clrcl:rtc rinqs rtrorrt tlrc cobult. clcsignltcrj r\ alld A
uccortlinq to tlrc. IUI)Â('sclrcrnc l2-3. 24 j. Fig I .
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Fig. 1. Facirl and mcritlional gcomclric (o¡icntarion) isonrcrs,








Fig. 2. Absolutc configurations R and S about thc coo¡cli-








Â-mor-RFS' Â-mcr- SRB' y\-n¡r-ßSR'
Fi¡¡. 3. Oricntation is<>nrcrs lor Â-r¡¡c¡./ì/1.1-lCo(nrccn)31h.
Slcrc0clrcrrristry l):rrrilìctcrs ¡¡rc listctl lirr llrc rin¡ls clock-
tvisc a¡oulld tlrc pscudo.('3 ¡xis, wltcn thc sin¡lc (ìll3 is rr
l,hc rcmotc cnd of this axis. An astcrisk dcnotcs rhis sinslc
CH:.
(2) The R or S absolute configuration of tlìe
substitucrìts about tltc asymrnctric nitrogcn in cach
coordinxted ligand, Fig. 2.
(3) Facial or meridional relative dispositions ol
the three methyl groups. giving rise to 'olientation
isorncrs', Fig. 1.
(4) Furthcr oric¡ltation isourcrs arisc *,hcn tllc
thrce cllclate rings are distinguishable lron: cach
othcr, r.c. rvhen thc rings are dilfercntl¡, oricnratcd
about lhc pscr.rdo-C1 nìolccular axis. TIlis situ¡lion
occurs f or a /ilcl'ü¡ri[ìgcnìcnt ol'tlre rrrctJrl,l groups:,
wlìcrc tlìc rirìg,s are lurthcr clistinguislrc<ì b1, clif l'crcnt
absolute confìguralions aÌ 1lìe nitrogens. For exanrDie
thc cornbination A-¡ttcr-RR.Î has th¡ee orienlation
isorrrc'rs, Fig .ì.
Tlrc dcsrgnaticlns trl' sL:clt orictìtittion isollrcrs ure
not covcrcd by tJrc IUPAC rules 123.?4]1. Furtlrcr
conventions are tltercforc ncccssar\/ lor spccill,ilrg
thcsc isonlcrs. allcl tllc folìowing dcrivc frorrr pro-
posu)s dcvclt:pcd firr tlrc gcrrcrul crsc Il'vl(/rli)r] try
lr4ucDcr nìott []5. 26ì.
s
R
Co ( t I I ) Co mp le-rcs rvi¡l ;Y' tll c r h v le t I t ane' I' 2' d ia t ¡ti n e
(u) Än astcrisk is uscd to indicatc the ìiganci
having thc single mcthyl at one end ol thc pseudo'C3
axis [25]. This procedure distinguishes particular
isonlers. For exantple the ¡\-nlcr-RRS" isonlcr is
distingrrisircd i¡r thc R1?.S corrrbination, Fig.3.
(b) lìor cornplctc spccilìcltion oI the otltcr trvo
RRJ isonrcrs A-rncr-SRR* and Â-rnc¡-RSR*' the
rings havc to bc described (in icrms ol their R or S
conliguratìons at tlìe asym¡nctric nitrogcn) in a
particular or<1cr, say clockwisc [25, 26] , in rvhich
they lppcar rvhen the particular isome¡ is vierved
along the pseudo-C3 axis such that the single methyl
substitucnt (whosc dcscription is astcriskcd) is
siIuatcd at tlìc rcntole end ol this axis. Wc:rdopt
a ciockwise orcie¡ as our convention. An analogous
situation ol three orientation isomers obtains for
t he co mbination z\-ner-R,SS.
(5) Asymmetry of the ring conformations, dcs-
ignutccl \ or ô by the IUPAC schcrne [23,2a1- Irt
gencral t lie re are eight dillerent combinations o I
the conformations ol the three rings (ôô15, ðôÀ,
ôÀô, Àôô, ôÀÀ. \ô\. ÀÀô, IÀÀ). and these are super'
TAIILE l. Isomc¡s of rL-[Co(mccn)31]
t?i
irnposctJ oit tllc isoltlc'rs urising l-rtrtll tllc otltcr sottr-
ces. In the situations RRR ¡nd S.SS lrorvevcr. ,5ô\,
ôÀô and Àôô are identical, as are ÀÀô. Àô\ antt
ô TÀ.
All thc sttbscquertt ctlttsitlcrltticrn \)t' tltù stL'tco-
chcrnìstry will bc rvitlt tcspcct ttr ottc ctrttl'iguri.lti()lì
r\ ol the rings about tltc nretal. for rvhich tlìù tislrty-
cight possibtc isomers arising lronr sotrrces (2) to
(5) rre lisred in Tr'olc I .
Wlrilc the r\/À. R/S rnd \/ô l)rlrrrììùtcrs' rrrd the
del'inet1 order of the listing ol R/S and tr/ô uround
the threc rings, uniquely tlefine tlte isonlcrs. tltcre
arc two otlìcr dùscriptors of lllc slcrcocltcrllistrv
whiclr highligltt tirc geornctricll rclrrtionships in tlrcse
structurcs. E:rch ring ttìty also bc describcd in terlììs
of the approximately parallel (let) or oblique (ob)
inclination ol the C-C axis to the pseudo'C3 axis
ol tltc ntolcctrle. and ¡lso bv tllc cqtrlrtori:rl (cq)
or axiul (:rx) clispositirrtt ol'clclt rrlctlryl srrbstitLlcrtt
to its respective ring. The depcndcnces of tlrcsc
factors on tlte previous stereochenlical paranteters
are as follorvs.
I so ntcr Co n l-o r nrc rs Ring.tcornctrics Mctltylgcontctrics




































































Eight conformcrs dcsignatcd 6/À and lcl/ob îs f,bove
C3
,t -tntr-RRll.'
!;or ,\-llr'¡. tltc otltcr scvclì dilstcrcoisolltcfic lortlls rrc


















(ì ll Scarlc and I:. li Xccnt
Thcsc sccondar),descriptors lel/ob abd cq/ax are
usclul for urìdcrstanding and checking the com-
pìicltcd stcrcoclìcrìistry in tlris systcDl, and they
rrc slrowrì fbr sonlc of tlrc isonlcrs irt Table 1. Mo¡e-
ovcr, tlrcsc gconìetrical lactors would bc expccted
to bc significant in detcrnìining the relativc stabiiities
of the isomers and this will be considered in subse-
qucnt rvork.
Thus [o¡ A- [Co(urcen)3]3*, twelve geometric-
diastereoisonleric forms arise from orientation
isoluerisnl and rtitrogen asynuììetry, four /ac and
ciglrt lrr'r' I:trr clclr ol' thcsc twclvc 'isorncric' lornls
cithc'r ciglrt or lilur confbrnlcr conltrillations arc
possible. Expcrinrentally, the isomers sltould be
scparable fronl an equilibriunr rnixture into their
gcotììctric 'isonlcric' lornrs (by clìronlatograplìy or
I'r¡ctiollal cryst:rllization), cach as a racenric pair.
Dcsigita I ir.ttts of I he Etnrttionters
On lornrirrg thc mirror intagc of a molecule, the
clrirllitv tJc'scri¡rtors A/.A. 
^/.S 
lrrd À/ô bccontc irtter-
clrangcd. Also. tllc ordcrirtg of the thrcc rings about
thc pscurio-C3 axis beconìcs rcvcrscd. Tltus if the
clockrvisc ring rturnbcring convcntion is retaincd
Ior [rotlr Â:rrrrl A cottl'i¡¡trrutiotts (rvitlr rtrolcculcs
alrvays vics,etl rvith thc singlc rnctlryl ût thc rcnlote
crrcl ol the axis). thc order oi specil¡,ing the ring
parrrìlctcrs bcconlcs rcvcrscd in enantiomcrs. For
cx:uu¡;lc. I Ire crìrntiolììer ol Â-rrrc¡-S/lR*-ôÀô is
A-l¡c¡-S*S/ì-ÀôÀ, or it eiìn ülterrlativcly be written
. ^ñ^y ñ\\ts a-r,ler-J,/iJ -0^^.
Stul¡ilitics rt.l tlre f Crt(tttt'ert)3f 
3' Ix¡tnars
Drcidirrg scllc ruocJcls sltorl' th:tt in:r Ccl(lll)-rnccn
rirrg the cquttori:ll or axirl cltaractcr ol'an N-nrcthyl
srrbstitucut is not grcatl¡'llrarkcd, and that accord-
irrgll, tlrcrc is lrt¡ clbviot¡s prclercncc for art cquatorial
nrctlr),1 sincc tlris is rtot tlircctcti away 1'rorn thc
urolcculc rs is thc cquatorial nlctlì)'l in a Co(lll)-pn
rirrg. lt is cicar fro¡ll tlte rìrodcls Itorvever, tlìat the
dorriirrlting nou-bondcd intcractions should be
tlrosc' trl- tlrc N-ntotllvl gr ou¡rs rvitlr rtciglrbouriltg
rirrgs Cllr---Cll.ì. Cll3'-'rirrg. ltltl CIl3'--Nlll or
at tr--.r.vll, rrrri tlrlt tlrcsc slloultl sigrrilicantly in-
flrrc¡lcc tlìe rr'liìtivc stabilitics ol tllc iso¡ltc¡s. lntcr'
rirrg, ll---ll irìtr'nrctiorls bctrvccn NI-l and CI l2 groups
n'' t"a ,r,¡rt cuusrng lel confìlrnlatiol¡s to t>c prcfcrred
irr ICo(c.n)3]3. l14l rrray bc ol'rclatively less irnpor-
t:rncc in tlrc'sc Co(nrecrr) systcnts.
Tlrc Iac isontcrs lulvc lllc tltrcc tttctlt¡'l groups
:tl ()rìc crrtt rrf'llrc (¡rsc'rrrlo)-('. uxis. rvllc¡cus Lrvtl
rrrctlr¡,ls :rrc togctltcr ut tlrlc clld ol'tlrc axis in tllc
nrc¡ isonrcrs- Dreiding modcls show tliat for many
of tllc conlormers of thc twelvc geomctric-rJiasterco-
isolncrs interactions betwecn lltese cis nrctlìyls \\'ill
bc scvcrc and will probably ex cludc tltc cxist cll ce
of so¡llc of tlrcsc twclvc fonns. lt crn tllus bc prc-
dictcd with soruc conlidcncc tltat L\c r\-lac'lUl.li
and lt-fac-RRS isomers will be excluded, but suclr
semiquantitative estimates of non-bonded interac-
tions do not irrdicate grcat diffcrences betwccn tl)c
other tcn geometricdiastcreoisomcric forms. Morc-
over, nrolccular potcntial energics ltave contribtttions
from bond length delormations, valence angle defor'
mations and torsional strains, as well as from non-
bonded interactions, and all four effccts are intcr-
dependent. A complcte energy minimization analysis
is the¡efore necessary to predict or explain tlte
relative stabilities of isomers and conformers in this
systcm, and tlris analysis is procceding [27].
Differences in ttrc A-[Co(ntcen)sJ3t and
/t-[ Co(tpn )3lt' S¡,t¡t,ttt
Tlìese systenrs are analogous in that thcy caclt
have twelve distinct diastercoisomer spccics as pos-
sibilities. For a Co(nreen) ring, both ô and I con-
formers are possible, corresponding to axial and
equatorial methyl dispositions, giving a total ol
cightycight conlormcr possibilitics (for onc absolutc
conliguration of the ligands about tltc nietal, A or
^). 
For an1, Co(pn) conrplcx system, intcr-ring
non-bondcd atom¡c intcractions corìstrain the mcthyl
sul)sti(ucrìt to l)c cquatorial to its ¡rlrticular cl¡cllrtc
ring, so tlìat onl),tlrc onc confornlational urran¡¡c-
nrent with all mcthyls equatorial is possible for each
of tlrc twelve 'isonleric forrns' of a tris(pn) contplcx.
Tllus therc is csscntially cornplete conf<¡rmatiollal
stcrcospccilicity for a Co(pn) ring. such that thc
enantiomcrs oi pn will always adopt particular
chclatc ring conlormations on coordination, i.c. À
lor Co-R(-prr) and ô lor Co-S(+pn). TIrc rnorc stablc
isonrcrs o1' [Co(pn),(cn)3-*]3* complcxcs arc
thercfore predicrable on tllc basis of non-bondcd
intcractions I l a] . In contrast, axial arrange¡llcrìts
carÌno1 ncccssarily be cxcludcd lrol¡ tllc expcrintcn-
tal isorncr possibilitics lor C<-r(nrecn) contpìcxcs.
lnrportant diflerences experinlentally betwecn
t.he Co(pn) and Co(nrcen) s)'stcms are tlìe lollowing:
(l) Sturlies ol Co(pn) cornplexcs have bcen aidcd
b1'thc usc ol optically rcsolvctl /ì(-)prt irr tltc syrt-
tlrcscs. wlrich linlits thc isonrc¡ic possibiliLics ancl
clclìnes the absolute stereochcnlistry (as,R) aL tlre
carbon ccntrcs. Tìle various contplexes scparated
are o¡rticalll, activc, so that opticaì rotatory prop-
ertrcs can nc crrrployed to cltaractcrizc tlìcsc s¡rccics.
By'co:npanson. as),nìnletry in thc Co(rrreett) ccrttt-
plcxes occurs at tlìe rnethl'ìatcd nitrogctt cclltrcs
and ariscs onl¡, on coordination ol rhc ìigands
('donor utorìì ilsvnurìctry''). lt is tltus lrol possiblc ltl
usc tlrc optically activc Iigi.rnd to sirnplil¡'cluciclation
Co ( I I I ) Co np lexas wit lt,\ -iÍet hy lct ha ne- I. 2-dia mine
ol tlìe stcrcochenìistry in Co(meen) complcxes by
rcstricting the isomcr possibilities.
(3) ìVoreover, optical rotatory parameters cannot
be crnployed to characterize the scparated Co(mcen)
spccics. Thc scparations on Scphaclcx arc obtained
by exploiting geornctric differences, and the sepa-
rated species are racemates.
(3) Further complications in investieations of
Co(mecn) systcrns arc the possiblc cquilibrations
betwccn tlrc Nf-l tliastcreoisorners through N-H
cxchange (base-catalyzed) at the asymmetric donor-
nitrogen iìtoms, and the lower s¡abilitics of complexes
with tlre secondary amine lnecn than with pn.
Isomer Possibilities for [Co(meen)r("n)]"
For [Co(nrccn)r(cn)]3* thrcc possible gcomctrics
;rrisc from thc cls or ¡r¿rrs rclativc positions ol' the
NH: and CH3 groups in the two meen ligands. Each
gcometry has several possible diastereoisomers,
giving in Âll ten geometrically distinct lorms lor
cach absolute confìguration oi thc complex. All
thcsc diastereoisomeric forms for the .,\ complex
r29
configuration lre shorvn in Fig. -+, llortg rvith tltcir
designat io ns.
Each ol tllese ten diastereoisonlcr fornis has tour
conlormcr conlbinations lor thc' Co(rrreen) rings:
ôô,6À. Àô, \À. '\s prcviotrsly, thcsc tlil'lcrcnt corì-
tbrmations of rhe nreen rings rvill hlve dit't-erent
dispositions of the nlethyl groups. equatorial or
axial, so that the non-bonded interactions from
the rnctlryl grorr¡rs slrorrltl dif'tir nìlrkctlly in thcsc
four confbrnre rs.
Oi the forry total conlbrmers developed so far.
the lollowing parricular contbrnrcrs havc Ç synr-
mctry:
Â-cis-Cl-13,/rarrs-NI.l2-RR, ô6 urlti lÀ ctlnfortttcrs
Ncis-CH3,trans-NH2-,S,S, ôô and ÀÀ conformers
Â-rrars-Cl-I3,cis-Nllz-RR, ôô rnd \l ctlnfornlcrs
À-rrørrs-CH3,crs-NH2-SS, ô6 and ÀÀ conlbrnters
Assuming conformational mobility of rll chelate
rings in solution, tllesc fou¡ di'¡stcrertisorncr tornls
would be expcctccJ to show eflcctive Cr syrìlnìctry
in their t3C ìliitlR spcctra and give iour carbon
4
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I;ig..l. Possiblc gc(rnlctric isomcrs-di:rstcrc0isolìcrs for r\-[Co(nrccn)2(cn)]]. Tlrc I'or¡r l'orrils willt cllcelivc (': \!'ilìilìcltv rru
notcrl- lror cre lì ol'tltc ¡lcomctrics A.cis.CII¡/rals-Nll2 und Â.lrarts-Cll3.cis-Nll2, tlrc /l.T rntl .S/i lonììs trc irlcltlic:¡1.
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rcs()rìlnccs, tll rcc fro¡ll Co(rrrccrr) llld onc front
Co(cn). Tllc otlrcr six diasterc<.risr.luer f<¡nns have
C¡ s¡,nrrnctry anrl should give eigÌrt carbon reso-
nallces.
'l'llc' ultculllivc ¡rossitllc coltfo¡rnations of tlrc
Ctr(crr) rirrg 15 or I s,ill tloutrlc tl¡c nunrbcr oi totul
colllonncr collrtrination possibilit¡cs to eight for
cach diastereoison¡eric form. Although the non-
bonclcd intcracliolls ol the rtrcthyl substitucnts
slrrrr¡ld nrrt bc g,rcutly ailcctcd by tlrcsc alternativc
Co(crr) rirrg corrl'oruratiolls. botlr ol thc cn conformcr
possibilitics rvill have to be considered in a complete
analysis of' the systenr. One of the diastereoisomers,
Â-crs-CIì3,cis-nNI'12-RR (rvhich corrcsponds to the
lcrst likcl¡, and cxcludcd ICo(rnccn)3]3* diastereo-
isonter), can bc reasonably excluded on the basis
ol the rrtetlryl irtter¡ctions wliich are indicated by
ruoricls 1o lrc scvcrc in all of tllc conftr¡r:lcrs. Flow-
cvcr, îsscssrììclrt ol tlre stability ordcr for thc other
nine fornls requires a conrplete energy minímization
analy'sis [2? ].
Isonrcr Possibilitics for ICo(nrcenX.n)r]t*
Two diastcrcoisonrers are possiblc lor each con-
figurrtion Â or Â, Fig. 5, and each diastereoisomer
Ir:rs :rltcr¡lulivrr confor¡rratic¡rrs of tllc Co(rrrccn) ring.
Tltus the ctrnl'onllcrs arc A-.R-ö (cq, lcl); Â-lì-À (ax,
ob): Â"S-ð (ax, lcl):A-S-À (cq, ob).
Thc ls,o diustcrc<.risonlcrs arc ilr principlc scpara-
blc' chrornlttlrlrlphicall¡,. ¡\ll tlrc corllbrnlcrs ilavc
C¡ sl,nrrrrctrr,, so 1lìrt with co¡rfornlrtional avcraging
of all cliclatc rings in solution sevcn r3C NMR reso-
nrnccs coultl be cxpectcd fronl cach diaste¡eoisomer
ill soluliolr.
'l'ltc' rttlll-[rtlntlcd irrtc'rucfio¡rs J'rt¡¡lr tlrc rncthyl
rvoukl sccln to be lowest for tlrc Â-.il-ö conlormer
rvherc the nletlìyl lies betu,een the two en rings,
sug,gcstirìg thît 1lÌc A-Â should bc llre nlorc s¡able
tliustcrc.oistlnlcr, us corrsidctcd l)rcvi()usl), [¡y SlLgc-
srrrr llSl.
For cuclr diastereoisonlcr lnd Co(ruccn) con-
lìrnuc.¡. lirur colrfìrnucr colut¡illaIiolls for the Co(cn)2
rirr¡ts urc possihlc. (56. 6À. Àr5. und ÀÀ. Thus tlrcrc lrc
sixtccrr coll lbr¡lrcrs in aìl lor caclr conliguration
AorA.
Results and Discussion
Syrtrheses for I Co(nteen)3f3'
&veral mcthods wcre cxantincd for tllc prepara-
tion of lCo(rnccn)3J3*, in anticipation tlrut dil'f crclt
rton-cquilibriurtt syntlrcscs nriglrt yieltl sorllc dif-
ferent isorncrs.
Two main methods were employed. Oxidation
of a mixture of CoCl, t 3meen in dirnethylsulloxidc,
with Me2SO functioning as both solvent and oxjd:rnt
[28], yieldcd a clcan red product ICo(rriecn)3]Cl3
in high yield. This solid rvas one isonier A, but it
was subsequently shown to isomerize rapidly in
water to an equilibrium mixture of three isonrers
designated A, B and C. These designati<-rns refer to
thei¡ chromatographic elution order. Aerial oxida-
tion of Co(ll) with meen in aqueous solution, in the
presencc of charcoal, was carricd out at 80 t as uscd
by Keller and Edwrrds []]. This method yielclcd a
yellow-orange product, which was a mixture of
[Co(meen)3]Cl, as one isomer C (which equilibrates
in water to thc A, B, C nrixture), three isomers ol
ICo(nrccrr)2(cn)]3* designated F, G ancl Il, onc
isomer of [Co(rneen)(en)r]t* E, and [Co(cn)3]3*
D. Demethylation is thus a signifìcant process
during the aerial oxidation at 80 t, and it rnust
involve charcoal and probably tlre oxygcn alsr;.
Thc lollowing synthescs dirl not yicld any dil'fer-
ent isomers of thc above complexes. Fronl aerial
oxidation ca¡ricd out in metlranol at 45 oC an<l
without cllarcoal , tlrc red procluct wlrich prccipitatcd
rvas ICo(nrcen)3]Cl3 as isomcr C only. Apparently
C is tlle least soluble isonrer as the cliloride salt in
water and methanol, whereas A is the least soluble
clrlori<.lc in climctltylsulfoxide, and synthcscs in tlrcsc
dillcrcrrt nrcdia yicld tllcsc clillcrcrìt solid isonrcrs
because of rapid cquilibration. Accor<Jingl1,, rccrys-
tallization of the A [Co(meen)3]Cl3 product lrom
\\'atcr gave pure C isomer, so that both ol the main
isorncrs can bc rcadill, <¡btainctJ frorn tlrc dirrrcthyl-
sul l<.rxirjc syntlrcsis.
Substitution reactions ICo(Nlì3)5(HrO)]t*+
3nlccn in watcr at 80 "C u'ithout charcoal gavc
ICo(nrccrr)3]3* in A, B, anc.l C isr-rr¡crs as froru tlrc
cJimcthylsulfoxi<ic oxidation. I{c¡rvcvc¡ if charc<.:al
was present this substitution reaction ),ieldcd ycll<¡w
denrcthylated complexcs. Thcse substitution re:rc-
tions pror.luccd nul¡crous by-products and u'crc not
use ful .
Sephadex Separation of the I Co(nteen)zl3* Isotncrs
Jrunt rlte Ditrteth¡'lsulfoxidc Oxidatir¡¡y $y¡7¡ l¡¿rir
Scphadex chrornatograplry indicatcd that all tllc
various ICo(nrecn)3]Cl3 proclucrs bchaved rdenticrlly
\\rith the acidic eluent 0.2 lr4 Na2SO¡/l-l:S0¿ ptl 2,
two orangc-red bands scp:rratcd (l), lirst cluLcd,
and (2.¡. and thcsc wcrc in thc anrounl. ratio (l)/
(2) ca. 2. Tlrc conrplexes in tlle elutcd bands wcrc





^-R -/r-Sl,ig, -5 I)i:rstcrcoisonrcrs of ,r-lCo(nrccn)(un):J$. n./l is
prctiictcd ro bc tlrc rlrorc sir[llc.
l3l
Cct ( t I I ) Co n p tex es w it h N',ll c t h y lc t lru ne' l' 2' d ia ttti tt ¿
isolatccl by using a catioll€xchange Process: llìcy
were clutcti oli a rcsin column by either HBr or HCI'
then obtaincd by evapc-rration ol the HX eluent. The
t'C NlulR spectra in D:O/HBr (see below) shorved
thrt tl)c band (l) proclrrct containecl trvo isonlcrs A
and B in the nrolc arnount ratio A/B ca. 3, and that
tlle bancl (2) product consisted only of a single
isorner C. Thé ririos ol these ICo(meen)313' isomers
are tltLrs A:B:C = 3:l:1, and no othtr isomers have
bccn dctcctcd.
These isomers were tllc most satisfactorily crys'
tallized as the bromide salts. Slow crystallization
oi the solutions gave large crystals ol A and C. Iso'
mcr B coulci not be crystallized separately lronr thc
Uand (l) materisl ils the brolnidc. I'lorvever' on
crreful crystallization all of A could be removed
pure as the bromicie to leave only B in the nlother
liquor, from which B could bc obtaincd as lhc nitrate
or pcrchlorltc sllts (using convcrsion tln Dt>rvcx
resin ).
With O.l M Na3POa eluent, the various [Co-
(r:rccrr)3]3* is<ttrtcrs moved togetlìcr îs a pink-rccl
bund bccrusc tlrcy rupi<1ly equilibratc in tlrc brtsic
conciitions ol the eluént. This [Co(nreen)3]3* b¿nd
was preceded immediately by a purple smear. This
purpic rnust havc containcd lrydrolysctl spccics.
proirably ICo(nrccn)¿(Oll)12', wlriclr itrosc' i¡r tlrc
irasic conclitions, since on changing the clucnt to
NaCl the hydrolysis ceased and the purple was
thcn eluted. out ahead ol the remaining orange
ICo(rnccn)3]3* bancl.
Disrinctìon of lCr.¡(meen)313' Isomers b¡'13C NMR
Sp cc t ra a ncl Civomat ograP hY
Thcrc are twclve geometrically distinct forms
possible ior ICo(meen)3]3* (geomctric isomers ¿nd
N-Ft diastereoisomers), and each can exist in a num-
ber oI conformers, giving eightyeight conformers in
all lor each confìguration ol the ligan<is about the
cobalt as elaboratcd above. In solution tlìe con-
formcrs ol each 'geometric' form should rapidly
rcsonanccs. All oonlormcrs ol the otlìcr tcn'gco-
merric' forms ltave C¡ symmetry, so that nine 
r3C
NMR resonances will be expected lor each of these
forms, thrce from each chcnrically distinct carbon
ry pc.
TI:e three resonances from meen'2FtCl are as'
signed as ô 45.9. MeN*Hz-C; ô 35.3. C-N*H3;
ö 33.3, CH3. (These assignmenrs follorv lrom thc
<¡ff-rcsonancc sPcctrum. an<.1 from comparisons with
thc spectra ol cn'lllCl (ô 36.9) rntj clien'3llCl














5 oo- from si Me4
strilts ol thc thrcc crtrbt:tr typùs is trrtclrlrrgt'tl [1t)'
This base-clr¡lyz.ed process should Ic:ltl to ctìtlilibrlt-
tion between cliastercoisonteric torltrs rvlricll tiill'er
only in N'conl'iguratit:¡rs. i c. tretrvccn tlrc totrr
A-7ác lìrrrrrs. an,l [rcttuectt tllc ciglrt '\-lrt'r -]ìrrllts'
Such equilibrations are slorver than the Nì\llì tirrre
scale hò,,vever, so that the NlrlR rcsonanccs irtrnr
the individual 'geometric' lorms shorrld bc ¡ccordcd'
This N-Fl isomãrization has bccn rcctrrtlctl prcvitrttsly
in sonrc N¿ Ittlcrocycle systc¡ììs rvirlr rrickcl(ll)
r3l
l3l l. antl u'itlr llrc cor.rrplcx sysLcrrr ICo(hexacy-
clcrr)]3*. lrcxncl,clcn = l.4.7.lO,l3,l6Jrcxaazacyclo-
octadccarlc [-33]. and rcsor'ìances ol tlle individual
NII diustcrcoisorncrs a¡e observed from the equilib-
riulrr rniltr¡rc tlf clcll s)/stcnl.
Thc r3C NlrlR specrra of rlie isonrers A, B and C,
run in acid to iniribit h¡,drolysis, are quite similar
(Fig. ó), each shorving ninc diflerent carbon atoms
(irr 9 or S pcrks) rvlrich g,ivc thc syruntc!ry ol cach
:rs ('¡ .
'I Itc ttvclvc 'qcolrrctric' jbnlls lrc i¡ principlc
distirrguisliable clìro¡tìatographically. provided that
tlre intercollvcrsions betwccn tllese forms are much
slorvcr tlr:rrr tlìc tinìe rcquircd lor a ch¡onlatographic
scl)i.rrilt iorì. Tllcsc ilrtcrco¡rvcrsions slrould be pre-
cludcd in tlre aciclic cortciitio¡rs of Ihe e]uent NazSO¿/
lllSOa irr clrroruatography If equilibrations occur
rvitllin lllc scl)tration tinìe. as irr a basic eluting
nrcdiì.rìl srJclr :is N:.r31)Oa, oÌìly two bands corre-
spondilrg 1o tlìc Iner diastcreoisonter nrixture and
lltc fac dilstcrcoisor:ter l¡rixturc rvould bc expected
il' onl1, N-ll isontcriz.itti()ns rvcrc involvetl (and il
lrotlr lr<'¡ lntì ./àr' l'o¡¡trs could cxist ). ll cquilibra-
tioll bctwccll r¡¡cr and /äc lornrs c¡ccurred ciuring the
clironratograph¡,. only one band would be obtained.
Iit¡ tt i I i lt ro t i, t t t l) <' I tt, t,c,t t t I t c I Cr tl r rt actt ) 3l 
3t 
I xt nters
lit¡rrilibrltirrrr bctrvcc¡l tlìc tlìrcc ICo(nrccn)3]3*
isonrcrs occurs rcadil),cven in ¡ìcutral water. Thus
tlrc 13C NlrlR spcctrr of A or C bronlitlcs in DzO
(¡rlì r'rr. 5.5) uccrrrrrrrlltctl u¡l t() otìc Ilr¡ur front
dissolutiorr slrorvcrJ rcsorì¡lìccs f'¡orn tll tlrrce iso.
rncrs. Tllc spcctra ol¡tainecj by further accumula-
tions (over f -9 Ìr lronl <iissolution) were essentially
tlrc s:rlrc, so tlìût cquili[)rrtjolì r)ìust lìavc becn
rcuclrc'rl rvit llin ltllr¡r¡l onc lrrrur ut 2-5 oC. Tlrc cc¡ui-
libriunr isorncl ratio as cstitì)Jtcd froll tllc rclativc
pcak ratios (3:l:2) agrecs with that assessed fronl
tlìc clìrolrìut ogru¡rlry.
'l'lrcsc vltl itrt:s cclrrilibrlrtctJ solutiorts l'roltl tltc
¡rurc Ä tlr C istrrrrcrs wer0 rc-s0l)JrütcrJ on Scplradcx
s,itlr NalSOa/ll* clution inlo tlrc ts,o orangc-red
blrrds of'(A + B) l¡td C, to qivc tlìc sanìc ratjos of the
tlucr' ctlrlPlc'xr's us ¡rrc.r,ir.luslr,. Tllis raLio, A:B:C =
3:l :1, is tlrcrclorc thc cc¡uilibriutìl ratio at roonl
tcnìI)crrlurc
Tlrc ru¡ritl cc¡uilibrutiorr is ulso dcnlotìsrratcd in
Sr'¡rlltdc'x clìrorììiì(ogrüplì\,. rvlrerc clutiorì witlì
NulS()¡ irr rvutcr. ¡lll 5.-5, g:rvc lcss scp:.lrttjon tlìan
u,itlr thc cluc¡rt acjdificd to pll l. Thus 1o avoid
isolncriz.utir¡lr. tlrc conr¡rlcxcs ltìust be cliror:rltog-
nt¡rlrctl urrtl nur¡ripulltccì in acidic solution. pl{ (2.
TIrc lucilitt' ol ir'ìlctrotìvcrsion bctwcell the
'qc()rììctric' l'o¡rns oi ICo(rrrccn)3]3* ct)lttr:¡sts llrar-
kcdlv rvitlr tlrc roirustllcss torvards racenliz.ation
:ulcl isolllcriz,ulion tlf' othcr cobalt(lll)-ìrcxanrinc
corrrplcxcs srrclr rrs lCo(crr)1]3* und ICo(dicn)2]3'
l.ì-ì]. Also, tlrc isolrlecl'gcorrrcrric' lorrrrs oi ICo,
G Il Seorlc ond I:. R. Ktcne
(meen)2(cn)13* F anri H arc rr-rbusi in basc, bcing
scparrtcd clìronlatographically using Na3l)Oa (scc
later). Tlìus ihe isomerizarion ol [Co(mecn)3]3-
cannot involve rearrangement ol chelate rings, but
must bc due to N-FI inve¡sions at tlìc asvnlmclric
nitrogen centres. This N-H isomerization, occurring
in neutral conditions, is more lacile ltowevcr tllan
in Ni(II)-macrocycle systems (where basic condirions
0.1 M NaOFI over somc ltours wcrc uscd to effect
cc¡uilibrltion) [31] and in ICo(lrcxucycìcn)]3*
[32J.
Thus the three isomers A, B, C must be diasterco-
isonlers of the one geontetry, and the similarit¡, in
the r3C NMR spectra is consistcnt with tiris. TItis
geometry is nlost probably mer, as somc 01- lbe luc
forms lÌave been excluded on tlìe basis of large non-
bonded interactions, and also because the C3 sym-
metrics of some fac conîormers should have rcflectcd
in the 13C NMR spcctra.
The two red bands separated previously by paper
and thin layer chromatography [21,22] nrust havc
been the major isolners A and C.
Aerial Oxidaric.ttt Sl¡¡þss¡s ¡.r I Co(ineen ) 313' tt,itlt
Charcoal at 80 oC, ancl CharacÍerizatíon of the
Products
This syntlresis follows thc conditions as lirst
uscd by Kcllcr and Edwa¡<is Il]. With tllc solutir.ln
stoiclìio rnet ry




and charcoal present, aeration was carried ou! at
80 t for 2 h then continuecl at room teml)craturc
fì>r two <Jays. Tlrc crutJc prorluct was obtaincd by
prccipitation, and thc low yicld (50%) rcllecred rhe
lower stabilities of complexes with N.substituted.en
than those with cn [3a] , but was due also to tlìc
Itiglr solubility ol tlte cornplcx r:rixture. This product
could bc lìactionally crystallizcd lronr watcr l'airly
cleanly' into twcr portions: tllc lcss soluble fraction,
ycllow. contrirrccl cornplcxcs with cn ligands wlrich
nlusl lravc ariscn by dcnrctlrylation of ntccn. Tlre
nlolc solublc red portioD prcdonìinated and con-
taincd ICo(mccn)3]3*. Thts red marcriâl \\'as hrgclv
c<.rrDplex C (by t3C Ntr,f R in acid) as the lcasr solublc
ICo(rrrccn)3]3* isonlcr lronr water, witir ¡ ljttlc
dcrnethylatcd conrplex (H) also prcscnt.
The ycllou, nìaterials wcrc scparabìe b¡, Scplra<jex
chronratograplrl, using Na3PO4 elution into l'our
ycllow-orangc bands ol CoNs complcxes (Fig. 7).
Tirc conrpìcxcs in thcsc bands are dcsignated D, E,
F + G, and H accorrling to tlleir elutir.ll oiclcr, atrti
were isoìatcd using cation+xcllange.
Thcsc coruplcxcs wcrc clìaractcriz-cd by t3C NÌt'lR
sl)cctra (l:ig. l>), and tllc cl¡crnical for¡lls wcrc con-
lirrrrcd hy clclltcrital irrr¡l_vscs. D tvas ICìo(crr.¡r]3*,
r3i
Co I M ) Co n p tcx cs tt' i t h .Y',1 [ c t I t )' le t In ttc' l'2''] ia n t i n e
Na2so¡/H' Na3Po4 bons coincidcrtt witlt :ìlìd ol)scttrc(l try tllc pclk ô
56.5 irom cÒrnplcx F; perks l:l:l l'rrrrrl lllN-C-
carbonsl and the uptìeld pe¡k ô 37.5 tiorrt tlte trvo
methyl cxrbons coincidentl¡'.
H rvas the nruin ycllorv product. Witlr t'oLrr 13C
Nl\'lR peaks ancl clutirrg closcly bchinrl F + C. it is
anothei C2 isonter ol [Co(nru'en).(en)]3*.
Thc product rltios rvere deternlined scnriquan-
titatively ts D:E:F:G:H = l;ll;i¡l;-ì(r [:y vistrll
asscssrncnt ol thù Scpharlcx bi¡ntls' llttl l'ro¡ll tlte
ratio F/G deternlined front the ''C NìtlR sPùctrunì
ol the evaporated lnixture lronr the oran.ee tlrirri
Sephadex band. The extent ol the tiemcthyhtion
unà h.n.e the proportions of the tiillerent cotltnlcx
systems would be expected to varv rvitlt the pre-
parative conditions (charcoal. air or oxygen' tent-
p.rotut., time) so tltere rvould be littlc signiiicance
in the ratios of thesc' D:E:F + G + H = l:ó:ll'
except tlìat tlte ratios indicate thlt dcrncth"'lltiorl
takes place sequentially and -not stereoselectively
from one ol the ICo(rneen)3]3* corrtplexes to give
E. IIt>rvcvcr. tltc llttitrs (rl' tllc is()lìlcrs rvitltirl cltcll
systcnl tt0 tttc:trtirtgl'ttl lts tltc istlrttcts sllot¡ltl llc itt
equilibriurn on the cltarcoal, allcl tltcsc cxperitltcrttltl
,oìios cun bc conrparcd rvitll thosc culctrlltcd frorrl
cnergy nrinirliz.atitltts. Tllc t¡scl'Lrl l'igtrrcs lrc: tìrr
ICo(rnccnXcn)1]l*. ttllc iso¡ttcr E, lìrrtllctl cssctt'
ii.lly rt.r.i,rpeóil'ic,rtly; lìrr lCtr(nrccn)2(cn)lr*' F:
G:Hca.5:l:36.
Thc rltios lre also cxpcctctl to vilr)t t() solììc ex-
tcnt rvitlt tltc rnanncr ol isolutitln. rvlticlt s'ls prc'
cipitation of crtrde lotal complcx frorrt tltc rclction
mixture, follorved by fractional recrystallizstion
to obtain tlte lcss soluble yellow nìattrial' Clclrly
somc otlìer Irti¡tor ist¡ttlcrs rvhich rvcrc ltlrtltcd rvotrltl
havc rcrlluitred i¡r thc ¡ltotllc'r liqtrtlrs. l)t¡t lìlorÙ illì-
portant is the possible loss tll isotrtcrs ol'lriglrcr
solubility rvhich might ltrve been prcsent in re:rson-
ablc amo[¡nts irr tlrc cqtrilibrit¡rll. Wc ticl tlllrt tlrc
vlri()tts istl¡tlc¡'s ol'clclr cottt¡rlcx rvtt\tltl ttot rillìqÙ s()
gre¡itly ilì solutrility i.ls to crr'lsc tlrr't'utios trt¡(¡rirtctl
in the isolated solid to be nl:lrkc'tily tliilìrent lronr
thc equilibrirrrn vulttcs. lrrld thus wù lllkc tltc lrtrovr"'
rulios lì)r tlte systcrns ICo(rrlccrr)¡(crl)l'r' rrrrtl lCo'
(meen)(en)113* to rcprescttt rorrghly thc cqtrilitrritrrlr
ra tios.
Iit¡ u i li bru t i r t r t s I¡ a t v'c c t t l l rc l)t t t t c ¡ l t.t' ltr f t'r/ (ì rrrt¡rlt"vt's
u¡ ttl D t'd u c I i t ¡ t ts t I S I c ru x'h ('r,l rl! /r'r'
For ICo(rnccnXen):13'' tltc trvo N-ll diastu'rco-
isomcrs possible (Fig.5) rvill intcrcorlvcrt rapidly
in blse i)v protott cxcltltngc'. so tlì:ll tllc tltltlcri:¡l
isolatcd t'rtl¡n tltc Nl3l)O.¡ cl'lìtrcrtt sltottltl cotttltitt
these isottlcrs in ctltrilibritrrtt proportiotts' Ås rvith
thc ICo(nrcen)3l3* systerrr. tlìù tw() N -lI Llirstcrco'
isonròrs should also intcrconvcrt in ttctltr:tl rvlttcr.
when tltc scDarttc forrtls sltoultl be cvitlcnt irt thc








ljig. 7. Clrrornutogruplìic scparutions on SP-Scplta<lcx col-
urnns witlt tlil'lcrcnt clucnts 0.2 ì\f Na25Oy'll25Oa pll 2
rnrl 0.1 tr{ Na3POa: colurnns (u) and (d), thc rccl ICo(nrc'
cn)311 prorJucts,\-C ol thc dinrcthylsulfoxitlc rrxitlation
synthcsis; columns (b) and (c), thc lcss solublc ycllorv dc'
nrctlrylatccl ¡rroducts D-ll ol thc oxygcn oxidution synthcsis
rvirh clurcoal. 1Co(cn)tl* ltus L¡ccn a<ldcd to coltrnrns (c),
(<i) und (c) as a rcfcrcncc. Thc figurcs arc R* valucs rcl¡¡livc
to ICo(cn)31].
R¿F
being idcntical to the authentic conrplcx (by t'C
NMR single resonance, and Sephadex elution).
Comptex E showed seven aPproximately equal
t3C NMR peaks, consistent with one of the trvo
possiblc <iiaitcrcoisomcrs ol ICo(rnccn)(cn)21 3*.
The matcrial from the orangc tllird Sephadex
band contained two comPlexes F and G. with the
ticntly rvith F ¡nd satislactory clcnìcntal rnllyscs.
indic¡tc that G is anothcr ICo(nrccn)2(cn)]3* iso'
rner. lfowcvcr, tlìe tlìrcc uneoual rcsonanccs in tlte
H2N-C- region show that G rvould ltavc C¡ strlì-
mãtry and thc peak assignments lrom thc cight dif-
lerent carbons 
' in ICo(rneen)1(en)13* would then
have to 'oe: a resonance from two MeHN-C- car-
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()rìl)'orìc is()nrcr E lr¡s hecn oirscrved indicatcs
tlrc' Iri¡,lr stcrctrs¡rccificit¡' iu this nrorro(urcert) s¡,s-
lctì)
l:t>¡ tlrr' C2-s¡,nrrrrct ry' isorlcrs F and H ol ICo-
(rrrc'crr)11crr)13* llre'rc irrc four possibilitics (Fig. a).
Til:lt F rrìd [l do rìot irìtcrconvcrt ir'ì wcak basc
(tJurirrg tlìc scprration rvÍth Na3POa, pl-l l2) shows
tlì¡l tlrcr,¡rc rì()t (iiastcrcoisolrcrs of tllc sanle
qc())nr'l r ic isonlcr . Tllt¡s tltcy ntust lrc tllc ¡llost
stublr' di:rslt'lr'()is()rìlcrs irt tllc rìil'icrcrìt gconìetric
isolrìcí svstcurs, cri-Cll3,trans-NIl2 ancl rrøns-CH3,
cis-Nll2. The stereospecilicit¡r within each geometry
is l¡r¡rtrc'rrtlv lrislt. írs only the onc N-ll diastcreo-
isornc'r irt r'lclr s¡,s1s¡¡1 lras [rccn obscrvcd, ¡.c..iì.R or
SS. but rìot .1ì.5'.
Conrplcx C involves sonre unccrtaint¡,. The bancl
(3) rrrrterial co¡rtaining F and G \À,as in only small
l)r()portioiì. and frour tlris only a snlall quarìtity of
F llrrs lrct'n isolutcd. alìd G llas bccn observcd only
in solutiorl rvith F. We were unable to carry out
exterìsive equilibration trials. but a solution of F
(purc bv t3C Nlvtlì in D:O/llßr) altcr basiiying with
NuOll to ¡rll 13.-5 grvc no inclicatio¡l of tllc rcso-
rì3rìccs f ronì G rvllen thc 13C Nlr4R spcctrum was
rc-recorded (aÌbcit onl¡, weak resonanees expected).
Tlris su¡gests thrt F:uld C do rìot irìtcrcorìvert,
rvlliclr rvoulrl cxclutlc G us tlrc RS diustcreoiso¡ucr
(C1 svnrrrrr'trr') ol'the srrììc gcon)ctr), as F. Sincc
G ¡¡nd H do r¡ot intcrcorìvert. G rvould then be the
stablc diustcreoisonrer of tlrc thi¡tl possible geotììetry
ft r r I Co ( r r r c'c' rr ) 2 ( c n ) ] 3*, cr.s-C l I.. crs-N I ì 2 .
Work is irr ¡lr()grcss to dctcrrrrinc thc structurcs
ol thcsc isolated conrplexcs b), single crystal X-ray
arrrl¡'sis [35 ] .
TÌ t t' A1 ccI tu t t i sr r t t tJ I)or r ct I t.r lu t ir t t t
Dcnlctlrt,lrtion clearìy occurred during the aerial
oxi<lutiorr syrrlìrcsis ol ICo(rriccn)3]3* with charcoal
:rt SO t. t¡r¡t llrc vcllow' dcnlcthyl:rtcd colrìplcxes
wL'rc rìot cvidcnt frorìl ir sirlil¡rr aeri¡l oxidation
IrL'l)rrlli()rì ilt 20 t Dc'rrrctlrylatcd cor'ììl)lcxcs
u,crc ¡lsrr ¡rroduccd ill a sullstitutron s¡,nthesis ICo-
(NIlr)(CI 
.l Clr + -ìrììcclì ar tiO'C rvitlt cltarcoal, bul
rì()t lrorìr u sinìilur svrìtlìcs¡s s,itlrout charcoai. Tltus
dcrrctlr¡,latiorl occurs onìr,rvitìr charcoal and at
cìcVltcd tcrìrl)crirtrrrcs, but tlre ¡r()ssiblc involvcrÌent
of tlsr,l:cn is urrclcur fronr tllcsc rcsul¡.s.
Srrclr rle'nlctlrr lutiorr proccsscs lì0\,c bccn obscrvcd
l)rL'vi()usl),in s()nìc otlrcr Co(lll) systcnìs. N-C
clca\':rgc rv:ls l-irst ticnlonstratcd in the oxygcn oxida-
ti()tì l)rcl)rìnrtion ¡t clcvllcd tc¡ul)craturc ol ICo-
lct,rlcrr)., I 
3* 
l cl o['rl = 1-(3'-u rtti;rttct lt),iirlìlitìo)ctlìrlì-
oll rrltc¡t l¡t'-lrrrrtlttcts ICo(crr)3]3t. rtttttttotril ancl
fornrlltir'irvtic' rvcrc r>bscrvcd. No ICo(crr)3]3* was
found fro¡lr tlle substitulion prcparation ICo-
(n\ll.),,13* + jctole n s,irh chr coal [36-38], but
dc:rlk¡l:rtiorr rvus o[rscrvccl I'rt>¡n lCoictolcn)r]Clr
irì \\'i.¡tcr rvitlr clr:u ct¡nl lrtd rir 'l'llus chrrcoal ancl
oxygcn botll llave cssential rolcs in thcse clcavrgc
rcactiorìs [3i-39]
DcmethyJation frorn sy'ac-[Co(nrcdicn)2](C)Oa)3
Inredicrr = 4-nrethylr.lietlrylcnetriantincl in watcr witJr.^^ o^clìarcoal (90 "C, 3 days) was subsLantial to givc
s-/ac-[Co(dicn)(rnedìcn)]3* as the nìairì protJucl
(l l%), and sonie rner-[Co(clicn)2]3* was also fonncd.
Oxygcn rvas sllown to bc ncccssary lor tlris nroccss
also [401. Tl: js wr¡¡k, ]ikc tlrc lCo(ctolcn)¡l3t rci,c-
tions, cJc rnonstrltcd that N-C clcavagc is not ol
necessitY associated with formal Co(ll) + O2 oxi<.la-
tion processes but can also occur from Co(lll) spccics
*,itll cll¡rcoal prescnt. Howevcr thcsc Co(lll) rcac-
tions nlt¡, in fact involvc Co(ll) spccics bclìaving as
catalysts, anri tllesc could prcsunrably bc gcrrcrltcrJ
by reduction on the charcoal. Evidencc for such
Co(ll) involvement has been provided f¡om cìetaile<i
studies ol the following systems in which dcnicthyla-
tion occurrcd:
Co(II) + elolen + charcoal + Oz
[Co(ctolcn)3]Cl¡ * charcoal + O,
In eacl.r systenì the Co(ll) concentration reachcd a
steady state value, but onl¡, il charcoal was present
[3e].
'l'lrc dcrrrcthylation in tlìc I)rcscrìt ICo(rrrccn)3]3*
syslcnl was furthcr cxamined by lrcating solutiolls of
pure A-[Co(nreen)3]Br3 in D2O at 80 "C for three
hours uncler the following oonditions:
(i) with oxygcn bubbling,
(ii) with a<.lrJcd lreshly ground clrarcoal arrcl oxygcn
bubbling;
(iii) with added charcoal, but with nitrogen bub-
bling.
TIre r3C NMR spectrum fronr (i) showcd an cqui-
librium mixture ol the ICo(rncen)3]3+ isonrers A,
B and C. Thc rJeep-red solutions from (ii) and (iii)
after liltcring ofl thc cilarcoal gavc sintiìar t3C NMR
spcctra. Tlresc rverc conrplicatcd, and tlrcy sllowcci
scveral ncw pcaks ancl sortrc pelks cnltanccd lronr
(i) consistent rvith the rppcararìcc ol dcrncthyJatcd
products E, F alld H, ancì a dccrcase in sornc pcaks
lronr (i) consistcnt rvith a dccrcasc ol A and C. Thc
expcrinrent (iii) is inconclusive al.rour tlre rolc r.ri
ox)/gcn, as lraccs ol o.x¡,gen rrright bc dilficult to
exclutlc. We could nor detccr by ttC NNlR rn¡,cx-
¡tccted nrorrt-rcarbon products frc¡nl tlrc denloth),lltiorr
(l'lC02ll, FICHO. MeOII), aìthough these couJd have
bcen renroved rr,itlr the charcoal. Thcsc product
solutions werc also exanlincd b)'SeplllCcx chro-
nìlrtoqrüpl)y O¡'l srriall ct>lunlrrs usirrg Nall)Oa alrd
Nu2SOa/ll* cluc:lts. Tllc buncjs sc¡rlrati:rg lronl
rcâc1iorì nrixturcs (ii) ancl (iii) ivcrc sinliìar, rrrd
consistent $,itll substantial dcmerhylation to F and
H, althougli (*,ith sullatc clution) bends corrc-
spoudiltg tt¡ A lrrd C wcrc cvjclcnt. 
^ 
purplc blrrd oÍ-
lryclrolyzcr.l s¡rccics rvls also prescnt.
G H Seorle cnd l-'. R Xcenc
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Cr t I I I I ) Cct t t t ¡; I c.¡L'5 rt'i t,/t lJ''l I c t I t v' I c ¡ I u t tc' l, 2' Ll i a n t i n e
Sirnilar cxpcrilìlc!ìts stxrting fronl nlcclt or lreen'
lllCl (in D3O witlr adcicd charcoal ancl oxygen'
80 t ior 8 h) slrorvecj that no dcnrethylation oc-
crrrrecl l'rtllrl tllc uncoordinûtcd ¡nline'
Tltcsc ¡rrcscnt rcsults rcin lorcc tltc collclttsions
about thc <.lcrtrcthylilt¡ons in Co(l f I) systcnìs ob'
scrvcd previorrsly. All the various observations on
the three systc¡ììs indicate tlìal thÈ oxiilative N-C
clcirvugc rcactions ilrvolvc lrcc radicais. A plausible
rldicrrì rnccltanisttt has bccn prol)oscd (partictrlurly
{'or dealkylation in the oxygen oxidation syntltesis
ol [Co(etolen)r]3*) in wlúch an initial addition
prociuct ol Co(il) rvith niolecular oxygen goes to a
òo(lfl)-superoxiclc intcrnrediatc. This oxide nucleo-
philc crn ilrcn attack a carbon. lcaciing t¡n to N-C
4 h).
Scpltutlex Cltrottntrtgraplt¡' Beltat'irtur of tlrc Variotts
ContpLercs
Tirc cltromatographic scParations on SP-Scphadcx
cation-cxclìange resin colttnrns of tltc various conl-
plexcs ancl isomcrs from the two main preparations
ir. ,.pt.t.nted in Fig. 7. Tlie scparations are qutn'
tiliccl in tcrnrs of R* valucs (rclativc R¡) rclativc
to ICo(cn):13'as tltc rcfcrcncc corttplcx. tlbtairrcd
by using sillall alnounts of conrplcxes on snrall
.ólu,unt [43,44] , and tl'rese vaiues are shown on
the diagrants.
It ñ notablc that the clrrent SOa2-/H* givcs
lulnrost no discrinrination betwcc¡l tlre vurious de'
nrclhylatc<1 products in tltc lcss solublc ycllow
nrutcii:rl fiorìl thc acrill t>xidution syrrtlrcsis ICo-
(cn).lr* (D), ICo(mcen)(cn)213* (E) and thc isonrers
ol' iCo(mecn)r(.n)ìt- (F)' (C)' (H)' l{owevcr, wítlt
a tlìird methyl substituent a reasonablc scParation
between the [Co(meen)313* isomcrs A an<] C is
obtai¡rcd with this clrrcnt.
Tlrc cltront I'O¿3 -- is usuully ctlnsitlcrably Irtorc
discrirninnting tltart SOaz- [a3l' and it cllccts a
g,rorl scparlrtìon bctwccrt tlrc tlil'l'crcrltly dcrrtctlryl-
Itcr'.l c,,'ìrplcxcs in tlte Prcsent work' Thc corltplcxes
clutc progrcssivcly more slrwly (lorvcr Â') witlt
incrcasing rnctllyl substitttctlts :
ICo(en)rl 
3* ) [Co(mcen)(cn)z] 3*
) JCo(rncc¡r):(crr)l r* = [C"(rrrccn)rl3*
'l lris is clc:rrly lttribrrtltlllc to tlccrcltsirltl ¡tt¡ttlhcrs
rrl' N--lI sitcs lìrr ltssrrciltitrtl to tlrc I'O'il lttliotts'
'.rnd pcrlraps also to incrccsing conlortlllttional rigi<l'
ity irttscr'l lltrottglr thc stcric intcructit>rls ol' tllc
rrícthyls rvhiclr nrigllt hintlcr the optirìrirl ricvelop-
ment ol the N-l{'-'O hytlrogt'n bortds' Tlrcr¿ is
little discrimination bctrveen tltc thrce gconletric
isorners ol ICo(nreen).(cn)l'* arttl the singlc geont-
elry (nrcr) ol ICo(rnccn)rl '*. ,o lltrtt st¡rrte sntttrr-
tion conclitiorì scùlììs ttl llc rcltellctl ivitlr trvo lììÙ1ll)'l
subsli t ttcn ts.
The Nl-l diastereoisonlers ol'tltc olìc gÙorllÙtry
Qner) ol Ilo(meen):ì3+ ir'ìterc()nvÈrt rlpidly cverl
in néutt.l solutiotl, so 1lìllt tlìcl/ L'lrltù rts ottc bt¡td
rvitll POq3-, llrcsttrtlltllv corrcsptltttlirtr to.tlrc Nll
diastereoisonler and conforlllcr ltlrnring tlrt' opti'
munl hydrogen bonriing rvith that cluting anion
Ia5]. Tire diastercoisomers t>l thc other cotrrplcxcs
shoulrl bclruvc irr tllc salÌìc nìiìlìlìcr' llorvcvcr SO¡: 
-
subtle.- 
Tlre cltrtion ordcr lor tlte three ICo(nrccn)2(cn)]3*
which shorrlcl bc suitablc Ibr lryclrogc-rr'bontiing to
slor¡/est clrrt irtg,.
Experimcntll
ol't-llt¡tVl ltlcrrllol ¡lrrrvirl'-'tl lt lclcrcttec si':ltltl l¡t
6ltl.9 llz. ö i0.79 ¡rtrttt lìrt ('ll.¡ tlorvrrlicltl lrrrrrt
SiMe¿. (This rcl'crcnce sigrtltl rvrrs rltcrtst¡tcrl lìrr lt
t-brrtyl trlctrlttrl clrl:illirrv irr C[)Cl.r l5:tittst Silttc¡ rts
intcrnal rct'crclrcc')
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Âs rvitlr otlrcr cobrìt(lll) (3+)-cltrrgcd conrplcxes
previouslv studiccì. tilc cllcnrical shifts of the reso-
nanccs oÍ' tlrc ICo(nree n)3]3* iso¡lrers shorv little
t,uriution rvit lr dificrcnt arrions. r\rty suclt variation
is si¡¡riì:¡r lo tlr:rl lìrurrtl llctrvccrt riif-fcrc¡rt rcct>rdiltgs
ol tlru s:rrnc cttrrt¡rle'x. gctrcrulll'0 I in 6.
The integrlted intcnsitics of protort<lecoupled
t3C rcsonrnccs nlây not in general be proportional
t(ì tlìc lìu|ìl)cr of clrtron nuclei in caclt pcak due to
r':rrvirrg ¡ruclc;rr Ovcrlr:ttrsc¡ cr¡lrrtttcctllcrlts :rlrd clil-
l-c.rcrrccs ol' tlrc s¡rin-lattjcc rclrxuti(:rl tinlcs 146, 4'7).
llorvcvcr, rve lrrvc louncl that t3C Nlr4R peak areas
of CI l1 anrl N-Cl l3 carbolts fronl a Ituniber of
P()l)'lrrirìc conr|lcxcs oI cobalt(lll) do rcflcct carbon
c()rìccrìtr:rti()rìs trr witlrin l0iá, u¡rd licqì.lclttly bcttcr
[]9. 45 I . r\ sinrilar situation obtuir¡s rvith the r3C
pelrk r:rt ios of lhe conrplexes in tlte present work,
liltl tlrc. r:rtitls r¡rrotr'rl lìltvc itccrl r()rrnclcd to intcgral
v:rlucs.
'I'lrc lnlirtc rrrcen (Fluka ¡rururrr) rvas usctl as
suppliccl. lrs high purilv rvas conlirmed by the 13C
NlrlR sp..ctrunr run in DrO (ô 52.9. 40.0,34.8 ppnr)
rvllc¡r tlrc crì rcsonâncc (ô 43.2) u'as cortrplctely
abscllt, lld also by tlrc spcctrum of nteen'2HCl
(ð 4-s.9. 35.8. 33.8) rvhcn en'2HCl (ô 36.9) was
ltllsc'n t .
Sonlc. of tlrc' lulinc rvls collvc¡lctl to nlccn'21lCl
bv udclitiorr ol' stoicltionlcLric I lCl ill r¡ lttctliun<.rl
solution. lìltering off tltc precipitated product, and
u'ashing rvitlr nletllanol.
.5' r'¡r /ircsi.r r t-l f L'r t ( t t t c c t t ) 3 | Cl 3 lt.r D i t t t c t I t.t I su I Jò.r itl e
()xidat it¡tt
CoCl2'óH2O (9.53 g, 0.04 mol) was dissolved
irr lrlc:SO (30 Irrl. BDIì Anllrr). Tllc solution rvas
Irc:r1crl to lroilirrS :rìd rìtirirrti¡irrr'tl lìr¡ 5 Irrin (140-
160 "C) t() rcnì()vc r¡lucll of' tlrc \\'lttel, tllcn coolecl
to 70 t. A solution r>l rnccrr (7.35 g. 0.10 nrol)
rurrtl rnr'cn'llìCl (1.().1 g,. 0.02 rrrol) irr lvlc2SO u'ls
Irc1tu¡ctì s'ittt rvltr tttirtg irr tlte ¡tlillillttttlt vtrlultlc
ol' tllc solvcrtr ( l -1 rrrl). 'l'llc s'lrrll coltult solutitlll
rr'¡s a<ldctl to tllc stirred artline solutiolt wllere'
ul)()rì rcaÈtion crtsuctl witlrill sccollds: llìe tenl'
l)L.tittilrù rtlsc. llrc ctllOUr cl)itrtgcd f'rolll lllue tO
J:¡rk btorvn. lr srrtlitìc otltrttr sigttilicd lctlt¡ctioll of
lt1c2SO. end tlre ICo(rnccrr)3JCl3 procluct corll-
nlcrrcctl to _-\cfxrittc. _Tlte rllLrturc 
rvas nlailltained
rt utrt>rrt 70'(' lr¡ -5 ¡uirt. tlrcll :rlloq'ccl to cool
to rooilr tcrìrl)crJtt¡l c.
Tlrc linc rcddislr crvst'¡llirtc yrt-rcluct u'ls liltcrcd
ol'f.. s uslrctl s itlt ctlll¡rtol :lrlrl acclonc. and lir-dricd"
Yic'lds rvt'¡c' r'rtti:thlc'. ttlt ttr 1.1.5 g.937,. Attal. Calc.
lor [('o(Crll,nN:):, 1('l¡: C. ]?.9: Il.7.tìl N. 11.7.
Fountl: C. i7.-i: ll. 8.0: N. i I .5iá. This nlaterial
wJs csscntiirllY pulr'isonrc¡ A. but c¡n recrvsialliza"
tiolr lronl rvutcr u'ith ctlìtnol purc isonter C rvas
oìrr:rirrcd (t3C Nì\11ì srrcctri.r irr l)1O/llCl). Botlr ol
tlìL'sc solids sL'l)JlrlL'(i i¡lt() l\\'o led colllpolìclìts by
thin laycr chromatography (TLC) (scc-butanoli
water/conc. I'lCl cluent on cellulose).
Seplwdex Cltntttntr.tgraphic Scpara tiott oJ r hc
[ ût(ntt:c'tt ) 3f3' lvttncrs und Iltcir Cltaructt:ri:ut it¡t¡
r\ solutjon ol'ICo(rrrccrr)3]Cl3 lÌorrr tl¡c abovc
(1.0 g in 60 ml water) was apolied to a largc ct.rlurn¡l
(4.5 diam X40 cm) of SP-Sephadex C-25 cation-
cxchange ¡esin, and washed on witll water. Tlic
ct>lurrrn wus clutcd witll 0.2 M Na:SOq/lì:SOn ttr
pll 2, lnd tlrc two orangc-rc<J blncls wlúcll scparirtcd
wcrc collcctcd. All samplcs of [Co(meen)r]CÌ3,
and also mother liquors, gave llte samc two bands
onl1,, ¿n¿ always in the sa¡nc ratio:lirst eluted (l)/
sccond clutctl (2) ca. 2, asscsscrl visually. ( I ) ct;n-
tairred A + D, with AIB ca. 3 b,v r3C NMR, and (2)
contained C.
In isolation of thc complexcs, solutions wcrc
kc¡rt acìdic to avoicl isomcriz.:ttion. 'l'lrc twr..¡ baltd
eflluents were diluted and applied to small columns
(1.2 X l0 cm) of Dowex 50W-X2 calion-exclìange
resin, 200-4O0 meslr, H* form. Thc coluntns were
washed first with 0.1 M HBr to Ienìove all Na*
(otherwise NaBr may crystallize subsequcntly),
then the complexes were eluted off witli 3 M ËlBr.
T1lese cffluents were each rolar¡'-cvaporated to a
slurJgc. and furthcr IIBr was ¡cnrovcrl by drirwìrr¡¡
air through the flask.
Each sludgc was dissolvcd in 0.01 M I'l13r (c'4.
4 ml) and the solution rvas left to cr¡,stallizc in a
vacuuur dcsiccator. fte motllcr liquor u'as suckcd
ofl'arrd tlrc tJccp-rcd crystais wcrc uir-tlricd orl f iltcr
papcr. The cr¡,stals obtaincd frorD bartcl ( 1 ) u'crc
pure isomer '\ Anat. Calc. for ICo(C3H¡qi\-2)3]Br3'
2H2O: C. 19.4: H. 6.1: N. 15.1; Br, 43.0. Found:
C, l().4; ll, (r.l;N. 15.0; 11r,43.1')4'. t3CNMR pc;rks:
ô 56.1, 55.9, 55.7. 43.ti. 43.4,* 4t.0,+ 39;i,¿'38.4.*
37.1 ppnt. A coultl be crystallizcd pure to lcave B
prc<.lorrrinutirrg i¡l tlrc llBr nlollrcr liquor, and furtller
crrcl-ul crystuiìizutio¡r oi A lcf't csscrìtiully trrtlv I]
i¡l tlic rnrrllrcr Iiquor as showrì by its t3C NN4 Iì
spcctrunr: ô 56.-í, 55.6, 54 4.* 44.3 (2 carbons).*
41.1. 38.9,'' 37.6, 37.3.* (* arc unique and clistinc'
tive ¡rcuks of tlrc plrticuìar isortrcr). ll coLrltl lttrt tlc
cr¡,stulliz-cd:rs brollliclc, buL it could bc isoluicd rs
tlìc nilratc srlt (lronr Dorvex/ I lr4 tlNO3) and rs Lite
perchlorate salr (fronr Dorvex/3 ì\l HCl. ft-rllou'cd
by conccntratc<J I lClOa ).
Tltc crvstals i'rorl b:¡ltd (1) rvcre purc istttrtcr C.
.;Lttal Calc. í<¡r ICo(C3llreNr)3]tsi3'Fl2O: C, 10.0:
H. 6.0: N. 15.6: B¡, 44.5. Found: C. 20.1: ll. 6 0:
N. l5.5; L\, 43.87ï. trc Nl'4R õ 51.2* 56.a (l C).
42.8.¿' 4?.1. 41.5* 39.1 (l C),* 37.(r pprtr. Iìcso-
nances 1^ronl tjrc cltioriclc salts werc gencrllly ji.lcrttical
(10.1 ð) to tlìos3 o1'the b¡onlicies. except titrt tlre
signals giving thc double pcak irr thc brorlliclc ol
(C) (ð 56.4) rvcrc rcsolvcd into scplrrtc peaks trl tlrc
chloridc (ô 5 6.7. -5 (r.4).
G ll. Scorlc ottd I 'll. Xctttr
Co i I I I ) Cr t t n p I t,r¿,s t, rtlt t\t -'lI t t lt.t' lc I I ta nc- ], 2 - d io n i n c
¡l t,r iu I 0-r itlu r ir ¡ t t S t' tt t I t cs is J rt r I Co( t naut ), | 
3* *' i t lt
Clturt'oul
(u).'1r 80"C
A sr¡lrrrion oi CoCì2'6llrO (lt) 0 g, O.0S rnol),
nìccrì'2llCl (5.9 u) and rrtccn (1a.8 g) irr rvatcr (40
rnl). wilh activatcd charcoal (2 g), was:rerated rvhilc
being hertecl (80 "C) over a steam batlt lor 2 h.
Aeration rvas then continucd at room temperature
lor 2 c1ays. Thc churco:rl rvirs I'iltcrecl oll. and tllc
volunrc was rcduced. lltlllnol was added carelully.
to prccipitate an orange solid. ftis was fìltered off.
rvashecl with ethanol and acetone, and air-drie<i.
Yield l6 g, 51%. No iurther tris(ciiamine) product
cr,vstallized on addition ol NaCIO+ to the red-violet
nìother liquor, but small amounts of violet and
subsequently green comDlexes were obtained, which
werc prob:rbly the isomers of ICo(meen)2CI2]'
clo4.
The orangc hcxanrinc contplex product was
liactionllly recrystalliz.etl lionl watcr by acldition
ol' ctlranol. Tlrc lirst fractions obtained were yellow,
ancl tlle latÈr nlorc soluble lractions re<i, an<l tlte
rcri nlatcrial prcdorninatcd. Thc ycllorvish t'rac'
rions wcrc collcctivcly recrystsllized to removc
any red malerial; this purification rvas nccessary
as thc corrtplcxcs witltin thc ycllow t¡ratcrial arc
not scparablc fr<¡r:t thosc in thc rcd rnatcriul by
Scphadex chromatography as used subsequently
(Fig. 7).
TIrc hcxanri¡rc conlporìcnt ct>nrplcxcs D, E, F, C,
tl of'the ycllow material wcrc not separablc by TLC.
Carcful lractional recrystallization gave some ol the
nrajor cornponent H pure (13C NMR) in a first frac-
rion. Anul. Calc. for [Co(C3H¡eN2)r(CrHsNz)]Cl3'
1.5 lfzO: C, 24.0; H, 7.8; N, 2l .0. Found: C, 2a.I;
II, 7.8; N, ?I .O%. llowcver, thc subscqucnt yellow
fractions wcre nrixtures, so that all the conrplcxes
wcrc best obtaincci by Sephadex chronratography
(scc llclow).
Thc rcd solid lractions werc largely isomer C
of ICo(rrreen)3lCl3, but contained a little de'
rnethylatcd complex H (by t3C NMR in acid), rvith
H ciecrcrsing along the lractions. All the rcd frac'
tions wcrc chromatographically identical to thc
rcd ICo(meen)¡] Cl3 product from the dimethyl-
sulfoxi<le oxidation synthesis, giving two red bands
by TLC, ancJ two bands on Scphadcx chromatogra-
phy rvith NazSOq/Fl*.
(b)At 2o"C
r\ prcparation sir¡rilar to thtt abovc. bttt with
ucrJti()n c¡rrictl tlut cntircly 3t r()()nì tctlìl)crllturc
grrvc rrrly rctl rn¡tcrial (cu.35'/,' yicld). No tliscri¡llina-
tiorl rvus cl'lccted t>n lÌaction¡rl rccrystallizlrtitrrt. :rll
lractions giving twtl red components prestrrnrbly
r\ rrrrrl C on'f'l C or St'¡rlt:trlcx.
lJl
Sc p h a<l c x S <' ¡tu ru I it t r t t t J' ['n ttl t u' I s J n t t r t t I t c .'l t' r i a I
Ox itlo t it t tt Syl¡/¡csrs
T1re yellorv nlaterial (contbined fractions) lrortr
the aerirl oxidatittn s)'ntlìcsis i1 S0'C rvas ltpplictl
to colì.lr'r'ìrìs +.-5 X.+0 crtt ol' Sl'-Sc¡rlt¡rtlcx, l.(; q ovcr
two colu¡lrrrs. Tltc colurntts rvcrc cttltu'tl rvitlr 0.[ \l
Na3POa, rvhcn b¡rnds scprr:rtcd ¿rs lìrllorvs: ( l) prlc
yellow, lirst eluted, containing cotnplex D; (2)
pink-violet; (3) orlrrge-ycllorv. contrtirling E: (-l)
ortngc, contlrirting F:ts ttltior cottt¡ttrttctlt lttttl G
nrinor; (5) ortnge. corttainirtg corììPlL'\ H. ll:rntls
(a) and (5) were not clernly separatetl. The relrtive
amounts ol the contplexcs (visullly istinratcd)
were D:E:(F + G):H cø. I :6:3:18. Thc cortt¡rlcxcs
were isolated by applying elch clUuerrt to I colurììn
of Dowex 50W-X2 carion-exclìange resin. 200--100
mesh, Il* lorrn. Alter rvrshing rvith 0.1 lvf I-lBr to
rcnlove alì Na*, tltc cortrplcx rvus eltttcrl rvith i ltl
HBr, and thc eftluellt wrs evaporltcd to ncur dr¡'-
ncss. Bands (4) and (5) wcre eaclì reclìr()rllato-traphcci
down a Scphldex coltttrln '1.5 X 40 ctlt rvlìctl clcli
was thcn obtaincd clcanly. To the evaporlrretl I'lBr
elfluents etlì:rnol ,,vls addcd, atìd tlìc cortlplcxcs
lvere then recovcred by l-iltrltion, rvuslring rvitlt
ethanol and acetone. and air-drying to constant
weight. Tlc ílrnounts tlìtrs obtained rvcrc' D. 0.0-'ì g':
E, 0.34 g; F+ G.0.13 g: H.0.70 g: rnd tltcsc corrc-
sponded to tlrc visuully cs¡irllxted rclltivc itrlì()l,llìls.
F was subsequently obtaincd pure by rccrystalliza-
tion oIthe F+ G mixtttre lrorn0.01 ìVl fIBr.
Thc l3C NM R spcctrrr i¡r D:O/tlllr glrvc rcsorìrlrlccs
as follows: D, ICo(cn)3ll]r3, ô -t4.9: E, ICo(nrccn)-
(en)2lBr3, ô 56.2. 45.ó. 45.1. 44.5. rt4.2. '13.i. 38.3
(approximately equat intensities); F, ICo(nreen)2-
(en)2lBrp, 6 56.2.45.3, 4?.6, 38.3 (cqurl irrtensitics):
G, ICo(nreen)2(en)]8r3, irt trlixturc rvith F. ô 'l(;.0'
43.5, 41.8, 37.5 (not equrl), Prot)rt>ly urttrtltcr
resonance coincidcnt with 56.5 of cont¡rlex F: rltio
F:G ca. 5:l: H [Co(nleen):(cn)]8r3. 15 5-5.(r. 44.0.
43.7, 38.0 (cquul inturrsitics).
A¡taL Culc. lor ICo(C3tlssN2)(C2ltsN:): I Brr'
2HzO: C, 15.9; H.5.7; N, 15.9:8r,45.3. Foun<i lbr
E: C, 15.8; H.5.5; N. l5.l: Br,'13.97'. Crrlc. fbr
ICo(C3lf1sN2)r(C2ll8Nr)ìBr3'll1O: C. lS.i: ll. 5.S:
N, 16.0. Fountl l'or F + G: C, 18.4;l{,5'7: N. l5'9îí''
Calc. for [Co(C¡HroN:)2(C2H8N2)]Br3'1H2O: C.
17.7: H,5.9: N. 15.5: Br. 44.3. Found 1ìrr H: C.
17.9; I-1, 5.7: N. I 5.3; Br, 44.6i'î.
The contplcxcs wcrc llso isollltcd lts ¡rcrcltlorlttc
salts by adtlition r¡t' I lClO¿ 1o L'vrp()rutùd sol(r'
tions of HCI cluatcs lrt>nt Dorvex rcsirls..lrl¿¡l. Clrlc.
ior ICo(C3tl1oN2XC:H8N:)?ì(ClO.¡).'ll1O: C. l'1.S:
Il. 5.0: N. l.t 7: Cl. 1S.7. I:rrt¡ttd lìrr E: (-. lJ.(':
II.5.l: N. l.t.-5: Cl. Iti.7t;. C:rlc. lr'r l('rr( ('¡ll¡,¡'
Nz)z(C:llENl)l(ClO4)i'lltO: C' ltr'5: Il' 5l: N'
14.4; Cl. 18.1. Found tbr F + G: C. l(r.-i: tl. 5.1:
N. l.l.l:Cl. l$ ()''í.
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rrrccrr ( I .S5 g) :r¡rtl rr¡cc¡r'lll(Ìl (0.74 g) wcrc
tlissolvcrl in ructllanol (50 r:rl), and anltydrous CoCI2
( ì .-r0 g. 0.0 I rìloi) wrs :rdried. The solution was
lucr¡tcd lt J5'C lor 6 h. tìrell acrgtio:l \À,as continued
at roolrì teÌììPcrrturc lor I da1,. TIie resulting red
porvtlcr u'as fìltercd off, rvasllðd *'itll nlethanol
ancj :.rcctonc, anci air-dric<j Yicld 2.5 g, 63%. This
proclrrct \\'1s cssenliaì11, purê isonler C, by the l3C
Nlrl I{ s¡rr-ct r rrrrr irr D1O/llCl. Sc¡rlr:rclcx clìrorìlatog-
r:r¡rlr1, rvillr Nr2SOa/l l* guvc tw<-r rcd bands, due to
cqrrilibr:rticrn oi C in water during application. The
¡ììctlìarìol rDrrtltcr liquor Save no otlìer bancis
crlrresporrtJrng to otl¡er CoNu3* species.
S t t h s t i t t ¿ t i r t t t .9.r'ruÀc.sis y';r I Co ( n t c'e tt ) 3J 
3'
.A solutiorr of ICo(NI'ì3)5(l'lrO)](ClO4)¡ (2.30 g,
0.005 rntrl) rutci ntecn (1.3 g) i¡r wirtcr (50 rnl) was
Ircllr'rl tlll:r stcurìì llutll rvith occusiort:rl stirrirrg for
-ì lr.'I'lrr'resulting scrlutioll rvas first ¡bsortred on
Dorvcx anri elutcd off with 3 lr4 HBr, tiren chro-
nratographcd down colunrns of SP-Sephadex with
0.1 Il N:r2SOa/ll2SOa pl{ 2 clucnt. Hydrolysis
and broruo b¡'-products rvcrc substantial irì several
[rrrrcls.:rrrd tlrc ICo(r:reerr)3]3* courolcx eluted as
two orangc bands. These were collected and u,orked
rrp orr Dtxvc\/3 M I{Cl. and the¡, rvere idcntified by
'3C NìtlR sl)cctrir of thc cvaporrtecl effluents as
istr¡lrcrs 
^ 
+ ll in rîtio 3:l . '¿nd C. No /ac isontcrs
wcrc dL'tcclrìl)lc f-rolll tlris ¡lrcplratioll. Eluti<¡n clown
Sc¡rlrlrlr'r rvitlr 0.1 lr'1 Nu.¡ltO¡ guvc only one b:ind ol
ICtr(rrrccrr).1 | 
¡*. lrrrtl 1'cllorv b:trrrls t>f tlcrrrctltyltrtctl
crrnr¡rlcrcs rvcr c lttlscrtt
ln :rrrotllc¡ substitution syntlìcsis clìarcoal was
uscd. uìd tlre crudc procluct \\'as precipi!ated wilh
ctlluìol. \'icld 30?ä. Se¡rlradcx clìronìatog.raph¡' witlt
Nil.ì)O4 gl'c vcllou'blrrds ct¡rrcspon<iirtg to the
cÌclucthvlatccl crlnrplcxes E. F:¡lltl H.
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ABSTRACT




+ ( n:0-3 ) is reported. The
MM2 force field has been parameterized for cobalt(Ill) arnine complexes and the complete set of
stereoisomers of the title complexes has been modelled. Detailed structural and thermodynamic
comparisons are made with previous calculations on these systems and with experimental data.
Structural details were satisfactorily modelled by MM2, and the correspondence between the cal-
culated isomer ratios a¡d those observed experimentally is excellent. The significance ofstatistical
factors in thermodyn"-ic comparisons of this type is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Stereospecificiry, the preference of one stereoisomer over another, has been
observed widely in coordination compounds. In their classic paper in 1959'
Corey and Bailar [1] particularly examined the effects induced by ligand
asymmetry and the dissymmetry of chelate ring conformations on complex
stability, and they attempted to quantify such effects in terms of confo¡ma-
tional analysis methods already established for carbocyclic ring systems. This
work inspired a number of experimental studies measuring relative thermo-
dynamic stabilities of such "internal diastereoisomers", and also a develop-
ment of computational methods for assessment and prediction of structural
features of metal complexes.
The analysis procedure used by Corey and Bailar [1] took account only of
non-bonded interactions, prima¡ily those between hydrogen atoms in adjacent
'Aoth* ,o whom correspondence should be add¡essed.
0022-2860 /90/$03.50 @ 1990 - Elsevier Science Publishers B'V
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chelate rings, using the potential function of Mason and Kreevoy l2l.Subse-
quently, Gollogly and Hawkins [3] developed a confo¡mational analysis pro-
cedure which took account of non-bonded interactions, torsional energies of
bond rotation and valence angle deformation energies, in which the atoms in
the molecule were moved individually until a minimum enerry was obtained.
Simultaneously, an alternative approach was proposed which used more com-
plete force fields, where a "strain energy"* ( U) of the molecule included bond
length distortion, valence angle distortion, torsional enerry ofbond rotation,
and non-bonded interactions. The procedure used was originally formulated
by Boyd [4 ] , and subsequently modifred by Snow [ 5 ] , Sargeson and coworke¡s
[6,7), DeHayes and Busch [8 ], and recently by Hambley and co-workers [9-
11]. The particular advance of these methods was the ability to minimize ener-
gies by varying all atomic coordinates simultaneously over the (3N-6) vari-
ables in the potential surface of the molecule.
The most widely used molecular mechanics method was developed subse-
quently from the work of Allinger [12 ], who substantially refined the potential
forms of the terms used in the previous fo¡ce freld, and added the contribution
of dipolar interactions. These techniques have developed into the widely used
MM2 package which forms the basis of many available molecular mechanics
analysis programs.
In molecular mechanics, two general ty¡pes of force frelds (both derived from
spectroscopy ) are in common use: the generalized valence force fields ( GVFF )
andUrey-Bradley force frelds (UBFF) [13], andtheirmost signifrcant differ-
ence relates to the consideration of 1,3-non-bonded inte¡actions. In the Urey-
Bradley approach, such interactions are included explicitly in the force field:
e.g. Hambley and co-workers [9-11] have recently developed a force field which
has been widely applied to cobalt(Ill) complexes containing amine ligands,
and in which valence angle deformations are governed only by the 1,3-non-
bonded interactions. The advantage of this approach is that the only bond
stretching parameters required are those involving the central metal atom
(which can be obtained from IR vibrational analysis), enabling the force field
to be more easily transferred to systems with different central metal ions. MM2
[13] is a valence force field methodolog¡y where specifrc parameters are re-
'The use of the phrase "strain energ'y" in previous discussions of such force ñeld calculations has
not always been strictly correct. Molecula¡ mechanics programs such as MM2 directly calculate a
steric energywhich is the frnal s"m of the force field potential enerry functions. For systerns where
sufficient thermodynanic data exist, empirical force field increments for discrete g¡oups (i.e.
CHz) can be added to produce a AIf¡o, hom which strain-free increments can be subt¡acted to
produce a strain energy (e.g. see Clark [38] and ref. 13 ). Insufñcient data exist for this procedure
to be applied ø coordination complexes, and only steric energies are quotcd in this present work.
Steric energies a¡e therefore not obviously related to any real thermodynamic quantity, although
they may be adjusted to be so: they are only relevant in respect of comparisons between isomers
with the same number and type of interactions, i.e. bonds.
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quired for bond stretching, valence angle deformations, non-bonding interac-
tions and torsional angle deformations; the strong 1,3-non-bonding interac-
tion is included implicitly in the parameterization process.
There has been considerable precedent in the Iiterature of MM2 type force
frelds being applied to cobalt(III) amine complexes. Cobalt is a very "direc-
tional" ion, meaning that the ligands tend to coordinate close to regular octa-
hedral geometry, so that the variations involving deformations about the metal
ion are minimal and the organic component of the interactions is of major
importance. Indeed, Endicott et al. [14] have shown that in comparison of
cobalt(III) with cobalt(II) species, the N-Co-N angle defo¡mation constants
are of only small importance in the overall GVFF approach. For the MM2
method, the parameters fo¡ the organic components are now well refrned [15 ].
Accordingly, the parameterization, once established for the present title com-
plexes, should be readily applicable to cobalt(III) complexes with more com-
plex ligand systems. Recent modifications to the minimization scheme em-
ployed by MM2, developed by Adam et aI. [ 16 ] within one of our Departments
(JCUNQ ), have substantially improved the efficiency of these procedures.
One of the asymmetric ligands specifically addressed in the work by Corey
and Bailar [1] was ( + )-propane-1,2-diamine (pn). Erperimental studies of
the various tCo{ ( t )pn}"(en)3-" lt* (n:0-3) systems have been made by
Dwyer and Sargeson and co-workers [17-20 ] and these studies have been widely
quoted as classic examples of stereospecific effects in transition metal coo¡di-
nation compounds. Furthermore, following the initial calculations [1] of iso-
me¡ stabilities, there have been a number of subsequent conformational anal-
yses of these systems, viz. by Goltogly and Hawkins [21], Crossing and Snow
122), Later and Larsen [23 ] * and Hambley and co-workers [ 10, 11 ] .
We wished to undertake a molecular mechanics study of the
I Co ( meen ), ( en ), -, ] 
3 + systems (meen : N-methylethane-1,2-diamine ), for
which the¡e are a large number of isomeric forms in each case [24, 25]. Initial
calculations we¡e undertaken on the experimentally well studied tris (bidentate )
I Co (pn ) 
^ 
( en ) s - " ] 
3 * and bis (tridentate ) [ Co ( medien ) 
^ 
(dien ) z - " ] 
t * /' * sys-
tems ( dien = 1,5-diarnino-3-azapentane; medien : 3-methyl- l,5-diamino-3-
azapentane) to assess our computational methods. We now report these stud-
ies on the ICo(pn)"(en)e-^]3* complexes. The calculations on the
bis(tridentate) systems and on the meen systems will be reported subse-
quently [26].
EXPERIMENTAL
Starting structures for the [Co (pn ) 
"( 
en ) e - , ] 
3 * species were generated from
'These calculations used the "Consistent Force Field" which is simila¡ to the MM2 methods used
in the present work, but excludes dipole-dipole interactions.
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by Allinger [12 ]. Parameters containing the metal were taken in the first in-
stance from the work by DeHayes and Busch [g] ancl Brubaker and Johnson
[29 ] , and they were then adjusted to provide tÈe best fits between MM2 min-
imized geometries and the availabre X-ray diff¡action studies. The final pa_
ramete¡s are listed below.
Non-bonding
CoIII van de¡ Waals rad.ius:2.80 A, e6-0.211 kJ mol-1.
Bond stretching
CoIII-N: K"..:195.0 N m-r molecule-l, re:1.950 Ã, bond moment=Q.g ¿"_
bye, cubic stretch constant= -2.000.
Valence angle deforrn ation
N-CoIII-N'Kbend =0.400X 10-18N Ä rad-z molecule-r, g1 :g0.000",
t2 : 03 :0.000". CorII-N-C:Kbend =0.2TgX 10-rBN A ""d-r -of.""lã:r,01 :99.999o, t2 =03 =0.000.. H-N-CoIII:I(bend -0.22gX 10-rN ã-;;á-;
molecule - 1, 01 = g0.00 Oo , ü2 = dB = 0.000 " .
Torsional angle deforrnation. (yalues expressed as kJ mol-1. )
% = 0.000. ¡¡_¡¡_çorrr_N: V1 = 0.000,
;nToO,Y2-0.000, 
Vg= _2.L74. C_C_
kJ mo I - I betwe e n suc c es s ive,r"."r,o,,. ]lïäoioiï.ff il r:"r:îf;a;Í.T,
and 100 cycles (generally less than B min cpu time orr.itnå, DEc l0 or ccl
Power 32 computers). Refinement to a true potential enerry minimum was
ensured in all cases by the use of several siatting g.o-.ãii"., no form of
[co(III) (pn)s-^(en)^]t* (n=O-B) "hung" it acorrioî-ation otherthan thatinitially inputted. The¡umbers and typr s of the various interatomicpotentials
included in the MM2 force field calcuiations for the title complexes are listed
in Table 1.
Tables 2-4 summarize the calcu_lat for the
[Co(pn)"(en)3_o]3+ (n= [stingsojth¡ contributing factors uded inthe Supplementary Mate¡ lengths
rrhe computer program CHEM aD PLUSTM (carnbridge scientific computing, Boston, MA)was used for editing and manipulating initial stn¡ctures and viewing final o,rtput.
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and bond angles of the calculated geometdes with selected crystal structure
determinations a¡e available in the S
S7 ), as well as comparisons of torsional
been deposited with the British Libra





















The MM2 force field can be calibrated to reproduce both structule and heats
of formation, and both of these aims have bãen achieved for organic species
because of the enormous data setthat exists for these molecules' For inorganic
systems, there is " 
p"rr.itv of thermodynamic data and so the force freld has
been calibrated only to reiroduce structure. Therefore, the steric energi-es 
cal-
culated can only be-loosely related to heats of formation fo¡ coordination 
com-
po""¿r. Inspeciion of thé contributing interactions to the total steric energy
of the molecules in the present study shows that the dominant cont¡ibutors
are 
- 




[-C-o ( pr, ) " 
( 
"n 
) 3 - ^ ] 
3 + systems ( n = 0-3 ), and between the minimized structure
""¿ 
ìh. oú..*ãa crystal structure in a limited number of cases.
I so meric pos s ibilitie s
For the title complexes, isomerism a¡ises from four sources: confrgurational
isomerism about the octahed¡al metal cente¡ (designated L/A 130i, configu-
rational isomerism about the chiral ca¡bon center in the pn ligand 
(R/S ) [30 ]'
conformational i e-membered chelate rings formed by
the bidentate pn [30], and geometric isomeúsm associ-
ated with the re ion of the methyl substituents in the
f ô" tp" Ir l 
t; 
ffac / mer) and ICo (pn ), (en ) ] 
3* species (cis I trans)'
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in this work and add¡essed subsequently in light of the molecular mechanics
results. Because the orientation of the methyf group is directly ¡elated to theparticular ring conformation, this equatorial pieferãnce limits the number of
possible forms of the molecule. For al abso
metal ion, R-pn will have the methyl group
i-s,i.; correspondingly, in S-pn, the ring con
d'. To simplify comparison with previous lit
pn has sometimes been designated ( - )-pn, and s-pn as ( * )-pn, where the
signs refer to the rotation of plane polarized light af the sodium D line, 5gg.3
nm.
al 
stereoisomers of the title systems, an
tr 
ed to define ring conformation. When
are viewed down the (pseudo-)C, axis,
to be either roughly parallel (,,lel") or
absolute configuration of the metal, the ä conformation is ,.lel" and the ,1. con-
formation is "ob". (For the enantiomeric Â absolute configuration, the,l. con-
formation will be "lel" and the ô confo Con--sequently, whereas
the ¡eflection in a mirror plane of es will reverse the chir_
ality of any chelate ring (i.e. ô.-,1) signation will not alter.
This designation is included here as it is a useful way of äescribing arrd recoj-
nizing ring geometry; it has been extensively used in ttre experimental stud.ies
on the stabilities of the isomers of Ico(pn)r]t* [20], the ¡ãsults of which are
of direct interest to the present calculations.
The results of the calculations of the thermodynamic parameters will now
be considered in turn for each of the title compláxes. Discussion of the com_
parison of minimized structures with actual structural determinations will fol-
low' All systems will only be discussed in terms of the I absolute configuration
about the metal, but there are always corresponding enantiomeric forms with
the A configuration.
T lw r mo dy nannic c o ns id, er at io tæ
[Co(en)a]3*
This complex, in thel configuration, exists only in conformational isomers;
vtz- ,4'õôô-lel", A-õ67-lelr,ob, Á-6)).-Lel,ob2, and i-l,ls.-ob". (The order of des-
ignation of the rings is irrelevant in this instance. ) The cãlculated steric ener-
gies are 31.5, 33.9, 35.2, and 84.7 kJ mol-1, respectively. However, the isomers
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with mixed conformations are statistically preferred in the ratio 1:3:3: 1. Ac-
cordingly, if this statistical adjustment (Ã?ln 3:2.7 kJ mol-r at 298 K) is
applied to "Âf/"¡".¡"", the calculated free enerry ("^G") values obtained are:
ôõA (3L.2 kJ mol-r) <ôôô(31.5) <ô1 (32.5) <),J,J(34.7 ), so that the predic-
tion of ¡elative percentage conformational stabilities would be
õõð:6ô7:ô)).:))),=32:37:22:9. Solution NMR studies have indicatedthat there
is a significant quantity of both the ôôô and the mixed conformational forms
[3f ]. (ttre validity of some of the assumptions made in these NMR studies
has been questioned [32 ], but the broad interpretation of the presence of a
mixtu¡e of conformational forms seems reasonable. ) The estimation of these
relative conformational stabilities indirectly from experimental studies on
[Co(pn)"(en)s-^]3* systems [7,33] is to be treated with caution given the
many different interactions present in the various systems.
[Co(pn)en)J3*
In this complex, with the r4 absolute configuration about the metal, the R-
pn ring confo¡mation is constrained to be ,t if the methyl group is equatorial
but the en rings may adopt either a ö ot A conformation. The manner in which
the forms are represented is shown in Fig. 1. Designations of the particular
isomers are made according to the following arbitrary rules. Each molecule is
viewed along the pseudo-C3 axis such that the substituent methyl group is
di¡ected towards the obsewer (on the upper carbon of the pn ring). The rings
are then listed in a clockwise order. The unique pn ring is designated by an
asterisk, and is listed fi¡st. The isomeric possibilities a¡e for R-pn: A-1*)¿, A-
1*1ô, A-A*õ1,1-1*ôõ1 and for S-pn:.,4-ó*ää, A-FõL,1-F1õ, A-F¡-1,. There is a
corresponding enantiomeric set of stereoisomers fo¡ the A absolute
configuration.
The calculated steric energies for these isomers are listed in Table 2.For A-
[Co(R-pn) (en)r]t*, tLle lõò/),.*ôâ comparison indicates that the axial ori-
entation of the methyl substituent in the pn ring gives less stability than the






Fig. 1. Representationsofthel-[Co(pn)(en)z]3* molecule,where (b) showstheviewdownthe




































'In this isome¡, the CH3 group is axial.
would have the methyl substituent in an axial orientation. Corey and Bailar's
rationalization of the preference for the equatorial disposition of the methyl
group was made on the basis of non-bonded interactions [1 ] . However, for the
present model, in the b¡eakdown of the contributions to the total steric energy
(given in the Supplementary Material), the non-bonded interactions within
these two conformations (A-1*õõ and A-Fõ6) are of similar magnitude and
the diffe¡ence in steric energies is reflected almost entirely in the torsional
enerry terms. The signifrcant preference now calcuiated for the equatotial at-
rangement has been used in this work as the basis for the exclusive confor-
mational preference for the pn chelate ring, the particular conformation being
dependent on the chi¡alities of the metal and carbon centers.




mol-1, which represents the lel/ob difference. In this case, there are no statis-
tical contributions to stabilities since the conformational isome¡s are distinct.
This predicts a ¡atio A{P'-pn\/A{S-p"} [=,4{R-pn}/A{R-pn}] of 1:2.9 which
compares well with the experimental ratio of 1:3.0 [18, 34].
Our results may be compared with previous conformational analyses of this
system. Crossing and Snow [ 22 ] predicted ÀFl= 7 .7 kJ mol - 
I for the I - [ Co ( R-
pn) (en)zl3+-d¡ (axial) õô/1* (equatorial)ð'âpair (whence 4% of.t}re CH3-axial
form might be observed), and calculated LÍI=L.7 kJ mol- I for the /{P'-pn} /
l{S-pn} [=l{R-pn}/Â{R-pn} ] pair (whence the predicted ob/lel ratio would
be 1:2.0). In their original paper, Corey and Bailar [1] predicted that the
equatorial orientation of CH3 would be favoured over the axial form by > 8.4
kJ mol- r, and that the Á-R/A-S diastereoisomer ratio should be 1 : 2.8.
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[Co(en)(pn)t]s+- 
To designãt" i.o*.r, in this system, each molecule is viewed along the pseudo-
C3 axis .ri"h thut both of the substituent methyl groups are directed towards
the observer (on the upper carbon atoms of the pn ¡ings). The rings are then
Iisted in a clockwise o"ããt. The unique en ring is designatedby an asterisk, and
is listed frrst.
The three possibie geometric isomers for the A-[Co (en ) (pn ) t ] 
t * system are
shown in Fig. 2.
As indicated above, the o¡ientation of the methyl group is const¡ained to be
equatorial so conformation only and s-pn will have
the enantiom dingiy, for the z1 confrguration about
the metal, we diastereomeric possibilities' and their
conformers:
I Co (en ) ( R-pn ), ] 
t * has conform erc A- ],* il' and A- F )')"
ICo(en) (S-pn)r]t* has conformers A-A*ôõ andA-á*õõ
[Co(en) (S-pn) (R-pn) ]3+ has confo¡mers A-1"õlandA-lü"
[Co(en) (R-pn) (S-pn) ]3* has conformers A-1*1ô andl-d*Lõ'
For the crs-cHe, crs-cH, geometric form, all four diastereoisomers exist, and
are distinct. However tot ltt" cls-CH3, trons-Cpzand trans-CH3, cls-CH2 geo-










Fig.2. Geometric isomers of ,l-[Co(en) (pn)r]t*
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equivalent; this situation a¡ises since in each of these two geometric isomers,
the chiral ca¡bon centers in the two pn chelate rings bear the same ¡elative
disposition to the en chelate ring (being related by a C2 operation ).
Accordingly, there are 10 possible diastereoisomers of ,,1- [Co (en ) (pn ), ] , 
* 
,
each with two conformational fo¡ms (corresponding t<l the two conformations
of the en ring). The calculated steric energies for these 20 stereoisomers are
listed in Table 3. A statistical factor of ?AS:1.7 kJ mol-r (= -RTln (L/2),T:298 K) has been appliedto the values of AIl".",¡" in two separate circum-
stances to calculate ÂG. Firstly, for the crs-CH3, cls-CH2 geometric isomer,
there are two equivalent forms for each of the RR and SS diastereoisomers,
whereas the RS and SR forms are distinct. Secondly, since the "mixed" RS
and SR combinations are equivalent in the øs-CH3, trans-CE2and trans-CHr,
crs-CH2 geometric isomers, the¡e will be a statistical twofold preference for
these forms over the RR and SS diastereoisomers; this preference will not oc-
TABLE 3






































































































cur in the c¡s-CH3, cæ-CH2 geometry where the RS and SR diastereoisomers
are distinct.
The .,4 {R-pn}2 : Å{R-pni, [ =21 {R-pn}, : I { s-pn}2 ] _equilibrium ratio \tras re-
porred f"à--e*periàe"tai stuaiàs òf b*y"t et al. [18] lo !9 1:7.5 at 25"C,
älthough this ratio was modified from subsequent studies bylVlacDermott [34 ]
to 1:3.9. The present calculations predict the same overall ratio to be 1:3'0,
based on all possible isomers, or 1:-3.9 based on the most stable form of each
of the r".p..iirr" diastereoisomers. (Proportions of individual isomers are cal-
culated in These ratios are normalized to add to
\00%, and, frgures are added for isomers or con-
formers co n, the "mixed" species '4- [Co (en) (R-
pn) (S-pn) l3+ would be expected to have an overall stability intermediate be-
iwé; in" À-[Co(en) (R-pr,)r]'* andA-[co(en) (s-pn)r]"1 rorms'
A previous conformatiõttaián.lysis of this complex [22 ] has computed the
steric energy difference as 3.2 kJ mol-r (whence the
25'C),whéreas the original prediction of Corey and
isomeric pair was an enerry difference of 5'0 kJ mol-l
(whence the ratio would be 1:7.5 at25'C) -
[Co(pn)J3+' 
fó" itti. system, all ring conformations are fixed by the requirement that the
orientation of the methyl substituents be equatorial. However for all combi-
nations of confrgurations of the pn ligands, two geometric arrangements can
be identifred depending on the relative disposition of the methyl substituents
about the (pseuão-)CJxis of the molecule. These a¡e shown in Fig. 3, and are
designatedio ciat(facj when all three methyl groups are located on one octa-
tred¡al face and are allcrs to one another, andmerídíono|(mer) when one of
the methyl gtoups is located on an octahedral face opposite to the other two
methyl groups.
mã oiaer of designation for the chelate rings is irrelevant for the /ar forms.






Fig.3. Representations of geometric isomers of the l-[co(Pn)s]3* cation, viewed along the
(pseudo-)Cg axis.
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pseudo-Ca axis so that two of the methyl substituents will be on the near face.
The rings are then listed in a clockwise direction: the unique pn ring (methyl
substituent on the remote face of the molecule ) is listed first and is denoted by
an aste¡isk.
For the nzer isomers all of the chelate rings are distinct, whence there a¡e
eight possible inte¡nal diastereoisomers, viz. R*RR, R*RS, R*SR, R*SS, S*RR,
S*SR, S*RS, S*SS, each of which can exist in only one conformational form
because of the constraint that the R/S configu¡ation predetermines the ring
conformation, 7/õ.
For the /ac isomers, there are only four possible diastereoisomeric forms;
RRR, SRR, RSS and SSS.
Accordingly a total of 12 possible stereoisome¡s for A-lCo(pn)rl'* can be
visualized. They are summarized in Table 4, along with their calculated steric
energies.
Because all th¡ee ring positions are distinct in the rner but are identical in
the fac geometries, the mer forms should show a statistical stabilization of
-RTln (3) over the fac forms. Further, the "mixed" isomers (RRS, SSR)
shouldbe stabilizedby a statistical factor of 3: 1 over the RRR and SSS isomers
in the /øc (but not the rner) geometry. Afler adjustment for these statistical




Steric energies and "free energies" (kJ mol-r) for the isomers of l-tCo(pn)c]3+






























































dicted relative stereoisomer stabilities for lel3: lel2,ob:lel,ob2: ob3 âle 29:38:24:9
(Table 4). Experimental ratios at 100'C [20] are 35.7:41.8:18.4:4.1. (Both
sets of ¡atios are normalized to add to L00%.)
There have been two other recent molecular mechanics calculations of the
¡elative isomer stabilities of this system. Laier and Larsen [23 ] employed es-
sentially a similar force field as used in the present calculations, with an earlier
parameterization. Bond et al. [10] used a force field which replaced valence
ãngle deformations with l,3-nonbonded interactions, as discussed earlier. In
both these previous studies, values of 4H"1"." were compared with the experi-
mental results without incorporating the statistical effects discussed above.
The experimental ratios have been determined for the four configurational/
conformational isomer classes, viz. ,4-SSS-lel3, ,4-SSR-leI2,ob, l-SRR-lel,ob2,
l-RRR-oba, regardless of ring sequence or geometric (merlfac) arrangement
t20]. A comparison of these experimental ratios with the calculated ratios
from the three studies, incorporating statistical factors in all cases, is now given
in Table 5.
Clearly, when the statistical factors a¡e included in all results, the agteement
between experimental and calculated isomer ratios in the present study is par-
ticularly good. An additional point is that the calculated energies do not allow
for the differential effects on the various isomers of solvation and ion-associ-
ation: the correspondence between the calculated stabilities and the observed
isomeric ratios indicates either that such effects are small, or that in the pres-
ent system such interactions are similar for all isomers.
In earlier studies involving this system, Crossing and Snow [22] have cal-
culated the A-føc-FdF¿FÙü,A/7-løc-SSS-ôôô enerry difference as 2.8 kJ mol-1
(whence the ratio would be 1:2.5 at 100'C; cf. 1:8.7 observed over both ge-
ometries far andrner l20J). They also calculated a steric enerry difference for
the A-fac-sss-õõõ/A-mer-s*ss-ô*äô'pair of 0.3 kJ mol-r (with theføc isomer
the more stable) compared with 0 for our present calculations (Table 4): the
obsewed ratio is 1:3 with the mer favoured [35], which is what would be ex-
pected from statistical considerations alone. The original calculations by Corey
TABLE 5
Comparison of molecular mechanics calculations of relative stabilities of isomers of ICo (pn )¡ ]3+
with experimental ratios'
le13 lel2,ob lel,obz ob¡
Experimental [20]
Laierand Larsen [23]


















" All calculated energies are adjusted for statistical effects.
and Bailar [1] predicted the l-RRR4J)-obs/l-SSS-ôäô-lels energy d.ifference
as 7.5 kJ mol- I (whence the ratio would be 1 : 11.8 at 100" c;-cf. 1 : g.z observed
t20l).
S truc tur al c o rn ide r ati.ons
_ _T-!gt. is good agreement b d calculated (usingMM2) structures for the zl- (summary of com_
parison: RMS differences are for 27 bond angles,
1.33'; for 39 torsional angles, g.Bg"; for all interatomic distances, o.o+á Ã+;
Supplementary Tables S5 and 56 ) , The crystal structure of this species is shown
in Fig. 4. one feature is that the calculated minimized energy structure has
true D3 point group symmetry while the observed structure ãeviates slightly
from that symmetry. This distortion has been rationalized by Duesler and Ray-
mond 127) as resulting from hydrogen bonding of the axial amine protons wiih
the HPOT- anion. No account has been taken in the gas phase MM2 model
for such ion-association or crystal packing influences. Th"te have been a large
number of x-ray crystal structure determinations for Ico(en)g]s* complexãs
[11], and_qlthough the¡e are some discrepancies between these various ob-
served colu-N bond lengths , our calculated value is within 0.004 Å of thei¡
me¿ur. This agreement between the observed and calculated CeN bond lengths
is slightly better than reported in recent studies on the same system bv Endi-
cott et al. [1a]. However, in accordance
systems containing the meen ligand [26]
bond length within each of the en rings (










Fig. 4. crystal structure [27] of A-[co(en)3]3+-âôd-lel, (showing atom numbering scheme used









used in Supplementary Tables S7 and S8).
carbon parameters within the MM2 force field, but this was not undertaken as
it would restrict the general applicability of the p¿ìrameterization.
For the compari and obserr¡ed [28] structures for the
A-fac-[Co(R-pn), the agreement is good- (summary of
comparisonr nfVfS I bond lengths, 0.020 Ä; for 33 bond
angles, 1.3?'; for 45 torsional angles, L0.77'; for all interatomic distances, 0.099
Ä) although the minimized structure has an exact symmetry (Cs) in contrast
to the slight distortion observed in the crystal data [28 ]. The crystal stmctu¡e
of this species is shown in Fig. 5. As with the A-[co(en)s]3+ compler the
C-C bonds of the chelate rings are s-lightly longer in the minimized structure
than in the crystal structure (1.532 Ã, cf. with the average value of 1.505 A for
the stmcture), although the (ring)C-CH3 bond lengths are very well repro-
duced. The average N-CoIII-N angle is quite contracted in the crystal structure
(84.22' ) which is less than the minimized value by up to 2' . Nevertheless' we
regard the overall agreement between the calculated and observed structures
as satisfactory.
Clearly, in these two cases the structural par¡meters listed show a close cor-
respondence forthe mininizedstructures andthe X-ray crystal stnrcture data.
Recent extensive investigations of a wide variety of cobalt(Ill)-erni¡s s.t-
plexes by molecular mechanics has shown that such close stmctu¡al corre-
spondence is quite general.
CONCLUSIONS
The present studies have demonstrated that the MM2 force field is capable





plexes. This result is not unexpected due to the success of previous force fields
with similar systems, and the directional nature of the meial center. However,
the agreement between the calculated ste¡ic energies and the observed equilib-
¡ium isomer dist¡ibutions is exceilent for the isome¡s in all three
ICo(pn)"(en).-^]3* systems: in all cases the calculated and observed ratios
agree within the accuracy of the experimental data and the confidence limits
ofthe calculations.
The results also confirm that the stabilities of the complex systems are gov-
gl".g to a large extent by statistical factors, as suggested previously- by
MacDermott fo¡ the [Co (pn ) , ] 3 + species [84 ] .
Molecular mechanics methods can only produce idealized, gas phase (vac-
uum) minimum energJ geometries. The success the cu¡rent work has had in
modelling the observed relative free energies of the [Co(pn)^(en)r_,]r*(n=1-3) systems indicates that for such complexes the differential influénce
of ion-pairing or solvation is relatively small. For related systems, however,
this is definitely not the case [86 ], but the calculationr prr..rrt.d here have no
direct yav of incorporating these interactions. Recentþ, approaches combin-
ing molecular mechanics and molecular dynamics calculations have given en-
couraging results in the modelling of solvation of dibenzo-crown ethers with
Group 1 cations in methanol solution [32], and extension of similar methods
to inorganic complexes of the type studied in the present work would give more
insight into these issues.
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Conformational Analyses of the lsomers of the Systems
ICo(men),(en)s-,]t+ (men - /V-methylethane-1,z-diamine,
en : ethane-1 ,2-diamine; n : 1-3) t
lan M. Atkinson,'F. Richard Keene'.'and Graeme H. Searle''ô
a Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, James Cook University of North Aueensland, Townsville,
Queensland 48'l l, Australia
b Department of Physical and lnorganic Chemistry, tJniversity of Adetaide, South Australia 500'l
A molecular mechanics study of the configurational/conformational isomers of the system 
^-lCo(men)(en)rl3* (men = y'y'-methylethane-1,2-diamine, en = ethane-1,2-diamine) (16 isomers), and
the geometric/conf igurational/conformational isomers of the systems Á.- [Co(men)r(en)].* (72
isomers) and A-[Co(men),]"'(88 isomers) has been undenaken using the MM2 fo¡ce field.
Calculated steric energies (adjusted for statistical factors) are used to predict isomer ratios in the three
systems, which are compared with experimentally determined thermodynamic stabilities. Comparisons
are also made between calculated geometries and X-ray molecular struclures where these are available.
For the À-[Co(men).(en)]t- system the calculations not only correctly predict the order of stability of
the three possible geometric isomers, but also the most stable conformation for each of these cases.
For the À-[Co(men)r]¡+ system the two most stable forms observed experimentally are among the
th¡ee forms of the molecule (of the 88 possible) calculated to be the most stable. Comparison of the
geometric parameters for the two crystal structures and corresponding energy-minimized structures
shows that the agreements are very good. The significance of statistical factors in thermodynamic
comparisons of this type is discussed.
The classic paper in 1959 by Corey and Bailar,r which
addressed ligand stereospecificity in metal complexes, inspired a
large number of experimcntal studies measuring relative
thermodynamic stabilities of stereoisomers of metal complcx
systems, and also a development of computational methods for
ÍNsessment and prediction of their structural features.
One of the asymmetric ligands of particular ioterest has been
(l)-propane-1,2-diamine (pn). Experimental studies of rhe
various [Coi(t)pn],(en)¡-o]3* sysrems (r : f3, en = ethane-
l,2-diamine) were made by Dwyer and Sargeson and co-
workers2-s and these studies have been widely quoted to
exemplify stereospecifrc effects in transition-metal co-ordination
compounds. Furthermore, following the initial calcutarions of
isomer stabilities,r there have been a number of conformational
analyses of these systems, uÈ. by Gollogly and Hawkins,ó
Crossing and Snow,7 Laier and Larsen,s Hambley and co-
workers,e'r0 and most recently from our laboratories.r t
In these complexes [Co(pn)"(en)r-l]' isomerism arises from
four sources: configurational isomerism of the chelate rings
about the octahedral metal centre (A/^),,, configurational
isomerism about the chiral carbon centre in the pn ligand
(R/S), t 1 conformational isomerism within the fi ve-membered
chelate rings formed by the bidentate pn and en ligands (õ/l), t l
and relative murual dispositions
of t e [Co(pn).]r' and [Co-
(pn)
Within a pn chelate ring the orientarion of the substituent
methyl gloup may be characterÞed as axial or equatorial to
the mean plane of rhc riog (by analogy wi(h the rerminology
used for substituted carbocyclic nng systems). This orientarion
is dependent on borh the configuration R/S and the ring
34 pp.): steric energy
cturc parameters and
Chem. Soc., Dalton
Trøs.. L99l.Issue l, pp. xviii-xxil
conformation: for pn in its complexes there is a substantial
thermodynamic preference for the equatorial orientation. r-r I
Accordingly, the isomeric possibilities for metal complexes
containing the pn ligand are limìted since the absolute
confrguration about the chiral carbon centre predetermines
the conformation ol the ring: for example, R-pn gives a
i. ring conlormation for the methyl substituent to be
equatorial.
In the related ligand men (tf-methylethane-1,2-diamine) the
methyl substituent is situated on one of the nitrogen atoms and
this nitrogen donor becomes asymmetric only on co-ordination.
However, as noted previously,r3-16 the axial/equatorial
charac[er of the N-methyl substituent in co-ordinated men is
less pronounced than that of C-methyl substituents in pn, so
that both conformations i and ô may exist for a particular
absolute configuration (R/.1) about the chiral nirrogen cenrre.
We have recently discussed the isomeric possibilities for the
[Co(men)r]r*, [Co(men)r(en)]J* and [Co(men)(en)2]r'
systems and have reported rhe synthesis o[ these complexes
and characterization of the stable isomers produced,tó and
the structural details ofseveral ofthe isolated isomers.rT'r8
Following the impressive predictive results of rhe thermo-
dynamic stabilities of the [Co(pn)Jen)r-"]t* system using the
MM2 force field,r t we have calculated thermodynamic stabili-
ties for the extended group of isomer possibilities for the
analogous men complcxes, along with the detailed structures of
the most stable isomers of each system. These calculations are
now reported and the results are compared with our experi-
mental thermodynamics aod structural results on these three
systems.
The MM2 force field can only be used to study the
relative thcrmodynamic stabilities of metal complexes in
which there are the same number and type of atomic
interactions (which excludes, lor example, linkage isomers).
The subtlety of the diJferences between a large number of
closely related species iu each of the prescnt systems
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(a) (b)
Fig. I Representations of the Â-[Co(menXen)r]3 + molecule, where (à)
shows the view along the pseudo-C, axrs
Table I Steric energies (kJ mol-t) for the isomers of Â-
[Co(men)(en)r]3+; superscript + denotes the men ring
Conformer
Diastereoisomer ôrõô ôrô1, ôiÀô I*ôô ôrt¡, Àrõ), ,,r¡,ô ÀrÀi
^-À 
44.5 48.8 45.0 52.2 49.0 s4.1 54.1 53.7
^-s 





cls(CH3), ttztfrs(NH2) frans(CH3), c,s(NH2)
Fig. 2 Representations of the geometric isomers of the ¡1-
[Co(men)r(en)]3 * cation
provides an exceptional test of the molecular mechanics
computational method.
Results and Discussion
The MM2 force field can be calibrated to reproduc€ borh
structure and heats of formation, and both of these aims have
been achieved for organic molecules because of the enormous
experimental data set available. The method has been applied to
a substantial number of inorganic complexes:re however,
relative to the organic systems, there is a paucity of
thermodynamic data and so the force field has been calibrated
only to reproduce structure. Therefore, the steric energies
calculated can only be loosely related to heats of formation for
co-ordination compounds. Previous studies r1 indicated that
the predominant contributing interactions to the total steric
cnergy of the [Co(pn),(en)s_n]3* species were the organic
components, and therefore the difference in thermodynamic
energies would be expected to be closely related to the differ-
ence in steric energies. The thermodynamic and structural
aspects of the calculations will be considered separately.
J. CHEM SOC. DALTON TRANS. I99I
The isomer possibilities for [Co(rnen).]3 *, ICo(men)r_
1en!'.*. and [Co(men)(en)z]3* hãve been-õhboåted previ-
ously.t6 The IUPAC nomenclature rules12 do not allow the
isomers and conformers in these complicated systems to be
distinguished. This distinction requires rhar the stireochemical
eight conformer arrangements. They are listed with their
calculated steric energies in Table l.
On the basis of these calculated energies, high stereospecif-
icity would be expected in this complex and the ÂR/AS raðemic
pair would be preferred by a ratio >40:l over its internal
diastereoisomer (ÂÀ/Â.f) at 25oC, based on the summation of
the contributions of the eight conformers of each internal
diastereoisomer. Since no statistical factors are present in this
system, {H",.,i, can be equated to a'free energy'for the species
involved, so that the predicted equilibrium ratios of the most
[Co(men)2(en)]3*. For [Co(men)2(en)]3* there are three
possible geometries arising from the c¡s and trans relative
groups in the two men ligands:
crs(CH3), rrans(NHr) and the
. 2). Each geomerry has three
on combinations of the two
stereoisomers for each configuration Â or A of the complex,
each of which has eight possible ring conformation õom-
binations. Some of these conformers are equivalent by C2
symmetry (see below) so that there is a total of 72 isomers for
each configuration ofthis complex cation.
each molecule (^ absolute
seudo-C, axis, and the rings
he parameters ofthe unique
and listed ûrst. For the
azs(NH2) geometries the
e pseudo-C, axis is not
two men rings will be
try of the geometry (i.e.
ignoring rR/S conûgurations).
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RR 75.9 74.7 72.3 89.0 91.3 76.5 81.8 84.0
R.S 78.4 76.8 87.r 67.6 73.4 83.7 72.0 76.6
sR 74.3 82.4 75.6 87.2 90.0 78.0 9't.O 96.5
ss 96.4 97.6 92.5 79.r 87.1 86.3 80.0 84.3
Energies within 7.5 kJ mol-r of those for the isolated structures are italicized. ' Isolated isomer F for which crystal structure has been determined. I 7
ö Isolated isomer H for which crystal structure has been determined.rB
geometric isomers, when the two N-methyl centres have the
same chirality, i.e. R,R or SS, the molecules possess a real Craxis
(through the centre of the en chelate). Therefore in these species
the following pairs of conformers are equivalent: õ*Àô : ô*õI
and I*¡.ô : À*õÀ (where the unique en ring is distinguished by
an asterisk). For these two geometries, the forms with lf-methyl
groups of mixed chirality RS and ,SR are equivalent with respect
to the R and S configurations, but this 'mixed confrguration'
does give rise to pairs of distinct conformers (since the R or S
configuration does not stereospecifically determine the ring
conformation). For example, for RS the conformations ô*1,ô
and õrô1" are distinct, although these two conformations are
equivalent for the ÀR and .S.S configurations.
For the crs(CH3), cis(NHr) geometry, in which there is no
symmetry relationship between the positions of the two men
rings, the caveat must be added that the molecule is viewed
along the pseudo-Ca axis with both N-methyl groups directed
towards the obseruer.
The calculated steric energies for these isomcrs are listed in
Table 2.
In assessing proportions ofisomers, the steric energies require
to be adjusted to take account ofstatistical inner-sphere entropy
terms (IAS). Thcre is a statistical preference for isomers
containing 'mixed' con6gurations of the chiral N-donors ÀS in
the trazs(CH.), c¡s(NHJ and crs(CH3), lrans(NHr) forms (see
above), and also for equivalent conformational forms such as
ô*7'ô : ô*ôÀ. Therefore the theoretical predictions for the ratios
of the most stable forms (at 80 oC, the temperature at lvhich
comparable experimental data are available) are, for the 
^absolute configuration, in order of decreasing stability (AG
values in kJ mol-r): I cu(CH3), trans(NHr)-RR-¡.*ôô ('AG' -
Âä,,..i. : 58.5); 2 cts(CH3), trans(NHr)-.RR-ôrõõ (.AG' :
Aã,,..i. = 60.4); 3 lrans(CH3), cu(NHrþR.R-ô*õõ ('AG' =
Aä.,.,¡" : 61.8); 4 trans(CE), crs(NHr)-.RS-õtô7' ['AG' :
Âä.,.,i. + Rfln$) = 62.91; 5 trans(CH3), cri(NH2)-RR-
(õ*i'õ + ô'ôI) ['ÂG' : Â.ÉI",.,¡. + RIln(å) :64.4); aú 6
crs(CH3), cts(NH2)-RS-ô*õI CAG' : Â.f{,,..¡" : 67.6).On the
presumption that conformational isomers of the same geometry/
configuration would not be separatcd by normal crystallization
and chromatogaphic procedures, the present calculations
would predict that the ratio of the stereoisomer forms (1 +
2) : (3 + 5) : 4 : 6 would be 30 : 9 : 4 : I at 80 oC. In synthetic studies
on the [Co(men)r(en)]3 
* system 1ó three isomers were obtained
(designated H, F and G). These isomers remaincd distinct under
basic conditions, which shows that they are ofthe three different
geometries, since diastereoisomers R/S would interconvert in
base by NH exchange, and en-type conformations are mobile
in solution. Experimental ratios were obtained by chromato-
graphic methods in basic media, where the three observed
bands (H:F:G : ca.36:5:1) would correspond to the pro-
portions for the three possible geometries, each equilibrated
to its most stable form. For comparison, it is therefore
appropriate to present calculated ratios as the sums of the
individual contributors within each of the three overall
geometries: r.e. geometries c¿s(CHs), rrazs(NH2):rrazs(CH3),
crs(NH2): cr,s(CH3), crs(NH) : conformer forms numbered
(l + 2):(3 + 4 + 5):(6) = H:F:G : 30:13:1at80oC.
Isomers H and F have been crystallized cleanly, but G has
been characterized only in solution. The most abundant isomer
H has been characterized by X-ray structural studies as
crs(CH3), rraru(NH2)-(Â-RR-õ*õô) + (A-SS-ô*ÀÀ), with the
unit cell containing the two diIferent cations.lE These molecules
in H are pseudo-enantiomeric, dilfering only in the conforma-
tions of the en ring, and they correspond to the two conformers
of the crs(CHr), rrans(NH2)-Â-RR diastereoisomer, õ*ôô and
1,+õô, which have the lowest calculated energies in this complete
complex system. Their calculated energy difference of ca. 2 kJ
mol-r is not great, and crystal-packing forces are presumably
decisive in determining the 1:1 occurence of these conformers
in the isolated material. The second most abundant isomer F
has the structure rrans(CH3), crs(NHr)-A-RrR-õrôô,r? which
corresponds to the theoretically predicted next-most-stable
diastereoisomer and conformation in the complete system.
The energy calculations have thus been able to predict
correctly the three particular conformations (from the 72
possible) which have been isolated in the solid form, and
moreover have been able to reproduce the experimental
proportions of H: F: G with remarkable agreement.
The least-stable isomer G of those obtained experimentally
must be of the geometry cu(CH3), crs(NHr). The calculated
most stable conformer À-RS-õ*õ2' is sufûcieotly lower in energy
than the next most stable that this can be proposed as the
structure for G with some conûdence.
[Co(men)3]3*. Two geometry typ€s are possible depending
on the relative disposition of the ¡f-methyl groups about the Ca
or pseudo-C3 axis of the molecule. These are shown in Fig. 3,
and are designated/ac (facial) when all the lf-methyl groups are
located on one octahedral face and are all-cir to one another,
and mer (meridional) when one of the lr'-methyl groups is




Fig. 3 Representations of the geometric isomers of the 
^-[Co(men)3]3 
*
cation, viewed do\iln the þseudo-)C. axis
designating the isomers, each molecule (^ absolute configura-
tion) is viewed along the þseudo-)C, axis such that the
maximum number of N-meth¡tl groups arc directed towards lhe
obseruer on the near octahedral lace (i.e. three îor fac and two
for mer). The rings are then listed in a clockwise order.
For the fac geometry there are only four possible
configurational forms (diastereoisomers): RR& R.RS, .rRSS and
SSS. In the RRR and SSS forms the ligands cannot be
distinguished so that only four conformational isomers are
possible for each form (ôõõ, ô¡,ô, Àô1, and ?'Ài'). In these
instances with no unique men ring the order of listing the rings is
irrelevant although the various types of parameter (R/S and
ô/tr ) must be written in the corresponding order. However the
R.RS and .S,SÀ isomers both have a men ring of unique
configuration so that eight conformational isomers are possible:
ô*ôô. ô*ô¡,, ô*1,ô, ¡.*ôõ, À*¡,ô, ¡,*ôL ô*i,¡', ¡"*¡,1,. The parameters
(ô/1,) for the unique men ring are designated with an asterisk,
and are listed first.
For the mer Ceomefiy all of the chelate rings are distinct, so
that there are eight possible diastereoisomer forms each of
which can have eight separate conformational isomers. The ring
designation commmences with the unique men ring (the N-
methyl group on the remote octahedral face of the molecule),
and the parameters (.R/S, ô/i.) for this ring are designated with
an asterisk, and are listed first. The eight internal diastereo-
isomers are therefore R*RR, R*RS,.R+SR, R*SS, S+-RR, S*S.R,
S*RS, S*SS, and each of these may exist as conformational
isomers ô*ôô, õ*ôÀ, õ*Iô, I*ôõ, 1"*Iô, À*ôì., õ*)'¡" 7'*À1,.
Accordingly, there are a total of 88 possible geometric/con-
figurational/conformational isomers for Â-[Co(men)r]3 +: they
are listed in Table 3, along with their calculated steric energies.
Because all three ring positions are distinct in the rne¡ but are
identical in the fac geometries, the mer forms should show a
statistical stabilization of /??" ln@) over the fac forms. Further,
the 'mixed' isomers (RRS, SSR) should be stabilized by a
statistical factor of 3: I ove¡ the À.R/? and SS.S isomers for the
Íac (but not the rzer) forms. Aftér correction for these statistical
factors (calculated at 25 oC), the most stable isomeric forms of
Â-[Co(men).]3+ would be expected to be ['ÂG' : 4H.,.,¡" *
RÎ ln(å). in kJ mol-rl: I zer-R*RS-ô*õÀ C^G' : 83.4),2 mer-
R*R^R-ôiÀô C^G' : 87.1), 3 zer-Rr.RS-õ*1"f CÂC' : 87.8),
4 mer-R*SR-õ*m (^G' = 90.6), 5 zer-R*S.rR-ô*ôô ('ÂG' :
90.9),6 ¡ze¡-S*rRR-ô*i'l CAC' : 91.8),7 zer-,R*SS-ô*À7' C^G'
: 92.9), 8 rner-.R*R.S-ô*ôô ('ÂG' : 93.6) and 9 ze¡-R*SS-
ôrôt C^G' : 94.9). On the assumption that conformational
isomers of the same geometry/configuration will not be
separated experimentally (chromatography), the calculations
predict that the order of geometric/confrgurational isomer
stability will be mer-RIRS > .R*RR > .RüSR> SiR.R >
R*SS for the five most stable forms of A-[Co(men)3]3*. The
experimental studies of the isomer stabilities t6 have realized
three isomers (designated A, B and C) in the ratio 3:l:2
(at 25 oC). Isomers A and C have been determined as the
RiR.R and ¡R*RS forms respectively, by X-ray structural
studies.r? While the prediction of isomer ratios in this case
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(A:C: 1:5) is not as satisfactory as with [Co(men)r(en)]3*
o¡ for the [Coþn),(en)3-o]3* systems,rr the selection of
these two isomers (in the correct confonnalional form, see
above) from 88 possible forms by the MM2 fo¡ce field is a
remarkable result. Further, the calculations allow prediction
that the isolated isorner B should be diastereoisomer .A-,R+SÀ,
and that two conformational forms ô*ôô and ô*1,ô may be of
comparable and highest stability. The reason for the particular
stability of the mer-R* R.R in complex A is not clear. It should be
emphasized however that small changes in the free energies
correspond to large changes in the relative proportions of the
closely related forms of the molecule, and with these
considerations the predictive value of calculations of this type
within the complex systems reported here is quite striking.
Factors that are not readily accessible in calculations of this
type are the diffe¡ential effects on isomer stabilities ofsolvation
and ion association. Cobalt(ru) complexes containing amine
ligands, like the present [Co(men).]3+ and [Co(men)z(en)]t*
species, are known to undergo ion association with anions 20
utilizing the two groupings of three amine functions which are
on opposite faces of the co-ordination octahedron. Since the
CH. substituents are on the carbon skeleton ofthe rings in the
[Co(pn),(en)r-,]3* systems, it is possible that ion-association
eflects are similar for the isomers of each of these cornplex
systems (n : 1-3) so that the relative free energies will not be
greatly inffuenced by this factor. However, for the [Co(men)"-
(en).-"]t* complexes the CH3 substituent is on an N-donor
atom and, dependent on its orientation, may have an influence
on the interaction of the complex molecule with either solvent
or anions. For this particular series ofcomplexes such an eflect
is likely to become more significant in the seQuonce n :
| < 2 < 3, so that its consequences may well be greatest for the
[Co(men).] 
3 + complex. Interestingly, it is only for this complex
among all the [Coþn)"(en)¡-]3* and [Co(men)n(en).-n]t*
systems studied that there is any noticeable discrepancy be-
tween the calculated and experimental thermodynamic ratios.
Nevertheless, even in this least favourable case of these six
systems studied, the two most stable geometric/conformational
forms of the [Co(men).]3 
* species observed experimentally are
among the three forms of the molecule calculatcd to be the most
stable from 88 possible.
Structural Considerations.-The MM2 force-field calcula-
tions yield structural details of the minimized form of each
conformer. Interconversions ofring confoÍnations do not occur
during the minimization, so that each calculation results in a
lowest-energy form for the particular starting conformational
isomer. The calculated and experimental structural data for the
complexes are given in SUP 56800 for the complexes where
X-ray crystal structures are available:r?'18 F = [Co(men)2-
(en)13*, Â-lrøns(CHr), c¡s(NHzI,R¡R-ô*ôô; H : [Co(men)2-
(en)lt*, Â-crs(CH3), trazs(NH)-(rRÀ-ô*ôõ + RR-I*õô); A :
[Co(men).] 3 
*, /r-mer- R* RR-õ*Àõ; and Ç : [Co(men).]' *, Â-
¡ner-.R*R.S-ô*ô?,. The molecular structurcs for the three
complexes are shown in Figs. 4-7, which give the atom
numbering schemes used.
Comparison of the geometric parameters for the crystal
structures and minimized structures show that the correlations
are very good.i Particular points of correlation are, first, the
* Summaries of comparisons: for F. root-mean-square (r.m.s.) difÏer-
ences for t7 bond lengths,0.036 Ä.; for 31 bond angles, 1.60o; for 51
torsional angles, 16.08o¡ for all interatomic distances, 0.052 Ä; for H, (a)
r.m.s. diflerences for l7 bond lengths, 0.030 Â; for 3l angles, Ló9o; for 49
torsional angles, 2.01o: for all interatomic distances, 0.045 Ä. þ) for ú
bond lengths, 0.022 Å; for 3 I angles, 1.48o; for 49 torsional angles, 4.56o;
for all interatomic distances, 0.041 Å; for A, ¡.m.s. dillerences for 18 bond
lengths,0.023 Ä,; for 33 bond angles,0.97";1or 57 torsional angles, ?.1 l";
fo¡ all interatomic distanccs, 0.038 Å; for C, r.m.s. difÌerences for l8 bond
lengths,0.027 Å; for 33 angles, 1.07o; for 57 torsional angles, ca.3.00o; for




























































































sRR [0.5 124.0 109.1 105.5 120.1 t23 7 120.2 125.4
RSS tt7 2 108.8 108.9 t3r.2 rt7.2 t29.O 108.6 t239
SSS 135.3 + 126.0 , + 114.7 + ll3-4
Energies within 7.5 kJ mol-t ofthose lor the isolated structures are italicized. " Isolated isomer A for which crystal structure has been determined.r?










Fig. 4 Crystal structurerT of F, Â-[Co(men)r(en)]3*, rrans(CH)3,
cis(NHr)-RR-õrõô, showing atom numbering scheme used
MM2 force-freld calculations have correctly accounted for the
small (c¿. 0.04 ,{) Co-N bond-length increase observed for
Co-NH(CH'þ compared with Co-NHr-. This effect is pos-
sibly caused by steric interactions involving the substituent
methyl group, which elongate the Co-N bond and distort the
tetrahedral geometry about the substituted N-donor atom.
Restraining these N atoms to a strict tetrahedral arrangement in
such calculations may reveal more about these particular
interactions, but this was not undertaken in the present work.
Secondly, in the crystal structures of A and C there is a
clear conformational distortion of the two ô rings, seen in
Figs. 5 and 6 as a deviation from the expected parallel
* When tris(bidentate) molecules involving five-membered chelate rings
ofthe en type (e.g. en. pn) are viewed down the (pseudo)C, axis the C-C
bond of each ring is observed to be either roughly parallel ('lel') or
oblique ('ob') to that axis. For the À absolute configuration of the metal
the õ conformation is 'lel' and the À conformation is 'ob'. For the
enantiomeric ô absolute conñguration the ). conformation will be 'lel'
and the õ conformation 'ob.'r t
orientation of the C-C bonds ¡elative to the pseudo-C3 axis.*
These distortions are duplicated in the calculated structure.
A discrepancy between the X-ray and calculated bond lengths
is observed in some N-C and consistently in the (N)C-C(N)
bonds, and the following factors may be involved. A deficiency
of the present MM2 force freld is that the parameters used for
the N atoms are those of free amine g¡oups, since MM2 force-
field parameters do not exist for co-ordinated amines:
undoubtedly, there will be perturbing electronic eflects when
amines are co-ordinated which will therefore reduce the
accuracy of the parametrization. In addition, similar
calculations involving O-C-C-O systems give minimized C-C
bond lengths consistently longer than those observed in the
same molecules in structural determinations.2r This effect is
unexplained, but it is clear that similar effects âre observed in
these analogous N-C-C-N systems. The correlation may be
improved by adjustment of the parametrization relating to this
grouping in the ligand. However, our aim in this and related
studies 1r \¡/as to maintain a general force field in a comparison
of its application to a variety of complex systems.
Conclusion
Where experimental thermodynamic and structural inform-
ation is available for the various [Co(men)"(en)3-n]3* species
the MM2 force-field ca¡culations have shown a remarkable
correlation. Because of the large number of closely related
isomeric forms in each of these three complex systems, the
results are encouraging for the predictive application of MM2
techniques to metal complex systems in which there are subtle
differences between possible forms.
Experimental
The calculations used the MM2 force-freld minimization
program described previously. I t':2-2a
Starting structures were prepared by addition of methyl
groups at standard bond lengths and angles to the cation in
the [Co(en)3]rIHPO4]3.9H2O structure of Duesler and
Raymond.zs The computer program CHEM 3D PLUSTM
(Cambridge Scientific Computing, Boston, MA) was used for
editing and manipulating initial structures and viewing final
output. For each isomer minimized more than one starting
geometry was used to reduce the possibility of conformations
being hung in'local energy minima'.


















Fig. 5 Crystal st¡ucturel8 of H, [Co(men)r(en)]3*: (a) cu(CH3),
rrans(NHr)-A-.RR-6iôô and (å) cr(CH3), rrars(NHr!Â-S.S-ô+ÀX,
[:crs(CH3), lrans(NH2)-Â-R^R-Irõõ], showing atom numbering
scheme used









Fig. 6 Crystal structurerT of A, Â-[Co(men).]3*, zer-R*rR.R-ôr].ô,








Fig. 7 Crystal structure!7 of C,
















usedfrom the original work by Allinger.22 Parameters containing the
metal were taken in the frrst instance from the work by DeHayes
and Busch 13 and Brubaker and Johnson,le and they were then
adjusted to provide the best fits between MM2 minimized
geometries and the available X-ray diflraction studies. The frnal
parameters are *: non-bonding, cobalt(ttt) van der Waals radius,
2.30 Ä,; eo:0.711 kJ mol-l; bond stretching, Corrr-N,4,,:
195.0 N m-t molecule-l, ro = 1.950 Ä, bond moment : 0.0 D,
cubic stretch constant : 2.000; valence angle deformation,
N-Co|II-N, Ku.n¿ : 0.400 x 10-18 N Å rad-2 ilolecule-r, 0, :
90.000', 0z : 0¡ : 0.000o; C6I!I-N-C, Ku.n¿ : 0.278 x l6rre
N Ä rad-2 molecule-t, 0, : 90.000', 0z : 0¡ : 0.000o;
H-N-Cotrr, Ku.n¿ : 0.278 x l0rl8 N A rad-2 molecule-t, er :
90.000', 0z : 0¡ : 0.000o; torsional angle deformation,
C-N-CorrI-N, /r : 0.000, zz : 0.000, Z¡ : 0.000 kJ mol-l;
H-N-Co¡I¡-N, Zr : 0.000, % = 0.000, Z¡ = 0.000 kJ mol-l;
t eo : Energy parameter;0¡ = ide¿l bond angle,0, and 0, are higher-
order terms in thc potcntial function; Vr, I/, and Iz. arc thc ñrst thrcc
co-efficients of the Fourie¡ series expansion which models the torsional
energy of the system.22'23
H-C-N-CoIII, Zr = 0.000, % : 0.000, Vz: -2.174 kJ
mol-r; C{-N4ottt, V, : - 0.83ó, Vz : 3.051, Vz = 3.344 kl
mol-1.
The convergence criterion for minimization was taken to be
4H",.,¡" < 1ù7 kJ mol-! between successive iterations, and this
usually required between 50 and 100 cycles (generally less than 5
min of time per isomer on either a DEC l0 or a CCI Power 32
minicomputer). For each isomer the calculations resulted in a
minimum-energy geometry and the'total steric energy', ÁI1",.,,",
which is the sum of the component molecular mechanics
potential-energy terms (non-bonded, bond-stretch, dipole-
dipole, valence-angle bending, bend-stretch and torsional
energies). Tables l-3 summarize the calculated 4f1",.,," values
for the complexes considered. Complete listings of the
contributing terms are included in SUP 56800.
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Abstract
189
Crystals of nter- [Co(medien) (dien) lBrz(CIO.)'H:O (1) crvstallize in the.4oyliÌt:^tti:t
*ouo P2, /r, *ith unit cell dimensions ø-Lt-206(2),b=L2'744(L), c=r2'712(2) A' É=94'99 ( 1)''
i=Jgogä Ã",2= ;crystalsofs-fac-[Co(medien)(dien)](5206),.5'0.5Hro(2)q:t9t::l-i"¡:'
spacegroupP2,with a=9.772(3),b=10.512(2),c:19.263(4) L,P=92'24(2)"'V=20L4'2¡."
Z-4."lhe structures were refined by a full-matrix least-squares procedure in each case. At con-
vergence, final R 0.065, 8, 0.OO? for ã5?8 reflections with .I >2.5o(I) for ( 1 ) and R 0.061' R- 0.061
for 2845 reflections for (2). A molecular mechanics study of the isomers of the
bis(tridentåte)cobalt(III) complexes [Co(medien)^(dien)z-^]3*, n=O-2' (dien=diethylene-
triamine or 1,5-diamino-3-azapentanè; medien=3-methyl-1,õ-diarnino-3-azapentane) is re-
ported.Forthe [Co(dien)rì3*isomers,andthemerands-facisome¡sof [Co(medien)(dien)]s+,
the structural details a¡e satisfactorily modelled by MM2. For both the [Co(dien)z]3* and
[Co (medien ) (dien ) 13* systems, the N,iM2 p.ocedure substantially overestimates 
the stability of
the mer geometric isomers relative to the fac forms, although the relative stabilities of the s-fac/
u-fac forms correspond well with the obserwed isomer ratios. The calculated isomer ratios for the
Ico(medien)r]3* system agree with those found experimentally. The apparent 
variance in the
capability of the MM2 p.o.ãd,r." to predict the relative stabilities of the three geometric isomers
in the three analogous systems is discussed.




The stereochemistry of the bis (tridentate ) cobalt ( III ) complexes containing
the ligands diethylenetriamine (dien:1,5-diamino-3-azapentane) and lv-
methyldiethylenetriamine (medien:3-methyl-1,5-diamino-3-azapentane) has
been extensively studied, including the relative thermodynamic stabilities of
the three possitle geometric isomers in the systems [Co(dien)z]t* [1,2],
ICo(medien) (dien) ]t* [3,4], and ICo(medien)2]3* [3,4]' X-ray structural
determinations of the geometrical and optical isomers of ICo(dien)2]3* have
also been reported [5-8].
The success of molecular mechanics methods in predicting the stable ge-
ometries and indicating the factors affecting thermodynamic stabilities of co-
balt(III) complexes containingamine ligands is well established [9]. This suc-
cess is due in part to the "directional" bonding characteristics of the Co(III)
ion, meaning that its valence bond lengths and angles are restricted to narro\¡/
ranges. Because of the ¡elative consistency of geometry, fotce fields which are
parámetrized for one type of complex should be reasonably applicable to dif-
ferent Co (III )- ( amine ) systems.
As part of our applications [10,11 ] of the MM2 force freld of Allinger [12 ]
to thã pred.iction of thermodynamic stabilities of various [Co(amine)"]3+
complexes, we have carried out a comprehensive MM2 study of the stereoiso-
me¡s of the title complexes. Early molecular mechanics investigations of
Ico(dien)r]3* had limited success [13-16]. More recently, however, Bond et
àt. tfZl ,-r.ãâ th. force freld of Hambley et al. [18] to predict a relative order
of the geometric isomer stabilities which correlates to that observed in solution
under equilibrium conditions. The pseudo Urey-Bradley force field used in
that study [17 ] differs from MM2 in two significant ways: valence angle de-
formation terms about the metal in MM2 are replaced with 1,3 non-bonded
interactions in the force field of Hambley et al. [18 ] , and torsional interactions
about the metal are excluded in the original MM2 force field whereas they are
implicitly included by Hambley et al. [ 18 ] . We wished to apply our MM2-based
force flreld, unchanged from previous investigations of complexes of en, pn and
men [ 10,11 ] (en = ethane-1,2-diamine; pn :propane-1,2-diamine: Írên :N-
methylethane-1,2-diamine), to the three related bis(t¡identate) systems
[co(medien)" (dien)¿_"]3* (n:0-2), and determine the effectiveness of
MM2-type molecular mechanics calculations for predicting the stabilities, and
geometries, of the isomers of the title complexes. Comparisons with previous
ápproaches for describing the ICo ( dien ) , ]3 
* system would then be possible.
- 
The crystal structures of the mer- ands-/øc- [Co(medien) (dien) ]3+ cations
we¡e also undertaken to allow comparison with the calcuiated structures in-
volving the medien ligand.
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EXPERIMENTAL
M o Ie c ular me chan ic s c ølculatío ns
our approach to the MM2 calculations using the MoLMEC suite of pro-
grams has been described previously [10,19 ]. The identical force freld param-
eters were used in this work, although it was found that incorporation of a cubic
bond stretch constant of -2.00 (the MM2 standard) slightly improved the
geometric correLations with available X-ray structural data.
In comparisons between X-ray and MM2-calculated structures, torsional
angles involving a near-linea¡ N-Co-N segment were disregarded as they carry
exaggeratedly high error [19].
Crystallography
The syntheses and separation of the isomers of the ICo(medien) (dien)]3*
have been described previously [3,4]. rner-lCo(medien) (dien) l-
TABLE 1
Crystal data and refrnement details for rner- [Co (medien ) (dien) ]Brz (ClO. ) 'HrO ( I ) and s-/øc-















No. of data collected
No. of unique data


































































1532 ( 10 )
2942(9)
4845 ( 12 )
4698(11)
3502 ( i3 )
2576 ( 13 )
1409 ( 12 )
1400 ( 18 )







3488 ( 15 )









4713 ( 10 )
5700 ( 12 )
4765 (12)
3190 ( 11 )
2788 ( 10 )
6217 (L2)
6690 ( 17 )






9162 ( 12 )
8631 (12 )
10317 ( 19 )
9717 (22)



















1790 ( 10 )
610(8)
2573(r2)
3210 ( 13 )
3135 ( 12 )
2475(L3)












5e89 ( 16 )
B¡z (ClO¿)'H2O was precipitated from an aqueous solution of the bromide salt
by addition of NaClOo: crystals were obtained by liquid diffusion of ethanol
into an aqueous solution of the complex. Crystals of s-fac-
I Co (medien ) (dien ) ] (SrOr ) r., . 0.5H2O were obtained by liquid diffusion of an
ethanolic solution of Li2S2O6 into an aqueous solution of the bromide salt of
the cation.
Intensity data for (1 ) and (2) were measured at room temperature on an
Enraf-Nonius CAD4F diffractometer fitted with Mo Ka radiation, ),=0.7107
Ä. ltre o¡:20 scantechnique was employed in each case to measure the inten-
sities of reflections up to 0-ax of.22.io'. The data 'trere corrected for Lorentz
and polarization effects and an analytical absorption correction was applied in
each case [20a]. Relevant crystal data are collected in Table 1.
The structures were solved by conventional heavy-atom methods and each
refined by a full-matrix least-squares procedure based on F. Except for the
C (8) atom in (2 ), which showed high thermal motion, all non-H atoms were
refined with anisotropic thermal parameters. H atoms were included in the

































9065 ( 12 )
6986 ( 14 )
9048 ( 14 )
6684 ( 12 )
8748 ( 12 )
7222(r9)
8737 (20 )
8964 ( 16 )
7576 ( 19 )
8242(20)
7467 ( 18 )




1597 ( 12 )
3872 ( 13 )
1723 (13)
4030 ( 12 )
1747 (L2)
3895 (14)
1827 ( 18 )
3395 ( 20 )
3757 ( 19 )
2234(L8)
3830 ( 18 )
2334 ( 16 )
1943 ( 18 )











3582 ( 12 )
3474(11)
2749 ( 11 )
359?(11)
1506(11)
1380 ( 13 )
88e2(-)
7698 ( 14 )
8779 ( 13 )
10304 ( 12 )
10167 ( 13 )
8e8e ( 15 )
7498(r2)
7393 (20 )
?634 ( 18 )
10018 ( 18 )
10468 ( 18 )
10748 ( 17 )
9721 ( 19 )
7657 ( 18 )




5869 ( 14 )
6231 ( 15 )










2040 ( 17 )








9962 ( 12 )
8835 ( 13 )
7834 ( l2 )
10110 ( 11 )












7293 ( 10 )
7309 (e )
7297 (9)













10043 ( 10 )
9056 ( 12 )






































































3261 ( 1lì )
2844 ( 1{ )
959(r2)
6255 ( 13 )
8532 ( 16 )
7606 (29 )
7866 ( 14 )
6113(32)
õ546 (21 )
3361 ( 12 )
1117(14)
2485 ( 13 )
1732 ( 14 )
2346 ( l4 )
3057 (23 )
1832 ( 19 )
4660 ( 16 )
5168(26)
3835 ( 48 )





















(3) (4) (4) (3)
õ-NR form l'-NR form
Fig. 1. Ring numbering sequence for the geometric isomers of the ICo (medien ) ^ 
(dien ):.^ l" 






Fig. 2. Molecular structure and crystallographic numbering scheme for the cation 
in rner-
ICo (medien) (dien ) ]Br: (ClO{ )' HrO ( I ).
molecules of crystailization. The structure of. (2) was refined in the non-cen-
trosymmetric space group P2, with two molecuies in the asymmetric unit; at-
tempts to refine thié structure in P2r/rn proved unsuccessful. The absolute
coniiguration of (2 ) was determined on the basis of differences in Friedel pairs
incluáed in the data set. In compound 2 one of the SzOe dianions was disor-
dered such that there were several positions for the O ( 62 ) and O ( 63 ) positions'
Only the positions of the majol component of the disorder are reported' Each
structure was refined to convergence afber the inclusion of a weighting scheme
of the form ¿u = kl loz(F) + el r l ',l . Final refinement details are listed in Table
1. F¡actional atomic coordinates for (1) and (2) are given in Tables 2 and 3
respectively, and the numbering schemes employed for the cetions are shown
in i,igs. 2 ãnd 3 respectively, which were drawn with the ORTEP program
t20bi. Scattering faãtors toi Co (III) (corrected for f ' and f " ) were from ref.
iO. 
"tt¿ 
those forthe remaining atoms were as incorporated in the SHELX 76
program [20a]. other crystallographic details, comprising thermal parame-
1.r., tt-"tò* parameters, all bonã d.istances and angles, and tables of obsewed






A detailed description of the geometric isomerism in the title complexes has

















Fig. 3. Molecular structu¡e and crystallographic numbering scheme for the cations in s-/ac-
ICo(medien)(dien)l(5?06)r.i'O.õHrO (2),conformers: (a) (Àõ)ò); (b) (¿?'r-d).
metrical-facial (s-fac), unsymmet¡ical-facial (u-fac), and meridional (mer),
exist for each of the title bis (tridentate ) complexes (Fig. 1). In all cases there
is a maximum number of 16 ( - 2a ) possible conformational isomers fo¡med as










rings, but some of these may be rende¡ed equivalent by molecular symmetry.
Conf,rgurational symmetry of the cheiate ring distribution prevents a unique
descripii,on of the ring ordei for the mer and s-fac geometric forms of the title
complexes, so that an arbitrary labelling scheme must be used, and this is shown
in Fig. 1. In the following discussion, for the mixed ligand system
[co(medien) (dien) ]t* (i.e. Rr:cH¡, Rz:H), the parameters of the medien
ligand are listed first.
In a configUrational sense, the s-fac form is centrosymmetric when Rr = R¿
(point $oup symmetry C2¡. ), but in the mixed-ligand complex (Rr + R, ) only
the plane of symmetry is retained and the symmetry reduces to c". Thus, the
s-faõ form of each complex does not show configurational dissymmetry. Never-
theless, the various conformational forms are diastereoisomeric since the in-
dividual ring conformations are chiral, so that the molecule may show
dissymmetry.
The u-fac form has configurational point group symmetry C, when R1: R2,
while for the mixed-ligand ãomplex (Rr +&) the molecule is asymmetric. In
both cases, the u-fac form has configurational dissymmetry, and the / config-
uration [1] is shown in Fig. 1.
While the mertopolory does not have configurational dissymmetry, the mol-
ecule is nevertheless dissymmetic since the pseudo-D2¿ point group symmetry
is reduced to c2 (for Rr:Rz) and c, (for Rr+&) bv the chelate ring confor-
mations. The chirality of the molecule has been described in terms of the helix
formed by the N-R, and N-R, bonds: a right-handed or lefb-handed helix is
designated ô-NR 
"ttd,¿-NR, 
respectively [1]. However the chirality may be
defined mo¡e directly by the helicity of the skew lines, one joining the two R
groups and the othei joining the central N-atoms of the two ligands, and the
iwo ãescriptions give the same helicity [8]. For designating the conforma-
tional forms of the mer geometric isome¡, the following arbitrary rules have
been used in this discussion. The molecule is orientated in the following way.
(a) Ignoring ring conformations, one meridional ligand is positioned on the
upper half oi the molecuie and is viewed along the ligand plane. For
[Co(medien) (dien) ]3*, this ligandwill be taken as medien.
(b ) The N-R substituent of the lower ligand (perpendicular to the direction
of observation) points towardthe observer. The N-R substituent on the upper
ligand will then 
-point 
to the right for the ô-NR enantiomer and to the left for
the L-NR enantiomer.
The conformations of the rings are then listed in the following sequence:
rings (1) and (2) are taken as those in the upper ligand, with ring (1) being
distant from the observer. Rings (3 ) and (4) are then numbered in the lower
ligand from left to right for the ô-NR enantiome¡ and from right to left in the
¿-NR enantiomer.
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S tructural co nsiderations
[Co(dien)z]3*
rner. Inspection of Dreiding models indicates that the conformations of the
coupled chelate rings in the meridional disposition of a dien ligand will be
strongly confined to a "mixed" arrangement Âô or rll by the tetrahedral ge-
ometry of the coupling amine group:
ôÀ-tdien)
Twisting the chelate rings into either envelope or õõ/)i, conformations re-
quires considerable distortion from the ideal 109.7' bond angle about this ni-
trogen atom and should therefore be energetically unfavourable. Cerlainly, in
X-ray structure determinations of (i)o-mer- t8] and racemic-mer-
[Co(dien)r]'* [7], only the ¿-NH- (Aõ,Àô) and Â-NH- Q"õ,Aõ)/ô-NH- (õ1,ô1)
forms (respectively ) were observed.
The asserbion of fixed conformations in the interlocked chelate rings of a
meridional dien ligand has been add¡essed previously [4,20] and is corrobo-
rated by our MM2 results: calculations using any idealized conformationai
combinations, or perturbations of them, as initiai structu¡es all minimized to
the l.-NH-(Aô,1ô) conforme¡ (Table 4). On some occasions the calculation
would "hang" in a local minimum corresponding to an alternate structure;
however, when these coordinates were re-minimized they resulted in the l--
NH-(¿ôlä) conformation.'This observation contrasts strongly with the re-
sults of Bond et al. [17 ] obtained by using a pseudo-Urey-Bradley force field,
where minima we¡e found for frve of the mer confo¡mers although the ¿-NH-
(.),õ,^6) form (equivalent to ô-NH- (õ1,õ^) in their study) was lowe¡ in enerry
by 14.8 kJ mol-1than the next most stable form. We attribute this difference
not to the force freld differences but to the actual minimization algorithm used
in our calculations [21].
There is good agreement between the minimized geometry of ,i-NH-nzer-
ICo(dien),¡]'r* -(iõ,^õ) and the st¡ucture determined by X-ray diffraction
"The minimization algorithm uses longer initial steps in geometry. which are monotonicallv re-
duced in successive iterations, allowing false minima. Re-minimizing such a structure can often.




Steric enerry terms for isomers of ICo(dien)¿]t* (kJ mol-I)'
Isomer E"-" Eeund's Eo-o Es"'¿ Ee"nd-s Eo'o Er"tt

















































































1E¡-s=non-bonding energy; Eson¿-5=bond stretch enerry; Ep-p:dipole-dipole energy;
Egl"]=valence a'gle defo.ü"tion-.""igv; Es"na-s=bend stretch energy; Eroo=torsional energy'
bFo¡ms have been identified in X-ray structures (ref' 5-8)'
Ig ] .o A comparison of the bond lengths and bond angles 
fo¡ the two structures
is ävailable in Supplementary 1'aÈte 51, and a comparison of the torsional
angles in Supplemèntary Tabll S2. No symmetry restrictions \ilere used during
the minimi rinimized to true C2 symmetry' Chelate
,,bite" angl stightly dependent upon the ring con-
formation; lecula¡ mechanics has been previously
repofted aithough the differences are observed in the X-ray structures [7,8]'
s-/oc. There are seven possible conformers of the s-fac geometry, and only four
were found to have poiential energli minima in our MM2 calculations. Table 4
shows that the ¡elative stabilities of these conformers are governedby torsional
terms for those structures other than the form (1õ,1ô), which is further sta-
bilized by reduced bond-st¡etching and non-bonding interactions' Although
the s-facleometry does not have the conformational constraint that was pres-
ent in the mer isomer, a preference for the mixed Âä conformations within a
dien ligand is predicied. The calcuiated lowest energa form is s-fac-('iô'Âô),
consistent with the results of Bond et al. [17 ]. It is also the form identifred by
X-ray diffraction t5I . The C2¡ point $ou; symmetry of the energy-minimized
rs"."r"ry of co.mparison for L-NH-mer- [Co (dien).]3 * -(ô),,ôÀ): RMS differences a¡e: for 18 bond
lengfhs, O.O¿¿ Ã; for 33 angles, 1.ã0'; foi ã0 torsional angles,7.8'; fo¡ all inte¡atomic distances'
0.050 A.
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cation is higher than the C¿ symmetry observed in the X-ray structure [5],
presumably due to crystalpacking forces distortingthe cation in the solidstate.
There is excellent agïeement between observed and calculated structures."
A comparison of bond angles/bond lengths and torsional angles is given in
SupplemLntary Tables 53 and 54 respectively. Again we tbund fewer stable
.orrior-.r. for this system than Bond et al. [17] who found minima for all
seven conformational possibilities. No trend is obvious for diffe¡ences in the
two sets of calculatiorrrt fo, example, there is no symmetry correlation (we find
minima for all possible combinations of conformations within a dien ligand) '
However, we find no minima in forms which have a large torsional enerry
( >35 kJ mol-') in the force field emplovedbv Bond et al. [17]'
u-fac. Six of the ten possible confo¡mations of this geometry were found to
have potential energ¡rminima (Table 4), and in contrast to the me¡ and s-fac
isomárs they fully coirespond to the six stable confo¡mers determined by Bond
et al. [17 ] (Table õ ). Two of the three most stable conformers predicted by
MM2 are those found in x-ray crystal structures, namely /-(õ^,õA) and /-
(^1,A^) [6]. This correspondence supports the assertion of Bond et al..[17]
that in¡¡a-ligand clashes prevent the formation of /- (,1ô) Iigand arrangements
in this cation. The /-(ô^,õ)") conformer is characterized by a substantially re-
duced non-bonding energy compared with the other u-fac forms'
Good agreements are again observedd between the minimized and x-ray
structures of the /-(1)',1 ) and/-(ôL,õ1) ions [6]'
TABLE 5
Steric energies for conformers of. r' - u-fac - lCo( dien ) r ] 
3 +
Conforme¡ /Hsæ,i. (kJ mol-r)














81.1 (=zl- (,iá,ôd) )
91.3 1=,1-Q,iii'\)
81.6 (=l- (dd,âd) )
82.0 (=A-çi'i'õ)\
85j (=A-Çi,ôò))
"Forms identified in X-ray structures ( ref. 6 ) .
.Summary of comparison for s-/ac-¡Co(dien):l'r*-(j.did): RMS differences are: for 18 bond
lengths, O.O3S Ã: fór 33 angles, 0.99"; for 48 torsional angles, 2.10'; fo¡ all interatomic distances,
0.036 A.
dSummary of comparison for /' u - f ac - lCo ( dien ) r ] 3 * : RMS differences a¡e:(ò;,¿i) \il:!)
for 18 bond lenShs 0.026 Ã 0'037 A
for iì3 angles 2.4i' 2'30'
for ã0 torsional angles 9.8" 9'7'
Êor all inreraromic distances o.óos Å 0'059 Ã'
,
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A comparison of bond angles/bonds lenglhs and torsional angles is available
in Supplementary Tables S5 and 56 respectively. The NIM2 minimized struc-
tures do not well reproduce the slightly eclipsed ot "envelope" confotmation
of one of the chelates in the observed /J- (^7,1^) structu¡e. This result is due to
the crystal structure symmetry of C, being lifted to C.: by MNI2 calculations.
The ranking of the conformers by steric energies is equivalent to that ob-
tained by Bond et al. [17], apart from the ¡eversal of the /-(õð,ôô) and /-
(1).,1À) forms (Table 5).
The observation of the /- ()i,,)À) conformation in the solid state, in prefer-
ence to the /- (1 ,õ1) form which is calculated to be 1.7 kJ mol- 1 more stable,
indicates that the ¿- (il',)'À) form may be stabilized by solid state packing. The
qualitative equivalence between the data calculated by the MM2 force field
and the pseudo-Urey-Bradley force field of Bond et al. [17 ] for the u-fac con-
trasts with the s-fac and mer isomers. This issue is discussed further below.
[Co(medien)(dien)]s+
mer.Incontrast to the mer-lCo(dien)z]3* system, 12 of the 16 possible con-
formers of the nzer- [Co(medien) (dien) ]3+ ion could be minimized, a conse-
quence of the reduced symmetry of this mixed complex. As expected, the most
.t"blu conformers for this system have mixed ligand conformations, Table 6.
However, in a majority of the minimized structures the dien ligands adopted
either the ôä or ,ü chelate forms, but these conformations \ilele clearly less
stable (the difference is about 25 kJ mol-1 per ligand for AA or ôä compared
with,tô or ô,i). Such conformations would be of insignificant proportion in
equilibrium solution: however, comment is war¡anted as similar forms did not
minimize in the calculations on the analogous [Co(dien)z]3+ system'
The molecular structure of the rner-lCo(medien) (dien) l3+ cation as deter-
mined in mer-[co (medien) (dien) ]Brg(CIO¿).HrO is shown in Fig. 2, and se-
Iected interatomic parameters are Iisted in Table 7. The Co atom is octahe-
drally coordinatedby six N atoms with the Co-N distances lying in the narrow
range 1.94(1)-1.98(1) R. ttre maximum deviation from the ideal geometry is
manifested in the N(1)-Co-N(4) angle of 167.6(5) ". As would be expected
there is an extensive H-bonding network in the lattice involving the cation,
the anions and the wate¡ molecules of crystallization. The closest contacts
involving the cation are: N (a )-H (nab )''' O (w )' (symmetry operation: 1 - x,
-y,1-z) of 1.78(2) A with an angie of 176(2)'; N(3)-H(q3b)"'O(1)"
(symmetry operation: 0.5*r, 0.5-y, -0.5*z) of 23aQ) A and N(3)-
H(n3b)...O(w)'. of.2.48 A with angles for this bifurcated H(n3b) atom of
129(3) and 125(3)', respec-tively. Other significant contacts occu¡ between
Br(1)"'H(n2) of 2.35(2) Ã with a Br(1)"'H(n2)-N(2) angle of 170(2)"
and Br (2 )'''H (n4a)' -N (4 )' (symmetry operation: - x, I -!, 1 - z) of 2.33 (2 )
A and an angle of 156(2)'.
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TABLE 6
Steric energy terms for isomers of [Co(medien) (dien) ]3+ "









































































































































































































"E¡¡-s:non-bonding energy; Ego.¿-s:bond stretch enerry; Eo-p:dipole-dipole energy; EB",¿-s
=bend stretch energy; Eroo:torsional energJ.
bForms have been identifred in X-ray structures in the present work.
Although the stmctural dete¡mination r¡¡as undertaken on the racemic fo¡m
of the cation, for the sake of brevity the following discussion is phrased in terms
of the ,i-NH(R)- configuration, to ¡etain consistency with the previous dis-
cussion of the analogous ICo(dien)g]3+ system.
The comparison between the X-ray and MM2-minimized structures of L-
mer-lCo(medien) (dien) ls+ - Qõ,^õ) (=ô- (õi,õi) ) reveals excellent correla-
tion." A detailed comparison of bond lengths, bond angles and tolsional angles
'Summary of comparison for mer- fCo (medien) (dien ) l3*- (,i-NH (R) - (,i,âid) /ô-NH (R) -
(Àòi'ò)): RMS differences are: for 19 bond lengths, 0.039 A; for 36 angles, 1.44"; for õ9 torsional
angles, 3.49 "; for all interatomic distances, 0.039 A.
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TABLE 7
selecred interatomic bond distances tÃl and bond angles (deg.) for mer-






















Co-N (2 )-C (2 )
Co-N(3)-C(5)
Co-N (5 )-C (6 )
Co-N(5)-C(9)
c(2)-N(2)-c(3)
c (6)-N (5)-c (e )
N(1)-C(1)-C(2)





















































































is available in Supplementary Tables S? and S8 respectively. The Co-N-CH3
angle is quite extended (115.5') in the X-ray structure andthis is modelled
well by MM2. The bond extension Co-N ( Ctt, ¡ predicted by Kojima et al. [14 ]
in an earlier molecular mechanics study of this complex was not observed with
our force freld or the structural data. On the basis of our MM2 calculations the
,i-NH(R)-(¿ô,ô,t) (=ð-NH(R)-(â¿,j.ð')) conformer was expected to be of
equivalent stability to the ,i-NH (R) - (1õ,1ô) form, but this conformer was not
observed.
The least well-modelled aspect of this structure is the "envelope" confor-
mation of the dien ligand. Examination of the individual components of the
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TABLE 8
Selected interatomic bond distances lÃl and bond angles (deg.) for s-t'oc
ICo (medien ) (dien ) ] (5106) r.;'0.5H:O (2 )


















c (3 )-c (4)



















Co-N (2 )-C (2 )
Co-N (2 )-C (3 )
Co-N (3)-C (a)
Co-N(a)-C (5)
Co-N (5 )-C (6)
Co-N (õ )-C (? )
























































































Parameter Molecule 1 Moiecule 2
Co-N(6)-C(8)






































strain energy reveals that within confolmational isomers containing õô- ot )J'-
medien, there are non-bonding interactions between the N-Me g¡ouping and
the opposite chelate ring. This distorts the medien ligand so that the N-Me
group is oblique ( rather than approximately parallel ) to the mean plane of the
dien ligand. This "twisting" stabilizes "envelope-like" ring confolmations, i.e.
where both the N-Co-N-C torsional angles are eithe¡ quite positive (30 to
45") or quite negative (-30 to -45'). Steric enerry terms (Tabie 6) show
this strain to be ultimately manifested in the torsion and valence angle defor-
mation potentials. In the case of the ,.-NH (R) - (1õj"ô) form, this distorbion is
more pronounced in the crystal structure than is predicted by the force freld
calculations. Distortion from regular geometlies to avoid large non-bonding
interactions has been observed in our previous studies [10,11] .
s-/oc. For this isomer, six of the ten possible conformers could be minimized.
As with the mer isomer, N-methyl group interactions result in the stabilization
of different conformers for s-/ac- [ Co ( medien ) ( dien ) ] 
3 * compared with those
observed for the s-/øc-[Co(dien)z]3* analogue (Table 6). In both cases the
most stable conformer is the (,1ô,,Ââ) form, andthe energJ order of the common
conformers is the same.
The molecular structure of s-/oc-[Co(medien) (dien) ]3* has been deter-
mined as its s-/oc-[Co(medien) (dien) ] (5206)l.s'0.5H2O complex (2)- This
compound crystallizes with two formula units in the crystallographic asym-
met¡ic unit, and these differ in the conformation of one of the chelate rings
within the cation, (76,1ô) and (ôô"Âä). Selected interatomic parameters asso-
ciated with the two conformers are listed in Table 8, and the numbering scheme
employed is illustrated in Fig. 3. As for the Co atom geometry in (1), distor-
tions from ideal octahedral geometry are minor as can be seen from Table 8.
The natu¡e of the intermolecula¡ contacts is not symmetrical thereby preclud-
ing the centrosymmetric space group P2¡/m.Imporlant contacts in the lattice
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include: N (3 )-H (ngb )''' O (21 )' (symmetry operation: 1 - r, 0.5 *y, | - z) of
1.90 (3 ) Ä with an angle subtended at the H ( n3b ) atom of u6 (2) " and N ( 1' ) -
H ( 1'b ) . . . o (53 )' of 1.79 (3 ) A with an angle of 160 (2 )'. The closest contact
involving the water molecule of crystallization occurs between O (w ) and O ( 23 )
of 2.80(2) A (H atoms not located).
Two conformers of this molecule found in our X-ray structural studies,
(^õ,)"õ) and (ôâ,,1ô), were the first and third lowest steric energy conformers
by our MMz caiculations, with the difference between them being 8.6 kJ mol- 
1
(Table 6 ). This is not a large differential by MM2 standards and crystal pack-
ing forces may well ¡educe this further. Even so, given our previous success at
predicting conformer stabilities we would not have expected such a large gap
between these isomers [10,11] .
Comparisons between the X-ray and MM2 geometries show excellent frts
for both structures.f Detailed comparisons of bond lengths, bond angies and
torsional angles are presented separately in Supplementary Tables 39 and S10.
As with the mer- isomer, Iarge co-N-cH3 angles are well reproduced.
u-fac. Of16 possible conformers, seven minimize to steric enerry minima (Ta-
bl;6) and irve of this set correspondto forms found for the [Co(dien)z]3+
analogue. The lowest energJ conformer fot u-fac-lCo(dien)z)3+, /-(ôA,ô1),
does nit appeæ in the u-fac-[Co (medien) (dien) ]3+ calculations: inter-ligand
methyl group interactions destabilize this conforme¡. Ring conformations of
thetype /-iô(=A-ô|) in u-foc-[Co (dien)z ]3* complexes have been previously
regarded as unstable [17 ], and in our calculations no dien ligand in the u-fac-
lCo(medien) (dien) ]3+ system minirni"ss to this arrangement although it does
õxist for the medien ligand. MM2 permits the medien ligand to be stabilized
in envelope conformations (see above).
CrystaÍs of u-føc- [Co (medien ) (dien ) ]X, could not be grown: this may be a
consequence of the large number of conformers very closely spaced in steric
enerry (Table 6).
[Co(rnedien)"]3+
nzer. Although the conforme¡s of this complex share point $oup symmetries
with the [Co(dien)z]3* analogues, the minimizations show a very different
pattern. As expected, the ,i-NR- mer-lCo(medien)z]3+- (1ô,õ1) (=ô-NR-nz¿r-
I Co (medien ), ] 
t * - (õ^,^õ) ) conformer is of lowest steric enerry. Ste¡ic energiy
fsummary of comparison for s-/oc-[co(medien) (dien) ]3+: RMS differences a¡e:
(õô'^ö)
for 19 bond lenphs 0.044 A
for 36 angles 1.58"
for 50 torsional angles 3.58"







minima exist for seven of the ten possible conformers. As with the nzer-
ICo (medien) (dien) ]3* complexes, rffe ascribe this to stabilizing interactions
òf tn. N-Me grouping, allowing conformations to be twisted into pseudo-en-
velope artangements. The possible conformers can be grouped into three cat-
.gorì.., on the basis of their having either zero, one' or two medien ligands
*itt ttt" equivalent conformations ôô or ,1,1: the steric energy gap between the
mixed (á1ãr 1ô) and each ôð'or,l,L arrangement is about 25 kJ mol-1 (Table
g ). The minimized co-N bond lengths are especially long (about 2 A) and the
Co-N-CH3 bond angles are unusually large (about 120').
s-/ac. Four of the seven possible conformers were calculated to have steric en-
ergy minimafor s-føc-[co(medien)r]3+ (Table 9). The õô or )J' conforma-
tional arrangements of a medien ligand are approximately 10 kJ mol-l less
favourable than the mixed ôÂ combinations'
u-fac. In lhe u-fac-[Co (medien)2]3+ system, five confo¡me¡s gave potential
u.r"rg1, minima (tàUte 9), which compares with six for the [Co(dien)r]3*
analogue:
TABLE 9
Steric energa terms for isomers of ICo (medien ) z ]3 
* "


































































































































'E:.¡.a=non-bonding energyi Eson¿-s=bond stretch energ]; Ep-p=dipole-dipole enerry;
Es..¿ = valence angle deformation energy; Ee".¿.s = bend stretch energy;
En,^ = Torsional energy.
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l-[Co(medien)r]3*: (õ1,^õ) < () ,õ1) < (1A,))) < (ôô,ò).) < (õ6,)J'¡
l-fCo (dien)z l3*: (õ1,ô1) < Q'J,,ôL) < (AA,À,j") < (õõ,ôô) < (ôõ,õ1) < (ôõ,ÀÀ)
The four possible general conformational types (õ1,ôA or õÀ,1ô; áô,ô,i or LA,ôi;
öõ,A,t; ôô,õõ or )).,AÀ) have the same relative energy ordering. Given that in our
MM2 calculations N-CHB groups tend to stabilize conformations distorbed f¡om
the idealized ô and ,L arrangements, the similarity between these sets is
interesting.
T he r rno dy namic c o n s id e r atio ns
The free enerry (/G"a) values used in the following thermodynamic dis-
cussion (and quoted in Table 10 ) have been obtained by statistical adjustment
of the appropriate steric energies. The s-fac form is destabilized by a factor of
RTIn2 (-t.Z kJ mol-1 at29l K) relative to the u-fac and mer isomers, re-
flecting the coordination possibilities for the second tridentate ligand once the
first ligand is attached (one for s-fac compared with two for u-fac and mer).
[Co(dien)zJ]+
The effects of ion-association on the equilibrium distribution of the isomers
of [Co(dien)r]t* insolutiona¡ewelldocumented [2]:differentialionpairing
can have dramatic effects on the relative equilibrium proportions of mer/s-
fac /u-fac isomers in solution. For example, the mer: s-fac : u-fac ratio 62 : 8: 30
in HrO/ClOa- contrasts with the observed ratio 20:55:25 in HrO/0.1 M
POI- (all measurements at 291 K). This difference has been rationalized in
terms of preferential hydrogen bonding of the PO!- anion to N-H protons in
the fac isomers which are favourably positioned for such interactions [2]. A
co¡relation between the elution rates of the isomers of [Co(dien)g]3+ in
TABLE 10
Calculated and observed relative "Free Energies" for the geometric isomers of ICo (dien)z]3*
Isomer .rc""k (kJ mol-r) /G"b, (kJ mol-r) at29IK




























cation-exchange chromatography and the degree of ion association with the
eluent anion has also been demonstrated [22]. Since the presence of Cl-,
NO; or ClOa- have little differential effect on the relative isomer distribution
lZ], the relative ion associations of these anions with the isomers of
i Cã ( aien ) , I 
3 * are presumed to be approximately equivalent. Accordingly these
Àxperimental isomer ratios have been used in our comparisons with the MM2-
caiculated gas phase stabilities. Bond et al. [23 ] have also dete¡mined the equi-
librium ratios in acetone solution containing PF;, where differential ion as-
sociation with the isomers of the cation would be expected to be minimal' The
experimental relative isome¡ stabilities and those calculated by a number of
molecular mechanics procedures (based on minimum energy conformers only)
are listed in Table 10.
The force frelds usedby Bond et al. [1?] and MM2 both give reasonable
predictions of the ¡elative stabilities of the u-fac and s-fac forms, especially
considering the variation in the experimental values, and that no account is
taken in the molecular mechanics models of solvation effects or ion-associa-
tion which can be significant in these complexes [2 ]. Neither force field leads
to accurate prediction of the relative stabilities of the mer and fac isomers, and
the pr".".tt MM2 result is particularly awry. Previous work on
Ico (pn) ^ 
(en )r_" ]. * ( n: 1-3 ) complexes has shown reasonable similarity
betwèen the results obtained using the pseudo-Urey-Bradley force fieid [17 ]
and the MM2 force field [10]. The large discrepancy in the MM2 result fo¡
rner-lCo(dien)z]3+ requires further investigation and is discussed below.
[C o( medien) ( dien) ]'? 
*
' 
The equilibrium distribution of the isomers of the [Co(medien) (dien) ]3*
system hàs been investigated in HzO/ClO*- solution at 363 K Lr l. Co-mparison
of the results obtained ior the equilibration of [Co(medien) (dien) ]3* in both
HrO/CIO; and HzO/CI- solutions indicates little differential ion association,
so that these isomer ratios may be compared to the caiculated MM2 data' The
experimentally determined equilibrium ratio leads to a relative order of free
enãrgies of s-fâc (taken as 0 kJ mol-r), u-fac (6.3 kJ mol-I ), and me¡ (6.7 kJ
mol--l ) [ 3,4 ], while our MM2 calculations predict 0.0, 10.7, and - 13.0 kJ mol - 
I
respectively. Ott"e again the MM2 procedure provides reasonable relativities
for the two fac isomers but substantially overestimates the stability of the me¡
isomer.
[Co(medien)z]s*
Only the s-fac isomer of this complex has been isolated from reaction mix-
tures [3,4]. Based on the minimum enerry conformers, MM2 predicts the s-
fac form to be the most stable by steric enerry gaps of approximately 6 kJ
mol-l and 18 kJ mol-l overthe merandu-fac forms respectively. At 363 K,
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these relativities would predict an equilibrium ratio of s-fac; mer:u-
fac:85:15:0.
The calculations are in this case in substantial agreement with the experi-
mental results. Although in the experimental studies it was improbable that
any significant formation of u-føc- or mer-nQo(medien)=]']- escaped detec-
tion, the total amount of ICo(medien)r]3* detected was less than stoichio-
metric. Within this uncertainty we regard the present results as satistãctory.
General comments
The significant steric components which lower the steric energy of ,ï-NH-
mer-lCo(dien)r]3-- (1ô,^ô) relativetothefacgeometriesa¡ethenon-bonding
(about 6 kJ mol-t) and torsional (abour 30 kJ mol-r) contributions.
Inspection of the individual atomic pairs contributing to the gross non-
bonding energy (subtotals only are listed in Table 4 ) reveals a reduced hydro-
gen-hydrogen repulsion in the mer geometry relative to the fac forms. Specif-
ically, hydrogen atom interactions between the separate chelate rings of the
dien ligands were lessened in the mer isomer due to their spatial separation.
This results in a lower relative non-bonding energy in the mer form compared
with the fac forms. Such an effect is intuitive and is no doubt a contributor to
the observed high thermodynamic stability of. mer- [Co(dien)r]3+ relative to
the fac geometries. However in ou¡ results, it is in the torsions that excessive
stabilization of the mer geometry is generated.
1,3-Non-bonded interactions about the metal are used in the pseudo Urey-
Bradley force field of Hambley et al. [18 ]. These are effectively "harder" func-
tions than the valence angle deformation constants used in our MM2 investi-
gations [ 10,1 1 ] . This has the implicit effect of increasing the steric potential
about Co-N centred torsions. In this way the force field of Hambley et al. [18]
indirectly accounts for N-Co-N-C and Co-N-C-C type torsions. Our param-
etrization of the MM2 force field explicitly included only the latter term, the
forme¡ term being set to zero as is usual practice [24-26).
Including N-Co-N-C torsional parameters and/or increasing the valence
angle bending parameters in the MM2 force field had a dramatic effect in ¡e-
ducing the steric energy differential between the mer- [Co (dien)r]3* arrange-
ment and the s-fac and u-fac forms. For example, when the Co-N stretch con-
stant was stiffened by 50% to 300 N m- I molecule- I the steric energy diffe¡ence
between u-fac and s-fac remained almost the same but the steric energy of the
,i-NH-mer- (1õ,1õ) form increased by 25 kJ mol- r. This brings the overall pre-
dicted MM2 thermodynamic results into much better correlation with the ex-
perimental data, certainly within the range of experimental values. The in-
cluding of N-Co-N-C torsional parameters had the same kind of effect,
although less dramatic. In either case (using modified to¡sional or bending
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constants), the minimized, structures represented excellent correlations with
the crystal structures.
Altúough the NIM2 potentials are discussed above as if they were indepen-
dent funciions couplini does exist between them. Therefore, although the above
discussion is presenteã in terms of torsions it may also be approached from the
viewpoint of ìalence angle deformations. For example, for the mer geometric
isorrr", of ICo(dien)¿Jsl the N-Co-N bond angles within a dien ligand are
comparatively contricied to about 84-86" (Supplementary Table S1), which
contìasts strongiy with the near octahedral coo¡dination about Co in the fac
forms (Supplementary Tables 53 and S5 ). The valence angle deformation 
po-
tenrial has a minimum at 90", so an increase of the bending constant will have
little effect on the overall steric energy of the fac isomers as long as the N-C9-
N bond angies remain close to 90'. However, the mer fo¡ms with distorled N-
Co-N angles will have increased steric enerry'
CONCLUSIONS
M M 2 c alculatío ns o n b is ( tr ident at e ) c ob alt( I I ) co mple xe s
we also investigated the stabilities of analogous complexes- of dien and me-
dien with cobalt (II ). Parametrization of the MM2 force freld was carried out
using the X-ray crystal structures of [Co(sep) ]t* [27]' and [Co(tacn)z]2*
[28],wheresep=sspulshrate=1,3,6,8,10,13,16,19-octaazabicyclo[6'6'6]eico-
."rré, urr¿ tacn: 1,4,7-tríazacyclononane. Our procedure wa_s similar to that of
n"Ji."tt et al. t2pl, whereby we simply increased the Co-N ideal bond length
Go I "ur"" 
to z.an lnit" ttre N-Co-N bond bending constant was set at 350 N
Ài't *ol..ole-1, and other Co parameters we¡e unchanged. \Me believe this
method is reasonable as the deformations of the bond angles about Co in these
octahedral complexes are only small cont¡ibutors to the final steric energy' The
resulting MM2-minimized geometries_were good frts to the crystal structures'
No special account of the iço(sep)12+ apical nitrogen was required in the
force freld to emulate the unùsual angles about these atoms. Only the minimum
energJ conformer of each geoÃetric isome¡ of [Co(dien)t]2* and
Ì¿;ä.ú*)r1i* *"r. minimiãed. Pleasingly, the mer arrangement of the
icãi¿i."lrlá1'.o-pl"* was significantly more stable than-the fac forms in
Ëo*p"ri.o.r'with th!-lnalogou"s Co(IIIi system. For the ICo (medien)':12*
.o*pl"* the s-fac isomer was destabilized even further with respect to the mer
and u-fac geometries relative to the co(III) analogue. Both results were in
qualitative agreement with previous electrochemical observations [22 ]'
using the MM2 force freld, we have calculated the relative stabilities for the
isomers- within each of the th¡ee Ico(medien)^(dien)z-^]3+ (n=0-2) sys-
tems, and comparisons have been made with observed isomer ratios for the
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three systems [2,3 ]. Discrimination between the two fac arrangements is rea-
sonable both in the ordering and magnitude for the three title complex systems,
using the force field which we have applied previously with success to
I Co (men ) " 
( en ) ¡ - " ] 
3 * ( n : 1-3 ) [ 11 ]. However, on initial application the force
field has not accurately modelled the thermodynamics of the mer isomer rel-
ative to the fac fo¡ms of the ICo(dien)r]3* system because of incomplete pa-
rametrization, although it is possible to adjust the parameters involving Co to
improve this relativity. The fo¡ce field of Hambley et al. [18] with its pseudo-
Urey-Bradley character was more successful in the modelling of the mer f f.ac
relativities for [Co(dien)2]3+ and in that sense is seen to be a more flexible
fo¡ce field.
Experimental data also exist for the total equilibrium distribution of all nine
species involved in this family of complexes [3 ], but direct comparison of this
data with our MM2 calculations is not meaningful as the zero point enerry
differences between complexes of different compositions are not calculable in
these molecular mechanics procedures [11,15].
We believe this work has demonstrated some of the strengths and limita-
tions of molecular mechanics as applied to metal complexes. Although good
correlation with experimental data can be effected, the parametrization of the
force field, even for apparently very similal systems, must be considered care-
fully. Very often the structural or thermodynamic information needed to en-
able careful parametrization of the force freld is not available: indeed the ab-
sence of such data has been in many cases the reason why molecular mechanics
has been applied to a problem. This work demonstrates that in cases where
very different structural features exist, even within isomeric complexes, the
results of MM2 calculations in a predictive manner must be interpreted with
caution.
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SUPPLEMENTARY T,IATERIAL AVAILABLE
Comparison of bond lengths/angles and torsional angles berween observed
and calculated structures for Â-NH -mer-lCo(dien )213*, s-/øc- [Co (dien)z]3*,
/-u-fac- [Co(dien)r]3*,r'ner-[Co(medien)(dien)]3+ ands-/oc-[Co(medien)-
(dien)13* cations (Tables S1-S10; 20 pages); listings of structu¡e factor ta-
bles, thermal parameters, hydrogen atom parameters, and a full listing of in-
)
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teratomic parameters for (1) and (2) (Tables S11-S18; 19 pages), are all
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M,:569.6, monoclinic. P2;/n, a = 10.280 (l), å:
13.905 (2), c = 1a.533 (2) À. É : 90.30 (l)', v :
2071 (2) 43. Z = 4, D., = t.821 g cm - 3, À1Mo Ka¡ :
0.7107 Å. É = 12.84 cm-r, F(000) : I I76, T:
293 (l) K. R:0.051 for 2138 observed reflections.
The Co atom in the cation is octahedrall-v- coordi-
nated by six N atoms from three che-latin-e diamine
ligands: CeN 1.967 (5F1.999 (5) Ä, with Co-
N(CHr) the longest. The structure is a racemate and
the conformational structure is ,,1-R-¿'*ÀÀ (for one
enantiomer). Comparisons are made with the struc-
ture calculated by molecular mechanics using an
MM2 force field. The crystal lattice is held together
ura hydro-een bonds involving the cation. perchlorate
anions and the water molecule of crvstallization.
Introduction. The separation and isolation of a
number of isomers of Corllcomplexes ol À-methyl-
ethane- 1,2-diamine (meen) has been reported
recently (Searle & Keene, 1989). Aerial oxidation ol
a mixture of Co¡r, 3meen and H* in aqueous
solution with charcoal at 353 K yields an equilibrium
mixture of the complexes [Co(meen)3]r -. [Co-
lmeen)z(en)13*. [Co(meen¡1en):13- and [Co(en)¡]3*,
where the coordinated ethane-1.2-diamine (en) arises
through demethylation of the Corrt-meen. brought
about by the oxygen with charcoal catalysis. Each of
these Co-meen complexes has a number of possible
isomeric forms. arising from configurational (r1 or á.
and ¡R or S) and geometric (facial or mendional)
¡somensm.
The most s¡able of these complexes and isomers
have been separated by cation-exchange chromato-
graphy on SP-Sephadex C25 using Na3PO. as eluent,
i Deceased 34 July, 1992.
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and the complexes thus detected have been labelled
(A) to (If) (Searle & Keene. 1989). They were
isolated in crystalline form and were charactenzed by
their r3C NMR specrra which allowed their isomeric
identity to be established in most cases.
X-ray structures of several of these complexes have
been reported previously: two [Co(meen)3]r- isomers
labelled (l) and (O. and two [Co(meen):(en)]3-
isomers labelled (F) and (Ð (Searle & Tiekink.
1989¿.å). (8) is a third [Co(meen)3]3- isomer which
has been isolated but not yet structurally charac-
terized.
For the complex bis(ethane- 1.2-diamineXN-
methylethane-1.2-diamine)cobalt(III) cation. two
diastereoisomers are possible. .l-Rl A-S and zl-Slá-R
(as racemic pairs). Only one of these diastereo-
isomers has been evident experimentally. designated
as complex (Ð. and the crystal structure of this
isomer is now reported.
Experimental. Complex (Ð. [Co(meen)(en)2]3-. was
separated chromatographically and obtained as the
perchlorate monohydrate salt by addition of HCIO.
to an HCI solution of the eluted complex. Cr.vstals
suitable for the X-ray study were -qrown by ethanol
vapour diffusion into an aqueous solution of the
complex under slight vacuum. Data were collected
using an Enraf-Nonius CAD-4F diffractomerer con-
trolled by a PDPS;A computer, with graphite-
monochromated Mo Ka radiation and ¿.¡-2d scans.
Cell parameters were determined by least squares on
25 reffections (9 = 0 s 14") 1de Boer & Duisenberg.1984) from a crystal 0.10 x 0.25 x 0.62 mm. An
analytical absorption correcùon was applied with
maximum and minimum transmission factors of
0.856 and 0.U0 (SHELX?6: Sheldrick. 1976). 5575
reflections (1.5 < r< 25.0") were measured in the
range -l2sh< 12. 0<k< 16, -14<l <5. No
significant variation was observed in the net intensity
@ 1993 International Union of Crystallography
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of three referenc€ reflections G24, 315 and 436)
measured everv 7200 s. 3668 unique reflections were
measured (À-..g. : 0.021) of which 2138 satisfled / >
2.5o(I). The structure was solved by Patterson
methods. with full-matrix least-squares refrnement on
292 parameters based on F (SHEL.I?6; Sheldrick,
1976\. Refinement included anisotropic thermal
parameters for non-Fl atoms, and H aloms were
included at their calculated positions with a common
isotropic thermal parameter. The ClOi anions with
the Cl(2) and Cl(3) atoms were found to be dis-
ordered such that an O atom in each. i.e. O(8) and
O( l2). was situated over two positions: these were
modelled with 50% site occupancy factors. At con-
vergence R = 0.051. ¡,R = 0.060 {u': l.16lla2(F) +
0.0008F:l). S: 3.32. (Aio)^^*= 0.02 (for cadon).
Ap^^,:0.75. .!p-,,: -0.57 e,{-'. An extinction
correction was applied such that the value of nz =
0.0001 (3) (SHELXI6: Sheldrick, 197ó). Scattering
factors for Cor- corrected for f' andl", were taken
from Inlernational Tables for X-ray' Crystallograph¡'
(1974. Vol. IV. pp. 99. 149) and lor the remaining
atoms as incorporated in SHED06 (Sheldrick,
1976). All calculations were performed on a
SUN4/280 computer system. Atomic coordinates are
given in Table l. selected interatomic paramelers are
in Table 2.* and the atom-numbering scheme used
for the cation is shown in Fig. 1. which was drawn
wi¡h ORTEPII (Johnson, 1976) at 25% probability
Ievels,
Discussion. The complex (E) crystallizes as the per-
chlorate monohydrate salt in the spacr group P2,/n,
with two pairs of enantiomeric molecules in the unit
cell. The octahedral cation geometry is deñned by six
N atoms derived from three chelating diamine liga-
nds. The sjx Co-N bond distances are all similar,
lying in the range 1.967 (5F1.999 (5).Â,; the longest
distance is formed by the methyìated N atom. Dis-
tortions from ideal octahedral geometry may be
related to the restricted bite distanc¡ of the chelatiug
ligands, u'ith the maximum deviation manifested in
the N(5F-{o-N(6) angle of 84.7 (2)'.
In the crystal lattice of [Co(meen)(en)t]-
(ClOl)3.HrO there are a large number of hydrogen-
bonding contacts between the cation. the perchlorate
anions and the water molecule of crystallization.
These contacts are summarized as lollows [details in
'Lrsts of slructure factors. anisotroprc thermal parameters.
H-arom paramerers. all interatomic parâmeters. hydrogen-
bonding contacts and cietails ol MM2 results have bcen deposited
with the Bridsh Library Document Suppl¡" Ccntre as Supple-
menrâry Publicarion No. SUP 5f30 (18 pp.). Copies ma¡' be
obtained through The Technical Ediror. lnrernational Union of
Crvstallograph¡-. 5 Abbc¡- Squarc. Chester CHI 2HU. England.
[ClF refcrcnce: AS05ó91
Fractional atomic coordinates and equivalent
isotropíc thermal parameters (L2)
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Tabfe 2. Selected inleraromic distances (L) and bond
angles (')
CeN(l) 1.9ó7 (5) CFN(2) l.Ðe (5)
C*N(3) I 97ó (5) CrN(4) ¡ 98ó {5)
CrN(J) I 9ó7 (5) CÈN(ó) 1974 l5l
NilH(t) 148ó (8) N(lH(2) 1495 i9)
N(2}-{ß) t 480 (7) N(3H(¿) I 48ó (8)
N(4H(5) t.50 tl) Nf5É{ó) l48t (8)
N(óH(7) r.473 (8) c(¡É(2) I 529 (tl
















































































Fig l. Molecular srructure anC cr.vsallo¡raphic
scheme emplo¡,ed for the cation iE lCo(mccnXen):)(
(Johnson. 197ó)
supplementary table .S(7)l:t each of the N-bound H
atoms is involved in at least one contact with an O
atom lrom either a perchlorate anion or the water
molecule. The water molecule ol crystallization
lorms two close contacts with the cation and two
close contacts with the symmetry-related perchlorate
groups. presumably' v¡¿ the water molecule H atoms
which were not located in the difference map. Each
ol the perchlorate O atoms is thus involved in the
hydrogen-bonding network. It is unknown how such
hydrogen bonding m.ight determine the ring confor-
mations. although such bonding forces acting co-
operativell'must be a major factor in accounting for
any differences between the detailed structures found
in the solid state and those calculated by energy
minimization for the cation only.
The particular diasterccisomer is the ,,1-R isomer
(as racemate), and is illustrated in Fig. l. The confor-
mational structure is uniquely defined as ,4-R-ô*Àì.|
with the methyl substituent being equatorial (to the
mean plane of its chelate ring). This diastereoisomer.
which is isolated. should be the thermodynamically
more stable, since the two diastereoisomers should
interconvert at the asymmetric N atom in solution.
.4-R¿l-S. unde r the basic conditions of the chroma-
tographic separation. and these two configurations
should then be fixed in their equilibrium ratio on the
subsequent acidification. That only one of the dia-
stereoisomeric pairs /t-Ri¿-S has been observed
experimentally under all conditions. indicates that K
[equilibrium ratio of the two diasteroisomeric pairs
(.,1-^R,'J-Ð and (.1-S,-l-R)l ior the two diastereo-
isomers must be large (say K> 12. for which lG >
6 kJ mol-r).
For the [Co(meen)(en)j3* system. the steric
energies of the sixteen possible geometrically differ-
ent conformations, eight for ,{-R and eight fior -1-R.
have been calculated using the M M2 force field
(Atkinson. Keene & Searle, l99l).$ From this recent
analysis. the isomer having the lowest calculated
steric energy was zl-R-¿'* ôô (steric energy
44.5kJmol-r). Thus, the MM2 calculations cor-
rectly predicted the particular diastereoisome¡ and
the equatorial methyl in the meen ô' ring, but the
conformations of the two en rings (ðô) differed from
f See deposition footnote.
I Each of the ñve-membcred chelate rings formed by the biden-
tate ligands meen and en can exist in alternative conformations. 6
or ì. The unique meen ring is specified ñrst and designated with
an asterisk (Atkinson. Kecne & Searle, l99l). The discrssion here
is presenred for only the .'l configurations of complexes, but in all
cases there is an equivalent I form in the raccmate that constitutes
each diastereoisomcric parr.
$An early conformarional anlysis of [Co(mccn)(cn)¡]r- uscd
non-bonded interactions ooly (Sargeson. l9ó6). Although the
broad structure predictcd lor the more stable isomer rxas corrcct
(/-R-ô'), thc results of such limitcd analyscs are generally
unreliable.
l5
those in the observed structure (^^). The calcu-
lateci steric energy for this obsewed structure
(49.0 kJ mol-r) was 4.5 kJ mol- ' higher. which
corresponds to a ratio of K ca 6. No specifrc crystal
lorces can be identified in the structure which might
account tbr the ÀÀ arrangement being favoured.
There are lwo other conformers which have lower
calculated steric energies than the obsen'ed struc-
ture: ,1-R-ô*l,t (45.0 kJ mol - I ) and ,1-R-Ò*ð^
(48.8 kJ mol -r). Despite there bein-e several con'
formers of similar energy. the complex crystallizes
readily in only one lorm. perhaps because of the
lability of the en rin,q conlormations. In solution the
conformers present áre unknown and the '3C NMR
spectn¡m gives only a time average of any conformer
mlxture.
While the 4.5 kJ mol-r steric-energy gap belween
the observed and calculated structures is not large by
MM2 standards. we did observe better correlations
for the [Co(meen)2(en)]3* and [Co(meen)3]3t systems
(Atkinson, Keene & Searle. l99l). It is therefore
unlikely that the origin of the discrepancy lies solely
with the force freld employed in the calculations.
Structural comparisons between the minimized -4-R-
[Co(meenXen).]3- conformations where the methyl
group is equatorial reveal that the molecular shapes
[as determined by the root-mean'square (r.m.s.)
differences of atomic positions] are very simiiar irres-
molecular structures are too closel¡' related to be
reliably discnminated with a general MM2 lorce
field.
Comparison of the details ol the determined struc-
ture with those of the calculated (minimized) struc-
ture for the /1-R-ô*ÀÀ shows close agreement
between the structures: r.m.s. differences arJO.OZS,Â,
lor 16 bond lengths. 1.39" flor 29 bond angles. 2.41"
for 40 torsional angles. and 0.M2 Â, for all inter-
atomic distances [supplemennry tables S(5) and
s(6)l.t
The energy difference from the determined struc-
ture to that calculated lor the other diastereoisomer
.,1-S-À*ôô (51.4 kJ mol-r) is only 2.4 kJ mol-r
(K ca 2.6). This does not seem sufñciently large to
account for the apparent stereospecificity as the z1-S
isomer was not observed experimentally. It is likely.
therefore, that hydrogen bonding in the solid state is
important in discriminating these isomers.
The Australian Research Council is thanked for
support.
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tTrhe metal ion promoted hydrolysis of nitriles has
I been studied for several nitriles.l-3 In cases where
valid comparisons can be made, the corresponding N-
bonded carboxamide product is formed al ^ late106-107 faster than for the base hydrolysis of the non-
coordinated nitrile. 1' 3
However, in the system [Co(en)rX(NCCHTNHT)]2+
CX : Cl, Br) a different reaction occurs under basic
conditions, and a tridentate amidine complex is formed
by attack of a coordinated amide ion (formed by de-
protonation of an amine proton of en) at the nitrile C
atom.4 Consequently, it was of interest to determine
whether [Co(NHa)(N-CCH3)]3+ would react by
direct hydroxide ion attack at the nitrile group to
give the N-bonded acetamido complex, or by attack
of a deprotonated ammine on the nitrile group to pro-
duce coordinated acetamidine. The present paper
reports the investigation of the base hydrolysis ol
[Co(NHa)¡(N:CCH¡)13+, and of the properties of the
hydrolysis product.
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Abstract: The base hydrolysis ofacetonitrile to acetamide is catalyzed by a factor of2 X 106 on coordination to
Co(NH3)53+. Hydroxìde appears to attack the carbon atom of the nitrile group, wbile in a separate and con-
.u.r.nt'process ihe methyl-protons exchange. On addition of acid to the acetamido complex produced, pro-
tonation occurs on the caibonyl oxygen þK; : 3.02; ¡t : 1.0 M, NaCIO¿i T : 25") rather than on the amide
nitrogen atom.
Base Hydrolysis of Coordinated Acetonitrile
D. A. Buckingham, F. R. Keene, and A. M. Sargeson*
Contributíonfrom the Research School of Chemistry, Australian National Uniuersity,
Canberra,2600, Australia. Receioed April i,3, 1973
Experimental Section
reference or terr-butyl alcohol as internal reference.
The com water. The
visible s Or lave efii
63 and e Co' 12'19;
C, 4.97; C' 5.21 ; H'
4.07; N, 17.06.
Isolation of Base Hydrolysis Product. [Co(NH¡)(N=CCH¡)]-
(ClO{)3 (1.21 g, 0.0025 mol) was dissolved in water (25 ml) and
NaOH solution added (2.5 ml of 1.2 M, 0.0030 mol). After l0 sec
excess NaCIO¡ was added to precipitate the red hydrolysis product,
Buckingham, Keene, sargeson I Base Hydrolysis of coordinated Acelonilrile
which was filtered and washed with ethanol, yield 0.82 s, 82%.
Recrystallization was achieved from warm \rater (pH -9, 8 nù)
by the addition of NaCIO¡ and cooling. Electronic spectra showed
eiai 73, eäi 87, and eäi 2.4'7 x 10r in' 0.01 M NaoH, and
.Ïi 63 and eä 60 in 0.1 M IICIO* Anal. Calcd for
CoNsGHrpCl:Oe: Co, 14.69: C. 5.99; H, 4.78; N,20.96; Cl,
17.68. Found: Co, 14.58; C. 6.21; H,4.92; N, 20.98; Cl, 17.60.
The complex was isolated in a protonated form (yellow) by pre-
cipitation with NaCIO¡ from an acìdified solution of the red base
hydrolysis product, but the analytical results were poor and in-
dicated some unprotonated form.
Analysis of Water Content of Base Hydrolysis Product. The
base hydrolysis product was analyzed for wate¡ by the Karl Fischer
method. The complex (322 mù was dissolved in dry dimethyl-
formamide (3 ml) and aliquots (l ml) of this solution were added to
dried methanol (10 ml) and tit¡ated with Karl Fischer reagent.
The average titer of 0.10 ml (1 ml of KF reagent - 5.73 mg of HzO)
indicated 1l/o water content in the complex.
Kinetics of Base Hydrolysis of [Co(NH¡XN:CCHg)](CIOD& A
solution of the complex (2 X l0-o M) in water was mixed with an
equal volume of standard NaOH solution (p = 2.0 M, NaCIOÐ
using a stopped-ffow apparatus. The reaction was followed at
À 240 nm on a Cary l6K spectrophotometer at a cell temperature
of 25.0". Tbe rate of hydrolysis was also followed by nmr tech-
niques in a 1 M Tris-DClOo (DzO) buffer (¡r : 0.1 M; measured
pH : 9.20, pD : 9.607) at the probe temperature (33').
ICo(NH¡XN-CCHaXCIO¡)¡ (c¿. 0.1 g) and rerr-butyl alcohol
(0.02 n¡l) were dissolved in the buffer solution (1 ml), and
prnr spectra were recorded over 4 halflives. The methyl signals
ofthereactantcomplex (2.62ppm) and of the product (2.12 ppm)
were superimposed on the tail of the large resonance due to the
buffer, and the results were plotted as the disappearance of the
methyl resonance of the reactant measured in terms of peak height
relative to the standard r-BuOH. A plot of log (peak height -
peak height) us. time was linear over 2 X r,1".
The extent of the proton exchange process on the CH¡ Sroup
was measured separately by recording the pmr spectrum of a solu-
tion of [Co(NH)(]rl:CCH)l(ClO¡)¡ in DrO (0.1 g in 1 ml) with
¡¿rl-butyl alcohol (0.02 mI) as a standard, then adding 0.1 ml of 1
M NaOD solution and recording the pmr of the base hydrolysis
product. The integrals of the two methyl signals (relative to ¡e¡¡-
butyl alcohol) gave the extent of proton exchange in the course
ofhydrolysis.
Determination of pK.. The pK, of the acetamide complex was
obtained spectrophotometrically at 350 nm by adding aliquots of
1.0 M HCIO¡ to a solution of the complex in 0.01 M NaOH (¡r :
1.0 M, NaCIOÐ. The p/(¡ was evaluated by the procedure of
Albert and Serjeant.s
Results and Discussion
The complex [Co(NH)¡(N-CCH3)]3- hydrolyzed
in basic conditions according to the rate law, v : kss.
lnitrileÏOH-]. The kinetic results are given in Table L
Table I. Kinetic Results fo¡ Base Hydrolysis of
[Co(NHB)5(N-CCHa)]a+ ¿1 25 
o"








"¡ = 1.0M(NaClO¡); [Co] = 1.2X1O-4M
The hydrolysis rate (3.40 M-t sec-r) is 2 X 106 faster
than base hydrolysis of free acetonitrile to acetamide
(1.60 X 10-6 M-t sec-¡),s a factor which is practically
identical with the enhancement of the rate of benzo-
(7) P. K. Glasoe and F. A. Long, J. Ph¡'s. Chem., 64, I 88 (l 960).
(8) A, Albert and E. P, Serjeant, "Ioniz¿tion Constânrs of Acids and
Bascs," Methuen, London, 1962.
(9) N. Peskoffand,J.Meyer,Z.Ph,s. Chem.,82, 129 (1913).
nitrile hydrolysis by the O.IH¡)sCo3+ moiety,3 and
similar to the factor of 107 observed for the Ni(II)-
2-cyano-1,1O-phenanthroline systemr (table II).
Table II. Comparison of the Rates of Base Hydrolysis of Nitriles































" T : 25.0". bT : 25.6o. .Reference3. dReferencel
Before considering the mechanism of base hydroly-
sis, some discussion of the composition of the product
is necessary to establish whether the N-bonded acet-
amide complex of (NHr)rCor+ or the acetamidine
complex of Q.{H3)aCo3+ is formed. The product of
the base hydrolysis reaction analyzes to contain an
additional hydroxyl (or water) group compared with
the acetonitrile complex. Such a formulation would be
consistent with the acetamido product [(NH¡)¡Co(NH-
COCHaXCIOT)z or alternatively with the acetamidino
complex crystallized with one molecule of lattice water,
i.e., [(NHÐ¡Co(NH:C(NH¿)CHa)](ClO,)¿.H¿O. A
Karl Fischer determination of water contained in the
complex showed no such water, so that the former of
these two possibilities must be the product.
The nmr data obtained on this system is consistent
with this assignment. The parent ICo(NHaXN-C-
CHr)lt+ ion has the pmr spectrum in DrO-p+ shown
in Figure lA, where the NHa protons are resolved by
nitrogen spin decoupling into the ammine groups cis
(12 protons) and trans (3 protons) to the acetonitrile
ügand. The two types of ammine nitrogen atoms u/ere
also observed in the raN spectrum of the complex
using the indor technique,r0 \ilith resonances at E :
7,223,269 (+10) (cis) and 7,223,207 (+10) (trans)
Hz.rL
For the base hydrolysis product, [Co(NHrX-
(NHCOCHB)12+, the pmr spectrum is given in Figure
lB, where the NH and NH¿ proton resonances are not
separated. On nitrogen spin decoupling, the NH and
NH3 resonances are separated but the cis and trans
ammonia proton resonances are not distinguished.
The laN nmr spectrum showed the amide nitrogen
atom and the five ammine nitrogen atoms at E :7,223,-
247 (+10) and 7,223,217 (=tl0) Hz, respectively. In
this respect the spectral resolution from the laN indor
(10) V. J. Kowalewski, Prcgr, Nucl. Magn. Resonøncc Spectrosc,, S,
l (1969).
(t I ) E is the resonant frequency for the particular nucleus in the same
magnetic ñeld which gives internal TMS a proton resonant frequency
of t 00,000,000.00 Hz.















Figure 1. The 100-MHz
regions, for (A) [Co(NH¡
external reference), and
2f DzSOr solution (l-BuO
technique was somewhat disappointing. Even so,
the results are consistent with thè acetamido formula-
tion where three resonances \ryere expected and two
were observed, one for the ammonia residues and one for
the amide moiety. For the acetamidino formulation
ûve resonanc€s could be expected, two involving the
amide moiety and three for the ammonia residues.
The pmr spectrum of the base hydrolysis product is
also shown in DMSO-do (Figure 2A) where'the reso-
(12) R. B, Jordan, private communication.
8ó42
PPM
Figure 2. The l@MHz pmr spectrum of [Co(NHr)(NHCOCH¡)]-
(ClO¡)z in DMSO-d6 (A), and with increasing amounts of H:SO¿
(B and C). External reference TMS.
proton throughout. This can be explained if





proton is thereby more effectively deshielded by the
anisotropy of the )C:N- compared with the )C:O
double bond, and so resonates at lower field in the
protonated complex. The carbonyl group, however,
is weakly basic and the protonated species would be a
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with H2O in the solvent. Similar behavior has also
been observed for protonation of [Co(NH3)a(NH2CH2-
CONH¡1:+,ts and protonation of the carbonyl oxygen
rather than the nitrogen atom is also claimed foi un-
coordinated acetamide. ra
In the present case, some slow decomposition occurs
in acidified DMSO with the liberation of free acetamide
and the formation of [Co(NH3)s(DMSO)]r+. Thé pmr
signals associated with these products have not been
included in Figure 2 for simplicity.
The pK, of the protonated acetamide complex in
aqueous solution is 3.02 (¡, : 1.0 M, NaCIO¿; T :
25") which is slightly higher than those of the benz-
amide (pi(" : 1.65)3 and formamide (pK, : 2.16)ts
complexes of CoCl.IH¡)s3+, where protonation was in-
dicated to be at the amide nitrogen atom. In view of
the present work, it seems more likely that protonation
will occur in these complexes at the carbonyl oxygen
atom, and the pmr spectrum of the protonated benz-
amido complex in 1 M DCI solution confirms that there
is only one proton at the nitrogen atom.
The rate law for the hydrolysis reaction is consistent
with direct attack of hydroxide ion at the carbon atom
of the nitrile group, giving rise to the acetamido com-
plex, in the same way as proposed for the benzonitrile
system.s
o
(NH¡)sCoN:CCH,r+ * OH- + (NH¡)sCoNH-[*",r*
However, unlike the nitriles previously studied,r-3
acetonitrile has hydrogen atoms on the carbon atom a
to the cyano group. Pm¡ studies indicate that during
(13) D. A. Buckingham, D. M. Foster, and A. M. Sargeson, J. Amer.
C hem. Soc., 91, 3451 (1969).
(14) H. Benderly and K. Rosenheck, J, Chem. Soc,, Chem. Commun.,
179 (1972).
(15) R. I. Balahura and R. B. Jordan, J. Ame¡. Chem. Soc.,92, lS33
(1970).
the hydrolysis process, exchaDge of about half of the
case both hydrolysis and exchange are observed. It








In the present exchange is such
that slightly m occurs for every
hydroiysis act. processes may bê
independent.
For the benzonitrile analog, similar studies reveal
that exchange does not occur during hydrolysis so that
no deprotonation of the phenyl protons is involved,
presumably as no stabilization of the carbanion is
Acknowledgrnents. We are grateful to Dr. R. Bram-
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Abstr¡ce The base hydrolysis of coordinated acrylonitrile in [(NH3)5CoN1C-Ç\+lHz1]+ to tle acrylamide complex in
carbonare buffers obeys t¡" i"t. L" ,t"* = tortóH-l + t"¡òörz-1 (11" = ¡S Y.' t-tt t. = l Y-t s-r; 25 
oC., 
¡¡ = l'0), and
rro tracer studies indicate the me¿haniiñor nyäiàtsis uy otbon"i. ion tã'in"olve direct nucleophilic attack at the nitrile 
group
by CO¡2- with subsequent elimination of COt'
the (NH¡)sCoIIl moiety leads to greatly increas




Increased reactivity of coordinated nitriles has been observed
on a number of occasions.l-? Marked acceleration in the rates
of hydrolysis to the amide by OH- compared with the uncoor'
dinaied sþecies bas been recorded both for inter- and intramo-
lecular hydrolysis processes. The acceleratory effect for coor-
dinated acetonitrile was also accompanied by an enhancement in









have also been made.
Experimentd Section
mL), and
stirrcd, and exccss slowly.
The mixturc was stirrcd for a furthcr 2 h, and thc complcx (as thc BFi
salt) was preciPitatcd
twicc by prccipitation
water. It was washcd
(l) Brælow, R.; Fairwe¿thcr, R.; Kcana, lJ. Am. Chem.-Sac.1961'89'
213i. S¿kai, Iq lto, T.; w¿ønabc,K Bull. Chcm. Soc. Jpn.1967' 40,lffi'
Úãu"au", k; koniya S.; Sua¡ki, S. Ibid. Ín3, 46,2792' Barnard, P' F'
B. t. Ch¿m. Sæ. A 1969,2140,
(2) Diamon4 S. E.; Grant, B.; To¡¿ G' M.; Taubc, H.Tetrchedron lzu'
tn4,46,4425.
(3) Balahu¡a. R. J.; Pr¡rccll, W. L. Ircrg. Chem' l/19, 18' 937.
(l¡ nnnc[ D.; wright, G. B.; Jordan, R. B- J. Am. Chem- Sac.1972' 94'
6t04.
(5) Rouschais, G.; Wilkinson, G. I' Chem. Soc. ,4 1968' 489'
iOi Sucki¡g[a.st, D. A.; Kccnc, F. R.; Sargæon, A.M. J. Am- Chem' Soc'
1n3,95,5649.
(7) Buckingùan, D. A.; Morris' P.: Sargcson, A' M.; Zanclla' A' Inorg'
Chem. 1917, /ó, 1910.
(8) Jorda¡, R. B.l Sargcso¡¡, A. M.l Taubc, H' .f¡¡o¡g. Chem. 19ló,, 5,1@l'
of ethcr to givc finc nccdlcs (17 g).
[Co(NH¡)sNCCHzC'
3560 J. Am. Chem. Soc., Vol. 103, No. 12, l98I
cther, and air-dricd. Yicld: 0.13 g, 42X.
The IR spectrum (yc¡ = 2330 cm-r) was consistent witb coordinated
nitrilc. A¡al. Calcd for [Co(NH3)5NCC(CH3)2CO2C2H5)](NO3)3: C,
17.8; H, 5.56; N, 26.8. Found: C, 17.0; H, 5.6; N, 26.8.
[(NH3) 5CoNHCOCBr2CO2C2H5](OOa)2. Brominc (3 mL) was addcd
dropwise to a stincd icc-cold solution of [(NH)5CoNCCH2CO2C2-
H5l(CF3SO3)3 (17 g) in H2O (100 mL). With continued cooling of the
nixturc, a slurry of NaHCO3 (4 g) in H2O (20 mL) was addcd in
portions ovcr 5 min. Tbc solution was tbcn stirrcd for 20 min at 20 "C
bcfore HCIO. (20 mL, 7096) was addcd. On cooling of the rrixture, a
mass of flcsh pink crystals fonncd which wcrc collectcd and washcd with
cthanol and ctùcr (yicld I I g). Thc product was rccrystauized from
water by cooling and adding HCIO.. Anal. Calcd for
[(NH3)5CoNHCOCBr2CO2C2H5] (ClOa)2: C, 9.52; H, 3.35; N, 13.32.
Found: C, 9.3; H, 3.8; N, 13.2.
[(NH3)5CoNHCOCIIBTj(C!O¿)2. NaOH (2 M, 5 mL) was addcd to
a slurry of [(NH3)5CoNHCOCBr2CO2C2H5](CIO1), (1.6 g) in H2O (15
mL). The solid rapidly dissolvcd to give an orange solution, and after
15 s tbe rcaction was qucnchcd with HCIO¡ (12 M, 5 mL). Cooling on
ice produccd a mino¡ but voluminous amount of orange prccipiratc which
was collcctcd and discardcd. It appcarcd to be a mixture of
[(NH3)5CoNHCOCHBT2]2* and [(NH3)5CoNHCOCBT2COOH]2+.
y',f,tet 12 h at 20 oC clustcrs of orangc necdles had dcposited which were
collcctod, washcd witl cthanol, and dricd in vacuo. A¡al. Calcd for
[(NHj5CoNHCOCHBT:](C|O¡)2: C,4.30; H, 3.07; N, 15.04. Found:
C,4.7; H,3.4; N, 15.2.
[C-o(NH3)5(N<EII2CI)2H)](OO.)3. [Co(NH3)rOHr] (ClO.)3 (l 1.6
g) and cya¡ecctic acid (8.5 g, 100 mmol) wc¡c slurricd i¡ watcr (10 mL)
in an cvaporating basin, and tùe mixtu¡e was takcn to dryness on a stcam
bati. Wate¡ (5 nr ) was addcd to tle rcsult¡nt orange solid, and the
mixturc was agai¡ takcn to dryncss. Tbe solid rcsiduc was cooled, dis-
solvcd in watc¡ (300 nL), a¡d sorbed on Dowcx 50W-X2 resin (20G-400
ncsh, H+ form). Elution with I M NaClOa þH 3) gave two bands, ttre
f¡¡st rcd and tbc scco¡d ycllow. Tbe scparatc cluatcs wcrc reduccd in
volume on a rotary cvaporator until crystaUization occurrcd. After ad-
dition of metüanol and cooling of tåe mixture, the product was collectcd,
washcd witù ctlanol and ethcr, and ai¡-dricd. The first band gave rise
to pink-orangc nccdlæ (0.8 g), having vc't = 2260 cm-¡'in the infrarcd
spcctrum, indicating f¡cc Flrf, yþç¡6 ¡þis oompound was formulatcd
as [Co(NH3)5(O2CCH2CN)](ClO.)2. Anal. Calcd for
CoCaHr?N6OtoCl2: C, 8.44; H, 4.01; N, 19.68; Co, 13.80; Cl, 16.61.
Found: C, 8.5; H, 3.9; N, 19.6; Co, 13.9; Cl, 16.5.
Thc sccond band rcsultcd in brigbt ycllow flakcs (1.5 g; I l%) with rç¡
- 2f25 cm-t , indicaring a ooordi¡atcd nitrile group; this cornplcx had a
visiblc spcctrum c¡n = ó8 and c¡¡o = 66 in 0.0t M HCIOa solution. A¡al.
Calcd for [Co(NH3)5(NCCH2CO2H)](CIOa)3: Co, ll.2; C,6.83; H,
3.,14; N, 15.9. Found: Co, 11.3; C, 6.9; H, 3.7; N, 15.7.
[Co(NH3) 5(N-CCH={HJ](CIO.)3. [Co(NHr)sN3J (ClOa)2 ( I 0 g)
was dissolvcd in trimcthyl phosphate (30 rrl,) and tbcn dilutcd with
acrylonitrilc (-75 mL). Solid NO(CF3SO) was addcd slowly until all
conplcx had rcactcd and thc rcsulting mixtu¡e lcft ovcrnight at 40-50oC. Aftcr thc mixturc was cooled, ctbcr was addcd to prccipitatc the
complcr. It was rccrystallizcd by dissolution in hot water at pH -3, and
thc complcx was prccipitatcd by thc addition of solid NaClO.. The yield
was )9096, tH NMR (D2O, ABX spoctrum): ð 6.0-7.0 ¡cl¿tivc to DSS
intcrnal rcfcrcncc. A¡al. Calcd for [Co(NHr)sN:CCH-CH)]-
(ClOa)3: Co, ll.9; C,7.27;H,3.66; N, 17.0. Found: Co, 11.8; C,7.4;
H, 3.8; N, 16.7.
Ki¡etics of Brse Hydrolysis of [Co(NH!)5(N-CCH2C-:N)XC|O.) j.
A solution of t"hc complcx in I M NaClO. (ca. 8 x l0{ M) was main-
taincd at tbc dcsi¡cd pH witb a pH-stat apparatus and thc ¡caction
followcd at 397 nm by using a Cary 16 K sp€ctrophoromctcr at a ccll
tcmpcraturc of 25.0 oC. Tbc following Radiometcr appa.ratus was uscd
in thc pH-stat asscmbly: pH mctcr 2ó, ABUI autoburct and TTTI
tit¡ato¡ witl a G2028 glass clectrode and a saturatcd c¿lomcl clcctrode
couplcd by a salt bridgc cont¿ini¡g I.6 M NH{NO! and 0.2 M NaNO3.
Product Isol¡tioa Tbc rcsultant solutions from tbe abovc kinetic
detcrminations wcre adjustcd to pH ?, diluted, and sorbcd on a cation-
cxchange rcsin (Dowcx 50W-X2, 200-'400 mesh, Na+ form) and the
products olutcd with 2 M NoClO4. The products of thc rcection wcrc
Co2+, [Co(NH3)sOH:]], and [Co(NH3)(NHCOCH2CN)]2+ measurcd
by atomic absorption spcctroscopy.
Thc amide complcx was isolatcd by cvaporation of tbe above eluant
solution but was obtaincd morc sirnply by the following metbod. [Co-
(NH3)5NCCH2CN)](CIO4)3 (0.2 g) was dissolvcd in the minimum
quantity of warm waær (10 mL, acidificd with CH3COOH) and 1.0 M
Creaser et al.
NaOH soluúon (4 mL) addcd. Aftir bcing left to stand for 90 min, the
solution was f¡ltcrcd to oídcs, and the product
was crystallizcd from of solid NaClO.. Tbc
pink-yellow solid was nol and ethcr, and air-
dried. Yicld: 0.1 g. The complex showcd rç¡ = 2260 ç¡¡¡t and e.¡o =
74 anó, ey5 = 95 for a solution in 0.01 M NaOH. An¿l. Calcd for
[Co(NH3)5NHCOCH2CN)](ClO1)z: C, 8.¿t6; H,4.26; N, 23.0. Found:
C, 8.5; H, 4.5;H,22.8.
Catalysis of Base Hyrlrolysis of [Co(NH3)'(N<CH--CHJ]3+ by
C.¿rùomte Io¡. In a similar method to the base hydrolysis studies above,
solutions of the complex were mixed
of varying total carbonate conccntra
using the hand-opcratcd $opped-flo
tained at 1.0 (NaClO¡), T = 25.0 oC, and all runs wcre followcd at À
tbcn s.Half I
drop 6
rclative to DSS internal ¡cferencc. A¡al. Calcd for [(Co(NH3)¡
(NHCOCH:CH)II2: C, 7.70; H, 4.09; N, 18.0; Co, 12.6; l, 54.2.
Found: C, 7.9; H, 4.0; N, 17.9; Co, 12.7;1,54.1.
The analysis of thc cnrichmcnt in thc acrylamide product was achicvcd
by using thc Anbar and Guttman mcthod.e ICo(NH¡)INHCOCH:
CH2)]I2 (0.1 g) was mi¡cd with HgCl2.Hg(CN)2 and hcatcd at 400 "C
for I 5 h in a brcak-se¿l tubc. The CO2, scparated from thc otbcr gas6
Na2ctto3 (0.50 was dissolvcd in H:tto f¡ce;3 mL): im-
mcdiatcly, (0.30 g) sus-
pendcd in
and the
(1, 5, and 7
H)1I2. Thc
way to samplc thc cnrichmcnt of rc¿ctcd
Thc pH of each solution was mcasurcd with a Radiometcr 26 pH meter.
In cach casc, the curuc was cxtrapolated to givc thc optical dørsity at the
instant of mixing and thc pK. cvaluated.lo
Polymerization Shrdies. Acrylonitrilc, mcthacrylonitrilc, and di-
methylformamide (DMF) were purificd and distillcd bcfore use.rr
Styrcne, mcthyl methacrylate, and pyridine wcre dried and distitlcd bc-
(9) Anbar, M.i Guttrnan, S. J. Appl. Rodi¿tion Isoropes 1959,5,223. k:
Buckingbarr, D. A.; Fostcr, D. M.; Sargcson, A. M. l. Àm. Ch¿m. Sæ.19ß,
90,6032 and rcfcrenccs t"bcrcin.
- - 





N.; Collinson, E.; Dainton, F. S. T¡¿¡¡s. Faraday Sæ,
1963, J9, 886.
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Table L Base Hyd¡olysis of [Co(NH')' (N{CH=CH')]" "
kog = kobsd/ [OIf ],
























D2O solution ate, internal
refcrence, DSS).
flask was se¿led off from the line; the contents were melted' mixed, and
lcft for 48 h protcctcd from the light. Subsequently, the solvent was
rcmovcd and the result¿nt Po¡ymer recrystallized (twice) by dissolution
in DMF and precipitation by the slow addition of water. The product
was d¡icd in vacuo for 3 days. The tH NMR spectra of samples of
in C6D6 solution (7%) by using a JEOL MH'100 sPectrometer with
totramcthylsilane as internal refercncc at 34 oC'
Results and Discussion
The pentaamminecobalt(Il! complexes of threc nitriles'
malononitrile (Nc{H2-cN), ethyl cyanoacetate (NC{H2-
CO2C2H5), and cyanoacetic acid (NC{H2{O2H), have been
isolated and characterized anal¡ically and spectrally. The IR
spectra of the complexes all showed an absorPtion in the range
ZltS-Zll0 crn-r attributed to the -C:N stretching mode for the
coordinated nitrile group.a'r3'la In addition, coordinated malo-
nonitrile gave an absorption at2260 crn-!, aPPropriat€ to ,cN for
uncoordinated nitriles (ca. 2275 cm-t)r5 as did the
[(NH¡)zCoOOCCH2CN]2+ ion.-' 
Th;ii{ NMR spcctrum of [Co(NH)5(NCCH2CO2CzHs)] 3*
in Me2SO-d5, is shown in Figure lA. The complexes of malo-
nonitrile and cyano¡¡cetic acid were found to have limited stability
acing the nitrile in the coordination
at 20 oC. In all three cases, the
D*/Dp mixture indicated a rapid
exchange of the methylene protons.
Acidified aqueous solutions of thcse complexes varied consid-
erably in stability, the ethyl cyanoÍtcetate complex being the most
stable. Both the cyanoacetic acid and malononitrile complexes
undcrwent an initial reaction, identified as hydrolysis of the co'
nm: all solutions deaerated-
ordinated nitrile group for [Co(NH3)5NCCH2CN)]3+ (kou¿ =
9.6 x lO-5 s-t; pH 3.0, p = 1.0,25'C)' followed by a slower
substitution of the coordinated amide by water'




of the coordinated nitrile. Three interesting aspects arise from
these properties: the mechanism of the base-hydrolysis Process'
the reactions of the coordinated carbanion, and the electron-
aromatic ring of coordinated NCC5H5. Also, it do€s not seem
likety that dèprotonation of the ammine centers would lead to
amiáe formátion. The results for hydrolysis of [Co-
atom nor is tbere any Proton exchange at the ole-hn moiety.
Similar resuls are obtained in the præence of the CO3È ion which
comPlex.
study was the remarkable dcPen-
ate on CO32- concentràtion. The
hydrolysis r€action was therefore studied at 25 oC by using
carbonate/bicarbonate buffer mixtures, and the results arc sum'
(16) Pearson. R. G.; Dillon, *. L. J. Am' Chem. Sac. 1953' 75' 2439.
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Table II. Catalysis of Base Hydrolysis of [Co(NH. )s(N{CH=CH, )1 3' by CO,'- a

























o ¡Co¡ =6.70 x 1fr5 M;T=ZSoC;,r= 1.0 (N¿CIO.);¡.=2?0 nm. Þ
srming pKu = 9.57 fo¡ HCOrr- ¿CO.r- + H. at ¡r = i.g.tr
Assuming koH=35.2 M-r s¡ (fromTabtel);p.l(* =L3.7,1.te c As-









































[( NH3)5CoNH-._ ¡-ç¡r12+ * tsor-
o Obtained f¡om the ion curent ratios (rR) usi¡U relationships
^tom%=Rl(z+R). 
ö Atom pe¡cent levels minus the no¡mal
crro^
o co, from COr2-
content 0.20
in the ¡eaction mixture.
16 atom %. " [(NH.), CoNHCOCH:CH,lIz
Sd¡eme I
Table IV. Rates of Base Hyd¡olysis of
[Co(NH3),NCCH3](ClOo). in 0.01 M NaOHa






áa = 18.8 t 1.0 kcal molt
¿.S+ = +4.4 cal deg-t mol-r
8.15
[(NH¡)scoN-ccx:ç¡.33+ -r r5 12.6












[complex] = 2.5 X l0a M; :r = zjo nm; p = 1.0 (Naclo.).
also shou tbat the carbonate ion in the hnal reaction mixture is
more properly formulated as -d(CoNCR)/dl = k-
[(NH¡)sCoN:CR3+.CO32-][Co32-]. A dependenc; of the rate
of hydrolysis of coordinated nitriles on carbonate ion has been
When these rea
subsequent slower





(17) Mills, G. 4., Urcy, H. C. J. Am. Chem. Soc. t939, ó/, 534.
( l8) A solution of I M Na2CO¡ has a ÞH of - I t.8. With r.hc asumption
{pK* = 14.17 fora solution of ¡ = 3.6", tr.a,te ¡OH-ì = 4 x l0:3 M.
Consequcntly, undc¡ rbc conditions of thc expcrimcnr; kb; = ÈoH tOH-l =
0. I 4 s-rand k'. = ft.[CO¡2-] = 1.0 s-r whence'- lage hydróiysis oî'iùe nitíilc
by unlabclcd OH- would bc cxpcctcd.
(19) Spec. Publ.-Chem. Soc. 1964, No. 17.
(2O) Tanclla, A. rü.; Ford, P. C. Inorg. Chem. 1975, 14,42.
(21) Poscy, F. A.: Taubc, H, t. Am. ôhem. Soc. tg5f.,7E, tS.
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Reactivity of Coordínated Nitilles
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Figure 2. lOGMHz tH NMR spcctrum of polymethacrylonitrile (7% in
CD!NO2, 90 oC, hexamethyldisiloxane, internal søndard).
III). In I M Na2CO3 solution, the concentrations of bicarbonate
ion and carbon dioxide are low ([HCO3-] = 6 X l0-3 M; [COz]o 6 x l0-? M)z so that it is unlikely that either of the.se species
is involved in tbe exchange proc€ss. Neither does CO32- lead to
direct exchange, because its own exchange rate with the solventlT
is much slower than the observed rate of amide exchange.
Consequently, the most re¿sonable path for the loss of label f¡om
the amide would be by OH- addition or general-base (CO¡'?-)
catalyzú, watcr addition, and a possible mechanism is presented
in Scheme II although this exchange process has not been in-
vcstigated in detail.
The base hydrolysis of [Co(NH)(NCCH3)]3+ bâs been studied
at 25 oC and ¡r = 1.0.6 It was of interest to compare the activation
parameters of the coordinated acetonitrile to those of the free
Iigand, and the rates were measured at hve different temperatures
(Table IV). From the data, the following activation parameters
were calculated: E = 18.8 + 1.0 kcal/mol and À9 = +4 cal/(deg
mol). The corræponding daø for free acetonitril# are ¿a = 19.1
kcal/mol and A*S' = -i3 cal deg-r mol-t, showing that the dif-
ference in rate is reflected in the A.sf te¡rr while E" is unchanged
for the two reactions. Essentially the same results we¡e observed
for [Co(NH)5(NCC6I{5)]3+ and free benzonitrile:a here, for the
complex E^ = 16.5 kcal/mol and ASF = *2.7 cal deg-l mol-r
compared with d = 19.9 kcal/mol and ASF = -15.2 cal deg-r
mol-r for benzonitrile (in 50% acetone). The change in A^f for
the hydrolysis re¿ctions from highly negative for the free nitriles
to slightly positive for the coordinated nitriles may simply reflect
the 3* charge on tbe latter species.2a However, it appears to be
a characteristic of the coordinated ligand reactions, and there is
as yet no clear correlation bctween charge neutralization and rate
enhancement for reactions of this type.
The hydrolysis process was studied throughout the pH range
1-12 for the malononitrile complex. Continuous scans of the
electronic spectra during these reactions indicated that the process
was not simple. Some [Co(NH3)5OH2]3+ was detected in the
reaction mixtures arising from a subsequent loss of the amide
ligand. However, linear plots of log (A, - A-) against time \r,ere
observed for at least 3rt72, indicating pseudo-first-order kínetics
for the production of the amide and Co2+. In I M HCIO4 1%
Co2+ was produced while the amount increased to 25% at 7 1
pH < 10. A reaction prohle of the observed rate with pH for the
malononitrile species is shown in Figure 2. Thc data and ob-
servations a¡e consistent with Scheme III. The derived value for
K (implying pK" = 5.3) is consistent with the independently
measured pK" value of 5.7 + 0.1 for the malononitrile complex.
The three paths are competitive but in the acid region nu-
cleophilic attack of OH, at the nitrile C atom dominates the
kinetics. Only - l% Co2+ was produced under these conditions.
Howwer above the pK. for coordinated malononitrilc the reduction
path is more dominant (25%). Presumably a unimolecular in-
(22) Thcc valucs arc c¡lculatcd using thc following cquilibrium cotrstans
G= 3.0,,25 oC):¡' HCo¡-: H+ + cor2-, pK. = 9.56; Co2 + cor2- + H2o:2HCO¡-, logK=2.53.
(23) Pcskofl N.; Mcyer, l. Z. Phys. Chem. 1913,82, 129.
(24) Wilkins, R. G. "The Study of Kinctics and Mechanism of Reactions
of Transition Mctal Complcxes"; Allyn and Bacon: Boston, 1976; p 99,













&s"o + koH[OH-ì + &e-KIOH-]
"ooso I + K[OH-]
co2*+ 5NH3 + NcóHcN
,t¡¡,9 = 1.0 X l0:n St
&os= 5 X 105 M-r s-r
ke-
K=
= 3.5 X lfa ít
5.2 x lf M-'
tramolecular clectron transfer from the generated carbanion to
the cobalt(Ill) ion accounts for this path (¿c- = 3.5 x l0{ s-¡).
Concomitantly, the nitrile complex hydrolyzes to the amide.
Either, H2O could react with the protonated nitrile or OH- could
attack the nitrile C atom of the protonated ligand. We have
argued the mechanism by the latter path primadly because it
appears to b€ the effective route for the CH3CN, C6ÌI5CN, and
CHt:ç¡¡ç* ligands.
The hydrolysis of coordinated malononitrile takes place under
much milder conditions than the base hydrolysis of malononitrile
to malonamide (NaOH/liquid NH3 at 125 oC for 6 h).ã
Furthermore, the hydrolysis is specifically conhned to one nitrile
group.
Reactio¡ls of the Deprotonated Ligand. Malononitrile is a very
reactive compound because of its acidic mettrylene g¡oup and two
cyano functions and finds considerable use in i¡dt¡strial chemistry,
particularly in the production of heterocyclic compounds.ã The
enhancement of acidity of these methylene protons on coordination
means that the carbanion can be produced under milder conditions
than those used for the uncoordinated case (NaH/Mq$O or
NaOEt/EtOH).26
For the complexes of malononitrile and ethyl cyanoaoetate it
\r'as found that the addition of the substrates metåyl iodide,
acetone, formaldehyde, tosyl chloride, and methyl Pyruvate to
basifred solutions (either in s,ater or MezSO) led to a rapid de-
crease in the intensity of the color of the solution, indicating
subatitution at the methylene group. Bromine also rapidly rcduced
the color and produced [(NH¡)sCoNHCOCBr2CO2C2Hs]t*.
Bromination of tbe carbanion is cl€arly faster than hydrolysis,
but the amide product is ohcrved becausc the dibromo ester nitrile
is very reactive and hydrolyzes as soon as it is formed. It is also
\yorth noting that the dibromocyanoacetic ester complex hydro-
lyzes and decarboxylates in base to [(NH¡)sCoNHCOCHBT2]2+.
For confirmation of the nucleophilic reaction of the stabilized
carbanion, tbe product of the reaction of [Co(NH3)¡
(NCCH2CO2CzHs)13* with excess MeI in Me2SO (using imid-
azole as base) was isolated as [Co(NH¡)s(NCC-
(CH3)2CO2C2Hs)13*. That the nitrile and ester moieties remained
intact was shown by the IR spectrum. The tH NMR spectra in
Me2SO-d6 (Figure lB) and acidified D2O (Figure lC) indicated
a single methyl resonance which integrated to give a 2:l ratio with
the CH3 triplet of the ethyl ester group, thereby proving disub-
stitution. Experiments performed by using a deficiency of MeI
showed only the disubatituted products, indicating that the second
substitution reaction is more rapid than the first. The product
also hydrolyzed in OH- solutions with a similar rate constant (2.2
M-l s-r at 25 oC) to that of the acetonitrile complex (ke¡¡ = 3.40
M-l s-l).6 The products ol the other reactions at the carbanion
(25) Takcda, K., Tokuyama, K. Yakugaku Zasshí.1956,76,77; Chem.
Abstr.1956.50, 13035.
(26) Frccman, F. Chem. Reo.1969,69,591.
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However it was de¿ided to investigate the stereochemistry of tbe
polymers produced by using the three complexes as initiators,
because the varying lifetimes of tbei¡ carbanions might lead to
alternate forms of polymerization initiation.
In DMF solution, the tbree complexes were found to initiate
the polymerization of acrylonitrile and methacrylonitrile whethe¡
or not base was added. rH NMR studies in CD3NO2 solutions
of the polymethacrylonitrile (PMAN) samples obtained revealed
the polymers to be identical regardless of the complcx or the
presence of base. Furtber, by comparison of these spectra witb
those obøined for conventional radical (azobis(isobutyronitrile),
of the
signal
field side of the metbylene
indicates some
A copolymerization of styrene and methyl methacrylate was
thus undertaken to ascertain the mode of initiation. tH NMR
studies of a polymer obtained by using [Co(NH¡)s-
(NCCH2CO2CzHs)I'* as initiator revealed a 50/50 copolymer,
consistent with a radical process (anionic initiation would have
led to polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) alone and cationic
polymerization to polystyrene alone).3031 DMF is not an ideal
solvent to initiate anionic polymerization (due to the availability
of protons), and the carbanions generairil from the complexes do
not appear capable of transferring the charge to the monomers.
However, the mildness of conditions for the radical polymerization
and the ease of removal of the byproduct (CoII) make these
complexes potentially useful as radical initiators.
One interesting feature of the [Co(NH3)5NCCH2COOH]3+
ion is the prospect of inducing the radical path by varying the
concentration of deprotonating base. The base concentration
should govern the concentration of the carbanion produced, and
thence the electron-transfer rate will control the production of
radicals. Preliminary indications are that tbe radicals could be
produced in a large burst at hig! base concentrations and relatively
slowly over a long period at low base concentrations. In this way,
the chain length of the polymer produced might be controlled.
Aclarowl@neot We wish to thank the Microanal¡ical Service
of the Australian National University and A. J. Hcdt for assistance
with the kinetics and equilibrium measurements.
(2E) Collinson, E.; Dainton, F. S.; Milc, 8., Tazuþ, S.; Smith, D. R.
Narure (Washington, D.C.) 1963, 198,26.
(29) Kimura, K.; Sato, T. Bull. Chem. Soc. Jpn.1973,46,471.
(30) Waling, C.; Briggs, E. R.; Cum¡nines, l¡r'.; Mayo, F. R. J.,lm. Chem.
Soc. 1950,72, 48.
(31) Szwarc, M. "Carbanions, Living Polymcrs and Elcctron T¡ansfer
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Figure 3. Reaction profile for pH dcpendcnce of obscrvcd pseudofirst-
ordcr rate constånts for hydrolysis of [Co(NH3)5(NCCH2CN)]3+ 0¿ =
1.0 (NaClO¡); 25 'C).
were not isolated, but clearly tìe carbanion is very reaclive toward
these reagents and coordination of the nitrile allows the chemistry
to be done in a regiospecific manncr. The nit¡ile may be hy-
drolyzed without affecting the ester, and the carbanion may be
alkylated without affecting the nitrile or tbe ester.
Polymerization Studies. Subsequent to deprotonation of the
methylene proton in the [Co(NH¡)sNCCH2X)]3+ species, there
is some reduction of the metal ion to Co(II) concomitant with
the hydrolysis of the coordinated nitrile which increases in tbe
order X = COzCzHs < CN < CO¡. The reduction is enhanced
at high pH. This reduction occurs by electron transfer to the metal
from the delocalized ca¡banion and results in an organic radical,
l.e.
(NH3)sco3+N:ccHrx I t(NH¡)scoN:cÖHxl2+ *
"(NHr¡rCqz+" + N-CÖHX
Whether the raöcal remains bound to the Co(II) ion is not c€rtain.
Such an electron transfer producing a radical organic species
has been reported previously2T for the [Co(NH¡)s(N:
CCH2C6H5)]3+ ion, which even on dissolution in neutral H2O
yields the corresponding carbanion and then stilbene dinitrile
C6HsCH(CN)CH(CN)C6Hs in >90e6 yield.
When acrylonitrile was added to the aqueous solution in which
basification was carried out fo¡ the cyanoacetic acid complex, white
polyacrylonitrile precipitated out. Such an ob'servation is not new
and has previously been used as evidence for free radicals in the
elucidation of mechanisms of electron-transfer reactions.2sSe
(27) Croascr, I. I.; Sargcson, A. M. J. Chem. Soc., Chem. bnvnun1973,
324. Butlc¡, D. G.; Crcascr, L L; Dyke, S. F.; Sargcson, A.M. Acto Chem.
Scand., Ser. A 1978, A32,789.
Facile Intramolecular Hydrolysis of Dipeptides
and Glycinamide
Si¡:
The enzymic hydrolysis of glycinamides and pep-
tide derivatives continues to be of considerable interest,
and some debate on the source of activation remains.r
Previously, we have demonstrated activations of l0{-
106 when such substrates are directly coordinated u¡a
the carbonyl oxygen to octahedral metal ions such as
(l) W. P, Jencks, "Catalysi; in Chemistry and Enzymology,"
McCraw-Hill, New York, N. Y., 1969, Chapter 5; B. L. Vallee and
R. J. P. Williams, Ptoc. Nat. Acad. Sci. U. S., 59, 498 (1968).
fReorinred from the Joumai of the American chemicaì society, 96' 4981. (1974).1 .
Copyright iô?4iiìËffi;ä;ó;,äi"À'5õ.i"tv ""¿ 
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Co(III): and where solvolytic hydrolysis is involved.
We now report the metal ion promoted intramolecular
hydrolysis of a simple peptide which can give rise to
aðcelerations comparable with those observed enzymi-
cally.
Treatment of c¡s-[Co(en)zBr(glyglyOCaH)](NOr):
with ca. I M HOCI at 0o for l0 min, followed by chro-
matography on Sephadex (SP C-25, 0.5 M NaClOr, pH
8, 2o) resulted in the separation of a violet-red 2* band
(2) (a) D. A. Buckingham. C. E. Davis, D. M. Foster, and A' M'
Sargeson, "/. Amer. Chem. Soc., 92, 5571 (1970); (b) D. A. Buckingham,
J. MacB. Harrowfield, and A. M. Sargeson, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.,96'
1726 (1974).
Commtuications to the Edi¡or
-1.0
-20
Figure 1 gives the rate constants for the hydrolysis
reactions as a function of pH (pH stat) and Table I
Table I. Product Distributions'for the Intramolecular
Hydrolysis of cts-tCo(en)lOH/OHrXglyNHR)1'? +/3 + Expressed

















Figüre 1. Plot of log ko¡¡¿ DS. pH for the intramolecular reaction
of c¿s-[Co(en)INHTCHTCONHR) (OH)]'?+ ions in the absence of
buffers,25", ¡¡ = 1.0 MNaCIO¡.
and an orange 3* band. The 3* species \¡/as iden-
tified as the N-O chelated dipeptide, ICo(en)z(gly-
glyOC3HT)13+, by its physical properties (3* ion; e¡a¡
97, pmr spectrum) and the rate aDd rate law
t. _ 4[oH-] 7.5 X l0-4 tOHl
^obsd - ö+ toH-r - 2.5 x to-{ + toH-r
at 25", (¡¿ : 1.0 M NaClOr), for its hydrolysis to [Co-
(en)r(glyO)1'?+.'z" The 2* band (c¡gs 103) has similar
spectral properties to other crs-[Co(en]OH(amine)12+
ions3'a and has a pKu of 7;14 (p, : 1.0 M NaClOn). It
hydrolyzes in the pH range 0-12 (pH stat) forming
ICo(en)¿(glyO)]2+ and ICo(en)z(glyglyOC3HT)]3+ (iso-
lated by ion exchange chromatography) according to
the rate law
kob¡d : kon, * kol¡ * k'oH[OH-]
(ko¡¡, = 3.4 ¡ 1g-r sec-r (aquo complex), kox : 5.3 X
lO-a sec-r (hydroxo), k'os : 0.10 M-r sec-r (hy-
droxo), p : I .0 M NaCIO¡, 25'). The adjacent c¡s con-
figuration of the hydroxo and dipeptide functions was
established using optically pure (*)sas-c¡s-[Co(en)2Br-
(glyglyOCaH)l(NOa)z ([M]ro : - 1580") which
afforded ( * )æs-c¡s-[Co(en)r(OH )(glyglyOCsHr)J 2+ from
whence optically pure [Co(en)r(glyO)]r* ([M].ou
+3400") and [Co(en)p(glyglyOCaHz)]3+ ([M],ou :
+3270') were obtained at pH l. The (*)¡¡rcis-[Co-
(en)r(OH)(glyNHR¡r+ species (R H, CH2COz-,
CHTCO2CaHT) were also prepared by controlled treat-
ment of (-l-)æs-c¡s-[Co(en)çX(glyNHR)](CIOr), (X :
cl, Br) wirh alkali (pH 9-10) and chromatographic
separation at 2o f¡om [Co(en)r(glyNHR;ia+. How-
ever, by this method sonre racemic cis and trans hy-
droxo amide products are also formed.
Other cri-[Co(en](OHXgIyNHR¡z+ species (R : H,
CHzCO¿-) formed in a similar manner behave similarly.
(3) F. Basolo, J. Amer. Chem. Soc.,72,4393 (1950).
(4) R. W. Hay and P. L. Cropp, J. Chem. Soc. A, 42 (1969).
" pH stat data in the absence of buffers. ù pK. : 2.9 (ca¡-
boxylic acid residue). " ÞK" : 6.3 (aquo ligand). a pK" -- 6.0
(aquo ligand) ; pK* : 13.77 (p : 1.0 M NaCIO), 25'.
gives the product distributions. Above pH t hydrol-
ysis of the chelated [Co(enXglyNHR¡r+ product pro-
ceeds more rapidly than does the intramolecular reac-
tion, preventing analysis of the immediate reaction prod-
ucts under these conditions.
Although the cis hydroxo and aquo amide complexes
are characterized here for the first time, a previous r8O
tracer experiment had supported their existence in one
case (R = H) with subsequent hydrolysis occurring with
retention of the Ce.O bond.s The similarity in rate
laws for all the hydrolyses, their rapidity, and the direct
appearance of [Co(en)r(glyo)]'z+ in the products, partic-
ularly in acid solution, is compelling evidence that they
all involve the intramolecular attack of coordinated
hydroxide, or water, at the adjacent carbonyl cenler.
Although hydrolysis is fast (+NH¡CH¿CONHCH2-
COr- * OH-, k : 8 X l0-r3 sec-16; [Co(en)r(NHr-
CHTCONHCHTCO)(OH)f*, k : 2 X l0-{ sec-r, both
at pH 7), it is accelerated further by added bases. For
example, in the presence of phosphate, the rate law
modifies to
kobs¿ : kon, * kog * k'[OH] + kr[HrPO{-] +
kdHPO4'-l * ka[PO¡31
over the pH range l-12 (kL : 5 X l0-{ M-r sec-r,
kt: 0.07 M-L sec-r, frs : 0.07 M-r sec-l for crs-[Co-
(en)rOH(glyglyOCsHz)l!+) giving k"r¡¿ = 5.5 X lF3
sec-l at pH 7 in 0.1 M phosphate (¡r 1.0 M
NaClOo, 25o). This represents an acceleration of
I0r0 over the uncatalyzed hydrolysis of glycylglycine6
and compares favorably with the Zn2+-tarboxypep-
tidase A catalyzed hydrolysis of benzoylglycyl-l-
phenylalanine (Vo : 1.2 X 10-6 M sec-1 at [sub-
stratel > llr-2 M, [ZnCPA] : l0-8 M, pH 7.5, 25")7
and with 1{-acetyl-l-phenylalanineamide as a substrate
for a-chrymotrypsin (k"", : 2 X l0-1 sec-r, pH 7,
25o).t The present experiments demonstrate that spe-
cific conformational efects, r unusual coordination geom-
etries or active site distortions of the amide bond,l
are not necessary to produce rapid hydrolysis. l4/hen
correclly positioned a coordinated water molecule or
(5) D. A. Buckingham, D. M. Foster. and A. M. Sargeson, J. Amer.
Chem. Soc., 92, 6t51 (1970).
(6) M, M. Jones, T. J. Crook, and S. Brammer, J. Inorg. Nucl' Chem.,
28, t26s 0962).
(7) R. C. Davie¡, J. F. Riordan, D. S. Auld, and B. L. Vallee, Bio-
chemisrr¡', 7, 1090 (1968).
(8) M. L. Bender, G. E. Clement, F. J. Kézdy, and H. D'A. Heck,







hydroxide ion can be a potent nucleophile þr a catbonyl
substrate elen though the metal significantly reduces
their basicity (-10'gfor OH-).
The interrelatiou of the intramolecular hydrolysis of
crs-[Co(en)uOH(glyNHR)] 2+ and the intermolecular hy-
drolysis of [Co(en)z(glyNHR)]+ by OH-r is supported
by the fact that the former reaction produces [Co(en)r-
(glyNHR)13+ as well as the hydrolyzed product. A
common intermediate, or set of intermediates, appears
to be required. The observation of a similar Co(III)
aminocarbinol intermediate which divides to chelated
ester and chelated amide in the aminolysis of an amiuo
4983
acid estere supports this claim. Amine loss follows
the order NHr ) NHzCHzCOs- > NH2CHsCO¿CgHz
(Table I), the order of decreasing basicity, and supports
the contention that the amine leaving group is pro-
tonated. The same product ratio is found with both
the aquo and hydroxo reactants in the absence ofadded
butrer (Table I, pH 4 and 8) which supports the in-
volvement of a single common intermediate leading to
products. Also, for the hydrolysis of cis-[Co(en)¡
OH(glyglyOC'H')l'* in 0.1 M phosphate buffer at pH
7.4, 87/, of lCo(en)rgly'Olt* is formed, compared with
45/" at the same pH in the absence of buffer. This is
consistent with general acid catalysis for the loss of
amine and its relative absence for loss of. OH. These
observations are accommodated in the mechanism
shol4fn in Scheme I.
It is proposed that the rate determining step for the
intramolecular hydrolysis occurs in the proton abstrac'
tion step, II. This may be concerted accompanyiug I,
but, since most of the bases used have pK.'s outside the
range spanned by the substrate hydroxo (pK, - 20 est)
and the immediate addition product (pK" - 6 est), we
contend that a stepwise process will be preferred by all
but very strong bases.ro For bases of pK. ) 6 proton
abstraction II becomes diffusion controlled, k : 10e-
l0r0[B] sec-r, with every cont¿ct leading to deprotona-
tion. Thus, HPOr'-, POnt-, and OH- are equally
effective (k"u"a/[Bl - 0.1 M-l sec-r, Brønsted I : 0)
whereas for maleate, succinate, acetate, tattrate, and
furoate the second-order rate constant decreases lin-
early with decreasing pK", 0 : 0.75. Reprotonation
by BH is unfavorable and the chelated amide C hy-
drolyzes to D with no B being formed. This latter
reaction is not general base or acid catalyzed cousistent
with intermolecular attack of OH- being rate deter-
mining,
'We are at present extending these mechauistic aspects
and are continuing our study of the source of the large
activation.
(9) Þ. A. Buckingham. J. Dekkers, and A. M. Sargeson, t. Am¿r.
Chem. Soc.,95, 4173 (1973).
(10) \l/. P. Jencks,./. Amer. Ch¿m. Soc.,94,4731 (1972).
D. A. BuckingÞlt,t F. R. Keene, A. M. Sargeson
Research School of Chemistry, Australian National Unioersity
Canberra, A.C,T. 2600, Australia
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[Reprinted from Inorganic Chemistry, 18,28 (1979).]









Intramolecular Hydrolysis of Glycinamide and Glycine Dipeptides Coordinated to
Cobalt(III). 1. Hg'*, HOCI, and Base Hydrolysis of cis-[Co(en)2Br(glyNHR)]2+ (R =
H, CH2COzCsHt, CH2CO2-) and Properties of cr's- and
frazs -[Co(en) z(OHzlOH) (glyNHR )]3*/2* Ions
C. J. BOREHAM, D. A. BUCKINGHAM,* and F. R. KEENE
Receioed July 20, 1978
The Hgr+-catalyzed removal of Br- from cis-[Co(en)2Br(glyNHR)]2+ results in the immediate formation of lCo(en):-
(glyNHR)]r+ containing the chelated amide or dipeptide residue; full retention of configuration about the Co(III) center
obtains and no intermediate aqua complex is lormed. HOCI-catalyzed oxidation of crs-[Co(en)2Br(glyglyOC¡Hr)]2* results
in the formation of some crs-[Co(en)2(OH)(glyglyOC¡H7)]3+ as well as ICo(en)2(glyglyOc]H7)13+, both with lull retention
of the conñguration about the metal. Base hydrolysis (pH 9-la) results in the lormation of some lrans-[Co(en)2-
(OHXeIyNHR)1'z+ (-6.2%) as well as cis-[Co(en)2(OH)(glyNHR)]2+ (R = H. 34Too,2Wo DL; R = CH2CO2C¡H7,44%
D,[99oDL;R=CHzCOi,TWoD+oLftrans)and[Co(en)2@lyNHR)]3+(R=H,ZWoD,20%DL;R=CH2COzCaH?,
20qo D, lO% ou R = CH2CO:-, 307o D * or-)- The lrans-[CO(en)2(OH:/OH)(glyNHR¡1r+72" ions cyclize to [Co-
(en)z(glyNHR)13+ according to the rate expression I = k¡1,e[[Co(en)2(OH2)(glyNHR)]3*l + (ko' + k!H[OH-]).
[[Co(en)z(OH)(glyNHR)]'?+l wherekH,s=aéÐxl0-ós-r,kou=2.8(+0.1)xl0-as-r,andk'sH=5.6x10-2M-l
s-l for R = H at 25 oC and p = I .0 (NaClO4); this process occurs directly and not via the monodentate cis-aqua or -hydroxo
ions. The cis-[Co(en)2(OH)(glyNHR)]'z* ions cyclize to ICo(en)z(glyO)]2+ and [Co(en)z(glyNHR)]3* via a mechanism
involving retention of the coordinated hydroxo oxygen atom. In acid solution the c¡s-[Co(en)z(OHz)(glyNHR)]r+ ion also
lorms [Co(en)2(glyO)]2* and [Co(en)2(glyNHR)]3+, but only the former retains the oxygen atom of the coordinated water
molecule.
Contribution lrom the Research School of Chemistry,
Australian National University, Canberra, A.C.T., Australia 2600
Scheme IMetal-ions and metal complexes have been found to ac-
celerate the hydrolysis of esters, amides, and peptidesr and the
hydration of C02 and similar substrates2 and nitriles,3-s and
to various degrees these studies have been said to mimic the
role played by metal ions in metallo enzymes. In these studies
kinetically robust metal ion systems, principally those of
cobalt(Ill), have been used to differentiate between the direct
polarization mechanism represented by Scheme I and the
alternate "metal-hydroxide" mechanism, Scheme IIó (the solid
oxygen atoms indicate the fate of the hydroxyl function in the
product). These experiments showed that whereas Scheme
I provides rate enhancements of 104-106 for all substrates
independent of the leaving group,T-|2 Scheme II is eflective
only with the more reactive species (CO2, anhydrides, al-
dehydes, and esters with good leaving groups).6 Thus the
hydrolysis o[ amino acid esters, amides, and simple peptldes
has not been observed in a bimolecular "metal-hydroxide"
process. Furthermore, in the direct polarization mechanism,
the rate enhancement is due entirely to entropy factors,
whereas both A^ff and ASt contribute to the latter. Also,
whereas Scheme I promotes nucleophilic attack by species
other than OH- (NH2R, ROH, H2O),¡¡'r¿ only hydrolysis is
observed with metal hydroxides,z and in particular general acid
or general base catalysis has not been observed.
The intramolecular counterpart of Scheme II, as given by
Scheme III lor the hydration ol aminoacetonitrile, has been
observed lor amino acid esters,r5.l6 amides,lT and nitriless'18
where five- and six-membered chelate rings result. For
aminoacetonitrile, a rate enhancement of - l0rl occurs at pH
7,s'18 and this is to be compared with an acceleration ol 106
lor the Scheme I counterpart.{ A/iê lactors now become ol
great significance, and it seems that the large positive ASt
change lound in Scheme I, and presumably arising irom
desolvation of solvent OH- in the transition state, is now
apparent in the metal-hydroxo reactant.5,r8
For the amino acid esterls.l6 and amidelT species, however,
the intramolecular hydrolysis reaction has not been observed
directly; it was required to occur from results of r8O-tracer
rTo whom correspondence should be addressed at the Departmcnt of
Chemistry, University of Otago. Dunedin, New Zcaland.
studies.rtrT It has now been possible to isolate the cis-hydroxo
and cis-aqua complexes containing glycinamide, glycylglycine,
and isopropyl glycylglycinate and to study their subsequent
cyclization over the pH range 0-14. This is the first time rhat
metal-facilitated intramolecular hydrolysis of simple amides
has been observed in the absence of other equilibrium pro-
cesses, and the rate profiles as a lunction ol pH. catalysis by
buffers, and other mechanistic aspects are of some general
significance.
In this paper we give the methods used to obtain the crs-
and trans-[Co(en)2(OH,lOH)(elyNHR)]3+/r* ions (R = H,
CH:CO?CrH?, CH:COr ). dcscribc in dctail rhe stereo-
chcmistry ol thcsc rcirctions. und ltx¡k rtt thc riltcs i¡nd products
ol thc subscqucnt rcactions ol Ihc tnrns spccics. A subsequent
papcr will considcr in dctlil thc kinctic und mcch¿nistic irspects
I o3*\åo-o:cl 














Hydrolysis ol Glycinamide and Glycine Dipeptides
of the reactions of the cis ions.23
Experimental Section
AnalaR reâgents were used throughout without further purifìcarion.
Glycylglycine (Sigma), silver perchlorate and thionyl chloride (BDH),
methanol, and 2-propanol (AR) were used following recrystallization
and distillation, respectively. NaClOa.H2O (Fluka) was used as
supporting electrolyte in the kinetic studies.
Electronic spectra were recorded using Cary l4 or Cary llSC
spectrophotometers. lH NMR spectra were obtained on Varian
HA-100 or JEOLCO Minimar MH-100 spectrometers using 0.1-0.3
M solutions in deuterated solvents (D2O, Me2SO-d6) with NaTPS
or Me¡Si as reference.
Cobalt determinations were carried out using Varian-Techtron
AA-4 and AA-1000 spectrometers. Optical rotations (a¡) were
measured at 25 oC using a Perkin-Elmer P22 spectropolarimeter and
in a l-dm cell. Determinations ol pH were made using a Radiometer
PHM26C pH meter fitted with aG202B glass electrode and a calomel
electrode protected with a NHaNO3 (1.6 M)/NaNO¡ (0.2 M) salt
bridge. The meter was calibrated with 0.05 M potassium hydrogen
phthalate þH a.Ol (25 'C), 4.03 (37'C)) or 0.01 M borax (pH 9.18
(25 "C), 9.09 (37 'C)). pH stat titrat¡ons were carried out using
the above pH equipment in conjunction with a TAA3 electrode
assembly, ABU l2 and ABU lc autoburets (2.5-mL capacity), a
1T.l lb titrator, and a SBR2 titragraph. Rates of reaction were
determined spectrophotometrically using a Cary t6K spectropho-
rometer fitted with a locally constructed thermostated cell (3.2-cm
path length, 30 mL ofsolution) into which was inserted the electrode
assembly. The titrant (1.0 or 0.1 M NaOH or HCIO¡) was added
under a nitrogen atmosphere to the magnetically stirred solution.
Product separations were ca¡ried out using cither BioRad Analytical
Dowex 50W-X2 (200-400 mesh) or SP-Sephadex C-25 cation-ex-
change resins following dilution of the neutralized (pH -4) solutions;
eluents were 1-2 M HCI or 0.1-{.5 M NaCIO¿, respectively.
Preparation of Ligands and Complexes. Methyl glycylglycinate
hydrochloride was prepared by adding SOCI2 (30.8 mL) dropwise
to ice-cold MeOH (AR, 1.25 L) followed b¡,glycylglycine (52.8 g).
After 2-h reflux the solution volume was reduced to ca. 200 mL, and
the product was crystallized by adding ether and cooling in ice. The
fìltered product was washed with ether and air-dried (yield 70 g
(96%)). Recrystallization was elfected from MeOH/ether. Anal.
Calcd for C5H¡6N2OyHCI: C,32.9; H,6.07; N, 15.3; CI, 19.4. Found:
C,32;7; H, 6.1; N, 15.2; Cl, 19.2.
lsopropyl glycylglycinate hydrochloride was similarly prepared using
SOCI, (30.8 mL), glycylglycine (52.8 g), and 2-propanol (AR, 2 L).
The hot solution was filtered, cooled in ice. and the product washed
with ether and air-dried (yield, 70 g (83%)). It was recrystallized
from refluxing 2-propanol (90% recovery). Anal. Calcd for
C7Hr4N2O3.HCl: C,39.9; H,7.l8l N, 13.3r Cl, 16.8. Found: C,
40.2; H, 7.3; N, 13.6; Cl, 17.0.
[Co(en)zCO¡]Cl and rrans-[Co(en)28r2]Br were prepared by the
published procedures.2o2l lt was shown to be essential to convert the
former to the bromide salt before making the latter complex. This
was most simply done by dissolution in warm water, adding solid NaBr
slowly with scratching, and finally cooling in ice. The [Co(en)zCO¡]Br
was washed with MeOH and air-dried.
crs-[Co(en)zBr(glyNH2)]Br2.HrO was prepared by a modification
of the published method.2: lrans-[Co(en)2Br1]Br (83.8 g), glycinamide
hydrobromide (32 g), and CoBrr6H:O (l g) were ground to a fine
paste with water (30 mL). and a solution ol triethylamine (20.a g)
in MeOH (a0 mL) added dropwise over 30 min with continuous
mixing. Additional H2O (60 mL in all) was added when required
to keep the paste workable, and grinding was continued for a further
30 min. This mixture was dissolved in hot warer (ó00 mL) containing
gìaeial HOAc (5 mL) and filtered, and llaBr was added to the fìltrate
as it cooled until crystallization began. Following cooling in ice and
filtering, the product was washed with MeOH and air-dried (yield
90 g (88x)). It was found necessar)r to remove a small amount of
a highly charged species from the product by ion-exchange chro-
matography on Dowex 50W-X2 cation-exchange resin (H+ form).
The major purple 2* band was eluted with 2 M HBr and the eluate
volume reduccd on a rotary evaporator until crystallizåtion commenced.
After the mixture was cooled in ice. recovered [Co(en):Br-
(glyNH)lBr, was recrystallized from hot water (pH -5) by addition
of NaBr and cooling. The final product was washed on a glass filter
with ice-cold MeOH and acetone and air-dried. Anal. Calcd for
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[Co(en)2Br(glyNH2)]Br¡H¡O: C, 14.6; H.4.5; r.N, 17.1. Found: C,
15.1: H,4.?; N, 17.3. The product was chromatographically pure.
cis-[Co(en)2Br(glyglyOCH3)] Br2.2H2O and cis-[Co(en)28r-
(glyglyC3HT)lBr1.H2O were prepared in a similar fashion, and it was
found unnecessary to purify the products by ion-exchange chro-
matography.
To prepare cis-[Co(en)¡Br(glyglyOCH3)]Br2.2H2O,
glyglyOCH3.HCl (36.6 g) dissolved in McOH (AR, 400 mL)
containing triethylamine (20.2 g) was added to rrcrrs-[Co(en)2812]Br
(83.4 g, a mL H:O). After 4 h of standing, the product was washed
with ethanol on a glass filter and recrystallized from hot 0.2 M HBr
(130 mL): yield 92 g (75%); es¡z 82; rH NMR (CH3) 3.66 ppm. Anal.
Calcd for [Co(en)2Br(glyglyOCH3)]Br¡2H2O: C, 18.0; H,5.0; N,
14.0. Found: C, l8.l; H, 5.4; N, 14.0.
To prepare cis-[Co(en)2Br(glyglyOC3Hr)]B12.H20, lrans-[Co-
(en)zBrzlBr (83.8 g) and glyglyOC3H¡HCl (42.2 g) were intimately
mixed to a fìne paste with H2O (ó mL) and MeOH (AR, 60 mL),
and triethylamine (20.4 g) was added dropwise over I h. The crude
product was recovered after a further I h (93 g, 7óx) and recrystallized
twice from warm 0.2 M HBr: yield 33 g (27%); e5a¡ 82; rH NMR
(CaH7) l.l4 (doublet) ppm. Anal. Calcd for [Co(en)zBr-
(glyglyOC¡H)lBr2-H2O: C,21.6; H,5.28; N, 13.7; Br,39.2. Found:
C, 21.6; H, 5.5; N, 13.6; Br, 39.2.
c¡s-[Co(en)zBr(glyglyOH)]Br2.2H2O was prepared from the methyl
ester complex (2a ù by dissolution in water (250 mL) and addition
of 48% aqueous HBr (250 mL). After overnight hydrolysis, the
soìution was cooled in ice and the crystalline product removed. Ethanol
and acetone washing gave l6 g (68ø) of the crude dipeptide acid
complex. This was recrystallized from hot 0.1 M HBr (120 mL).
and tH NMR spectra confirmed the absence of the methyl signal.
Anal. Calcd for lCo(en)zBr(glyglyOH)]Br¡2H2O: C, ló.4; H,4.8;
N, 14.3;8r,40.8. Found: C, 16.6; H,5.1; N, 14.0; Br,40.8.
Resolution of cjs-[Co(en)zBr(glyglyoC3HT)]Br2.H2O and cis-
ICo(en):B¡(glyNHz)]Brz. Silver (*)5se-camphor-10-sulfonate
(Ag-(+)ss¡CS) was prepared by mixing equimolar quantities of
AgClOa and (*)5s¡camphor-lGsulfonic acid in acetone from which
the product crystallized. It was washed with a little ether, air-dried,
and stored in a brown bottle in the dark. To cis-[Co(en)2Br-
(glyelyOC:H)lBr2.H2O (12.2 e) in MeOH (100 mL) was added
Ag-(+)56e-CS (13.6 g) and the mixture stirred at ambient temperature
for I h. The fìne precipitate of AgBr was removed by centrifugation
and the solution reduced to dryness. To the rsidue dissolved in MeOH
(20 mL) was added acetone (500 mL), and from this solution
(+)rs¡[Co(en)zBr(glyglyOCrH])l((+)rEe-CS)r crystallized on
scratching and cooling in an ice bath. The diastereoisomer was
recovered. washed with acetone and ether, and air-dried (5.9 g). It
was then recrystallized three times from MeOH/acetone to consEnt
rotation: yield 4.6 g; la]sse = *81o, [a]¡¡o = -l I6o. Anal. Calcd
for CoC3¡H6,2N6O¡¡S2: C, 41.6: H, 7.0: N,9.4. Found: C,41.5; H,
6.9: N, 9.7. This slightly hygroscopic diastereoisomer was stored in
an evacuated desiccator. To recover the optically active cation the
(+)5se-CS- anion was removed by passing an aqueous solution down
DEAE-Sephadex A-25 anion-exchange resin (NOi or Br- form). The
resulting solution had [M]56e = +820o, [Mlo.o = -18700 whence [a]5¡e
= *134o, [a]¡¡o = -306o for the bromide salt monohydrate. Further
impure diastereoisomer fractions were obtained from the original
fi ltrate giving fi nally (-)5sy ICo(en)28r(glyglyOCaH?)] ((+)5se-CS)2.
However, these products were found to be contaminated with the
opticålly active dipeptide chelate complex and were not used further.
cri- [Co(en):Br(glyN H)]2+ was resolved as previously desc¡ibed | 7
using ammonium (*)5¡e-bromocamphorsulfonate giving (*)53e- and
(-)ssrlCo(en)zBr(glyNH2)]8r2, [a]ses = +l18, -l l6o. respectively.
HOCI-Induced Hydrolysis of crs-[Co(en)2Br(glyglyOC3HT)]8r2. A
- I M HOCI solution was prepared by saturating an ice-cold I M
AgClOo solution with Cl2, filtering, adding I M AgClOo dropwise
until ¡n slight excess, and refi ltering cis-[Co(en)zBr(glyglyOC3H)] B12
(ca. 0.5 g) was dissolved in the minimum volume of H:O (- I mL)
and converted to the nitrate using DEAE-Sephadex A-25 resin (NOi
form) The resulting solution was concentrated to near dryness on
a rotary evaporator and cooled to ca. 0 oC, the I M HOCI solution
added (20 mL,0 oC), and the mixture shaken periodically over l0
min at 0 oC. The pH was then adjusted to I (l M NaOH), the
solution was diluted with ice-water (ca. I L). and the complexes were
sorbed onto and then eluted from SP-Sephadex C-25 resin (0.5 M,
r.\aClOa, pH 8) at -2 oC. Thc resulting three bands were (in order
of elution) c¡s-lCo(en)dOH)(glyglyOC3HT)]2+ (red-violet. eaes 103).
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ICo(en)r(glyO)]2* (orange, ea7 97), and ICo(en)2@lyglyOCrHT)]3+
(orange-yellow, easT 98). The same procedure was used to prepare
solutions of crs-[Co(en):(OH)(glyglyO)]* although =0.2 M NaClOa
was used as eluent.
Base Hydrolysis of [Co(en)zBr(glyNHR)f+ Complexes. After rapid
dissolution of a weighed amount of the complex in 0.t0 M glycine
buffer (¡r = 1.0, NaCIO¡) at 25 oC, base hydrolysis was followed by
spectrophotometry or by base consumption (pH stat titration) against
0.10 M NaOH (ca. 80 mg of complex,30 mL of I M NaClOa, 3.2-cm
thermostated cell, Cary l6K). The two major products, [Co-
(en)2OH(glyNHR)l:+ and [Co(en)2(glyNHR)]3* (R = CHzCOz-,
CH2CO?CaH?), were separated by cation-exchange chromatography
as described above- For R = H the hydroxo amide could not be
obtained in a pure form, even at 2 oC, since some [Co(en)2(glyO)]2+
was formed on the ion-exchange resin; the [Co(en)2QlyNH2)]3* ion
could, however, be isolated. AIso sufficient ICo(en)lOH)(elyNH)]2+
was obtained by this method to identify the products and stereo-
chemistry of its subsequent reactions.B Normally the hydroxo products
(R = CH2CO2CTH?, CH2CO2-) were determined by spectropho-
tometry and by atomic absorption lor Co. For R = H the base-
hydrolyzed solution (51¡72) was immediately quenched with HOAc
(pH 4) and the [Co(en)2(glyNHJ]r* and [Co(en)¿(glyO)]2+ ions
separated on the ion-exchange column (Dowex 50W-X2).
Isolation and Properties of the lrans-[Co(en)2(OH/H20)-
(glyNHR)12+/3+ Ions. rac- or (+)5s¡[Co(en)2Br(glyNHR)]Brz (R
= H, CHzCOzC3HT) was hydrolyzed at pH l0 (6 min, pH stat). For
R = H the solution was immediately quenched to pH 2 ( I M HCIO4)
and left for 15 min after which time all the cis-aqua amide had
converted to [Co(en)2ftlyO)]2+. For R = CHzCOzC¡H7 the hydroxo
amide product was separated from the [Co(en)z@lyglyOc]H7)13+
ion by ion-exchange chromatography at -2 "C (pH -8) as described
earlier. This solution (0.5 M NaClOo) was then treated with phosphate
buffer (pH 6.64,0.15 M, or pH 8.7'7,0.07 M,25.0 oC) for -6t'7t
for reaction ofthe cis ion23 or was converted to the aqua ion (pH -2)
and allowed to stand for 4 h. For all these experiments the hnal
solutions (R = H, CH2CO2CaHT) were adjusted to pH -2 and sorbed
onto Sephadex C-25 resin, and the [Co(en)z(glyO)]t* product was
eluted with 0.2 M NaClOa (pH -2). The trans-aqua product re-
maining in the 3* band was then removed (as the trans-hydroxo
species) by first cooling the column to -2 oC, washing the column
with 0.2 M "Tris" buffer (pH -8.1,2 "C) until basic, and eluting
with 0.2 M NaClOa at pH 8 (10-3 M Tris, 2 "C). The visible and
ORD spectra of the trans-aqua and trans-hydroxo ions were then
immediately recorded at pH -2 and 8, respectively, and Co con-
centrations were measured. For R = H, eaeT is 60 * 2 (aqua) and
r is 72 * 2 (hydroxo); for R = CH2CO2CaH?, eaeT is 58 + 4 (aqua)
and e is 78 + I (hydroxo) in I M NaClOaat -20 oC. The aqua
and hydroxo ions (R = H, CH2CO2CaHI) produced from the (*)gt
bromo complexes showed no optical activity from 600 to 350 nm (-5
x l0-'r M solutions).
Reactiors of lraru-[Co(en)lOH/OHJ(glyNHR)F+F+. Rate data
were obtaincd at 560 nm (hydroxo) or 487 nm (aqua) by continuous
monitoring of the absorbance (3.2-crn cell, 25.0 oC, ¡r = 1.0 (NaClO¿),
pH stat control). For pH >8 the solution was initially degassed and
kept under a N2 atmosphere. At the conclusion of the reaction the
products were determined as follows. The solutions were quenched
to pH -2 (HCIO4), sorbed onto Sephadex C-25 resin, and eluted
at pH -2 with a NaClOa gradient (0.4-1.0 M). For the reactions
in acid only one 3+ band was obtained, but for R = CH2CO2CTH?
this separated into two when eluted with 0.2 M NaCIO¿ (pH -8);
the latter ions were idcntified as [Co(en)2(glyglyOC3HT)]2+ and
[Co(en)2@lyglyo)12* by their rates of hydrolysis at pH I 1.0; for R
= H only [Co(en)z(glyNH2)]3+ was found and it was similarly
idcntified. For the products from the trans-hydroxo ions (pH >8.0)
both 2+ and 3* products were found and these were identified as
lCo(en)z(glyO)]2+ and ICo(en)2(glyglyOCaHT)]r*. respectively.
However, it was shown that the former derived from the latter under
the conditions of the experiment.
¡EO-Tracer Experiments. H2rtO (not normalized, L5 and 2.0 atom
%) was obtained from Miles Laboratories Inc. (Yeda). The rtO
content of the CO2 recovered from equilibration with the solvent, and
from the complexes, was analyzed using an Atlas GD- l 50 or M-86
mass spectrometer.2að In all experiments the complexes were fìnally
obtaincd as [Co(en)2(glyO)]Hgl¿, and the glycine was recovered by
pyrolysis and sublimation under vacuum aS described previously.s The
HgIa2- salt was precipitated by adding a concentrated solution ol Hgll
Boreham, Buckingham, and Keene
dissolved in aqueous Nal to the ion-exchanged product. The lollowing
experiments were carried out.
(a) [Co(en)2Br(glyglyOC¡Hr)]Br2.H2O (5 g) was dissolved in 50
mL ol H2r8O (1.6 and 2.0 atom %) and hydrolyzed at pH 9.02 for
25 min by pH stat titration against 5 M NaOH (not enriched). A
-l-mL sample was removed for solvent determination, and the
remainder was diluted to 200 mL with iced water and absorbed onto
and eluted from SP-Sephadex C-25 cat¡on-exchange resin at 2 oC
using 0.5 M NaCIO¿ at pH 8. Three major products separated: ( I )
a red-pink band containing ICo(en)lOH)(glyglyOC3HT)]2+ (-60%);
(2) an orange band containing [Co(en)2@lyO)]2* (-25vo); (3) a
slow-moving brown band (-10%) which was discarded. Band (l)
was flushed with N2 and divided into two approximately equal parts
which were treated as follows. The first part was diluted to 200 mL
with degassed water (N2) and pH-stated ar pH 3.71 for 3 h (=51,7t).
The second lraction in 200 mL of 0.07 M phosphate buffer was
pH-stated at pH 8.77 for 3l min (= l0r'7").æ ln a separâte experiment
the lEO-labeled hydroxo complex was kept at pH 8.77 (pH stat control)
and 25.0 oC for l5 h. The three solutions were quenched to pH 3.0
(HCIO4), diluted three times with H2O, and sorbed onto CM-Sephadex
C-25 exchange resin. The two reaction products [Co(en)z(glyO)]2+
and [Co(en)z(glyglyOCrHT)]r+ were separated 'ilith 0.2 M NaCtO¿
and then eluted with a 0.5-1.0 M pyridinium acetate gradient. They
were recovered as solids following rotary evaporation and addition
of HOAc to remove pyridine. The [Co(en)z(glyglyOCrHr)]3* products
were then separately hydrolyzed at pH I I for 53 min (pH stat,
- l0r¡7), rechromatographed on CM-Sephadex C-25 (-py/HOAc),
and rebõvered as above. The various [Co(en)z(glyO)]2+ ions were
isolated as their Hgl¡2- salts.
(b) HTEOCI was prepared by adding AgClOa (20.07 g) to ice-cold
H2t8O (50 ml, 1.6 atom %) and bubbling Cl2 through the cold (-Q
oC) solution for ca. 20 min. AgCl was quickly removed (Hyfìo filter)
and the solution mpidly back-titrated at -0 oC to the AgCl end point.
The refiltered solution was used as described below. The nitrate salt
ol c¡s-[Co(en)zBr(glyglyOC3Ht)]2+ was prepared by ion exchange
of the bromide salt (10 g in 40 mL of HrO at 40 oC; Sephadex A-25,
NOi) and reducing to dryness on a rotary evaporator. This complex
in 10 mL of H2|EO (1.6 atom %) at 0 oC was added over 5 min to
the HrsOCl solution, and after a further t0 min the red solution was
hltered and a sample (l mL) laken for solvent analysis. The remainder
was diluted (-500 mL) and sorbed onto SP-Sephadex C-25 resin
a¡ -2 oC. The two major products, [Co(en)2(glyglyOC¡Hr)]3+ and
ICo(en)z(OH)(glyglyOC3HT)]2+, were then separated and collected
(0.5 M NaClOa, pH 8, 2 oC) and the latter was kept at pH 3.77 for
4 h (pH stat, 200 mL, 25 oC). The various [Co(en)2@lyglyOC3H)]3+
and [Co(en)2@lyO)]2+ products were isolated and dealt with as
described in part (a) above.
Optical Retention Experiments. (a) Hg2+-Catalyzed Reaction of
(+)rre-[Co(en)2Br(glyglyOCrHr)]t*. (+)5¡e-[Co(en)2Br-
(glyglyOC3HT)l(CS), (0.282 g, [a]ssp = *81o, CS = (+)5re-cam-
phor-lGsulfonate) was converted to its bromide salt (Sephadex A-25)
and made up to 20 mL. A 2-mL sample was removed for visible and
ORD spectral analysis. HCIO4 (l mL) was added to the remainder
followed by a0.2 M Hg (ClO¿)z solution (10 mL,0.09 M HCIO4),
and the solution stood for 30 min at ca. 25 oC. ORD and visible
spectra were then recorded. The solution was then divided into two
equal parts and the first was sorbed onto, and then eluted from,
SP-Sephadex C-25 resin (0.2-1.0 M NaClOa gradient), and ORD
and visible spectra were taken of the recovered (+)*e-[Co(en)2-
(glyglyOC¡H7)lr+ product (l M NaCIO¡, pH -6). The complex
was then hydrolyzed by pH stat titration (pH 11.50 min), the pH
was adjusted to -4 (HOAC), and the visible and ORD spectra of
the (+)srq-[Co(en)2(glyO)]2+ product were recorded both before and
following ion-exchange purification on C-25 resin (0.5 M NaClOa,
pH -6). The second lraction of (+)56r-[Co(cn)2@lyglyOC¡H7)]3+
was immediately hydrolyzed at pH I I (50 min), precipitated HgO
removed, and the pH adjusted to -4 (HOAc). The (+)5se-[Co-
(en)2(glyO)]2+ was then chromatographed as before, and the visible
and ORD spectra of the recovered product were recorded (1.0 M
NaCIO¡, pH -6).
(b) HOCI-Induced Reaction. The procedure was identical with that
described in detail for the rtO-tracer experiment: 1.39 g of
(+)5se-[Co(en)2Br(glyglyOC3Hr)](CS)z and 40 mL of = I M HOCI
were used in a reaction at 0 oC. The ion-exchange-separated solution
of (+)sss-[Co(en)lOHXelyelvOC¡Ht)]2* was divided into two parts,
the first being treated with 0.07 M phosphate buffer at pH 8.77 (30
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Table I. R¿te Data for Hgz'-Pronroted Removal of Bromide f¡om
the cr's- [Co(en)" Br(giyNHR) ]'?. lonss
[Hg'-], tHClO" l, 10ir66s¿, È¡¡g.ùM M s-r M-rs-r
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the monodentate amide function prior to, or following, che-
lation. The former result was demonstrated by ion-exchange
analysis. The cis- and lrars-lco(en)2(OH)glyglyOC3HT)]2+
ions readily separatc fronr [Co(en)2(glyNHR)]3+ at pH -8
and 2 oC. but neither was detected in the present experiments.
Also ci.s-[Co(en)2(H2O)(glyNI{R)]r+ gives rise ro appreciable
amounts of [Co(en)2(glyO)]2* in acidic solution and again
none was found. The Hg2+-promoted reaction is therefore an
excellcnt method for preparing large amounts ol the chelated
amide spccies in a pure form.
Full relention of configuration abour the metal center
obtains in this reaction. Thus (+)rg9- [Co(en)28r-
(glyglyOC3HT)13* ([M]s*ç = *820o) ¿tavc exclusively the
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H 0.02 0.i 7.80 39
0.01 0.1 4.00 40
0.01 0.6'7 4.50 4s
0.005 0.1 2.18 41
cH,colclH" 0.02 0.t 4.78 24
0.01 0. l 2.31 2 3
0.01 0.6't 2.54 25
0.005 0.1 1.16 23
cH, corc, H5 0.02 0.1 4.80 24
0.0t 0.1 2.36 24
0.0r 0.67 2.s2 25
0.00s 0.l 1.23 25
cHzco'cH3 0.02 0.1 7.24 6.2
0.01 0.1 0.63 6.3
0.01 0.6? 0.60 6.0
0.005 0.1 0.33 6.6
o 25.0'C; ¡¡ = 1.0 (NaClO.). Spectrophotonret¡ic data ¿t 560
nm; [Co] I 5 X l0-4 M; eonrplexes converled fronl Br- salts 1o
ClO"- salts using Dowex l-X8 (50-100 mesh) anion-exclrange resin.
b ¿¡¡. = ro6.6fing"¡.
min, 25.0 oC) and the second being heìd at pH 3.77 (4 h. pH stat).
After being quenched to pH -4 (HOAc) the solutions rverc sorbed
onto, and eluted lrom, C-25 resin using a NaClOa gradient (0.5-'1.0
M). The visible and ORD spectra of the (+)53e-[Co(cn)¡(glyO)]:+
and (+)¡e-[Co(en)2(glyglyOC3HT)]3+ products rverc recorded in 0.-5
and 1.0 M NaClOo at pH -6, respectiveìy.(c) Base-Catalyzed Reaction. (+).rr-[Co(en)2Br-
(glyglyOC3H,)l(CS)1 (1.39 and I.25 g. two expcrinrcnts) in water
(50 mL) u,as hydrolyzed at pH 9.0 (21 min) and 9.5 (8 nin) (pH
stat control, I M NaOH) bcfore adjusting the solutions to pH 8.
cooling to -0 oC. and sorbing the products onto C-25 resin packed
and held at -2 oC. Thc red 2* and orange 3* products rverc rapidl¡
separated using 0.5 M NaClOo (pH 8, -2 oC) and eluted with 0.5
M NaCIO¿ (pH 8, 2 oC) and I M NaCIO¿ (pH 5), respectivell. The
visible and ORD spectra were immediately recorded at pll -2 and
-8 for the 2* ion and at pH 5 l'or the 3* ion. The solution of the
former (pH 8) was then divided into two equal parts and treated at
pH8.11 (0.07 M phosphate buffer) and 3.77, respectivcl¡. as described
previously. The (+)5s¡[Co(en):(glyO)]2+ and (+)s¡qICo(en):-
(glyglyOCsHr)13* products wcre again separated. their visible and
ORD spectra recorded, and the latter ion was then hydrol¡'z.ed to
(+)sse-[Co(en)2GlyO)]2t (pH ll, 53 min. 1.0 M NaClOa, rare
recorded). Visible and ORD spectra on the ion-exchange-purified
product (50W-X2 resin, I M NaCIO¡) wcre recorded.
Results and Discussion
1, Hg2*-Induced Removal of Bromide. Table I gives
spectrophotomctric data for the reaction oi lìg:+ u'ith ci.ç-
lCo(en):Br(gllNHR)]2* (R = ]ì, CH?CO:C..ll?. CHrC-
O2C2H5, CH:CO2CH3). Onl¡'onc rate \À'as obscrved (560 nm.
maxinìum OD change), and plots ol log Å'o6.¿ vs. tinìc wcrc
linear for at lcast 3t¡i2. The rcaclion is indcpcndcnt ol [-^l*]
and follou's the rate'law R = Ä-¡*[Co(en)2Br(glyNFlR)r*].
[Hg2*]. With the exception ol the casc ol thc dipeptide nreth]'l
ester complex. values ol k¡1^ are greatcr than those lound l'or
other [Co(en):Br(amine)]2+ complexcs. viz.. (amine. À'¡, in M I
-l\ rf rr ^rr 
a ^- \rlr /.tt î^ -ll c r.S ',1. l\Fl3. /. /, l\flt\-r13 /.7. lrnlLni\-\-rtçn3t J'1.
NH2CH2CO2C2H5, 4.41 NH 2CH?CO?C¡H r, --s. 1 i N H2CH :-
CH2CO2CaH7.2.4; NHzCH2CN,0.l2. Thc rcasons for this
are not clear at the present time. It may arise fronr changes
in the association constant k¡1, rather than lrom variations in
the rate oi- loss of HgBr+, but a detailed investigation o1- this
aspect is oulsidc thc scope ol the present study. Product
analysis results showed that onl¡' chelated amide specics.
[Co(en)z(glyNHR)]3*, we¡e formed and that these were
produced directly and not via the intermediate aqua complex.
Also, the results rcquirc the absence (<2%) of hydrolysis in
* NHzCHzC0zCsHz
[lr'l ]"' = 1539'
in I M NaClO"
Subsequent h,i,drolysis at pH I I resulted in (+)56e-[Co-
(en)2(glyO)lr* ([M]srs = *1580o in 0.5 M NaClOa)' and
whcn this conrpound $as compared rvith optically pure
(+).*¡[Co(en)r(glyO)]l: ([M]sse = 15460 in H:O) prepared
lrom glycine and resoh'ed separatcly.2ó it is clear that both the
Hg2*-catalyzed rcmoval ol Br- and base hydrolysis oi^ the
chelated ctipeptide occu¡ with full retention. Optical rotary
dispersion (ORD) and visible spectra for the two products are
given in Figure 4 (supplcmentary' nraterial).
Similar results have bccn found lor other ci.s-[Co(en)2X-
(NllrR)12+ complcxes where X = Cl or Br and NHrR =
glycinanricle,lT glycine esters.?-e or glycinate.2? The carbonyl
or carboxyiic acici function appears to bc an exceedingly fìne
conlpct¡tor lor the fivc-coordinate intermediate gcnerally
considcred to bc lormcd in such rcactions \À'ith Hg2+.2s'28
espcciall¡' u'hen fivc- and six-mcnrbered chelate rings are
involved (scc Schcme lV). This inabilit_v- of \4'ater to compete
is supported b¡ thc lack ol compctition b;- other added anions
(NOì . HSOl ).Nn and although a conccrtcd process involving
the simultancous entr) o[ the carbon.v-l function during loss
of IlgX* cannot be cntireì)'climinated, ils involvement in the
rate-determining transition state is unlikely sincc no systematic
s),ncrgic increase in ratc is found when the Ä¡1, values are
compared u'ith those for c.implcxes which do not coniain tlre
>C.:O grouping and rvhich involvc water (or anion) entry.
Thc full retention oi optical conliguration obtained with the
present compìexes is entirel-v.' consistent u'ith that found
previously u,ith ci.s-[Co(en)1X(nNH3)]2+ ions (X - Cl, Br¡.ue'æ
2. Base Hydrolysis. Tablc ll contains rate data for the base
hydrolysis ol the ci-s-[Co(cn)2Br(glyN HR)]t* ions (R = H.
CH2CO?-, CH:CO¡Crll7) anci the produc[ analysis results are
given in Table III.
Large optical densit¡,changes werc observed at 490 and 360
nm. and at these rvavclcngths acceptable infìnit¡' readings u'ere
2+
r"nrrl*"t\¡r.
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Scheme IY
?+
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lor 3l¡72 in most cases. but occasionally Guggenheim plots were
used tò evaluate the ko6¡ values. The pH stat data also gave
linear ptots oî log (Iz- - V,) vs. time for the two dipeptide
complexes, but a subsequent slow uptake of acid or base (pH
(9 or )9, respectively) complicated the analysis for the
glycinamide complex. This again was shown to result lrom
the subsequent reaction ol the hydroxo glycinamide complex.
Both methods gave data consistent with the rale expression
ko5,¿ = ke¡1[OH-] over a l0-102 variation ín [OH-], Table
II, and the second-order rate constants are similar to those
obtained with other cis-[Co(en)2Br(amine)]2* ions. Such data
are consistent with the generally accepted conjugate base
mechanism (SçlcB) for hydrolysis ol cobalt(lll)-acido
complexes ol this type.ro'3r
The product analyses results. Table III, show that in addition
to the chelated amide ICo(en):(glyNHR)]3* considerable























Table II. Rate Data tbr Base Hydrolysis of the








"25.0 "C; ¡¡ = 1.0 (NaCtO.); [Co¡ = ( l-2) x l0-¡ M. b &oH =
&obsd/[OH-], where IOH-] is calculated from pH using pK* =
13.77. c 490 nm; 0.2 M Tris-HClOo buffer. d 360 nm; 0.I M
glycine-HClOo buffe¡. e 355 nm; 0.1 M glycine-HClO. buffer.
t pH stat data (OH- consumption).
obtained for the process involving removal ol bromide; at other
wavelengths small subsequent OD changes were observed and
were shown to result from events following the removal ol
bromide (see below). Plots of log (D, - D-) vs. time were linear
Table III. Product Dist¡ibutions on Base Hydrolysis ofcrs-[Co(en),Br($yNHR)]2t Ionsa
\
NHR
result clearly differs from that lound with Hg2+, and a different
five-coordinate intermediate is required which competes fa-
vorably for both water and >C:O entry.3o The product ratio
is pH independent and is the same in I M NaClOa and 0.1
M KCI.
The occurrence of stable hydroxo amide species differs
signifìcantly from that in our previous report on the hydrolysis
ol the cis-[Co(en)2Br(glyNH2)]2* ion.r7 In the previous study
it was concluded that the hydroxo glycinamide ion reacted
rapidly under the conditions of base hydrolysis and that the
subsequent process observed spectrophotometrically was
hydrolysis of the chelated amide. Unfortunately these
measurementslT were made at wavelengths where only very
small OD changes are involved lor the hydroxo species and
at pHs where the rate is similar to that for the chelated
glycinamide ion. The earlier observation of a stable hydroxo
species by Chan and Chan32 is therefore correct, although its
subsequent chemistry as reported by them is not.
For R = CH2CO:CaHT and CH2CO2- the amount of hy-



























































































































. o All ¡uns at 25.0 'C and ¡¡ - I .0 (NaClO. ) unless otherwise stated, most experiments were run in duplicate on =0.l5 g of complex.öko6"¿forBr-removal(TablelI). cFromuncor¡ectedbaseconsumption¿àt¿. dO.lMKClsuppo¡lingelectrolyte. eConectedforsub-
sequent hydrolysis of [Co(en). (glyNH.) ]3' (k. = 25 v-t 5- t ( 1.0 M NaClO., 0.I M KCD) and of [Co(en), OH(glyNHr) l:t (,t, (pH) = 2.2 (9.Ù,
3.2(9.5),5.4(10.0)Xl0-'s-rin-l.oMNaClOo:2 5(10.0)x10-os-rin0.1 MKCI)IandforpKu(NHr)=9.38(I.0M
NaClO.) and9.27 (0.1 M KCÐ. 'Estimated from mption data. 
g For R= H the obærved 3+ ion (chromatographic
separation) contains rrans-[Co(en),(OH.)(glyNHr) [io(en).GlyNHr)1". h Average of l0 experiments.
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(pH stat). Reactions subsequent ro the removal ol bromide
are slou'so that only minor corrections to the observed base
uptake were necessary. Also fair agreement was found be-
tween these data and the amount of hydroxo dipeptide sep-
arated b¡'ion-exchange chromatography at pH 8 and 2 oC.
Some small conversion (<5ozó) to the chelated dipeptide did
appear to have occurred during absorption on or elution from
the resin. but this method did providc a reliable procedure for
obtaining the pure hydroxo dipeptide ions.
For cis-[Co(en)zBr(glyNH2)]2+ the immediate products
were more difñcult to determine since appreciable correction
is nccessary for the subsequent reactions of both rhe chelated
amide and hydroxo amide. The former consumes OH- on
hydrolysis while the latter releases it, and the amounts involvcd
are pH dependent. Direct analysis by ion exchangc proved
unreliable. even a[ 0 oC. since the reaction of the hydroxo
amide at pH -8 appcared to bc acceÌerated on the resin
However, this procedure did allou, the recovery of sullicient
lCo(en) z(OH) (glyNH:)l 2+ lree of [Co(en ):(glyNHz)] 2* (but
still containing some lCo(en):(glyO)]2*) to determine its
products under the conditions of base hydrolysis (pH 8-10)
and the subsequent analysis procedure (pH -4). In part these
results are dealt with in a subsequent paper,2l but it is im-
portant to note here that the cis-aqua and -hydroxo glycin-
amide ions lorm only ICo(en)r(glyO)]2* (pH -4 and 8-10,
respectively). The snlall amount ol trans-hydroxo amide also
formed in the base hydrolysis reaction reacts very slowly under
alkaline conditions (to Íorm [Co(en)2(glyn\H¿)]t*. see below),
and it can also be ¡ecovered unchanged from acidic solutions
as the 3+ aqua ion. Alkaline hydrolysis ol [Co(en):-
(gi¡'NH2)13+ (pH 8.5-12) iorms onll' [Co(en)2(glyO)]2+: no
[Co(en):(OH)(glyNHz)]r* has been detected in this reaction
(i.e,. the chelate ring does not open up).r3 At pH -4 the
chelated amide shows no hydrolysis ((2%) over l4 da1,5.
Using these results the immediate products of base hy-
drolysis ol [Co(en)3Br(glyNHl)]2+ were detcrmined (see eq




* (en + Bi (3)
3+
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mated by spectrophotometry and by atomic absorption for Co.
These data were then corrected lor subsequenr hydrolysis of
the chelated amide (eq 4), and hydroxo amide (eq 5), using
rate data given in the caption to Table IIl. The corrected
product distributions are given in the last two columns ol Table
Ill. Alternatively the immediate products were determined
from the base consumption data (pH stat) using the obser-
vation that reactions 3 and 4 consume OH- while reaction 5
releases it; corrections were applied for protonation of released
ammonia (p(" = 9.38, 1.0 M NaClO4,25 oC). Acceptable
agreement u,as found between the two methods. Table III.
It is clear from the results that entry of the >C:O lunction
is greatest with the less bulky glycinamide complex and that
ionic strength eflects (1.0 M NaClOo vs.0.l M KCI) are
unlmPortant.
The presence of the small amounts of the trans-hydroxo ions
in the base hydrolysis products was not apparenl untiì the
detailed kinetic study ol the cis-hydroxo species u,as well
advanced.23 For the hydroxo glycinamide ion, but not for the
similar dipeptide species, this made its appearance in spec-
trophotometric runs at pH (11 as a small OD decrease.2s This
resulted from the presence of -6o/o lrcns-[Co(en):(OH)-
(gl)"NH)1'z+ in the products ol base hydrolysis and ultimately
led to the isolation and characterization ofall three (R = H,
CH2COTC3H?. CH2CO2-) trans ions.
3. Stereochemistry of Base Hydrolysis. Tbe stereochemistry
ol the base hydrolysis reaction was investigated using optically
pure ci.s-(*)rse-[Co(en)2Br(glygl¡,OC3H7)]B12 and cis-
(+).*r-[Co(en)'Br(glyNH2)]8r2. Base hydrolysis of the former
(pH 9,9.5) followed by ion-exchange separation (pH 8.2 "C)
gave the products and rotations shown in eq 6; ORD results
,,/.NHzC 
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[M]rr" = +t085" (pH 9)












rcmoval. the ICo(en)2(gl¡'NH1)]r+ and ICo(cn)1(gl¡,O)]r* ions
wcrc scparittcd b¡' ion-cxchangc chromirtograph¡' and csti-
[M]or, = -1390' (pH 9)
-1a00" (pll 9.5)
for these species are given in Figure 5 (supplementar), ma-
terial). The 3* product is 6ó + 2ozô opticall¡, pure when
comparcd with thc samc product lorrncd in thc H-e2+-induced
rcaction. u,hilc thc hvdroxo dipcptidc is 63 * 2uzo oplicall) pure
l'hcn cornpared rvith that obtaincd [<lllou,ing treatmcnt with
HOCI (sce bclou'). Horvever. shcn allou'ancc is madc lor
8.5o2ô trans-hvdroxo dipcptidc as the 2* ion. thc retcntion in
the cis-hydroxo spccies is 69 * 2olo. A sinlilar sct of results
u,as obtaincd usin-e ci.s-(*).rq- [Co(cn ):Br(gl¡'n- H ")] 
l+. 
I n this
casc thc 3* ion gavc IM]sru = +8420 (5loó active) rvhich is
in closc agrcenrcnt u'ith thut obtaincd Dreviouslr 149vi,).r7
Howcvcr, thc h¡,droxo -el¡'cinarnidc spccics contains I0- I 2ouô
ol thc trans ion (Tablc llI) u'hich s'as rcnrovcd (chronruto-
_eraphicall¡ ) as a 3* ion alter allo*'ing thc cis-aqua conrplcx
lo cycliz-c ro ICo(cn):(glyO)]:- ar pl1 - l. Thc lattcr product
gavc IM)ssç valucs ol +9til and *998o (trvo cxpcrinrcnts)
rcprcscnting at lcast 63% rclcntion in thc cis-h¡.droxo rcaclant.
It u'ill bc shou'n bclow [hât thc c-r'cliz.ation reaction in âcid
solution occurs with full rctcntion ol configurltion so thirt the
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Table IV. Stereochemistry of Products from the Base Hydrolysis







NH,CH,CONH. 6.2 20 34 20 20
NH,CH,CONHCH,COTCTH, 6.2 l9 14 l0 20
NHTCHTCONHCH=CO.- 
--?0- -30-
NH,Þ 23 jt 46
a I M NaClOo; 25 "C. b Average value fo¡ bromo, chloro. and
nitrato complexes.3o
formed in the base hydroll'sis ol Br-.
The overall stereochemical result for both sets ol products
is collected in Table IV. For the glycinamide complex the
retention in the cis-hydroxo product is sinrilar to that obtained
with cis-(+)rse-[Co(en)2Br(NH¡)]2*,30 but far less trans
product is lormed even when the path leading to water entry
only is considered. Apparently the adjacenr >C:O group
competes very favorably for the part leading to trans product
as well.
4. Isolation and Properties of the rrans-[Co(en)z(H:O/
OH)(amide)13+/2+ Ions. Two merhods were usèd to obiain the
trans species. Initially the hydroxo glycinamide producr
obtained by ion-exchange separaríon (pH -8, 0.5 M NaClOo,
2 'C) of the products of base hydrolysis of cis-[Co(en)2Br-
(glyNHz)12+ was immediately quenched to pH - I and left
to stand for - l5 min to completely convert the cis-aqua ion
to [Co(en)2(glyO)]2*. This 2+ ion was then removed from
the trans-aqua 3+ ion by ion-exchange elution at pH -2 (0.2M NaClOa, 2 oC) and the trans product recovered as a
red-mauve 2* band by elution at pH -8 (0.4 M NaClO.,2
'C). Subsequently it was found possible to obtain the
trans-glycinamide species directly from the base hydrolysis
products by quenching the base-hydrolyzed (pH stat) solurion
to pH I, allowing the cis-aqua ion to cyclize, and chroma-
tographic isolation as belore. Borh methods were also suc-
cessful in obtaining trans-[Co(en)r(HrO/OH)-
(glyglyOC3Hr)]3+/2+. When carried our rvith the optlcally pure
bromo reactants, the trans ions (-5 x l0-1 M) showed no
optical activity from 600 to 300 nm. Their visible spectra are
compared with the cis species in Figure L Clearly the e.u,
values lor the trans-aqua and trans-hydroxo ions in the visible
region are appreciably less than the corresponding cis species;
a similar result obtains
ion.33 The visible and
(glyNH2)12+ are very
(OH)(glyglyOC,Ht)lt*
always contained some [Co(cn)2(glyO)]l+ (even at 2 oC)
presumably resulting lrom the subsequent cyclization reac-
tion,23 and the spectra are not recorded herè.3r
Product analysis results gave 6.0 + 0.1% and 5.8 !, O.2o/o
trans-hydroxo glycinamidc and dipeptidc cster among the
products ol the base hydrolysis reacrions. Table III. For the
trans-dipeptide ester these results wcrc obtained from ex-
periments rvhere cyclization oi the cis species was accelerated
by phosphate buffer. When the above values are correctcd
for the small loss (-8oZo) due to the subsequent reaction of
the trans-hydroxo ions under the conditions of base hydrolysis
(see below), some 6.2 + 0.3oß trans ions result lrom both
substrates (Table IV).
It has already been noted that rhe rrans ìons were initially
observed spectrophotometrically (560 nm) by their reacrions
at pH > I l. Isolation ol the trans ions allowed thcse proccsses
Boreham. Buckingham, and Keene
60
Wovalongth (I, nm)
Figure l. Visible absorption spectra for (a) trans-[Co(en)2(OH2/
OH)(elyNHr)lr*/2* ions Itrans OH (-), trans OH¡ (---)] and (b)
ci.r- and trans-[Co(en)'(OH:/OH)(gl:-gl!OCrH?)]3+/2+ ions Irrans
OH (-). trans OH2 1---). cis OH (.'..), cis OH2 (-.-.)l in 1.0 M
NaCIO¡, ar 25.0 'C.
to be studied in detail, and Figure 2 gives a plot ol ko6,¿ for
rraru- [Co(en)2(OH ¡/OH) (glyN H:)] 3*,'2* as a lunction of pH.
Data for the other dipeptide comple.xes are given in Table VI
(supplementary material). Clearly three regions of reactivity
occur corresponding to the acid-independent reactions ol the
trans-aqua and trans-hydroxo ions and to the basc-dependent
reaction of the trans-hydroxo ion.
koio¿ = kHro+ koH+ kbH[OH I (7)
The latter process involves a subst¿ìntial OD change at pH
)ll. Valucs of k¡,o, koH, and k'es ar€ 4 (+2) x l0-ó s-r,
2.8 (+0.1) x lO-a s-ì. and 5.6 x l0-: M-r s-r in I M Nacloa
at 25 oC. From thc lirnited data available (Table VI) sinlilar
rate constants are suggestcd lbr the two trans-dipeptide ions.
Unlike the rcaction ol the cis-hydroxo ionsz3 those for the trans
species are unaflected by phosphate buffers. The final
products at pH 2 and 8 are the raccmic chelated amide
complexes [Co(en):(glyNHR¡¡:+ (R = H. CHrCO:C]H7). At
pH 2 (14 days) only' [Co(en)1(gl¡"NHR)]r* was found by
ion-exchange chronlatography, and this was vcrilied by irs
subsequent hydrolysis to [Co(en),(glyO)l:+ in basic solurion
(kou,¿ = 2.3 x l0-r s-'. PH l2 (R = H); fto¡.¿ = 6.52 x l0-r
s-r. pH l2 (R = CH.COTC¡HT)). .{t pH 8 in thc absence ol
bullers (pH stat) ku6.¿ approachcs that lor the cis-h.vdroxo
ions.23 and although some [Co(en),(gllO)]2* rvas found ¡mong
the products. its prcsence is due cntirely to subsequcnr hy-
droll'sis oi ICo(en)¡(gl;-Nt-lR)]r+. Thus t'rom rrans-[Co-
(en):(OH)(gly N H:) l 
t*. 33e6 [Co( en ) 1( glyO)] r* was recovered
(37oó calculatcd) aiter a reaction tinle of 320 min (pH 8.07,
I M NaCIO¡) and 16.20ó ¿lter l9 h in a similar experimenr
( p H 8) rvith trals- [Co(en),(OH)(gl1,glyOC3Hr) ] 2* 1t 5.7o/o
calculatcd). Thus the acid-indcpendent terms lor the
trûns-aqua (/<1¡.6) and trans-hvdroxo (k6,,) ions produce only
chelatcd unide. The imrncdiare producr ol the base-dependent
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Hydrolysis of Glycinamide and Glycine Dipeptides
ion (some decomposition occurred), and this probably resulrs
from subsequent hydrolysis of the chelated amide since h1.-
drolysis is fast under these conditions.23
Since the crs- [Co(en)2(H20/OH)(glyglyOCrHr)] :+/z+ ¡6nt
give rise to appreciable amounts of [Co(en)2@lyO)]2* in their
reactions at pH <4 and 8-9,23 the cis species cannot be in-
termediates in the reactions of the trans ions. This suggests
a concerted process (Scheme V) with the trans-aqua or
-hydroxo ligand being synergically displaced by the >C:O
group. A comparison of the rates for these reactions with those
for lrans- [Co(en)2(H2O/OH)(NH3)] 3+/2+ supports this view.
The latter species ison'lerize nluch nrore slowly than found here
(lisro = l0-8 s-r, extrapolated data: /ca¡., - I X l0-s s-r),3s
and in the hydroxo form at least this occurs without loss of
coordinated hydroxide35 (i.e., a different mechanism occurs).
5. Stereochemistry of the HOCI Reaction and of the Re-
actions of the Cis-Aqua and -Hydroxo lons. Optical retenrions
were evaluated using reactants generated by base hydrolysis
of cis-(*)sr-[Co(en)2Br(glyNHr)]Br and cis-(*)5se-[Co-
(en)28r(glyglyOC3HT)l (N03)2 and by the HOCI-catalyzed
oxidation of b¡omide in cis-(+)r6e-[Co(en)2Br-
(glyglyOC3Hr)l(NO:)2. Tbe HOCI reacrion is a useful
method of introducing water directly into the coordination
spherss'2e and almosr certainly occurs via an oxidative in-
terchange mechanism.3ó Treatment of cfs-(*)5se-[Co-
(en)2Br(glyglyOCaH?)12+ at -0 oC results in a rapid violet
to red-orange color change with both chelated dipeptide and
aqua dipeptide ions being formed.
ZNH  CH"CONHC H 





-NHz -Gn)^c{ -cH,'\-^-/v_ ç-
\NHcH2co2caH7







These ions were separated chromatographically on !on-ex--
change ¡esin at pH -8.5 and 2 oC, and ORD and visible
spectra for the reactants and separated products are given in
Figure 3. -The aqua dipeptide ion exisrs as the hydroxo ion
at pH )7.23
Subsequent treatment of the aqua ion at pH 3.77 and the
hydroxo ion at pH 8.05 (pH srar.2l h) and 8.77 (0.0? M
phosphate buffer. 30 min) gave the two producrs indicated by















Figure 2. Pìot of log üo¡"¿ vs. pH for the reacrion of lrans-[Co-
(e¡)z(OHz/OH)(glyNHr)l r+/:+ to give ICo(en)r(glyr.*H2)] 3+ at 25.0oC, s = 1.0 (NaClO¡) (-). The data given by I are for thè ,.slower"
second reaction observed following base hydrolysis of cis-[Co-
(en)2Br(glyNH2)12+ (Figures I and 4 of a following paper23), and
the o data are for the rrans-[Co(en)2(OH2/OH)(glyglyOC]H?)13+/2+
under the same conditions.
lowing [M]5se values (l M NaCIOo): +1680o (2+ ion),
retention, respec-tively, in [Co(en)2(glyO)]t* and ICo(en)2-
(glyglyOC¡Hr)13+ generated from rhe hydroxo Oipeptiae in
0.07 M phosphate buffer. Corresponding retenrions ol 65 +
57o and 63 + 5Vo were found for the products formed in the
absence of buffer at pH 8.05 (pH stat). It is clear that
HOCl-induced removal ol bromide occurs with full retention
of configuration about the metal center, and that a similar
only a small amount of exchange of the bound hydroxo group
with the solvent (-6%. see below). this process must occur
largel¡' via an intramolecular mcchanism. A similar result has
been observed by Martin and Tobe for isomerization in
rrans- [Co(en)2(OH )(NH3)] 2+.35
Identical trearment ol the aqua and hydroxo dipeptide ester
ions ([M]or2 = -l 160 and -1390o, respectively) isolated from
+ I 0900 (3+ ionl the first two entries contain - I 3% trans-
aqua ion; the third entrl,has had the trans ion removed); for
the reaction at pH 8.77 in 0.07 M HPO42- buffer, +1100,
+1050, +1060o (2+ ion)and *925, +1000, +9900 (3+ ion).
ORD curves l'or the reactants and products are given in Figure
3+
/tN
crs - (en )¡Co-\o
[M]s"¡ = +1616'
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Scheme V
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Table V. ,oO-T¡ace¡ Results fo¡ the Base- and HOCl{atalyzed Hyd¡olyses of [Co(en).Br(glygl:¡OCrHr)]2'and for the Int¡amolecular
Hydrotysis of ICo(en), (H, O/OH)(9yglyOC, Hr) ]'*"'
3+ product
R valuesa 2+ p¡oduct






























































0.004 840 0-016 750
aObsewedRvalues(R=t461/(t441 +t461))forCO'. bA.TomVoe t=lO0R/(2+R)-1004'/(2+R')whereRisthatforCO'
recove¡edfromthe 
rvj'\t"' ' t'et" cproducedby basehydrolysisof [co(en)rBr(glyglyoc.H")l-
;;. ä;;il;;;'b n as % enrichment above background (GD-150 mass spect¡o-
äi"o. ^iïË"i; ,nrichment due to subsequent
reaction of the hyd Ð, 5.3%, and tha absorption
;;õ;;it";,;ii%. s Products of reaction at pH 3.71 (pH stat "onttoli. 
h É¡oducts pH 8'77 '
t Products of ¡eaction at pH 8.7? (pH stat control)'
5 (supplementary mater of
the optically pure sPeci ed
reaction, the rotations co he
r the two sets of conditions (PH
) and a similar value (71 * 27o)
H7)]l+ product when allowance
oî l3% lrans-[Co(en)z(OHz)-
(glyglyOC¡Hr)13* (pH 3.77)
chelated dipeptide from the
Since it has been shown that c
occurs with full retention of confìguration, it is concluded that
the cis-hydroxo ion produced in the base hydrolysis reaction
is 709o optically pure. This is in agreement with the value ol
69 * 2o/o obtained above for the isolated cis-hydroxo species
(cf. section 3).
6. l8O-Tracer Results. Table V contains results of reacting
maining data refer to the products obtained from the sub-
sequenireactions of the IEO-enriched aqua and hydroxo di-
peptide ions following their separation from [Co(en)2-
(gÙglyOC¡Hr)]3*. These reactions were carried out in normal
u-néñrict'ed *áier at pH 3.71 (experiments 2-4) and pH 8'77
in the presence (0.07 M, experiments 5 and 6).and absence
(experiment 7) ofphosphate buffer' The 3+ and 2+ products
èoriespond to thoie given by eq 9 (R = CHzCOzC¡Hr),-and
thev were separated by the normal ion-exchange procedure'
tné lCo(enir(glyO)]t* product was isolated and analyzed
direcily tò. isi'-O cóntent. For ICo(en):(glvglvOC3HT)]3+
it was necessary to further treat the solution at pH - I I and
recover the chelated glycine fragment as ICo(en)2(glyO)lHgl¿;
attempts to recovei the dipeptide chelate directly proved
difficult and wasteful. It has previously been shown that such
a procedure involves no scrambling ol glycine residues'17 and
thè results given below show that little or no oxygen exchange
occurs in the coordinated amide lunction during hydrolysis'
For the reaction atpH3.71 the [Co(en)2QlyglyOC3H7)]3+
product contains littlsenrichment (3.2, 3.7 atom 7o)' and this
probably arises lrom a small amount of reaction during
separatión and isolation at pH -8 and before quenching' The
Hydrolysis of Glycinamide and Glycine Dipeptides
-5000
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(-6V') water exchange in the
h at pH 8.77.
origin of the two products given
t pH conditions and are of im-
portance when the mechanistic implications are discussed.















































, 67842-93-7 ; trans-[Co(en):(OH)-
.67842-8 -9:
(+)s¡s-
I vgl 3H ')3+












3* product produced at pH 3.'Ì7 therefore results from a
process involving displacement ol the coordinated aqua group.
By contrast, the hydrolyzed product conrains ctoselo tralf óf
the original solvent enrichment, and one oxygen of the gly-
cinate moiety must therefore derive from the coordinated wãtêr
molecule. Similar results were obtained from aqua dipeptide
produced by the HOCI and base hydrolysis reacriona.
Both the 3* and 2+ products from [Co(en)r('8OH)-
(glyglyOC3HT)12+ at pH 8.7? contain rppr"ói.bi. amounts of
solvenl enrichment). The fo¡mer resuh is similar to that found
at pH 3.77, and
from some loss
during analysis.
been found in ot
extra analytical step necessary for the 3* product may result
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In this paper we compare the hydrolysis of glycinamide,
glycylglycine, and glycylglycine isopropyl ester coordinated
to Co(III) as monodentate ligands to the hydrolysis of the same
substrates chelated to Co(III). In the former c¡s-[Co(en)z-
(OHz/OHXgIyNHR)13+/2+ species the amide or dipeptide
is attached to the metal through the amino group only, whereas
in [Co(en)z(glyNHR)]3+ the oxygen atom of the amide
lunction is also coordinated. The two reactions are schemati-
t ochcmistry. Jam6 Cook Univcnity of North
Quc Austmlia4Sll (F.R.K.)'andDcPanmcnto[
Chc . Box 56, Duncdin, Ncw Zcaland (D.A.B.).
Intramolecular Hydrolysis of Glycinamide and Glycine
Dipeptides Coordinated to Cobalt(III).2. Reactions of the
cis- [Co(e n)z(OlHz IOH XglyNHR ¡p+7 
z+ Ions ( R = H,
CHzCOzC 3IF 7, CH2COz-) and the Effect of Buffer Species
C. J. Bo¡eham, D. A. Buckingham,*t and F. R- Keenet
Contributionfrom the Research School of Chemistry, Austmlian National Uniuersity,
Canberra, A.C.f., Australia 2600. Receiued April l,9, 1978
cally represented by Schemes I and II (the oxygen atoms show
theîate of hydroxide in the different situations).
l8O-T¡acer results have established that the coordinated
oxygen atom in cls-[Co(en
retained in the hydrolyzed
that under alkaline condi
product also includes the label in the O-bound amide function.r
These facts require hydrolysis of the monodentate and chelated
amide systems I and 2 to be interconnected, and in this respect
this study bears a close resemblance to the non-metal-catalyzed
lactonization of 4-hydroxybutyramides2'3 and 2-hydroxy-
methylbenzamidesa's where direct intramolecular participation
Abstracft The intramolecular addition ofcobalt(Ill) bound HzO lycine isopropyl ester' and
glycylglycine also coordinated to Co(III) in tùe á¡¡-[Co(en)z( (R = H, CHzCOzC¡Hr'"C¡f¡rõCi;¡ 
has been investigated both in tire absenc" anì pt"t"n" plex (R = CHzCOzC¡Hr)
both theãqua and hydroxo ípecies form [Co(en)zGlyO)]1*, but ting in the chelated amide
iCóir"lrig'ñHn¡ir+. O *' O'nation oi rare an¿lioaú initial cyclization_is rate determin-
iiãù"ã*ãtí condiíions. Buffer spccies act as gener;l bas s, but they also enhance the forma-
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product was diverted from the hydroxy amide to amine plus
lactone on addition of buffers.
The chemistry given here closely resembles the above, with










by the hydroxyl group has been sugg,ested. The mechanistic
schemes advanced in this latter study are therefore of partic-
ular relevance to this report.
For both the aliphatic 4-hydroxybutyranilides2'3 and the
more constrained 2-hydroxymethylbenzamide derivativesa.5
the rate data in neutral and alkaline solution (pH 5-l 3) have
been interpreted in terms of a change from rate-determining
attack of alcoholate anion (k r. [OH-] dependent) at pH <8
to rate-determining loss of amine from the neutral (À3, overall
[OH-] independent) and anionic (lca. overall IOH-] depen-
dent) forms of the addition intermediate (Scheme Iii). Phos-
phate and carbonate buffers were found to catalvze these
processes in slightly alkaline solution (pH -9), and the non-
linears or asymptotic3 plots of kess¿ vS. [buffer] were inter-
preted as resulting from a change from ¡ate-determining
buffer-catalyzed loss of amine from the neutral intermediate
(k3' [BH]) to cyclization of the alcoholate anion (ft¡'[B]s or
/<¡,3 respectively). Parallel studies on the more rapidly hy-




containing analogue of the 4-hydroxy amide and ii (i.e., the
conjugate base form of [Co(en):(glyNHR)]3+) being the
metal analogue of the iminolactone. Buffers, particularly bi-
functional ones (HPOa2-, HCOr-), also greatly accelerare the
metal cyclization reactions, and saturation kinetics are ap-
proached under certain conditions. However, the presence of
the metal accelerates these processes enormously compared
with their organic counterparts, and this and other features
have led us to a somewhat dilferent interpretation of the
mechanism.
Such differences allow interesting alternatives to the usual
role found or ânticipated for metal ions in hydrolytic situa-
tions.8'e Especially the facile intramolecular route for hy-
drolysis by coordinated water, and the proton tunnelling
mechanism used to explain it, have not been described previ-
ously. This provides an interesting, and possibly important,
alternative to previous schemes advanced for metal-containing
hydrolytic enzymes such as carboxypeptidase A.l0.ll It also
demonstrates that water (or a hydroxyl function such as a
serine residue) in the correct environment can be a very potent
nucleophile even though its intrinsic basicity may be low. This
has obvious implications for proteolytic enzymes in general.
Experimental Section
Analytical quality reagents were used rhroughout without further
purification. Other materials used are considered in the previous
paper.r Methyl phosphate and dimethyl phosphate were prepared and
recrystallized to analytical purity b¡' the methods ol Bunronr2 and
Bailly,tl respectively. Buffer pK"s (s = 1.0, NaCIO¿,25.0 oC) were
determined by titrarion against standard acid or alkali.
Preparation of the cis-[C(en]lOH2/OHXgIyNHR¡¡r+lz+ Io¡s. For
the dipeptide species (R = CHzCO:C-¡H7, CH2CO2H/CH:CO:-)
the reactant was normally prepared by base hydrolyzing cts-
ICo(en):Br(glyNHR)jBr: and removing the chelated amide
[Co(en)z(glyNHR)]3+ by ion-exchange chromatography ar -2 "C
(0.5 M NaClOr. pH 8).1.r4 However. some kinetic runs were carried
out on the combined producs ol base hydrolysis (without ion-exchange
sepa¡at¡on). and some on the ion-exchange separated product obtained
from the reâction with HOCI. Details of these reactions have been
given previously.l For the gl¡,cinamide ions (R = H) kinetic mea-
surements were carried out using the cis species generated by base
hydrolysis without ion-exchange removal of ICo(en)2(glyNH¡)]3*.
The aquaglycinamide ion reacts too rapidly (l¡72 - 80 s.25 oC) to
allow it to be used following the HOC|-car.alyzed removal of Br.r
Product anelyses were carried out using the ion-exchange purified
reactants (R = CH3CO:C¡Hr. H). This contains -9% trans-
ICo(en):(OH)(glyNHR)]?+ and allowance is made for this in the
results.
Other Preparations I. [Co(en)2QIyglyOC3H7)XNO:)¡. ci.r-[Co-
lenl'BrlolvslvOC'H'ìlRr-H"ô l? 55 oì rnd ÂoClô, lR 05 oì were
shaken for 2 h in acetone (?50 mL). AgBr was removed, and the fil-
traie was taken to dryness. The crude produci was purified using
ion-exchange chromatography (SP- Sephadex C-25 resin). Unreacted
slarting material was removed using 0.2 M NaCIO¿, and the orange
3* producr recovcred using 0.5 M p¡,ridinium acetate. The cluate (ca.
2 L) was reduced to dryness and the residue dissolved in H20 and
passed through anion exchange resin (DEAE-Sephadex A-25, NO3-
form). The eluate volume was reduced to ca. 30 mL, LiNO3 and
MeOH were added until crystallizarion commenced. and the solution
was added to well-stirred 2-propanol (750 mL). The orange-yellow
precipitate was washed with 2-propanol and ether and dried under
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Table II. pKu and Rate Constants for the Unbuffered Reactions of cis-[Co(en)z(OHz/OH)(glyNHR¡¡r+72+ at 25.0 " C, p = t.0
(NaClOq)
l4l I







































(25 'C, in D:O)
" Acidiry consrant for [co(en)z(oH)(glyNHR)]r+ species, eq 3 of rexr, 25.0 
oc,,¡¡ = L0 (Naclo¡). ó From computer fit of rate dala (Table
I. Figures i-:¡ to 
"q 
3.r8 óK* = t3.17 (25.c), t3.94 (20 "C), 13.58 (30.5 'C), 13.42 (36.5 "c). " In D2o-. observed or calculated rate constants
(seeìext) using pK* = 14.94+a ana pO = pH'í 0.+.¡e'¿ pK"'ior procàss cis-[Co(en):(OH2)GlyglyOH)]3+: cis-[Co(en):(OHz)(glyglyO)]2+
+ H+.
vacuum: yield 3.0 g (a5%); e¿sr 98. e:¿z t t l; rH NMR (C¡Hr) 1.08
(doublet) ppm. Anal. Calcd for [Co(en)2(glyglyOC¡Hr)](NO¡):'
HzO: C,23.7: H.5.8: N,22.6. Found: C, 23.7:H,5.8; N,22.5.
2. [C(en)2(glyglyO)](ClO¿)z.HzO. AgCIO¿ (3.2 g) was added to
cis- [Co(en)z Br(glyglyOH)]Br2-2H2O (3.0 g) in acetone ( 100 mL).
After 2 h of shaking AgBr was removed and the fìltrate reduced to
dryness. The product was recrystallized by dissolution in H2O (10 mL)
and adding 0.5 M LiOH solution to pH 6, lollowed by solid LiCIO¿
and ethanol. The orange product was washed with ethanol and ether
and air dried, yield 2.0 g (78%). Anal. Calcd for [Co(en)z-
(glyglyO)l(ClOa)2.H2O: C. 18.2; H, 4.8; N, I 5.9. Found: C, 18.3; H,
5.0; N, 15.8.
3. [Co(en)z(glyNH2)](NO3)2(ClOa) was prepared as described
previously.ls
Kinetic Measurements. Solutions of ICo(en)2(OH)(glyNHR)]2+
at pH -8 were adjusted to p = 1.9 with NaCIO¿, and the rate data
obtained spectrophotometrically (560 nm (hydroxo), 487 (aqua)),
and on occasions by acid or base uptake (0.05 M NaOH, 0.05 M
HCIO4) using a 3.2-cm thermostated cell under pH-stat control ñlted
to a Cary I 6 K spectrophotometer. For runs in the absence of buffer
the pH was rapidly brought to the desired value by syringe or titri-
meter addition of acid or base and acceptable data were obtained
within I 5 s of addition. For runs in the presence of buffers, the desired
amount ol buffer was rapidly added by syringe or pipet; and the pH
maintained by pH-stat control during the remainder ofthe run. For
all experiments at pH )6 it was found essential to use nitrogen-sat-
urated solutions under a nitrogen almosphere since traces of C02 were
found to câuse spurious effects.
For hydrolysis of the [Co(en)2(glyNHR)]3+ ions (R =
CHzCOzC¡Hr, H) a weighed amount of the complex was dissolved
in 1.0 M NaCIO¿ or 0.I M KCl, and rate data were obtained using
the pH-stat equipment and Cary I 6 spectrophotometer (280-300 nm).
Buffers were added as appropriate by syringe injection.
Product Analysis Experiments. For R = CHzCOzC¡Hr,
CH2CO2H/CH2CO2-, the solutions lrom the kinetic runs ()ót172)
were quenched to pH -4 (HOAc) and the products determined
spectrophotometrically (487 nm) and by atomic absorption for Co
following absorption on, and elution from, Dowex 50Wx2 cation ex-
change resin (l M HCIO4/l M NaCIO¡ (2+ band), I M HCIOc/3
M NaCIO¿ (3+ band)). Experiments were also carried out on larger
quantities of material obtained following ion-exchange chromatog-
raphy (SP-Sephadex. 0.5 M NaCIO¿, pH 8, 2 'C), by directly
quenching into acid, base, or phosphate buffer without lollowing the
reaction rates. This latter procedure was used for the R = H com-
plex.
pK" Measurements. pK¡ values lor the aqua complexes (R =
CHzCOzC¡Hr, CH2CO2-) were measured by titrating -10-3 M
solutions of the hydroxo complexes ( I .0 M NaCIO¿, pH (initial) -8)
with 0.1 M HCIOa and following the spectral change at 560 nm. The
pK. was taken as the inflection point in the plot of OD vs. pH. For R
= H the titration was carried out rapidly (2 min) since the aqua
cornplex is rather reactive (t¡72 - 80 s). pK" values are given in Table
II. A similar procedure was used in D2O except that the deuteroxy
amide species was not isolated lrom the combined products of base
hydrolysis. pD was estimated using the expression pD = pH * 0.4. t ó
The glass electrode was standardized at 25.0 oC against borate (PH
9.18) and phosphate (pH 6.86) buffers.
Results
l. Reactions of the cis-[Co(en)2(OH2/OHXgIyNHR)]¡+/z+
Ions in the Absence of Buffers. It was lound essential to use
ester complex the optically pure (HOCI produced) and race-
mate ions gave identical data. For the aqua ions under acid
conditions (pH <7) subsequent hydrolysis of the chelated
amide ion [Co(en)z(glyNHR¡11+ formed as one of the Prod-
ucts (R = CHzCOzC¡Hz, CHzCOzH lCH1COz-) does not





IZ¡1]¡) vs. time were linear for at least 3/ 172 for most runs and,
except for the hydroxoglycinamide comPlex at high PH (ì11)'
only one process was observed. For R = CHzCOzC¡Hz,
CH2CO2-, the data above pH l2 were complicated by the
release of some dipeptide and the formation of a decomposition
prduct. This was not investigated further but product analysis
experiments showed that in I M NaOH this amounted to
-10% of the reaction.
Plots of log ks6sd vs. pH are given in Figures l-3 and clearly
show (except for [Co(en)z(OH2)(glyglyOH)]3+ in the pH
ft ge 2.5-4.0) three regions of reactivity. From pH 0 to 4 the
rate is pH independent, from pH 4 to 9 the rate decreases
commensurate with ionization of the coordinated water mol-
ecule, and at pHs )9 a term fìrst order in [OH-] Predominates
for the hydroxo amide complex. The overall rate exPression
takes the form
o = ks [Co(en)z(OHz)(glyNHn¡r+1
* k'e¡1 [Co(en)z(OH)(elyNHR)2+]
* konlCo(en)z(OH)(glyNHR2+llOH-l (l)
and can be expressed
kobs<'| = ffi t#ft * k'ou+ /<oHtoH-l]
(2)
where K* is the dissociation constant for water ( 13.77, 1.0 M
NaCIO¿, 25 oC¡t't and Ka is the dissociation constant for the
aqua complex.
lCo(en)z(OHz)(elyNHR)lr+ + H2O
5 [co(en)z(OH)(elyNHR)]2+ + H3o+ (3)
a1
qat













lated curves using the rate expression given by eq 2 and 9. and the constans
given in Table II and the rexr, respectively.
Figy: 
?. loel"*o values (¡) vs. pH rate profite for the cyctization of
9i1-t^C.1(en)íOH2/OH)(glyglyOi3HT)p+i:+ ar 25.oiC ánd ¡¿ = l.o
l\açlO:4¡ 9:g jl OrO is given by (o). Hydrolysis data for [Co(en)2_(glyglyOC3HT)13+ is given by (r): ttre (¿)âna (o¡ O"tu *1." obrained
lt?t. |h: _l,Tll3r ion pro_duced from rrazs-[Co(en)2(OH2)_(glyglyOCaH)l 3+ and rrans- [Co(en)2(OH)(gtygtvOòrH)1ii. r..;;"_
uv€ry..t he soltd llnes (__) are the best fit calculated curves obtained
y¡ine,tir¡ rare expressionsofeq 2 and 9. and rhe constan,.!iu* in Table
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Table III. Products of the Unbuffered (pH-Stat) Reactions of the [Co(en)z(OHz/OH)(glyNHR)]r+/2+ Ions¿ as a Function of pH (25.0
oC. ¡, = 1.0 (NaCIO¿)). Expressed as the Ratio l2+llß+lb
































o Produced via base hydrolysis of the bromo complex. ó The 2* ion is in all cases [Co(en)z(glyO)]2*. For R = CHuCOzCtHt,CHzCOzH I
CHzCOz- the 3* ion is largely [Co(en)2(glyglyOn¡1:+ but contains -6% trans-lCo(en)2(OH2)QlyglyOR)]3+ (pHs l-4). For R = H the
3 * ion is, or derives entirely from. lraru- [Co(en)2(OHz/OHXglyNHr¡1r+7:+. ' pK^ = 2.9. d the ratio for the experiment at pH 8.0 is corrected





Figure 3. Log /<o6.¿ values (t) vs. pH rate prolile for the cyclization of
cis-[Co(en)2(OH2/OH)(glyglyOH/glyglyO-)]:+/:+/r + at 25.0 oC and
¡¡ = 1.0 (NaClOa). Hydrolysis data for [Co(en)2(glyglyO-)]2+ are given
by (e). The solid lines (--) are best fit c¿lculated curves obtained using
the rate expressions given by eq 2 and 9, and constants given in Table I I
and the text, respectively.
products for the hydroxo amide when ke¡¡[OH-] is rate con-
trolling (eq 2).
At pH ) I I the spectrophotometric data (560 nm) for the
hydroxoglycinamide complex shows two rate processes of
which the first (OD decrease) agrees with that found at lower
pHs and is consistent with the rate expression given by eq2.
The subsequent slower process involves an OD increase which
becomes more pronounced with increasing pH. Figure I gives
log to6u6 data for the process as a lunction of pH (l M NaCIO¿
and 0.1 M KCI) and Figure 4 gives a stoppd-flow trace of the
two processes in 0.5 M NaOH. Both reactions were observed
with optically pure crs-(*)5se-[Co(en)2Br(glyNHz)]2+ and
they occurred irrespective of whether ICo(en)2(glyNHz)]3*
produced in the initial base hydrolysis ol bromide was present
or had been previously removed by ion-exchange chromatog-
raphy at 2 oC. Other experiments showed that [Co(en)2-
(glyO)]2*, also present with the hydroxo complex, was not
ínvolved; at the conclusion of the second reaction this species
is in fact the major prduct (>95%). Subeequent experiments
demonstrated that this "second reaction" was due to the small
amount of lrans-[Co(en)2(OH)(glyNHJ]2+ (9%) present in
the red 2* band. The chemistry of this species is dealt with in
a preceding paper.l The two rate processes were not observed
for either hydroxo dipeptide species.
Figure 4. Stopped-flow trace of the change in OD at 560 nm for the reac-
tants of [Co(en)z(OHXglyNHz)]2+ (generated by base hydrolysis of
(*)ssç[Co(en)zBr(glyNH2)]Br2 in 0.5 M NaOH.0.5 M KCI at 25.0'C.
The OD decreases (ordinate down) on time scale (abscissa) of0.5 s/di-
vision, and the slower OD increase is at 5 s/division. Absorption range is
0- I .0, slit 0. I , time constant l0 ms.
2. Buffer Catalysis. The addition of buffers affects both the
rate and products of the reactions of the hydroxo and aqua
amides; they are especially effective in alkaline solution where
the hydroxo complex is involved. Tables IV-VI (supplemenøry
data) give rate data lor the three complexes [Co(en)2-
(OHzlOH)(glyNHR)13+/2* (R = H, CH2CO2C3H7,
CHzCOz-, resp€ctively) in various buffers, and Figure 5 gives
the product analysis results for the dipeptide ester complex in
acetate buffers.
The data show that the aquaglycinamide and aquadipeptide
ester reactions (pH <5) are retarded by selenate (pK" = 1.0),
sulfate ( I .0), phosphate ( I .7 2), glycina te (2.42), fvoate (3. I 6),
and tartrate (3.4), with the more highly charged SeO¿2- and
SO¿2- ions derived lrom the most acidic buffers being the most
effective. Citrate (3.8 I , 4.9 1), succinate (5.2), maleate (5.8),
and acetate (4.44) appear to catalyze the reaction slightly
under conditions where appreciable amounts of the buffer
anion and aqua complex are available. For these buffers the
data fit the rate expression
u = k¡r[Co-OHz3*] f ks[Co-OH2][B] * k'e¡¡[Co-OH2+]
with
ks = (,tob"a - k¡y¿XK. + [H+])/[B][H+] (5)
where K. is the dissociation constant of the aqua complex and
B is the basic form olthe buffer. The reaction ofthe hydrox-
oglycinamide is not catalyzed by acetate (Table IV), and ci-
trate at pH 9.5 has a retarding influence. This, and the ob-
servation of general base catalysis for other buffer anions in
alkaline solution, suggests that the rate law be interpreted in
? 4
I
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Table Vll. Second-Order Rate Constants (kg) for the General-
Base-Catalyzed Reacrions of the c¡s- [Co(en)z(OH2/OH )-













































































Figure 5. Products of the reaction of ICo(en)2(OH2/OH )-
(slyglyoC¡Hr)13+/2+ in the presence of acetarè buffers at pfu a.oo
(-a-a-o-), and methyl phosphate buffers at pH 4.0 (-o-a-O),6.31
(-^-^-^-), and 8.20 (-r-l-r-) expressed as % [Co(en)2(glyO)]:+.
the remainder being ICo(en)2(glyelyOC¡Hr)]r+ + 996 trans-lCo-





















Figure 7. Br/nsted plot of log k6 vs. pl(s¡ for rhe general-base-catalyzed
reacrions of ci.s-[Co(en)2(OH)(glyNH2)]2+ at 25.0 o C and ¡¡ = LQ (ì\¿
CIO¿): (l) morpholine, (2) 3-quinuclidinol. (3) NEr¡. (4) HMePO¡-. (5)
H3POn-. (6) HCO3-. (7) p-nitrophenol. (8) nr-nitrophenol, (9) H¿BO¡-.
(10) 2-chlorophenol. (ll) phenol. (12) OH-. (t3) MePO¡2-. (14)
HAsO¿-, (t5) HPO42-. (16) Seorr-. (l?) COr:-. 1r8) AsOa3-. (t9)
POoi-.
terms of general base catalysis of the aqua complex rather than
the alternative acid-catalyzed reaction of the hydroxo ions. The
reactivity order is (ks < 0. pKa < 3.5) SeOoz- - SO¿2- (
NH3+CH3CO?- - furoate- - tartrate2-: (kn ) 0, pKa> 4.4)
citrate2- ( acetate- ( maleatez- ( succinatez-. Product
analysis results in the presence of acetare (Figure 5. pH a.6)
show that catalysis promotes the formarion of [Co(en):-
(glyO)12* at the expense of [Co(en)2@lyglyO C3H7)]3+ with
a limiting product composition approaching 8'1 + 2% 2+. 13
* 2Vo 3* at [AcO-] > 0.6 M. Much of the 3* ion derives from
the trans aqua complex (see above) but some appears to be
produced from the cis species by an acetate-dependent parh
(-5%).
Marked catalysis of the hydroxo amide re¿ction occurs u,irh
the nrore basic buffers (pK" ) 6), and rhis has been invesri-
gated in detail for lCo(en)z(OH)(glyNH2)]2+ (Table I\'.
supplementary data); some data was also collected for the [Co-
(en)z(OH)(glygl¡,OC3H7)12+ ion (Table V. supplementarr'
data). For buffers with only a single protonarion site (mono-
functional buffers) the rate law takes the form
/cobsd = k'ou * koH[OH-] . ffi
¿ 2 M NaCIO¿. ¿ Data for R = CHzCOz-. p = 1.0 (NaClO¿).
with
ks = (kous¿ - k¡v¿)(Ku + [H+])//(alBl (6)
u'here K" is the acid dissociation constant of the complex and
B is tbe basic component of the buffer; under conditions of pH
well removed from the pK, kn = (kouso - ft¡yo)/[B].Values
of kç¿¡ç6 obtained using the fts values listed in Table VII are
compared with (ko6"6 - k¡y¿) in Tables IV and V (supple-
mentary data) and it is clear that the basic form of the buffer
is involved; Figure 6 (suoplementary data) demonstrates this
for trimethylamine and phenol. Values of k¡ increase with
increasing basicity and a plot of log ks vs. p^KsH (Figure 7)
shows separate linear correlations for the neutral, I -, 2-, and
3- bases. The Brfnsted slopes are similar for each set, É = 0.7.
consistent with a process involving nonlimiting general base
catalysis. With the exception of phosphate and methyl phos-
phate, buffers ol'pK" ( ó either retard the reaction (citrate3-,
SOo:-, or have no effect (AcO-, furoate-), and OH- seems
less effective than might be expected. In order to determine the
immediate products of these catalyzed reactions it was nec-
essary to use a buffer, and conditions, where no appreciable
hydrolysis ol the chelated dipeptide ester prduct could occur.
Phenol (pK" = 9 .7 4) was chosen, and three experimenrc under
the conditions /robsd = l!cor¡so[CoHsO-] (1.0, 0.7. and 0.3 M
phenolare ion, pH 9.8, ¡r = 1.0 (NaClO¿, 25 "C)) gave 94 *
3olo [Co(en)2@lyO)]2' with the remainder being the 3* ion.
ìùy'hen it is remembered that some 9% of the reactant is the
trazs-hydroxo amide and that this will be largely unaffected
by the conditions it is clear that the buffer divers the products
entirely to [Co(en)z@lyO)]2+. Similar less quantitative results
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Figure 8. Plot ol kou.¿ vs. [phosphate]¡ for the cyclization of [Co(en)2-
(OH)(glyNHz)12+ as a function of pH. 25.0 oC, ¡¡ = 1.0 (NaClO+): pH
5 20 ( 0 ), 5.65 (.). ó. l5 (^), ó.70 (¡). 7.28 ( *), 7.9 (v ). The solid curves
are least squares fitted to eq 8 using ksrpoo = 2.1 (0.2), k¡1pqo = 1.44
(0.04) M-r s-r, and Kr = 2.4 X I0-8. Kz= 2.06 X l0-6. Data at higher
pHs are given in Table Vll.
For phosphate, methyl phosphate, arsenate, and carbonate,
which have more than one basic site, a more complex behavior
was observed \ryith both the acidic and basic forms ol the buffer
contributing to the rate. At pHs well removed from the pK"
of the aqua complex (pH >8.77) the data for [Co(en)2-
(OH)(glyNHz)12+ (Table VIII, supplementary data) and
ICo(en)z(OH)(glyglyOC3Hr)]2+ (Table IX, supplementary
data) fit the expression
kobsd = k'f k6¡¡[OH-] + kB[B] + kBHIBH]
or
(kou,¿ - k¡'y¿) = kB[B] + kBH[BH] (7)
However, as the pH approaches the pK" of the complex, this
simple expression lails and a more complex behavior obtains.
The data for [Co(en)z(OH)(glyNH2)]2+ with phosphate and
methyl phosphate (Figures 8 and 9, respectively), and for
lCo(en):(OH)(glyglyOC3HT)12+ (Figures l0 and I l, sup-
plementary data) show increasing curvature in the plots ol
(kouø - k¡r¿) vs. [phosphate]1at low pH with a limiting rate
being approached in -0.2 M phosphate when pH - pK". The
data lits expressions ol the lorm
(koo'¿ - k¡y¿)
H +k HPO¿ oH-
(8)
Kr +[OH-] *KzlHPO¿2-l
where ks,pgn (kstr.poo) and t¡1p9n (ku.pon) are rate con-
stants and K t and Kz are ratios of equilibrium constants. The
least-squares fitted calculated curvesl8 are given as solid lines
in the figures (kr-trpoo, tsu.poo, K2 fitted) with numerical
values for the constants being given in the captions to the äg-
l4l5
Iu"rrrr nno'onor"],.,., tut
Figure 9. Plot of ko6.¿ vs. Imethyl phosphate]a lor the cyclization of crs-
[Co(en):(OH)(glyNH:)]2+ as a lunction oi pH, 25.0 oC. ¡¿ = 1.0
(NaClOr): pH 5.7a (a). 6.3 (o). 9.1 (r). and l0.l (l). Thesolidcurves
are least squares fìtted to eq 8 using kv"po. = 6.4 X l0-1 iVl-ls-l'
kuv.po. = 2.15 M-'s-r;K, = 2.'t x l0-8. Kz = I.06 x l0-6.
ures and in Table VII. It is clear that, whereas HzPOo2- and
HMePOoz- have simila¡ catalytic effects, MePOa2- is very
much less effective than HPO¿2-. The signifìcance of this is
discussed below.
The deuterium isotope elfect was determined at pH 9.35 (pD
9.7 5¡rø using 0.0 I 85 M phosphate buffer. The ko6,6 value of
1.75 X l0-2s-l corresponds to kppso (DuO) = 0.95 M-l s-1,
and when compared with kHpo. (H2O) = 1.44 M-' s-l gives
kalko = 1.51.
The products of the phosphate and methyl phosphate cat-
alyzed reactions also dilfer from those found in the presence
ol phenol buffers in that both [Co(en)z(glyO)]2+ and
ICo(en)z(elyglyOC¡Hr)]3+ are formed. The results for
phosphate are given in Figure l2 expressed as 7o [Co(en)z-
(glyO)12* with the remainder being trans-[Co(en)z(OHu)-
(glyglyOC¡Hz)13+ and ICo(en)2(glyglyOC3HT)]3+. A limiting
composition of 85% [Co(en)2(glyO)]2* is reached, or aP-
proached, under most conditions. Allowing lor the 9 * l% trans
aqua ion present in the initial reactantl the limiting comPosi-
tion from the cis-hydroxo reactant alone is 947o [Co(en)2-
(glyO)12+. That a small amount of [Co(en)z-
(glyglyOC¡Hr)13+ is formed by the phosphate-dependent
process was confi¡med in a seParate experiment using
(*)ssq-[Co(en)z(OHXglyglyOC¡Hz)]2+ prepared by base
hydrolyzing the optically pure bromo complex.l Subsequent
reaction at pH 6.64 (40 min) in the presence of 0.15 M
phosphate buffer gave a recovered yield of 6.7% trans aqua free
lCo(en)z(glyglyOC¡Hz)]3+ with [M]seq = *634o. These
conditions correspond to saturation lormation of [Co(en)2-
(glyO)12* (Figure l2). It was calculated that of the 8.7%
lrans-hydroxo ion present in the initial reactant some 2.5%
would have resulted in chelated dipeptide in the time ol the
experiment.l Thus 4.27o of the recovered [Co(en)2(gly-
glyOC¡Hz)]3+ prduct derives from the cri-hydroxo reactant,
and the optical activity lor this part ([M]saq = *l0l lo,62Vo)
corresponds well with that lound in the absence of buffers.l
This suggests that lull retention ofconfiguration also obtains
in the buffer-catalyzed reaction.
When modifìed for the trans contaminant and extrapolated
to [phosphate]1 = 0 the results of Figure l2 agree with those
lound in the absence oi phosphate (cf. Table X). Finally. at-
tention is drawn to the two other aspects oi Figure l2 which
will be discussed in detail below. Firstly, the li-ø¡iting product
composition at pH ó.7 is reached at lower phosphate concen-
trations than at pH 8-9. This suggests that HzPO¿- promotes
the formation of [Co(en)z(glyo)]2+ more effectively than does
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Table X. Products of the Unbuffered Reactions of c¡s-[Co(en)z(OH2/OH)(glyNHR¡1i+l:+ and Unimolecular Rate Constanrs for
Hydrolysis (25 "C, p = 1.0 (NaClO¿))
rate constant, s- I ô






















Figure 12. Product composition expressed as % [Co(en)2QlyO)]2+ for the
phosphate-catalyzed reaction ol ICo(en)u(OH)(glyglyOC3HT)]2*. 25.0
"C. s = 1.0 (NaClO¡): 100 - % [Co(en)2(glyO)]2+ represents [Co-
(en)2(glyglyOC3Hz)lr+ + 9o/o r rans-[Co(en):(OHuXelyel],OC¡Hr)13*.
pH 3.68 (¡).5.76 ( o),6.64 (*),7.15 (.),7.?l (v).8.77 (r).
(Table VII). Secondly, the product distribution varies under
conditions (pH 8.77, for example) where the rate law consists
only of the ks[HPOa2-] term (eq 7). Thus the products are
not decided by the composition of the rate-controlling transi-
tion state, and must result from subsequent events with dif-
fering phosphate dependencies.
A less detailed set of results for the products of the methyl
phosphate c talyzed reaction of the hydroxo dipeptide are
given in Figure 5. The data al pH 6.32 demonstrate that
HMePO¿- also promotes the hydrolysis reaction but this again
appears not to be exclusive since a limiting composition of 85%
2*,14Vo 3* is reached in 0.2 M buffer corresponding to94%
ICo(en)zGlyO)]2+ and 6% [Co(en)z(glyglyOCrHr)]3+ from
this cis reactant. The data at pH 8.2 suggest that MePOa2-
either is less discriminatory than HMePO¿- or does not play
as important a part in the formation of products. This is in
keeping with its poor catalytic ability in a rate sense (Table VII,
Figure 7) when compared with HMePO¿-.
3. Hydrolysis of the Chelated Amide lons [Co(enh-
(glyNHR)p+. Table XI (supplementary data) contains ratç
data for hydrolysis of the chelated glycinamide, dipeptide ester.
and dipeptide acid complex ions at 25 oC and ¡r = 1.0
(NaCIO¿); this is plotted in Figures I -3, for comparison with
the hydroxo monodentate complexes. The temperature de-
pendence lor hydrolysis of lCo(en)z@lyNHJj3+ gives a linear
plotof loglie65¿vs. 1/?¡,whence E.= 14.3 *0.3kcalmol-l
and A.S+ = -i *.2 cal deg-t mol-1, and addition of phosphate
decreases the rate slightly. For the dipeptide ester complex
phosphate buffer has no effect on the rate. For [Co(en)2-
(glyNH2)]3+ the observed rate constant in DzO (1.0 M
NaCIO¿) at pH 1l.0 (pD I 1.4) was 7.86 X l0-3 s-r; in HzO
at the same OH- concentration (pH 10.23) ftou"a = 3.98 X
I 0-3 s-l (Figure I ). Under these conditions the rate law takes
the form ftobsd = kH[OH-] (see below) giving /c¡¡ = 13.8 M-r
s-r and ko = 27.2 M-l s-r with k¡/kp = 0.51. Similarly in
D2O and 0.1 M KCl, ics¡6¿ = 3.30 X l0-3 and l.l5 X t0-2 s-r
at pD 10.8 and I 1.41, respectively; at the same OH- concen-
trations (pH 9.63, 10.24) in H2O, k¡6¡ = 1.10 X 10-3 s-land
4.07 X l0-3 s-r, respectively (Figure l) whence k6lkp= 9.39
and 0.35. The conditions used in these experiments preclude
significant ionization of the chelated amide moiety (K6) which
ensures that the effects are entirely kinetic in origin.
The plots oflog fto¡u¿ vs. pH (Figures 1-3) show that below
pH -11 there is a first-order dependence in [OH-]. At higher
pHs leveling off in /co6r¿ with increasing [OH-] occurs, and





with k (M-r s-r) and pKu (M-r) values of l4 * I and 1.4 (R
= H), 1.75 * 0.1 and 1.3 (R = CHzCOzC¡Hr), and 1.6 * 0.2
and 1.8 (R = CH2CO2-), respectively.rT The pK5 values have
been shownls to correspond to ionization of the coordinated
amide group (eq l0), and for R = H (Figure l) and CH2CO2-
NHR
A"
+ oH- -¡- +HO
(Figure 3) a limiting rate is clearly observed at pH l3-14.
While this is consistent with either solvolysis of the deproto-
nated amide (HzO attack) or OH- attack on the amide, the
kinetic solvent isotope ratio (kulko = 0.3-0.5) clearly favors
the latter proposal. Preequilibrium deprotonation usually fa-
vors H20 over D2O (Ku(H:O) > K5(D:O))"re and solvolysis
of the resulting imide would predict k¡1/kp values of 1.5-5.20
The alternative mechanism of direct attack of hydroxide would
be expected to have knlko ratios of 0.75,1e in reasonable
agreement with observation.
Figures l-3 show that hydrolysis of the chelated amide is
some ten times laster than the similar unbuffered reactions ol
the hydroxo amide in the pH range 9- 12. However. the rate
is Iittle affected by buffers and in this respect it differs con-
siderably from the related intramolecular reaction-
Hydrolysis of lCo(en)z(glyNH2)]3+ in basic solution (pH
8.5-12) results only in [Co(en)l(glyO)]2+: no hydroxogly-
cinamide complex, lCo(en):(OH )(glyNHs)] 2+, was detected
either spectrophotometrically or by ion-exchange analvsis at
2 'C (SP-Sephadex,0.5 M NaCIO¿. pH 8). Similar results
hold for hydrolysis of lCo(en):(glyglyOC¡Hr)]3+ (pH 8.3-12)
and in this case the result has special significance since at pH
- 8 the hydroxo dipeptide has been shown to form -50olo of
the chelated dipeptide in the absence of buffer. Figure 13
(supplementary data) gives spectral data for the hydrolysis of
[Co(en)zQlyglyOC3HT)]3+ at pH 9.14 (Figure l3a) and at













preclude lormation of the hydroxo amide in amounts ) lolo
during hydrolysis of the chelated dipeptide. The [Co(en)2-
(glyNHR)]3+ ions were also shown to be stable over long pe-
riods (14 days-3 months) at pHs t-4.
Discussion
The most significant results are (1) hydrolysis of the mo-
nodentate glycinamide and dipeptide occurs by the intramo-
lecular addition of coordinated water or hydroxide; (2) hy-
drolysis by coordinated water is clearly laster than the unas-
sisted attack by coordinated hydroxide, k'ç1) k,s1(Table X);
(3) under alkaline conditions comperitive hydrolysis (loss of
amine) and O-exchange to form the chelated amide (loss of
hydroxide) occur with the hydroxo dipeptide complex; under
these conditions hydrolysis of the chelated dipeptide fails to
open the chelate ring to form the hydroxo amide species; (4)
buflers act as general bases and markedly influence the rates
for the hydroxo amides, but have little or no effect on the rates
for the chelated amides; (5) buffers, and in particular bi-
functional ones (e.g., HzPO¿-), influence the products re-
These observations are now considered in some detail.
Hydrolysis in Dilute Acid. The overall reaction in acid so-
lution may be represented as in eq I l, with kobsd = ku = kn,
interpreted in terms of either rate-controlling addition o[ water
or loss of NH2R.
The rapidity of the cyclization reaction suggests assistance
in the attack of water or in the loss of amine. In view of the
inability of water bound ro Co(III) ro add to easily hydroly-
zable substrates in analogous bimolecular reactions
((NH¡)sCoOHz3+ + CO2, anhydrides, labile esters,e or in
int¡amolecular processes in which a leaving group is not in-
















+ oH-: h l
+ NH,R + H+
+ H,a
NHR (l1)
IV). A similar proposal has been made25.2e for reactions of
metal-aqua species with oxy anions (NO2-,23 SO32-,24
IOr-,zs HAsO¿2-, HzAsQo-,ze WOo:- and MoO42-,27
CrOo2-,zs HSeOr-zr'to¡. Leybold stereomodels suggest that
transfer to the proton could occur either directly or via the help
of an adjacent water molccule, and the moderate amount of
catalysis by citrate, succinate, maleate, and acetate clearly
supports the latter possibility.
A general base role for acetate with the aqua dipeptide
complex is required by eq 5, and production of [Co(en)2-
(glyO)12+ is also lacilitated (Figure 5). This is consistent with
increasing competition by the above intramolecular reaction
for the alternative process involving displacement of the
coordinated water molecule.22 Also, these buffer species (H20,
oxy anions) have basicities intermediate between those ol the
reactant and the di¡ect addition product iii, and this favors a
* k¡1" (Figures l-3, Table II). For R = H the reacrion is very
last compared to that found in the absence of the metal2r witir
R = CHzCOzC3HT some 50% hydrolysis occurs, with a similar
amount (417o) for R = CHzCO:H and somewhat more (83%)
tbr the dipeptide anion R = CHuCOz-. The l8O-tracer studies
for the aqua dipeptide ester system.r and lor cis-[Co(en):-
(OH2)(glyNH')13+.36 clearly show thar rhe hydrolyzed
product contains the coordinated solvent label, with the che-
lated amide arising from displacement of coordinated water.
ucts for the dipeptide acid
ive process in this case as
results show that the hy-
lecular in nature and this
requires particularly rapid attack by coordinated water. The
values ol k¡1' given in Table X follow the reactivity order R =
H > CH:CO:- > CHzCO2C¡Hr - CHzCO2H, which is that
ol decreasing basicity of the amine function. This could be
(PK¡ ((01
lll
concerted rather than a stepwise reaction.3l A similar con-






OH (pK. (est) < -.1)
N-fü
addition intermediate vi or vii, but in our view, and in the view
ol others,32 it is unnecessary to postulate such high-energy
species when lower energy pathways are available.33
The lack of an appreciable deuterium isotope effect (kul ko
t 418
(pK" (est) 5) (pK" (est) 7)
= ,.,, T;;. II) also supports oro,oni,inn.,ling. It can be ar-
gued that the poorer nucleophilic properties of coordinated
DzO (k+lkD) ) 1) would be offset by the more advanced
transfer of D+ to the departing amine (ksf kp ( 1). In unas-
sisted solvol¡ic reactions the former secondary isotoPe effect
results in /<¡1/kp values sf -),20'z+*¡ereas the acid-catalyze'd
hydrolyses of esters are well-known to have inverse isotope
ratios, k¡1/kp = 0.5-0.7.20 Clearly an intermediate situation
applies in Scheme IV with both effects being involved in the
transition state.
The retarding influence of some anions (SeOa2-, SOoz-,
NH¡+CHzCO2-, furoate-, tartrate2-) and the marginal effect
of others (citrate2-'¡-, maleate2-, succinate2-) probably re-
sults from substantial ion pairing with the 3* aqua ion. For
and 54 are found with [Co(en)2-
ICo(en)zGlyglyOC3HT)]3+ (see
ere observed by Posey and Taube3s
for the association of SO¿2- with Co(NH¡)63+. The retarding
influence of citrate3- on the rate at pH 9.5 (Table IV) suggæa
that such ion pairs, in this case 2+ I 3-, are unreactive or less
reactive for bulfe¡ species of low basicity. The catalysis ob-
served for acetate at pH 4-5 (Table IV) clearly favors the
formation of ICo(en)z(glyO)]2+ (Figure 5, pH a.6).
Reactions in Neutral and Alkaline Solution. At pH )6 ion-
ization of the coordinated water molecule gives the crs-hydroxo
amide species, and the physical properties ofthese ionsl agree
closely with those of cis-[Co(en)z(OH)NH¡]t*," which does
not have an additional reactive center or deprotonation site
under these mild conditions (pH 6-1a). Also, the calculated
plots of log /c vs. pH (Figures I -3) agree well with the observed
data implying that the equilibrium involved in the rate process
is indeed the ionization of the bound water molecule. The
measured pK" values used in these calculations were deter-
mined by extrapolating the initial spectroPhotometric rate data
to I = 0 (pH 3-8), and no rapid spectrophotometric process
(t0 ms) was observed other than the initial (instantaneous)
neutralization. Also, in more alkaline solutions, where the
ko¡r[OH-] term of eq 2 controls kou.¿ (pH 9-13), no evidence
was found for other fast reactions prior to the rate-controlling
lyzed and chelated amide products produced from cis-
ICo(en):(OH)(glyglyOC3HT)]2+ retain the coordinated hy-
droxyl oxygen for at least the k'e¡-¡ part of e4 2, and for the
Â ¡1p90 part of eq 8. A similar result obtains for the k/sH path




























functional buffers such as phenol (Figure 6) then little chelated
amide is likely from this part of the rate law.
Scheme V details the proposed mechanism for the intra-
molecular reaction of the hydroxo amide and fo¡ hydrolysis
of the chelated amide. In this scheme the addition step k2, ft2',
and k3 are considered to be rate determining with loss of NHzR
and OH- occurring as rapid subsequent processes. General
base catalysis occurs in the cyclization step (kz'[B]), and the
products are believed to result via the common intermediate
T. This can decompose by a buffer-independent hydrolysis path
to give [Co(en)2(glyNHR)]3+ (k-:), or via buffer-mediated
loss of amine (k¿, k). The results also require that opening up
of the chelate ring (k-2, È-2[BH]) is not competitive with
retention of the five-membered ring system.
Evidence supporting k3 and k3'as the ¡ate-determining steps
comes from two main sources. Firstly, tbe inability of phos-
phate (or other buffers) to influence the rate of hydrolysis of
ICo(en)z(glyNHR)J3+ (the slight retardation observed with
PO¿3- for R = H, Table XI, probably results from ion pairing
with the 3* cation) is in marked contrast to the large effect
buffer species have on k2 (represented by kz'[B]) and on the
products of the hydroxo amide reaction. Addition of OH- to
the chelated amide forms T directly and, provided that loss of
amine requires protonation (either stepwise via Ta or T+, or
in a concerted manner without the formation of these inter-
mediates), then the absence of terms in the rate law indepen-
dent of OH- (/<5. rate determining) or ol the lorm k[B]
(rate-determining formation ol T+) or k[B][OH-] (rate-
determining formation of T-, or Ta for bifunctional buffiers)
implies that addition of OH- (*¡) is the rate-determining
process for the amide ehelate= For the hydroxo dipeptide, the
observed variation in the product ratio in the presence of
phosphate (e.g., pH 8.77, Figure I 2) requires these processes
to have different phosphate dependencies where the rate law
is entirely of the form kob.d = i<[HPOr2-l (Figure 9). This
means that the Products are decided by events subsequent to
the rate-determining step. This is consistent with rate-deter-
mining cyclization to form T- (monofunctional buffers) or T
directly (bifunctional buffers, see below).
The existence of similar intermediates has been established
previously and their properties are in general agreement with
for cis-[Co(en)z(OH)(glyNHz)]2+,38'3e but the rapid hy-
drolysis of ICo(en)z(glyglyOCrHr)J3+ prevents a direct de-
termination for the kox[OH-] part of eq 2 leading to the
chelated amide. However, il OH- behaves as other mono-




those lound here. Thus in the aminolysis of the chelated glycine
isopropyl ester comPlex [Co(en)z(glyOClHr)]3* in non-






and in neutral to alkaline uo".ouäono,tions (pH )5) it forms
largely ICo(en)2(g
petes lavorably wit
amine is lost (presu
of ICo(en)2(glyO)
chelated ester product. Similarly, hydrolysis of-the six-mem-
bered ester chelates ICo(en)z(p-alaOC¡Hz)]3+ occurs via
rate-determining loss of C¡H'IO- (or C¡HrOH) lrom the
neutral and anionic forms of the tetrahedral intermediate,
viz.,at l and T-. This result diflers from that lound here lor
H- \o-
the two reacting centers together, thereby lowering the con-
figurational free energy comPonent.
The curvature observed at low pHs in the plots ol k¡6s¿ vs.
Iphosphate]1 (Fi
9 and I l) can be














the chelated amide in that k¡IOH-] is not rate determining
for the p-alanine estgr complex under conditions where T
predominates, and is consistent with the proposal3a that Pro-
tonated amine is a better leaving group than an alkoxide ion
of similar or greater basicity.
The rate enhancements afforded by the monofunctional
buffers show no evidence for a change in the rate-determining
step. Thus the Brfnsted plots for the neutral amine buffers, and
for the I -, 2-, and 3- oxy anions, are linear (Figure 7), and
the individual plots of ko6r6 vs. [B] (Figure 6) show no curva-
ture at high buffer concentrations. The one excePtion to the
lormer result is OH- (Figure 7), but this species may well have
an unusual behavior in the aqueous environment and it is not
uncommon to hnd its nucleophilic properties masked compared
with its pK". The separate correlations for the l-,2-, and 3-
oxy anions probably result from the overall 2* charge on the
reactant rather than from an inherent diflerence in catalytic
ability. However, ion-pair formation was not observed spec-
trophotometrically (-300 nm) on addition of bulfer, or from
deviations in linearity in the plots of kouc¿ vs. [B].
A concerted rather than stepwise role is envisioned for the
buflfer species. In this way the less stable (under alkaline con-
ditions) intermediate T¡' is avoided, and estimates of 20 and
6 for the pK"s of the hydroxo amide and T¿'support a con-
certed role for most bases including OH-.¡t However, Ta'
cannot be avoided lor the uncatalyzed reaction (k'on) and this
is probably why this process is comparatively slow. Certainly
a¡l.+ is reáuceã when the OH--catalyzed (kon, AIl+ = 8.3
* 0.3 kcal mol-r) and uncatalyzed (k's¡1, A,H+ = I1.9 * 0.6
kcal mol-l) reactions are compared. However, the observed
k¡¡/kp ratios oi l.l (R = H) and 1.2 (R = CHzCOzC¡Hz) for
the uncatalyzed reaction (k'9¡1) are unexpected in the absence
ofsolvent involvement in the cyclization process. Coordinated
OD- might be expected to be more nucleophilic than coordi-
nated OH- if the normal situation obtains.le
The remarkable catalysis shown by HzPO¿-, HMePO¿-,
HPO42-, HCO¡-, and HAsO¿- (Figure 7) must reside in their
containing a proton since MePO¿2-, AsO¿-, CO¡2-, and
PO+:- O.nuu. normally. The ability of these buffers to donate
and accept protons in a concerted manner provides a direct
route to T or Ta via transition states which resemble that given
in Scheme IV for the reaction in acid, viz.. eq i3. This con-
certed general-acid/general-base property will also tend to hold
and HPO¿2- or MePO¿2-. Similarly SO¿2-, citrate2-, suc-
cinate2-, and maleate2- retard the reaction o[ the aqua amide.
The rate constants for HzPO¿- and MeHPO¿- given in Table
VII and depicted in the Brlnsted plot (Figure 7) assume this
mechanism. This process leads to the rate expression
+k' H
(14)t_ -Jlcalcd - K*+Ka[OH-] *KipK*
Kip
* HPQ,:- s
which agrees with the observed rate law (eq 8) using K¡o values
of 86 (10) M-' (R = H) and 54 (10) ¡4-t (ft =
CHzCOzC¡Ht ) for HPO¿2- and 44 (R = H) and 65 M-r (R
= CHzCOzC¡Hz) lor MePO¿2-. The solid curves given in
Figures 8- I I are for eq 14. Kip values of this magnitude are
not unreasonable for 3*/2- ion pairs.r)'+z
Some comment is appropriate on the existence of the in-
termediates given in Scheme V, and on the estimates for their
pKos.a3 The lormation of the chelated amide and chelated acid
lrom the hydroxo dipeptide requires the formation of an in-
termediate following the rate-determining cyclization Process,
and the variation in product composition with increasing or
changing buffer requires the decay of such an intermediate,
or intermediates, to have varying or different buffer depen-
dencies. All three leaving groups (Co-O-, RNH-, and OH-)
are poor ones since they are all strong bases. Thus Co-O- and
RNH- require protonation either prior to or in the act of de-
parture and Co-O- is almost as poor a leaving grouP as
RNH-. The pKo values given in parentheses in Scheme VII
were estimateda3 according to the procedure of Fox and
Jencks,s and should be accurate to - I pK" unit. In the absence













for of 4-hydroxybutyr-ani omotes ihe foimatíonof 2- is much less dis-
criminating (Figure 5).
(3) The unusual phosphate dependence on the rate for the







































amide from T (¿--¡) is not catalyzed by general acids (but see
below for HPOoz-;.
The product are also
unusual in that
to occur in com ¡låi::
This result i, (*)rrn-
Boreham, Buckíngham, Keene f Reactions of the cis-lCo(en)z(OHz/OH)(GlyNHR)13+/2+ Jons
resulting lrom ion pairing in the reactant 3+ aqua complex
rather than from a change in rate-determining step as proposed
for the organic systems.3-s
(4) Opening up of the ñve-membered metal chelate ring is
not competitive with loss of NH2R or OH-, whereas it ap-
parently is lor the nonmetal systems.3-5
Supplementary Material Available: Rate data for the unbuffered
reactions of the ICo(en)z(OH2/OH)(glyNHR)] r+/2+/3+ ions (Table
I), rate data lor the buffer catalyzed reactions of the crs- [Co(en)z-
(oH:/OHXglyNH2)12+/3+ ions ( Table IV), rate data for the buffer
catalyzed reactions of the cis-[Co(en)z(OHz/OH)(gly.
glyoCrH?)12+/3+ ions (Table V), rate data for the buffer catalyzed
reactions of the c¡s-[Co(en):(OH2/OH)(glyglyO)]z+/ t + ions (Table
VI), rate data lor phosphate. carbonate, and arsenate catalyzed re-
actions of cis-[Co(en)2(OH)(glyNHz)]2+ (Table VIII), rate data for
the phosphate catalyzed reaction of cis-[Co(en)z(OH)(gly-
glyOC¡Hz)2+ (Table IX), rate data for hydrolysis of the [Co-
(en)z(glyNHR)13+ ions (Table XI), plots of (kou,a - k¡r¿) vs.
Ibuffer] for the reactions of [Co(en)2(OH)(glyNH2)]2+ (Figure 6),
plot of ko6"¿ vs. [phosphate]r lor the cyclization oi [Co(en)z(OH)-
(glyglyOCsHT)12+ as a function of pH (Figure l0), plot of ke6u¿ vs.
Imethyl phosphate]a for the cyclization of cls-[Co(en)2(OH)(gly-
glyOC¡Hz)]2+ as a function of pH (Figure I I ), and repetitive scans
during hydrolysis of [Co(en)z(glyglyOC3HT)](NO¡)¡ (Figure l3)
(18 pages). Ordering information is given on any current masthead
pa8e.
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Oxidation of Coordinated Diamines in Bis(2,2'-bipyridine) Complexes of Ruthenium
CILBERT lvf. BROWN, THOMAS RÀY wEAvER, F. RICHARD KEENE' and THoMAS J' MEYER'
Receioed lulay 28, 1975 AlC503ó32
A series of diaminebis(2.2'-bipyrjdine) complexes of rut
spectral and redox propertics were investigated. The ethyl
net four-electron oxidations. either chcmically or electroc




iuthenium(IlI), and that the reactions probably occu¡ in a stepwise manner via monoimine intermediates'
Introduction
Metal ions have been found to catalyze the oxidative
oxidadon of the metal ion followed by oxidation of the ligand
and reduction of the me¡al ion.
Elsbernd and Beattie3 reported that [Rutl(e¡)3]2+ (en is
ethylencdiamine) undergoes a net four-electron oxidation. and
Lane. Lester, and Basolor showed that the reaction involved
oxidative dehydrogenation ol ethylenediamine to give an
a,a'-diimine (dim) corhptex of Ru(II)
were used without furthcr purification.
armæpherc of nitrogen. Thc conde¡rser was removcd and the mcthanol
was boiled off under a stream of nirrogen. The deep red solution was
cooled:rnd filtcrcd. The fìltiatc was returned to the steam ba¡h and
tallizcd from hot water conøining a small amount of N¡CIO¿. Yields
were 7F,ó or greater.
irnal. Calõd for [Ru(bipy)z(en)](ClO¿)z: C' 39.3: H' 3.60: N,









coordinated es are affected
by a variety of this interest.
we have stu diaminebis(2"
2'-bipyridine) ruthenium(Il) complexes. In the.stuly, evidence
has béen found which indicates that the oxidative dehydro-
genation reactions proceed in a stepwise manner through
Ru(III) intermediates.
Experimental Section
Me¡su¡ements Ult¡aviolet-visible spectra were obtaincd on Cary
Model 14. Cary Model 17, or Unicam Model SP'8008 spcctro-
photometcrs. Molar exrinction cocfficients werc detcrmined from
ibsorbance measuremenls on three or more conccntrations. Ab'
sorbanccs wcrc chcckcd on a Gilford Model l¿10 sPcctromcter' lnf¡arcd
spcctra were obtained using a Pcrkin'Elmer Model '121 sPectromcter
or a Digilab Modet FTS-la interferometer. lH NMR sPeclñr wcre
obtaincd on a Jeol C-óO-HL spcctrometer, using DzO solutions with
l-BuOH as an internal refcrence'
All electrochemical measurements werc made vs. the salurated
. N. F. Cr¡nir Cåø.Comun-881(1966'l:Cwd' Chcm. Â¿'.3.3 (19óE).
Oxidation of Coordinared Diamines
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Table II. Half-ì¡Vave Potentials and Electronic Spectra for
Diaminebis(2,2'åipy¡idine)ruthenium(l I)
Complcxes in Acetonitrile
Compd E r,r,V À*r, nm (e )ö























































(dach)l(ClO¿)z: C,43.0; H,4.16; N. I1.6. Found: C,43.0: H,4.00;
N, 11.4. Calcd for IRu(bipy)z(damp)J(ClO¿)z: C, 41.2: H. 4.031
N, 12.0. Found: C, 41.0; H, 3.95; N, 11.9. Calcd for [Ru-
(bipy)z(AEB)XCIO¿)z: C, 44.2;H,3.57t N, I1.4. Found: C,43.9:.
H.3.45: N, ¡0.8. Calcd for [Ru(bipy)z(AMP.v)](ClO¡)z: C,43.3:
H, 3.36: N, 11.7. Found: C,43.5. H, 3.28; N, 11.5.
[Ru(bipy)z(o)l(PFe)¡2HzO (tn = 1,]Propylenediamine). Thc
complcx was prcpared as dcscribcd abovc. The salt was precipiøted
by the addition of a liltcred aqucous rclution of NH¡PF¡ to a filtcrcd,
aqucous solution of the complex. The product was purificd by re-
prccipiution fiom acctonæther and vacuum dried overnight.
Anal. Calcd for [Ru(bipy){tn)](PFo)¡2H:O: C, 34.01 H, 3.72:
N, ¡0.3. Found: C,33.1; H,3.06; N, 10.6.
lRu(b¡py)z(LL)l(PFo)z (LL = I,2-Etùylenediimine (dim), 1.2-
Diiminocyclohexene (dicù), 2-(Iminomethyl)pyridine (IMÐ)). Thc
coresponding diamincbis(bipyridinc)ruthenium(II) complex ( l@ mg)
was dissolved in 1.0 M aqucous HCI (30 ml). The solution was
oxidizcd by cxbaustivc elcctrolysis at cons!ânt potcntial which was
ancd,ic of Er ¡2. It is csscntial that thc potentials not bc madc so anodic
that thc dcsircd diiminc products are oxidizcd. Elcctrolysis was
continucd until thc current had fallen to about l% of tlc initial cuncnr.
The product was precipitarcd from solution by thc addition of a filtered,
saturated, aqueous solution of NH¡PFo (2 ml). The product was
purilied by rcprecipitation from acctonæcther.
Anal. Calcd for IRu(bipy)z(dim)](PFe):: C. 34.8; H. 2.651 N,
I l.l; F, 30.0. Found: C, 3a.1:H,2.75'N, 10.9; F.29.8. C¿lcd for
IRu(bipy)z(dicb)](PFc):.2HzO: C, 36.8: H, 3.56: N, 9.9; F, 26.8.
Found: C, 36.9: H. 3.2ó; N, 9.9; F, 26.6. Calcd for [Ru(bipy)r
(lMPy)l(PFo)z: C,38.6; H, 2.75: N. 10.4; F, 28.2. Found: C,38.3;
H, 2.ó8; N, 10.3: F, 28.0.
[Ru(bipy)¡(i¡np)]2+ (i¡nP = 2-Amino-2-mcthylpropenaliminc).
This complex was prcparcd in situ and not isolatcd. Attcmpts to isolatc
sals of tbe complcx failed to givc a pure matcrial. Solutions of the
complcx wcrc prcparcd from solutions of [Ru(bipy)z(damp)]2+ in 0.1



















o E, r, values vs. the saturated sodium chloride calomel electrode
(SSCE) in 0.1 M N(n{.H,).PF" at 25 x 2'C. b À* r,alues : 2
nm; e ralues 1570.
IRu(bipy)z(damp)]3+/2+ couple (0.99 V).
Conversion of perchlorate or hcxalluorophosphatc sals of the abo'¡c
cations to t¡c ch¡oride salt for lH NMR mcasurcmcnts w¿ls achicycd
by prccipitation (rsing tctra-a-butylammonium chloridc) from accronc
solution.
Specoopbooætric Îùrt¡ons with Ce(IV). Somc of thc oxidarive
dchydrogenation rc¿ctions wcrc studicd by spccrrophotomctric ti-
trations in 0.1 M aqucous HCIO¿ and acetonitrile solutions. using
Cc(IV) as oxidant. The concentration of Ce(IV) was dercrmined
spcctrophotometrically,lT and the solutions werc uscd immcdiatcly
and protcctcd from thc lighr. Tit¡ations were carricd our by adding
aliquos of oxidant ro solutions of the complex. and monitoring thc
changcs in aborbancc in tàc range 60G320 nm. Some of the rcactiom
studicd rcquircd rapid mixing of thc ruthcnium and Cc(IV) solutions,
which was accomplished by using a hand{riven dcvice partcrnod after
a stoppcd-f'low syringe drive train.
Results ¡nd Disc¡¡ssion
Net Electocbenical Oxid¡tion of Bound Diami¡e Lig¡nds.
The complex [Ru(bipy)z(NH3):12+ und"ttoes an electro-
chemically rcversible one-elect¡on oxidation at a platinum
elcctrode in acctonitrile, as shoìvn by the cyclic voltammog¡am
in Figurc lA. Undcr thc samc cxperimcnta¡ conditions, t¡c
complex [Ru(bipy)z(cn)] 2+ also undergocs an clectrochem-
ically revcrsible one-elcctron oxidation on the cyclic vol-
tâfi[nctry time scale (Frgure lB).te nt. similarity in rcduction
potcntials for the scrics of diamine complex 3+/2* coupics
studied and that for the [Ru(bipy)2(NH3¡21r+72+ (Table II)
indicatcs that this ox¡dation occurs in all cases at the ru-
thenium.
Exhaustive electrolysis of acetonitrile solutions of [Ru-
(bipy)z(en)12+ at a coßtant potential (1.15 V) on tbe diffr¡sion
plateau for tìe voltammetric wave gave a coulomctric n value
of 3.82. The product of the elcdrol¡ic oxidation $,as idcîtificd
by spcctral and c¡cctrochemical mcasurcments (sec bclow) as
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0.a
Fis*e l. cyclic vottammorJi:,;.iirsec) of (.r) [Ru-(bipy),(NH,),ì" (1.0 x l0-r,í), ¡nd (B) [Ru(bipy),(en)]:'
(1.2 X 10-r l|'f) in acetonitrile solurion (0.t :ïl TBAH).
stoichiometry of the oxidation is given by eq 2.
Table III. Half-\Yave Potentials and Electronic Specra of
Diiminebis(2,2' -bipyridine)ruthe nium(I I)
Complexes in Acetonitrile































a vs. the SSCE in O.l ,tf N(n{.H,).PF. at 25 : 2"C. ò À@.-
values a¡e 12 nm; e values :57o.
cyclic voltammetric data were consistent with a reversible
one-electron oxidation. Since the [Ru(bipy):(AMPv)]:+7:+
polential (1.12 V) is higher than the potentials of the díamine
complexes, the Ru(III) complex would be more st¡ongly
oxidizing and a higher rate of ligand oxidarion (e.g., eq 4) is
not unexpected.
The ligand 1,2-diamino2imethylpropane (damp) has a
skeletal framework similar to ethylenediamine. but oxidative
dehydrogcnation can only occur ar one -CHz-NH2 group,
leading to a coordinated monoimine. Cyclic voltammetry in
acetonitrile solution shows that [Ru(bipy)z(damp)]2+ un-
dergoes an elcctrochemically revenible one-electron oxidation.
Exhaustive electrolysis at Et/2 gave an n value of 1.76 and
near-quantitative conversion to a single producr whose redox














The oxidation process rhus consists of two parts: initial ox-
idation of the metal to Ru(III)
[Ru(bipy).(en)1":l ¡¡olbiev),(.n)l'- (3)
followed by oxidation of the coordinated ligand
[Ru(bipy):(en)1":!i ¡RulUity),(dim)l:. + 4H. (4)
In acetonitrile, for [Ru(bipy)z(en)]:+, and also for [Ru-
(bipy)z(dach)12+, the initial one-elect¡on oxidation is fasrer
than the subsequenr oxidation of the ligand. Ar slorv vol-
tammetry scan rares (0.2 V/sec), recaprure of [Ru(bipy):-
(en)]:+ 6t reduction at lhe electrode is more rapid than ligand
oxidation, and thc voltammetric waves are reversible.
In aqueous solution (1.0 M HCI or 1.0 M NaCl), elec-
trochemical oxidation of IRu(bipy):(en)]:+ (or IRu-
(bipy)z(dach)]2+) at a Pt electrode rvas irreversible. even by
fast cyclic voltammetrl/ ( 100 V/sec). Exhaustive electrolysis
at 0.80 V (vs. SSCE) in 1.0 M HCI gave the corresponding
a,a'-diimine comple.res quanritatively and provided a con-
venient synrhcric route to the.se complexes.
The ligand 2-(aminomethyl)pyridine (AMPy) conrains one
imine (pyridine) and one amine nitrogen atom. so rhat the
a,a'-diimine linkage is half present initially. Exhdustivc
electrolysis ol [Ru(bipy)z(AMPy)]:+ in aceronitrile at a
potential on the diffusion plateau for oxidation (L20 V) gave
a coulometric ¿ value of 1.9ó and the a.a,-diimine complex
as the sole product:
Cyclic voltammetry of IRu(bipy):(AMPy)]:+ ar slow scan
rates was irreversible. but at faster scan rates (>5 V/sec) the
(bt
When electrolysis was carried out at potentials more anodic
than Er¡2, further oxidation processes, involving the ion
[Ru(bipy)z(iamp)]2+, occur¡ed. The electrochemical oxidation
ol IRu(bipy)z(damp)]2+ in aqueous solution was completely
irreversible. and attempts to prepare the monoimine complex
[Ru(bipy)z(iamp)]2+ by exhautive electrolysis were frus¡rated
by compctitive bound iamp.
In both these [Ru(bipy)z-
(damp)lz+ and ble, and that
the oxidation rates are comparable. Because of the lurther
ligand oxidation, a possible complicaring reaclion here, and
in related systems. is bimolecular electron transfer giving the
Ru(III) form of tbe ligand-oxidized complex,
lRu(bipy).(damp)l¡' + [Ru(bipy)¡(iamp)lr* =
IRu(bipy),(damp)1" + [Ru(bipy),(iamp)1" (6)
Equation 6 is an equilibrium in which the forward reaction
is slightly disfavored thermodynamically (using Er¡: ciara in
Tables II and'lII). From rate data on orher bis(2.2,-bi-








Oxidation of Coordinated Diamines
The ligands 1,3-propylenediamine (tn) and 2-(2'-amino-
ethyl)pyridine (AEry) contain one merhylene group more tàan
ethylenediamine and 2-(aminomethyl)pyridiner respectively,
and hence cannot give conjugated a,a'-diimines upon oxi-
dation. The complexcs IRu(bipy)z(tn)]2+ and [Ru(bipy):-
(AEPy)] :+ undergo electrochemically reversible one-electron
oxidations in acetonitrile solutions, as determined by cyclic
voltammetry. Exha¡rstive elecuolyses on tle diffusion plateaus
of the oxidation waves gave high n values and a variety of
products (as shown by cyclic vo¡tammetry), consistent with
oxidation past the imine stage.
Oúdatiorc by Ce(IV). Specropbotometric Titnt¡ons. The
oxidative dehydrogenarion reactions could also be carried out
chemicaliy using Ce(IV). The Ce(IV) oxidations were studied
by spectrophotometric titrations.
The spcctrophotometric titration of [Ru(bipy)z(AMþ¡¡z+
with Ce(IV) in either acetonitrile or 0.1 M aqueous HCIOa
gave a smooth conversion to [Ru(bipy)z(IMry)]2* (isosbcstic
points at 388 and 513 nm) with the stoichiometry given in eq
7. The addition of more than 2 equiv of Ce(IV) per mo¡e of
[Ru(bipy),(AMPy)]z' + 2Ce(IV) - [Ru(bipy)'(IMPy)]" +
2Ce(III) + 2H' O)
¡uthenium did not give a smooth conversion to tle imine
product. It appears that funher oxidation ofthe ligand occun,
giving producu which we have not characterized.
The oxidation of [Ru(bipy)z(damp)]z+ with Ce(IV) in
acetonitrile led to the formation of [Ru(bipy)z(imp)]2+, with
the s¡oichiometry given in eq 8. The ¡eactions were clean only
IRu(bipy),(damp)]¡' + 2Ce(IV) * fRu(bipy).(iamp)l¡' +
2Ce(UI) + 2H' (8)
if the Ce(IV) and ruthenium solutions were mixed rapidly and
I mol or less of Ce(IV) was added per mole of ruthenium. lf
these conditions were met, isosbestic Points werc ob'served at
477,379, and 360 nm, and the observed spectra were consistent
with tbe sums of the spectra of [Ru(bipy)z(damp)]z+ and
[Ru(bipy)z(iamp)]z+ in the ratios expected from tbe stoi-
chiometry given in eq 8. These results are undcrstandable if
the reaction of Ce(IV) with [Ru(bipy)z(damp¡¡:+ is faster
than the oxidative dehydrogenation reaction, and the rate of
further ligand oxidation of [Ru(bipy)z(iamp)]2+ is compctitive
with the initial oxidative dehydrogenation. The Ce(IV) ox-
idation of bis(2,2'-bipyridine)ruthenium(II) complexes is
known to be very rapid.ro
Titration of [Ru(bipy)z(dach)]l+ with Ce(Iv) indicated a
4:l stoichiometr¡, with the formation of [Ru(bipy)t(dich)iz+,
eq 9. Addition of 4 mol of Ce(lV) per mole of ruthenium
fRu(bipy)¡(dach)J¡' + 4Ce(lV) - lRu(bipy)'(dich)ì" +
4Ce(III) + 4H' (9)
imine and one amine linkage. The addition of more than 4
mol of Ce(lV) per mole of ruthenium leads to complicated
product spectra, probably due to the further oxidation of the
a,a'-diimine ligand. The data indicate that the oxidative
dehydrogenation leading to [Ru(bipy)z(dich)]:+ ¡t faster than
further oxidation of the coordinated dich ligand.
Spectrophotometric titrations of the complex [Ru-
(bipy)z(en)lz+ with Ce(IV) were extremely complicated. The
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data indicate that complicaúons arise both from competirive
furthe¡ oxidation of the product, [Ru(bipy)z(dim)]2+, and from
the inrcrference of a species containing a half-oxidizcd ligand,
with a single imine linkage 1HN={HCHzNH:).
Mechanism of Oxidative lÞhydrogenation. These studies
indicate that ûle diamine ligand oxidation, reâction 4. can be
further broken down into two stepwise processes, the first

















the second involving oxidation of the monoirnine to the a.-
a'-dümi¡e 1eq I I ). Analogous equations could be written for
the oxidative dchydrogenation of the dach ligand.
For tbe complexes [Ru(bipy)z(AMPy)]2* and [Ru-
(bipy)z(damp)12+, only one of thcse tweelectron steps is
possible. On addition of a l:l stoichiometric quantity of
Ce(IV) to a solution of either of these complexes. a clean
oxidation occurs producing an equimolar mixture of the
starting complex and the corræponding twoelectron oxidation
product, as indicated in eq 12 for the AMPy species:
2[Ru(bipy),(AMPy)1" + 2Ce(IÐ - lRu(bipy),(â,MPy)]" +
lRu(bipy)'(IMPv)l¿'+ 2Ce(III) (12)
From the instantaneous color changes observed on the
addition of Ce(IV) to solutions of the diamine complexes
(spectrophotometric titrations), preliminary kineric studies on
tbe Ce(IV) oxidation of [Ru(bipy)z(en)]2* and [Ru-
(bipy)z(AMPy)]2+,20 and the electrochemical results, the
initial step in the oxidation process involves oxidation of
n¡thenium(Il) to ruthenium(Ill). Furthermore, in the Ce(IV)
titration of lRu(bipy)z(dach)]2+ there is clear evidence for
an intermediate of a monoimine type. Detailed mechanistic
informa¡ion about the oxidative dehydrogenation step is not
available. However, under conditions where stoichiometric
amounts of oxidant are added, an ovcrall pattern of nel re-










-2e'2 [Ru(bipy), (monoimine) l" ]-
2 [Ru(bipy).(monoimine) ]r'
H
[Ru(bip]r):(monoimine) l" + 2H'
On further oxidatir¡n.
lRu(bipy),(dim)1" -- [Ru(bipy¡.(tlim) l]'
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electrolysis gave a variety ol products, as shown by cyclic
voltammetry, and was not pursued furthe¡. Sodium boro-
hydride reacs slowly with the a,a'-diimine complexæ in either
water or acetonitrile. but does not give well-defined products.
The a,a'-diimine complexes IRu(bipy):(dim¡1:+. IRu-
(bipy):(dich)l:+, and [Ru(bipy)z(IMÐ)lr+ have stability and
chemical and physical propenis reminiscent of IRu(bipy)l]:+.
On ¡he cyclic voltammetry time scale the ruthenium(Ill)
complexes IRu(bipy)z(a,a'-diimine)]-1+ are stable (the
IRu(bipy)z(a,a'-diimine)13+7:+ couples are electrochemically
reversible, or nearly reversible). However, on longer time
scales, the ruthenium(III) complexæ are unstable, apparently
beczuse of furthe¡ oxidation procsses involving the coordinated
ligands. We have not investigated the subsequent reactions
in detail. Chum and Krumholz2? have investigated ligand
oxidation reactions in iron(Il) a,a'-diimine complexes like
[Fe(GMI)j2+ (GMI is CH¡-N{H{H:N-{H¡) and






Figure 2. Infrared speara (KBr pellets) of (A) [Ru(bipy).(en)]-
(ClOn), and (B) [Ru(bipy)r(dim) l(PFo): in the regions 3400-
2800 and l65G-l 350 crn-r.
ln cases where eq 18 is sufficiendy rapid, electron transfer as
in eq 6 can occur giving a pathway lor the depietion of the
imine complexes by funher ligand oxidation.
Electrochemical and Chemical Behayior of the Imine
Complexes. The ruthenium(Il) complexes of the a,a'dümines
reported here are stabl€ for sevcral hours in aqueous 1.0 M
acid and in 0.1 M base solution. In neutral solution, the
complexes showed little (if any) decomposition after several
days. In acetonitrile solution, the complexes were also found
to be unchanged after several days, even when unprotected
from light.
The redox properties of the a,a'-diimine complexes were
investigated by electrochemical techniques, both in aqucous
solution and in acetonitrile. In aqueou solution. using 0.5 M
âtoluenesulfonic acid (HTos) as rhe supporting eiectrolyte,
cyclic voltammetry experiments show that the a,a'-diimine
complexes lRu(bipy)z(dim)j2+, [Ru(bipy)z(dich¡12+, .n¿
[Ru(bipy)z(IMP,v) j 2+, undergo electrochernicall¡r irreversible
oxidations at a Pt electrode. However, in 0.1 M TBAH-
CH¡CN, the complexes each undergo a reversible, or nearly
reversible, one-electron oxidation at Pt, apparently involving
the oxida¡ion of Ru(II) to Ru(III).
IRuII(bþy¡. (c,c'dü¡nine) 1,. 3' IRu¡Itlbipy¡. (c,c'dümine) ]r.
At slow scan rates (0.2 V/sec), the ratio of the cathodic to
anodic peak currents (¡c/ta) is less than one in all cases.
However, at faster scan rares (10 V/sec) the ratio olic/ir is
one and no additional waves appeared in the cyclic voltam-
mograms. indicating that decomposition had not occurred.
Exhaustive electrolysis at controlled potentials more posirive
thzn Etlz gave large n values; the products were not char-
acterized. Apparently, the funher oxidations result in the
oxidation of the a,a'-diimine ligands.
Cyclic voltammetry of the a,a'-diimine complexæ in 0.1 M
TBAH-CH¡CN also shows an electrochemically irrwersible
reduction in addition ro ¡he usual 2,2'-bipyridine reducrions
which occur ar more cathodic potentials.2l The producs of
the reduc¡ion waves are apparently bound. rcduèed radical
¿nions in which the reduction is localized mainly on an imine
linkage. Reduction of [Ru(bipy)z(dim)]r+ by exhausrive
(GMI)
t'
The reactions of the a.a'-diimine ligands in the coordination
sphere of the ruthenium complexes may be similar.
The subsequent a,a'-diimine oxidation presents a syntheric
difficulty in the conversion of diamines into a,c'-diimines. It
is essential that controlled-potentiaI electrôlysis methods be
used to avoid oxidation of the a.a'-diimine complexes once
formed. The reaction potentials for the a.a'-diimine (1.20 to
1.33 V, Table III) and diamine couples (0.96 to 0.99 V, Table
II) are sufficiently different so that electrolyses çrn be carried
out cleanly on the diffusion plateau of the [Ru(bip¡r):(di-
amine)13+/2+ wave.
Infrared Spectra. Infrared spectra were helpful in the
characterization of the a,a'-diimine complexes,
The infrared spectra of the complexes [Ru(bipy)¿(en)]-
(ClO¿)z and [Ru(bipy)z(dim)l(PFo)z in the regions 340f2800
and 1650-1350 cm-l are illustrated in Figure 2. For the
complex lRu(bipy)z(en)]2+, the absorptions at 3315. 3280,
and 3195 cm-l can be assigncd as N-H stretching vibrations
(urv-u). The absorption at l6l8 cm-l can be assigned as an
N-H deformation (ôN-n). Upon oxidation to [Ru(bipy):-
(dim)l:+. the N-H stretching region simplifìes lo one ab-
sorption at 3325 cm-I, as expected lor an imine complex. Also
as expected, the N-H deformation near 1600 cm-¡ disappears
for the imine complexes. A new absorption appecrs ar 1480
cm-r for the salt [Ru(bipy)z(dim)](ClO¿)2. A pure -€:N-
stretching vibration would bc expectd ro appear around I 600
ç¡¡-1.13.2a Nakamoto has carricd out a normal coordinate
analysis of the ion IFe(GMI)]ll+. and has identified a band
at 1530 cm-l as a combination mode. which is made up
predominantly of a {:N- stretching vibrarion.:s The band
at 1480 cm-r for [Ru(bipy):(dim)](ClO¡): can reasonably be
assigned to a combination mode consisting largely of the
conjugated -€:N- stretch ol the a.a'-diimine ligand (zç-x).
Thc characteristic /N-H, ô¡¡-a, and yc-N bands for some of
the ruthcnium(II) amine and a,a'-diimine complexes studi€d
are summarizcd in Tablc IV. The C:N stretching mode
could not be found for the complex [Ru(bipy):(IMPv)]:+.
There are many strong absorptions due to the bioyridine
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Table lV, lnfrared Spectra of Bis(2,2'-bipgidine)ruthenium(II) Amine and lmi¡e Complexes




hidden. Also the intensity of the band may be diminished due
to poor conjugation of the -C:N- group with the pyridine
group. King and Douglas23 observed that the -C:N- vi-
bration was very weak in the monoalkylimine complex
((CH¡)zC:NH)Cr(CO)s.
lH NMR Spectra. The lH NMR spectra of the imine
complexes in DzO solution were of limited use for charac-
terization since the -N{H resonance was hidden by the very
complicated resonances due to the bipyridine ligands (ô =
7.f9.0 ppm). The spectra were however consistent with the
complex formulations given above; íor example, the )CHz and
-NHz resonances in [Ru(bipy)z(en)¡l+ (centered at 2.8 and
3.5 ppm, respectively, relative to I-BUOH at 1.23 ppm) were
absent in the spectrum of [Ru(bipy)z(dim)]z+.
Electrochemical and Electronic Specnal Data. Electronic
spccua (absorption maxima and molar extinction coefficiens)
and half-wave potentials in acetonitrile solution are given in
Table II for [Ru(bip¡,)z(NH¡)z]:+ and for the diamine-
bis(2,2'-bipyridine) complexes of ruthenium(II) studied herc.
In Table III, similar data are præented for [Ru(bipy):]:+ and
for the various imine complexes considered in this work.
Ruthcnium(Ill)/ruthenium(Il) reduction potentials are
known to be dependent upon lhe presence of back-bonding
ligands in the coo¡dination sphere,2Ê28 tbe potential increasing
as the number of back-bonding ligands is increased. Qual-
itatively, this change in potential can be attributed to a
stabiliz¿tion ofthe ruthenium(Il) oxidation state by increased
back-bonding: back-bonding is thought to be insignihcant
between ruthenium(III) and pyridine-type ligands.26 Such a
trend is evident from the data in Table II: the ErTz values
for the chelated diamine couples [Ru(bipy)z(en)]3+/2+,
IRu(bipy)z(dach)]3+72+, IRu(bipy)z(damP)]3+/2+, and
IRu(bipy')z(tn)f3+/2+ are close to that for [Ru(bipy)z-
(NHl¡2;l+7:+, whereas the Etlz values fo¡ the pyridine-amine
couples IRu(bipy):(AMPy)]r+7:+ and IRu(bipy)z-
(AEPv)]l+7:+ are ar considerably more anodic potentials.
If the back-bonding argument is correcl, the data in Table
III indicate thar imine ligands undergo appreciable back-
bonding with ruthenium(II) in bis(2.2'-bipyridine) complexes.
The Ru(Ill)/Ru(ll) potentials for [Ru(bipy'):(dim)]:+ and
IRu(bipy):(dich)]l* are al considerably higher potentials than
the corresponding diamine complexes. and the potentia¡s for
all three a.a'-diimine complexes fall in the same range
(1Jf 1.33 V) as the !þtential for the [Ru(bipyhl3+/:+ *upt..
The ligands 2.2'-bipyridine and 1,1O-phenanthroline are high
in the specrrochemical se¡ies and capable of strong back-




which is the importanr bonding feature responsible for the
back-bonding. The simiiarities in properties between [Ru-
(bipy)¡]2* and the a.a'-diimine complexes reported here ¿re
consislenr wirh this suggestion. Howevcr, it is not clcar that
linked imine systems are necessary to explain the effects
observed. The linked imine system benefìu f¡om the chelate
effecr. and the chemical link may be the origin of the unusual
chemical stability of the a.a'-diimine complexes. However,
the spectral and redox propeilies of lRu(bipy)z(py):]2+ are
Figure 3. Electronic spectra of [Ru(bipy).(dach)ì'. (-) an¿
[Ru(bipy)r(dich)l" G - -) in acetoniuile solution.
essentially identical witb ¡hose for [Ru(bipy)3]2+.14 Tbe
elect¡onic effects of the a,a'-diimine ligand, panicularly with
regard to back-bonding, may originate primarily from the ¡wo
imine linkages, irrespecrive of a chemical li¡k bctween them.
The reduction potential for the monoimine couple [Ru-
(bipy)z(iamp)13+/2+ is higher than thar fo¡ irs precursor
diamine couple [Ru(bipY):(damp)]l+71+, but is similar to that
for the pyridine+mine couple [Ru(bipy)2(AMh/)]3+/2+. The
similarity indicatcs the monoimine linkage may be similar ro
a pyridine group in back-bonding ability.
The electronic spectra of crs-bis(2,2'-bip¡rriciine)rutheni-
um(II) complexes are also sensitivc to tbe presence of
back-bonding ligands in tbe two remaining coordinarion
positions.l5.28 Tbe spectrum of [Ru(bipy)z(NH¡):]2+ has two
broad maxima in the visible region, which have prwiorsly been
asigred as d(Ru(II)) - z'*(bipy) MLCT transiúons.rs Tbere
are also two maxima in the uv region, which bave bcen as-
signed as 2,2'-bipyridine ir - 7r* transirions.15 From the dauin Table II it can be seen that the electronic spectra of the
diamine complexes of bis(2,2'-bipyridine)ruthenium(II) are
all very similar to the spectrum of [Ru(bipy)¡(NHl)3]:+. 1¡.
spectrum of the complex lRu(bipy)z(dach)]:+ 1, shown in
Figure 3.
The spectra of the complexes lRu(bipy)l(AMPv)]l+ ¿¡¡¡
[Ru(bipy)l(AEPy)]3* differ slightly from rhe specrra of the
diamine complexes, there being additional rransirions ¿t 43,2
and 425 nm, respectively. An assignmcnt of these bands as
d(Ru(II)) * n*(py) MLCT transitions is reasonable since
simila¡ transitions are known for related complexes.
As the number of back-bonding ligands in bis(3.2'-bi-
pyridine)ruthenium(II) complcxes increases, rhe energy of the
bands in the visible region increases and for complexes wirh
back-bonding ligands in both sites there is typically only one
d(Ru(II)) * z¡*(bipy) MLCT ¡ransition.sl Dis¡inct shoulders
are also sometimes observed since the broad absorption bands
are clearly a composite of allowed transitions.l5 The energy
of the first d * r* transition is obscrved ro increase from
lRu(bipy):(NH¡)r]2+ (490 nm) to [Ru(bipy)¡]2+ (450 nm).
and those for the a,a'-diimine complexes occu¡ berween 454
and, 472 nm, which again indicates considerable back-bonding
from the metal to the a,a'-diimine ligand. The spectrum of
[Ru(bipy)z(dich)]2* is shown in Figure 3.
The electronic spectrum of the monoimine complex [Ru-
(bipy):(iamp)l:+ is quite similar to the visible spectrum of the
IRu(bipy), (en) XCIO.).
lRu(bipy), (dim) ì(PFo ).
IRu(bipy) ¡ (dacn) ](clo. ),
I Ru(bipy), (dich) l(PF" ¡,
I Ru(bipv), (nMPy) XCto.),





















zrr(L) transitions, where L = 2,2'-bipyridine, pyridine, and
the imine group.
The effeca of back-bonding in the a'a'-diimine complexes
a¡e felt both at the metal (redox and spectral properties) and
also at the ligand. For example, sirnple organic imines a¡e
known to be unstable with respect to hydrolysi5,32 yet coor'
dinated a,a'-diimine ligands are remarkably stable in aqueous
solution.
The complexes [Ru(bipy)z(AEPy)]z+ and [Ru(bipv)z-
(tn¡12+ ¿o not have srable imine oxidation producs' Because
of the structures of the ligands, the imine oxidation products
cannot be a,a'-diimines. It is probable that oxidation of these
ligands gives fìrst an imine intermediate, e.g',
HH 21
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which is unstable with ræpcci to further oxidation at the imi¡e
site. The instability of nondelocalized imines appears to be
further evidence for the unusual stability of the a,a'-diimine
linkage.
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Abstr¡ct In the nct scnse. chemical and electrochcmical oxidations of thc ions [Ru(bpy):(NHzCHzR)z]2* (NHzCHzR =
allylaminc. bcnzylaminc. and n-butylamine) occur by dchydrogenation at thc amine ligands giving th_e co-rrcspondin_g--bis(ni-
rriÍe) complexcs. [Ru(bpy)2(N-CÍt)z]r*. Ttt. to"iio*-"pp*r to procccd by initial oxidation ol Ru(ll) to Ru(lll)' fol-
lowed by a series of stcpwise dehydrogenation reactions which occur via iminc intcrmediatcs.
Net reactions involving the oxidative dehydrogenation of
chelared amines to imines have been reported for macrocy-
clic amines,l'2 and for ethylenediamine and relatcd di-
amines.3-7 For chelated amines, dchydrogenation stops at
thc imine stage; further oxidation gives hydroxodiimines8 or
net dccomposition, rather than nitriles.T
There arc two examples of the oxidation of monodentate
primary amincs to nitriles o¡ cyanides. McWhinnie et al.e
have reported the isolation of Ru(III) products containing
the cvanide ion following thc acrial oxidation of
IRu(NH2CH3)5,]2+, and Diamond, Tom, and Taubero have
shown that benzylamine bound to pentaamminerutheni-
um(lI) can be oxidized to benzonitrile.
Previous work has shown that oxidation of ligands bound
to bis(2,2'-bipyridine)ruthcnium(II) can be lacile, and
quantitative.T'llThe reactions appeâr to procced via iniúal
oxidation of Ru(II) to Ru(III), followed by a series of rapid
step's in which the net reactions involve the oxidation of a
coordinated ligand.
Experimental Scction
Elcctronic sp€ctra wcre rccordcd on a Bausch and Lomb 2lOUV
spcctrophotomcter. lH NMR spectra were mcasured on a Jcol C-
6GHL spcctromctcr using acctone-d5 solutions of PFe- sals
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(Me.Si internal rcfcrcncc). Ir spcctra wcre recorded on a perkin_
Elmcr 421 grating spcarophoromcrcr using KBr disk (ca. 5 mg of





purificarion and warcr was dcionizcd and distilled from alk¿line
KMnO¡ bcforc usc.




Electrochemical mcasurcmcnts wcre made in acctonitrile solu-
electrochemical cxperimcnts was obtaincd with a princcton Ap
plied Rescarch Model 173 porenriosrar/galvanosrar. The waveform
Bcnerator for voltam
Research Model 175
slow scan cyclic vol
Packard Model 700¿18 x-y ¡ecordcr. Fasr scan cvclic voltammo-
grams wcrc obuincd from photographs of thc trac-c of a Tektronix
Modcl 5648 storage oscilloscopc. Values of ¡, wherc ¡ is rhe total
numbcr of equivalcns of clecrrons ¡ransfcrcd in cxhaustivc clcc-
trolvscs at consu,nl porcntials. were calculatcd after mc¿suring the
total urca under current vs. time curvcs for the completc rcaclion.
Reacrions were judgcd to bc complerc when the currenr had fallcn
below l% of ¡he initial value. All voltamr¡ctric measulcmen¡s wêrc
carried out ar platinum clcctrodcs in solutions dcacratcd with a
stream of dry. prepurilìcd nirrogen.
Elcmental analyscs we¡e carricd our bv Galbrairh l¿boratorics
Inc.. Knoxville, Tinn.
Preperetion of Complexes. [Rr{bpy}INHzCH2CH<H2h]-
(PF6Þ. [Ru(bpy):Cl2] (0.46 g) was suspcnded in 5096 aqucous
McOH (40 ml). Allylamine (5 ml) was added and thc mixturc
kepr at steam-bath tcmpcrature under N2 for 2 h. Mcthanol and
allylamine were cvaporared off. the solution was cooled, and solid






for IRu(bpy)2(NH:CH:CH:CH:):](PFo), C. 38.2: H. 3.?0: N,
10.3. Found: C. 38.01 H. 3.58: N, 10.2.
[R(bpyþ(NH2CHzCeHs]zXClO¡h. [Ru(bpy)2Ct2] (0.41 g) was
suspcndcd in 5096 aqueous McOH (40 ml). Benzylamine (5 ml)
was addcd and the solution hcatcd on a steam bath under an atmo
sphere of N¡ for 2 h. Mcrhanol was evaporarcd off, the solution
cooled, and thcn exrractcd thrcc rimes with 25.m1 portions oielhcr
¡o remove cxcess bcnzvlamine. The remaining aqucous solut¡on
was filtcred, and the product prccipitated by rhe slow addition ofa
filtered, saturatcd solu¡ion of LiCIO¿. The red precipitarc was col-
lectcd. and rhc solid washed with ice-cold water.2-propanol, and
cthcr, and thcn dried in vacuo. yiÊld. 0.6-s g. 92%. Anal. Calcd for
[Ru(bpy):(NH¡CH¡CeHs)z](ClO¿)z: C, 49.4: H. 4.15: N, 10.2.
Found: C. 49.3: H.4.09: N, 10.3.
[R(bpy}íNH:CH2CHÉH2CH3):XPFo)2. [RuB:Clz] (0.+5 g)
was suspcnded in 5096 aqucous McOH (a0 ml), n-burylaminc (5
ml) was addcd. and ¡he mix¡ure hcarcd on a stcam bath undcr an
N2 atmosphere 2 h. The mclhanol and z-butvlamine wcrc evapo-
rated off. and the lasr traces ofthê amine werå removed bv cxtrac-
tion with ether. The þroducr was prccipitared bv rhe slow addition
of solid NHaPF¿, to a stirred solurion of the complcx, The solid was
collectcd by filtration. washed with ice-cold warcr. and dricd in
vacuo. The product was recrysullized by adding a fihcred CH2C|2
solution ¡o penrane. ¡rield 0.50 g, 63%. Anal. Calcd for [Ru-
(bpy)z(NHzCH:CH:CH:CH¡):l(PF6)2: C, 39.6: H. 4.51¡ N. 9.9.
Found: C,39.5: H,4.52: N,9.7.
[Ru(bpyHN{n)zXPFo): ß is -CH<H2 (Acr.vtonirrite) and
{3H7 (rBuryroniaile)¡. [Ru(bpy)2(CO3)].2H2O (0.40 g) was
suspcndcd in acctone (15 ml) and conccnrrârcd HPF6 (ca.0.2 ml)
r 88s
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Teblc I. E¡72 Valua lor Amine-Nitrilc Complcxcs of











Figure 2. The óO-MHz rH NMR spectra in acetonc d¿ of (A) [Ru-
(bpy)¡(NH1CH1CH:CH:):l:+, (B) four-clectron oxidation product
of A. and (C) eighçelectron oxidation product of A ([Ru-
( boy) 2( N-CC H:C H:):l:*).
oxidation product with E¡71 = 1.29 v. After complete elec-
trolysis at l.l5 V (z = 4.0), only the four-electron oxidation
product remains in solution (Figure 1C).
There are two, equally interesting, possibilities for the
identity of this four-electron oxidation product. Firstly,
both amine ligands might oxidize by two electrons to give




IRu(bpy)z(NH:CHR)2]2+ + 4I{+ (l)
Reaction t is a likely possibility since the related four-elcc-
tron oxidations of chelated diamines bound to bis(2,2'-bipy-
ridine)ruthenium(II) have been well characterizedT (e.g.. eq



























, Ar a Pr-bcad elcctrodc in 0.1 M TBAH-acctonitrilc at 25 + 2"
å Revcrsiblc only at sen sgccds equal to or greatcr than 500 mV/s.
2þ 1.0 0
vol-lS {n *c )
Figure acetonirrilc of: (A) [Ru'
(bóy): lollowing twoelcctron oxida-
t¡on. ( tron oxidation lgiving ([Ru'
(bpy): six'clectron oxida¡ion of A'
and of A (giving [Ru(bPY):
(N-CPh):l:+). (Scan r¡tc 200 mV/s at a Pt-bcad elcctrode vs. thc




-.{e- + {H+ (2)
I
H
tials sufficiently high on the diffusion plateau, reproducible
n values of -8.0 were obtained.For the bis(bcnzylamine) complex' [Ru(bpy)z-
(NH2CH2Ph)2]2+, the electrolytic oxidation was monitored
in deail using cyclic vo.ltammetry (Figure l)' Cyclic volt-
ammograms were obtained following controllcd potential
electrolyses at a series of potentials. Figure lA shows a cy-
clic voltammogram for the reversible [Ru(bpy):
(NHzCHzPh)zll+/:+ couple. Figure lB shows the cy-
clic voltammogram following electrolysis at l.l5 V until n
= 2.0: there are two waves, one attributable to unrcacted
IRu(bpy)z(NHzCHzPh)z]2+. The waves have roughly
equal peak currents. indicating that there are in solution
equal amounts of the staning complex, and a four'electron
only one of the amine ligands, and the product is the amrne-
nitrile complex (eq 3).
lRu(bpy):(NH2CH2R)21 
2+ 3
[Ru(bpy)2(NH2CH2R)(N-QR)]2+ + 4H+ (3)
Predicted elemental analyses lor the two possibilities are,
of course, the same. However, the lH NMR spectrum oî
the complex allows a distinction to be made between thcm.
The effect of the four-electron oxidation on the rH NMR
spectrum of [Ru(bpy)2(NHzCHzCH:CHz)z]?* is shown
in Figure 2. The spectrum of the bis(allylamine) complex
(2A') has a typically broad and complicated region due to
the 2.2'-bipyridine protons (ô 7.1-9.6 ppm, relative to
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er field (ô 4.7-6.1 ppm), and the -NH3 and )CH2 reso-
nances are centered at ¿' 4.2 and 2.8 ppm, respectively.
The four-electron oxidation prduct has the spectnrm
shown in Figure 28. An integrated spectrum indic¿tes that
the -NHz and )CH2 regions are reduced to half their in-
tensily relative to the bpy region when compared with 24.
The changes in the lH NMR spectra require that the
four-electron oxidation product be [Ru(bpy)2(NH2CH2-
CH:CHz)(N-CCH:CHz)12+ and nor IRu(bpy)1-
(NH:CHCH:CHz):12*. In the latter case rhe imine pro-
tons would be expected to appear at lower fìeld. Further-
more, the new resonance in the -C!I:CHz region in 28 (ô
6.2 ppm) is an obvious characreristic of the acrylonitrile li-
gand. since for the bis(acrylonitrile) complex (Figure 2C)
this peak constitutes thc entire -CH:CHz resonance.
The lH NMR spcctral changes upon oxidation for the
benzylamine cornplex are analogous ro the changes shown
in Figure 2. The lH NMR experiment clearly shows that
the four-electron oxidation product is the amine-nitrile
complex, and. consequently, that the four-electron oxida-
tion of IRu(bpy)z(NH:CH:R)2]r+ is described satisfactori-
ly by eq 3.
It is worth noting that the [Ru(bpy)2(NHzCHzCH:
CH2)(N-CCH:CHz)]3+/2+ couple is reversible only at
scan rates of > 500 mV/s. This indicates that at slower
scan rates further ligand oxidation is competitive with re-
capture of Ru(III) at the electrode.
A further oxidation process occurs Dast the n = 4.0 stage.
Continueci electrolysis on the diffusion plateau of the E¡,,1
= 1.29 V wave (at 1.35 V) gave rise to a further oxidation.
If the electrol¡,sis is stopped al n = 2.0 (¿rorat = ó.0 based
on [Ru(bp¡,)2(NHzCHzPh):]2+ as the starting complex)
there are two reversible waves in the c¡rclic voltammogram
(Figure lD), with equal peak currents. The wave at E112 =
1.29 V is clearly unreacted IRu(bpy)z(NHzCHzPh)-
(N-CPh)]l+. and the wave at Etlz = 1.52 V corresponds
to an ñ = 4.0 (z¡q¡¿¡ = 8.0) oxida¡ion product. Exhaustive
electrolysis on the diffusion platcau of the E¡¡2 = 1.29 V
wave gave z¡ee¡ = 8.0. and the complex with E¡72 = 1.52 V
as the sole product (Figure lE). Spectral, electrochemical,
and chemical isolation studies have shown that the eight-
elect¡on product is the totally oxidized. bis(nitrile) complex,
IRu(bp¡,)2(N-CPh)2]2+ (eq a).
IRu(bpy):(NH:CHzR) (N-CR) ] 2+ 
-¿c-
IRu(bpy)¡(N-CR):]2+ + 4H+ (4)
The rH NMR spectrum of the bis(acrylonitrile) complex in
acetone-d6 is shown Figure 2C.
As shown by cyclic voltammetry (Figure lE and Table
I), the bis(nitrile) complexes undergo rcversible one-elcc-
tron oxidations at relativelv high reduction potentials. It is
expected that the ruthenium(Ill) nitrile complexes. [Ru-
(bp¡r)2(N-Qft):13+, should undergo rapid hydrolysis at
the nitrile group to give the corresponding amides.l0'ls but
these reactions have not yet been investigated.
Infrared Spectra. Inf¡ared spectra are also informative as
to the nature of the four- and eighr-electron oxidation prod-
ucts. The four-electron products of [Ru(bp¡,)2(allylam-
ine):J:+ and IRu(bpy)2(benzylamine)2]r+ have bands at
2238 and 2335 cm-r. respectively, indicating the presence
of nitrile ligands. Both IRu(bpy)2(acrylonitrile)2]2+ and
IRu(bpy)3(benzonitrile)2]:+ have rç-r.i bands at 2235
cm '-
For coordinated organonitriles where little back-bonding
is expected. such as in Rh(III).r6 Ru(llI),rt and Co(III)'8
complcxes. the rç3¡ band is found to be 50-70 cm-l high-
er than for the uncoordinated nitrilc. In the case of
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T¡bþ II. Electronic Spcctral Data for thc Amine-Nirrilc Complcxcs
of Bis(2.2'-bipyridine)ruthcnium(l [) in Acctonitrilc















































¿ ), values arc +2 nm: ( values are +5%.
[Ru(NH¡)s(N-CR)]l*, le¡r,rr wâS found to decrease
(0-50 cm-t¡ from the free ligand value. The dec¡ease has
been attributed to the strong back-bonding donor abilitv of
the (NH3)5Rul+ moiety.rt In the nitrilebis(2.2'-bip¡,ridine)
complexes of Ru(II), zç-¡ increases slightly comparcd to
the free ligand (n-but¡rronitrile. 2271 vs.2253 cm-r; acrylo-
nitrile, 2238 vs.2234 cm-r). or is unchanged (benzonitrile.
zc-¡r 2235 cm-l in both cases). The increases in ¡,crN are
small compared with related Ru(III), Rh(III), and Co(lll)
cases, which is reasonable and probably means that r-back-
bonding in the Ru(bp¡r)22+ complexes is presenr, but to a
lesser extent than in (NH¡)sRu2+ type complexes. The con-
clusion is expected. given the strongly back-bonding accep
tor nature of the 2.2'-bipyridinc ligands.
Electronic Sæct a and Reduction Potentials. Electronic
spectra (Table II) and Ru(lfI)/Ru(II) reduction porentials
(Table I) also reflect the effects of back-bonding, but at the
metal rather than at the nitrile ligand. The spectra of the
bis(amine) complexes are similar to the spcctrum of [Ru-
(bpy):(NH¡)zl2+, having two maxima in the visible region
(ca. 490 and 345 nm) which have previously been assigned
to dr(Ru(II)) * tr*(bpy) MLCT transitions.re There are
also two maxima in the ultraviolet region (e2.290 and 245
nm) which have been assigned as r + r*(bpy) transitions
for [Ru(bpy)2(NH¡)r]2*.'e Upon the replácemenr of an
amine ligand by a nirrile group, only one dr(Ru(II)) -r''*(bpy) MLCT absorption band is found in the visible re-
gion and that band is at higher energy (450 nm). Both ob-
servations are consistent with an increase in back-bonding
leading to a relative stabilization of rhe dz orbirals.?.le This
trend continues for the bis(nitrile) complexes where À-"*
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for the single dzr(Ru(II)) - d(bpy) band is between 414
a¡d 427 nm (Table II). The positions of the absorbance
maxima and uq-¡ stretching frequencies for the bis(nitrile)
complexes are consistent with the qualitative order of back-
bonding: benzonitrile ) acrylonitrile ) n-butyronitrile.
The conclusions concerning thc stabiliz¿tion of dr(Ru)
levels by back-bonding are borne out by E¡72 values lor the
series ol Ru(III)/Ru(II) couples given in Table I. From a
variety of evidence, metal - ligand back-bonding is rela-
tively unimportant in complexes of Ru(III).20 The cflect of
replacing saturated amine ligands by back-bonding ligands
is to stabilize the d;r levels of Ru(lI) which stabilizes the
Ru(II) state. In the bis(bipyridine) complexes, the Ru(II)
state is already strongly stabilized by back-bonding to the
2,2'-bipyridine ligands. However, Ru(III)/Ru(II) redox po-
tentials remâin sensitive to changes in the ligands at the
fifth and sixth coordination sites.2l This can be seen clearly
in the data in Table I where the redox potentials fall into
three classes: bis(amines), 1.03-1.04 V amine-ni¡riles.
1.24-1.29 V: bis(nitriles), 1.48-1.52 V. Changes in reduc-
tion potentials follow directly from the number of back-
bonding ligands in the lìfth and sixth coordination positions.
Solutions of the bis(amine) complexes in acetonitrile
were lound to be stable over many hours in the dark. How'
ever, in normal laboratory lighting, a clean reâction oc-
curred which exhibited well-defined isosbestic points when
monitoreci in the uv-visible sDectral region. The photochem-
ical reactions are apparently light-induced substitutions to
give amine-acetonitrile complexes. The producrs had spec-
tra which were very similar to the amine-nitrile complexes
(Table II). The amine-nitrile and bis(nitrile) complexes
were more stable in solution, but prolonged exposure to
light caused subsritution of acetonitrile into the coordina-
tion sphere. Because of the light sensitivity, much of the
work reported here. including the electrochemical and spec-
tral studies. was carried out on solutions which were pro-
tected from the light.
Oxidation by Ce(IV). Mechanism of Oxidetive Dehydre
genation. The bis(amine) complexes are oxidized rapidly
and quantitatively by Ce(IV) in acetonitrile. Spectrophoto-
metric experiments have shown that upon addition of 4 mol
of Ce(IV) per mole of IRu(bpy)2(NHzCHzPh)z]2+, the re-
sulting product is the amine-nitrile complex (eq 5).
IRu(bpy)z(NHzCHzPh)z]2+ + aCe(Iv) *
lRu(bpy)z(NH2cH2Ph ) (N-ÇPh¡¡z+ *
4H+ + 4Ce(III) (5)
When 8 mol of Ce(IV) are added. the bis(nitrile) complex
is the product (eq ó).
lRu(bpy)z(NHzCHzPh)zl1+ + 8Ce(Iv) *
[Ru(bpy)2(N-cPh)?]2+ + 8H+ + 8Ce(III) (6)
The Ce(IV) oxidations were followed stepwise by spec-
trophotometric titrations using a fast mixing device. The ti-
tralions were followed in two stages: 0-4 mol of added
Ce(fv)/mole of compler. and 4-8 mol of added Ce(IV). tn
neither stage were isosbestic points obsewed. If clean mix-
tures oi IRu(bp¡r)2(NH2CH2Ph)2]2+ and IRu(bpy):-
(NH2CHrPh)(N-CPh)l:* (0-4 mol of Ce(lv) added) or
of [Ru(bpy):(NH2CH:Ph)(N-CPh)]2+ and [Ru(bpy)z-
(N-CPh)2lr+ (4-8 mol of Ce(lV)) had been present
in the solutions, isosbestic points would be expected. The
absence of isosbestic points indicates the existence of inter-
mediates in the titrations. Since the overall re¿ctions are
quantitative. the most reasonable intermediates are two-
electron oxidation products containing bound imine groups:
IRu(bpy)z(N H:CH:Ph)(NH:CHPh)] 2+ and [Ru(bpy):'
(NH:CHPh)(N-CPh)12+. This conclusion is reason-
able in light of evidence obtained recently for imine inter-
mediates in the oxidation of amines bound to
(NH¡)sRu(II)r0 and in the oxidation of coordinated di-
amines to a.a'-diimines.T
Preliminary stopped-f'low kinetic studies of the oxidation
reaction revealed. by direct observation of the Ru(III)
species, that the Ru(II) * Ru(III) oxidation step occurs
very rapidly22 so that the ligand dehydrogenation is neces-
sarily a subsequent process. Detailed kinetic data are not
available lor the dehydrogenation reactions, so that propos-
al of a detailed mechanism is not possible. However, assum-
ing the intermediacy of the imine species. a series of nct re'
actions can be written foi the oxidation process. For exam-





lRu(bpy):(NH:CH:Ph):12+ + 2H+ (8)
The two-electron oxidation of the ligand by the one-electron
oxidant (Ru(lII)) requires a net disproportionation oi the
type given in eq 8: furthermore. [here is direct evidence for
î /re, reaction of rhis type in the metal-¿ssisted oxidarion oi
Ru(boy):(l-aminomethylp¡-ridine):*.; Upon rernovai oi I







lRu(bpy)z(NH:CH:Ph)(NH:CHPh)l:+ + 2H+ (10)
Oxidation up to the eight-electron stage (the bis(nitrile)
complex) can be represented by a related series ol net reac-
tlons.
It should be noted that the Ru(III) imine complex is also
accessible by reactions such as that given in eq I l:
lRu(bpy)z(NH:CH:Ph):l 3+ +
IRu(bpy):(NH:C HzPh) (NH:CHPh) ]:+ *
IRu(bpy)zNHzCH2Ph)2] 1+ +
IRu(bpy)2(NHzCH:PhXNH:CHPh)]3+ (l 1)
Such reactions are known to be rapid in related systcms.:3
We emphasize again that detailed mechanistic information
is not yet available for the individual steps and that fol-
lowing oxidation of Ru(II) to Ru(III) a series of interrelat-
ed reactions occurs.
In the electrochemical experiments there was no evidence
for either of the imine intermediates (Figure I ). This is rea-
sonable since electrochemical oxidation processes (eq 7 end
9) are far slower than Ce(IV) oxidations, and reactions like
eq I I allow lor the conversion of the imine intcrmediates
into the amine-nitrile and bis(nitrile) products before their
concentrations become appreciable.
The ligand oxidation reâctions are much more rapid in
acidic aqueous solution than in acetonitrile. Cyclic voltam-
mograms of thc amine complexes in 1.0 M HCI were com-
pletely irreversible at scân rates up to 50 V/s. indicating
that ligand oxidation is more rapid than recapture of
Ru(III) at the electrode. Electrolysis to n = .1.0 at poten-
tials more anodic than Eo lor the irreversible Ru(ll) -
Ru(III) step. gave a mixture of 0-, ¿-, and S-electron prod-
ucts for R = -CHzCHzCH¡ and -CH:CHz, and the
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amine-nitrile complex \r,as obtained cleanly only for bcnzyl-
amtne.
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The oxidative dehydrogenation of amines to imines or nitriles
is known to be catalyzed by their coordination to metal centers.
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Mechanism of Oxidation of an Amine Coordinated to
Ruthenium
Micbaet J. Ridd and F. Richard Keene*
Contribution from the Depailment of Chemistry and Biochemistry, lames Cook Uniuersity of
North Queewland, Townsuille, Queercland 4811, Austalia. Receiued Nooember 17, 1980
Abstr¡ch The mechanism of thc oxidativc dehydrogenation of lRu(bpy)zampyj2+ (bpy = 2,2/-bipyridine; ampy = 2-(ami-
nomethyl)pyridine) to the corresponding iminc complex has been studied in aqueous media by using stoppcd-flo\r' mcthds
in asociation with chemical oxidation by Ce(IV), flash photolysis techniques, and electrochemical methods. Solutions to the
rate laws fo¡ scveral posible mechanisms were obtained numcrically and the spcctrophotometric responscs matched with the
theoretical solutions by use of a nonlinear optimization program. The data were found to be consistent with a mechanism
involving a Ru(IV) species in which thc ampy ligand is deprotonated, and this intermediate su@uently undergocs a two-electron
transfer (accompanied by deprotonation) to give thc imine product. The various rate constants for the individual steps of
the mechanistic scheme werc consistent with values for elect¡on-ransfer reactions and proton equilibria in similar metal complcx
systems.















(bpy)zR ++ ?H (1)
3ltab¡_e product (a conjugated a,adiimine): furthermore, since
it involves two electrons only it represents perhaps the simplest
amine dehydrogenation reaction.
Experimental Section
spcctra were recorded by using a
spectrophotometer and emission
er 3000 fluorescence spectromete¡.
unthermostated.
ts were made vs. the saturated
(SSCE) at25 + 2 oC and a¡e
Potential control was obtained
Thc details of the cq_uipment used in tbe double-potential step
experiments have been described elsewhere. rs The pulse generarcr
^, 
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Oxidation of an Amine Coordínated to Ruthenium
a glass tube and heated at 100 oC for 2 h. After the solution was
cooled, NH¿PF6 (0.5 g) was added and the complex extracted with
dichlorometlane. The organic phase was drid with sodium sulfate
and evaporated to dryness (75 mg, 67%). The complex was
recrystallized from hot methanol with 80% recovery. Visible
spect¡um €4r2* = rY'
E,^ = 1.02 V vs. H;
ghGy carbon elect c,
37.6;H,2.78;N,
Chemicât Oxid¡tions. Spectrophotometric Titrations. Aliquols
(10 rnl-) of a 1.07 x l0-4 M solution of [Ru(tpy)(bpy)NH¡]'*
in I M H2SOa were added to each of fìve 25 mL volumetric flask'
Aliquots of. a 2.66 x l0-4 M solution of Ce(lV) in 1 M H2SOa
were added so that the Ce/Ru ratio was varied from 0 to 2, the
flasks made up to the required volume with I M H2SO4, and the
visible/UV spectra measured by using a Cary I18C spectro-
photometer.
For Ru(bpy)¿mpy2+, a simiiar procedure was followed by using
50-mL flask with 20-mL aliquots of 7.39 x 10-s M Ru-
(bpy)2ampy2+ solution and 1.48 x l0-4 M Ce(Iv). The Ce/Ru
ratio was varied from 0 to 2.5.
Kinetic Apparat¡¡s An AmincoMorrow stoPped-flow apparatus
at the Australian Atomic Energy Commission, Lucas Heights,
was used to monitor thc
puterized data acquisit
Analysis of the kinetic
computer at A.A.E.C. o
University of North Queensland.
Oxid¡tion of [Ru(tpy)(bpy)NH3]2+ by Ce(IV). The kinetics
were followed under second-order conditions at À = 482 nm. The
complex and Ce(IV) solutions in H¡SOa solution of the appropriate
conccntration were thermætated to 20 oC, as was the syringe block
and mixing chamber of the stopped-flow apparatus. For the
oxidation reaction
Ce(Iv) + Ru¡I(tpy)(bpy)NH32+ ¿
Ce(III) + RurII(tpy)(bpy)NH¡3*
only Ru(tpyXbpy)NH¡2* absorbs at À = 482 nm. Consequently,
if 146 and 8s are the initial concentrations of the respective
reactants, D is thc absorbance at time t, and e is the molar ex-
tinction coefhcient of the Ru(II) species, it can easily be shown
that for a second-order process
llD/, I
ñbt l<ø,-n" * ot,l= kt + c
Oxidation of [Ru(bpy)2ampy]2+ by Ce(IV). The experimental
conditions were as described for the oxidation of [Ru(tpy)-
anal¡ical solutions to the rate law differential equations for the
reaction mechanisms considered. The differential equations were
numerically solved, and the values of the rate constants resulting
in the best fit between cxperimental and calculated resPonses were
obtained by using nonlinear programming techniques. For a
description of the numerical analysis and the nonlinear oPtimi
zation techniques used, see the APpendix.
Flasb Photolysis Studies. The laser photolysis and flash phe
tolysis facilities at the University of Adelaide were used for these
studies; a description of this equipment and of the daø acquisition
system is given elsewhere.2l
Luminescence lifetime measurements and quenching rate
measurements (by Fe(OH)63+) were carred out by laser photolysis
in I M H2SOa and I M HCIO4, using a complex concentration
(20) Elatrom, A. I norg. Chem. 1973, I 2, 2455-2460.
(21) Thornton, A. T.: Laurcncc, G. 3. Radiat. Phys. Chem. 1918' I I
311-319.
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of 1.00 x lO-5 M. All solutions were deaerated (using N) before
use and thermostated at 25 "C. All runs we¡e monitored at 629
nm.
s studies reaction,
ion was l0-5 M,
at 2.0 lOai (or
.0 to 0.0 as main-
NaClOa lY. Each
solution was deaerated bcfore use (using N). Measurements were
made ducted at room temPer-
ature was used for one llash
experi were conducted for each
sei of ration of I M. a set ol
measurements was made in which the intensity of the llash was
varied. All flash photolysis experiments were monitored at 436
nm.
Results and Discussion
The oxidation of 2-(aminomethyl)pyridine coordinated to ru-
initial step in a rcaction such as above would be a Ru(II) .*
Ru(III) oxidation
Rurl(bpv)2(amot¡z+-aRuIII(bpy)2(ampy)3+ (2)
The elucidation of the mechanism of the subsequent ligand ox'
to ligand. The former possibility has been proposed in the

































WAVELENGTH ( nm )
IqT_ lj_ Spectrophgtomerric titration of Ru(bpy)¡mpy2+ with Ce(IV)
in l-M H2SOa: CelRu ratio (a) 0, (b) o.s:1,'(èj 'il, (ã) l.s,l, (.) z,t,(f) 2.5:1.
initial step is given by eq 2. In orde¡ to gain some insight into
the rate of this reaction, we studied the óxidation of immine_
(.bipyridine)_(erpyridine)ruthenium(II), IRu(tpy)(bpy)NH¡]2*.
Since both [Ru(tpy)(bpy)NH3]2+ and in"tdp¡ràrpílt Ëä",
five pyridine_nitrogens and oné amine nitrogen'óoo.Ainãte¿ to a
ruthenium(Il) metal center, th
may not proceed further than
Ce(IV) + Ru(tpy)(bpy)NH¡2* 1C"(Ut) *
Ru(tpy)(bpy)NHr3* (3)
for which tbe calculation of the @nstant is quite simple: by
rthcr ligand oxidations make
ce(rv) in r M H2so4,o"-, 
"i,"jl1if-?,*lJ'ìi*1,il'åÏthe complex_to Ru(III), with an isosbestic point at À = 354 nm
up to a-Ce/Ru ratio of 1:1. In the kinetic study of reaction 3,
stopped-flow measurements at À = 482 nm gãve data which
showed second-order behavior and indicated È = 6.1 (+0.2) x
105 M-r s-l at 20 oC.
. A-spectrophotometric titration of Ru(bpy)¿mpy2+ with Ce(IV)
in 1_M HrSO4 shows a clean twoelectronã¡øt¡än of tbe comþteí
to Ru(bpy)2impy2+.
2Ce(IV) + Ru(bpy)2ampy2+ -
2Ce(III) + Ru(bpy)2impy2+ + 2H+ (4)
Figure I shows isosbestic points (at À = 512, 3g9, and 322 nm)
up to a Ce/Ru ratio of 2: I . Th
(at ì, = 239, 251, and 286 nm).
of cerium(IV) resulted in the los
a further reaction, probably
Rulr(bpy)2impy2+ + Ce(Iv) * Rull¡(bpy)rimpy3+ + Ce(III)
(5)
A similar experiments in a nonaqueous solvent (acetonitrile)
revealed similar behavior.
The kinetics of the above reaction were followed in I M HzSO¿
by_using stopped-flow techniques, and a typical response is sñown
in Figure.2. An attempt was made to fii i¡e observed responses
to a number of mechanistic schemes based on the intermediacy
of either a Ru(Il)-free cies or a Ru(IV) spccics formed
by disproportionation. eppendix) produced
a numerical solution to equations appropriate
to each scheme, and a nonlinear optimizatíon proc"'dur. then
va¡ied the rate constants for each sèheme to mínimrze the dif_
20 t,o 60
TIME ( msec )
ttance_time cune (_) for the oidation of
). gd thc oþserved response (o) ([H2SO.]
1.04 x l0< M; [Ce(IV)] = 8.8 x l0-3 M).
and observed transmittance.time
tion was found for the mechanistic







(b ,.. ,o + H+ (9)
^ . 
(26) B^ry-ant, G. M.; Fergusson, J. E.; powell, H. K. J. Attst. J. Chem. lÍll,
24, 257-213.
(2?) Bryant, G. M.; Fcrgusson , J. E. Aust. J. Chem. lg7l, 24, 275_286.
Figure 2 shows thé calculated transmittancÈtime response based
on the above mechanism and the condit¡ons of the eiperimental
curve shown: the calculated curves are quite sensitive to small





Oxidation of an Amine Coordinated to Ruthenium
Table I. Calculated Rate Constants fo¡ the Scheme Given in Eq
G9 Using Data f¡om Various Techniques
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Figure 3. Slow sweep rate (50 mV/s) cyclic volømmogram of 1.07 mM
Ru(bpy)2ampy2+ (propylene carbonúef0.2 M TBAH; glassy carbon
electrode).
4 (i) and (ü) cor¡espond to diffe¡ent numerical solutions to
minimization. b 20"C. c 24"C. d Averaged values fo¡
[H"Spo] = 1.00 M. e Average values over IHClOo] = 0.01-1.00
N4 ¡¡.=471 nm. s À=436 nm.
absorption in this region may be somewhat larger. Comparison
of the spectra of aquo(bipyridine)(terpyridine)ruthenium(II) and
its two-electron oxidation prduct, identihed by Meyer et a1.26
as oxo(bipyridine)(terpyridine)ruthenium(IÐ, shows the extinction
co€fficients at À = 471 nm and ì, = 436 nm (the wavelengths at
which the present reactions were studied) to be 550 and 1150,
respectively. Since e for the (bpy)2Rulv(ampy-H)3+ species was
not known, é was included as a variable along with the rate
constants ,t¡-k6 for the numerical analysis of the mechanism given
in the scheme. The only ruthenium(Il) spccies involved are
[Ru(bpy)2ampy]2+ and [Ru(bpy)zimpy]2+, for which the molar
extinction coefficients are known.
It was found that there were two solutions to the minimization
procedure, and the values of the rate constants and extinction
coefhcient for each numerical solution are given in Table I. A
discussion is given subsequently with the flash photolysis ¡esults.
The limitations of the use of chemical oxidation of Ru-
(bpy)2ampy2+ by Ce(IV) in a kinetic study lie in the inability to
obtain information at varying acid concentrations, due to the
complicated hydrolysis behavior of Ce(IV) under different pH
conditions. Such data can be obtained by using flash photolysis
techniques, as described subsequently.
Ekc'Eochemical Str¡dies. Electrochemical study of the oxidation
of coordinated ligands is attractive because the initial oxidation
of the metal center at the electrode surface can be made to be
diffusion controlled. A constraint on obtaining quantitative data
from the electrochemical studies is that the theory for the analysis
of relatively complex chemical reaction schemes associated with
the electrode process (such as occur in tbis study) has not been
fully developed. For this re¡rson, much of the electrochemical data
is somewhat qualitative in nature.
Previous preliminary studies on this systems revealed that in
acetonitrile and acidic aqueous solution, a two-electron oxidation
occurred on coulometry to give the imine species quantitatively.
Cyclic voltammetric studies revealed that the complex had an
irreversible oxidation in aqueous solution for any scan rate and
an irreversible coupl€ at slow scan ratc in acetonitrile, although
some evidence was obtained for the Ru(III) - Ru(II) reverse
wave at high scan rates.s
In the course of the present study, we have reexamined the
electrochemistry of this system in propylene carbonate and aqueous
sulfuric acid media. The cyclic voltammetry in propylene car-
bonate and I M H2SO4 at low scan rates is irreversible with the
¡eduction peak for the couple not being obsewed. Another re-
versible couple is obsewed at a potential anodic of the Ru-
(bpy)2ampy2+ system (Erl2 = 1.33 V vs. SSCE for propylene
400f
VOLTS vs. ssce
Figure 4. Effsct of increasing swcep rate on the cyclic voltammctry of
Ru(bpy)zampy2+ in propylene carbonate/0.2 M TBAH (glassy carbon
elcctrode): (a) swecp rate = 100 mV/s; (b) s$'eeP rate = I V/s; (c)
sweep ratc = 5 V/s; (d) sweep rate = l0 V/s.
carbnate, E1¡2= Q.97 V vs. SSCE for I M HrSOl) conesponding
to the dehydiõgenated species Ru(bpY)2impy:+/z+ and showing
that the ligand oxidation is completed in the time scale of the scan.
The slow sweep cyclic voltammogram of Ru(bpy)z(ampy)3+/2+
fate of the
carbonate.
as the sweep rate increases. similar behavior ^", $iå¡:$jiin 5 M H2SOa. In I M H2SO¡, it was not posible to observe the
reverse peak of the Ru(bpy)2àmpy3+12+ couple at scan rates of
up to 100 V/s: an inverse proton dependence of the rate of ligand
oxidation would be expected for eithe¡ of the mechanistic pro-
posals.
Single potential step chronocoulometry studies in propylene




(28) Moyer, B. A.; Mcycr, T. J. J. Am. Chem. Soc.1978, |M,3601-3603.
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working electrode reveal linear Qvs. ttlz plos with zero intercept
after correction for the double-layer charging cunent. Such results
indicate that there are no chemical reactions prior to the initial
electrode promoted Ru(II) * Ru(III) oxidation, which is diffusion
controlled, and that there is no adsorption of reactant on to tbe
electrode surface. Hence, mass-transfer electrochemical techniques
should be applicable to the present system.
It was hoped that during the course of this work, the techniques
of doublc potential step chronocoulometry and chronoamperometry
might be used in the elucidation of the mechanistic path of these
oxidation reactions. Reilley et al.2e have published calculations
of electrochemical responses by using these techniques for 22
different cases of cbemical reactions associated with electro-
chemical steps. At present, quantitative analysis ofthe ræponses
from double potential step chronocoulometry or chronoampero
metry is not possible for the Ru(bpy)zampy2+ system because of
deficiencies in the available mathematical treatment of a series
of interrelated chemical and electrochemical reactions of this
complexity. Work on developing the analysis of such responses
for kinetic studies of coordinated ligand redox processes is currently
rn Progress.
Preliminary double potential step chronoamperometric studies
are consistent with a scheme involving a disproportionation fol-
lowing the initial oxidation proc€ss. MarcouxÐ has described a
technique, called potential dependent chronoamperometry, in
which the potential is not necessarily stepped into the region of
diffusion control. Variation of the applied potential permits
s),stenatic variation of the concentration ratiæ within the diffusion
layers adjacent to an electrode. Consequently, by variation ofthe
upper limiting potential to a small increment (-60 mV) either
side of the redox couplc, Marcoux3o found that 1 vs. log r plots
(where z = time between potential steps) were dependent on the
chemical reactions associated with tbe electrocbemical step. In
particular, for an electrochemicai step followed by a dispropor-
tionation there was considerable variation in the position of the
/vs. log 7 curves, whereas for an ECE process (for example), the
curves were essentially invariant with applied potential. In the
present case, such studies revealed very considerable variation of
tbe curves with applied potential, which we interpret to be more
consistent with a scheme based on disproportionation rather tlan
a free-radical process.
Flash Photolysis Sh¡dies The tecbnique of flash photolysis can
be used for observing photochemically generated transients and
for measuring thei¡ rates of reaction.3r For example, the strongly
luminescent charge-transfer excited state of Ru(bpy)32+ has re-
ceived considerable attention: Ru(bpy)32+* undergoes rapid
quenching by a bimolecular electron-transfer process, and flash
photolpis methods have bcen used to rapidly generate Ru(bpy)33+
and to study its subsequent reactions, particularly electron
transfer.32
The technique of flash photolysis is particularly appropriate
for studies of the present system, as it allows v¿riation of [H+]
(which was not possible for the chemical oxidation studies) and
[Ru(III)] (by variation ofthe flash intensity). This appears to
be the hrst use ofsuch methods for the detailed kinelic study of
ligand oxidation reactions.
A solution of Ru(bpy)¡mpy2+ in I M HCIO4 shows an emission
sPectrum with À* = 625 nm (excitation wavelength 471 nm).
I-aser photolysis studies indicate that the luminescence lifetime
in the same medium is 192 * 2 ns, and quenching studies in the
presencc of Fc(OH2)6,3+ showed the rate constanf for quenching
to bc (2.8 + 0.1) x lOe M-r s-r. Consequently, undei thecon-
ditions used for ies, a solution
of Ru(bpy)2am proportion of
Fe(OHj63+ can + very rapidly;
(29) Hanafey, M. K.; Scott, R. L.; Ridgcway, T. H.l Rcilly, C.N. Anal.
Chem. 1978, 50, llç137.
(30) Marcoux, L. J. Phys. Chem.1972,76,3254-3259.
(31) Bock, C. R.; van Gustorf, E. A,. K. Adc. Photochem. 1977, 10,
221-309.







Iìgue 5. Typical transmittance-time resporse (followed at À = 436 nm)
from flasb photolysis study of oxidation of Ru(bpy)2ampy2* ([HClOl]
= 1.0 M; T = 24.0 + 0.5 'C).
in fact, in the lifetime of the flash used (<10 ¡.ts).
Studies were undertaken in aqueous perchloric acid media
(0.01-1.00 M) by using a complex concenrration of 1.01 X l0-5
M and qucncher concentration [Fe(OH)63+] = 0.002 M. Per-
chlorate media were used in preference to sulfate to facilitate
control of ionic strength over the range of acid concentrations used.
The flash intensity was also systematically varied for a chosen
set of conditions to change the [Ru(III)] produced during the flash.
Conversions from Ru(II) * Ru(IID ofca. 30% were obtained,
and a typical response curve is shown in Figure 5.
The responses werc tested against the mechanistic schemes
proposed earlier in the same manner as the chemicâl oxidation
data. It was found that the results we¡e entirely consistent witb
the scheme shown in eq 6-9, and as for the chemical oxidation
data two solutions were found in the minimization procedure. The
values of the rate constants and extinction cocfficient for each
numerical solution in both HCIOa media and I M HISOa are given
in Table I.
Calcr¡latd R¡te Constants. The mcchanistic scbeme proposed
is somewhat different to the kinetically analogous path in which
the Ru(III) species formed by reaction 6 would disproportionate
as shown in eq 10, with subsequent deprotonation to give the
2(bpy)2Ru¡Ilampr'* + (bpy)2Rullampy2+ +
(bpy)2Rurvampyl* (10)
Rulv(ampy-H) species. This alternative scheme is identical with
that proposed by Tovrog et al.ra for the ruthenium-promoted
oxidation of a coordinated alcohol. However, in both this case
and that reported by Towog et al.,l4 the disproportionation process
(/<¡//r¡) would seem thermodynamically prohibited. For the system
Ru(bpy)2CI2. the E1¡2 for the Ru(III)/Ru(II) couple is 0.32 V
vs. SSCE (acetonitrile solution; platinum bead electrode), whereas
the corresponding Ru(IV)/Ru(III) couple occurs ar I .98 V.33 Ir
is a reasonable assertion tl¡at for the Ru(bpy)2ampf system, tbe
difference in potential between the Ru(IV)/Ru(III) and Ru-
(III)/Ru(II) couplæ is >1.0 V, so t¡at for the disproportionation
reaction (10), /( ( l0-r?: consequently, the formation of the
Ru(IV) speciæ by this means is unlikely. However, if the Ru(III)
species were to deprotonate, the alternative path shown in eg 8
for the formation of a Ru(IV) intermediate is available.
The Ru(IV)/Ru(III) couple for the deprotonated amine species
would be expected to be considerably cathodic of the couple for









(33) rWaver, T. R.; Adcycmi, S. A.; Brown, G. M.; Eckbcrg, R.
Hatfield, W. E.; Johnson, E. C.; Murray, R. ìùy'.; Untcrckcr, D.; Mcycr
J. J. Am. Chem. Soc.1975,97,3039-3048.
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Table IL Rate Constants fo¡ the Scheme Given in Eq 6-9 Using Rate Data f¡om Flash Photolysis in Perchlorate Media (À = 436 nm;
,i = 1.0, NaClOo ;T = 24 t I'C; All Solutions Deaerated)




















































125 0r.3 (:0.2) 1.1 (r0.2) 5.3 (!0.2) 93'(13)
a Duplicate dete¡minations. ö These determinations were made by using







It should be noted that the stopped-flow data were obtained
at 20 oC and the flash photolysis dzø at 24 oC, so that some c¿re
is needed in the comparison of results obtained from the two
techniques. However, it is immedia
comparable. The agreement betute
imental results is excellent for both
of the squares of the
curve and the data
flash photolysis exp
ligand reactions are comparable in rate. All stopped-flow data
wère obtained in I M H2SOa solution, as discussed earlier.
For each set of conditions using the flash photolysis technique'
using data at I M H2SOa are quoted for comparison with the
stopped-flow results. The results given for perchloric acid media
repr-esent the average values obtained over the full range of
conditions studied. In thc following discussion, the rate constants
and extinction coefficients quoted are those from the determ!
nations in perchloric acid, since these correspond to the data of
k¡ for the oxidation
Oo was found to be
agreement with th
)(bpy)NHr2+ undcr
(34) Brown, G. M. Ph.D. Thcsis, Univcrsity of Nonh Carolina at Chapcl
Hiu, 1974.
(35) tawrancc, G. A.l Lay, P. A.; Sargeson, A. M., unpublishcd work.
diffe¡ent flash intensities but with all othe¡ conditions constant.
frôm studies in 1 M HCIO".
be either 2.4 or 0.3. The diffusion-controlled limits for the Prc
data from flash photolysis experiments in perchlorate media is
contribute to a lowering of the pK", as models of the ring system
indicate that thcre is some strain present.
equilibrium constant for reaction 8 (K = 208) implies that there
is^a difference of -0.14 V between the potentials of the t\ilo
the elect¡on transfer would involve a concerted two-electron process
or two consecuti the observed
kinetics, one of tI or a concerted
proc€ss would be ng steps being
rapid.
ì. The values of the molar extinction coefficient for the
(bpy)rRutv complex of deprotonated 2-(aminomethyl)pyridine
ttË.L'.¿r, = 300 ìV-t cm-r (determined from stopped-flow mea-
suremélts) and ea36 = 1250 M-r cm-l (determined from flash
(36) Eigen, M.
i¡z) nincr, r. 44æ-4405.
(3E) Waysbort
iJsi voúng, R . Soc. re77,
99, Z46E-2473.
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Tbese values correspond to values
Ru(IV) complex [(tpy)(bpy)Rurv:
M-¡ cm-l and ea36 - I150 M-l cm-¡.
It seems, therefore, that the values of tbe rate constants are
consistent with comparable electron-exchange and proton-transler
all variables, and particular\ of k5on variation ofboth acid and
Ru(III) concentration, leads us to have considerable confidence
in the method. The method is quite sensitive to changes in the
quoted values of the rate constants: in particular, for the fit to
be maintained between the calculated and observed responses, the
Conclusions
The particular efficåcy of Ru in the promotion of the oxidative
dehydrogenation of an amine sucb as 2-(aminomethyl)pyridine




photolysis and elect¡ochemistry to other oxidative deþydrogenation
reactions to examine the generality of the schemi To¡ ri¡thenium
complexes containing other amines and alcohols and to assign
unambigously the mechanistic schemæ fo¡ such reactions involving
alternative metal centers.
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Appendix
The possi having been
reached was initial values
of the rate to the same
optimal solution.
(40) Ebdt, K. H.; Edcrcr, H. J.; Isbarn, G. Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. EngL
t%0, 19,333-343.
(41) Intcrnational Mathem¿tic¿l and Statistical Libraries, 1979, Vol. Z.
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Oxidation of lsopropylamine Coordinated to Ruthenium
Peter A. Adcock and F. Richard Keene+
Department of Chemistry and Biochemisty
James Cook Uniuersity of North Queensland
Townsuille, Queensland 48 I I, Australia
Receiued April 24, l98l
There has been much recent interest in the oxidative dehy-
drogenation of coordinated amines to the corresponding imines
or nitriles.r-3 Many of these studies have involved ruthenium
as the metal ccnter, and although the formation of complexes
containing the a,o/-diimine moiety has been relatively common,r
complexes containing coordinated simple monodentate imines have
not been isolated.t'2
We have studied the oxidation of isopropylamine in the complex
[Ru(tpy)(bpy)(NHzCHMe)]2* (tpy = 2,2' :6',2"-terpyndine; bpy
= 2,2'-bipy¡idine). Two major processes occur: a two-electron
oxidation yielding the corresponding imine complex [Ru(tpy)-
(bpV)(NH:CMeÐ12*, which in turn undergoes a further two-
elect¡on oxidation to yield a product characterized as [Ru-
(tpy)(bpyXNCM"t]r*. The nature of these two oxidation
products is signifìcant, sincc the two-electron oxidation product
represents the first isolated monodentate imine complex of ru-
thenium, and the structure of the four-electron oxidation product
is novel in ruthenium chemistry, as it can be formulated to contain
an N-bound isopropylideneamide anion.
In their study of the oxidation of benzylamine in [Ru-
(NH3)5(PhCHzNHJI'* to the benzonitrile complex, Diamond
et al.2 observed an intermediate which they assumed to be the
imine species. In the same work, the oxidation of [Ru(NH¡)r
(cyclohexylamine)13+ yielded IRu(NH¡)c]2+ and cyclohexanone,
presumably by hydrolysis of the coordinated imine complex
generated by dehydrogenation. Brown et al.l also claimed the
gencration in situ of nonconjugated chelated diimines in the ox-
idation of [Ru(bpy)2(tn)]2+ and [Ru(bpy)z(aepy)]2* (tn = 1,3-
propanediamine; aepy = 2-(aminoethyl)pyridine). In none of these
cases could the imine complex be isolated.
A spectrophotometric titration of the oxidation of IRu(tpy)-
(bpyXNHzCHMetl2* by Ce(IV) in 2 M H2SOa indicatcs an
overall four-electron oxidation consisting of two separate two-
electron processes which are consecutive. Spectra taken during
exhaustive electrolyses (platinum gauzc electrode) in 0.1 M HCI
( I ) Brown, G. M.; Wcavcr, T. R.: Kccnc, F. R.: Mcycr, T. J . Ircrg. Chem.
1916. 15, l9(Þ19ó and refcrences thcrcin.
(2) Diamond, S. E.; Tom, G. M.; Taube, H. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1975.97,
266l-2664.
(3) Kcenc, F. R.; Salmon. D. J.; Mcycr, T. J. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1976,
98. lE8¿t-1889.
Ficu¡e l. Cyclic voltammograms (200 mV/s) of (Ru(tpy)(bpyXiso
própylaminejl2* (A) and of the two-elcctron (B) and four'elcctron (C)
oxiàátion products in acctonitrile solution.a
(at 0.90 V vs. SSCE) and acetonitrile (at l.l0 V vs. SSCE)
indicate similar results. The overall spectrophotometric and
coulometric z values were slightly less than 4.0 (viz., 3.6-3.8).
The sccond tweele¿tron process can be reve¡sed electrochcmically
(coulometry at 0.50 V in 0.1 M HCI,0.55 V in ac€tonitrile), with
z for the reduction being exactly half the value for the overall
oxidation. The two- and four-electron oxidation products were
isolated by precipitation as the hexafluorophosphate salts and
purihed by ion-exchange chromatography on SP-Sephadex.
For the tìro-electron oxidation prduct, the visible spectrum
(MLCT transitions) in 2 M H2SOa has e474*' 8000 (cf. e¿sr*
8800 for the parent isopropylamine species). Cyclic voltammetry
in acetonitrile solutiona revealed Eoo = l.l0 V (compared with
(4) Suppon clcctro¡yte tctra-n-cthylatûnonium hexafluorophospbatc;














Ft$æ 2" lOùMHztH NMR-spcctra of [Ru(tpy)(bpicxCaH6N)]3+ incDrcN (A) a¡d 0.1 M Dcl qri¡ lrvre.st'cxteáäíì,ãiêrJl.- "
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propylideneamide anion, ilrl<Mq)-. Such a ligand has several
possible bonding modæ,e but the ready electrochemical inter-
conversion of this complex witå the imine spccies lcads us to believe
taking an X-ray structural analysis to confirm the assignment.
The electrochemical interconversion of the twc and four-
state to the metal
and this is furthe ffii:i
reveal a slight pa
Details of the lectro
chemical behavior of the imine and isopropylideneamide anion
complexes of Ru(tpy)(bpy)É, will be publislred subsequcntly.
Acknowledgment. We thank Dr.
of Queensland) for recording the I
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(!) lfoycr, B. A.; Mcycr, T. J. J. Am. Chem. Sæ. tnï t00,3óOl-3603.
_ (9) C,Þt!, ¡i Dossc¡, R. J.; Ki¡g, F.; Lcig¡, G. J. J. Chem. Soc., Dalton
Traæ. llïl 6, 2435-2440.
(10) Buhr, J. D.; Winklcr, J. R.; Taubc, H. Inorg. Chem. 1980, 19,
2416-2425.
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We recently reportedl a detailed mechanistic study ol thc
two-clectron oxidation ol 2-(aminomethyl)pyridine (ampy) co-
ordinatcd to ruthcnium(ll) and we proposcd a mechanistic schemc




In this scheme, the rcaction 5 is written as a single step, but
it involves thc transfer o[ two elcctrons from the ligand to the r¡clål
as wcll ¡s deprotonation al thc methylcnc carbon atom. An
clucidation of the nature and sequence of these evcnts is funda-
mcntal to the complete understanding of the dehydrogenation
process. We have extendcd the previous studies to examine the
oxidation of the analogous ruthenium(ll) complexes of ligands
related to ampy where (i) the methylene group is dcuterated
(d¡ampy),4 to provide mechanistic information on the depro-
tonation stcp, and (ii) thc methylene group has a methyl sub-
stitucnt (Meampy),' to clarify stercochemical aspects of the re-
action.
Wc havc tlso extcndcd thc rangc of pH ovcr which thc oxidation
of IRu(bpy):(ampy)]2+ was studicd to verify aspects of the pH-
rate profilc predicted by the postulatcd mechanism.'
Experimental Section
¡!1e¡sur€m€nts. Elcctronic spcctra wcrc rccordcd on a Cary 219
spcctrophotomctc¡ and cmission spcctra on a Pcrkin-Elmcr 3000
fluorcscencc spcctromete¡. NMR spcctra wcre rccordcd on cithcr a
JEOL FX90Q (rH) or JEOL FX60Q ('rC) spcctromctcr. Optical ro
tations wcrc measurcd on a Pcrkin-Elmcr l4l Polarimctcr: all rcportcd
rota(¡ons wcrc measurcd at À 589 nm.
All clcctrochcmical mcasurcmcnts wcre madc vs. thc saturatcd sodium
chloridc calomcl clcctrodc (SSCE) and arc uncorrcctcd for junction
potcntials. Thc cyclic voltammctric wavcform was gcncratcd by usc of
a Utah Elcctronics Ol 52 potcnliostat couplcd to a Utah Elcctronics 0l5l
swccp gcncrator. Cyclic voltammograms wcre rscordcd on a Rikadcnki
RW-l0l X-Y rccordcr. Coulomctry was pcrformcd on a potentiostat
built in thc departmcnt. Tcmperaturc control for thc cyclic voltammclry
was achicvcd with a Lauda K4RD circulating vatcr bath.
Elcmcntal analyscs wcrc carricd out by thc Australian Microanalytical
Servicc, ÂM DEL, Mclbournc.
M¡te¡i¡ls. Ruthcnium trichloridc trihydratc (Matthey-Garrett),
tctra-n-butylammonium bromidc (FIuka, puriss), 2-(aminomethyl)-
pyridinc (Aldrich). 2-acctylpyridinc (Aldrich), ¡mmonium hcrafl uoro'
phocphatc (Fluorochcm), and 2,2'-bipyridine (Si8ma) werc uscd without
purification. Solulions of potassium antimonyl-(*)-tartratc (BDH) wcrc
convcrtcd to thc sodium form by ion cxchangc. Ag2(Sb2(+)tarç) was
preparcd by mixing aqucous solutions containing thc appropriatc molar
ratios of K2(Sb2(+)tartt and AgNO¡, filtcring the prccipitatc, and
washing the prccipitatc with watcr, cthanol, ând cthcr, Thc complcxes
ci¡-[Ru(bpy):Clzl.2H2O.t IRu(bpy)lampy)l (PFó)rr, and IRu(bPy)r
(4) Âbbrcviations for Iigands: bpy = 2,2'-bipyridinc¡ ampy = 2'(¡minù
mcthyl)pyridinc; impy = 2-1¡.¡no.cthyl)pyridinc: d¡-ampy = 2'(l,l'di'
dcutcrioiminomcthyl ¡pyritlinc: d¡-impy = 2-( | -dcutcrk¡iminomcthyl )pyridinc;
d.-ampy o 2-(N,N,l.l-tctradcutcrioaminomcthyl)pyridinc: Mcampy = 2'(l'
aminocthyl)pyridinci hmpy 3 2-(hydroxymcthyl)pyridinc.
J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1983, 105,70'15-70g1 7015
Investigations'of the Nature of Dehydrogenation of the
a-Carbon Atom in the Oxidation of Amines Coordinated to
Ruthenium
F. Ricl¡ard Keene,rr Micbael J. R¡dd,t snd M¡chsel R. Snowl
Contributionfrorn the Deportment ol Chemistry and Biochemistry, Jomes Cook Uniuersity of
North Queensland, Townsuille, Australia 481 l, and the DePartment of Physical and Inorganic
Chemistry, IJniuersity of Adelaide, Adelaide, South Austrolio 5001. Receiued February 9' 1983
Abstrrct: Theoxidationsof theaminecomplexesRu(bpy)2(A-B)2+(whcrcA-B=ampy[2-(aminomethyl)pyridine],d2-ampy
[2-(l,ldideuterioaminomerhyl)pyridinel, and Mampy (2-(l-aminæthyl)pyridincl and bpy = 2,2'-bipyridine) in aqucous solution
to thc corresponding iminc species havc bcen studied by using flash photolysis tcchniques. Thc ratc-dctcrmining stcp of thc
rcaction involvcs rcmovaI of a hydrogen from the a-carbon atom and thc concomitant intramolccular transfer of two clcctrons
from ligand to metal. Dcutcrium exchangc and dcuterium isotopc cffcct studics. and stcrc¡chcmical argumcnts, are consistcnt
with a mechanism involving either (i) a hydridc transfer from C to Ru or (ii) a basc (solvcnt watcr)-assisted proton abstraction.
Chirality studies indicatc no loss of confìgurational intcgrity about thc mctal ccntcr during oxidation, which favors the second
proposal. The X-ray crystal structure of the more rapidly oxidizcd diastcrcoisomer of IRu(bpy)lMeampy)]S206.5H20 reveals
ir to be the.ò,S(AR) form, in which the methyl substitucn! on thc c-ca¡bon atom is cquatorial and thc hydrogen substituen!
axial.
of thc dchydrogcnation proccss appcars to be relatcd in part to
its ability to rcadily attain an oxidation statc two units grcatcr
than the final statc, allowing a low-energy pathway for the
sven-electron proccss required in the ligand oxidation, together
with a propitious combination of redox potentials for the Ru-















h6 + H+ (5)
(l) Jamcs Cæk Univcrsity of North Quccnsland.
(2) Univcrsity of Â¡lchidc.
(l) Ridd, M. J.: Kccnc, F. R. ./. zlu. Chcnt. Sæ, l9El, l0J, 5733-5?40
an¡l rclcrcncg thcrcin.
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Anal. Calcd for RuC21H2.Nop2F,2: C,39.3; H,3.18; N, 10.2. Ob-








_ Flssh Phofolys¡s Stud¡cs. Thc lascr photolysis and fl¡sh photolysis
thc¡litics at rhc Univcrsity of Adclaidc wcrc úscd for rhcsc !rudics: a
---(5) Sullivân, B. P.; Salmon, D. J.: Mcycr, T. J. lnorg. Chcn. 191g, t7,3334-314 l.
(ó) Vogcl, 
^. 
¡. 'Prrcricll Organ¡c Ch.nr¡stry.: 3rd cd.¡ Longmans:
Lqndon, I962.
(?) La Forgc, F. B. J. Am. Chem. Soc. t928, j0,2417-2483.
Keene, Ridd, and Snow
_. (8) Thornton, ¡\. J.; Laurcncc, G. S. Rodiot. phys. Chem. 191g, lf,3¡l-3t9.
^ (9)-Hosclron, M. Â.: Lin. C.-T.; Schwarz, H. A.: Sutin, N. J. Am. CheñSoc. !978. /00. 2383-2iss
(10) Pro¡rrnrs uscll includcd srjsc^D and 
^flsoR8 
.data rctluction pro-
8r¡nìs for thc C^l)-4 diffr¡cronrcrcr., Univcrsiry of S.vdncy, lôi7il.llnr.x,'Program for crysr¡l sr¡ucrurc dcrcrnrìnaLion., d. fø. sr,"¡,írl.[, idjo: 
"n¿pl-uTo-plorting by W. D. S. Morhcrwell.










Figurc l. C-dcuLcratcd and C-monomcthylatcd analogucs of IRu'
(bpy)2ampyl2+: (a) Ru(bpy)2(rt¡ampy)¡+ and (b) Ru(bpy)lMampy)t*.
t1
Âr = 0.0306, at which stagc the largest peak in thc final diffcrence map
was lcss than 0.6 c.Ä-1. Thc absolule configuration of thc crystal was
confirmcd by rcpcating thc last lhrcc cycles of rcfinemcnt with all ce
ordinates invertcd through the origin; thc highcr corrcsponding R valucs
of0.0310 and 0.0319 suggcst thc initial configuration was corrcct. All
scattcring facLors xnd anomalous tcrms wcrc takcn from lntcrnrtional
Tablcs lor Crystallography.ll Thc finxl positional paramctcrs of thc
non-hydrogcn âto¡ns arc lislcd in Tâblc l. Thc thcrmal paramctcrs arc
availablc as supplcnìcntâry matcrial, as wcll as thc calculatcd positional
paramcters for thc hydrogcn atoms. and thc obscrvcd and calculatcd
structure factors. Table ll contains sclcctcd bond lcngths and anglcs,
omitting valucs for thc rigid pyridinc rings in thc Iigands bpy and
Mcatupy.
Chirnlily Stu(lics of Ox¡d¡rtion of tle ¡)¡rslcrcoisomcrs of I Ru(bpy):-
(ì\lcrrrrpy) ll+. Itis(2,2rbipyridirre)(2.( l-in¡i¡rrcthyl)pyridinc)ruthcnium-
(ll) llronridc, llìu(bpy)2(lvlcinrpy)lllr:, ill,u(l¡py)r(Mcinrpy)l(PF6)2 was
prcprrcd clcctroclrcnricrlly ìn 977o yickl in rn rnalogous ¡nrnncr to thît
uscd for fRu(bpy)r(irnpy)l(PF-.)rl and was convcrtcd to (hc bromidc salt
by prccipitation from an acetonc solution using tctra-n-butylammonium
bromide (ra65"¡ 12500 in watcr).
Rsolution of [Ru(bpy)2(lllcimpy)12+. I Ru(bpy)r(Mcimpy)] Br: (3.47
g.5.0 mnrol) and Ag2(Sb:(+)txrt2) (3.80 g,5 mmol) in watcr (25 mL)
wcrc stirrcd with glass balls for 30 min. Thc solution was filtcred and
dilutcd with watcr to 75 mL. Acctonc was addcd to incipictrt crystalli-
zation (ca. 150 mL) and thc solution lelt to s(ând for I wcck at 0 oC.
The rcsulting crystals were filtcrcd, washcd with acctonc/watcr (5: I ) and
ace[onc, ând dried in vacuo (yictd 1.37 g,24qo ol total diastcrcoisomcr).
Two rccrystallizations from wttcr/tcctonc gavc a product whose mo-
lccular rotation was not incrcîscd by lurthcr rccrystallization (yicld 0.82
g, 307oof onc chiral form of thc cation: tMl¡å, +9?00). Anal. Calcd
for IRu(bpy)(Mcimpy)](Sbd+)tartr).4H2O: C, 36.11 N, 7.42; H, 3.38.
Obscrvcd: C, 36.1: N, 7.221 H. 3.10.
(+)-[Ru(bpy)dMcimpy)](PF6)2 was prccipitatcd quantitatively by
adding NH¡PF6 to an aqucous solution of thc diastcreoisomcr and showcd
[M];;e +s500 (warcr).
Thc cnantiomcric (-)-[Ru(bpy)r(Mcimpy)]2' was not isolatcd'
Rcsolution of ì\lcampy, Mcampy (4.9 g, 40 mmol) and (+)-tartaric
rcirl (6.0 g. 40 rnnrol) rvcrc dissolvcd in wrtcr (7 nrl,) with sl¡ght hcxting.
llthrilol (2-5 nrL) wrs rdtlctl rtul tltc solution coolcrl slowly to icc tcln-
pcrrturc. Âftcr strnr!ing (2 h) (hc crystals wcrc l'iltcrcd, washctl with
cthanol and cthcr, and air dricd (yicld 3.5 g,32Vo of total diÂstcrcoiso-
mcr). Two recrystallizations from watcr/cthanol yiclded thc optically
purc diastcrcoisomcr ((S)(-)-McampyH) ((+)Htart)'HrO (2'2 ù (O1o
ölonc chirrl forur of tlrc nntinci [d]ll, +4.7' (watcr): mp 162 oC (lit'rl
[c]ljr +S.t", nrp lól-163 oC)). Anal. Calcd l'or C¡¡ll¡¡N2O1: C.45.5:
H, 6.25: N.9.ó5. Obscncd: C,45.5: H.6.201 N,9.75.
À- and À-[Ru(bpy)l(5)(-)-Meampy)l¡]. Thc ligand (S)(-)-Mcampy
was relcascd from the tartra(c diastc¡eoisomer by brsifying ân aqueous
solution. extracting with cthcr, and cvaporating off thc solvcnt. Thc
complcx cation was prcparcd and thc internal diastcrcoisomcrs separatcd
mic ligand. For (+)-[Ru(bpy)¡((S)(-)-Nlcam-
, and for (-)-tRu(bpy):((S)(-)'Mcampv)l¡+,
of (+)- and (-)-tRu(bpy)r((S) (-)-lllesmpy)l:+.
Thc two diastcrcoisomcrs wcrc scparatcly oxidizcd by a two-molar ratio
oi Ce(lv) in t M H2SO¡ solution in an analogous manncr (o thc.ori'
above. Thc rcsultant IRu-
tcd as lhc PF5- salts' *hich
2-propanol, ¡nd cthcr, and
wrtc;) showcd tM 1ll, 8óoo
for thc oxidation pro<Juct of (+)'IRu(bpy)r((S)(')-Mcampy)12+ and
(l l) 'lntcrnational Trblcs for CrystallograPhy'i Kynoch Prcss: Bir'
mingharn, 197.¡: Vol. ,t, PP 99 rnd 1,t9.
(12) Ccrvinka, O.: Bclovsky, O.: Rcjmanova, P. Coll.ct, Czech, Chcm-
Commun, ¡973, J8, ll58-t363.
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(13) Riltcma, D. P.: Joncs, D. S.: Lcvy, H. 
^. 




pl uro plot of 
^.9(A/l)-lRu(bpy)¡(McamPy)JS:Oc5llrOshowing rtonr labcling.
t M ¡ l¡, -8600 for thc oxidation pruJuct of thc lcvorotal,ory diastcrcoise
mcf.
Results and Discussion
Comn¡cnLs on the Synthcsis and Characterization of Complexes.
ln the coursc of this study, thc (bpy)2Ru(ll) complcxcs of the
ampy analogucs d2-ampy (Figure la) and Mcampy (Figure lb)
were developed.¿
Dissolution of thc complex [Ru(bpy):(ampy)]2+ in D2O at pD
câ. l3 resulted in complcte exchange of the amine protons in 20
min at 25 oC, detcctcd by the loss of the broad NH2 resonances
(ccntercd at 5.41 and,l.92 ppm rclativc to McaSi) in the'H NMR
spcctrum (PFf salt: Mc2SO-d6 solvcnt), and the concomitant
sharpening of the AB quartct arising from the methylcne protons
(4.61. 4.41,4.19, 3.99 ppm). Exchangc of the methylenc protons
occurs on a much slowcr timescalc (36 h at 65 oC; pD ca. l4).
Thc choice ol'appropriate conditions thcrelorc allows sclcctive
or complcte exchange of amine and methylene prolons in the ampy
com plcx.
Syrrthcsis of thc spccics [ìu(bpy)2Mcrrrnpyl2+ (frigurc lb)
rcaliz.cd tlrc two dilstcrcoisol¡rcric for¡tts in approxirnatcly cqual
amounts, nation of fractional
crystalliz graPhy. rH NMR
spectrosc t resonanccs for thc
two diast l.5l PPm; 
^R(AS),1.68 ppm; PF6- salts, Mc2SO-d,ç solvcnt, McoSi rcfcrcncc)' Thcse
lH NMR spcctta also rcvcal the dil'ferent chcmical environmcnts
of each ol the two aminc protons in each of the diastcreoisomers:
ÀS(AR) shows two broad resonances centered at 5.90 ppm and
82 PPm.
)'IRu(bPY) r(Me¡m-
ructure of the cation
he relative chiralities
about thc mctal ccnter and thc mcthinc carbn as ¡\S(AR). The
cation has normal hydrogcn bonds from the amino grouP N(3)






previously for IRu(bpy)3]¿+:rr the chelate bite angle averages
78.2o, onà the s-hort Ru-Ñ(bpy) bond lcngth of 2'053 Ä (avcragc)
7O78 J. Ant. Chen. Soc., Vo!. t05, No. 24, tgB3 Keene, Ridd. and Snow




nrl l'¡rrntctcrs for Non.llydrogcn 
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the .4.S(AR) diasrcrcoisonrcr, thc mcrhyl subsriruenr (C(2?)) is
cquatorial.
.Kinctic Stud¡es. Our prcvious studyl of the mcchanism of the
oxid_ativc dehydrogcnaúon of coordinatcd 2-(aminomcrh-vl)pyridine
in IRu(bpy)r(ampy)]2* (cq l) indicared ihe int"rm.'diá"y of 
"
the obscrvcd rate constants for thc oxidation
)2+, Ru(bpy)r(d:-ampY)2+, and rwo djastcreo-
)2(Mcampy)2+ studicd ovcr the pH rangc G2
mcdia and-calculatcd by usc of a compulcr
clscwhcrc.3
_. I)euicrium Isotopc Effccl ¡nd L)culcrium Exchangc Sfudics.
Since thc final reaction in thc schcmc (fte; eg 5) is ultimatcly rarc
d.ctcrmining in thc pll rangc studicd, tlrc rólaiivc importancc of
tlrc clcctron transfcr(s) and dcprotònation stcps inv<livcd in th¡rt
rc¡rction nright bc rcvcalcd by tlcutcriurn isotopc cffcct studics.
From Tablc lll, for rhc oxi<tations of IRu(bpy)2(ampy)]2+ anà
IRu(bpy)2(dr-ampy)]2*. the valucs of lr-k, a-rc witnin exp"ri-
mcntal cr¡or for lhc tw<l sy.stcms. llowcJcr. tllc valucs of ko (cq
5) are 93 * 3 and 52 * 3 s-r for thc nondcutcrated and dcutcratcd
cases. rcspcctively, giving k¿lko= 1.78 (+0.15). Thc existcnce
ol a primary isotope el'fecrró for the rcaction shows that the dc_
protonation at thc mcthylcnc carbon is ratc dctermining. ancl its
low magnitudc implics that rhc transition state is cithcr ñncar but













































(14) ìúikanìi, i"l.: Kon¡¡u. lvl S¡ito, Y. Chcm. Phys- tzil. t919, 6J,
56ó-5ó9
(16)-Tbc doublc dcuacrar¡on of rhc mcrhylcnc carbon in IRu(bpy)l(drampy)l:. coutd lcad to r sccondary irorop. ift"ci, urilv loåinã)¡å" *¡t¡
stud¡cs of dcurc¡ium cxclangc in phCHrrf and phcH2Nó2,rs th'is *outd nork .rñ..r.d r^ h. > I I (
(17) Strcit*ieser, A.; Van Sieklc, D E. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1962, g4,
254-258.
(18) llorrlwcll, F. G.; Iloylc. W. J. J. An Chem. Soc tg1l, gJ,St2-5t4-
(l9) WcsthciDcr, F.It. Ch¿n. Iteo. t96t,6t.265-2.t3.
(20) Morc O'Fcrrail, R. 
^. 
J. C¡terr,.Soc, I t9?0, ?E5_?90.
_--(15)-Mikami-Kido, M.: Sairo, Y Acta Cr),stolloy., S.ct I t982. AJg,452-455.
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Tul¡lc ltl. lulc Corìstrrìts tor tlrc Sclìcrrìu givcn in l:q 3-5 Using Ratc Data lrorn l'ìaslt l'hotolys¡s in Pcrchloralc Mc¡li¡ (À = 436 nln: p = I.0
NaClO.:7"= 24 r I "C: rll solutio¡ts c.lcacralcd)d
co rtt p lcx
I lìu(bpy). (X-Y) r'
X-Y =
I 0 -ók!, l0-ek! I0-"k,,
M-rs
I 0-,k.,
ilf -rs-l i\i s &o.s-t
Ittt¡työ'c
tl, .r t tt ¡ryc
lllcrrl¡ryc


























s¡\llvrlucsarcüvcruxcsobtaincdovcr¡rllrirngc0-2torl0dilfcrcntruns:crrorsquotctJrrccxpcrinrcntrl dcvirtions. ôVulucslrontrct 3
c Tlrcrc rvcrc two solut'ions to tllc nunrcricrl analysis, onc of rvhich has bccn clilninalcd ¡s lcss rcasonablc in a cltcrnicul scnsc.
A nonlinear trunsilíon state would corrcspond to intramolecular
hydride translcr from thc mcthylene carbon atom to the ruthenium
metal cenler, shown below.
Upon thc intramolccular transfcr of two clcctrons, Rulv-H- be-
courcs Rull-ll*, so tlì:l[ clirnination of thc proton would form thc
lìull-inrir¡c prtxluct. A rrrcclri¡rris¡n of this typc has bc¡n fxxtulatcd
prcviously in studics ol' thc oxidation of rnonodcntâtc amincs
coordinatcd to rutlìcnium, although no kinetic evidence was
presented.2r It has bcen suggcstedz2 that in Ru¡LH+ species, thc
H+ would lie on one of the faccs of the coordination octahedron,
and studies with molecular models reveal that such a location for
the hydride bridge is appropriate in the proposed t¡ansient.
A. linear asymmetric transition state lor the final step (k6; eq
5) would arise from basc-assisted removal of a proton from the
methylene carbon atom.
1.0 t 0.1 1.3 t 0.1 1l ¿ t '16 t 2.
Thc proton Ibstraction and thc intramolccular transfcr of two
clcctrons to thc nrctûl ccntcr rcsult in thc Rull-iminc product.
Thc chcnlic¡¡l oxi<li¡tion of Itlu(bpy)¡(dz-ûnrpy)12+ by Cc(lV)
wns studicd in 0.5 M I l2SO¿. Figurc 3 shows tlrc proton-dc@uplcd
rrC NMIì spcctra of thc conìplcxcs Ru(bpy)2(impy)r+, Ru'
(bpy)2(d¡-inrpy)2+, and thc product o[ thc Cc(lV) oxidttion of
Ru(bpy)2(d2-rmpy)2+ in aqucous (Fl20) solution. A singlct in
thc fully protonûtcd spcctrum of thc iminc comPlcx (arrowcd;
Figure 3A) would bc cxpected to bcÆomc a triplet in the complcx
deuteratcd at the methinc carbon, due to 2H-lrC couPling in the
latter, but is ofsuch low intensity it cannot be observed (Figurc
3B). The product of the Ce(lV) oxidation of the deuterated
complex sho\¡/s the same spectrum (Figure 3C) as the authentic
deuterated sample (Figure 3B), so that clearly no hydrogen ex-
change with the solvent occurs during the oxidation at the
methylene carbon. Consequently, if the mechanism involves
base-assisted proton removal, each act of deprotonation leads to
ligand oxidation. Therefore, eitåer deprotonation and intramo-
lccular electron-transler are concened or they are consccutive with
the electron transfer being very rapid (i.c., faster than the re-
protonation of thc carbanion). A conccrted process (with OH-
as tlìc basc) has bccn postulatcd for thc dchydrogcnation of
go 40 ppm o
Figure 3. 60-MHz rrC NMR spcctra of (A) [Ru(bpy)r(impy)12': (l])
lRu(bpy)2(d¡-impy)l:+: and (C) thc product of thc Cc(lV)-promotcrl
oxidrtion of IRu(bpy)¡(d¡arrrpy)ll'ìn 0.5 M llrSO¡. SPcctrít run in
DzO with p-dioxanc as iltcrn¿l rcfcrcncc ('). Thc position of rcsonrncc
of thc inrinc c¡rbon o[ | lìu(bpy)¡(inrpy)12' is indicatcd by an arrow in
cach of thc spcctra.
ethylcncdiaminc coordinatcd to Os.2J
For a basc-assistc<.1 proton-abstraction proccss, thc variation
of k¡lkD with ApK, (where ApK" is the differcnce bctwecn thc
pK" values of the acid and the base) is expcctcd to exhibit a
maximum at ApK! = 0, and kylkewill become (2 when ApK.
) l2.za ln the present instancc where H20 is the base, pK" for
H¡O+/H2O is -1.74,25 so tha!,tH//cD could be <2 if the pK" of
the acid (i.e. the acidity of the methylene Protons in the ampy
chelate ring of the Ru(lV) trànsient) is >10. Thc mcthylcnc
protons do undergo deuterium exchange in the Ru(ll) species
IRu(bpy)2ampy]2+ under vigorous conditions (pH - l4: 65 oC
for 36 h), and the pK" woutd bc expected to be considerably lower
in a Ru(lV) complcx because o[ the higher charge, so that a PK¡
value of l0 is not unreasonable.
(21 ) Diarnonri, S. E.: Tom, C. M.; Taubc, ll. J. Am. Chem. Sæ' 1975, 97.
2ó6 r -266.!.
(22) Ford, P. C.¡ Kucn¡pcl, J. R.: T¡ubc, ll. Inorg. Chcn, 1968,7,
I 976-l 983.
(23) Lay, P. Â.: Srrgcson, 
^. 
M.i Skclton. B' W.: whitc, lt. H. J- Am'
Chcm. Soc. 19a2, 104, 6 l ó l-6 1 64
(24) Joncs, J. R. 'Thc lonisation of Carbon Acids": Acadcmic Prcss:
Lon¡lon. I9?1.
(25) Jcncks. W, l¡.'Catalysis in Chcmistry and linzymology": McGraw'
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Process.
Oxida(ion Srud¡cs at Higher pH. Ân csscntial fcature of the
proposcd rcâction mcchanism is that the ratc of the re¿ction shou¡d
the pH equals thc pK" of rhe RurlL
(eq 3; pK. = 2.43), since thc rare of
intcrmcdiatc (cq 4) would thcn bc op-
rc thc ratc ol'oxidation ar various oH






T.he scmiquantitativc study of thc pH-rarc prolilc for the ox_
idation.of IRu(bpy)ampy]2+ indicares an optimäl pH for rhe rare,
as prcdicted by the mcchanistic scheme.
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Oxidation of Isopropylamine and Related Amines Coordinated to Ruthenium. Formation
of Monodentate Imine and Alkylideneamido Complexes of Ruthenium
PETER A. ADCOCK,T F. RICHARD KEENE,'' ROBERT S. SMYTHE,' and MICHAEL R. SNOW2
Receiued June 9, 1983
Ths chcmical and clcct¡ochcmical oxidation of [Ru(tpyXbpy)(NH2CHRTR'l)ìr+ (Nll:Cl'lRrR2 = isopropylaminc. cy-
clohcxylamine, or (c-methylbcnzyt)amine; rpy = 2,2':6',2"-terpyridine: bpy = 2.2'-6¡Ottidine) reveals two consccutivc
twù.electron proccsscs. Thc f¡rst oxidat¡on is irreversiblc and yields the corresponding imine specics. The second oxidation
produces a complex identified as containing the N-bound alþlideneamide anion. The second proccss is reversible chcmically
or elccrro€hemically. The X-ray crystal structurc of IRu(tpyXbpy)(NCMc:)](ClOa)¡H20 (the lour-clcctron oxidation
product of the complex containing isopropylaminc) shows a linear Ru-N-C linkage with a Ru-N bond lcngth of t'831
(10) Ä.. ind¡crring multiple bonding. Thc complex of formula C2¡H17N6CI¡O¡3Ru is orthorhombic, space group Pza2¡
iNo.¡¡),withcelldimensions o=zz.o3t (l3i À,ó= 10.689(6).Ã,,c= i¿.zst (s) Ã,andZ=4.
lnt¡oduction
There has been considerable recent inte¡est in the oxidative
dehydrogenation ol coordinated amines to the corresponding
imines or nitriles.r-7 Many ol thesc studies have involved
(l) James Cook Univcrsity of North Qucensland.
(2) University of Adclaide.
(3) Brown. G. fvl.; Wavcr. T. R.¡ Kæne, F. R.; Mcycr, T. J. Inorg. Chem.
1976, ,J, l9O-19ó and rcfcrcnccs thcrcin.
(4) Diamond,S. E.:Tom, C. M.:Taubc, H. J. Am. Chcm. Soc. 1975, 97,
2661-2664.
(5) Keenc, F. R.: Salmon, D. J.; Mcycr. T. J. .L Am. Chem. Soc. 1976,98,
l 884-l 889.
(6) Ridd. M. J.; Kccnc. 1. R. t. Am. Chem. Soc. l9El. f0J, 57iJ-5740.
(7) Kccnc. F. R.: Ridd, M. J.;Snow, M. R..r. zlu. Chcm- Soc. 1983, 105,
7075-70E l.
ruthenium as the metal center, and while the formation o[
complexes containing the a,a'-diimine moiety has been rela-
tively common,l'5 complexes containing coordinated simple
monodentate imines had not been isolated although their in-
tcrmcd¡âcy had becn either observed or inferred in a few
cases.l'¡
We recently communicatedt aspects of the oxidation of
isopropylamine in the complex IRu(tpy)(bpy)-
(NH2CHMe2)]2+,e in which two major processes were ob-
served. Initially, a two-electron oxidation yielded the corre-
(8) Adcæk, P. A.: Kænc. F. R J An. Chem. Sæ. 1981, /0J. 6494-6495'
(9) 
^bbrcviations 
for ligands: b¡ry = 2,3r6¡Ott¡¿¡ncitpy = L,2'i6',2"-tct'
pyridinc; bpic = 4,4Ldimcthyl-2,2rbipyridinc.
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Oxidation of Amincs Coordinated to Ru
sponding imine complex (eq l). This product in rurn un_
Ru(tpy)(bpy) (NH2CHMe2)2+ -21
Ru(tpy)(bpy)(NH:CMe2)2+ + 2H+ (r)
derwent a furthe¡ reversible tìryo_electron oxidation to yield
a product characterized as IRu(tpy)(bpylfNCV.rii; f.i zl.
Ru(tpy) (bpy)(NH:CMez)r* 
*
Ru(tpy)(bpy)(NCMer)3+ + H+ (2)
^We 
now report details of the synthesis and charactcrízation
of these-species. togerher with aspects oit.rr"¡.'"l.rnj""l 
""¿electrochemical behavior.
Experimental Section





P. O.: Whirrcn, D. G.
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(Benzon nium(ll) Hexafluoro-phosphate, [Ru(rpy)(bpy)OHr]-
(PF6)2 (0.1 (10 mL), onâ benzo-
nitrile (2.5 re was refluxcd for 4
h. it was p and cooled in an ice bath.
The crude tration, washed with ether,
and dried
The complex was hot abcolute ethanol
(100 mL) and fìlter slowly to O oC, and
crystals were allow e product was then
collætcd. washcd wi and then with cthcr,
and dricd in vacuo (yicld 0.04 g,44To rccovcry). Anal. Calcd for
RuC¡2H2¡N6P2F¡2: C,43.5; H, 2.74; N,9.51. Found: C,43.5: H,
2.941 N,9.21.
(Dimethylbipyridine)(is m(II)
hexafluorophosphate, [Ru( s prc-
parcd and isolatcd (907o) . bpy
analogue.
t2.0.
(ii) [Ru(tpy)( 038 g) in o.l M HCt (60
mL) was electro V and rhcn exhaustivcly
at +0.51 V. Soli stirring product solution.
Adcock et al.
Thc prccipitatc was collcctcd, washed with acidified ice-cold distillcd
watcr, and dricd in vacuo (yicld 0.028 E,'l3Vo).
The product was ¡cdissolvcd in water and sorbcd onto a column
ofSP-Scphadex C25 cation exchanger. The complex was eluted with
0.5 M NaCl with collcction of the firsr (rcd) band. Solid NHoPF.
was addcd to thc stirring cluatc, and thc rcsulting precipitatc was




(NHrCllMc¡)l(PF6), (0.10 g) was solubilizcd in 0.1 M HCt (20 mL)
with usc of Dowex l-X8 anion-cxchangc rcsin (Cl-) Tlrc solution
was filtered and electrolyzed exhausrively ar +l 00 V (n = 3.8
electrons/Ru). The product was precipitated by the addition ofsolid
NH4PFó to the stirring solution. After settling, the precipitare was
collected, washcd wirh acidified (HCl) ice-cold distilled warer, and
dried in vacuo (yield 0.097 g, 837o). Anal. Calcd for
RuC¡3H25N6P¡F,s: C, 34.3; H,2.57; N, 8.56; P, 9.47; F, 34.8. Found:
C, 34.0; H, 2.71; N, 8.36; P, 9.10; F, 34.8.
(Dimethylbipyridine) (isopropylideneamine) (terpyridine)rurhenium-
(II) hexafl uorophosphate, IRu(tpy) (bpic) (NH:CMe2)](PF5)2, was
prepared in a manner identical wirh thar detailed for the bpy complex
(method ii).
( Dimethylbipyridine) (isopropylideneamido) (terpyridine)ruthenium
Hexafluorophosphate, IRu(tpy)(bpic)(N:CMer)](PF5)¡. IRu-
(tpy)(bpic)(NHTCHMc)l(PFr), (0.081 g) was srirred in 0.t M HCI
with Dowcx l-X8 anion-cxchangc rcsin (Cl- form) until dissolution.
After removal of the resin by filtration. the solution was elcctrolyzcd
at +0.81 V qn to a column
C25 cation ith an aqueous
M HCI sol Vo ol the only
collæted. S and after thc m
for 5 min the precipitate was collecred, washed wirh acidified ice-cold
distilled watcr, and dried in vacuo (yield 0.071 g).
Struclure Determination of the Four-Electron Oxidation product
IRu(tpy)(bpy)(NCMer)l(ClO¡)3'H2O. Collection and Reducrion of
X-ray Data. A concentrared solution of IRu(tpy)(bpy)(NCMer)]r+
was prepared by stirring the PF6- salt with Dowex l-X8 anion-ex-
change resin (Cl- form) in 0.1 M HCl. The solution was filtered,
excess NaClOa added, and the mixture kept under vacuum and
protected from light for scve¡al days. Initially a small amounr of an
unidentified grecn product scparared (which was removed by filtration),
and after ca. 2 weeks orange crystals o[ the desired salt were obtained
from the solution.
A crystal plate of dimensions 0.035 X 0.15 x 0.40 mml was
mounted on a glass fiber and coated with cyanoacrylate super glue.
Latt¡ce parametcrs at 27 "C were determined by a least-squares fit
to the setting angles of 25 indcpendenr reflections, measured, and
refined by scans performed on an Enraf-Nonius CAD4 four-circle
F(000) = 1744 clcctrons.
Intensity data wcrc collcctcd in the rangc 1.2 < 0 < 22o for thc
+h,+k,+l octant with use of an u-nïf 3 scan. whcrc ¡ (=2) was
optimized by profìle analysæ of a typical rcflcction. Thc o scan a_ngles
and horizontal counter aperturs employed were (1.20 * 0.35 taì 0)"
and (2.40 * 0.5 tan d) mm, respcctively. Threc standard reflections,
monitored after every 58 min of data collection, indicated that by
completion of the data collection no decomposition had occurred. Data
reduction and application of Lorentz and polarization corrections were
performcd with use of the program suscAD.ll Absorption corrections
were applied; the rangc oftransmission factors was from 0.99 to 0.89.
Of the 2602 reflections collectcd, 597 wirh I < 2.5o(l) were coruidered
unobserved and not used in thc calculations.
Solution ¡nd Refinement, Thc structure was solved and refined
by application of the heavy-atom tcchniquc. Succcssive difference
synthcses located all non-hydrogen atoms of the structure, including
one watcr molcculc. [n thc rcfincment by full-mptrix least squares
( l2) (13) Programs uscd includcd suscAD rnd ABsoR0 ('Dara Rcducrion prr
grrms for thc C^D.4 Diffr¡cromcrcr-, Univcrsity ofsydncy, 1975),
silt't.x ('Pro¡¡rrr[ for C¡ystal S(ructurc Dctcrmination', C. M, Shcl-
drick, 1976), xnd oRilip (plotring progrum by G. K. Johnson)
Oxidation of Amines Coordinated to Ru
Tablc l. Final Positional Pa¡amcters for Non-Hydrogcn Atoms in
I Ru(rpy)(bpy)(N=C(CH, )¡ ) I 
(ClO.).'l I. O (frractionul
Ò,'ordinatcs Xl0'cxccpt lbr Ru (xl0'))
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Tablc ll, Sclcctcd Bond Lcn¡;ths (A) rnd Bond Anglcs (dc¡) for
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and anglcs, with values omitted for the rig"id pyridine rings in the
ligands-bpy and tpy (C-C, N-C = 1.395 Ä).
Results and Discussion
The aerial oxidation of [Ru(NH¡)s(NH2Bz)]2+ has previ-
Plexcs in which the five innocent
nter are pyridine-type Iigands' the
onding substantially shifts the po-
(II) couples anodically3 so that the
complcxes are no longcr oxidized acrobically. A spcctro-
ohotometric titration of thc oxidation of [Ru(tpy)(bpy)-
iNHrBz¡¡2* by Ce(lV) in 2 M HzSO¡ indicates a quantitâtive
iou.-ãl".iton þrocess yielding a single product' Cyclic volt-


































thc bipyridyl and terpyridyl ligands wcre refined as scts of rigid pyridine
rings än¿ *ittr anisoiiopiè tempcrature factors. Their hydrogen atoms
*eie includcd in the riiia groups at calculatcd positions (C-H = t 00
Äj. t¡e otirct non-hyãrogln aioms *"t. also rcfined anisotropically'
Túe alternative c¿ntríc symmetric space group, Pnam,was considercd
and rejccted as the statistics Save mean lE: - ll values-ìn thc rangc
ó.e8-d.l8 (ccntric requires Ó.9? and nonccntric 0'74) AIso the
oarairior"t. ti,", 
""nnår 
b. ordered in the ccntric space group and
'nã'"uid"ncc for disorder was found. Rcfincmcnt convcrßcd with 'R
= 0.0357, at which sta8e thc largcst pcak in thc ñnal diffcrcnce 
map
*"i l"tr in"n 0.3 e Ä--3. Thc absolúte configuration of the crysral
*"i t.r,"¿ by repeating [hc lâst threc cyclcs oI refinement u'ith all
"o-din.a, 
ín"cited thiough the orißin; the higher corresponding R
valuc of0.03?4 found confiimed lhc inititl conlìguration' Â wcighing
schcmc of the type w = k lþ2$.\ + gFo2) was rcfincd and convcrged
with t = 0.82;;d I = 0'0013. All scattcring factors and anomalous
tcrms werc takcn fiom rcf 14. Thc finaì positional paramcteÍs arc
iistcd in Tablc L Thc thcrmal Parlmclcrs arc avail¿blc as supplc-
(15) (a) Tetra-¡-
clectrolytc;I l4) 'lntemarional Tablæ for Crystallognph¡-;
England, l9?41 Vol. 4, PP 99. 149'
Kynæh Prs: Birmingham, butvlammonium hcxafluorophosphalc uscd as supporting
platinum-bcati clcclrodc. (b) Plãtinum-bcad clcctrodc
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A spcctrophotomctric ritration of the oxitlation of IRu-
(tpy)(bpy)(Nll2CllMc¡)12+ by Cc(lV) in 2 M tt2SO¡ in<li-
càtr.:s ùn ovcrall four-r:lcctrr:n oxidation consisting ol two
sepâratc two-clcctron proccsscs, which arc consccutivc.
Spcctra takcn during exhaustivc clcctrolyscs ol the amine
complcx (platinum-gauzc clcctrodc) in 0.1 M HCt (at 0.90
V) and acetonitrile (at l.l0 V) indicate similar results. The
overall spectrophotometric and coulometric n values were
slightly less than 4.0 (typically 3.7-3.8). The second rwo-
elcctron proccss could bc rcvcrscd clcctrochcmically (coulo-
merry ar 0.50 V in 0.1 M HCl,0.55 V in acetonitrile), wirh
¿ for the reduction being exactly half the value for the overall
oxidation. The two- and lour-electron products were isolated
by precipitation as the hexafluorophosphate salts and could
bc purificd by ion-cxchangc chromatography on SP-scphadex.
Two-Electron Oxidation Product. The rH NlvlR spectrum
(in CD3CN) of the two-electron oxidation product revealed
two doublets in the aliphatic region centered at 1.12 and 1.62
ppm, with very small coupling (0.73 and 1.56 Hz, respecrively).




with both methyl groups being split by the adjacent NH:C
moiety. On addition of a drop of D2O, each doublet collapses
to a singlet, following exchange at the imine NH group.
Thc visible spcctrum of this spccics (MLCT transition) in
2 M H2SO4 shows e!i'f = 8000, compared wiÌh éllT = 8800
for the parent isopropylamine complex. For complexes of the
Ru(tpy)(bpy)2+ moiety, the position of the MLCT band in
aqueous solution is virtually insensitive to the nature of the
sixth ligand unless it is capable of extensive back-bonding.16
The small blue shift in the visible spectrum on going from the
amine to the imine ligand indicates there is a relatively small
amount of back-bonding lrom Ru(II) to the coordinated
monodentate imine, compared with the large effect observed
for the conjugated a,a'-diimine grouping.r A similar con-
clusion is rcached from electrochemical studies. The position
of the Ru(lI) * Ru(III) oxidation in Ru(tpy)(bpy)X2+ com-
plexes is also insensitive to X unless it is capable of extensive
back-bonding.lT In cyclic voltammetry, the waves of the
anodic sweep corræponding to the Ru(U) * Ru(lII) processes
are inscparable (see below), consistent with there being little
back-bonding in the case ofthe coordinated imine. This eflect
has bccn obscrvcd prcviously, whcrc thc diffcrence between
thc clcctrodc potcntials lor thc Ru(bpy)22+ complcxcs of
1,2-diamino-l,l-dimethylpropane and its imine is only 0.07
V in acetonitrile,l and the cyclic voltammetric waves of 2-
(2-aminocthyl)pyridine and its imine product are indistin-
guishable:¡E in thcse cases, a monoimine or nonconjugated
diimine (respectively) is seen to be only a weak r-âcceptor.
Four-Electron Oxidation Product. Microanalytical data
showed the product to have the general formula [Ru(tpy)-
(bpy)(C¡HeN)],(PFo)¡,, and conductance measurements in
acetonitrile by Feltham's methodro showed the molecular
complexity z = l, so that the complex is monomeric. When
conductance measurements were undertaken, comparisons
were made with [Ru(tpy)(bpy)(NO)](PF )r. The values of
Às, the equivalent conductance at inlinite dilution, were202
* 9 O-r cm2 equiv-r for [Ru(tpy)(bpy)(NO)](PF6)r and 2t I
+ ó 0-r cm2 equiv-r for [Ru(tpyXbpyXC3H5N)](PF5)¡. The
(16) For cxamplc, for complcxes Rul'(tpy)(bpy)XÉ in aqucous solution: X
= Cl-, À*. = 479 nm: H¡O, 476 nm¡ NH¡, rt82 nm; NO.-,443 nm; py,
467 nm: bcnzonitrilc,.l.lS nm.
(17) For examplc, for complcxcs Ru(tpy)(bpy)X2+ in acctonitrilc solution:
X = H¡O,Eta = 1.08 V: X = NHr Ettz= l.OZ V; X = bcnzonitrilc,
Eriz=lJlV'
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Fígure t. ¡H NMR (100 MHz) spectra of IRu(tpy)(bpic)(N:
CMc2)lr+ in CD¡CN (A) and 0.1 M DCI (B) (MeaSi external
standard).
slopes of the Feltham plots were respectively (1.02 + 0.05)
x i0r and (l 07 + 0.04) x l0r o-r cm2 dm3/2 equiv-r/2, dcm-
onstrating clearly that thc complcxcs are of the samc ion type.
Thc rH NMR spectra of the related complex IRu(tpy)-
(bpic)(C3H6N)lr+ in acetonitrile-D¡ and 0.1 M DCI are shown
in Figurc l. ln the aliphatic rcgion, each spcctrum contains
a six-proton mcthyl singlct due to thc oxidizcd isopropylarninc
ligand (ô = 2.31 and 2.74, respectively), flanked by two
three-proton methyl singlets arising from the dimethylbi-
pyridine ligand.
The complex showed very little absorption in the visible
region of the electronic spectrumr consistent with oxidation
of the metal center to Ru(IlI)re or Ru(IV).20 There was
signilìcant absorption in the UV region, due primarily to
ligand-centered 7r - r1 transitions. which was suflicientlydistinctive to be uscd as a critical criterion of purity in the
synthesis and purilication of the complex.
In dry acetonitrile solution, cyclic voltammetric studies
showed a reversible couple with Et¡2= 0.72 V (Figure 3C).
The magnetic moment measured ât 25 oC wâS g.¡ = 1.2
4 0.1 ¡rs. Since complexes of Ru(ll) are invariably diamag-
netic, and complexes of Ru(III) and Ru(IV) have generally
exhibited magnetic behavior at room temperature consistent
with onc and two unpaircd clectrons, respectively,2l this ob-
scrvation an<j thc cathodic shil"t in rcdox potcnli¡rl for thcsc
spccics rclativc to thc potcntiûl for thc two-clcctron oxidation
product (the isopropylidencaminc complcx) rcfìect the unusual
nature of the Ru-ligand interaction.
Thcsc data wcrc prcviously intcrprctcdt to indicatc that thc
NCMe2 skeleton rcmained intac! during the four-clcctron
oxidation of coordinated isopropylamine and that the most
likely structure could be considered (at least in a formal sense)




Consequently, a linear Ru-N-C linkage and Ru-N multiple
bonding were predicted.
An X-ray crystal structure analysis has now confirmed that
assignment and is discussed below with aspects rclating to the
unusual magnetic and electrochemical behavior.
(19) Bryant, C. M : Fergusson. J. E. Aust. J. Chem. 1911. 24,775-236.
(20) Moycr, B. Â.: Mcycr. T. J. Inorg. Chem- l9tl, 20,136-144.
(21) Criffirh, W. P.'Thc Chcmistry of thc Rarcr Platinum MctÀls': In-
tcrsc¡cncc: London, ¡967.
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alkylideneamide anion species is discussed below. In Ru(III)
complexes, Ru-N bond lengths are typically ca t.l0 4.23'30
The Isopropylideneamido Ligand, The potential bonding
modes of the alkylideneamido (or arylideneamido) ligand,
R2C:N-, have been discussed previously.32 Examples of all
possible linkages are known: it may function as a bridging
group in polynuclear species,3s and in mononuclear species,
the M-N-C linkage can be either linears4-3ó or bent.37 The
bent linkage requires an sp2-hybridized nitrogen donor atom,
whereas for a linear M-N-C assembly, the N may be con-
sidered as sp hydridized with considerable p,(N) * d,(M)
(and possibly d,(M) * zr*(C:N)) bonding giving rise to a
shortened M-N bond distance. The relative involvements of
p,-d, and d,--.r' bonding is often ambiguous,32 and in most
cases the choice of the linear (rather than the bent) linkage
could arguably be made by steric requirements.36
For the present structurc, thc nearly lincar Ru-N-C linkage
and short Ru-N bond indicate multiplc bonding. lr scems
likely this is due to p,(N) * d,(Ru) interaction, sincc there
is no indication of the lengthening of the C:N bond arising
from d, - rr back-donation. Studics with molccular modcli
indicate that the lincar linkagc would trc strongly favorcd over
the bent mode because of steric interaction bctween the methyl
groups and the tpy and bpy rings in the latter case.
The magnetic and electrochemical behaviors of the fou¡-
electron oxidation product a¡e consisl.ent with the Ru:N:C
formulation. Complexes of Ru(IV) normally exhibit magnetic
moments appropriate to two unpaired electrons 1d4).38 For
destabilized by p,(N) * d,(Ru) mixing, and there would be
t$,o essentially nonbonding levels. The complex might
therefore be expected to be diamagnetic (as is observed also
for Os(IV) conrplexes of deprotonated ethylenediamine):re
however, the source of the small residual paramagnetism is
unknown.
As noted earlier, the complexes ol thc alkylidencamide
anions describcd here and nitrosyl complcxes of ruthenium
cxhibit a number of similarities in physical properties, par-
ticularly with respect to shortened Ru-N bond lengths,-but
(32) (a) Farmcr)', K.: Kitner. M.: Midcalf. C. J. Chcm. Soc. A 1910,
22'19-2285. (b) Briggs, D.: Ctark, D. T.l Kcabtc, H. R.; Kitncr, M. J.
J. Chcm. Soc., Dalton Trcns. 1913,2143-214i.
(33) Kilncr, M.: Midculf, C../. Chcn. Sæ. I)atktn Trans.19:,4,l620-1624.
(34) Collicr, 14, R.: Luppcrt, M. F.t Snrirh, R.: W¿dc, K. J. Chent-Soc.,
Dolron TtoÉ. t972, 370-373.
(35) Kilncr. M.; Pinkncy, J. N. J C/¡cz¡. Soc. /4 lg1l,28g7-2893.
(3ó) Shc¡rcr, H. M. M.; Soycrbt, ). D. J. Chent. Soc., Dol ton Trans. 1973,
2629-2632.
(37) A¡cæk, N. W.; Picrcc-Butler, M. J. Chom Soc , DoÌton T¡ans t915,
24()9-24'16
(38) Earnshau', A.: FiSgis, B. N.; Lcwis. J.; Pc¡cock, R. D J Cå¿ø. Sø.
I96t.3132-3t38
(39) Lay. P. Â.: Sa¡Bcson, A. M.; Skclton, B. w i \Ä¡hirc, A H. J. An.







Figure 2. oRrEp plot of IRu(tpy)(bpy)(N:CMer)](Cl04)3,H20
showing atom labeling (25Vo probability ellipsoids).
Description of the Structures of the Four-Electron Oxidation
Produc! [Ru(tpv)(bpyXNCMer)](ClO.)r.H20. A perspective
view of the struiture of the cation is shown in Figure 2. The
cation exhibits metal to pyridyl-type nitrogen ligand distances
in the range 2.055-2.0'76 Â for the bipyridine ãnd noncenrral
terpyridine rings. These values and the bipyridine chelate bite
angles (78.0 (4), 78.5 (5)o) are similar ro previous values found
for other bipyridine complexes of Ru(II)22 (where there is
r-back-bonding betw^ecn a delocalized r*(bpy) and t2r(Ru)
orb¡tals) and Ru(llI)23 (where there is less extensive zlover-
lap22). The central ring of the
bond length of only 1.937 (7)
Ä of the metal<entral N dist
noted previously in Cr(tpy),
mono(terpyridinc) complcxcs of Ga,2ó 2n,21 and Sn28 and is
prcsumably due to stcric constraint imposcd on thc ligand by
coordination.
The coordinatcd isopropylidcneamide anion has a substan-
tially linear connection to Ru, the angle ar N(6) being 175.2
(?2) Rillcma. D. P.: Joncs, D. S.; Lcvy, H. A J. Cåem. So c.. Chem. Com-
z¡¿. 1979. E49-85 l.
(23) Phclps. D. W.; Kahn, E. M.; Hodgson, D J. lnorg. Chem.1915, t4,
24E(,-2490.
(24) Wickramashinghc. W 
^.: 
8ird, P. l{.: Scrfnnc, N. laorg. Chcm- 1982,
21, 2694-2698.
(25) Mathcw, M.¡ Palcnik, G. ). J. Coord. Chen. 1971, 1,243.
(26) Bcran, G.: Carty, A. J.: Parcl, Il. 
^.; 
Palcn¡k, G J- J. Chem. Soc. D
t970,222-223-
(2?) Einstcin. F. W. B.ì Pcnfold. B. R.,<c t a C rys r o I logr. t966, 20, 924-926.
(2lt) Einstcin, F. W B.¡ Pcnfold, D. R. J. (ä¿,¡¡. Soc. A t968.30t9-1021.
(29) Holian, B. L.; Marsh, R. E. /4cto Crystallogr., Sect 8: Stuct- Crys-
tollogr- Cryst. Chen-,1970, A?ó, 1049-1058.
(30) Stynæ, H C.t lbcrs, J A. Inorg Chem 1971, r0.2304-230E.
(31) Flthâm, R. D.: Encmark. J.H.7-op. Sterochez. t98t. ,2, t55-?15.
c
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Figure 3. Cyclic voltammograms (200 mV/s) of IRu(tpy)(bpy)-
(NH2CHMe2)12+ (A) and of its two-clccrron (B) and four-clcctron
(C) oxidation products in acetonit¡ilc solution.ls'
also their electronic spcctra and redox couples (see below). The
simple historical vicw of nitrosyl complexes as NO+ bound to
Ru(ll) with cxtcnsivc mctal-to-ligand back-bondingao leads
to a sim¡lâr result to the concept of NCR| R2 bound to Ru(lV)
with extensive ligand-to-metal r-donation. However, as for
the nitrosyl complexes where the recognition of extensive co-
valent interaction has led to the formalism {MNOI' (where
/¡ = the total number of electrons associated with the metal
d orbitals and zrr(NO) orbitals),rr the assignment of oxidation
states to the metal and ligating atom for the (alkylidene-
amido)ruthenium complexes is inappropriate.
Electrochemical Studies of IRu(tpy ) (bpy) (NH2CHMe2) f +
and lts Oxidation P¡oducts. The cyclic voltammograms of
IRu(tpyXbpy)(NH2CHMe2)]2+, and of its two- and four-
electron oxidation products, are shown in Figures 3 (in ace-
tonitrile) and 4 (in 0.1 M HCI).
ln acetonitrile, cyclic voltammetry (200 mV/s) of [Ru-
(tpy)(bpy)(NH2CHMe2)12+ reveals a reversible couple with
E¡72 = 1.08 V (Figure 3A), associated with the Ru(III)/Ru(II)
couplc. Undcr thc samc cxpcrimcntal conditions, the imine
complex shows (Figure 3B) a pcak on the anodic sweep (Ep¿
= l.l0 V), with two peaks (8p," = 1.03 and 0.69 V) on the
subsequent cathodic sweep: thc relative magnitudes of these
two pcaks dcpended on the sweep rate, the proportion of the
peak at more cathodic potential increâsing with lower sweep
rate. The isopropylideneamido species shows a reversible couple
with E'72 = O.'l2Y (Figure 3C).
In 0;l M HCl, the cyclic voltarnmogram of [Ru(tpy)-
(bpy)(NHzCHMe)12+ is completely irreversible with Eo." =
0.90 V, and that of the imine complex is virtually identical
(Figure 4A,B). The isopropylideneamido complex shows an
irreversible reduction (Er." = 0.62 V), with an oxidation (Ep¡
= 0.90 V) on the subsequent anodic sweep (Figure 3C) cor-
responding to the imine species formed by the initial re¡iuction.
The addition ol even small amounts of water to the aceto-
nitrile solutions used in the experiments detailed in Figure 3
gives results consistent with those for aqueous solutions.
Coulometry of the system was identical for the two solvents.
Exhaustive oxidation (at l.l0 V in CH¡CN;0.90 V in 0.t M
HCI) showed an overall four-electron oxidation (n = 3.7-3.8).




Figure 4. Cyclic voltammograms (200 mV/s) of IRu(tpy)(bpy)-
(Nll2CHMcr)12+ (A) and ol its two-clcctron (B) and four-clcctron
(C) oxidation products in 0.1 M HCl.rrb
(as shown by spectrophotometric analysis during the coulo-
mctry), and thc sccond tweelectron process could be reversed
clcctrochcmically (as discussed earlier).
Thcsc elcctrochcmical data rcvcal that thc aminc complcx
exhibits reversible behavior on the cyclic voltammetric time
scale consistent with the Ru(IIl)/Ru(II) couple under an-
hydrous conditions but that in aqueous solution a rapid sub-
sequent oxidation to the imine species occurs. The amine -
imine conversion is irreversible. In aqueous solution, the co-
ordinated imine * isopropylideneamido conversion is rapid
and reversible: under anhydrous conditions, the imine complex
undergoes ligand oxidation to the isopropylideneamido complex
at a rate comparable with the cyclic voltammetric time scale,
and although this reaction is reversible, the reverse process is
clearly considerably slower. Because of these factors, it is
difficult to synthesize electrcchemically the imine complex by
a twùelectron exhaustive electrolysis of the amine species, since
their oxidation potentials are very similar and substantial
amounts of imine oxidation occur oncê its concentration builds
up. Howevcr, since the subsequent two-electron process is
rcvcrsiblc, following thc lour-clcctron coordinatcd aminc *
isopropylideneamide anion oxidation the imine complex may
then be regenerated quantitatively by reduction at the ap-
propriate potential.
Thesc observations may be summarized in Schcme I, with





Rurr(NH:CMer)r* å Rurrr(NH:CM.r)r* ;{f4+c- +H'
¡urrr¡N:CMe2)2* $ Ru:N:CMe2r+
<
The isopropylideneamido complex is relatively stable in acid
solution but reverts to the imine under neutral or basic con-
ditions, presumably with concomitant oxidation of water to
hydrogen peroxide (no formation of 02 by oxidation of OH-
has becn observed). In the presence of oxidizable substrates
(particularly alcohols), the isopropylideneamide * iso-
propylidcneamine ligand reduction is relatively rapid. The
potcntial of thcse cyclcs in thc chemically catalyz.cd elcctro-





(40) Bottomlcy, F. Coord. Chem- Rcu, 1978, 26,1-12.
be limited however by side reactions to as yet unidentified
products.
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Abstract
The oxidation of a number of secondary amines coordinated to ruthenium(II) was investigated.
Pyrrolidine (1) and piperidine (5) formed the corresponding l-imines [l'pyrroline (2) and 2,3,4,5'
tetrahydropyridine (6)l; these complexes were stable, although spectral and electrochemical
properties show there to be only minor zr-back-bonding between the RuII metal centre and the
imine ligands. The analogous É-unsaturated amines [3-pyrroline (3) a¡d L,2,3,í'tetrahydropyridine
(7)] complexes also underwent oxidative dehydrogenation reactions, and in these cases produced
the corresponding aromatic species þyrrole (4) and pyridine (8), respectively]. Coordinated
.f/-methylallylamine (9) was oxidized to a mixture of the two possible l-imine species (10) and
(11), and preliminary studies indicated that the !-aza l,3-diene (11) product would undergo a
Diels-Alder reactiotr while attached to the metal centre.
Introduction
The oxidative dehydrogenation of coordinated amines is well documented,
particularly with ruthenium as the metal centre.l{ While stable complexes containing
ihe conjugated a,a'-diimine moiety are relatively common products of such reactions,z
the observations of complexes of unconjugated or monodentate imines are few.
In their study of the aerial oxidation of benzylamine in [Ru(NH3)5(NH2CH2Ph)]2+
to the benzonitrile complex, Diamond et aL1 obsewed an intermediate which they
assumed to be the imine species. In the same work the oxidation of cyclohexylamine in
[Ru(NH3)5(c-CóHrrNH2)]2+ yielded [Ru(NHr)5]3+ and cyclohexanone, presumably
by hydrolysis of a transient imine complex generated by dehydrogenation. Brown et
al.2 also claimed the generation in situ of a coordinated monoimine by electrochemical
oxidation of the chelate ligand 2-methylpropane-1,2-diamine (damp) in the complex
I Dedicated to Bob Schoenfetd in appreciation for his contribution to Australian chemistry and
chemical literature.
I Goto, M., Takeshita, M., Kanda, N., Sakai, T., and Goedken, Y. L., Inorg' Chem', 1985, 24'
582, and refe¡ences therein.
2 Brown, G. M., Weaver, T. R., Keene, F. R., and Meyer, T. J-, Inorg. Chem., 1976, 15' 190'
3 Keene, F. R., Salmon, D. J., and Meyer, T.1., J. Am. Chem- Soc-, 1976,98' 1884' and references
therein.
4 Ridd, M. J., and Keene, F. R, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 1981, 103, 5733.
5 K""tte, F. R., Ridd, M. J., and Snow, M. R' J. Am. Chem. Soc., 1983' f05' 7075.
ó Adcock, P. 4., Keene, F. R., Smythe, R. S., and Snow, M. R., Inorg. Chem., 1984, 23,2336.
7 Diamond, S. E., Tom, G. M., and Taube, H., f. Am. Chem. Soc-, 1975,97,2661.
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[Ru(bpy)r(damp)]2+ þpy : 2,2'-bipyndine). In none of the cases could the imine
complex be isolated.
The only instance in which a stable ruthenium complex of a monodentate imine
has been isolated was recently reported by Adcock et al-;6 the two-electron oxidation
of coordinated isopropylamine yields the corresponding imine complex:
L5Ru-NHr-CH(CH3)22+ -2", L5Ru-NH=C(CH¡) z2* +2H+ (i)
[Lr : (tpy)(bpy), where tpy : 2,2':6',2"-terpyridinef.
However, the imine complex may undergo subsequent oxidation to form an
alkylideneamido species:
L5Ru-NH=C(CH¡)22+ É trRu=N=C(CH¡)23+.1uf{+ (2)
+2e
Similar reactions rüere observed with the structurally related ligands q-
methylbenzylamine and cyclohexylamine.
\Ve sought to isolate ruthenium(u) complexes of monodentate imines in order to
probe the nature of any stabilization induced by their coordination and to examine
their chemical reactivity. To prevent the subsequent oxidation reaction, e.g., (2),
we have now studied the oxidative dehydrogenation of a number of coordinated
secondary amines. This paper reports the oxidation of pyrrolidine and piperidine (and
some of their congeners), and .l/-methylallylamine artached ro the Ru(rpy)@py)2+
moiety, and details of the resultant imine products.
Experimental
Measurements
Electronic spectra were recorded on a cary 219 spectrophotometer, and n.m.r. spectra
[in (D6)acetone, dichloro(D2)methane, (D6)dimethyl sulfoxide, or D2o solvents] on a Bruker
AM-300 spectrometer with either ¿dioxan (ô 3.53 [ lH ] and 66.5 1 13c¡¡ or SiMea as inrernal
reference. When D2O was used as a solvent, PFó - salts were solubilized by stirring a suspension
in D2O with Dowex 1X8 ¡esin (Cl- form), and frltering prior to transfer into the n.m.r. tube.
Electrochemical measurements were made in deaerated (N2) freshly distilled propylene
carbonate (0.2 tvr tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate), a Bioanalytical Systems (BAS) CV-27
voltammograph being used, with cyclic voltammograms output to a Linseis Ly-lgOo x-r
recorder. All potentials are reported relative to a saturated sodium chlciride calomel standard
electrode.
Elemental analyses were carried out by the Canadian Microanalytical Service (Vancouver).
Materials
Propylene carbonate (Aldrich) was distilled under vacuum (69-71'lo.j mmHg). pyrrole
(Aldrich) was also distilled before use. AII other chemicals and solvents were of A.R.
grade (where available) and used as received, The complex-es [Ru(tpyXbpy)(H2O)](pF6)2
and [Ru(tpy)(bpy)Cl] PFo were prepared by literature methods.6 Argon and nitrogãn use¿ ioi




(Bipyridine)(pynolidine)(terpyrídine)ruthenium(rt) he-xafluorophosphare (l) was prepared by
a modification of a method described by Adcock er a/.ó [RultpyXbpyXHzO)] (pF6)2 (200 mg),
methanol (20 ml) and pyrrolidine (3 ml) were sealed in a glass ampoule and heatedlo 140" for
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4E h. The ampoule was cooled, opened, and the methanol evaporated under a stream of N2 on a
steambath. The residue was washed with diethyl ether, and t¡ansferred to a separatory funnel by
using dichloromethane (c. 50 ml). rvVater (100 ml) and solid NHaPF6 (0.5 g) were added, and
the product was extracted several times with dichlo¡omethane. The fractions were combined,
evaporated to dryness, solubilized in water by stirring with Dowex lX8 resin (20G-400 mesh;
Cl- form), and sorbed onto a column of SP-Sephadex C-25 cation exchanger. After elution
with 0.1 rr sodium acetate/O.01 r¿ sodium hydroxide (to remove aqua and chloro species), the
amine complex was eluted from the column with 0.25 t"r sodium acetate solution. The eluate
was extracted into dichloromethane after addition of NHaPF6 G.0-2 Ð. The combined ext¡acts
were d¡ied with Na2SOa, and evaporated to dryness. The pyrrolidine complex was recrystallized
from methanol/diethyl ether, and dried under vacuum. Yield 140 mg,47% (Found: C,41.0; H,
3.3; N,9.8. C2eH2sF12N6P2Ru requires C,40.9; H,3.3; N,9.97o).
(Bipyridine)(piperidine)(terpyridine)ruthenium(tr) hexafiuorophosphate (5) was prepared in an
analogous manner to the pyrrolidine complex, irt46% yield (Found: C,41.0; H,3.0; N,9.9.
C39H39F¡2N6P2Ru requires C, 41.0; H, 3.1; N, 9.9%).
(Bipyridine)(pyrrole)(terpyridine)ruthenium(rr) hexafluorophosphate (4) was prepared in a
similar manner to the pyrrolidine complex, i¡ 24% yield. In this case, because of the lower
basicity of the ligand, a small amount of NaOH (c. 50 mg) was added to the reaction mixture
(converting the brown aqua starting complex into the purple hydroxo species) and thereby
facilitating the observation of the conversion into the brown pyrrole complex product.
(Bipyridine)(pyridine)(terpyridine)ruthenium(n) hexafiuorophosphate (8) was prepared in an
analogous manner to the pyrrolidine complex, in 63% yield.
(Bipyridine)(3-pyrroline)(terpyridine)ruthenium(n) hexafluorophosphate l3/.-Standard
Schlenk techniques were used when [Ru(tpyXbpy)Cl] PF6 (200 mg) was added to deaerated
(argon) trifluoromethanesulfonic acid (2 ml), and heated (100) with stirring while under a stream
of dry argon for 5 h. The mixture was evaporated to dryness under vacuum and the residue
dissolved in dry degassed sulfolane under argon. 3-Pyrroline (150 mg) in dry degassed sulfolane
(5 ml) was added slowly (20 min), and the mixture stirred under argon at room temperature for
15 h. The vessel was opened to the atmosphere, and I M HCI (20 ml) added. The solution was
washed into a separatory funnel with water, and extracted with dichloromethane after addition
of NHaPF6 @.0.2 Ð. The dichloromethane extract was treated a¡d chromatographed as for
the pyrrolidine complex. The complex was recrystallized from dichloromethane/light petroleum.
Yield 150 mg, 5O% (Found: C, 42'l; H, 3'5; N, 9.3. C2eH26F12N6P2Ru requires C, 41'0;
H,3.1; N,9.970). The 13C n.m.r. spectrum of this complex indicated the presence of a small
amount of aliphatic hydrocarbons (derived from the solvent) within these crystals, the impurities
giving rise to the discrepancies in this analysis. The spectrum allowed clear characterization of
this complex, however.
(Bipyridine)(terpyridine)(1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine)ruthenium(rt) hexafiuorophosphate (7)was
prepared in an analogouri manner to the 3-pyrroline complex i¡50% yield (Found: C,41.4; H,
3.2; N, 9.7. CaoH2sF¡2N5P2Ru requires C,4l'7; II, 3'3; ñ,9.77o).
(Bipyridine)(N- methylallylamine)(terpyridine)ruthenium(tt) hexafluorophosphate (9) was
prepared in a similar manner to the 3-pyrroline complex, except that after addition of the
ligand .ff-methylallylamine the reaction mixture was sealed under argon and stirred for 60 h.
Yield,33% (Found: C,40-7; H, 3.3; N, 9.6. C29H23F12N5,P2Ru requires C,40.9; H, 3.3; N,
e.97ù.
Isolation of Oxidized Products
Oxidations were performed by coulometric methods in propylene carbonate. After oxidation
at a potential 5-10 mV anodic of å," for the precursor amine complex until n = 2, the solution
was applied to an alumina column, and eluted with dichloromethane to remove the propylene
carbonate. The complex was then eluted with methanol, the eluate evaporated to a small volume,
water (l-2 ml) added, and the complex precipitated with NH4PF5. The resultant solid was
collected, and recrystallized from methanol/diethyl ether. Further purification was achieved by
ion-exchange chromatography as described earlier, followed by recrystallization.
(Bipyridine)(I-pynoline)(terpyridine)ruthenium(rr) hexøfuorophosphate (2) was obtained in
70% yieLd from the corresponding pyrrolidine complex (Found: C, 41.0; H, 3.0; N, 9.9.
C29H25,F12N5P2Ru requires C, 4l .0; H, 3 ' l; N, 9 . 97').
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(Bipyridine)(terpyridine)(2,3,4,5-tetrahydropyridine)ruthenium(l) hexafiuorophosphare(6)was
obtained in76% yield from rhe corresponding piperidine complex (Found: c, ar.j; H, 3.3; N,
9.5. CaoH28F12N6P2Ru requires C,41 .7; H, 3.3; N,9.7%).
The oxidation products from the /r'-methylallylamine species (9) were obrained in a similar
manner by using an oxidation potentia.l of 1.17 V and stopping the elect¡olysis at a coulombic n
value of c. 2 electrons. The product was recrystallized f¡om water by the addition of NHapF6
after the chromatographic procedure described above.
Spectrocoulometric Determinations of the Oxidations of
Coordinated Pyrrolidine (l) and piperidine (5)
In a typical experiment, a sample of the pyrrolidine complex (l) was dissolved in dry,
degassed (argon) propylene carbonate/0.2 v tetraLutylammonium tetrafluoroborate, and oxidizedat l'L2 V (5 mV anodic of Eo,") in a convertional three-compartment electrochemical cell
þlatinum working electrode). 'îhe solution in the working compartment was simultaneously
circulated through a 0'1cm flow cell in the spectrophotometer bymeans of a peristaltic pumj,
and the spectrum recorded at coulometric ¿ values 0,0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 electrons.
Diely Alder Experi men ts
The solid obtained from rhe oxidarion of the y'f-methylallylamine complex (9) (15.0 mg,l7'7 nmol) was dissolved in (cD3)2So (0.7 ml), diethyl ãcetylenedicarboxytzte' (t.z ¡Ã,7'5 nmol) added, and the solution placed in an n.m.r. tube. Aiter three cycles ol freeze-
thaw-degassing, the tube was sealed under argon, and the lH n.m.r. spectn¡m run immediately
and again afte¡ the mixture had been maintained at 150.C for j2h.
Results and Discussion
Synthetic Methods and Characterization
The synthesis of [Ru(tpy)þpy)(amine)]2+ complexes by reactions of the aqua
complex with the appropriate amine in methanol solution at elevated temperature
and pressure has been reported previously,6 and was used in this work for complexes
of a number of saturated and aromatic amines. However, the method proved ùignty
unsatisfactory for amines with p-unsaturation. A new general synthetic method
was therdore developed, based on procedures reported by Lay Lt at.,B with the
[Ru(tpy)(bpyXCF3SO3)]+ species as a precursor: in this instance, the triflato complex
was not isolated but used in situ where it underwent ready substitution under very
mild conditions.
Identification of both amine and imine complexes was generally made by r3c
n.m.r. spectroscopy. The resonances arising from the bipyridine and terpyridine
ligands (in the range ô 12È160) were complicated, but resonances outside thìs range
(arising from aliphatic carbon atoms and some isolated imine carbon atoms) allowed
characterization of the amine complexes and of their oxidation products.
Fiae-Membered Ring Systems
The electrochemical and spectral (l3C n.m.r. and electronic) characteristics of the
pyrrolidine complex (l) are given in Table 1. Exhaustive electrolysis of this species(at l'12 V) in propylene carbonate solutton gave a coulometric n value of l.9g
electrons: furthermore, a coulometric titration revealed isosbestic points at 3gl and
470 nm, indicating a single oxidation product. The physical propertìes of the product
isolated from this oxidation are arso given in Tablè t, andìhe-13c n.m.r. spectrum
E Ware, D. C., Lay, P. 4., and Taube, H., Inorg. Synth., 1gE6,24, 175.
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Table l. characterization data for isolated [Ru(Þv)(bpy)x]2 + complexes (l)-(9)
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A CHtCl, solution. vrrcr transition.
s pbt'inui electrode (unless otherwise indicated); scan rate 100 mV/s'
' 4,^: 1'26 V (glassy carbon working electrode)'D DrO solvent.
E cDrc!, solvent.
F 1D6;A""tone solvent.
of both species are presented in Fig. 1. The l3C n.m.r. spectnrm of the pyrrolidine
complex in the aliphatic region has two resonancês [ô (D2O) 23'3 and 50'2] each
repr;senting two equivalent carbon atoms, with the peak at higher field assigned to
the carbon atoms G to the amine nitrogen atom. The spectrum of the two-electron
oxidation product reveals three peaks in that region [ô (CD2CI2) 2O'3' 37'9 and
63.0] with an additional peak downfield at ô 178'8. This is clearly consistent with
the dehydrogenation of pyrrolidine to l-pyrroline
2+
L5Ru- ..3> LsRu + 2H+ (3)
(2)()
with the peak at low field assigned to the imine carbon atom, and the three higher-field
resonances assigned to the three distinct saturated carbon atoms of the ring'
The visible spectn¡m of the l-pyrroline complex (2) shows a small blue shift in
the metal-to-ligãnd charge-transfer (v[cr) band when compared with the parent
pyrrolidine complex (1) 
-(Table 1). In addition, the potentials of the ¡"IIITpuII
redox couples are seen'to be virtually indistinguishable. As noted previously,6 the
position of the MLcr band and redox potentials in Ru(tpy)(bPy)Xn+ comPlexes
are relatively insensitive to the nature of X unless it is capable of substantial back-
bonding. Accordingly, as for the case of coordinated propan-2-imine,6 the monoimine










Fig. l. Carbon-l3 nuclear magnetic resonance spectra (at 75trfHz) of two ruthenium(rr)
complexes [Ru(tpyXbpy)X]2+ t (o) X - pyrrolidine (l), in DzO; (å) X : l-pyrroline (2), in
CDzCl2. The s marks the standard (pdioxan) resonance in (a), or solvent resonances in (ó).
SiMea was used as internal reference in (å).
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Nevertheless, the isolation of a stable complex of l-pyrroline is significant since
the free ligancl has limited existance as the monomer.e The isolation of cobalt(Iu)
complexes of l-pyrroline derivatives have been reported previously,l0 although the
stabilization would result from considerably different influences of the CoIII and Rull
centres in the two instances.
The analogous complex of 3-pyrroline (3) was also synthesized (Table l), and its
oxidation attempted under similar conditions to those for the pyrrolidine species (l).
Large coulometric n values ()8) were obtained, accompanied by the formation of a
precipitate. Cyclic voltammetry experiments taken during the electrolysis experiment
indicated the presence of a species with Er¡2: 1 . 15 V, similar to the redox potential
for the pyrrole complex (Table 1). It seems probable that the initial product of the
dehydrogenation of coordinated 3-pyrroline is the corresponding pyrrole species:
+
* 3H+ (4)
However, the charge of this complex (4) is lowered because pyffole is deprotonated, so
that the pnIII¡¡uII redox couple is cathodic of that for the precursor complex; under
the conditions of the coulometry experiment the pyrrole complex would be in the
RuIII form. Although the precipitate forrred during this reaction was not investigated
further, it is possible that subsequent condensation reactions of coordinated pyrrole
may give rise to the high coulometric n values observed.
Six-Membered Ring Systems
The Ru(tpy)(bpy)2+ complexes of piperidine (5) and 1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (7)
were synthesized: their physical properties are summarized in Table l.
The exhaustive electrolysis of the piperidine complex (5) gave a coulometric n
value of 1.99 electrons, and the 13C n.m.r. spectrum of the product (Table l) indicates
that the product is the corresponding monoimine species:
2+
L5Ru -2c + 2H+ (s)
As for the five-membered ring systems, a small blue shift in the MLcT band and
a small anodic shift in the RuIII,/RuII redox couple are observed in going from
the amine to the imine complex (Table 1), and indicate that the monoimine is a
weak z-acceptor ligand. However, the coordination imparts chemical stability to the
monoimine heterocyclic ring system, 2,3,4,5 -tetr ahydropyridine (6).
The electrochemical oxidation of coordinated 1,2,3,6'tetrahydropyridine (7)
proceeded with n = 4 electrons, and the resultant major product had identical
9 Edwards, G. B., Yamanouchi, K., Kuchitsu, K., Sugie, M., Takeo, H., Matsumara, C., Ogawa,
K., and Takeuchi, Y., J. MoL Spectrosc., 19E5, 111, 301.
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electrochemical and spectral characteristics to [Ru(tPyxbPy)(py)]2+ (8)
2+ 2+
- ¡te L5Ru- f 4H+
(7)
(6)
No evidence was found to indicate the presence of the intermediate two-electron
oxidation product, the l-aza 1, 3-diene (2,3-dihydropyridine).
N-Methylallylamine
Since the stabilization of monoimines by their coordination to ruthenium(II)
has been established during this and previousó work in these laboratories, it was
partly the aim of the present studies to examine the ability of the metal centre to
stabilize ligands containing lhe l-aza l,3-diene moiety (N=C-C=C). The oxidation of
-À/-methylallylamine (9) was therefore investigated. The motivation for this interest
was the potential value of Diels-Alder reactions of l-aza l,3-dienes in the synthesis
of nitrogàn heterocycles,ll although few examples of this reaction are known.Il'12
Exhaustive electrolysis of the lÍ-methylallylamine complex (9) in propylene
carbonate solution at I .17 V gave a high coulometric ¿ value: however, the normal
isolation procedure (see Experimental) yielded a solid whose electronic spectrum and
electrochemical properties were consistent with an imine species (see above). The
13C n.m.r. of this solid showed two downfield resonances at ô (CDzClr) 169'0 and
l7g.l, indicative of two imine carbon atoms. The lH n.m.r. studies [(CDr)2SO











The vinyl protons in the lH n.m.r. spectra of both these products would be expected
to show an ABX pattern in which the X proton is further coupled to vicinal proton(s).
The imine product (lO) showed two doublets of doublets for the terminal protons (ô
4-46, dd, lIJ, J 17.7,0.8 Hz; ô 4.81, dd, lH, J 9'4,0'8 Hz) and a complicated
resonance for the other vinyl proton (ô 5'31, ddt, lH, J 17'7,9'4,6'0 Hz) consistent
with the assignment. The product (11) also showed two doublets of doublets for
the terminal vinyl protons (ô 5.67, dd, lH, "f 16'6, <0'6 Hz; ô 5'88, dd, lH,
J 10.2, (0.6 Hz), with a complex resonance for the other vinyl proton (ô 6'70'
ddd, lH, J 16.6, lO-2, lO.2 Hz) and a further doublet (õ 7'12, d, lH, J 5'7
Hz) attributed to the imine CH proton. Decoupling experiments with this form of
the imine confirmed the structure of (lt) as the l'aza diene: irradiation at E 7'12
simplified the non-terminal vinyl resonance to a dd pattern, and irradiation at ô 6 - 70
resulted in a corresponding simplification of the resonances of the two terminal vinyl
protons.
tl Ctt*g, Y.-S., Lupo, A. T., and Fowler, F. W., "I. Am' Chem. Soc., 19E3, 105,7696.
12 Jung, M. E., and Shapiro, J. J., J. Am. Chem.Soc., 19E0, 102,7E62.
Çx,
I:cn-cH:ctlz
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Theratiooftheimines(10)and(ll)formedintheoxidationreaction (7)wasc.2:7.
The two isomers could not be readily separated, however, so that initial studies on
possible Diels-Alder reactions of the 1-aza diene (11) were undertaken on the mixture
of imines. On reaction [in (CDr)rSO solution] with diethyl acetylenedicarboxylate so
that the molar ratios of the l-aza diene and the dienophile were approximately equal,
lH n.m.r. studies indicated that the vinyl resonances of (10) remained unaltered while
those of the l-aza diene (l 1) disappeared, as did the ethyl resonances of the dienophile
(ô 1.25, t, 3IJ, J 6.7 H:z; õ 4'27, q,zIJ, J 7 .3 Hz). However, two distinct but very
similar new ethyl resonances appeared in the product spectrum (ô 1.05, 1,3}I, J 7.2
Hz; ô 1.10, t,3H, J 6.2H2;õ3.4,9,2H, J 7.0}l2; ô 3.49, 9,2}J', J 7.lHz)
consistent with a Diels-Alder reaction occurring between the coordinated l-aza diene
and the dienophile and forming a six-membered nitrogen heterocyclic ring with two
substituent CO2C.IJ' groups. These reactions are being studied further, and will be
reported separately.
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The oxida¡ive dehydrogenation of the complexes IRu(bipy),(NC5H.CH,OH)]'?-. IRu(bipy):(NC!¡{.-
CDrOH)l:' and IRu(bipy)r(NCTH.CH(CH:)OH]lz- to the corresponding carbonyl species lbipy =
2,2'-bipyridine; NC,H.CHTOH = 2-(hydroxymethyl)pyridine; NClH.CDzOH = 2-(dideuteriohydroxy-
methyl)pyridine; NC!H.CH(CH,)OH = 2-(1-hydroxyethyl)pyridinel has been studied ìn aqueous
solution by kinetic and electrochemical techniques. The mechanistic scheme was found to involve the
intermediacy of a ruthenium(rv)-alkoxide species, formed by disproportionaton of the ru¡henium(ttt)
complex produced in the initial step of the oxidation process. The rate-delermining removal of the
proton from the r-carbon atom of the chelate ring is general-base catalysed.
Th¿ oxida¡ion of alcohols is a reacrion of considerable
importance. By way of two significant bu¡ disparate examples.
the process is fundamental to the action of a number of
dehydrogenases in living cells and to the operation of alcohol
fuel cells.
Although the catalytic oxidation of alcohols by transition
metals is known in a few cases. the intimate mechanis¡ic details
of the oxida¡ive dehydrogenalion reactions themselves have
rarely been elucida¡ed. For example, Gagne and ùf arks'
reported the catalysis o[ ¡he autoxidarion and elect¡ochemical
oxidation oi alcohols by Il,i-bis(+methyl-2-pyridyt)iso-
indoline]trichlororuthenium(ut). The essential fea¡ure of the
proposed reaction path was that the catalyst underwent
substitution at the metal centre by the subs¡rate alcohol, whose
oxidation took place while it was co-ordinared. By analogy with
a previous stoichiometric study by Tovrgg e¡ a/.: of the reaction


















occur 0¡¿¡ a ruthenium(rv) intermediare. formed under basic
conditions by disproportionarion of rhe ru¡henium(ut) complex.
As part of a continuing general mechanisric srudy of ligand
oxida¡ion reactions,r'' we had undertaken an investigation of
¡he oridation [equarion (])] oi a series of relared ¡lcohols co-
ordina¡ed to ruthenium.f la-lc, reponed here in dctail. which
veriñes the intermediacy ol che high-oxida¡ion-stare rransienr
and elucidares dcrails ot'¡he tigand dehydrogenarion process.
¿+
-2.-
formulation I were synthesized in an analogous manner !o the
corresponding amine complexes r't by reaction of the appro-
priate ligand with [Ru(bipy)2Clr] in acidicg aqueous methanol.
The tH NMR spcctral data conÊrm ¡he bidenta¡e ligating mode
ol ¡hesc ligands. For erample, the spectrum of [Ru(bipy)2-
(NC5HûCH:OH)]r' la in (CD¡)2SO reveals an AB quarter
centred at õ 5.18 which is att¡ibu¡ed ro the methylene protons
rendered inequivalent because of the restricted conforma¡ional
flexibility of the chelate ring. There is also a singlet at õ 9.53.
attributed to the proton ol the co-ordinated alcohol group and
which exchanges on lhe addition of DrO.
Synthesis of the species [Ru(bipy)={NC jH+CH(CH])-
OHI]t - lc realized ¡he two diastereoisomeric pairs in
approximately equimolar amounrs. They were partially separ-
ated by fractional crystallÞation (iodide salt), and each
diastereoisomer could be enriched ro ca.307, isomeric purity by
repeated cr¡rstallizations (monitored by tht methyl doublet tH
NMR resonances). Åttempts to separare rhe lwo diastereoiso-
meric pairs chromatographically in rhe same manner as for the
amine analogues* were unsuccessful. due to gradual oxida¡ion
ol'rhe comple.r under the conditions lpH j: I 'C) and the time-
scale (ca. I weeks) ot- the separation.
Comparative tH NVf R nuclear Overhauser effecr (NOE)







S.ynrÍesrs and Cltaracteri=ation ol' ,llcoho! Comple.res and
their Oxidation Products.-\lcohol complexes of rhe general
t ,Yon-SI unit emploved: mmHg = 133 Pa-i Presented ar the l87th Na¡iona.l Amcrican Chemical Socicty Mcerrng
St. Louis. MO. Åpril t984. Àbs¡ract INOR t9 t. ¡i The alcohol complexcs are susceotible rô'acrial oxidarion ar highci pH.
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(CH3)NHrÌ]3* (for which a crystal structure has been deter-
mined)a and 
^(R)/^(.S)-[Ru(bipy)r{NC'H4CH(CHr)-NH.)]'- diastereoisomers. and the diastereoisomers A and B
of the corresponding alcohol species [Ru(bipy)r{NC'H4CH-
(CH3)OHì]:- have allowed assignment of the stereochemistry
ofthe latter. By observation ofthe enhancements resulting from
the selective irradiation of the methyl protons. and separately
the methine protons. in each case the higher-field methyl
resonance may be associated with an equatorial orientation of
the methyl group relative to the mean plane of the chelale ring.*
The conñguration of the less-soluble diastereoisomer of
[Ru(bipy)rlNC.,H4CH(CH3)OH]l:* A may therefore be
assigned as A(S)/Ä(R). The major difference between the
analogous amine and alcohol species is that in 
^(À)/^(.S)-[Ru(bipy):lNCsH4CH(CHj)OH]l'. S the methyl group is
more distinctly axial (and the methine proton more distinctly
equatorial) compared with the amine counterpart. This
observation may explain the greater difference in chemical shifts
for the methyl groups in the alcohol (ô 1.25 and 1.73) compared
with the amine (ô I .5 I and 1.68) diastereoisomers, although this
effect may also be electronic in origin.
The pK" of the alcohol proton in [Ru(bipy)r(NcsH4-
CH,OH)12 * ls was determined to be 7.2 ¡ 0.2 at 25 "C (1 =
0.1 mol dm-3. LiNOr). For the monomethyl-substituted com-
plex lc a determination of the pK. of the diastereoisomeric
mixture under the same conditions gave one value (7.6 + 0.2\.
Since the method is sufficiently sensitive to detect the presence of











adopted for the following. Irrad ation of the CH3 group resulted in
enhancement (3i;) ofthe proton attached to C(14) in the pyridine ring
of NCTHoCH(CH3)NHr. the methine proton (2:.á). the proton attached
to C(l) in the neighbouring bip¡, ring (17á) and one NH proton (17á).
Irradiation of the methine proton resulted in enhancement (4'l.) o[
signals from the proton attached ¡o C(16) in a neighbouring bipy ring,
the proton attached to C(14) (2î;). the methyl protons (9iá), with an
additional minor enhancement ofthe signal from the other NH proton.
For the Á(R)lÂ(S) diastereoisomer. irradialion of the methyl group
resulted in enhancements of the proton signal on C(14) (31,.), the
methine proton (3",,) and one NH proton (19á). Irradiation ol the
methine proton resulted in enhancements of the proton on C(l ) (ó?.í),
the proton attached to C(14) (29;). and the other NH proton (23;). For
the alcohol complexes the description of the NOE results for the
^(.S)/^(R)-[Ru(bipy).INC,H.CH(CH3)OH]lr- 
diastereoisomer is
essentially identical to thal for the amine analogue. except for
enhancemcnts ofthe OH signal on irradiation ofboth the methyl (l?á)
and methine 13'ln) protons. However. l'or thc 
^(R)i ^(.S) 
diastereoisomer
(here is a signilìcant additional enhancemcnt (21") of the proton
attached to C(ló) when the melhyl group is irradiated. and less
enhancement of the signals ol the protons attached to C( I ) (3:á) and
C(14) (1",;) when the methine proton is irradiated: from a stud¡,ol
molecular models. these observations can be rationalized in terms of a
significantly greater axial orientation of the methyl group (and
equatoríal orientation of ¡he methine h¡,drogen) relative to the mean
plane o[ the chelate ring compared with the amine analogue.
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the present case the two acidities must be similar. For the
dimethyl-substituted species ld the pK, : 8.29 + 0.01 under
the same conditions.
The corresponding aldehyde 2a and ketone 2b complexes
were synthesized by reaction of the appropriate ligand with
[Ru(bipy)r(O3SCF3)r] in dichloromethane under mild con-
ditions. Under basic conditions these complexes were observed
to undergo hydrate formation [equation (3)] in an analogous
way to the reactions of the complexes of similar ligands with the
[Ru(NHr)o]2* moiety.sThe'H NMR specrrum of [Ru(bipy)r-
(NC5H4CHO)]2* in (CD3)2SO shows a singlet resona.nce ar
ô 10.38 which shifts to ô 5.99 on the addition of water due to
hydrate fornration of this type. The equilibrium constan! for
equation (3) (R : H) in aqueous solution was determined by a








It was found that the concentrations of the aldehyde and
hydrate species were equal at pH 1.95 (/: 1.00 mol dm-3,
NaCl; 25 "C) so that K = 6.03 x lOs dm3 mol-¡, assuming
p/(*: 13.73 under these conditions.6 This determination
compares with values for pKnro 1: pH where [aldehyde] :
[hydrate]) of 6.5 and ó.7 obtained by Blaho and Goldsby'- for
the same system using electrochemical and spectroscopic
methods respectively, although the temperature and ionic
strength of the medium were not disclosed by these authors. A
value of K : 140 I l0 dm3 mol-r was obtained for
[Ru(NHr)o(NCsH4CHO)]2* under the same conditions as in
the present study.s Accordingly, substitution of two bipy
ligands for the four ammine ligands results in considerable
activation of the co-ordinated aldehyde to nucleophilic attack
by OH-. Alvarez et a/.5 proposed that the stability of the
aldehyde lorm in IRu(NH,).(NC5H4CHO)]2* resulted from
¡-back donation from the metal in¡o the conjugated ligand
system. In [Ru(bipy)r(NC5H4CHO)]2* the extent of this back
bonding from the metal to the conjugated system would be
reduced due to metal-to-bipy back bonding present in the
complex. resulting in decreased stability of the aldehyde form.
The complex [Ru(bipy)r(NCsH4CO2)]* 3 was prepared by
reaction of pyridine-2-carboxylic acid with [Ru(bipy)rClr] in
an analogous manner to the syntheses of the alcohol complexes.
For [Ru(NH')4(NC5H4CO3H)]2*, pK, : 0.7,s substitution
of the ammine ligands by bipyridine would be expected to
increase that acidity since back bonding from Rurr to bipy
enhances the Lewis acidity of the metal centre. Accordingly,
[Ru(bipy)r(NC5H4CO])]* would not be expected to be




The visible specrra in 0.1 mol dm-r HCI of [Ru(bipy)r-
(NCsH4CH2OH)1'].. [Ru(bipy)r(NCTH.CHO)]t* and ils
hydrate, and of [Ru(bipy)2(NCrHnCO2)] 
* are shown in Fig. 1.
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Table I Electrochemical und spectral (electronic, NMR) data on ruthenium complexes reported in this study
t,iV us. ),-.,'/nm tH NMRâ
SSCE (lùr eidmr mol-¡ cm-r) (non-aromatic protons)Complex
la(R'=R:=H)
lb(Rr:R:=D)
lc (Rr = H, R: = CHr)
isomer A
isomer B
td (Rt = R: = cH:)
2a(R:H)





4ó4 (8.5), 332 (9.0)
465 (8.7). 334 (9. l )
467 (8.4), 333 (9.0)
46ó (8.5), 333 (9.0)
333 (9.0)
9.53 (s. OH). 5. l8 (q, CHr)
9.53 (s, OH)
1.25 (d, CH.). s.78 (q, CH),9.39 (s. OH)
1.73 (d. CH3). s.06 (q, CH).9.ó0 (s. OH)/















" In 0.1 mol dm-r HCI solution. ! In (CD.)rSO solvent; chemical shift values quoted relative to SiMe¿ (internal). " In 0.1 mol dm-r HCI solution;
platinum working electrode. r' The¡e is a very small coupling between the methine and the alcohol protons for this diasrereoisomer only.' In propylene

























Fig. I Electronic spectra (in 0.1 mol dm-r HCI) of [Ru(bipy)r-
(NC-rH4CH2OH)1,+ (-). [Ru(bipy)r(NCTH4CHO)]2* (....).
[Ru(bipy)r{NCTH4CH(O-)OH}]* (-. -. -), [Ru(bipy)2(NC5H4-Co')l* (----)
A summary of the electrochemical and sp€ctral (visible, tH
NMR) properties for all the complexes reporred in this study is
given in Table l.
Elec troclrcmical S tudies.-{yclic voltammetry of IRu(bipy)r-
(NC,H4CH2OH)]2* in 0.1 mol dm-3 HCI showed a reversible
Rufrr-Ru¡rcouple in the anodic region, with E* : O.6ZV. The E1
value is pH-dependent over the range pH 1-ó.5, and a plot of ¿ì
u's. pH is linear with a slope of 58 mV per pH unit. Sucñ
behaviour indicates a reversible deprotonation coupled with the
electrode process, and has been observed previously for the
[Ru(L-L)r(py)(OHr¡1r*rz* couples (L-L : bipyE or 2-aryl-
azopyridine,e py : pyridine), and in the present case is




[(bipy)z Ru'¡¡(Nc5 H4cH20H)]t * ;-
[(bipy)rRu¡rr(NcsH4CH2O)]2* + H* (5)
the linearity of the plot throughout the pH region l-6.5 implies
the pK, of [Ru(bipy)r(NC5H4CH2OH)]3* must be <1.'0 In
the complex [Ru(bipy)r(pyXOHr)]t* the pK" ol the aqua
ligand decreases from 10.26 to 0.85 upon oxidation of the metal
centre to the trivalent state.s The pK" of lRu(bipy)z(NcsH4-
CH2OH)]2 * is 7.2, so that a similar decrease in the pK" of the
alcohol ligand upon oxidation of thc metal centre would
indicate that the pK" of the ruthenium(lrr) complex may be <0,




Fig. 2 Spectrocoulometric oxidation oi [Ru(bipy)r(NCsH4CH2-
OH)lt' in 0.1 mol dm-r CFTSO'H-O.9 mol dm-r NaCl (E = 0.65 V us.
SSCE, platinum working electrode). Coulometric u electrons per Rurr:
(¿) 0, (á) 0.5, (c) 1.0, (d) 1.5, (e) 2.0 a¡d CD 2.5
Spectrocoulometry of [Ru(bipy)2(NCsH4CH2OH)]2* in 0.1
mol dm-r CFTSOTH-O.g mol dm-3 NaCl solution at 0.ó5 V
reveals a quantitative two-electron oxidation of the ligand
(isosbestic points at 312,385,430 and 494 nm) to form the
corresponding aldehyde complex [Ru(bipy)r(NCsH4CHO)]2 
*,
identifisd by spectral comparisons with an authentic sample of
that species (Fig. 2). The bleaching of the solution at
coulometric ¿ > 2.0 electrons is presumably due to formation of
the ruthenium(rlr) species [Ru(bipy)r(NC5H4CHO)]3 
*.
Chemical Oxidation Slad¡es.-The electrochemical results,
and previously reported studies on the oxidation of the
analogous amine complexes,3'a imply that the ñrst step in the
ligand oxidation reaction (2) is the one-electron oxidation ofthe
metal centre. Ru¡l ' Ru¡Il. Of a number of chemical oxidants
capable of promoting this step, [Os(bipy)r]3' {E* for
[os(bipy).]3*i2+ : 0.82 v in aqueous acidic solution] was
chosen because of its stability in aqueous solution over the pH
range studied (Gó), and because of the presumed rapidity of
reaction (ó). Although the rate of this electron transfer was not
[oslrllbipy¡.13* + [(bipy)tRuu(NcsH4cH2oH)]2* 
-[os¡tlbipy)r]2* + [(bipy)rRurt\NcrHnCHroH)]'* (6)
measured directly, its order of magnitude can be estimated to be
> lOe dm3 mol-r s-r. r I {The rate of self exchange for
[Ru(bipy)r(NC5H4CH2OH)]3+/2+ was assumed to be similar
to that for [Ru(bipy)3]3*t2+ (2 x loe dm3 mol-r s-r¡.r2o The
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Table 2 Variation ol the second-order rate conslant A. for the
oxidation of IRu(bipy)r(NCsHTCH .OH )]:' wirh base srrenglh
pK, of
Base conjugate acid r l0:A:/dmr mol-r s-l
Acetate 4.56 25. ¡
Formatc 3.56 12.9
Chloroacetate 2.64 5.2
Dichloroacetate 0.98 I I
* \/alues determined within this work under the conditions ofthe kinetic
experiments U = 1.0 mol dm-3 (NaCl). 25 0'Cl.
o.2
[Base]/mol dm€
Fig. 3 Variation in pseudo-ñrst-order rate constanl (Å-"n*) with base
and [base] for rhe base-catalysed oxidation of IRu(bipy)2(NC5Ho-
CH.OH)l:.: a. acetate bufler: A. formare bufTer; !. chlóroacètate
bufTer: *. dichloroacetate bufler
sell"-exchange rate for [Os(bipy)r]s*/2' was also assumed to be
2 x l0e dmr mol-r s-r.r2àì
The stoichiometry of the reaction succceding (ó) is as in
equation (7) and this could be followed spectrophoromerrica¡ly
2[(bipy)rR urr¡(NCsH4CH2OH)]3 - 
-[(bipy)rRur¡(NCTHoCHTOH)] 2 * +
[(bipy)rRurr(NCsH4CHO)]2* + 2H* (i)
b¡, monitoring the appearance of the aldehyde complex
subsequent to !h" rapid formarion of [Ru(bipy).-
(NC.H4CH:OIJ)1t.. the kinetics of formarion of [Ru(bipy)r-
(NC.H4CHO)l: * exhibited first-order behaviour, -with
log(,4, - A,) tts. r plots being linear for at least 3 half-lives.
The rate constant was independent of the concentration of
[Ru(bipy).(NCsH4CH:OH)]'*. bur srrongly dependent on
pH. base strength and base concentralion.
Ra t c S t u cl ic,' i n B u.lli, r S o l u t i on s.- l/ a r i a t i ott s of k or" t. i t h bu sc
und hasc ultcentrarion. Rate studies of the oxidation reaction in
the presence ofa number ofbases revealed general base catalysis
of the process. Fig -3 shou,s the dependence of Ä-ob. on acetate.
formate. chloroacetate and dichloroacetate concentrations in
buffer solutions at pH = pfi" in each case. A second-order rate
consrant (Â'2) corresponding to the base-assisted process could
be calculated for each iet of buffers from rhe slope of these lines
(Table 2). The variation of the interceprs with the various bases
is consislenl with the rate al the corresponding pH ofa parallel
base-independent pathway. which was srudied by use of pH-
stal techniques (see later).
For a general base-catalysed reaction involving the transfer of
one proton the Brønsted catalysis lawrr requires the propor-














Fig.4 Variation in pseudo-first-order rate constant (Ä."0.) with pH for
the base-independen( oxidation of IRu(bipy)r(NCsHoCH 2OH)]r 
*
tionality oflog k2 and pK,: in the present case a plol ofthe data
from Table 2 gives a straight line of slope I = 0.4. indicating
general base catalysis involving an essentia¡ly symmetrical
transition state.ro
Comparative rate studies of the oxidation of [(Ru(bipy)2-
(NC'H4CD2OH)]2* reveal a kinetic isotope effect A"/Ào : Ç,
which clearly demonstrates that the C-H bond is broken in the
rate-determining step. The value of the kinetic isotope effect is
sensitive to the symmetry of the transition state,r s a large value
being interpreted to indicate a symmetrical transition state,
which verifies the conclusions based on the value of P.
The general base catalysis is presumed to be associated with
base-assisted removal of the methylene (or methine) proton
from the r-carbon atom in the rate-determining step.a
Variation ofkor,n'ithpH.-A kineticstudy of the oxidation of
[Ru(bipy)r(NCjH4CH2OH)]2* was underraken in the range
pH 0-5.5 using pH-stat facilities (NaOH titrant) in conjunction
with spectrophotometric measurements. The pH-stat results
revealed that one H* per Osr¡r was produced during the
oxidation reaction and that the uptake of NaOH was primarily
associated with the mixing of the ruthenium(rr) and osmium(ln)
reactânts, and not with thc subsequent slower formation ofthe
[Ru(bipy):(NC5H4CHO)] 2 
* product.
For the intramolecular redox process the spectrophotometric
studies ofthe rate offormation ofthe product revealed linear log
(A* - A,) us. r plots for 3 half-lives. and the pH-rare profile is
given in Fig.4. The curve shows an increase in koo, from pH 0 to
2. followed by a pH-independenr region berween pH 2 and 5,
with a subsequent rapid increase in rate above pH 5.
A deuterium isotope-exchange study, in which the oxidation
of [Ru(bipy)r(NCsH4CH:OH)]2* was underraken in DrO
solution. revealed the formation of [Ru(bipy)r(NCsH4-
CHO)]2* only, so that no exchange at the meth.vleãe carbon
atom occurs during the reaction.
M c t' h o n i snt o I O.r i da t iuc D e h y dr ogena t i on.-There have been
a number of mechanistic studies of ligand oxidations. and in
particular of co-ordinated amines. A commc I feature is that
initial oxidation occurs at rhe melal centre with oxidative
dehvdrogenation of the ligand taking place in a subsequenr
intramolecular redox process. There are two commonly accep-
ted alternative paths for this latter process. The first involves the
intermediacy oî a ligand radi<'al species. and this has been
identified in studies of the oxidations of nickel(rr) complexes of a
variety of macrocycles,ró-rE [Fe(CN)o(en)] - (en : ethane-1,2-
diamine),¡e and [Fe(tacn).]3* ltacn : 1,4,7-triazacyclonon-
ane).20 The second al¡ernative invokes disproportionation atthe
metal centre to form an oxidatíon state two units higher than
the final state, allowing two-electron oxidation of the ligand
with concomrtant two-electron reduction of the metal. Detailed
mechanistic studies of ligand oxidation in [Ru(bipy)r-
(NCsH4CHrNHr)lt * [NC.H4CH2NH: : 2-(aminomethyl)-
t
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pyridinel and analogues (from our laboratories),r'a lOs(en).]2 
*
(by Lay et ul.2t') and [Ru(hbi)]:*. [Ru(en)3]2* and [Ru-
(tame)rl2' complexes {hbi = 3.6,10,13,16,19-hexaazabicyclo-
[6.6.6]icosane; tame : I,l.l-tris(aminomethyl)ethane] by
Bernhard, Bull and Sargeson::'3r have identified these
disproportionation processes: the substantial stabilization of
the higher oxidation states o[ their complexes by ligand
deprotonation is a signiñcant factor contributing to the
particular ability of ruthenium and osmium to promote such
reactions by this pathway.
In light of the results of the closely related studies on
oxidative dehydrogenation reactions involving analogous amine
complexes. the intermediacy of the ruthenium(tv)-alkoxide
species. IRu(bipy).(NCsHlCH2O)]3 -, in the oxidation of
IRu(bipy)r(NCsHaCH]OH)lr 
* 
seemed likely. Two additional
observations favour this hypothesis. First, the presence ofa vast
excess ( x 104) of the radical scavenger acrylamide had no effect
on the rate of the oxidation reaction (carried out at pH 3), and
no polymerization occurred. It is therefore unlikely thât the
oxidation mechanism involved a ligand radical species, as
required for the intermediacy of a ruthenium(lrl) complex.
Secondly, a study of the variation of the rate of the oxidation
process with ionic strength (1) was undertaken at low 1( < 0.04
mol dm-3). According to the Brønsted-Bjerrum relationship2a
between kox and ionic strength, log(k"',) : log ko +
1.02 Z^ZBI\ wherc ko : rate constant at infinite dilution, Zn
and Zs are the charges on the reacting species, a plot of log-
(koo,) us. 1] at pH 4.41 in acetate buffer solution revealed a
linear relationship with a slope ol -2.8. This result is inter-
preted to indicate that the charge on the metal complex
involved in the base-catalysed reaction must be + 3.
Over the range pH 2-5 the observations are consistent with
the rapid formation of a ruthenium(rrr)-alcohol species which is
immediately deprotonated, pK" = 1. A rapid disproportion-
ation process follows in which the intermediate [Rurv(bipy)r-
(NCsHlCH2O)lt' is formed, which then undergoes the
observed first-order decay to the aldehyde product. Accordingly,
the rate-determining step of the reaction may be written as in
equation (8). In the absence olany other oxidizing species, the
3+ 2+
+ H' (8)
ruthenium(tv) complex may only arise from the disproportion-
ation of lwo ruthenium(ur) species, as described for the
analogous amine species.3'¡
Additionally, in their study of the oxidation of the alcohol
complex [Ru(NH3)n{NCsH4CH(CH3)OH}]t*, Tovrog et a!.2
showed that on raising the pH of the solution of the ruthenium-
(rrrþalcohol complex, equimolar amounts of the ruthenium(lt)-
alcohol and -ketone complexes formed. They suggested the
involvement of a ruthenium(rvlalkoxide species formed upon
disproportionation of two ruthenium(lu)-alcohol molecules. A
similar experiment was undertaken with [Ru(bipy)2(NCsH4-
CH2OH)1'?*. A solution of [Ru(bipy)z(NCsH4CH2OH)]r* in
1.0 moi dm-r was electrolysed at ó50 mV [us. saturated sodium
chloride calomel electrode (SSCE)] to yield an essentially
colourless solution of the ruthenium(¡l¡Falkoxide complex,
IRu(bipy)z(NCsHoCH:O)]2 
*. This formulation could be veri-
ñed as the electrolysis corresponded to 1e- per Ru¡¡and by the
quantitative re-reduction of the ruthenium(rtt) species to the
ruthenium(u) complex by electrolysis at 0.50 V (us. SSCE).
Additionally, there are close electronic spectral similarities
between the ruthenium(lll) complex (1.o, : 375 nm, e : 4000
dmr mol-r cm-r) and [Ru(bipy)r(py)(OH)]t* (ref. 8) (],-., :
364 nm, e : 4700 dm3 mol-r cm-t). Dilution of the electro-
generated complex (20:1) with deaerated I mol dm-3 NaCl



















plot of log(An - A,) õs. t for this reaction showed koo":
1.1 x 10-3 s-t at pH 1.3, which is very similar to the observed
rate for the osmium(ttl)-promoted oxidation of [Ru(bipy)r-
(NC'H.CH2OH)]2* at the same pH to form the same product.
This behaviour is consistent with a disproportionation reaction
between two ruthenium(tII) species to form a ruthenium(lv)
complex. The disproportionation reaction would be written
either as in equation (9) or (10) depending on the pH of the
solution.
The observed first-order behaviour requires that by the time
the first point is recorded eflectively complete formation of the
ruthenium(rv) species has occurred, otherwise second-order
terms in [Rur¡r] would be observed. Hence, Er of the redox
couple [Ru(bipy)r(NCTHoCHTOH¡¡r*iz* must be anodic of
that for [Ru(bipy)r(NC5H4CH2O)]3 
*/2 *. Such an observation
is not without precedence. The Rurv-Rur¡¡ couple of [RuLt(py)-
(OH)l'* (L : 2-phenyl- or 2-tolyl-azopyridine) is cathodic ol
the Rur¡I-Ru[ couple of [RuLz(pyXOH.)]'+,e and in our
previous studies of the oxidation o[ the [Ru(bipy)t-
(NCrHnCHrNHr)]'t the Er of the deprotonated Rurv-Ru¡tl
couple was deduced to be cathodic of the non-deProtonated
Ruur-Ruu couple.3 Another example of such behaviour was
reported in studies of the oxidation of [Ru(terpyXbipy)-
(NH?Prt)12* (terpy : 2,2':6',2"-terpyridinc) where it was
found that Eo" lor thc Rurv-Ru¡rl couple of [Ru(terpy)-
(bipyXN=CMe,)l'* (imine ligand deprotonated) r¡/as 0.34 V
cathodic of 8". for the Ruru-Rurr couple of [Ru(terpy)-
(bipvXNH=CMer)1"* (imine ligand non-deprotonaled).rs The
pronounced stabilizarion of higher oxidation states of
ruthenium by ligand deprotonation is a consequence of
substantial ligand-to-metal n bonding, and has been discussed
previously.3'a'2 5
It is interesting that whereas the kinetics of formation of the
aldehyde product is first order, the analogous lormation of the
imine product from the amine complex [Ru(bipy)r(NCsH4-
CH2NH2)]2 * was observed to have considerable second-order
characteristics.3 Given that the rates of the preliminary protonic
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and disproportionation processes are comparable in the rwo
cases, the difference between the amine and alcohol species is a
conseo:¡ence of the stability and substantially slower dehydro-
genalion of the ruthenium(tvþalkoxide intermediate relative
to its ruthenium(rv)-amide counterpart.
In an attempt to isolate a ruthenium(rv) complex analogous
to that inferred from rhe kinetic considerations above, [Ru-
(bipy)r{NC'H4C(CH,).OHl.l2* was synrhesized. This com-
plex would not be expected t
because of the dimethylation
that should the Rulv-Rurr¡c
[Ru(bipy)r{NCsH4C(CH3)2O}1s*r:* be cathodic of the [Ru-
(bipy)r{NCrH4C(CH3)rOHì]3+/r+ couple, rhen exhausrive
electrolysis of a solurion of [Ru(bipy)r{NC5H4C(CH3)r-OHìltt would yield a ruthenium(rv¡ óomþìex with a coulõ-
metric ll : 2. The alcohol complex shows a reversible cyclic
voltammetric couple, but exhaustive electrolysis at a potential
anodic ofthis couple resulted in r : 1 at pH I and 4, indicating
formation of the ruthenium(rrr) species. The failure to producè
[Ru(bipy)r{NC5H4C(CH3)2O}]3 - directly may be interpreted
to show the sensitivily of the Rurv-RutII redox couple in these
complexes to the variation of ligand environmenl around the
metal centre: in this case the steric consequences of dimethyl-
ation at the z-carbon atom of the chelate ring may destabilize
the ruthenium(rv)-alkoxide species.
The ion of the Tx'o Diastereoisomers of
[Ru(b H]12*.-The complex [Ru-(bipy) Ìl'* exists in two diastereo-
isomeric pairs, in which the z-methyl group is either axial or
equatorial to the mean plane of the chelate ring. Ir was possible
to separate the two diastereoisomers partially by repeated
fractional crystallization of the iodide salt, with the uliimate
ratios A : B in the final enriched samples being 86 : 14 and,22:78,
de¡ermined by integration ofthe separate methyl resonances in
an tH NMR spectrum of each olthe samples.
Kinetic studies of the oxidation of the two diasrereoisomers
were undertaken on these enriched samples: since the ketone
produced by the oxidation is non-chiral, the same product is
obtained by the oxidation of both diastereoisomers A and B.
The kinetics of oxidation of A and B therefore exhibited the
behaviour of two competing parallel reactions, as is shown in
equation (ll)- The rates of oxidation of the tìvo enriched
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the oxidation rates. On the other hand, the difference in rates
may refiecl the orienlation of the methine proton (axial or
equatorial) within the ruthenium(rvþalkoxide intermediare and
its accessibility to approach by the abstracting base. While it is
clear that in the ruthenium(n) complexes, wherè the ligand is nor
deprolonared. rhe more rapidly oxidized diastereoisomer B has
a clear equatorial
conclusion can be
since in the latter
deprotonated and
between the metal centre and the alkoxide group would lead to
significant changes in the stereochemistry ofthe chelate ring.
Experimental
Measurements.-Electronic spectra were recorded on a Cary
219 spectrophotometer, NMR spectra using either a JEOL
FX90Q or a Bruker AM-300 spectrometer; resonances are
quoted relative to SiMeo as an internal reference.
All electrochemical measurements were made (and are
LY-1800 X-Y recorder. Coulometry experiments were made
using the BAS Voltammograph. Temperature control fo¡
electrochemical experiments was achieved with a Lauda K4RD
circulating water-bath (25.00 + 0.05 "C).
Elemental analyses were carried out by the Australian
Microanalytical Service, AMDEL, Melbourne.
Materials.-Telraethylammonium perchlorate, used as an
and were used without further purification. Tetrahydrofuran
(thf) was disrilled from sodium.
:)'38:3"::
)pyridine 32
sequentially added and the solurion filtered. The precipitate was




2-(2- P r r idv l) propan-2-o l, N C ,H4C(CH 3)2OH. Freshly dis-
tilled 2-bromopyridine (3.5 cm3,0.030 mol) in dry ether (zt0 cm3)
was added rapidly dropwise ro a srirred solurion of LiBu" (25.5
cm3, 1.40 mol dm-3) cooled to -60"C, giving a deep red
solution. The mixture \ryas stirred for l5 min and a solution of
acetone (3.0 crn3, 0.052 mol) in erher (20 cm3) and thf (20 cm3)
was added dropwise. The mixture was stirred for I h, then
allowed to waÍn to room temperature. The red solution was
acidified (2.5 mol dm-3 H2SO4) and the ether layer extracled
with 2.5 mol dm-3 H2SO4 (3 x 30 cm3¡. The cómbined acid
k¡ ts
A (1 1)
samples were measured in acetate buffer solutions, and knowing
the relative proportions of A:B in the two samples the rate
eonstants k^ and /i, were determined2ó to be 0.018 and 0.19
dm3 mol-¡ s-r. The ten-fold variation betwcen A and B for the
acetate-catalysed oxidation process confirms that C-H bond
cleavage is involved in rhe rate-determining step and shows that
this cleavage is sensitive to the stereochemical environment of
the methine carbon.
For the corresponding amine complexes involving the ligand
NCTH4CH(CH.)NH2 rhere was little diflerence in the rates of
oxidation of the two diaslereoisomers.a Interestingly, the
relative rates of oxidation for the two diastereoisomer stereo-
chemistries were reversed for the alcohol and amine analogues.
ln the present instance ofthe alcohol complex the origins for the
difleren¡ rates of oxidation of A and B are a diflerence in the
acidity of the methine proton in the two diastereoisomers
and/or stereochemical eflects. If the explanation were the former
and a common mechanism applies for the oxidation of the two
diastereoisomers, then the acidity of the methine proton of B is
one pK. unit less than that ofA given the ten-fold diffcrence in
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extracts were basiñed using NaOH, ând the mixture extracted
with ether. The organic extract was dried over anhydrous
Na2SOa, and the solvent evaporated. The product was distilled
under reduced pressure (b.p. 77 'C, 7 mmHg); yield 2.2 e, a57L:
m.p. 50 "C (lir.,rr 50-51 'C). The 'H NMR spectrum (CDCI3)
showed ô 1.55 (CHr) and 5.00 (-OH).
B i s(2,2' - b i p ¡' r i d Ì n e)12-(h ¡, dr o.r y m e t h y l) p ¡, r i d i ne)ru t hen iu m(tt)
he.taf uor ophospft ale. [Ru(bipy)2(NCsH4CH2OH)][PFu], la.
2-(Hydroxymethyt)pyridine (2.2 9,20 mmol) was added to a
deaerated refluxing solution of IRu(bipy)rClzf.2HzO (550 mg,
1.05 mmol) in water-methanol solution (l: l, 30 cm3). After the
solution had been refluxed for 40 min under a nilrogen
atmosphere, 751( HPF6 (2.5 cmr) was added, the condenser
removed. and the methanol boiled off. The solution was cooled,
filtered, and the product washed with ice-cold 0.1 mol dm-r HCI
and dried in uacuo. The complex was dissolved in 0.01 mol dm-3
HCI and sorbed onto a column packed with SP-Sephadex C-25
cation exchanger: on elution with 0.5 mol dm-r NaCl-O.O1 mol
dm-3 HCI the second (major) band was collected. The product
was precipitated by the addition of NHnPFu, filtered off, washed
with 0.1 mol dm-r HCl, and dried rn uacuo.Yield 580 mg, 687á
(Found: C, 37.7: H, 2.95;N, 8.3. C26H23F,rNrOPrRu requires
C,38.4; H,2.85; N, 8.6).*
Bis(2,2'-bipyridine)[2-(dideuteriohydroxymethyl)pyridine] -
iuthenium(tt) hexafl uorophosphate, [Ru(bipy)t(NCrH.CDr-
OH)][PF6], lb was prepared in an analogous manner (Found:
C, 38.4; H, 3.10; N, 8.7. C26H2rD2Fr2N5OP:Ru requires C,
38.3: H/D, 3.10; N, 8.5%).
Bis(2,2'-bipyridine)[2-( l -hydroxyethyl )pyridine]rutheni um-
(rr) hexafl uorophosphate, IRu(bipy)r{NC5H4CH(CH3)OH }]-
[PFu], lc, was prepared in 7O/" yield by a similar method
(Found: C, 37.7; H, 3.10; N, 8.4. C2?H25F,2N5OP2Ru requires
C,37.7: H, 3.25; N, 8.4%). This complex exists as two
diastereoisomeric pairs which could be obtained in ca.80-85/,
enrichment by repeated fractional crystallizations as the iodide
salt. Attempts to separate the two diastereoisomers chromato-
graphically in an analogous manner to that for the amine
analoguesa were unsuccessful because olgradual oxidation of
the complex under the conditions (pH 3, a'C) in the time-scale
of the separation (weeks). The separation of the two dia-
stereoisomers was monitored by tH NMR spectroscopy in
(CDr)rSO: the diastereoisomer which formed the less-soluble
iodide (A) showed a doublet Íesonance centred at õ 1.25 due to
the methyl group, compared with õ 1.73 observed for the more-
soluble diastereoisomer (B). Ultimate ratios A:B in the frnal
enrictred samples were 86: 14 and,22:78.
Bis(2,2'-bipyridine)[2-(2-pyridyl)propan-2-ol]ruthenium(u)
hexafluorophosphate, [Ru(bipy)r{NC5H4C(CH3)rOH}]-
[PF6]2 ld, was prepared and purified in an analogous manner
(Found: C,40.5: H, 3.35; N, 8.1. C28H27F,rNrOPrRu requires
C,40.0; H,3.25; N, 8.3%).
B i s (2,2' - b i p y r id i n e) b i s( t ifi uo r o me t hane s ulfon a t o)r u t he n ium-
(u), [Ru(bipy)r(OrSCF3)r]. The compound IRu(bipy)r-
(CO3)l.2H20 (200 me) was suspended in 1,2-dimethoxyethane
110 cmr), trifluoromethanesulfonic acid (0.5 cm3) was added
slowly with stirring, and the solution cooled and maintained at
0 "C overnight. The precipitate was ñltered off, washed with
diethyl ether, and dried in uacuo. Yield 140 mg,75/..
B i s (2,2' - b i p y r id in e)þ y r id ine -2- c ar b a I de hy de)ru t he n iu m(l)
he.rafiuorophosphate, IRu(bipy)r(NC5H4CHO)][PFó]r, 2^.
The compound [Ru(bipy)r(O3SCF])21 (200 mg) was suspended
in a freeze-thaw-degassed solution of freshly distilled ligand
(0.2 g, seven-fold molar excess) in dichloromethane (10 cm3), and
the mixture stirred in the dark on a vacuum line for 12 h. The
vacuum was released, and the solution rapidly extracted with an
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aqueous ly" HPF 6 solution to remove the excess of ligand. The
dichloromethane layer was evaporated to dryness (rotary
evaporator), and the residue dissolved in 5 x lù3 mol dm-3
HCI (25 cm3¡ by stirring with Dowex I x 8 resin (Cl- form).
This solution was sorbed onto a column of SP-Sephadex C-25
cation exchanger and eluted with 0.5 mol dm-3 NaCI-5 x 10-3
mol dm-3 HCl. The second (major) band was collected and
the complex precipitated by addition of NHnPF6. The
precipitate was filtered olÏ, washed with ice-cold 0.1 mol dm-3
HCI and dried rn uacuo.Yield 183 mg,80"/. (Found: C,37.8;




was prepared and purified in an analogous manner (Found: C,
39.1; H,2.90: N, 11.9- C2?H2rF,2N5OP.Ru requires C,39.3;
H, 3.00; N, I1.87,).
B i s (2,2' - b i p y r i d i n e)Qt y r i d i n e -2- c a r b o x y I at o) ru t he n ium(tr)
hexafuorophospåare, [Ru(bipy)r(NCrHoCO2)]PF6 3. This was
prepared in an analogous manner to that for [Ru(bipy)2(NC5-
H4CHTOH)][PF.]r. The complex was chromatographed as for
[Ru(bipy)r(NC5H4CHO)][PFu]t and the first band collected
(Found: C,45.1; H,3.00; N, 10.1. C26HzoFóNsO.PRu requires
C,45.8; H,2.95; N, 10.3%).
Stoichiometry and Equilibrium Studies.-Spectrocoulometric
t i t r at ¡on of t he o-r idat ion o/ [R u(bipy)2(NCsH4CH2OH)] 
t *. A
solution of [Ru(bipy)'(NC5H4CH2OH)][PF6], (50 crn3,
3.123 x lF mol dm-3 in 0.1 mol dm-3 CF3SO3H-{.9 mol
dm-3 NaCl) was placed in the working electrode compartment
of a conventional three-compartment electrochemical cell. The
solution was deaerated with Arl and the potential of the
working electrode set to 0.65 V by use of a coulometer. By
taking samples, the electronic spectra of the initial solution
and of the solution after oxidation corresponding to 0.5, 1.0,
1.5 and 1.99 e- per molecule of Ru were recorded. The
working electrode potential was increased to 0.80 V and a
current corresponding to a further 0.5 e- per molecule Ru
was passed at which time the solution spectrum was again
recorded.





H4(CH3)2OH)12*. The pK^ values for [Ru(bipy)r-
(NC5H4CH2OH)12* and [Ru(bipy)r{NC5H4CH(CH3)-
OH)lt* in 0.1 mol dm-3 LiNO3 solution and of [Ru(bipy)r-
{NC5H4C(CH'),OH}I'* in 0.1 mol dm-3 KNO3 solution
were determined at 25.0'C by an automated titration system
which has been described elsewhere.36 In all cases the reported
value is the average of two runs.
Delermination of the equilibrium constanî for hydrate
format ion o/lRu(bipy)r(NC'H4CHO)]' 
*. An argon-deaerated
solution of [Ru(bipy)'(NC5H4CHO)][PF6], (35 cm3,
l.l2 x lùs mol dm-3 in lÉ mol dm-3 HCI-1.0 mol dm-3
NaCI) was placed in the titrating compartment of a Radiometer
ETS 882 end-point titrating system. This solution was
circulated through a I cm path length cell in the cell
compartment ol a Cary 219 spcctrophotometer by use of a
Gilson Minipuls 2 peristaltic pump. The pH was adjusted to the
desired value over the range 5-l l by addition of 0.01 mol dm-r
NaOH-{.99 mol dm-3 NaCl, and the optical density of the
solution measured at 435 and 505 nm. The equilibrium constant
of the complex was calculated by a similar technique to that
described by Ford and co-workers 5 for the analogous
[Ru(NH3)a(NC5H4CHO)]2 
+ system.
t For some complexes in this study, microanalytical features were
persistently low for C. In such cases, characterization and purity
assessment were made on the basis of NMR spectra. electrochemicål
behaviour, and ion-exchange chromatography.
t All electrochemical and kinetic measurements $,ere conducted in
argon-deaeraled media due to the potential sensitivity to oxygen of the
alcohol complexes. Argon was scrubbed ofO, by passing through either
a column packed with BTS catalyst (Fluka) at 180'C3¿ or a
chromium(tt) solution.3 s
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Deuteriunt E.uchange Studies.-A solution of [Ru(bipy)r-
(NC.H4CD:OH)I[PF6], (45.3 mg. 0.056 mmol) in 0.5 mol
dm-3 H,SO4 was deaerated, and a solution of (NHo)oCe-
(SO4)4.H:O in the same solvent (4.6? cm3 of 0.1l9 mol dm-3,
0.056 mmol) was added. The solution was allowed to stand until
no further reaction occurred (<'a.4h) and then the complex was
precipitated by the addition of excess of solid NHoPFu. The
precipitate (a mixture of the reactant alcohol and product
aldehyde complexes) was filtered ofÌ. washed with ice-cold 0.1
mol dm-r HCl, and dried in uacuo.The tH NMR spectrum of
the dried solid was measured in (CD.)rSO.
Kinetic S¡udies.-Solutions of [Os(bipy).]3* were electro-
generated immediately prior to use by exhaustive electrolysis of
a solution of [Os(bipy)¡][ClO4]r.2HrO in the medium to be
studied (/ : 1.0 mol dm-3, NaCl) at 0.9 V. These solurions and
[Ru(bipy)z(NCsH4CH2OH)]2* solutions were deaerated (Ar)
and thermostatted before mixing.
Stopped-.flov' studies using buffer pH control. The ruthenium-
(¡l) and osmium(lt) solutions were mixed using a hand-operated
stopped-ffow device constructed in the Department. The mixed
solution passed into a I cm path length ffow+hrough cell placed
in the cell compartment of a Cary 219 spectrophotometer. The
cell block was the¡mostatted to 25.0'C and the cell
compartment was maintained under an argon atmosphere to
minimize oxygen leakage through the tubing used to connect
the mixing device with the cell. The reaction was monitored at
482 a¡dlor 467 nm.
In a typical experiment, a solution of [Ru(bipy).(NC5H4-
CHrOH)IIPF 6f 2 Ø97 x 10-s mol dm-3) dissolved in 0.1 mol
dm-3 acetate bufler (1 : 1.0 mol dm-3, NaCl) was mixed with a
1.75 x lO-s mol dm-3 solution of [Os(bipy).]3* in the same
medium. For a given set of conditions (pH, bufler type, buffer
concentration) a minimum of three runs were recorded and the
aveÍage value from these runs used in the calculations. The pH
values of the solutions were measured before and after the
oxidation reaction with a Radiomete¡ PHM82 standard pH
meter to ensure that adequate pH control was maintained
during the reaction.
Studies using pH-stat control. The pH was maintained using
a Radiometer ETS 822 end-point tilration system. An aliquot
(20 cmr) ol [Ru(bipy)r(NC5H4CH:OH)]2* (4 x lo-s mol
dm-3) in 104 mol dm-3 HCI-I.0 mol dm-3 NaCI was placed in a
thermostatted titration vessel. After deaeration, a I cm3 aliquot
of freshly generated [Os(bipy)r]3 
* solution (2 x l0r mol dm-3
in lo.a mol dm-3 HCI-I.00 mol dm-3 NaCl) was added and the
solution adjusted to the desired pH by the addition of 0.01 mol
dm-3 NaOH-O.99 mol dm-3 NaCI using the titration system.
The solution was maintained under a blanket of Ar and
circulated through a I cm path length cell in the cell
compartment of a Cary 219 spectrophotometer using a Gilson
Minipuls 2 peristaltic pump. while the pH was maintained by
the titration system.
Variatíon of rate n'ith ionic strength. The stopped-flow
technique used for kinetic runs studied under buffer pH-control
was described earlier. A series of acetate buffer solutions
([acetate],",", :0.004 mol dm-r, pH a.al) was prepared in
which the ionic strength was varied from 4 x l0-3 to 0.034 mol
dm-3 by the addition of appropriate amounrs of NaCl. The pH
of the reaction solution was measured before and after mixing.
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Abstract
The synthesis and characterization of [Os(bpy)z(ampy)]2+ {bpy : 2,2'-bipyridine; ampy : 2-
(aminomethyl)pyridine) have been studied, together rvith its irreversible trvoelectron oxidative
dehydrogenation to the corresponding osmium(u) imine species in aqueous solution, by utilizing
electrochemicai and stopped-flow kinetic techniques. The kinetic data we¡e analysed by using
numerical integration methods to obtain solutions for the differential equations derived from
mechanistic proposals. The results were consistent with the initial oxidation of the metal centre
to OsIII and the intermediacy of a deprotonated OsIV species, formed by disproportionation,
in the subsequent ligand dehydrogenation.
Introduction
trVhile examples of oxidative dehydrogenation of coordinated amines to imines
and nitriles have been widely reported, particuì.ar recent attention has been
directed to the elucidation of the detailed mechanism of such processes and the
role of the metal centle in their promotion.l-l3
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facultative poìyamine ligands. His dedication as a scientist and teacher rvill be greatly missed
by his colleagues and students.
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In these reactions. it is cle¿rl that initial oxid¿rtion at the metàl centre precedes
the Ligand deh¡rdrogenation. Horvever. in this subsequent intr¿rmolecular redox
process. trvo general schenes have been put forrvard to ¿rccount for the àpparent
dichotom¡, that the metal reduction *'ould generzrlly be ¿1. orre-electron change
rvhele¿s the ligand oxidation is necessarily àn even-electlon pt'ocess. In tlie fir'st
of these proposals. a ligancl free radical intelmediate is considerecÌ to form b.v
iutramoleculal tlansfer of one electron flon the (deprotonated) Iigand attached to
tlie oxidized m.et¿rl centr-e: the amine oxiclation subsequently proceeds at the ligancl.
Evidence supporting tliis loute has been preseuted for the oxidarion of nickel.
compLexes of a variet-v of mzrcrocycles.r 3 [Fe(CN)a(en)]- (Lef. 4) and [Fe(tacn)213-
(en: ethane-1.2-diamine; tacn : 1,4,9-tliazacyclononane).5 The second proposai
involves a disproportionation of the oxidized metal centle lesul.ting in ¿n oxidation
state tlvo units highel than the initial state. thereby allorving a t¡¡u-o-electron
tlansfer fi'om Ìigand to metal in the ligand dehydr-ogenation process: such a route
has been identified in detailed mechanistic studies of ligand dehydrogenation in
fRu(bpy)2(ampy)]2+ {bpv: 2.2/-bipyridine; ampy: 2-(aminomethyl)pyridine}6'7
and [Os(en)3]"+ (refs 8 and 9) in our laboratories, and in the [Ru(sar)]z+,
[Ru(en)3]?+ and Ru(tame)zl2= complexes {sar : sarcophagine : 3.6.10.13.16.19-
hexaazabicyclo[6.6.6]icosane: tame:1,1,l-tris(aminomethyl)ethane].10-13
It is likel)r, for the iron triad at least. that the latter mechanism pertains since
disproportionation of fFe(sar)]3+ (ref. 13) and [Fe(CN)a(diamine)]- complexesla
to folm FeIv intermecLiates has now been demonstrated. RuIv compLexes of
this type have been isolated recently in the case of [Ru(tmen)(tmen-H)z]2+,
(ref. 15) (tmen : 2,3-dimethylbutane-2,3-diamine) and direct obse¡vation of RuIV
transients have also been made in lecent kinetic studies of the oxidation of
[Ru(sar)]3+ and other amine complexes.ll'13 lVithin studies in our laboratories, rve
have isolated and chalacterized a related species which is formally a RuIV complex
containing the isopropylideneamide anion.16 in .,vhich considerable stabilization
occrll's as a result of ligand-to-metal. r-bonding.
A study of osmium(rv) ammineslT has demonstrated their high acidity, and the
stabilization of OsIv complexes of deprotonated amines might be expected to be
greater than in the case of RuIV because of ihe superior orbital extension for the
larger metal ion.18 Indeed, in studies of ihe ligand oxidation of [Os(en)3]'+, initially
reported by Dwyer and Hogarth,le'zo OsIV complexes containing deprotonated
ethane-1,2-diamine ligands were isolated and characterized. These complexes
8 Lay. P. 4., Sargeson, -\. ì¿1., Skelton, B. W., and White, A. H., J. Am. Ch.ern. Soc., 1982,
104,6161.
s Lay, P. 4., and Sargeson, A. ùI., Inorg. Chitn. Acta.1992, 198-200, 449.
10 Bernhard, P.. Sargeson. A- NI.. and Anson, F. C., Inorg. Chern..7988,27.27ó4.rI Bernhard, P., and Sargeson, A. lvl.. J. Atn. Chem. Soc-, 1989, 111.597.
12 Bernhard, P., and Anson. F. C., Inorg. Chern., L989,28,3272.
t3 BuU, D. .I., Ph.D. Thesis, Aus¡ralian National Universitv, 1gg2.
ublished data.
and Snorv. II. R., fnorg. Chern.. 1984,23, 2336.
. Inorg. Chem.. 1980. 19, 2416.
Chetn. 9oc..1953, 75. 1008.
Che¡n. Soc..1955. 77. 6152.
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undel'go spontaneous oxidative dehydrogenation to give the OsIl-monoimine species,
which rapidìy oxidize further in air to the Osll-diimine ancl tetr¿rimine complexes.
The osIV complexes that are formecl in the d.irect reaction of oslt'Bro2-
with ethane-1.2-diamines'e'le'20 ale also formecL in tìre clisproportionation of
[Os(en)3]3+.8'e Such disproportionation is aLso observecl in the rel.ated complex
[Os(tmen)j13+. where the OsIV complexes ar-e stab].e to oxidative d.ehydrogenalion
reactions.2r
The present work reports a mechanistic study of the oddative dehrvd.rogenation
of 2-(aminomethyl)pyridine in [os(bpy)2(ampy)]2+, the osmium analogue of the
ruthenium species studied previously in one of ou¡ laborato¡ies.6.7 It lvas undertaken
on the basis that the Oslv intermediate species may have conside¡able kinetic
stabilit¡r based on the OsIV/en svstem, y-et at the same time the metal centre may
be a less powerful oxidant than its ruthenium counterpalt.22 so that the transient
might in fact be observed rather than infer-red from kinetic stuclies. It was felt
that this complementary study would allow a more intimate understancling of
the mechanism of the ligand oxidation process.
Experimental
P hy sicaL IVI easuretnents
Electronic spect¡a were recorded on a Cary 21g spectr.op ra were
.-""^o^.d_"9,ilP2O 
.by using a Bruker AlvI-300 spectrometer H] andó 66.5 {"C}, relative to NIe¿Si) as inte¡nal reference. E ts were
made rvith a Bioanalytical Systems (BAS) CV-27 voltamnrograph, rvith cyclic voltammograms
output io a Linseis LY-1800 X-Y recorder. All potentials are reportecl relative to a satu¡ated
sodium chloride calomel standard electrode (s.s.c.e.).
Elemental analyses rvere carried out by the Ca¡radian ìvlicroanalytical Service (Delta, B.C.).
Iulaterials
rh ioo i"J,"ïåJ"::å ff,;lîîfi:;me for of Oz by passing through a
column packed with BTS catalyst (Fluka) maintained at 1g0oC.
Syntheses
ne)l osrniutn(tt) hexafiuorophosphate d,ihydrate
standard Schlenk techniques. [Os(bpy)2-
bpy)zClz] (200 mg) ro deaerared (argon) tri-
mixture was ^heated (100o) with stirring for
to drvness under vacuum and the residue î:jH:i""å'i"tå:rÏ::i:JffJi*"Ï1
der argon' 2-(Aminometh¡rl)pyridine (150 mg) in dly degassed suliolane (s cm3) rvas addecl
slowly (20 min) and the ¡nixture rvas stirred unde. arjon at 90o for 20 min. The vessel
was openèd to the atmosphere and 1lr HCI (z0cm3) was adc.led. The solution was
washed inÙo a separating funnel rvith water. ancl extractecl rrith dichloromethane after the
addition of NH+PFo (c.0'2g). After the dichloromethane exüract rvas evaporated to
;] l.!"t'-A,.. Ludi,4., Bürgi. H.-8.. R¿selli,.\.. ¿nd Bigrer. p.. Inorg. chem.,1992, g1.340s." Takeuchi, I(. J.. Thompson, ìVI. S., Pipes D. w.. ancl ùIeyer, T. J.. Inorg. chem.. 19g4,28.
1845.
23 Buckingham, D. 4., Drv-ver, F. p.. Goodrvin. H. A.. and sargeson, A. ìvI., Aust. J. chem.,
1964, 17, 325.
liryV,V 4.. Sargeson. A. }lI., and Taube, H.. Inorg. Synth.. 1986.24.291.
'o Creutz, C., Chou, l¡1.. Netzel, T. L., Okunrur., ,\f.. and Sutin, N.. .,I. Arn. CI¿em. Soc.,
1980, 102, 1309.
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dryness. the residue was dissolved in water. solbed onto a colu¡nn of SP-Sephadex C-?5 cation
exchanger, and eluted rvith 0.25 ivt sodium chloride solution. The major dark green lraction
rvas collected and the eluate was extracted with dichloromet,hane alter addition otNHrPFo (c.
0'2 g). The combined extracts were dried rvith NazSO¿ and evapor.ated to dr.¡rness. The crude
prodttct; rva.s recrystallized from dichloromethane/light pebroleurn ancl dried uncìer vacuum,
¡rield 190 mg (68%) (Found: C, 33.3; H. 2.68; N, S.6. CzoHzsFrzNoO:Osp: requires C,
33.3: H, 3.0r; N, 9.0%).
I Bis ( 2, 2 
| 
- bipyridine) ] [2- (iminomethyl )pyrid.íne] osmium(n)
(i^pv ) I ( P F a ) z.-lo"( bp¡,) 2 (ampy) j (PF6 )2.2 H2 o (31' 3 ms,
in 0'1 rt HzSQ¿ (25 cm") and (NH¿)¿[Ce(SO,r).r].H:O (a2.
HzSO.r (10 cm3) was slowly added over 30 .nitt wiih stir,.ing.
for a further 30 min and the product precipitabed by the slorv adclition of NHrpFo (0.2 g).
The precipitatle rvas filtered off and washed several times rvith cold rvater acidifiea .tigl.ttly
with HPFo, then with diethyl e[her and then it rvas dried under vacuum (Founci: C, ã¿..j;
H, 2'51; N, 9.3. CzoHzzFrzNe OsP¡2 recjuires C, 34.7; H,2.47; ¡i, 9.3%).
D euterium Eachange Studies
The exchange of the methylene protons during the course of the oxidation ¡eaction was
examined by undertaking the above s¡rnrhesis of [Os(bpy)z(impy)] (pF6)2, bur in DzOID+
solution. The 13c n.m.r. spectrum of the product'** à"ie.*itr"á'1b"o'solution).
Spec trocoulom etric D eter-rninati on o J the Oridati on Reaction
A sample of [Os(bpy)2(ampy)] (PF6)2.2HzO rvas dissolved in 0.1 rr HCI and oxidized at
+0'42 V (õ mV anodic of Ep.o) in a conventional three-compartment electrochemical cell
(platinum rvorking electrode). The solution in the rvo¡king compartment rvas simultaneously
circulated through a 0'1cm florv cell in the spectrophotometer by using a peristaltic pumj,
and the spectrum recorded at coulometric a values o10,0.5, r.o, 1.õ and 2.0 electrons.
Kinetic Measurements
I(inetic measurements rvere undertaken at 25.0o b.r, using a stopped-florv device constructed
within the Departmenb and based on the design of Car¡ and Tregloan.26 In all runs, ionic strength
rvas maintained ac 1'0lr by using Nacl. In a typical experimenr, a solution of fos(bpv)sf3+rvasgeneratedbyexhaustiveelectrolysisarl-0.7Vof [Os(bpy)¡j (ClO+)2.2H:O(1.;xfb-5vr
in deaerated aqueous HCI or buffe¡ solution) and this rvas mixed under stopped-flow conditions
rvith a deaerated soiution of los(bpy)z(amp¡,)] (pF6)2.2H2o (c. 7xl0j5 rr) in the same
solvent. The concentrations of the reactant solutions rve¡e assessed spectropiotometrically.
The individual solutions rvet'e stoted under Nz p¡'ior to the Êlling of the ràactant compartments
of the stopped-florv apparatus.
Kinetic data were obtained over a pH range 1-3 under rrnbuffered conditions, and over the
range 2-5 for buffered conditions (chloroformate. fo¡mate ancl acetate). Absorbances (Do6")
were rìeasured at À :415 nm and at À :490 nm. In each case. at least three replicate runs
were made and measurements were taken at 27 time steps during the reaction. Some cìe¿ails
of the mathematical technique usec in the interpretacion of the absorbance.-time clata are
given in the Results and Discussion-a more extensive descripLion may be obtained by request
frorn lhe ¿uthors.
Results a¡d Discussion
S'y'nthetic X,I ethods and Characterization
The synthesis of fos(bpy)z(umpr')](PF6)2.2H2o invorved the in siúu reaction of
lOs(bpy)2(OSO?CF3)z]2awith2-(aminomethyl)pylidine. utilizingthesubstitutional
labilit¡' of the t¡iflato ligand. Severai other preparative proceclures for this complex
lvere examined based on refluxlng the [os(bpy)2C12] complex ancL the ligancl in
'u e.r., .1. T.. Ph.D. Thesis, University of \Ielbourne, 1ggi.
,
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ethylene glycol.27 lH n.m.r. and electrochemicaL techniques revealed that the
products resulting frorn tlrese extreme conditions wel'e most likely dimers, but
they were not further investigated. The synthesis via the triflato species required
fa¡ mil.der conditions and the desired [Os(bpy)2(anrpy)]2+ complex was obtained
in good yield.
The electrochemical and spectrai (lH and 13C n.m.r. {DrO} and electronic)
characteristics of the [Os(bpy)2(ampy)]2- species are given in Table t. The lH
n.m.r. spectrum of the cation is consistent lvith those of its ruthenium analogue.o
displaying compì.icated aromatic Ìesonances (ó 6'5-8'8) due to the bipyridine
ligands and with an AB quartet centred at 6 4.18 in the aliphatic region assigned
to the methyiene protons. The amine pÌotons we¡e not visible ln D2O, presunably
owing to rapid exchange.
The [Os(bpy), (u*py)]'+ complex undergoes an illeversibLe tw-o-electron oxidation
(coulometric n value c. 2.0) on exhaustive electrolysis at ï0 .47 V. This is consistent
Table 1. Spectral and electrochemical data for osmiunr complexes
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Fig. 1. Spectrocoulometric titraiion of [Os(bpy)z(ampy)]2+ in 0.1 u HCI solution
(o : 0'0. ò : 0.õ, c: 1.0, d: l.i, e : 1.9 electrons).
27 D*yer, F. P., Gibson, N. 4., and Gyarfas, E. C., J. Proc- R. ,Soc. M.9. t7'., 1952, 84, 80.
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with the fo¡mation of the imine product fequation (/)]. Spectrocoulometry




The oxidation product of [Os(bpy)2(u*py)]'+ is identified as the corresponding
imine species and ha-s the eLectrochemical and spectral characteristics shown in
Table 1. The 13C n.m.r. spectrum is typical of an imine complex2s with the imine
carbon resonance (6 I72.1) downfield of those assigned to the aromatic caxbons;
the hydrogen atom attached to the imine ca¡bon atom is a.lso observed in the lH
n.m.r. spectrum as a singlet downfield of the aromatic proton resonances (ó 8.94:
Table 1). If the oxidative dehydrogenation reaction is carried out in D2OID+
rather than the H2OfD+, it is clear from lH n.m.r. studies that there is no
observable incorporation of deuterium into the methine group (ó 8.94) of the
product imine. The same observation has also been reported for the equivalent
oddative dehydrogenation reactions of [Ru(bpy)z(a*py)]2+,6 [Ru(sar)]2+ (ref. 11)
and IOsIV(en-H)2(en)]2+ (refs 8 and 9) to their respective imine complexes.
Electrochemistry
Cyclic voltammetry of [Os(bpy)2(ampy)]2+ in 0.1rvr HCI in the range
0 * *1 .0 V revealed the chalacte¡istics of an ECE process, involving two
one-eLectron redox couples, namely [Os(bpy)2(ampy)]s+/z+ wilh E7¡2 : 0.42Y
(AEe : 60 mV), and [Os(bpy)z(impy)]3+/2+ {impy : 2-(iminomethyl)pyridine}
with 0.70 V (AEp: 100 mV).
At fast sweep rates (>500 mV/s), only the less anodic of the two couples
is observed, this corresponding to the OsIIITO5tt interconversions of the amine
compJ.ex. At slow scan rates (20 mV/s), follorving the anodic peak of the amine
complex, the OsIII/OsII redox couple of the imine compiex, is observed, with the
cathodic peak of the amine species on the Ìeverse sweep being absent because
of the irreversible oxidation of the IOsIII(bpy)2(u*py)]3+ (formed in the anodic
sweep) in the time scale of the cyclic voltammetry. At intermediate scan rates,
ECE behaviour is obselved, with the peak height of the imine couple increasing
and the cathodic peak of the amine couple decreasing as the sweep rate is
progressiveiy decreased. Repeated scans also resulted in a steady increase of
the imine product. These observations are consistent r¡¡ith the second peak
on the anodic sweep being delived from the fi.rst redox couple (i.e. the OsIII
species generated in the frrst oxidation undergoes a subsequent reaction to the
ir.nine species), with the rate of reaction being within the time scale of tire
cycJ.ic voì.tammetric experiment. They also correspond to the ruthenium andogue
studied by Ridd and Keene,G'7 where the reaction tollowing the initial oxidation
of ihe amine complex in 1 ivl acid rvas particulariy fast resulting in the redox
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reaction of the amine species beÍng seen as an irÌeversible process for similar time
scales: clearly, under equivalent conditions the osmiun anàlogue has a slower
reaction rate.
These observations are also in accordance rvith the oxidation of the metal
centre from OsII to OsIII being the fi.rst step in the oxidative dehydrogenation
of the amine iigand.
Ki.netic Studies
In order to study the kinetics of this system a chemical oxidant was sought to
initiate the oxidative dehydrogenation of the amine ligand by oxidation of the
metal centre. The oxidant was required to possess a redox potential ìntermediate
between that of the OsIII/OslI couples for the reactant amine and product imine
species (to avoid subsequent oxidation of the product),, and the oxidant should
also not talie part in any reactions subsequent to the dehydrogenation process.
Further, the oxidation of the osmium metal centre would also have to be rapid
so as to minimize any interference u'ith the analysis of the data arising from
subsequent ligand oxidation processes.
The oxidant chosen was [Os(bpy)s]3+ (Er/r: +0.58V). BV using ìvfarcus
theory,2s the rate constant of electron transfer fr-om the oxidant to the osmium(II)
amine complex was calculated as 5x108 dm3 mol-1 s-1. For the purpose of this
calcuì.ation, the literature vaiue for the self-exchange rate of fOs(bpy) 313+/z+
was used,3o the self-exchange rate for the [Os(bpy)2(ampy)]3+/z+ complex rvas
approximatecl to that of [Os(bpy)3]3+/2+. and the equilibrium constant for the
reaction was cal.culated from the potentials of the respective redox couples.
Prior to a kinetic experiment [Os(bpy)g]3+ was freshly generated by exhaustive
electroiysis of the corresponding OsII complex. The species is stable in soiutions
at low pH, but does slowly reduce back to the OsII species at pH > 3.31
In each kinetic run, the reaction was monitored at À :415 nm (the isosbestic
point for the overal.l reaction (1) and chosen to facilitate calculations of
concentrations), and at the absorption maximum for the [Os(bpy)2(ampy)]2+
complex (À:490 nm) where ma-tmum absorbance change occurred for the
intramolecula¡ redox process under investigation.
luI echanisti c C onsiderations
Following the observations of Ridd and Keene relating to the oúdation of
2-(aminomethyl)pyridine and its derivatives coordinated to ruthenium(tI),6'7 and
the related studies of Sargeson 
"¿ 
o¡.Lo-r3 and Lay et al.s's on amine ligand
dehydrogenations in ruthenium and osmium compiexes. an analogous mechanistic
scheme involving disproportionation at the metal centre was considered for the
osmium species.
The initial oxidation reaction [equation (2)) was assumed to be substantialiy
complete within the time of mixing of the reactant [Os(bpy)2(ampy)]2+ and the
oxidant [Os(bpy)3]3+, and was not considered in the ca.lculations of the subsequent
processes.
2e ìvl*cus. R. A., D¿scøss. Forod,atl Soc., 1960,29, 21.
3o Ch.n, ìvI.-S., and Wahl, A. Q., J. Phgs. Chem., L978,82,2542.
3r Nord, G., and Wernberg, O., J. Chem. Soc., Dalton Trans., L975, 845
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(2)
The OsIII species formed undergoes the protonic equilibrium fequation (3/]

















This is followed by a disproportionation reaction of OsIII involving the




The reaction of two non-deprotonated [Os(bpy)z(ampy)]3+ (I) moieties as
an alternative for the disproportionation process can be eliminated on similar
thermodynamic grounds to that given for the ruthenium analogueo and other
osmium(rIr) complexes:8'e the equilibrium constant in this instance would be
1I .7x10-r7, based on a difference between the potentials of the OsIV/OsIII
and g.tIITgslI couples of 1.0V. Indeed, since oxidation of [Os(NH3)6]2+
(Et/, : -0'78 V) and [Os(NH3)6]3+ (Eo,' : -11'25 V)17 a-re seen to be separated
by >2 V, the value for ihe equilibrium constant is likely to be considerably less
favoulabie than that quoted.
The resultant Oslv-amido inte¡mediate then undergoes an intramolecular redox
process in which the ligand undergoes dehydrogenation to form the imine product
and the metal centre is concomitantly reduced to the OsII state:
H l* l*
+H+ (s)
A set of three rate equations that described the proposed mechanistic scheme
fequations (3)-(5)) rvas obtained. An exact analytica] solution of these differential
equations was not possible, and so a numerical solution was sought. For given
vaiues of the rate constants,tl, lcz, lcz,,ta and k5, the concentrations of all
reactants could be calculated a[ any given time druing the i-eaction. These
t
k5
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concentrations could then be used to calculate the total absorbance (D""r") a!
any time.
In order to obtain the calculated absorbances from the concentrations, it
was essential to kno'rv the values of the absorption coefficients of the species
participating in the proposed scheme. In this case tite absorption coeffi-
cients for [Os(bpy)3]2+ (.nr¡:9400. e¡es:12900 m2 mol-1), [Os(bpy)2(ampy)]2+
(e¿rs : 8300, 64e0 : 10200 m2 moì-r) and [Os(bpy)2(impy)]2+ (e¿rs : 8300,
€4e0 : 13800 m2 mol-l) a¡e known. However, absorption coefficients for the
[Os(bpy)2(ampy)]3+ species, the corresponding deprotonated form [Os(bpv)z-
(ampy-H)]2+ and. the OsIV complex lOs(bpy)z(ampy-H)]3+ are not read-
ily obtainable. In the first instance. estimates for these species were
made: for [Os(bpy)z(ampy)]3+ the values corresponding to those obse¡r'ed
for [Os(bpy)r]t* (.otr : 860, €4e0 : 390 m2 mol-l) rvere used. The absorption
coeffi.cients for the deprotonated [Os(bpv):(ampy-H)]2+ can be estimated from the
[(bpy)(tpy)Os(OH)]2+ species (.nrs:4700, e¿so:1760 m2 mol-r).22 while OsIV
complexes generally display low absorption coefrcients (e < 500 m2 mol-l) in the
region of interest (400-490 nm).17 The numerical solutions obtained revealed that
the intermediates involved in the mechanism weÌe present in small concentrations,
and consequently theil contributions to the total absorbance was minimal at any
given time. In addition, the absorption coeffcients of the intermediates involved
are signifi.cantìy less (by at least an order of magnitude) than those of the
major constituents lOs(bpy)z(ampy)]2+, [Os(bpy)2(impy)]2+ and [Os(bpy)e]2+.
Consequently the results did not depend critically on the absorption coefrcients
chosen for these transients.
It was found that the differential equations desclibing the mechanistic scheme
'were 'stiff',* essentially because the rate constants invoLved differed by several
orders of magnitude. For this reason, the IN'ISL33 routine Ivp.q.c '¡¡as used
to solve the rate equations. A simplification to the equations could be made
by describing the first reaction fequation (3)l bV an equilibrium constant K1.
Numerical solutions using reasonable values of À1 and ,b2 indicated that this
assumption was valid, and its effect was to reduce the number of equations to
t'wo. AnotheÌ consequence was that separate val.ues for the rates k1 and h2 could
not be determined: at best, only the equilibrium constant Kt: ktllez cor:ld be
obtained. In fact this ratio, and the rate constant È3, appeared in the equations
only in the combination
ks: kz(hlkr')(l * (krlh"')-2 (6)
where kz' : kzl}J+]. This nìeans that the only constants that could be determined
were_È5, k3 and ka. The IùISL33 routine ultpol, was used to select values of
,k¡, ks and Èa that would minimize I(Dou.-D"ol")2. This routine uses the
' Because of the possible v¿riation in the magnitudes of rate constants within the proposed
mechanism, there are large differences in the time behavior ol the individual reactions, and
this leads to large differences in the sensitivity of the integrated solutions to the various
reactions. Such systems are called 'stiff'.32
32 Ebe.t, K. H., Ederer, H. J., and Isbarn, G., Angeu. Chem. Int. Ed,. Engl., 1980, 19, 333.
33 International ñlathemabical and Statistical Library, 'Fortran Subroutines for Mathematical
Applications' IIvISL íHouston), 1987.
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Simplex method and was chosen because it is quite robust, and does not rely
on the derivative of the quantity to be minimized. The minimum valúes of
f(Dou"-D.or")2 so obtained ranged f¡om l0-5 io 10-a. corresponding to average
differences (Dou"-D"or") of about 0.002 (or less th¿rn 0.5%) in the wor.st case.
The value of the equilibrium constant K1 is constrainecl by the data and
the analysis to be within the range 10-3-10-7 (i.e. pK" 3-7), based on the
observation that ,b3 proportional to 10-ott in the pH region stuclied. F¡om
equation (6), rhis implies that [1+(fr1 lk2')] is approximately constant as the
pH changes, thereby limiting the magnitude of I4f tc2, (: K,,). Further. since
the vaLue of È3 is inversely proportional to lc-f tc2, [equation (6)), Kr< 10-7
woul.d require that the value determined for À3 exceeded that for cliffusion control
(c. iOe dm3 mol-r s-1). A value for K1 within this range is consistent with
the pKo > 6-8 deternined for [Os(tpy)(bpy)(NI.I3)],ì*,30 "',.d 
i'fact r]re pKo of
[os(bpy)2(ampy)]3+ may be somewhat lower because of the incorporation of the
amine group with the cheLate ring of the ampy ligand.
The optimum values for the rate constants k3 and ka equation (l) indicated,
that ka was less than I00 and È3 )) lea. Apar.t from this condition. the val.ue
of Àa was not critical to obtaining a good fit to the data. on the other hand..
the val.ue of À3 'was critical to obtaining a minimum for each of the kinetic runs
investigated and was consistently 0.75(t0.15)xlg('+s) dm3 mol-l s-l. where z
is the arithmetic value assumed fo¡ the pKo of [os(bpy)z(ampy)]3+. Because
of the uncertainty in Èa. the equilibrium constant for this reaction is not .welL
determined but is )10(:+r) and this would require the potential of the oslv/oslu
redox coupì.e for the deprotonated specÍes to be cathod,ic of the grtltTesll couple
for the non-deprotonated case (by >0.4 V if pK, 6, >0.35 V for pKo b, >0.3 V
for pK' 4, or >0'25v for pK" 3). A similar observation has been mad.e in
investigations of the redox characte¡istics of [Ru(tpy)(bpy)(isopropylimine)12+,16
where the imine complex underwent a two-el.ectron oxidative dehydrogenation
to an_- -alkylideneamido species lvhich can be regarcled in a formal sense asa RuIV compiex of a d.eprotonated. imine: however, the nitrogen-ruthenium
bond has signifi.cant 'double bond' character. It is this 'double bond' character
of the Ru-N bond which gives stability to the oxidation state of the metal
cenrre so that the redox couple for the RuIVTRLIII species is 0.6v cathodic
of the RuIII/RuII couple for the non-d.eprotonated. parent imine species. In
that example. the cæ'bon-nit¡ogen-ruthenium chain was linear, but significant
'double bond' character is observed in the complexes of osIV with deprotonated
ethane-1,2-diamine and 2.3-dimethylbutane-2,3-diamine ligands as evidenced by a
shortening of the osmium-nitrogen bond distance and n.m.r. spectroscop¡8.21 even
though the Os-N-C chain is non-linea¡ in those cases. Given these observatio¡s,
the equilibrium constant calculated for the disploportionation therefore appeàrs
to be quite consistent with the involvement of an oslv species containing the
deprotonated amine ligand ampy-H.
The calculated rate constant ,t5 for reaction (J)was found. to be pH-depend.ent
in the absence of buffers. The pH range for these stud.ies is of course limited.
and the precision of the ¡ate constants is considered to be *50% as a result of
uncertainties brought about by the numbe¡ of experimental parameters involved.
3a )Iurphy, \M. R.. Takeuchi. K., Barley. ùI. H., and ùreyer, T. J-, Inorg. chem.. rgg6, 2s.
1041.
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in the caLculation. and the fact that the absolute value of Ë5 had a limited
influence on the rate constant of the overall reaction. The values obtained (from
measrrerrrents ¿rt 415 and 490 nm) are 1.2(+0'5) s-t at pll 0'82, 15(*5) s-1
at pH 1.82 ¿rnd 200(+100) s-1 at pH 2.82: accordingly there appea.-s to be ¿-un
increase in the rate constant by a factor of l0 for each unit incre¿tse in pH.
This observation is in contrast with the rutheniun analogue. where the rate
constant of the equivalent step of the scheme was pH-independent.o It is also
in contrast to the oxidative dehydrogenation of [Ru(sar)]2+, [Ru(tame)2]2+ and
lRu(en)3]2+ (refs 11 and 13) rvhere the rate constants of the equivalent reactions
of the deprotonated RuIV intermediates increased at higher acid concentrations:
there is compelling evidencel3 that this effect arises fi'om an equiliblium between
singly and doubly deprotonated RuIV intermediates with the singly deprotonated
species being the more powerful oxidant.
In the present case, the retardation of the rate of reaction (S) by acid may arise
from a numbel of alternatir,e effects. For example. two protonic pre-equilibria
may be proposed to account for this obserwation: namely deprotonation at either























In the Scheme 1ó, the observation that no deuterium exchange is detected in
the product imine species requires that the methylene deprotonation (kr) is rate.
deternining and that ket )),h-o. In the [OsIv(bpy)2(ampy-H)]s+ ìntermediate
complex, the expected ligand-to-metal r-bondi¡1o8'e't6 may be expected to lead to
a labilization of hydrogen ¿rtoms attached to the a-carbon atom by a tautomeric
effect.
The difference betrveen the pH-dependencies of the ruthenium and osmium
complexes can be explained readily rvithin the proposed scheme. For ruthenium.
,h5 )) ko so that no pH-dependence of the rate of ligand oxidation is observed.
However, k5(Os) << ,k5(Ru). which gives rise to the condition that ,b5(Os) < ,k",
and the ligand oxidation step is thus pH-dependent in the case of the osmium
species. The much slorver ligand oxidation step for osmium in comparison with
ruthenium is consistent with the behaviour observed in the [lvl(en)3]'+ systems.e'13
t774 F. R. Keene eú ¿l
For the oxidation of [Os(bpy)2(r*py)]'*, when buffered conditions r¡/ere used it
was found that À5 had even less inff.uence on the overall rate than in the unbuffered
case, and no unique value could be determined from the analysis. In fact, it was
observed that for various base concent¡ations of the same buffer at a given pH.
the kinetic runs rvere indistinguishable. Tllis observation was not pursued further.
but is consistent with base catalysis of the final dehydrogenation of the process
[equation (5/], under rvhich circumstances it is no longer rate-determining. In the
oddative dehydrogenation of ruthenium complexes of the analogous alcohol ligancì,
[RuII(bp¡,)2(pyCH2OH)]2+, general base catalysis of the equivalent reaction is
obse¡ved.35
Conclusions
The preseni studies of the mechanism of the oxj.dative dehydrogenation of
[Os(bpy)2(ampy)]2+ indicate that it is substantially consistent with that observed
for the ruthenium analogue investigated by Ridd and Keene.6'7 the related
[Ru(sar)]2+, [Ru(tame)2]2+ and [Ru(en)3]2+ systems investigated by Sargeson
et o,l.,rr'73 and the [Os(en)3]'+ system iuvestigated by Lay et al.8.e Follorving
initial lapid oxidation of the metal centre. dispropoltionation occuïs to give r.ise
to an inte¡mediate I,'IIV species containing a deprotonated amine ligancl., wb,ich
undergoes an intramolecular redox process lesuÌting in dehydrogenation at the
a-carbon atom to form the imine species.
For the present osmium system, this finai reaction is obselved to have an
inverse dependence on acid concentration, which rvas not observed in the previous
studies.
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Disproportionation tt the L¡gend in Nitro Complexes of
Ruthenium(III)
S¡¡:
chemical instability because of oxidation of a bound ligand
(reactions l, 2).
IRu¡rr(bpy)z(N¡)z]* + CHiCN





Figure l. Cyclic voltammograms (200 mv/s) ¡n 0.1 M [N(CrHe)l
PF¿-CH:CN vs. rhc SSCE ar 22 * 2 oC: A, [Ru(bpy):(NO2)py)pF¡, ( I .5
X I0-r M)i B, solution A after cxhaustive elcctrolysis a! +1.2 V (a =
I .5/Ru): C, solution A with added H:O ( l%) ¿nd 2.ó-luridinc ( t%) aflcr
cxhaustivc electrolysis at 1.2 V (a = 3.0/Ru).
IRu¡r r(bpy)z(NH2CH2R)2] 3+
-1e-+ [Ru¡r(bpyh(NcR)2]2+ + 8H+ (2)4
Attempts to prepare nitroruthenium(llI) complexes b,v
electrochemical oxidation of IRull(bpy)2(N02)L] "+ have
been unsuccessful;5 in fact, there appear to be no known ex-
amples olstable, monomeric Ru(III)-NOz comp¡exes.6 We
find that complexes Iike IRurl¡(bpy)2(NO2)Cl]+ do exist but
as kinetic transients. Their stability is limited by an unusual
reacrion in which intermolecular disproportionation occurs at
the nitro group. The rcactions are also unusual in thar they
urilize Ru(lll)-NO: intermediates âs oxide ion donor, two-
electron acceptor oxidants in which electron acceptor sites at
both metal and ligand are used.
A cyclic voltammogram of [Ru(bpy)z(NOz)py]* in ace-
tonitrile (0.1 M in [N(C¿Hq)¿](PFo)) is given in Figure lA.7
The oxidative sweep shows the expccted Ru(II) * Ru(III)
oxidation (8p." = 1.06 V vs. SSCE at 22 + 2 "C). The reduc-
tive sweep shows two new u/aves (8p.. = 0.90 and 0.47 V), and
a lurther cycle shows that the two new waves are associated
with reversible couples- Exhaustive electrolysis of the solution
past 1.0ó V gives n = 1.5 (by coulomerry), and cyclic voltam-
metry shows that two products are formed in equal amounts
borh otwhich have reversible redox chemistr,v (Figure I B). The
less anodic wave (E¡72 = 0.53 V) corresponds to the nitrosyl
complex, IRu(bpy)2(NO)py]r*.E IRu¡r(bpy)z(NO)py]3+ and
related nitrosyls are known to undergo reversible reductions
localized largely at the NO group (reaction 3) in the porenrial
ran-se 0.?-0.6 V (at 22 + 2 "C vs. SSCE).E It is also known
IRurr(bpy):(NO*)py]r*ë tnutuor)z(NO)pyl3* (3)g
Lhat nitrosyl and nitro groups are interconverted by simple
acid-base chemistry (reaction 4).
IRu(bpy)z(NO*)py]r* 5 ¡nulUpr)r(NO:)pyl* (4)e
H+
The second electrolysis product is apparently IRu¡t¡-
(bpy)z(NO¡)pyl2+. Electrolytic redution at a potential be-
rween the waves which appear following electrolysis (Figure
I B) gavc n = 0.5 per total Ru by coulometry. Electrochemical
,,! rt,r
08 O.a qo OB o./ eo
,']"'r1,,
tigure 2- The 2OGmV/s cyclic voltammograms in 0.2 M [N(n-Ca-
He)¡]PF6-propylcnecarbonare following cxhausrive elcctrolysis of
[Ru(bpy)2(NOfCI] at 0.8 V: A. I min aftcr complction of the clccrrolysis:
B, 2 min: C, 4 min: D, 6 min; E, 8 min: F, l0 min. As shown in lA, some
disproportionation has occurred during thc elcctrolysis. Rarc dara werc
obtained by monitoring thc growth in pcak currcnt for thc revcrsible rc-




However, electrochemical oxidation of IRult(bpy)2(NO2)Cl]
at 0.8 V also occurs with ¡ = 1.5 and the producs are clearly
IRu(bp¡,)3(NO)Cti:+a and [Ru(bpy)2(NO3)Cl]+. The ni-
trato complex was identified by spectral and electrochemical
comparisons with chemical oxi-
dation (sce below) from the pyri-
dine complex only Cll+/o couple
is revcrsible on the e, E¡73 = 0.58
As shown in reaction 5 lor the chloro complex, electro-
chemical oxidation leads to oxidation of nitro to nirraro and
of Ru(II) to Ru(III), but both in a single complex.
2 [ Rur 
I (bpy)z(NO2)Ct] -"t ¡Ru"t15p.v) 2( NO3)CI I +
* [Rurr(bpy)2(NO+)Cl]r+ (5)
ln the mechanism. IRull(bpy)2(NO2)Cl] is firsr oxidized to




and the subsequenr chemistry is sufficiently slow so that it can
be followed directly by cyclic voltammerry (Figure 2). The
reaction (eq 7) is second order in [Ru(lll)-NO1] and in pro-
pylene carbonate as solvenr (l = O.2lvf , [N(n-CrHç)o](pF")).
t(25.0 "C) = 3.0 * 0.3 M-r s-r.
9[Rurrr (bpy),(No:)Cl]+
o
.* ¡{bnv}crR,,o, _J[... o(+)
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A- final z value of 3 is obtained in the electrochemical experi-
ment (eq 5) because the reduccd nitrosyl complex formed in
reaction 7 is oxidized to IRu(bpy)2(NO+)Cl]2+ (eq 3) at the




Kinctic studies using Ce(IV) as oxidant in acetonitrile show
that the rate constant for disproportionation oÍ [RulIl-
(bpy)z(NOz)py]2+ must exceed t07 M-r s-r. The reaction
with Ce(lV) is first order in both Ce(tV) and [Ru-
(bpy)z(NOz)pyl+ (k(25.0 "C;/ = 0.1 M) = 1.7 X 106 M-l
s-l), and the disproportionation products are observed im-
mediately. Disproportionation at the nitro group is also
observed following oxidation ol the complexes IRu-
(bpy)z(NOz)NH3l+ and IRu(bpy)2(NO2)CH3CN]+. There
appears to be at least a qualitative correlation between thc
potential lor oxidation of Ru(II) to Ru(III) and the rate o[
disproportionation at the nitro group in the lour complexes
IRur¡¡(bpy)2(NOz)L]'* (L = Cl-, NH¡, py, CH3CN).
The key to the instability ol the nitroruthenium(III) com-
plexes is the disproportionation step (reaction 7). The reaction
is unusual in that a net two-electron oxidation occurs at the
nitro group o[ one ruthenium (N02- - NO¡-) but the com-plementary reduction uses sites both at the metal (Ru(III) -Ru(tI)) and at a ligand (Ru-NO+ - Ru-NO).
One inference that can be drawn from the mechanism is that
complexes like IRulll(bpy)z(NOz)CI]+ can act as oxide-ion
donor, two-electron acceptor oxidans. They could be facile
oxidants since electron translers to Ru(III) and Ru-NO+
acceptor sites a¡e known to be rapid,8.t2 and, other than oxide
ion transfer, there are no major structural changes in-
volved.l l
Formal reduction potentials ior the Ru(III)-NOz complexes
as oxide ion donor, twoelectron acccptor oxidants can be
calculated by a combination of electrochemical and equilib-
rium measurements (Scheme I). A similar scheme using Eo.l7
lor the oxidation of IRurr(bpy):(NO:)py]* gives E > 0.26 V
(>0-67 V at pH 7)¡5 for the [Ru¡rr(bpy):(NOz)py]z*/
[Ru¡¡(bpy)2(NO)py]2* couple. The reduction potential valu6
show that the Ru(III)-NO2 intermediates are only moderately
strong as oxidants.rt












H :o + [Ru I I r(bpv)z(no?iJ;,lrtoi,,,ruo,.,, 
+ + 20H-
E'(NHE.25.0'C) = 0.31 V (0.72 V at pH 7)r5
The series of reactions 6-8 describes a single oxidation cycle
(reaction 5) in which one Ru(ll)-NO2 complex is oxidized and
the other convcrted into a nitrosyl. tt is possible to continue
through additional cycles simply by adjusting the pH. The
nitrosyl-nitro interconversion (reaction 4) can be studied
quantitatively by pH and spectrophotometric measurements.
For reaction 9, K(1.0 M NaCl,25.0 + 0.1 'C) = (1.0 +
0.3) x l0¡0 M-2 and for the [Ru(bpy)r(NOz)Cl]-[Ru-
(bpy)2(NO)CIl?+ equilibrium, K(l'.0 M NaCl' 25-0 + 0.1 oC)
= l..l X lOe.e
2oH- + [Ru(bpv)2(No,?Tilrr,r,"oz)py]* 
+ H¡o (e)
For the pyridine system, equal conccnrrarions of nitro and
nitrosyl comple,res are presenr at pH 3.8. In an acetonitrile
solution containing 196 water and l% 2,6-luridine, electro-
chemical oxidation oi [Ru(bpy)2(NOÐpy]* occurs (n = 3.0),
IRu(bpy)z(NO:)py]2* is the sole product, and the oxidation
ure lC). Under ¡hese
O2 to RulllNOl occurs
5) is converted into
cycle as shown below.
2[Rurf(bpy¡r(NOr)py]* -2"-, 2[Ru't¡(bpy)lNo:Þy]r*
2BH* I*\
.l [R,r'(bpy](NQÞyl'*28 + H,O
[R,r"(bpyxÑo)py]'* g IRurrçbpyyñoÞv]'*
The oxidation cycle can also be driven chemically. Using es-
sentially the same reaction condirions but wirh chlorine as rhe
oxidant and triethylamine as the base led to complete oxidation
oi IRu(bpy)2(N02)Clì to [Ru(bpy)2(NOj)Cl]+. The chem-
ical oxidation has allowed the nitrato complex ro be isolated
as its chloride salt which has been characrerized by elemental
analyses.l9
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Nitro Complexes of Ruthenium(Ill) as Oxidation
Cãtalysts. Chemically Catalyzed, Net Electrochemical
Oxidation of Triphenylphosph¡ne
Si¡:




[(bpy), ClRulll-N...O RuCl(bpy), l"
- 
[(bpy).ClRu¡t-NOÌ' + [(NO¡ )RuCl(bpy),]' (1)
[f,utt (bpy).(NO)cl j' ¡¡.urr 1uçry¡,1ÑO)Cll= (2)
33
o.
Y OtTS (', tsct )
mmogram following electroiysi: at l'15.V (n =
try) -of a solution containing -inirially IRu-x io-¡ t¡) and PPh¡ (3 x t0-¡ M) in 0'l M
CN vs. thc SSCE.
and the second-order rate law lor oxidation all suggest that
oxidation of PPh¡ occurs as in reactions 5-7-
[Ru!'(bpy)2(NO?)CU 5 [Rurrr(bpy)2(NO:)CU+ (5)






¡guu (bpy),(Ño)ctl'+ opph¡ (6)
IRurr(bpy):(ÑO)CU+ -j- ¡nu"1Upy)2(+NO)Cl]:+ (?)
At lhe potentials used in the electrolyses, thc reduced nir¡e
syl complexes are known to bc oxidized to [Ru(bPy):-
(+No)Ll "*.3' 
Thc Ru(lll)-nitro intermediates are weak lo moderately
strong oxidants as shown by their rcduction potential valucs'
Conmunicalions Io lhe L¿il()t'
fReorinted from ¿he Jou¡nal o[the American chemical Socie¡1" 99, {821.(1977).1 .






ucts.r In the disproportionation reaction. a two-electron oxl-
dation occurs at a nitro group on one ruthenium and the cor'
responding reduction at both metal (Rurll - Rull) and nitrosyl(Ru-+NO - Ru-NO) sites. Nitrosyl complexes like
[Ru(bpy)1(+NO)Cl]2+ are known to undergo reversible
electron transfer localized largely at the NO group (reaction
2).: In reaction l, [Rullr(bpy):(NOJCII+ ac¡s as an oxide
donor. twoelectron acceptor oxidant. Its formal reduction
mined to be 0.31 V (0'72 V at
t 25.0 oC vs. NHE and that for
IRur¡r(bpy):(NO:)PY]2+, has
(=0.67 V at PH 7).1
IRurrr(bpy):(NO2)Cl]+ * H2O * 2c
* lRuil(bpy):(NO)CU+ + 2OH- (3)
Even though disproportionation (reaction I ) is a competing
pathway, in the prescncc of a su
it should be possible to capture
termediates and so to cxploit t
Electrochemical oxidation ol an
lN(C¡Hs)¡l(PFo)) containing [Ru(bpy)z(NO2)pv]+ (l x
I O-r M) and triphenylphosphinc (3 x t 0-¡ M) at I .l 5 V vs.
the saturated sodium chloride calomel elcctrodc (n = 2.0/Ru
by coulometry)3 gavc as products IRu(bpy):(NO)py]l* (by
cyclic voltammctry: Figure l) and triphenylphosphine oxide
(by IR. u(È=O) I194 cm-r). Oxidation of the Ru(ll) comPlex
occurs at Ep¡ = 1.06 V. The results of the experimcnt show
that although oxidation of PPh3 and disproportionation may
be competing processes. disproportionaticn is unimportant
under thc conditions of the expcriment,4 and thc net rcaction
IRur r(bpy):(NOz)py]* + PPh3
-1--a [f,,urr(bpy)z(*NO)py]r+ * OPPh¡ (4)
Elcctrochemical oxidation of IRu(bpy):(NO2)CI] in the
prcsence of PPh3 also gave OPPh3 and it was possiblc to study
the reaction in dctail. The IRurrr(bpy):(NO:)Cll+-
lO¡¿A
4822









Frgure 1- lnfrared spcctra following elccrrol¡rsis ofan acetonitrilc solution
containing initially IRulbpy):(NO:)py]* (l.l x l0-r M), PPhr (7 x l0-r
M), l% 2.6-lutidinc. ¿nd 196 water in 0.1 M [N(C.He).]PFe. v(PO) in
O:PPh, occurs at ll94 cm-r. Thc lowcr encrgy band arises from
IRu(bPy)¡(NO:)py]+: (l) bcforc clecrrol¡rsis: (2) clcctrolysis lo 259t
complcrion bascd on the inirial amount of PPhli (3) clcctrolysis to 5090
complerion: (.1) clccrrolysis to ó096 complction: (5) clectroìysis to ?59ú
completion.
Rather than thermodynamic drivíng force. the origin of the
relarively rapid rates of disproportionation and of PPh¡ oxi-
dation may lie in the existence of two one-elcctron accePtor
sites (Ru(lll) and Ru-+NO) in thc oxidant rather than a
single tweelectron site and in the ability ol the oxidant to
donate an oxide ion. Kinetic barricrs to electron transfer at
both Ru(lll)8 and Ru(+NO)l sites are known to be low and
there are no profound changes in coordination environment
on reduction Èrcept lor the loss of Ol-.
lRu(bpy):(NO:)pyJ* and IRu(bpy):(NO)p]'13+ are in-
terrelatcd by the acid-base equilibrium in eq 8 and in water.
the two ions are present in equimolar åmounts at pH 3.8.1'e
IRu(bp-v):(NO)p],lr+ + IOH-
: IRu(bpy):(NOz)py]* + H1O (8)r
K(25'0 "C; 1.0 M NaCl) = I X l0:o l"r-l
In slightly basic solution the nitrosyl complex once lormed (eq
6 and 7) is converted into the nitro comPlex. The nitro complex
Íeenters the oxidation sequence in reacrions 5-7. which means
that the oxidation oi PPh¡ can be made catalytic. E.rhaustive
electrolysis (at l.l5 V) of an acetonitr
lRu(bpy):(NO:)PYl* (l x l0-r M),
H2O ( l%), anci 2.ó-lutidine ( l%) gave n
The final ruthenium prociuct was IRu(
cvclic voltammetry). The results are consistent with the cat-
alytic cycle in Scheme I (z = 20) lollowed by reaction 9 (z =
5 JPuur (bpy).(NO,)pyl" 1,z 
PPn,
;:: ¡R'rr (bpy),(NO)pyl'' -/\ O:PPh,
3) when the PPh3 - FPPh¡ conversion (Figure 2) is com-plcte.
[Rur¡(bpy)2(NO:)py]* + 28 + H2O
-+ [Ruilr(bpy):(NO¡)py]2+ + 28H+ (9)l
The electrolytic chemistry observed here is the chemically
catalyzed, nct electrochemical oxidation of PPh3 to
FPPh¡.
PPh3 + HzO * 28 - FPPh¡ * 2BH+ * 2e- (10)
In an acetonitrile solution containing [Ru(bpy)z(NO:)Cl],
water, and triethylamine, the oxidation of PPh3 is also cata-
lytic. Under these conditions cyclic voltammetry shows only
a distorted wave for the IRutr(bpy)2(N03)Cl]
IRulll(bpy)2(NO2)Cl]+ oxidation and no rereduction wave,
nor does a wavc for [Ru(bpy)z(NO)Cl]2+ appear. The ex-
pcrimcnt shou,s that the chemical steps in Scheme I are rapid
and that the rate determining step ín the catalyzed oxidation
of PPh3 is diffusion oI fRu(bpy)z(N?ùCl) to the elec-
t rode.
The Ru(lll)-nit¡o intermediates appcar to have an extensive
oxidase-like redox chcmistrv and their reactions with various
reagents are cufrenrly under investigation. They arc promising
as oxidants, sincc in contrast to commonly used inorganic ox-
idants like Cr(VI) or MnO¡-. rheir reactivity properties can
be varied systematically by controlled chemical synthesis. and
their reactions can be made catalytic.
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scan-ratc cyclic voltlmmctry cxpcriments show thc inte
is suggestcd for the oxidation of coordinarcd nitrire
N bound to O bound. The O-bound isomcr is a rcactivc
re3ction probably with the corrcsponr.ling
thc Ru( bpy)d py) NO2+-Ru(bpy)z(py)NO¡1
as two-clectron-acccptor, oridc ion donor
becomes catalytic and thc nitrato complcx is thc sole
fntroduction
In carlicr work it was shown that rclatively facile oridation
o[ ligands coordinated to (bpy)z complexes óf ruthenium can
occur (eq I and 2). The reactions in cq I and 2 arc known
Ru(bpy)¿(N¡)2 + CHrCN:
Ru(bPY)¡(CHTCN)N!+ + r/2N: (l)t
Ru(bpy)r(N H¿CFl2R)22+ g
Ru(bpy)r(N:ÇR)rt* * 8H+ (2)e
to occur by initial oxidation of Ru(II) to Ru(IIl). For rhe case
whcre bound amines are oxidizcd (cq 2), the initial Ru(ll) -Ru(llf) step is followed by a series of net two-electron oxi-
dative dchydrogenation stcps at the bound amine Iigands.
ln this paper a third cxample is described where a bound
ligand is oxidized following oxidation of Ru(ll) to Ru(lll).
The chemistry involvcs oxidation of a bound nitro to a nitrato
group. The appearance of rhe rcaction, which u,as described
Ëxpcrimeatel Scction
Ultraviolct-visiblc spcctra werc obtained by using a Bausch and
Lomb Modcl UV-210 spcctromctcr. All electrochcmical measure-
mcnts wer€ at platinum elcctrodes, and all potentiais arc reported
vs. thc saturatcd sodium chloride calomcl electrodc (SSCE) at 22 +
2 oC and v/crc uncorrcctcd forjunction potcntials. Potential control
for clcctrochcmical expcrimcnts was obtaincd by using a Princeton
' 
Applicd Rccarch Modèl' I 73'þtcnti6tat/glvan6tat. The wave-form
gcnerator for voltammet¡ic cxpcrimcnls was a Princcton Applicd
Rcscarch Modcl 175 univéisäI þrôgrammcr. 
-Slow-scan (50-500
mV/r) c.vclic voltammograms werc rccordcd on a Hewlctt-Packard
Modcl 70(XB X-Y rccordcr. Fast-scan cyclic voltammograms werc
obuincd from photographs of thc tracc from a Tektronix Mo<Jel 56aB
storage oocilloscopc. For fast-scan cyclic voltammograms. lR com-
pcnsation was uscd. Valucs of ¡, whcrc ¡ is the number of equivalcnts
of clcctrons transÍcrred pcr ormplex in, crhaustive clectrolyses at
constani potcntials. wcrc calculated from thc total arca undcr currcnt
vs. ti¡rc q¡rvcs. Rcactiorú were judgcd to bc complcte whcn the currcnt
had fallcn bclow l% of thc initial value.
M¡rcri¡¡$ Tctra-ñ'butylí¡mmonium hcxafl uorophosphate (TBAH)
and tetracthylammonium pcrchloratc (TEAP) were Dreparcd by
¡tand¿rd tcchniqucs and uscd as the support¡ng clccrrr.rlytc in elec-
ræhcmical cxperimcnts. Thc acctonitrilc (MCB spcctrogiadc) uscd
in clcctrochcmical measurcmcnts was dricd over Davidson 4-A' mo-
lccular sievcs. All othcr chcmicals wcrc commcrcially availablc and
were of rca8,Ên¡ quality and uscd rvithout furthcr purification.
Synthcsis of Complexec IRu(bpy)lNO:):].H:O.'r IRu(bpy)r
(NO)CU(PF6)¡,rr and Ru(bpy)2(NOr)Cl.HzOr¡ wcrc preparcd as
dcscribcd prcviously.
(10) F. R. Kccn¿. D. J. Selrnon. and T. J. Mcyer. J. Am. Ch¿m. Soc.. 99.
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IRu(þ¡)¡(NO)(NOJXPFó)! Ru(bpyþ(NO)¡ (I g) was suspcndcd
in acetonitrilc (20 mL) in subdued light. Onc millilitcr of 70rs HPF6
was addcd dropwise with stirring. and ¡hc míxrure was stirrcd for 2
min and rhcn l'iltcrcd into an exccss of diÊrhyl cthcr. Thc rclid which
prccipitarcd was collccrcd b¡'filtrarion. washed with cthcr, end air-
dried: yicld 96%. Thc complcx could bc rccrystallizcd from accro-
nirrilc-crhcr solvcnt mixturcs.
IRu(bpy)2(py)(NO:)lPFô. IRu(bpy)2(NO)(NO:)] (pFô): (2.425
g) was dissolved in dcacrarcd acctonc (30 mL). and a stoichiomctric
amount of KN¡ (0.252 g), dirsolvcd in mcthanol (E mL), was addcd
dropwisc with stirring in subducd light. Thc mixrurc was stirrcd for
l0 min. Pyridinc (5 mL) was addcd. and rhe solurion was stirrcd for
2 h. The mixturc was filrcrcd inro cxccss dicrhyl crhcr, giving a
¡cd-b¡ou¡ prccipitarc which was filtcrcd. washod with crher. and dricd
in vacuo. Purilìcation of the solid was achicvcd by chromarography
on I columr of alumina. using acetonitrilc as an cl¡,rant undcr suMucd
light conditions. The cluanr
rcd produa. It wa5 ¡¿s¡t.o
lbp a0{0 oC) to a methylc
clcctronic spcctrum of lhc complex in watcr included an intcnsc band
at Lü 414 nm (r 7400) and in acrronitrilc À*, = 449 nm (c 7t00)
and À^, - 336 nm (c 1000O). Anal. Calcd for IRu(C¡¡H¡N2)2-
(CTHTNXNO2)JPF.: C,43.93; H.3.¡q N. 12.30. Found: C, a4.t0;
H. 3.00: N. 12.15.
[Ru(bpt'):(py) (NO) l(PFó) ]. I Ru (bpy):(py)(N 02) J PFó (0.50 e)
was suspcnded in acctonirrile ( l0 mL) in rhc dark. and 7096 HPF5
(l mL) was addcd with stirring. Thc mixrurc was srirred for 2 min
and then filtcrcd into exccss dierhyl cthcr. The prccipitarcd solid *as
collcctod by filtration. washcd with cthcr. and dricd in vacuo; yicld
95%. Tbc solid was rccrysrallizcd Írom accloriÈ+ther. Thc proccdurc






rhc nitrosyl - nitro convcrsion. IRu(bpy):(CIITCNXNO)J(PFô)r (0.5
ß) was suspended in H2O (20 nrL) and 3 drops ol a 5û% NaOH
solution was added. Thc mi¡tu¡c $as stirrcd for 5 min. The solid
was collectcd by filrration, warhed rvith icc-cold *atcr. and dricd in
vacuo.
fRu(bpy):(NH¡XNO:)lPFó. IRu(bpy)¡(NO)(NO))](Pl:J2 (0.1 l0
g) was dissolvcd in dcacratcd CH:Cl2 ( | 50 ml- ) Tctraphcnylursonium
azidc (0.060 gi stoichionìctr¡c) was addcd. and thc solution rras stirrËd
in subdued light for 2 h. .¡\mmonia \¡'îs thcn bubblcd through thc
solution for 2 h, aftcr which thc solution was lìltcrcd into u largc crccss
ofdicthyl cthcr. Thc rcsulting solid was collcctcd by filtrarion. washcd
with cther. and dricd in vacuo: yicld 409u.
lRu(hpy):(PPh!)(NOr)J(PFô) (l'h = Plnnyl). This complcx was
preparcd b¡'thc mcthod givcn for lRu(bpy):(pyXNO:)](PFo) cxccpt
lhât PPhr was substituted for py. Anal. Calcd for IRu-
(C rol{¡Nr)2P(CóH 1)!(NOr)l (PF.): C. 52.ó6; ll. 3.ó I : N. 8.05. Found:
C, 51.58: l'1. 3.al: N, 8.05.
lRu(bpr,):(pyr)(NO:)J(PFó) (pyr = P¡rezine). IRu(bpy):-
(NO)(NO¡)l(PF6)2 (0.40 g) was dissolvcd in 20 mL of dc¿eratcd
acctonc. and sodiurn azidc (0 033 g) was addcC as a mclhanol solution.
Thc resulting solution was then addcd to a solution of 1.02 g ofpyr
in acctonc. This solution $'as stirrcd and gcntly hcatsd for 30 min
and thcn addcd to dicthyl cthcr. and the solid prduct was collcctcd
by hltration. Thc product *'as purificd by chromatography on a basic
alumina column using acctonc as cluant. Thc eluted prduct was
cveporatêd to dryncss. rcdissolvcd in a minimum âmount of ¿cclonc.
and prccipitated with dicthyl cthcr An:¡1. Calcd for IRu-
(CroH¡N:):(C¡H.N2XN02)lPF6.2H20: C. a0.46: H. 2.26: N, 13.?6.
Found: C. 41.?5; H, 2.?3: N. 13.87.
lRr¡(bpr)¡(NO¡)O)C!. Ru(bpy)r(NO¡)Cl (0.0-s g) was dissolræd
in CFlsCnN ( 100 mL), snd rricthylaminc (3 drops) and w¿r¡cr (3 drotr)
wcre addcd. Chlorinc was bubblcd through thc solution which causcd
a color changc from rcd to ycllow. Thc solution was addcd dropwisc
ro 250 mL of cthcr and coolcd to 5 "C. Thc solid which prccipitatcd
was collccted by lìltration and airiricd; yicld 4096. An¡I. Calcd for
IRu(C¡6H¡N2)2(NO¡)CI]Cl: C, 43.97; H. 2.95: N, 12.82. Found:
C. 43.24: H, 3.26; N. t2.64.
T¡ble l. R¡tc Conrt¡nts for ¡he Reaction 3Ru(bpy)'(CltNO¡' -
iutupiirtctlNo¡ + Ru(bpy)¡(c1)Nor' + Ru(bPy):(cl)No" at 22
: 2 "C in Acctonitrilc
initi¡l concn
run of Ru(bPY)t-

























¿ vis: Råte const:¡nt values were determined from absorbance
electrochcmicatly in lolution immediately prior 1o use'
lRu(bpy):(py)(NO¡)IPF" A ¡olurion of 1.42 g of (NFl¡)2Cc(NO¡)¿
in watcr (3 mL) was added to a solut¡on of 0.589 g of IRu(bpy)¡
(pyXNO:)lPFc in ac¡tonitrilc to givc a grccnish solution and a tan
prccipitate. Âf¡cr filtration, thc grccn solution was added to diethyl
cthcr and thc rcsulting precipitatc was collcctcd by filtration. Thc
solid was dissolved in watcr. and saturatcd aqucous NH¡PF6 was
addcd. Thc rcsutting ptecipitatc was collcctcd by ñltration anrl
cxtractcd with CH¡CN. Thc cxtract was chromåtographcd on an





H. 2.99; N, 11.52
py vibrations, thc infrarcd sF¡cctrum ol IRu(bpy)¡(py)(NO¡)JPFe
cxhibits bands suggcsting thc cxistencc of Gbound. unidcntatc nitratc
(- Ia60. 1288, 1000 cm-r).¡r Thc visiblc spcctrum cxhibiu a À*.
at 478 nnì (r t000) in acctonitrilc solution. A morc convcnicnt,
photochcmical prcparation of IRu(bpy)2(pyXNOr)] PF¿ is describcd
clscwhcre.ló
lFe(bpy)¡J(PF6)¡. [F¿(bpy)¡l (PF¡)2, prcparcd by sundard tcch-
niqucs,rt was oxidizcd with cxccss (NH¡):Ce(NOr)6 in acetonitrilc.
The prccipitatc which formcd was collcctcd by filtration and dirsolvcd
in wstcr. and [Fc(bpy)¡)(PF6)¡ was prccipiutcd by addition of HPFó.
Thc prccipitate was collcctcd, dissolvcd in acetonitrilc, and rcprcci'
pitatcd by addition of cther. Thc purity of [Fc(bpy)¡J(PF5)¡ was
chcckcd by cyclic voltammary. On standing in rclution or as a solid.
Fc(bpy)¡!+ is rcadily rcduccd åppsrently by moisturc in the air or
by solvcnr contarninans. Thc abscncc of Fe(bpy)¡t+ in samples of
Fc(bpy):l'is indicatcd by thc ab,scnce of thc intcnsc rcd color of
Fe(bpy)¡2'.
Determin¡tio¡ of lhc R¡tc Corct¡nt for Disproportion¡tion of
Ru¡¡r(bPy)¡(Cl)No2+. By Cyctic voltrmmctry. For câscs whcrc
Fc(bpy)¡r* was uscd as oxidant, a wcighcd quantity of Ru(bpy)z-
(C!)NO2 was addcd to about 6 mL of acetonitrilc (0.1 M TEAP) and
thc solution was stirrcd to dissolvc at ¡casr part of the Ru(bpy)¡
(C|)NO¡. A slight molar deficicncy of solid IFc(bpy)r](PFc)¡ was
addcd at which timc sll of the suspcndcd matcrial dissolved. Thc
rcaction which followed was assumed to bc that shown in cq 3 based
(lS) K. Naksmoto. 'lnfrsrcd Spc rre of Inorganic and Coordination' 
Compounds'. 2nd cd.. Wilcy-lntcrscicnæ. Ncs York. l9?0'
( l 6) B. Drirham, .r. Wats¡,'C. L. öaner. and T. J. Mc-vct' lnory Chem" 19'
t60 ( r 980).










2RuIt{b¡rv¡.t py)No,' :2i ltltr¡t¡t bp1, ).tpy )NO r,.
2Ru¡l 11 tr¡r¡, ¡,1 p:/ t¡,¡o.¡' - Ru¡I( bpy ) r( py )No). +
R trl¡rbPY).tPY INO ''
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Table ll. F-lectrochcn¡ic¿l Data in 0.1 M
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Figure l. Cyclic voltammog,rams (200 mV/s) in accton¡trilc (0.1 M
[NE¡¿l(ClO.)) ^t22*2 'C: 
(A) Ru(bpy)2(py)NO2'l (B) solution
A aftcr cxhaustivc clcctrolysis at +1.2 V (z r 1.5); (C) solution A
with added HrO (l%) and 2,ó-lutidine (l%) aftcr cxhaus¡ive clcc-
trolysis at +l 2 V (¡ = 3.0).
3Ru(bpy)lCl)NOr+ - Ru(bpv)2(Cl)NOr +
Ru(bpy)r(Cl)NO¡+ + Ru(bpv)¡(Cl)NO:+ (l)
r is a cons¡ant timc interval which was chccn as 2 min in this catc'
PPhr t.2s 0.56 1.07Þ
cHlcN l.l7 0.56 1.02ö
PYr (Pyrazine) l.l4 0.57 l.0OÞ









Mcrs¡remcrt of K for thc ftui[brium Ru(bpy):(py)NO!+ + 2OH-
- Ru(bty)z(py)NO2+ + H¡O. Thc cquilibrium constant for the
nitrosyl-nitro cquilibrium was detcrmincd spcctrophotomctrically at
25.0 * 0.1 oC in watcr at / = 1.0 M (NaCl). Constant pH was
maint¿incd in the experimcnt by using potassium hydrogcn phthalatc
(0.010 M) as buffcr. Thc equilibrium conslanì was dctcrmined by
adding an aliquot of an aqueous solution of [Ru(bpy)z(py)NO](PFc)¡
to cach o[ ¡cn 5G'mL flasks (to givc a complcx concentration of - L2x l0{ M). In addition, NaCl (2.92 g), an al¡quot of potassium
hydrogcn phthalate (to make thc buffcr conccn¡ration 0.010 M). and
suflicicnt 0.1 M HCIO. or 0.10 M NaOH to vary the pH of thc
solutions ovcr the rangc pH 24 wcre addcd. The solutions wcre
allowod to sit at 25.0 * 0. I oC in a watcr bath lor 12 h. Each solution
rras thcn mcasurcd spcctrophotomctrically in the visible region with
thc absorbancc at À 414 nm [À-, for Ru(bpy)2(pyxNO)+l bcing
cspcciaf ly notcd, and thc pH of each solution was recorded. At. the
two crtrcmcs of pH uscd. only Ru(bpy)2(py)NO)'* or Ru(bpy)z-
(pyXNO:)t wcrc prcscnt in any apprcciablc amoun!. For the in-
tcrmcdiatc pH cascs, lhc amounts of thc two spccies wcre calculatcd
from thc absorbancc at À 414 nm. Sincc thc nitrosyl complcx is
csscnt¡dly transparmt at thi: wavclcngth, thc absorbancc mcasurcmcnt
with thc known molar cxtinc-tion cocfficicnt for the nitro complcx gavc
its conccntration. and thc conccntration of nitrosyl complcx was
dctcrmiicd by mass ba'lancc. From thc rcsults of thrce separatc
crpcrimcnts undcr conditions whcrc both thc nitrosyl and nitro
complercs wcre pr6€nt in appreciablc amounts, an average value.of
K(25.0'C. / = 1.0 M) = (1.0 * 0.1) x ¡020 M-2 was found.
Results ¡nd Discrssion
Oxid¡tion of Bound Nitrite to Nitrate. A cyclic voltam-
mog,ram of a solution containing the complcx Ru(bpy)r(py)-
NO2+ in acctonitrile (0.1 M TEAP) is shown in Figurc lA.
The initial oxidativc swecp shows a ìvave at a potential which
ls reasonable for a Ru(lt) * Ru(Itl) oxidation (Eo, = 1.06
V), but the oxidation is chcmically irrcversible, at least in part-
On the back. reductivc swccp, a ncrl wave appears. and a
sccond swecp throrgh the same potential region indicates that
thc new wave is associatcd with a revcrsible couple. The cyclic
voltåmmogram suggests that initial oxidation of Ru(II) to
Ru(lIl) may occur (eq 4) but that thc Ru(lll) intcrmediate
0 1.5 r0 05
l0 [13 (¡r r¡<o)
(18) €. S. Swinbournc, J. Chcm. S¿r.. 2371 (t9ó()).
is unstable and undcrgocs further chcmistry following thc
oxidative step.
Rurr(bpl'):(py)(NOr)* j- Rur,r(bpY)r(pyXNO:)2* (4)
Figurc I B shows a cyclic voltammogram of an idcntical
solution following exhaustivc electrolysis ar 1.20 V. Thc
clcctrochemical stoichiomctry was n = 1.5 by coulomctr¡.. TÌrc
voltammogram shows that two ncw products arc formcd in
esscntially equal amounts and that borh have chcmically rc-
vcrsible redox couples in thc potential region studied.
Comparisons with voltammog,rams for known complcxcs
show that thc wavc with E
rcvcrsiblc nitrosyl couple
(py)(NO)2*.t ãnd the wave
to the Rur¡¡(bpy)¡(pyXNO¡)
From the rcsuls of thc voltammetry and coulomctry expcri-
mcnts, thc nct clcctrochemical rcaction which occurs is shown
in cq 5. The nitrosyl and nitrato complcxes arc both found
in thc oxidized forms of their respcctivc couplcs.
2Ru(bpy):(pyXNO2)* g
Ru(bpy)2(py)(NO)3* + Ru(bpy):(py)(N03)2+ (5)
Thc nature of thc rcaction strongly suggcsts that oxygen
transfcr occurs bctwccn nitro groups òn tu'o differcnt ruthe-
nium complexcs following oxidation of Ru(ll) to Ru(IIIL As
discussed in thc ncxt scction. thc n valuc of 1.5 and the nature
of thc rcaction products obscrvcd are consistent with thc serics
of rcactions shown in Scheme L
As summarizcd in Tablc ll, similar rcsults werc obtaincd
upon oxidation of thc Ru(ll)-nitro complexes Ru(bpy)¡
(CH3CN)(NO2)*, Ru(bpy)2(NH¡)(NO¿)+, Ru(bpy):-
(PPh3)(NO2)+, Ru(bp.v)2(pyrXNOr)+ (pyr is pyrazinc), and
Ru(bpyXCl)(NOj in acetonitrile solution. In all cascs,
cou¡omctry experiments. where the potential was sct at a valuc
on thc diffusion platcau of tbc oxidation wavc, gavc n = 1.5.
and two ne*'products appearcd as shown by cyclic voltam-
mctry. In cach case, onc of the products was shor¡n to be the- corresponding nitrosyl complcx by voltammctric comparisons
with known samplcs undcr thc same conditions. I-'or thc chloro
and thc pyridyl complexcs. thc second product was shown to
be Ru rrrl bp¡'¡:(Cl) (NO!)* and R u rrr(bpy):(py) (NO.,)2*, re-
spcctivcly, by spcctral and clectrochemical comparisons with
a known sample prcparcd as dcscribcd in thc Experinrcntal
Section. In each of the othcr cascs. the assumpt¡on that thc
sccond products arc the corrcsponding Rulll-nitralo complcxcs
secms reasonable givcn thc similarities in thc clcctrochemical
details of the rcactions.
Thcre is a distinguishing feature in thc casc of thc chloro
complcx. At scan ratcs of 200 mV/s or faster, thc Ru-
(bpyh(C¡XN O:)*Æ couPlc is chcmically and clccrrochemically
rcvcrsible, which.shows that thc rc¡rction or rcact¡ons following
the Ru(ll) - Ru(lll) oxidation stcp arc rclativcly slow.
Tbe R¡te end Mech¡nism of Oxid¡tion of the Bound NO2-
Ugand. As mentioned in thc prcvious scct¡on. thc Ru-
(bpy)r(Cl)(NOz)*/0 couplc is chcmically rcvcrsiblc on thc
cyclic voltammetry timc scalc (o = 200 mV/s). Thc Ru(lll)
form of the couple is suffièiently long-lived in solution that
it can bc gcncratcd by chcmical mcans and thc subsequcnt
chcmistry, which leads to the nitrosyl and nitrat<¿ compleres,
cq 3, can be followcd by cyclic voltammctry or spcctropho-
tometry.
The experimcnts \rycrÊ carried out as follows. Solutions of
Ru(bpy)2(Cl)(NO) in acctonitrile wcrc oxidiz-cd with I cquiv
of Fc(bpy)33+ or Ru(bpy)¡3+ and thc subecquent changcs in
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Schcme ll
3Ru¡\ bpy),t CIt( NO,) + 3i\t( bpy),r' -
3Rul¡I(bpy)r(ClXNO,f + 3Þl(bPy).¡' (i\l= l c o¡ Ru)
2RuIIlttrpy¡,(ClXNOrf - Ru¡l(bpy). (CIXNO)) +
RuI¡( bpy) ¡(Cl)(NO) 
¡'
Rulllt bpy)r(Cll(NO,)' + Rullt bpy,r(Cl)(NO¡, -
RulI(bpy),(ClXNO,) + RuIII{bpy):(Cl.XNO))'
Assuming that thc peak current for the Ru(bpy)z(Cl)'
mcasurcments (Table I), the ratc law for the rcaction is





Rate constants for this reaction werc evaluatcd by using the
Swinbournc method as dcscribcd in thc Expcrimental Scction.
Thc rcsuls of four scparate cxpcrimens Savc an avcrage valuc
of k = 1.8 x l0+ s-r at / = 0.1 M and at22+ 2 oC.
The reaction was also followed by monitoring changcs in
absorbancc at 507 nm which is an absorbance maximum lor
Ru¡r(bpy)2(Cl)(NOrl. A kinetic rreatmenr of the spcctral data
gave 4.2 x l0-l s-r as an average value of two eiperiment.s.
The value obtained spectrally is consistcnt with that observed
in_the cyclic voltammetry experiment, considering the accuracy
of the data and the difference in conditions for thc two rypes
of experimens. The electrochcmical experiment was ceiried
out at / = 0. I M with addcd TEAP while in the spectral
cxperiment. there was no added electrolyte.
Attempts to me:rsure the ratc constant lor thc related re-
action involving Rurl'(bpy)z(py)(NOz)2* were unsuccessful.
Stopped-flow kinetic studies were carried out in acetonitrile
by using Ce(lV) to oxidize Rutt(bpy)z(py)(NO:)* ro Ru¡rr-
( bpy)2( py) ( NOr)2*. The on ly reactìon lhich coulã defini tely
be idcntified was the initial oxidarion reacrion (eq 7) whicír
was lirst order both in Ccrv and in Ru(bpy),(py)(ñOr)* and
occurred with a ra¡e constant of 1.7 x l0ó M-i st, at15.0 +
0.1 oC (/ = 0.1 M).
Rurr(bpy)2(py)NO2+ + Ce(lV) -
Rur¡r(bpy)r(py)NOzr* + Ce(1il) (7)
However, firllowing clecrrochemical oxidation of Ru¡l-
(bpy)r(py) ÌiO,* to Rurrr(bpy)z(py) NO¡2*, detailed insight into
the overall rnechanism can be gainetl by cyclic voltammctry
although thc inrerpretåtion of the deta ii intricate. In Figure
3 is shrrrvn a series of single-sweep cyclic voltammograms at
varying swecp r:rtes which c¡¡n be interpreted on thJbasis of
Schenre If f . Thc criricul part ol thu scheme is the rapid
isomerii¡tion of thc nitro group fnrm N-bound, Rullt-NÒr,
to O-borrnd, Rurrr-ONO. foilorving oxidation to Ru(lll).
At the frstcst scan rare, f:igurc 3A (50 V/s), oxidation of
(bpy)r(py)RurrNOr* ro Ru(tli) at É.o¿ =
appearance of a rcduction rvave for a new
V. A lollowing scrn, returning in the oxid
the oxidative componcnt ol the reductive
the reversibility of thc new couplc (Ettz = 0.80 V) is scen
clearly by Jow-tempcrature cyclic voltaórmctry in 0.1 M [N-
(z-CaHe)¡lCIOa-n-BuCN. The behavior dcscribcd herè is
espccially wcll-defincd upon artachmenr of the [(bpy)¡-
(N02)Rul¡py-l group to a platinum electrodc surface, ¡esults
which will bc rcported in a later publication. A sample of the
nitrito isomer, (bpy)z(py)RuONO+, is not available for com-
parison, but the potcntial of the wave al Eo.c = 0.72 V is
consistent with potcntials lor other Ru(lll)/Ru(ll) couples
which contain rclated ligands.l6
At slower scan rates, a wave at 6D.c = 0.95 V grows in at
the expcnse of thc Ru-ONO2|/+ wave at gr.c = 0.72 V. The
wave at 0.95 V appears to bc thc reductive'componcnt of the
oxidative wave ar to,. = 1.06 V for thc Ru-NQrz+/+ couplc.
What this mcans in tcrms of Scheme III is that initial oxi-
darion ol Rurl-NOz* to Rurll-NOr2* is followed by rapid
isomerization to Rui'I-ONO2*. Th; Ruilt-NO22+ =. ¡uhr_
ON02* equilibrium lics in favor o[ thc nitrito isòmer, and at
rapid scan rates it can be rccaptured at the electrode by re-
duction to Rull-ONO+. However, at slowcr scan ratcs, the
conversion, Rulll ONOz+ + ftulll--¡gr2+. is competitive with
thc cyclic voltammetry time scale. Reduction of Ru(lll) norr
occurs through Rurll-No22t bccausc thc potential for r+
duction is -0.2 V more positive rhan the potcntial for re-
duction of RurlI-ONO.
In the interprctation given in Scheme III, at cven slowcr
scan rates, a further complication appears which leadr to tbc
nitrosyl and nitrato products. At slow scan rates, bcfore
Ruur-ONOz+ can bc icduccd to Ru(lt) eithcr directly at the
electrodc or through Rulll-Norz., a bimolecular reaction
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Fçurc 3. Scan-rate depcndcncc of single-swecp cyclic voltammognms
of solutions containing Ru(bpy)dpy)NO2+ in acetonitrile (0.1 M












pioducts. Thc competition is_shown in Figure 3E (0.5 V/s),
whcre, in addition to the Rurll-NOz2*/* *a"e, the reduciive
wave for the Ru(bpy):(py)NO3+/2+ couple is clearly observed
1nd,-p¡91ug.a.bly, a wave at fp.. = 0.91 V for the Ru(bpy)¡
(py)ONOrz+l* couple is prescnf ãs a barely detccrable stroui¿ér
on the Ru-NOzz*/* *ave. It should be noted thar Figure 3
shows single-sweep cyclic voltammograms so that the oxidative
components for the nitrosyl and nitraro couples do not appcar.
Cyclic voltammograms at varying scan rates for the c¡m-
plexcs Ru(bpy)2(PPhr)N02+ and Ru(bpy)2(py)NO¡* suggæt
that although the same net reaction and mechanism cxist for
the related systems. the kinetic details do vary somewhat with
changes in the ligand cis to the nitro group.re
Thc elcctrot'hemical expcriments sug,gcst slrongly thar.
unlike the chlaro complex. thc ratedetcrmining stcp for ligand
oxidation in thc p1'ridyl complex is a bimolccular rcaction
involving l he reactive intermcdiate ( bpy):( py) Ru l¡lONO2+.
A similar mcchanism may tie involved lor the chloro complex
as well. but because the reaction is sloucr and thc rate-de-
tcrmining step first order in Ru(bpy)¡(Cl)NO¡+, presumabl¡r
to give Rurrr(bpy)¡(Cl)ONO+. any information abour possible
reactions rvhich occur following the rate-cletermining step is
lost.
By combining the mcchanistic information available for the
chloro and the pyridyl complexes and assuming a c()m¡non
mcchanism, it is possible to develop an overall scheme which
cxplains the observcd reactivity o[ the Rull-N02 complexes
on oxidation.
For the chloro complcx, initial oxidation of Ru(ll) to Ru-
(lll) is followed by a first-order rcaction. Thc first-order
nature of thc process suggests that it involves an internal
reorganization in the Ru(llI) state, and, given the electro
chcmical rcsult on the pyridyl complcx, the most likely re-
organization is an isomerization of the ligand from N- to
O-bound, cq 8. Such a step must appear somewherc in thè
(bpy).Ru¡¡¡-NOr'- (bpv)rRutll-9¡r¡9. (8)
cl ct
ovcrall mcchanism since in the nct reaction the oxidative
conversion o[ an N-bound nitro to O-bound nitrato ligand
occutr.
(19) R. S. f,iicholson and l. Shain. .4nal. Chem..36. 70ó (t9ó4).
An isomcrization reaction likc that in cq 8 would bc cx-
pcctcd to have substantial rcdox charactcr givcn the usual
ineñia to substitution erpcctcd for complcxcs of,Ru(lII). In
the limiting case the nct reåction could involve an initial in-
tramolccular clectron-transfcr step followcd by rccapturc of
loosely bound NO2 bcfore it can cscape into solution
(bÞy),Rut¡l- Nort' - (bpy):Rutll-6¡9r'
Schemc tV
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Such a mechanism is cntirely analogous to thc propoccd
mechanism for the photochemical isomerization of Co-
(NHl)5NO22* following photolysis into ligand to metal
chargc-transfcr absorption bands.20
The suggcstion of an initial intramolccular redox stcp is
consistent with several availablc facts. It fits thc substantial
ra(c cnhancement for the pyridyl complex following oxidation
of Ru(bpy)2(py)NO¡*. For thc pyridyl complex Ru(bpy)z-
(py)ONO2+ is thc immcdiatcly obscrved product cvcn at a 6can
ratc of 50 V/s. The origin of the rate cnhanccmcnt is ap
parcntly that thc pyridyl complcx is a considcrably stronS,er
onc-elcctron oxidant. Closcly rclatcd chemistry has bccn
obscrucd for a scrics ol complcxcs wherc therc is a bound,
oxidizable ligand (I-, Br', NCS-, CN-¡.t' Electrochcmically
gcncnìtcd Ru(III) complcxcs rapidly producc Ru(lI) and thc
oxidizcd ligand (lr ctc). ln the c¿sc ol thc bound azidc ligand.
thc ratc of net intramolccular ligand oxidation also follows thc
oxidizing strength of thc mctal site.t Although thc data arc
limitcd. thc suggætcd incrcasc in ratc cô¡Lstenr as ionic strcngth
dccrcases (Tablc I) is also consistent with an intramolccular
rcdox stcp bcc¿usc of the dccrcasc in intramolecular chargc
separarion (Rull¡-N02- - Ru¡l-Ñ02) in the activation pro
ccss.8
With thc pyridyl complex as the example, the iñitial oxi-
dation and isomerization stcp6 are combined wilh a ncccssary
bimolecular step to complctc thc overall mcchanism as shown
in Schcme IV. When øken logelher, the set of rcactions
accounts for both the final product distribution and the'ap
pearancc of an intermcdiatc if lhe intcrmcd¡ate is (bpy)2-
(py)RuONO2+. Tlcre is a fundament¿l differcncc in rcactivity
betwcen thc chloro and pyridyl complcxes. For thc p¡'ridyl
complcx, isomcrization to thc rcactivc O-bound isomcr is rapid
and thc ratc-dctcrmining stcp is its bimolccular rcacti<¡n with
a sccond Ru¡l-NO2 complex. For thc chloro complex, isom-
erization is slow and bccomcs thc rate-dctcrmining stcp.
Thc eiistencc of a dimeric intcrmcdiatc or aclivatcd complcx
in Schcme IV is almost demandcd in thc mcchanism sincc thc
naturc of the products suggcsts strongly that a nct O-atom
transfcr occurs from onc NOl ErouP to thc s¿cond. Although
we havc not carricd out a labcling study on the ligand oxidation
reaction. a labeling study has shown that Gatom transfcr ds
occur in thc reactionl2
¡bpy¡rRu¡¡l-NOr' + PPhr- (bpy)rRu-NO' + OPPh¡ (t0)
cl cl
ln tcrms of possiblc rcdox catal¡ic systems. the bimolccular
rcdox step is ol considerablc intÊlest since it is in this steP that
net oxygen-atom transfcr occurs. Thc lavorable reactivity of
the Ru(lIl)-nitro system lics in its ability to donate an oxidc
ion in conjunction with thc availability oÍ two onc-clcctron-
ac¡æptor sitcs, onc at thc mctal (Rut¡¡ - Rull) and onc at thc
(20) lal D. A. Johnson rr¡d K. A. Pashm¿n. lnorg. i{ucl Chen' Ittt"ll'
l3 (¡9?5): (b) v. Balzáni. R. Ball¡rdini. N' !i¡obarini' ¡nd I Mo8gi'
Iaorg. Chem..7. ¡398 (196E).
lbpy¡,Rurtt-ONO" + (bpy)¡Rull¡-NO2¡+ -''-'' | |pv pv
ooìt









lbpy¡,RuIt -ONOr' å (UPy).¡¡III-g¡9,2'
pv pv
nitrosyt ligand (Ru-NO+ - Ru-ÑO). Chcmical and elec-
rochJmical studies' havc shown that thc nitrosyl complcxcs
a¡c thcmsclvcs mi[d, rarersible oxidants where the elcctron-
eccÊptor propcrtis arc largcly localizcd on the nitræyl ligand'2
þpy),Ru-NO" å ç¡py¡rnu-ÑO" (1r)''-r -i -lLL
are known to undergo rapid clcctron transfer as shown by
self-cxchangc studics.e'? Furthermorc. other than loss of thc
oxygcn atom. no major structural changes are required at thc
oxidant.
Thcrc are othcr mcchanistic pcsibilities for some of the
steps in Schcme IV. and although thcy cannot bc ruled out.
they seem lcss likcly. One is that in the bimolecular stcp,
O-atom transfcr actually occurs to thc metal to give a sev'
en+oordinate Rulv=4 complex (eq ¡ 2). Scvcn-coordination
opy),Ru¡t¡_NO; + (bpy),Rutrr_9¡¡9. --t ' -l
ctoo
(bpy), Ru¡¡-No" + (upy).n\ -oNo
åo
o
(bpy)rRu-ONO - (bpy),Ru-ONO, (12)ttcl cl
is known for Ru(lV),2r and thc six-coordinatc complcx
(bpy)2(py)Rulv:O2+ has becn isolatcd and charactcrized.:
Equilibrium Comt¡nt and Reduction Pote¡rtial Values. An
acid-base e4uilibrium cxists bctwecn thc nitrosyl and nitro
forms of thc bis(bipyridyl)n¡thcnium(ll) complexcs in aqucous
solution, cq l3.r'J2 For the chloro complex, an equilibriurn
pv pv
(21) (r) B. M. M¡tt¡on ¡nd L. H. Pi3nola" Inorg. Chcm.,16,488 (t97?):
(b) K W. Givcn, B. M. Ma¡uo¡¡. e¡¡d L H. Pitnolc! Itwg. Chcm.15.
3rJ2 (r976).




Ru(bpy)2(CI)(NO)r' + 20H =
Ru(bpy)lCl)(NO2) + Fl¡O (t3)
constant for eq l3 ol K = (1.6 + 0.4) x tOe M-2 has been
determinedla by techniques at 25.0
* 0.2 "C in 1.0 Since quantitative
informatìon con brium is neccssary
both for the ca ls and for the de-
vclopment ol catalytic cycles based on the redox chemistry ol
the_bound nitro group, we have measurcd the equilibríum
acid-basc properties oi thc pyridyl complex in thc same me-
dium (eq l4).
Ru(bpy)2(py)(NO)r* + 20H- =
Ru(bpy)2(py)(NOu)* + H2O (14)
Thc spectrophotometric procedure was described in thc
Experimental Section. For eq 14, K(ZS.O oC, / = 1.0 M) =
(1.0 + 0.3) x 1020 M-2. In terms of rclativc conccntrations
pyridyl sysrems are due to incrcascd electron donation to thc
metal from thc chloro group when compared to the pyridyl
grouP.
_ Catalyric O Nitro Group to Nitr¡te.
Based on the chcmistry bf the nitro
complexes, it i at oxidatiôn of the nitro





RuItI(Þpy),(Ci)(tio:)' + e- -
Ru¡r(bpy),(O)( NO,)






H.O +,Rur¡r1bpy)¡(çlXNo.f + 2e- -
Ru¡¡(bpy),(Cl)(NO)' + 2OH-
¿'F(NHE, 25.0 'C) = O. 
j t v to.zz v at pH 7)
o In 1.0 M aqucous NaCI ¡t 25 "C.
Schcmc VIo
2R uII( bpy ),( py X NO,¡' 
-3 
2 Ru( bpy ),(py) ( N O - ) ¡'
¡r
zBH' -l l.-nrlll(¡pvlr(pvxNoJ2'2B+H¡o 1 i
RuII( bpy),( py )t Ñol - --i- R ull( bpy),(py xñ o) "
o B is collidine or 2,6{utidine.
TÌ¡e cxistcncc of thc catalytic schcme, which is quantirative,
is worth noting sircc it scts thc conditions for and may presage
a scries of applications wherc the Rul¡lNO2 complexes are used
as nct O atom transfer catalysts.
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Registry No. IRu(bpy)r(py)(NO:)]PF6, 36309-E0-5; [Ru-(bpy)lCH¡C [Ru(bpy)lNH¡)(No2)]PFó"72402-13-6', F6,72378-5{-2; [Ru(bpy)r-(pyr)(NOJI y)rCl(NO2)+,6377t-54-0:
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(23) Thcsc a-re E-¡¡2 nlucr mcesured in wrtcr with 5$ ptopylcne carbon¡tc
¡ooco lor the chtoæ comptcx€! and 5c6 rcc¡onitrile for thc pyridyl
complcrcr (F. R. Kccnc, unpublishcd rcsulrs).
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Hush has developed a treatment which describes the prop-
erties of intervalence transfer (IT) bands in mixed-valence
compounds lor cases where valences are localized and inte¡-
actions between metal sites are weak.2 An important element
of the Hush theory is that the properties of IT bands can be
used to obtain detailed information about intramolecular
thermal electron transler processes; information which is very
seldom available using other experimental techniques.
For certain mixed-valence ions, e.g., [(NH¡)sRu(pyz)-
RuCl(bpy):la+ and [(NH3)5Ru(4,4'-bpy)Ru(NH3)5]i+, the
predictions made by Hush have been verified.3-5 However, for
the closely related Creutz and Taube ion, [(NH¡)sRu(pyz)-
Ru(NH3)-.]5+, the properties of its near-infrared (near-IR)
band are far different lrom the predictions made by Hush.ó.7
There is an element ofconfusion introduced by the latter ion
which must be clarified if the Hush theory is to be used with
confidence to estimate rate data for thermal electron transfer
processes. It is also essential that the predictions made by the
Hush theory be verified by independent experiments, and one
approach is to make comparisons with closely related outer-
sphere electron transfer reactions.
Experimental Section
Measurements, Infrared spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer
-121 spectrophotometer. Ultraviolet-visible spectra were obtained
using Cary Model 14, Cary Model [7, Unicam Model SP800B, or
Bausch and Lomb Spectronic 210 spectrophotometers at room tem-
perature. Near-infrared spectra were recorded on a Cary l4 spec-
trophotometer.
lfaterials. Nitrobenzene rnd propylene carbonate (Reagent Grade)
were passed through ir column of alumina and stored over Davison .l
.{ molecular sieves. Dimethyl sulfoxide (Reagent Grade), D:O (MSD
Isotopic Products), and acetonitrile (MCB, Spectrograde) were used
without further purification or dried over Davidson 4 Â rnolecular
sieves. Water (H:O) was purified by distillation lrom rlkaline per-
mangrnâ,te. Ceric emmonium nitrate was obtained commercially (G.
F Smith). ,{ solution oi Cc(lV) perchlorate in 6 M HCIOr was ob-
tained lrom C. F. Smith ¡d Co, and analyzed spectroohotometrically
ior Ce( [V).s All other chemicals and solvents were reagent grade and
were useci without lurther purification.
Preparations. The complexes IRu( bpy) 1C12].2H¡O, I Ru( phen) 1-
Cl:1.3H:O. IRu(bpy):(NO)Clj(PF"):. and IRu(phen):(NO)Cl]-
( PFc):.H:O rvere Drepared and purifìed as described earlier.'
[(bpy):ClRu(pyztRucl(bpy)2](PF6)2. The complex. [(bpy):-
Ru(\O)Cil(PF6)r (J04.6 mg, 0.526 mmol). wç initiailv cjissolved
in lcetone i I 0- I 5 ml) and the resulting solution was protected from
light. {n equimolar amount oi KNr (+2,.7 mg) dissolved in methanol
Intervalence Transfer and Electron Transfer in the
lvfixed-Valence ion [(bpy)zClRu( pyz)RuCl(bpy)z]3* t
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.{bstract: The properties of the mixed-valence ion i(bpy)1CiRu(pyz)RuCl(boy):]r+. including the appeùrance ola symmetric
u(pyz) stretch in the solution IR. are consistent with localized Ru(ll) and Ru(lll) valences end only slight cielocalization be-
lween rhe ions. An intervalence transfer (lT)'oand appears in lhe near-infrared (near-[R), whose Droperties are preciicted by
rhe Hush rheory. The rate of intramolecular rhe¡mal clectron trcnsfer calculated lor the mixed-valence ion using the Hush
theory compares lavorably with the estimated ¡ate olthermal electron iransler within the ion-oair for the outer-sphere reac-
tion: [(bpy)2Ru(py)CI]* + [(phen)3Ru(py)Ci]3+ * [(bpy):Ru(py)Ciì:+ + [(phen)1Ru(py)Cl]+. From the solvent depen-
dence of the iT band. Ài anci tro have been estimated for the intramolecular electron transfer. A prediction made by the Marcus
and Hush theories of outer-sphere electron transler has been verified ior Ài values ior intramolecular electron transfer using
the ions [(bpy)2ClRu(pyz)RuCl(bpy)1]r+. [(NH¡)sRu(pyz)RuCl(bpy)2]r+, and i(NH;)sRu(4.4'-bpy)Ru(NH3)sl5*. By
comparing the properties of [(bpy)zClRu(pyz)RuCl(bpy).]r* with the properties of the Creutz and Taube ion, [(NH;)s-
Ru(pyz)Ru(NH¡)s]5*, it is concluded that there is r large resonance energy for the latter ion. and thar it is clearly outside rhe
weak interaction limit to which the Hush theory applies.
( I 0- I 5 ml) was added dropwise to the solution producing the desired,
purple-red solvento complex. In a separate 125-ml round-bo¡tom flask.
an equimolar amount of [(bpy)2Ru(pyz)Cl](PF6) (354.6 mg) was
dissolved in acetone (10- i5 ml) and protected lrom light. The solution
ol [(bpy):Ru(S)Cl]+ (S = acetone) was then added to the solution
of [(bpy)2Ru(pyz)C|'. and the final volume was diluteci with acetone
to -70 ml. The flask was flushed with argon (10-15 min), and the
solution was allowed to reflux with a continual stream ofargon flowing
over the mixture. After -24 h, the solution was added dropwise to
stirring anhydrous ether (-300 ml). The resulting brown-purple
precipitate was collected on a glass lrit and washed with CH¿CI2 (-60
ml) with some loss of product. The remaining product was suspended
in water (10-ì 5 ml), protected from light, and srirred for-l h in order
to remove the potassium hexafluorophosphate by-product. The sus-
pension was then filtered through a glass frit. and the undissolved
product was dried in a vacuum desiccator over Drierite. Yield = 467
mg (70%). Anal. Calcd for IRu:(C¡oHsN:)¡(CrH+N:)Cl:](PFe)::
C, I t.7: H, 1.861 N, I t.0. Found: C, 41.4; H, 2.801 N. I L0.
[(bpy)zClRu(pyz)RuCl(bpy)z](PFo)¿. The salt. [(bpy):ClRu(pyz)-
RuCl(bpy):1(PFo): (100.2 mg,0.079 mmol). was dissoived in acetone
( I 5-20 ml) and protected lrom light. The salt does not readily dissolve
in acetone. but the addition of a small amount of acetonitrile (2-3 ml)
speeds up dissolution considerably. Tetra-n-butylammonium chloride
(-0.5 g) was added to the solution resulting in an immediate precip-
itation of [(bpy):CIRu(pyz)RuCl(bpy):]C11. The salt was collected
on a glass lrit and washed with several portions (-3¡ ml) ofacetone.
The complex was then dissolved in -l M hydrochloric acid (10-15
ml) and protected from light. Acetonitrile (l-2 ml) was used to
complete dissolution. Ceric ammonium nitrate (86.7 mg, 1.58 mmol)
was added to the stirred solution which gave an immediate dark yellow
color. A saturated solution of ammonium hexafluorophosphate in - I
M hydrochloric acid 1-19 ml) was quickly added giving a brown
precipitate. The precipitate was collected on a glass frit and washed
with several portions (-10 ml) of -0.5 lf hydrochloric ¿¡cid end
placed in a vacuum desiccator over Drierite overnight. Yield = 70 mg
(57%). The purity oi the compound was checked in the following
manner. An -10-r M solution (acetonitrile) of the complex was
prepared and protected from light. One drop of 6096 NlH.r in H2O was
rdded to - I 0 ml ol the solution. The spectrum ol the resulting solurion
was i.hen recorded and was essentially identical with that of the
[(bpy):CIRu(pyz)RuCl(bpy)1]:+ ion 1[2.2]). The characteristic
absorbance maximum oi the [2.2] ion appeared with -907o of the
expecled intensity.
[(bpy)2ClRu(pyz)RuCl(bpy)zl(PF6)3. The salt was orepared by rhe
ilddition of the appropriate stoichiome¡ric xmounts ol the fully oxi-
ciized and lully reduced complexes. The complexes [(bpy):ClRu-
(pyz)RuCl(bpy):l(PFo): (48.8 mg, 0.039 mmoi) and [(bpy):ClRu-
(pyz)RuCl(bpy):i(PFe)r (60.0 mg, 0.039 mmol). were placed in a
50-¡r¡l erlenmever tlask and protected from light. Acetonirrile ( I 0- I 5
rnl) was ¿dded anci the soiution stirred tor - j min. The solution was
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added dropwisc to stirred anhydrous ether (-250 ml) to prociuce a
purple-red precipiute. The salt was collected on a glass frit and ai¡
dried. Yield = 99 mg (909ó). The purity of the mixed-valence complex
q,as checked using the hycirazine reducrion method use<ì above for ¡he
full¡- oxidized complex.
[Rúpyllpy)CUPF6'H2O. A solution of KN3 (52.9 mg.0.652 mmol)
in metbanol (5 ml) was added dropwise with stirring to a solution of
IRu(bpy):(NO)CU(PFó)r (502 mg.0.652 mmol) in acetone (30 ml).
The solution was stirred for l5 min. and pyridine (ó ml) added and
the solution stirred for a further 90 min; all of the steps were carried
out in subdueci light. The pro<ìuct was precipitated by filtering the
solution into a large excess (ca. 250 ml) of ether, and was filtered and
dried in vacuo. The brown solid was recrystallized lrom methylene
chloride/pentane. and then acetone/ether. Yield 300 mg, 70%. Anal.
Calcd for [Ru(CroHrN:):(CsHsN)ClJPF6-H10: C, 43.5; H, 3.35;
N. I0-1. Found: C.43-6: H, 3.26; r.N, 10.1.
Preparation of IRu(phen)2(py)CUPF6.H20. This complex was pre-
pared using essentiall),the same method as given above for the bipy-
ridine complex. but using [Ru(phen)z(NO)Cl](PF6)r as the starting
material. Yield. 90%. Anal. Calcd for IRu(C¡:H¡N2)2(CsHsN)-
CllPFc.H:O: C.4?.1; H, 3.14: N,9.5. Found: C,46.6: H,2.81: N,
9.i.
Preparation of IRu(phenþ(py)Cl]ClO¿):.2HzO. The Ru(lII) complex
was prepared using a method developed by Johnson.¡()The salt IRu-
(phen):(py)CllPF¿.H:O (300 nrg. 0.406 nlmol) was ground with HCI
(5 ml of 0-5 M) in a mortar and pestle in the dark for I min. A solution
of Ce(lV) in 6 M HCIO¿ (0.32 M; 1.4 mI,0.448 mol) wasadded
slowly with grinding, and the total volume of the solution was brought
to I 0 ml by the addition of 0.50 M HCl. The mixture was ground for
l0 min. NaCIO¿ (2.8 9,23 mmol) was added, and the mixture ground
for a further minute. The green solid was liltered. washed with ice-cold
0.5 M HClO.r and ether, and dried in vacuo. Yield 270 mg,84%. Anal.
Calcd for [Ru(CruHsNz)2(CsHsN)Cl](C|O¿)2.2H:O: C, 43.0: H,
3.06; N. 8.6. Found: C.43.01 H, 2.62; N, 8.7.
Preparation of [Ru(bpy)z(py)ClIClO4)2.H20. The Ru(III) complex
was prepared using an analogous method to that given for the phen
complex. Yield, 90%. Anal. Calcd for [Ru(CroHsN])r(CsHsN)-
CU(ClO4)r.H:O: C. 41.3: H,2,92: N, 9.6. Found: C, 4l.l; H. 3.00;
N.9.6.
Solutions. Solutions in dr¡,acetonitrile were stable in the absence
of light for several days. However. even in normal laboratory Iighting,
considerable decomposition (presumably substitution) occurred
rapidl¡,. Consequently, all solutions used for spectral, electrochemical
or kinetic measurements were protected from thc light.
Kinetic Measurements. Kinetic measurements were made using an
Aminco stopped-flow apparatus with a Beckman-DU unit as a mo-
nochromator. The drive s¡,ringes and mixing chamber were thermo-
stated using a Forma Scientific Model 2220 circulator-water bath.
Condensation of atmospheric moisture at lower temperatures was
prevented bl passing a stream of dry nitrogen through the cell com-
partment.
The photomultiplier voltage output from the spectrometer was
amplifìed. and either displayed on a Tektronix Model 5648 storage
oscilloscope or passed through an analog/digital converter and ana-
l¡'zed bv a Raytheon 706 computer using the program wlcwnu o¿.1 |
In the second case, the dara were displayed (using the computer pro-
gram) on a Hewlett-Packard Model 70048 X-Y recorder.
The solutions were made up immediatel¡, prior to use, and protected
from the light. All kinetic runs were obtained bl mixing solutions of
Ru(bpy):(pl')Cl+ and Ru(phen):(p)')Cl2*. and following the optical
densit¡,changes at either 290 (absorbance decrease) or 266 nm (ab-
sorbance increase). The concentrations of the complexes werc varied
over the range 1.4-4.4 X l0-6 M. ln all cases thc reaction was found
to be first order to two half-lives or more. No supporting electrolyte
u,as added since the reaction rate increases with increasing ionic
strength. an<i the rate at the complex concentrations used $'as close
to the limit allowed bv the instrumentarion.
Electrochemical Messurements. All electrochemical measurements
u'ere made at platinum electrodes vs. the saturated sodium chloride
calomel electrode (ssce). anci arc uncorrected forjuncrion potentials.
ln all experiments. stanciard three-electrode operational ampliiier
circuitr¡ was used as ciescribed previouslvl: with a PAR Model ll3
potentiosra', for porential control and a PAR Model 175 Ljniversal
programmer as a sweep generator for voltammerric experiments. All
me¿surements were carried oui in acetonitrile solution containing 0.1
M [N(r-CrHc)¡]PF6 (TBAH) ¿s the supporling electrolvte. in a
Figure l. A 200 m\'/s cyclic volrammogram ol [(bpv)lClRulpvz)-
RuCl(bpy)11:+ (3.0 x l0-¡ M) in 0.1 M TBAH-cHrcN
thermostated cell with a Forma Scientific Model 209-5 circulator-
*'ater bath for temperature control.
Half-wave potentials (E¡,,1) for the Ru(lll)/Ru(ll) couples anci
electrochemical reversibilitv were determined by cyclic voltammerr¡
and stirred solution voltammetry. ln cyclic voltammetry, reversibilir¡,
was based on the ra¡io of cathodic to anodic currents (i"/i 
") 
and the
separation in potential of the peaks (AEp). A more precise criterion
is obtained from a plot ofpotential (ð) vs. log (iL- i)li (where i ¡ is
the limiting current) using stirred-solution voltammetrl.where a slope
ol 59 mV indicates kinetic reversibilit¡,. The complex concentrations
were 3-4 X l0-r M in all measurements.
Results
Electrochemistry. A cyciic voltammogram of [(bpy)2-
ClRu(pyz)RuCi(bpy)212+ in 0.1 M [N(n-C¿Hq)¿]PF6-ace-
tonitrile vs. the ssce ar 25 + 2 oC is shown in Figure l. There
are two anodic waves in the potential region 0-2.0 V. E¡73
values for the two waves are ar 0.89 and 1.01 V. The E¡.,1
values were calculated f¡om the cyclic voltammograms (Ep.¿
- Ep..l2). The peak separation for each wave is somewhat
larger (AEo = 75-80 mV) than theoretically predicted (At,o
= 58 mV) for an electrochemically reversible process. Brown
has suggested that under our experimental conditions un-
compensated solution resistance can cause an increase in the
observed AEo values.¡3 It has also been suggested that the large
AEo values could result from the close proximit), of the two
waves.l3 Since the current is additive for each process, the
result could be a slight apparent increase in AEo. Variation of
the scan rate (50-500 mV/s) showed no appreciable change
in peak positions. Also. the ratio of anodic to cathodic peak
currents (ip."/ip..) u,as -l for each of the processes.
Coulometry experiments showed that each of the two waves
is a one-electron transfer process (eq I and 2).
[ (bpy):ClRu(pvz)RuCl(bpy)2] a+
[3.3 ]
+ e- [(bpy):ClRu(pyz)RuCt(bpl'):]r+ (t)
[2.3]
[ (bpy):ClRu(pyz) RuCl(bpy'):] i+
[2.3]
+ e- [(bpl'):ClRu(pyz)RuCl(bpl):]:+ r1\
[2.2]
Using the abbreviations [3.3] ior the 4* ion. [2.3] for the 3+
ion, and 12.2) for the 2* ion. K for the conproporrionation
equilibrium in eq 3 is l0l as calculated from the E¡,,1 values
ar25+20C.
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A Trble I. Electronic Spectra of the lons [(bpy):ClRu(pyz)-RuCl(bpy)11"+ (z = l. -ì.4) and [(bpy):Ru(pyz)Ci]'+ (¿ = 1.2)
in Acetonitrile
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Figure 2. Solution infrared spectra (CDTCN) of [(bpy):Ru( pyz)Cl]+ (A)
and [(bpy):CIRu(pyz)RuCl(bpy):]r* (B) (some absorbance b¡r H¡O
cccurs in the - I 600-cm-r region )
ì500 71..-r¡ì300
Figure 3. Solution inlrared spectra (CDTCN) ol [(bpy):ClRu(pyz)-
RuCl(bpy)31:+ (A), [(bpy):ClRu(pyz)RuCI(bpy):]r* (B). and
[(bpy):CIRu(pyz)RuCl(bpy)1]r+ (C) (some absorbancc by H20 appears
in lhe 1600-cm-r region).
The equilibrium constants in 0. t M [N(z-C.rHs)¡] PF¿-ace-
t.ontrile and in pure u.cetonitrile appear to be essentially the
same. which is expected from the charge types involved in the
equilibrium. Solutions of [2,3] have the same r/mrx and é values
in both media (+50,6).
From the value ol K. solutions containing [2.3] also contain
-100,6 oi the [2.2] and [3,3] ions. Quanritative calcularions
based on [2.3]. rvnich nppear iarer in rhe paper, have been
corrected ior the equiiibrium.
Ultraviolet-Visible Spectra. Table I lisrs À-"* values and
extinction coetficienrs ior the ions [(bpy):ClRu(pyz)-
RuCl(bpy):1"* (n = 2, [].21; n = 3. [2.3]; ¿ = 4, [3.3]).
Spectral data rre also given for the parent ions [(bpy):-
Ru(pyz)Cll"+ (n = 1.2). The [2.3] and [3.3] ions are stable
in acetonitrile with only siight decomposition (-lC)%) after l-2
u *,2 nm in acetoni¡rile. ' Estimated error in e values is *50/o.
' Species generated in solution by suspending PbO: in a solution of
the complex and then fìltering.
h if protected from light. Trace water in the solvent causes
some reduction of Ru(III), but the addition of one drop of - I
M HCIO4 per 50 ml of acetonitrile prevents the reaction. Solid
samples of the +4 ion were stable lor weeks when protected
from moisture.
Infrared Spectra. Figures 2 and 3 shor¡/ the infrared spectra
(CD3CN) for [(bpy)2Ru(pyz)Cl]+ and[2,2], and the [2,2],
[2,3], and [3,3] ions in the region 1200-1600 cm-r. For the
[2,3] ion, a band is observed at 1599 cm-r which is not present
lor the [2.2] or [3,3ì ions, but which appears for [(bpy):-
Ru(pyz)Cl]+. The other bands in this region are characteristic
of bis(2,2'-bipyridine) complexes oi Ru(Il) or Ru(III). Except
for the band at I 599 cm-r , the spectrum of the [2,3] ion is the
sum of the spectra of the [3,3] and [2,2] ions. The estimated
error in the inlrared values is t2 cm-r.
Near-Infrared Sp"cto. The near-infrared (near- IR) spectra
of the [2,2], [2,3], and [3,3] ions (-tO-, M) were recorded
in acetonitrile using 1.O-cm matched Infrasil cells from 2200
to 800 nm. No bands were lound in this region lor the [2,2] or
[3.3] ions, but a band was observed at 1300 nm (0.769 ¡^rm-r)
for the [2,3] ion (e -t55 M-r cm-r. Figure 4). In addition, the
band displayed a solvent dependence as shown by the data in
Table II. The near-infrared spectrum of the [2.3] ion was re-
corded in CD¡CN out ro 2600 nm, and no new bands were
lound in the 2200-2600-nm region.
In a preliminary communicationlr it was reported that I
near-lR band could not be observed for [2.3]. The earlier work
lailed to appreciate the relatively low intensity of the IT band.
and the photolability oi the [2,3] ion.
Data for the Self-Exchange Experiment. The half-wave
potentials for the IRu(bpy):(py)CI¡;+,':+ anci IRu(phen)2-
(py)Cl]¡*¡:* couples were measured in acetonitrile in the
range 5-35 oC. Both couples were electrochemically reversible
(lEp = 59-6 I mV), and the measured values are given in
Table III.
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Table fI. Solvent Dependence of the Near-lnfrared Band
Maximum for [(bpy):ClRulpyz)RuCl(bnV):J 3+



















d \i alues calculared using indices of refraction and bulk dielectric
constants found in: A J. Gordon and R A. Ford, "The Chemist's
Companion", Interscience. Neu' York. N.Y.. I 972. pp 4- I I .
Table III. f ¡7¡ Values for the [Ru(bpy):(py)C)]:+r+ "n¿
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3.1 (+0.4) X 107 M-r s-ra
4.1 (+0.4) x l0j M-rs-ì á
4.9 (+0'3) X l0? M-rs-r'
, Mean of 42 runs: error is standard deviation ¡ Mean of 4l runs:
error is standard deviation. ' Mean of 25 runs: error is standard de-
vlat¡on.
duction potential b¡' a term involving diffusion coefficients
which is usually small:
Et.':= E' -ry'"t#
where E' is the formal potential, uncorrected for junction ef-
fects. Since the ratios of the diffusion coefficients, and the
junction potentials at the refererce electrode should be essen-
tialìy identical for the two couples, the identity of the half-wave
potentials (within experimental error) for the two couples is
inrerpreted to indicate that their formal reduction potentials
are also identical.
For the net reaction studied kineticalll':
(bpl,):Ru(pl,)Cl+ + (Dhen)3Ru(py)Cl2-
= (bp¡,)¡Ru1py)Cl3+ * (phen)2Ru(py)Cl+ (4)
-l,Eo'= 0.00 * 0.0! \'and i( = 1.0 * 0.5. Thevisible-U\/
spectre oi the Ru(lI) and Ru(III) forms of the complexes Ru-
(bpf ):(pl')Clr+1+ and Ru(phen):(pl,)CI:+i+ in acetonitrile
solurion are siven in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.
In one experiment. stoichiometric quantities of Ru(bpy)1-
(pl,)Cl+ anci Ru(phen):(pl )Clr* were mixeri and the spectrum
of the ¡esultant solution is given in Figure 7. Also shown in
Fi-eure 7 is a computeci spectrum assuming equimolar con-
cenrrations for all four Ru species. The close matching between
the two cu:-ves reinforces a value K = 1.0 for the equilibriurn
in eq 4.
200 300 ¿00 500 ó00
À nm
Figure 5. Visible-UV spectra of IRu (bpy):pyCl]+ (-). and
IRu(bpl'):pyCl]:' (. --) in acetonitrile solurion.
Kinetics. The rate of the net ¡eaction in eq 5 was studied at
three temperatures, and the results are given in Table IV.
IRu (bp¡,)2(py)Cl]- + [Ru(phen):(py)Cl] 2*
--> [Ru(bpy):(py)Cl]2+ * [Ru(phen)3(p.v)Cl]* (-s)
The observed rate constants, k', were first order, regardless of
the relative concentrations of the two solutions. and second-
order rate constants, k"^. were computed using the relationship
developed in ref I 5. The reaction rates were close to the
physical limits of the inst¡umcntation and, consequentl)'. ratc
data were obtainecì at very lo* reactant concentration (1.4-4.4
X l0-6 M), resulting in high signal-to.noise ratios. Several runs
were carried out a'r each concentration and temperature to
alior¡ a statisticall)' meaningful treatmenr of the data. From
a plot of ln l¡ vs. I lT the activarion parameters for the self-
exchange reactions aÍe'. Eo = 3.9 + 0.6 kcal/mol whence A.Él=
= Eo- RI = 3.3 * 0.6 kcai/mol, act (25o) = ?.0 i 0.1
kcal/mol. AS= (2-5") = -12 * 2 eu.
Discussion
Oxidation State Description of the Mixed-\¡alence lon.
Room temperature ESCA I 6 and lou lemperature Mossbauerl '-
exDeriments indicate that equal amounts oiRu(II) and Ru(lII)
exist in solid samples of the [2,3] ion. Because of the relarivelv
long lifetime ol the Mossbauer experiment the rare of electron
transfer between the two metal centers must be slower than
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Figure 6. Visible-UV spectra ol IRu(phen)1pyCl]* (-). and IRu-
(phen)lpyCll:+ (- - -) in acetonitrile solution.
2O0 300 À(iñ) ¡00 500 óo0
Figure 8. Electronic specrrr oi [('opy ):Cl Rut pyz) RuCI ( bpy): l -r+ ( -).
[(bpy)1Ru(pvz)Cl]+ {- - -r. and [(bpy)1Ru(pyz)Cl]r+ (...) in i¡ceroni-
irile.
The electronic spect¡a cf the [2.3] ion and of the parent
Ru(II), [(bpy):Ru(pyz)Cl]+. and Ru(III), [(bpy)2Ru(pyz)-
Cl]r+, complexes in acetonirrile are shown in Figure 8. The
spectrum of the [2.3] ion is essentially the sum ol the spectra
of the monomeric Ru(II) and Ru(lll) complexes both in the
UV and visible. The only exception is the shilt in the t2[Ru(ll)]* ;r*(pyz) CT band kom 384 nm in [(bpy):Ru(pyz)Cl]+ to
508 nm in [2,3]. Similar shifts in related complexes have been
attributed to stabilization ol the MLCT excited state by the
positive charge ol the remote ion.r.:l
The remaining absorption bands for [2,3] are also found in
either the rnonomeric Ru(lI) or Ru(lII) complexes. The
spectral similarities indicate that discrete Ru(II) and Ru(III)
sites are present in the dimers and that the electronic envi-
ronments at the two sites are little changed from the mono-
meric complexes. The pattern o[ ur * r"*(bpy) bands at -300
nm in bis(2,2'-bipyridine)ruthenium complexes is dependent
in a systematic way upon whether the ruthenium ion is Ru(II)
or Ru(III).::-2a Evidence lor both Ru(II) and Ru(III) sites
in the dimer comes lrom the appearance of the intense band
at292 nm and the shoulder at 310 nm. Shoulders also appear
in the dimer in the same spectral regions as the t2[Ru(II)] -
-*(bpy) (478 nm) and r(Cl) - t:[Ru(lII)] (423 nm) tran-
sitions lor [(bpy):Rurr(pyz)Cl]+ and [(bpy):Rurrr(pyz)Cl]:+,
respectively. The t:IRu(ll)] * tr*(bpy) transition in
[(bpy):RurrCl] type complexes is known to be sensitive to iàirly
slight changes in the remaining ligand.li The similarity in
energies for the transition lor the monomer and mixed-valence
dimer argues that the influence of the remote Ru(lII) site on
the tr(dr) levels of Ru(ll) is small. and rherefore. thar the
metal-metal interaction cannot be appreciable. The same
conciusion is reached from the electrochemical data. The po-
tentials lor the [2.3] - [2,2] and [3.3] - [2.3] couples are
close to the value tbr the [(bpy):Ru(pyz)Cl]:+'+ couole in rhe
same medium even though the charge types involved are ciil-
feren t.
The conclusions reached lor [2.3] can be conrrasted to the
conclusions reached for the ion [(bpy)lClRuORuCl-
(bpy):lr*.:6 For the oxo-bridged dimer the electronic spectrum
and redox properties bear no resemblance to related complexes
ol Ru(ll) or Ru(lll). and the ion is apparently delocalized.
The most important aspect ol the solution (CD¡CN) in.
lrared soectrum tbr the [2.3] ion is the appearance ol rhe
moderately intense band at 1599 cm-r since the band is not
present tbr either the [2,2] or [3.3] ions (Figure 3). The band
occurs at nearly the same energy (1589 cm-r) as the band
assigneci as r,(pyz) in the monomeric comDlex [(bpy):-
Ru(pyz)Cl]'.:7t The r,(p¡rz) (r,s*) band is a symmetrical stretcil
and inlrared inactive in the D:¡ symmetry ol the free liga¡¿.:;u











Figure 7. Visible-UV spectrum of reaction mixrure efrer mixing eouimolar
quantities of IRu(bpy)1pyCl]+ and IRu(phen)lpyCl]:+ in ìcetonirrile
solution (-). and a calculated spectrum assuming equimolar amounts
ol rhe Ru(ll) end Ru(lll) lorms of both carions (- - -).
107-l0e s-r at the temperature of the experiment (-4 ¡ç'¡.
The Mossbauer and ESCA results are nor entirely conclu-
sive. The [2,3] ion is tàvored only slightly in sotution (eq 3),
and the solid state could consist of equal amounts oi [2,2] and
[3,3] salts. In the solid srate rhe Creutz and Taube sysrem
¿xists as the mixed-valence ion, [(NH3)5Ru(pyz)Ru-
(NH¡):]5*. ESCA¡6 and low temperature (-40 K) Môssbauer
resultsrs índicate distinct Ru(lI) and Ru(III) sites. but rhe
important observation is ¡hat solid state electronic spectra,
including the appearance of the intervalence transfer band of
the mixed-valence ion. are essentially the same in the solid state
anci in diiute âqupous solutions of the ion ùt 25 oC.le Given the
pentaammine results. there is no precedence ior signifìcant
disproportionation in solid samples of [(bpy)lClRu(pyz)-
RuCl(bpy)1lr+.
It is ¿lso conceivable that À change in electronic structure
could occur upon cooling solid samples of rhe [2.3] ion. How-
ever. the consisrencv ol the results at -t K (Mossbauer exoeri-
ment) and room iemperature (ESCA experimenr) appear io
rule out this possibility. Finally. it should be noted rhar as-
signment of localized valences based on the appearance of
diflerent peaks in an ESCA specrrum has been questioned by
Hush.l0 Hush has shown that for a symme'.rical. cielocaiized
ground state rhere are iwo accessible unsymmetricai pho-
toionized sta¡es. and that :he peak separation arising tiom the
two photoionized states can be close to rhar for isolated M(II)
and M(III) ions.
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lost, the transition becomes dipole allowed, and the banci ap-
pears in the infrareci.:t' In the [2.2] ani [3,3] ions. efíective
locai Dz¡ symmetr! is apparently reestabìished at the pvrazine
and the banc is absent in the IR.
ln [ (bpl'): ClRu (p¡,2)RuCl (bpy ) :] 3*. local D z¡ symmetr]
u'ill be lost il therc are discrete Ru(II) and Ru(III) sites on the
iiletime of the infrared experiment. u(p-vz) appears in the IR
ior [2.3]. Electron transfe¡ between the Ru(Il) and Ru(III)
sires musi be slow on the infrareci time scaie and. therefore.
there a¡e localized Ru(lI) anci Ru(III) sites in the mixed-
valence ion.
Two othe¡ explanations could account for the appearance
ol the r,(pyz) band. The local D2¡, symmetry at pyrazine would
be Iost if there were preferred rotairers in the dimer because
oi the lou' symmetr)' ar the ruthenium sites. This explanation
seems unlikell'because z(pyz) is not observed for the [2,2] and
[3.3] dimers. Also, a moderately intense 2,2'-bipyridine vi-
bration z(bpl,). occurs in the same region as u(pyz) (at I 604
ancj 1606 cm-r for the [2,2] and [3,3] ions, respectively, Figure
3). The band at 1599 cm-l is nearly within experimental error
(+2 cm-r) of the bp1, bands. The band at 1599 cm-r could be
u(bpy) for Ru(II) and the 1604-crn-r band z(bpy) for Ru(III).
an interpretation which is also consistent with localized val-
ences. However, this explanation seems unlikelv since in the
unsymmetrical *3 and mixed-valence *4 ions, [(NH:)s-
Ru(pyz)RuCl(bpy):l'* (n = 3,4), both z(pyz) (1595 cm-r)
and z(bpy) (1605 cm-r) are present in CD¡CN.27"
Inten,alence Transfer. An absorption band is observed in the
near-lR spectrum of the [2,3] ion (Figure 4) which can be
assigned to an IT transition (eq 6). Bands are not observed in
this region for the [2.2] and [3,3] ions.
Ru(II)-Ru(III) -1-Ru(III)-Ru(II)* (6)
In the [2,3] ion there appear to be localized valences and weak
metal-metal interactions. and the treatment given by Hush:
should appl1, to the properties of the IT band.
Assuming a Gaussian band shape. a lower limit for the
bandwidth at ¡oom temperature can be calculated from eq 7
where 7."^ is the IT band maximum and 7¡73 the bandwidth
at half-height (both in Árm-r).
i^,^= (i1¡)2f2.3i (1)
Since 7.o^ = 0.77 þm-t in acetonitrile, the calculated value
lor i1¡2 is 0.42 ím-r which is in good agreement with the ex-
perimental value of 0.49 pm-r.
The IT band for [(bpy):ClRu(pyz)RuCl(bpy)2]3+ is es-
sentially Gaussian u'ith perhaps a shoulder appearing at lower
energies. This distortion may ¿¡¡.., somewhat the comparison
made using eq 7. The appearance of a shoulder could con-
ceivabl¡ mean that more than one lT band exists. Multiple IT
bancis could occu¡ because of the nondegeneracies in the
Ru(ll) t3 donor and Ru(lll) t1 acceptor orbitals arising from
the lou s)'mmetry al the ruthenium ion sites.
The energl' ol the IT band. Eun. is shou'n plotted against
I l¡: - 1 lD,in Figure 9 u here ¡r: and D. are the optical and
static dielectric constants of the solvent. respectivel). The
preciicted linear relarionship is founci. The deviation of the DlO
value lrom the line ci¡awn in Figure 9 ma1' refìect the abilit¡'
ol the relatively small water molecule to penetrate someu'hat
between the planar bipyridinc ligands. In tha'. casc the di-
electric continuum aoproximation used to preciict the linear
relation is not lull¡ appropriate. Strong association of u'ater
molecules u'ith 2.3'-bip1'ridine compiexes has been noted
previousl¡'.:¡- 30 The sensitivit¡' ol,6u,. to changes in solvenr is
less lor [(bpy):ClRu(ovz)RuCl(bp¡ )11-r+ than for [(NH;).-
Ru(4.4'-bp1')Ru(NH-.)sli+ ; u'hich is expecteci given the larger











Figure 9. PIot ol (l lnl - lll),1 vs. .Éun lor thc IT transition in
[( bpl ):ClRu (pi'z)RuCl( bp¡ ):]3+.
The extent oí delocalization of the exchanging eìectron in
mixed-valence ions can be estimated from the properties of
their IT bands.l.lì A measure of delocalization in both the
ground and excired states is ar which can be calculated from
eq 8. where d is the internuclear seDaration between ruthenium
ions (in ,{) and ero^ the molar extinction coeflìcient at tmax.
The experimental a: value is the average of a: values for the
ground and mixed-valence (vertical) excited states. Il delo-
calization is small, the electronic wave functions used for
overlap are relatively unperturbed, and al is a direct measure
of delocalization in the ground state. Using the values d = 6.9
[.32a
- (1.2 X 10-a)e ,",ir;: (8)
and in acetonitrile. 7.., = 0.'17 pm-t ,-vt tz = 0.49 pm-1. and
e = 455 M-l cm-r gives a? = 2.6 X l0-3. The vaìue for a2 is
in the same range as values calculated for the üns¡,mra,t'aut
<iimer [(NH¡).Ru¡¡r(pyz)Ru¡rCl(bp1,)2]a+ (a2 = 2.6 X l0-3)3
and for the trimer [(NH¡)sRurrr(pl,'z)Rurr(bpy):(pyz)-
Rurrr(NH¡)sls+ iar - 1.i x t0--r perRu(III)-Ru(II) unit)ir
in the same medium. In all rhree cases there is good evidence
lo¡ localized valences. delocalization lrom Ru(II) to Ru(Ill)
is less than I o/ó.1'l?4.3 I and the properties of the IT bands are
accounted for satisfactoril¡,by the Hush theory.
Thermal Electron Transfer. Hush has shou,n that for a
symmetrical complex the relationship between Eoo for the
li-sht-induced electron transfer process (eq 6) and the energy'
of activation (Et¡) for the related thermal electron transfer
process (eq 9) is given b¡ eq 10.:
[ (bpl,):ClRu | | (p¡'z) Rur ¡ rCl (bpl,):] 3-
,( r¡.L lt-:J [(bp¡,)1ClRu I I I 1p¡,2)Ru I rCl(bp]'):l 3+ (e)
( l0)Eu¡ > 4E¡¡
Ii cielocalization from Ru(ll) to Ru(lll) is slight
Eo¡ - 4E1¡ ( lOa )
or including the elfect ol the resonance or delocalizarion energr
/f
ru,-E-ï - tl (lob)r:4
For reaction 9. 1lS"' - 0.i; and thc tiLerntal rate constanl
can be written as.
lirh = r,"r exp[-(-\C*/RI)] - r., expl-(Err,/R]")l ( 1 1)
t
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Estimates for ¿he lrequency factor. 2",, of -101r s-r are
available from the results of exciteci state quenching experi-
ments.ls-i? A vaiue of l0r I s-r may be too low lor reaction 9
ior two reasons. Experiments using time-resolved psec. spec-
rroscopy give a direct estimate for r"¡, but if lGo is large and
iavorable the measu¡ed rate constant gives onl¡r a iower limit
ibr 2., since this corresponds to electron t.ransfer in the "ab-
normal free energy region".is-10 The frequency lactor for
electron transfer is given very crudely by eq t2 where B is the
delocalization or resonance energy and å, Planck's con-
stant.ll
u.¡- 4Bfh (12)'2
In the quenching experìments, electron transfer occurs by an
outer-sphere mechanism and the resonance energy between
<luencher and exciteci state is probabiy small,-ìi and certainly
smaller than the resonance energy across the bridging pyrazine
in [(bpy)2ClRu(pyz) RuCl(bpy):] 
3+.
If delocalization is small the resonance energy should be
about the same in the activated complex as in the ground state.
The resonance energy in [2.3] can be estimated crudely as ¡3
< 0.049 eV lrom eq l3 which gives z"¡ < 5 X l0l3 s-r.
0 < aî^o^ (13;:u'l:"
Choosing the value above for p and using eq 10b gives ^E¡¡ 2
4.4 kcal/mol. Taking this value for E¡¡, the estimate of r,.¡ given
above, and using eq I I gives that krn < 3 X 1010 s-l lor the
[2,3] ion in acetonitrile solution ^r25 
oC.
The value calculated for k1¡ using the Hush approximation
and eq 1l is only an estimate. but it is important to establish
whether or not the value is correct even to within an order of
magnitude. The direct measurement ol electron transfer rates
through bridging ligands has been achieved in certain un-
symmetrical complexes where the rate of electron transfer is
slow,'r3-'15 but experimental methods for measuring rates for
reactions like t have remained elusive. For a weak interaction
case where the properties of the IT band are accounted for
satisfactorily by the Hush theory. the observation ofan IT band
demonstrates the existence of the related thermal process, and
so evidence lor thermal electron transfer can be obtained even
through long bridging ligands.i-s':r Ifin addition. krn can be
estimated as described above, rate comparisons between sys-
tems can be made conveniently since measurements of Eoo are
relatively straightforward.
An upper limit for kr¡ in [(bpy)zClRu(pyz)RuCl(bpy):]i*
can be obtained from the z(pyz) infrared band (Figure 3). The
lifetime of the IR excited state can be estimated from the un'
certainty principle and the band width at half height. Using
an estimated band width of I5 cm-l gives År Z 2 X t0-ì3 s and
since the rate of thermal electron transfer must be slow on this
timescale. k,r' ( 5 x l0lls-r.Theestimateof Å¡ isonlyap-
proximate since other effects may broaden the IR band.{ó but
it certainly gives a reasonable estimate o[ an upper limit for
krr, which is higher than the value caiculated above.
An estimate lor l¡rh can ¡rlso be obtained from the results ol
the electron transtèr experiment described in an earlier section.
For the reaction.
[(bov):Ru(py)CU 
+ + [(phen)2Ru(pY)Ct1 :=
-l+ ¡1up.v¡:Ru(py)ClF- + [(phen)1Ru(pv)Cll* (11)
.\Go' is 0. and so k.* provides ¿ reasonable estimate for ihe
[(bpy)1Ru(Rv)Ci1:+r 
+ self-exchange rate. Mechanisticaily'
the overall reaction occurs rhrough lwo stePs which determine
the magnitude of k",. The tirst steD involves ion-pair formation











- Ru(bpy)3(py)Clr+ + Ru(phen):(py)Cl+ (i7)
The numerical value lor electron transler within the ion pair.
k:, should give a roueh Èstimate lor k.¡. The inner- and
outer-sphere reorganizational energies which iargely dete¡mine
the magnitudes of k,¡ and k?'r?-re should be similar tbr the two
reactions. The dimeric ion and the pyridine complexes have
very similar chemical properties as shown by their electronic
spectra and redox potentials. In both processes the eiect¡on
donor and acceptor sites are held in relatively close proximity.
However, k2 is expected to be smaller than k¡¡ because the
resonance energy should be less in the outer-sphere case
making E,¡ slightly larger (eq 10b) and 2", smaller (eq l2).
The reiationship between k"" and the constants in Scheme
I is,
r* = --L!"l- (18)k_t + k2
The experimental value lor k.* at 25 oC is -102 below the
diffusion-controlled limit calculated using the Debye-Smo-
luchowski equation.50'il The cor¡ection lo¡ diffusion effects
should be negligible and assuming that k-¡ ) k1 gives.
k.*= klK (19)
The ion-pair equilibrium constant K = 0.41 can be estimated
lrom the Fuoss equation,s2-is and using that value and eq 19
gives k2 = l.2X 108 s-r.
,t2 and ft¡¡ are not directiy comparable because the distances
between thã metal sites aró diflerent in the two cases (6.9 Å
lor [2,3] and l2.l A. in the self-exchange reaction), and the
outer-sphere reorganizational energy depends on the inter-
nuclear separation. d (see below). The correction in the
outer-sphere reorganizational energy i(G"*), which would
make the two cases comparabie can be calculated from eq 20
where n: and Ds were defined previously and dl and dlarethe
two internuclear separations.iT
r(rGo*) = î (å- å) (* - *) (20)
The cor¡ected value lor k,¡ using the larger internuclear sep-
aration is k'¡¡ < 3 X 103 s-1.
It should be noted that the comparison 'oetween k'¡¡ and /c1
should be valid since both the self-exchange and IT experi-
ments were carrieci out in dilute solution under nearly ideul
conditions. The energy ol the IT band appears to be relatively
insensitive to added electrolyte which is predicted theoreti-
callv.ri'rB The overall rate of outer-sphere electron transler will
of course be dependent on ionic strength because ol the pre-
equilibrium in eq 15.
The calculated vaiues for k1¡ and k1 are onl¡- approximate.
However. the agreement lound in the trvo values reinlorces the
validity of the Fiush treatment lor obtaining at least approxi-
mate values for thermal ¿lectron transler rates in mixed-va-
ience systems and demonst¡ates the expected close relationship
between outer-sohere .lectron i.ransler processes and inner-
sphere processes where delocaiizarion between sites is
small.:'rB
The intervalence lransfer experiment allows access to in-
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formation about the activation process for electron transfer
r¡'hich is usuall) not avaiiable from other experiments. The IT
banci energv is related to the Marcus-Hush reorganizational
energ) term for thermal electron transfer by,
E6n = À¡ * Ào (21)
where À¡ and \o are the outer and inner sphere reorganizational
contributions ¡o ¡.'r;-ae ln eq 21. À is given br, À = 4AG*. where
AG* is the free energ¡ ol activarion for thermal electron
transier. and À; = 4AG;* and Ào = 4AGo* u,here the contri-
bution from the resonance energl is neglecred.aT-ae Since
lASx - 0 lor the electron transfer step.
4,E1¡ = À (22)
Using a dielectric continuum model. Marcus and Hush have
derived eq 23 for Ào, where r1 ã.nd r2 are the molecular radii
of the two metal sites in the activated complex for thermal
electron transfer and the remaining terms were defined pre-
viously.<?.at
À. = e, (+. *-L) (* - *) (23)\.'1f ¡
À; is expected to be relatively independent of changes in
solvent so that ftom eq 21 and 23 and the plot of Eon vs. (l f n1
- 1 lDÒ in Figure 9, the intercept is equal to À¡ and Ào in a
given solvent can be calculated using eq 21. For [(bpy):-
CìRu(pyz)RuCl(bpy)213+ in acetonitrile, Ài = 16.1 kcal/mol
and Ào = 6.0 kcal/mol, which gives AG'* - 4.0 kcal/mol and
AGo'* = 1.5 kcal/mol. The intervalence transfer experiment
thus allows the activation barrier to electron transfer to be
partitioned between inner- and outer-sphere reorganizational
contributions.
The variation of IT band energies with solvent has also been
measured for [(NH3)sRu(4,4'-bpy)Ru(NH¡)s]s* a and for
[(NH3)sRu(pyz)RuCl(BPY(:]a+.5 The properries of all three
ions are consistent with localized valences and small delocal-
ization. Marcus anci Hush have derived expressions for
outer-sphere electron transfer between unlike ions, e.9., eq
24.4i-4e and the equations should apply to inner-sphere reac-
tions where delocalization is small.
Fe(H:O)t,3+ + Ru(NH¡)62+ - Fe(H:O)02+
+ Ru(NH3)63* i24¡t^
For an inner-sphere reaction where the donor and acceptor sites




u,here AGo'is the overall lree energ¡'chan-qe in the appropriate
medium.
À can be expressed in terms of À values for the individual
self-exchange reactions (Ru(NH:)¡¡+,'r+. Fe(H:O) 63+ /1+ )
,_À¡*À1
^- a





À' fo;' reaction 29,
|(NH r)..Rur ¡ |(p¡'z)Ru I¡Cl(bp) ):l'*
- [(NHì)iRurr1p1'z)Rurr¡Cl(bpl,):]a+ (29)
shoulci be related ro À¡ for reactions 9 (À; r) and 30 (À¡.3).
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[(NH¡)sRu | | r(4.4'-bpy)Rut I (NH¡)s],*
- [(NH¡).Rutt1a.a'-bp¡')Rurrr(NH3)5]s+ í30)
b¡,e9 17 The experimentai value of À¡ for eq. 29 is 12.9 kcall
mol.s The value calculared using À¡.1 = ló.1 iccal/mol and Ài.:
= 10.0 kcallmola is t3.0 kcal/mol which is in excellent
agreement with the experimental value. Ào values fo¡ the three
reactions shoulci aiso be related but because of tire differencein separatioirs are <iifferenr
an directly.
The mixed-valence ions
!(N_H s ) s Ru (a.a'-bp1') Ru (NH ¡) _. J 5*.' [ ( bpy) :Ct Ru (pl,z)-
RuCl(bp¡,)11ì+. [(NH¡)sRu(L)RuCl(bp5,)1]¿+,:..'' ãnci
[ (N H¡)sRu(L)Ru(bpy)2(L)Ru(NH3)s]ó+i-{+ 33
(L is or
traÌLs
have localized valences. have onl¡,slight Ru(II) to Ru(lII)
delocalization, and exhibit class II behavior in the Robin and
Da¡' sense.sl The extent of delocalization in the unsvmmetrical
ions is somewhat limited by the redox inequivalónc¡' of the
different ruthenium ion sites.33
The oxo-bridged ion [(bpy)2ClRuORuCl(bpy)¡]2+ has
multiple redox properties and is delocalized.2ó ln contrasr. to
pyrazine as a bridge, there is strong coupling between ru-
thenium ions across the bridging oxide ion and the reciox
p¡operties are carried b¡,orbitals which are delocalized over
both ruthenium ions. Taube and his co-workers have shown
that in related systems the resonance energy is sufficiently high
across bridging dinitrogen (e.g.. in cis-[(NH¡)¿ClOs(N:)-
Os(NH3)aClll+)se and even across cyanogen ([(NH¡)s-
Ru(NCCN)Ru(NH3)515+)60 to give delocalized. mixed-va-
lence ions.
The most interestins comparison with [(bpy)1CIRu-
(PYZ(RuCl(bpy):13+ is the comparison wirh the Creurz and
Taube ion [(NH¡).Ru(pyz)Ru(NH¡)s]s+. The results of
many experiments have been reported for the Creutz anci
Taube ion.ó.t but a trul¡' satisfacrorv description of the oxi-
dation state properties of the ion has not been given. An ab-
sorption band has been observed for the ion in the near-IR. but
the bandu,idth is far narrower than predicted bf'eq 7, and the
band ener-ey is invariant to changes in solvent. ln the IR oni1,
one ô(NH3)(sym) lrequency is observed at an energy inter-
mediate between band positions expected for Ru(ll) and
Ru(llI) pentaammines.ó.t.2r However. both the results of
Mossbaue¡18 and ESCAI6 experiments have been interpreted
in terms oldifferenr. chemicall¡'discrete Ru(lI) and Ru(lll)
sites although the interpretation of the results of the latter
experiment has been questioned b¡,Hush.l0
Some insight can be gained into the dilference between
[(bp: ):CIRu(pvz)RuCl(bp¡,)2]3+ and rhe Creutz and Taube
ion from redox potential values for the rwo. one-electron pro-
cesses [3.3] + e - [2.3] and [2.3] + e - lZ.Zj. The redoxpotentials can be used to calculare 3Go'for the conproporr-
ionation equilibrium for borh ions (eo 3).
[].ll + [3.3] = 2[2.3] (3)
ln 0.10 M TBAH-aceronirrile. AGo'= 0.1! V lor the bp¡
s¡,stem and 0.4-3 V Ior the pentaammine systen.i. in borh sys-
tems the mixed-valence ion is favored b¡, a staristical factor oi^
4 or RT/nF ln 4 = 0.036 V Borh mixed-valence ions are fa*
vored slightl¡'bv an elecrrostatic factol- u'hich can be esrimarec
to be -0.028 \i using a simple Coulombic model.6l Neglecting
differences arising lrom changes in solvation energies. thè
remaining value for AG"' (0.05ó \/ for the bpr, mixed-valence
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ion) must reflect rhe partial delocalization of the exchanging
electron irom Ru(II) to Ru(lII). The value calculated iorltrii
eflect is in the same range as ihe ¡esonance energy estimated
by eq 13 (É < 0.049 eV).
The C¡eutz and Taube ion is ravored by an adciirional läcror
o-i 0,31- V (7.1 kcalimot) over [(bp,v)3CtRu(pyz)RuCl-
(bpy):lr* which must come largely f;òm ih; effecìi ól greater
electron donation lrom RullI) to Ru(III). An enhancid sta-
bility lor the mixed-valence ion ol7.l kcalT mol is large when
it is ¡ealized that .iG* lor intramolecula¡ electron rraìste¡ in
[(NH3)5Ru(4.-l'-bp¡r)Ru(NH¡)sl5* is -6-7 kcat/mol in ac-
etonit¡ile lrom [T measuremenrs.r The Creutz and Taube ion
may or may not be delocalized. but ir is clearlv outside the weak
interaction limit to which :he Hush theory âpplies.
It has been suggested that the Creutz and Taube ion may
represent ¿n intermediate case iying between the timiting lo-
calized and delocalized descriptions,60.62 where there iJex-
tensive delocalization but inequivalent metal sites. The same
considerations may also apply in part to the mixed-valence
biferrocene ion [(CsHs)Fe(CsH+-CsH+)Fe(C5H5)]+ where
AGo'for eq 3 is also large and lavorable and reorganizational
energies are expected to be low.6i.ó4
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Flash photolysis is an invaluablc technique for observing
photochemically generated transients and for measuiing rheir
rates of rcact¡on. In propcrly designed chemical systems, ílash
photolysis can also be used as a kinetic device for obraining
elcctron transfer rate data which are otherwise inaccessible
or dilficult to obtain.r--r For example, in a solution containing
Ru(bpy)¡:+ (bpy is 2.2'-bipyridine) and Fe(H2O)63+. flash
photolysis is followed by rapid quenching of the CT excited
state Ru(bpy)31+* q-o (eq 2 in Scheme,l) to give ihe reciox
producs Ru(bpy)3r+ and Fe(H2O)o:+. The subsequent
back-electron transler step (eq 3) can be followed directl.r- using
conventional flash photolysis.
Scheme I (in water)
Ru(bp-"-)3:+ -]! Ru(bpy)¡.** ( t)
Ru(bpy);:t' * Fe(H¡O)or+ - Ru(bpy)3r+
* Fe(H:O)c:+ (.2)
Ru(bpy)-.r+ * Fe(H:O)c:+ * Ru(bpy)_r:+
+ Fe(H3O)e3+ (3)
When used in this way. fìash photolysis becomes a relaxarion
technique (eq 4) in which a Íeaction at equilibrium is rapidly
perrurbcd by the light absorption-quenching sequence in eq
I and i.




The rates olvery rapid reactions can be measured, including
the theoretic¿lly interesting ,:ase ol reactions in the "abnormal"
free cnergy iegionl-e where the chemical driving force is ìarge
and lavorable (e.9., e{ 5).''l
The technique can also be applied in more general ',vays. As
shown by the sequence of reactions in Scheme [I, by '..rsing two
different one-electron transfer redox couples, '.he quenching
Measurement cf Rates of Electron Transfer between
Ru(bpy):3+ and Fe(phen)3:+ and beiween Ru(phen)3'ì+
anci Ru(bpy);:+ by Dilierential Excitation
Flash Photoi'. sis
Roger C. Young, F. Rlchard Keene. ¡nd Tho¡nas J. \fever*
Contributionfrom the Depar:ment oJ'Chemistr.v. L nìtcrsit.t'o-l'.\'orth C¡rolina.
Chupel Hiil,.\orth C¿roiina )7511 Receiced lugt.st !3. !97,5
\Sstrrct: FIusir photolysis cf solutions conLaining îe(H:O)or*. Ru(bÞy)::+. rnd Fe(phen)_r:+ ¡csuits in cxcir¡tion io ihe CT
excited state oi Ru(bpy)¡:+ ioilowed by iapid quenching to give Ru(bpy):r+ and Fe(H:O)o:+. The quenc:ring step is followcd
bv r-apid ¿lcctron iransler between Ru(bpv)¡r+ and Fe(phen)3:+ (k(j-s "C) = 1.8 x l0e V-' s-r in I C tl HC)Or) ¡nd ihen
return of the system to equilibrium b¡, electron transfer bctween Fe(phen)3r' anci Fe( H;O)6:'. Borh reacrions can læ iollowed
directJy b1- obscrving transient spcctral changes foilowing flash photolvsis- Flesh photol."-sis ol solutions containing Ru-
(bpr-)¡l*, Ru(phen)¡l+, and Fe(ll:O)ej+ iesults in exc¡tarion and quenching of both ihe bpy and ohen complexes However.
bec¡use of dillerences in spectrai rnd excited state properries. in solu¡ions in which iniriailv there arc equal amounts oi
Ru(bpy)::+ and Ru(phen)3:+. an excess ol Ru(phen)31+ can bc produced. Êxcitation and quenching are lollowcd by a ieaction
between Ru(bpy)3:+ and Ru(phen)3J+ which takes the system to a position of trensient equilibrium (see eq I 1 ìn tert). ior
wirich K = 1.0. and which is followed by rhe slower reducrions of Ru(phen)31+ and Ru(bp¡")3i+ by Fe(H10)6:+. \n rppropri.
ate analysis of the transient spcctral changes following flash photolysis has given rate constanr. data for borh the equilibration
rcaction and ihe back-re¿ctions between Fe(H20)6:+ and Ru(bpy)31+ cnd Ru(phen)31+. {r 2-s oC,.tr, which is r lTìcasure of
theRu(bpy)¡i+i1+andRu(phen)lr+,/:+self-exchangerates.isl2xi0eM-rs-r inl0MHClO¿.fn0.i VHCìO¡, lr/1 =
7.7 + I 5 kcalT'mol and \S+ = -ó.ó + 0.4 eu lt is concluded rhat ihe net ¡eac'.ion and. therefore. the seli-exchangc reactions
are slightly below the diffusion-controlled iimit and that a slight barrier to electron transfer exists arising !-rom ieor-eanizrtion
of outcr coordination sphere solvent molecules.
(5)
(Fe+ is pa.raquat; H.C- o al
and back-electron iransler steps can bc separated and visibie
light used to perturb an equilibrium in which both of the
reactants are transparent in '.he visible. The equilibrium-per-
turbing excited state is not involved in the net reaction.
Scheme il (in acetonitrile)
Ru (bp¡,)32+ ----> Ru (bpy)¡:**
- lG--171P* + Rutbpy)¡+ a;3 P2+ * Rutbpv¡:+
CH,,r-ì*
Ru(bpy)3:+* + P:+ - Ru(bp;-)¡'ì- + P+




lG = -l J9 V
P2+ + NPhr 
- 
P+ * NPh3+ (9)
1Ph = phenyl)
The spin-paired. substitution inert polypyridine complexes
of ;ron. iuthenium. and osmium(ll) and -(lll) have played an
important role in '.Èsting the Marcus-Hush theor,r- ior outer-
sphere electron iransf-er.l0-¡9 Previous work has shown that
net ieactions like e4 I 0 (phen is I . I 0-phenanthroline),20
Ru(bpy)¡t+ * Fe(phen)3:+ 
ro = -0JEa v 
Rulbpy¡-,:*
* Fe(phen)33+ (¡0)
¡nd self-exchange reactions like eq I l.:l':r
Ru(bpy)32+ + Ru'(bpy)33+ * Ru(bpy):3* * Ru'(bpv¡.:'
(li)
are very rapid rnd difficult to measure rsing .onveniional
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îechniques. The measurement of rates oí selí-exchange for
rhese systern: is espcciall¡'important given the usefulness oi
'.he ions as eleclron transfei reagents. With propcrll designed
experinents, it should be possible to appll the flash phorolysis
relaxa¡ion technique to both kinds of reacr,ions and we repori
here the results of such experiments using the nei reaction
betr¡'een Ru(phen)33+ and Ru(bp_v)32t as a modeì for the
sel l-exchange process.
Experimental Section
Chemicals. IRu(bpv)3](ClOa)1 and IRu(phen)¡](ClO¡): were
prepared and purifieC as reported previoush.21 Fe(ClO<)_:.óH:O anC
Fe(ClO¿):-óH-.C were purchased from G F Smith and Companl.
lÀrater was deionized and distilled from alkaline KMnO¿ Complex
concentrations were dctermined spcctrophotometricallv using a
Bausch and Lomb 2 ìOUV spectrophoromete; and known mola;. ex-
tinction coelflcients. ¡ 6.2J
Flash Pirctolysis Experiments. The flash photolysis apparatus an-
al.vzing s¡rstcm consisted o!^a Xenon Corporation Model G lou ripple
anal¡'zing lamp. two lenses. ¿ Bausch and Lomb high-intensir¡ L,\'-
visibie monochromator, and an EMI 6?-5ó photomuìriplie:'tube A
nonlinear capacitor coupled dvnode chain *,as usei on the PM tube
with applieC potentials irom 500 to ó50 \'and the output was mea-
sure,J b¡ a Tektronix ?5 ¡4 storage oscilloscope across ¿ I 0 kfl load
resistor. The risetime of the analyzing sys¡em was shorter than I ¡rs.
The photolysis systcm was a Xcnon Corporation fast cxtinguishing
fìash tube FP-l0A through which z 2.0 yF capacitor (typicall¡'
charged to 4 kV) u'as discharged. Triggering of ¡he flash was ac-
complisheC bl use of a Xcnon Corporarion Model C rriggc; which alsc
reproducibl¡'triggers the oscilloscopc swcep with iu radio frequency
noise Thc output oi the PM was moni¡orcd while thc fl¿sh was on for
cach PM potential sclting to ensure that the output ol the PM was kepr
weli belou its maximum curreni ra¡ing (0.5 mA). A ser olaluminurp
tubing light ballles painted flat black enabled PM tube voltages ol
up toó50 V to be used with sc¿ttered light levels insignificant ar ì-mm
slit widths. These prccautions were necessar! as the experimenl re-
quircC þhotol¡zing and monitoring in the same uavelength region
UV photolvzing lighr was fihered oul u ith Corning 3-?3 glass fiìrers,
ensuring photolvsis ol onl¡' the metal chelate charge transfer bands
in the visible region.
Solutions were made up containing IRu(bpy)¡](ClO¿)1 and IRu-
(phen)31(ClO:)-. lFe(H¡O)01(ClO¿)-r.6H:O. and IFe(H1O)6].
(C|O¡):.óH:O ir. 1.0 M HCIO. for ¡ = 1.0 M, or 0.076 M HCIO¡ lor
¡¡ = 0.1 M The solutions were degassed through severai cycles of
freezing, evacuating. anC tha*'ing. and then I.0 atm of N1 was ¿ddeC.
A jacketed i 2-cm cell *'as used for lhe measuremenrs The cell uas
thcrmost¿ted (+0.1 'C) using a Forma Model 2095 circulator-warer
bath.
Changes in oprical dcnsity with time follo*,ing fìash phorolysis were
recorded from the oscilloscope trace b¡ phorographv anci digitized
manuall¡ A computer program was developeC to anal¡,ze the data
according ro the kinetic analysis given belou
Treetmeni oi Kinetic Data. Afrer exciration ro give rhe two excireC
statæ Ru(phen);:=. and Ru(bpr)-rr*' and quenching b¡ Fe-
(H:O)¿r*. u,hich occurs during rhe fìash, a slighr exceis oi'Ru-
(phcn)_rr* is produceC, The Íjrsr eveni rrhich occurs follou,ing rhe
quenching steF ls rhe reaction berween R-u(bp) )-.1' and Ru(phen)¡r-.
which leaves rhe s¡srer" in a srare of rransieni equilibrium (eq I ?)
Ru(bp¡')¡r* * Ru(phen).i- å nufUpr ):3* * Rulphen¡.:-
1¡
(::l




Ru(bpr ).:* 1 p.:* (jl)
Ruqphen)¡i'+ Fe?' ^'> Ru(phen).r- + Fsr* (i4ì
Fron ¡cduction ooieniiaì measurements. fo;:q !1. Ä = ü ¡,/Á: = LO
anC i, = il2. Also. frorn inciependenl studies. A_. ^ l¿.].r5 anc since
Fcl' n,as prescni in pscudøfirsi-orcici cxcess in the expe;iments, the
fint+rdei rerc consrer'rs for cach of rhc p¡ocesses (cq I 3) and (eq Ì 4.)
can bc iepresented as l¡'(= À¡[Fe]']).
lfthe concentrations al time l o1'Ru(bp¡)r2- and Ru(bp;)3r+ are
representeC as B anC B+, and those oi'Ru(piren)¡2+ and Ru(ptren)33+
as P and P*. rcspecrivel¡, then dB'/dr = -À ¡B+P + i:P+B - /t-i'B'
= B+(-ÀrP - À:') + À¡P+B Similarl¡.dP'/dr = -frrP+B * l28+P
- k¿'P+ = P+(-ßrB - l¡') + k¡B+P ìn rerms oithe rotalconcen-
trations (Ru(ll) + Ru(lll)) of the bp.v(C¡8.¡ anC phen(CaP) crm-
plexes, and since CrB = B + B-, CrP = P * P*.
16 - -C 15< \'
dB'
d¡
P+(-i ¡C1P - k-,'t + ir jP-CrB ( t-<)
dP+
i¡= P*t-rrcrB - À:') * i¡B*crF (16)
E4uations Ì5 and l6 represent a linea¡ sl,srem ol differenriaÌ
cquations. which can be solved br the use ol rhe subsrirurions B- ,
constant: X e¡r and P+ = constant: X ¿Àr :a
The solutions ol'the resulting equations are ). = -i;:'anC À =
-/r r(CrE + Ctr¡ - l¡'u'hich gives for the inregrarec iorms of eq ì -5
anC I6:
B+ = Cß-k)'r * C2e-tk:,+krtCrÉ+Crp)ti (l?)
P+ = (CTP/CîB)Cte-kt'¡ - f,¿-lI ¡'+Á ¡(ír8+arP)t; ( lg)
If ca, rg*, (p. (p- repres€nt thc moia;'exrincrion cocfficienu oÍ the iour
ionsal a given wavelength (Fe(H:O)cr'ani Fe(H¡O¡6r'¿re essen-
tiall¡ transpareni in the visibie). then rhe absorbence I ai anr !ime
I is givcn b¡'
1 = (csB I ts*l+ * cpP * t¡,P+)i
(/ = path length), so thar
A/l = (esCf + reC/) + B'(.¡* - ts) * P'(r¡. - ep)
oí
(caCrB * epCrP) - Áft = B'1es- (B-) + P*(tp - ep-)
Sincc the factor (cgC¡B * epClP)/ represents the abso:.bance of the
rcaction at completion (l-), the lefi-henC side oi rhis e€uarioî = (,4-
- A,) ll = 4,4/ SubsritutinS fo!. B+ and P+ irom eç l? and 18,
î = C'([,r - cB-] + (CrPi CrB)[ep - tp*];a-Á:"
* C:([ts - (p*] - [.e - ,"-1¡s-rrr'+Ár(cr8+crP)¡/ (ì9)
A¡ lont r. the seconC reím oñ rhe RHS rapidl¡ becomes smal! so rhai
the reaction is dominated b¡ the lìrsi rcrrn. i.c
Å,4 - /C¡(Ae¡, + (C¡P/C1B)Atp)¿-'r:'r (20)
whence /<3'can be obtained frorn plots of ln ll vs. ¡. Furîhermore,
the contribution to Ål at smal! ¡ can be obr¿ined b¡'exrrapolarion.
Consequently, rearranging eo I 9 gives.
5(Al) = j.4 - /c¡(3rs + (crP/CrB) jrp)e -r.:';
= /C:(}e - 3tp)¿-lÅ:'+r¡(CrB+CrP)t¡ (2 j)
so tha¡ a plot oi ln (Â(A.4 )) vs. r at the e¿!'l! pari oi rhe ¡e¿crion shoulC
give a first-o:'der plot with slope /!o6.¿ -- l:3'+ À,16'ts + CrP). Since
&3'is obtaineC from the datz ar iong r. and CrB and ClFare knou,n.
/l¡ (the rate ofelectron exchange) can bc calcuìareC usinE the lormula
in eq 22
,. _ l:ou"¿ - À¡' ria\
"; - ¿llfJ \¿;r
For the reactions u,ilh Fe(pherr)::. present. iollou.ing flash pho-
tol)sis enc cuenchint. rÈaction l0 occurrei iollouc,j bi reaction
: _1.
Ru(bp-r)¡r* + Fe(phen)3r* Ru(bp¡ )-,:'
+ Fe.phen):3* (10¡
Fe(phen);3+ + Fe(H¡O)u:' Ji Felphcnì¡:- + Fe(H:O)ói- (13)
Unde:' conditions rherc Fciphen);:' and FeiH:O)o:- are Dresen.,
in exccss. thc kinctic anal.vsis simplifies ro the conveniion¿! soiution
for a se:'ies oi'consecutivc li¡s'r-order reacrions:
IRu(bpi):]+jr = [Ru(bp¡¡r:-jo¿-is'r 124)
Young, Keene, Meyer / Electro¡Transfer ber¡+,een Ru(bpy)3t+ antì Fe(phen)32+
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T¡ble I. Rate Consranr Dara fo¡ :he Rcaclions bclwecn
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Figure l. Oscilloscooe ilrce ierllowing llush Thotohsis of: solurlon con-
rcinin-e Ru(bnr tr:- (1.0 x l0-ò !f ). Fc(phcn)_r:* (1._i x i0-ô V).
Fc(H:O)o:- {.10 x i0-¡ V). and Fe(H¡O)n:. (_r.0 x i0-: V et I _il0
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I Fc( phen ¡¡-ì+], =
Ru(bpy)13+l6kr'
(¿-Às ' - e-t6 /) l15)
t50
' Er¡or I imrt cstima tcd ¡s = I Uagir irom t hc sr¿ ncilrci,ler iarion oi the
icast-squrres lnal¡sis:t n qintl probiJbilir) levei
relttivelv t!'ansparenr in the visible re_sion Qualirativelv. Ihe
ciiflerence sp€c'rra fùr borh processes in ..he r-cgion berween i60
rnd j40 nm agreed wirh the dillerence specrra predicred by
reactions I0 ¡nd 13. ,{ solution made up withour added
Ru(bpy)3r+ showed no transienr beh¡vior lollowing flash
photolysis, indicating thar the excited rrare or slaîes of Fe-
lphen)::+ arising from visible ohorol¡-sis 3re loo short-iived
to undergo electron rransier quenching procssses undÈr the
cond¡tions ol the experimenr. Rtte consrants for ihe iwo pro-
cesses obtained by llash photol¡-sis are given in Table t.
Flash photolysis ol a solution conraining initially Ru-
(bpy)¡:*, Ru(phen)3r+. Fe (H:O)ei', and Fe(H:O)o:* (Fig-
ure 2) iesults in electron lransfer quenching oi both Ru-
(bpy)¡:** and Ru(phen)¡l+*. However, at equal initial con-
cenLrations oi Ru(bpy)_r:+ and Ru(phen)¡l+, an excess of
Ru(phen)33+ is produced and flash photoi¡-sis is iollowed by
reaction 26.
Ru(phen);r* * Ru(bp¡ )_r:+ - Ru(phen )¡:+
+ Ru(bpy):r+ (16)
which takes the sys',em to equilibrium (eq ì l). Reduc'.ion po-
tential measurements indicate that lorm¡l potentials [or Ihe
Ru(bpv)r:+¡:* and Ru(phen)¡-t* l+ couples ure virtuall¡ the
same(l.30and l.3l Vvs. \HEar 1i oC):-i.:6sorhatKcq =
1.0 and k ¡ = k:. The equilibration reac'.ion is iollowed b-"- the
slower reduclions or Ru(bpv)3i+ and Ru(phen)-.,3i by
Fe(H¡O)o:+, and as me ntioned previouslv t.r - k¡ irom pre-
vious work.l.l5
Ru(bpy)3r+ * Fe(H:O)o:+ -a Ru(upy)r,*
* Fe(H:O)03+ (li)
Ru(phen)-¡i+ * Fe(H:O)o:+ 5 Ru(phen).,:*
+ Fe( t{:0)6r= í !4)
Evidence for the iwo independent processes is shown in lhe
cscillo-eraphic trace in Figure ?.
The data treatmenr used to obrain /< ¡ end I,r lrom osciilo-
graphic traces was oresented in a previous sù'c'.ion. For ease ol
calculaIion, the initial concentrctions oi Ru(bp-"-)3:+ and
Ru(phen)3:+ were made the same so that ¿lter the equilibra-
tion reaction the concentrarions ol Ru(bpy)¡l* lnd Ru-
(phen)31+ were ihe samÈ. In a typical Èxperiment rhe ùon-
centr¡tions of reagents used were IRu(phen)3:+] =
IRu(bpy)¡]*l = i.0 x l0-ô y. IFe(H1O)o:*l = ].0 X l0-j
!f rnd IFe(H3O)e i*] = J.0 x l0-i \1. RaLè consranr dara lor
both lhe equilibration reaction i; and for ihe.5ack-clecr,ron
transfer reactions are given in Table II. The Cata I'or the
back-electron transler ieaciions a¡e in good agrcemenr wiÌh
the results obtained earlier by flash photolysis and ¡eoroduce
the unusual leature rhat !he iate cons!ants decrease siightiy
with an increase in temperarure (Table il).t.;.ts
From the data at ¡ = 0. i0. the activatjon enthaioy (J,l=)
for the cstablishment oi the equilibrium (eq l2) wss obraincci
kt' - kr'
whcre k.' =,(.IFe(phen)r:+] and,t6' = koIF¿(H:O)o:+]. Accord-
inglv. Å'.<'crn 5e,jircctl"- ¡ncasured and i6'calculated, or if .t5'>) Á6'
the two reacIions can be observed as independent fìrst-order pro-
cesses.
.\nalysis of Xinetic Data. The transmittance dara at each wave-
exponcntial terms. Secondlr'. the preerponential lactors are ¡he dil-
fcrence rnd ;um ol iwo large numbers. Thus the first term appears
as a small ¡'crlurbaLion on the second term and the second reacrion
:rccounls for virruallv all of the changes in absor'oance after several
half-lives of ihe iirst ¡-e¡ction have passcd. ln order to separate the rwo
rcactions as cleanly as possibie. the expcrimental condirions were
ldjusted such that the rate of the second reaction was two or more
orders of rragniiude slower than rhe first. Thus the second reaction
could be rnallzcd wirh a simple first-order (ln I{ vs. r) plot (eq l0).
To unal¡ze thc first rerction a iheoreticel basclinc was calculaied bv
cxtrupolation oi ¡bsorbance changes due to the second reaction 'oac'k
to time zero The dillcrcnce between the theoretical and observed
changes in absorbance was analyzed with an In l,.l vs. ¡ clor (eq 2 I ).
The rate constant for the first rcaction is extremelv sensitive to the
cxtrapolared.r. intercept of rhe rheorerical baseline. in ireration ioop
was wrirten into the program which adjusrtd the theorerical baseline
to _qive the besr fir as determined by rhe correlation coeificicnr of a
ic-ast-squares routine. ln cverv case the standard deviation of the slopc
oi Lhc best fil r¡5 a¡¡pe¡r¡onatclv smaller thcn un¡'orher.
For rhc Rutbo¡-)r.ì+ + Fc(phcn)tl* svslem. lhe b¡¡sic ¡nal].sis *,as
ihe samc c.\ccp[ i h0t :rftcr extrrpolation of thc slower reaction ( llr,)'Dack io ¿ero. lhc ìn 1.,{ vs. ; plot ol the !'asier :.cac'.ion grvc ihe ra[e
'jonslunt .t.' dirr'ctly.
.\ copr of thc computer programs used is availeble uæn requcsr.
Results
_ Foilou ing i'lash phorolysis ol a solution conraining
Ru(bpy)r:* (i.0 X l0-ô M). Fe(phen)3:+ (1.-i X I0-ô V):
Fe(H:O),s-'+ (-f.0 X l0-r M). and Fe(H:O)o:+ (j.0 x l0-s
V). t¡pical rransmittance-rime plots ar 510 and.tj0 nm are
shown in Flgure l. Quenching of Ru(bpy)3:+'and formar.ion
ol' rcdox intermediates occur during the lilerime of the flash.
The:ignal in ihe iirst division olrhe lasr scan is duc mainlv ro
the scattc:'eci iighr olthe flash.,Àr jl0 nm. rhe 50.2s¡rliv.ision
'rrace shor+s tn lbsorbance decrease Cue io oxìdation of Fe-
(phen)3:+ lo Fe(phen)3j+ (reaction i0). The slower scan
(absorbance increase) represents the back-reaction in which
Fe(phen)-r:+ is regenerated (recction 23). The same experi-
¡"ncnt monitored ar.l50 nm (Figure ì) shows both ¡eactions as
absorbance increases. às at this wavelength the fast reåclion
is obse.rved rs mainly R.u(bpy)33+ being reduced to R.u-
(bpy)¡:+. The R.u(bpy)3r+ and Fe(phen)lj+ complexes are
iournal of the .lmerican Chemical Society / 99:g / ,aprit 13, jgZT
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Table Il. Rate Constan'. Data fo:'the Reactior, bctweer
Ru(phcn):¡* anci Ru(bprv.¡-r2* (/i ¡) and for the Reductions of
Ru(bpi)¡r* and Ru(phen)33+ b) Fe(H:C)or+ (i¡) iii












' Error limit estimated as i20% from the sundard deviation of the
ieast-4uares analysis at a 95% probabilit¡ levei â Estimated erroi'
+ l0s,
from a plor ol ln k ¡/T vs. 1 /T . At each temperature the acti-
vation free energ) (lC=) and activation enLrop)'(-\Si) were
caìculereC The activa¡ion paremeters obt¿ined were -\Gt(25
"C) = 5 j * 0: kcal,i mol. fH= = 7.7 +. i.-5 kcal;'mol, and
-!S= = -6 ó + 0 4 eu. The error limit on l'H= is approximated
b_r the m¿ximum and minimum slopes that could reasonabl¡
be assigneC in the plots oi ln (lc r/?') vs. I lT. The error limit
in ÂS+ indicates the spreåd ol the values ol \S+ calculated at
all tcmperatures using the value AH* = 7.7 kcallmol.
Discussior,
Applicaíiorr of the Flash Photolysis P.elax¿tion Technique.
The l¡se of Difierential Excitation Fla-st Photol;;sls to ìleasure
Rates oí Self-Exchange. As mentioned above, with the prope ;'
design oi chemicaÌ systems. flash photoly'sis can be used lc
measure the rates of rapid electron transfer reactions. Two
differeni approaches were exploited here. Ltsing low concen-
trations ol Ru(bp-r')31+ and fairl¡., high quencher concentra-
tions, the dilfusion-controlled quenching of Ru(bp¡ )-.1+* b)'
Fe(H:O)"''+ (eq l)
R.u(bp¡ ).-.:-* + Fc(l I:O)or+ -' Ru(bp¡)¡r+
* Fe(H:O)o:+ (:)
t(2-i "C) = 1.9 X l0e M-r s-r r'-ì
occurs during the flash to Sive the redox producLs Fe(H:O)02+
and Ru(bpl)¡i+ in lo*' concentration. For example, with
IFe(H:O)"]+l = 4 X l0-r M the half-time for reaction 2 is
0.06 ¡s s'hile the duration of the flash in z typical experiment
is -20 ro ^3C ¡¿s. The back-re¿ction betu'een Fe(H:C)or* and
Ru(bp)):r' is slo*ei'b¡ a factor of 300C and occurs on a
consideiab!¡ longer time scal€. If Fe(phen)-rr+ is added to the
solution ìnirialll. the more rapid reaction between Fe(phen)52+
anci Ru(bpi)¡i+ (eq i0) intervenes
Ru(bpl )¡r* * Fe(ohen):r* 5 Ru(upt )rt-
* Fe(phen)_.i+ (I0)
anC can br lollowei direct!¡. Reaction lC -pcres sss3ntiall) tc
completior: (¡( = l30C)::':o and is iollouei b¡ eq 33 which
retuîns lhs s)stern to equiiibrium.
Fe(pherr).i- + Fe(H:O)ól* -* Fe(Phen).,:*
* Fe(FilO)6-r* (:3)
The ralue obiain¿d fo: l. in i.0 M HClO.. (k(2-i'C) = i.8
x l0'/ M-r .-r) is in onl_r iair agreem.n: uith the value ob-
tained e¿rlier b¡, Hoiz*arth anC Jurgensen in ! M H:SO¡ (3.3
X I0ç M-Ì s-Ì) using ¿ ccntinuous fìon melbod which involved
several nume¡-ical approximations l(' The rate of the back-
reactiorì betueen Fe(H:O)¡r+ and Fe(phen)¡r+ is in reason-
ti¡c
tigure 2. Oscilloscopc trace follou inË fìash photolvsis ol-a soìution con-
rainin¡ initiall¡ Ru(bp¡)::'(3.0 x l0-ó M), Ru(phcn)_rr* (3 0 x l0-ô
M). Fe(H¡0)6r+ (3.0 x l0-s M). and Fe(l-i:O)"r' (4.0 x ì0-¡ ¡!4) ar À
450 nn: - - -. I00 ¡ls/drr: -,5 ms.idiv: ?" = l5 
oC: ¡, = L0 M
able agreemeni r+'ith data obtained earlier b¡ stopped-flou
techniques. la
It is clear that the flash photolysis relaxation technique can
be applied to reactions related to eq 10. u'herc the limitations
appear to include that the added reducint ageni canno'L itsel!-
undergo efficieni visible photochemistr¡. and that its rate o j^
reaction with Ru(bpy)-r-ì* musi iall in the same or a shorte¡'
time rangc than the rete oÍ' the back-reaction u ith Fe-
(HrO)el*.
The approach taken lor the estimation of the Ru(bpr')33+i 2+
sell-exchange rate relied on dilferences in spectral and exciteC
state prop€rties between the bpl and phen systems. Electro-
chemical studies on a series oi bp1'and phen complexes have
shown that in complexes u'hich are structurall,v analogous.
Ru( I I I )/Ru( I I ) red uction potentiâls are esseniialll' identical
However, the optical spectra oi the bpy anC phen complexes
are different and so reactions like eq 2'l anê.28 can be follou'ed
directly using stopped-flou techniques. Given the similarities
in the bpy and phen ligand systems and the fact tha'. K.. = 1.0.
rate constants for reactions like eq 27 and 28 provide a gooci
estimate for rates of the corresponding self-exchangc processes
for the coupies Ru(bpf )(N H ; ) 13+ / 2+ . Ru(phen ) (N H -)4r+'l+
and Ru(bpy)¡(p.v)Clr+' +. Ru (phen )1(pt )CI:*, *.
Ru(bpr )(NH3)ar+ + Ru(phen)(N H¡).r+
* Ru(bpy")(NH¡)¡r* + Ru(phen)(NH¡)..ì+ (27):'
Ru(phen )3(py)Clr+
+ Ru(bpi ):(p]')Cl+ - Ru(phen):(pi )Cl-
+ Ru(bp¡)2(p¡ )Clr+ (28¡:;
In a solution containing Ru(bp¡")-r2+. Ru(phen)¡l+ and
Fe(H:O)e 3+, flash photoly'sis in the visible gives both
Ru(bp¡,)32+* anC Ru(phen):l+* and both excited states are
quenched bl Fe(H:O)o3+ at or near the diffusion-controlled
limir r'i However. molai extinction coefficients lor Ru-
(phen)-.2+ are greate¡ than for Ru(bp])¡l+ throughout the
visibìe. Follor+ ing flash phorol¡,sis. an excess of Ru(phen):r+*
over Ru(bp¡')31** can bc produced u'hen Ru(phen)-.1- and
Ru(bp¡")-,2* are present in eo.ual amounts because oi the highcr
absorptivit¡' of Ru(phen)-r:*. The liietime ol Ru(phen)¡:**
is also slightll greatei than the lifetimc ol'Ru(bp¡ )¡l+* under
the conditions used in the experinrents (0.8 vs.0 6 ss).: The
existence of both elfects appa!'enil) leads to ths production of
an excess of Ru(Phen )-.i- over Ru ( bp¡ ).,¡+ ioì iou in g photolvsis
anC quenchin,e Consequentlr'. difierentia! ercitat¡on ¡rni
quenching leads to a situation u hcre the Ru(llì ) comPon.:nts
of tire equilibrium in eq l l aÍs created iapidlr in nonequiiib-
rium amounts The srstem then unciergoes chemical relaxlL¡on
to e srete of transicni equilibrium r¡hich rs lollo*ed b¡ the
slowe¡ reducîìon oi- Ru(ohen):r+ ani Ru{b¡,1 )¡i* bl
Fe(H:O)ol+. The latter re¿crions returr the s\stem to its iniiiuì
sute of equiiibrium. The relaxation steF cân be lollowed dr-
rectl¡' becauæ oÍ'the dilferer,ces in spectral proprties beiween
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The use ol diilerential excitation lìash photolysis which was
exploited here should ñnd application in relateci chernical
pro bl erns invol vi n_e ia pi d elect ron'.ra nsfer.
The Self-Exchange Re¡ction. Earlier N!fRl8 and
stopped-llow:r';vork b1 WrhJ ¡nd co-workers has shown that
!f (ll)/'!l(lll) (Fe. Ru, Os) poìy-p."-riciine sÈlf-exchange ¡ates
are in the iange j X l0ô lo -ì x l0; !l-rs-r at 25 oC in non-
aqueous soivenrs iike rcetonitriie The rate oi ihe net ¡ùaction
between Ru(phen)3r'¡nd Ru(bpy);:- in acidic aqu¿ous so-
!ution ¡neasured b¡' t'lash phorolysis is considerabl,v faster in-
dicating ihai the seli-exchange ¡aies are sensitive '.o ¡oth the
nature cl the solvent anc ol acicied electrolyie which is to be
expected. Using rhe iransfer diiiusion iechnique. Ruii end
Zimon."-i have reported that the self-exchange iate beiween
Feiphen):r= and Fe(phen)3i+ is (l 3 + 1.4) x i08 \f-r s-l
at :5 oC in an aqueous solution saruraied with Na:SO1.:l
From the results ol a series of electron i¡'ansfer rate mea-
surements b-v Holzwarth and ,'urgensenl0 and i;om fate con-
stants obtained ior excited staie quenching reactions,ì'i a
reasonabie es¡imate for the diffusion-controlled iimit in I M
HCIO{ at :i oC tor the Ru(bpy)3:*-Ru(bp."-)¡l+ seìf-ex-
change is Ào -3 X l0e !f -r s-1. Under the same conditions,
the experimental value (measureC as the net reaction between
Ru(bpy)3:+ and Ru(phen)¡-'* (eq 16) is 1.2 x l0e ìvf-r s-l
which appears to be significantly below the diffusion-controlled
limit.
Correc',ions for diilusion effects can be made using eq
2g2E
.Irr
kobsd k" * kr. 
(29)
which allows ihe rate constant lor chernically activated electron
lransfer. k"., (the rate constanl if diliusion were inñnitely
rapid). to be estimated. Using eq :9. k"cl can be estimated to
be 2.0 X l0e M-ì s-l for the Ru(bpy)3-ì+,':+ self-exchange
reactron.
The rate ol the reaction between Fe(phen)3:+ and





vÞr I log (ft ¡ *zz/22)
and the aclivated self-exchange rates for Ru(bpy)3i+/2+ (2.0
X l0e M-r r-t) and Fe(phen)31+/:+ (i.3 X l0t M-l s-r).2r
Using these values lor fr ¡ ¡ and kzz, K¡t= 1300. and assuming
that Z, the collision lrequency between neutral molecules of
the appropriate size in ihe reaction medium, is l0l I v-l s-1,
eives it¡:(act) = 2.2 X i0l0 Using ihis value. ko = 3 X lge
M-l s-r, and eq 29, givæ,to¡"¿ = 2.6x l0e M-r s-! ccmpared
ro the experimenral value of 1.8 x l0e M- | s-1. ,{lthough the
discrepancy between the two values is considerable it should
be noted that if the actual value ior the Fe(phen)ri+,i2+ r.¡¡-
exchange uncier our ccnditions were i.3 X l0; M-l s-l,tc"t"d
would be 2.2 x i0e M-ì s-r which is nearly within experi-
men!al error of the measured value.
From Marcus theory the activaì.ion barrier lor outer-sphere
electron iransfer is given by eo.30 where -\Co.'is the lreeen-
ergy change on electron transfer within the ion-pair of the
reaclan ts.
r7t = w¡+ ) ltl + lg"')t (-ro¡:r4\' \, /
ln media of high ionic strength. ihe electrostatic repulsion term
w, is expecied to be negligible and for a self-exchange !'eaction




The rate constant for ¡eaction is given by
k=Zexp[-(À/'4Rf)] (32)
where Z was defined above and Ài 4 ìs the recrganizaiional
barrier. which includes coni¡ibutions from leai:angerìenLs in
both the inner- ¡nd ouier-coordination sphe:'es Using Z - i0ll
!f -r s-r re and k = I X l0e M-r s-¡. ¿q _ìl gives for rhe acti-
vaiion barrier for electron i¡'ansfer. À,,',1 = I -ì kcaii mol.
Ccnt¡ibutions ro À,'{ irom in;rer-sphere ieorganizaiion
should be regligibie. \{-\ bond distances ¡n Ru(\H¡)e:+ rnd
,R.u(\H¡)oi- Jre leariy ihe same.r0 ln Fe(phen)¡:- -1r",lnd
Fe(phen)il*,3rb ihey are identical. rnd differences be"ween
Ru¡bpy)3:+ and R.u(bp1'-)31+ or belw¿¿n Ru(phen)¡:= and
R.u(phen)31+ should be negligible. The activation baiiier to
elec'.ron transfer rnust arise ìargely irorn changes in orienution
and ¡olarizabìlity in outer-sphere soivent molecules giving À/4
- -\Go* - l._ì kcal/mol.
Using the dielectric continuum models oi Hushl2 or Mar-
cus,:e lGs* can be est!mated using eq 33 in *hich r¡ and r2
åre the molecular radii oi the reacting ions, ¡: rnd O, are the
optical and static dielectric cons!ants ol rhe solvent, '¡nci e is
the unit eleclron charge. For the reaction between Ru-
(phen)3r+ and Ru(bpy)3:+, using rt = 'l .i and r1 = 6.1 å and
the values of ¿: and D, for water, .\Go+ ls calculated to bc 3.5
kcal/mol.
^-,_e2/l I l\/l l\-\6o* - ; (t +;- i) \¡- a) (i3)
.\Go* has also been estimated to be -4.0 kcal/mol in water for
thermai electron transfer in ihe slightly smaller rnixeC-valence
lon
t f-' /-1 r
( ( bp,- ),cl Ruqq/)-{g))Ru clt b P:- Þ Ir*
(eq 3a) using intervalence 'rransfer measurernents.l3
( (bpy)¡CiRu I r(4,4'-bp¡,)Rur I rCl(bpy)¡)3+
- ((bpy):ClRu¡'r(4,4'-bpy)RurrCl(bpy)1)3+ (i4)
cause of the large sizes of the reacting ions. the barrier is ;el-
atively small and the reactions have rates near ihe difiusion-
controlled limit. Il the conclusions reached here a¡e correcl.
eq ?'9. 32. and u(bPv)rj+':- .n '
Ru(Phen)¡l+1 ihe rate ofihe re-
actiòn 'cetwee 31+ bY onlY a few
percent with fastest and the
feacrion (eq 35).




Excited state self-exchange ciiífers lrom Ru(bpy)33+ 
/:+ self'
exchange in'rhat the exchanging electron and Èlectron hole
reside in ¿ series ofclosely spaced. delocalized r*(bpyl leveis
rather ihan in t:(Ru) ìevels.r'5
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l.\onetheless. the outer-sphere reorganizationa! ba:.rier
shoulcj 'oe ideniicai for both reacrions (eq j3) as should Z (eq
32). In the absence oi long-range elecrron transle¡ in the ex-
cjteC state self-exchange o:- oÍ'significant srructural differencas
eithe; in Ru-N ironds or in the bp;, ligands berween Ru-
(bp)):3* and the excireC srare. the twoìelf-exchange rares
should be identicaì.
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Coordination Mode of Tris(2-pyridyl)carbinol to Cobalt(ilI): Crystal Structure of
Li[Co{ (2-py)rCOHl2l(S2O6)2. I 0I I:O
David J. Szalcia*r and F. Richard Kccnc*2
Receiued Nouember 4. 1985
The bisItris(2-pyridyl)carbinollcobalt(lll) complex was isolated as eithcr of two linkage isomers, depcndenl on conditions ol
synrhesis. À symmc(rical lbrm has ull donor aloms being py N (i c. ((py)1COH-N,,V',N'1r), while the unsymmetrical form has
onc deproronarcd ligand which is coord¡nated chrough two py N atoms and the alkoxy O (i.e. ((py):CO-H-N,rv',;V'1-
((py)riQ1N.,v'.O)). Th¿ X.ray crystal strucrurc ol the symmetrical form as LiICol(2-py)¡COHlr](5106):'t0H:O is rcported:
the cómplex ol formu l¡ CI:H.ôNôO:¡S¡LiCo is monælinic. space group C2/c, f, = I 09.38 (2) ", with ccll dimcnsions a = I I I 77
(6) Â, à = I0.533 (?) Å.c = 23.j00 (7) Å. ¡nd Z =.t. Thccarion has rhcsix pyridine N atomscoordinatcd to the mctal ccnter
in almosr pcrlccr ocrahcrJrai gcomcrry (Co(lll)-Nroond distanccs rangc bctwccn 1.931 (3) and l.9.l.t (l) Å). ElccLrochcmical
studies of rhis symmcrric linkagc isomer rcveal similaritics (o the ICo(bpy)rln+ species, with boùh thc Co(lll)l'Co(fl) and
Co(ll)/Co(l) redox couplcs âpparcnt on the cyclic voltammelric timc scale.
Introduction
There have been a number of recent reporls of the coordination
of tripo<ial ligands in which the three ligating atoms belong to
f-acceptor groups, such as N-heterocyclic ring systems. Boggess
et al.J-s have synthesized first-row transition-metal complexes of
the ligands
flicting. Boggess and Boberg4 and White and Fallerrr have
identified the complex to contain one deprotonated and one
nondeprotonated ligand: the deprotonated ligand was considered
to have an N,N',O-coordination mode (i.e. two pyridine nitrogen
atoms and the deprotonated hydroxyl oxygen atom being the
ligating atoms, l). The reports dilfer however as to the nature
of the coordination mode of the nondeprotonatcd ligand, viz.







X. CH. CoH, P. P=0, As, N
and have studied the spectral and elcctrochcmical properties of
these species. Canty et cl.d-8 have used ¡ wide range of ligands
of the typcs XY¡ (where the bridgehead atom X = CH or COH.
and Y = 2-pyridyl, ì-pyrazolyl or N-methylimidazol-2-yl) to
impose unusual coordination geomctrics on mcttl cent€rs such
as Hg(lf) and Au(lII).
We have been engaged on a study ol the group VIII (groups
8-lOle) complexes of thesc tigands, particularly with Rue and Rh.r0
Within this group, reports oI the coordination mode ol rris(?-
pyridyl)carbinol in the bis(ligand)cobalt(lll) compler are con-
( I ) Brookhavcn National Laboratory. Pcrmrnent addrs: Baruch Collcge,
Ncw York, NY
(2) James Cæk Univcrsity of North Quccnsland. On an approvcd Spccial
Studics Progrrm at Brækhavcn Nationrl Laboratory.
(J) Boggcss, R. K : Z¡tko. D Å.. Inorg. Chem. 1976. rJ. 626-630.
(J) Boggcss, R K: Bobcrg, S. J J. Inorg Nucl Chem.1980, .f.?, ?l-?6
(5) toggcss, R. K : llughcs, J. W : Chcw. C W: Kcmpcr. J. J- J Inorg.
Nucl. Chem t981. ./J. 939-9.15.
(6) Cxnty, A. J.: Cha¡ch¡t, N l G¡tchousc. B. V: Ccorgc, E. E.: Hayhurst,
Ç lnorg Chem.1981. .'0. :4ll-241:
(7) C¡nry. Â. J.: Minchin. N. J.: l-lcaly. P C:Whitc. .\. !1..r CÂ¿z..Soc.,
Dolt¡¡a Tron,ç. ¡9E?, I79-<-1S01
(8) Crnty. À. J.: Chaichit, N.: (ì¡tchousc. ll M l Gcorgc, F. f:. Inorg.
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dentate) complex as part of our studies and observed a form of
the complex whose l¡C NMR spectrum was inconsistent with
either of the two previous assignments. We rcport here an X-ray
crystal struc!ure of the complex LiICol(2-py)rCOHìr](S:06)2'
l0H2O in which both ligands show N,N',N"-coordination.
Experimental Section
Physical ùlosuremenLs. Elcctronic spcctra wcre rccorded with a Cary
?19 spectrophotometcr, and NMR spectrt wcre obtaincd in CD¡CN or
D:O solutions by using r Brukcr .\M-300 NMR sPcctrornctcr. with
p-dioxanc (ô = 6ó.5) as rn intcrn¡l s¡cndard.
All clectrochcmical mcasurcmcnts werc madc in acctonitrilc/O 1 M
tctraethylammonium Pcrchlorate (TEÂP) solution vs. an r\g/ÂgCl (3
M NuCl) rcfcrcncc clcctrodc by using a Bioanalytical Systcms lnc'
(BAS) CV-27 voltammograph.
Êlcmcntai microanalyscs ¡crc carricd ouI by ihc Cunadiun Micro-
Jnalyticâl Scrvicc, Vancouvcr, Crnatia.
Synlhffi. Tris(2-pyridyl)curbinol. (2'py)¡COl l. wrts prcprrctl l'rom
bis(j-pyrir.lyl)kctonc unrJ 1-lithiopyridinc ¡s tlctnilctl ¡rcviouslyrr'rr in Jlll',
(ll) Whitc, D L.; Fullcr, j \h. Inorg Chem i982' -'l' ill9-llll-
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Table l. Expcrimcnraì l)crails of thc X-¡av Diffracrion Stud\ of
































0 5Ì r0 (5)
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0 38? r (.ì)
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(D) Mcrsurcmcnt of lntcnsitr Dat¿
¡nstrurììcnl [:nrrl.Nonius Crd-4 diffrrctontctcr
rcdiaLion \'1o K<r (0 ?093 Â) graphire-monochromarizcd
20 limits. dcg l-55
scan t),pc 0(crvs()-20(countcr)
srds 3 rcflcns. \314), (442). and (318), mcasrj afrer cach I
h ol cxposurc timc, shosint variations of lcss !han
+3.5'li. l^rom Lhc av va¡uc
(C) Trcarmcnr of lnrensit¡ Date.
rcdcn to prclim cor for bkgd attcnuators. and Lorcntz-poìarization
F" and a(F") cffccLs of monochromarcd X-¡adiation in thc
usual manncr.. with exlinction eflccts not obsd
in thc data
abs col ¡r = 6.83 cm-l: max ancj min rransmission coefl
0 84?0 and 0.?730. rcspcctivclr
no. of obsd data 5488 rc0cns collcd; 356;- iraving F" > 3o(F") uscd
in thc refincmcnt
o From a least-squ¡res fir to thc sctt¡ngs anglcs of 25 rcf-lccrions with
2A > 20' ò ln ca¡bon tetrachloride and bromol'orm. . Data rcducrion
and corrcctions pcrformcd by using the progr¡m KApp^, parL ol thc
CRYSNET systcm at Brookhavcn Nat¡onal Labora(ory dÂbsorption
corrcction computcd b) using 
^ùSoR, 
part of thc cRySNET systcm ît
Brookhavcn National Laboratorr'.
yield: mp 127 oC (lir '': l2?-128 "C).
Preparalion of (hc B¡sltris(2-pvrid¡l)carbinollcobalt(lll) Complex.
Mcthod A. Thc complex was prcparcC as rhc perch¡orate salr in l:l
ethanol/dimethoxyethane as dctailcd prcviously.o Rccrystallizarion was
achieved bl st irring a suspcnsion of perchlorarc salt in water u,ith Dowcx
l-Xl rcsin (Cl- form). filtering. and prccipiraring u.ith NaClO.. The
rsultant omngc complcx was u'ashed ç ith icc-cold u'atcr and cthanol and
air-dried. Ì'icld: 805,,. Anrl. Calcci for ICol(C1H¡N)3COHl-
l(Csl-l,N)rco-ll(C|O.).2H10: C.46 9: H, 3.5ó: N, I0 2ó Found: C,
47.0: H, 3 42; N, 10.15
Thc PF6- salt could also be obtaincd br precipitarion wirh NH.PFo
râther lhân NaClO.. in u,hich casc thr product was u.ashed with icc-cold
uatc¡ and 2-propanol
I\lcthod B. Tris(2-pyrid¡l)carbinol (200 mg,0.?6 mmol) in methanol
(3 mL) q,as addcd ro a solurion of CoCI:.6H:O (ì00 mg, 42 mmol) in
u,ater (3 mL). The solurion u.as reluxcd fo¡ I 5 min and coolci. and the
cation was prccipitatcd as thc PFó- salt b¡ thc addirion of NHoPFo. Thc
filtcrcd solid rvas washcd q,ith cold warcr. Thc produc(s obtaincd b)'this
mctirod conlxincd vrrjrblc ntixturcs ol thc Co(ll) rnd Co(lll) spccics
and wcrc sorìrctinìcs a rnixturc of linkrgc isomcrs, lsomcrjc purit) was
obraincd b)' rcfluxing lhe product in aqucous solution ovci acrivalcd
charcoal (es dctailcd bclow) Rccrystrlliz.ation was rhcn achicvcd bv
using tcchniqucs dctailcd in mcthod 
^ 
Ànal. Calcd for ICo-
l(C.H.N).COlll:l(CIO.)..2H:O: C, 41.6. H. 3.29; N. 9.11. Found: C.
41.ól H.3 iltN.9.04
Charcoal-Catrl¡zed Isomer¡zalions of the Linkagc lsomers oflCol(2-
pJ")'COHl.lt-. Aqucous solutions ol" thc compìcxes obraincd in svnthcscs
A and Ð wcic icfluxcd foi i8 h i¡ thc presence of activJieC charcoai
Thc solurlons wcrc thcn coolcd ânC filtcrcd, anci (hc produc[s wcrc pre-
cipitatcd b) thc additio¡r of NH¡PFó
Structurc f)ctcrminrtion of LiICol(2-p¡,)lCOHl:](SrOò)r. t 0tl:O.
Collccf¡on and Rcduction ol X-r!l Då!3. Crvstals of thc bisltris(?,
pyridyl)car'Þinollcoba¡t(lli) dithionâtc coarplcx wcrc prcparcC b¡ mixing.
CoCl16H.O (0.0?4 g:0.1 mnìol) and thc ligand (0.053 gi 0.? mmol) in
distillcd ueter (i nrl) Thc so¡ut¡on sas filtcrcd. and e solurion oÍ
L¡rS:Oó (0.2 g) in clhanol (10 ml) uas added without srirrinÊ Aftcr rhc
mixturc was ¿llowecj to stand for sevcrai <ia¡s. crlstals formcd at thc
diflusion layer This compounci crvstaliizcd as (Íansptrcnr orangc prisms,
which crhibitcd 2/rrr Lauc slnrnrclr) rncì s¡stcrirtic abscrrccs åÄl (lr *
k = 2n i l) and á01 (l -- 2n + l) consistcnr u,irh thc nronoclinic spacc
groups Cc (No. 9. C)¡! aîd C2lc (No. 15, f¡) Irb
(12) wibrut.j P:rJcJonpc.Â P:Vcndc¡\roorr,ti G P;Orro,P Ph
l-{ L .llcc/ 'l ¡o¡. Chin: Pot'r.Bar I951, 70. ¡05¿-1060
'Nunrbcrs in parcnthcscs arc crrors in thc significanr digir




A cr),strl (0 2óó x 0 400 X 0 500 mmr) mountcd in a Lindcmann
glass capillar¡ s,es uscd for d¡ra collcction. Thc rcfìecLions in rhc á.1:,È/
ocran(s wirh h * k = 2n wcre collccrcd. Cn'stal data and details ol the
dara collcction and rcduction are givcn in Table l.
Delcrmination and Rcfincment of thc Structure. Thc coord¡natcs of
thc cobalt atom wcrc dctcrmincd fronr a Pâttcrson map.l{ whilc thc othcr
atoms werc læatcd on subscquent differencc Fourier maps, Spacc group
Cc ¡r'ls lssumcd for thc solut¡on of tbc st¡ucturc. but aftcr all thc aroms
wcrc locatccj i s¡,mmcrrv was obscrvcd in thc complcx and bctwocn thc
aniorrs anC solvcnl nlolcculcs, so that Lhc spacc group was changcd to
C)/< for thc rcfincnìcnt o[ [hc strucrurc.
Anisotropic tcmpcraturc [aclors wcre uscd lor all non.hydro¡tcn atoms
Thc location of thc hydrogcn atoms on thc ligand wcrc calculcLed (C-H
bond lcngth = 0.9-{ 
^). 
Thcsc hydrogcn âtoms wcrc allowcd to'ridc-r¿
on tl)c iltom to u'ltich thc_v wcrc ailírchcd, Thc h¡drogcn atonìs on thc
ordcrcd oxvgcn atotDS s,crc loc¡tcd on a diffcrcncc Fouricr nrup and fixcd
at thcsc positions A conmon isotropic rcmpcraturc factor for all thc
hldrogcn aroms rcfincd lo U = 0.062 (3) Àl Thc hvdrogcn aroms
at(achcd to ox)'gcn aton)s thal wcrc disordcrcd (occupancv f¿ctor less
thrn l) ucrc no'! includcd in rhc rcfincmcni
Thc quantit¡ Ir(lf"l - lF.l):. whcrc x. = 1.6085/(o(F"): +
0 000563,l1.rt. srs mininrìzcd in thc Icas(-squarcs rcfìncmcnt.r5 During
thc 1ìnal c¡cic of rcfincnìcnt rhc largcsr. paramcrcr shifr was lcss than 0.01
(i3) Intcrnationo! Tablcs for )'-rot Cr¡stollogroph.r. 3rò c<}.; Kynæh:
Birmingham. U.K.. t969: Vol. t: (a) p 69: (b) p l0t.
( i 1) Exccpi whcrc o(hcrrrisc noted, all calculations ¡vcrc pcrformcd bl using
sHEDi-76i Shcldrick. C M. ln Contputing in Cr.vstollogroph¡;Schcnl,
l-1.. Olrho[-Hrzck:rmp. R.. ran Koningsvcld. H.. Bassi, G. C.. Ed¡.:
Dclft Univcrsitr': Dclfi. Holland, I9?8: p¡ 3.r-41
(15) (¡r) Ncutr¡ì-a(onì scüttcring factors wcrc usc¡l in thc lcast squarcs rc-
flncnrcnl t¡kcrr fton\ Intctilotioùal Tohlcs /or Àrro¡ Cr.t'stollogropht:
K¡-næh: Birnringh¡¡r. U.K., 1974: Vol. I, p 99. (b) Anomalous drr-
pcrsion clfecrs uscd in thc lcast-squarcs rcfinemcnt wcre includco for
rll non h¡cirorcn aroms ¡nd u,crc taken from: Crome;, D, T,; Libc¡r¡ra¡r.


























































Li ICol(2-py),COÊIl]l (SrOó),. I 0H:O
Table III. Bond Distanccs (.Å) and ¡nglcs (deg) ior
Li ICol(C5HoN)¡COHI:] (S106):. I 0H:O
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VOLTS
Figure l. Cyclic voltamrcgrams of the linkage isomcrs of the [Col(2-
py)lCOHlrld cation in acetonitrile/O.1 ilf TEAP:rr (A) uns],mmetric
forml (B) symmetric form. Scan ratc = 100 mV/s.
of its error. Thc llnal R, value¡6' was 0.055, while thc weighted dis-
crcpancy indcx R¡ró was 0.068. Thc final diffcrcnce Fouricr map rc-
vcalcd a pcak oi 0.75 e-/.Ã,r ncar (-0.5 .{) an oxygen atom (O(2)),
indicating some positional disordcr, whilc the remaining pcaks wcre all
less than *0.5 e-/,{r.
Thc non-hydrogen atomic coordinatcs are rcported in Tablc II. and
thc CrN distânccs and N-CFN angles with thcir st¡ndard dcviations
¡rc listcd in Trblc llf. Thc thcrmrl parümctcrs for thc non-hydrogcn
atoms, thc positional paramctcrs for thc hydrogcn rtoms. thc intcratomic
distanccs and angles for thc ligand/anions/lithium coordination sphcrc,
thc final obscrvcd and calculatcd structurc factors, thc hydrogcn bond¡ng
intcractions, und lcrs(-squrrcs pluncs hrr tlrc pyrir.linc rings arc all
rvuilablc as supplcmcntary matcrial.
Results and Discussion
Synthesis and Characterizâtion of Linkage Isomers of the
Bis[tris(2-pyridyl)carbinol]cobalt(III) C¡tion. Synthesis of the
title cation in ethanol/dimethoxycthanc using the mcthod of
Boggess and Boberg{ yielded the Co(llI) species ICo-
((py):COH)((py)¡CO-)l(ClOo)¡. The electronic spectrum in
acetonitrile showed absorption maxima ùt À = 387 nm (e = 340
M-rcm-r) and 463 nm (é = 84 M-' cm-r). Cyclicvoltammetryrt
of the complex in acetonitrile (Figure lA) showed ¡ quasi-re-
versible redox couple at Er¡, = -{.38 V (J¿'" = 80 mV). attributcd
to Co(lll)/Co(ll). Coulometry under incrt conditions (lrgon)
on the ciiflusion plateau ol the reduction wave led to n - l,
howcver cxtcns¡vc dccomposition ol thc complcx occurrcd.
TherrC NMR spectrum (75 Mllz) t:lrhis Co( llf) spccics in
CD¡CN is shown in Figure lA. Ninctcen rcsonanccs are obsewcd
in the aromatic region, Ând thc two resonanccs tt ô = 93.1 and
83.2 associated rvith the aliphatic bridging crrbon rtoms dem-
(16) (a) ß, = I(llF"l - t4ll)/Elr,J: R¡ = [lw(lF,l - lÊ.1):1s.(F.):]ri '¡(b) 
',, - I-(/- - l)1¡1m - ¡¡trt.(17) 
^ll 
cyclic voltrmmctry duta wcrc rccordcrl by using r glussy-curbrrn
working clcctrodc and urc quotcrl vs a Âg/ÂlCl (3 V N¡Cl) relcrcncc
clcctrodc (which is 35 mV ¡nodic of thc satu¡rtcd sodium chloridc
calomcl clcctrodc, SSCE) All coulomctric mcasurcmcnts wcrc ?cr-






Figurc 2. 75-ñfllzlJC Nillll rpcclru ol thc linkugc isorncrs ol lhc
bisItris(2-pyridyl)crrbino¡]cobrlt(lll) cation in CD¡CN: í,\) unsym-
metric form: (B) symmctric form. An ¡stcrisk indicates rcsonancc due
to solvent.
onstrate that the two (2-py)¡COH tripod ligands are in dilferent
environments. These data are consistent rvith either an asymmetric
bis(N,N',O) form of the cation (the symmetric form of this co-
ordination mode would show no more than I 5 pyridine C reso-
nances) or the (N,N',N")(N,N'.O) sDecies. The magnitude oi
the separation of lhe chemical shìfts ior the two bridging carbon
atoms favors the latter assignment, as determined by White and
Faller.ll
Syntheses ol the complex in aqueous solution yielded products
ol varying composition: the species identified above is one
(generally minor) component. However, an additional major
product was obrained which had the following characteristics. The
cyclic voltammetrylT is shown in Figure lB: the¡e is a reversible
one-electron couple at Erp = +O.22 V and a quasi-reversiblc
couplcat Etp= -1.13 V (Àlîn = 70 mv), which arc assigncd to
Co(lll)/Co(ll) and Co(ll)/Co(l). rcspcctivcly. Using spcctro-
coulometric techniques, the clectronic spcctrum ol thc Co(llI)
iorm shows e¡¡J'o'= 73 M-l cm-l in acctonitrilc solution. with
thc Co(ll) spccics having ér8t'n^ = 2100 M-r cm-r. Thc variablc
ratio of D3sf Dy. for difforcnt synthcsss indici¡tcs Co(tl)/Co(lll)
variation for individual preparations and rcllects some sensitivity
of the Co(ll) species to oxygen. Solutions of the Co(lI) species
oxidize to Co(lll) over a period of days.
Coulometry under inert conditions (argon) of the pink Co(ll)
complex in acetonitrile solution wrs undcrtakcn at -1.20 V at +25
and -10 oC. and Àlso in the presencs ol'a tsnfold cxcess o[ the
ligand at both temperatures. In all cases, r rapid formation of
a bright blue species was observed up to n = 0.5-1.0, rvhereupon
the solution reverted to a pink color with thc gradual formation
of a fine pink precipitate as n rpproached ca. 2. The initial blue
color was morc sustaincd rt lowcr complcK conccntrrtions. Thcse
dara are consistent with the initial lormation of the Co(l) species
on reduction (which might be expcctcd to bc dcep bluc in color
by analogy with Co(bpy¡¡'rE). and it sccms l¡kcly th¡.ìt it ¡s thc
Co(ll)/Co(l) couple thut is observcd at É,7: = -1.13 V on thc
CV timc scale. Howcver, in the coulomctry ¿xpcrimcnt, ùs Lhe
concentration of Co(l) builds up, it undcrgocs dccomposition
(presumably via l disoroportionation proccss) lo unknown prod-
ucts.
( llt) (a) wuind. C M.: M¿rtin. ß. J lntrg .!ucl ('hcn¡ l9-{8. ,i. J5l-556
(b) Kuizu, Y : Torii. Y : Kobxyush¡. ll lJull, ('høt..\o¿ Jpn. l9iD. JJ.
3296-)291. (c) willctt, B C.: '\nson.'i.C J Electrochen¡.Sæ 19E2.t:t. i:60-l 26ó. (d) Kccnc, F. R : Crcutz. C.: Sutin, N . unpublishcd
work.
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Figure 3. onter drawing ol thc lCol(C5H.N)rCOHl:lr* carion. wirh
thcrmal cllipsoids at 507o probability lcvcl Thc atom-numbcring schcmc
is shown. Hydrogcn atoms arc onitted for clarity,
The r3C l.\MR spcctrum ol the Co(III) complex shows five
resonances in the aromatjc reg¡on, and one bridgehead carbon
environmcnt (ð = 84.2). This is consistent only wirh a stereo-
chemistry in which all pyridine rings are equivalent (i.e. point
group symmetr), D3¿) so thaL the coordination mode of both ligands
is neccssarily ¡\,N'.N".
Quite clcarly there are two linkagc isome¡s for this cation, and
thc X-ray structural analysis ol thc bis(N,N',N") form is detaileC
below.
Isomerizst¡on of Unliage Isomers. Isomers of Co(llI) complcxes
may bc equilibratcd in thc prcsence ol activated charcoal.le In
this instance, aftcr being refluxed for l8 h in aqueous solution,
thc symmetrical isomcr is observcd to be thc morc stable form,
as thc unsymmctricaÌ isomer will isomerize almosr quantitativeì¡,
to it ulrcier these conditions. Such methods constitute thc mosr
satisfactor), u'ay of obtaining thc isomericall;. pure symmetric
Co(lll) conrplex.
Description of the Structure. A vieu. of the ICo-
Í(C5H{N)3COH}rl3- cation and the atom-labcling scheme used
a¡e presented in Figure 3. The cobalt arom lies on a center of
inversion a', (0, I lz.0), and the two tridenta¡e ligands attached
to it are related to each other bv this center of inversion, The
six nitrogens coordinated to the cobalt are arranged in an almost
pcrfcct octahcdrat gcometr¡,with thc Co-1.- bond disranccs ranging
from 1.93ì (3) to 1.944 (3) ,4. and all the N-Co-¡* bonC anglcs
(both intra- and interligand) are within 0.7o ofeirher 90 o:- l80o
(Table lll). Thcsc bond lcngths are normal for a Co(lll)-N bond,
whcrc N is part of a pyridine ring.2122
The bond lengths and angles within the ligand are normal, with
the averager6b intrapyridine C-C bond length being 1.375 (lO)
Ä, and C-N bond lcngth bcing 1.325 (5) Á,,zo.z¡.2¡ and with an
avcragc C-COH bond lcngth of I 520 (9) Â.6
Thc avcmgc S-O disL:rncc in thc S.On:- anions is 1.445 (9) À
with an S-S distancc of 2.1 I4 (2) Â.
Thc lithium ion h:¡s an approximatcl¡ tctrahcdral coordination
sphcrc ofoxygcn atoms. as cxpccted.:5 with Li{ disranccs ranging
bctwccn l.?? (3) and 2.31 (2) Ä and O-Li-O bond angles ranging
bctwccn 98o and l2lo u,ith an avcragc valuc o!- 109 (6)".
(le)
Szalda and Kecnc
Cr¡stal I'acking. Thc crvsrrl is hcld rogether b¡ a nctwork of
hvdrogcn bonds involvlng. thc alcohol group on rhc ligands. thc
dithion¿tc anions. anci thc u,atcrs ol crvstallization Each cation
is surroundcd bv six dithronarc ions The fou: ciithicinatc ions
cit¡scst to thc Co( | I I ) ccntc¡ frr:'nr lwo scts rclated bv a ccntcr oj"
invcrsion, with thc sh¡.¡rtcsr Cc*S ciisranccs in thc scts bcing 5.(r9
and 5.85 Ä. 'Ihcsc ion-ion intcractions ¿rlso hclp srabiliic rhc
crystal. ln adciitiol¡, Iltcrc arc two S,O,r-:rnions u'hich crc hr-
drogcn bondcd to tl:c cation rhrough thc alcoirol group ol cach
ligand.
Comparisons nilh Othcr Structurcs. Structurcs of Iìc1..2* ll and
CoL,l',2'u,hcrc L = tris(2-pyridvl)aminc. arc knou,n. and rhe
ligand is found ro bc coordinated to the mctal arom in a tridenrare
manner through thc three pYridvl nitrogcn aroms. Thc rwo
complexes each contain a ccnler of inversion about the mctal
center. The immediatc ligand cnvironmcnr in the Fc(ll) complcx2l
is the morc octahcdral (average intraligand N-Fe-N anglc =
86.Jo, compared u,irh 85.6" for N-Co(ll)-N in CoLr2* 2a) ln
thc prcsent structurc oi thc bisItris(2-pyridyl)carbinot]cobalr(l I l)
cation, both ligancis arc also coorciinarcd rhrough thc thrcc ¡¡'ridyl
nitrogcn atoms, and the liganci environment is almosr perfcctly.
ocrahedraÌ (average intraligand N-Co(lll)-n- angle = 89 5o).
This may be the result of two facrors: thc decrease in the met-
al-nitrogen bond length frorn 2.100 (2)-2.152 (2) Å in CoL.:+::
ro 1.98 (2) ,Ä, in Fca,2* 2o ro I .938 Ä, in the prescnr case and- the
ionger pyridine-bridging arom bond length ( 1.528 (9) Å) com-
parcd with 1.44 (l) Ä for rhc tris(2-pyridyl)anrinc spccics.
Tris(2-pyridyl)mcthanc has also bccn ass¡gncd a tricientatc
coordination modc in thc bis(ligand) complcxcs of Co(ll) and
Co(lll) lrom NMR studicsrr
\À¡hilc tris(2-pyricivl)aminc and tris(2-pyridyl)mcthanc ma;' onl¡,
coordinatc through thc p¡,ridyl nitrogcn atoms, thc coo¡dinarion
modc of tris(2-pyrid¡'l)carbinol as â rr¡dentare is ambiguous since
it maY also coordinatc via thc alcohol group. Cant¡,et al.E have
rcportcd structural studics of a mcthylmcrcury(ll) complcx
containing tris(2-pyridvl)carbinol. In this casc, the coordinarion
modc of the tripodal ligand is rridentarc with binding occurring
through the threc p¡-rid¡4 nitrogen aroms. although the geomerr]'
is somcwhat distorted with onc Hg-N bond bcing signilicantly
shortcr than thc othcr two. No structures ol octahcdral complexes
of rhis ligand havc 'Þeen describcd in derail, although White and
Fallcr have givcn prcliminary results of a structural determination
of the litle complcx in a footnote to ref I ] - I n previous discussions
oi' thc bisltris(2-p¡'ridyl)carbinollcobalt(III) ion, Boggcss and
Bobcrgr havc claimcd from spcctroscopic srudics (lR, clcctronic)
that both tris(2-pyridvl)carbinol ligands coordinarc ro Co(lll) in
an N,nN',O fashion with onc of thc two coordinatcd alcohol groups
bcing dcprotonatcd. q,hilc \\fhirc and Fallerl¡.2ó subsequently
dctcrmincd onc (py),CO:,A'.À",O Iigand and onc (py)¡COH-
À'.N'.N"from thcir structurc. lt seems probablc from thc prescnt
u,ork that thc products observcd in thcsc two prcvious studies were
lhc samc, and that it docs have (N,N',¡\")(N,N',O)-coordina-
Lit¡n.2" lìowcvcr. tllc prcscni *ork has also idcntilicd and
clìirr:lctcrizcd a ncu' svlltntctrical bis(N,N',N") Iirrkugc isontcr
of thc titlc complcx
Ir is notcd that thc (N,N',N")lN,,r-',O)-eoordinarion mode is
obscrvcd for this ligand in thc bis(ligand)ruthcnium(l[) analogue,
dctails oi *'hich s,ill bc publishcd subscqucnlly.e
lilcctrochemistr¡' of thc lCol(2-pl,).COlIirf+ Cation. Ea¡licr
clcctrochenrical studicsr of bis(ligand)cobulr(ll) complcxes of
(2-pl')¡X (X = N. P. P:O. As) have shown that rcducrion
produccs a sLablc Co(l) sfrccics when X = P. P:O. or As, wherc¿s
for X = N a dircct reduction from Co(ll) to mctallic Co(O) occurs.
Sincc X is caoablc of dz-pr bonding in thc formcr cases, delo-
calization tlrrough thc ligand is possible. and thcir eìccrrochcmical
bchavior rv¿s concludcdr to bc simila¡ to that oi Co(bpv)3"*. with
thc lou-vaicnt Co(l) specics bcing srabilized b)'r:¡ - r+ back-bonciing. Thc rclarivc insrubilir¡, of thc Co(l) complcx for X =
N u,as thcrcÍorc claimeC to bc duc to thc inabilitv ol the
(26) F¡llc;, J S'
(1? ) Boggcss. R
.. ¡crsonrì communicarion to F R Kccnc







(a) Dwycr. F.P ln Aduqnces ia thc Chemistrv of Coo¡dination Con-
pouads: Kirschncr. S.. Ed.: Macmillan: Ncu )'orli, l96l;p 2l (b)
Kccnc. F. R.: Scarlc. C H, lnorg. Chent 1971, /J. 2l?4-2160
Yanagi. K.: Ohash¡, Y.l Sasad¿, )': Kaizu, l'.; Kobayashi, H Bull
Chem Soc.Jpn 1981, Jl, ll8-126
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bridgehead atom to :¡llow extensivc dclocclization.
However, thc prescnt study shows that for ihc c.nalogous
complexes where ihe bridgehead xtom is carbon ¿ì.c. X = COH
in the titlc complcx, and X = Cfl r0) the cyclic voltammctric
behavior parellels lhat of Co(bpy),n+ and not Col(1-py)rNl1+.
Furthermore, there is evidence lrom thc coulomerric studies re-
ported above flor thc transient existtnce ol the ICol(2-
py),COHl2l*, and the [Col(2-py)]CHl.Ì+ comoiex can be svn-
rhesized by sodium amalgam reduction ol the Co( ff) soecies and
shows reasonable stability (several tjays) undcr inert conditions.rh
Since delocalization via dr-pr bonding'.vould nor be ¡nticiDaled
in either of rhese li,sands, the abovc observations lrguc irglinst
ihe necessity ol ertensive tlclocalization via the 'oridging atom to
allow stabilizetion of thc ìow-valcnt Co(l) species, unlcss there
is a spatial electronic interaction betwccn pyridinc rings in Lhcsc
tripodal ligands.!3
(28) In this casc, thc æmplcx of tris(2.pyridyl)aminc may ìx thc cxccption
bccausc of ligand distortion inducecl by thc rclativc shortncss of thc
bridgehcad (N)-pyridine bonds.
(29) The periodic group notation in parcnthcses is in accord with rccen(
actions by TUPAC and r\CS nomenclalurc committccs. .\ and B no'
tution is climinatcd bccausc of widc confusion Croups IA and llÂ
bccomc groups I and 2. Thc d-tr¡nsition clcmcnts compr¡sc groups J
through ì 2, and thc ¡blæk clements comprisc groups I3 through I I
(notc that the formcr Roman number d$ignation is prserued in thc ìast
digit of Lhc ncw numbcring: c.g., lll - I and l3).
2791)
Further studies of ihe Co( I) lnd Rh( t) comolexes of a numbe¡
ol thesc tripodal ligands tre in progÍessr0b and rvill be reported
su bsequen tly.
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NIode of Coordination of Tris(2-pyridyl)methanol to Ruthenium(II): Synthetic, Spectral,
and Structural Studies of the Bis(ligand) Species
F. Richard Keene,*r David J. Szalda,*2 and Tracy A. Wilsonr
Receiu¿d September 1, 1986
Two forms ol rhe ca¡ion bisItris(2-pyridyl)methanol]rurhenium(iI) have been isolated-a yellow spccies. IRu((py)rCOH)2]¿+ (2),
and an orange form in which one ligand is deproronared, IRu((py)¡COH)((py)¡CO-)]'(1). The pK. for the liganci dcprotonction
is 3.78 (+0.02) in aqucous 0.t M KNOt at 25.0'C. X-ray struciural dctcrminations show coordination occurs in an (N,N',-
N")(N,N',O) modc lor borh complcxcs. wiLh thc coordinatcd oxygùn atom bcing thc sitc of thc acici/basc rcactivity. Thc
dcprotonarccispecies(l)hasaplaneof symmctrywithRu-Nbondlcngthsinthcrange2.040-2.063 Å. Thcnondcprotonalcd
lorm (2) has Ru-N 'oond lcngths in ihc rangc 2.046-2.058 Ä, cxccpt for rn abnormally short R.u-r" bond (1.023 (2) Å) r¡ans
ro Lhc coordinatcd Ru-OH. Additionally, in 2 thc planc of symmctry is lost. In aqucous solution thc ¡'cdox potcntials lor lhc
Ru(fll)iRu(fl)couplcsarc0.a0(2)and0.25V(l)vs.SSCE. TheelccironicandrrCNlvfRspcc'lr¿ùrcalsorcportcd. Crystals
oi rhc deproronared form, [Ru(( py)¡COH) ((py):CO) ] Br.2( .H5OH ( I a), are monoclinic, spacc group P2r l m, with ¿ = 8.096 (2)
Å,a= t¡.ss+(2)Å.c= t5.204(2)Å,p= tot.g0 (t)o.v= 1635(l) Ã).andZ =2. crysrÀlsof IRu((py)¡COH)r](CHTSO{):
(2a)arerriclinic,spacegroupPl,wirha=13.517(3)Å,,r=1.r.158(2)Ã,c=9.727(2)Å,a=104.72(l)',J=108.56(2)",
1 = 92.4r (z)' , T = ú21 (3) Ãj, and Z = 2.
Introduction
The ligation o¡'a number ol tripodal r-acceptor tridentates to
a variety of metal centers has been reported. Canty et al.l{ have
used a wide rangc of ligands XYr (X = CH, COH; Y = 2-pyridyl.
l-oyrazolyl, rV.methylimidazol-2-yl) to imposc unusual coordi-
narion geometries on mctal ccnters such as Hg(II) and Au(lII).
Whire and FallerT and Sz¿lda and Keener have isolated complexes
of cobalt with tris(2-pyridyl) methanol and tris(2-oyridyl)mcthane,
und Boggess and co-workcrsFl I havc reported studies of a num'oer
of complcxcs of first-row transition mctals with ligands ol the :ype
(2-py)¡X (X = N, P, As, ÞO, CH. COH). The zinc compiexes
ol rhe rrisubstiruted methanols have also been notedr2 as models
tor thc cnzyme carbonic anhydrase.
( l) Jamcs Cook University oi No¡th Qucensland.
(2) B¡ookhavcn Nation¡l L¡boratory. Permancnt address: Baruch Collegc.
New York, NY 10010.
(3) Canty, A. J : Chaichit. N.: Gatehousc. B. M.: Ccorgc, E. E.: Hayhurst.
O. Inorg. Chem. 1981, 20, ?.414-i422.
(.1) Canty, À. J.; Chaichit, )r.: Catchousc. G. V.: George, E. =-. Inorg.
Chem. 1981,.'0. i293-.t300.
(5) Canty, A. J.: Minchin, N. J.: Heaiy, P. C.: White,,\. H. J. Ch¿m. Soc.,
Dalton Trans. t982, I795-180?.
(6) Canty, A. J.; Patrick, J. M.l White. A. H. Inorg. Chem. 1981,23,
3827-38 30.
(?) Whitc, D L.; Fellcr, J. W Inorg. Chem. 1982,i'1, ill9-il:2.
(3) Sz¡lda, D J.: Kccne. F. R. Inorg. Chem. 1986. 15,2i95-2799.
(9) Boggess. R. K.: Zatko. D. A.. Inorg. Chem. 1976, /5, 626-ói0.
(t0) Boggess, R. K.; Boberg, S. J. J. Inorg. -Yucl. Chem. 1980, J2. :l-?6.
(l l) Boggcss, R. K.: Hugi:cs. J. 'v : Chew, C. W.; Kempcr. ). j. i. lnorg.
Nucl. Chem. ¡98¡, JJ, 939-945.
(12) Brown. R. S.: Huguet, J. Can. l. Chem.1980, J8,389-901
Tris(2-pyridyl)mcthanol has been shown to bc ambiguous with
regard to ia mo<ie of coordination, with ligation occurring via three
py N atoms (N.N',N"). structure A. or via two py N atoms and





bis(ligand)cobalt(lll) species, two linkage isomers were isolated:3
viz. the symmetrical bis(N,N',N") lorm and thc (N,N',N")-
(N.N',O-) species. As part ol our current general study of com-
piexcs of tripodal r-acceptor ligands with mctals in Groups 3-10,
we now reDort synthctic and struciurai studies oi:he corresponding
bis(ligand)ruthenium(ll) complex, which havc realized only the
unsymmetric (N,N',N")(N,N',O-) iorm and its nondeprotonated
analoguc (N,N',N") (N,N'.O).
Experimental Section
Ph¡sical \lersurements. Èlcctronic spÈctía wcre rccordcd on a Cary
119 spcctrophotometer, ¿nd NMR speclra wcrc rccorcicd with a Bruker
Aivf-100 spccùromctcÍ ()lc¡SO-d6 solution: \lc.Si rcicrcncc).
Electrochcmical mcasuÍcmcnts wcrc nadc by using a Bioanalytìcal
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oulput to e Linseis LY-1800 X-)'recordc¡. Both platinurn anci glassy-
carbon working electrodes werc used, and all ¡ntcntials arc rcportc/
relaiivc to ¿ saturateci sodium chloricic calomel clecrrodc (SSCE).
Thc pK" mcasurements were made by using an automared ritrarion
systcrn. which has bccn described carlicr.¡J Dererminations wcrc macic
ar 25.0 oC in 95% merhanol/0.1 M rerraeth¡,lammonium pcrchlorare by
rirration with ¡elraethylammonium hydroxide anci in aqucous 0.1 M
KNO. bv titrarion with KOH.
Elc¡ncntal anrlyscs wcrc carricd oul by thc Canadian Microanalytical
Servicc. Ncw Wcstminstcr, Canadl.
Materials. IRu(H)(CO:Cl-lr)(PPhr)]l u.as purchascd from Strcm
Chcmicals, and IRu(H)(OH:)](CHTOH)(PPhr):lBF¡r4 and rris(2-
pyridyl)methanols.lJ were preparcd by litcrature mclho<is.
Syntheses. [Tris(2-pyridyl )methânoUl tris (2-pyridyl) metboxo]rutheni-
um(l I) Tetrafluoroborate Dihydrate, IRu((py)¡COH) ( (py)¡CO)]BFc
2H¡O. Freshly preparcd IRu(H)(OHr):(CHTOH)(PPh])2lBFn (0.39 g,
0.50 mmol) was addcd to rhoroughl),dcgassed (n-r) AR mcrhanol (30
mL), tris(2-pyridyl)mcthanol (0-39 gl 1.5 mmol) was addeC, and the
mixture was refluxcd for ca. l8 h (unril rhe sparingly solublc prccursor
complex had dissolvcd) The orangc solurion was cooled and filrered and
thc solvcnt cvaporatcd off: thc residuc was rrituratcd thrc4 limcs with dry
cther, filtercd, and washed with cthcr Recrystallization was achieved
from methanol/cthcr. Yicld: 0.30 g. 84dro Anal. Calcd for
RuC32H25N6O2BFr.2H20: C, 51.3; H, 3.90; n*, I 1.2. Found: C, 50.91
H.3.EI: N, 10.9.
[Tris(2-pyrid¡'l)melhanol]Ítris(2-pyrid¡rl)methoxolrufhenium(II) brom-
ide, [Ru((py)3COH)((pl )¡CO)lBr, was prepared by dissolving rhc rerra-
fluoroborate salt in 2-butanone anci precipiration by rhc addirion ol^
tetra-n-butylammonium bromidc The bromide was fikered and washeo
with 2-butanonc and cthcr. Yicld: >90%.
[Tris(2-pyridyl)methanol]tris(2-pyridyl)methoxolruthcnium(lI) Brom-
ide-Bis(ethanol), IRu((py)3COH)((py)¡CO)]Br.2C:HrOH (la). IRu-
((py)¡COH)((py)¡CO)lBr (0.037 g) was <iissolved in ethano) (4 mL)
containing 2 drops of 2,ó-lutidinc. Dry ciierhyl erhcr was laycred on roo
of this solurion, and thc solution was lcfi undisrur'ocd in rhc dark for
scvcral days. Thc rcsultani orangc crystals wc¡c collcctcd and u'ashcd
with cthc¡.
Bis[tris(2-pyrid¡l)mcthanolJruthcnium(l.l ) Bis(mcth¡'l sulfatc). IRu-
((py)3COH)r](CHTSO¡): (2a). IRu((py)¡COH)((py)¡CO)jBr (0.0a0 e.
57 ¡¿mol) was dissolvcd in methanol (4 mL) and Ag:SOo (0.010 g; i2
¡rmol) addcd. The mixturc u'as stirrcd in thc dark for 30 min and fìltcrcd.
2 drops of conccntratcc H3SO. wcrc addcci, and dr¡' ether s'as la¡'crcd
on top of thc solution. Alter sevcral da,r,s. thc rcsul!.ant ycllou crystals
of the mcthyl sulfatc saltló wcrc collcctcc anci washcC wirh cthc¡.
Collection ¡nd Rcduction of X-ray Data. [Tris(2-p¡rid¡'l)mcthanol-
^',N',N'1[tris(2-pyridyl)mcthoxo-À',N',O 
]ruthenium (II) Bromide-Bis-
(cthanol) (la). This compound crystallized as rcci-orangc prisms. Thc
crystals slowlv losi solvcnt so Lhc)'wcrc coarcd with pctrolcum jcll¡,anci
cnclosed in Lindcmann glass capillary tubcs. A preliminar;- X-ray srud¡,
indicatcd the crystals had monoclinic svmmctry and symmetric abscnces
0k0,,t = 2z * I, consisrcn'. wiLh the spacc groups P2, (No. 4, C;)r?. ând
P21/n (No. 10. CjÀ).r7b Thc structurc u'as originslly solved in spacc
group P2¡, but bccausc thc crtion cxhibitci mirror svmmcrr), rhc spacc
group was changed to P2tlm lor ¡hc final rcfincmcnr. Thc succcssful
reñnement of thc sLructurc confirmcd that P2rfnt is lhc corrcc¡ spacc
grou p.
Thc crystal uscd for drta collcction was a prism of dimcnsions 0.220
X 0.425 x C.500 mmr and faccs (001 ) anC (00i), (100) and (100), and
(100) and ('[00). rcspccrivcl¡'. Cr¡,stal ciara and dcrails of rhc dara
collcction and rcciuction lrc given in Tablc L
Bis[ tris(2-pyrid¡ l )mclhanol-( À'.À'',^") ( 
^'.^".O 
) )ruthcnium(II) Bis-
(mctb.vl sulf:rtc) (2a). Thc crvstlls wcrc ycliou. prisms. Thcy wcrc
coatcci with pctrolcun: jcll¡, rnd sculcd in Lindsmann glass capillary
tubcs Thcsc crvslals shos :d T L¡ uc sr mmc¡.¡r consislcn! rvith thc
rriclrnic spacc groups PI (Nù l. Cì)r?'snd PÎ (No 2, C]).uo
Thc crystal uscd for cjatr collccrion haC dimensions C.Ì7ó x 0.í00 X
0.500 mm: and faccs (T I 0) and ( i i0), ( I l0) and (1 tO). and (011) and
(021). rcspccrivcl¡ Cr¡,stal dara and dcr:riis ol ¡.hc d¿r¿ collccrion ancj
reduction arc givcn in Trblc l.
(ll) 
^dânì, 
l( R.i Lcong, Â J: Lrntìo¡. L f I Lip. H. C.:Skchon, B rÀ;.¡
Whirc, A. þ1. i. ¿1n¡. Chen. Sot ¡983, /0J.4ó4-5-4ó5¡.
'7 t9-i25.
(15) l\r¡baul. J P.: dc Jongc..A P: \'aa dci \'ærr. I-i. C. P.: Orro, Il L
Recl. Trat. Chint Pors-Ba.ç 1951.7A. l0-54-lOó0.
(ló) Thc mcthvi sulfatc anion is formcd bl rhc rcacrion of Lirc solvcnl. *ith
sulfuric acid unricr rhc ¡nhvd¡ous condirions
()7) Internationol Tobles /or X-Ra¡ Crysrallogroph.r,.3rd cd.t Kr.næh:
Birmingham. U.K., l9ó9; Vol. l: (a) p 79t (b) t9l¡ (c) p?r; (d) p?5.
Keenc ei aì.
Table I. Expcrimcntal Dc[ai¡s ol rhc X-ra¡ Diffraclion Srud;, ol
I Ru((py)¡COH )((py)¡CO)] Br.2ClH5OH ( la) and
I Ru((py)3COH)rl (CHrSO.), (2a)















































Enral-Nonius Cad 4 difiracromctc¡
Mo Ka (tr = 0.70926 ,À)
graphitc ¡nonochromarizeci
d (crysta I )-20(counrc:')
3 rcflcns measd aftcr each I h o!'
exposure, with no s¡,stcmatic variarions












correction for background, atlcnuators, and
Lorentz-polarizâtion effccts of monochromatizcC
X-¡adiation in thc usual mannc¡
/ = 16.17 cm-l y = 6.34 cm-l
0.6s 59
'0 4192
7ó?0 obsd data combineci
to yicld 3ól? uniquc dare
witharRu,=0.0041
ol rvhich 2ti25 having
,ro > 3 ø( F") wc¡c uscd
in thc rsfi¡c¡¡cnt
'From a lcast-squarcs fìr to thc sct [¡ng, anglcs oí 2,5 rcllcctions u,ith
2(ì > 20o. óUsing carbon retrachlo¡-ide and hcxanc. .Using carbon
tctrachioricic anci bromoform. r'Data reduction and corrcctions pcr-
formcri b¡ using thc progrcm x¡pp¡ and the absorption correction
conlputcd b¡' using 
^BsoR. 
bolh parr of the cRysNET s),stcm aI Brook-
havcn n\ational Labora tor)'
I)eterminalion and Refincmcnt of Struc(ures. Bo¡.h srructurcs wcrc
solvcd by heavy-atom Pattcrson rnd Fouricrls mcthods. r\nisorropic
tcmpcraturc f¿ctors wcrc used for all non-hycirogcn aroms. Co:.rcctions
fo¡ anomalous <iispcrsionle cffccts wcrc includcd fo:. all ¡toms. Thc
locations of thc hydrogcn atonrs on thc pyridinc rings wcrc calcularcd
(C-H bond lcngths of 0.95 À). Thcsc hydrogcn aroms wcrc allowcri to
-ncic-'o on thc alom to wirich thcY u,crc attachcd.
For IRu((py)3COII)((py)3CO)]Br.2c:llrOII (la) rhc alcoholic hv-
cirogcn on thc (p¡')3COH-Â',À",4'" ligani u,as locarcd on a dilfcrcncc
Fouricr map and fixcC ai thal posirion. 
^ 
common isorropic lcmpcraturc
fcctor for all thc h¡,dro,rcn atoms ¡cfincd to e valuc of L/ = O 055 (5) Ä:.
Thc hvcirogcn atoms on thc cthxnol solvcn', molcculcs ucrc noi inciudci
in rhc rcfincnrcnt. Thc quanrit¡ çr(lF"l - lF.l)2 whcrc ¡'= i.4331/(l(F") ï (.).00250.1(F"):) was minimizcd in rhc lcasi-squarcs rcfincmcn!.
During thc íinai ieast-squarcs cycle, the largest paranretc: shifL uas lcss
0.8 969
0.7 8 37
79ó9 obsd data of
which 5962 having
F" > 3ø(F.) werc
used in thc rcfincmcnÌ
( I 8) Exccpl *hcrc orhcrwisc notcC. ¡ll calcularions wcrc pcrformcd b¡ using
sl.rELX-7ó: Shcldrick. C V,.ln Conputing in Crt'staliogropå.r.; Schcnk.
ll.. O)thoi-Ilaz.ckunrp, R. r'an Koningsvcid. H., Bussi. C. C., Eds.l Dclfr
Univcrsir¡, Prcss: Dclfr. Iioll¿nd. 1976: pp 34-42.
(19) (a) Ncutraì-atonr scrtrcring lactors wcrc takci¡ frorn: lntcrilot¡onal
Criticoì Tohles ltr À'-Rat Cr¡'stallograph¡: Klnoch: Birminghrn,
U K., J 9?4; Voi l\'. p 99. (b) Anomalous dispcrsion cffccts wcrc (akcn
from: Cromcr, D T.: Libcrman. D J- Chen. Ph;,s. 1910, 5ì,
r89r-t898
IRu((py)3COH)z]2+ and IRu((py)¡COH)((py)¡CO-)]*
Trble II. IRu((py)¡COH)((py):CO)ìBr'2CtH5OH Atomic
Coordi nates'
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Figure l. Visible spcctra of the cations [Ru((py)¡COH)((py):CO)]+ (l)
in 0.2 M phosphate'oulfer at pH i (-) and IRu((py)¡COH):l:* (2) in
0.1 M HCr (--).
than 0.08 of its standard deviation. The final R¡20 value was 0.05ó. The
final weighted discrepency index R3:o was 0.069. .{ finrl diffcrence
Fourier map revealcd peaks oi l-1.6 e/Äl nèar the bromide and ruthe-
nium aloms. Orher peaks wcrc less thrn 0.5 e7.1,r. Thc final non-hy-
drogen atomic pcramctcrs erc rcported in Table tl.
For [Ru((py)¡COH)]j(CHjSO¡): (24) thc spacc group was rssumed
to be Pl, and thc succcsst'ul rcfìncmcnt ol'thc slructure confirmcd the
corrcctness of this assignmcnt. A common isotropic Lempcrature factor
for the pyridine hydrogen atoms refined ro a value oi U = 0.059 (a) Å1.
The positional and isotropic tèmperaturc faciors ior the 3lcoholic hy-
oNumbers in parcnthcscs trc crrors in thc iasi si3nilìcunr riigit(s).
drogen atoms on ihc ligands werc icl'ìncci (Table Si). Ti':e ;rydrogcn
atoms on the anions wcre ilot locatcd. Thc quantii) s-*riF.i - l4i):
wherc w = 0.3307//(r¡(4) + 0.001(Fo):) was minir¡izcc i;r :he lcast-
ring thc :inll¡ :c3st-squarcs ciclt :::c iargcst
han 0.42 oi its cr;or. Thc i;lai ,q :: vas 0.05.3.
pency inder .?.:0 '.vas 0.072' '\ :l;:ai ciifcrcncs
peak of cr' i 3 c,/ÅJ nctr ùnè o; :;:e lnions'
indicating somc positional disorcicr. cut ao disorciereci noiei :or lhis
anion could bc dàtcrmincd. Several peaks of xbou( I c,i: werc ¡lso
obscrvcd nÈar ihc ruthcnium atoms. Thc lìnal :ron-ir¡'i;og::r :rlomic
positions are listcci in Tablc lll.
Results and Discussion
Thc ruthenium(l l) comolex conti¡ining irvo '.:':sil-r-u*iidvl)-
mcthanol ligancis rvas synthcsizcd cy using lhc ,RutH)tOH:):-
(CHTOH)(PPh¡):lBF. prccursor. in a mlnncr snliùgous to ihc
synthesis of IRu(py)u]2+ devcloocd by Tcmpicton.:r Thc orangc
carion thus obrained was lound (microanail'sis, :on-crchungc
(20) Rr = !(llF"l - !4ll)i IiF"l; Rr = [I,(l4l - lF"i):/tp(¿"):l'/'? (21) Tcmp¡eton, J-L. J. Am. Chem. Soc 1919. i0l. '¡906-:9,.





















Figure 2. onrrr drawing of a single molecule of the carion [Ru-
((py)rCOH)((py)¡CO-)l* showing rhe atom-labeling schcme used. The
thermal ellipsoids are a1 the 50% probabilitl level. Thc molecule lies on
a crystallographic mirro¡ planc thar contains thc ruthcnium, thc unco-
orciinated p¡,ridinc ring (N(3)-C(36)), a coordinated pyridine ring (N-
(5)-C(56)). thc coordinatcci merhox),group (C(l) and O(l)) and the
uncoordinared al H(2)). The pyridine rings
labeled N(2)-C( related ro rhe pyridine rings
N(l){(16) and b¡'the mirrorplane (x,r/2-
¡, z). Hydrogen for clariry.
Table I\r. Bonci Disrances (.Ã,) and Angles (cieg) for
IRu((py)¡COH) ((py):CO)] Br.2C:H¡OH
Rurheni um-LigÀnd Distances
Ru-O(r) 2.047 (5) Ru-N(a)








Figure 3. oRTEp drawing oi the [Ru((py)rCOH)r]2* cat¡on wirh rhe
arom-labeling scheme. The thermai ellipsoids are ar the 507o probability
lcvcl. Atom O(l ) is proronatcd, but all rhc hydrogcn aroms have bcen
omittcd for clarir¡. Thc pyridinc rings conraining N(3) and N(6) arc
13.60 for coplanar.









chromaro_s¡aphy) to have a +l charge br.virtue ofdeprotonation
of one of the ligands. A yellow form of rhe carion (charge +2)
could be obraineC brv proronation of the orange form. The visible
spectra oí the two complexes are shown in Figure l.
Alternarive s),nthcric merhods usin_e IRuClr(OH2)]2- or [Ru-
(DMF)ó]2= as precursors have also rca.lized the samc-óordinárion
mode of the liganci.22
Description of the Structures. A view of the [Ru-
((py):COH)((py)¡CO)l* cation (l) anc rhc arom-labcling scheme
uscd are shou'n in Figurc 2. The ncurral rris(2-pyridyl)merhanol
IiganC is coorciinaled ro rhe ruthcnium'ov irs thrcc p).ridyl nilrogens
(N.N'.N": A). while rhe anionic tris(2-nyridyl)merhoxidc liganci
is coordina¡cci througiì two pvridyl n¡rrogens anC the mcthoxide
oxygen (N,N',O-; B). Complcx I conrains a cr),srallogÍaphic
mirror piane (see Fieure 2). The neurral liganC (N,N,Jt,,-co-
ordinated.t has an average Ru-N bonci ciisrance ol 2.0a2 (6) Ä,
(Table I\/) while thc an:onic liganci (N,N,,O--coordinared) has
-N boni disrance of 2.063 (a) Ä
g as a resulr of the ox),gen coor-
p¡'rici¡,I) bonc length repo:-reC in
e Ru-O boni lengrh is 2.0a7 ("5)
I)-O- bonci.u¡
A vìcu ol'the IRu((p¡')3COH):]r- cario¡i (2) and rhc arom-
labeling scheme used are prescnted in Fi_eurc 3. In this case rhe
Kecnc. F. R.: Srcpirenson, P J.. unpublishci work.
Rillcna. D. P.: Joncs. C. S.; Lev)', H. .4. J. Chcnt- Soc-, Chem. Con-nun 7919. E49-65 ¡.
Ç_l9S-S. -.*',.,í.ra Cr¡,stollogr..Sec: E: Strucr. Crysta!logr. Cr;,s:. Cnem.












































comp)ex contains rwo nculral tris(2-p¡,ridyl)methano) ligands. one
ligand coorciinaled ro thc rurhenium(ll) by its thrce pyriciyl ni-
trogens whilc the othcr is coordinared by rwo pyridyl nilrogen
atoms anC the nondcprotonated oxygen of the alcohol. For the
bond lcngth is 2.053 (6) Ä,, except
o Ru-O(l)), which is abnormalìy
Thc Ru*O bond length is 2.1 I I
lengrh in Ru(OH2)62* is 2.12 (2)
Protonation ol thc tris(2-pyridyl)mcthoxidc ligand in I occurs
at the coordinatcci oxygcn, rathcr than on [hc uncoordjnated
pyriciinc nitrogen, ro givc 2. This protonarion is accompanicd b',,
an increase in the.Ru-O bond length oi0.0ó4 Â bcrwcen I anci
2 and a corresponding dccreasc ín rhc Ru-N bond lcngth rrans
1o thc coordinarcci oxygcn îrom 2.041 (6) ro 2.023 (4) Ä., which
is significantl¡,shorrer than rhe other Ru-N bond dis¡anccs. A
similar feature has been of cis-[Ru-
(bpy)2Ci21.3.5H¡O:2ó thc re relarivelv
iong, u'hercas the Ru-N arc shorter
(2.0i3 (2) Â) riran rhosc r 2) A.). Thjs
effect u'as atrriburecj2ó ro ihe importance of Ru - N(bpy) r-back-bonding where tbe trans ligand is nor a back-bonding com.
peritor fo:'lhe elecrron cicnsir¡,involving rhe samc íìlled dr orbitals:
in the p:-cscni c¿sc rhe cl-fcc,. oithc -OH ligation in 2 is consjcicred
to bc ¿nalogous to rhai of Cl-. ln Lhe dcproronarei compicx I,
the Ru-N bond i¡: rhe irans posirion has rhc slightl¡,longei bond
(25) Bcrnhari. P.: Burgi. ìì.-B.l Hausc¡, J.; Lchman;.. H.: Lucii, A inorg.
Chcnt. '19E2, ll. 3936-i94 ! .
/1<\ ç^^l^-,^- ñ c 
^^rr-L..











é¡¡: = 27 300
é:s¡ = 30 500
(0.2 ùf phospharc
'oul'fcr, pH 7 0)
'oridgchcucl crrbon

















T¡¡blc VL Physic.rl Charactcristics ol' IRu((py)¡COH)((py)¡CO-)l'
(l) an<i IRu((py)]COI-l)ri']+ (:)
IRu(( py )rCO H )-
((pv);CO-) l+ IRu((py) lCOH )¡l:'
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Thc Ru-N bonci lcngths in both complcxcs I lrnd 2 ¡,rc morc
similar to thosc lounci in Ru(bpy)¡:+. 2.056 Å,3 ihan those lbund
in Ru(NH;)5:+,2.14-+,Ä,,:e and Ru(py)6:+, l.ll Ä..rr This indicates
ihù prescncc of r-back-bonding irom thc rnctrl to thc Ìigancis in
both I :¡nd 2 ¡nd, in comparison with IRu(py)o]r+,rr providcs
cvidcnce for ligand deloc¿lization in both tris(2-pyriciyl) methanol
and thc coríesponciing methoxide in ¡ll observed coordination
modcs lor the trvo ligands. Dclocalizrtion oi btck-bondcd chargc
dcnsity in thcsc tripodal Iigands lr:rs 'occn obscrvcd prcviously in
Co(l) complcxcs.s'e
ln the nondcprotonatcd spccics (2), thc uncoordinatcd oyridinc
ring and thc coordinatcd pyridine ring'-rans to -OH arc l3'6o
from being coplanar, rvhile the pyriciine rings trans io one anothcr
are ló.9 and l4.lo from being coplanar. In thc cobalt(lli)
complex oi the same ligand (in which both ligancis are N,N','
N"-coordinated), the pyridine rings trans to one another are
coplanar.s ln 'ooth complexcs, I and 2, the'oonds and angles within
the pyriciine rings are normalE'ro'rr (Tablcs 56 and 57). The bond
distances and angles for the methyl sulfate ùnions in 2 are also
similar '.o those reported.l2
Comparisons with Other Structures. Thcre are few reports ol
st¡-uctural studies of compìexes involving the tirlc iigand, tris(2-
pyridyl)mcthanol. Canty ct al.{ havc rcportcd a methyl-
mercury(ll) species, IMeHg((py)3COH)](NOr), in which the
ligand is tridentate with binding occurring via thc three py N
atorrrs: the coordination gcometry is irregular with one Hg-N bond
being significantly shorter than the other two. For the octahedral
bis(ligand)cobalt(fll) complex, two linkagc isomcrs havc bcen
reported: an (N,N',N")(N,N',O-) lorm in rvhich one ligand is
deprotonared (and coordinatcd in the N.N',O- mode)13 and the
symmetrical bis(N,N',N") lorm in which both ligands are non-
deprotonated.s Conscqucntly, in thc prcscnt study, structurc 2
ìs thc first examplc of N,N',O-coordination of thc nondcprotonatcd
tris(2-pyridyl)mcthanol ligand. For the tris(2-pyridyl)-
rnethanol-NJv',N"ligand in both complexcs I and 2, the angles
Ru-N{(2) and Ru-N-C(6) (sce Figurcs 2 and 3) are approx'
imately equal, as lhey arc in the N,N',N"-coordinatcd ligands
in Co((py)3COH)'r*-8 Howcver, for',he N,N',O-coordinated
liganci in I and 2 these angles are Âsymmerric (l l3 (1) and 128
(l)o, respccrivcly) as are the angles about the coordinated pyridyl
nitrogenl in Co((py)¡N):r+I and Fe((py)rN)i+.30 In these two
cases the asymmetric angles are a rcsult oi thc shorter bridging
C-N'oond length ol 1.44 (l).Â¡ for complcxcs I and 2 this
distortion may also arise lrom stcric constraints in coordination.
Physical Characteristics of [Ru((py)3COH)((py)3CO)]+ (l) and
[Ru((py)3COH):]r* (Z). Thc physical charactcristics of thc two
forms of thc cation arc givcn in Tablc VI. Both spccics show an
(N,N'.N")(N,N',O) coordination modc, dillcring according to
thc dcprotonated (l) or nondcprotonatcd (2) statc of thc coor-
ciinared alcohol O atom. Thc r3C NVtR spcctra (Mc2SO'd6
soiution) of thc two spccics show compiicatcd rcsonanccs in the
rcgion ô = 120-170 attributcd to thc pyridinc C utoms, and the
app€arance oiseparatc rcsonanccs lor the two bridgchcad carbon
,atoms (ô = 8l.l and 86.7 lor l; ô = 81.0 and 90.0 lor 2) consistent
rvith the nonsymmetric coordination ol thc lwo ligands. Thc
pretercncc ol the metal ccntcr for N50- rathcr than N5-coordi'
nation is uncxpcctcd. givcn thc affinity oi Ru(ft) lor unsaturatcd
Iigands such as pyridinc.ia Thc bis(li,qand)ruthcnium(ll) spccics
with other (py)¡X Ìigands (X = CH, N, P, P:O) have bcen
isola¡ed and thcir structurcs cietcrminedtlJ sincc no unusual fea-
'lurcs arc spparcnt in thcsc N6-coordinatcci spccics, thc rcason lbr
N5O<oorciination ol iris(2-p-vridyl)methanol is unlikcly to be stcric
(19) Styncs, H. C.: locrs. i. A. Inorg. Cì¿m. 1911, /0. 2:0J-1i08.
(i0) Kucharski, E. S.: llcWhinnic, W. R.; Whitc,,\. H,. ¿lust. J' Che¡n'
¡971r. J/.51-5ó.
(31) Kucharski, E. S.: lfcWhinnic, W, R.: Whitc, A. H..'lusr. J. Chem.
1978. J/,1647-2ó50
(i2) \1unns.,\. R. I.: Low, J. r...: Tollin, P.: Young,, D'W Cryst. Stuct,
Contntun l9Et. .'0. l.lll-1.11.1
(3i) ?rciiminary cictails ol structurc lìvcn in ¡ iootnotc lo rci 7.
(j;) îaubc. 11. .9urc. Prog. Chem. 1973,6. 1-a6











p(. 3.86 (r0.01)1957o McOH/O.1 M Et4NClO¡l
l:78 (+0,02)10.1 M KNOrI
length of 2.044 (6) Å.. Ttris observation may be rationalized in
terms of ø-bonding effects if the energy of the e, orbital o[ ihe
metal corresponds more closely to the energy ol the o orbital of
oxygen in O- rather than the more stable -OH: in such a case,
the strength of the Ru-O- bond would be enhanced (compared
with that of Ru-OH), with a resultant relative diminution of the
strengih of the trans Ru-N bond.
The possible role ol r-bonding might also bc considcred in
relationship to these structural observations. IJC NMR data on
uncoordinated tris(2-pyridyl)methanol and the tris(2-pyridyl)-
methoxide anion indicate a downfield shift in the resonance of
the bridgehead carbon on deprolonation, consistenl with a ciegree
of delocalization in the anion in which the C-O bond may have
some double-bond charactcr.lT Accordingly, when the anion is
coordinateci via the N,N',O mode (B). d:r(Ru) * r'(ligand)
back-bonding may occur, so that Ru-O- is potentially a back-
bonding competitor with the trans Ru-N bond, rvhich therefore
might be expected to have a longer bond length than in the
nondcprotonatcd case. However, the 4- ligand would be expcc¡ed
to function primarily as a r-donor, although this may not sub-
stantially influence the extent oI back-bonding (and therefore,
the bonci length) olthe trans Ru-N bond.B Therc is no structural
evidcnce for multiplc bond charactcr in thc C-O bond of coor-
dinatcd tris(2-pyridyl)mcthoxo-¡V,N',â sincc the bond lcngth
(1.408 (8) Å) is the same as thc C-O bond lcngth in thc tris(2-
pyridyl)methanol-iYrV'.N"ligand in 2 (1.401 (8) Å') anci I ( t.395
(6) Å) (Tablcs S6 and 57). The X-rey data do indicatc that in
complex 2, for the tris(2-pyridyl)methanol-N,N'.O ligand thc
attachment of the oxygen to both the proton and the me!¡l
weakens both the Ru-O and C-O bonds, increasing both bond
lengths (0.064 and 0.047 4.. respectively) in comparison with the
equivalent dcprotonatcd ligand in l.
Thc llC NMR spcctral studics ¡cveal Ìhtt thc rcsonanccs duc
to the bridgehead carbon atom ars virtually identical in irce
tris(2-pyridyl)methanoi (ô = 31.+) and in the ncutral N,N',-
N"-coorciinated ligand (ô = ca.8l.l:Table VI and rci27). For
the neutrai N,N',O-coordinated iigrnd, thc samc rcsonencc is
shified downfield (ô = 36.7) and is shiitcd further dorvnfielci on
iigand deprotonation (ó = 90.0). The ,iown¡iclc shift obscrveci
for both of the N.N',O-coordinateci ligands reletive to the irùe
ligand rcflccts a complcx mctalr'liganci elcctronic intcraction in
both spccics.
(22¡ I:q NMR studics (!fc:SO-d¡ solvent) show thc bricigehead cari:on
ícsonancc ol tris(2-pyridyi)mcthanol shil¡s downficld (ô = 3 l.r-$3..i)
cn dcprotonation by \aH.
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ancÌ ma¡, reîtec', ¿ kinetic ef[ecl in the synrheLic proccss.
The pr(" for rhe dcproronarion is 3.78 (-0.02) in aqueous
soiution (¡, = 0.ll 25.0 "C). B¡' comparison, rhc pK" ol coordinarui
2-pyridincmcrh:rnol i n thc complc>r I Ru (bp¡')¡( (py)CHTOH)] 2*
is 7.2 (=0. )) uncier thc same conciirions:ró thc highcr acidir)' of
coorciinateC tris( 2-p¡,rid¡,) )methanol proba'oÌr, reflecrs adciirionaì
sreric sir¿in wiiilin rhc rripoial iiganc There is no evicience fo:
prorona!ion of thc frcc p) N arom in rhc N,t.\'.O-coordinatcc
liganci cvcn at pH ca. l. Thc pK" valucs of thc lrcc liganci
(p¡,)3COH in 95% mcthanol arc 4 9 (=0.t) and t.9 (*0.1), wirh
the thrrd value probably slighrl¡ lowcr than l.5lr2 whilc rhe pK"
ol ¡hc alcohol OH is significantlv lowered by coordination ro the
positivc mcral ccntcr, rhe nonprotonation of the frcc py N is cle¿rl).
unusual, sincc Ihc pK" r'alucs oÍ'rhc uncoorciinated py tr\ atoms
in a numoc:'oi^pol¡,p¡'ridyl-rype ligands arc acrualh,raised by their
coordinarion in a monodentale manner to Ru(ll).35J7 In the
prcsenl case, one possibility is thar in solution the coordinated -OH
is hycirogcn-boncicd to the p¡'N in rhe free ring, rhereby forming
a five-mcmbercd ring (-O(l )-H(l)...N(3)-C(32)-C(2)-. in the
numbering scheme used in Figure 3) and inhibiring proronation
oll.\(3). This is nor the case fo¡- the solicj slate, however, where
Figure 3 rcveals that rhe free pyridine ring is rotated so that the
nitrogcn atom (N(3)) points au,av l-rom the O(l)-H(l), ancj the
-OH group is in laci hydrogcn bondcci to an oxygcn atom of a
methyl sulfare anion (Table Sll).
The cieprotonation is also associated with a color change of the
complex from yellow to orange (see Table VI and Figure l) ancì
a cathodic shift in the rc<iox potenrial oithe Ru(lll)/Ru(ll) couple
from 0.40 to 0.25 V. A reducrion in redox porential is gcnerally
observed on lowering of the overall complex charge.38 The po-
(36) Ridd. M J.: Kcene, F. R.: Cakowski, D. J.; Sncddon, G- E., manuscripi.
in preparation
(37) Lavallec. D. K.: Fleischcr, E. B. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1977, 91,
258 3-15 99.
tcniial oi rhc Ru(III)/Ru(ll) couplc for thc noncieprolonarci
spccics ?, E,tr 7 9:ag \¡, compares with 0.62 \/ for [Ru(bp¡)2-
(tpy)CH.oÉ)]3+/2+3ô undcr lire samc condirrons.
Studies ol thc photochcmica) proocnies of rhc rurhcnium(ll)
complcxcs of a varict¡' oi tripodal r-acccpror ligands u,ilì bc
published subsequentl)', bur preliminarr measurements uith the
cieprotonated complex I indicare a luminescencc'ìiícLimc of ca.
i,+ ns -'
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Abstract. CrsHr2NrP, M, : 265'3, monoclinic,-P2,/c,
a:9.162 (1), ö:9.163 (l). c:16.07r(2)4, P:
100.92 (1)', U: 1325 (2) L3, D^ (by flotation) :
1.33 (l), ¡,: l.330Mgr¡-: for Z:4, MoKaradia-
tion, i: O.710? Ä, .r:0.153 mm-r, ¡'(000) : 552,
T:293 (2) K, R:0'046 for 2041 observed reflec-
tions. The P-atom environment is pyramidal with P-C
bond distances of 1.834 (3), 1.824 (3) and L'826 (2) L
and C-P-C angles of 102.7 (1), 101'9 (l) and
l0l-0 (l)'. The orientations of the rings are such that
there is a significant deviation from Cru symmetry; one
of the N atoms is directed to the same side ol the
molecule as the PIII lone pair of electrons, while the
remaining two N atoms point in the opposite direction.
The P atom is almost coplanar with each of the rings
[max. deviation 0'0420 (6) Äl and the dihedral angles
between the pianes through the N(1FC(5), N(2)-
C(10) and N(3)-C(15) groups are 87'8, 97'0 and
97.5o reipectively.
Experimental. Transparent crystals were obtained from
the slow evaporation of a benzene/373-393 K
petroleum spirit solution of the compound (Hafeli.
Keene, Stephenson & Wright, 1986). Enraf-Nonius
CAD-4F diffractometer controlled by a PDP8/A
computer, graphite-monochromated Mo Ko radiation;
ø:20 scan technique. Cell parameters on crystal
0.88 x 0.48 x 0.34 mm from least-squares procedure
on 25 reflections (8 < 0 < l4o). Analytical absoçtion
correction applied (Sheldrick, 1976); max./min. trans-
mission lactors 0.9596 and 0'8797. Total of 5159
reflections (l s á < 27.5") measured in the range
-ll<l¡<ll, -ll<k<0, -20<l<9. No sig-
nificant variation in the net intensities ofthree relerence
reflections (4T5, 227, 524) measured every 3600 s.
3029 unique reflections (rR,"r 0.057), 2041 satisfied
I >2.5o(Ð. Structure solved from interpretation of Pat-
terson map, fuil-matrix least-squares refinement of 173
parameters based on F (Sheldrick. 1976). Anisotropic
thermal parameters for non-H atoms and H atoms
included in the model at their calculated positions. The
0 108-270 r /88/04075 7-02S03.00
Table l. Fractional atomtc coordinates and Broualues
(Åt







































Table 2. Interatomic distances (L) and bond angles (o)
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Fig. l. Molecular strucrure and numbering scheme for tris-
(2-pyridyl)phosphine. Hydrogen aroms are numbered according
to the C atom to which the),are bonded (Johnson, l97l).
reffections 514.614 and 714 were excluded from the
frnal refinemenr owing to poor agreement. At con-
vergence .R : 0.046, w-R : 0.056, w: Ío2(Ð +
0.0028F1-', S : 1.47, -(Álo)^^, < 0.001. (Ap)^u^:0'94. (lp)^t,:-0'27 eÄ,-3: no extinction correction.
Scattering lactors for all atoms given in SHELXTí
(Sheldrick. 1976). All caicularions on VAXII/785
computer system. Atomic parameters given in Table 1.
bond distances and angles in Table 2;* the numbering




primarilv as a tricientate ligand through the three N
cionor aroms, e.g. iM\(Z-w).pirl(ClO4)r for M:Mn.
Co. Ni. Cu and Zn (Boggess & Zatko, 1975), for
M:Co (Boggess & Zatko. 19?6; Hafeli & Keene.
1987) and lor M: Fe (Boggess, Hughes. Chew &
Kemper, 198 1). However. both monodenrate p and
bidentate P,N coordination have been reported lor the
(2-py).P ligand in a series of Ru and Rh comoounds,
e.g. RuHCI{(2-py),P1, and RhCl{(2-py)3P1, (kurt.u.
Ribola, Jones, Cole-Hamilton & Wilkinson, I980). The
onlt' cr¡'s¡¿llggraphic characterization of a compound
containing (2-py),P is that for the [Ru{(2-py)¡p}:]'*
cation in which (2-py)jP adopts the more common
tridentate mode of coordination (Stephenson, Keene,
Snow & Tiekink. 1988).
Related l¡teråture. The title compound, (2-py
been sho*'n by spectroscopic methods to
The Australian Research Grants Scheme is thanked
for support.
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Tris(2-pyridyl)methanol
Bv F. Rrcglno Ke¡Ne
Department of Chemisrlt and Bíochemistn¡, James Cook Uniuersity of North Queensland,
Townsuille, Queensland 48 | l, Australia
rNo MIcH'rer R. SNow.rNp Eoweno R. T. Tmxn¡x
Jordan Laboratories, Deparlment of Physical and inorganic Chemístr1t,
Uniuersit¡t of Adelaide, Adelaide, South Austal¡c 5001, Australia
(Receiued 15 December l98i:acceptedT January 1988)
AbstracL Cr6HrjNro, M,: 263'3. monocünic. P2,in.
a:11.034 (il,'¡:8.794(-î), c:14.007 Q)^. p:
102.31 (l)o, U : l32S (2) Ai, D, : 1.317 Mg m-r lor
Z : 4, Mo Ko radiation. "À:0"7 I}i Ã', p :
0.049 mm-r, ¡(000) - 552, T :293 (2) K, A : 0'045
for l8l I observed reflections. Within the molecule the
C-C(pV) distances lie in the range L'524 (3Y
1.530 (2),Å and the maximum deviation from ideal
tetrahedral geometry is seen in the O(1)-C(16)-C(11)
angle of 106'l (2)o. The dihedral angles between the
N(l)-C(5), N(2)-C(10) and N(3)-C(15) rings are
89.7, 100.8 and 81.5o respectively. The disposition of
the N atoms is such that two point in the opposite
direction of the alcohol lunction while the other, N(2),
lies on the same side of the molecule as the C-OH
group; ihe O-H(16)...N(2) separation of 2'19 (3) Ä
may be indicative ol a weak intramolecular interaction
between these atoms. In the crystal lattice there is also
a close contact between N(2) and the centro-
symmetrically related hydroxyl proton of 247 Ø) A'.
Experimental. Transparent crystals were obtained
from the slow evaporation of a benzenel373-393 K
petroleum spirit solution of the compounci (Wibaut, De
Jonge, Van Der Voort & Otto, 195 l). Enraf-Nonius
CAD-4F diffractometer controlled by a PDP8/A
computer, graphite-monochromated Mo Ka radiation:
at/20 scan technique. Cell parameters on crystal
0.18 x 0.56 x C.56 mm from least-squares procedure
on 25 reflections (13 < P < 19o). Analytical absorption
correction appiied (Sheldrick, 1976); max./min. trans-
mission factors 0-99 l9 and 0.9778. Total ol 4501
reflections (l <d<77.5o) measured in the range
-14<h<14, -ll<k<0. -20</<6. No signifi-
cant variation in the net intensities o[ three reference
reflections (562, 253, 366) measured every 7200 s.
3049 unique reffections (Rin,0.056), 1813 satisfied
I >2.5o(I). Structure solved by direct methods. [ull-
matrix least-squares refinement oî 233 parameters
based on .1î (Sheldrick. 1976). Anisotropic thermal
parameters for non-H atoms and H atoms locateci from
0 108-270 l /88/050937-02s03.00
Table l. Fractionai atomic coorciinates and B,oualues
(A)































































































































difference map and ¡efined. The reflections 204 and 013
were excluded from the finai iefinement due to poor
agreement. At convergence R : 0'045, wR :0'053'
w:lo2(Ð + 0.0076F1-r, S:0.73, (Á/o)^^, < 0'001.
(¿Jp)^"^: 0'16. (/p)^in: -0'29 e Å-3' no extinction
correction. Scattering factors for all atoms given in
SHELXT6 (Sheldrick, 1976). All calculations on
VAXI l/785 computer system. Atomic parameters are
given in Table l, bond distances and angles in Table 2;*
the numbering scheme used is shown in Fig. l.
Related l¡terature. Several crystal structures have been
determined lor metal complexes containing the title
compound. (py),COtt. as a ligand. Thus symmetric
' Lists of structure lactors, thermal parameters. H-atom param-
eters and mean-plane data have been deposited with the Bntish
Librar¡z Document Supply Centre as Supplementary Publication
No. SUP 146i1 (15 pP.). Copies ;nay be obtained:hrough The
Executive Secretary, International Union of Cr¡'stallograohy' 5
Abbey Square. Chester CH I 2HU' England.
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tridentate N,N'.N" coordination has been noted in the
cations [M{ (py)rCOH I2]2*, M: Co (Szaida & Keene-
1986) and for one ligand in M: Ru (Keene. Szalda &
'Wilson. 1987). Asymmetric tridentate coordination has
been found in ICHrHg(py¡,COH)][NO3] (Canty.
Chaichit. Gatehouse & George. 1981) with He-N
bond distances in the ratge 2'28 (1) to 2'53 (1)Å.
Tridentate coordina¡ion uÍa two N atoms and the
hydroxyl O atom has also been observeci in one ol the
ligands in IRu{þy)3COH}'ì'?* (Keene. Sza]da &
Wilson, 1987) and in [Ru(NHJ,1þy)3COH]1'?=
(Diamantis, Keene. Moritz, Snow & Tiekink. 1988).
c10
c.
Fig. l. The molecular structure anci numbering scheme for
(C.H¡N)3COH. Hydrogen atoms are numbered aceording to
the C arom to which the¡' are bonded (Johnson, l97l).
When deprotonated, the ligand also coordinates uic lwo
N atoms and the O atom as found in [Ru{(py)¡-
COH l{(pl,)¡CO ll= (Keene. Szalda & Wilson, 1987).
The Australian Research Granrs Scheme is thanked
for support.
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2(!t0 Ittrtrg ('!tlrt. l()8lt..17. l0.lO lr)'15
ContÍibutiotì l'rorìì [llc I)cplrrtrncrtt ul'e ltcnristr_v turd IJioe lrc¡rtislry, .llrrncs Cook l-irlvcrsil',' ,rl Ntrt tlt (.)ttccrtslrtittl,
Townsvillc, Quccnsland .l8l l. ..\usLrrlia, ttìd Jordrn l-rrL:or¡r(r>rics. l)cp:rrtiltcnl ol l)lt¡'sicrri .triti i¡tttr-qrrnic Cl;cnrisLr¡',
l,lnivcrsitv ol ¡\r.lcllri<lc. ,\ricl:titjc. Srrr¡tjr .\¡rsLrlriil i()0 I
iìuthcniurrr(l l ) Coru¡rlcxcs of (hc C.1,, ì.!gurtrls l'ris(2-¡ry'ritlvl)rrruiuc,
Tris(2-p¡rrirìvl)rrretlrruc. anti 'l'ris(2-pyrirlyl)plrosl)hinc. i. Sy¡rlhcsis turd X-ray
Structural Studies of the Bis(ligend) Complexes
F ilichard Kccnc,*,ì ñliclracl R. S¡row,r Pìrilip.l. StcDlrc¡rson,r ¡urrl Iirlrvrr¡-tl Iì. T -l'ickink:
!lt<'citvtl ;\,ltt'tt¡titrt ;'.t, i r'Ti
rnaerobic conditions in proprn-l-ol soiution. Crystcls ol'il.ul(2-p)')rClllll(tosJ-hrclr.i-l.O 1 t) crystcllizc in (hc rnonociinic ¡nr-cc
grotpC2/cwithunirccll àinrcnsionsa=t3.2O5(9) Å.r)=¡31-r?(6)À,c=li(rlJ(12),.\.d=çe.S;i6)'. I"=.tl5lSr\'.
ind Z = 4; cryslais oi [Rul(1-pv)rPl¡i(tosvlatc)¡Cltt.Oll l?) rrc ulsrr monoclirric (P2,,/c) rvith ¿ = i0 0ô-< (7) Å. å = Ii 00S
(a)Á,,c=31j72(22)À.r3=92..10(5)o.Z=a5as.óÅr.anrlZ=4 [Rul(]-py)rNl:l(S:O").rll:O(3)cr¡strllizcsinthctriclinic
spaccgroupPlwitha=S911(3)A,,tt=C060(:)Ã.c=11.243(l)¡\.c=9-i.52(l)".0=l0.i19(l)".'r=91.03(l)".2
= 374.6.\1. nd Z = L Thc st¡ucturcs wcre rc[incd bv ir l-ull-r¡atrix lcâs(-squrrcs proccdurc in cach c:rsc \t convcrgcncc. ñnrl
R = 0.050, R- = 0.055 lor 1.931 rcfìections rvith.f >-2.5o(11 lor l, R = 00ó1. i?" = 0.065 ibr l0l7 rcflcctions for 2. R = 0 0-ìq.
R* = 0.041 ior 2582 reilcctions ior 3. The cations show inc;"casing distortion in (lìu strucIurc lrom ic.lcal D¡¿ s¡'nlncLry rvìi.h rn
incrclsc in thc britip.chc;rtl (X)-C(py) bontl riistlncc.
I ntroduction
Thcrc hrs bccn considcrrt:lc intcrcst in iirc rr¡thcniu¡r'ìl'{:rnrl
rhcniurrr5-? conrplcxcs cor:t:rirriltg ptrlvpyritlyl li¡lutris srrclt rts
2,2'.1:i¡lyrirlyl:trrrl l,l0-¡rltcrrrrrtllrrrrlinc.¡rrirrrrrrilylrce:rr¡sc,rl llrcir
potùnt¡ûl :rs pltoloscrrsitizcrs in sigrtific:utl. proccsscs sucll :ts'.v:rlcr
1)r cilTb()n tlioxirlc rctlttcliilrt.
Studics in [¡)csc lrì,borrl.oricsx " untl by oLhcr '.vt¡rkcrsl" ll in-
volving conrplexcs oi Lripodal ligands of thc typc
pirinc. Dctails ol thc spcctroscopic lrtcl clccL¡"ochctllicrl 'och¿tvior
t¡l tlrcsc spccics rvill bc publishctl subsct¡ucntlr,.¡J
lir¡rerirrrt.rrl:rl St'cl ion
Nñll{.¡,,(l¡r \\'crc rctr¡¡,lerl ¡¡¡¡ rr Ilrr¡f.tt '\l\4 ll){) \!\'cl¡(rrllclcl
(( l)( 1, srrlrcrrt¡ Sii\tc, irrtclrtl rclcrcttr:c) lilcttrc¡rt¡tì ttnitllsis rvcrc
e:r¡ierl,'r¡t lrr rl¡t (-lurrrli:rl ñlicr,'rr:rlrlierlSctviec (Ncrv Wertitli¡tslcr.
¡r c')
Synthcscs. I hc licrn(l tris(2-pyridvl)lr¡¡ti¡g;¿'rv¡¡5 rrcprtrcrl 5r' iitcr¡-
rurc nìcthods in l5'.ä,'-icld. -flrc corrrplcrcs illu(Olf:)ôj(tos): itos =
4-rolr¡cncsullorurtc¡nion, IlrCC,,i IJSO,-)lndIRulDi\ll:)r,l(tos):(l)ñlF
= iV.N-tlinrcLlryl[or¡nantidc) rvcru prcp:rrcd by rncthotls oi Uc;nh:lnl ct
rtl.lT l*
'Iris(2,-pyritlyl)ncthînc. Bis(2-plrirJ¡l)nrcthrtncr" (6 t0 g:0.037 rnoll
in drv dicth¡'l cthcr li0 rììL) wis tddcd Lo rt-butyllitltirtrr (!3 3 nrL ol
155ñl:0{)l?rrtol);rt-('0a('¡urrl tlrc¡rirttrcr;ti¡rctl lìrrl5t¡¡i¡trrrrrlcr
;rr irt¡rr)Nlì¡ìcrc ol'rlry N'. lrrcslrl¡ rlistillctl 1'l:r,tttttt¡r¡ridittu (j !6 rttf.:
0.()17 ntol) in drv clhcr (70 rnl-) wls ltddctl ovcr I 5 ll rith continuous
stirring ilt -60 oC: ihc tcrnl)craturc rv¿',s itlai¡ttailtctl in iur:ì 3t thirt
icnrpcm(urc ior lnothcr i() min, lt -20'C fi¡r I h, rnci 3t 0 "C for i0
rrrirt t)r¡.,ttt:ttzcnc (i7() rtrl.) rvrts:ttklcrl. tl¡c c(lìcr ícttl(rlc(l i;y tlistilllr-
tion. rrntl tlìc nìixturc rclìuxcd ovcrnighl. ,\llcr ctrtlirrg, 'vrtcr (170 nll-)
rvls rrldcd :rnd thc rocnzcnc laycr scpilnì(cd. Tltc rqucous lrycr rvrs
iccxtrtrclctl rvith bcnzcnc (3 x 50 rnL) rtnd tl:c co¡rlt¡incci organic cxtRrcls
riricrl rvillr tlgSO.,. Thc solvct:t tv:ts u',':rpor:tlctl (rollrry cvitlx)rillor) ilnd
tlrc (liqrrirl) rcsiduc urtrre(c(l rvitlt pctrolcuttt cllrcr (J00 ¡rrl-). 'fhis
solution rvrs rclluxcd rvith rctivrtcd cllrrco¡rl. l'iltcrcd hot, sklwlv cvrp-
or:rlcd io cr I20 ml. rnd coolcd. and thc rcsultant solid rvas liltcred,
washed rvith cokJ pctroicum cthcr. rnd ;rir rlricd: ],icld J 9 3, 537o: mp
I00 êC (ìir:0 rlp 99-100'C). rll NNIR lCDt:l,): sìnglct (;ncthinc
Pfotoil ).,î .5')Sl 
I'C N i\l lì (C¡)Cl r) : siilg.lct (rcrtiilf)' crrt¡rn). ô (r.l. l ¡ lìvc
s¡rìglct.\ (lìyri(l¡nc ;'ing crrtlons), ó 121.6. l:.1.1, IJó..1. l'19.-1, rnrj l(ri.l.
'l'ris(2,-p-rridyl)phosphirtc rvrrs prcprrcd b¡ ¡rrotlilicrltion ofr lilcralurc
¡rroccdurc.:r ¡\ solut.ion of l-butyllithiurn irl ltcxa¡tc (39 nrL: I J4 !f)
in tJry riicthyl ctlÌcr (80 rtrL) was coolctl lu ca. -lC0 "C. Unticr rn
¡rtrìì(ìslì¡rrrc ,'l.iry N:, iicshll rlistillcrl :-lìr¡ìrrtrìpl-rirlin!' i5 J rnl-) in dry
rlictlrvl c¡lrer i5 tttl.) rv¡rs,rrllctl tltr'¡rrtisc willt I P.rl\l¡[lll svtitr¿c, ltttrl
ìlrcrcsttltrutlrl;uktcrl solltioltrv¡tsslit¡r'tl ;tl l(,0"('lìrrlll..'\s¡rlrltirlrt
ol l¡uslllv rlistillcrl l'C'l¡ (l 6O llt.) ir¡ 'licllrvl clllcr (s ììrl-) t*¡ts;trlrlctl
tltoprvisc (¡vcr r l)crio(¡ ¡rl l lt, rrlsr¡ rvitlt.r g:tstigltt s¡'rirrgc .\ltcr iìrrtllcr
stirring lor I lì xt -100'C. thc liglìt ixx susPunsion'.vrs rvrrnrcd slowly
ro roorìì tclrllcf;ìturc. Thc nrixIrttc rv:ts cxtr¡rcl,cd tllrcc Iinìcs rvith ] !l
I lrSO¡ ( i X i0 rì1,. 2 x l0 rì¡1,),:ttttl tirc :rt¡trctttls lr¡cr rv:ts ltcutr¡rlizcd
( i-i) ,\t'ri¡rsorr, l. t1.: Kcc¡rc. F R.: >-tcp¡rcnson. I' I ' unou'olishcrl work.
( lfi) W¡brul. I P : t.r Ílrstidc, G. l- C /l¿c/ Troa. ( hín¡. P¿r'¡'B¿s l9-ì-'Ì.
-r-.. l9l_J9s.
117) llcrnhrrtl. P: Sargcson.,\. !f -,f Cl¡e¿¡ 'Toc , Circn Contntun l9tl5,
i.(//t_i5tR
( I S) lÌcr¡rlr¡rrl. l) , ¡rcrsorrrl corn¡rrr¡r¡icr¡tion t¡r lr l{ Ñ.
fl!) Crntr.,\,.t: \1inchir, N J...lrrr J ('h¿'u. l9lì6. -rt. lr)61-10(,9
il()) Osrrch C; t-cvinc. lì, -/ .ln¡ Che¡¡ .ïrt 195ó. i.S. il:i-i?15
íll) Kurlcr ( : lìibol¡. D :.loncs. iì,\-:Coic-llrnriiton. D J : \\'ilkrnson.
Ç. J t-fun. Soc.. Daiton l¡¿r.r. l93ll. ;J-5,3
x - ol l. íioll, N, P, P--o
have drawn artent¡on [o thc lxct tlìat suclì Iiglnds stabilizc thc
Co(I) (d8) state, in the same nranncr as 2,2'-bipyridine and its
congeners where such stiÌbiliz.aLion has generally bccn ntlrilrutcdl2
to tlìc rr-iìcccptor prolrcrtics of tlrc bidcntttc liuirntis. Tlrc syrrt¡ìclic
vcrsat¡lity of thc lripo<lal Iigandsrr conìmcnds lhcir usc in thc stucl¡,
of x numbcr of rspccts rclxLing to bonding in complexcs oI po-
lypyridvl ligands, inclucling thc strr¡cturxl lcnturcs and thc physic:rl
propcrtics o[ such contplc.,tcs.
r\s part ol our continuing intcrcst in tltc cornplcxcs oI tripo<Jul
7r-acceptor ligands with transition metals of groups 6-l l, rve havc
underlaken studies of the synthesis. structure. and physical
propertics oi thc ruthcnium(ll) cornplcxcs of thcsc iignnds, Wc
havc prcviously rcportcdr{ invcstigrtions involving thc t¡is(l-
pyridyl)mcthanol ligand-rvc now rcporL a ncw gcncrrl svnt'hctic
mcthod for this gcnrc ol Rul-¡l+ co¡nplcxcs xnd thc structurirl
derails of thc bis(ligend)rutlìcnium(ll) complcxcs ol tris(2-
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lìigrrrc t. orrrLìpr dr¡rving ol'[ìul(2-py),Cllìr']r* (t']*) slrorritt¡l lltc
irtorr-l:rbclrrrg sclrcIrc uscd, Nolc tllrt lllc liu ¡ttoilr is rittt¡ltcd o¡l r
cr¡'stirllogrrphic 2-lold rxis 
^tonìs 
not olllcrwisc ir)dìcrlc(! rru crtrbolts,
and hvrJrogcrr rtonls lritvc I¡ccr orrittcti lor clrrit¡
rrnrl rrcljrrstctl lo pì I l0-l I [r¡,rrsir¡ ¡r .ì0'li N:rOI I solttlio¡t (rritlr e,rrrlirr¡:)
'l lrc prccipitatcr.l tris(ì-pyritJyl)olrospltittc wrs collcctctl, rraslrcd *'illl
u,atcr (5C mL) and pelroleurn ethe¡ (4 x 5 mL), ci¡ied in vrcuo, and
store/ undcr N¡; yicld 3 3 g.66%:mp I ll-ll3 "C (litr:rr nrn ll5 oC)
Thc product wns rccr¡'stallizcd in (r0'I yicld lronr dcacrdtcd rcctonc/
pctrolcunl cthcr
Ilis{rris(2-pvrirlrl)rrnrirrclnrtlcrrirrnr(tl)losylllc,lllul(2-¡t¡'),r*l¡l(tos)7.
llì.rr(l)l\{1,),,1(tor). (0 I g) rr'¡rs ¡rrlrlcrl lort tlc¡rrssctl (Ar) sol¡¡lrorì ol l¡rc
ligand (0.0s g,) in dr¡'proparr-l-ol (ó0 rrlL). J hc solution rvrs rclluxcd
ovcrnight, during u,hich timc it chtngcci from a light orangc color to an
intensc ycllo*.orangc Thc solvent u'¡s ¡cmoved under rcduced pressurc.
and thc residue s'rs rccrvstallizcci from cthanol/ether Yicld: 0.09 g,
8170 An¡l Culcd for f Ru(C'aÌ-l¡¡N¡)¡l(C7H1SO¡)1: C,56 2t H.4 08:
N, Il 9, FoLrnd: C. 56 l: I l, .¡ 2l: N. I I t{ Tlrc losvlirlc sirll wirs
convcrtccl (¡(X)i;) to tlrc l)liô forrìì bl irrJtJirrg solicl Nll.l'fr,, tÒ irrr Ètlì-
anolic solution; thc rcsult:rni crvstrls wcrc rvashccj with cold ctlrrtnol and
dricd in vacuo. Orangc-yellorv cr¡'stals of thc dithionrtc salt wcrc grorvn
for X-rlv struclurll stutlics br hycring irtt ctll:rnolic solution oI l.i,S¡Ou
abovc rn rqucous solution of ll{ul(2-py)¡Nl.l(PIì):
Itis[rris(2-p¡'rid¡'l)nrcthanclruthcniunr(ll) tosylatc hydrrtc. lIìul(2'
p)').CHllì(tos):.1{,O. was prcplrcd in a nrunncr si¡nilar to thrt rrscd l'or
tltc ¡uri¡tc rn;rlrt¡Ìttc A[lcr cr';tlrrtr¡tliott ol lltc ¡lro¡rrtl'l-tll sttlrc¡ll. lltc
rcsiduc w¡Ls clttorttittogrr¡rltctl .rtr Sc¡lltrLlcx Ll l-2() (lttctltarrol solvcttl)
grv¡nB two inconrplctcl¡'scprratcd spccics Thc lcading cdgc ol llrc cluted
brnrj (ycllou') u'as collcc¡cd, thc sr¡lvcn( rcnrovcd undcr rcduccci prcssurc,
¡rnrl lhc rcsiriuc rccrystrllizctj front nrctltitnol/dictIyl cthcr I'icld: {J7,.
Ânrl Crlcd for [lrr(C,,,1 IrrNr)rl(C?llrSO¡):'ll:O: C,5? 7; ll.'i 43:
N. lr t( lir¡nri: C. 57 5: ll. 4 .ì7: N, tì (ì Ortrrgc cr¡'strtls rtl llrc losJ'lirlc
s;rl( [r¡; X.t¡r'l rltr¡clr¡,iri slilrlic:i wurc ¡¡rrrrvtt lll lit¡'ctirt¡1 cllrcr {,1! l(tlì ('f
u r)ìc(lìunolic solutioil rrf tlrc corììl)lc\.
Thc tail ol'Lhc band fronr thc cirromatograph¡'(orangc) wns trcrtcd
in thc srnlc nranncr. giving u slightl¡ lcsscr rtmount o[ iln ortngc sol¡C.
TIrc nrturc oT tlr¡s nì¡rlcri¡rl rvill bc ¡ttltlrcssc<l itl it sutrsct¡ttcttt cottlttltt-
nicrrion lr
Bis[rris(2-p¡'ridyl)phosphinc]ruthcnium(ll) tosylatc cthanohlc, lRu'
l(1-pl)rPi:ì(tos):'C:Il(OIl, was prcprrcd in ¡ nranner similar to thâ( uscd
for lhc rnrinc rn:ìloguc, in 6?9i, yiclC ,4,nll Crlcd lor Ilìrr-
(Cr.ll¡:N\l')rl((l'll,SOì)'.C'll.Oll; (ì.54.1;ll. {.1.s: N,li 2 lrotttrrl:
C, -51 (,: l l, .i..lti: N, li ? Or:trt¡lc'tctl crlct¡rl. ol llrc tosvl¡¡lc s¡rlt lrrr tltc
X-ril\,strucluilrl.ìttdicri \vcrc gtourt [r¡,lrrycrirt¡t ctlrcr orì lol) (ll :Ill clll-
¡r¡lolic solutiot: rtf lhc crtttr¡tlcx
( r¡llcclirn r¡¡C llcrluclir¡¡ ¡lf \'r¡rt l)¡¡ll. ltttcttsìt¡'tl:rlrr u'ctc ttlc¡rs¡¡tctl
rl r(tr)rì) tcilrl)cr¡rturc.2(/-5 (l) L. q'itlr lltc usc ttl Mrt K,r 1¡rrr¡rltitc
rìr(¡loc¡rr()rìÌ:rtor) r¡rrli¡tlirt¡t (À = t),?107 Ä¡ tttl lttt l'lltr¡tl-Notl¡rtr ( /rl)'ll
riilfr¡rctornclcr cnr¡tlrt¡in¡ lltc d-]// scitn lccltttit¡ttc, ( tlrlcclirl¡tr rvctc
routincll uppìicd for Lorcntz ¡iltd PolJriT-Jtion effcc(s ilnd fo¡ absorption
u'ith en ;rnal¡'ticaì proccdurc.2a Thc nct intcnsit¡ r':tluc.s oi thrcc
strndrrd ¡cÍicctiorrs (ntonitorci rflcr cvcrr' 3(r00 s ol X'rlr csnosurc
ri:lc) clccrcascci to tl07 ol" tircir origina) valucs fo¡ l, and hcncc lltr'drllrl
s'crc crrrrcclcd Ior this vrrirtion: no sttch ticcotnpositiotr u¡rr dctcclcd
clrrrin¿ lhc drt¡r collccliÒn for ? or i ,Aìl rclc\':rnt drtrr collcclirrt: pl-
rrnìctcrs l¡lC crvstll drtr art Ii\lc(l i¡ Tlrblc I
f)ctcrnrination and Rcfincn¡cnt of Structures, Thc structurcs ol I and
2 werc solvcd írom thc intcrprctrtion ol^ thc Pallcrson in botlr cttscs; lor
(11) lrlann F G.: \À'atson. J. .l Ors Ci¡cn¡ l9.lfi, /-?. 501-:,ì i
(13) Iioggcss. R. K.; Zrtko. D. /t. J. C'oor¡i. Chcnt.1975.1.21i-?21.
(2¿) Shcidrick. G. M.'SllELX?ó, Pro¡rant for Crystrl Slrucru¡c
Dcterminrtion"; Univcrsitl' 1rf C:tntbridgc, hnglattc!, 197('
Iiißurc 2 oRrEptr drarving of IRul(2-:ry).Plr]:* (?r*) shou.ing thc atom-
lrrltcìirt¡t sclrcrilc usctl Atorìs n()L otlìcr\\isç irì(licirtc(i urc clrrbunr. rnd
In,rlrtrgcrr ¡rLonls lrirvc i¡ccn onliltctl lor clarlr
Iiigrrrc 3. orrrür'ri drruir:g of" llìul(2-p¡,).Ni:lt- (3r*) sìrorving tlrc
¡ìtôrn.lirbcling schcmc uscd. Notc tll¡t thc Ru alom is situatcC on ¿
crlritnllogrnphic ccnrer of invcrsion. Atoms not othcrwisc indicatcd :rrc
c:rrb(ìDs, ilnd lrvclrogcn rto¡rrs lrlvc l¡ccn onrittcd foi clarit¡
3 tlrc Ru ¡(onì \\as at l site ol'svmmctr), I âi (0, 0. 0). Thc strucLures
r(crc crrch rciincd b¡" a full-nlatrix lcrst-sqrrarcs proccdurc in rvhich tÌrc
Irrrrtliorr )lrllr u¡rr r¡rir¡irrizc¡i, rvlrcrc r u'rrs llrc s'ci¡:ìrt tr¡rplic<l lr: crtclt
lcllccilr¡|. rIt] À = li/'"1 - Il "li 
lt 'l lrc crLi,rn iil t is situarcd ubout a
cr¡,sLrllogrephic 2-fold axis as is r u'rtcr rnoiccuìc ol cr¡'s'.allization.
.Anisotropic tlrcnn:rì Drr¡rnìclcrs u'crc inlroducccj for rll non-hydrog.cn
rtonrs in I lrnri 3 llorvcvcr, drrc to tlrc Iinritctl rlrtr scL obrrincd for 2,
rlrrlr Ilr¡. N. C). l'. nnd S irtttrrs rvcrc,clinc(i iltìiNr)tropic:rlll Ilvdrogcn
irlo¡r\ \rcrc i¡rclrrtlcd in c¡rclr ¡ur¡dcl rt tlìcir cirlcuì¡rtcrl posìlirtrrs A
rvui¡llrtirrg rclrc¡¡rc r¡l tl¡c lon¡r rr'- À/l,r/(/ ) t ¡/":l srs irtroduec(l irì
tlrc crlculrtions, and thc rcfincrncDts wcrc conlir)ucti until convcrgcncc,
Tlrc chtricc ol Alc as tlrc spacc group for l, us opposcd to Cc, was
vintJìcrtcd b¡ thc snroolh anci rcirdy convcrgcncc ol thc rcfincmcnt as rvcll
¡rs llrt: rlislribrrtion oI tlrc /j st¡rtistics.2¡ llcfincrncn( rlclrils irrc ¡Ìivcrt in
'l ¡rblc I
Fractionaì atonìic coordinrtcs arc givcn in Trblcs II-lV, selectcd bond
<jist:rnccs rnci anglcs for t)rc compounds arc listcd i¡: Tablcs V-VIl, lnd
tlrc nunrbcrirrg sclrcrncs cnt¡rlovcd rrc shos'n irr Figurcs ì-3 (drrrvn u'ith
r¡rur,t,il1r:rt l5'li proLr:rbililyclli¡rsoitls).'ì'lrcscrttcringl"rctorsfo¡C, ll,
N. (), l', ¡rnrl S u,crc llrosc irrcor¡ro¡¡¡¡ç¡¡ ir tl¡c s¡l:l x ¡lrogrrnt)'lrttl [or
ecnt¡rri l(r¡ wcru tlrrrsc (corrcclctl Io¡ l' nC.[") lronl re l" 2ó
lìt.¡¡rlÍ¡ ¡¡¡¡t! liiscussit¡¡¡
Sr¡rllresis. 'l'ltcrc ¡tlc ¡r nrulbci oi svrìllìctic rottlcs f'trl ¡rolr'-
¡r1'rirlt'l corrr¡tlcxcs ()[ n¡llìcrìir¡nl( I l¡.:r nt rvllich tlrc nìosL Bcncr¡llly
u.sctl is thc rcirctior) ol' llìuC)1(Oll¡)Jl' (or silllìllr clrioro-
ruthenc',c(lll) specìes) rviLh cxccss liglnd cithc; in a reducing
solvcnt (c.g. nìctiìanol) or in aqucous soiution in thc presence oi
a roducing llgent (c.g. sociiurx phosphinitc, :.\all¡PO.). Although
tllc iìi nrcr mcthoi ryrs uscd s:ltislactorilv in thc prcparation ol
thc bisIrris(2-pvridyi)nrcthanol]ruthcnir:nr(II) spccics,r¡ thcsc
nlctlrods gcncrâllv wcrc not satjsfâctor) l'or thc s¡-nthcsis of tho
(25) Johnso¡r. C K 'OlìTEPII'; RcporL ORNL-3?91: Oair Ricigc National
l-rborator¡: Ouk I{ìdgc. T\, l9tl
(2ó,ì llrnìilror.. \\j C: lbc¡s. J A Intcrnolionol Tobles o,(À'-Rov Cr¡sral-
logruphr. Kynoch: Eirnringham. Englund. ! 9?4; \jol I\'. pn 99 I 49
(1,-) Scdclon. [: Â:Sccicion, K R ll¡c Chr¡¡tistr.t o.f llutìttniun:,Elscvicr:
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Table i. Crystal Data ior 1-3


















no, ol datâ collcd
rto. ol' rrnit¡trc rlrlr
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Table II. F¡actional .{tomic Coorciinatcs lor




rç givc /¡,,,0.n, rtrc orrrcr ru,",rr,'i.,,r'i*ì,uiï'"rrì,iii.i,i" ãtìàcr¡u"r,ì'ìr¡ rtic 'uci¡¡ht, rv. is l¡tlictt rs ['r(/,,)l 
),
ol [Ru(py)u]:-2E in our lacoratorics :il ::e
synthesìi óf ttr [L = :¡is(]-pvricl"ir-
mcthanoll,r" met he iange oi:ripoi lig:;cs
;t r'cill(:r rrl sYlllllì(:lIv.
I or tllr: llrrru e¡¡tiritts ol l, l,;r¡rrl .l' lltc 'rvt'l'tu''r'' lir¡ \ lr''rli
iiist:¡ttecs (sc¡: l'ltblcs V-V l l ) :trc l ()61{ t l)' l 07l {l)' it¡ltl l'i;r'o
(2) Å. rcspcctivcl)-: ilìc carbon- itnd pltosoirorus-bi'idgcd donùrs
icvcal si gn ilican tiy greatcr'/ariations thùn t hc ni trogcn-'orii-lsc
donor in this distance' Thc uveragc Ru-N(bpyl bond ic;r-l:i
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.l I ,r7 (l)
-1¡rlû (.1)































{ 1S) f'ctìrìlc(on, .1. L-. J. .'lt¡t Ch¿tt '\,'c l9:'¡. jf)/' j')r)6-'¡9l;'
|.:,li .t srurr,lrrtl ¡rr)ccdürc ior 'rbtrining vciriltcd rrvcr:rS':i xrs r¡scc
)_.(,,/",j)
,rr1 1; - ¡-1ì ,2,r.:1
litlc conrpountls, rcsultitìg in citlrcr vcrv low yicltls or grcctt
prodr¡cls r)l' urìccrtilitl corlìl)ositiotl. Sillrilrrrly, tltc iigirrttl stlb'
stitution of f lìr¡(l-l) (Ol I :)?(Cl I rO I I ) ( l)l)hr):i t] lì¡ in ¡lcth:rrrol
solution, :r !ìrctlìod dcvclo¡;crI L:y Tcrrr¡rlctorl ibr tltc prcprrr:ttiort
l-(l/,")
(10) llillcrrt:r, l) l':.J()n('s,O.J,: Lcvv. Ii \.J l-ic¡r '5rr¡ 'Lr'¡"r :'¿r-
rrrr¿ I')?(). ,1Jr'/-i{5 I
Ruthenium(II) Compiexes ol C3, Ligancis
Tablc IIL Fractionaì Atomic CoorciinaLcs for
ilìul(:-nl,)rPi:l(tos):.C:ll.OH (2i (xl0J for Ru: )1lO' fo:
Remaining Atoms)
a tom
Ìnorganic Chentisrr¡', l/o! 27, No 12, 1988 2043
Tablc f\'. Fractionaì Atomic Coo¡dinares fo¡
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(,(, ¡r' ( I'l )
54{r2 (l(,)
Ì.5e5 ( t¡ )
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34(,1ì ( I ¡,)
1S(ìt; ( I S)
I [r (l i )
/- lr¡) (s)
(,101 ( lni
i203 ( r 5)
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ì.t r5 ( l.t)
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i I l_s (3)
4680 (6)
trôti (.\ )
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lììci;ri-liË:rn(i lrrtiltì iI lltc lilìc cottt¡rrttttttis l)roYi(icr sr¡lrlc ctiticllt'c
lrtt lltc ¡rtcscltt'c,rÍ ¡-ir;tL;i.-i'orttlirr¡Ì. ilr ctttttJt;ttit,tt' ritl'llìrr-
(¡r¡'),,1I u'ircrc llrr: lit: -\ Ìr,rlrrÌ lc¡ltllt is Lll Â rx
-l-lrr :rvcnrrÌc trriti¡clrc:rr! ( )i l-(l(|:') lrrrrrtl tlist:tlrcer ;rlc L5 I ¡i
(3) À lì)r X = Cl I, l.¡il.r (¡ìl ,À fìrr X = I', ¡utrl l..Jl0 (.ìl .\ I,)f
X = N: tlrc lrvcrrûc b(ìtìd ilrì8lcs ab()[tl tìrc bridgcllclrtl :llol)ìs fìì¡
C(n¡')-X-C'1¡rr"ì iìri I ll Ì (ll' forX = C. l0() I (l)' for X =
l). llnri I ì1.1 (l)" io; X = \ z\g.lin lhcsc tiittlt rclcltl ilt::c;rsin::
r,:rri;rlitrn u'ititir lllc li¡';rtttl rtr' lirc lrritìllcìrcrrrl-C1¡rr') ìrrrxl rli¡lrtrlr'c
'lublc V. SclccLcd Bond l)istanccs (Å) and Anglcs (ricg) for I
l{u-N(l) 1.0.s-5 (1) N(-l)-C(ll) ll{l (5)
l{t¡-N(l) 2 0ó9 (l) C( I )-.C( 16) I 505 (6)
Iìu-N(3) I075 (3) C(6)-C(16) i 5?,1 (-()
N(1)-C(r) l.i4e (5) C(li)-C( r6) ì .s2¡ (-s)
N(r)-c(ó) r.341 (s)
N(l)-'llrt'N(?) l{?.5 (l) N(l)-lìr-N(]) liî I (!)
N(l) l(il N(.ì) ti?..\ (l) N(l)-llr¡-N(l')" l?9.? (l)
N(l)-llu-N(l') 91,0 (l) N(l)-l{u-N(l') I7lj,1 (l)
N(.ì)-llu-N(.1') 94.1(l)
liu N{l) ( (l) lll.: r' (l) lirr N(l) ('(5) ll:l e (.1)
l(r¡..N(l)-C((r) lltl.!) (l) Ru-N(2)-C(l()) 123 I (3)
lìr N(-1) ('(ll) ll?.(' (.1) lìu N(l)-C(15) 12.¡,0 (i)
N(r)-c(l)-c(r6) ilô.-1 (¡) N(2)-C(6)-C()6) u5.8 (3)
N(3)-C(r))-C(16) il?.2 (3) C(!)-C(r6)-C(6) ln 4 (3)
C(l)-C(16)-C(ll) ll3? (3) C(6)-C(l(,)-C(ll) 109? (3)
"\\rlrcrc tlrc ¡rrinrcd llour is rclirtcrl [r¡':r 2'folti rrris
incrcascs. Associatcd rvith thc changc in bond distancqs and angles
:rt thc [rridgcirc¡rd (X) is ¿r contr:rction of tlìc bitc:ìnplc N-
(Pv) lir N'(¡r1") rrs tlrc À- ('(ttr') tlist¡r¡tr'c rlcçrc¡tst's, viz, {)0.(¡
(l)" lor X = l', S7.j7 ((r)o fìrr X = ('ll, ¡rrì(l Só.()() (6)o for X
- t\.
Thcrc arc, as may bc cxpcctcd, substùntial intcrionic intcractions
in rhc cr¡,stul ìatticcs of I anci 2. Thcsc intcractions occu¡ bcrwcsn
tlrc clcctron-rici) sulfoDiltc nloictìcs ol^ tlìc losyli.rtc anions and thc
Irvr¡,',,*"" rt(ìrìrs of tlrc Irvritl),1 lir¡¡s. I ttr l, llrc cl(ìscsl cor)l¡tct
occurs bcl\\'ccD II(3) urrd O(l),3.29 Å, arrd for 2 a contact of
2.2-5 Å occrrrs bctrvccn l-l(i5) and O(6') (rvhcrc O(6') is rclatcd
b¡, tlrc syrirnrctry opcrutron x, t l; - )', tlz + :). Thc closcsl
irrtcrionic contact in 3 occurs bct\À'ccn O(l ) ¿nci lì(3') ol'2.30 À
lu,hcrc I-l(3') is rclatcd bv thc svmnlctr)'opc:'aiion ì - x, I -.¡,.
Conrparisons ui(h Othcr Structurcs. Thcre arc vcr)' linritcci dtta
on strrrctur¡rl ¡rspccts ol co¡nplcxcs contitinint thc tris(2-
p-\'ri(l\'¡ )nrclh:ì nc I iAir n(1. I n I hc spccics I 
^u 
M c:l( 2-pl').Cl I l]-
N( ),.rr lhc li¡Ì:lrrl ctxtltlirt;rlcs in l [riticnt;ric rrì(xlc \rìllì l]rc Ar¡(lll)
ccil tcr Ir:rviD[1 s(luirr c-pl:llì:ri gc()ilìcl : -\, l rr lrtid it irlrl, lr ll lrtlttgh Ito
stnrclurc: s'crc fcl)orlc(!, tltc lig:urrl crlrihits iri¡rtrtltrl crxìr(1irì:rri()rl,
¡r¡ cl:riructl ir¡ tlrc clcctrrrcllcrììiciri slu(lics uÍ |l;ci(2-rrv)¡ClIj1]"'
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(i ì ) Crrntr. y'. .l r lrliil¡lrir,. \, .i,: )lcrl\. I) C : u'iìirc. \ IL/ Crcrr 5¿x .
I)ttltt)t:'l tilt)\ l9S:, /7rrf- lSl)l
Ru-N( I )
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N( I )-Ru-N (l)
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T¡ble VI. Sclected Sond Distrnccs (r\) and r\ngles (dcg) ior I
Kccnc ot ui.
i)))-.Í'l:l) in rnich¡ll rrnd rrP N!f R stt¡tiics intiicrrtcd tris(2-
p)'radyt)plìosphinc to bc coordinlrtcd ooth iìs a nlonodcntrtc lig:lnLl
iíi" Þ¡ uI. irs iÌ'Þidcntatc liganci (via P:rntl onc Py N)'rl
Â ¡lunri¡cr oi strtlctu rcs involvin,q lhc l i glrrld tris( 2-ovridl ì )lrtrinc
Iulvc bccn tlctcrntincrl. Kucilitrski ct al rcportcd ths sLi'ucturcs
ot' l ljcl( 2-ny)r N l.l 
:+ r5 :rrrri ICol(:-py) r N l:i 
ì+.ìú rt rttl in bol h c;rscs
rlrc li¡1;ttrtl rrtlrr¡rtcll:r tripotiltl ctxrrriin:tlitlll rtlrrtlc rvitlt lllc liìrcc
l)v i\i î(orììs liglting. lbcrs itntl co-.vorkcrsr? htt'.'c ltlst'l rcporLctJ
ilrc str,rctrrrc ol' l cublnc-likc clustcr ICrra(Ol l)¡(SO,Cl:]):l(2-
l>y)rN ll (SOrCF.j):.Crl'lóO, in rvlrich'rhc tris(2-oyriclyl)rrrninc
bch;rvcs in a bicicntatc rathcr thxn ¡ tridclltal'e mdnncí.
ln ihc onl,v such conparison llìat may bc mrcic ior any olthc
Lhrcc tillc liganrjs, lor thc srtrnc coordin¿tlion modc ol the liglnci
on dil"lercnt mctal centcrs thc intraligand bitc anglc obscrv':d lor
Lris(2-pyridyl)amine seems relarcd to the metal-N(py) bond
lcngth: vi2.85.6 (5)" ior N-Co-N. whcrc the Co-N bond lcnglh
is:". lZ (:) Å.16 is.t (l)" f¡r N-fìc-N lFc-N rs i.c¡3 (i) ¡\)'rs
ru¡rrl S(r.(r{) (tr)' lbr N-ltu-N (l(tr-N is l0(16 (2) Å) irt tlrc ¡rlc:;cttl
case.
By comparison ol intratigend bond lengths in thc [Co(bpy),]r*
rncj [Co(bpy).]* cations, Sztld:r ct ai.r2 rvcrc eblc to idcntil¡r
clr;rr¡,.cs llurt wcrc (ortsislctll lvillt r lrrlt'k-llolrrlitr¡i frlrlr ilrc ('rrl l)
1rl¡) rIcl:tl uctltcr lo llrc b¡ry liSrrrltl. ltt lltt: ¡rtcscttt slrlleltrrcr
involvirrg conìploxcs ol thc tripodrrl ligrrrrds rvith Llrc i{u(ll) (dô)
ccrìtcr. lhc bonci ciistanccs betwccn thc rcspcctivc bridgehea<l atom
(X) :r¡rri tltc l-c:trbolt :ttr)tn ()f tllc pyritlinc rittgs ;trc vcry sirnilltr
[o thosc dctcrn]incd witlì othcr nìcl:ìl ccntcrs. 1'hc bond distlncc
bctwecn the bridgchca<i atom P and the C(py) etoms in 2 averoges
1.323 (S) Ål an X-ray structurrl dctcrmination rcvctls [h¿rt this
bond distancc is csscntially idcntical with that in thc frcc lignnr.l
rris(2-pyritlyl)phosplrinc (1.S2? (l) Å).rt lrr I sintil:tr rnírnrìcr,




ol Lhc srrìrs i y),Nì
Iry)¡Nl:l:*.'6 h in I
Irlso thc s:uttc tlYl)rn
trl i\r( I I l),rl rvhcrc tlrc li¡tlrrrrl is bitlctll;ltc :lntl tllc l¡rtllrl tlisl:tllccs
ruc itlct¡tiu:rl lìrr botlr tltc itLtlrcltcd lt¡rtl licc ¡r¡'rirlirrc rilrgs (1 52
(2) Å). 'I'hc consLirncv ol thc britlg,r:ircrrtl (X)-C(¡ry) bontl tli:r-
i,'rrccs ilr;rll ihc titlc ligartds rcglrrdlcss ul'thc trrctltl ¡.trttl ihc
invariancc ol Lhe bond lcngths and tnglcs in thc l)-C-N grouPings
in coordinatcd and uncoordinatcd tris(2-pyridyl)phosphine do not
rcvcal any structural cvidencc oi ring-to-ring dclocalization through
the r-syitcrn or lhrough <j--p" bonrjing bctrvccn thc britlgchc:rd
lut.rnl ¡in.l rhc l-carbon iìtont ol'thc ¡rvridyl ring.rs cl:rinrcd by
Iìo¡¡gcss rrnd Z:ttk<¡:ttr ¡ in I ltc st:r bilir:r t iorl oi Co( l) by (2'Pv ) 
' 
l'
rrr.iits ,r,sitt,.t íttt:titt¡¡ttc. Wc:tlc cttrlcltlly ttrttlcrl:rkirtg t:ttllcrtli:tr
nìcciriìrìics ilr¡d !l() cllculdtiolls to rlttioll:tlizc thc nltturc ol thc
r-buck-lron<Jing in tltc rulltcltitllll( I I ) ¡rll<l coblllt( l) spccics ol'Lltcsc
Ii¿:rrrrls; tlrr:sc ris,rlts *'ill irc ¡rrrlrlisllcrl rillrrrllv, l.P.(:lllcl'rvilh rlct¡rils
oi tltc .¡rcct'ltl (clccLrr.rttic, N Ñl ll. villr:rti,ltltl) :rtttl ¡lltott'ellcrrricltl
pr,rp"rfi"s r;l'rhc titlc complcxcs irncl Lhcir clcctrocilcrnicll bc-
h:rvit¡r.ls
c distortion ol' thc titlc nl¡¡lcculcs front idcal D-,,¡
ìctrv irs tlrc i:ritlgcltc;rrJ (X)-C(pi') l¡rntl distancc
ot totll¡ly untlcrstootl. IlìLcrcstinBly, l"or thc lcltst
cse complcxeç, I Iìul ( ]-Pv)rPl'i :*, r.lre asymmctric
sccn in soltrtion in rll/rrC l,D ìl-\f R studics::l
(l.l) Kcc¡rr. l'l.(:S¡r,,w.M lt: lickrrrk, li l( Lfr'l¡r(rt\tilllt'Sr"';(t!
C'. I r','.tî..S1¡rcl. (i¡¿¡rl¡lt, in Prcss.
(li) iuchrrski, E. S.: McWhinnic, W. i{.: wlìitc. '\' ll ¡lr'rt i C!¡'n'
r978. i/.53--s6.
{36) Krrchrrsii. !. $.¡ lfcWhinnic. W R : wh¡tc. ;\. ll 'lrsr J Chent'
1979. i/. :6,17-2650
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and [Co{(2-py)]CH[]r* by Whitc and Faller.rl
Structural determinations have been madc lor ruthenium(ll)
compleKcs oi the relared C-bridgchead ligrnd, tris(2-Pyrid¡'l)-
nìetlìînol (X = COI'l).r{'lJ Trvo fortns of IRuL2]^+ wcrc idcn-
til-icrl:ra in L:oth thcrc is onc (2-py)lCOl t ligrncl cotrrtlittrttctl
through thc thrcc Pi/ N nlotns (N' N" N"), with thc ollìcr li8lrì(l
hrrvirrg:rn N,N'.O-coortlirt:ttiort rtltttlc, Lrrrt bcing cilltcr dc¡rtr>-
tonrtcd or nondcprotonltl.cd. Sincc thcrc is ct>rlsi<lcrablc distorlion
in thc (py)1COI l-N,,v',N" ligtnd in IRul(2-py)¡COl Il']:*. thc
cunr¡r:rrisort ol' (¡ty) r('()l l-N,,V',N" irr llltrl(2-¡ry)'('()l llll-
py)¡CO-ll' rvith (2-py)¡Cl I in thc prcscrrt instlncc scctììs rr'ìorc
appropri3tc. Thc structurel lcaturcs rtic vcry similar lor X = CII
rnd COII in thcse conrplcxcs: viz. thc lvcrrgc bricigchcnd
(X)-C(py) bond distrncc is l.5a (l) Å ior X = COH (ci. i.513
(3) Å l'or X = CH), thc C(py)-X-C'(py') bond lnglc is 109 'l
(3)" (ci. I I l.l (2)'). and thc intral¡gand bitc angle is 36.{o (ci
S7.37 i6)'). Thc (2-py)¡COH ligand in IRu(N H,)rl(2-
py)rCOI Il]l* cxhibiLs rn N.N',O-coor<lination modc.rr ln<.1 is rrot
rclcr':rnl. io tlìc prcsc;ìt tlisctlssion.
'lìr rl¡¡r kn0,.vlctlg,c, lltc l)rcsc¡rt slrr¡cllll:tl sltttly 'rl'llìtrl(J-
py)¡l'l¡j r' rcprcscn!s tlìc i irst suciì dùtcrnìinrtIion ol' r cotttplex
(32) Boggcss, R. K.: llughcs.J. w:Chcrv.C w.: Kcmpcr, J J.J. lnorg
Nuc!. Chcm.1981. JJ. 939-945.
(31) Nloritz. P. S: Di¡mantis.,'\. A: Kucnc, F R: Snow, M. R: Tickink.
È. R i. /l!Jf. J cl¡Prr'. ln Prcss.
Inorg Chent. 1988, 27, 2045-2049 2045
the N- and Clì-bridgcd complcxcs shou no such asynrnretr\ in
solution. This ma¡, rvcll bc a sreric et"fcct, and rhc nrolccuiar
mcchanics caiculations|3 uilì hopclull¡, provide inforn:r!Lion on
this unusuul obscrvution
Acktrorr'lcdglrrcllt. 'l ltc ¡rssisl:r¡rcc t¡l l)l l,¡rui llcr.lrlrirrrl (Ârrr_
rrirlilu¡ Nirriolr¡rÌ tjlrivcrsil_v) ir nr,rtidirrg tJctlrils of ì.vlthcric
procr:durcs lìrr tìrc prccursors uscc il¡ tìlis sturiv is ¡lr;rtcltrll.r,
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yields [Ru osPhine ligaad
produces several (unidenti6ed) spccies. The N- and CH-bridged ligands appear coordinated
in a tripodal Earuler through the th¡ee pyridine-nf atoms of thc ligand, whereas tri(2-pyridyl)'
methanol is coordinated |6xt N,N',O mode through two Pyridine-lv stoms aad the hydroxy
group of the bridge. The X-ray crystal structure of [Ru(NHi3Gy3COÐ] Bi2.H2O confi¡ms this
"."irom"otr 
the complex of formul¿ C¡5,H2aBr2N5,O2Ru is monoclinic, spacc gfoup P2¡l c,with
cell-dimensions ¿ 13.91ó(6), á 1O.3OO(2I, c iS.SIO(Z) Ä, P ttt.90(3)', atd Z 4. Full-matrix
least-squares ref¡eoent o¡2062 reflections with f > 2.5a(I) converged to 6nal .R 0'030 and
R,rO.O35. Thc coordinatcd OH group in the complcx has a pK" of 6.5(+0' 1) at 25'C (aqueous
0.1 mol dm-r KNO3).
Introduction
Recent work in our separate laboratories has investigated the synthetic,
electrochemical and acid-base behaviour of a series of complexes of the Ru(NHr),
moiety,l and the synthesis and properties of complexes of the transition elements of
Groups 8-10 with tripodal z-acceptor ligands.2{
As a complement to both studies, and to provide further information on aspects
of the electronic effects within complexes of tripodal ligands, we have undertaken the
f Dedicated to thc mcmory of Donald R. Strants, who died on 9 August 1986.
I Moritz, P. S., Ph.D. Disscrtation, University of Adclaide, 1987; Moritz, P. S., aad Diamaatis,
A. 4., unpublished dåts-
2 Szslda, D- J., and Keenc, F. R., Inorg. Chem., 1986,25,2795.
3 Keeo", F. R., Szsldå, D. J., and Wilson, T. A., Inorg. Chem., 1987, 26,2211.
4 Kecne, F. R., Snow, M. R., Sæphenson, P. J., and Tiekink, E. R. T., Inorg- Chem., in press'
5 H"f"li, T. .¿u, and Keeae, F. R., lusr. .1. Chem-, 198E, 41, 1379.
ó Arkinson, I. M., Hafeli, T. 4., Kecne, F. R., Stephenson, P. J., a¡d Wright, T. P., unpublished
d¿;ta-
0fi)4-9425 / 8E /09 I 353$03.00
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synthesis and characterization of the [Ru(NH3)3(PyrX)]2+ complexes (X : N, CH,




Electronic spectra were recorded on a Varian DMS100 u.v./visible spcctrophotometer.
Electrochemical measurements were obtained on a Bioanalytical Systems BASI0O elcctrochenical
analyser. A conventional single-compartment/threc.elcctrode cell was used for the
electrochemical experiments, with a glassy carbon working electrodc, and a saturatcd calomel
reference electrode. All potentials are given in volts u. the s.c.e. Cyclic voltamnetric and
differential pulse voltammetry (d.p.v.) measurements were obtained in aqueous solution by using
deionized watcr purified by a Millipore Milli-Q water puriôcation system: in acid solutions
the electrolyte was 0.l moldm-3 methanesulfonic acid, and at higher pH the solutions were
0.02 mol dm-3 in the appropriate bufer and 0.1 mol dm-3 in sodium methanesulfonate as the
supporting electrolyte.
The pK" measurements were made by using an automated titratio¡ systern, which has been
described previously.T The determinations were made at 25.0"C in aqueors 0.1moldm-3
KNO3 by titration with KOH.
Analyses were performcd by the Csnadi¿a Microanalytical Sen¡ice (New Westninster, B.C.).
Materiels
[Ru(NH3)3(OH2)3](CF3SO3)3,1 and the ligands tri(2-pyridyl)phosphine (Py3P),4 tri(2:
pyridyl)amine (Py¡N),E tri(2-pyridyl)methane (Py3Cþa aad tri(2-pyridyl)methanol (Py3COÐ2'e
were prepared as described elsewhere.
Syntheses
Triamminetris(pyridine)ru theníum(n) Diperchlorate, [Ru(Nft þ (pyþ] (CIO4\
[Ru(NH3)3(OH2)3] (CF3SO3)3 (O'159 g) was dissolved in I mol ¿m-3 pyridinc/pyridinium
bufrer' (10 cmr), and thc solutioo was dcaeratcd with argon. Amalgamated zi¡c was addcd, ancl
the rcaction mixture stirred u¡der argon for 6 . 5 h, at which time d.p.v. analysis (in 0. I mol dm - 3
McSO3H contai¡ing a 0.l0cm3 aliquot from thc reaction solutioa) showcd thc reactio¡ to
be complete. The gold-colourcd solution was fltercd by usiag ScNcnk techniqucs, and excess
NaCIOa added to the ûltrate. The mixture was cooled in an ice bath for I h, the product collected
by ñltration, and washcd with ice-cold NaClOa solution (2x5cm3), dicthyl cther (lx5cm3),
and ai¡-dricd. Thc crude product was rccrystallized froo hot mcthaûol as bright yellow czóes.
Yield 0.077 g,48% (Fowrd: C, 30.1; H,4.5; N, 14.5; C1, 12.3. C15H2aO2N6OsRu requirca
C,30.6; H,4.1; N, 14.3; q,L2-l7o\.
The corresponding bromidc salt, [Ru(NH3)sGy)¡] Brz, sss preps¡cd i\ 96% yicld by adding
excess tcrabutylammoaium bromidc to a butrn-2-onc solution of the pcrchloratc coEplex. Aflcr
cooling in ice, thc bromide salt was filtcrcd of and washed with but¿n-2-one and ethcr.
' Prepared from pyridine/methaacsulfonic acid in aqueorx solution.lo
7 Adao, K. R., Leong, A. J., Lindoy, L. F., Lip, H. C., Skelton, B. Sr., a¡d White, A. H., J. A¡n
Chem. Soc., 1983, f05, 4645.
8 Wibaut, J. P., and Bastidc, G. L. C., Ræl Trau. Chim Pays-Bas, 1933, 52,493.
9 Wibaut, J. P., de Jongc, A- P., van der Voort, H. G. P., and Otto, H. L-, Ræl Trat¡. Chint
Pays-Bas, 1951, 70, 1054.
l0 Ford, P. C., and Sutton, C., Inorg. Chem., 1969,8, 15,f4.
[Ru(NH3)3@y3Ð]2+ (Py : 2-Pyridyl; X: N, COH, CH, P)
Triammine f tri(2-pyridyt)methanol I ruthenium(tt) Dibromide Monohydrate
[Ru (NH3 þ Pn COH)] BA. Hz o
[Ru(NH3)3(oH2)3](cF3so ù3 @.1729, 0.2ó mmol) was dissolved iû wsrer (7 cm3), and
the solution was deaerated with argon. Hydrogen gas t\¡as bubbled into the solution through a
platinum black gauze for I . 5 h. Tri(2-pyridyl)methanol (0 ' 068 g, O'26 mmol) was added and the
ircatment with hydrogen continued for 45 min, and the mixture then stirred under argon until
d.p.v. analysis sUàwe¿ the reaction to be complete (3 h). The dark golden solution was filtered
bi r¡sing Slilent techniques, and excess NHaPF6 added to the ûltrate. The mixture was stirred
uod". 
"igoo 
for 15 min and stored at - 10"C for 2¿ h. The ye^llow solid was collected by fi'ltration
and washed with ice-cold ethanol (2 x 5 cm3), ether (l x 3 cm3¡, attd air-dried. The crude product
(0. loE g, 557o) was dissolved in butan-2-one (5 cm3), excess tetrsbutylammonium bromide added
with stiãng, aod the mixture then cooled to - l0o for 16 h. The pale yellow solid n'as collected
by ñltratioa and w¿shed with butan-2-one (2x3 cm3¡ and dry ether (lx5 cm3), and air-dried'
yield 0.06E g, 46%. The crude bromide salt was recrystallized from methanol/butan-2-one
(Found: C, li.6;H,3.7; N. 13'7. C15,H2aBr2N6O2Ru requires C,32'4; H,4'1; N, 14'27ù'
TriammineItri(2-pyridyl)amineJruthenium(rr) Diperchlorate, [Ru(NH3þFnN)](CIO+h
The PF5 - salt of the cation was prepared (60% yield\ in an analogous manner to that given for
the tri(2-piridyl)methanol species, but with a reaction time of 3'5 h. The crude PF5 - salt was
then co¡verted into the Clón - salt by precipitation with excess NaClO4 from a hot saturated
aqueous solutiou. fire resultant solid was ñltered oE washed with ice'cold water and ether, and
¡r-¿¡e¿ (Found: C, 30.5; H,3'6; Cl, 11'7; N, 16'0. C15H21Cl2N7OsRu requires C' 30'1; H'
3'5; Cl, ll.8; N, 16.47ò.
Diammineaqua{ti(2-pyridyt)methaneJntthenium(tr) Dibromide, [Ru(Nftþ(OHù(PÙCH)] Bn2
T1tß comples was prepared iÂ 33% yield in I similar manner to the triammineftri(2'
pyridyl)methanot] speciàs,-with a reaction iime of 2'5 h @ound: C,34'5;H,4'37; Br, 2E'0; N'
i1-0. Cl5nrtBr2N5ORu requires C, 34'3; H, 3'78; Br, 28'5; N, 12'57o)'
Crystellography
Collætion and Reduction of X-Ray Datafor [Ru(Nftþ(PYCOH)JBry'H2O
crystals of [Ru(NH3)3(Py¡COÐ] Br2.H2O were obtaincd as orange rectåogulsr blocks from
methanol solution ¡y uãpou¡ 
-difrrsiotr 
oi acetooe. InteDsity d¿ta for ¿ cVId 0 ' 13 by 0 ' 2E by
0.18 mm were measured at room tempcrature on an En¡af-Nonius CAD4'F diffractometer with
graphile-monoch¡omatized Mo Ka raáiation, tr O . 7lO7 Å. n e <,r : 20 technique was employed to
-"""*. the intensitics of 3532 reûectioos up to I maximum Bragg anglc of 22'5"' No signiûcant
decomposition of thc crystal occu¡¡ed during the data collection, and the datâ set was corrected
for I¡ie¡tz and polarization eficcts and forãbsoçtion;ll maximum and minimum transmission
factors wcre 0.6573 and 0. 3293. There wcre 2766 uoiquc rcûections, and of these 2062 satisfied




ô lo.300(2), c 15.910(7)
1168, ¡r(Mo Ka) 44.32 cm
593.3, monoclinic, space group P21 I c Q]r, No. 14), a 13'916(6),
Â, p irr.9o(3)', tl zLti.s i¡3, z 4, D;"1'E63 gcm-3, r(o0o)
-l
Solution of the Structure
The stnrcture was solved with the aid of the MITHRIL ptogram,l2 and refined by a full-matrix
lesst-squares procedure bascd on la s'ith the use of the sHELxT$ program. 
I I Anisotropic thermal
ll Sheldrick, G. M., sgEr-x76, 'Program for Crysal Struclu¡e Determination', University of
Cambridge, England, 1976.
12 Gilmore, C. 1., .f- AppL Crystallogr., 19E4, 17, 42-
1356
Table I
P. S. Morítz et aL
Fractional atomic coordinates for [Ru(NH¡)¡(Pv3COH)]Br2.H2O (xlOs for Ru;
x104 for remaining atoms)










































































































































































Fig. l. Molecular sm¡chue a¡d
n"mbcri¡g schcme r¡scd for
IRu(NH ¡)¡ (Py3 COÐ] Br2.H2 O
[ry3COH : ri(2-pyridyt)methanol].
Note that the atoEs ¡ot othervisc









[Ru(NH¡)¡(PysÐ]2+ (Py: 2-Pyridyl; X : N, COH, CH, P) 1357
parameteni were introduced for all non-hydrogen atoms, and hydrogen atoms l\rere included in
the model at thei¡ calculated positions. A weighting scheme of the form w: kllc'zlFl+ slFlz)
was introduced, and the re6nement continued until convergence; R 0.030, Ru 0.035 for k0-27
and g 0.003. The analysis of va¡iance showed no special features, indicating an appropriate
weighting scheme had been- used, and the maximum residual electron density peak in the final
difference Eap was 0.53 e Å-3. The scattering factors for ûeutral Ru (corrected lor f' arrd f")
were from ref. 13, and for the remaining atons were those incorporated in sner.x76.ll Fiaal
fractional atomic coordinates are listed in Table l, and the bond distances and angles are givên
i¡ Tables 2 and 3 respectively. The numberi¡g scheme employed is shown in Fig. I (drawn with
onrerrrla¡. Tables of theroal psrsmeters, hydrogen atom coordiûates and the structure factors
have been deposited; copies are available on application to the Australian Journal of Chemistry,
314 Albert Street, East Melbourne, Vic. 3002.














































































































In aqueous solution the tripodal ligands tri(2-pyridyl)amine and tri(2-
pyridyl)methanol reacted with [Ru(NH¡)¡(OHz)¡]2* to give bright yellow solutions
of [Ru(NH3)3(tripoÐ12+ species; under the same conditions, tri(2-pyridyl)methane
apparently prduced the related [Ru(NH3)2(OHr)(tripod)]2+ complex, and the ligand
tri(2-pyridyl)phosphine reacted to give a yellow solution, but electrochemical studies
l3'International Tablcs for X-Ray Crystallography' Vol. 4, pp. 5E, 99, L49 (Kynoch Press:
Birmingham 1974).
t4 Johnson, C. IC, onrrr, Report ORNL-3794, O^k Ridge Laboratory, Tennessce., U.S.A-' 1971.
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of the reaction mixture (and of a solid isolated as the PFu- salt) revealed a mixfure
of products. The precursor [Ru(NHr)¡(OHz)¡]2+ w¿rs generated, in situ by hydrogen
reduction of [Ru(NHr)s(OH):]3+ or, in the case of the tris(pyridine) complex, by
zinc amalgam reduction. The solutions \+,ere oxygen-sensitive, but once precipitated
(generally as the PF6- or ClOo- salts) the solid species were relatively air-stable.
In [Ru(NHr)¡(Py¡N)]2+ and [Ru(NH3)2(OH)(Py¡CH)]2+ the tripodal ligands
are believed to be coordinated through the three pyridyl nitrogen atoms in a facial
arrangement (N,N',N'). An X-ray structural determination (see below) revealed
that the ligand Py3COH is coordinated through two pyridyl nitrogen atoms and the
oxygen atom of the alcohol group (N,N',O). In the complex [Ru(Py3COH)2]2+,
both modes of coordination are observed.3
The reasons for the differences in the reactions of the precursor [Ru(NH3)s(OHz)¡]2+
with the ligands PyrX (X : N, CH, P) is unclear. Significantly, however,
structural and solution n.m.r. studies of the bis(ligand)ruthenium(tt) complexes of
these ligands reveal increasing distortion in the structures as the bridgehead (XlC
(Py) bond lengthens in the sequence N < CH ( P.4 In the present case, while the
[Ru(NH¡XPy¡N)]2+ forms readily under the conditions used, microanalysis results
indicate that one ammine ligand is replaced by an aqua ligand when X : CH. This
was further supported by the determination of a pK" value of 9.5(-r9.1), which is
consistent with the deprotonation of water ligated to RuII: for example, the pK" of
[Ru(NH3)3(phen)(OH2)]2+ (phen : l,lO-phenanthroline) is c. ll.4 at ionic strength
0. l,l and the pK" of the present complex would be expected to be lower because of
the additional z-acceptor properties associated with the extra pyridine ligand.
For X : P, there is no evidence during the re¿etion for formation of a substa¡rtial
amount of a species in which PyrP is coordinated as a tridentate through the three
pyridine-.ff atoms, although a number of products are observed from electrochemical
studies. In this case, either a number of deammination reactions may occur, in which
case the electrochemistry of the resultant mono-, di- and tri-aqua species would be
complicated, or else the tri(2-pyridyl)phosphine ligand may adopt one or more other
coordination modes besides that suggested above: in a previous report of ruthenium(u)
complexes containing this ligand, rüilkinson et ø1.t5 have claimed from n.m.r. studies
that the ligand is bidentate through one Py(M) and the bridgehead(P)l in the complex
[RuCl(Py3P)z], and both bidentate and monodentate [through the bridgehead(P)
atoml in the complex [RuHCl(PyrP)3]. The identification and characteriz¿tion of the
products formed on the reaction of [Ru(NHr)r(OHJs]2+ with PyrP was not followed
further in the present work.
Electronic Spectra
The u.v.,/visible spectra of the three complexes with tripodal ligands (X : N,
CH, COH) contained bands attributable to intraligand and to MLcr transitions. The
spectral features are listed in Table 4.
The spectra of [Ru(NH3)¡(Py¡Ð]2* and [Ru(NH¡)z(OHz)Gy¡CÐ]2* are similar:
MLcr bands are observed at À 367 and 414 nm, and at À 3ó9 and 415 nm, resp€ctively.
The intraligand bands are at À, 249 and 280 nm in both cases, although in the case
of the latter complex the lower-energy band is only evident as a shoulder. The
t5 Knrtct, K., Ribola, D., Joaes, R. 4., Cole-H¡nil¡s¡, D. J., and Silkins6¡, G., I Chen Soc,
Dalton Trans., 19t0, 55.
[RuCNH¡)¡(PysÐ]2+ (Py : 2-Pyridyl; X : N, COH, CH, P)



































































[Ru(Py¡ COIr)(Pys Co - )] +
(ref. 3)
A o.l mol dm-3 MesorH. B Tris/Mcso3H buficr; pH E. c o'05 mol dm-3
H2SOa. D Ertr r. -t.t.".". E Tris/HrSOo buffcr; PH 8.
comparison of these N- and CH-bridged ligand sp€cies is valid since the substitution
of an aqua for an ammine ligand is not expected to have a major influence on
the electronic spectra: for exanple, in the complexes [Ru(NH3)3(OH2)(acac)]+
and [Ru(Nfl3)n(acac)]+, the electronic spectra are very similar in both form and
À.", values.I6 The MLcr transitions in both the above tripodal ligand species are
,iñ1", in energy and intensity to those in the spectra of [Ru(NH¡)¡(py)s]2+ and the
respective [Ru(tripod)r]2+ complexes,6 although in the latter the molar absorptivities
are approximately twice as high, consistent with the Pr€sence of six pyridyl groups. A
tiganã-neta treatment of orbitá energies in fac-MX3Y, complexes of C ro symmetryl7
indicates that /¿c-[Ru(NH¡)¡(py)¡]2+ would be expected to show only one MLCT band
unless there were some distortion in the coordination sphere, where the degeneracy
of the t, orbitals would be lifted so that a second transition to the ligand ¡r' orbital
may become apparent. Whilst only one band is observed in [Ru(NH3)r(py)r]2+ the
presenc€ of two distinct MLcT p€aks in the complexes containing the tripodal ligands
.uggotr that there is some distortion in the latter: this may arise from the presence of
thããqua ligand in the complex containing Py3CH, and may arise from some distortion
of the chromophore in the complex containing Py3N because the three pyridyl rings
in the tripodal ligand are subject to rigidity constraints imposed by the bonds to the
bridgehead group.
16 Diam¡ntis, A .A-, Morit4 P. S., Snow, M. R, and Tieki¡k, E. R. T., Aust. J. Chem.,
19tt,41, 1251.
t7 Klishñrñurthyl, R, and Sch"-p, W. B., -¿ Che¡n- Educ-, L969, 46,799.
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The spectrum of [Ru(NH3)¡Gy¡COH)]2* was pH-dependent, due to the presence
of the weakly acidic coordinated OH group. In 0. I mol dm-3 MeSOTH the intraligand
bands were present at 260 and at 24O nm (shoulder), and at pH 8 the band at 24O nm
was resolved into a peak, and the lower-energy band was al 265 nm. The expected
MLcr bands were evident as weak shoulders at 350nm (e 15@mol-l dm3 cm-l)
and 415 nm (e 450 mol-l dm3 cm-l) in acid solution, and in base there was a
shoulder at 350 nm. The intraligand bands are comparable to those in the spectmm of
[Ru(Py3COH)2]2+, which has one peak at 246 nm when the coordinated OH group is
protonated; this shifts to 253 nm in the deprotonated case.3 For the MLcr absorptions,
the energy at which they occur in the bis(ligand) complex is comparable with the
energy of the rr,rrcr in [Ru(NH3)3(Py3COH)]2+ but their intensity is appreciably
lower for the mono(ligand) than for the bisQigand) complex.
Electrochemica I Studies
The cyclic voltammogram (c.v.) of [Ru(NHr)sþy)¡]2+ consisted of a single
quasi-reversible wave with Etn: a0.48 V. At a scan rate of 25 mV s-1, the peak
separation A.Ep : 72mY, while at 900 mV s-1, AZ'o : L26 mV. In 0.1 mol dm-3
MeSO3H solution, at a glassy ca¡bon working electrode, the th¡ee complexes with the
tripod ligands had reversible c.v. waves due to the RuII¡,/RuII couples. The c.v. of the
complex $,ith Py3COH is pH-dependent, because of the presence of the coordinated
OH group: the pK" value for dissociation of this proton in aqueous solution was
determined to be 6.5(+0.1) at 25.0'C (in 0.1moldm-3 KNO3). In acid solution,
where the complex form is [Ru(NH3)3@y3COH)]2+, E1¡2 is +0.07V. At pH 8,
where the complex exists as primarily as [Ru(NH3)¡(Py¡CO)]+, E1¡2is -0.09 V. The
pK" of [Ru(Py3COH)z]2+ is 3.78 under the same conditions, compared with a value
of 7.2 for coordinated pyridine-2-methanol in [Ru@py)2GyCHzO)]2+.18 The higher
acidity of coordinated tri(2-pyridyl)methanol compared with pyridine-2-methanol was
attributed3 to steric strain within the tripod ligand: an intermediate value for the pK"
of the mono(tripod) species is consistent with that proposal, given that there is less
z¡-backdonation of electron density than in the bis(tripod) complex.
The redox potentials for the [Ru(NH3,zOHt3(tripod))3+t2+ couples are all less
positive than those for the corresponding bis(tripod) complexes.6 This reflects tle
difference between the z-acceptor properties of the three extra pyridyl rings in
the bis(tripod) complexes and the c-donor properties of the ammine ligands in
the triammine complexes. The Er¡, potentials for complexes involving Py3COH
as a ligand are less positive than those for [Ru(NH3)2(OH)(Py3Cþ]2+ and
[Ru(NHr)r(Py¡Ð]2*, because of the ø-donor ability of the OH group and the
presence of only t\yo tt-accepting pyridyl gtoups in the coordination sphere when
the ligand is in the (N,N',O) coordination mode. For [Ru(NH3)2(OH2)(Py3Cþ]2+
and [Ru(NHs):(Py¡Ð]2*, the E1¡2 potentials are more positive than that of
[Ru(NHr)3(py)¡]2+, indicating that the rigid conñguration of three pyridine rings
leads to better ø'-acceptor ability than the non-bridged configuration of pyridine rings.
However, the reverse is true in the case of [Co(NH3)3@yrCOþ]2+ which has an
Er,, value less positive than that of cu-[Ru(NH¡)nþy)z]'* (0.26 Ð.re
It Ridd, M. J., Kccne, F. R., Sneddon, G. R., and Gakowski, D. J., unpublishcd d8t&
t9 Matsubara, T., a¡d Ford, P. C., Inorg. Chem, 1976, 15, 110?.
t
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As was the case for the electronic spectra, the substitution of an aqua for an
ammine ligand is not expected to have a major effect on the redox potential of the
¡olll¡qoli.ouple: for example, the Er¡2 values for [Ru(NHr)3(oH2)(acac)]2+/+ and
[Ru(NHr)o(a cac)f2+ 
t + are -0. 32 and -0. 38 respectively. 
ló
Descríption of the Crystal Stn¿cture of [Ru(N\\(hÀCOH)]Brr.H2O
The crystal structure of the complex containing tri(2-pyridyl)methanol is shown in
Fig. l, which also shows the atomic numbering scheme employed. The bond lengths
and angles are listed in Tables 2 and 3.
The structure comprises a distorted octahedron, with the ammine ligands arranged
facially, and the tripod ligand [coordinated in the (trf,i/',O) mode] also occupying
one face. The bond angles between Ru and the donor atoms of the tripod ligand are
all less than 9Oo, indicating a small ligand bite. As a consequence, the angles between
the atoms trans to each other are less than 180o, indicating that the steric constraints
of the tripod ligand prevent the donor atoms from occupying the apical positions of a
regular octahedron. The bond angles between Ru and the ammine N atoms are close
to 90', indicating that the facial arrangement of the ammines is neady regular.
The Ru-N bond lenghs for the ammine ligands are between 2.Da{Ð and
2.132(Ð Å. These bond lengths are comparable to those of the Ru-N bonds in
[nulfVnr¡.]I2, where the avãrage length is 2'14gÅ.to Th" pvridyl Ru-N bond
lengths are 2.065(5).and 2.053(4) Ã, which afe very close"to the average Ru-N bond
tengtn of 2.053(6) Å i" ¡n"py¡CoÐzl2*,3 and 2'056 Å in ¡Rulupv)rl2+,21 these
results indicating that the z-backbonding to the pyridyl rings of the tripod ligands is
similar to that of other polypyridyl ligands.
The Ru4 bond length in [Ru(NH3)3@v3Coþ]2+ is 1'963(3)4, which is
shorter than the 
"u"ogã 
Ru4 bond length in [Ru(HpO)a|2* lz'12(2) L]'zz ln
[Ru@y3COþr]2+, the Ru4 bond distance is 2'111(4) A.
Tbe distortion of the coordination sphere is a feature of the (ff, ¡f ', O) coordination
mode, and probably arises because in Py3COH the minimum d.istance between the
bridgehead carbon atom and the oxygen donor atom [l'439(6) A] is much less than
the distance between the bridgehead carbrn "to-T_-g 
,h:^pJ_ttgll nitrogen donor
atoms (2.382 and 2.388Å). tn the structure of [Co(Py3COÐz]3*,in the linkage
isomer where both ligands coordinate in the (¡f,¡f',Iy'") mode, the six nitrogen atoms
are arranged in almoit perfect octahedral geometry;2 in [Ru(PyrCÐr)'*, where only
the (¡f,ff',¡f') mode is ¡lossible, the bond angles and distances, while not as regular
as in the c¿se of the cobalt complex, are much closer to those of a regular oct¿hedron
than in the triþyridyl)methanol (N, N', O) complexes.3'a
Similar distortions about the (N,N',O) ligand are also apParent in the structure
of [Ru@y3COÐz]2*,3 but, in that case, the deviations from regular geometry ¿rre
greater, with the N-Ru-O angl€s being16-2 and77.2" compared with 79'6 and
79.X for the triammine complex. The bond angles between Ru and the donor atoms
of the (.ff,lf',.M") ligand are closer to 90" than those of the (ff,-ðf',O) ligand and are
almost comparable with the bond angles between Ru and the ammine ligands in the
triammine complex.
20 Stynes, H. C., and lbcrs, J. A., Inorg' Chen-, L971, 10,2304.
2l Ritlcoa, D. P., Jones, O. S., and ¡-¡'W, H. A., f. Chem- Soc., Chem- Commun-, 1979' E49'
22 Bcrnhar4 P., Burgi, H.-8., Hauscr, J., L€hmaû, H., and Ludi, 4., Inorg. Chem', L9E2' 21,3936'
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A notable difference between the structures of [Ru(NHr)r(PyrCOH)]2+ and
[Ru(Py3COHz)]2* is the Ru4 distance. In the triammine complex this bond is
shorter than the Ru-N bonds, and also shorter than the average bond length in
[Ru(HrO)5J2+.22 However, in the bis(tripod) complex, the Ru4 bond length is
greater than any of the Ru-N bond lengths, and longer than the same bond in
[Ru(NHr)r(Py3COH)]2+. It would, perhaps, be expected that the effect of five
pyridine rings on the RuII centre would be to make it more like an RuIII ion, but
this would tend to shorten the Ru-O bond. A plausible explanation for the shorter
Ru€ bond is that the three trans ntlrogen donor atoms in the triammine complex
permit a closer approach of the tripod ligand. This is best achieved in the less
crowded N,N',O mode of coordination which accommodates the smaller angle on
the bridgehead carbon required by the closer approach. The oxygen atom is then in a
position to donate electron density to the metal atom more effectively achieving thus
a short bond distance.
A¡other diference between the structures of the two tri(pyridyl)methanol complexes
is the orientation of the uncoordinated pyridyl ring. In [Ru(Py3COþrf2+ the planes
of the three pyridine rings of the (rìf,y'f',O) ligand are inclined at 120'to each other
and the uncoordinated ring is almost coplanar with the nngs trans to the coordinated
OH group.3 However, in [Ru(NH3)¡GylCOÐ12+, the uncoordinated pyridine ring
lies perpendicular to the line intersecting the planes of the other two rings of the
(N,N',O) ligand. This effect may be associated with hydrogen bonding effects, which
were suggested to be influential in the orientation of the free pyridine ring in the
[Ru(Py3COHr]2+ complex.3
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Abstract
for X : CH, p, p=O havc long-term stability, while for X : N, COH the analogots complexes
pcriods (i.e. minutes or hours in the lsst
Col stste by thcsc ligands are discr¡ssed'
I¡troduction
Ruthenium(tI)complexesofpolypyridylligands'andtris(2'2'-bipyridine)-
ruthenium(lIFtn"Opvls]2+-i" particular' have been the focus of intense interest
as potential pfrotoserrsitízers in processes converting light energy into chemical
"tt"io.t', 
on their absorption of visiule light, a relatively long-lived metal-to-ligand
cnarll transfer excited state is formed which is able to undergo very rapid electron
transfer reactions with suitable quenchers to form either the reduced Rut or oxidized
iuul species. Strategies have been developed whereby water may be reduced to
gaseous hydrogen, based on both oxidativ
is the reducing agent) or reductive quen
[Ru(bpy)s]+ or a reduced species forme
catalyst is required: this catalyst is norm
but homogeneous catalysis of the reducti
l Dcdic¡tcd to thc mcmory of Donald R. Stra¡ts, vho dicd on 9 Augr:st 1986: outstanding
teachc¡ and scicn¡iñc collcaguc; valucd mc¡tor and f¡icnd'
I Kalyanas'odaram,K, Coord- Chen- Rø., IgE2,46, 159, aod rcferenccs cited thcrei¡'
2 Su6;, N., and Crcutz, C., pure AppL Chen, l9EO, 52, 27L7, and refcrences cited therein-
000+9425 / EE /09 I 379$03.00
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complexes of polypyridyl ligands. For example, Sutin et al.3 have reported the scheme
shown below involving reductive quenching by ascorbate ion (HAsc-) in the presence
of bpy and ColI:
Ru(bpy)¡2+ 4 *Ru(bpy)¡2*
*Ru(bpy):2+ -¡.HAsc- * Ru(bpy)3 + +HAsc.
HAsc' ---+ products
Ru(bpy)3+ *Co(bpy)r2+ * Ru(bpy)¡2+ +Co(bpy¡r+
Co(bpy)r+ +H2O .* Co(bpy)¡2+ + jHr+Ott-
The intermediacy of hydridocobalt species has been proposed in the final reduction
reaction'3 The particular ability of the cobalt complexes to promote homogeneous
Ht production in these schemes can be attributed to the simultaneous possession
of a number of characteristics:3'a firstly, the strongly reducing properties of the
Iowest (CoI) oxidation state; secondly, the existence of three ãcóessible oxidation
states (ttt,/Itll) so that the reduction may occur as a two-electron process (since
the one-electron reduction pathways are relatively unfavourable thermodynamically);
thirdly, the c_apacity of the intermediate oxidation state (CoII) species to be reduced
by either RuI or *RqII; an-d fourthly, the substitutional lability óf ni4r-spin col and
CoII (and perhaps also CoIII as the hydride).
Simila¡ considerations are undoubtedly also important in the reduction of
CO2 * CO by analogous cobalt species.l7
Of primary importance in these reactions is the stabilization of the CoI state by
the polypyridyl ligands; this is generally attributed to the existence ofzr-backbonding
from the tt, orbitals of the dt metal ion to the zt-orbitals of the ligand. ft;
particular z-acceptor ability of 2,2'-bipyridine or l,l0-phenanthroline has been
discussed previously, and evidence has been given from structural,s ¡H n.m.r.e and
visible,/near-infrared spectrallo studies to support this claim.
In their electrochemical studies of cobalt species (l) containing the tripodal
t'-acceptor ligands Py3X (where Py : 2-pyridyl; X : N, p, p=O, As), Boggess and
x
cobalt spccics (t)
X: N, P, P=O, As
3 Krishnan, C. V., Creutz, C., Mahajan, D., Schwa¡2, H. A., and Sutin, N., Israel J. Chen, 19t4,
22,9E.
1985, 64, 321.
Chem- Ræ., t985, A,247.
Chem. Soc., Chem Commun., 19E3, 536.
Chim. Acta, 19E6, 69, 1065.
tin, N., Inorg. Chem., 1983,22,23j2.
ro Kaizr¡ y., rorü, y., and Kobayashi, H., ButL åì7,Í ¡jI"ií;,'!íÃ:,']i,'i;r';."tt'
.!,
Co
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Zatkolt'12 reported that the CoI state was stabilized for the bis(ligand)cobalt species
where X : P, P=o and As, whereas for X : N the coII state underwent a two-
electron reduction: this diference in behaviour was attributed to the non-availability
of d-orbitals in the bridgehead atom in the last case which precluded delocalization
over the ligand of charge donated by the metal centre, in contrast to the other three
cases where Pn4, interaction between the bridgehead atom and the attached pyridyl
rings is possible.
During our own studies of complexes of the transition metals of Groups 8-10
with ligands of this type,l3-17 we noted that the CoI state could be observed for the
species [co(PyrX)r]a+ where X : cH and coH;r3 this is nor consistent with the
previous claims. We have therefore pursued the study of the [Co(pytX)zfn+ series of
complexes CX : N, cH, coH, P, P=o) to clarify this ambiguity with regard to the
stability of the CoI species and thereby to probe the naturs of the z-backdonation
in cobalt complexes of polypyridyl ligands. we report those studies no\+,, together




Electronic spectra were recorded with a C-ary 219 spcctrophotometer. Electrochemical
experiments were conducted in an argon atmosphere, a \,r¿ç¡r¡m Atmospheres Co. glove box
tæing used: cyclic voltanmctry and controlled potentisl coulometry were pcrformed by using a
Bioanalytical Systems Inc, @AS) CV27 voltqmmograph with a s¿turated sodilm chloride calomel
electrode (s.s.c.e.) as the reference.
Gas ch¡omatographic detcrminations of H2 and CO were made by using a þe Unicam 304
gas chromatograph aad a thermal conductivity detector, with l3X molecular sicve support (l m
coh'mn) aad argon carrier gas (injcction tcmpcratu¡e 75"C; colu-n teoperature 35'C; detector
teEpcrature 5CC).
Microanalyscs were carried out by thc C¿¡adian Microanalytical Service, New Westminster,
B.C.
Materials
Propylene c¡rbonatc (Aldrich) was distilled immcdiatcly bcforc usc (9È92"C13.5 mmHg)
¡nd stored ovcr 4 A molccular sievcs. Acctonitrile (Ajax ux¡cHno¡n-2l0) was dried with 4 Ä
molccular sicvcs. All othcr chcmicals were of A.R. quÂlity (whcre available) and we¡e used
without furthcr puri6cation.
Synthæa
The ligaods tri(2-pyridyl)rm;ne (Py¡Ð,18 tri(2-pyridyt)ncthaaol (Py3COþ,t9'2o tri(Z-
¿l^llj' ì!;,i11,,.,,,,
t9E6,25,2795.
Inorg. Chem., 19E7, 26, 22ll-
ant Tieki¡-k, E. R. T., Inorg. Chem., in press.
chen-, 1988,41, 1353. ' 
snow' M' R" and riekink' E' R' T'' Aust' J'
17 Keeac, F. R., Atkinson, I. M., Hafeli, T. 4., Stepheosoa, p. J., and Wright, T. p., uapublished
d8tÀ
lE Wibaut J. P., and l¡ Bastide, G. L. C., Ræl Tra¿. Chim. payBas, 1933, SZ,4g3.
19 Wibaut, J. P., dc Joogc, A. P., van dcr Voort, H. G. p., aad Otto, p- ph. H. L., Ræl Traa
Chin- PayBas,1951, 70, 1054.
20 Whiæ, D. L., and Faller, J. 'W., Inorg. Chetn-, 19E2,21, 3llg.
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c (Py3 P) l5'2 l'22 aad, trí(2-pyridyl)phosphine
erature methods.
osphate, [Co(PyN)] (pF5þ. To deaerared
2l mruol), and the solution refluxed under
(105 mg, 0.43 mmol) dissolved in deacrated
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terraburyrammonium bromide rrom ¿ ,,, 
"""r",31"111it"#r" 5i,iå:fi'i::iäî*,,îïiwashed with acetone, diethyl ether, and dried u¡der vacuun.
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in a Sure-Seal bottle (capacity 13 ml) fitted úth a silicone sen¡m cap; in some determinations,
NaHCO3 or excess of the appropriate ligand had been dissolved in the buffer. The reaction was
stirred until the disappearance of the blue color¡r characteristic of CoI, and the gas above the
solution was analysed for H2. For the n¡ns containing HCO3 - the mixrure was then acidified,
aad the gas also analysed for ca¡bon moaoxidc.
Results and Discussion
Electrochemícal and Spectrøl Studies
Electrochemical studies of the complexes [Co(PyrX)r]n* were undertaken in
propylene carbonate (for X : N) and acetonitrile (for X - CH, COH, p, p=O)
solutions. The cyclic voltammograms at a platinum working electrode in the potential
range c. *1.0- -1.5V (u. s.s.!.e.) are shown in Fig. l. The .8,i, values (and
their respective aã) for the çoIIIT6oII and coII,/coI redox couples are given in
Table l. The data obtained for [co(bpy)r]¡+ under similar conditions are given
also for comparison. Similar overall results were obtained by using a glassy carbon
working electrode.
Teble l. Cyclic volt nnetry dste for [Co(Py3X)d"+ cstions
Platinum workitg electrode; s.s.c.e. rcference; scaû iate l0O mV s - l; acetoaitrilei 0. I rrl EtaNPF5
solven! "nlcss otherT¡ise indicatcd
ç.III7çoII









































A Propyleae carbonatc/0.2 rrr EtaNPF5,. B Ref. 13.
For all complexes studied, both redox couples are observed and are reversible
or quasi-revenible on the cyclic voltammetry time scale. The CoI¡,zCoI couple is
marginally scan-ratedependent for X : N at very slow scan rates (e.g. 20 mV s-l),
with the diminution of the wave on the anodic sweep: however, reversibility is restored
by the presence of excess Py3N ligand.
Controlled potential electrolysis of the cobalt complexes in the presence and absence
of excess ligand were conducted on the diffusion plateau of the respective Cou,/CoI
reductions in acetonitrile or propylene carbonate media, a platinum gauze working
electrode being used under inert conditions (argon). A sustainable deep blue colour,
characteristic of polypyridylcobalt(l) sp€cies,lo'23 formed rapidly for the complexes
ç'ith tri(2-pyridyl)phosphine and tri(2-pyridyl)phosphine oxide ligands, as reported
previously,ll'12 but also with the tri(2-pyridyl)methane ligand. These reductions could
be readily repeated following aerial oxidation. For the [Co(Py3COÐz]"* coinplex,
Szalda and Keenel3 have reported the limited stabiliry of the cóbalt6)ipecies on rhe
coulometric time scale. For the analogous complex containing the tri(2-pyridyl)amine
ligand, a blue colour forrred on reduction in the presence ofexcess ligand: the colour
23 W8in4 G. M., and Marrio, 8., J. Inorg. NucL Chem., 1958, 8, 551.
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was sustâined for a considerable time (30 min) but gradually faded with the formation
of a yellow solution of unknown composition. Clearly, however, tri(2-pyridyl)amine
is able to stabilize cobalt(t) to some extent in propylene carbonate solution.
In their previous electrochemical studies of these complexes (X : N, P, P=O,
As¡lt'tz in acetonitrile solution with polarographic techniques, Boggess and Zatko
observed the CoII,/CoI couple for X : P, P=O and As, whereas for X : N a
lwo-electron reduction of the CoII species occurred to give Coo. Similarly, in cyclic
voltammetric experiments these authors observed a reversible Corr /Cot couple for the
first three complexes whereas no such couple was observed for X : N. The present
studies reveal that, in the less coordinating solvent propylene cabonate, the CoII,zCol
redox couple of [Co(Py3N)2]o+ can be observed on both the cyclic voltammetric and
coulometric time scales, although the cobalt(r) species has limited stability.
Of greater significance, however, are the present electrochemical results obtained
for the bis{tri(2-pyridyl)methaneJcobalt complex. The carbon bridgehead atom,
like nitrogen, is unable to take part in do-p, bonding with the attached pyridyl
groups. Fig. 1, curve .B, shows the cyclic voltammetry scans of [Co@y3CH)r] 
n+, and
demonstrates the ability of tri(2-pyridyl)methane to stabilize the cobalt(t) oxidation
ståte. Analogous behaviour is seen for [Co(Py3COH)2]'+ (see Fig. l, curye C,
and ref. l3). Furthermore, [Co(Py3CH)z]+ can be synthesized by sodium amalgam
reduction of the ColI species, and both the solid and its solutions show considerable
stability (several days) under inert conditions.lT
The ability of 2,2'-bipyndine to stabilize the formal low oxidation ståtes of cobalt is
generally attributed to an ability of the ligand to accept electron density from the metal
centre through d-zt backbonding.t On reduction of the cobalt(tt) state, the added
electron enters a metal zrd orbital and is partially delocalized onto the 2,2'-bipyridine
ligand.8 Evidence for the occurrence of metal-to-ligand charge transfer comes from
rH n.m.r. studies,e visible and near-infrared spectralo and crystallographic data on
metal-to-ligand and intraligand bond dist¿nces as a function of metal oxidation state.s
Pyridine, like 2,2'-bipyridine, is also a Ì-acceptor ligand able to receive electron
density from the metal. Hexakisþyridine)cobalt(tt) seems extremely unstable, decom-
posing to the four-coordinate species unless stored under a pyridine atmosphere,24
a¡d the cobalt(r) species is not known. The stability imparted by 2,2'-bipyridine
and its analogues (l,lGphenanthroline, 2,2':6',2"-terpyridine, etc.) therefore has
been claimed to be a function of the 2,2'-diimine chromophore, which allows
accepted electron density to be delocalized over more than one pyridine ring.
Although the2,2'-dämine chromophore is absent in the tripodal ligands that are the
Tsble 2. Visible gbsorbarce na¡in¡ for [Co(Py¡Ð2] + conplexes and [Co(bpy)r] +
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2a Morrison, R M., and Thompson, R- C., Inorg. NucL Chem. Lett., 1976, 12,937
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subject of the presenr study, quite clearly for pyrX (X : cH, p, p=o) their behaviour
resembles that of 2,2'-bipyridine and not pyridine. In this regard, the redox potentials
for the various Cott/Cot couples (see Table 1) reveal that the Col state is destabilized
for PyrX ligands with X : N, cH by comparison with bpy, whereas with X : p it
is comparable, and the complex involving py3p=o is considerably stabilized.
The visible and near-infrared spectra of the cobalt(l) complex of bipyridine are
characterized by intense absorptions in the visible (Àmsx 6o5 nm)t0'23 and near-infrared
(À-"x 1390 nm)23 regions, attributed to metal-to-ligãnd charge transfer transitions.
Solutions of [co(PyrX)z]* (X : N, cH, p, p=o) were produced by coulometry,
and rable 2 lists the absorbance maxima in the visible region of the spectra. By
analogy with [co(bpy)r]*,to the intense absorption maxima observed at 6g0, 705, óg5
and 665 nm for [Co(PyrN)r]+, [Co(pyrCH)r]+,[Co(py¡p)z]+ and [Co(pyrp=O)z]+,
respectively, may be tentatively assigned to d-zr metal-to-ligand charge transfer-
Since the tripodal ligands PyrX do appear to take part in z'-backbonding from
the metal centre, the question arises as to how these ligands stabilize cobalt(r) in the
absence of the 2,2'-dlimine chromophore. The proposal of Boggess and, zatkorr,l2 that
electron density is delocalized over the three pyridine rings ofeach ligand through the
bridgehead atom is clearly not possible for those ligands with a nitrogen or carbon
bridgehead. However, as pyridine and di(2-pyridyl)methane IpyrcH2] ligandsrT are
both unable to stabilize cobalt(t), the stability imparted to cobait(r) ïy the rripodal
ligands must be a function of the bridgehead atom, together with a requirement for
three pyridyl rings. The a-carbon arom-ro-bridgehead atom (X) bond lengths become
shorter in the sequence P > CH ) N. Consequently, the differing abilities of these
tripodal ligands to stabilize cobalt(r) may be controlled by steric ia"tors rather than
electronic, with tri(2-pyridyl)amine simply less able to accommodate the increase in
metal size occurring on reduction of cobalt(n) to cobalt(r).
The requirement for ligands containing three pyridyl rings suggests the ligand
geometry imposed by the bridgehead atom may allow stabilization through som" iorm
of 'through space' electron delocalization between the pyridyl rings, although studies
with space-filling models indicate that there is very little likelihood of z-overlap
between the pyridyl rings of each ligand which (if the molecule is viewed down the
C, axis) are constrained to a vertical orientation but l2f apart. Alternatively, the
actual constraint ofthe pyridyl rings in their coordination positions by the bridgehead
atom may promote overlap between the ligand po orbitals and the tr, orbitals of the
metal. The nature of the stabilization requires further study, and r-esolution of its
origin may depend on molecular orbital and molecular mechanics calculations, and
these are currently in progress.lT
The redox potentials of the çolll7çoll couples are also reported in Table l.
These are not crucial to the present discussion, but the existence of this couple
for [co(Py3P=o)z]n* is noted as it was not observed in the previous study of this
complex.l I
Reactioity of [Co(þ3X)2J+ Species (X : ç¡1, p) os Reductants for V[/ater and Carbon
Dioxide
The polypyridyl complexes of cobalt(r) are known to promote the reduction of
water to hydrogen,3's and of carbon dioxide to carbon monoxide and formate ion.!7
The mechanism of water reduction by [Co(bpy)¡]* is proposed ro occur through
formation of a hydridocobalt species according to either of two schemes:
Stabilization of Cobalt(r) t3E7
lCo(bpy)¡l+ +H3o+ * [Co(bpy)r(Hro)H]2+ +bpy
and/or
lCo(bpy):l+ ¡ZHrO * [Co(bpy)z(HzO)z]* +bpy
[co(bpv)r(Hzo)z]* *H+ - [co(bpy)r(Hzo)H]2+ +H2o
The [Co(bpy)2(H2O)H]2+ complex subsequently reacts with a proton source to give
H, according to the equation
[co@pv)r(Hzo)H]2+ +H+ +bpy - [co(bpy)¡]3* *Hz
The reduction of CO2, if present in aqueous media, occurs in competition with that
of water, and via a common intermediate.s Kinetic studies are consistent with either
the reaction of HCO'- with the hydride [Co(bpy)2(HzO)H]2+, or reaction of CO2
with [Co(bpy)z(HzO)z]+. The reduction of both HrO and CO2 therefore involves
loss of a bipyridine ligand, and yields of H, are dramatically reduced in the presence
of excess ligand. In the water reduction process, the hydride intermediate has been
proposed3 on the basis of comparison with analogous rhodium systems.2s
In view of the stabilization of the CoI state by the tripodal PyrX ligands, it is of
considerable interest to consider the reactivity of the title complexes with both water
and carbon dioxide. Since the substitutional lability of [Co(bpy)3]+ and coordination
with H+ and CO, (or HCO,-) appear to be important to its reduction of water
and carbon dioxide,Ls the possibility that the present tridentate ligands may be
intrinsically less likely than bpy to dissociate from the metal centre could lead either
to total inhibition of the reduction reaction, or to its occutrence by a modified
pathway.
Preliminary semiquantitative studies reve¿l that for the reactions of [Co(Py3P)r]+
and [Co@y3CH)z]+ in aqueous solution in the pH range7.8-9.4
(¡) both species react with water to produce H2;
(s) the presence of HCO3 - does not afect the yield of hydrogen and in no case
could CO be detected as a product;
(c) for the former complex, the ltr2 yield is not markedly affected by pH change
in the limited range studied, whereas in the latter case the Hr yield decreases
rapidly with decreasing pH;
(o) the H2 yields are not afected by the presence of excess ligand for X : P, but
are decreased for X : CH, although the effect is dramatically less than that
observed for equivalent reductions by [Co(bpy)¡]+ in the presence ofbpy.s
Further stoichiometric and kinetic studies are necessary to elucidate details of
these reactions, but a number of general conclusions can be drawn from the present
observations.
For the bis(ligand)cobalt complexes of PyrX (X : CH, P), both CoI species
reduce Eater to form hydrogen, but, in contrast to the case of [Co(bpy)¡]+,s there
is no competition for the reductant by HCO3-. Furthermore, in the case of water
reduction by [Co(Py3P)t]+, the H2 yield is not affected by the presence of excess
25 C:horl M., Creutz, C., Mahajan, D., Sutin, N., and hpp, A. P., Inorg. Chem-, L9t2,2r, 3989.
l 38E T. A. Hafeli and F. R. Keene
ligand. Accordingly, for this species, complete ligand dissociation is not required,
and H2O reduction occurs through an alternative mechanism to that operating for
[Co(bpy)¡]*. A likely postulate is that dissociation of a single pyridyl moiety occurs,
allowing formation of a hydridocobalt species. Reaction of this complex with an
H+ source would then give Hr. Since the coordination cf CO, (or HCO3-) is also
thought to be required for carbon dioxide reduction,a's it would follow that no such
reduction may occur.
On the other hand, the reduction of water by [Co(Py3CH)r]+ is diminished
by the presence of excess ligand, although the effect is far less marked than
rhar observed for [Co(bpy)s]+.s This gradation in the reduction by the series of
ligands bpy < PyrCH ( Py3P could well reflect the decreasing lability of their cobalt
complexes of reduced oxidation state. A difference in the lability of the ligands Py3P
and PyrCH is not unexpected: a similar observation has been made for the analogous
complexes of rhodium, [Rh(Py3P)2]'+ and [Rh(Py3CH)r]n+, where in the former
case a reversible reduction is obierved in cyclic voltammetry of the RhIII species, in
contrast to the latter species where the reduction is irreversible.lT In view ofthe likely
dissociation of Py3CH in the reaction of its bis(ligand)cobalt(I) complex, it is perhaps
surprising that no competition for water reduction by CO2 (or HCO,-) is observed
since their coordination might occur more readily than for the Py3P case.
Mindful of the importance of the catalysis of the reduction of watef'3 and of
carbon dioxideT'2G3o by activated hydrides, we have further studies in train on the
mechanistic aspects of the above reactions involving [Co(bpy)¡]+ 3l and the title
complexes.lT
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,4cra Cr!-st. (1990). C{ó. l5ól-l,iói
Abstract. C¡6H¡.N.. M,=24i'3. monoclinic, C2lc. a: 13'998 (l). ó:8 65-ì (l). c:22'368 (2¡À, P :
103.15 (l)". U:1638 (l),{r. D,: 1.245 Mg m-:'. Z
:8, Mo Ka radiation. À:0.7107 A. p:
0'042 mm - r. F(000) : 1040. T : 293 (2) K. R :
0.034 for 947 observed reflections. In the title com-
pound, (2-py),CH. the central C atom exists in a
slightly distorted tetrahedral geometry [tetrahedral
angles range from 105 (l) to I 13.8 (2)"1. The
C--C(py) distances are 1.517 (4), 1.515 (4) and
1.522 (4) A and the dihedral angles between the three
pyridyi rings are 103.ó. !06.8 and 88.4", respectively.
One o[ the pyridyl rings is disordered with a 180"
rotation about the C(methane)-C(py) bond at
C(1}'-{(31). In the major conformation (ca 58"/")
the two N atoms are orientated as to point in the
same direction as the methane H atom.
Experimental. The compound, (2-py)3CH, was pre-
pared as in the literature (Keene, Snow, Stephenson
& Tiekink. 1988). Suitable crystals for X-ray study
were obtained lrom the slow evaporation ol a
dichlorometha¡el373-393 K petroleum spirir solu-
tion of the compound. Enraf-Nonius CAD-4F dif-
lractometer controlled by a PDP8/A computer,
graphite-monochromated Mo Ka radiation: a:20
scan technique. Cell parameters on crystal 0. 16 x
0.20 x 0.45 mm flrom leasr-squares procedure on 25
reflections (4. 0 . 12"). No absorption correction
appliect (Sheldrick. 1976). Total of 2%2 reflections
(l'5 s d < 25'0") measured in the range - 16 < h s
16. 0 s k s 10, -26 < l< i. No significanr variarion
in the net intensities ol'.rvo relerence reflections (2?5,
3Tt) measured every 7200 s. 2330 unique reflecrions
(Ri,, 0.015) and 947 satisfieci I >2.5ø(I). Strucrure
solved by direcr methocis (Sheldrick, 1986), iull-
matrix least-squares relìnemenr ol 229 parameters
based on F (Sheldrick. 1976). Anisotropic thermal
parameters lor non-H atoms and H atoms reñned
with isotropic thermal parameters. The pyridyl ring
0 r08-270 ti 90i08 I 562-02s03.00
T ri( 2- py ri d¡* I ) me th ane
By F. Rrcs,rRD KEE\E
Departnrenr oJ'Clrcnti.strt'untl Biot'hatni.srry. Juntc.s Cttok Ltnit'cr.rir-r'ol'Nttr¡it Out'an¡iuttri. Tt¡tçtt.çvillu
Quaett.slund -18 i l. .4¿¿.çtral¿¿r
.rxo Eow.lro R T. Treilxx
Jordan Lab.oratorie.s, Depurtntettt ol'Ph.v.tic'rti untl ínorgattic'Chuntistr.r'. Linivcrsitt'ol ..ldcluidc.
South AustrulÌa 5001 . .4.ustruliu
lRe<'eivcd 1,6 Junuart 1990: utreptetl ló F¿árr¿rl 1990)
C(31)-C(i6) was lound to be ciisordered over îwo
sites such that N(il) and C(36) were interchanged
by a I 80' rotation about the C( l)-C(3 l) bond.
Reñnement ol lractional site occupancies gave the
major component of the disorder [-58 (5)',6] with N
i.rnd C atoms in the N(32) and C(i6) sites respectively
and the minor comDonent [42 (5)%] with C and N
atoms in these sites respectively. At convergence R :
0.034. r|R = 0.037. w : 0.'7 vkf (.F) - 0-00lsFrl, s :
0.84. (Ji ø)-,* < 0.00 l. (lp)-," : 0.08, (Ap)-r" :
-0'13 e Å-t; no extinction correciion. Scattering
lactors lor all atoms given in SHELXl6 (Sheldrick,
l9i6). All calculations on SUN4i280 computer
system. Atomic parameters given in Table l. selected
bond distances and angles in Table 2.+ the
numbering scheme used is shown in Fig. l.
' Lists of structure factors, thermal parameters, H-atom param-
eters, all bood distances and angles, and mean-plane data have
ireen deposited with the British Library Document Supply Centre
as Supplementary Publication No. SUP 52830 (l I pp.). Copies
may be obtained through The Technical Editor, International
Union of Crystallography, 5 Abbey Square. Chester CHI 2HU,
England.
i:
Fig !. Molecular structure and numbering scheme ior (2-py)rCH
drawn at 25% probability levels (Johnson. l9?l).
O 1990 International Union ot' Crystallography
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Table I Fractional atontic coordinates (v. l}a) anrj Table 2
i 5ó3
Seiectcd interarontic' di.çrance.ç (.\) and bond
angles ('18.u ualue.s (A:)
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'Site occupanc¡ factor 0.58 (5).
Related literature. The title compound was
examined as parr of a wider srudy of compounds of
this type including the li_eands (2-py).P (Keene, Snow
& Tiekink, 1988a) and (2-py)3COH (Keene. Snow &
Tiekink, 1988ó). and their complexes (Keene et al..
1988). In complexes both bidentare and tridentare
coordination have been shown by X-ra¡'crystallogra-
ph."- in [AuMe3{(2-py)3CH}]NO3 (Cant¡,, Minchin.
Healy & Vy'hite, 1982) and [Ru{(2-py)3CH}r]-
(tosylate). (Keene er al., 1988), respecrively.
+ N(32) and C(36) have site occupancies 0.5S (5).
The Australian Research Council is thanked for
support.
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Ambidentate coordination of the tripyridyl
ligand s 2,2' =6',2"-terpyridyl, tris {2-pyridyl)-amine, tris{2-pyridyl) methane and
tris(2-pyridyl)plrosph¡ne to carbonylrheniurn
centres: structural and spectroscopic studies*
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The reactions of [Re(CO)sCl] with rhe ligands tpy
(2,2':6',2"-terpyridine), py¡N {tris(2-pyridyl)-
amine), py¡CH {tris(2-pyridyl)methane}, and pyrp
{tris(2-pyridyl)phosphine} in toluene solution rea-
lize compounds with the general formulation
lRe(ligandXCO)¡Cll in which the tripyridyt
ligands are bidentate. X-ray structural determi-
nations of /øc-[Re(tpy)(CO)rCU.HrO and
/ac-[Re(pyrNXCO)3CI] confirm these assignments.
[Re(tpyXCO)3Cl].HrO (C,6H,rCtNsO.,Re) is
monoclinic. space group P2/ n, with cell dimen-
sions a=7.t32(2) it.. b:t7.016(4\ Å+, c:
74.466(2) A, É:93.51(2)o, and Z:4; full-matrix
least-squares refinement on 2435 reflections with
I > 2.5o(I') converged to a final R :0.02E and A* :
0.029. [Re(pyrNXCO).CU (C,sH,rClN.03Re) is
triclinic, space group Pl with cell dimensions
a:13.761(2) Ä, b:14.636(6) Å, ": f f .f l0(2) Å,ø= 110.70(2)o, þ:102.45(2\", T= 107.48(2)'. and
Z:4; full-matrix least-squares refinement on 3459
reflections with I>2.5o(1) converged to a final
R:0.038 and R*:0.039. If the synthetic pro-
cedure is undertaken under irradiation by visible
light. for the ligand py¡N a species
IRe(py¡NXCO):CI] (characterized by infrared
spectroscopy and conductance measurements) is
also formed, in which the ligand py¡N is triden-
tate. No analogous tridentate species is formed
with the ligands tpy or py-.,P. although there is
evidence that it also forms for py¡CH.
'Supplementarv mutcrial is lodged wirh rhe C¿¡mbridqe
Crystuilogruphic Daru Cenrrc. UK.




Interest in the chemistry of the 'Greenhouse' gas
carbon dioxide has increased substantially in
recent vears: in particular, its conversions to C¡
feedstocks for chemicals manufacture (e.g. car-
bon monoxide. formaldehyde, methanol) or to
potential fuels (e.g. methanol, methane) have
attracted particular attention. The direct electro-
chemical reduction of CO. at metal electrodes is
generally non-specific and is attended by large
overpotentials. However. a number of mólecular
electrocatalysts have been developed which
mediate the electrochemical reduction and sub-
stantially reduce the overpotential. I
One such group of caralysts are the polypyri-
dine complexes of rhenium of the general form
I Re( L-L) ( CO )., X] i L-L : 2,2' -bipy ridi ne (bpy)
or 1.10-phenanthroline (phen). or their deriva-
tives; X:Cl or Br). which have been studied
particularly bv Hawecker et a|..1 Mever and
Sullivan ancl co-workers.'ì-s and Kutal er a/." The
complexes act iìs efficient homogeneous catalysts
for the selective and sustained reduction of CO.
to carbon monoxide (CO); lurthermore. the
reduction can be promoted eirher electrochemi-
callv or photochemicaily. The large turnover
numbers observed are a consequence in part ot
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the stabilirl of the caralvst with respect to deacti-
vation reactions u,ith the dominanî product. CO.
Despite tire considerable attention directed to-
u,ards the reactivitv of COl u'ith such cataì\,sts.
the intimate mechanism of the reduction of CO" is
a matter of considerable conjecture.'The elucida-
tion of the kel electron-. proron- and atom-
transfer steps in such pr<lcesses is ciearìr,required
for the rational design of effective catalysts.
With this in mind. we underrook a studv of the
svnthesis anci reactivities of a series of carbonvl-
rhenium compounds incorporating the ligands
pv¡X. u'here pv.:X represents the ligands tris(2-
pvrid¡,1)amine (p),3N). tris(2-pyrid¡,1)methane
(py,CH). and tris(2-pvridyl)phosphine (py.P).
These tripodal z-acceptor ligands offer a grearer
syntheric versatilit) than the bidentate 2.2'-
bipl,ridine and f .i0-phenanthroiine ligands b¡'
virtue of possible variation of the bridging atom.
the heterocvclic rings l.e.g. 2-p1,ridyl. 2-
methvlimidazole. or 2-pvrrazolvl).; and the sub-
stituents on the heterocyclic rings. Such versatiliÐ,
might be expected to allow a subtle control over
the redox chemistrr, which is nor possible u,ith
bipvridine orphenanthroline species. Furrhermore.
electrochemical studies of the bis(li-tand)cobalt
complexes indicate the abilitv of these rripodal
ligands to stabilize lou, oxidarion srares of metal
centres to an extent comparable r¡,ith
2.2'-bipvridine.^ It \À,as our hope that 'ov subtle
variation of the redox properries of the polypvri-
dvl complexes of carbonylrhenium centres, a ne\À
mechanistic insight would be possible into the
role of such meta! species in their catalvsis of COr
reduction processes.
pi:X (X = N. CH. Pl
The recent report br' .l uris e¡ a1.e of the svnthesis
of a related species'containing the poientiallr,
tricìentare liganC tpr,. u,hich uas purporred to be
'IRe(tpr,)(CO)1Cl]'. and of its a'oilitv ro caralvse
the electrochemical reduction of carbon dioxide.
cave impctus ro the proposal for the mechanistic
stuciles of bis(carbonvl)rhenium species contain-
ing the tripodal ligands. Ho*,ever. durins the
s¡,ntheric aspecrs õt tirls u,ork. ¿ numbãr of
anomalies arose relatin. to rhe characterization
of these'IRe(tridenlate)(CO)]ClJ' comolexes-in




[Re(CO).Cl] (Pressure Chemical Co.). 2,2'-
bipvridine (Strem) and 2,2':6',2"-terpvridine
(Aldrich) were used as suppliedl all other chemi-
tionalll' distilled unde¡ vacuum. Acetonitrile
(BDH HIPerSolv 'Far UV'). used for the conciuc-
tancc measurements, was dried over calcium
hydride and fractionalh, disrilled. Tetra-n-butyl-
ammonium tetraffuoroborate (TBA.BF¿l Fluka:
puriss) was used as the supporting electrolyte.
lnstrumentation
Infrared spectra were measured in dichlorometh-
ane solution using a Perkin-Elmer i600 Series
F|IR. All electronic spectra were recorded on a
\/arian Carr, 219 spectrophotometer.
Electrochemicai measurements were performed
in an arqon atmosphere and were recorded on a
BAS 1004 Elecrrochemical Analvzer usinq a
giassl carbon u,orkin,q electrode anb un .a.g=ing
referencc elecrrocìe (().01r't AgNO. in acetonitrileT
0.1t'r TBA.BF.: which is +().31 \, \'s s.s.c.e.).
Conduciance measurements in acetonitrile
(CH.Cn!) u,ere performed u,ith Ker¡ Universal
B2ll conductance bridge. Microanalvses u,ere
performed u,ithin the D-eparrment (JCUNQ) or
b¡' the Canadian Microanah,ticaì Service (Delta.
B.C.).
u
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Synthesis of ligands
Tris(2-pyriciyl )amine.!0 tris(2-pvridy l)methane .ì I
tris(?-pvricjvl)methanolrr and tris(2-pyridyl)phos-
phineir were prepared bv literature rneth()ds.
Synthesis of rhenium compounds
The synthesis of the rhenium complexes was from
a general method ,Jescribed bv Juris e¡ ai."
(2,2' - Bipyridine)tricarbonylchlororhenium(I),
lRe(bpy)iCO)¡CU
2.2'-Bipyridine (72.5 mg. 0.46 mmol) was ad<jed
to a solution of [Re(CO).Cl] (167.5 mg.
0.4ómmol) in toluene (80mI. 80"C) under an
argon atmosphere. which resulted in an imme-
diate colour change from aimost colourless to
'oright yellow and precipitation of a irellow com-
plex within 1 min. The mixture was stirred and
heated overnieht. On cooling. the veilow precipi-
tate 'was isolated bv filtrat.ion. washed with petro-
ieum spirit, and air-dried. Yield: 181mg, 85%.
The product was recrystallized tlvice trom
dichloromethane/petroleum spirit. Analysis:
Calcd ior ReC,3H*C[N3O1: C. 33.8: H. I.75; N.
6.1. Found: C, 33.7; H. 1.79; N. ó.1%.
Tricarbonylchloro(2.2' : 6',2"-terpyridine)-
rhenium(I) hydrate. [Re(tpyXCO)rC¡].HrO
?.2':6' .2"-^lerpyridine (56.8 mg. 0.24 mmol) was
added to a solution of [Re(CO).Cl] (88.1g.
0.24 mmol) in toluene (30 ml. 60"C) uncier an
argon atmosphere. The solution gradually deep-
ened in colour with a yellow precipitate forming
after ca 20 minutes. The mixture was stirred and
maintained at 80"C overnight. On cooling. rhe
yellow precipitate was collected bv filtration and
recrystallized from dichloromethane/petroleum
spirit. Yietd: i00mg, 80%. Anal¡rsis: Calcd for
ReC¡sH,¡ClN.'O..H:O: C. 38.8: H. 2.35; N. 7.5:





lRe( pyrNXCO),Cll (¡ : 2,3¡
Tris(2-pyri<Iyl)amine (162 mg. 0.6-5 mmo[) was
added to a solution of [Re(CO).Cll (?35 mg,
0.65mmol) in toluene (1l0ml. lì2'C) under a
nitrogen atmosphere. The mixture was heated
and stirred while illuminated b¡r a 100 W tun_ssren
tìoodlight tbr 70 h. The ¡esuitanr pale orange
solution was separated irom a red precipitate brv
centrifugation. The supernatant was evaporated
(rotarv e./apor¿ìtor) to .¡ieici a pale <tranue com-
pountl.
For the paie oranse compound.
IRe(pv.N)(CO).CìJ: yielci: ]02 m_s. 5ó'l/o (basecl
on total cr¡nversion of IRe(CO).Cl] ro this pro-
duct). Analvsis: C¿icd for ReC,*H¡,ClN,03: C.
j9.tj: H. l.i7: N. !0.1. Found: C. 39.-1: H. 2.30:
N. 10.091,.
For the recl compound. [Re(py.N)(CO):Clì:
lrield = 95 mg. 289/" (based on tcral conversion of
IRe(CO).Cij to this pro<luct). Analysis: Calcd for
ReC,7H,=CIN.O..0.l5C,H.CH.: C. 41.0: H.
1.57r N. 10.2: Cl. 6.5. Found: C.40.6: H.2.73: N.
9.6.. Cl. 1 .2"/".
Tricarbonylchloroitris{ 2-pyridyl)phosphine}-
rhenium(I), [Re(pyrPXCO)3Cl]
Tris(2-pvridyl)phosphine ( 131 mg. 0..19 mmol)
was added to a solution of [Re(CO).CI] (178 mg.
0.49 mmol) in toluene (80 ml. 70"C) un<Jer an
argon atmosphere. The mixture was heated and
stirred while illuminated by a 100 W tungsten
floodli_eht for 60 h. The volume of the reaction
mixture was reduced to ca !.0 ml (rotary evaDora-
tor) and a brown-orange solid was precipitateC
bv the adciition of petroleum spirit. The collected
precipitate was recrvstallized rwice tiom
dichloromethane/petroleum spirit. Yield:
-150 mg, 56%. Anaiysis: Calcd for
ReC,rH,rClN3POs: C. 37.9; H. 2.12; N. 7.4.
Found: C. 37 .6: H. 2.32: N. 7.8%.
Using a similar synthetic method. a yellow-
orange complex containins the ligand tris(2-
pyridyl)methane (pyrCH) was synthesized in 85%
yield (based on a product [Re(py.CH)(CO).Cl]).
Crystallography
Crystals of [Re(tpy)(CO)rCl)].H:O and
IRe(py.,N)(CO)]CU were grown by layer ditÏusion
of petroleum spirit into solutions of the respective
compounds in dichloromethane. Intensity
data for [Re(tpyXCO).,Cll.HrO and
IR'e(py-'N)(Co).ci] were measured at room tem-
perature using the a'.20 scan technique on an
Enraf-Nonius CAD4F ditïractometer fitted with
graphite monochromateci ìVIoKa radiation. i=
0.7107Á. No decomposition of either crystal
occurred during its respective data collection.
Data were corrected for Lorentz and polarization
efrects and an analvtical absorption was applied in
each case.''' Crystii data are given in la'òte r.
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The structure of /ac-[Re(tp],)(CO).Cll.H:O
was solved from the interpretation of the
Patterson synthesis u,hilst that of
/ac-[Re(py¡N)(CO).Cl] was solved by direct
methods. The structures were each refined b¡, a
full-matrix least-squares procedure based on F. 1-'
AIÌ non-H atoms were refined with anisotropic
thermal parameters in IRe(tpv)(CO).Cl].HrO
and the Re, Cl. carbonyl groups and amine-t"N
atoms in [Re(py.N)(CO).Cl] were refined aniso-
tropicalll,; the remaining non-H atoms were
refined with isotropic therma!
parameters for the latter structure. Hydrogen
atoms were includeci at their calculated positions.
The locations of the p),-N atom in the non-
coordinating p¡,rid¡rl rings were confirmed bv
comparing the associated bonci distances for botil
conformations. The refinements were continueci
until convergence after the introduction of a
weighting scheme of the form r,r,=
lot( f ) + glFIt]-'. Refinemenî detaiis are listed in
Table 1.
Fractional atomic coordinates are civen in
Tables I and 3 and the numbering schemes for
both compounds are shown in Figs 2 and 3 (dia-
srams dra\4'n u,ith ORTEPI' at 2-i9á anci 15%
probabilitv ellipsoids. respecrivel\'). Scartering
factors for neutral Re (corrected for f' and f")
were from Ref. 15 and those for the remaining
atoms were as incorporated in SHELX,'l
Calculations were Derformed on a SUN4/280
computer.
For both structures. full listings of the thermal
parameters. hvdrogen atom parameters. all bond
distances and angles. and the observed and calcu-
lated structure facrors are available on requesi
from one of the authors (ERTT).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterizat¡on and structural deta¡¡s
/¿c-[Re(bpl )(CO).Cl]
The IRe(bpr')(CO)¡Cl] species. and orher
IRe(bp¡')(Co).X] compounds. have been charac-
terized to have the chloro lieand ci.ç to both
lisatine t.v aroms of the 2.2'-bipvridine ligancì.
with the three carbonvl ligands occupving a.facial
ciisposition in the coordlnation octáneãron. R
number of structural determinations of com-
pounds of rhis n,pe confirm thc stereochemistrr,-
527Ambidentate coordination of tripyridyl ligands
T¡ble 2 Fraction{ìl tlomic coorciinates (>< lOi tbr Re: X l()r
for other atoms) for./i:rc-[ Rè( tpv)( CO)ìCI l. H:O
Table 3 Fractional ¿rtomic coordinates (xlOi ior Re: xiOr
for other atoms) ior -làc-[Re(pv.N)t CC ).Cl]
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the electronic and infrared spectral Properties of
rhis compound. are listed in Table 4, together
with the data tor the other comPounds involved in
this study. The infrared sPectrum in the region
2100-1800cm-r (carbonyl stretch) is shown in
Fig. lA. where three v(CO) absorptions are
observecj (point group symmetry Cr).
co)3cu
properties of the compound assigned
CO)rCU by Juris et ul.') are virtually
hose of IRe(bpv)(CO).Cl] (Table -t).
This led us to consider an alternative formulation
in which the tpy ligand was bidentate and the
structure analogous to IRe(bpy)(CO)¡Cll: cer-
tainly. the inirared characteristics (viz. the three
v(CO) absorptions. Fig. lB) and the conductance
(inclicating a z s) favoured rhe
tìormulatiõn A similar
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52{i Ambidentare coordination of tripyridyl lieands
Accordinglr'. we uncierto<¡k an X-rar cn,staÌ
sÌructure derermination of the terpvridine corn-
pound to settle this ambiguirr,.
The molecular srrucrure oí /ac-[Re(tp¡')-
(CO).CI].H:O is shou,n in Fis. 2 and seleôre¿
bond disiances and ansles are -"tiven in Table -5.The Re atom exists in a distorteci octaheciral
environment defined bt e .facial arrangement of
the three carbonvl groups. and a Cl atorn and two
N atoms which occupl the other octahedral face.
The N aroms are cls and are derived from the tpl
Iigand which is functioning in the bidentate mod-e.
The non-coordinating N atom. N(3). ;s directed
a\\,a¡; f¡sm the Re atom and the Re . . .N sepa-
ratión is 4.20 Ã. The major distortion frorn reg-
ular octahedral svmmern' arises as a result of the
restricted bite angle of the chelatel
he N(1)-c(8)C(e)-
.1'and the N(2)-
angle is - 114.9'.
found to cn,stall'ze
as a monohydrate and this u'ater molecule is
closell, associated with the Cl and N(3) atoms.
The CI . . .O(w) and N(3) ' . .O(",) separations
are calculated to be 3.27 and2.96 A. respectivell,.
lRe(pl'.NXCO),Cll (¡:2. 3)
Using a sl,nthetic procedure analogous to that for
/ac-[ Re( bp¡, ) ( CO ). Cl j an d /ac- [Re(tpv ) (CO )r Cl] .
a product was isolated which exhibiteci similar
infrarecì spectral characteristics when
[Re(CO).CI] u,as reacred with p_r,.N.
When the synthesis u'as repeated but under
intense irradiation bir visible lighr. two products
were formed. A toluene-soluble form. which u,as
identical to product obtained in the absence of
light. has the infrared specrrum shown in Fig. 1C.
Table 4 Specrral and electrochcmical data
anci an X-rav structural determination indicares
that the tripodal ligand is coordinated in a biden_
tate manner and the formulation of the complex is
.lac-[Re1p¡ . N XCO).Cl].
The molecular srruoure of _far-[Re(p;,.N)_(Co ).Cll is shown in Fig. 3. and seiectËd iiiéiaro-
mtc parameters are given in Table 6. There are
two molecules in the cr¡,stallographic asvmmerric
unit for this compound. desi_tnated a ancl b res_
pectivel\'. The numbering scheme for molecule a
is shown in Fig. 3 and that of molecule b is
identical. There are no major differences 'Detween
molecules a and b of IRe(p¡,rNXCO).Cl]. wittrthe maximum difference occurrinq fór the
N(1)-Re-C(3) angle of 92.t(4)" for -motecute a
compared with 94.7(5)" for molecule b. As foundfor the tpi, derivative, the Re alom in
IRe(p_r,'jN)(CO).Cl] exisrs in a disrorred ocrahed-
ral environment with a facial arrangement of the
three. carbonyl groups. The remaining three
posrtrons are occupied by the Cì atom anci two N
atoms of the potentialll, tridentate pv.N ligand.
The amine N arom, N(¿). is 3.18Ä i:.lsÃ ro,
molecule b) from the central Re atom. u,hich does
not indicate a significant bonding interaction
betu,een rhese atoms. The N(i)-Re:N(Z) chelare
angle is 80.8(3)" {81.8(3)" for molecule b} which
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"Cvclic voltammctrl n'ìcasurcmcnts ai glassv carbon workin-c clectrodc. rclativc to Ag/Ag-
relerence elccrrode: solvenr NMP/0,1v TBA.BF,. cxccpr for [Re(rpv)(CO)1Cl] (DVflO.lv
TBA.BFT). Scan rate l(Xlm\/ s -r. " lrrcvcrsiblc'. 'Aceronitrilc solution. 'r Dichloromcthanc
solution. excL'pl for f Rc(pv.PXCO).Cll (nuiol mull). and lRc(pì1CH)(CO)¡Cll (aceronirrilc
solution )











[Re(py-,CHX CO).CU and [Re( py.¡P)( CO)rCl]
Synthesis ol the cnrbonylrhenium(l) cr>mpounds
containing the tripodal ligands py:CH anC oy,P
were carried ùut usinq the same general technique
as i'or the pyrN analogue.
In the case oi pv.P. only one prociuct could be
detected. and ir exhibited three v(CO) :rbsorr-rt>-
tions in the inlrared spectrum (Tlble l).tsy
analogv with the .f'ac-[Re(bpy)(CO )¡Cl). fuc-
IRe(tp."-)(CO).Clj and /ac-[Re(pv.N)(CO).Cl]
compounds. it may confidently be formulated as
/ac-[Re(py.N)(CO).Cil. wirh the ligan<J py.P
being bi<ientate.
For py.CH. a product was isolated with a com-
plicated infrared spectrum in the u(CO) region.
By analogy with the IRe(pv.N)(CO).Cl]. the
spectrum is consistent thc isolated product beinu
a mixture of j'ac-[Re(py.CH)(CO):'Cl] and
[Re(py;CH)(CO):CU in which the py;CH ligand
has coordinated both as a bidentate and tricien-
tate ligand. Indeed. in a preliminarv separation
experiment utilizing the ciitïering solubilities of
the two components in dichloromethane. the less
soluble ;veìlow compound exhibited an iR spec-
trum analogous !o ihat of IRe(py.N)(CO)rCI]
(Table -t)l the iemaining component. although
sli,ehtly contaminated with the yellow less soluble
species. exhibited an IR spectrum consistent with
that of /ac-[Re(py.N)(CO).Cl ].
It should be noted that examples are known in
which py.CH exhibits bidentate and tridentate
2ooo tgoo ttoo 
a,.,.,-,
Figure I Infrared spectra (carbonvi stretch region) in dich-
loromethane solution tbr selectecj compounds: A.
¡äc-[Re(bpy)(CO).Cll: B. /'ac-[Reltpy)(CO)1CIl: C.
/ac-[Rc(py.N)(CO).CI] l D. IRe(py,N)( CO):Cll.
this synthesis exhibits only two v(CO) absorption
peaks (Fig. lD; Table 4), consistent with either
IRe(pv3N)(CO):Cl] (C") or the symmetrical
[Re(py.N)(CO).']CI (C:.,,) tormulations.
However. conductance measurements indicate a
zero-charged species. Although we have not yet
been successfui in growing satisfactorv crystals of
this compound for a structural determination. we
are confìdent that this species is
IRe(pv.NXCO):C!]. where the pv¡N ligand is
now rridentate.
Accordinglv. the liqand py.N exhibits ambiden-
tare behaviour with respect to its coordination
with the carbonylrhenium( I) centres.
Figure 2 llolecular structurù antl numbering scircme ior
lZc-[Rcrtov)(CO).Cll.H.O,\toms rtthcrwise not indicatccl











530 Ambidentate coordination oi tripvridvl lisands
Table -i Selecrecr bono disrances (Aj and anglcs (dcg) for
.[ac-[Re( rp1 )1 CO).Cl]. H:C)
l'able 6 Sclccrecl bond ciisrances (A) and ansics (dcg; lor
/¿c-lRctpr.N XCOi.Cll




















































































C(2)-Rc-C(3) 8e. I (3)
Re-c(2)-o(2) 17E.9(6)

























































































1 20.4 (7 )
i21 4(fi)

































Gomments on the synthet¡c method
The synthetic results are consistent u,ith reported
photochemical characteristics of IRe(CO).CI]r'q
and CO-substituted derivatives such as .fac-
IRe(bp¡,)(CO).Cl].r" The electronic transiiion






Figure -? Moleculal structurc ancJ numbcrinr. schcmc lor
./Zr'[Rc1nr,N)(CO).Cl] (molcculc a), Atonrs othcru,isc nor
indicatecj ¿rrc carbons H1'drogcn atonrs havc hecn omittccl for
claritr Thc numherinc schemc fol nrolcculc l¡ is idcnticaì to
that shou,n frrr m<lleculc a
visible region (ca 366 nm) has been assisned
mainl)' LF character. and photolvsis in the ab-
sence of othe¡ ìicands leads to the fornlation of
o;3r(:i 3'
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the dimer. IRe(CO).,CI],.re In the presence of a
ligand such as 2.2'-bipyridine. photolysis of
IRe(CO).Cl] results in the quantitative lormation
of [Re(bpy)(CO).Ci],ru :r) and these photosubsri-
tution processes rre .¡erv rnuch more raoid than
thermal CO-substitution rares. On rhe other
hand. the lowest energy absorption of
/'ac-[Re(bpy)(CO).Cl]-type compouncis is
assigned principally ro a Re-X(.2*) CT tran-
sition. in which the excited state is nor substiturio-
nall¡r labilized.:('
In the present instance. the thermal reactions
of the potentiaily tridentate ligantjs rp¡' and pv¡N
with [Re(CO)sCl] give rise to the
/äc-[Re(ligandxCO)ìCi] species in which the ¡ri-
pyrid¡rl ligands are bidentate, in a ¡eaction which
is analogous to that of the bidentate ligands bpy
an<J phen with [Re(CO)rCl]. In the presence of
light. the reaction involving the pv..,N or py;CH
ligands also produces the tridentare species
[Re(pvrX)(CO):CU consistent with the
CO-labilization of [Re(CO)sCll by visible light
absorption. Additional observations reinforce
this assertion. Firstly, two separate svntheses
involving the pyrCH ligand, with idenrical reac-
tion times but ditfering in that irradiation was
maintained for the duration of the reaction in one
case. but for only the first 10 minutes of reaction
in the other, both gave products which were
mixrures of the two components: although the
ratio of the components may have varied, it is
clear ihat the CO-labilization occurs in the initial
stages of the reaction and therefore involves the
reactant [Re(CO)sCl]. Secondly, attempts to pro-
mote coordination of the third N-donor of the
potentially tridentate ligands tpy or pysN in the
compounds /ac-[Re(ligand)(CO).Cl] under irra-
diation were totally unsuccessful.
It is interesting to note that under the con-
ditions used in the syntheses. neither tpy or pyrP
appears to give the corresponding tridentate com-
pound. The reason tbr these observations is pro-
bably steric in origin. In compounds containing
coordinated tpy, it is well documented rhar the
metal-central N distance is sisnificantly con-
tracted compared with the metal-outer N dis-
tances, and this is presumably due to steric con-
straints imposed bv the tridentate tpv ligand.r'
The ligan<J tpv has been shown to exhibit ambi-
tlentate coordination behaviour: Deacon et al.:2
have svnthesized and structurally characterized
the series of ruthenium(II) complexes
cu.cr.s-[Ru(Cl)1(CO)1(tpy)] (in which tpv is bicien-
Ìate). and the related species crs.
c¿¡'-[Ru(Cl):(CO)1(tpyH)l- in which the Iree
pyridyl-N atom is protonated. as well as the cor-
responding decarbonylateci species crs- and
trcns-[Ru(Cl):(CO;ltpu;1 (in which tpv is triden-
tate).
Pv_,P. with its increased 'bite' angle compared
with pvrCH anil pyrN. also appears to prefer
bidentate coordination in the present case: it is
noted thar in structural studies of the
[Ru(pyrX)r]:- complexes.ir the cations show
increasing distortion from the ideal D:¿ symmetrv
with an increase in the brideehead X-C(pv) bond
distance in the series py¡N < py¡CH < pv.P. As a
further example. in the series cf complexes
[Ru(pv,X)(NHr)r]t- (X= N. CH, CoH. P), only
in the case of py-P did a tridentate species not
form.ri
Nature of metal-ligand interaction for
tripodal ligands py.X
The title tripodai ligands are known to exhibit
z-back-bonding interactions with low oxidation
state metals.s Because of the presence of the
bridging atom between the pvri<Jyl rings the back-
bonding characteristics of the tripodal ligands
py¡X (X=N. CH, P). relative to ligands such as
bpy or phen which possess the a.a'-di-imine chro-
mophore, are somewhat counter-intuitive. It has
been suggested that the particular stereochemical
requirements of these ligands may
serye to maximize the appropriate metal-ligand
interaction.s and molecuiar-orbital calculations
are in progress to probe the nature of the
bonding.r'
The ambidentate nature of the coordination of
pyrN might therefore have been expected to
provide additional insight into this issue, since in
the bidentate coordination mode the chromo-
phore is equivalent to two pyridyl rings separated
by the bridging atom, in contrast with the triden-
tate coordination mode where the bri<igehead
atom may serve to constrain the three pyridyl
rings in a conformation particularly favourable
for overlap between the ligand p, and metal 12*
orbitals. However, the y(CO) absorptions in the
infrared spectra of the series of compounds
/ac-[Re(bpy)(CO).'Cl]. /ac-[Re(tpy)(CO)3CU.
/ac-[Re(py.NXCO).Cl]. and /ac-[Re(py1P)-
(CO).'CIl are virtually i<jentical in nature and
position (Table 4; Fig. l); it has been acknowl-
edged for some time that in substituteci metal
carbonyl compounds of this type. the
CO-stretchine frequencv shifts are not a reliable
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means of assessing the z-bonding abilities of
ligands.r: Neither a¡e the eiectrochemical charac-
teristics of the compounds in this studl particu-
larl¡ revealing. because the recjuction of the com-
pounds containinc. the ligand P)'¡N are
irreversibìe. compareci u'ith the reversible redox
behaviour exhibiteci bt' the bp)'- and tp)'-
containing species (Table 4).
Carbon dioxide reactivitY
ln earlier studies. Juris el ø/.e reported that the
compound characterized as'IRe(tp.v)(CO):CU'
chemically catal¡'sed the electrochemical reduc-
tion of carbon dioxide in a similar manner to
-fac-[Re(bpy')(CO).CI].:6 ln view of the present
reasìessment of the formulation of the tp.v-
containing species as /ac-[Re(tPy)(CO),Cl]. in
which tp¡; is bidentate rather than tridentate, the
similaritf is not unexPected.
We have observed that the
/ac- [Re(p-vrX) ( CO).Cl] and IRe(p1'.X) (CO): Cl]
compounds do meciiate in the electrochemical
reduction of CO1. However. the initial reductions
of the [Re(p¡'.N)(CO),Cl] (x: 2. 3) species occur
at considerabl¡' more negative potentials
( tr : -1 14 g/Ag-. respect-\"P.c
iváv) than t ]')(CO)¡Cll and
/ac-iRe(to1'), .tt t'' in both
cases. Table the CO¡/CO¡'-
A<knonirdgntettt Usclul discussion u,ith Profcssor \4 I
Brucc in thc carh stagcs of lhls u'ork is gratcfulh acknou'l-
cdeed Thc Auslrali3n Rcsc¿rrch Councii is thankco fo¡ lin¿n-
clar suppofl.
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Coordination of bis(2-pyridyl)phosphinic acid as a tridentate ligand.
Crystal structure of the {bis(2-pyridyi)phosphinarofitris(2-pyridyl)-
phosphine oxid e)ruthenium (II) cation, [RrþyrP ( O ) Oh)y3PO]lBF 4 - 2}J2O
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Abstract
ln the synthesis of the bis{tris(2-pyridyl)phosphine oxide}ruthenium(Il) cation, [Ru(pyf :O).]2*, the
species {bis(2-pyridyl)phosphinato{tris(2-pyridyl)phosphine oxide}ruthenium(II), IRuþy3P: O]-
þyrP(O)O)]*, was also isolated. The iatter cation has been characterized by a structural determination
and is the first example of a t¡identate phosphinate anion. The electrochemical and spectral properties
of both cations are reported. Crystals of [RuþyrP(O)OHpyfO]lBFr.2HrO crystallize in the monoclinic
space groupP2¡/n with unit cell dimensions a:16.128(7),b:11.493(6),c:17.576(71) A. p:LOZ.S+1+¡",
V:3778.9 A', Z:4. The structure was refined by a till-matrix least-squares procedure, and converged
wilh A:0.107 and R*:6.193 f.or 17'72 refrections.
Introduction
As pan of a study of the synthesis and properries





X:N, CH, COH, P, P:O
we recently published details of the ruthenium(Il)
complexes of tris(2-pyridyl)amine, tris(2-pyridyl)-
methane, tris(2-oyridyl)methanol and tris(2-pyridyl)-
phosphine [l-31. We had also underraken the syn-
thesis of the analogous compounds involving tris(2-
pyridyl)phosphine oxide þyrP:OÌ, a ligand reported
previously [a, 5]. In the course of the work, we have
indeed isolated [Ru(py3P:O)r]t*, ur well as the
species [Ru{py3P:OHpyzP(O)O}]* which we have
characterized by a structural determination. Details
'Autbor to whom correspondence should be addressed.
of this structure are now presented, together with




The synthetic route to the [Ru(py3P:O)2]2* cation
was identical to that established in our earlier studies
of the analogous [Ruþ]2* species containing the
ligands py3N, py3CH and py3P [2], which involved
ligand substitution of the labile precursor
IRu(DMF)6]'?* (pUf:N,N-dimethytformamide)
developed by Bernhard and Sargeson [6]. In addition
to the desired (major) orange product, a minor
amount of a sparingly soluble red product was also
obtained, subsequently identified as containing
[Ruþy3P:O]þyrP(O)O]l*. The origin of the ligand
bis(2-pyridyl)phosphinic acid in the reaction mixture
is uncertain, but must arise either from a hydrolysis
reaction during the synrhesis of tris(2-pyridyl)-
phosphine oxide, or alternatively because of the
presence of small amounts of hydrorybis(2-p¡rndyl)-
0020- r693/91/S3.50 O 1997 - Elsevier Sequoia, l¿usanne
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phosphine in the tris(2-pyridyl)phosphine precurso:-r.
We regard the latte¡ explanation as the more ¡ikel.\..
anci clearly the low solubility of the
[Ruipy3P:O]þyrP(O)O]l* salrs has allowed their
read_v isolation in this case.
Desciption of stntcrure of the
I RupyÁ 3P : O'¡ þy rP ( O ) O]j - ca tion
T¡e molecular srrucrure of the [Ruþy3p:O]-
þyrP(O)O)l* cation is shown in Fig. 1 and selecred
interatomic parameters are given in the caption.
While the srrucrure is not of high precision owing
to the poor qualir.v of the crystals obtained, the
analysis unambiguously establishes the stoichiomerry,
of the compound and the molecular connecriviry.
The asymmetric unit comprises the
[Ru{py3P:O}þyrP(O)O}]* carion, a BFo- anion
and two water molecules of solvation associated with
the ions via the expected hydrogen bonding conracrs.
The Ru atom in the cation exists in a slightly
disto¡ted octahedrai geometry comprised of an N3
donor set derived from a pyrP:O tripod ligand and













ligan<ì, i.e. py:P(:O)O- anion. The oxidarion srare
oi the Ru atom is +Ii owing to the presence oí a
BF.- anion in the la¡tice. The Ru-N bond distances
lie in the narrow range 2.04(3!2.t1(3) Å with rhe
shorter Ru-N bond distance being rrans to the Ru_O
bond of 2.11(2) Å reflecting the tans inffuence of
the O(1) arom. The maximum deviation from thc
ideal octahedral geometry is manifested in the
O(1)-Ru-N(1) bond angte of 82.9(9).. The Ru-p(t)
separation of2.S7(1) Å is not indicative ofa significanr
interaction between these atoms. As expected the
P(ltsO(l) bond distance of 1.56(2) Å is longer than
the P(1):O(2) distance of 1.aae) owing to rhe
coordination of rhe O(1) atom ro rhe Ru arom; rhe
P(2):O(3) distance is 1.a8(3) Å.
Liga ting properties of b is ( 2-pyridy t )ph osph Ìn ic a c id
There are a limited number of examples of phos-
phinic acids (or their anions) acring as ligands for
transition metal cenrers [7-11]. The bidentate co-
ordination mode of the phosphinic acid in the species
{bis(4,5-di-isopropylimidazol-2-yl)phosphinic acid}-
dichlorozinc monohydrare [1I] is nored, bur rhe
tridentate coordination mode observed in the ritle
compound appears unique.
The ø-backbonding characterisrics of ligands co-
ordinated to ruthenium are reflected in their abiiity
to stabilize the Ru(II) oxidation srate [12, 13]. In
the present instance. thc Etn value of the
[Ru(py3P:O)]3*2* redox couple (Etn:t.26 y;
A.Ee:60 mV) in aceronitrile/o.l M (qHs)4NpR
solution is not dissimilar to that for other [Ru-
(p¡-rX)l'*o* species t14l (or indeed for [Ru-
(bpy)r]t*o*) under rhe same conditions (i.e. [Ru-
(py3N)213*2* (1.32 V; 80 mV); [Ru(py3CH)2]3*¿-
(1.26Y:60 mV); [Ru(py3P)r]3*n* (t.37 V; 60 mV);
[Ru(bpy)3]3*2* (L.29 V; 60 m!).
Fo¡ the [Ruþy'3P:Oþy2p(O)O]l* species, the
most valid comparison is with the ruthenium(Il)
complex containing the ligand tris(2-pyridyl)-
methanol t1l, l*'here [Ru(py3COH-À',N,,M)-
G}:CO--41,ru',O)]* has rhe same charge t¡roe and
the same immediate ligand environment (NsO) as
the present complex. In this case, from the.E¡p values
for the [Ru(py3X)]3*2* species, the contribution of
the py3P:O and py3COH-.\',N,,N" ligands to the
stabilization of Ru(II) is assumed to be similar.
Accordingly, the difference between the E12 values
for [Ruþy3P:OþyrP(O)O]1.*,* (0.65 V) and
[Ru(py3COH)(,ryrCO-)]r*,* (0.25 V) (both mea-
su¡ed in aqueous solution) reflects a significantly
greater degree of backbonding b¡'the phosphinare
liganci compared with the pysCO--Àr,N,,O liganci.
Fig. 1. Tbe molecular srn¡crure of the [Ruþ¡rrp=O]-
þy'rP(O)O)l* cation sbowing tbe crystallogr"fhi. nurn-
bering scheme employed. Selected interatomic paramef e¡s:
R -N(1)- ?.0ó(3). Ru-N(2) 2.06(3),R N(4) 2.0s(2), Ru-nñ(S) 2.00(3) e;








'Tbe s¡ntbetic method for py3p involves nucleophilic
substitution of PCì, by a 3-molar ratio of the 2-pvridyì
anion, with subsequent workup in aqueous solution. ilearl¡,,
incourplere substitution would lead to h¡rdrorybis(2-pyri-
d¡,i)pbospbine which would give rise to bis(2-pyri-
dyl)pbospbinic acid in the subsequeni oxidatjon.
Experimental
Measurements
Electrochemical measurements were obtained us-
ing a glassy carbon working elect¡ocie lnd are ¡eported
versus a saturated sodium chloride calomel ISSCE)
reference electrode. Analyses were ca¡ried out by
the Canadian Microanai¡ical Service (Delta, BC).
Materiab
Tris(2-pyriciyl)phosphine [5] and IRu(DMF).]-
(tos), [6] (DlvfF:N,N-dimethylformamide; tos:4-
toluenesulfonate anion) were prepared as described
previouslv.
Syntheses
Tris (2-pyridyl)phosphine oxide. py 3 P : O
Tris(2-pyridyl)phosphine (200 mg; 0.75 rnmol) dis-
solved in a minimum volume of ethanol was treated
with HrOr (1 ml of 30Vo), and the solution stirred
for 2 h before drying over anhydrous Na2SO4. After
ñltering, the volume was reduced by rotary evapo-
ration and solid tris(2-pyridyl)phosphine oxide
(py.P:O) crystallized on standing overnight in the
refrigerator. The crystals were washed with diethyl
ether and dried ¡n uacuo. Yield 170 mg (8OVo); m.o-
210-?77'C (lit. 209 "C [1s]).
[Ru(pyP:O)2](PF), and
I Ru(py ¡ P : o ) {py rP ( o) olJ P F 6
Tris(2-pyridyl)phosphine (1a5 mg) was dissolved
in dry propan-l-ol (80 ml) under an argon atmo-
sphere. After deaeration for t h, [Ru(DMF)6](tos),
(10a mg) was added and the mix¡ure refluxed over-
night under argon. After cooling, the solvent was
removed unde¡ vacuum, rhe residue extracted with
methanol (5 mt), and the resulting orange solution
was appiied to a column of Sephadex LH20 and
eluted with methanol. The front of the band was
collected (À-*:429 nm), the eluant evaporated to
dryness, the residue dissolved in water (20 ml) and
converted to the PF,r- salt by passage down a column
of anion-exchange resin (Dowex lx 8:lO0). The
water was removed by rotary evaporation and the
¡esidue recr,vstallized from acetone/diethyl ether.
Yield 65 mg,55Vo- Visible spectn¡m: À.* (H2O):
429 om. .4nal. Calc. for [Ru(py3P:O)rXPFu)t,
C3eF¡2H24\6O2PaRu: C, 37.8; H, 2.5a; N, 8.8. Found:
C, 38.3; I{, 2.80; N, 9.17o.
The red residue remaining from the meihanol
extraction was collected and air dried. It \Ãras con-
verted to the PF6- salt by anion exchange methods
and the eluant evaDorated to dryness. Yield 18 mg,
liVo. Ytsñle spectn¡m: À-- (H2O): 452 nm. Anal.
:19
Calc. for [Ru(py3P:O){pyrP(O)O}]PFo, C2jFó,LI:c-
N5O3P3Ru: C, 40.2; H.2.70; N, 9-4. Found: C. 40.i:
H,2.94; N, 8.97a.
,Yray crystallography
[Ru(py3P:O)ipv1P(O)O]l(tos) .,,ras ccnverted to
the BFo- salt by anion exchange methoCs. Crvsrals
of [Ru(py3P:OXp.'=P(O)O]lBF..2H:O íor the X-
ray structural analysis weÍe grown by liguid diffusion
(ethanol/dieth¡rl ether). Intensir.v dara lbr 3844 ;e-
ffections were measured at room temperature on 3
weakly diffracting crystal such that B-*'¡as 17". Tie
3391 unique data wer¿ corrected for i-orentz an.i
polarization effects anci for absorption [16]; rna.r.
and min. t¡ansmission íactors were 0.817 and 0.331.
Crystal data: C25Hz4BFoNs05P3Ru, lvI:7?t.3.
monocljnic. space group P2yln, ¿:16.128(l).
b: 11.4s3(6), c : li .57 6(11) Å, p: 1ù2.64(J\"
V:3I78-g Ãt, Z:+, D.:1.-i13 g c:n--', .F(0C0):
7456, p.:6.99 cm-t. The structure was solved bv
the Patterson method and refined ".y a full-matrir
least-squares procedure using 1 172 reflections which
satisfied rhe I>-2.5{t) criterion oi obsewabilíry.
Owing to severe disorder in the stn¡cture and the
lack of observed data, the BF¿- anion was refineci
as a regular tetrahedron and only the Ru anci P
atoms were refrned anisotropically; H aloms were
not included in the model. The refinement converged
with R:0.107 and R*:0.i08 for w:7.7311o2(F¡ -
0.009 tFt'?1.
Supplementary material
Listings of f¡actional atomic coordinares and ther-
mal parameters, interatomic bond distances and bond
angles, and tables of.F and o\Ð are available f¡om
the authors on request (Tables S1-S4: 7 pages).
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lfonoclinic. PlZlnL (No. i4), a=9.140(2) i+, t =iZ.OZO(6) Å, c = 10.006(1) Å,
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Source of material: The compound was prepared by the reaction of Cu(NO¡): 3H:O and
2 x py-rN in mirumal acetone (with a few drops of methanol). After heating f at 333 K)
and stirring tbr 90 min, the deep _ereen solution was allowed to cool slowly precipitatin,e
green crystals.
The tirle compound {Cu[py¡N]:(NO¡):]. featuring a tetragonaily distorted octahedral
geometry about the Cu atom, is detìned by two bidentate Py¡N ligands and two axially
coordinated NOr- anions. The Cu atom geometry is comparable to those tbund in the
structures of {Cu[py:N]2(ClO+):] (see ref. t) and ICu[pyrN]2(CH3CN):](CF¡SO¡): (see
ref. 2).

































Table 2. Final atomic coordinates and displacement parameters (in Å,2)





































0. il750( l )
0. l 5383(7)
0. l 9r 83(9)
0.2 15ó( r )
0.200 r( r )
0.r6t3(l)
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Bis(nitrato )bis Q,2' ,2" -triov ndv lamine)copper(II) n7
Table 2. (Conúnued)
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Furtherdetails of the structure determination (e.g. stnrcturc factors) have been deposited within the
relevant daøbase and can be accessed as Collection No. 320542 or ordered from the Fachinforma-
tionszentrum Karlsruhe, D-7514 Eggensæin-Leopoldshafen 2, Federal Repubtic of Germany.
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The crystal structure of bis[tris(2-pyridyl)methane]copper(ll) dinitrare, ICui(CrH.N).CH].1 [NOr]" has
'ceen deterrnined. At 295 K the Cu atom lies on a special position so that all six Cu-N bonds are
:rysta llographically equ ivalent I Cu-N 2.103(4) A] . The structure at 1 73 K is very similar ICu-N 2.095 (3)
Ä ]. However, the electronic spectrum suggests that the Cu2- ion experiences a ligand field of tetragonal
symmetry. This has been confirmed by the EXAFS of the compound, which shows four nilrogen aloms at
2.O4 A and two at 2.25 A from the copper. The apparent trigonal symmetry revealed by the X-ray analysis is
thus due to disorder of the long and short Cu-N bonds about the three-foid axis. The EPR speclrum shows
an isotropic signal at 295 K, but a signal characleristic of a tetragonally elongated octahedral complex at
150 K. This suggests that rhe directions of the long and short bonds interchange rapidly on the EPR time-
scale at room temperature. but that the comolexes become frozen into panicular orienlations on cooling.
Tripodal ligands involving nitrogen-donor heterocycles have
been lound ¡o exhibit a numbe¡ ol uselul properties in co-
ordination and organometallic chemistry. r As part ol a study of
the electronic and steric characteristics ol transition-metal
compiexes of ligands of this kind.2-; we have prepareci the
compound [Cu{(CrHnN)rCHi :]INO3]r, where (CrH.N)3CH
is tris(2-pyridyl)methane. \À'e report here the crystal structures
ol the compound at 295 and 173 K. These are closely similar. In
both structures the metal and bridgehead carbon atoms of ¡he
[Cu{(C5H.N)3CH}r]t- complex lie on a three-fold symmetry
axis, so that the six Cu-N bonris are crystallographically
equivalent. Six equivalent bonds in such a complex would 'oe
highly unusual, as they would lead to an orbitally degenerate
ground state. which is unstable wilh respect to a Jahn-Teller
distortion. The electronic spectrum of the compound is also
reported. and is closely similar to those of analogous complexes
which have the tetragonally distorted octahedral co-ordination
geometry commonly observed tbr Curr.ó'; This suggests that the
/ocal co-ordination geometry may 'oe e tetragonaily dislorted
octahedron. and that the crystallographic symmetry results
- tiom disorder of the Cu-N bonds about the three-fold axis.
Disorder ol this kind has been observed lor other Curt
compounds. such as [Cu(en)3]SO. (en : ethane-1.2-di-
amine).s The disorder nodel fbr [Cu{(C5H*N)]CHi:lfNOrl:
is supported by the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
specrrum which shows an isotropic signal at 293 K but a signal
characteristic of a tetragonally elongated octahedral complex ar
r50 K.
í Suoplementarv data zuailable: f SUP N-o. i;060. ; pp.). Observcd
EXAFS data. inai positional Darameters and Debye-Waller facÌors.
Sæ ínstn-¡ctions lor .{uthors. J. Chem Soc.. Daiton Trans.. 1995.
Issue l, pp rxv-xxx.
.Yon-SI untts emoioyed: eV = ì .60 ,< l0-: 
e J. G = l0* T.
As an additional probe ol the Cu¡¡ stereochemistry in
[Cu{(CtH*N)3CHì]l[NO3], we have measured the extended
X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) of the compound.
This is dominated by contributions from back-scattering atoms
in the immediate vicinity of an X-ray absorber (in the present
case, the Cu atom). In solids where the aPparent structure
revealed by X-ray diffraction may be affeited by disorder.
EXAFS provides a powertll means of studying the local
co-ordination geometry. For example, we have Íecently used
the EXÅFS of the 3-chloroanilinium salt fNHrCrH.Cl-318-
N)rCHÌ:lINO3]3 likewise show that the local geometry
around ¡he Cu atom is elongated tetragonal, the Cu-N distances
being in good agreement with the electronic and EPR spectra.
Experimental
Svnthesis o/ [Cu{(C5i{nN)rCH}:J[NO¡]r.-A solution ol
tris(2-pyndyl)methane' (80 mg, 0.323 mmol) in acetone (10
cmi¡ was added dropwise with stirring to a solution of
Cu(NO3)1.3H.O (35 mg,0.145 mmol) in the same solvent (15
cmr). The mixtu¡e was cooled and the light blue product
separated by centriíugation. Yield 86 mg, 8?id. The solid was
recrystallised from methanolliethyl ether (Found: C. 56.4; H,
3.35: N, 16.4. Calc. ior C32H¡5CuNgO5: C.56.3: H.3.85: N,
16.J9á). Crystals suitable lor diffraction measuremenb were
obtained by evaporation of en sthanolic solution.
Spectroscopic .V e¿surements.-Single+rystal electronic spec'
lra were ¡neasured using a Cary 5A spectrophotometer. The
proceciur: is Cescribed elsewhere.rr The sample was cooled
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Max. min. rransmission lactors
No data measu¡ed
No unique ciata
No observeci data [/ 2 2.5o1/)]
rR
R'
' Details in common: formula Cr.H.nCuN,Oo. M 682.2. space group
R3. z = 3. F(ooot to53: r' = I'o:(F).
Table 2 Fracrional atomiccoordinares lor the non-hvdrogen atoms of
[Cu.i (C,H.Nt3CH i.][NOr].






Fig, I Molecular structure (ORTEPt') and atom labelling for the
[Cul(C5H.N)¡CH].1:- complex in [Cu{(C.H.N).CH}r]fNOrlt at
(a) 295 K and (b) 173 K. The thermal ellipsoids are dra\¡rn at the 35'/á
probabilil).. levcl
dara anci 0.38 e ,A-3 for the 173 K data. Scattering factors for
all atoms were those incorporated in the TEXSAN program. t 3
The structure and atom labelling scheme are shown in Fig. I '
The fractional atomic coordinates of the non-hydrogen atoms
are listed in Table 2. bond distances and angles in Table 3 and
anisotropic thermal ellipsoid paramete¡s in Table 4.
Additional matenal available from the Cambridge Crys-
tallograpiric Data Centre comprises H-atom coordinates and
remaining boni lengths anci angles.
¿'X,{^FS.-X-Ray absorption measurements were made at
tire Australian National Beamline Facilit;- on bending-magnet
beamline 208 ar the KEK Photon Factory. Tsukuba, Japan.
The storagc ring delivered a current ol -130-300 mA at 2.5 Gev.
The monochromalor wâs a Si( I I I I channel-cut double crystal.
295 K
I i .ót7(3 )
ì l 999(4)








































































































" Atom has { site occupancy factor. 
û Atom has j sile occupangv faclor
using a Cryodl¡ne mqdel 22C cryostat. The reflectance spectn¡m
was recorded with a Beckmann DK2A speclrophotometer. The
EPR spectra were measured at Q-band frequency. =31 GHz,
using a JEOL JES-FE spectromeler equipped with a standard
JEOL cryostat and temperature controller.
Cr¡,sto¡¡otrorrr.-lntensity data were measured on a Rigaku
AFCóR diff¡actometer âtted with a graphite monochromato¡
[i.(Mo-Ke) = 0.710 73 Â. uF20 mode. 0.", = 27.5']. A single
crystal (0.1 3 x 0. I 8 x 0.2.i mm ) was used to record data at 295
aoi I 73 K. No decomposition of the crystal occurred during the
data collec¡ions. .Absorption corrections were applied.r:
Reflecrions with / ) 3.0o(.1) were useci in the anal-vses. Crystal
dara are summarÞed in Table l.
Thc structure was solved by conventiona! heav-'--atom
methods and refineci bv a full-matrix least-squares procedure
based on F.t3 Non-hydrogen atoms were reñned with
anisotropic thermal parameters. Hydrogen atoms were loca¡ed
in a difference map during the 295 K analysis. They were
included in the model at their öalculated posirions (C-H 0.97 A)
and were assi_med plausible isotropic thermal parameters. At
convergence (sigma weights.¡ R = 0.0a6 and R' = 0.048 lor the
295 K daø. and R : 0.035 and R' = 0.0a5 for the 173 K data.
The analysis ofvariance showed no special features. The higtrest
peak in the ñnal difference map was 0.50 e Â-3 for the 295 K
/
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No detuning was aoplied. The X-ra,v speclra were recorded
in t¡ansmission mode using standard N.-ñlled ionisation
chambers. Energies were calibrrted bv melns oi a Cu-',oil
internal stanciard. the first inlìection point on the Cu edge
being assigned us 3980.i ¿V.
The sample ol [Cul(CsH.¡í)rCHi:][NOr]. was a ñnely
ground powder diluted with BN íboron nitrirje). The mixture
was pressed into a peller (i mm thick.¡ supported in ln Al spacer
with 6i.5 ¡rm ùlylar tape w'indows. Two sclns ol the X-ray
absorption spectrum were recorijed ltt :rmbient tempertture
(195 K). The scans were lveraged using weights based on rhe
signal-ro-noise ratios. ,{ background correction was applied by
59i
fitting a polynomial to the Pre-edge region. extrapolating it into
the EXAFS region und subtracting it lrom rhe data. A three-
region spline was fìtted to the EXAFS region and subtracied'
TÈe daia wcre normxliseci to rn edge jump ol 1.0 and
compensateci ìbr decreusing absorbance past the edge. The
background-subtracted. normalised and compensated data
were converted to k space. where t is the photoeiectron w¿ve-
vector,ti-'[3m"( E - Eù)'and En rs the threshold energy.
For the EXAFS refinement of the structure' a model
Debye-'Waller tactors oi all atoms in the model were treateci as
variables. The number o[ indepencient variables was' however,

















Nil l FC0 3)-C( r 3)
c( l2)-c( r 3)-c( l4)































































Symmetry operations: i, x - y,.r - I, 2 - :: ii. i - -v,.r -.v - l. ::iii,l-7.x-y,:.
Fig. 1 ldeal EXAFS model geometry. The mirror plane is represented
by the shaded rectangle











































































Cu 0.0210(3) 0.0210(3) 0.0180(4) 0.0105(4) 0 0
o(l) 0.042(2) 0.057(3) 0.05?(:) 0.027(l) 0.003(l) 0.001(:)
N( I ) 0.040(2) 0.040(3) 0.019(3) 0.0?0(3) 0 0
N(l l) 0.026(i) 0.029(2) 0.028(l) 0.013(l) 0.001(l) 0.0011)
c(l) 0.02:(l) 0.021(l) 0.018(l) 0.01 l(l) 0 0
cíl:) 0'033(:) 0'037(l) 0'035(l) 0'Ù21(2) 0'003(l) 0'012(2)
c(13) 0.033(3) 0.028(l) 0.054{:) 0 019(i) 0.00ó(2) 0'013(2)
c( 14) 0.Ù33(3) 0.02911) 0 047(l) 0.020(l) ù.005(2) 0.001(2)
ai 15) 0.0i.?(l) 0.029(l) 0.0i1(:) 0.01ó(:) 0.001(2) -0.001(:)
c(16) 0.018(2) 0.023(2) 0.025(l) 0.009(l) 0.002(l) 0.003(l)
The rnisorropic thermal parameter is given by the expression: 1".n,- = exp[-];!:(å:a'2lJr, + k2b'2(i2r + /:c':L.1¡
?hlu'c' u r l + ?klb, c' u.j)).
+ 2hka'b'Urt +
59E
Tablc 5 Resrraints and conslraints useC in the refinement ol- the
[Cu i ( C s ]-..N ) ¡ CH,.] INO,L. mociel ucrsu.s ¡he obseweC EXAFS
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dlc,,J, - G:ç¡r:r: olc,l¡,, - 6lct,:,1
d-C¡tl, - O-¡r:r: G-C0:r - O-¡rr,¡
O-crto¡ - 6-¡¡¡r = d-c¡ro t - G-¡il,r




4The same restraints are used for each of the rhree rincs The atoms of
the nng lying on the mirror plane_are indic¿ted by primes The o values
used in the refinemen! were 0.1 A for all dis¡ance restraints. 5" lor all
angle restraints. and 0.002 ,A,l ior all Debye-Walìer factor resrraints-
' Th-is angle is the bond an-ele at the methyl carbon.
subsrantiall]' reduced by applying appropriate res¡rainls and
const¡aints (Table 5). The bond lengths and bonc! angles were
tightl-v restrained to the ideal geometry ol Fig. 2 Additional
restraints were applied to preserve the planarity of the pyridyl
rings. !o keep the Cu alom coplanar with each of the pyridyi
rings. and to ensure that the single-scattering Debye-Waller
lactors of!he ring aroms increaseci with increasing distance from
the Cu atom. Constraints were applied to keep the Debye-
Waller factors of the rhree atoms furthest from the Cu in each
ring equal, and to make the increments between the Debye-
Wallcr factors around the ring idcnrical in all thrce rings.
During the initial refinement cycles it was observeC thar the two
shoner Cu-N(py¡idyl) distances had refined to the same value.
A plane of symmetry was accordingly introduce<i between these
two pyridyl rings, resulting in a further reduction ofthe number
of inciependent variables.
The EXAFS analysis was performed b-"* means of the program
XFITt5 u'hich uses non-linear least-squares fitting to vary the
model until rhe agreement between the observed and calculated
EXAFS is optimised. The EXAFS of the model was calculated
ab initio using the curved-wave multiple-scatrering EXAFS
prograrn FEFF 6.01.tó The calculation included l5l unique
patirs with eflective length < -5 A and up to ó legs. The Debye-
Walier factors for the multiple-scattering paths were estimated
from the single-scattering Debye-rùaller factors using an
uncorrelatec isotropic vibration model. r5
Thc quantity minimised during the refinements is given by
equation ( I ). u,here 7,..r.(k) and 7""b.(k) are the kr-weighted and
t-r'r = | [7-".,.(Å-) - ]/-"rJÅ')lt dk t 11,ôi (l)
Jr=o
Fourier-filtered values of the calculated and observed EXAFS.
respecrively The kr weighring was applied to each EXAFS
curve prior to Fourier ñlrering; Â' is the difference between the
model parameter and the value to whieh it is reslrained in the
ith resiraint. and x, is the weight olthe restrainrl lli: Gi l
where o, is an arbitra,l'variance-like Darameter.
The oarameters vaned were the position (.y. .r. --) and single-
scattering Debye-\l'aller faclor 2c: oieach atom, the threshold
energv Eo and ihe scale lacto¡ So:. Tire goodness-oi-fit
parameter À was caicuiated, irom equarion (l) The standard
0123456
Distance/A
Fig. 3 (¿) EXAFS of [Cu{(CsHnN)¡CH}.]:*: observed (-).
c¿lculared from refrned model (- - - -). wrndou' used in Fourier filter
(. ...) (¿r) Fourier-transform amplitude ol EXAFS: observed (-).











À: [x,..,"(k) - l"h(/{)]: dkl X.o.(,t)r dk (2)
deviarions were estimated by frtting the model to a number of
EXAFS curves generated bl, first using a Fourier filter to
smooth the observed EXAFS. and then adding random noise at
the level lound in the original observed EXAFS. The noise in the
observed EXAFS was estimated using Fourier filtering.ts The
deviations obtained using this Monte-Carlo method were less
than 0.002 Ä for the Cu-N distances and 0.0005 .Âr for the Cu-N
Debye-Waller factors. These values represent solel), the errors
due to counting statistics The fact that the values are srnâll
reffects the high quality of the EXAFS data. The s:r'stematic
errors in the short and long Cu-N distances are typically
esrimared as c¿.0.01 and 0.01 .Ä. respectivel."-. anci these values
are used in the téxt.
The observed and calculated EXAFS. the corresponding
Fourier transforms. and the window functions used in the
Fourier filter are shown in Fig. 3. The ñnal R value was 0.168.
The maximum deviation lrom ideal geometr)' was less than 0.01
Å for the bond lengths and 0.5o lor the bond angles. The R value
obtained b¡, refining a model with the three-fold symmetry
found in the X-ra1 diffraction analysis was 0.218. The Cu-N
distance in the refineci model with three-fold symmetr.v was 2.03
Å and the So: facror was lou'. indicating thar the strong EXAFS
from ¡he two pyriciine rings closer to the Cu atom had
<iominated the refinement. The reñneci Cu-N bond lcngths and
the first anci seconci shell thermal parameters are shown in
Table 6. The observed EXAFS dara. and the final positional
parameters and Debye-Waller facrors ior alì atoms. have been
ciepositeci as SUP i706û.
I i
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Trble 6 EXAFS analysis oi [Cui(CrH.N)rC!{]:lL}-Orl: trt 295 K:
main distances rround Cu'
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provide no evidence tbr disorder. The diagonaiised vibration
elliosoid oarameters lT¿ble -t) and ihe vibra¡ionai ellipsoids
cierived liom them ( Fig. I ) both show that the ileviations from
spherical symmelry ere nol rnuch larger lor lhe nitrogen ltoms
than tbr rhe cenrr¡l Cu. Even at 173 K. where the Cecrease in
vibretionai emplitudes shoulcj make any ellects ciue lo disorder
more 3pparent. the ¡elative elongairon of the ellipsoids is ¡t best
disorder extends over ¡ sutñciently large proPortion oi the
atoms of :he iigand to let the eilects become lost in '.he noise of
the experiment or'averaged out'.
EX,IFS -The obsewed EXAFS is incompatible 
with the
EXAFS calculated for a model with six ¡o.uivalent pyridines. but
Electronic Spectra.-Ãt room temperature {193 K) the
electronic retìectance spectrum oi [Cul(CrH.\)3CFIir]-
fNOr], over the range -1000-22 000 crn-t shows a band centred
àt =7000 cm-r and a peak at l6 000 c¡n-r [Fig. 
a(a)]. The weak.
sharp peaks at =6000 cm-r â.re due to IR overtones. as may be
seen f;om the reflectance sPectrum of the analogous Zn¡l
compound [Fig rded f¡om a single
crysial at 298 K 12 00È25 000 cm-r
are shown in Fig was inaccessible due
to the small size broad peak which is
centred at : l6 300 crn-t at 298 K is cleariy ¡esolved into bands
at = 16 800 and = 14 600 cm-' at = 12 K [Fig. 
afå)J.
EXAFS of [Cu{(C' H"N)]CH} :lfNOrl:.
bond directions. The different orientations are energetically
equivalent. except lor the small elTects t)f'strains' due to lattice
detècts. so that upon input of energy the direction of tetragonai
elongation m ne bond to enother. Àr low
temjerature. relatively slow and the EPR
spectmm is ough it originated from the
powder of a t ted complex with ¡he direction








+N : 0i8 i(5) 0.011 37( t])
rN l.:50 i( l 5) 0 02i ó(_\)
'Standard rjeviarions are given in parenrheses. The cstimated
syj/emd¡¡c ¿¡rors in rhe distances tbr the two shells are 0.01-0.02 Å.
Results and Discussion
Crystal Structu¡e.-The dimensions of the complex (Table 3)
provide litrle reason to suspect that. they represent :ìnytiling
other than the true geometry. The r,limensions ol the pyridyl
rings are similar to those o I the pyridyl rings in complexes of the
related ligand (pz):(CsH"N)CH (pz = pyrazol-l-yl).ó The six
crysrallographically equivalent bonds have
precisely the length.2.l0 Ä, that cted from the
average of rhe M-N(pyridyl) in [M{(pz):-
(CsH.N)CH):l[No']', lvf = Ni K-ó The onlv
results rhat might be symptomatic ol an underlying problem in
the crysrallographic refinements ate that several of the ligand
dimensions in Table 3 appear to undergo highly signiñcant
changes ()3o) between 295 and 173 K. and that these changes
do not seem Io be correlared with one another or with other
leatu¡es of the stn:cture. A lacile explanation of these
observations is that the estimated standard deviations of the
atomic positional coordinates are too low, but this merel¡r
emphasises that lhe refinements may not have converged to the
optimum solution.
A more serious problem is that Cu¡rcomplexes almost never
have six identical copper-ligand bond lengths but adopt an
elongated tetragonal co-ordination geometry. For example,
in the centrosymmetric complex [Cu{(pz)t(CrH.N)CH}¿]-
[NO.], formed by another tripod ligand, the copper-ligand
bond lengths are Cu-N(pyridyl) 2.020(3), Cu-N(pz) 1.994(3)
and Cu-N(pz) 2.335(3) 4.6 This lowering in symmetry is
explained conventionally in terms of vibronic Jahn-Teller
coupling, which acts to remove the orbital degeneracy that
wouid occur in a regular octahedral CuIr complex. It should be
noted that a moderate distortion of the th¡ee symmetry related
N-Cu-N angles lrom 90" lsuch as 186o in the present
complex) does ¡rot suffice to remove the degeneracy. These
etTects are the subject of a recent review.rT
Other examples of Curr complexes that crystallise with the
metal atom on a three-fold symmetry axis and with six
crystallographically equivalent metal-ligand bonds have been
reported. tB Detailed analysis has in each case revealed thât four
short and two long bonds occur al the local level, the high
crystallographic symmelry being due to disorder of the bonds
'about the ¡hree-lold axis.re Clues are flrequently (but not
always) to be tbund in the crystallographically determined
vibrational ellipsoids. For example, in the crystal stn¡cture of
[Cu(en)t]SO. (en = :thane- i.2-diamine), the elongation of the
vibrational ellipsoids along Ìhe Cu-N bond vectors was taken
as evidence oldisorder in the positions of the nitrogen atoms.s
In several instances, quantitative analysis oi ihe vibrational
parameters has yielded estimates of the local Cu¡l co-ordination
geomernr.ie :0 On the other hand. in a stuciy of the compounci
[Cu(Cri{rNr.)rj[Cu{CN)r].2H.C. an analysis of the crys-
tallographic vibrational paramelers tailed to detect any disorder
of the ligands. although this was clearly indicated by
spectroscopic data.: I
In ihe case of the present complex [Cu{(C9H"N):CH]rl-
[NOr]r, rhe vibrational paramerers of ihe nitrogen atoms'
600
8000 12000 16000 20000
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that the rate of i¡lermoiecular electron exchange in this
compound is relarìveiy slow. If the electron-exchange rate were
fas'. enough to produce 'exchange narrowing'. the randorrr
orientation of the bond axes would lead to the observarion ol
an isotropic signal even at lo\À temperature
The EPR spectrurn thus confirms thar ai thc local level
[CuÍ(CsHoN)¡cH)]lO.io3l: has a rerragonallv elongatec
octahedral geometry Tirc g vaiues deriveci from the low-
Iemperalure spectrum (5, = ).2U. S_ = 1.067) are character-
istic ol;r ground state with the unpaired electron in the d._,_",
orbital. consistent with the complex having a retragonall-v-
elongated octahedral geomerD'. as conñrmed conclusivelv b1,
the EXAFS. The g values are simiiar ro those reported for the
tetragonall¡- elongated complexes formeci b_v- Cu: * with
analogous tripod ligands o r In rhe following secrion we show
that similar values (g¡, = 2.152. g_ = 2.059) are also obtained
b_v- CAMMAG calcularions usinc an isotropic orbital reduction
paramerer k : 0.78.
Metal-Ligand Bonding in Terms of the Angular Ouerlap
Model.-A convenient method of parametrising the energv
levels of transition-metal complexes is provided by the angular
overlap model (AOM). This approach has recently been used to
analyse the electronic spectra of complexes with a varietl, of
tripod ligands.6 ? It is ofinterest to see whether the transition
energies of [Cu{(CrHnN)3CH}r]fNO3l. may be interpreted
using chemically reasonable bonding parameters.
Calculations were carried out using the computer program
CAMMAG developed by Gerloch and co-workers.z5 This
program estimates the transition energies using a set of bonding
parameters eo, eãx, ¿,) to deñne the o- and r-bonding
characteristics of each li_eand. The geometry is derived from an
appropriate crystal structu¡e. For the purposes of the
calculations, the geometry of the presenr complex was assumed
to be similar ro thai of [Cu{(pz)1(C5H.N)CH}r][NO3]r.6 The
crystallographically determined Cu-N dis¡ances in the latter
complex are close to those determined for the present complex
by the EXAFS analysis described above. An effective spin-orbit
coupling constant of 645 cm-¡ wa-s used, ¡-Bonding in the plane
of the amine ligand, represented by er¡, was assumed to be
negligible (¿", : 0), as found in other studies.t Vy'hen the values
used for the other bonding parameters were eo = 5800 cm-r,
e,r : 900 crn-r for the four equatorial ligands, and e" = 2300
cm-r, en" = 350 cm-t for the two axial ligands, the calculated
¡ransition energies were in reasonable agreement with those
observed experimentally (see below).
Calc.: 17 350, I 6 000, 14 600, 7050 cm-'
Obs.: 16 800. : 14 600. =7000 cm-t
The bonding parameters of lhe closer (equatorial) nitrogen
atoms are similar to those derived for other complexes with
meral-iigand bond lengths comparabie ro the vaiue 2.04 ,4
cietermined from the EXAFS of [Cu{(C5H.N)]CH}:l-
[NO.]r.o 
- 
For example. in [Cu[(pz)r(C5H4N)CH]:l[NO3]r.
e. = 6590.cm-r. snr: 1300 cm-t for two N(pyridyl) atoms
ai 2.020 A. and e" = 5540- "t¡-r. 
€nr = 740 cm-r for two
N(pyrazolyl.¡ atoms at 1.994 A.'
On the other hand. if the bonding parameter e, varies as the
inverse of the ñlth or sixth power of the bond distance, as
suggested by other studies.ó 
- 2õ then the value predicted for the
Cu-N distance oi2.25 Ä determineri from the EXAFS study is
e" r 3000 cm-¡. The value obtaineci for the axial ligands in
[Cui(CrH"N).CHir][NO3]: is signiñcantl¡' lower. e" = 23gtg
cm-r. A deviation of this kind is in fact always obsenved for
Cu: - complexes with a tetragonal)¡.' eiongated octahedral
geotìetry. being generall¡, explainei in terms of confìguration
interaction between the ars(--:)and metal arß(4s) orbirals.2: The
present discrepancv corresponds to a depression of =1400
cm-: in the energl' of the :Ars(::) excited state. which is very
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Fig. 4 (¿) Room-temperature reflectance spectra of [M{(C5H"N)¡-
CHÌ:l[NO3]r, where M : Cu (i) and Zn (ri). (å) Electronic
absorbance spectra (unpolarised light) from an arbitrary face of a
crystal of [Cu{(CrH.N)3CHi:][NO3]: at 298 K (i) and = 12 K (t,)
(a)
(þ)
10500 1 1000 1 1500 12000 12500
Magnetic f¡eld/G
Fig.5 The EPR spcctrum of powdered [Cu{(C5HoN)-1CH}]lINOr]:
measured at 293 K l¿) and 150 K (å). The signal in the region oÍ-9,, at
lá0 K is also shown a! an enhanced intensitv The weak inffecrions at a
field of =12¿100 G are due to a speck of powdercd diphenylpicryl-
hydrazyl used as an internal snndarC G = 3 0036)
remperatureì the rare ol switching is fast compared with the
EPR time-scale. so thar an isotropic signal is observed.
Two further aspects of the low-temperature EPR specl¡um
should be noted. First. a weak residual isotropic signal persists
at low lemperature (Fig. 5). This signal may originate from the
fact tnat the random strains which act to locaiise the vibronic
wave functions have a range of values. so that the rates at which
rhe Cu-N bonC lengrhs switch direcrion are not idenrical foÍ all
sites in the crysEl. A similar behaviour has been observed in
otbei systems of this type.:' Secondiy. the observa¡ion of a
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study of r series of tetrrgonally distorted CurI ;rmine complexes
by Deeth end Gerloch.:3 Even smaller values. e" = 300 and 500
ç¡¡-r. were obtained l-or the bonding parameters of the ¿xial
Ligands in the complexes [Cul(pz).(CrH.N)CH].1[NCr], and
[Cu1(pz)rCH j.][ì{O,]=' respectively.''- The depression in e'
is expected !o increase lrs thù tetragonal distortion increases.
For ihe Cu:- complexes ol the lbove three tripod ligands. the
decrease in the e, values oithe rxial ligands.2300 > 800 > i00
cm-r. cioes indeed mirror the increase in the ¿xiai bond lengths,
1.3 < 1.355 < 1.335 A. Thus rhe .\Olvl calculations are
consistent with the reiatively short a.rial bonci length deriveci
iìom the EX,\FS enalysis oi [Cu{ (Ct H.N )rCH ì :]f¡ÍOrl :.
Conclusion
The results illustrate the ciif lerences bet*een the intormation
provided by the various techniques. X-Ray diflracrion reveals
atomic positions averaged over ihe lattice es a whole. In
[Cu{(CsH"N)¡CH]:lfNOrl, the ligand atoms of the tetra-
gonally elongated [Cui(CsHnN)rCHir]t' complex are dis-
ordered ro give a space-averaged geometry with six identical
Cu-N bond lengths. It is not clear why the disorder is not
apparent in the vibra¡ional ellipsoid parameters produced by
the X-ray analysis. buf ihe absence of a significant asymmetry in
such parameters cannot be taken as evidence that the atoms are
localised at the observed positions. In contrast, the ¡lectronic
spectrum end EXÅFS are determined by the true local Iigand
geomerry about each Cu:-. Provided that. as in the present
case. intermolecular electron exchange is slow, EPR spectros-
copy lies between ¡hese two extremes. An isotropic spectrum is
observed at room temperature where the ligand atoms
inrerchange position rapicily, but ar 150 K the signal becomes
anisotropic because the ligand exchange rare has dropped
below the EPR timescale.
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crystals of Icu{p(c.H,N),}.] Br..8H"O, sludied- aI 173 K are triclìnic, space group P1, 
with^unrt-cell
dimensions a=9.082(a), b=11.3a0(1). c=9.08t(2) Ä, r=-98a0(4), F=9¿78(3). ^',=98'21^(7)'
and Z=1;rhose ot ¡zn1elC,H.Ñ¡"1.jeioeH,O str¿ieå at 293 K are monoclinic' space 
group CZl m
*it¡ , = r2.so6(6), å =ìs.sÉle(zl', c =1t.593(7) A. Í
refìned to final ,1 = 0.050 for 3'1 92 reflections wit
'¡uith / ) 3.0o(/), respectively. The centrosymmetrr
A] considerably shorter than the other four
Ìemperature dependence of the EPR spectrum su
elongated octahedral geomelry with two possible
interòhange of the directions of the long and inte
dynamic equilibrium. with an activation energy o
relative intensit¡es of the EPR signals observed at
structural isomers of r4 cm-', The zinc compl
independent Zn-N distances [2.150(3) x /; 2'18
EPR spectrum oÍ this compound doped with :
compound, but with a lower activation energy for
behaviour of the copper(tr) complex in the lwo
surface obtained by considering the effects of J
Bonding parameters derived from the electroni
elongatéd octahedral co-ordination geometry proposed'
Tripodal iigands involving nitrogen-donor heterocycles have
beei lound to exhibit a number of usetìl properlies in co-
ordination and organometallic chemistry. 
t As part ola study of
the electronic and steric characteristics of first-row transition-
metal complexes ol ligands ol this kind :-; we have prepared the
compo.rnds [M lP(C jH¡N), ] .lBrr'SH1O (M : Cu or Zn) and
repoìt here their cr;-stal struclures. These indicate that one pair
o¡'Irans If-N bonds is considerably shorter than the other two
pairs. Such a tigand arrangement would be highiv unusual tor a
ðopper(¡r) comþI.*. ls it implies the tetragonally compressed
ioä ol the Jairn-Teller distortion ruther than the tetragonally
metal-ligand boncis ol complexes mon
retragonally elongared octahecir:rl etry'
Electron paramagnetic resonance I :rnd
cx¡ended X-ray absorotion ñne st have
t Suaolem¿nturt',ìata ¿vailuitlc: sec lnstructions :¡i' \uthors. J CiPm'
¡of Duiton,t¡a¡s.. !99i. lssue i. pp rxv-rxx
\,tn-Si unit ¿moioved: C = i0 'T
38r0
s'avefuncrìons of a copper{l) compiex perrurbed b¡. Jahn-
Teller couplinq and'srrain' inducec b¡, the surrouncirng
iatricc.
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anC .R =0.033 and .R' = 0.037 for rhc zinc compler. The
analysis ofvariacc showei no speciaì lcatures in cithcr casc and
lhe maximum nce map '¡'as C.? I ani U.43
e A r for the c es. respecrivell.. Scattering
lacto¡s fo¡ all rporaied in the TEXSANì
program.:r F ¡ates are lisred in Tables j
and 5. anisot omplex in
Table 3. the d I which
were drawn and 301
probabilitv e disrances
and angles are prescnted in Tables 4 and 6
Aciditional marerial avaiiable from rhe Cambridee Crvsrallo_
graphic Dara Cenrre comprises H-atom coordina'tes. thermal
parameters and remaining bond lengths and an,sles.
Results and Discussion
Crystal Struct¡rres.-The structure of the cat.ion in
rirese contacts do not involve the carion but the bromide anion
and the water molecules of crvstallisation. The bromide atom
forms three hydrogen-bonding contacts to the solvent wateí
molecules [Br ' . ' O(2). O(4), O(3) are 3.291 (4). 3.324(5).
3.326(5) .4.. respectivelv] and. as *åll. rhere are warer-warer
contacts involving each of the four water molecules. In the
CuN. octahedral cation the¡e are two classes of Cu-N conracrs
with the Cu-N(21) and Cu-N(31) dis¡ances of 2.189(5) and
equal within er¡or and
han the Cu-N( 2.002Ø) it:
thin the compl s expected.
eometry about atom. with
two shoil and four long Cu-N disrances. is rhereby unusual. the
as we are the only example of a
cornpoun-d rype where all avaiiable
evidence:s tôtragonal Jahn-Teller
distortion. ecrion. the EPR evidence
c(12)
Experimental
S.vntheses.-The compound tris€-pyridyl)ohospÌrine was
obtaineci using esrablished metirods.a':r
Bßl_ry1s{}-2vridyl)phosphinelcopp sH.-N)3lrl[-N-Or]:. A solurion oi Cu( . O.S
mmol) in acerone (5 cmr) u,as oom
tcmperature ro a stirred solurion of rris(l-pvridvl)phosphine
(265 mg. I mmol) in accrone û0 cm3). tne reiútringiuspension
was cooled at 0 oC for I h, filtered. washed witir ace-roneand air
dried Yielci: 300 mg. 83f .
I Lt-lt.r i!(?- Ð r id v l) p ho s p hin e) c o p p e r I nl b r o m i d e. [C u i p(C, -
Hor-), j.]8r1.8H.O. The nir¡ate salr was conuerteã inìo the
bromide salt b¡, anion-exchange chrornaro,eraphy using a eAE





temp_erature to a srirred solution of tris(2-pyridyl)phosphine
(250 mg. I mmol) in acerone (10 cm3). The resulting suspension
was cooled at 0 oC for 2 h. ñltered. washed with aceìone and air
dried. Yield: 280 mg, 78)(.
_ _.8 
t¡ l_t 1rs(2; y;t 
r id v [) p ho sp hin e) : in c (u) b ro m ide. [Zn{p(C. H.-
N)rirlBr=.8HrO. The nitrare salr was converìed'i¡to the
chromatography using a QAE
. Crystals were grown b¡ slou,
ion (Found: C.40.2: H.4.0: N.
9.6. Calc. lor C3eHo6Br,N.OrPrZn: C, 40.0; H, a.5; N. 9 3%).
spectroscopíc M easurements.---The reflectance spect¡um was
recorded with a Beckmann DK2A spectrophotòmerer. The
EPR spectra were measured ar Q-band frequenc_"-. =34 GHz,ove¡ the temperatuÍe range 293-77 K using a JEOL JES-FE
EOL cryostat. crysral-
er. A cnystal spectn¡m
o measured at = l0 Kat X-band frequency ( =9.4 GHz) using a Varian El2
Crvstallograph-v.-lntensit¡. data for a blue c¡¡stal of
[CuiP(CrH.N).1.]Br¡.8H¡O (173 K.0.t3 x 0.33 x 0.24mm)
and a pale yellou,crvstal of [ZnIP(C'H.N),].lBr¡.8H.O (293
K. diameter 0.5 mm) were measured on â Rieaku Ã¡Cen
ciiffractomercr fitrcd with graphite-monochromãtised Mo-K¿
radiation, i : 0.710 73 A: the or-2€ scan technique was
employed to measu¡e data such thar e-,, was 31.5" No
decompositron of either crystal occurred during their respective
data collections anci only absorption-correcre-d data ::' which
satisfied lhe c¡iterion / > 3.0o(/) were used in the subseguent
anal¡rses. Crvsral dara are summarised in Table l.
Each structure u,as solved by placing the mctal atom on a
special site of symmerr¡ ning
ated from subsequent di the
efined by a full-matrix leas dure
Non-hvdrogen atoms with
anisotropic thermai parameters and H atoms were included in
the mociels a'! their calculared positions (C-H 0.9? A): wa¡er
hydrogen atoms were not located. At conver,eence (o weights.











Fig= ! Molecula¡ struclurc and cn-slallograohic numbeñng schemc
. iorthecation in [CuiP(C.H.N)¡ j¡]Br..8H=O
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No. observed dara [1 > ].t)o(/)l
R
R'
Table 2 Fractional atomic coordinates for rhe non-hydrogen atoms
of [Cul P(C'H.N)¡ ) :]Br:.8H'O
compound. it crystallises in the monoclinic space group C)im.
The molecular structure ol the cation is shown in Fig. 1. In the
lattice, there are three contacts between the bromide anion anci
symmelry-related water molecules of soivation [i.e. Br ' ' ' O(i).
óttl. oil'l 3.333(-1). 3.356(.t). 3.ii6(J) À. respectivelyl and
water-water interactions involving all warer molecuies. The
geometry about the zinc atom. wirich is located at a
ðrystallographic siÌe oi symmetry 2im. is distorted ocrahed¡al.
the Zn-N(l l) distances being 2.150(3) A ( x l) and Zn-N(21)
2.187(3) Å ("+). However. the difference in bond lengths
is :'nuch sma.ller than ior the copper(r) complex (:0 03 com-
pared wilh r0.19 A) because ofthe absence ofthe Jahn-Teller
effect. Also, because of the higher site symmetry, lhe i\¡/o
longer Zn-N bonds are crystallographically eq-uivalent. and
this has implications tbr the EPR spectnrm of Cur 
* doped into
the zinc compound (see lollowing section).
EPR Spectra.-At 293 K the EPR spectn¡m of powdered
[Cu{P(C5H*N)3}2]Brr.8H2O is characteristic ol a tetragonal
g teirsor with g¡¡ :2.04, gL: 2'165. On cooling to 77 K,
although the aueiage g value remains unchanged. the gt signal
is largely replaced by resonances corresponding to g:2.09
and 2.25. so that at low temperature the overall spectrum is
that expected tbr a complex with a tetragonally elongated
octahedral geometry with a slight orthorhombic dis¡ortion.
Except that the change occurs at higher temperature, this
behaviour is reminiscent oi that observed fo¡ lhe centre
[Cu(H:O)zCl.]r- in Cu:--doped NHoCl.rs Here. e'reve¡sed'
g tensor of terragonal symmetry is replaced by a 'normal' g
tensor of orthorhombic symmetry at a tempera¡ure ol' = 30 K.
and this was èxplained by the complex having a tetragonally
elongared octahedral geometry, but with the long bonds
fluctuating berween the Cu-Cl directions. Above =30 K the
rate of exchange between the 'structural isomers' is more rapid
than the EPR time-scale. but when the ¡emperature drops below
=30 K the [CutHlO)zClnJ:- complex becomes 
'frozen' into
one onentatron.
The behaviour ol[Cu{P(CrH.N)3 i3]Br2'8H1O can the¡eiore
be explained if the complex has rn essentially tetragonally
elongated octahedral geometry, though with the long bonds
randômly distributed between two oi the three Cu-N bond
<iirec¡ions. The ciitTerent orientations ùre almost energelically
equivalent. so that upon input of energy the direction of
telragonal elongation rnay'switch' from one bond io another.
,\t low tempertture lhis switching is relatively slow. ¡nci the








































































































' Atom has site occupancl/ facror = 0.5
strongly suggests that in [Cu{P(CrH.N)r}:]Brr.8HrO the
longer Cu-N bonds actually iepresent che auerage ligand
positions olone pair olclosely bonded pyridines (Cu-N =1.04
À). and one pair ol loosely bound amines (Cu-N =2.34 A). so
thÍrt ihe local co-ordination geomerry about rhe copper(u) in
tact conforms to that generally observed lor this metal ion.
The Cu-N distances proposed for [Cu{P(C5H.Nl¡}:]Br:.
SH'O are quite similar to those observed fbr compiexes
of other similar iripod lígands, tbr instance 1.994, 2.020 and
:.-185 A in the compound [CuiCH(C'H.NXpz):i:]fNO¡l:.
rvhere pz = pyrazol-l-yl.ó However. the overall Jahn-Teller
,ristortion is somewhat iarger than that suggested by the bond
lengths 3.04 ( x 4) and 2.:5 ( x 2) ,{ revealed b:¿ EXAFS ot'
the compound [Cu{CH(CrH"N)r i:]INO3]:. t l
Although [Zn1P(C.H.Nì, j,]Br,.8H.O has a similar s¡oi-
chiornetry and co-orciioation geomerry ro the rbove copperilr)
38 i: J CHEM SOC DALTON TRANS 1995
























































































































































































Table 4 Selected bond disranccs
[Cu I P(C.H.r-): ì,] Brr.8 H rO












r .32 r (7)
Cu-N(ll)

















Cu-N(21 ÞC(21) i 20. I (4)
c(:2FNCI FC(26) r 16.0(5)






C( l2)-N( I l)-C(ì 61 1 t't' -614)
Cu-N(l I )-C(?6) l3l .4(4)
Cu-N(31È-C(31) 120ó(4)
c(32)-N(3r){(36) l l;.8(5)
' PrimeC atoms are related bv a centre of inversion
distorted terragonallr- elongated complex \À'ith thc di¡ection of
the long axis ofeach complex frxed in space. However. a: room
icmpcrarurc. the rare of swirching is faster than the EPR rime-
scaie. so that rhe signals associatcd with the long and one pair of
short bonds arc a\era_sed to give the g sigmal.
This picture was confirmcC bv mcasuring the EPR specrrum
oi a single c¡)'slai ar î7 K. ln general. two svmmetrv.-relareC
signals wcre observed. despite rhc fact rha'. rhc rriclinic celi
contains onlt one [Cu lP(C.H.N).l.]: - complex. The
positions of the signals varied with thc cr],slal orienrarion. anci
ther coalesced at the orienrarion prociuting rhe minimum g
value (1.04). [t ma¡" be assumed rhar here thc magnetic field is
parallcl to the siìorl Cu-N(l l) bonC. The variation of the t
vaìues in the piane nornal ro this direcrion is shown in Fig 3,
Two similar sinusoidai curves occur. u,ith extrema 90o apar'. A
h¡'pertìne splirring of t60 x l0 + cm-r ciue ro coupling wirh rhe
copper nuclcar spin was observed for tire signals associated with





Fig. 2 Molecula; structurc ancj crvstallographic numbcring lor rhe
criion rn [Zn IPrC.H.N)¡].lBr..tìH.O
obscned in the pou,<ier spcctrum ar 77 K. Thc two sets of
signals thus correspond to two possible orientations of a
comple): having an orthorhombically- distorred tetragonall)'
elongated geomctr]'. one having the long bond to N(ll). anci the
other with this ro N(31). For one ol rhe curves in Fig. 3 rhe
mav,imurn and minimum.g r,alucs occu; when lhe mâgnetic field
Ìies ciosc r.o thc Cu-N(li)and Cu-N(3lJ bonci ciirecrions.
respeclivcl\ while tirc reverse is true lor the other curve.
ljpon raising the remperarurc the signais corresponding ro
the two possible orientarions coalcsce at - 140 K lFig. 4). At
this tcmperarurc. the energl' differcncc between tirc signais.
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Trble 5 Frucironel xtomic coordinrtes lor tl:e non-hydrogen xloms
oi [Zn iP(C.H.N), i1]Br''3H,O
Åtom .r .v :
Br( l)" 0.619 84(l) l) () -ì13 ll(5)
z¡borl 0
P( l)' 0.175 52(3) 0 -0 l)li l(l)
Orl) 0.1556(:) i)1657(l) Dll9 ìli)
o(l)' 0 0.151 9(l) 0.i
o(l)' 0.890 8(i) 0 ù.360 j(i)
N( t l)' l) li6 l(l) 0 () l,16 6(i)
N{ll) 0 0Só l(:) 0 lll -ì(l) -0 081 l(l)
c( l])" 0 il9 7(.1) 0 Ù.]5? 7(l)
c( r j)' 0.103 6(.1) D r) j54 9(41
C( l.+)' 0.109 6(J) 0 Ù i39 4lJ)
c( r 5)' o.il7 ?(3) 0 0.125 ì(.r)
c( ló)' 0.2407(-î) 0 ().1317(4)
ce:) 0.032 l(l) 0.i38 9(l) -D.li7 i(i)
cili) 0 07s 0(l) 0.i57 -i(l) -0 199 7(3)
c(14) 0.185 l.(i) 0.1:¡6 srl) -Ù.10ó l(l)
c(35) 0.241 5(3) 0 168 9(3) -0 1.18 3(3)
cí3ó) 0 i92 9(l) 0.103 l(l) -0.086 5(l)
'Àtom has site occupancy lactor = 0 5. ô,{tom has site occupancy
iacror : 0.15
Table 6 Selected bond distances (Ä) and angles (o) lor
[Zn{PlCrH.N): ] .lBr..8H,O
o 30 ôo 90 120 150 140
Fìotalion ancleio
Fig. 3 Plor ol' g¡ {I) antl g. (l ) rs a funclrrtn 6i ¡þg ¡e¡¿¡i¡rn ol thc
diäcrion ol-thJmagnetic âeid in ¡he olane trorm¿l to thÈ Cu-Nl ¡l)





































Zn-N(l I FC(22) 120.6(2)
c(r2FN(2r)-C(26) I 17.0(3) 77
Primed atoms related by the symmetry op€ration -.r,--v.-:, doubly
primed ones by.t,-.y,: and triply primed ones by -x, y,-:.
exchange R.*"n between the two orientations. equation (l).1? t
R.,"n È lg: - grilBn;(Jzh) (l)
Here. p is the Bohr m¿gneton and /¡ Planck's constant. and
subs'tituting .9: = 2.09, 3t : 2.25 and the average magnetic
field of the signals B : I . I 5 T into equation ( I ) yields the rate
R =5.7 x lOe s-r. Since the energy difference between the
structural isomers. AE. is clearl¡z small compared with the
energy barrier ÀE*. the latter may be estimated from lhe rate
expression (2):8 where k is the Boltzmann constan!. R the gas
constant ùnd ?. the absolute temperature. Substitution of
the above exchange rale. together with the temperature ol
coalescence l": l.l0 K. into equation (2) yields the ¿stimate
JE* = 607cm 
t.
R...n = krfexp(-LE''RT))ih (2)
The i¿ct that the activat.ion energy is so high means that at
low temperature the complexes will be 'frozen' lnto the less'
stable orientation. When the sample is cooled rapidly. as in the
present case. chis non-equilibrium situation will occur at
rDproximately the temperature at which the cooling rate
becomes comparable to the rate of exchange between the
orienrations. Åssuming r cooling rate of lK s-t. anci
'\ote lhat ihe ireouency ro in ret'. 17 is given in :'ad ;-r. This mav 5e






substituting rhis Ìbr R., gests the complex
will be 'froãen' into a p of orientations ¡t
T =27K, the estimatl ve to lhe 
rate of
the energy ciiíference AE between the lwo states ulu expresston
(3).:'g TÉ; spectra when the mag¡etic ñeld is approximately
11500 1 2500
P = ¿xP(AEjRI) (j)
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c
Fig. 5 X-Band EPR spectra ol a crystal of [Cu{P(C.H.N)3.j3]Br,.
8H.O rvith rhe magnetic ñeld paralleì to the Cu-N(ll)and Cu-N(31)
directions (*hich orientation corresponds ro which direction is
unknown)
the other. Unfonunately. because of the poorly defined
morphologl, of rhe crystals, iÎ was not possible to determine
which signal is associated with each bond direction. The ratio of
the intensities was estimated to be ry0.83: I and substitution of
this in equation (3) together with the temDerature T æ27 K at
which the complexes are 'frozen' into the two sates yields the
value 
^.8 
æ 3.5 K for the energy difference between the
orientational isomers. A similar slight intensity difference
between the signals was still apparent in the spectra measured
at'7'l K. The ratio of signal intensitres was =0.93:l and
substitution into equation (3) yields ÂE = 3.9 K. Considering
the rather large uncertainties involved. the self-consistency of
the rwo estimâtes is pleasing.
The temperature dependence obse¡ved for the EPR spectn¡m
of a powdered sample of [Zn{P(CtH.N)r].lBr..8HrO doped
with * I /. Cu2 - is quite similar to thar of the pure compound,
except that a change from the pattern associated with a
'reversed' to a'normal'g tensor occur¡ed at = 50 K. The spectra
observed at Q band at 293 and 77 K. and at X band over the
range 120-20 K. are shown in Fig. 6. The Q-band spectra yield
the values gtt = 2.01?..,9: = 2.165 for the high-temperature
exchange-narrowed g lensor. For the low-temperature
spectrunr. onìy tire highest g value may be resolved at g :
2.f55: the resonances due to the olher two g values presumably
contribute to the broad inflection ar !0.34 T (Fig. 6).
Assuming that the gr si-enal in the exchange-narroweC spectrum
splits symmetrically in the low-temperature spectrum. while
the lowesl g value is temperature indepen<ient. leads to the
estirnates 8r : 1.04. 8: : 2.0E. 8¡ : 2.26 for the molecular 6'
values ol Cur--cioped [ZnlP(C.H.Nt3]=lBr..8HrO. these
being virtually icientical to those of the pure copper(u) complex.
Hyperfine splittings of 85 x l0r and 160 x l0- cm-r were
observed above and below the transition temperalure. the latter
being identical to that seen for rhe pure complex. and very
similar to lhe values observed lor analogous complexes with
tetragonalì¡ elongated octahedral geometries.o': At low
tempeíature additional structure was observed. presumabl¡
due to coupling with the nirrogen nuclei. but this was too poorl-"-
resolved ro be worth¡ of analysis (Fig. 61. Substitution of the
appropriare paramelers 8: = 2.08. g3: ?.26. T = 54. B =
0.33T into equations (l) and (2) yields the value ÁE =220
u:rr¡-r for ihe aciivaiior, energl' ofthe interchange ofihe long and
intermediate bond directions for the copper(nl euesr complex.
22CA 2600 3000 3400 3800
Magnetic lreld/G
Fig. 6 X-Band EPR spectra of a powder ol [ZnlP(C.H.N).ì.]Bt..
8H.O doped with = l)i Cu: - measurecj a1 temperalures of (from top
to bortom) 20.4C. 50. 60. 80 and 120 K
This is considerably' lower than the corresponding value íor
the pure copper(tr) compound. and the possible reasons are
discussed in the lollowing section.
Potential Surface of the Complex.---The energy levels ola six-
co-ordinate copper(rt) complex are conventionall), d.tat-O.O n
terms ofthe coupling between the 2EE electronic state and the e,
Jahn-Telle¡ acrive vibrarion.rs To firsi order. a complex with
six icientical ligands undergoes a radial distortion p in the e,
mode to yield the'Mexican hat' potential surface shown in Fig.
1(a). Here, E, represents the Jahn-Teller stabilisation energy.
At this level of approximation, the 00 and Q. components of the
vibration, pictured in Fig. 7(à), are equivalent. and the energy
minimum is a circular well of radius p with the geometr¡' and
concomitant electronic wavefunction specified b¡,the angle o.
Higher-order effects diston this surlace. producing three
minima which almost invariablv occur ai I : 0, 120 and 240".
corresponding to octahedral geometries tetragonally elongated
along :. x and -u, respectively. and the unpaired electron in a
d¡:-): type orbital. Saddlepoints corresponding to comPressed
tetragonal geometries. and d-: type electronic wavefunctions.
occur at g = 60, 180 and 300", the energy difference between
the minima and saddlepoinß being de6ned as 2p- When the
ligands are inequivalent. either inherently or due to interactions
with the surrounding crystal lattice. this is normally expressed
b¡- a 'strain' characterised by axial and equatorial components
S. and .S". respectively. The strain shifts borh the positions
and relarive energies of the minima. and it is the dynamic
equilibrium between the vibronic levels of such surfaces that
gives rise to temperature-dependent effects ofthe kind discussed
here.rs A model based on these concepts has been able to
âccounr quantitatively for the temperature dcpendcncc of the
EPR. soeetra and geonetries of a rangr of dvnamic copper(n)
complexes.ró-:0 and it is ofinterest to apply this to the present
complex.
The procedure used to calculate thc potential surlace has
been described in detail previousl¡,.r6-r8 The basic potential
surface of the [Cu[P(C'H*N)¡ì.]'- complex is best defined
b1, considering the g vaiues at lo\Ã, temperature. Although in
principle the metal h1,perñne parameters ma1' be treated in a
simiiar fashion. here the interpretation is complicated b¡' the
fact that these depenci nor only on ¡he orbilal angula;
momentum of the unpaired electron, but also on the 'contaci'
interaction between rhe s-electron densit-v- and the nuclear spin.
Since the primary interest is in the d¡'namics of the system the
hvperfine coupling has therelore not been considered in the
present treatment,
The overall Jahn-Telìer ciisrorrion is largeì1' decicied b,'- the
balance between the lorce constanr/ ofthe es mode and the linear
coupling constant A r. For the present complex the lormer ç'as
assumed to be similar io ihai repoite,ir: foi ihc [Cu(H:C)u]: -






















Fip. 3 Rcdect¡nce sDectrum oi ¡owdered [CulPlC¡H.N)r],.18r,'
irì.o ", :9lK 
(t.ull iine): the ipectrum of [Zn1P(CsH.¡')r,.]Brt'
úHrO t.iasne¿ !ine) is shown in che iower'cnergy region to indicùle thc
positions of rhe intiared overtones
Y = c-r: + eyz + Í:2 (7)
ùxÞectation values of Ìhe squares of ¡he parameters c' ¿ ùnd,f



















Fig. 7 (a)'Mexican hat' polenrial suriace tbrmed




involves motion of the pyridine grouP as a whole. so that the
effective mass M is 78, the Ènergy of the e, mode may be
esrimaled as åv = 140 cm-t from the relationship (4)' The value
hv = j1iM)i0.001 722 (4)
ol,{ , may be obtained lrom the relationship (5) (see ref. I 6 for a
,1, = (?hvE¡¡)* (5)
ciiscussion of the units used to deñne the various paramelers).
The Jahn-Teller stabilisation energy Ea [Fig' 7(a)] can be
ly from the energy ÀE of the transirion
of the :E, state ol the parent octahedrai
(6). Tlie reñectance sPectrurn of
A,E : -lE,- + 2lSrl (6)
lCu{P(C.H.N).ìrlBr=.8HrO is shown in Fig.8. This consists
õ[aÙandat l5 i00cm-t with ashoulderat = l7 000cm 
t which
may be assigned to transitions Èo the split components oi the
:T," Ievel of the parent octaheciral complex. and a shoulder at
=i300 cm-t whittr is due to the transiiion between 
the levels
Vfexican-hat potenr,ial surtace depends upon ¡he balance










evidence is available on t
differenr lattices. and est
cm'.'-'-- t o lnvestlgat





exchange between the lowest pair of levels in the Cu:*-doped
complex.
Plots of the square of the vibrational part of the vibronic
wavefunctions are shown for the first. seconci. seventh and
eighth vibronic wavefunctions. calcuiated on the one hani
using the value
esrimated for pu
and on the oth
represent the
[Zn{P(CsH"N).
compared wirh rhe pure compound. is mos¡ likel¡,due to the
greater delocalisarlon of the upper vibronic wavefuncrjons
which occurs when the orthorhombic component ol the lattice
strain is very small.
It is to be expected that a broadil, similar lattice strain ¡o that
crystallo,lraphi.caìlv. Zn-N(l t) 2. 150(3) ( x 2). Zn-N(12)
2.187( j) ( x 4) A. The same value of S, was derived for the pure




curve reDresenls ì 00 cnl 'i and Qo and Q, have dimensioniesi unitsl see ref. I 8). Righ r: uo.iuti'- òr tni poì.niíi"n..gy o. u iuncr¡on of co-ordinariongeometryatañxedJahn-Tellerradius(seetexr rrdetaiis) Theparametersciefiningthepotential suiface".., ArJ-x)ocm-'.p:505cm,r..su=
-660 cm-r. S, = i cm-r. áv = 140 cm-,. M : jB
occurs because -- defines the symmetry axis of the axial st¡ain.
Since _this corresponds to a compression it is expected to
coincide with the direction of the shorrest Cu-N bond.
The second lowest level lies at 4.8 cm-r. wirh g values which
are.essentialiv idenrical ro those of the lowest ìevel. bur with g,
and g. reversed. These correspond to the values derived froiri
the less-inrense ser of signals observed ar lou' temperature
(values in parentheses). The elect¡onic wavefunction paiameters
(c') = 0.¿662, (e') = 0.00?6 and f ) : 0.53It óonform to
this patrern. with the magnitudes of (c:) and (d) being
interchanged. as do the calculated bonC leneths.
A contõur-energ] ploî of rhe lower regiãn of the potenrial
surface. and the varia¡ion olthe energ¡,minimum as a function
of the angle o at a constanr Jahn-Teller radius p = Atihv. are
shown in Fig. 9. The high value ol p means thar rbe surface is
strongly warped. with the lower-energy vibronic wavefunctions
hi*ehl¡' localised in rhe minima. Tìre barrier heishr berween the
lower pair of minima is ver-r'high, which is con-sisren¡ wirh the
activalion energy for exchange between !he two lowest
wavefunctjons. AE* = 600 cm-r. In agreemenr u,ith this. the
first vibronic wavefunction ro be significanti¡,cielocalised over
the two ìower minima occurred at = 700 cm-r.
The .q values of the I
,'r'hcn Cu:- is doped i
essentiallv identicai ro r
that the Iowest pair of v
in the ru'o lattices. However. exchange be¡ween these involves a
much lower activation energ1.. ó,F = 220 cm 
- j . for the .doped.
complex. suggesring rhat here delocalisarion ol the vibrònic
lattice imperlecrions. this means thar even the lowest pair oí
vibronic wavelunctions are delocaliseci ovei the two minima. In
practice as firsi recognised b¡ Ham.lr small random strains
make the wells at each latrice sire ineotiva len¡ an¡t o¡r r^
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the difference in the crystal structure the lattice interacrions in
the copper(rr) and zinc(n) compounds are very similar.
Bonding Parameters -The above model implies 
ihu¡ :¡t the
local level each complex in [Cu{P(C5H,N)3]rlBr,.ùH.o hus
a tetragonally elongated octahedral geometry. with :r siight
orrhorhombic distortion. rather than the compresseci tetragonal
geometry indicated by the X-ray diffraction rcsults. :rnci rt is ol
intercs¡ to consider thc implications of this on the mctxl-ligand
interactions. These arc conveniently described using ihe lngulur
everlap model of thc bonding in mctal complcxcs.' j Thc
transition cnergies cxpected ibr the complex werc :nvsst!si.tted
using the computcr program CAMMAG devclopeci b¡ Ccrloch
und co-workers.r' This calculates ihe transition rncrgics by
assigning ungular overlap model o- und r-bondinq Ð¿tri.Imctcrs
do. c,*. ¿,, to.each ligand. and summing rhc inctll-iiglnd
intcractions using an engular-overlap matrix Jclìncri oy- ihc
crystal structurc ol the comolex. ln the prescnt :ltsc. the
structure was ussumed to be simiiar:o that of thc ;<lmoicx in
[CulCH(CtH.NXpzr,].JfNOrl.. wirere the Cu-\'oond
distanccsó are quitc close to thosc derivcd tor [Cu, PrC.H:-
)l)¡ j:]Br..8H=O in the ¿bove calcula¡ions. Bontiin-r 2arit-
meters bascci upon rhose reported rr for lhe cyritlinc :i,>uos in
ihecomolex[CuiC!{(C5i{¿N)3i 3][)O,..;..e, -,<ill){),¡¡1 ¿-,-







lhe experimenrrl 3¡ = ].151'
Vforeover. rhe bt>n he liganti erc
quite similar io e grouPs :n
inalogous tripoti noted that
transiiion energies manner. but








Fig. l0 plots of rhe squarc of rhe vibrational parr oi rhe vibronic wavelunctions lor rhc ;ìrst. second. seventh and eighth levels ol (¿)
[CiiP(Cs H4N)ri:]Br:.8i{:O rnd (å) the coPPer complex :n Cu: 
- -doped [Zn{P(C5 H+N): ].lBr,'JH -O
38r8
rmpiieci br the crystai structure ol'the complex (4600: i3 ó00:
l5 600. ló 500 c¡n-' )- are in poor agreemenr with those observeci
expenmentall¡. The angular ove¡lap model calculations thus
confirm the conclusions ol- the ¡bove mociel. that at the local
level ¡he copper(ll) comple>: in [CuiP(CtHoN)-. j.]Br..8H=O
has a tetragonallv elongated octahedral geometr]', rather than
the tetragonalll' compressed geometr) implied b;'' the crystal-
structure analvsis
Conclusion
Althou-eh the crysta) structure of [Cu iP(C,H.N). j=]Br..8H rO
measureci ai ì73 K indicates Cu-N bonci distances which impl¡
a tetra_eonali¡ compresseci octaheciral co-orciination geomerrJ'.
the EPR specrrum suggests thar at the local level each complex
has :r tetragonallv elongated octahedral _eeometry with a sligirt
orthorhombic distorrion. The shortest Cu-N bonds always
occur- ¡o one pair of nitrogen atoms. but the intermediate anC
long Cu-N bonds are randoml¡, distribured between the otirer
two pairs of nitrogen atoms. The two arrangements ol the
copper(tt) complex differ in energ¡.'b1'onl-v- *4 cm-r. so that at
temperatures above = I 00 K the number of complexes adopting
eacir orientation is almost equal. and it is the auerage of the two
bond lengths which is observed in the crystal-structure analysis.
The energy barrier to 'switching' of the two pairs of bonds is
quitehigh. =600 cm-I. so that on cooling to beloq' =27 K
complexes in the higher-energl orientation become 'frozen'
in¡o this orientation. Thé crysral srructure of [Zn{P(C.-
HoN).jr]Br..8H.O is similar to thar of the corresponding
copper(rr) compound in that two Zn-N bonds are sho¡ter than
the other four. but in rhis case the four longer bonds are
crystallographically equivalen!. At low temperature the g values
of the copper(lr) complex formed b¡' dqping -lo/6Cu:- into the
zinc(n) compound are identical to those of the pure compound.
suggesting a similar geometry for the 'guest' copper complex.
However. the energy barrier to interchange of the two possible
orientations of this guest complex is considerably smalier than
that for the pure compound. This is probabl¡'because the very
small energy difference between the orientations at any
particular site. produced by random srrains in the lallice, causes
significant delocalisation of lowJying vib¡onic wavefunctions.
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Snucn¡ral. spectroscopic and angular-overlap studies of tripodal pyridine
ligands with nickel(u) and zinc(u)
Timothy .{sttel'.*'i'" }lichael .¡r. Hitchman.' F. Richard Keeneá and Edward R. T. Tiekink'
" Chentistrv Department. L-niversin' oJ'Tasmania, Hohart. Tt¿sn¡unia 700 I. .-lustrolia
b Depurtment oJ'.llrtlerular Sciences. Jumes Cook L'niuer;it.'; oJ',Yorth Queensiand. To*'nsuille.
Oueenslan¿ 48 I l, .lustrulia
'Depuronenlo./Chemistr,;,TheLiniuersit,-of .-ltieiuide,.lcleiuide.Soutlt.lus¡ruiia5005..lustraliu
Zinc(n)anci nickel(u) complexes [MÍ(X(CrH.N)rì:]:-],where X{CrH.N)3 arc symmetrical iripodal nitrogen-
donor ligancis with X : CH. N or P. have been prepared and e,tamined by single-crystal X-rav dilfraction rnd
single-cry-sral ¿lectronic spectroscopy. The srrucrural sru<jies. anci the application ofthe angular overlap mociel
ro the spectroscopic results. confirm previous results on rhe bonding characteristics of pyridine and provide a
unique way olestablisiring the ¿tTect olrhe bricigehead atom, X. The ca¡ions are all centrosymmetric with the
ligand'bire'angles N-M-N 85.2(l)-88.5(2)o. resuhing in a slight trigonal distorrion from octahedral geometry.
The ligand ñelds in the ¡hree nickel compounds are verv similar :rnd the large ligand-ñeld splirting is consis¡ent
wirh the rather shon metal-nitrogen bond lengths. The pyridine groups act as moderately strong o-donor
a¡d weak ¡-donor ligands. with no evidence olconjugation olthe n system across the bridgehead etom.
The crysral structure oi [NiiCH(C'H,N)3]:][NO]l: shows rhe complex cation to have crvstallographic 3
symmetry such thar there is one independenr Ni-N inreraction o12.069(2) Å. The cor:esponding zinc complex.
isola¡ed as its dibromicie nonahydrate salt. has crystallographic 2, zr symmetry with rwo Zn-N contacts ol
l. l2-1(5) À being shorter than the orhers, i. c. 2. 14l (-ì) À. In rhe phosphine analogue. [Zn ÍP(C5H.N), ] .l: 
* 
.
isolated as its diperchlorate monohycirare salt. the Zn:- cation is situated on r site of symmetry T with one
Zn-N distance [2.145(4) Ä1 Ueing shorter than the orher ¡wo. 2.162(4) and ].173(4) Å. Small trigonal distortions
from the ideal octahedral gèometry are due to the restricted bite distances of the tripodal ligands.
Recen¡ work from our laboratories has concentrated on
furthering undersranding of ihe bonding prop€nies ol poly-
dentate ligands containing heterocycles. espccially pyridine and
pyrazole.I'2 For ligands of the type (pz)¡CH. where pz =
pyrazol-l-yl. it was tbund: that there is no evidence of
conjugation between the heterocyclic rings. The high ligand-
ñeld strengfh of (pz)3CH was :xplained using the angular
overlap model (AOM) as arising from ¡he shon menl-ligand
bonds imposed by the tripodal natu¡e of lhe ligand. .A.s part of
this study the compounds, tris(2-pyridyl)-methane, -phosphine
and -amine have been s)mthesized. The complexes lormed by
(NCsH"[CH enable a comparison of rhe bonding cha¡acteris-
tics of p¡rrazole and pyridine. In addition, rhe analogous
complexes formed by compounds in which the bridgehead atom
is ahered to P or N indica¡e the effect on the stercochemistrv
and bonding properties of an alterarion of this feature.
Experimental
Trisli-pyridyl)-methane. -phosphine and -amine were prepared
using published merhods.r The purity of the complexes was
checked by microanalysis performed by rhe Central Science
Laooratory. Hobart. Tasmania ¿nd Chemical rnd Mic¡o
Analytical Services Pty. Lrd.. Melbournc. Victoria. Single-
crystal and KBr disc electronic specrra were recorded using
either a Crry l7 or 5 specrrophoromerer as described in detail
slsewhere.' with the samples cooled using e Cryodyne model
23C cryostat. .{bsorprion coefficients were .slimaled by
measuring the crystal thickness using r microscope with a
graciuateci cyepiece. Relìectance sDecrra were recorded using a
Beckmann DK-:A rario recording spectrophotometer.
' Present ¿¿Zre.çs.' Chenlsrrr Decanmcnt. Universrty ot Rccciing,
Whircknrghs Park. Reading RCó:AD. UK.
X=CH, N o¡ P
Synthesis of metal(lI) complexes
BisItris(2-pyridyl)methane] nickel(n) nitrate. [Ni{CH(C5H¡-
N)¡)JINOJ:. A solution of Ni(NO¡)'.6H:O (145 mg. 0.5
mmol) in acetone (5 cm3) was added dropwise to a stirred
solution of tris(3-pyridyl)methane (250 mg. I mmol) in acetone
(10 cmr). The resulting suspension was cooled at 0'C for 2 h.
filtered. washed with acetone and air dried. Yield: 360 mg, r-io,(.
Crystals were grown by liquid diffusion of a solurion ol' the
complex in acetoni¡rile layered on top of roluene (Found: C.
56.7: H. 3.95: N. 16.-1. Calc. lor CrrHr.ìrirNiO.: C. 56.7: H.
i.3s: N. 16.5?í).
Bisttris(2-pyridyl)phosphinelnickel(tt) nitrate. INi{P(C.H¡-
N).):l [NO]jr-l{.O rnd bisIrris(2-pyridyl)amine]nickel(u) per-
chlorate. INi{l(C.H,N)]}:lIClO¡]2.2H:O. The nirra¡e salts
were prepareci in an analogous manner to that the
{NCrH.1rCH comolex tyields 73?i and iÙli, respectively.¡ and
the latter spec:es was converted into the perchlorate salt b-"-
merathesis in aqueous solution tFound: C. a8.S: H. 3.15: N.
l-t.6. Calc. ',or C,oH.oNrNiO-Pr: C, J9.l: H. 3.ó0: N. i5.i.
Found: C. J7. j: H. l.l0: ).i. l4.i C:¡lc. ior C¡¡H¡.ClsNeNiOr:
C. 47.3; i{. i.l0: N. lr.9:;).
BtsIris(2-pyridyl)methane]zinc(rr) nitrate. IZn{CH(C.-
H.)ri:l[JO]l:. { soiu¡ion cf ZnrNOr;r.óH=O rl50 mg, 0.-i
N
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mmol) in acetone (-5 cm') was added ciropwise to a stirred
solution of tris(2-pvrici¡,1)methane (250 mg. I mmol) in acetone
ll0 cm3¡. The resuÌring suspension u'as cooled at 0 oC fo: I ir.
filtered. wasired with acetone and air ci¡ied. Yield: 320 mg. 9¿:'
A sample of the nitrate salt was converred into the bromide
using anion-exchange chromatograDhr,. and crysrals ol
[Zn{CH(C.H"N)¡i:]Brr'9H.O were srown b¡' slou' evapor-
ation 01'an aqueous soiution (Founci: C.43.2: H.445: N.9.1
Calc for Cr.Ho.BrrNoO oZn: C.13.6. H, 5.05; N. 9.5iá).
The complex [ZniP(C,H.N).i.]Ln-O¡l:'*'as prepared in an
analogous manner (yield: 340 mg.95)(). A sample of the nitrate
salt was converled into the perchlorate b¡,metathesis in
aqueous solution. and crystals of [Zn{P(C.H.N)3 i:][C]O¿l:.
HrO were srown b\ slow evaporation olan aqueous solution
(Found: C. 4-i 5: H. i.00: N. 10.3' Calc fo¡' CioH:1CI:-
r.-uO.PlZn: C. 45.3: H. 3 05: N. l0 69á).
Crystallographl
Inrensit¡ data for a mauve crystal of [Ni{CH(C5H,N)3i]l-
fN-O.]. (0 13 x 0.29 x 0.29 mm) and colourless crystals
of [ZnÍCH(CrHnN).]rlBr.'9H:O (0.13 x 0-24 x 0.40 mm)
and [ZnlP(C'H,N)3i:][ClO"]r'H:O (0.16 x 0.16 x 0 32
mm) were measured at 293 K on a Rigaku AFC6R diffrac-
lometer fitted with graphite-monochromatized Mo-Ke
radiation. i : 0.710 73 Äl the co-20 scan technique was em-
oloyéd ro measure data such that 0,", was 2i.5o. No decom-
position of the crvstals occur¡ed dunng their respective
dara collecrions and only absorption-cor¡ected dara s which sat-
isfied the crirerion I > 3.0o(I) were used in the subsequent
analyses. Crystal data are summarized in Table 5.
Each st¡ucture was solved by heav,v-atom methods and the
remaining atoms located from subsequent dillerence maps; the
stn¡ctures were refined by a full-matrix least squares based on
.F.6 such that the funcrion minimized was !u,Â: where w was
the weight applied to each reflection and A : I¡"i - lF.l.
Non-hydrogen atoms were'refined with anisorropic therm-
al paramerers. the only. exception being for the isotropic
refinement of rhe O(4) atom in [Zn{CH(C5HoN)r}.]Brr-9H3Ol
this atom r¡'as found to be disordered over the two-fold axis
and was refinec with 0.5 :0.5 site occupanc) . The H atoms were
located lrom difference maps for the (NCrH.),CH complexes
and inclucied in the models but nor refined. ln the case of the
P(CsHoN)3 complex the H atoms were included at their
calculared positions (C-H 0.97 Â): water-bound hydrogen atoms
were not locareci in the zinc complexes. At convergence R =
0.043 and R' = 0.Mi (unit weights) for [Ni{CH(C5H.-
N).Ìrl[NOr]r. 0.041 and 0.051 [sigma weights. ¡.€ lior(Ð]
for [Zn{CH(CrH"N).].lBrr.9HrO and 0.049 anci 0.049 (unit
weighrs) for [Zn{P(CjH4N)j}r][ClO4]..HrO. No co¡rections
were applied for extinction effects. Scattering factors for all
aroms were those incoçorated in the TEXSAN program.
Fractional atomic coordinates are Iis¡eC in Tables 6-8:
strucrures were drawn with the OR.TEP program.
Complete atomic coordinates, thermal paramele¡s and bond
lengths and angles have been deposited at the Cambridge
Clsrallographic Dara Centre. See Instructions for Authors.
.1. Chem Soc.. Dalton lrans.. 1996. Issue l.
Results and Discussion
Cr.vstal Structures of the complexes
The compounds are alì quite different Whilst the¡' contain a
basicalll similar cation [ML=]t- eacir invoìves a ciiffereni
'The íreshlv isolareo cn'sral used rn rhe crvstal structure was the
monoh¡-drare: on a slightl¡ longer time-scale ii is clear rhat loss ol the







Fig. I Moleculai structure and crystallographic numbering scherne







Fig. 2 Molecular s¡Íucture and crystallographic numbering scheme
for the cation in [Zn{CH(C.H.N)r].lBr..9H1O
anion and has a varying degree of solvation, with the nickel(u)
complex being unsolvated and the [Zn{CH(C5H"N)r)t]Br¡
compound having nine waters of solvation. ln each case
the metal lies on a crystallographic inversion centre. All struc-
¡ures are essentiall-v ordered. without the disorder found in
[Cu{CH(C5H.N)r}r]ttt and the complexes formed by bis-
(pyrazol- I -yl )(2-pyridyl)methane. I
The metal-pyridine bond lengths are significantlv shorter
ihan those in complexes involving monodentate pyridine
ligands. 2.069(2) Â in the nickel compound lor instance.
compared with 2.14 4." However. they arecomparable to those
in [M{CH(CrHoN)1pz)r].1[NOr].. where the Ni-N bond
length is 2.0'16(5) Â.t Fo. all of the complexes the'bite'of the
tripodal ligand anC the ligand geometry resuhs in an
unsymmetrical orientation oleach ring with respect to lhe M-N
direction. In the (NCrHn)3CH complexes the M-N-C(6) angles
are between i17.5(?) ani 118.3(4)' anC the M-N-C(2) angles
are signiñcantly larger. being between 123.2(3) and 12E.8(l)".
This efîect is not seen lor the P(CrHoN), complex [M-N-C(6)
t20 4(i)-12: 5(4). M-N-C(]) 120.5(4Fl2l.J(4)ol presuma'cl1
because rhe larger size of the bridgeheaci atom aliows tire
pyriciine rings to orientate more ciirectll. along the M-N axis.
The average Zn-¡\ bond lengths are considerably ìonger than
those involving Ni. as expected from the ionic radii of the
divaleni metal ions The planes of the amine rings make angles
c(26)
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T¡ble I Selected bond distances {A) lnd rngles (o) tbr fliiÍCH-
(c5H.N)r j:l[NOr]:
Table 3 Selectecj bond tlistances 1A) rnd engles (') tor [Zn lPlCrH.-
N)r;:l[clo.]:.Hro
Zn-\(l l) l. 16l(+ì Zn-N(ll) :.1+j(.1)
Zn-Nll l ) 2. i;i(l) P( I FCi 16) i .S I 6(6)
?(l)-C(ló) I.3lr(6) Pll)-C(ló) I S0?(5)
Nr r r )-Cl ll) i.-ì:,ó(r) Nr i ¡ Fc( r 6) l._ì39(6)
N(:l)-C(:l) l.lilrî) N(llFCí:ó) i.j.+3(6)
)í(3 r )-C(33) l .i l i(;) Nti t )-c(,ìó) l .ii8(6)
cí E)-c( l i) l .i6s(3) ct ì jtsc( rr) r . j.r5(9)
Cí1,4)-Cí15) l.j6j(9) C( l5FC( l6) 1.j67(7)
cel)-cej) r i-i6(3) c(ti)-c(:+) r.i.l8(9)
c(l+)-c(15) I i6;(9) cí15)-c(ró) r.i6l(;)
ci-1])-c(jj) r.-ì5:(3) c(liFc(j.l) i_ì55(3)
C(i.r)-C(ii) l.ió3(3) Cíi5)-C(i6) l.j8 I {r)
Cl-O(l) li4ó(6) Cl-O(l) l.-l;lió)
cr-o(i) riTl(6) cr-o(+) tiet(5)
Ni-N{ I I)




N( r l)-Ni-N(l ¡r) 9t i( | )
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Table I Selected bond distances (À) and angles i') ibr [Zn CH-
(CrH.), i.lBr..9H.O
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Symmetry ooeration: I .r. -.y. :
of =40o with those defined by the ùl-N bond veclors, resultingin a 'paddlewheel' conformation about lhe rrigonal axis as
tbund in the (NC5H,)3CH complexes.:
[Ni{CH(CjH¡Ðrir][NO:]* The srruclure of the carion is
shown in Fig. I and selected interatomic parameters a¡e listed in
Table l. The structure comprises discrete Ènriries with rhe
closest non-H interionic contact occurring between the O(l)
and C(13) aroms of i.290(5) Ä. The srructure is isomorphous
with the copper(tr) analogues and the Ni:- is sirua¡ed on a
crystallographic sire ol symmetry J. The six Ni-N bonds are
eouivalent at 2.069(2) ,Å.. The major distortion tiom ¡he ideal
octâhedrirl geometry is lound in rhe chelate angles of 86.5( if
which arise rs a result of the íestricted bite angles of rhe
(NCsH")¡CH ligand.
IZnj CH(CrHoN)r;,]Br..9H=O. The srructure of che carion is
shown in Fig. 2 uci selected inreratomic parameters are lisreci in
Taole l. The structure crystallizes in the monoclinic space
group C?/m with rwo complex carions. lour bromides and
eighreen water molecules of crystallizarion comprising ¡he unit-
cell contents. The Zn: - cation is located on e site ol symmerr-v
l,'m, the methine C( I ) atom and pvriciine ring N( I I )-C( l6) on a
mirro r olane, and rhe N(2 I )-C(1ó) ring in a general positio n. I n
lhe lattice there is. irs expected. a complicated nerwork ol
intermolecular contacls involving ions and water molecules.
The Br atom forms ¡our contac:s with water molecules in lhe





Fig. 3 Molecular s¡ructure and




water molecules. 1.73a(8) Å. occurs between a pair ol O( t)
¡toms. There are two independent Zn-N bond distances with
Zn-N( t l) l. i:3(5) ,{ ( x 2) being shorrer rhan Zn-N(21) 2. l4l (3)
A ( x -t) and the maximum deviarion trom octahedral geometry is
manifested in the N( I I )-Zn-ì\i(21) angle of 85.3( I )".
IZnÍP(C,H.N)]j:l IClO.jr.H:O. The structure of ihe calion
is shown in Fig. ì and in¡eratomic pararreters are listed in Table
i The closes¡ non-H contact in the lattice occurs between lhe
O(5) and Cl-ì3') ¿¡oms o13.08( I) A,(symmetry operation: i + .r.
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Zn-\il jl 'ooni ciisrancc I l-t5r.l) ê. br.ing sirorrei rhan rire
others. ¡¿ Zn-Nllll :.ì6114) ¿ncl Zn-N(31) :.1?3(.1) A T¡ìe
distortions frorn rhe ideaj ocrahcdral geometrl,are iess in rhis
comple>:. i.c Nll I)-Zn-\(llr is tjl ti(l)". o$ins to rhe longer
P-C bonds.
Electronic specrra
Tire soecrr¿ of al) compiexes \À,ere recorcled botir as single
cr-r,stals anC KB:- discs ai room rempe¡arure (190 K) anC
: l5 K The room-lemperaturc spectrum ot [Ní iCH(C.H.-
N),1.]t- {Fig.4¡ consisrs of a highlv u.¡,.-.rrì. Deak cenrred
al = l3 -300 cm-:. u,ith a shouìcier ai = l4100 cm-r. anci rwo
ceaks a[ ]l 300 anci ll 370 cm r. wirh a shoulder ar = 19 000cm-' At l5 K rhe peaks renc ro move slrghrli ro higher
energ¡ Tne ìowesr-energr. pair ol^ peaks are asstgneC to the iTls
level ol^ tiìe parent ocrahedral compiex. splii bv low-svmmerrv
componenrs o1' rhe ligand nelC. The asvmmerrv of the peak
aî I3 300 cm-; ma1, bè due ro rhe cìosc proximiil. oi the spin-
forbidden rE rransition. which js calcuiated ro lie verv ciose
(a)
0
1 2000 1 6000 20000 24000
(r)
ro the rE level ¡Table 4). The shoulde:. at l9 000 cm-: anci rhe
peak al =li -ì00 cm-' are assigneci to the split componenrsof rhc rT,*{Fr levei. u,ith the rcmaining peaks being oue ro
spin-f orbiciden r¡ansitions. Tire relarivelv high inrensit_u- o!" the
peak ar ll 370 cm ¡ can be explainecì br. irs proximir¡. ro rhe
neighbouring spin-allou,ci band. As wilh rhe (NC.H.)..CH
complexes.: [^'ilCHtC.H.)ri.]:-'oelongs to thr ó., pornr
_eroup and thus the orbitaj triolet states are splir ìnro a singler
anC a doubier Thc selecrion rules indicare rhar poJirrizcd
soectra uili not differenliate the transitions. so rhat rhe
assignmenl is based solei], upon the AOM calculations. The
band assignmenrs are given in Table 4.
The spectrum oi the [Ni]p(C,H.N).].]. - compler was
measureci $'ith borh nitrate and Derchlorare counter anions
The spectrum of the perchìorale salt was beÌter resolved at lou
temperaturc anci is shou'n in Fig. _i The spectrum consists ol-an
asymmetric peak centred at = l3 000 cm-r rvirh a shoulclerat higirer ener_ø¡'. and another asvmmetric peak centreC ar
=20 000 cm-¡ with a shoulder ar = 18 500 cm-r which is'oetter resolved at lou ¡empe¡ature A weak peak can be seen
at lo\À temperature at abour l0 600 cm-r The lowest-energy.
band is assigned to the 3T,* level olthe parcnt octahedral com-
plex. with the bands ar l8 500 and r20 000 cm-r bein_s due
to components oi'rhe 3T,*(F) level. the splitrinls being caused
b¡, the lo* symmerry of the ligand field. For rhis compound ar
room lemperature. Holm and co-workersro reported peaks at
11500. 11600 and 19000 cm-r and a number of far mo¡e
intense (e > 200 dm3 mol-r cm-ì) rransirions at higher energy.
The single-crvsral spectrum oi the lNi [N1C5H.N)31:]:-
complex (Fì-s 6) showed a band at =13 300 cm-r. with
shoulders at l3 000 and = l4 200 cm-t, and lwo peaks at lä 500
and 20 800 cm-r. which are well resolved using polarized lighr.
These ma¡" be compared with the peak energiesrr reported
for the room-remperature reflectance specrra (10 700. ll 800,
19 050 and 26 800 cm-r). The band assignmenrs (Table 4)
are similar to those of the other compounds studied in this
u,ork. in keeping with the proposed verl' similar structure.
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Fig. i Elecrronic sÞecrrum ol [NiiCH(C.H.N)ri:]Lñ*Orl: ¡ecordec
(a)asa KBrdiscat : I-\ K ¿nd (å)tsâ singlecrYsraì ar = lj K wirh rheelec¡¡ic vecror oi- rhÈ- polarized light along each oi'the two extinction
ciirections of'u cr¡'stal facc oÍ- unknown morpholog;
14000 18000 22000
[:nergy/cm
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Vf aximum, minimum transmission lìcrors
Fr000)
No. oirirt¿ me¿surer:
Range i¡ k 1
No. unique data
R,.,'















l 09 r. 0.311
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, ! Ë l<f,.: - F,,ti Ë rnqF,:) rvhere n is the number oi reflecrions measured more than once. rn ihe number of times a given reflection has
r-l ,=l ' i¡l
be-en'-measureci "na i..,t) is rhe everage value lor F- lor rhe unique retlecrion 
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Fig. 6 Electronic spectrr ot' [NilNlCsH.N)rl.][NO¡]: recorded
ta) as r single crvstal at : I 5 K with the elèc¡ric vector of the po¡arized
light rlong ¿ach of the [wo cxtinction direc¡ions of a crysral lace ol
unknown moçhology, rnd (á) ùs ¡ KBr tlisc l( room:emperature
ldashed linet rnd : li K rsolid linel
cm t. so that r.he observed banci probably includes this.
which may panly account t'or the asymmetrical natu¡e ol
the hrsr transition.
ùIetal-ligand bonding parameters
The relatively high energies of rhe 'd-d' transitions indicate the
presence of a strong ìigand field. This can be due either ro n-
acceptor character in :he metal-ligand bonding, or lhe donor
being positioned close to the metal ion. For other triPodal
ligands like (pz)3CHr and (pz)u (NCsH.)CHr it has been shown
that the second case is true.
To investigate the bonding charâcteristics ofthe compounds'
the computer package CAMMAG, developed by Gerloch and
co-workers.t: was used to estimate the metal-ligand bonding
parameters of the comolexes within the framework oî the
AOM. The program calculares lhe transition energies of a
complex, using as input o- and ;r-bonding parameters of the
ligand donor atoms and the molecular geometry indicated by
the crystal stn¡cture. In the present case this involved the
parameters e6, e-x and en, lor each pyridine group' where e-¡
and e"y describe the t bonding parallel and perpendicular to the
plane ofthe amine ring, respectively. it should be noted that in
mixed-tigand complexes it is impossible to determine all the
bonding pârameters independentl¡r. and it has usually been
assumed lhat Ìhe ei¡ parameler ol ligancis such as pyridine is
zero.tr The present srudy provides an opponunity to test the
validity of this assumption.
Without the crystal stn¡ctures oi the fNi{P(CsHnN)rlrlt-
and [Ni{N(C5HrN):ì:]2' complexes. unambiguous calcu-
lations ol bonding parameters lor these ligands are impossible'
However. a comparison ol lhe struclures of similar complexes
tbrmed by P(C5 H.N) r Ând N(C j H¡N)r suggestsr that the eflect
on the co-ordination geometry (both bond lengths and angles)
is minimal. so that lhe (NC5H+)rCH struclure could be used to
gauge the bonding parameters. The spectra ol all three
compounds are similar. so it is not surprising thât the same
bonding parame[e¡s gave an adequate fit to the spectra. The
results are shown in Table '1.
For each complex. ihe parameters reporledr for the pyridine-
rype nitrogen ol (pz):(NCsHn)CF{. scaled as described
previously to take into account lhe differences in bond lengths. I
were used initially to calculate the exciteci-state energies of the
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Fig. ? Plot ol rhe calculated t¡ansiuon energies as a function of e",
Table ó F¡acrionaì aLomic coordinares for rhe non_hydrogen aroms in
[Ni i CH(CjH.N). j :]INO,].
.-400 _200 c 200 400
erxtcm-'




Table 8 Fracrional atomic coordinates l-or the non_hvdrogen aroms of























































































































- 0. I r38(7)
-0.0947(7)
- 0.047ó(6)




0 07 I 6(5)
- 0.03 80t5)





















' Atom has site occuDancy facror I /6. ô Atom has site occupancy factor
r /3.
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'Atom has site occupanc¡ factor 0.5. ¡ .Atom has site occupancv factor
0.:5:
meanl thai the¡e was no neeC I
calculations with e", = 0 and the
an excelleni fit. \¡,ith most calculât
within 300 cm-i of rhose observed
parameters rvere reduced ro =7Sl; oí their iree-ion values.:"which is in gooC agreemeni with the results for the
coñesponding (pz),CH complex.: The sensitivitv of rhe
calculared transirion energies ro the ri-bonding u/as in;estigateci
by changing e", while keeping rhe othe¡ parameters unaltereC
and the effec¡ is shown in Fig. 7. While the fit to the splitting of
' Atom has site occupancy factor 0.5.
rhe 3Tr(F) Ievel is
the splitting of the
Bv keeping Á the s
L^-- C.:^ -r^--!-ursL ¡tr l5 u¡ç¿¡tt
\tariation of rhå
subslanliall], improveci fit was o'otained. The results of the best
Conclusion
The molecular geomet¡ies of the complexes are verv similar. and
to those of orher complexes formed b¡, similar tripodal ligancis.
1850 J. Chem Soc., Dalton Trans., 1996, pages tg45_lg5t
The large ligand-ñeld splitting o'oserved for cach complex is due
to the rðlarÑely strong o-donor und moderate r-donor capacity
ol the iigands. this probably being caused by the relatively shorl
M-N bãnds in the compoun<ls. The bonding parameters of the
three lisands rre indistinguishable' suggèsting that the nature
in-plane r bonding was cietected.
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The co-ordination compounds of chelating r'acceptor ligands
such as bipy = 2,2'-6i*ridine phen = I'I0-phenanthroline
asd their 
"n"iógt.s 
have beeu widely srudied' particularly with
regarA to their photochemistry,¡ redox characteristicsH and
thã stabilization of low metal oxidation states In the last
context the species [Co(bipy):l' has attracted considerable
attentionH beäuse of its utility as a homogeneous reduction
ãtaryst for the'production of H, from HtO'7- CO from
ç-9r11;tz and the reduction of organic substratesr3J' The
nature ol the ligdud-metal interaction has been probed by
electronic specttãl,tt'tt magoeqig moment,r6rT NMR contact
shiftrs're and structural studiesÚ aimed at elucidating whether
the species is bener descriH as an octahedral high-spin
cobalifi) ds system with subs¡anrial Co(4)'+bipy(nt) back
donation, or àlternatively as a cobalt(u) species cootaining a
reduced bipy- ligand radical. The consensus resides with the
lormer optiãn. In particular, rhe high-spin dt configuration is in
"*åìã 
ø,rt the àagretic .us""ptiUiliry values of 2'53'6 and
2.89 ¡r",r7 which compare with that found for the isoelectronic
high-spin ds tN(biPt)'F , É.+=2'88 ¡rs'Ð F¡rth9r' the vfS/
neãr-til spectrum òr ¡co{uicv)rl' conlains bands. consistent
with metal-to-ligand+harge transfer (m.l.c.t.) transitious, which
Kaulu et a/.16 interprct asevidence that the electron lurnished
by reduction oi [CoOipy)J2' resides primarily-on the central
.ób"¡t "to*. 
Fírzgeøld et a/.tt investigated NMR contact shifts
in [Co(bipy)J', [Co(dmbipv)J', [Ni(bipv)3]þ and [Ni(dm-
Uipi)J" (àm6-ipy = +,e'dimethyl-2.2'-bipyridine) on the basis
*rài'tt-Uact bonding affects charge distribution, so that such
effects would be expected to be exhibited in local changes in
rH and rrc NMR spectra.'ur It was shown that both o'and
P 57101. 4 pP.): normalized Co
nvolved in this studY and tablc
c ccntral Co aiom. Scc lnstruc-
tions lor Authots, J. Chem. Soc., Dalton lrazs" 1997, fssue l '
Non'SI unirs emPtoyed: v"=9'27 x l0-:' J T-" eV = l'60 x lo-re J'
r-delocalization.. mechaaisms were operative in [Co(bipy)J''
and that the domi¡ant ¡-delocalÞation mechanism most likely
involved a direct overlap of the metal o, orbitals with the
interprcted to indicate that on reduction o[ the species lrom
Cotr io Cot the extra elec¡ron enters a dn orbital and is partially
delocalÞed via Co(d,)+bipy(nt) back donation. The trends in
the CeN distances in the [Co(bipy¡r]- cations have also been
observed in extended X-ray absoçtion frne structure (EXAFS)
studies2
this observation to the ability ol the bridging ¿tom to ullow
dclocatizarion throughour the ligancl via pn4n interlction
between the bridgehead ¿tom X und the pyridine rings, a mech-
J. Chem. Soc., Dulnn Trans.' 1997. Puges 519-530 519
anism which is onlv possible hrr lhe larger britlgehead atoms'
Howcver, our rc-cx¿tnrinitlion oí thc clcctrochcmrstr¡' of thc
cobalt complexcs , r f'=O showcd that
in all cases ih. ¡C.t l 
1! ln that work we
proposed that eith hy the bridgchcad
àtom allowe<j 'thrr between the rings.
or that the orientation ol the pvridr'l rings in their constrained




Elecnochemistry. All electrochemical experiments were
undertaken in a Vacuum Atmosphere glove-box under an aÍgon






fìlletl crv<¡stat in an evacuated samplc ch¡¡nrbcr. Thc data rverc
collectcd on StaLiort 7.1 ttl thc Darcsbur¡ Synchrotrt>n Rittli-
ati(ln Source. opcrlrting lrt 2 GcV wi(h un ilverilsc current of' l-i(t
mA. The dat¿ were urralysed. including nrultrplc scattering l'rom
the pyridinc rings fixcd lrt the gcomctr¡- detcrmined by crystal-
logruphrc stu<Jies ol' thesc complexcs bv vrrrying' the shell dis-
tuì'r...* ,nd Dchye-Wallcr P¿trumcters using EXCLIR\' 9l:r to
obtain optirnum agrccnlclìl betwcen the experimentul ¿rnti simu-
lared EXAFS and thci¡ Fourler (r.Insforms
Syntheses
Tris(i-pyridyl)methane and tris(2-pyridyl)phosphine wcre
obtained by literature methods.2s
Bislnis(2-pyridyl)methanelcobalt(¡r) nitr¡te' ICo{CH(C.Hu-
N-2)-')rl[NOrJr. A solution ol Co(NOr)''7H:O (145 mg' 0'-s
-.ót) in acètone (-5 cm') was added dropwise to a stirred solu'
tion of tris(2-pyridyl)methane (250 mg. l.0l mmol) in acetone
(10 cm!). The resulting suspension was cooled at 0"C for 2 h'
ìhe solid filte¡ed oflì washed with acetone and air dried' Yield:
260 mg, 7ó% (based on an anhvdrous product)'f Orange crys-
tals ol [Co{CH(C'H4N-2)3ìJINOI, were obrained by vapour
diffusion of diethyl ether into an acetonilrile solution of rhe
complex.
Fór use in the synthesis of [Co{CH(CrHoN-2),}JBr' the
nitrate salt was converted into the hexafluorophosphale by
metathesis from an aqueous solution with NHnPFt' The
hexafluorophosphate salt was converted into the bromide by'
metalhesisin an acetone solution using tetra-z-burylammonium
bromide.
solution was reduced to a small volume and the complex pre-
cipitated by the addition of LiClO.. filtered off. washed with
etiranol and air dried. The yield was quantitative'l The per-
chlorate salt was converted into the bromide by anion-exchange
chromatography. Yellow crystals of [Co { CH(C,H.N-Z)t) JBrt'
l4H.O wã¡e obtained by slow evaporalion of an aqueous
solution.
520 J. Clrcm. Soc., Dalton Trans., 1997. Puges 519-530
I For rhis series of complcxes considcrable variation in thc cxten¡ of
tvdration was cxpcriencc-d which rendered microanalysis difficult' ln all
.år"tUu, qn.. "ir. [Co{P(C.H.N-2\ìJ'. 
ttre salt ultimately obtained
wã characterized unambiguously Uy X-ray crysullograPhy' ln the lat-
ter case the cslablishcd identiry óf t'he cobalt(l¡) precursor. the observ-
"ii- 
trt"t its elcctrochemical éharactenstics were identical to rhose of
tne coUal(lr) specics. and the close analogy with the CH(CrH.N'l)!
"ount".p"it 
werc laken as sufñcient veriñcation of the assignment'
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' n= !(llF.l - l4llÆlel. R' = [lrr(l4l - l4D:Ærv{":]l'
was carried out in an inert (Ar) atmosPhere. The complex
was conducted at - 1.55 V (vs. Ag-Ag') over 2 h, during which
rime the orange solution changed to a deep blue with precipi-




then diethyt ether (x3). Yield: ca. 20 mg.l Dark blue crysrals
suitable for structural analysis were obtained by liquid diflusion
of diethyl ether into a solution of the complex in dry ethanol. A
single crystal was isolated in a tapered glass capillary and sealed
wirh ¡he exclusion of air.
perchlorate' [Co{P(Cr-
f [Co{P(C'H.N'2)¡}J-
manner to that des-
The complex [Co{P'




orange solution changed to a deep blue and the cell current had
dropped to less than 2'Zr of the initial value. The electrolysis
solútion was shaken with light petroleum (30 cm¡) giving rise to
a blue layer of reduced vol
clerr layer (light petroleum
solvenI layers. diethYl ether
causing the PreciPitation of
otÏ ¡rnd washed with diethyl cther.l Despite muny ¿¡ttempls. no
crystals were obtained which providetJ satisfactory X'ray tlit'-
lraction lbr tletermination of lhe structurc by crystallogruphy'
Åh initio calculations
Density lunctional theory calculations were pertbrmed on an
SGI Power Challenge computer system using the GAUSSIAN
(CjHnN-2)3ÌJ- and [Co{P(C'H.N-2)¡}J-'(n = l-3) systems'
was based on the Mulliken populalion
ere electron overlaps are distributed
ved. Mulliken population overlaps give
fractional elect¡on n yield useful inform-
ation regarding bo not being normalized
to integral values are calculated as the
difference be¡ween and the gross atomic
population. Despite the shortcomings of Mulliken analysis the
scheme has been widely used for determining atomic charges
within molecules¡Þ35
the two complexes observed lrom the EXAFS data.
X-Ray crystallography
The crystallographic data are summarized in Tabte l, and
selected interatomic parameters lor the ñve structures are given
in Table 2.
[Co(CH(CrH.N-2)riJBr'' l'lHtO l- Ccll constants were
derermined by a least-squares lìt to the sctting parameters of
25 independent retìections, measured lnd relìne<l on ln
Enraf-Nonius CAD+F <litlractometer fitted with a graphite
monochromator. Data were obtained ut 2l'C with Mo-Kc
radiation (f = 0.710 ó9 Å).
The structure was solved by heavy-atom methods using
SHELXS 86ró and the solution was extcnrJed by Fourier-
J. CIem. ,5trc., Dulton Tt'(rn.\.. 1997. Puge.t 5t9-530 521
Iãhk'2 .Sclccrctl bond Icngths tÄ¡:rn<l unglcs (,') I,orcomplcxcs l_5






















































































































































































































































l 22- I (3)
l l 8.6(4)
r r9.5(4)






































































































difference methods. Many peaks were found in the space
be¡ween the eationic complexes. Onl¡, two ol ¡hese cou¡d be
unequivocally assigned as being bromide sites and even they
were only partially occupied. The remaining conrribution to the
1.5 bromide anions expected could not be discerned from
among ¡he many oxygen(warer) siles Hydrogen atoms werÊ
.9S Ä¡ wlttr fixed isorropic
atoms, wtth the except¡on
ere refined anisotropically.
were used for the refine-
ment (on F) of an overall scale factor, positional and thermal
parameters. Neutral atom scattering lactors were laken from
522 J. Chem. Soc., Dal¡on Trans., 1997, pages 5t9-5j0
Cromer and Waber.rT Anomalous dispersion effecls were
included in F.;rt the values lor Af' md AJ'" were ¡hose ol
Creagh and McAuley.re The values lor lhe mass-attenuarion
coctlcients were those of Creagh and Hubbell.o All calcul-
ations were performed using the TEXSANnT crystallographic
sotiware package lnd plots were drawn using ORTEP..2
ICo{CH(CrH.N-2)]i'l[NO]1, 2, ICo{CH(CrHnN-2)r},]8..
H'O 3. ICo{P(C.H¡N-2L}JlClOJr'2HrO 4 and [Co{P-
(CsH¡N-2)rlzl[NOJ2.8HrO 5. Intensity dara lor complexes 2-5
were measured a! room temperalure (20'C) on an Enrat'-
Nonius CAD4F (3 and .l) or a Rigaku AFC6R diffractometer
(2 and 5) ñ¡ted wi¡h graphite-monochromared Mo-Ka radi-
ation (À = 0.710 73 Å)employingthe rr:-20 scan technique in each
case. The data sers were corrected lor Lorenu-polarization
effects and an absorption correction was applied lor 2.'3 3'r and
4.'1
The structures were solved by placing the metal cation at an
appropriate site of symmetry and were each refined (3 and ¿f;q
2 and 5at) by a full-matrix least-squares procedure based on F.
Non-H atoms were refined with anisotropic thermal parameters
and H aroms included in the models in their calculated posi-
rions (C-H 0.97 Â,); the water H atoms were not located in rhe
refrnements of complexes 3-5. The refinements were continued
until convergence employing a weighting scheme of the form
[o-tÐ + glFl'¿] - | for 3 (g = 0.008)' and -l (g = 0.002) ¿ and sigma
weights Il/d(Ð]'r for 2 and 5. The analysis of variance showed
no special features indicating that an appropriate weighting
scheme had been apptied in each case; no corrections were
applied for extinction etTects The numbering schemes
employed For { and 5 are available as supplementary marerial.
All Âgures are drawn with ORTEP42 using 25% probabiliry
ellipsoids. The SHELX 76s program was employed for the
analysis o[ 3 and 4 and TEXSAN4I for 2 and 5.
Complex I consists o[ cations, disordered Br- anions and
approximately flourteen wa¡er molecules The structure is made
up of the hydrophobic cations in a close-packed arrangemenr
with an unusually extensive solvent/anion layer occupying the
intervening space, as shown in Fig. 4. In this respect the crystals
resemble those of a protein and behave similarly; ¡.¿ if the
crystals are exposed to air for more than a lew seconds they
become opaque and do not diffract X-rays Two of the solvent/
anion sites could be assigned as partially occupied bromide,
amounting to approximately one bromide. The remaining 0.5
bromide in the asymmetric unit could nor be locared and one or
more of the sites assigned as oxygen must in fact be a bromide.
On ¡his basis it is estimated that there are seven water molecules
comprising the asymmerric unit. Mobiliry and disorder of the
solventianion atoms severcly limited the quality and extent o[
¡he diffraction data and. as a consequeoce, a detailed analysis
of ¡he derived interatomic para¡nerers is inappropriate.
Atomic coordinates, thermal parameters and bond lengths
and angles have been deposited ar rhe Cambridge Crystalle
graphic Data Centre (CCDC). See Instructions for Authors,
J. Cltem. Soc., Dalton Trans., l997,Issue l. Any request to rhe
CCDC for this material should quore the full literature ciration
and the relerence number 1861324.
Results and Discussion
X-Ray crystallography
The structures of the bis{ligand) cobalt complexes of tris(2-
pyridyt)methane in three ditlerent t-ormal oxidation states have
been determined, ts well as rhose of the analogous cobalt-(n)
and -(rrr) complexes of tris(1-pyridyl)phosphine. The srructures
ot' a number of cobalt complexes ot' other tripodal r-¿cceptor
ligancls have been reported previously: lor the cobalt(t¡r) com-
plexes of trisl2-pyridyl)aminc{5 antl tris(2-pyridyl)merhanol,{
and rhe cobalt( rr) complex ot' rris(pyrazol- I -yl)mcthane.'7
The molecular strucrures ot' rhe cations in complexes l-5 are
shown in Figs. l-3 and as supplementilry milteriâI, irnd selected
interatomic paramcters are collecte<l in Tuble 2; rlerails of
anion/solvent geometries and intermolecular associ¿rtions of
interest for 2-5 have been rieptlsited. tn the s¡ructures of I and
!-5 the cobalt atom is located on a crystallographic centre of
inversion and in 2 the metal is located at a site of symmetry 3.
The cations each leature a slightly disrorted N. octahedral
geometry with the octahedral laces being delìned by the narure
of the bridgehead atom X in the tripodal ligands X(C'H.N-2),
where X = CH or P.
As has been noted recently,{E coherent series of related struc-
!ures are stilI relatively rare despite rhe availability ol modern
techniques This arises, in part, because of the difñculty of
obtaining suitable crystals lor X-ray crystallographic analyses
In the present investigation stnrctures for complexes l-5 have
been obtained, although their analysis has been less than opti-
mal. Signifrcant experimental difficulties were encounrered wirh
the diffraction study (see Experimental section) and hence.
while the cation structures have been derermined unambigu-
ously, there are relarively high errors associated with rhe derived
interacomic parameters in some ol the structu¡es. thereby
making general comparisons ol tigand parameters difñcult.
Nevenheless, it is still possible to determine with a measure of
conûdence the magnitude of the Co-N interactions as rhe oxi-
da¡ion srate is changed. Thus. in rhe CH(C'H.N-2), series rhe
average Co-N interactions vary from 1.95(t) to ?.109(2) to
2. I I l(7) A lor ¡he cobalt-(ru). -(r) and -(r) complexes. respect-
ivel¡r; r.e. a significant increase lrom CoIII ro CorI but no appar-
ent increase tìom Co¡I to Co¡, For the P(CrHnN-2)3 complexes.
lor which ¡he estimated standard deviarions are signiñcanrly
loweç the average Co-N distance in the cobalt(ru) complex ol
1.976(2) Ä compares wirh 2.108(2) A in rhe cobal(n) anàlogue.
As the Co-N distances lengthen there is a widening in the
CeN(nl[(n2) angles (z = l-3) and a concomirant decrease
in the Co-N(nl)-C(n6) angles, particularly lor t'he l-3 series
Given the limitations of the data it is only possible ro compare
the geometric parameters for the ligands in 2 and 5 [monitoring
the effect on the cobalt(rr) centre as X is varied from CH to Pl
and between 4 and 5 (examining the effect when the cxidation
state of cobalt is changed).
Comparing rhe stn¡ctures of complexes 2 and 5, Àe changing
X from CH to P in the cobalt(rr) complexeq rhe average CeN
bond distances of 2.109(2) and 2.108(2) Ä,, respectively, are
indistinguishabte. This similarity is extended to the N{ (ring)
bond distances which average 1.332(2) and 1.328(2) Â,. respec-
tively, and indeed the C{ distances The mosr signiñcant
difference in the cations is lound in the parameters involving
lhe X atom. Àe the expected increase in X{ and ¿ contraction
of the angles (ca l0') about rhe X arom in 5. From this analysis
it can be concluded that rhe cobalt and pyridine parameters are
largely independenr ol ¡he narure of X.
Comparing the two P(CrH1N-2)r strucrures with the cobalt-
(Il) and -(nt) centres. some systematic changes in the ligand
parameters are noted mirroring the changes in rhe Co-N bond
distances As the CæN bond distances increase in complex 5
the average N{(ring) distances decrease, i.e. 1.328(2),{ for 5
cf, l35aQ) Ä lor ¿. Even allowing lor the greater errors in the
C{ parameters in the pyridine rings. rhe C{ distances in 5
are longer than the comparable disrances in 4. Clearly, therc is
an influence on the ligand parameters as the oxidation state of
the cobalt cation is varied.
EXAFS Studies
E,rtended X-ray absorption finc structure beyond an X-ray
irbsorption edge urises t'rom back scattering ol the cjec-ted
photoelectron by atoms udjacent to the absorbing ulom.n",5o
The intensity and liequency r:f the EXAFS may be inrerprete<I
in terms ol the number, narure and distance of' rhc buck-
scattering utoms adjucent to the ubsorbing i¡tom,r,ttz untl in






Iig. I Molecula¡ srrllcrure and-crystallographic numbering schane Fig.3 Molecular strucrure and crystallographic numbering scheme








Fig. 2 Molecular s¡ructure and crystallographic numbering scherne
for the cation in [ColCH(C'H.N-2LlJ[NO]]: 2
addition the edge position in the normalized near-edge sp€ctra
is indicative of the oxidation state.s3
In the current study of the [Co{X(C'H.N-2)¡}J- complexes
structural data from the EXAFS measuremcnß provide infor-
mation eomplemen(ary to the X-ray crystallographic results-
The environment of the central cobalt atoms has been investi-
gated in each complex. This allows a direct comparison of the
Co-N distances obtained by cobalr K-edge EXAFS with those
determined by X-ray crystallography, and in the case ol [Co{P-
(CjH.N-2)rlJ' (where suitable crysrals proved elusive) the
cobalt Kædge EXAFS provides the only available measuremenr
ol the Co-N dis¡ances wirhin this complcx and allows other
predictions regarding its likely srructure to be made. Such
comparisons have been made previously for rhe [Co(bipy)J"
system.b
The cobalt K<dge posirions and cobalr-ligand,disunces
determined by X-ray absorprion spec¡roscopy are presented in
Table 3. There is a clear shift to lower energy in edge position in
going from Coru to Cor¡, with a corresponding increase in the
rAQ*oo.0
Fig,4 Packing diagram for complex I showíng close-packed carions





















Tebh 3 The K+dge positions (Eo) and CeN disranccs as dctermined




fCo I CH(CrH.N-2)¡) ¡lBr¡
[Co I CH(CrH.N-2)¡) JINOJ,
lCo{CH(C,H.N-2)¡}JBr
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unalogous to the crystal structure results lor the [Co(bipy)r]#
series.'Secondly, it' r-back bonding is operative in these sys-
tems. the a(C)-to-X (bridgeheud) bon<l distance does not con-
stitutc un indicator tbr it. as there are no signitìcant diflerences
in this parameter t'or either system. Thirdly, rhe bridgeheird
atom imposes steric constrainrs on rhe orienration ol the oyri-
dine rings. and is responsible tor variations in rhe N-Co-N
bond :rngles ¿nd other angles between lnalogous complexes.
Thus the bridgeheacl ttom porentially intluences the overlap of
r¡etal- and ligand-centred orbirals.
Apart lrom the obvious srrucrural ditTerences imposed b¡r rhe
oxidation state ot' the meral centre und the bridgehead atom X.
the complexes itre very similar with respect to overall geometw
and intraligand bond disrances and angles. The structural
paramerers ol the pyridine rings in [ColCH(C5H1N-2)ril' do
show some differences to those in the cobalt-1u) and -(r¡¡) com-
pleres However, within the limit¿tions imposed by the accuracy
of the crystal structure determina¡ions. it is not possible to
identify any significant inequivalence of rhe pyridine rings
in the [Co{CH(C'H4N-2)3}J' stn¡cture.
The observed pattern oi Co-N bond lengths may be con-
sidered from two perspectives. On the one hand, as the occu-
pancy of the metal d orbitals va¡ies: Cotrl. low spin. (t..)ó; CoIr,
high spin. lt.r¡s(e-):: Cor. high spin. ltrr)ó(e.;:. Thus, ¡he cobalt-
(tt) and -(t.¡ confrgurations have rwo elecrrons in the Co-N o-
anlibonding orbitals and would be expecred to have not only
bond lengths longer than tha¡ lor rhe cobalr(rrr) siruation but
also a similar bond lengrh, as the varia[ion in rhe tr, population
is expected to have a lesser 3tIect on the Co-N bond lengths
The alternative incerpretation is one of 'normal' CotII-N:rnd
CoIr-N distances. and a shorr CoI-N <iisrance. Two possibilities
arise. The [Co{X(CrHoN-2)r}r]* complexes may be described as
[CoIt{X(CrHoN-2)]}{X(CsH4N-2)r'-}l* thus essentially con-
raining CoI¡-N bonds. or [Cor{X(crH4N-2)]}J' wirh rhe
unusually short CoI-N bond due to signifrcanr r-back donation
from the Co atom to the X(CrHaN-2), ligands
This issue was pursued by magnetic and spectroscopic stud-
ies, and the electronic na¡ure of [Co{X(CrHnN-2)r}l' has been
investigared in ¡he current study by ab initio calculationg as
discussed below.
Electronic specfioscopy and bonding pan¡meters
The electronic spectra of the cobalt-(u) and -(m) complexes
were measured at 290 and;15 K as KBr discs. and the spectra
of the cobalt(t) complexes were recorded as solutions in deaer-
ated ethanol at 290 K. The spectrum of a crystal ol [Co{CH-
(C5H.N-2)3ÌJ[PF ], was also measured over the range l3 00G-
25 000 cm-'.
For the ligand CH(C5H.N-2)', the cobalt(ul) complex shows
a broad peak cenred at 23 000 cm-r which can be assigned as
the transition to the components o[ the rT,, excited state, with
absoçtion to charge transfer commencing at -27000 cm-r.
A similar assignmenc has been reported{ for the CH(pz),
(pz=pyrazolyl) complex, with ¡he transition here occurring at
21 500 crn-r. The higher band energy lor the CH(C'H.N-2)3
complex is in line with the bonding parameters derived lor
complexes ol the mixed tripod tigand CH(CrH.N-2Xpz)2,
where pyridine was lound to be a stronger ligand than
pyrazole.r
The spectrum of the cobalt(r¡) complex is shown in Fig. 6(a)
and consists of a peak ùt t I 800 cm-r with a shoulder ¿t l3 200
cm-r. a weak sharp peak tlue to a spin-forbidden transition at
19 735 cm-r and a broad peak centred ur =13 t00 cm-r with a
shoulder at :22 i00 cm-r. The lìrst two trunsitions may sat'ely
be assigned to the ¡4,. und'E* sta¡es tlerrve<l t'rom the tT,. level
of the parent octahedrul complex. The pair ot' peaks ut cr.r.
13 000 cm I probably úncompass ¡he rransirions ro the tA., rnd
tE, states ol rhe tT,. level lnd the rransirion ro rhc ¡À,s(P)ltatc
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Fig. 5 (¿) Normalized cobalt-edge XANES (X-ray absoçtion near-
edge srructure) profiles ol [Co{P(CsH.N-2)3}J[CIO.I¡ (top), [Co{P-
(crH.N-2)r)J[Norl, dnd [Co{P(C'H.N-2)¡}JClo. (bottom). (å) The
EXAFS (top) and Fourie¡ transform of [Co{P(C'H.N-2)!}JCIO..
-, 
Experiment; ---, simulation
Co-N bond length. However, there is no signifrcan¡ difference
between ¡he cobalt-(u) and -(r) complexes The P-weighred
cobalt K-edge EXAFS of [Co{P(C'H.N-2)¡}J-, togerher with
its Fourier transform arc shown in Fig. 5. The equivalent cobalt
K-edge spectra lor the other complexes have been deposired.
The structural intbrmation derived from the EXAFS and
X-ray crystallographic determinations shows a high degree ol
agreement lor each of the five complexes where both experi-
ments were possible (Table 3). The EXAFS results confrrm the
trend in the [Co{CH(C5H.N-2)!}J- series where the bond
lengrhs Cor-N = CoI¡-N > Co[t-N. The radial distribu¡ions of
the a¡oms about the central cobalt up ro ca. 5 Ä lsee SUP
57201) are strikingly similar for the [Co{CH(CrH.N-2)'iJ'
and [Co{CH(C'H.N-2)¡}J¡* cations. and t'or the [Co{P-
(CrH.N-2)r ij' and [Co{ P(C'H.N-2)! iJ2' cations.
Analysis ol ¡he structural da¡a cannot in i¡self unswer thc
principal questions raised regarding rhe electronic nature of the
[ColX(CsH.N-2),]J"' complexes and the reason l'or the s¡abil-
ization of the t'ormally cobal(t) state. However. such ilata do
establish some very important points. First. the Co-N riistance
lbr borh the [ColCH(CrH.N-2))i2J"- series is not signrricantly
tlifferent for the l'ormally Cor-N and Corr-N species, rvith ¡he
Corrr-N bond Iength substantially shor¡er. This is cxactly
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compler (l I (XX) ¿rnd ll l{(X) cnr r¡ wrrh thc ohscrvltion of ¿rtl-
ditioni¡l wcak pcltks itt lN .5lXl and l9 ¡15() crn ' in tlrc prescnt
work irssigncd to spirr-lirrb <Jden Iriursitions. TIlc intcnse nrct:¡l-
to-lig:rntl charge-transli.r ()ccurs at slichrl¡ lower enersv lirr
[ColP((.HnN-2),i:J- rhun Í'or [ColCHtC.HoN-]),iJ' (gr.,0tl
comparcd with 9tì0()cm-r). A sinrilarchangc has becrr obscrvcd
for the iron(¡t) complcxcs ol thesc Iigandss; whcrc the cr.rrres-
ponding bands occur ar 2l 500 untj ll 800 cm-' TIrc onser ttf'
the intense absorption in the ulrraviolet also occurs ur slightl¡.
lower energy in the P(C.H.N-3), complex. =-ìj 500 cm' 
r.
For the cobaltlrr) compounds meral-ligand boncline paru-
meters were derived usin_r.l the ansular overlap mociel (AOlvl I b),
methods identical to those described previously l-or the analo-
gous CH(pz), and CH(CrH4N-2Xpz):v complexes. The calcu-
lated ¡ransition energies and associated bonding paramelers are
indicated in Table 4. Note thar rhe n-bonding paramerer refèrs
to the out-of-plane interaction, the in-plane interaction being
assumed negligible. as lound in o¡her studies..T The three sets of
parameters for the P(CrHoN-2), complex reler to the three dif-
fercn¡ Co-N bond distances.n?'e For both complexes. excellenr
agreement with the observed transition energies is obtained. the
o- and r-bonding paramerers being verv similar to those
reponed 5' for the pyridine group in [Co {CH(CrHoN-2Xpz), } J]*
(e"4575 cm-', en=930 cm-i), and quite similar ro rhose
of the pyrazole groups in [Co{CH(pz)r}r],* (e"=4540 cm-r.
en=585 cm-r).'7 Borh P(CsH1N-2)3 and CH(C¡H.N-2), thus
act as quite strong o donors and moderate ¡ donors towa¡ds
Cotr. The close similariry between the two sets of parameters
implies that anl,conjugation across the bridgehead arom in the
former ligand has an insignificant effecr upon the n interaction
with rhe merai.
Since the assignment ol rhe 'd-d' transitions of the cobalt(t)
compounds is only rentative any discussion of the bonding
parameters in these complexes must & viewed with caution.
If it is assumed that the peaks ar =14000 cm-r correspond ro
the frrst transition of the cobalt(l) ion. calculated transi¡ion
energies which are consis¡ent with the spectrum observed for
[Co{CH(C'H.N-2L}J- are obtained using an average o-
bonding parameter e"4160 cm-r with ¿¡ close to zero. As in
previous studies,¿7's the eo values were scaled ro take into
accouDt the different Co-N bond lengths observed in the solid
complex, though it is possible thar these differences are smaller
in solution. The calculared splittings in each excited state are
quite small, and consistent with the observed band widths. A
sigrrificant non-zero value of en would be expected to produce
resolvable band splittings similar to those observed for rhe
analogous isoelectronic nickelllr) complexes.r.st The Racah
parameter B=6'75 cm-r used in the calculations seems accep¡-
able. represenring a reduction lo =71tt/o of the value of 880 cm-l
estimated lor the lree cobalt(r) ion.se As rhe crysral srrucrure of
the [Co{P(C'H.N-2):iJ- complex is unknown, analysis of the
spectn¡m is less reliable. However, assuming a structure similar
to thar of rhe [Co{CH(CrH.N-2),}J'complex. which, excepr
for the differences in the Co-N bond lengrhs appears to be
reasonable from an analysis of the EXAFS da¡a, rhe transirion
energies may be reproduced satisfactorily using similar. rhouuh
marginally smaller bonding and Racah paramerers
The above interpreration implies rhar rhe o-bonding inrer-
action in the cobah(¡) complexes is quite similar to that in rhe
cobaltltt) complexes. This seems reasonable, as alrhough rhe
lower oxidation state will cause an expansion of the d orbitals,
enhancing overlap with the ligand orbitals the concomitant
increase in the energy separation between the meul and ligand
o-bonding orbiøls will produce a decrease in the meral-ligand
interaction energy. Apparentlv. rhe two effects approximarely
balance. The marked decrease in the n-donor capacity of the
ligands when the metal is in the lower oxidation state also seems
reasonable. as the metal tr, orbitals will shift in energy away
from the filled ligand n orbitals towards rhe empry ligand nr












Fig. 6 The UV/VIS spectra of (a) [Co{CH(C'H.N-2)'}J'(erhanol
solution¡ and (á) [CoíCH(C5H.N-2)3lJþ at l5 K [KBr disc and singte
crystal (...)l
often not resolved. The band energies and assignments are
given in Table 4.
The solution spectrum of the [Co{CH(C'H.N-2)'}J* species
is shown in Fig. 6(ó) and is dominated by a very intense peak at
98fJ0 cm-r (e = l0 000 dms mol-r cm-r¡. This may be assigned
as a metal-to-ligand charge-transfer transition, the low energy
.being consistent with the easy access of the cobalt(rr) stare, and
the ready availabilit¡, of. low.energy emptl' n* orbirals on the
ligand. A peak of modera¡e intensit)' occurs at 14200 crn-¡,
with a weaker band at 20 600 cm-r, a weak broad band centred
at =25 000 cm-r and a very weak shoulder ar =32 000 crn-t on
the edge of rhe intense absorption due ro charge transfer and/or
intraligand rransirions. The assignment of the bands to 'd-d'
transitions can only be tentarive, since additional peaks may be
masked under the intense charge-transfer band at 9800 crn-r;
moreover, it is possible that weak charge-transfer ¡ransitions
may occur in this region. Three spin-allowed transitions are
expected for the dt-elecrron configuration of Cor in an
approximately octahedral iigand environment, and the bands ar
14 200 and 20 600 cm-' may be assigned ro the transirions to
the tTr, and rTrr(F) stares. respectivell,. The transition to the
!T,.1P) state may then either give rise ro the very weak p€ak at
=32 000 cm-' or be masked under the intense absorption com-
mencing at =33 000 cm-r. The weak broad band a¡ =25 0o0
cm-r is assigned to several spin-forbidden rransirions which
are expected in this region. The band energies and tenta¡ive
assignments are summarized in Table 4.
Basically similar spectra were observed for the complexes of
P(CsH.N-2)r. Thar of the cobalr(¡¡t) complex shows a shoulder
at =22000 crn-r which may be assigned to rhe'dl'rransition
to the rTrß state. occurring on the edge of an intense charge-
transfer absorption. The band energies and assigrrments of ¡he
cobalt-(u) and -(r) complexes are given in Table 4. Those ol the
cobalt(¡¡) complex are very similar to those reponed for the
visible region by Holm et a1.56 for an acetonirrile solution of this
/
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'lrble.l calculillcJandol¡servedlfunsitionenergies(incrn-r)ofthcconrplcxcs[colx(c'lltN-2)¡l¡]"(x=cllorPlrl=lor2)
lcotcll(crll.N-2)¡l ¡l' [Co{C}l(C,f 
l.N-2)t},f ' [Co{P(Crll.N-2)r),1'
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¡liscussion.. spin-forbidrten l¡unsilion, scveral of whiulr are prcdicted in this region.
[Co I l'(Crl l.N-2),1 J¡'
T¡ansition Calculated Observed




































































































[Co I CH(C.H.N-zrrl ;ì"'
[Co IP(C.H.N-2),;r]"'
[Co I OP(C.H.N-])r ; :l'-
[Co i COH(C,H.N-2)) I :]"-
'I'ablc 5 Llcclrochcnric¡rl tl:rrr lrrr [('o iXf (..l l.N-l)1i¡],'. carions an j
[Co(bipv¡'f" 5*
Ef lv
(C.H.N-l)rlJ"' and [CoiP(C.H.N-2)]lJ"' ions tr = l--j,. tn.
Resul¡s of the DFT calculations are summarized in Table 6
e.\perimenral data for [Co(bipy)J2..r0 In all species investigared
the calculared bond orders (Co-N overlap popularions) are of a
similar magnitude and no significânr differences or trends are
apparent. These calculations
the results can be interpreted
exists between the strength o
ferent species. Significant differences do exist in the calculated
spin density of the cobalt, wirh rhe cobalr(t) and high-spin
cobal(u) species having approximately equal spin density, and
the low-spin cobalr(n) species having relatively less spin (as
expected); the cobalt(nr) species are formally spin neutral. The
similariry between the spin srates on the high-spin CoI¡ and Col
suggests a similarity in the local cobalt electronic environmenrs
in each case thar is independent of the formal oxidarion srare of
the species Such a conclusion could also be drawn from the fact
that relatively sharp rH NMR spectra can be observed for both
lCo(bipy)rl' and [Co(bipy),]2'.'x6¡
Mulliken atomic charges for the cobah and nirroqen aroms
are presented in Table 7. The calculated charges on ìhe cobalr
atoms are somewhat less than the formal oxidation states,
indicating thar the charge is distributed throughout rhe entire
systems\ consistent with a r-back bonding mechanism. It is
important to analysis and partitioning
of charge (an ar c€ntre is not unique só
that the resul is no¡ an exact or unique
measure. A more complete analysis using lully geometry_
optimized stn¡crures with highJevel basis sets and an atoms in
molecules (AIM) descriptione ol rhe
distrìbution of the present complexes






Although no individual experimenr reponed here provides an
unequivocal picture of the nature of the stabilization of rhe
cobaltlr¡ oxidation state in the prcsent complexes. the accumu-
lation ol evidence from the variety of measurements obtained
presents a consisten¡ description. The X-ray and EXAFS data
are in close accord, and show the Co-N bond lengths in rhe
order CoI = Co¡¡ < Coltt, suggesting therc is a similãrity in the














" ln acetonitrile-O.l mol dm-' Ntsu'{PF,, solurion: plarinum-burton
working electrode:198 K: scan rate 100 mV s-r: reference. saturated
sodium chloridc calomel elecrr<¡de (SSCE,¡. t Propylene carbonare (4-
methyl- l,-3-dioxolan-l-one)-.o.3 mol dm- I NBu".PFn.
in the cobalt(l) complexes is in accord with the behaviour nor-
mally associated with aromatic amines.
generally observed tha¡ a decrease in oxidation stare is accom-
panied by a marked decrease in A, as is in
from [Co{CH(C,H.N-2)3]J3'. where
[Co{CH(C'H.N-2),) J:'. However, it has
the dominant cause of the decrease in A associated with the
change from Co¡r to CoIIt is the marked contraction in the
metal-ligand bond length. from 2.109 to 1.95 Ä in the present
case. The present analysis appears to suppon this viewpoint,
suggesting that, at least where low oxidation states are con-
cerned, a decrease in oxidation state is not a.lways accompanied
by a decrease in ô.
It musr be stressed rhat the above analyiis is only tentative.
imply a Â value of =10000 cm-r. considerably lower than the
l2 650 cm-r for the corresponding cobalt(rr) complex. However,
a Racah 8 is required for this assign-
ment, whic large reducrion from ihe
free-ion val
Electrochemical studies
The electrochemical data for the cobah complexes of a number
of tripod lígands and bipy are given in Table 5.3.4 The poten_
tial of the Coll{or couple can be taken as a measure ãf the
in the reduction of t
values for the ligand
exhibit irreversible be
complexes infer there
ligand interaction. The variations may well bc due to the differ_
ent steric constraints imposed on rhe ligands by the bridgehead
atoms as suggested by Hafeli and Keene,! and elucidared bv
the struc¡ural studies described previously.
ló ¡túr¡,o st¡¡dies
Single-point densiry funcrional rheory aò øi¡¡o calculations ar
the X-ray -qeomerries have been performed for the [Co{CH-
528 J. Ch¿'m. Soc., Dalton Trans., 1e97, pages _sl9-530









- 183 7.0 I 96
- 19 I J.7905
- 19 1.1.5705
- l9 I J.5761
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" Electronic energy in Hartrees (=4.36
cobalt atom: total spin multiplicity of
x l0-'E J). ¿ Average calculated [rom Mulliken population overlaps.'Total orbitrl spin condensed on(o the
the system = l.



















































































































atom has little influence on the bonding Parameters' The
cates that the ligand accepts a greater or lesser degree of elec'
tron density as required to maintain a stable environment
around the cobalt.
Accordingly, Co(d")+L(rr) back dona¡ion appears to be
operative in Uottr the present cobalt(I) complexes" Howeveç the
clear inlèrence of the studies is that conjugation between the
pyridine tigands is not a significant tèature ,with regard to
ìhe Uonding of any ol these ligands wi¡h Cor' and the back
donation is not turther stubilized by electron delocalization
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C24 Table l. Prrameters used for the X-ray drta colleclion
Austrriiu
c33
Source of material: (see ref. ï ).
The structure of the title compound has been determined
recently at room temperaLure (see ref. l).
C:oFI:rÉoN l.¡Otr. monoclinic, P2rln (No. l-l).
¿¡ = 9.733(l) Å., = ;.3-t8(6) Å. c = 16.848(-t) Å.
D = t03.12(21'. v = ll5 1.8 À-'. z = l. Rf F) = 0.04j
R,.,tF)- 0.049.
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ABSTRACT
Pr^eìiminary stoichìornetric and kinetic results bearìng on the mechanìsm
of tne reduction of HCor- to C0 by Lris(2,2'-bipyrìdine)cobalt(I) in aqueous
rnedja are neported. Thè r^esults indicate that C0 (not formate) is the
dominant carbon product and that it is scavenged by Co(bpy)r+ to give
jnsol ubìe ICo(bpy) (C0)212. At pH - 9, bicarbonate neduction occurs in
cornpetjtÍon with Hr0 reduction. Both processes ane inhibited by Qpy and
promoted bJ H*, su!gesting the cornmon intennediate Co(bpy)2(xt0¡xt+. The
bìcarbonate reaction itself branches to give H, and C0 in - 3:l ratìo.
I NTRODUCT I ON
There has been considenable recent intenest in the use of
tris(2,2'-bipyrìdine)nuthenium(II) (2,2'-bipyricline = bpy) and its analogues
as photosensitizers in photoconversion processes, primarily because of theìr
spectraì pnoperties, the relat'ive longevìty of the MLCT excited states, and
the facility of eìectron transfen processes invoìving both excited state and
ground state species (refs. 2,3). A number of strategies have been deveìoped
for the reductìon of water', Þased on either oxidative quenching of *Ru(bpy)32+
(with water neduction being penformed by the neduced quencher), or reductive
quenchìng (wìth water reduction involving either Ru(bpy) 3+ or reducing species
formed by reaction wìth ìt). In most cases, a heterogeneous catalyst (e.9.
col loidaì pìatinum) is reqrrired for hydrogen formation, but panticularly
significant exceptions are homogeneous systems using a cobalt(II) complex as
catalyst. Scheme I involves reductive quenching óy ascorÞate ion (HAs-) in
the presence of added Co(lI) (ref. 4).
l. Reductive Quenching
Ru(bpy) 32+ 13 rRu(bpy) r2+
*Ru(bpy)rt* * HAt- a Ru(bpy)3+ + HAs.
HAs. -¡ Products
Ru(bpy) r+ + Co(bpy) 32+ + Ru(bpy) r2+ + co(bpy) r+
Co(bpy)r+ + H20 + Co(bpy) 32+ + L/? H. + 0H-
In Scheme II oxidative quenching by Co(bpy)r'* in the presence of tne electron
0010-8545/85/$04.90 @ 1985 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V
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donor triethanolarnine (nef. 5; TE0A = trietnanolamìne, L = 4,7-(CHs)2phen,50%
aq. acetonitr^iìe) yìelds Hr wìth a quantum y'ieìd of 0.3.
I I. 0xi dati ve Quenchì nq
RuL32+ \ *¡u¡r'*
*RuL32+ + Co(bpy)32++RuL33+ + Co(bpy)3+
RuL33+ + TEoA -r, RuL32+ 
+ TEoA'+
TEOA.+ + TEOA -> TE0A.' + TEOAH+
TEOA.' + Co(bpy)32+ * Prod + Co(bpy)r+
Co(bpy)r+ + HrO -> Co(bpy) 32+ + L/2 H, + 0H-
In either case the net photoinduced sequence ìs (Donor^ = TEOA or HAs-):
hv + Donor + Co(bpv)rt* !R'l-bpv)tt*1, Prod + Co(bpy).+
Co(bpy)r+ + H20+Co(bpy)rt* * OH- + L/IH,
The ability of cobalt complexes to pnomot,e homogeneous H2 Pnoductìon appedrs
unique, and the invoìveltent of hydnidocobaìt species has been proposed.4,5
Lehn and Ziessel (ref.6) have neported the photochernical reduction of
carbon dioxide to carbon monoxide in 20Ë aq. acetonitrile using a system vrith
constituents sirni lan to lI above. Reduction of *RuL¡2+ to RuL3+ by
tri ethanol ami ne or trì al kyl ami nes as quencher, fol l owed by reduct i on of Co ( I I )
to Co(I) (as Co(bpy)¡*) oy RuL3+ was proposed. However, ìn light of cecent
results (r'ef.5) characterìzing H, fonmation in the triethanolatnine,
Co(bpy),2+, Ru(4,7-(cH3)zphen) r2+ systetns ìn aqueous acetonitri le the
oxidative quenching sequence II also merits senious consideration for the C0,
system. In related work, a 2,9-dimethyl-1,IO-phenanthroline cobalt(II)
complex also exhibits high C02-reduction activity ìn dimethyìformamìde
(r'ef. 7).
Direct electrochemical reduction of C0, to pnoduce C0, formate, on
oxalate (ref. 8) is chôracterized by a lange overpotentìal, and has been
r.eported to occur at -2 v vs NHE. Chemically cataìyzed eìectrochemical
neductions on rnetal (ref. 9) and semiconducting (r'ef. 10) electrodes
sìgnificantìy ìower the overpotential, and in some cases reduction (to C0 plus
Cor2-) occurs at -I.2 ! 0.I V vs NHE in aqueous soìutìon. l''lediation of
reduction of C02 to C0 by photo- and electrogenerated Reo(bpy)(C0)3Cl
(ref. 7,ll), and eìectnogenerated Nil(cyclam) (ref. 12) and (adsorbed)
çeIpç(H-) (pc = phthalocyanine) (r'ef. 13) has also been found. Cataìysis of
the c02/HC02- equiìibrium by Pd(0) (ref. 14) and electroencapsuìated Pd(0) has
also been reported (nef. 15).
Activation of carbon dioxide to reduction by transition metal complexes
has been attributed to insertion of C02 ìnto metaì-hydride bonds (producing
/
o40
formate) or. dislrroporrionation of C02 (producing C0 and CO32-) (ref' l6): ìn
neither case is tne inlimate mechanism of the process known' In view of the
intrinsic intef-est and importance of carbon dioxide actìvation and i'us
'lìght-promoted rcduction, we have begun a study of the reactìons of co(bpy) 3+




an argon atmosphere, unless otherwise indicated. Solid Ico(bpy) 3Jcl 'H20 was
pnepaned as described previously (ref' 4) and recnystallized (nef' I7) by
dissolving the crude solìd (- 300 mg) in dry ethanol (5 mL) containing
2,2'-óipyr'ìdine (770 mg). The soiution was filtered' diethyl ether was added
withoutstir.r.ìng,andtheSchlenktubewasstopperedand]eftundisturbedfor
3days.Thebìue/blackcrysta]sweneco].lected,washedw.ithetheranddf.ied
in vacuo. In some studies stock solutions of Co(bpy)3+ in ethanol were
Milli-Qwater.purificationsystem,anddnawnimmediatelybefor.edeaeration
with argon to avoid contarnination by atmosplreric C02' All rnaterjals were AR
gnade and wene used without further purìficatìon'
Sto ichiometrv studìes. In a typical run, 4'O mL of the appropniate
prepared by controì led potential eìectroìysì s
- 0.03 M [Co(bpy) 31Cì, solutions usìnq eìthen
wonking electrodes. l'laten used for al1 buffe
buffer (secondary amìnes react with C02 and s0 cou
contai nì ng NaHCO3 and/or Co(bpy) ¡2+, i f requi ted '
vessel (total volume = f3 mL) fitted with a serurn
(tapp = -1'1 V vs aq SCS) of
carbon rod or Platinum gauze
rs was obtained frorn a MILLIPORE
ìd not be used as buffer"s)
vras transfelred to a glass
cap. A 200 uL alìquot






stoichiometf.y studies were determined spectrophotometrical-ly 
folìowing
reaction rrith either metnyl viologen or 0s(upy).3+'
Analysisforforrnateandoxalateionspnesentìnproductsolut.ionsfrom
stoìchiometric and kinetic studies was penfonmed using a DIONEX 2010 lon
Chromatograph (HPIcE-ASl col umn; lO-3 M llcl /2X acetonìtrì le eì uent) ' The
reactjonswef.erunìnTRIS.HC.ìmediabecauseboràteandsu]fateinterfered
with the foñnate detenninations'
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Kinetic Studies. In a typìcal nun, a 200 uL al'iquot of a scock solutjon
of ICo(bpy)3]Cl.H20 Ín dry ethanol (containing bpy if required) '{as added to
4.0 mL of the approprìate Þuffer (containing NaHC03 and/or Co(Þ'py)32+ if
required) in a I cm ceìl. The ceìl was ìrnrnediately stoppened, rernoved frotn
the gìovebox, and the decay of co(l) rneasured spectrophotomeÈricalìy (605 nm)
for. 3-4 hal f-l ives. The infìnity r^eadìng was obtained aftef^ exposing the
solution to air, and the pH was rneasured.
Formatìon and anal sis of Co c0
Reacti on of Co(boy),+ with HCOa-. A solution of [Co(bpy)3]Cl 'Hz0 (70 rng)
in ethanol (1.5 mL) was added to 17.5 mL of 0.20 M boric acicl buffer (pH 9'2;
[Co(bpv)3+J = 7.8 mM; [co(bpv) 32*) = 2'5 mM; v = 0'5 M' NatSou) containing
100 mg NaHC03 (0.063 14). The blue solutìon was stirred until cornpletion of
the f.eact.ion was Índicated by the pale yellow soìution and dark precipitate'
After - I houc the bìack precipitate was filtered unden ar'gon' washed with
wate randdriedinVacuo.Theyieldwas.lowandsomev,hatvariab]e.
Reaction of Co(bpy)"+ with C0. A solution of [Co(bpy)t]Cl 'H20 (90 mg) in
dryethanol(12rrL)wasstirf.edunderac0atlnospheneforl5minutes.The
bìack product was filtered unden argon, washed with ethanol, and drìed
'in vacuo. Yi el d 20 mg, 95%.
Analysis. c0 was deterîined by acìdification of a weighed sample ìn a
closed vessel folìowed by GC anaìysis of the gas above the soìution. cobalt
was determined by atomic absorption spectnoscopy and x-ray fluorescence' and
bpy spectroPhotometri cal lY.
RESULTS ANO DISCUSSTON
General Considerations
In neutral aqueous soìution the overall thermodynamic requinetnents for
reduction of water to hydrogen and of carbon dioxide to c0 or fonflate are
simi I ar:
b
TWO-ELECTR0N REDUCTION, pH 7, ?5 'C (ref'
Zn.o(r) + 2e +Hz(s) * zoH-(aq)
,or(n) * t.0(o) + 2e -+ Co(s) ' zoH-(aq)
coz(s) * Hr0(r) * 2e = Hcoã(aq) * oHi.q)
18) , vs NHE
Eo = -0.41 V
Eo = -0.53 V
Eo = -0.31 V
o(1
l4oreoven, in seeking catalysts for these ¡eactions s'ilnilan issues alise' Both
.eductìonS are very difficult via one-elect¡^On proceSSeS, since the
one-electron reduction p.oducts H atom and .c02- (for"lnate naoical) are
extremely ener^getic species. By using pulse-r'adiolytic melhods, schwanz and
Dodson have recently determìned Eo for the CO?/'C02- couple to be -l'9 v vs
IiHE jn water (ref.19), and the intrinsic baf'rjer for this one-eìectron
r^eduction is estirnared to be ca. 0.6 V (ref. 20). The .C02-/:C012- potential
has been estimðted to be -1.2 V vs. NHE (ref. 2i). Values for H+/H'/H- have
been di scussed previ ousìy (ref. 2).
ONE-ELECTR0N REDUCTI()N, ?H 7, 25 oC, vs NHE
a+ -?.7 U r. +0.03 V t-
c0, -1'9 V .c02- -1'2 V :cor2-
Thus.in either Hr0 or c0, reduction, paths invoìvìng the (fnee) one-eìectron
neductìon products are expected to be vanìshingly slow and lneans of
cì ncumventj ng these paths or stabi l i z i ng the one-el ectron speci es af'e sought '
IntheH2o/H2reaction'metalhydri<lecomp]exesmayprovidecata]ytÍcroutes.
IntheC02/C0orHCO,-reactìon,cata]ysisbymeta]complexesmayinvo]ve
coordinatìon of carbon dioxide (ref.22) o-insertion into a metal hydride
bond to yield a fonmate species (r"ef. 23).
As wiìl be seen, cornparison of the above parametens for i{20 and C02
reduction is partìcuìarly appropriate in the present systefn because, in the
presence of HC03-, these reactions occur in competition wìth each other and
evenappearto.invoìveacoíïnonintef'mediate.Intenestingìy,thepresenceof
water is required in a number of systems when C02 reduction occurs'




COr(uq) + HrO +HrC03 K = 2.6x l0-3
H2C03 :H+ + HC0¡- K = 2.5 x lo-s M
HC03- 3H+ + C0s2- K = 1.6 x lo-lo M
(The equi I i bri um constants 9i ven are appropni ate to - 0.5 14 i oni c stnength '
25.C (ref.24).) Above pH 10 and below pH 4, "c02" solutions contain c0r2-
and il2c03/c02' respectively. Near pH 7, the three species HCo3-, c0. and
H2C03 ar.e all present and their distribution is pH dependent. consequentìy pH
variations cafried out to assess the roìe of H+ in c0t reduction systems may







Further¡nore, the equiliÞnation of gaseous and aqueous co2 must be taken into
account: Dependìng upon the expenimental procedures (and tìrne scales) tne
àbove equilibr'ia may lead to substantial changes in the c02 pantìaì pnessure
above a solution and in the concentration(s) of dissolved species.
Finaììy, the free-enengy change for "C0." reduc-rion is a function of the
substl.ate and pH. Fig. I summanizes these data in graphìc form.








C0.(g) * 2H+ + 2e = CO,n, + HzO
HCOt- + 3H+ + 2e = Cg(S) + 2Hz0
HCO3- + 3H+ + 2e = COr_, + ?H$













Fig. 1. Eo values (vs NHE) for two-electron reduction of HrO and C0, as a
function of pH and the dominant fonns of reactants and prodücts. Thó
foììowìng standard state conventions ane used: !20, ìiquìd; H, and C0, gas












Generaì Features of the co
o.o
b + H Hc0 stem
No reaction of Co(bpy)3+ with C0, is found in dry ethanol over sevena'ì
days. However', ¡eaction does occul^ In aqueous inedia' This system (like
others, nefs. 6,9,I0) is compì icated by side-r^eactions: Co(opy) ¡* al so reacts
w.i th vrater to y.i eld H2 at pH > 7 and dihydrobipyridines at lower pH (r"ef ' 4)'
These products reflect the fact that Co(bpy)r+ ìs a strong 'eductant:
Eo(Co(bpy) r.*l*) = -0.95 \/ and Eo(Co(bpl)33+/+¡ = -0.33 V 
(r'ef' 5)'
Accordingly, in aqueous media C02 r'eduction must occuí'in competition with
these reactions. As noted above, an additìonal compl ication is the
pH-dependent C032-/HCO3-/C0. equì l ioria. ln the pH-nange considered here
HC03- is the dominant forrn with COr2- = 1-10% an¿ C0e(aq) < 3% of the
totaì "C02" species and ìs the¡efore consìdered tne reactant'
The reactìon was studied spectnophoto¡netr'ically by observìng the
dìsappearance of Co(bpy)r+ in aqueous buffer^ solutions under anaenobic
conditions ìn the presence and absence of Hco3-. The competitiOn of H20 and












Fig. 2. Pseudo-fìrst-order rate constants (25 "C) for the disappeanance of
liÏ'il' ¿:, il,iirt"i:Ëi':i.ll:' i ii.í: :.l:i;ll': 3l,i[i' ru]'[.' 
16 mM co ( I )
rateofCo(bpy)3+consumption.increasesìinear.lyw.itnIHCO3-],itisalSo
evident that tnere is a relarively large intercept' The latter is due to the
reaction with waten, which gives H2 according to eq.1 (r'ef' 4) in > 70X
y ieì d.
Co(bpy),+ + HrO a Co(bpy) ,2+ + L/2 H, + 0H- 
(l)
Not only does HC03- accelerate the rate of consumptìon of Co(bpy)3+, but it
2õ4
also reduces the arnount of H2 forrned. This is illustrated jn Fig. 3 whene Ht










buffer at pH 8.4 (




(Þaseo on eq. I) as a function of [HCO3-3 in TRIS
Co(I); a.8% etnanol; ionic stnength = 0.5 M, Na2S0,,).
C0olHCo"- Reduction Product
0n G.C. anaìysis of the gas above the neaction solutions wìth HC()3-
present (pH 8.a-9.5), no free C0 was detected, ancl although formate ion was
found by ion chrornatognaphic analys'is of tne solution, it was not fonmed in
significant amounts 1< 1%). In the stoichiometry studìes at high IHCO3-]
with hìgh [Co(l)], small amounts of a dark solid were forrned. This procluct
showed IR absonptions at 1933,1895 and 1717 cm-l: the product obtained fnom
sirnilan expenirnents usìng H13C0,- gave equivaìent absorptions at 1891,1852
and 1679 cm-1, respectively, inclicating that the absorptions arise fnom
canbonyì groups furmed during the reduction process. A product with identical
IR spectnal properties ano anaìytical data (Colopy = 1:1, Co/C0'l:2) is
produced by the reaction of Co(bpy)3+ with C0 in ethanoì. It seems clear that
the product of both neactions is the same as the product formed by reduction
of Co(lI) by tsHu- in the presence of b¡ly and C0 (ref. 25), or by the neaction
of (norbornadiene)rCor(C0)u with Þpy (ref. 26). The structure of this complex





'isomer (C2¡) wìth'rhe te¡minal C0 groups trans) on the basis of group theory
o<=
analysis of the IR spectrum. The complex is stable in contact witn basic
solution, but, upon acidìfication to pH ( I, decornposes to Iibenate - 2 mols
C0 per" Co an<l - 1 rnol H2 per Co (eq. Z), consistent wi'th the above
f orrrrul ati on.
tCo(bpy)(C0)zlz + 6H+ +, 4CO + 2H2 + zcoji + 2bpyH+ (2)
Thus these f-esults irìdicate that co (rather than formate) is the major
product of HC03- reduction by Co(bpy)g* (eq. 3, whene the C0 may be fnee or
bound to cobaìt). The C0 pr"oduced is scavenged by Co(bpy)r+ to gìve
zco(bpy)r+ + HC03- + Hro e 2Co(bpy).2+ + C0 + 30H- (3)
Co(bpy),+ + C0 + 1/4[Co(bpy)(C0) 2)2 + opy + t/2 Co(bpv),2+ (4)
'insolubìe lco(bpy)(c0)z]z (eq.4). subsequent acidifìcation of the product
solution decomposes the cobaìt carbonyl climer (eq.2) allowing determination
of C0 as the gas.
















Fì9. 4. Balance of yieì
aqueous soìution: x,ICo
u = 0.5 M, NarS0r; no CO
0.4 M br¡r'ic aõi¿ buffer,
= 0.74 mM, 0.4 M NaHCO3,
HrJieìd=2x(molsHz









CO/H, frorn reaction of Co(bpy)r+ with HC03- ìn
= 0.66 mM; 0.2 M bonic acìd buffen' pH 8.8;
Otco(I)lo = 0.74 mM, [co(II)]s = 9:21-TI;
8; ; ='0.5-m, Na2so,+. t [co(l)]o l [co(II)]o
8, u = 0.5 M. Nô excess upy' 4.8% ethanol'
I Co(I) taken) (where H, is determined pnior to
I x (móts co'pei mol Co[t) taken). À Sum of H,
256
eq. I) were determined prìor to acìd addition so that H, fnorn eq' 2 is not
included. The C0 yieìds are calculated on the basis of eq. 3 ancl eq. 4, i'e',
3Co(bpy)r+ are consumed per C0 detected. l'lith the yìelds so defined the sum
of the yìeìds snould be constant if no othen Products are formed. From
Fig.3 it ìs evì,lent that reasonable constancy is found'
Ki net i cs and Product Yì eì ds
The kinet.ics studìes were focussed prirnailiìy on the behav'ior of the
system in the absence and pnesence of low added bpy in the pH range 8.4-9.5.
With.in the pH range studied, there Ís a mìnor contrìbution to the rate frorn a
paralìeì pathway whose nate expnessìon shows a square dependence on lco(l)i
and [H+] and an inverse depenclence on ICo(bpy)32+] (ref.27)' Tne Co(ll) saìc
was therefore added to many of the kinetic and stoichiometlic nuns t0 sufrpness
this contribution. Some kinetic detaiìs of the pathway are known' ànd its
ìnvolvement in the HCo3- reduction processes under the conditions used appears
negì igible. under the pnesent conditions the rate is fì r'st-order in
ICo(bpy)s*], finst order in [H+], and first order ìn [HC03-J' The nate of
eq. i (ì.e. no added HcO3-) is fìrst order in both [co(bpy)3+J and IH+J
(nef.27). The rates of both reactions are inhibited by bpy, ìndìcating loss
of bpy pf..ior to the rate-deterrnining step. The obsenvations suggest that
HCor- and H20 (eq. 1) may compete for a common intermediate focmed from
Co(bpy)3+ and H+ with loss of bpy -- possibìy Co(bpy)2(ttrO¡nz+ (ref' 28)'
[The analogous nhodium cornpìex has a]so been chaf'acterized (r'ef.29).]
Prevìous studies (ref.4) of the stoichiometry of the Co(bpy)3+/H20 reaction
have also demonstrated inhibition of the H2-Yìeld by excess bPy'
stoichìometry stuclies show that the co(bpy)3+/ttcor- reaction is a'ìso
suppnessed by the pnesence of excess bpy, so that as tne bpy concentration
increases, HCo,- eventually does not affect the Hr-Jield for the water
reduction reaction. These obsenvations aìso suppont the competition of HtU
and HCOr- fot' the same interrnediate, e.9.,
H2
Co(bpy)3* + H+ -à bpy + [Int]
Hc0 3-
Hz + [c0]
where IC0] denotes the HCO3-/CO, reduction pnoduct ICo(bpy)(C0)z]z'
U I
o=a
Note, however, that in the pH range studied a rate law such as
-dtco(bpy) ¡*l/¿t = aICo(bpy) 3+JIH*J[ttC()3-]/[opv] ì s kì neticaì ìv
indìstinguìshable frorn -dICo(opy)g*]/ot = a'ICo(opv)3+JIC02J/[oUvJ' The fìrst
expressìon suggests nate-determining reaction of Co(Upy)z(Hz0)H2+ with HCo3-
wh.ile the second suggests reaction of co(opy)z* (ref.20) witn c0r (generateo
through the pr.e-equilibnìum ¡+ + Hco3- = c0z + H.0) to give a c0t cornplex.
Thus our data do not rule out neaction pathways such as the latter. In fact
'it is even possìble that the two occur ìn panalleì.
Finalìy, in addition to the par^allel neactions with water and bicarbonate
ion discussed above, there is also evidence that the Hco3- reaction itself
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Fi9. 5. Co(bpy)3+/HCOr- reaction in bonate buffens, pH 8'4-9'5 (no added bpy;
4.8Ë ethanol; ìonic strength = 0.5 M, NarSon). The soiid symboìs are
associated with kinetic measurements lsee flg.2) ana the other symbols with
product measurements (see Fig. 4). The ratios are defined by (stoichiornetr'ic)
R¡gg,-/R¡,9 = 3(anog - a¡ç9"-)/ZaHr0 *h
Co(IJ fonied in thê absence-of HC03- an
added bicanbonate, and (kinetic) RXC0g-
koosd,Hz0)/kobsd,H2o where ke65¿,H90r-^
pseudo--fìnst-order-rate constants for C
absence of bicarbonate.
evaluated from the kinetics is pìotted as a function of [HC03-J' A]so sllown
(solìd symbols) are CO-to-H. ratios obtained from product analysis of
cornpanable solutions. |'Jh.iìe the co-to-H, f'atio rises between 0 and - 0.03
tl Hco3-, it ìevels off at higher [Hco3-] attaining a limjting value of - 0.3
at pH g under the conditions shown. Preìiminary evìdence indicates thìs
2-oB
parti+,ìoning lo be variable: fon exampìe, the ratio ìs highen in TRIS
(Fì9. 2) tìan in borate buffer and much ìowelin pH 7 pnosphate bufler'.
Anaìogous changes in bnanching rat'io have been reported by Lehn and Zìessel
who noted the sensitìvity of this nario to substituents on the tentjary
amines; C0 pnoductìon was found to be favored in the order
N(C2Hs0H)3 ) N(n-pr^opyì)¡ > N(Êt)3 > N(CH3), (ref.6). The fact r,hat the
HCO3- reaction bnanches may refìeci the fact that (bound) HCO3- may act as
either a proton source (to give H2) or a "carbon" sounce (to gìve C0), but the
orìgin of the sensitivity of tne bnanchìng ratio to the natune of the buffer
'is not obvious. In any case it is noteworthy that the therrnodynarnic natio of
H2 to (fnee) CO is - 102 at pH 9. The fact that relatively hign yÍelds of
C0 are observed in the present Co(bpy)r+ systern may be due to Ène Co(bpy),+
scavenging of C0 (eq.4) which drives the reactìon. Alternatively, the
obser"ved partitionìng may soìely reflect kinetic (as o¡.rposed to chermodynamic)
factors.
For"rnate ion ìs a rninon product in the Co(Þpy)¡* - HCO3- r'eaccion (C0:
HC0r- - I0:1). Interestingly, tne reduction of HCOr- or C0z to HCOr-'is
favored on thermodynamic gnouncls over (gaseous) C0 formation above pH - 6
(see FiS. l). The fact that the C0 produced in the Co(Þpy)r+ neaction is not
free but converted to ICo(Þpy)(C0)z]z does, of course, cìoud the pictur"e
somewhat; possìbìy the formation of the insoluble di¡ner does help to drive C0
fonnation thenmodynarnicalìy" In any event, we have shown that "C0" is a
primar^y pr^oduct; added formate is not converted to "C0" under the neaction
conditions. Thus the fact thât HCOz- is produced in such small yield
(r^elative to C0) suggests kinetìc contro.l of the product dìstributìon.
Formate ion is the expected pnoduct for reôction of (moìecular) C02 with a
metaì hydride (insertion into the I'l-H bond). In the Co(opy)3+ system, such a
pathway wouìd be manifested as -dICo(bpy)¡*]/¿t
= o[co(bpy)¡+][H+]2[Hccl3-J/[bnri at pH ) 7. A]though our kinetic data
(pH > 8.5) do not ìndicate an Itt+]2-dependence, a smaìI (< 10Í) contribution
from this term cannot be ruled out. Thus the forrnate rnay anise frorn such a
reaction. Holiever, as discussed above, fnom the observed kinetics and pnoduct
f¡-.-J!,.¡:^- :-..-1.-^^ ^¡¡È^- u^/\ - r¡-r-L .r^ul)Lr ruuL¡vil, ulrË tlldJUt utLdtuuilqLE tcdLLtuI r¡rvurvc) ElLlrtr fruu3 qLuqu\ vlr
Co(bpy) 2(Hz0)H2+ or C0, atrack on Co(bpy) z(ttrO¡ ,+ (or botn).
SUMMARY
In aqueous bicarbonate solutìons (pH 8.5 - I0) Co(bpy)t+ r'eacts with
waten to give Ha and wìth HC03- to give Hz, CO (as the insoluble
[Co(bpy)(C0)z]z), and some HCO2-, with the extent of neaction wi'rh HC()3-
ìncreasing as IHCO3-J increases. The rate laws for reaction w'ith Ha0 and
HC0r- are first:orCer in [Co(bpy)g*] and [tt+] and in.,,erse ìn [bpy]. Thus both
Ð<o
water and HCO,- reactions may involve che hydrìde Co(bpy) 2(Hr0)H2+ as
'intermedi¿te. (0f course, kineticalìy equivalent pathvrays -- such as, for
ilC03-, reaction of co(bpy)z(ttr0¡r* wìth C02 -- cannot be ruìed out.) In lhe
HCo3--reactìon the branchìng between H2 and C0 depends upon the nature of the
buffer and tavors H, over C0 in about a 3-to-l natio in borate rnedia.
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THERMODYNAMIC, KINETIC, AND PRODUCT CONSIDERATTONS
In- CARBON DIOXIDE REACTMTY
F. Richard Keene
Deportmenr of Chemisrrt ond Biochemisn",t,ä::,f"T{,]l.'"'ersíl' of Norrh Qneenslond'
Thcre has been a rccent upsurge in intercst in rhe rcactivity of carbon 
dioxidc for two primary
( I,2).
Of course, the conversion of c¡rbon dioxide to fucls and chcmicals 
is canied out in the
biosphere on an enormous scale by pholosynthcsis' The raising of consciousness 
on the
industriaUecological issues of limiutions to fossil fucl reserucs and 
of lhe consequences of their
extensive use has heightened interest in the concept of recycling 
carbon resources' and therefore in
ùe activadon of cubon öoxide and "anificial photosynthesis" 
(3)
Many of the asPecrs of rhe thermod)'namics of carbon dioxide reactiYity' as well as
considerations oI cubonate chemisr¡', wcrc cxtcnsivcly revicwed in I 983 
by Palmer ancj van Eldi]:
(4). Thc present Chapter seeks lo ptesent a brief ovewiew o[ some of lhe propenies 
and reactivity
of carbon dioxide, md ro highlight potential means of promodon of is reactivity: manl 
of the issues
raised wilt be clabomted upon in subsequent chaptcrs in this volume
l. Physical Properlies of Carbon Dioxide
l.l Slruclurc and Bonding. Ca¡bon dioxidc is a liner molcculc for whi:h the follou'ing
cmonical slrucrutes can be dnwn:
qualitaúve MO energy levcl diagram is given in Figm l, md the estimation of the levil of thc lowcst
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Figure l. MO cncrgy level diagram for thc lineu triatomic molecule CQ
On ùe other hand, rhe h¡st ionization potenÚal is high I l3 ? cV (l)1. so lhat lhe elccÙoPhilicit¡' 
of
rhe ccnu-al cubon atom might bc mticiparcd æ thc sitc of prcdominmt reactivin'
1.2 Stabititf- Carbon dioxide. CO:, is rhe ulrimatc product of oxidation of carbon and its
compounds ud is exrcmlv themodynmicalll'st¡blc l^G" ='394 kJ mol-l' cl -137 kJ mol-l for
cubon monoxide. CO (5.6) I The bond strength of the C-O bond in carbon monoxidc is the lrgcst
known {D = 1076 kJ mol-l (?)l ln cubon d¡oxide' lhat bond srcngth is measued at D = 532 kJ
mol I l7).
1.3 Corbon Dioxide Reduclion. The redox potentials for the reduction o[ carbon
dioxide havc bccn determincd:
Dcspite lhe linear symmctry md overall nonpolu nalurc of rhe molccule' some chemical 
reactivitv
might be andc¡Pa¡ed assoc¡ated eithcr wiù thc prescncc of the ¡-elecuon densiry of the double 
bonds
and the lone pairs of clcclrons on the oxygen aloms, or with the electrophilic cubon 
atom' The
UIÈ
Coz COz-' Eo = -1.90v (8), -1.85v {vs NHE (9)l
CO22- E'= -1.2V lvs NHE (t0)lcoz''
For¡hcfirsr¡educrion,rhercisachangeingeomcryfromùelincùCqtoabcnrCO2-.(ll); this
struc¡ural chilgc gives risc o a vcry slow *lf-cxchagc mrc for thc CO2/CO2-. couple (12) md ro a
signilicanrovcrpotcntialinùcrcducrionof cQ(13) Asnorcdprcviouslybyschwe¿eral (t2),
thc narue of CO2- may bc signi6canr in the considcndon of aspccs of rlrc acüva¡ion of COt.
2, Organic R€actions of Carbon Dioxide
Ca¡bon dioxidc bas ¿ rcasoôably cxrcnsivc organic chemistry, wh¡ch has bccn rcviewed
previously (14'ló) Much of rhis chcmisrry rcquircs calalysis in some fom, and rcacdons arc
gencrally rcpæsented within one of the following crtegones -
rcductions ofCO2 by H3: V¡a rhc warcr-g¿s.shift¡cacdon (WGS - equadon (l))
COz + H¡ ãi CO + H2O tll
ud technologies such as the Fischer-Tropsch præcsscs (l?), a vùicry of products may be
produccd including methânol, alkmcs. alkcnes, alcohols, cthcrs, esrers, aldchydes, kctoncs,
ctc
cuboxylarion of acdvc hyd¡ogcn compounds: e.g carbon dloxide ¡eacrs wirh alkynes ro
producc pyrones, w¡th 1,3-buradicnes and allenes to produce csreÍs and lacrones, with
mcthylcnccyclopropancs ro produce lacroncs. and wirh epoxides ro producc organic
cùbonatcs
ì:1 ' chcm¡sry rela¡cd so ¡he Kolbe-schm¡u reacrion (i-c. rhc rcacdon of co2 wirh phenolarcs);
e.g. alkali meal phenolatcs reacl wiô CO2 to prodr¡cc 2- and 4-c¡rboxylacd phcnols.
+ CO?
. the rcac¡ion of CO2 with amincs (inchding ammonia): c.g CO2 undcrgo€s ¡cacùon wi¡h
primary ard secondaw amincs þ yield ca¡baÍiales (which may rcacr funhcr in ¡hc arcs¿nce o[
appropriale subsu-arcs), and wirh arnmmia under forcing cond.irions to produce urea.
R2NH+CO2ÈR2NCOOH
2Nll3 + CO2 -+ H2NC(O)NH2 + H2O
wiùin this d¡versiry, rhcre are onl), four major indusrial chcmical processcs which usc cubon
















Thc comcrci¡l use of CO1 is quire cxtensivc, pardcularly in refrigcntion æd as a cryogcn, in
fire cxtinguishers and in beverages
The reducrion reactions involving molecular hydrogen afe insruca¡ve in terms of the
thermodynamics ofca¡bon dioxide reåcdviry. The free encrgics on rcducrion ofCO2lr¡ by molecular
hydrogcn. æd in a limircd number o[ orgmic rcacdons, ùe ca.lcularcd and shown ¡n the Table b€low
(s.ó).
Clerrl¡', thc themodynamic s¡abiliries of rhc CO: ild H2O moleculcs a¡c dominanr in rhe
considerarion of lhc rcacrions of co¡ wirh molecul¡ù hydrogcn. ln cascs where warcr acts as an
"oxygcn sink" the chonccs of a rhemodynamicallv favonble reacdon ùe higher. Howcver as has
bcen poinred out previously (16.18), molecular hydrogcn ¡s produccd indusrrially by thc
involvcmen¡ of rhe worer-gas-shifr rcacrion lequarion 0)1, whcnce COl irsclf is ¡he ulrima¡c
"oxygen sink" This irony ¡llusrralcs the necessitv for ullcmarivc reducrion stnregies for cubon
dioxide reacriviry, and crbon dioxidc ¡eduction in paniculu. among which rhe ecdon of CO2 with








CO2 + H¡ -r
CO2 + 2Hz -+
Cq + 3H: --t
CO2 + 4H¡ +
ZCO: + H: -+
2COz + 6H: +
CO: + C5H61¡¡ -+













+ CH3COOHI¡ + HzO














ÂG" (kJ mol¡) 4. Equilibria end K¡nelis of Aqueous Solut¡ons Containing Carbon Dioxide
Mmy of thc cxperimenral studics address¡ng asPccrs of the solùb¡l¡ty of cilbon dioxide in a
vüicty of solvents, md of the nalurc and kjnctics of thc f"sultant cquilibria' havc becn cxtcnsivcly
rcv¡cwcd (4) and only â sumary of somc of üosc deuils will be discusscd herc.
On dissolution of gascous cdbon dioxidc in water, a npid CO21r¡ É CO21a¡ eqùilibrium
occurs, whcrcuPon a slow equilibrium (cquation (2)) is cs¡ablished bctwecn looscly hydratcd
CO21a¡ md "cubonic acid". H2CO3.
C Oz(¡ql + Hzo HzCO¡ (KÐ I2l
Thc cquilibrium constant , KH, for this rcac¡ion cm bc calculated as 2.6 x l0J at 25oC: lhis vâluc
shows only minor tempenturc viliation. Average values of k¡ ud k-¡ (25oC: zero ionic strength)
üe 6 2 x l0-? s'l ud 23.? s-|, rcspcctivcly (4)
The ionization constånt for thc dissæ¡ation of "cubonic acid"
HzCO¡ Ê H' + HCO¡- (Ko)
has becn deremined (20,21) to be l.? x 16r (25'C), md ùe rcacrions re very ¡aP¡d (the rate of
protonation of HCO3- is vinually diffusion controlled (22)). Accordingl)' al$ough thc first
ionization to prduce lhc bicarbonate ion. HCO¡', is bcner cxprcsscd in thc form
CO21¡q¡ + H2O Ë H+ + HCO¡' (K,) t4l
since < I 7o of the dissolved CO2 is prescnt as H:CO¡. HrCO: is an inrcmcdiåtc in rcaction (3) K t
is ofren rcfened to as the "appafenr" acid dissociarion constânt of H2co3. Ðd should have a value
(KoKrÐ of c¿ 4 x l0'r unde¡ thc abovc conditions
At highcr pH values. CQ¡¡q¡ mat Eact dircctl¡' with OH'
CO21¡q¡ + OH' Ê HCO¡' (Kr') f 5l
whcrc ùe foruud ud back ractions dctermincd al ?.? x 103 M'ls'l (23.24) utj
23 x lO¿ s'r (25) ar ?5oC (rcspect¡vely) lead to K¡ = 3 x l0? M-l
The sccond dissæiation reacdon, viz
HCO3' É H. + COs2' (Xt f6l
appcús nomal in cvcry rcspcct and K: = 4 ? x l0-l I at 25oC (26)
A funher cquilibrium' callcd "ctrbonate caüìl!'sis" may also bc Prcsent in solut¡ons containin8
coll' '
CO¿(¡qt + COs2' + H¿O É 2HCO¡' t7l
howcve¡, unlcss a buffcr containing carbonale ion wc¡e bcing uscd, rate studies indicare the




Thcsc valucs can be comPæd wiÚl ilalogous rcacdons for carbon monoxide: c'g'
co+2H:+
CO+H:O+









3. Biologicâl Reâct¡ons of Carbon D¡oxide
Cæbon dioxidc is nature's prima4' source of carbon. P¿niculÙl)' lhrough photos)'nlheric
fixa¡ion to form cubohvdfatcs. l¡ terms of othcr chemical reacdons of CO. in biological systems'
mmymaybcbloadlyclassifiedascarboxylationreactionsinvolvingtheelccroPhilicadditionoI




HzC + FX + "CO2 COO. + 'RXPO¡z
coo'
'oo
(wherc RX is a phosphoryl accepror such as walcr, a nucleoside diPhosPhale' or inorganic
phosphate). ln addition. thc hydEtion/dehydralion of C01 is cssential in respiration ild is catalyzed
b¡- the enzvme cubon¡c ilhydræe.
COz+HzOÉHzCO¡ÉHCO¡'+H*
A disussion of the vùie(y of thcse b¡ological reactions is not warranled hcrc' bu they have becn
rcvicwed clsewhere (19)
8
The effær of te mpenrrc and ionic srength on t}c posirion md ra¡cs of rhe co2 e quiJibria have
also rcceived subsranrial arrenúon panicularlY in view of rheir ubiquirous presence in rhe biosphere
andthehydrosphere,mdrhepresenceofcùbonaremineralsintheearh'scrusr Thedeailsofsuch
srud¡cs are not relevanl ro a discussion ultimarely direc¡ed lowilds mekl acrivarion of crbon dioxide
reacriviry, but æ of panmounr imponilce in the considerarion of crbon dioxide srorage and ùc
ecosPhere
Finally, a commcnr mighr be made on rhe rare of rhe CO2 equilibria in biological s¡,srems.
Both the hydration of Co1 to H3co3 and ¡he dehvdrarion of H2c03 ue slow processes unrier
normal condi¡ions (t,ide supra ) - too slou, for respiratory func¡ions - bur the processes occur
exrrcmely rapidlv irr vir? tlrough the involvemcnt of a catalvst, ùe zinc-connining enz)me cùbonic
uhydnse The quesûon of ac¡ivarion of CO2 in this case has rece¡ved much arrenrion: ir is cleil
ùat rhe zinc me¡aÌ does no¡ coordinare direcrl¡'ro Coz but that the zinc ion is attached to a warer
molecule (or hyùoxide ion) which is the source ol the rapid proron nansfer reactions which are
esscnrial for rhe rapid rare-detemining srep ud which is involved in a nucteophilic arnck on the
cilbon atom of CO: (t9)
5. Thermodvnamic Considerations of CO. React¡ons in Aqueous Media
The srildùd ÁG'(25'C; pH = 0) and coresponding Eô values for rhe rwo-, four-, six-, and
eighrclecuon reciuctions of COl1r¡ in aqueous soludon maY be calculared (5,6) ¡o give rhe valucs
shown belou.:















2CO21r¡ + 2lì- +
CO21r¡ + 2H+ +
CO",", + 2H+ +
-r H2C2O1
+ HCOOFIIa¡
+ COlr¡ + H2O






4eCOz1sy - 4H+ +
CO21s¡ - 6H+ +
CO21"i + $fl* ;
As noted pre'iouslv (28) in aqueous solurion rhe narure of rhe cubon-conraining subsrate varies
according ro pH because of rhe equilibria given in æuarions (2). (3) and (6) Accordinglr,. rhere
will bc a pH-dependence of Eo valuc of rhe respccdve reaclions, and rhese ile shown in Figures 1
and 3 (5.6.39)
As exDected. the reduclions are morc favorabìe at lower pH. and with the exceprion of lhe
"CO." + CH¡OH md "CO." + CH. Drocesses all re less favored rhm ¡he reducrion H.O + H.
Additionallr. for rhe mul(i-eiccb'on ¡educrions of co. the reductions become mo¡e favorable in a
themodynamic sense lhe more reduced rhe producl. ahhoueh ùe difficul(v of ¡-ansfer of mulriple
clecrons to rÌ¡e si¡e of the rcducdon is a limiring facror in rhe fcasibiliry of such præesscs
PH
Figure 2. Eo values for ¡he lwo-elccuon rcduc¡ions of CO. ud HrO
lshd¡rd sEtes H:O1r¡. CO1r,. H2ir,. CO.(aq). HCOr'(¿qì. C-O,ri.o,. xCOOnuo,


































Figure 3 E' va.lucs for the fou-, six- and eighrelecron reducrions of CO,
























HCOOH -r HCHO + CH¡OH -+ CHl æ also gìvcn (5)
.0.20 0.og o2J2 0-50
cor¡ol å HCooH¡rq¡ -IJI- ¡cxo,.o, L cH¡oH¡rq¡ 
- 
cH'(e)
.l.ol '1.07 '0 59 - '0 
2
cor2't.ql å HCoolrq¡ -I- ¡6¡6,.qt + cll¡oH1rq¡ 
- 
cH¡{31
6. Electroch€m¡cal Reduction of Carbon Dio¡ide
TheuncatalyzedelccEochemicalrcductionolca'bondioxideisverysolvcntdepcndcntln
walcl,lhemainproducrisformicacid,whereasinsolvcnlswi]hlowcrprotonavailability(suchas
dimeùylformamide. dimelhyl sulfoxidc or ProPylcn? cdbonate) oxalic acid md cilbon monoxidc
arcfomcd(13.30'31)Theadditionofsmallamounlsofwatcr(orthcPrcsenceofadvcnlilious
watcr) in such dipolaf aProtic solvenß favouß the formation of fomic ac¡d md promotcs the funher
reducrion of oxalic acid to glycotic acid. HocHr-co2H (30) Following the initial clecron ransfer
rcaction (8). rhc Ùrcc rcactions ( self'coupling of ùe ãdical anion to fom oxalate (9)' rÊaclion w¡ù
watcr to fom fomatc (10), and cubon'oxygen coupling leading to disproponionation producing
cârbon monoxide (l l) | are competitivc







coz-' Þo _ Hcq I t0l
Cubon monoxide is almost invriably ùe sole product of these chcnically-caølyæd elccuochcmical
rcductions. and clêilly such metd species substantially modify lhe Path of the reduction sincc the
porenrial of thc rcduction is in many cascs at lcast 500mV uodic of Eo for thc CO: + COz-'
Præcss.
The mediation by tnns¡tion mctal centcrs of thc chcmica.l or elecrochemical rcduction of CQ
has bccn extensivety rcvicwed (2,4,16,18,31-39) and has been discussed in lcms of
rcâcdon of CO2 with oxophilic centcrs , whcrc thc CO2 + CO convcrsion is achicvcd
by ransfer of the oxygcn atom to a rctal centcr. or to an associatcd ligand which has a
high oxygen aflmity (e.9. a phosphine).
activation of the subsn"te CO2 by dircct coordinadon to ùe melal cenler' or
acdyation of rcagcnLs that may react witlr the COrl
ùe laner two cleüly moE gcneral in their scope and applicabiliry ro cubon dioxide acdvation, and
a¡e now considcred in more detail
7, Influence of Transilion Metal lons on Carbon Dioxide Reactivity
7.1 Cørbon Dioxide Coordinalion Chemislr¡-. One of thc possible mcans of
acrivarion of carbon dioxide reactiviq' is ¡he of modification of the propenies of the COI molæule by
di¡ect coordination to a metal center The CO2 molecule has thrce major Potcntial modes of
athchmcnr to such a metãl centcr - "cnd on" through an oxygen arom. "sidc on" to a C-O bond' or























The potential of the clectrochemical reducrion of carbon dioxide (DMF' mercury electrode) wts
-?.21 \/ (vs SCE) li.c. -? 45\' O's NHE)) (t3), wh¡ch represenls a s¡gnificant overpolential whcn
compued wirh the ¡educrion polendal (Eo = -l 90 v llr. NHE) for thc co2/co:' couPle (8,9) Thc
largc ovcrporenriaj obseryed in rhe uncaÞlvzed clcctrochcmical rcduc¡ion of co: a¡iscs in pan
bccausc ofa geometry change in rhe CO: + COI' proccss (r'id¿ snpro\'
The prcscnce of mnsition mcøl sPccics substÂn¡ially reducc the Potenûal âssociated w¡th lhe
clccùochemical rcduction of carbon dioxide, to an cxtcnt depcndent on lhe clectrocf,lålyst' clectrode
andsolvenlused: suchelectrocatalysishasbccnthesubjeclofanumbcrofrccen¡rcvicws(31-33)'
lr -col
as wcll as a number of less favorable modes (34) There have b€en a numbcr of MO calculations of
the rclari ve stabi lities of lhese I igati n g fonns (40,4 I ). The pafdcular concl usions of s asaki e¡ al (40)
wer€ rhat thec wcre two prcdominanl intcmctions: r-back-donat¡on, which srabilizcs the "side-on"
coordination mode (and which is gcncrally the most favoßble), and clectrosta(ic intcraclion or O-
donarion which favors "end-on" coordinarion and will be favorcd whcn thc møl center is positively
charged c-coordination will be generally lcss favorablc than sidc-on bonding. and would only bc
expccted when the latter was inhibited bv such effecrc as coordinadon numbcrs
ln fact, there ue very few authcnticated examples of simple transition metål complexes of
carbon dioxide. Although there have bccn a numbcr of claims for such spccies bascd on IR and
NMR sp<¡tral cv¡dcncc, such assignmcnls rc often in qucstion bccausc of thc similæitics in such
physical propenies of bicarbona¡o-, carbona(o- md crboxylato-metal spccies The examplcs
cstablishe¡ by X*ay crysnllography arc lisred in tlre Table below.
In addition, thcrc has bccn dcrcmincd a sruclurc of thc complcx [IrCl(C'O.)(PMe3)3]
(fomcdbycxposureof[IrCl(C3H¡a)(PMe3)3] tocabondioxidc {C¡H¡a=cycloætcne})inwhich
rwo COI molccnlcs have condensed to fom a five-mmbcrcd merallæyclc (49):
ooo-'\c/ \cl
ll ltlr- o
Sincc the promoúon of rhc rwo-clecron rcducrion of CO, may also bc achieved b),cdbon
dioxidc activation involving two (or more) mctal ccntcrs, the occuncnce of binucleu (or
mulrinuclcar)spccicsisalsoofconsidcrable¡ntercsr Ceminlyinbiologicalsyscmsirappcüsrhar
carbon dioxide requircs acidic-basic ccnrcrs for irs acrivarion, although thc two roles in the
biíuncdonalsysrcmarenotplayedbymcalccnten, Howcvcr,asforúrecaseofthemonofuncrional
specics. thcre ilc fcw srucrually authcnticatcd examples of bifunc¡ional mcøl sysrcms For tÌìe
complcx [Co(pr-sa]cn)K(¡l-CO")THF)] (a4), the crbon dioxidc is rcvcrsibll,bound and the ligmd
is ståbilizcd by interacdon of lhc acidic a.lkali mcul carion wi¡lr thc oxygen aroms of lhe lìgmd The
onl! other authcn¡icated examples of polynuclear species appear to be
(n:-C5Hj)Rc(NO)(PPhr)(CO"SnPh3) (50), [(cod)Rh]2OsH.CO'(PMc"Ph)¡ {cod = 1,5-cyclo-







7.2 "lnscrtion" Reactions. Much of rhe inreres¡ in the involvcmenr of mcials in ¡he

























L = H, givin8 rise to coordinared/¿maro or hvdroxycorbonvl íon',
L = a ligmd wirh a C ligaring arom, giving rise ro a caráo.ry/øro prcducr:
L = a ligand with an N ligaring arom, giving nsc to a carbamoro produc! md
L = a liEand wiù m O ligaring arom, givin_l rise ro a corbonoto product
Since ùc¡e is a lonc pair of elecnons on cach o[ th,e oxygen aroms of CO. while the cenml cilbon
atom is relatively elæron deficienq ¡t would b€ thc nomal cxpccation that a posidve metal arom (or
M-L bcnd polarized in tha( manner) mighr prefer inscnion ro give rhe O-bound spec¡es, whereas
insenions invoìv¡ng more clectron-rich me¡a¡ ccntcrs mighr rcsult in rhe C-bound producr The
fomer case would be regarded as the more likcly possibiliry ild is ofrcn rcrined o as úe "nomal"
insenion modc
T¡ere ue a numbcr of examples for cach of these possiblc "inscnion" processcs. which have
been ertcnsivel¡' revicwed previously (2.a.1f,.3a,38). bur spccifìc mcn(¡on ¡s made hcre of one
instance in cach case wherc the expcctcd product has bcen aurhcnricarcd by slruclural s¡udics L¡]¡n
¿¡ ol (91) have rccentlv reponcd thc suucrure of th: IRe(bpyXCO)¡(OOCH)], fomed by a rcacdon
which is assumed to be CO1-inscnion inro rhc Re-H bond in [Re(bp¡'XCO)l(H)j (55-57) For rhe
























(¡-co,)2[Re(CO)5I[RC(CO)4I? (52) [(cod)Rh).OsH.CO2(PMe.Ph)3 (51)
o-c:o
t3 l4
Similarly, in ùe rcacrions
lw(NMe2)61 + 3CO2 lw(NMe2)3(OCONMe2)31
INb(NMê2)EI + 5CO2 fNb(oCONMez)sl
chisholm and Exdne have confrrmcd cQ-inscnion ¡nlo M-N bonds (59.60). Finally, among
cxamples of co2-inscnion into M-oH or M-OR bonds is thc following reacÚon which occufs both
in the solution and solid sutes (61 ):
f Mo2(OF)51 + 2CO2 [Mo2(OR]1(O2OCO)21
R = MesSi, ME3C, ME2CH, MC3CCH2
Thepathofsuchinscnionrcaclionsisbynomcansunambiguous'astheredeanumbe¡of




(l) Activo¡íon d CO, b¡, coordination to o me¡al center, including promotioí of reductive
disproporriomtion:
2CO2 + 2e' -J CO + CO32-
(2) IrcertlonofCO2intoometdl-hydridebond,witltsubsequentformationanddecomPosidonofa





CO2 + M-H CO + M-OH
H
Th€re hås bcen no panicular indication of enha¡ced rcactivity of coordinaæd cubon dioxide in
its isolatcd complexes. Howeve¡, a numbcr of rccent thcrmodynamic and kinctic studics have
providcd insighr into thc infìuence o[ menl binding on CO2 rdctivity For example, thc binding of
CO: with macrocyclic complexes of cobalt end nickcl, which wcrc Ìhe comPlexes rcPoned in thc
inirial srudies of meuJ-promoted clcctrochemical reduction of CQ by Fisher and Eisenberg (65) has
bc¿n asscsscd in tcrms of the cffccs of a numbcr of puameters (c.g. the macrocyclc' stcric
configuation. rcdox potenúal, solvcnt. etc.) (66-68). Ctbonate ion docs not aPPcù to be a
necessüy co-product of COt rcduclion !o CO so that while therc are rcac¡ions which involvc
rcducdve disproponionadon, it is by no means â genenl paù lo thc Cq + CO conversion.
The intcmediac¡'of hydroxycrbonyl species following CO2-insenion into M-H bonds has
bcen postulared on a nùmber of occasions as a pathway for CO production (69,70) The altemativc
possibility of thc involvcmnt of lomato complcxes (also form-d by CO2-insenion inlo M-H bonds)
has also bcen noted md thcre arc cases wherc isolated fomato complcxes have becn reponcd to
undergodecubonvladonProcesses: c.g theacidificarionofilP(C¡Hs)¡lCo(HCOO)|(71)andthe
oxidation of IRu(NH¡)s(HCOO)l- and lOs(NH¡)IHCOO)]' (72).
These issues a¡e discussed in deail subsequend¡' in this volume,
9. Multi.electron Reduction of Carbon D¡oxide
The two-elect¡on raiuction of CO2 lo either cuÞon monoxide or fomic acid may be achicved
b!, €lectrochemical. chemical and photochemical mans ln man¡'cases the react¡ons have involved
ùc use of a rilsition mcal cenlcr, alrhough the role of the meltl in the promotion ol the rerctiviry of
CO2 is not always underslood Undoubtcdlv thc produc!¡on of cubon monoxidc (especially in
associarion with water reduction to molecular hldrogen) is a desirable aim since the tcchnology for















It should also b€ noted. however, thar thefe is il additional pûth leadinS to the same products and
which is not insenion and does nol involvc dircct activaÚon b]' thc meul center:
o
MllL + CO2 M-O-C-L or elc.
Such a paù has bcen identified (62) for the naction ot flr(depe):lcl with co: in acetoniu'ile solution
to yield the ur(depe):(HXO:CCH?Cl'ÐlCl species (depe = EtzrcH?CH2PEh Ì ' ând b)' 
Chisholm ¿r
¿/ in srudies on CO' insenion inro M-N (63) md M-O (64) bonds
8. Reduction oÍ Carbon D¡ox¡de lo Carbon Monoxide
In light of the above discussion. il is cleù lhal the means b¡'which metal complexes may









Howcvcr, thc diræt convcnion of cubon dioxide ro morc higtrly rcduccd prcducts is tu¡âlizing, not
only from thc point of vicw of thc ulil¡ly of thc rcsuhant products but aìso becausc the
rhcrmodynamics of such rcac¡ions uc increasingly favorablc (vidz supro ) whilc thcre have been
rcponcd rcducdon of cq ro formaldehydc md mcrhilol ar scmiconduclor elertrodes (73-7ó) and to
mcrhanol and mrhanc at Ru elec¡odcs (77), rhea do not appcar to havc becn any deþilcd lePorts on
thc selcctive homogencous caølysis of multi-clectron ¡educrion of CQ by U'ansition meuJ species
In addirion to ùe Cr producas of rhc multi-clecson rcducdon of cübon dioxidc' ùe C2 and
highcr cubon producs are also imponanr. The coupled product oxa.lic acid is ob¡ained from co2
rcducrion undcr cenain circumstånccs, and oxalic acid rcduc¡ion products (e.g- glycolic acid) have
also bcen dercctcd in thc clcc!-ochemical rcduction of CO2 (30,3 I ) Using the assumPiion o[ ùe
addirivity of bond and group propcnies in thc various producr involved in thc sequcnrial ¡eduction
of oxalic acid ro crhylcne glycol, thc enthalpy changcs for rhis scries of rcactions may be calculatcd
(?8) ud ue givcn in the Table I below (all rcsulß quolcd refcr to s¡andrd srates of ideal gas at I
aunospherc and 25oC)
For compuison , thc e4uivalcnl calculatcd enúalPy chmgcs for tlre sequenriaJ ¡educúon of
CO: to CFL¡ arc also given in thc Schcme bclow.
HCOOH
Coz HcHo .-:!l* cqOH --llg- CH.
co
36
For ¡he C" as wcll as the Ct sequcnce, ¡hc mul¡i'elecrron reductions of CO' bccome
progrcssivcly more favorable thermodynmicall¡'as reduction is morc compìcæ. although there is ùe
associarcd problem of rusfcr of multiple clccrons ln principlc at least, polynuclca¡ coordination
complcxes and organomcullic clustcrs provide a means of simultaneous deliveq'of multiple
elccuons to a caulyric me(al sire md rh¡s aspect of cubon dioxide activation may be expecled to the




Table l. Calcularcd entha-lpy chmges for ù¡e s€quendrl rcducdon oI oxalic rcid
(Sbdûd strres ol idal gs ar I armoplcre ud 35"C)
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Mechanisms of the Electrochemical Reduction of
Carbon Dioxide Catalyzed by Transition Metal
Complexes
F. RICHARD KEENE aod B. PATRICK SULLMN
I. INTRODUCTION
carbon dioxidc is a potcnrial sourcc of single erbon fagmenls for the synthcsis of future
fucls and chemicals. lt ìs a rcnewablc rcsourcc wilh a chcmislry that is io pan rcsponsible lor the
divcsiry of biological structurcs in naturc. Dcspitc thc ¡mponancc of this simple substmte, its
rcducrion chcmisrry, borh stoichiomctric and catalytic, hæ not bccn cxplored. This situation,
howcvcr, is slowly changing duc to thc ¡cccnt cxtcnsivc advanccs in coordination chemistry,
organomclållic chcmisrry ud tr¿nsition mctal clcclrochcmistry. Thc puçosc of lhis chapter ¡s to
critielly rcvicw thc contributions that havc dcfìncd our prcscnt undc6landing of lhc mcchanislic
stcps that ocdr during clcctræhcmical rcduction of caòon dioxide.
Somc fundamcnøl chcmiel proccsscs involving C¡ chcmistry ilerivcd from COz are' on
thc onc hand, fomation of new C-H bonds, and on lhc othcr, thc scission of C-O bonds. This
chapter focuscs on thc chcmistry of lhc foruard proccsscs, whilc at rhc same timc highlighting the
microscopic rcvcrsc, i.c., thc activation and braking of C'O bonds with the [omation of nerv C-H
bonds. Scvcral examples arc shown in Eqs. I and 2.
M-H + CO2 ttl
w¡ll highl¡gh( what wc fccl arc ¡mportan( srud¡cs lhat contributc ro rhc undcsønding of the C.H
bond-making ud C-O bond-bræking slcps tlur ocdr during COz rcducrion.
2. STEPWISE REDUCTION OF CARBON D¡OXIDE
Schcmc I shows thc Cl tansl'omations that accompany thc stcpwise reducrion of orbon






_ cHroH .+ cH1
o
r'.r-o.ò-H
cHroH CHo + 9-¡
In addilion, cnmples of lhc l-omation of C-C bonds are als discscd.
In Eq. l, thc bræking of a C-H bond is couplcd with thc [omation of a metal-hydrogen
bond. As will bc discusscd latcr. both the forward an<i rcvcrsc rcactions for lhis cxâmple ate lhe
subjccts o[ mcchmistic stu<iics. so rhat insight on thc microscopic lcvel is available. Less is
known concem¡ng thc ræction shown ¡n Eq.2, whcrc a carbon-orygcn bond in methanol is
replaccd b¡' a C-H bond, evcn though it is involved in thc final stagc of bactcrial methanogenesis
( I , 2). This chaptcr cxamincs the intcrrclationship of CO: rcduction and C-H activation b¡
prcscnting æd discus¡ng thc fundamcnøl mcchanistic stcps involvcd. Organizationally, it covers
CO2 rcduction with cmphæis on thc scqucntial mcchanistic stcps lhat could occur, and then
progrsc to a discusion of cle ctroøtalytic CO3 rcduction. In ach of thc following sections we
co
Schcmc l. Stcpwisc hydrogenation ofC02
In both chcmiøì reduction of CO2 using molccular H2 or elccrrochcmical rcduction involving
couplcd proton/clcctron tmnsfcr stcps, thc initial convcrsion lo lomic acid or the dehydarion
product CO is unfavomblc. Likcwisc, rhc convcßion of l-omic acid to l-omaldchyde is
unfavomblc (scc thc prcvious chaplcr on rhemodynamics). A point to considcr here ¡s rhal the
dircct rcduction of thcsc compounds at m elcctrodc involvc rcaction condit¡ons that are far
diflcrcnt from thc working condirions oI rhc mcchanisr¡c organomcrallic chcmisr. For cxample,
whilc thc rcduction l-rom lomaldchydc ro mcrhanol takcs plæe at a potcntial of .0.36 \r (vs. NHE)
in watcr at pH 7 (3) this value could diffcr signifionrly in a non.aqueous solvenr or ware/organic
mixturc, l-or examplc, THf or H2O/CH3C|i.
Although rhemodynamic polcntials (3) for rhc clccrrochcm¡el rcduction of CO1 to rhe
products shown in Schcme I arc gencally bctwccn ca. .0.24 and .0.9 V (vs. NHE ar pH ?),
rcduction o[CO? ro its r¿diql anion rcquircs -2.21 V in DMF (4) and a. -1.9 V in warer (5). ln
lhis sensc, chemiÉl @talys¡s is ncccsry ro achicvc a sigrifionr lowering of the ovcçorcntial [or
the initial single electron tÉrtsfcr stcp-
ìÌr'hilc thc fomation of both methanol and mcthane by conventional hydrogenarion is
cxcrgonic, substan¡ial kìnclic banicÃ cxisl hcre also. This is undoubledlv due to thc ncccss¡ry ro
procccd through rhe intcmcdiacy of CO, fomic acid, or fomaldehydc, which arc fomed by
cndergonic stcps. As far æ clectrochcmiol rcducrion is conccmcd, high overporcnrials arc also
found for thc fomation of thcse prcducs
Tansirion mcral æralys¡s, borh ¡n thc homogcncoß and hctcrogencous scnsc, an achieve
lhe dcsircd cffecr oIreducing the ovcrporcnrial in elccrræhcmiGI co2 rcduction and to promoring
Epid hydrogcnalion of CO2 to mcthano! or mcrhmc. In rcccnt ycaõ thc soph¡sliot¡on of
coordination and organomcøllic chcmistry hæ dcvclopcd ro thc point whcrc ir is possiblc ro
d¡sN rhc ræction chcmistry oIpropæcd inremcdiat6 on rhc raction cmrdinare to C¡ producrs
In a broadcr scnsc, it might be posiblc to -dcsign" eøl¡ic rcacrions to rælize a numbcr of rhe




2.1 Scqucrtial Mcchaoist¡c Stcps io Carbon Dioxidc Rcduction.
Rcruming to Schcmc I, it ¡s obviou lhat õ onc progrcsses from CO2 to CIl4, or in rhe
oppositc scnsc from CH¡ ro CO2, C-H and C-O activation must occur In the fomer cæe CO
bonds mur be brokcn and c-H bonds must be fomcd, whilc in thc larrcr c-H bonds musr be
brokcn and C-O bonds fomcd- Funhcmorc, thc prescncc of an orygen acccpror for the
hydrogcnation, and an orygcn donor for thc ,,combution" ræct¡on scqucncc, is rcquired.
In rhis section we will focus on the possiblc tmnsition me¡ar intermcdiares rhat can
accomplish the potenriallv revcsiblc c-o and c-H acrivation stcps involvcd in co2 reducrion.
Schcmc 2 shows lhc matrix ofscquenrial stcps thar convcn Ce ro CtIa .
[ . Struc]urc (i) is a mctal-Co2 complcx Th* have becn dircuscd ¡n debil by Crcut2
in Chaptcr 2 ofrhis volumc.
2. Stucrure (ii) is a meøl ørbonyl complcx.
3. Structurc (iii) is a mcal mrbidc complex. Formally ahis would bc fomcd (on a
monomcric mcøl ccnrer) by dcproronation ofa parcnt alkylid¡rc. polymerallic sysrems
havc bccn shown ro adcqutcly suppon thË "barc" €rbon alom.
4. strucrurc (iv) will exist eithcr æ rhe mcrailoÉrboxyr¡c acid, M-c(oþH (also cailed
hydroryerbonyl), or rhe fomaro complex, M_OC(O)H.
5, Structurc (v) will exisr æ onc of rwo drasrirally diflercnt isomcric foms, rhe
hydroxyalkylidyne complcx, MC-OH or rhc fomyl complex, M_C(O)H.
6. Struourc (vi) is rhc parena alkyl¡dync complcx, MC.H.
7. Strucrure (vii) is a dihydroryalkylidenc complex, MC(OHþ.
E. Struoure (viii) is a hydroxlalky¡idcnc :omplcx, MC(OH)H, or a complcx ol-
fonmaldchydc, M(O)CH2.
9, Structurc (ix) is ¡hc ußubsriturcd alþlidene complex, MCH2.
I0. Strucrurc (x) is a dihydroxyncrhyl complex, MCH(OH)2.
I l. Strucrurc (xi) is a hydroxymcrh),l complcx, MCH2(OH)
12. Srrucrurc (xii) is a mcrhyl complcx, MCHr.
Many ol tÌrc inrcrconvcm¡ons implicd by Schcmc ? ha,vc bccn obserued ro æcu r in organomctallic
chcmisrry; in thc following *crion we will bricfly review cxcmprary ææ which have rercvance to
the e lectrchcmiol rcduction oICOr
2.1 -l Mcral-CO2 Complcxcs aod Thcir Rcacriviry. Asaligand 6rbon dioxide
an bind in threc fundamental gcometric arrangcmcrrts to a monomcric ransition mcta¡ ccntsr.
Th¿sc are: l) 11l, bonding rhrough orygen: 2) 41, boncling rhrough €rbon; and 3) a ,.side bonded,,
modc whcre rhe meral is læared approximarcl¡, bcuecn m orygen and arbon arom (q2). The fi sr
modc hæ rcvcr becn dcfinirivcl¡'proven, but thc lattcr two have spase but amplc crystallognphic
prccedenr (6, 7) æ discussed in chapter 2 oI rhis volume. The binding of co2 ro mulrimeral
syscms hæ been documentcd, and cryshl srrucrurc data shows that comb¡narioos of thc abovc
modes contributc ro CO2 as multidcnhtc ligand. Thcsc æes havc bccn niccly summarized in
sewnl rcccnr rcvicws by Bchr (6, 7) and arc disosscd in deøil in Chaptcr 2.
bcspire this background very litrlc is knwn abour rcactivity ot mcal.complexed CO2,
cspcciall_v undcr cleorochcmiql conditions. Al(hough Schcme 2 shows posible CO2 parhwal,s in





































Schcmc 2. Empiriel fomulae of posible reducrion produc of CO. upon srcpw¡sc
hydrcgcnatior, or couplcd prorory'clærrcn rnnsfer rcactions.
Schemc 2 is meanr to convey thc cmpirical strucilrcs of thc mctal coordinated carbon
fngmcns thar ræul from COl reducrion. By moving vcnially in rhc schcme, a fomal addirion
o¡ subtmction of a hydrogen ndiel occus, md by moving horizonally an oxygcn arom addirion
or subtmction occun. The skele."r fomurae for rhc intcmcdiatcs in schcmc 2 covc¡ a number of
poôsiblc isomcric mctal complcxcs. For rhac, thc following twclvc etagorics apply.

















In Schcmc 3, ¡t is sccn thal prolon alÙack on cmrdinated CO2 en, in principle' take place
via cithcr C or O proronat¡on 1o yicld lhe isomcdc complcxes M-OCH or M'COH, rcspcctivell'
(thcsc spccics could also be inaerconvcncd in the isomcrization r€ction shown abovc). C¿rbon-
pforonation cv¡dcntly hæ not bccn obscrvcd, whcrcr o-protonation hæ amplc pfcccdcnt, æ will
bc disdsscd lâtcr.
A numbcr of studies, many o[ which are conciscly lcvicwcd by Cultcr, Hanna and \¡itcs
(8), havc shown ¡hat c-bound co2 rcacs with clcctrophilic rca8cnts to fom structurcs that arc
malogous ro a mctallo€rboxylic acid. Thus silylation rcadily occurs to Sive complexcs with the
M.C(O)OSiRr unir, which is [ormaly a mctallodrboxylatc cslcr (9). Anothcr modc of rcaction is
clcctrcphilic artack at both CO2 oxygm atoms to givc stnrctu16 conlåining a bidcntate coordination
mode. liiccillusrmtionsofrhisrcacriviryarcfoundinrhcworkofGladysg!gL(10)usinSthe
prcsumcd [(q5-CsHs)Rc(NO)(PPh¡)(CO)zl- complcx, which dcmonstatcs thãt by changing rhe
naNre rhc cìecrrophilc f¡om Gc to Sn bidcntatc is favourcd ovcr monodcnøtc coordination (Eqs i
and 4: [Rc] is rhc (q:-611¡r¡¡.1NOXPPh¡) fragmcnr).
lRclCO:'+ Ph¡GcBr fRcl[ql'CO:CcPh¡l + Cl'
[RelCO:'+R¡SnCl fRc¡14r-ç9"n*tl * Cr
t3l
t¡l
Anothcr rcaclion ofnotc is thc inlmmol¿cular "condcnsation'ofCO: wilh an clcctrophilic
sitc such as a coordinatcd CO or CO2 . For examplc, thc proposcd intcmcdialc in intnmolccular
l3C arìd l80 scembling in [(q5-ç5Ht¡¡dCO):COrl. is through the mctalloanh:/dridc inte mediate










Thc amphotcric naturc of thc CO2 ligand cân bc cxploitcd lo yield structures in 
which there exist
mulriplc mctal-CO1 inrcractions' Of particular note arc thc cyclic structures oI
IRe(CO)¿lz(COz)zIR"(CO)sì: (13) and lhc mixcd metal svstem








Figurc 3. Two multimctallic CO2 complexæ whcre all atoms o[ the CO: nolecule arc
cærdinatcd lo mctal ccntcs.
Itispossiblerhalmultimcbll¡csystemssuchæthescwillbcopablcofdclivcfinSmofc(hant.)vo
redox cquivalcns to a singlc coordinatcd CO2'
2.1.2 Reduclion of Carbon Dioxidc to Carbou Mo¡oxidc Involving
Mctallocarboxylalcs or Mctal Formarcs' Although thcrc arc man!'examplcs of mctal
complex otalysis ol thc chcmial, eleqrochcmiel, æd photochemical reduction of ørbon dioxide
to qrbon monoxidc (6, l5-21), rhc mechanism of this tmsfomation' æd in panicular the role 
of
thc meul-CO2 complcxcs in its promotion, is not concluivcly esablishcd' ln fact' it is 
posiblc
that a numbcr ofgcncnl mcchanistic paths may cxist for this convenion - a num'oer of 
proposls
havebcenputforwardlorsuchprocescs. AsshowninSchcmc3avarictyolpathwayscxist'[or
cxamplc proronation at carbon wilì yiclti a mct¿l formalc whilc Proronation at oxygcn gives a
mctallæarboxylatc. Also, from a limitcd numbcr of kinetic srudia it is bccoming clcar that
mchlloerborylato (fomcd by what has bccn lcmcd an 
-abnomal imenion") or metal fomato
complcxcs ø bc intcmcdiatcs. Thc lattcrproduct øn rcsult from insenion of CO2 into thc metal
l2¡
M-OH+CO * M-COzH
hydridc bond, ¡s considcrcd la(cr in a scpaÊrc sccrion. A rclatcd rscrion, rhc insrion ofco intoa melal alkoxide bond to give fonnatc complcxcs hæ not bccn provcn.
.n5
Som ry of thc mÊtallocrborylarc complcxcs is cmcrging ro a
rcsulr of
comprcx ,îi;;li"lîiÏiï;:ffi:,'r",** " arionic cobarr(rrr)
[Co(en)z(HroXCO2H)F. - [Co(cn)lHzo)(Co)l¡. * oH. tt0l
[Co(cn¡.¡¡¡.9,,aO:H)l'* [Co(cn):(]i.o)(Co2)1, * H, t¡ì
The structual an lh¡s papcr also indicate thar CO22. and CO2H.
arc strong ficld I d that for a morc bæic meral ccntcr the pç
*ould be highcr proccss mighr bc somcwhar morc favc,nbrc
thcmodymmiøl
Thc kincric srudy by Kccnc, crcutz and surin (34) of rhc rcducrion of c02 ro co b¡,
ICo(bpy)tl' in aqucous solu¡ion is also significanr. Thc mrc for warcr rcduction (ro Hzjl and
HCO¡' reduction (ro CO) show a common Etc law:
Rarc - k lco(bpy)r-¡lH-ltHcor.l
lbpyl
f5l
Funhcmore, whcre dcribe'rc s(udiæ on this isuc havc becn undemken (2.r), rhe concrusion hæbccn rached thal fomatc and erbon monoxide rædivity in such s)6lcms are unrelatcd.
Metallocarboxylatc complcxcs are implietcd æ imponant intcmediatcs in processcs such æthe watcr-gæ shifr racrion (se carlicr in this volumc)
CO + H2o * Coz + ¡1, 
t6ì
whcrc rhc nuclcophil¡c athck ofOH_ on thc ørbon arom olrhe cabonyl group ro fom rhe such an¡nrcmcdiare is secn æ an ¡mpof,ânr srcp ¡n homogcneou ealysis (25, 26)
[î"1M-c.o+oH.-[v_ö:ol-_ M_H+cq 
l7l
on a numbcr of æcsions, thc invorvcmcnt of mcatoarboxyrats æ æ inlcmcdiares or tnnsitionsntcs hæ becn suggarcd for thc ncr tnnsfomalion of CO2 _ CO (23, 24 ,27-30). However,despitc a numbcr oI claims for such spccics in organomcrallic chemisrry (25, 26), rhere ¡s litlledcrailcd infomarion avairabrc on thcir chcm isrw (c,g., rheir acidôæe propcnics) or on srrucrunræpccts.
Thc dccomposirion of mcralloarborylatc complcxes (genemlly thcmally) produccs CO1 andthc mcør'hydridc comprex. which is rhc rcvcsc of rhe røction under disosion - howcver rheaccsibiliry of such an intcmcdiare in thc CO2 _ CO reduction is confimcd by the rcvcßibililvprinciplc' The uncararlzed rcaclion favors co2 and H1 rhcmodynamicat¡,, so thar rheinvolvcmenr of the mc'"r ccnrer in promoting thc feve*e rsction wourd be to infrucnce the sÞbilit),of inrcme diatcs or produds ¡n rhc r€crion.
Tle finr strucrunr char¿ctcriarion of a monondcnarc c-donor -cooH ligand wæ rcponed ina rcccnr srudy b¡' Bcnncu ct at' (3r), wherc rhe complcx rans-[pr(aoo")(ao"rxrEr¡)2ì wæfomed by CO insenion inro a pr_OH bond in ¡øs_[pr(OH)(CuHrjtpi,rl.l.
Involvcme nt of mcralloerborylatcs in thc ,n,.r"onu.o,Jn of coordinarcd COr and CO isdcmons¡arcd by rhc racrion ol-rhc tansicnr t(¡s.Csns)f.(COlrCOri- *i,¡ prorons, whichoccus æ shown in Eqs. g and 9.
[(nr-csHs)Fe(co)zcorì, - H- - [(rj_csH5)Fc(co)2co2H] t8l
[(¡5-C-sHs)Fc(co)rcouH] - l(q5-csHr)Fc(co)31. + 9¡.¡. t9l
r26
ro fom [(a5-CjHs)zFc(CO)¡l'(ll) and 
trv(COk (37), rcspcctivcly' In thcseøcs asecond
molcculc of CO2 acs æ thc oxidc acccptor and æ a conscqucncc givæ CO32' æ a product'
Anothcr racaion that apparcntly æcus from complcxcd CO2 is phosphinc atÙack to 
givc 6rbonyl
complcxcs ad a phosphinc oxidc (38)'
A novcl rcacrion is that shown in Eq. l2 whcrc thê samc mctal centcr lo which co2
cvidcntlycoordimlcs,acßælhcacccptordudnglhchomolyricscisionofaCObond(39)' Thc
nct rcsult is the fomation of m oxoarbonyl complcx'
[w(PR¡)¿Crrl +co: * [o-w(PR])2(CO)Cl2l +2p¡t It2]
Thc obscwation by Hcskovirz and Guggcnbergcr ( I 2) of an iridium complex containing
thcproposcd'hcad.to-l,a¡1.(cafbon.orygcncoupìed)Cozdimermctallocyclcæosedconsidcnble
intcrcst tha( thc rolc of thc mcral in lhe CO2 - CO tmsfomation might wcll bc thc stabiliation of
(his imporunr inrcmcdiatc. wlilc a gcncral schcmc involving such an intcmcdiatc hæ bcen
proposcd in a numbcr of æes ( t2, 40-42), it must be notcd that wherc such e mctallocylc hæ
bccn isolatcd therc is no cvidcncc of it dccomposing in this way to lcad lo the d¡sproPorl¡onalion
(43). Howevcr, thcrc arc a numbcr ol' cxamplcs that ind¡cate lhc mclal'promoled
dispppotiomlion prcccs: e.g. ' 
in thc raoion (43)'
2[Mo(¡-:):(PMc:)ql + zco: tMo(co)(coxPMcj\12 [13]
PI.r lutt




ln the rcduclive disproponionation of 2CO2 - CO + CO¡2'discussed abovc' CO2 acls æ an
ox-vgcn acccpfor ao allow rhc raction ro pfocecd, pcsibl!, via a meøllocyclc. A¡ allc¡nâlivc mode
ofrctiucrion ofarbon dioide is thc ¡nvolvcmcnl of"oxophilic'mctal ccntcrs {c.g, Ti(lII) and
z(rrr)) (44,45).
[cÈTicl2l: + co: [cp2Ticl]p + ç9 Il4ì
3tCnZ(cohl + 3Co" fCøZrOl¡ + eCo tlsl
or oxygcn rmfer to m adjaccnl ligand (c.8. a Phosphinc) which allow thc CO¡ - CO b¡'oxygcn
transtcr (46, 47).
t(PBur):Rhcl(cO¡)ì - t(PBu¡)Rlcl(co)(oPBur)ì tl6¡
t2'1
IMo(CZH¿XPhZPCIIzCHzPPhz)Zl + CO2 -
[(PhZPCHzCHZPPhZ)ZMo(CO)Zl + phosphinc oxidc producG I l7l
In a study in which the following scqucncc (4E) ofrcactions were propoæd,
[Fc(PMc¡)o + 69r¡ IFc(PMc¡)lcoz)] + [Fe(PMc3)3(CO)(CO)] I t8ì
tF(PMc¡)lCO:)l lFe(Plvlc¡)lCO)l + MeiP=O tlel
rhc involvcmcnr oIon oxophilic phosphinc wæ also conside¡cd in rcaction [19], although
dispmponiomtion wæ claimed in røction I l8l.
In summary, it ¡s appaÉnt that cv¡dencc is bccoming availablc for a numbcr of patls lor thc
metal complex catal¡zcd CO2 .. CO conversion. Clcarl¡', for mctal centes which havc a
significant "oxophilic" chamcter (c.g. Ti(ID, Z(IÐ) the mctal itself may pìay a direct role in the
rcduction proccss. The prscncc ofolher "oxophilic" centcs (panicularly phosphines) may also
læd to thc rcdution procæs. lnsclion o[CO2 into meal-hydridc bonds also provides a møns for
CO2 -. 69 convcsion, and although the intcmcdiacy of fomato complcxes ud subsequcnt
ramgcmcnt ønot bc cntircly discounlcd, il *cms lhat meøll(Ëboxyl¿te spccies would appcar
æ morc likcly intcmediata, æpeciall¡' in the æ where Co(I) and Rh(I) uc involvcd-
The obscryation of frcc (bi)erbomte ion or of (bi)erbonato complcxcs in thc rcduction ol-
CO. dæs not necesrily indiete a disproponionation procscs, palicularl!'in the prcsence of
watcr, whe rc HCO¡'/COr2' may fom through thc nomal "erbonic acid" cquilibria' An example
of lhis is thc reaction is thc ræction ol IR]ùI IP(iP¡)¡ ) ] wirh CO2 in thc prcsencc oI warcr (27),
wherc an¡' onc of thc parhs shown in thc schcmc bclow mal' lcad to the obscwcd product. Thc










I RhHzlOHzlzLz) I (L - P('PtlJ
Schcmc 4. Fomation of a bierbomte complcx raclion of CO2 at a Rh(I) mctal ccntc¡. Noticc
lhat fomation of thc biqrbonatc complcx æcus to lhc cxclusion o[insnion into thc Rh-H bond
ot Rì(H)(P(¡Pr)j) j.
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2.1.4 Formatio¡ of Formatc by Ioserrioo ioto a Mcral-Hydridc Bood.
Inscnion ractions into mclal-hydridc bonds of thc Cl substntcs CO and CO2 may havc
widcspred imporracc in a numbe r of indurriar proccs., incruding rhc warcr.gæ-shifr racrion,
Fischcr-Tropsch-rypc chemisrry and hydrofomylation (lE, 25). Thcrc hayc bccn a number of
rcccnt obscryations oÍ carbon monoxidc ißcnion into a Zr_H bond ro produce a fomaldehyde
spec¡cs (49), md evidcnce for insenion inro a Ta-H bond (j0) and an Fc-H (5 I ) bond rò fom
fomyl spccia hæ also bccn prcsentcd. Thcre havc also bcen a subsrantial number of claims of
obscrvations of co2 inscnion into M'H bonds ro produce fomaro comprexcs or free foma(e ion
(16-21). \4hilc many of thc cnmplcs arc difficuk to ntionalizc in othcr ways, rhc number of
cxamples where therc has becn detaircd chanctcriation of the rcacranr hydridc specics and
structunl authcntication of the fomato product arc lcw. f{eyçy¿r, both modes of .nomal,
on ofthc monodentarc a) by
-H bond hæ becn obse ) and
rection of CO, wirh I and
) to produce the O-bou
o





Figu rc 4. Thc two typæ of fomatc coordinarion, (a) monodenerc æd (b) bidcnrare.
Thcrc a¡e fcw dctaircd k¡nctic ¡nvcsrigarions ofrhc mcchanism ofsuch -¡nsenion,. rcacrions of
co2 into mcøl-hvdride bonds. of particurar inrcræt, howcv¡¡, arc rcccnr mcchilisric srudics on
the sysrcms IRc(Upy¡çOr*,,53, 55) and tOlbpy)lCO)Hl (55, 56).
Thc inscnion of co2 inro Re-H in [Rc(bpy)(co)flJ ro tom rhe fomaro specics is a second_
ordcr proccs (53)
rare - kIRc(bpy)(CO)il)fCOr]





rcsulting from anack by thc hydride ligæd on rhc aòoo ârom of CO2.
dcscri 
cmical rc,Cuction of CO2 to fomatc ion in rhc manner
fomaion ofa hydridc complex from IRc(bpy)(ea\Çl]
unde¡ ).
vc dcmomrnrcd thc ¡cducrion of meral-CO complcxcs ro Ihe M_
illEtÉrivc cxample is thar of l:pinrc, Carhclinc ¿nd As¡ruc (59)
ro, all thc inrcmcdiatc Gduction producs øn be dircctly dcrectcd.
Fp-CO' +¡ FP-C(O)H -b Fp-CH2OH *c Fp_CH¡
Scbcmc 5. Srcpwisc rcducrion ofCO. Conditions arc: a) NaBll¿, TIIF, -g0. K; b) BH3, THF,.60' K; c) NaBþ, TIIF, 20. K.
2.2 Ca¡bon-Carbon Bood Formation.
o
Rcductive coupring oIrwo co2 morccures foilowcd by *quenriar prorory'crcctron ..nsr-cE
can rsuh in the formal¡on ofa varict¡r ofproducrs ståning wilh oxaric acid thfough .r],oxaric acid
andglyco'cacidmdcurminaringwirhethyreneglrcol 
orpcrhapscrhanc. Asfaræmc'l-@brlzed
proccsscs are conccmed, onry oxarate hæ prccccenr, arrhough rhe srudics arc sparec. Anorher
appoach to car'Þon-e¡bon bond fomarion is ro raq lrcc CO2 wirh a mctal alkyl oraryl complcx.
oa
Figurc 5. Two possiblc rmsition sh(cs for CO2 inænion in¡o a mcral hydride bond
3
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2.2.1 Fo¡mation of Oxalatc. Althoù8h thc fomation of oplatc is obscrvcd in thc
unetallzcd clcctrcchemi€l rcduclion of CO2 in anhydrou mcdia (36), thc pr6cncc of a mcþl
complcx docs not app€r to favor this rorc, ln fad only onc such cmplc hæ bccn rcponcd (6 l),
whcrc thc silvcr md palladium complcxs of octacthylpoçhyfin, and thc palladium complex of
tcraphcnylporphyrin, øøl¡zed thc rcduction of co2 to onlatc al platinum and glæy carbon
clcctrodæ in CH2Cl2 solutioo. Thc ræon for thc sclectivily of thc mcøi and ligand in this
rcaclion is not clæf
2.2.2 COz Inscrlion ¡Dto Mctal-Carboo Bonds. Thcrc haw becn a number ol
fepofrs of inscrlion ræct¡ons orco2 into mctal.efbon bonds: somc specific Êþmplcs have bccn
mcntioncd above, and thc cxlcnt of lhcsc obscrvations hæ bccn discuss¿d at grcater length
clscwhcrc(16-22,62). ApaniculariNlanccinwhichlhcrchæbecnstrucrunlidentifietiono[the
product is in thc rcactions shown in cqurion 20 (63).
¡tc < lFcrHrl"Tlfrll¡-csHd:Pò¿l lll
(20)
\¡y'hilc rhcrc arc no spccific cnmplcs ol- thc chcmiel etal)6is for clcctrochcmicall!'-induccd
carboxylarion of mcøl-alkyl bonds, lhc mcchan¡stic dctails of thc homoScneous pfoccss afe
ourlincd hcre by way of comparison wilh lhc inscnion ¡nto mctâl'hydridc bonds. Thc most
dchiled invcsrigations ol'thc intimatc deøils ofsuch i6cn¡on rsct¡ons have bccn undcnaken b¡,
Darcnsbourg cl a,L, who havc cnmined both thc kinctic (62, 64) and stercociemical æpecrs (65)
of COr inscnion into mctal-erbon bonds in a scrics of complcxc [R¡V(CO)¡L] (R = alkyl or aryl;
L-Co,phosphincorphosphile; M=\{orCr). ThescspcciaPosscsthcpanicularpropcn¡'oI
undcrgoing carborylation røctions (21), as wcll æ thc migatory cafbonylation insc|1ion reactioN
(22) for which signilìcânt mcchan¡slic information is av¿ilablc.
Thc value o[ k2 wæ found to incræc wirh thc incrG¡ng elcclron.donating chamctcr of L (i.e.'
CO<P(OMe ):<PMca), and thc aclivat¡on paamclcs Ifor thc spccics with L = P(OMc)¡) wcre
AH¡ - 42.7 kJmoll and ÀS1 - '181.2 Jmol-lK'1, which werc intcçrctcd lo be ¡ndiqtivc ol'an I¿
mcchanism involving signifìønt bond-making in thc tËnsition state, Ethcr thæ a disociative
Ptoccs.
<
Figu rc 6. Proposed rmns¡tion srarc l-or inscnion of co2 into thc melal.melhyl bonds of
CH¡V/(CO){L' llpe complcxcs.
Consistcnt with rhat intcrprclation wcre lhe funhcr obscryations thal thc Bte of CO2 insenion inlo
rhc IcH¡c(co)5)- spccics is slowcr thm is rungstcn analoguc' md that thcre wæ an insignifìant
depcndcncconthcnarurcofR. Thcinsnionfaction¡saccclcratcdbythcprcscncco[alkalimeøl
ions, prcsumably by stabilization of the inrcmedialc spcciæ by intcEct¡on at the distal oxyScn
arom of rhc co2, a siru(ion ilalogo$ to thc bifuncrionaì s]abilizâtion proposed by Floriani (45'
66). Untonunatcly, th¡s accclcErion ønnot bc utilizcd sincc thc prcscncc oI the alkali mctal ions
also promorcs rhc ultimatc displaccment of thc carborylatc anion produccd md its subscquent
rcplaccmenr by othcr ligands (solvcnr TI{F or CO). The CO2 inscrtion rcactions shos' no invese
dcpcndcncc on CO although there is concumnl CO migElory irocnion into the meøl-carbon bond:
clarly, no loss oICO is involvcd in ùc øborylation Præs.
Thc srcreoch¿miæl studies of rhe c02 inscnion ræction were undenaken by ¡nvcstigalion
of the convesion ol' /r¡co- [W(CO)¿L(CHDCHDPh)l ro rrrrco' Iw(CO)aL(O2CCHDCHDPh)l-
(L - CO, PMel): accordingly ir is clar that thefc ¡s rctcntion of configlration at the a-c2tbon alom
during the inscnion process (65). Such rctcnlion is also obscrucd for thc ørbonylation proc€ss
and cont6rs with thc so2-ifscnion præcs whcre inversion æcun at thc a-arbon center (47).
On thc broadcr isuc of thc posib¡lity of wa o[ thc combined erbon oxides (CO + CO2)
æ C¡ fecdstocks for chemicals synthcsis, thc comparison givcn by Darcnsbotrg et al' (6?, 64. 65)
of the artorylation ractiore with thc erbon monoxide migatory insrtion racl¡ons involving the
gmc substntcs is inslructive, In thc ørbonylarion racrions, thc clectfon-donatinS ability oI the R
group docs cnhancc thc Ete ol'lh. proccs, thc rcactions arc acceìcntcd b¡'donating solvcnts, lhe
ucilìary ligands havc lirrlc cffccl, md rhe nrc law is mixed-ordcr in co (and indcpendcnt orco al
high co prcssurcs) Thc srriking diffcrcncc in thc mcchmisms of thc two inscnion reactions is








Reactiom ot cis- [CH:W(CO)¿Ll' (L - CO or phosphorus ligand) with COl to fom thc acchto
spccics rcvælcd an ovcall sccond ordet raction with
rarc = kzlCH¡W(CO).L'lf CO2i
ril
3. ELECTROCATALYTIC CYCLES AND ELECTROCHEMICAL MECTIANISMS-
Thc availabiliry of compurcr.gcneated nuncriøl solutions ro kcy elecrrochemical
rclationships like rhc Butrc¡-vormcr or cotrrct cqurions hæ rcd ro rhc dcveropmcnt of digiral
simularion rechniqucs for applying mcthods likc cyclic volømmerry or chronoamperometry æ
standard kinclic rools. At thc samc timc, thc combination oI clcctrochcmistry and in situ
spcctroscopy, i,c., spectroclcctrochcmistry, hæ had a powcrful inoucncc io unÊvelling key
mcchan¡stic srcps in co2 rcduction. In rhis scc(¡on wc considcr thc mcchanistic srcps rhat have
bcen implieted in electro€(al)dic CO2 rcducrion.
3.1- Anaromy ol. a Catalytic Cycle
In recent ycas rhe srudy of thc crcctræhcmiar propenics of rm6¡rioo metar comprexes hr
led to grcatcr unde6tanding or (he crectronic srrucrure and chcmicar ¡Ëcrivity of coordinarion or
mcþl-organic comprexcs in different oxidat¡on s,rcs. To undesund thc rorc ofmcrar comprexes
in their functioning as ercctro*,.rysrs ¡r is necessry lo desigr studies ro probe thc chcmier and
clecrrochcmiel stcps scpaatcly.
Bæed on a numbe¡ of srudics, thc cyclc shown in Figurc 7 rcprcscnts thc simplesr
pa.digm of crccrfocahlys¡s. For cfTccrive øulysis, thc aør¡tst prccunorin Fig. 7 musr økc up
clectrons ar a rclativcry row potentiar ro give a raction ¡nrcmcdialc that an bind one or morc
cqu¡valenrs of substmtc. Notc that thc subsrarc may bc co2 itscrf or anothcr spccics rhat is
acrivarcd loward arrack ar co3. In any cvcnt, a subst.rc comprexis [omcd. Ar this poinr direcr
outcr-spherc reducrion or substate by thc rcduccd €,urysr prccu60r is subjcct ro redox potcntiar
constainß Thc substmrc comprex can now rcacr w¡rh cxcess ciectrons ædlor substrate,or,
conceivably' with anothcr cquivarcnt ofiscrfto producrs and fcgenc-te cither the rcaction
intcmediatc or thc etaiyst prccuõor. An imponanr considemtion is the røct¡on pathways rhat
lad to @arysr døctivarion. Gcncnily, thsc wiil occurat lhcs,ugc of thc raction intemediare or
substnte complcx. In some øes rhey can be æ simplc æ ph),si€l prccipitårion of a complex rhat
appËß in comperirion with thc ælalysis (*c larcr).
Ahhough Scction 2 wð concemcd with possible inrcmcdiares in rhe mulrielecrron
reduction ol CO2 to C¡ and C2 oxycarbons and hvd¡ocarbons, developmenr of homogencous
solution clectrocaÞlysLs and indcnrirìcarion of rcacrion intcmediarcs andlor subs¡are complexcs
has præccded rclarivel¡,slowly, ad has yicldcd a mcchanistic undcßranding onll,ar rhe rwo
clec¡ron reduction stagc. In rcms of producrs, only CO, HCO2- and C2O.ij- havc bccn
uncquivocally dcmonstnted- In rcms of structunl t¡pes, clcctroealysts can be groupeC in thc
following catcgoric:





4. Complexes of2,2'.bipyridinc and rclarcd ligands.
5. Metal clurcs and othcr polymcallic complcxc.
Scveøl of the srudiæ on thc abovc comprcxcs havc yicrdcd ¡6onabrc mcchanisric proposrs wirh
rcgard ro thc in¡tial rcaction inrcmediares produccd by cithcr onc. or .*o-crcctron feduct¡on or lhc
calâlyst prccu*or, or o[pcrhaps grærcr imponance, lhc substnrc complcx. In rhis rartcr secrion
wc w¡ll discuss the two ¡ypcs of subsrãte complcx thought to bc prcscnr in a numù,cr of











Figurc 7- The simplcst clccrræatalld¡c c),clc for COr aduqion.
3.2. Mcchanisms Tbougbt ro Involvc lr4ctal-CO2 Complcxcs.
Inicmcdiarcs involving co? complex fomation arc probably common in clecrroeølvsis
although therc are no reports oÍdirec! dcrccrion. Srucrics in which chcmier cv¡dence is iß accordwith compler formarion arc thosc involYinß ci-..IRu(bpy)r(CO)1lr- (6;_69),
IPd(triphos)(solvcnr)12- (whcrc,ripho, is, [or example,
bis(dicyclohxylphosphinoahyl)phcn¡,lphosphinc) and solvcnr is CH3CN) (30, 60), crs-
[Os(bpy):ico)Hl'(56) and off¿c-[Rc(bpyXCO)jL]n. (24, 29. 5j, i0).
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Tanaka et al. (67-69) havc rcponcd thal cþ[Ru(bpy)z(CO)2]2* is a caralyst prccusor lor
thc clcctr@talytic rcducrion of CO2 ro CO in mircd warc¡/DMF solvcnr at ca. - l .5 V vs. SCE.
Thcy suggesr that a CO2 complcx is fomcd during clcctrolysis which thcn is proronarcd to give a
mêtålloerboxylare which in um rcsuls in CO fomation. A similar pathway may be involved in
thc fomat¡on of CO by cpIRu(bpy)z(CO)Hl' (71) undcr similu condilioro (*e later sccrions).
IPall(¡riphos)(solvcn¡)]2' (whcrc triphos is, l-or cxample,
bis(dicyclohexylphosphinæthyl)phenylphosphinc) ad rhc solvcnr is CH3CN) havc bccn shown ro
bc cmcicnt electro€tallEts for thc rcduction of CO2 ro CO in thc præcncc of acidic aqucou DMF
(30, 60). In thesc cpmplcs, as in thc Ru complex disoscd abovc, cvidcncc for a CO2 complcx,
in rhis asc IPd(triphosXCO:)l', and a mcalloerboxylic acid, Ipdt(rriphosXCO2H)l*, hæ been
obtaincd. of note is rhar rhc porcntial rcquircd for atalysis of -0.9 v vs. SCE ìs not far from rhc
thcmodlmmic Elue (vide infa).
CO is rhc major producr from cis-[Os(bpy)r(CO)Hl* in dry accronirrile (56).
Suprisingly, kinetic md labclling cxpcrimcnß dcmonstatc lhar both rhc Os-CO and Os-H bond are
rcøincd during caralysis and thar fomation of a CO2 complex occurs. The intemcdiare CO2
complcx, which lenativcly en bc tomulatcd æ [Os(bpy)z(COXCOz)Hl-, undcrgoes a bimolcdlar
raction to givc CO and CO32- æd ro rcfom [Os(bpy)2(CO)Hl'
3.2. I Elcctrocaralytic Rcduction by Rbcnium polypyridinc Cooplcxcs.
Elcdr@rÂlyr¡c rcducrion of co2 by fac-[Rdbpyxco)¡LF* comprcxc cxh¡b¡15 a sns¡r¡ve
dcpcndencc to initial condirions such as clcarolysis porcnrial, co2 conccnrntion and the nature oI
L. Thc eralysr præusos are uniçe in lhc €talyr¡c litcarurc in that four differcnt parhways rcsulr
in co2 rcduction. study ol-Rc(I) complcxes hæ bccn pusucd vigorouly w¡rh mulridisciplinary
¡nput and intemarional effons (24, 29,52,53,55, ?0.S6). As discuscd earlicr, one parhway
apparcntly involv6 thc inscn¡on ofCO2 inro rhc mcral.hydride bond offac-[Re(bpyXCO)]Hl ro
givc thc concsponding mcral fomatc and hæ allowcd the fi6r mcchilisric study of co2 metal
hydride insenion. Anorhcr parhway, by which rhc fißt signifìcanr amoun( of oxalare was
produccd, is found in thc caralyric rcducrion ofCO2 by poly-[fac-Re(vbpy)(Çe)¡Cll (vbpy is 4.
vinyl-4'-methyl-2,2'-bipyridinc) arlachcd ro elccrrodc surfaccs. This wæ rhc firsr sol¡d sEre
polymcric film'bæcd clcctroeøl¡ret for co2 rcduction. Two othcr pathwap also wcrc found by
which CO was produccd from /åc-fRe(bpyXCO)¡Ln* in homogcncou solution via eirhcr a,,one-
clcctron" pathway involving rhe intcrmcdiatc ndiels f Rc(bpyXCO)¡Ll and IRe(bpy)(CO)3] or a
"two-clcctrcn" parhHy u¡ilÞing rhc anion IRe(bpyxco)¡]. ln both r]¡e ræctiore cor adducrs are
implicd æ inrcmcdiars.
Littl. is known conccming thc ract¡vity and propcnies of thc proposcd CO2 comp¡cxes
IRc(bpyXCO)]CO:) md IRe(bpyXCO)3CO2[ rhar arc implietcd in ¡hc "onc" æd .Ìwo,, clccrron
pathways. Undcstanding their rcâctiv¡ty should providc thc mcchanistic infomarion rhar will
allow thc synrhcsis oI ncw clccrroc¿rar¡ic comprcx prccursors in which rhc rectivity of
cærdinarcd CO2 ø bc conrrcllcd for usc in thc synthæis of fucls and chcmiels.
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Thc fomation of the adiæl [Re(bpy)(CO)¡COzl is posibly due to ùe un¡que nature of the
rcdox processes in fac-[Re(bpy)(CO)]Lln- complexcs. This poinr is best illustrared by
comparison of the clcctrcchemi6l prcpcnics of bpy md non-bpy dcrivariv6 oIrhc typc
fac-[Rc(bpyXCO)3L]n'(whcrc L is a phosphinc, aminc or carbon¡rl ligand and L'is X (¡-g¡ o,

















For fac-IRe(CO)s(CH¡CN))-, wherc rhe inirial rcducrion is a mcral-bæed ReUo proccss, thc
clcctræhcmiel schcmc procceds cfficicntl5'through Eqs- 23, 24 and 26, and should subsrantially
b¡pæs Eq. 25 at an over¿ll ate lhat ¡s nær diffusion control. A diffcrcnr sirution cnsucs for,l.ac-
Rc(bpyXCO)lCH¡CN)l' where (he rcducrion is ligand-bæed. In this cõe rhc meral-meral
bonded dimer IRc(bpy)(CO):lr foms at a nre olonly ca. 102 M-l s.l, probably rhrough the
intamolccular rcdox cquiìibrium shown in Eq l? (55)
tRJ(b;yxco)3Ll Ja ¡*.',ooyXco)rL'l Izt ¡
Apparently, tmnsfer ofthe c¡ecrrcn from bpy to meral rriggcß ligand (L') loss from the mehl: note
lhat lhis coresponds to a l9c' ro I 7c' changc in clcctron configua(ion (Eq. 28, }i.", Ð.
K.
[Reo(bpyxco)3l'1 + tRco(bpyxco)]¡ . L' t28l
Sincc [Rc(bpy)(CO)3] is cxpccrcd lo be morc rcducing, and prcsumably morc rcactive rhan
IRe(CO)5], and bccausc of rhc unfavorablc cquilibrium consrant Kcq, dimeriz¡tion can be
intcrccptcd by atc-limiring, sccond o¡dcr scavcnging ol [Rc(bpyXCOb ] by subsrme. An
cnmplc is found in rcccnr clecrrochcmi€l kincric srudìæ which havc shown thar fomarion of fac-
Rc(bpyXCO)¡X l-rom Rc(bpy)(CO)¡(CH¡CN)I and RX or PhX is consisrcnr wirh thc direcl
ræcrion with the haloarbon (67).
DimcrÞation of lr¿c-[Re(bpyXCO)¡Lþ' complcxæ ¡n rhe coord¡riâting solvcnt acctonirrile
also is inhibitcd by røcrion with Co2. In rhis æc, mcchan¡stic srùd¡cs by cycl¡c volrmmcrry
indicåte sturation kinetics that are mcr consisrcnt with a dissociarivc.inrcrchægc mcchanism.
l3ó ll;
[Rc0(bpy)(Co)]L'l * Co, Ç'n r [Re(bpyXCo)rCOr] + L lzel
The lattcr mechanism also is coßistcnt with flæh photolysivtansienr absorbance m6urcmcn(s
during thc gencation of [Re(bpyXCO)3Br]- in rhe prc*nce of COu (E I , B2).
Unfonunarcly, d¡rccr rcdox rcactions ol [Re(bpyXCO):COzl at rhc clectrodc are not
obscrucd, cithcr b¡, cyclic voltammcrry or undcr elccrrocatalyfic condirions. The lack ol
acomulation of lRe(bpyXCo)¡coz] ø bc reæonably be ationalized cirher by dirccr ¡educrion ro
m æion followcd by 6p¡d rcactioo with a sccond cquivalenr of CO2, or by a npid dimcrizarion
Hopcfully [urure srudies will distinguish bctwcen rhesc altemativcs.
CO2 rcducrion b¡, IRc(bpyXCOhl- formcd from rhe dirccr rcduction of{Rc(bpyXCO)¡Brl.
at a potcntia¡ more anodic than - l.5v (vs. scE) ettærivcly gives co ar etalyric Ércs rcnfold lære r
than thc Rdi@l route discusscd above, possibl¡,via rhe CO2 complex IRe(bpyXCO)¡CO:]
A¡othcr routc for rhc producrion of[Rc(bpy)(co)3co2)- could comc ftom rhc direcr elccrrode or
mediated rcduction of [Rc(bpy)(CO):COzl , (sce Eq 25). An uodcrstanding of rhc chcmical
propcnics ofthc anion [Re(bpyXCo)¡co2f is æsenrial bcforc irs reacrivirv en bc exploired For
cxamplc, ifrhis spccics can bc considcrcd a d8, l8c-, Rc(.I) spccics irs react¡viry would bc
considcmbly diffcrcnr lrom anorhcr altcmarivc, i.c., a d?, l7c-, Re(o) diÉdial wirh elecrrons
lmlizcd on borh thc mcral æd thc bpy l¡gild.
3.3 Mcchaoisms Tbougbr to Involvc Mctal Hydride Cooplcxcs.
As discusscd prcviowly, a possiblc mcchanism for l-omarc fomarion would involve
inscnion of co2 inro a mcøl-hydrogcn bond followed by lab¡l¡arion of fomare or fomic acid.
Scvcal srudics havc now confimed lhe mcchmistic sequcnce neccs4/ to provide a caøl¡,ric cycle
bæcd on insction. Proposcd hydridcs arc found fo¡ lRh(bpy)zXzl. (88, 89) and {Rh(dppc)zl.
(90) although thc origins of rhc cyclcs arc much difl'crcnt. For IRh(bpf,):X:]r [our_clccrron
rcduction yields IRh(bpy)2]- which thcn is thoughr ro abstmcr H' from rhc clectrolvre. The
proposed complcx [Rh(bpy)rH] then insens co2, rclæcs fomatc. and rcgcncB(es rhc reacrion
inlcmediatc [Rh(bpy):lt For fRh(dpæ)zì- a one clcctron reduction givcs IRh(dppe)2] which
abstncts H mdicai lrom lhc solvent ro fom IRh(dppc)2H] thar insens CO? to regcneÉlc rhe
søning complex and fomarc.
3-3. I Mctal-Macrocyclc Complcxcs. Thcre have been a number of srudies of
clectrochcmiel co2 rcducrion by comprexe of macrocycric rigands, principalry thosc conEining
thc nickcl or cobalr In gcneal, co and Hz arc lhc major producrs of such reacrions and rhc
rcquircmcnt for a proton sourcc is implicd by evidcncc lor thc inremcdiac¡, of hydride spccies
(92). Thc rcact¡ons appcar ro be mc¡ar comprex dcpcncicnl, a råctions in aqucou mcdia show
diffcring discriminarion lor CO. comparcd wirh H20 rcduction For rhe INi(cyclam)]2. specics
(Figure 8a), co is the onl¡'producr ahhough othcr simirar macrocycric species show H, æ well in
thc producr d¡srdbur¡on (93). whirc possible variarions wirhin rhis clæ of compounds makes
thcm attncrive æ porential elccrrocâralysrs for co, rcducrìon, litrle is known about rhei¡ rolc in
promorion of the rcactions.
Thc cobalt macrocyclc, [Co([ ¡l¡¿¡ç¡.¡¡n' lFigurc Eb), which was lhe fisr macrocyclic
specics obscrucd to @tal)zc thc elcctrochemic¿l rcclucrion oÍCO2, (92) hæ bcen rhe subjccr ol-a
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Figure 8. Two t¡pcs of meal-macræycle complcxes which arc rhough( rcducc CO2via mcral
hydride intcmed¡ar6.
Thc complcx [CoL]' rcvcsibly binds with CO2 in Mc:SO solurion (94 ). In aqueous
solution. pulse mdiolpis meæurcmcnrc indiæte thar CoL' rcvcsibl¡, binds with H', CO and COr
to fom lhc adducß [CoLHlz', fCoLCOì', and lCo]LCO¡l', rcspecrivcly (95) Inrcresringì1', nc
d¡rect insetion olCOl inrorhe Co-H bond is found, and rhe homolysis ofICoL(CO:)1. ro
fCoLl:*"n¿CO2"isnegligiblc. Inaqucoussolurion,CO2bindingisslighrly,favorcdovcrCO
binding, although thar siturarion is dßmarically rcvcsed in accronitrilc solution (34). Proronation
studies of the CO2 adduct givcs pK" - 3.1, a valuc similar ro thar rcpofred for
[Co(en)¡(Ott)(COrH)F' (33). In a scpnate srudy of rhc rcducrion of erbon diox¡de ro CO by a
cobalt(ll macrocyclc in acetonitriìc solution (34), a sccond-ordcr disppcaance of the adduct,
ICo( [ l4)dicne] CO2l' wæ observcd, which ¡s cÐnsirstent wirh cithcr a disproponionarion proccss
or a binuclear intemcdiate Thc intcmcdiacv o[ a dimcric spccics is favored, sincc a complex











It is clør in rh¡s ¡nshncc that CO2 binding doæ nor by ilsclf activate COz rcduction, so thar thc
single-ccntcrcd twoclcctron rcduction is not a signifienr parhway in acctonitrilc solution.
3.3.2 Elcctrocaaalysis by cts-fRu(bpy)z(CO)Hl+. This complcx hæ been shown ro
be a eølyst for thc ¡cduction of CO2 to fomatc in CH3CN in thc prcscncc ol H2O (7 I ). Also,
Lchn and Zicsscl havc photochcmically produccd forma¡c from CO2 by using cis-
IRu(bpy)z(CO)Hl* as a 6talyric sitc and IRu(bpy)Jl2' as rhc ch¡omophoric sitc (96).
Thc ræctivc intermediatc ¡s thc oncc-rcduccd [om of ùc complcx IRu(bpy)2(CO)H]wherc
thc addcd elcctron rsidcs on a bpy ligand. This racrivc inrcmcdiarc is'act¡varcd'roward
inscnion of COj inlo thc metal-hydri<ie bond ro give a fomarc complex, Ar rhis poinr a second
elcctron is consumcd and [omatc is displaccd by thc solvcnr ro fom IRu(bpyh(CO)CH¡CNl.
Upon rcaction of lhis third intcmcdiatc wirh H2O thc sraring hydridc lRu(bpy)2(CO)Hl- is




The prcfcrcntial ræction ofproducLs ol-thc CO2 rcduction proccscs with the meral ccntcß
that promore such ræctivity lcads to thcir dcact¡vat¡on, in thc sense that (he rolc of the mctal
complcx is stoichiomctric ßthcr than atalytic in mturc. The [omarion of ørboEto complcxcs in
thc CO2 - CO rcduction is one such cnmplc. In vicw of rhc paucity of enmplcs in which CO,
is coordinatcd to low-valcnt mcøl centcs, and by conrr¿st fhe cxtensive chem¡srry Nociated wilh
CO as a ligand, it might bc anticiparcd rhar ørbon monoxide produced in a CO. - CO rcducrion
reaction could rcadily deactivatc a mctal-ccntcrcd alalysr. Thc shb¡l¡ty consBnls ol- thc two
substarcs with mcrals docs nor invariably favor CO. For cnmplc, in one of rhe fcw cæes wherc
thc cquilibrium consÞnls for sociarion of CO and CO2 with the sâmc cenrer arc availablc, ir is
notewothy thar thc srability of the CO2 complex is the grcatcr in watcr, whereæ thc situation is
rcvcscd in acctonitrile (95). ìJy'hilc thcre arc a numberof cnmple of clecrroøal¡,sr deaclivarion
wherc thc panicular product hæ not bcen identificd, a clar cnmplc to rhc contnry occus in (he
CO2 (æ HCOj) - CO rcduction by fco(bpy)¡l' in aqucous solution. In rhis instånce, rhe CO
produccd by rcducrion o[CO2 uvcnges unrcactcd f Co(bpy)¡]. ro Gmove rhe mcÞl from rhe cycle




A rcquiremcnt for a tmnsition mcral complex that l'unctions æ a cffective homogeneous
catalyst for lhe CO2- CO convcrsion (promotcd chemically. clccrrochcmically or
photochcmially) mighr bc thar ir hæ liulc or no aflìniry for furrhcr CO coordinarion. Ir may bc
signifient lhat two ol'thc complcxes thar havc rcccived pañicular a¡tcnr¡on æ caalysts for rhis
convêrsion, vz., fac-[Rc(bpy)lCO\Cl] and c¡s- [Os(bpy)t(CO)Hl* posses rhis propcny.
Dectivat¡on routcs involl,¡ng the fomation of erbonato or bicarbonaþ complexcs also
appear in scvcal srudies. For cmplc, fac-[Rc(bpy)(CO)3Cl] undcr clccrroøtal)4ic conditions in
"dr¡," CH3CN solurion slos'l)' deposirs rhc exrrcmely insoluble bicarbonare f¿c-
IRc(bpyXCO)¡OrCOHl (55). Thc origin of thc proron is unclar. For cÈ- [Ru(bpy)lCO)Hl'












Figurc 9. Proposcd clccrrmhlfic cyclc for rhc rcducrion of CO: ¡o CO by [Ru(bpy)u(Co)Hl.
Key stcps in thc c¡rcle arc rhc clccrrochcmiølly-induced inscnion of co2 inro thc meal hydride
bond md the clcctrochemical reformarion ol-thc mcral hydride a¡ thc cxpcns ofa proron source
Anorhc; pathway, which is compc¡irivc with th. rcducr¡on to formarc, resulred CO
fomarion (7 I ). f Ru(bpyh(CO)CH¡CNl and pcrhaps orhcr reduccd spccics are impliorcd in rhis
ncttmsfomarion. ThcmcchanismsproposedarlicrbyTanakaetal.,whichscmtoindicatethe
fomation of Ru-CO2 complcxcs, could play a rolc hcrc (67-69).
r{0
4. FUTURE STUDIES
An undeßhding of the mcchilist¡c slcps available ro tøsirion mctal clcct.o@ralysts that
producc lhe two-clcctron producrs co or foma(c from co2 reduction is bcginning to cmcrge For
CO fomation, protonation ol- intermcd¡ale CO2-mcral complexes to yicld CO by way ol
metalloøboxylalc intcmediarcs, and rcacrion of metål-co2 complcxcs wirh acccproßsuch æ [rec
co2arcbothimpoíant. Fomateapparcnrlyøbcmadcbyeirhcrdircctprorona(ionofamcal.
co2 complcx via unchaßcrcrizcd inrcmcdiaræ or clectrcchcmiGlly-induccd insrrion inro a mcl.¡
hydridc bond' In æy cvent, fururc srudics should bc designcd to prccisely dclìne rh6c modcs of
rcactiviry, cspccially by direct obsewarion of rhc propenics of thc CO2 adducr during
cìccrrochcmial cmditioru
In gencal, ahe arca of clcctroeal¡ic fomation ol-C-C bonds from CO2 hæ been ignorcd.
A specifìc challcngc is lo prcpare carålysts with the abil¡ry to sclecrivcl.v couplc co2 ro produce
o'latc. As menrioned hcrc the only vcrificd æe of opla¡c fomation is found for polymeric films
containing ring-modificd fac-[Rc(bpyXCO)¡Cll complcxcs, wherc a. l- l4% currenr yield hæ
bcen found (73, 85). In onc srudy ir wæ suggesred thar rwo co2 complexes in close proximiry
wcre ablc ro couple v¡a €rbon to y¡eld rhc producr (85). lf rhis is concct, ¡( would ind¡Grc thar a
progm for thc srudy of dimeric complcxcs would be appropriare. Anoú¡cr sarcgy for foming C-
c bonds mighr bc the elecrrochcmielly-induccd insenion of co2 inro mctal alkyl or aryl bonds,
wherc thc latter havc bccn fomcd in¡tially by electrogencEtion from a halørbon.
A grcar challcnge will be ro couplc thc fomarion of bound co spccics by clccrrocaralytic
reducrion of co2 wirh rhe funhcr two-electron srcps rhar are nccessr], to givc fomaldehvdc,
mcthanol or merhanc. lt seems l¡kely that this can be accomplishcd ¡n il cnvironmenr conraining
rwo d¡ffercnt metal s¡lcs, onc func(ioninE to producc acr¡vatcd co and rhc orhcr ro translcr
hydrogcn, c.g., a mcral hydride.
Fimll¡,, uorhcr future [ocus will bc the rnnsposirion of homogcncou æralyss ro polymer
films (97), or self-æembled monolayem, wherc it hæ oeen shown rhar ncw mechanisric pathu,ays
cxist rha( are diffcrcnt from rhose thal occur in solulion Such sysrcms could fulfil rhe desiEble
goal of achi*'ing selccrivir), in rhe clcctr@lalyric rcduction ol-co2 ro fucls or chcmiøls.
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Reductio¡ sf lg¡rninal AlÐnres Mediated by
Tris ( 2,2' -bipyridine) cobalt (I)
David A. Reits¡ca a¡d F. Richa¡d Keene'
Department oi Motecutdr sc:rËi;{:x";"?"t;tY:^::,::::i,rt:i North Queeræiend'
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In buffe¡ed aqueous etha¡olic solution, phenylacetylene is reduced to s[nene by [Co(bpy)s]+
(bpy = 2,2'-bipyridine). I¡ soiurions of lowe¡ proton availability the predominalt products
were oügomeric, incluciing coupled species such as 1,4-diphenylbutenlme.
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Introductiou
The tris(2,2'-bipyrirline)cobalt(I) cation, ICo(bpy)g]+ (I),
has previously been reported "ø mediate i¡ the ¡eduction
of water (to dihyd¡ogen),l carbon dioxide (to ca¡bon
monoride),2 and allyl cbloride (to 1,õ-heradiene).3 Sto'
ichione¡ric a¡d kinetics studies suggested that in aqueous
solution the first two reactions invoive a co--on iote¡-
mediate,lS which was conside¡ed to be â reactíve cobalt-
hydride species. A fr¡¡the¡ i¡te¡est of these studies was
the factthat [Co(bpy)s]+ may be generated photochemi-
cally from tÀe reduction of the corresp6¡rìing cobalt(Il)
aud cobalt(Itr) species,i so that the [Co(bpy)a]"+ moiety
may act as a homogeneous catal¡rst i¡ schemes for the
photochemical reductiou of waterl's a¡d ca¡bon dioxide,2
usi¡g [Ru(bpy)s]2* as a photosensitizer.
I¡ the case of allyl ch.loride,s i¡itial r-coordination of
the subst¡ate to the cobdt center was proposed, as i.u the
case of simil¡r substrates such as acrylonitrile a.nd allyl
alcobol, s¡ith the greater reactivity of aJlyl chloride allowing
subsequent reaction to occu¡.
Satya¡a¡aya¡a a¡d Periasamf reported the reactiou
of CoClz, NaBI{.., a¡d PPhg with tendnal alþnes to
produce trcns,trcns-1,3-dienes. The authors suggested
¡þs inssrtie¡ of an alb¡ae into the cobalt-hydride boud
of a species formed in situ by reduction of a (triphen-
ylphosphine)cobalt(ü) complex by BII¡- as an initial stæp
i¡ the reactior- However, recent studies by Biabchini e¿
øI.7 have showu th¿t the reaction of lÈelecüon [Co(PPd]+
IPP = P(CHzCH2PPbd 3] frar ents witå t¿rminal alþmes
initially ¡esulted in the ;r-alþme species (as a Linetic
product), which i¡ tr¡¡u isome¡izedto the hydride-alklmyl
a¡d ultioately ø the vinylidene species, which is con-
sidered tåe thernodparoically stable pro'duct.
The dichotomy between the potential of [Co(bpy)¡]+ as
a general hyd¡ogenation catalyst for unsatruated orgaaic
'subsEates andthe ricb chenisfi of cobalt(I) ceutærswith
d\pes, prompted us to attempt a prelininary stoichie
meEic and kinetic study of the cou¡se of the reactio¡s of
. AbsÈrct published 'tn Aduøce.{CS .{ösaæ¿s, Mach 1, 19S4.
(1) IGirh¡¡¡, C. V.: Crcurz. C.; M¡jala¡. D.; Schwaz, ¡l À; Suti!,
N. /sr. 
"L 
Ch¿u. 19t2, 22, 98.
(2) Ke¿¡c, F. R-; Crcr¡c, C.; Suti¡. N. Coo¡d. Ch¿m. R eu. L985. 64,24i -
(3) llf¡rgËI, S; Saith, 'W.;.{¡so¡. F. C. J. Ebct¡æh¿n Soc.lÍtt,IZ5,
2.11. Mdge¡" S.; A¡so¡, 1. C. J- El¿ccroclæze Soc. l9?8, 125, L2;32.
(4) Cr¿uc. C; Suti¡, N. Coord. CIun Ræ. 1985, 64, 321.
(5) Ziêtcl, R; II¡çecler, J.; I¿h¡. J.-lvl- ileiu. Chim. Acta ¡985, 69,
r065.
(6)
lCo(bpy)¡l+ with terminal alkrynes. The ¡esults of this
study are now reported.
T'l-perimental Section
Creneral Com.¡e¡ts. Produst deteroi¡ations of H2 were
obtai¡ed by GC (molecula¡ sieve õA support; 35 " C; argon carrier
gas; theroal conductivity detestor (50'C); i¡jectoÌ teErp€latr¡re,
?ã oC). Separation and purificatiou of organic products were
performedby ÉnPLC (Si-100 7-¡¡o ssl"h¡; Iow-boili¡g peüoleum
ethe¡ eluent), aad by coh:.mn cbromatography u¡der ¡educed
pressure (silica gel adsorbeng petroleum ether or petoleum ether/
ethyl acetate mixtu¡es as elue¡ts),8
Ethanol diethyl ether, benzeue, ethylforoate, arcd low-boiling
petroleum etber we¡e purified by the respective literah¡¡e
nethods.eJo AIkyDe resgeDts were checked for pu¡ity by tH-
NMR (3OCMHZ) tech¡iquss ald, ercept for phenylacetyiene,
required uo fi¡rtåer pu¡iñcatiou. Phe¡ylacetyle¡e'oad. a 27o
s!6eue impurity and was fresblypr:rified byvacur:n distillatio¡
as required.
All other reegeDts were r¡sed without firt'ber purificaüion-
$s{i¡¡¡ ¡mqlg-ñ (O.9Vo) wæ prepared by the metàod estab
lished iB tbe literah¡¡e.e Solid [Co(bpy)¡]Cl was prepared and
recrystallized usiug the literaüue method (overgll yield 80 % ).¿tt
[Co(bpy)s]+ is erüenely ai¡ seDsitive, a¡d consequently, all
maaipulations involving tt'i" ¡**¿were perfoned i¡ a Vacr¡¡m
Atoospheres HÞSeries glovebox r¡nder an argon añosphera
Buffer Solutious- Br¡ffersolutio¡swe¡e obtai¡ed byaddition
of approprirte quantitiesof NaOHto aqueor:s solutio¡s of acetic,
cbloroacetic, or fo¡¡oic acid. Fo¡ acid catalfnis s¡¡dies, tbase-l
was mai¡tai¡ed at 0.2 mol dm{, a¡d tÀe aciil co¡ceut¡ation was
va¡ied to attai¡ tÀe sane pH (3.Ð for each br¡fte¡. For all othe¡
studies a¡ acetat¿ buffer was r¡sed, with tHOAcl = [OÀr] = 0.2
mol dm* ¡eactio¡ oixtr¡¡es requiriag blËer coutained 107o v/v
of this aqueorx buffer solution, u¡less otherrrise stat€d-
StoichioEetry Studi6. I¡ a ty¡ical re¿stiou, appropriaæ
quaatities of buffer (or çatet), ethâDol, ¿¡d alk:¡¡e were added
a . 56'nr. glass vesse\ followed by additioa of a 0.041 mol d¡aj
etha¡olic solutiou of [Co(bpy)g]', and the vessel was sealed with
a septut! cap. For moet reactio¡s 2õ -T of tåe cobalt solution
was us¿d to m¿l¡e up a total volu¡ne of 10 -f .. The stoppered
vessels we¡e left r¡¡til the reaction was complet¡, as i¡dicaæd by
the loss of the blue color of Co(I), or the lack of fi¡rther color
cbaage after several days- The reactioa Eir;tue ¡sas ¡cidiñed
(1 mol dni HCI), the organic products were exractcd i¡to Ioç-
boili¡gpet¡oleum etåer (3 X 10 aT-) a¡dwashedsith asatu¡at¿d
aqueor:s solution of NaCl, a¡d the solvent çes removed ou the
rotåry evaporator. rH a¡d u€ NMR specba (300 a¡d 75 MIIZ,
(8) tsoçdea, B. î.: ColL J- C. J. N¿,t- M. 19t6, 19, 934.
Inòoratory Clæmicakt 2¡d ed; Pergsoon: Oford, UJg, 19æ.
(11) Sz¡td¡- D. i.: Creue, C.; Majah¡¡, D.; Suti¡, N- Ircrg. Che*
19&i,2,'237L
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ræp€ctively) we¡e o'otained i¡ CDCb usi¡g diniuobenzene, wbe¡e
appropriaæ, as a¡ i¡ter¡al st¿¡da¡d.
Tbe coucenuacio¡s of [Co(bpy)¡]* stock solutio¡s fo¡ a]l studies
we¡e determi¡ed spect¡ophot¡Eet¡icslly (åbsorptio¡ coefficieut
€€6 = 6500 !o2 rooi-1).12
Whe¡e a¡ es¡imate of the yield of H: w¿s required, a sa¡Bple
of the gas (0.2õ o; L0 -l as app¡op¡iate) above the solution was
ta.ken: tÀe overall gas volume above the liquid was evaluated in
each sanple b.v warer displacemenr.
Kinetic Stuöe5, fi,gscti6¡ nirtu.¡es fo¡ the foUowiDg in si¿¡/
a.naJyses were prepared as desc¡ibed abovs, utili'ing 56aUs¡
¡eae¿ion vessels (tot¿.] volume = 13 -I ), a¡d the teactioD Dixture
voh¡¡¡e was va¡ied f¡om i to ó oJ- as appropriaæ. Reactio¡
mixtu¡es fo¡ I¡i¡etic studies i¡volviag acid catalysis were prepared
b5'the addition of a solution of [Co(bpy)e]* (0.2 EI-, 0.041 moi
rìn¡) to a¡ eth¡¡ol (4.æ !qI) soiutioD containilg buffe¡ (0.5
mL) a¡d phenylacetylene i¡ a Sfold ercæs (0.01 ml ). After
preparauion, the ¡ni:.tu¡es wele iEuDediârely Aa¡sferred ø
gastight 2-mm cuvett¿s iltæd ¡ritb gFouDd glsss sæppers, ald
the decay of [Co(bpy)¡]+ was measu¡ed spectrophoiooetrically
(ar 605.m). lnirnitv readi¡æ were obtâi¡ed aft€r erposilg the
solutions to ai¡.
Besults
The addition of the termi¡al alkynes phenylacetylene
or 1-dec,yne in excess to acetate-buffered aqueous etha¡ol
solutions coDtaini¡g [Co(bpy)s]+ Ieads to a.D increased rate
of consumptiou of tbe blue reducta¡t, compaled with the
¡ate i¡ the absence of the a$nre.
The orgaaic products of such leactions were arallzed
for va¡ious alþaes aDd compa¡ed with the reaction
ploducts in nonbuffered agueous etha¡ol solutions. The
analysis of dihydrogeD was perfo¡¡oed fo¡ tbe reactions of
phenyiacetylene i¡ buffe¡ed aqueous ethaDol solutions of
[Co(bpy)¡]* æ i¡vestigat€ the extent of the competitiou
between this subs¡rate a¡d watêr for tbe proposed cobalt-
hydride i¡têrnediate.
Stoichiometr'' Stuilies. The ¡eactioDs of phenylacet-
ylene with [Co(bpy)s]+ lvere studied in aqueous etÀâ.nol
solutions i¡ which the water coDtent was va¡ied f¡on 0.5
tn L0rto. The -ajority of the orgaaic prducts were
r¡¡ideutified a¡onatic cot¡pouads, presuroably olþomeric
species. Diphenylbutadilae aad cis/trør¡s-l,4.diphenyl'
butenyne were deteeted in the reaction mixtr¡¡es wit'b a
watel cont€Dt up to 5 %. Tbe greatest yield of cis/trarrs-
l,âdiphenylbuteD]¡ne was 18% (based on eq 1), obt¿ined
i¡ mixtures coDtaining 17a water, whe¡eas diphenyl-
butadiyae was present only il ùrace quaatities.
lCo(bpy).1* + 3PhC:CH -
phC:C-CH:CHph + tCoH(bpy),(Fcphl+ (1)
For a se¡ies of equivalentreacuions conducted ia aqueous
ethanol c/ith acetate buffer, the do¡ni¡a¡t featu¡e rpas the
hycirogenation of pbenylacetyleneto styrene. The g¡eatÊst
yiel<i was observed fo¡ the 90 % ethanol soh¡tion a¡d was
evaluaæd to be 44etc on tbe basis of the ¡eactiou given in
ec- 2. A¡ a lower water couteût the sqrene yiei<i diminisbe<i
2[Co(bpy)r]* + Phc=cH + 2H- -
PhCH:CH: + 2[Co(bpy)s)'= (2)
Reitsma anè Keetæ
Table L H1 Yields for tbe Reaction of Pbenylrcet-vlene a.od
[Co(bpy)r]+ i¡ Buffered 907o Etlunol Solutions (Tot¡l Volume














a¡d no st,Ìene was detected i¡ solutions with a¡¡ HzO
conteDt below 5 %. l,4-Diphenylbuænyne was detected
i¡ ¡eaction mixtu¡es with iow water content, although thê
yields were much less than observed i¡ the absence of
buffer (see above). Uni<ientified a¡omatic oligoners wele
also preseut in ',hese samples, a¡d the proportion of
oligomers i¡creased with lowe¡ water conteDt.
The ¡eaction was examined with a numbe¡ of othe¡
¡ìì¡¡are subsuaæs. Addition of [Co(bpy)3]+ to separale
buffered 907c etbanol solutions of4'octyne and diphen-
ylacetyiene generated Do organiç products. Indeed,
diphenylacetylene and &octyne apparentìy irùibiæd the
reactioD of [Co(bpy)s]+ with water, as indicated by the
length of time required for the oxidation of Co(I). Reaetiou
of l-dec)'ae a¡d [Co(bpy)s]+ r¡¡de¡ the same conditions
produced some hydrogenated product althougb the yield
was very ìow, suggesting that tbe hyd¡ogenation ¡eaction
requires suitably activaæd mo¡osubstituted allrlDes.
The reactions q¡ere aJso analyzed to determine tbe effect
of the presence of the alk-vnes on reduction of water by
lCo(bpy)sl+. Tbe addition of this reducta¡t to sinil¡¡
solutions of aqueous etba¡ol (with a¡d without acetztc
br¡ffer) in tåe abseuce of phenyþcet-vle¡e ¡esults in the
reduction of water to dihydrogen (Hd. The sipificalt
frnding f¡om tbe preseut work was tbat the presence of
phenylacetylens almesf, çe6pletely inhiþ115 ¡¡e leductioD
of wate¡ to H2. As 
"¡ 
e¡anple, the Hz yields from t'he
reaction ofphe¡ylacetyleDe aDd ICo(bpy)s]* in buffered
90 % etba¡ol a¡e presenÞd ia Table 1. For sa-ples wbich
a¡e equinoia¡ in phenylacetyiene a¡d [Co(bpy)s]+, tbe
productioD of H2 was reduced b¡' 2 orders of magnitude
comparedwith thatobserved i¡tÀe absence of the al!:r7ae-
Additional experiments of this t¡pe showed t.bat incræsitlg
the wate¡ coutent of the buffe¡ed solutiou to 40Vo bd
very little effect on tàe i¡hibition of H¿ production by
phenylacetylene.
Spectral Obsenations. The addition of phenylacer-
ylene to a solution containing [Co(bpy)s]+ slgpificantly
modifies its eleetronic spectral cha¡acte¡istis ove¡ the
region 35G{50 DE. It is appatent that tbere is i¡teractiou
between phenylacet,'lene a¡d [Co(bpy)g]+.
A¡ attenpt was made to identify the uatu¡e of the
i¡Íæractio¡ using IR methods. Il previow studies,
z,-all:lme, ø-alkyoyl, and vinylidene atacbnent to cobalt
by albmes bas ìreen reponed.î'l3 ID the present ihqtance'
using in situ studies, ¡o ba¡ds c¡ere detect€d that could
be assigned to li¡-kages of ¡-alboe, ø-aJþlyl, or bydritie
to the met¿.] ce¡te¡. Tbe vil¡rlideus a.nd o'-¡lì<s¡yl
struc[u.res, although Dot eviden'u, ca¡¡ot ire discounteC,
a-" thei¡ IR absorptions may be obscrued bt absorpiions
due to the polrcyri<ìyl ligaads. It should aiso be noted
that tbe nonobse:¡¡a¡¡ce of absor-otions il the region 220f
1900 cm-1 ma]'not eliminate a a-alk-'myl compor:l<i, since
(13) Habaôe, i{.; Da¡tig¡rüve, lv!; Ða¡tigue¡ave,Y. Orgorcætølbs
(12) Keeae, F. R. upubüshed resr¡lts. 19E9, 8, 2564.
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concent¡ations (tHÀl + [A-]) were 0.225 mol dmr cbloro
acrtåt¿, 0.4 mol dmJ formate, 2.2 mol dni acetate.
very weak ze< absorptio¡s have been reported in com-
pounds of phenylacetyüde attached to nrthenir¡nla a¡d
i¡on.ls
Simila¡ly, insi¿¿ NMRstudies providedno i¡formation
on the i¡teraction of phenylacefle¡e a¡d the metåI centet,
primarilybecause of the patanag¡etic Datüe of the met¿l
ion, but they provided evidence for free l,lr-þip¡r¡irìine
(presunabiy by loss from the cobdt center) in tbe e¿¡ly
Jtages of the ¡eaction-
Ki¡stlss Stuöes. Iu buffe¡ed aqueous etha¡ol solu-
tions, tÀe reaction of phenylacetylene a¡d [Co(bpy)¡]+ is
ñ¡storderwithrespectto the concenEation of the conplex
ion, and for equimola¡ mixtues of phenylacetylene and
lCo(bpy)sl+ the rate of loss of cobalt(D is comparable to
that for¡¡d for siñ iì¡r solutio¡s s¡ithout tàe aikjrne plesent.
The latte¡ ¡eaction produces dihydrogen from the ¡educ-
tion of water, while the former results in the hyd¡ogenatiou
of pheuyiacetylene to styrene. l!¿ simiì¡rity in rates for
these two proc€sses indicates that t'he i¡hibition of
dihydrogen producuiou by phenylacetylene is not due to
a'kinstiç facto¡ i¡ the conpetition between phenylacet-
ylene and water for the inte¡mediat¿ [CoH(bpy)z(Hzo)]2*;
tÀe sinil¡ri8 in rate appears to be coincident¡I, rather
tha¡ tbe fi¡nction of a comnon step ia fig 6¿çh¡nism-
The initial attachment of tåe a$rne to the metal center
ís consisteut with these ¡esults.
The involvement of br¡ffer ia the bydrogenation of
pbenylacetylene is evideut from the reaction rate studies,
' a¡d there is a requireaen¿ of buffer for tåe foruation of
bydrogenation products. R¿actiou Eixhues sdthout add-
ed buffer oftes remai¡ed blue for several da1s, compared
with a balf-üfe ef nin¡¡t¿s in the case of tåe buffered
solutions.
The rate of loss of cobalt(I) was for¡nd to be süoagly
i¡hibited by added bpy, indicatbg loss of one (o¡ mo¡e)
of these l¡ga¡ds from the uetal cente¡ prior to the ¡ate'
deærmining stæp.
(14) Aibcrti¡" G.; A¡c¡dol+ P.; A¡toniutti" S.; la¡cill S.; Peli¡zl G;
Bordipoo" È Organntetallbs lEg7., 10,?fí,6.
(15i BiåDchisi C.; Md, .! Pen¡ziai ¡Yf. vizs. F.; Z¡¡obini F r
Frcdiui P. Orgarcnætauis 19t9,3, æ80.
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Fo¡ the curreDt study, tbe effect of acetåte, formate,
a¡d cb.loroacerate buffe¡s was investigated with a view to
elucidatiag lhe eatu¡e of the involvement of the buffer'
-À. B¡ønsted ploti6 of å¡r¡ = å(obs)/[ILA'] vs buffer pK"
hydrogenation .-eac¡iotr.
Discussion
Tbe resr:lts obt¿.i¡ed i¡ this study suggest that the i¡itial
¡eaction between [Co(bpy)g]* (I) and alkynes is the
aftåchment of the substrate to tbe metal center. Tbe
formation of a z-alkyne orga-oometallic compound from
tbe i¡teraction of dkynes with t¡a¡sition metåls is weU
est¿bUshed i¡ the literatu¡e, a¡d f,þs nsçh¡nisms discussed
below a¡e based on this assumption.
Eydrogenati6¡1 lfsch^ni5ms. Alk'7ne hydrogenations
reporÞd i¡ tbe literatr¡¡e alnost invaliably proceed via a









Such a mecha¡ism requires the presence of a hyd¡ide
tåe alky¡e into the Co-H bond.
Fr¡¡therreactioD with aproton sou¡ce a¡dinseräou cs¡
account fo¡ tbe production of styrene a¡d complete
oxidation of cobalt(I). A¡ altærnative reaction of the
ø-alkenyl species, ilvolving reaction of additiond aiþne,
is well docr¡nented in the litet¡trrrs;l4'15:5this mech¿nisn
requires the oridative additiou of phenylacetylene a¡d
reductive elimination of st]¡rene a¡d results i¡ the foroa-
tion of a o-a]k:nyl species (IV) which may t'hen react wit'h
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olþomers. This is consistentwith the obserwation of these
producæ in buffered etha¡ol solutions of low watcr contênl
The conclusiou tbat may be d¡aw¡ is that there a¡e
competi.ng reactions fe¡ !þs 6-nlL¿¡yl species, dependent
on proton availability. I-n solutions of high water conteDt,
tbe predom i¡¡ nt product is styrene. As the wat¿r cout€at
anti proton availability is reduced, the ¡eaction with
additioDal phenylacetylene is favo¡ed. Although no in-
termediates we¡e detected in this study, this mecha¡istic
scheme accor¡¡ts for tÀe ki¡etics data a¡d the absence of
hydrogenation products at low water coDtent (because the
initial stæp after attacbment of phenylacetylene requires
reaction with a proton sou¡ce) a¡d is co¡sisteut with the
Iite¡atr¡¡e precedents.
Oligonerizatio¡r Mech¡¡.isms. Reastion of phenyl-
acefyìene with [Co(bpy)s]* iD the abse¡ce of buffe¡s
produced l,4-diphenylbut€Dyae as well as oligomeric
compounds. The rlinerization of l-a$mes to eul¡aes,
mediated by trensitiou metel completes, usually occnrs
through the reastiou of a ø-al\myl cornpould with
additional alþns.r{:5r6 In the cr¡¡reut s}ætem, this may
be rationalized by initial oridative addition of phenyl-
acetylene to the cobalt ce¡tæ¡ (witb,loss of one bpf' Iiga¡d)
to fo¡¡o a ø-¿hmyVhydride compound which in u¡¡n reacts
wità additional phenylacetylene to produce a species
co¡tai¡i.g one ø-a\myl a¡d one r-alþnoe li¡kage; cou-
pibg or insertio¡ 'uetween these two groups would produce
a:o enynyl compound. Higher oligomers ma¡'be generated
(26) Jia, G.; Mee!, D- \i. Orgaæmetolliæ 1990, 9, f¿É4.







by further reactio¡s ef this ¡rpe. Altematively, a¡d more
likely accordbg to severaì authots,r'ú691 tàe r-a$ae
rearra¡ges to tÀe vinylidene derivative a¡d formation to
the enynyl coupou.ud occurs tbrough coupliag of the
vinylidene ald o-alþmyl moieties.æ Both these alter¡a-
tives bave no proton requirement a¡d a¡e coDsisteBt with
the greatest yield of en}'ne being obsen¡ed i¡ reacbio¡
mixütues with low proton availability.
Conclusion
It b¿s been established that the cobalt hydride intêr-
mediate inplicated i¡ the reductio¡ of water and COz is
not i¡volved in tÀe hydrogenation of al\nes. ïbe
feasibility of tåe mediation of alkryne reducùio¡s bV tOo-
(bpy)sl* was investigated, and atthough many complica-
tiors i¡ tbese reductio¡s wcre eÞpùêBt, the sclcctive
hydrogeuation of phenylacetyleDe was obse¡ved rmde¡
cpuditions of ready proton availability.
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Site Dilution of Osmium Polypyridine Complexes in Three Electron-Hopping Conductive
Polymer Films on Electrodes by Electrochemical Copolymerization of Osmium with
Ruthenium ¡nd with Zinc Complexes
\igel \. Surridge. F, Richard Keene,'Brenr.,\. \\'hite.1 John S. Facci.S \{arvin Silver.,i
rnd Royce W \'furray*
Rt',,'iL cd Vot 7. lao1
Thc cicctrochcmrcul copol¡mcrizltion ol thrcc c¡irs rrl mct:rl compleres was invesr.isated ior uriiit¡,of the copolymers for cicc-
tron-trxnsPorl studies The iigancis uithin cach paìr are rhe same. in order ihat Ðolrmer si[es ior the eleclron-transpoÍt-âctlvc
osrnium metal complcres can be isostructurailr ciiluted with thc other complcx. which is bascd on Ru or Zn centers The ìigands
inclucicthcclcctro¡nlvmerizablegrouo; \'-(-l-p\ridvl)cìnn¿mamide..l-vinvlprridine.:lnd.l.rnerhrl-4'-vinvi-2.2'-'oipvridine {kinetic
rnllrsis irl: uscd lo-csiimuLc ihc rjcsrce oÍ rlndt¡rn coool¡mcr l'ormrtion proDcrrics of thc ihrce metll complcx pairs. The pairs
IOs1'op¡).(,r-cinn):jr*,/[Ru(bp\ì:(rr-cinn].1:':nCIOs(vbpv),]:','¡Znlvbp¡).1:'formedioecl ¡ndnear-ideal randomcopolymers.
s hilc ihc bchlr ior oi ihc IOs(bpr t¡(r or )1jr'r {Ru(bpr ),(rpr ). j:+ oair inciiclred il _qreatÈr ieltrrve rcacrivir}., of rhe osmium monomer\ prclirrinarr :rndsìch clcctrrrdc rnc:ìsuremcnl. oi clccrron i,rxnsporr rn I IOsivbp¡ )¡j:-; IZntvbpl)¡]l* copolymer is given.
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Pol¡-mer lilms that contain electron-transfer-active meral
complexes allixed to the polymeric lartice exhibir changes in
oxidution stutcsr in clcctrochcmical re¡ctions when (r) rhe elec-
tron-hoDp¡ng reactions between metal complex sites are reasonablv
rapid on thc cxpcrinrcntal timc scalc lnd (b) the Íìlms conr.lin
ciiiiusirclr nrobilc chargc-compcnsùring counrerions. The elec-
trochcnlicul bchirrior crovidcs a convenient ¿rsnue Io sLudv lhe
elcc(ron scll-crchanee dynamics oi rhe immobilized meral complex.
which is intcrcsting lor its orvn sakc and ior its itlevlnce ro
elcclrt-rcatulytic rpplicarions oi the l'ilms ! The electron seil-ex-
chungc i'atc is oltcn (phcnomcnologiclilr) enpresscd us thc
'elcctron dillusion cocllicicnt-, D.. rrhich ìs tr:rnslarable inro r
binlolcculur rutc constanr,(.,.:
Thc clcctron sclf-exchange reacrion in the polvmer phase diflers
from thut hmilirir in homogcneous solurion in that the mctal
complex sites are diliusively immobile (or onl.r.' slowiv mo'oile).
being aläxed to the polymer lattice. The rare constanr k., may.
accordinglv. depend on the concentration ol metâl comple.'t sites
(donor/acceptor sites) within the poiymer film. In parricular, rhe
elcctron-honping ratc constant may dccrease as the sites are di-
luted, because of decreased populations of nearest nei_ehbor D,/A
pairs. slorv polvmcr-controlled translational modes of the sites,
and/or increased distances of electron transfer.s.a Detecting and
undcrstanding site concentration depedencies ol k., values is crucial
to a basic apprÈciarion ol electron dvnamics in electroactive
polvmer ñlms
The literarure on the elecrrochemistry olsite-dilutable polvmer
fìlms5 rnd their clectron-trânsport raies3.ó remains sparse. A
dilficulty is in the synr,hesis oi polymeric films with rhe desired
properlies: (i) a sulfîciently large ionic conductivir."- rhat the
electron-hopping rate is a property ol the chemistry ol the sites
and not ol the mobility ol the charge-compensat¡ng counrerion.
(ii) metal complexes subsrirurionally inerr in both oxidarion srares
mbination of k.,
t gives a rexdilv
I 0:; cm:/s¡. and
ithour changing
polymer- relared
kinetic l'actors). As ior lacror i. rheory is evolving rhat porentially
illlows uccounting for clectron hopping driven bv bulk potential
gradients rhar are consequences oi low ionic mobilitr,:;.8 other
theoretical and experimental approachese relv on negligible ionic
motions. Factors ii lnd iii can be anticipared on the basis ol ln
analog¡ bctrvccn solution- lnci polr mci-phasc chemistrr l0
Inorg. Chent. t990. .'9, 4950-49j5
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Factor iv is, on the other hand, an important constraint on
polymer design. Our appÍoachl to the problem has been based
on forming polvmeric metal pol,v-p;-ridine films by electrochemical
copoll'merizationrr oI two metal complexes, having the same
coordination shell and polrmerization iinkages but dillering metals.
One oi the me'.ai complexes has l redox couple suitable for an
electron-hopping studl. while the other is electrochemically silent
(does no¡ lorm a mixed-valent state) at electrode potentials where
the first is active. Because iheir coordinations are identical.
copol¡,merization from solutions containing 'Lhe two complexes in
difierent proportions yields copolymers in which electron-trans-
ier-active comple xes are controlla'Þl¡' diluted by nonactive but
sttuctL¿rall)' ¿ouicalent sites ol the other complex. By change in
( l) (a) Vurrar, R. W in Electroanal¡'tical Ch¿mistrv: Bard. A. J., Marccl
Dekker: )ve* York. 1984: Vol. 13. pp l9l-3ó8. (b) Murray, R. W.
Ånnu. Ret. .Vater Sci. I9E4. /f . I45. {c) Abruna, H. D. Cærd. Chem
R¿u. 198E.8ó. ll5
(2) (a) D. = lOró!k..Cr: where,i = intersitc scparation at electron transicr
and C- = total concentration of exchanging s¡tes.:b' (b) Andricux, C.
P.; Savant, J.- V. J E lectroanal. C h e m. I nterþcial E I ec t roc hem. 19E0,
I I 1,377. (c) Laviron, E. J Elec¡roonal. Chem. Interlacial Electro
chem 1980, I I 2. I
(l) (a) Facci. J. S.; Schmehl, R. H.: R. W. Murray J.,1m. Chem. Soc.
19E2, !04.1959 (b) Facci, J S. Ph.D Dissertation, Univcrsity of
North Carolina. Chapel Hill, NC, 1982.
(4) (a) Fritsch-Faules, l.: Faulkne¡. L. R. J. Electroanal. Chem. Interfacial
Elec¡rochem 19E9, .?óJ. 237. (b) Shigehara. K.; Yama, N. C.: Anson,
F C. J. Am. Chem. Soc 1981, /03, 2552. (c) Stolka, M.: Yanus, J.
F.: Pai. D M. J. Phys. Chem. 19t1, 88, 1707
(5) (a) ,{bruna, H D.: Denisevich. P.: Umana. M.: Mcycr, T J ; Murray,
R.\N J Am Chcm-Soc.1981, /0J, l. (b) Denisevich, P.lAbruna,
H D.; Leidner, C. R.: Meyer. T. J.: Murray, R. w. Inorg Chem.l9t2,
21,2153. (c) Kclly.J. M.: Long,C.l O'Conncll,C. M.: Vos, J.G.lnorg.
Chcn. 1983.l.', 28 18. (d) Ohsaka, T.: Yamamoto, H.; Oyama. N. ./
Ph¡'s. Chent. 19t7. 9l ,l7?5. (e) Oyama. N.: Ohsaka. T : Yamamoto,
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Osmium Pol¡'p¡'riCine Complexes
thc copolymer composition. tire concenrration of thc active sires
can thus bc systematicallr altereci u'ithour changing an¡'ciynamics
ol the polymer latticc that mighi be important in the electron-
tnrnsfcr chcmistr¡. The objcctivc is that site concentralion is lhe
solc varicd purJnrctcr
This schemc ciepencis on identifying copol¡merizable pairs oi
metal complexcs that cxhibir cusill mcasured mctal ratios in the
resulting ¡nlvmcr film Further. the metal ratios must be relatable
to thc composition of the iced electropol¡,merization solution In
particular. if the popularion ol the two metal complcxes in the
polymer lìlm is equal to that in the feed solution. we have a random
copolymerization reaction forming an ideal solid 'solution" ol one
metal complex in the other
This papcr deals u ith an anal¡'sis of the copolymerization
chaructcristics ol thrcc pairs ol metal polvpi'ridine complexes, An
osmium complcx scrvcs ts thc clcctron-lransfcr-activc metal
complex in each case: Ru and Zn complcxes serve as the inactive
d il uents.
Thc thrcc mclll complcx pairs are based on the electropolym-
erizable ligands: À-(1-pyridvl)cinnamamide þ-cinn). 4-vin¡"1-
p¡ ridine (vpr,). and 4-vinyl-4'-meth-"'l-2.2'-bip.v"ridine (vbp¡ ). bound
in the follou'ing pairs: IOs(bp¡)¡þ-cinn)1]r* and IRu(bpv)r(7-
cinn),]r+. IOs(bpv),(vpr').]2* and IRu(bp¡)1(vp¡'):]2*. and IOs-
("bpl )¡lr* and IZn(vbo¡')3]:* Polymerization properties of all
of thcsc complcxcs. takcn singl¡. and the abilit¡ to iorm copolymers
during electropol¡'merization have becn prevìousl¡' described.rl
Addirionall¡. lhe clectron-hooping properties of the poll'-[Os-
(bp¡')1þ-cinn)11 :*/pol¡ - [ Ru( bp¡')1(¡-cinn)¡]2+ pair were pu blished
ea rl i er.l
We will show that copolymerization of [Os(bpy)rþ-cinn)2]2+
with IRu(bpy):(p-cinn):]2+. and of [Os(vbpv)r]2* with IZn-
(ubp)')¡12*.are nearl¡ ideal as to randomness olosmium complex
sitcs in thc product lìlm. \À'c huve previousl¡' presented3 results
for D. in thc pol¡-[Os(bp¡)¡þ-cinn)1]2*/pol."--[Ru(bpi ):þ-
cinn).]l* pair and present here a preliminar¡ result for eleclron
transfcr in the newer polv- [ Os(vboy),] r*i poly- [Znlvbpy )3] r* pair.
The IOs(vbp¡').,'|r'/[Znlvbp¡ )¡]2* pair is especiall¡ promising for
solid state elec¡ron transfe:'stuciies oi the kind recentl)' described
lor I :l polv-[Os(bp¡ ).(vp¡ ).]l+r¡+ mixed valent lilms.e
Experimental Section
Chemic¡ls. Acctonitrile (CH.C\. Burdick and Jackson) was stored
ovcr molecular sicves Tet¡¡cth¡'lammonium perchlorate (Et¡Ì(ClO¡)
elcctrol¡tc was rccrYst:rllizcC tuicc from water: tetracthYlammonium
tctrirfluoroborltc (F-t¡\BF¡. Fluka) uas used as received,
Electrochemistr¡. Erpcrimcnts u'cre performed u'ith conventional
potcntiostats in threc-clcctrode cells employing Pl auxiliar¡ and eirher
saturated (sodium chloride) calomel (SSCE). At,/Ag* (0 0l M in
CH¡Cn-) refercnce. or Ag-wire quasi-reference electrodes. Potentiaìs are
corrcctcd to and reported vs SSCE, Thc copoìymeriza'.ions wcrc per-
Íormcd undcr N¡. cithcr in ¡n inert ldrr' \¡) atmosphcre enclosure or in
cells under N, purg.e The former technique is more reliablc
Ligand. Prcpurrtion of iirc vbp¡ ligand uas baseci on a litcraturc
¡ li^Ll^-^--:-^l^ .. -. -..L-.:....^, a^- ,^ll^-^-^.1..1,¡Iç(¡t@. sr¡l¡u rl.r-gr!l¡ru¡ri¡irllrvrL hJ¡ ruus.¡(urLU ¡vr \l¡¡lu,v¡¡rlril_r¡ j
mcthYl ether.l:
!'lonomers. Prcparations ol IlOs o¡ Ru)(bpi)¡(vp¡,)¡]r*. IOs-
lvbpr'¡¡):'. IZn(vbpv)r]:-. and l(Os o; Ru¡(bp¡)1(¡'cinr:),1:'. were as
rcporrcd in thc litcr¡turc li
Copol)merizstions of Films. Copolrmcric lìlms composcd ol thc
polv- [Os(bp¡ )¡(¡-cinn),1:'/polr - f R u(bpl )r(¡-cinn ),]:+ and ooìr - [Os-
lbp¡ )3(vpv)11:*i pol¡-[Ru(bp¡ )¡tvp] ):]r* monomer pairs werc prepared
from 0. i V Et¡\ClO¡./CH,CN solurions of the complcxes ¡r concen-
rrarions in the l-l mlvl range. b\ clcling the Pl electrode potcntial at
100 mV/s bcruccn -l 0 rnd -1.?5 \'vs SSCE fo¡ thc first pairrrand
bciuccn -l 0 and -l 70 \ vs SSCE for the latter pairri The tota! surfacc
covcnrgc of mctal ccntcrs (Os plus Ruì r'arici bctwccn I x l0-ç anC 9
x l0-ç moi cm-l rs dclcrmincd br intcgiations ol'the charges t¡ndei the
Os( I I I/l I ) und Ru(l I l,'l l) o'clic voltummograms
Copolvmcric ñlms containing pol¡-[Os(vbp¡ )rì2' and pol¡'-[Zn-
(ubp) )¡12' were deposited on Pt electrodes (0.002 crn: for eiectrochemical
mcasuremcnts ¡nd 0 l9 cml for XPS cxpcrimcnts) b¡ cycling thc elec-
trode potential bctwe¡n - I 0 and =-l 75 v vs SSCE at ì 50 or 100 mV/s
(12) Abruna. H D.: Brcikcss,A. l.:Collum. D.B Inorg Chen 1985, 21.
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Figure L Cvclic volrrmmogram ol pol¡.- [Os(bp¡ )r(vp¡,),]r*ipoll- J Ru-
(bpi):(vpl'):l:* copolvme;.in 0.1 M EroNCìOo/CH.C\- Scan rare =
10 m\'/s. frorrr - 8.6 x 104 mol/cm1./e, - 0.4. Fo, - 074,
in 0 ì M Et4\8F4,/CHìC\ The rypical concentrar¡on of Os plus Zn
complcxes ìn lhc polymerizing fced solurion uas 0l-0 5 mM The
surl':rcc covcragc o!" pol¡-[Os(vbp] )¡]:* sires u.as dctcrmined br Os-(llllll) cvclic voltammetrr. wirh rhar ol rhe pol¡-[Znlrbpr)r]r* sires
dcterminecj b¡ replaccmenr of thc metal u'ith Fe as riescribed in rhe
following sectron
Substitution of Zn b¡ Fe in lOs(rbpy)¡lr*/[Zn(vbp.'-)r]r* Copol¡mer
tìlms. Thc copoh,mer-coareC elecrrodc u'as soaked in a ciegasseci solution
ol"FcCl" (--s0 mM. recr¡srallized from CH3CN) in 0l M Et4NBF4i
CHsC\.- lor I h (ovcrnighr gave equivalcnr resuhs),1r. rinsed with
CH3Cr*. and transl'er¡ed ro an elecrrochcmical cell The film uas
-conditioned-rìb¡ potential cvcling at 200 m\'/s berwecn *1.5 \'and
thc initial rising current fo:'the first bipyridine reducrion (usualli ca -l 4
V) until there uas no further change in the volrammogram The film
surface coverage uas then assessed bv 5-10 mV/s potentral scans be-
tu,een 0 and *1.-\ \'vs SSCE Lo observe volrammograms for rhe poi¡-
IOs(vbp\)i]r+'r' and polr'-[Fe(vbp] )¡]2*/3* couples. The Os/Fe ratio
thus derived has error estimateC at cz. =20i¿ orr,ing to the overlap of the
Lwo voltammctric uaves (fo¡.1¡¡7't) = 0.92 V.Eoorr¡¡,,¡¡,1 = 0.74 V). The
Os/Fe ratio is raken as the same as rhc original OslZn ratio, assuming
complcte rcplacement oi Zn b¡ Fe. This assumprion is investigated as
dcscribed in the texr,
Remoring Copolymer Films from Electrodes. The copolymer fììms
were lifted off the Pt eiectrode b¡ overcasting of a fiim oi pol¡'(vin¡'l
alcohol).r3 A casting solution uas prepareo b¡ aciding 0.5 g of Aldrich
Lou M\\ P\A (average M\\ = 14000:99'' h¡-drol¡zed) to l5 mL of
\anopure uater. hcoring (5C'C) cith srirring unriì the solution cleared.
and adding ¡ iurther 0.5 g oi PVA uirh slirring again until clea¡. Tu'o
or thrce cirops of the uarm solution were cast carelull¡ onro the co-
pol¡,mer film surface so as to give a high-profile droplei spreading
someu,hat onto the Tellon shrouci surrounding thc Pr-disk clccrrode The
solution uas alloucC todr¡ for 6 h ancj thc FYA l¡lm peelcd lrom the
clcctrodc surf¡cc with tseezers. in most c:.lscs raking the elcctropol¡ m-
crizeci iilm nearlr quantitativelr *ith il (yide infra). Drying the P\A
film for longer pcriods results in a brirtle film. noi easil¡ removed
XPS Anal¡sis of Films. Surve¡ (BE = 0-1000 e\') and higher reso-
iution spectra lor Os. Zn. Fe. C. F. and N we¡c obrained for lhe cxtcrior
surlaccs ol copol¡'mer lìlms b¡ placing the entire elecrrode/film assembl¡
in r Pcrkin-Elmer Phvsical Eìectronics Model 5400 XPS ìnstrument Mg
ño X-r¿.ts. unodc encrgr ll5i ó eV, 300 'r\'. werc tlpicall; used u'ith
collcction f¡'om an ¡rea of = ì mm: on rhe film surfacc Binciinp energies
¡¡¡ r-'hrrgc forrected to C ls ai lü.1 6 eV The intcrior copol¡mer ñlm
surfacc (thc sìcic originall¡ neÀr to thc electrodc surfacc) uas analrzed,
urth similar results. b¡ obscrring thc undcrsidc of peclerì-oii PYA films
or. on occasrorì. thc rcmnsnts of r'opol¡'mer thJi sometimes rcmained on
thc Pt ciccirodc cftcr PVA pceling
f) \lcasurements. A prcliminar¡ mcâsurcmcn( of electron Iransporl
in c pol-r- [Os1r bp¡ )3]:-,'polr. I Zn(r bp¡ )3]r* copol¡ mcr film uas pcr-
íornred uitir ¿ -sancjuicì:-ccll. mrdc b¡ grouing thc copolrmcr on a Pt
uirc tip clectiode lglass shrouciea.0.00: cml) anci ovcrcoar.ing uith e
porous /\u (cx -ìOO .Â) film ¡. prcriousl¡ dcscribecj o Immcrsing the
-sanduich- in 0.ì lvl Er.\BF..iCH:CI. and apolling 0,0 \/to thc Au side
¿nC +l.l \ v¡ SSCE to thc Pl side gavc a limitìng currcnt for hopping
clcctron r.ransporr vi¿ t,he Os(lllrlll couplc Thc Zn(ll) couple is eiec-
trochcmicall¡ in¡ctive ¿nd acts oni¡ as a <iilucnt ol osmium sites
Results
Copol¡mer Fìlms Based on p-cinn and vp¡ Ligands. As objects
oi clcctron-cxchangc d\ namics studies. ir is ciesirable that the active
metal sìtcs bc randomlr dispersed *ithìn the copolvmer fiim
Criteri¿ fo;' randomness are available from comparing the com-
position oi a tuo-monomer poi!merization ieed solution to that
981 ( !3) Westmoreland. T D.: Johnson. C.: Murra¡. R. W Unoublishcd resulu,
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Figure {. PloL ol Fo vs-Ío. ior polv-[Os(boy)¡jr*,/pol¡'-iZnlbpy).,j:-
copol) rner
but with time peaks ior the more æsitive Fe(lll;rll)couple gro*
in. The cur!'.nt 3t ihe right is ior thc reduction ol bip.vridine rings
in copol¡.,mcr sites: partial reduction ol the bip-'-ridine rings is
essential for obtaining merimum incorporation of electroactive
IFe lvbp-"")_¡]r* into the copolymer.
Figure 3B shows the voltammetry of the copolymer fìlm Ðre-
pared in Figure 3A.. The Os(lll¿ll) and Fe(lll/ll) voltammetric
waves are ¡st *'ell separated at the relatively fast potential scan
rate used in Figure 3,A,, but are qell-defined at the slow potential
scan ¡-ates in Figure 38. However, the moderate overlap ol the
Os(llt/ll) and Fe(llli ll) *'aves is still troublesome during Ce-
termination oi the electrochemical char-ges under the two waves:
this was done b¡- assuming ihe Os wave to be s¡-mmetric aboul
its 50.u. reflecting the negative side oi the wave about 80.., and
using the resul¡ant wave as the background current to be sub-
tracted in order to measure the charge uncier the Fe(lll/ll) wave.
C.v'clic voltammograms ol ¡¡n undiluted poly--[Os(vbpy)¡,]:* film
are slightly asymmetric with the wave being slightly broader on
the positive side,r5 so if this asymmetr) occurs also in the co-
polymer the above procedure slightly undereslimates the mole
fraction F6. of Os complex in the film.
For the film undergoing Znf Fe replacement in Figure 34, the
Os mole lraction/e, was 0.50 in the [Os(vbpy)3]2+/[Zn(vbpy)r]2+
feed solution producing the film, whereas the mole lraction Fs,
ol Os sites measured from the voltammogram of Figure 3B was
0.46. Repeating this procedure for a series of fìlms produced thc
Fs, vs./o5 results ol Figure .{. The data are mainly in the middle
range: although poly-[Os(vbp;-)¡]2*/poly-[Zn(vbpy)3]2+ co-
polymers are readil,y- nrade at large and small/6u leed ratios. the
analysis oi F6u outside the range 0.3-0.7 is difficult owing to the
Os(llli II)-Fe(lll/ll) wave overlap noted above. lt should be
stressed, however, that the points at/q! = 0 and,/o, = I are known
timits of Ìhe plot. The scatter in the F6u results obtained for the
five films grown atÂr - 0.5 is suspected more lo reflect variability
in the Zn¡Fe replacement and in quantifying the overlapping
Os/Fe voltammetry ol Figure 38. rather than variability in the
actual Fq!.
Analysis of the Copolymerization. Plots analogous to Figures
2 and 4 are commonly used in kinetic studies of monomer addition
to growing polymer chains in free-iadical polymerizations of two
monomers.rt Applying this theory to the present circumstance
(an approximation since cross-linking may also occur), we defìne
four propagation rate constants (where M = Os or Ru. or Os or
Zn. and -M-M-Os- indica¡es a chain lerminating in an activated
Os complex site¡:
-v-v-os'- + os 
t". 
-M-M-Os-os'-
-\f-M-os'- + Ru "'' -M-\f-os-Ru'-
-vl-M-Ru'- + Os ^'' -V-M-Ru-Os'-
-v-M-Ru'- + Ru ^-. -M-M-Ru-Ru'-
i ì5) Surrrdge. N. À.: KÈenc, F, R : Zvanut. V E.: Siiver. M.: Vurray, R
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Figure ? Plot ct'moie l"raction,:l'osmium in rhe copol¡mei Fc, vs that
in Lhe leed soiution. .t6.. ior copolvmers conr¡ining poiv-[Osíbp¡)1.
(r pr r.lr':polv-f Ru(bp) l:(vnr ):]:' i o). rncj poì¡-[Ost'oo¡ )¡i¡r-







Figure 3. (^) Elr-ctrochcmical conditioning of poli'-[Os(vbp¡.)3]2+/
poly-[Zn(vbpy)r]:* copolymer. in 0. I M Er.NBF,/CHTCN alter expo-
surc toa -50 mM solution of FeCl2 iorca. I h Scan ¡'are = 200 mV,/s.
(B) Cvclic voltammogram in 0.1 M EtoNBF¡, scan rare l0 mV/s. of the
coool¡'mcr in part A altcr substitution oi the Zn wirh Fe. /e. = 0.51 Fo,
- 0.16
oi the resulting copolymer.r¡ Figure I exempliiies cyclic vol-
tammetry ol a poly-[Os(bpy):(vpy):]2*/poly-[Ru(bpy)2(vpy)2] 2*
copol.'-mer lilm: that lor a poly-[Os(bpy)2þ-cinn):12*/poly-
IRu(bp1")¡þ-cinn)z]2* copolymer has nearly the same appearance.
The mole fraction/e. ol rhe [Os(bpy)r(upy)z]2* complex in the
ieed solution producing the ñtm of Figure I was 0.4; thar (Fos)
in the film. measured from the voltammogram charges. was 0.74.
Repeating the analysis ol Figure I lor a series of/e, values in the
iecd solution produced the results lor Fs, vs/o5 shown in Figure
2. lt is clear that Fo. vs/s. is linear for the poly-[Os(bpy)¡þ-
ci n n ). I 
r+/ polv- [ Ru( bpy) 2(p-cin n )2] r* copol;-mers but decided ly
nonlinear for those based on copol¡-merizarion oi IOs(bpy)1-
(upy):l:' with IRu(bpy):(upy)¡]1*. The larter resulr shows rhãr
t h c po I y- [ Os ( b py ) z ( u py ) : j 2*/ pol _"" - [ R u ( b p¡-) ¡ ( vpy ) : j 
r* copo I y m e r
film contains a grearer proportion of IOs(bpy),(vp,".')1]:+ sites than
does the feed solution: the polymerization is more selective lor
the Os monomer.
Copolymer Films Based on vþpy Ligands. In rhe prevìous de-
scriptionrr' oi IZn(vbp¡ )¡]l* copolvmerization. it wrs observed
thut Lhc substitution oi Fe I'or Zn by- soaking in FeCi3 solurion
rcquireci a subsequenr 'elecr¡ochemical c¡-cling period oi l0-10
min- Lo dclclop ihc rcdox rcsoonsc of the poiy--[Fe(rbp! );]l*/r*
couple.rrc The voltemmerric behavior during rhis 'conditioning'.
contjuctcci as in thc Expcrimcntri Sccrion. is shor+n in Figure 3A:
initiallv. only the Os( lllr'll) iesponse is obse¡.ved {irt the leir).
ílJ¡ t3¡ Hum. C E Copoi¡mcrs ln iligh Pol.tners -S¿¡res: \\'ilc]-lnter-
rcicncc Publishers: \ew York. !9ót: Voi. lE. Chcpre¡ i íb) Hiemenz.
P.C. Poly'mer Chemi.çtry'. \larcel Dckker: \eç Vork. t981. Chaptcr
Osmium Pol¡'p_r'ridine ComDlexes Inorganic Chentistr.t', Vol.29. h'c.¡. 14, 1990 4953
Table I Frrcrion oi Os Sires Occurrin¡ in Blocks ol'¡,Sires for rhe






r=l r,=l ¡'=i r=4 r,=-i
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!'3,r',, -r3r)t2i(= c.-' ) /, cr'-
Figure 5. Analysis of data in Figures 2 and 4 according to eq 3. shou'ing
lincar ñts to the date Co¡nlvmer: polr--[Os(bpi):(\'p) ):]2+/pol]-[Ru-
( bpr)¡(vpv),12+ (o)l poli - f Os(bp)'):(p-cinn )'l r*¡;polr' { Ru(bpv)¡(n'
cinn)¡lr* ( o): poly"-lOs(vbnt )¡J}i poìt - [ Zn(vbpy)!]:* ( 
^ 
)
\\rriting kinetic eouations foï the ratio ol the rate of incorporation
olthc tu'o nlononlcrs V, and M.. cpplling stcad\-slate approx-
imations lor the concentrations of radical species during poiym-







































































Accordingl¡, thc nroìc fraction F, of M, (the Os complex) in-
corporûtcd into thc polvmcr can bc expressed in terms of the mole
fraction in thc solutiony¡ anci ol thc rcacrivit¡'ratios ¡r and r,:




Wc scc thut il thc rcactivitr ratios aÍe equal. i.e.. r, = r" = l. then
Ft = I;. i e.. thc ¡rolvmer and feed so¡ution compositions are equat.
This srtisfics thc critcrion ¡,¡. = I required for forming a randont
copol.t'ntcr:ta i.c.. the rcrctivities oi Os anci Ru (or Zn) monomers
arc icicntic:-rlrvhclhcr thc) cncounter an activated Os or a Ru site
on thc polvmcr chrrin (lilm surfuce). On the othe¡ hand. if r¡ and
r. urc both (1, thcn Os ¡lnd Ru monomcrs are (relativel¡') un-
reuctivc torrurd Os rnd Ru pol¡mci sitcs. respectivel¡. uhich is
thc condition lor '¿n aÌtc'ntoting copol¡nter. lf r¡ and r. arc )
l. thcn Os und Ru nìonomcrs prcler to rcact uith Os anC Ru
pollnìcr sitcs. rcspcciivcl¡. uhich indicares a tendcnc-r ior the
monomcrs to homopolvmerizc, Sfhen ¡,¡. ) I with r, ) I r., the
form¡rtion ol '¿ hlctck copolrnter is indicated.
Equution I cun bc rcarrlngcd to e i'orm suitable lor anal¡sis
ol F¡ vs /, d:rta
ft 1-1Ft ,( L \,r,-'
t--^ Ft ="*\r-L) -rl" (3)
uhcrc n nlot ol thc cxpression on rhe lcil-hani side vs the coel-
ficient of ¡¡ shou¡i bc linear anC give r^ and r, from the intercepi
and slope.
Figurc 5 shous such plots and regression lines fo¡ the three
copolrmer s),stems. The results for the polr-[Os(vbp¡,)3]:*;'
polv-[Zn(vbp¡')¡]r'copol¡mer (t) a:-fç^ - 0 -i in Fiqure i are
ave!'aged as a single point in Figure 5. This does nor distorr ihc
obtained values of r, and r.: a separale nonlinear ìeast-squa:'es
ñt ol the ra\\ unaverageci data in Figure 4 gave the samc resulrs.
Figure 5 sircws that all three copoi¡'mers follou thc form oÍ
eq 3. Droducing linear plots The results for r, anci r". anci their
intcrprctation. urc üs lollo\+ s
( I ) For rhc pol¡-[Os('op_r )¡þ-cinn)¡]:*/poi¡-lRu(bpv)¡q¡=
cinn)¡j2+ copolymer. ¡¡ = l.0l anô r. = 1.04 (¡,r. = i.06). The
æll'- [Os( bpl,)rþ-ci nn ) r] r*/ pol¡- [ Ru ( bp¡ ¡ .þ-cinn )¡] !+ pai r ap-
pears 10 form idcal random copoì-r'nrers. i.e.. r,r. = I Thc
elcctrochcmic¡ll pol_r'nrcrization rclics on reduction ol rhe ligani
system and activation of the reactivil) of the vinvl-conraining
ligand (p-cinn) as a pseudo-radical anion. in head-ro-head h1-
drodimcrization-t¡'pc couplings that uould prociuce a linear
polvmcr5 and/or in thc recentl¡- dcscribedró *living polymeriz¿rion"
'Fiaction ol sites foi each yaiue ol ¡, calcula¡.ed br usinÊ values for r,
- 0 5tj anri ¡: - 0 6;-. obtaincd from fit in Figure 5.
metal complex chain reacrion. u,hich would allou for cross-linking
steps, The ideal behavior ol the IOs(bpl),@-cinn.)r]r*/[Ru-
(bpi )¡þ-cinn)2]l+ metal complex pair ciemonstrates thl absence
of an¡, sienificant meral-relared dillercnce in the coupling reacrivirv
ol the p-cinn ligand complexes or in rheir lifetimes as end-units
on active polvmer chains.
(2) Fo¡ the poly-- [Os(vbp¡,,¡r] r-¡pol¡,- [Zn(ubpy)¡]:* copol¡,mer,
ri = 0.58 t 0.04 and ¡: = 0.8? * 0.06 (r¡r" = 0._51). These results.
u hile nor lar from the ideal r,r. = l. suggest a tendenc) roÈ'ard
iorming an altcrnating copolvmer. or preierred heterocoupling.
Civen the uncertainties in rhe assay of copolymer composirion
(noted above, Figures 3-5). and results from XPS (vide infra),
we are inclined to accept the [Os(vbpy)3)1* lpoly-lZn(vbpl)¡]2*
copolymerization as 'near-ideal-, and as suitable for site dilution
purposes in electron transport studies.
(3 ) For rhe pol-v-- [Os(bp1,)¡(upy):]r*/poll.- [Ru(bp1,),(vor).]2+
copollmer. rt=4.84 +0.36and r:=0.25 *0.05(r,r.= 1.28).
Br examination of rhe delinitions ol r, and ¡1, rhis some\r,hât
nonidcal resulr suggesrs rhar rhe [Os(bp¡,),(vpv),]2* monomer- has
a grealeÍ reactivit\ tou'ard eìectrOpOl-vmerization than does the
IRu(bp¡ ):(t'p] ):]r' monomer This is surprising given rhe ideal
and nea;-icjeal copoivmerizarion behzvior oi the two strucrurall),
related metal complex Dâirs based on /r,-cinn and vbp¡ )igands.
The possible rcasons for this r'¿riance in behavior are as foilows:
(i)Thc:'e mar tr ¿ diflerence in coupÌing reactivit) of a vp¡- ligand
attached to Os vs Ru metals or in its liferime as an end-unit on
active polvmer chains. lt is potentialì¡ significanr rhar. of ¡he three
linrl-substituted iigancis. the leasr idealll behaved (vpr') is also
the least extensive aroma!ic s),stem. u'hose electronic structure
can be expecred to be moñ1 sensitive ro the influence olcoordinated
metal.rt \ote that the mosr ideall¡ behaveci (a-cinn) involves
a coupling unit more electronicalll remote lrom the melal. (ii)
To some extent. films grou br precipitation of pol¡'mer lormed
in the diifusion layer around the electrocie (as opposed ro direct
grafting of monomers t(r the poì!mer fìlm surlace). Thus. diliering
solubilin propcrtres of Os- r's Ru-conraining oligomers couìd aìter
the apparenl values of r, anci r. b¡ promoring incorporarion of
less-soiuble oli-somer into the film. (iii) A related lacroi influencing
rhc lOs( bo¡ t1(vp¡ )11:',' I R u (bc_r')¡( vp¡' )¡] :* copol] merìzziion ma]'
be the presencc. in the particular sampies o!' IOs(bp¡ )¡ivpr )1]:*
emploved. of oli-eomeric poi¡,-[Os(bp¡ ):(r p],):]:* impurities
lpreblocks) a:'isinc lrom the reiativel¡ harsh reaction conditions
oí rhe IOs(bp¡):(up]):jr's\nthesis \Àe have inciependenr evi-
dencerr th¿r solutions of oìigomeric forms of ool¡'-[Os(op¡)3-
( ì ó) (a ) A rcccni stucir rôb shoq ed thai thc reiateë compler I Fc(.l.mcthvi-
J'-rinvi.2.l'-biprridinc)rlr- uncicrgoes eflicicni clccrropol¡mcrizarion
ancj orociuces films conrrining ¿verage coupiecì ligand chain lengrhs ol
scven (b) Eiliott. C \4: Bald¡. C. J.: Nuu¿ysir, L M.; \\'iikins. C.
L lnorg Chent 1990. .?9. 189
(lìi (a) Kober. E \4 Ph.D Disserrarion. Lniversitl of l\orth Carolin¿,
Chapei Hili. t 9E2 (b) ln rhc IOs(bpy¡¡1vp\').]:¡,/f Ru(bp]):(up)):J1*
metal complcr pair. a grcatei degrcc of spin-orbit coupling in the Os
monomeí ma¡ yicld grcare; stabilirv of its reduccd and or chain end-unit
form and prefcrential incorporation o1'Os.
(l)
{95{ lrutrganic Chemistry. Vol. 29. \o. 24. 1990
(r'p) ):l:* form ool¡mer lilms more efäcientll' durine electropo-
l¡merization. but no attemot was made in the present study to
t'urthcr clucidutù tiììs problcm
Thc reactivirr'¡'irtios ¡r und ¡. cun be uscd. çith l probubilit¡
irnal¡si:.ìt io cr.icul¡.tc the expecteci ciistribution ol site neieh'oors,
i c. rhc' irrction oiG sites (on r ch¡in) that exist in a block leneth
oionr'Os (ic ure isol:rted Os sites. in the chain) or lhJt exisi in
lr blæk !cngth Lri t$() or ihree or four Os sites etc. Tlble I shous
such culcul;rtìons usinq thc r' lnci ¡' values l'or the noniderl
IO:rrbp-r t.l:''polr-[Zn('bp) ):l]* pair. rvhere. for example. in
a poirrric:'nliide i¡o¡lr r -grorrth soiuiion sith./o. = 0 5. cl 6i-.
ot' lhc O: .itcs in ¿ ch;in lrc bouncicci or Zn sitss r hc¡'cls cL
l--l', ure bounocd 'or one Os ¿nti one Zn
Tne r, unci r. dcic;'rlrinltit-lns ilnd Tlblc Icalculltions lrc
insrruci.rrc. buL it is ìmportlnt to ¡cJlizc lnirt !.hc) icicr Lo thc
Dll.tc!'n ot 5rtc disi.fibution5 rr¡ d gitt'rr pol.tttter citttirt In thc
aùnLc\i rrl'clcciron-nopping c\cnt> in I oollmcr iiim :lsscr¡blcC
lronr O\ c,.lrlplcrc:. ihc chuin: ol rnctll comple\cs :rre quitc
conccnrruted (tr,)t:rl mclxl complex concentrttion > M) Eiecrron
scl f--cxchanges undoubtedl¡' eççu¡ þ¡u een Os( I I I ) anci Os( I I ) sites
ùn the sùme chain trnl¡acå¿in exchange). but lhe¡ will elso occur
bt'!.rrccn sites ihat ,tre adjacent b¿¿l are on diJferent polrmer chains
\interchain\. The literature of electron transpor( in redox pohmers
as rct olfers no er¡rrimental way to distinguish between interchain
lnd rntrlchrrin cìcctron hoppin,e in concenl.rated pol)mÈrs The
rnui¡:i: rn T:rblc l. sirictl¡- spcuking. best rpplies io r dilure.
.soiiráie copoi¡nrcr chain. As a consequence. it is pos:ibie thar
the cl'l'ects ol conro,.¡¡itionll irregularities in copol¡mer iormation
(i.c . blocking or rrltcrnution of sites) may be diminished b¡
¡'andonrncs¡ in hos :rdjuccnt chains pack together and thus ran-
dorilnc:¡ in rhc idcntit¡ ol nearest neighbors on adjacent chains.
Thril is. intcrchain clectron hops should ¡elax to some ixtent the
rcquircnrcnt thut ¡,¡' = I ior a use[ul. dilutable copol]-mer
clcc',ron-trrnsfer \vsiem ln the absence ol a wa).. to estimate the
inrn,rrtlrncc ol ìntcrchlin electron transfers and the icndomness
ol intcrchlin pircking (porcntirll¡ oligomer solubilitl-sensitive).
thc :clcclion ,.ri copolynrcr systcms with r, and r. near unity is.
ùt prcscnt. thc lcrst umbi-quous coursc.
XPS Experiments. The analysis ol r, and r. for the pol¡--
IOslvbpy)¡]:*/pol¡--[Zn(vbpy)3]2* copolymer depends on the
ciñcacy ol replacing poly-[Zn(vbpy)3]2* sites wi¡h voltammet-
ricalll active poly"-[Fe(vbpy)¡]r* sites. Sullivan et al.rr" indicate
>957 sire replacement in this chemistry; we explored this question
furthcr rvith XPS mcasurenrcnts ol the extcrior lnd interior
surlaccs ol copol¡ nrcr tìlms deposited on Pt electrodes re .{ PVA
ovcrcasting/i pcciing tcchniquc was employed to expose the film
intcrior :url'ucc (scc Expcrimental Section). The metal complex
su rllcc coveraqes ( poly- [Os(vbpy) ¡] :* plus poly- [Zn(vbp."- ) 3] 2*)
in the f ilms used lor XPS studies. measured as in Figure 3. were
t."-piculll 'octsccn 5 x l0-e i¡nd I x l0-E mol/cm:.
XPS Spectra of pol-v-[Os(vbpy):12*i poly-lZn(vbpy)312+ Co-
pol!mers. Survc)- spcctrr ol tlpicrl poly'-[Os(vbp¡)¡]r*ipoiy-
IZn(rbp¡);]r* copolrmcrs (Fìgurc 6A..fo. = 0.5) exhibit the
Èxpcctcd pcuks ior Os 4l (4it,...lfrr. doublet. =52 eV). Zn :ìp
(:-86 u'V). Zn 3s (=l16 eV). Zn,Auger (=16l eV). N ls (=197
eV). C ls (=13-1 eV). F ls (-682 eV). and F..\uger (=596 eV).
Thc obscrvcd F ls pelk is consistent:0 with the BF.- counterion
bccoming incor¡nrlted into the film during electropolymerization.
.\ pclk ul cr. 196 cV rppcrrs with highl.v variable intensity; this
m:r¡- be r Cl 2p impurity thrt could have arisen lrom the CH.Cl,
rinsc r;l thc lilms prior io XPS an:rl¡-sis. Pcaks associatcd with
thc Pl rubr'!rxtc !.\ùrc nc\ùr'obscncd. which means that the 50-100
rllJ) \lcCurlcr. R L.: Thom¿s. R, E.: lrene. E. A.: Vurra¡ R W. "/
t-!¿ctro<'hent Soc 1990. /iZ. ilSS
(l9t Thc initirl cxpcrrmcnts uscd co¡rlymcr lìlms grown on :\u-coated Si
wafers This procedure was satisfactor;- ior XPS examination of thc
:rrcr:or fìlm surÍlcc. but rubscqucnt peeiing of the coool¡mcr with
ovcÍcu\t PV..\ iims :trippcd olf the ,\u la¡"er ls 'rcll. Thc P\ '\ sirip-
ping rrl coool¡ mcr is successiul lor non X-ray irr¡diated lìlms. so X-ray
rrrudiation rpprrentll., improvcs rdhesion at the copolymcr-Au interirce
(10) Haruibook oi.Y-¡at Photoel¿ctron Specrroscopr': G. E Muiienburg, C
E EC: ?crkin-Êlmcr: \f inncrpolis. V\. i9?9
to!7.0 loB o !oã.0 loã'o tozt o t0l7 0
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Fieure ó. XPS spectra of the exterior surface of a poly'[Os-
(vbpy)¡lr*/poly-[Zn(vbpy)¡]:* cooolymer srown on a Pt electrode from
" 
solitíón "neie¡o = 
0.5: (A) survev spectra: (B) Os 4i region: (C) Zn
2p region.
nm thick lilms were free ol macroscoPic Pinhole defects.
Spectral expansions showing the Os '11771' 1f-5,2 and Zn 2p
reglons (Figure 6B,C) reveal only one chemical form of the two
elemen ts.
XPS S )rl2+¡poly-[Fe(vbpy)¡]2+ Co'
polymers. ike that in Figure ó. using/so
= 0.5 in r lowing exposure to FeCl2 so-
iutions.'co ra)' and rinsing. are completely
iree of Zn Fe 2P, 3P, and Auger Peaks'
Qualitative N' O' and F were unchanged'
Similar r n spectra of exterior and interior
surlaces ol the film. oi the film exterior
(Figure 7A) and int es in the Os 4t/Fe
ìpiegion. Thetwol Os4landthesolid
lines ãre Caussian fì correction. Again
rhere is no obvious multiplicity oi Os and Fe chemical lorms'
Fig,ure 7C shows for the same film the Zn 2p region lor the interior
,uifu.., the Èxterior spectrum is the same. Exposure to FeClr
solution and electrochemical 
*condi¡ioning' clearly compietely
removes Zn irom ihe interior surface and thus presumably
throughout ihe älm. On the othcr hand. ii rhe lìlm is exposed
to Feõ1, but no¡ conciitioned. residual Zn is found at the interior
igure 7D. This demon-
cycling is required for
y its su'ostitution by Fe.
ms may facilitate ZnlFe





























Osm unr Po 1p¡r d ne Comp exes lnorgonir Chenti.çtr). l/ol 19, \o 24, tgg0 4gis
a¡e oualitativsl¡' consistent u'ith the voltammerric rcsults. bul rhe
latte¡ lrc quaniltativel-\ nlore rcliablc.
lm u,as eva \.mer
wich- elcc \/ 10
*1.2 \/ r,s , in a
Iurion, ga 0.gg
rhal rhe ü rrenr
corresponds to a value ol D,= 5 X lO-lr cmr,/s. If this result is
contparcd ro thar!5 ioi undilured pol¡,-[Os(vbp¡.)3]2* sires. u,here
D. = i.4 x I 0-e cm:/s. a substantiali¡. ãrr.nuatãd"iar. ol elecrron
lransporr through rhe fijn: is indicaied. The main vaiue oi rhe
preliminarl resuli is in shou.ing rhar sandu.ich clccrrodes c¿n bc
fashioned from copolr.mers based on thesc monomers fo¡. use in
conciuctjvitr studies. '¡hich are on-going






nlost ctrcurftstitnces cnsurcs thai Ru_Ru or os_Ru eieclron_
Drcseni crpcrinlcnls. this is nor a maior limiration since s.orkins
sith Irrge Os(lll),i Os(ll) rarios is exrÈrimcnrallr diificuh on orhe'r.
giounds. nlnrcl', rheir Iarge oxidizing porenriä1.
. _Acknonledgment. This research u,as supoorred in parl bl a
I'letcrials Chcnrisrrr lnitiativc granr lrorn ihc \arional Scicnce
Founciaiion and bv rhc Oif ice o!'ñrvai Rese¡rch. \\'e rhanl: Susan
i'rfa¡burr fo¡'assisiancr uil¡ XpS spccr:"a and instiumentation.
funded bv a grani from rhe Ollice of Naval Researcii(\ooo t4-86-C-0200 )
(l I ) Thc arom Írlcrion. C,. o[ a
= li. -S r 'r1/ ,'Ç ì *hct"
cteí. -t is thc rnstrumcnr-d
thc si¡nuJ inrensir-v.
species r can bc cxpresscrì by: C. = r,-,!n,
¿ is the numbcr of aromr pc; cubic ccnrim.
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Figure 7 oi pol¡.-{Os1v l¡.[Fetvbpi,)¡]:* co_polr.mer Os(vbpv).]:*/ r; jolurion-oñcre.fo
=- (1.5. ( rhrcc ol' filnr. n pi clccrrodc. uirJ¡cx¡osurc tion:lnd clcctr -condirioned-. Also
shou n is lìr using rhree n,e.s ol' rhc Os {i and
Fc 3p ¡rcaks. (Bl lntcrior surface of rhc fìlm in pa
Pt. rupp6¡1q6 on P\'^. (C rnd D) Zn lp rcgio
PV.,\-sun¡nrtcd film simi)ar lo thal in parl A ulhe
thcn exposeC ro a FeCi. solurion and (C) eiectro
or (DJ nor clccrrochcnlicrll¡ conciirionccì
U
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Effects of Mired-Valent Compos¡t¡on and Bathing Environment on Solid-State Electron
Self-Exchanges in Osmium Bipyridine Redox Polymer Films
Nigel A. surridge, Mary Ellen zvrntçt F. Rich¡rd Keene,l connie S. Sosnoff, M¡nin Silver,l
end Royce W. Murrayr
Departments of Chemistry and Physics, (Jniuersity o! North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27 j99- j2g|
(Receiued: February i,5,1991; In Final Forn: September 12, tggt)
Ratc constants for thc clcct¡ical gradient driven, bimolccular clcctron-sclf-cxchangc rcaction bctwecn OsIl and Osllr sitcs
in dry, mix , polymcric Fa). and poly[Os(vbpy)¡](BF),
in intcrdig sandwich c m. Lincar potcniiai iweæp ana
ac impcda ûc rcactio tc matcrials, scldom cvalúatcd,
omCç¡¡¡¡¡fCsan¡=6Ìo0.1. Comparisonofratcconstantsforpoly[Os(bpy)2(vpy)2](BF.).and
sclf-exchanges drivcn by clcctrical and conccntration gradicnts, mcasured in a variciy of baïhing
clcaron hopping ratcs dccreasc in thc ordcr liquid solvant ) soþent vapor > dry N2 bathing ørvironmcnq
and in cach cnvironmcnt, the rate constant for thc formcr complex is larger. It appcars ìhat thi slectron hópping ratc is
affoctcd by the rigidity of the polymeric matrix; matriccs that arc morc rigid by
cnhanccd cræsJinking (as in thc vbpy complcx) exhibit slowcr tut6. The rcsults
rangc) nuclcar displaccmcnt of tlc pcndant æmium sitc from is cquilibrium locati
whcn polymcr rigidity inbibis sucb displaccment.
Elcct¡on bopping bctwccn diffusivcly immobilc donor and ac-
also bccn studied.
poly-Os2+ * poly-Os3+ - poly-Os!* + poly-Qsz+ (l)
C- Ci2
iti^= ronFAD.i = lO3r"nFAt ,"ð,ä (2)
clcctrical (rathcr than conccntration) gradiens withi¡ thc bulk
po¡ymer film. Dcriving thc rcaction frcc encrgy for reaction I
from thc potcntial differcncc (@) bctwccn adjaccnt sit€s imposcd
by thc applicd voltagc AE is formally rclatcd to elcctron drift
mobility in othcr materialsT derivcd by t¡ansicnt mcasr¡rcmÊDts,
incrcases at higlcr applied
for 2Þ50G'nm-thick poly-
to thc following rclation, þscd
i = i"lexpl-nFpô/2Rn - expÍnFpe/2R711 (3)
whe¡ce thc avcragc intenitc voltagc, ó, is AE dividcd by tlc
(l) (a) Surridgc, N. A.: Jcrnigan, J. C.: Dalron, E. F.; Buck R. P.; Wa-
M. I; Faccl J. S;.Munay,
(b) Daltoa Ê F.: Su¡ridgc
, R. W. Cå¿2. Phys.l9íl0,
W. Anny. Ras. Mat¿¡. Scí.
(3) (a) Facci. J. S.: Schnchl. R. H.: Murray, R. ll¡. J. ,42. Chcm. Soc.
79t2, 1U,4959. (b) Facci. J. S. Ph.D. Dissc¡ratio¡r, Univcrsity of Nortb
Carolinå, Chapel Hill, NC. f 982. (c) Fritsch-Faulcs, L; Faulkn;, L. R..L
Electræn¿|. Ch¿m.19t9,263 rray, R. lV,
J. Phys. Chcm.l%,m, ß79. Mol. Cryst.
Liq.Cryst.l9tt, lû,377. (f) Chn.Soc.
lgtÉ' I10, U67. (g) Kclly. J. M.: Long, C.: O'Conncll. C. M.; Ve. J. G.
Itøzg. Chem.19t3, 22, 28¡8.
(a) Bruns' M. W.; Fritrcb-Faulcs, I.: F¿ullglcr, L.R. J. Eleanæh¿m. Sæ-
Exr. AbE. !!n9, 89,722.
(5) Lcidnc¡, C. R.; Murray, R-W.J.Am.Ch¿m.Sæ.19t4., I06,lû6.
(6) (¡) t¡viro¡¡. E. t. El¿ctræml. Ch¿m. l9t0, / J2, l. (b) Andricu:. C.
P.: Savcant, J. M. J. Elecnwl. Ch¿m. 1980, I I 1.371. (c) Buck. R. P. J.
Phys. Chem.l9tt, 92,4¡96. (d) Savanr, J. M. J- El¿ct¡æml. Chcm. 19lf€.
242, t.
(7) (a) Pai. D. M.: Yanu, J. F.: Srolþ. M.: Rcnfs, D. S.: Limburg, W.
W. Pl¡r'los. Mag.81983, rE, 505. (b) Stoll<¡, M.: Yanus. J. F.t Pai. D. M.
J. Phys. Chcm. 19t4,,88, 4707. (c) Pai, D. M. J. Appl. Phys. ln9. 6, 5l2Z
(d) Møt J.¡ PaL D.M. Photæondrctiuity and Rclatcd Phcmcrro:.E&gien
Ncw York, 197ó.
(8) (a) Marcrs, n. A. Aw. Ra. Phys. Ch¿m. lgfl, /J, 155. (b) M¡n¡s,
R. A. J. Cå¿u. Påys. l9ó5, rJ, 679. (c) Surin. N. Acc. Chcm. R¿s. 1981
I 5, 275.
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Elcctron Sclf-Exchangc bctwccn Os¡l and Oslll
numbcr of monolaycrs of æmium complex sitcs bctwecn thc two
clcctrodcs, and thc current represcnts the diffcrcncc bctwccn
for.¡ard and rcvcrsc elætron hopping ratc. p is a fitting paramcter
whcc valuc is idcally onc but in rcal samplcs excccds onc (vidc
infra). io, thc intersitc exchangc cuûent dcnsity (A/cmr) whcn
A6on = AE = ö = 0, is rclated to thc bimolccular reaction rate
constant and thc concentrations of donor and acceptor sites by
io = (lù /6)nFC6¡1¡¡¡¡C6.¡¡¡¡ô,t.,,¡ (4)
where k*.¿ dcnotcs an clcctrical gradicnt dcrivcd rate constant.
The clectron conductivity d at small þ can bc linearized
a = d(i/ M) (ohm-r cm-r); o(i") = pionFõ/ RT (5)
but at large @ is nonlincar given thc form ofeq 3. Considcration
ofthc ¡cvc¡sc elcctron hopping rate is neccssary bccar¡sc, although
thc clcctrical gradicnt may bc large, it amounts to a mod6t
intersitc driving force: i.e., for a 105 V/cm gradicnt ¡nd intc¡sitc
spacing (ô) of I.2 nm. @ is only 26 mV (210 crn-r,0.6 kcal/mol,
or ca. kT2eù.
This papcr dcscribcs further studics
(bpy)r(vpy)21(BFn)- films (bpy = 2
vinylpyridine) and of a relatcd polymc
(vbpy = 4-mcthyl-4/-vinylbipyridine) that addrcss the following
polnts.
À Equations 3-5 show rhâq at a fixcd ¡o¡¿l conccntration (Cr)
of redox sites, ø depends on thc elcctron acc€ptor and donor
concetrration product (ie- C6ra¡¡¡C9r,¡¡ or Csrl¡p[C¡ - Cor¡n]),
but ,to should nor. All previous elcctrochemiàl concenrration
gradic^nt bascd measurcments of Dc and &., in redox polymers
rcly'.ro on this bimolccula¡ modcl and, assume that the ilect¡on-
sclf-exchangc ¡atc constant to is invariant with thc product









ratios. The dcviatio¡s may rePtê€nt cxpcrimcnal uncsrtainti6
at vcry low or high mixcd-valcnt ratios, rathcr than brcakdown
of thc bimolccula¡ modcl.
B. Orprwigrs mcasuncmcnBà wcrc bascd on c¡rrcnt{olt¿gc
curvcs dcrived from swccp of AE suJficiently fast as to bc swecp
ratc indcpcndcnl indicative of avoiding counterion motion. Hcrc,
wc support thosc expcriments with an ac impcdancc study of
poly[Os(bpy)z(vp]):l(BF¡). films in which both frcqucncy and
tcmpcrature arc varicd.
C- ^A fitting 
par¡rmcter p ) I was ncccssary in thc previous
studyà to fit cq 3 to cxpcrimcntal orrrcnt-volûgc. rcsfrnscs of
poly [Os( bpy)lvpy)zl (BF.)¿s films. Thc paramcrcr mày reflocr
ovcrcstimation of
pcrsion in thc clccr
is clarificd hcrc, in
with an intcrdigitatcd elcctrodc.
Equations 2 and 4 contain a gcomctrical facto¡e of 6 which
( t0) ln elccrrochcmiel O. ¡
profilc criss. thc toral Cb + r
thc relativc valucs of C6 and
( I l) Wilbourn, K.; Murr¿
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(upy)J(X)¿s, thc previousl data havc bccn corrcctcd for thc
geomctrical factor.
Experimc¡¡l Sectioa
- Thc ligand 4-mcthyl-4'-vinyl-2,2'-bipyridinc (vbpy) w¡ú syn-thcsizcd in two stcpc bascd on a modificationr! of á'litcraturc
mcthod.J2b [Os(bpy)lvpy):][PF5]1 was prcparcd as describcd
carlier.l!
Synlhesis of [Os(vbpy)3[PF6þ. Vbpy (0.222 g;1.133 mmol)
was addcd to (NHo)rOsCl6 (0.164 g; 0.375 mmol) in 8 mL of
cthylcnc glycol undcr N1 and thc mixture hcatcd under reflu¡ fo¡
3 h. Thc tcmpcraturc, and an cqual
volume o NH.PF6, (0.1465 g; O.-Bll
mrnol) to h was filtcrrd, washcd with
watcr and cthcr, and airdricd. Thc product was chromato,
graphically purified on an alumina column using l:l CH¡CN:
toluenc as elucnt. Thc faster moving (major) ban4 thc dcsi¡cd
product, was collectcd and thc solvcnt evaporatcd to givc a dark
green solid: yicld 0.385 91 967o. Anal. Calcd fo¡
OsCreHróN6P?F¡2: P, 5.81. Found: P, 6.03. No Cl was found
by elcmcntal analysis.
¡H NMR- This complcx can exist as lwo isomcrs: a "facial'
or cis form with Ç symmctry and a 'mcridional'or t¡ans formwit in both thc mcthyl and
vin sbtisricålly prcfcrrcd
mc thc facial isomc¡. A
slowcr moving sccond band collcctcd from the column cx¡ibits
aliphatic NMR ræonanccs suggætivc of a polymerizcd complcx.
E€cñocbenbty. Frlm dcpcition and tb¡cc- and four+lccUodc
voltammctry wcrc performcd with a Pine Instruments RDI bi-
potentiostal Acctonitri¡c (CHTCN) and CH2CI2 (Burdick &
Jackson) solvcnts wcre uscd as reccivcd and storcd ovcr 4-Ä,
molecula¡ sierrcs. Thc elcctrol¡c was 0.1 M tctrabutyl¡nnonium
tet¡afluo¡oboratc (BuaNBF¡, Fluka), unlcss orhcrwisc notcd,
Potcntials wcrc mcasurcd !Æ saturatcd sodi"m chloridc calomcl
(SSCE), 0.01 M Ag+/Ag, or Ag-wire quasi-rcfercnce clcct¡odcs
and a¡c rcport¿d vs SSCE.
Pt wire tip clcctrodcs wcre uscd to
"s¿ndvich" clcctrodcs, as prcvior¡sly¡4
of a poror.rs. ca. 3fi) Ä Au film ov
Elcctrical contact to tbc Au film w
Êvaporatcd Au film to ovcrlap thc surrounding glass insulator,
and a ncarby, barc Pt wirc also scalcd in thc glass.
IDA ElecÈodcs. Intcrdigitatcd arraysrr consistcd of 100 i¡-
tcrdigitatc4 ]}.rm-widc R fingcm (50 pcr clcctrodc sidc) separaæd
by cithcr 5- or 2-¡r-m gap6, on SiO2/Si subctratc. Thc Pt hngcr
hcight was 1700 Ä as mcasurd by a Tcncor Alpha Stcp l(Þ
surfacc profilomctcr. R tracks ovcrcoatcd with an insul¿tor lcad
to contact pads at thc top end of thc wafcr slicc, whcrc contact
was madc with coppcr wirc and Ag paint and insulatcd with a
coat of quick-drying cpoxy. Elcctropolymcrizadon onto IDA
clcct¡odcs was conductcd with rhc two scts of fingcn of thc array
( 12) s. Univosity of Nonh Ca¡olin¡. (b)
,A,bruna , D. B. Inorg. Chcm. l9tí, 21, 9t7,
( I l) ; Sullivan, 8. P.l Mcycr, T. J. frrg.
Chcm.
(14) Pickup, P. G.; Kurncr, W.; Lcidncr, C. R.; Murray, R. W../. ¿{a.
Chcm. Sæ. 19t4, /0ó. t99t.
(15) Aoki, K.; Morita M.: Niwa, O.: Tabei. H. J. Elcctæml. Chcm.
t9w, 156,269.
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shorted togethcr as the working elcctrode and potential scanned
in thc samc way as the Pt wirc tip clectrodes' in a solution ol 0.4
mM [Os(vbpy)rì:'.
Preparation of D4. Mixed-Valenl Polymer Films. The metal
complex polymer films, Os¡l as-prepared. must bc converted to
an Oslll"ll mixcd-valent form for tweelectrode elcctron transPort
rate meåsurements us dry, N¡bathed lllms. The previously de-
rinsed with purc CH.CI2, and placcd in a dry N1 atmosphcrc for
15 min to cvaporate the residual solvcnt, aler which the po
tentiostat is disconnccted. The spccimcn was (typically) imme-
diatcly uscd in electron transport studies.
Sandwich electrodes containing Oslrrsøtes' when in CHrCN'
tend to corrode the Au contact, presumably via Oslll-mcdiated
oxidation of Au in the strongly coordinating solvcnt- Rcliable
generation of mixed-valent films: has thus rclicd on a bricf
élcctrolysis period with continuous potential control until the film
has bcen rinscd and dried, after which the Au corrosion ccascs.
We have found that using the lcss strongly coordinating CH2CI2
in the elcctrolysis alla¡iatc lhe Au corræion Problem considcrably.
The change to CH2CI1 was crucial in thc prcscnt study, permitting
individual sandwich elcctrode specimens to bc rcpcatedly rec-
Iectrolyzed to differcnt mixed-valcnt compositions.
Elcctron Trensport (Co¡ductivig) M€asutenctrts. Elcctron
transport mesurements can be madclJ with tbc sandwich (or
IDA) electrode immcrscd eitbcr in an clcctrol¡c solution or in
r clcct¡odcs are
c and the two
cach controllcd
vs E-¡. Somc of the initially all-Ostr lìlm undcrgocs clectrolysis
to Osl¡l statc when appropriately ncgativc, and pcitivc potøttials
arc applied to the tìvo conøcting electrodes (rn E r), at thc pæitivc
(Pt) äiectrode to Osrrr but maintaining Osrr at the ncgativc (Au)
elcct¡odc. Films uscd in dry Nt atmocpherc owing to ion budgct
rest¡ictions2d must be f'r¡st rendcrcd mixcd valcnt (vidc supra).
In both cnvironments, afier a short pcriod, elcctrolysis develops
linear conccnl¡ation gradiens of Os¡¡ and Oslll sites across the
f¡lm, and thc initially largc orrrcnts dcc¡casc to stcady values givcn
by cq 2. from which D. and k...ç are obtaincd.:
In twoclcctrode, electrical gradicnt based clcctron transport




scalc. Thcsc mcasursmcntt are carricd out in two walc: (a) lincar
cyctical voløgc swecps arc made at suffìciently large ratcs that
t[c current-voltage pattern and amplitude arc swecp ratc indc-
pcndcnt, or (b) an ac voltagc is applicd at a scrics of frcqucncics,
mcasuring thc rcsulting ac current amplitudc and phasc angle.
Wc refer to thcse two proccdurcs, thc rcsults from which will bc
compa¡ed, as the/¿st lircar sweep and the ac impedottcs mcthods,
rcspcctively. and labcl ratc constants thus dcrivcd as ft..g¡5 and
,t..,Eec, rcSpcctivclY-
In thc fast lincar swccp mcthod, *3 to 4 V triangular wavc A.t
arc applicd to sandwich clcctrodcs using a PAR I74 univcrsal
programmcr or a Wavctck function gcncrator, at swe€p ratcs up
to 1000 V/s. Currcnt mcasured as a voltagc across a 3Þ250S
ohm scrics rcsistor is rccordcd with a Nicolct 2090 digital storagc
6ci¡l6copc. In cxpcrimcnts using smallcr amplitudc triangular
wavcs (*0.ó V) and swccp ratcs ((50 mV/s), a potcntictat witl
rcfcrcncc and auxiliary clcctrodcs shortcd togcthcr and an X-Y
rccordcr are cmploycd. ln lincar swccp (clcctrical gradicnt)
cxpcrimcns on IDA clcctrodcs, thc largcr (5-¡m gap) intcre-
lcctrodc distancc rcquires much largcr A.t valucs to achiwc ap
prcciablc elcclÌical voltagc gradicnts: a Kcpco BOP 36-l2M
high-powcr bipolar amplificr drivcn by thc PAR gcncratcs a
*3GV trianglc wavc at a ramp ratc of ca. 8600 V/s. Thc cur-
Surridgc et al.
rcnt-voltage data stored on the oscilloscoPc were transfcrrcd to
a mic using eq 3.
Ac sandwich elcct¡odcs con'
t¡inin BF¡]-, whcre m = 2-2-5,
using nsc analYzer (FR,{). The
FRA through a sPccificd rangc.
usually l-lf H4 mcasunng tìe voltage, cùrrent, and phasc anglc
at sclectcd frequencies and producing frequcncydcpcndcnt valucs
out-of-phase (Z-.r) impcdanccs. Tbc
mV for samplcs with imPcdanc¡ <10ó
with impcdancc >ltr O: in both cascs,
it was vcrified that the signal amplitude did not altcr the resuls.
Mcasuremcnts bctwecn room tcmpcrature and -100 
oC arc madc
with the sandwich elcctrodes in a ccll floodcd with a prccoolcd
N¡ gas flow.
Results ¡nd Disct¡ssion
ElecÈon Tramport in Pt/PolfOs(vbpy)31(BFa)5/Au S¡¡dwich
immcrscd in 0.1 M Bu¿NClO¿/solvent giv6 a sigmoidal cur'
cÍrncd limiting currcnt, much
ClO4)2 films. Bascd on sa'cral
Cr = as 1.3 M, CH2Clz and
CH3CN-wcttcd D. and associated Èoç valus wcre ottaincd from
¡ì* r¡sins cq 2 (Tablc Ð. ft*c in liquid CH3CN is ca- ?'fold smallcr
tlän ttãt ôbt ined' (ca.2 x 107 M-r s') for poly[Os(bpy):'
(vpy)z(ClOo)z frlms2 and is ca. 2-fold largcr than in liquid CH2CI2.
ñ substandal scattcr in thc Tablc I D. and Çç data for diffcrtnt
hlm prcparations ("batcbcs') is comnon in thcse kinds of mca-
surcmcnß.lJ
When Pt/poly[Os(vbpy)3](BFn)z.s/Au (1:t Osril:Os¡r) sand-
wichcs immcrscd in CH2CI2 Dapor 
^tc 
cxamincd with vcry slow
meåsurcmcnt sigrrifics that the ftlm's countcrions arc sufficic'ntly
mobilc to difft¡sc acræs thc film during thc Potcnt¡a¡ srvec'P' which
results in Tablc I for batch I shows that
ratc for Pt/polyfOs(vbpy)r] (BF¡)2.¡/Au
bathing mcdia dccrÊascs in thc ordcr liquid
(16) Pt/polylOs(vbPY
much morc slowly than
(BF¡):¡/Au gndwichcs.
countcrion trrnspon is sl
(17) Sunidgc" N. A.;
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TABLE I: Collcctcd Elcctroa Trurport D.tr fo. Pl/polytO¡(ûpy)¡l(BFJ¿s,/lu S¡¡dricbcs
ln
CH2CI2/Bu¡NBF. in CH2CI2 vapor
lotD- lFt4c, toeD., lo-tk4c,
cm:/s M-l s-l cml/s M-l s-l
in dry N,





























































oTle polymcr film thicbrcss (y') is givcn by Fy/C¡ whcre C¡ is toral sitc conccntration, 1.3 x 104 mol/cmr
CH¡CN/Bu¡NBF..











J ' t,ooo7, q*-'¡t 
6
Figrrc l. (A) Currcnt+oltagc cr¡fle (o) for a R/poly[Os(vbpy)3]-
(BF.)¡/Au frlm in dry N2 at 266 K. f¡ = L2 x lf mol/co!. (-¡
's calcr¡tatcd from cq 3 for io ã 1.9 x l0{ A a¡d p = ó5. (!) ¡¡¡þç¡¡¡¡g
ptot of similarly obtåincd io valucs for lbc film iu pa¡el A; tincar,
lcast-squarcs fitgives E¡ = 9.1 kcal/mol, t-293 fFtc'm-'(cq 5), and
k*- = 6 x lOe M-r s-' (cq 4).
to +3-V potcntial swccps ar¡ thc film slowly warmcd. Figure lA
also shows thc satisfactory fit of cq 3 to thc expcrimen@l curve;
similarly good fits wcrc obtaincd at lowcr tcmpcratures.
Thc currcnt-r¡oltagc rcsponsc in FigurÊ lA rescmblcs that found
for R/poly[Os(bpy)z(Wy)zJ(BF.)6/Au sandwicbeD ând rcllccrs
clcctrical gradicnt drivcn clcctron hopping aJ opposcd to sclf-
cxchangc promotcd by conccntration gradicnts bctwccn thc Os
complcx sitcs. Analysis by cq 3 produccs two paramctc¡!: thc
exchangc currcnt io (and througlt cq 4 thc sclf-cxchangc ratc
constant &".,e,rs) and thc fitting paramctcr p, which a¡c shown
for room-tcmpcraturc cxpcrimcnB in Tablc I (batchcs l-3).
Comparison of thc ,t..q¡5 rcsuls with thosc obtaincd in con-
ccntration gradicnt cxpcrimcnB (&".,ç) for thc same Pt/poly-
[Os(vbpy)¡](BF.)2¡,/Au clcctrodcs (Tablc I. rhs. batchs I and 2)
shows that thc lattcr is largcr by ca. 2-4 úmcs. Such a diffcrcncc
was found for R/poly[Os(bpy):("py)zj(BF.)2_5/Au sandwichcs.¡
Idcally, thc rate ofclcctron hopping sharld nor dcpcnd on whethcr
thc rcaaion fiec cncrgy is supplicd by clcctrical or by conccntraúon
g¡¡dicnls. Pcsiblc rcasons for thc diffcre¡rcc bctwccn ,t *¿rs and
ko.6 wcrc conjccturcdl lor Pt/ poly [Os( bpy)lvpy)zJ ( BF¡) ¿¡/ Au
sandwichcs, and of thcm, as shown hcrc (vidc infra), unccrøinty
=opp 
(v vs A9)
Frgur 2. Anodic branch (-) of room tcmpcraturc cyclic voltamnogram
(20 mV/s, bacþround subtractcd) of R/poly[Os(vbpy)!](BF{)JPt filn
clcctropolymcrizcd froo 0.1 M Bu¡NBF¡/CH2C¡2 onto 2-¡m gap IDA
elcct¡odc. (Thc cathodic branch is a minor image.) Total clocr¡oaaivc
polyuer on thc IDA is 1.3 x l(Fro mol. Simulation (---) of thc volt-
am.octric wavq scc tcxt. (a) a¡c conductivitics dcrivcd from r' (Table
II) ocasu¡ed úth fast potcatial swccps (c-g- Fi$¡rc 3) aftcr clccrrolyring
thc film at dillcrcnt E F !o set tbc mi¡cd valcncy (ra) and dryi¡g i¡ Nr.
in thc actual ñLm thickncss is at lcast part of thc alswer.
Rcsults for the tcmpcratu¡p dcpc¡rdcncc ofthe cxchangc ourcat
pa¡a.mctcr ¡o arc givcn in Figurc lB. Thc A¡rhcnirx plot is lincar
over tåe range cxamincd and giv6 an activatiotr barrier ofca.
9.1 kcal/mol (0.39 cV) for the elcctron hopping rcaction. This
ba¡¡ier is sinilar to tbat obtaiscd by ac impcdancc mq¡su¡e¡¡¡cnB
dcscribcd bclow. Thc fitting paramcter p requircd i¡ the cur-
rcnt-rroltagc analysis with eq 3, 5.8{.E (avcragc 6.3), is indc-
pcndcnt of tempcraturc.
Electo¡ Trusport i¡ Solvcnt-Wetted R/PoMOs(vbpy)¡F
(BF¿)z/R [Ìhs o IDA'* Udry Comt¡tioo G¡¡dc¡ts A film
of poly[Os(vbpy)¡](BFJz was dcpoaited on a Pt IDA clcctrodc
(2-¡.m gap6) from a 0.4 mM monomcr solution by potcntial cpling
for 15 mi¡. Loccly attâchcd matcrial was rcmoved by brief
sonic¿tionr8 i¡ CHTCN, lcaving a relativcly smooth film but ca.
lÈ20% of tùc finger area uncovered. Figure 2 (-) shows thc
anodic branch of thc Ostll/ll cyclic volt¿mmctry in 0.1 M
Bu.NBF¡/CH1CN which gavc a chargc, 0, of 1.88 x lüt C.
Application of 0 V vs SSCE to .37
V to thc othcr to prducc thc ttltt'
transport gavc D, = 1.9 x I0-8
D.= (h¡^Gp/QXlv/[iV- l]) (6)
whcrc 6 is the intcrclcctrdc gap, p thc (fingcr width * intcrc-
lcctrodc gap), and If thc numbcr of fingcn. By cq 2, this cor-
rcsponds to k*ç = 6 X ld M-r s-r, which is clcc to thc sandwich
rcsult in Tablcl (batchcs 6 and 7). Thc ca. 0.005 crn2 plan arca



































( I E) Both thc cyclic voltammetric chargc cnd dh wcrc larScr on thc film
prior Lo sonicalioo, but by similar amouns 112% "s 
27%), s tlta^t tbc value
of D. wu l¡ttls diffcrÉnq 1.9 x l0-r cm2/s.
(t9) (a) Chidscy, C. E. D.l Fcldman. 8. J.: Lundgrcn, C.; Murr¿y, R. W.
Arcl. Chem. tgtó, J8, ó0 l. (b) Fcldrnan, B. J.: Murray, R. W. Atø|. Ch¿m.
t9{,ó', 58,2E4.
B
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TABLE II Me¡suremenls on



















































































av 1.3 (+0.3) x l0r
"Mcasuredf¡omE"'forthcOsll/lllcouple. áFittcdparamctersfromcq3,fingcrcdgc¡rea=3.5X10{cm:..Calcularcdfromcqs4and5,using
i" obtaincd by fit of cq 3 to cuflcs like Figurc 3.
an average lìlm thick¡ess ofca. 2000,{, larger than the ca. 1700
Ã Pt lìnger height. Assuming thar the gaps have bcen adequatcly
filled with polyme¡, this film was emp¡oycd to srudy the effecr
of mixed-valent composition in dry films, as dcscribed next.
E¡ecùon Tr¡rsport in Dry R/Poly[Os(vbpy)rXBF¿)-/R Filns
on IDA'S, ¡s ¡ Frurction of zr, Using E¡€cûic¡l Gndieots, by F¡st
Linear Sweep Metbod. As notcd above, our previousà'b studics
werc cxclusively of 1:l mixed-valent Osut'Os¡l films; according
to eq 4, this is thc most conductive statc. One objcctivc of the
prcscnt study (scction A, lntroduction) is to cxamine films con-
øini¡g an cxccss of Oslll or Osll, at constant Cgr¡¡¡¡ * C64¡¡, whcrc
according to eq 4 conductivity ø but no k4E should vary with the
excess. Another objcctivc (section C, Introduction) is to use an
IDA with a well-dcfìncd intcrclectrode distance to examinc thc
effect of intc¡electrode scparation.
Thc above polymer-coated IDA was clcctrolyzcd in 0.1 M
Bu¡NBFa/CH2CI2 with tbe Pt fìngcr scts shorrcd togcthcr, at
selcctcd potentials on thc Oslll/tl wavc to prcparc various mix-
cd-vaient compositions. After each clcctrolysis, thc film was
witbdrawn from solution, rinsed, allowcd to dry in a N2 atmc
spherc, and subjectcd to a fast cyclical potcritial swecp, producing
currcnt{oltage qrrves like that shown for a l:l mixed-valcnt film
in Figure 3. Figure 3 also shows a nonlincâr lcast-squares fit
accoding to eq 3. which lelds p = 3.4 and ¡o = 8.3 x l0-2 A/cmz.
Taking thc Pr finger hcight as the crcs-scctional arca of tåe film
throlgf which elcctron transport occurs givc ko.¡¡.s = 1.0 x id
M-l s-r using eq.4.
Results from cxperimcnts like Figure 3 a¡c summarizcd in Tablc
II (í', p, and conductivity ø(io) from eq 5) and are prcsented in
Figure 2 (o) as a function of thc electrolysis potential uscd to
preparc the mixcd-valent state. Thc potential axis for tbc elec-
trolysis and for thc cyclic voltammctry curvc (-) is thc same,
and the film conductivity ø(r-) and thc volEmmctric current both
pass through a maximum at Ec'. This agrccs with eq 4 in tbat
conductivity should bc maximal whcn C64¡¡¡¡ = Co.r¡'.
Analysis of the Tablc II and Figurc 2 data to de¡ivc valucs of
rt...¡.¡5 from io requircs convcrting thc elcctrolysis potcntial to
thc actual Cq,1¡¡¡¡ and Cqr(¡¡¡ compcitions. This is a thorny step
bccause thesc lìlms, likc most rcdox polymcn,rdo do not cxactly
follow thc Ncrnst equation, which prcdicts that thc voltammctric
wavc should at 298 K be symmctrical with AE1*¡. = 90.6 mV.
Thc wavc in Figure 2 (-) is slightly broadcr on the positivc sidc
and has 4.8¡*¡. = 185 mV. Thc clectrolysis potcn¡iat wali con-
vcrtcd to film composition with the modificdæ Ncrnst relation
E = Etr+ ÄI* r" 3,- (7)gnr Lot(¡l)
thÂt approximatcs thc
g, obtainable from an
3.53RT/gnF. theFi
and 0.42 for the sidcs
ræpcctivcly. Thc fit of eq 7. writtcn for currcnt duc to a sur-







o.02 0.01 0 -0.01 -o.o2
0 (V/monoloyer)
Figure 3. Example of orrrcûtnolt¿gc curîc (o, shown for fast forward
and reversc lincar swccp at +36 V) zna,lyzd with cq 3 ro producc
conductivity data for R/poly[Os(vbpy)¡](BF¡),/Pt frl,m in Figurc 2 and
Tablc II; in N2, C6r¡¡¡/Cù1¡¡¡ = I for tlc film shown. (-) is thc
thcoretical cuvc from cq 3 for io = 2.9 x lt-t A and p = 3.4.
facc-conhncd spccies2r (Figure 2, - - -), is good over thc ccn!,ral
ca. +80 mV rcgion and da'iatcs somewbat furthsr out on thc wings
of tåc wave. Fis to thc cathodic branch of thc voltammograrr
(not shown) wcrc simila¡. Valuæ of Cs,(r¡n/Co,all from such fìts
are given in Table II as arc valucs of,t""¿¡5 calculated from eq
4.
Thc rcsults in Tablc II show that ,t*s,¡5 is indcpendcnt of
mixsd-valcnt composition for clcctrolysis potcntials ca. *85 mV
from Eo'or from C6¡¡¡¡/C64¡9 ca. 6 to 0.1. This is an important
result, showing thc clcctron hopping ratc law cxprcsscd in cq 4
to bc adequatcly obcycd within this range. That is, thcsc ¡esulrs
confirm thc prcsumptirm of eqs l-3, that thc clccaron conductivity
of thesc matcrials is a solid-statc, bimolecular raction bctwe€n
diffusivcly immobilc sitcs.
Further cxamination of thc ft-., 
" 
data in Tablc Il shows that
it*e¡s is largcr at Co<nn/Cotr¡l > 4 and smallcr at Cot¡trl/Coqnl
< 0.1. Both tbcsc cxpcrimcntal rcgimcs havc difficultics. Tbc
conductivitics in poly-Ostllrich films arc subject to scveral cx-
pcrimcntal problcms, most notably thc expcrimcntally dc-
monsu:rblc (vidc infra) rcactivity of thc polv-Os[r sitcs in thc films.
Rcvcrsion of svcn small quantitics of poly-Qsttt sitcs to poly-Oslt
sitcs would, at largc Co<rru/Co<r¡¡ causc largc apparcnt valucs
of ø(i") and ko¿¡5 as obscrvcd. Tlrc dcviation at low C6.,t,t,/
C6n1¡¡¡ probably rcflccts an inaccuracy in convcñing elcctrolysis
potcntial to film compcition with cq 7 at potcntials far from.8"'.
Two othcr signilìcant obscwations can bc madc by comparing
thc t...¡.¡5 rcsults in Tablc I vs II. Firstly, at l:l Ostlt:Osll
composition, &o,EJs = 1.3 X 105 t-t t-t (IDA, Tablc II) is in
vcry good agrccmcnt with that for Ìhc smallesr lilm thicb¡css
--^(^20)(a)lkcda,T.:l¡idnc¡,C.R;Mumy,-R.w.J.Elcctrærcl.Chcm. (21)(a)Sæcql2.5.ltin: Bard,A.J.;Faulkncr.L,R.Elcctræh¿micalt9t-1 {J8.343. (b)Albcry'w.J.:Bourcllc,M.G.;Colby.P.J.:Hillman. urìnáai,wiliy:.''NryYaLtgEoips2z. (b)Ratioofâcrivitycocfficicns
A. R. Ibid- Ynz, r33, t3i. ;i Ot" ;;j dli is asuncdìo uc u'nity.
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TABLE III: Conductirity Mcrsur€m?nc o¡ Ptlpolyl(bpy):Os(vpy):XBF:)-,/Au S¡¡düchcr
























































sâmples (sandwich, Table I, batch l, koÊls = 1.2 x 105 M-r s-r).
The film dimension over wh¡ch the applicd potential M drops
is 2 ¡rm in the IDA result and ca. 100 nm for the sandwich
elcctrode result, a 2o-fold difference. Changing sample thickness
in conductivity measurcmen¡s is a classical criterion for differ-
entiatíng interfacial from bulk resistanccs, and the present result
confirtns that the bulk ltlm resistance is the dominant effect.
Second, data in the ubles, and other rcccnt results,r show that
agrcement bctween ,t"*g15 and ,t*,ç is bcst, and thc fitting pa-
ramcter p is closest to its ideal valuc ofone, whcn using sandwich
electrodes that conuin the th¡nnest polymer films (p - 3-4), as
compard to sandwiches containing thickcr polymcr films, whcre
p = +7. As discussd previously,! if thc amount of mixed-valcnt
polymer that is actually prscnt between thc clcctrodes of a
sandwich is less than that estimatcd f¡om thc voltammctric f1,
the undercstimation of Film thiclocs would appcar as a multiplier
of intersitc voltage, i.e., as p@. Reccnt ellipomctric and scattering
elcctron microscopic studicsa of poly [Os(bpy)lvpy)z] (X)z films
show that, while thcy are smooth and densc up to €. 100 nm,
dcposition of further matcrial tcnds to occr¡r as a roug!, fibrous
layer, which in making the sandwich clcctrode is thrs potentially
pcncratd by waporated Au to yicld a smallcr effective R-Au
. intcrclcct¡odc spacing, cspccially fo¡ tbc thicksr films. In contrast,
thc IDA intcrclectrodc spacing is prcdctcrm¡ncd by thc microl-
ithography, and thc unccrtainty thcrc is a diffcrent onc: whethcr
the dcpæitcd film pcrfectly f-rlls thc intcrclcct¡odc gap. Notc that
eqs 2 and 3, 4 havc differing dcpendcnciæ on thc valuc o[ thc
intcrclcctrodc Eap @), and so that an crror in it would causc
mcasured k.6 and &o.E values to divcrgc. Thcsc combincd ob
scrvations lead r¡s to surmisc that thc fitting paramctcr p, and the
diffcrcnccs bctwccn ,t*ç and /c*¡ at lcast in part, is an artifact
arising from undqcstimation of the cxact dimqsions of the thicker
vcrsions of thc sandwich polymcr filrns2a cmployed in thcc studics.
This obscrvation docs not, howevcr, crcludc contributions from
othcr, additional, cnergy barricr dispersivc factors as previously
discussed.L
Electron Treæport in l}ry R/Poly[Os(bpy)z(vpy):(BF¡)-/Au
and Pt/Poly[Os(vbpy)¡](BF.)2.5,/Au Srdwich Electrodeg rs a
Function of ¿¡ ¡¡d of Tcmprrrtur* Using Elccticel G¡¡dimas,
by F¡st Sweep ¡nd by Ac Impcduce MctHs Prcviousà clcctron
transport measuremcnts in dry Pt/poly[Os(bpy)2(vpy)r]-
(BF¡)5/Au sandwich films wcrc confincd ¡o a l:l Cer¡¡¡¡¡/CG(¡r¡
ratio. Extcnding thcsc mcasuremcnts to varicd ¡n. using thc fast
potential swccp mcthod and eqs 3 and 5. gavc results for i", p,
and n(io) shown in Table tII and Figure 4 (O). Film compcitiors
with C6.¡¡¡¡¡/Con¡rr¡ ) i wcrc not studicd. As anticipatcd from
(21) liosnoff, C. S. Mastc¡'s Thsis, Univcrsity uf North Crrolina, 1990.
(2J) McC¡rlcy, R. L.; Thomas. R. E.: lrcnc, E. r\.: Murrry, R. W. ./.
El¿ctræh¿m. Sæ. l1r9ll, l17,14E5.
(24) lt ¡s worth noting that crror in sndsich clætrodc film rhiclnæ hu
no paniolar baring ùn pmiou¿¡' invctigltim th¡¡ dcpcndq¡ on obscflint
¡¿l¿tiø¿ valuæ of D. and t.. for r giuar sndwich clætrodc specimcn rs a
function of cnvironmcntal conditions und that mphasizcd a ca. fx cxpcri-
m€ntal sttcr which ¡s consisten! with thc prcscnt obccruations. Thcsc two
F)ints wcrc marJc praiously;:.r' thc prent rcults s€ßc to sugget an origrn





























































































av 6.0 (+0.3) 3.5 (*1.2) x t05 2.8 (+1.2) x tOr
















c.2 c.+ 0.ô 0.3 : c 1.2
iooo(v vs Ae)
Figurc 4. Cyclic voltammoSram (-, 50 mv/s) for R/poly[Os(bpy)¡
(vpy)z(BF.)-/Au s¿ndwich, Ît = 2.2 x ld mol/co:, in 0.1 M
Bu¡NBF¿/CH2CI2, and conductivitiæ of tbis and a similar film aftcr
elcctrolyziug thc l-rlm at f.. vs Ag and drying in N2: (O) conductivity
ø(i") dcrived from r' obtai¡cd r'rom fast potcntial swccps and fit to eq
3; (a, a, r) conductivity ø(ac) dcrivcd from ac impcdancc rDcasurc-
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FÌgurc 5. Colctolc ac impcdancc plot (l-ld Hz) lor R/polytOs.
(bpy)z(vpy)z(BFr)¿:r/Au sandúch vhcrc f1 o 2.3 x t0-€ mol/cm2 and
C6,¡¡¡¡/Co.(rr) = 0.26. Thc low (right-hand) frcqucncy limil indicatcs an
Ro æ 2130 0. corresponding to t*¡¡s ã 2,8 x 105 M-l s-l (sæ cntry
6. Tablc III), and a Icast-squarcs fit (not shown) givcs C¡ = 90 PF. a -
0.E, and R¡ = 2ü)0 O.
thc Figurc 2, rcsults lor poly[Os(vbpy)¡l(BF.)-, the clcctron
hopping conductivity riscs as Oslll sit6 arc introduccd, to an
apparcnt maximum at Cq¡¡¡¡/C6n(¡¡ = l. Converting thc i" data
to ,t.,.s¡5 valucs with cq 4 and the ¿lcctrolysis Potcntials to
mixcd-valcnt composition with cq 7, as abovc, givcs thc results
in Tablc IlI. Thc iatc constÂnt for thc Csrl¡¡¡¡/Cs,t¡r) = I film,
ftqers = 5.6 x l0r v-r 5-r, is in satisfactory i¡grccmcnt with thc
previous study,b t"..E¡5 = 1.0 x 106 M-r s-r, for films prcparcd
in an incrt-almosphcre enclosure,
Conductivitics wcre ¿rlso mcasured by ac impcdancc lor thc
samc scrics of fìlm eompositions (Pt/poly[Os(bpyh(vpy)z]-
(BF¡)-/Au with rz = 2-2.5) and ovcr a rangc of lowered tcm-
pcratures ior poly[Os(vbpy)¡](BF.)2.¡ hlms whcrc ñ - 2,5. Thc
ac cxpcriment had not prwiously bccn applicd to clcct¡ical gradicnt
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Iìgure 7. Arrheniw plos of ø(ac). conductiviry dcrivcd from ac impc-
dancc, in N2 for sandwichcs conøining (O) poly[G(bpy)lWy)z]@F.):.s
at I¡ = l.t x l0-8 mol/cm2 (Er = 8.3 kcal/mol (0.3ó cV), c- = ó.0 fr
cm-r) and (.) polytOs(vbpy)¡l(BFùs ar la = l.J x ld mol/cm: (E^
= 9.9 kcal/mol (0.a3 cV), ø- = 42 fFr cm-r).
thc rwo mctlods, one bcing a small-voir¿gc-amplitudc method (ac)
and the othcr a largc-amplitudc one (fast potcntial swccp).li
Inspcction of thc Table III rcsults for the effcct of C6,am/Co,ru
ratio on ko¡,¡ç and to.. , 
" 
for poly[Os(bpy)z(vpy)2](BFJ. frlns
producæ much Î¡c sartc conclusions as drawn from tbc analogors
Table II cxpcrimcnts. Tbc clcct¡on-sclf-cxchange ratc corrtants
sccm to be hdcpcndent ofthc Ce.a¡x¡/Cû(n) ratio for clcctrolysis
potcntials bctwccn Eo' and thosc ca. 60 mV morc ncgativc, i.c.,
from Csduq/Co,{rr¡ ca. 2 to 0.1. The r6ult dcmonstratcs that
clcctron hopping rcactions in this polymcr, likc poly[Os-
(vbpy)3](BFa)- follow a bimolccular ratc law over this ccnt¡al
composition rangc.
As scc¡ i¡ Table II, thc ratcs i¡ Tablc III dccreasc at low
Corl¡¡l/Coq¡u. Whilc cxpcrimcnu at low Cq¡¡¡/Cenq¡¡ arc
probably lcss rcliablc (údc supra), it is appropriatc to notc that
analogous discrcpancics are found in mcasurcmcnts of D. is a
poly[Os(bpy)r(rpy)2](ClO)- film contactcd by liquids CH3CN
and in conductiúties of lilms of poly(vinylferroccnc)rb28 atrd of
thc laddc¡ polyrrcrlr BBL as a function of mixcd-valcnt compo
sition. That is, in both solvcnt-wcttcd and dry mixcd-valcnt
polyurers, thc bimolccula¡ charactcr of thc clcctron-sclf-cxchangc
rcaction is, strialy spcakirg, only confimrcd for OX/RED ralucs
insidc the rangc ca. 0.1-10, and thr¡s, strictly spca.king, the issuc
ofpropcr bmolccular bcbavior outside tbat range rcrnains an opcn
qucstion. With rcspcct to undcrsta:ndi¡g of thc clcctronic prop
crtiæ ofvcry ligbtly or vcry hcavily'dopcd' molccular matcrials,
tbis rcmaining issuc is a signilìcant onc.
Ac rcsults for R5 in poly[Os(bpy)z(vpy)z](BFn)z¡ films at low
tcnpcraturc (Figure 68) show that thc clcct¡on hopping rate
dccrcascs strongly at lowcred tempÉTaturc, arc frcqucncy-indc-
pcndent at low frcqucncics, and cxhibit somc dispesion at higber
frcqucncy. Thc low-frcqucnc? Rb ræults for poly[Os(vbpy)3]-
(BF¿):.s and poly[Os(bpy)z(vpy)zl (BFo)25 films, cxprcsscd as
o(ac), follow A¡rhcnius bchavior (Figurc 7) as cxpcacd for
thcrmally activatcd elcctron bopping and from prcvious obscr-
vations4b for poly[Os(bpy)2(vpy)2](BF)2.5. Figurc 7 givcs ac-
tivation barricrs E = 8.3 kcal/mol (0.36 cV) for polyfOs-
(bpy):(vly)zl [BF.]¡, in agrecmcnt with thc previor¡s study (E.5
kcal/mol), and =9.9 kcal/mol (0.a3 cV) for poly[Os(vbpy)3]-
[BF.]z¡, in agrccrnent with thc barricr (9.1 kcal/mol) derivcd in
Figurc lB from potcntial swcep IDA cxpcrimcnts.
Thc ac impcdancc mca$¡rc¡ncnts also yicld thc bulk capacitancc
for poly[Os(bpy)2(vpy)l(ClOa). films as a function of
Co¡¡¡rl/Cqlrl = 0.003'{.26 (Figurc tA) and tcrnpcraturc (Figurc
88) at rr = 2.5. Thc rcsults show that Co changes with mircd-
valcnt composition and tcmpcraturc, but to a quite minor dcgrcc
(2a timcs) comparcd to ùc changcs in R" (Notc: R5 is dþlaycd
(27) Whilc thc ø(r') rols in Tablc III rcprmr rhe smll 4 region, thcy
¡rc calculgtcd from v¡lua of io and p (cqs 4 and 5) wbich wcrc obtaincd by
potmtial swccpo to largc voløgcr (cq 3).
(28) Pittm¡¡l C. U.: Sur]'r¡¡raymn, B.; Sagb. Y. ,{du. Chcm. S¿¡. ltlll6,
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Figrûc 6. (A) Room tcmpcr¡rturc.R¡ obtaincd from tle invcrsc of the




purposc he¡c was to confirm thc fast potcntial swccp rcsults.




lcft in Frgurc 5) fomr a slightly sunkcn scrricirclc whcc cquivalc,nt
circuit is-a parallcl rcsistor (R¡), capacitor (C¡), and dispcrsive
clcmcnt! Rr/Çoz)".T Following thc rcsults above, wc takc thc
ræistancc and capacitancc to rcprcscnt thc bulk fìlm propcrtics.
Thc bulk rcsistancc o clectron hoping is relatcd to conductiviry
by ø(ac) = d/ARy whcrc d and A a¡e f¡l¡r thickncss and
cross-scction arca; ø(ac) is translatcd to c¡cctron-sclf-cxchangc
ratc constaDt /co¡.6 with cqs 4 and 5. Valucs of R¡ for poly-
[Os(bpy)z(vpy)z](BF.). films arc shown as a function of ac
frcqucncy in Figrrr 6A at room tempcraturc and m = 2-2.62 znd
in Figurc 68 1o¡ m = 2.5 at. varicd tcmpcraturc. Thcrc is somc
dccrcasc in thc rcsistancc at high frcqucncy (wc return to this




data wcrc obtaincd from thc samc poly[Os(bpy)u(vpy)zl(BF¡).
films tbat wetc cramincd by fast potcntial swccps in Tablc III.
Thc Ç¡¡5 and k rr. rcsuls (Tablc ltr, FU¡¡¡c a) a¡c in cxccllcnt
agrccmcnç which is gratifying in light of rhc diffcrcnt basis of
(25) a na¡¡s thc dbprrsion wbicb an bc tatan a¡ a di¡r¡iburion of rimc
constants- (a noadbpcnivc elcmcnl hÂs o - l). c in tÀis study rangcd frori
0.ó to 0.8 ovcr a = 2-2.5.
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Figurc 8. (A) Room tcmpcraturc capacitancc ({/o, wbcrc Ii is rhc
imaginary pan of tbe admitøncc) of thc film in Figure 6À ar indicatcd
Cq¡¡/Co¡rn. G = 90 pF, é, = 9. (B) Capaciraacc of thc film in Figrue
68 at Cq.l¡x¡/Co,{r¡) = I for indicatcd tcmpcnaturcs. C¡ = 105 pF, c, =
10.
in Figure 6 on a log scalc.) C¡ approachcs a high-frequcncy
limitiag valuc of ca. 90 pF from which thc effcctivc diclcctric
conr¡tant of tbc mixcd-valcnt mcdium can bc cstimatcd as r = 9
from c = 4/ rsa,whcre e6 is thc pcrmittivity of frcc space. This
valuc præumably rcprcscnts thc rcsponsc of thc osmium mctal
complcx sitcs, and thcir countcrions, as polarizablc dipolcs.
Regarding tbc frcquency depcndcncc in R6 and C5 sccn in
Figures 6 and 8, thc dccreasc in R5 at highcr frcqucncy is most
pft,nouncad for tlc mct rcsÈtive films, i.c. at small Gorun/Corrn
and at low tcmpcr¿rtu¡c. Pa¡allcl clcctfon hopping ¡csista¡cc and
ñlm capacitancc should idcally display no such frcqucncy dis-
persion, so this sff¿ç¡ rcflccls somc nonidcal chcmical proccss that
is supcrimposcd upon thc primary dcpcndcncy of R¡ on compo-
sition and tcmpcraturc. Givcn thc charactcristics of thc ac and
lincar swccp mcthods, it appcars likcly that thc dispcrsion in thc
stn¡ctural nonidcalitics of thc polymcric matcrial. but until it
bccomcs possiblc to systcmatiqrlly manipulatc dctails of ¡hc
polymcr structurc. it will bc difficult ro ¡rssc:ls this hypothcsis.
Analogous dispcrsivc cffccts are common in timc-of-flight ob
sc¡vations, and whilc thcy have bccn modcled cxtøuivcly,:e thcir
molccular basis also rcmains obscurc.
Co¡cl¡¡sions
Thcc cxpcriments collccrivcly show that thc clcctron transport
dynamics in Pt/poly[Os(vbpy)¡](BF.)- and poly[Os(bpy)¡
("py):l(BF.)- films follow a bimolccular ratc law providcd thc
film compæition is within thc rangc ca. 0.1<, Oslrl.Os¡r. Furthcr,
whilc the elcctron-tr¡nsfcr ratc bchavior of PtrlpolyIOs.







slouter in theformer polymer.
2- and lGfold and appcars i
smallcr ratc const¿trt for thc ostcûsibly Eorc higåIy cross.li¡kcd
tris-vbpy polymcric complcr
Sccon{ the er¡vi¡onmcnral effccts on thc ratc consta¡ts fü botb
in R/poly(Os(vbpy)¡l(BF.)zs, as comparcd
!9 ibly, lcss highly crossJinked Pt/polyfOs-
(b
Thcse obsematíott are cotutstent with ¿ defìnitc influcrce on
the electron hopping rate in the polymer of thc rigidity by the
polymeric ør¿r¡¡.x. Matriccs which arc morc rigid by virtuc of
thc abscncc of solvent or through enhanced cross-linking lcad to
slowcr ratos. Thc infcrcncc drawn is that thc clcctron-traufcr
hopping ratc is aidcd by circumstanccs allowing somc nuclcar
displaccmcnt of thc osmium sit6 away from thcir cquilibrium
locations (i.c., short-rangc oscittations of pendânr sitcs) ad/or
distonion of thc vinyl polymcr framcwork holding thc sitcs tÈ
gcthcr, and thc hopping ratc is slowcd whcn polymcr rigidity
inhibits such displaccmcnt or distortion. That is. thc polymcr
latticc can, undcr rigidifìcd circumstanccs, imposc an'inncr-
sphcrc--likc barricr.
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Abstmct
The synthesis is reported of 4-[ø-(]thienyl)alkyl]pyridine (2), aþ-(3-thienyl)alþl]-2,2'-
bipyridine (3) and 4methyl-4/-þ-($rhienyl)alþl]-2,2'-bipyridine (4), where rhe lea6h of
the alþl chain is varied (n : 2, 5, 7, g, l1). The syntbetic methodolory involved the
reaction of the 3-(cu-bromoalþi)thiophen wit raerhylpyridine,
Lmethyl-2,2t-bipyridine or 4,4'-diøethyl-2,2t- n.m.r. (lH and
'"C) and elect¡onic spectral characteristics of
Introduction
The formation of adherent polymer films on electrode surfaces by eiectropoly-
merization of stable monomers is an important means of electrode morlifis¿¡ie¡.l'2
The resulta¡rt f.Ims may vary widely in cha¡acter, and be conducting (as in the
case where they are de¡ived from heterocycles such as pyrrole or thiophen) or
non-conducting (for example, when they a¡e based on a polywinyl framework).2
The incorporation of redox-active centres within films of both types has been
achieved, with the aim of inducing speciûc catalytic activity, and also of probing
of factors which affect the electron a¡d ion transfer processes within the fi.lms
themselves.&7
Of inte¡est in the present study was the incorporation of metallated redox-active
centres in poiymer-coated eiectrodes formed from monomers with an appended
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ly'-heterocyclic group that may act as a ligand for metal coordination. Ea¡lier
work on the introduction of redox-active centres into polymers utilized pyrrole
as the basic monomer unit, and many examples of alkylated pyrroles bearing
pyridyl-based ligands have been reported.E-l5 Pyrrole has proved itself to be a
convenient synthetic starting point, the ease of alkyiation ab the nitrogen being
one reason for its early popularity.
An alte¡native monomer unit, thiophen, has received more limited attention
presumably because of the greater difrcu-lties associated with its derivatization.
Although there are a signifi.cant number of examples in the lite¡ature of thiophens
alkylated at the 3-position,l6-18 there are few reports of the attachment of
lf-heterocycles to the thiophen moiety. lVlirrazaei et aI. have reported the
synthesis of two 3-substiùuted thiophens attached to tris(2,2/-bipyridine)iron redox
centres through vinyl or ether lìnkages between the thiophen and bipyridyl groups
in the 5-position.le Thiophen attached to pyridine with methine and ethine
Iinkages has recently been reported.2o
A recent publication by Bäuerle et al.2\ reported the synthesis of a se¡ies of
&(o)-hatoalkyl)thiophens (1) for n: 4-6, 8 and 10. These species provide access
to a range of 3-substituted thiophens, including functionalization by potentially
ligating species which may be attached to metal centres. We undertook the
synthesis of such thiophen derivatives with .ff-heterocyclic substituent groups,
where the iength of the alkyi linkage between the thiophen and pyridyl (or
bipyridyl) moieties was systematically va¡ied f¡om 2 to 11, with the ultimate
aim of investigating the electrochemical cha¡acteristics of their electropolymerized
films and the metallated analogues. A particula¡ interest was the effect exerted on
those prope¡ties as the alkyl bridge between the two entities r¡/as systematically
Ieugtherred. New synthetic procedures were required to produce the desirabic
monomers, containing either pyridyl or bipylidyl ligands attached from the
4position of the lf-heterocycle through a satu¡ated alkyl chain to the 3-positioa
of thiophen. This paper reports the synthesis of aþ-(3-thienyl)alkyl]pyridine
(2), 4-þ-(gthienyl)alkyll-2,2'-bipyridine (3) and 4methyl-4'-þ-(Lthienvl)nonvll-
8 Mao, II., and Pickup, P. G., J. Am. Chem.,Soc., 1990, lL2, 1776.
e Cauquis, G., Cosnier, S., Deronzier, 4., Gallaod, 8., Limosin, D., Moutet, J. C., Bizot, J.,
Deprez, D., and Publicani, J. P., J. Electroønal. Chem., 1993,352, 1E1.
r0 Collomb-Dunand-Sauthier, IvI.-N., Deronzier, 4., and Ziessel, R., J. Plrgs. Clrern., 1993, 97,
5973.
rr Bidan, G., Divisia.Blohora, 8., Lapkowski, Ñf., Kern, J.-lv[., and Sauvage, J.'P-' J- Am.
Chen. Soc.,1992, 114, õ986.
12 Deronzier, 4., and Mouet, J. C., Acc. Chem. Res., 1989, 22, 249.
13 De Giovaui, W. F., and Deronzier, A., ./. Electroonal' Chem., L992,337, 285.
1{ De Giovani, W. F., and Deronzier, 4., J. Chem.. Soc., Chem. Commzn., 1992, 1461.
15 Downard, 4., Surridge, N., Vfeyer, T., Cosnier, S., Deronzier, .\., and ìvloutet, C-, J'
Electroonal. Cl¿ez¿., 1988, 246, 32I.
16 trvalÈman, R. J., and Bargon, J., Con. J. Chen,, 1986, M, 76.
17 Roncali, J., Ivfarque, P., Garreau, R., Garnier, F., and Lemaire, *L-, Maæomoleczles, 1990,
23, 1347.
ts Grimsha*, J., aud Perera, 5., J. Electroarol. Chqn., L990, 278, 287.
re ñIirrazaei, R., Parker, D., and lfunro, H.5., Ivloøomolecrles, 1989, 23, 1347.
2o Efang". S. Vf. )I., Vfichelson, R. H., Tas, A. K., Krueger, ùf. J', and Singer, T.P., J' Med.
Çhem, L993, 36, 1278.
2r Bäuerle, P., Wü¡thner, F., aud Heid, S., Angeu. Çhem., Int. Ed. Engl., 1990, 29, 419.
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2,2,-bipyridine (4). Detailed electrochemical studies of the poiymerized ftlms will
be reported subsequentlY.
(r)
(?æ; n =2,5,7,9,ll) (3æin=2,5,7,9,tt) R=H
(4;z=9) R=CH¡
Results and Discussion
The key steP in the syntheses of the target molecules (2)-(4) was seen to
be rhe colp[nå of the thiophen and lf-heterocyclic moieties through an alkyl
chain. The d.ecision was made to extend the chain from thiophen rather than the
N-heterocycles after some unsuccessful preliminary Grignard and Wittig reaction
trials l-2'2'-bipyridine' Three possible strategies
were ing the triphenyi phosphonium salt de¡ived
from from thiophen; (ii) cataiysed couPling of
Grignard reagents formed from (ø-bro roalkyl)thiophens; .and- (iü) coupliag of
(ø-tromoAþI)rhiophens with the anion formed from 4-methyl-N-heterocycles by
üthiation.
of these, (iii) ultimately proved, the most t¡actable and was the preferred
synthetic .ouì".' As alt three strategies involved the use of a fa'mily of 3-(ø-
bromoalkyt)thiophens (1) rs pr""*roir, the synthesis of (1) was an initial goal
befo¡e an investigation of the coupling step was undertaken'
Sgnthesis of 3- (a -Brvrnoølful)thiophen ( 1 )
The production of (1) used the three-step synthetic pathway described by
Bäuerle'et al.2r (Scheàå 1), which allowed access to a series of homologues
where the length of the alkyl chain varied with z¿ = 4, 6' 8 or 10' Attempts
were made to eliminate the protection/deprotection steps [Scheme 1, (i) and (iv)]
by using a-bromeu-chloroalkanes in the cabalysed Grignard coupling reaction
¡çii¡ unã 1ii¡¡. It is known22 that in haloallcanes where both bromide a¡rd
ctrlo¡ide substituents afe present, monoGrigna¡d formation can occur exclusively
at the bromide, leaving the chloride intact, provided the alkyl chain beüween
the halides has more than Uqfo carbon atoms. Unfortunately in the present
case, the consumption of both halid.es was found to occur, reinforcing the utility
of the protection step (i)23 of Scheme I to produce (1)' Both protection
and depìotection steps gá"trUy proceeded with good yields (65-80%, except
where ì : 4), and, prod,ucts were easy to purify by either distillation or
chromatograpúy. A yield oî. 35% was obtained in the deprotection to produce
:-(r-broriobltyl)thiophen, lower than that reported (51%) in earlier work done
by Bäuerle et ø1.21
22 llarch, J.. 'Advanced Organic Chemistry' 4th Edn, (¿) p' 623; (ö) p' +a9 (John Wiley:
New York 1992).ãi$b;; j. ,t¡-., Corri*, R. F., Davis, M', aod Sirett' N' E'' J' Chem' Soc'' 1958' 3298'
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(5a<; a = 4, ó,8, l0)




SCheme 1 (6â+; u = 4, 6,8, l0)
The second step in Scheme 1 fthe fo¡mation of the Grignard reagenr (ii)
and its catalysed coupling with 3-bromothiophen (iü¡1zt,z+ gave excellent yieids.
Quantitative production of the Grignard reagent (based on unused magnesium)
was possible as long as the magnesium had been sufûciently activated.2s The
method of activation was to rinse magnesium turnings in distilled diethyi ether,
heat unde¡ vacuum to ensure dryness, and then stir overnight under an atmosphere
of dry nitrogen. Slow, controlled addition of monoprotected alkyl bromide to the
magnesium with constant reflux B¡as essential to eüminate trVurtz-type22 coupling.
The second stage of the reaction (the catalysed coupling of 3-bromothiophen with the
alkylmagnesium bromides) was achieved by refluxing the reagents overnight in diethyl
ether in the presence of 0.1-1 molTo 1,$bis(diphenylphosphino)propanenickel(rr)
chloride [Ni(dppp)Clz],26 which produced the compounds (6b; n: 4), (6c; n : 6),
(6d; n : 8) and (6e; rz : 10) in high yields (8È97%). The lowest yield (80%)
was observed for $þ-(4methoxyphenoxy)butyllthiophen (6b), where the¡e was
a small amount of a by-product formed [ø-(4-methoxyphenoxy)but-1-ene].
The lH n.m.r. spectral data (CDCI3 solvent) for the compounds (5), (6) a,nd
(1) are given in supplementa.ry Tables S1-S3, respectively.t
It is noted that in these reactions where n : 3 and n :2 (i.e. starting with
l,3-dibromopropane2r and 1,2-dibromoethane), elimination was extensive during
the Grignard step (ii).
An alternative stratery was used to produce the shortest alkyi chain (n: 1)
homologue of (1). A photochemically initiated fre+radical bromination of 3-
methylthiophen with -fü-bromosuccinimide2T produced the desired product (1;
n : 1) in 78% yield. The reaction was undertaken in CCla, in which solvent
succinimide, formed as the ¡eaction proceeds, is insoluble and was removed by
fi.ltration. The product was found to be unstable, with slow decomposition over
several days, and so was immediately used in the next stage of the synthesis.
t Copies of the supplementary Tables (Tables S1-S5) are available from the Australian Jourual
of Chemistry, P.O. Box 89, East Vlelbourne, Vic. 3002.
24 Tarnao, K., Kod,ma, S., Nakajima, I., Kumada. VI., Minato, 4., aud Suzuki, K., Tetrahedron,
1982, 3E, 3347.
25 Bak"r, K. V., Browu, J. VL, Hughes, N., Skarnulis, A. J., and, Sexton, A., J. Org. Chern.,
1991, 56, 698.
26 Wecke, G. R. V., and Horroeks, \M. D., Inorg. Chem., 1966, 5, 1968.
'' Flrtur2m4 S., and Zoo,g, Z. Nl., BluI¿. Chem. Sæ, Jpn, 1992,65, 34S.
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Synth.esis o f l- tuI ethyl- 2, 2' -bipyndine ( ÙI ebpy ) ( I )
The synthetic procedure for 4-methyl-2,2'-bipyridine (8) is shown in scheme e.28-30
The principle of ihe method. ha.s been discussed by Kröhnke.z8 A modified method
was used here, invoiving isolation and purification of the iodide intermediate
(7)2e ar well as the addition of some water in the second step. The addition of
iater elevated the reflux temperature from 64 to 75-85"C and this may be a key
factor in improving the yield from 10%2e to over 50%. L fu¡ther improvemenË
was also po..ibl. for the final puriûcation procedure through the formation of the
fFe(ÙIebpy)3]2- compiex, this facilitating the elimination of organic impurities
ihut *et" othe¡wise difficult to remove.3o




wittig coupling of 3-(u-Bromoalkgt)thiophens uith Pyri,dine-l'carbaldehyde and'
/¡ t - M ethyl- 2, 2' -bipyridine- l' carbaldehg d'e
ìvlirrazaei et aI.Ls have utilized a Wittig coupiing to produce a¡ unsatu¡ated
bridge between thiophen and a bippidyl moiety. In the preseat work, the
methodolog:y had the immediate d¡awback of requiring a hydrogenation step to
reach the ta.rget moiecule from the \Mittig product. The method is shown in
Scheme 3, thã reactiotr of (1c) with pylidine-4ca¡baldehyde being used as an
example. Aithough the synthetic route was successful, yields were Poor (less than
ZO%). the phosjhonium salts proved almost int¡actable as they adhered to the
wails of the reaction flasks, making isolation very dificult. Interestingly, in the
n.m.r. spectra, the resonances for the olefinic protons were observed relativeiy
downfielã of normal olefinic protons. The proximity to the a¡omatic system
presumably allowed delocalization of the electrons, thus causing pseudoaromatic
tehaviour. Proton shifts in the n.m.r. spectra indicated that only one geometric
isomer had formed, this being tentatively a.ssigned as the cis isomer on the basis








?8 Kröhnke, F., ,Sgnth,esis, 1976. 1.
2eTretrert-äi"metis, S. lvf., Go¡¡s, J-, Strommen, D. P', and Kiucaid, J' R', Inorg' Chem''
1993, 32, 3890.
30 Boussie, T., personal communication'gr 
õitt 
"r"tåin,'ft. 
V., Bassler, G. C., and ÑIorrill, T. C., 'spectrophotometric ldentiûcatio¡ of
Orgaoic Compounds' 4th Edn, p. 235 (John Wiley: New York 1981)'
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Catalysed Coupling of the Grignard, Reagent Fornted,ftvrn 3-(u-Bromoallcyl)thiophens
with 3 - Brornopyrid,ine
The reaction was investigated in which the Grignard reagents generated from
$(ø-bromoalkyl)thiophens were ¡eàcted with 3-bromopyridine, in an analogous
procedure to the catalysed Grigoard coupiing reaction in Scheme 1 [(ii) and
(iii)]. Unfortunately, this method was not totally successfuI; rH and r3C n.m.¡.
spectra coni¡med the generation of the desired product after purifrcation by
chromatography, but the yield was very iow (less than 10%) and the purification
was difrcult. This result was not eutirely unexpected because the reactions of
halopyrid.ines with Grigna.rd reagents generally occur in rather low yields.32'33
Tamao et al. have reported the preparations of 3-bubylpyridine with a yieid of
47V0,24 but in the present case signifrcantly lower yields were observed in the
synthesis of &þ-(3-pyridyt)butyllthiophen. This reaction scheme was not pursued
ñr¡the¡.
Coupling of 3-(u-Bromoølbyl)thiophens tuith the Cørbanion Formed from
l-Methytpyridine, l-Methyl-2,2' -bipgridine or /¡,/¡t -Dirnethyl-2,2' -bipyridine by
Lithiation (Scheme /¡)
This strateryproved to be the best method for coupling (1) with 4-methylpyridine,
Lmethyl-2,2'-bipyridine and 4,4'-dimethyl-2'2/-bipyridine. Ca¡banions may be
formed in high yield by deprotonation of a methyl substituent in .lf-heterocyclic
ring systems by using a lithium salt of an amine anion (such as lithium
d.iiõpropyla.sride).ra'as Such anions have been used extensivelfs-ea for the
elaboration of aJþI substituents on these systems. They react smoothly with
electrophiles, and bromides a¡e known36 to react readily and clea,nly with the
üthiated methyl groups, following the mechanism of uucleophiüc substitution. The
highly coloured ca,rbanions a¡e stable for moderate periods at low temperatures.
In the case of the 4,4'-dim,ethyl-2,2'-bipyridine, monolithiation at only one methyi
group can be successfully achieved by an addition of 1 equiv. of base,3s and
allowing the ¡eaction to stir over about 30 min. Lithiated methyl inte¡mediates
¡eacted readily with (1) to produce the ta.rget se¡ies of compounds.
The relative stabilities of the generated ca¡banions varied with the numbe¡ of
pyridyl rings. wb.ereas the 4nethylpyridine anion was stable at ooc (orange
solution), the da¡k purple/deep red 4methyl-2,2'-bipyridine anions we¡e found to
require lower tempers,tures (-78'C) to minimize losses by adventitious quenchers
befo¡e the ¡eaction with the L(ø-bromoalkyl)thiophens wa.s complete. The
reaction rates of these larger ca¡banions were considerably slower than those of the
methylpyridines. This is consistent with steric considerations3e in a nucleophilic
substitution process. There was no evidence to indicate dependence of reaction
32 Ryang, H. S., a¡d Sakurai, H., J. Chen. Soc., Chem. Commun-, L972,594.
33 Wynberg, H., Van Bergan, T. J., and Kellogg' R. M., J. Org- Chen-, 1969, 34, 317'5.
to Uff, B. C., 'Compreheûsive Heterocyclic Chemistry' (Eds A' R. Katritzþ and C. W. Rees)
Vol. 2.A', p. 333 (Pergamon: Oxford 1986).
35 Ghosh, P. K., a¡d Spiro, T. G., J. Am. Chetn. Soc., 1980, 102, 5543.
36 Sassoon, R. E., Gershuni, S., and Rabani, J. J. Phys. Chem., L992,96,4672-
3" Griggs, C. G., and Smith, D. J. H., J. Cherr¿. 1oc-, Pr.lsin Trans- l, 1982' 3041-
38 D"ll", Ciana, L., Hamachi, I., aod lvleyer, T. J., J, Ors' Che¡r¿-, 1989, 54' 1731.
3e Hartshora, S. R, 'Aliphatic Nucleophilic Substitutiou' p. 33 (Cambridge University Press:
London 1973).
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rate on the length of the alkyl chains attached to the thiophen, again consistent
with the mechanism of substitution at a primary alkyl halide. As an exception,
the coupling of 3-bromomethylthiophen was markediy more rapid than the ionger
chained thiophens. This may be indicative of the benzylic bromide producing a
cation suftciently stabilized to allow an ^9y1-type mechanism.3s The formation
of the target monomers was completed by this coupling stratery in yields that
ranged from 40 to 7570.
The chemical structu¡es of Aþ-(3-thienyl)alkyl]pyridines (2) and 4þ-(3-
thienyl)alkyi]-2,2'-bipyridines (3) were analysed by IH and 13C n.m.¡. spectra;
the resonances and their assignments are available in supplementary Tables 54
and S5. Representative data are given for the respective species with n: 2 and
11 in the Experimentai section. The spectra of aþ-(3-thienyi)undecyl]pyridine
(2e; n:11) a¡e summa¡ized as an illustrative example. In the lH spectrum,
resonances at 6 8.47 a¡¡d7.07 arise from protons on the pyridine ring, and at ô
7.21,6.92 and 6.90 from protons on the thiophen ring. In the aliphatic region,
evidence of connection of thiophen to pyridine by the undecyl chain is provided
by the resonances at 6 2.61 and 2.57: two close triplets a.re assigned to the
protons attached to C 1' (attached to thiophen) and C 11/ (attached to pyridine)
of the undecyl chain, respectively. The four protons connected to C2t and C 10'
of the alkyl chain appear as a multiple peak cent¡ed at ó 1.61. In the 13c
spectrum, resonances at 6151.5 and 143.0 a¡e assigned to C4't of pyridine and
C 3 of thiophen. In the undecyl chain, the C 11' connected to pyridine ring is
observed at 6 35.1, and c1/ (connected to the thiophen ring) at ó 30.4. signals








In the IH n.m.¡. spectrum of the analogous bipyridine derivative, (3e; n : 11)
two protons at G.positions of the pyridine rings appear at 6 8'69 and 8'55,
downûeld of the a-protons of the pyridine ring in (2e). The sigrral at ó 8'40,
with coupling consta¡rts 3Jg,,,,4,,,8'1 and AJg"',-o"' 0'9H2, is assigned to the
proton at the 3"'-position. A simple peak with an insignifisant split at ó 8'23
corresponds to the proton at the 3"-position of the bipyridine. These two protons
a¡e down-ûeld of the P-protons of ppidine in (2e) beca¡¡se of the effect of the
second pyridine ring. The resona¡ces of the protons of the thiophen ring are
simila¡ to bhose observed for the 4-þ-(lthienyl)alkyilpyridines. In the aliphatic
region, four protons connected to Q2'and C10'of the alþl chain show a
larger separation of the peaks (ó 2.69 and 2'61 respectively) compared with the
equivalent protons in A[ø-(]thienyl)alkyl]pyridines. The other assignments are
[sted in Table 54.
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The lH and 13C n.m.r. spectra of the other 4-fr.r-(lthienyl)alkyl]pyriciines and
4[ø-(3-thienyl)aJkyl]-2,2'-bipyridines may be rationalized in a simila¡ manner.
lH,lH-cosv twedimensionai and 1H,l3C-correlated two-dimensional n.m,r. spectra
confirmed the connectivities given in supplementary Tables 54 and S5.
ültraviolet Spectroscopic Analysis of 4t-[a-G-fhienyl)allcyl]pyridines (2) and
t¡- þ - P - fhienyl ) alky Il - 2, 2' - bipEridin es ( 3 )
In aþ-(&thienyl)alkyl]pyridines (2), absorptions arising from ¡' + zr* transitions
occu¡ with À-"* at 194-196, 204-210 and 238 nm, with a shoulde¡ at 264 nm,
in acetonitrile solution. For (3), À-o* are observed at 212, 240 and 275 nm,
with two shoulders at 194-196 and 286-288 nm. Thiophen has been reported to
have À*"* a8204-220 and22I-260 nm (in hexane),ao+2 and pyridine at 256 and
281 nm (shoulder) in cyclohexane.a3 Because of the effect of the alkyl chain, the
'F +'r* bands of (2) and (3) are shifted to longer wavelengths, consistent with
a previous report.as There do not appear to be significant dependencies of À,''o*
on the length of alkyl chain for either series, particularly (3).
Conch¡.sions
A methodology has been developed for the synthesis of (2)-( ) with di-ffe¡ent
alkyl chain lengths in ühe range n :2-ll, involving the reaction of bhe appropriate
!(ø-bromoalkyl)thiophen with the carbanions derived from 4methylpyridine, 4-
methyl-2,2/-bipyridine or 4,4'-dimethyl-2,2'-bipyridine by lithiation. The products
have been characte¡ized by lH and 13C n.m.r. spectroscopy.
Experimental
Materials
For Grignard reections, magnesium turnings (AJAX) were washed sequentially with 1 vt HCI
(twice), H2O, ethaaol and dry diethyl ether (Et2O), dried overnight under r¡acuum at 100o C, then
stirred for 2 days under dry nitrogen at rooûr temperatures.2s Dry Etz O was reflr¡xed and distilled
from sodi"m benzophenone ketyl prior to use. 1,3-Bis(diphenylphosphino)propanenickei(It)
chloride ([Ni(dppp)Clz]; Strem) and or-(p-methoxyphenoxy)alkyl bromides were dúed unde¡
vacuum. lBromothiophen (Aldrich) and ,t-metbylpyridiue (Aldrich) were distilled and stored
over 4 Ä molecular sieves. lf-Bromosuccinimide (Fluka) was recrystallized from hot water and
dried under r¡âcuum. Pyridine (AJAX; L.R.) was freshly distilled under nitrogen from KOH
ooto 5 ^4, molecular sieves. All the solvents used for recrystallization and chromatograpby
were distilled prior to use. The light petroleum used had a boiling point range of 4G-
60oC. Atl solvents for synthesis, except CCI¿ (lvf & B; A.R. grade), were of laboratory
grade and used without further purification. Acetonitrile (Fluka; for u.v. specbroscopy)
was used without further puriÂcation. 2-Acetylpyridine (Aldrich; 99+%), crotoualdebyde
(Aldrich; 99+%), iodine (Aldrich; 99'8%), ammoniu¡o acetate (BDH; A.R.), acetic anhydride
(Aldrich; 99+%) and hydrobromic acid (Aldrich; 48%) were used without further purification.
Butyllithium (Aldrich) and lithium diisopropylamide mono(tetrabydrofuran) (Aldrich) were
purchased as solutions in cyclohexane, and the concentrations checked by titration against
2,2.2'-trimethytpropionaailide. Aluminium oxide (Fluka Type 507C, neut¡al; Aldrich activated
basic B¡ockmaun 1) and silica gel (!ferck; Ki:selgel 60H) were used for chromatog,raphy.
4'lvlethyt-2,2'-bipyridine (lvlebpv) (8) was synthesized as described elsewhere.2e'3o
ao Nlenczel, 5., Z. Phys. Chen., 1927, 125, 161.
a1 Braude, E. A.., Ann. Rq. Progr. Chern., L943, 42, LOí.
{2 Leandri, G., lvlangini, F., lvlontauari, F., and Passeriui, R., Gazz. Chim. ttol., 1955,85,769.
{3 Halverson, F., and Hirt, R. C., J. Chat Plrys., 1951, 19, 711.
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Spectroscopic Measr¡¡ements
1H 
ISOO }/lHz) and t3C lZS MHz) u.m.r. specrra were recorded on a Bruker ÅìVI300
Fourier-transform spect¡ometer. U.v./vis. spectra were recorded by r:sing an HP 84524 Diode
Array spectrophotometer.
Syutheses
u-(lr-Metho4phenory)ølhyl Brcmides (Sb-e; n - 1, 6, 8, 10)
The synrheses followed lirerarure procedures.2l'23 Th" compounds (5b) [73% yield, b.p. 129-
130'C/0.3 rom, m.p. 4L42oQ (lit.23 42-44oC)l and (5c) [80% yield, b.p. 148-150oC/0'3 mm.
m.p.49-50oC (lir.14 47oC)l were puriffed by distillation. The reaction mixtures for (5d,e)
were distilled to remove the dibromides, and the residues recrystallized from n-hexane (A.R.).
Filtration realized white crystals which were dried under high vacuum at 45oC for several
days: (5d), yield 67%, m.p. 5a-55oC; (5e), yield 72Vo, m.p.62-63oC (lit.{s 61-62oC)' The 1H
n.m.r. spectral data of (Sb--e) are available in supplementary Table S1.
3-þ-(l-MethoxgphenoLa)alkyllthiophens (6b-e; t = /r, 6, 8, 10)
All glassware was dried at 130o prior to use. Reaclions
*ere pJrformed under higb purity i¡ dry EtzO (300 cm3)
*r" dd"d to magnesium lurning cm3) o',er 5-6 h, with
stirring and gentle refluxing of the solution. The reaction mixture was then refluxed for
I h. The Grignard solution of (5) was subsequently transferred via c¡'nula to another dried
apparatus *á 
"¿a"¿ 
dropwise at 0o C to a mixture of lNi(dppp)Clz] (0'3 g, 0'5 mot %) aD;d
lbromothiophen (19.5 g, 0.12 mol) over t h. The ¡eaction mixture was refluxed for 12-15 h'
The resultant solution *r" Uyatotyr"¿ with aû iced aqueous solution of 0'2 lr HCt (200 cm3)
at QoC followed by extraction with several portions of EtzO. The organic phase wa.s washed
to neutrality with wa[er and dried with an]rydrous sodium sulfate before the solvent wa-s
.aterial which was recrystallized from hexane
6c) (90%), (6d) (e6%), (6e) (e79'o). The
by comparison of their tH n.m.r. spectra
the literatu¡e.21
3-(a-Bromoallql)thi.ophens (Ib-e; n' - 4, 6, 8, 10)
The syntheses followed a method modifred from that described by Bäuerle e¿ 4I.21 Acetic
anhydride (U2 g, 1.1 mol) was added to 48Vo HBr (76 cm3, 0.67 mol) dropwise with stirring
ar 0oC. This mixture was then added to (6) (0-112 mol) under oitrogen, and the reaction
mixture was heated at 100oC for 2G-25 h. After dilution with water, the mixture was extracted
with EtzO. The combined organic phase was washed to neutrality vlith saturated NaHCOg
solution and d¡ied eys¡ ^nhydrous NazSO¿. After remo.¡al oÍ solvent, a mixture of EtzO aad
light petroleum was added until a dark green precipitate formed. After cooliag, the preciPitate
was filtered off. and rhe filtrare reduced to a small volume. The crude product was purified
b¡r colu-. chromatography ); eluent ligbt petroleuml. Remoral of solvent
provided white crystals [(tb rless oils [(1c) (65%)' (1d) (70%)' (te) (zr%)]
as the product. The compo zed by comparis^o¡ of their 1H n.m.r. spectra
(supple-mentary Table S3j with those reported in the literature.2l
?-Brornomethglthiophen ( la; a = 1 )
A mixture of N-b¡omosuccinimide (4.459,25mmo1) and ccl.¡ (80cm3) was added
gradually over 0.5 h to a vigorously refluxed solutioo of 3-methylthiophen (2'03 g, 21 mmol)
in CCI¿ (10 cm3) wirh irradia¡ion by a 100 W sua lamp and under ao inert atmosphere. The
mixlu¡e was refluxed under irradiation for 40 min until no more precipitate formed. The
resultant solution was cooled in a¡r ice bath before the succinimide was flltered off aod the
frltrate was dried with calcium carbonate. The product was distilled under Nz from calcium
carbonate and collected (yield 78%) at 96-99oC/2'3mm (lit.a6 75-78o3/Lmm). The lH
{a Korte, H., Schumacher, H., Kleiu, W., and Daffertsbofer, Tetrahd'ron, 1968' 24' 5601.
as Ziegler, K., and Weber, H., Chetn. Ba., L937,70, 1275-
46 Rab¡ohn, N., (Ed.) oîg. Swth., 1963, Cotl. Vol. 4, 921.
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and 13C n.m.r. spectra are available in supplementary Table 53. The pure product (colourless
oil) may be stored under N2 in a refrigeralor for only 2-3 days.
4- þ - ( 3-Th¡enyl)heptyllpsridine ( 2c)
A solution of Ph¡P (10.1g,41 mmot) in toluene (S0cm3) was added to (1c) (1.03g,
4.2 mmot) in toluene (t0 cm3) under nitrogen. The mixture was heated to reflu.x overnight.
The sticky phosphonium salt (1.07 g,3L%) was filtered off, washed with cold toluene and
light petroleum (b.p. 60-80'C), and d¡ied un(er vacuum. To a solution of this salt (0.87g,
1.71 mmol) in dry tetrahydrofuran (a0cm3) was added butyllithium (1.13cm3 of 1.2v
solution in cyclohexane; 1.71 mmol) via^syringe under oitrogen at -78oC. The mixtu¡e was
sti¡red for about 30 min, then 0.163 cmr (1.71 mmol) of pyridin+4-carbaldehyde was added
via syringe and the reaction mixture was stirred for t h a[ -78oC before the temperature
was allowed to rise to room ternperature and the reaction was stir¡ed for a further 5 h.
The reaction mixtu¡e was quenched with water (40cm3) at OoC and extracted with Et2O.
The organic phases were combined and dried over anhydrous NazSO¿ before removal of
the solvent provided yellow crysfals as a cnrde product. The crystals were purified by
coiumn chromatography (aiumina, CHCtg/light petroleum, 1: 1). Removal of solvent provided
4þ-(&thienyl)hept-1-enytlpyridine (9) (90 mg) as a light yellow powder (19%).
A reactiou flask, charged with this compound (46mg,0.17mmel) and PtOz (1 mg) in
MeOH (15 cm3), wa" evacuated, purged with hydrogeo and maintained u¡der a slight positive
Pressure of hydrogeo by usiag a balloon. The reaction mixture was stir¡ed at room iemperature
for 10 h before being filtered through a pad of Celite to remove the catalyst. Evaporation
of solvent unde¡ vacuum gave 43 mg (95%) of (2c) as light yeliow crystals. The 1H n.m.r.
spectmm is reported in supplementary Table 54.
t¡-þ-(3-Thienyl)alfuqpgrid;nes (2o,b,d,e; n - 2, 5, 9, 11)
All glassware was d¡ied at 130oC overnight and cooled in a desiccator prior to rue. To a
stirred solution of lithium diisopropyla.rnide mono(tetrahydrofuran) (10 cm3 of 1.5 ra; 15 nmet)
in dry tetrahydrofura¡ (14cm3) at 0oC,4methylpyridine (1'4cm3, 14'3mmol) was added
dropwise under nitrogen over 10 min. The resultant orange mixture was stirred over 50 min at
0oC. To this solution, L(ø-bromoalþl)thiophen, (1), (8'0mmol; dried under high vacuum)
in tetrahydrofuran (12 cm3) was added dropwise at OoC over 15 min. The resultant darker
mixture was stirred at OoC for 3-6 h befo¡e the temperature was allowed to rise gradually
to roon teEoperature. The reaction was stopped for (2a) afte¡ 3h reaction at OoC. With
long chain 3-(orbromoalþl)thiophens the solution was allowed to remâin stirring at room
temperature under nitrogen for longer periods (e.g. overnight). The resulta¡t solution was
hydrolysed with water (:0 cm3) added dropwise at 0oC, fotlowed by extractioo with Et2O.
The organic phases were dried with anhydrous sodir¡n sulfate and the solvent was removed
under vacuum to afford yellowish-white solids. Crude products were purified by column
chromatograpby (neutral alumina; CHClg/light petroleum, 2:5). The .Rp of the products
was c. 0.ô on t.l.c. (al"-ina) with the same eluent. Removal of solvent gave yellow pure
liquids of (2b) (70%), (2d) (81%) and (2e) (60%). Following solvent removal, (2a) (6t%)
was fu¡ther puriñed by distillation (b.p. 102-10a"C/0.2 m-) to give a yellow crystalline solid
(m.p.74-75oC) (Found for (2a): C,69.7; H,5.9; N,7.2. C¡HrrNS requires C,69.8; H,
5.9; N,7.4%. Found for (2b): C,72.7; H,7.3; N,5.5. Cr¿HrzNS requires C,72.7;H,7.4;
N,6'0%. Fou¡d fo¡ (2d): C,75.7;H,7.9; N,4.5. CrgHzsNS requires C,75.2; H,8.8; N,
4.9%. Fou¡d for (2e): Q,76.2; H, 9'3; N, 3.9. CeoHzgNS requires C, 76.1; H, 9.3; N,
4.4%).
n-2 J-
For (2a): 6H (300ùIHz, CDCþ) 8.48, 2H, dd, J2,,,s,, 4.'oI, J2',,s,, L.46Hz, H2",6";
7-24, LH, dd, Js,¿ 4.8L, Js,z 2.9LHz, H5; 7.08, 2H, d, Js,,.2,, 5.89 Hz, H3",:o";6.92, lH,
dd, Ja,s 4'98, J+z l'23H2, H4; 6.90, lH, dd, Jz,s 2'50, Jzt I.28Hz,H2';2.95, 2H, i,
Jt,z 3'4L Hz, H1'; 2.93, 2H, t, Jz,r 3'35 Hz,H2t.
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For (2e): ô¡¡ (300 MHz, CDCþ) 8'47,2H, d, Jz",t': S']8 ,izt.H2t',6";,7'2L, lH, dd' Js,n
4.77, is,2'g.ö-8iru, Hõ; 7.02, 2i1, d, r3,,,,,, r 
ÌiiÌi.,T?r';:'; $lhtï ji;rj.;:rËål:
,m, J2,.¡,6'45, J1s,,11' 7'02H2, H2/,10';
Hz, CDÇlg) 151 .6, C 4"; 149'4, C2" , 6" i
; 119.6, C2; 35'1, Cl1'; 30'4, C 1'; 30 1,
he rH and 13C n'm.r. sPectra of (2a-) are
given in supplementarY Table 54.
1 - [ 2 - O x o- 2- ( 2- pyridyl ) ethy l l pyri d'inurn t odide ( 7 )
odification of literature procedures.2s To a
and dried ¡nder suction. The crude crystals vere recrystailized from ethanol (2'T litre)' to
which active charcoal (40 g) was added; after the .""î:ff*iî;:3Hfljïrri'rl,åï 3iffi:
198-199"C). ós (300 MHz, CDsCN) 8'79'
d, Jz,z 3'5, Jz,+ l'2H2, H2,6; 8'64, 1H,
t, Js,27'2, Jz,n7'1 Hz, H3,5; I'06, lH,
.0, 1.6 Hz, H3', 7'72, lH, m, H5'; 6'41,
5L-4, C2';150'6, C 6t; I47'6' C4; L47'0,
c2,6; 138.9, c4l, 130'1, c5'; 129.0, c3,5; L23'2, c3'; 67'6, cHz.
l- M ethyl-2, 2' -bipyridine ( M ebps ) (8 )
The title compound e¡as synthesized from
crude solid was sublimed at 80oC/0'1 mm to
65.5-66"C (lir.2e 63{4'C) (Found: C,77'6;
H, 5.9; N, 16.5%). 6¡l (300MH2, CDCI3) I
8.53, lH, d, Jo,s 4'9H2, H6,8'39, 1H, dt, J
O'9H2, H3,7'82; lH, dt, J4,,s,7'7, Ja',s' 7'
7.15, lH, dd, Js,o 4'8, J5,3 L'LHz,H3;2'44,
155.9, C2;149.1, C6/;140'0, C6; 148'1' C
C5; 121 .2, C5'i 21.2, CHs.
l,-þ-(Th;.enyl)alfuIl-2,2'-bipgridines (3o-e; o' = 2, 5, 7, 9, 11)
Buryllithium (6 . 74 cm3 of 1 .9 ru solutiou in cyclohexane, 12' 8 mmol)- was added dropwise
via syringe to diisopropll.-iã"-(i.tõ;t, 12.domol) in dry tetra.bydroturan (15 cm3) at
-ZS.b õder nitroien. 
-Th" 
-i.r.tot" was stir¡ed for 10 min at -78oC before ¿ solution of
(B) (2.0 g, 11.76 roäol) in dry retrabydrotura (t0 cm3) was. adled dropwise via syringe to
tbe reaction mixture at -78oC. Tbe resultant dark purple solutio! was stirred fe¡ 
$Q min 3[
-?8oC before (1a<) (l3.Ommol) in dry tetra.hydrofuran (10cmr) was added over l0mi¡.
The mixture was stirred for a further t h at -78oC, after which the temPerature was allowed
to rise gradually to room te6perature. After stirring for a further 1-3 days (until the mtture
changj colour ro yellow or liiht brown), the reactio-n was quenchd with 5% âqueous NH¿CI
solurion ar 0.C thèn extracrJ with Et2O (3x50 cm3). The organic layers were combined and
dried over anhydror:s NazSO¿. Removal of solvent provided a yellow oil as the crude product,
which was p¡-tiin"a by colqmu chromatography on basic alumina (eluent chloroform/ligbt
perroleum, à:5). Thã Rr of the products was 0.58 (3c) on t.l.c. (alumina) with the same
eruent' Fo*owi;u *î*.sìi'îiïL"å" 
;î't"îì#ï,i""ï+J: ;:liïT":îiå"i""ti;'li*""å
als [light yl[ow for (3a) ø,.p- 72-73"c;-whire for (3e) (yield
)l oi Jolourless oib [(3b) (3c) (vield 6e%)' (3d) (vield 7a7o)]
71 '8; H, 5'0; N, rci't.' equires Q,72'2i H, 5'3; N, 10'5%'
Found lor (3b): C, 7a'3;H.,6'i; N,9'4. CrgHzoN2S requires Q,74'0; H,6'5; N' 9'5%'
a7 Kröhnke, F., and Gross, K. F., Chetn. Bt., L959,92,22.
1136 J. Wang, M. Pappalardo and F. R. Keene
Found for (3c): C, 75'2; H, 7'3; N, 7'8. CzrHg¿N2S requires C, 75'0; H,7'2; N, 8'3%'
Found for (3d): C, 75'6; H, 7'8: N, 7'4. CzgHzeN2S requires C' 75'8; H, 7'70; N,7'7%.







For (3a): óH (300 ùIHz, CDCIg) 8 70, lH, dt, J6,,,,'o,,, i'"n, ,u,,,,t,,,1'l Hz,.H6"'; 8'56,
1H, d, Je,,.s,, 4.9H2, H6"; 8'40, 1H, dt, Js,,,,4,,,8'2, Js,,,,3,, 1'0H2, H3"'; 8'28, 1H,
l, Js,,.5,, 0.9 Hz, H3":7'82, 1H, td, J4,,,3,,, 7 7, J4,,,,s,,, 7'7, J4,,,,5,,, L'8H2, H4tt'i
7.34-7.29, lH, m, H5"';7.28-7.25, lH, m, Hõ; 7.10, 1H, dd, J3,"6" l.Q, J3"3" I f l!7,
H5"; 6.96, lH, dd, J¡,s 4'8 Hz,H4;6'94, 1H, dd, Jz,s 2'8H2, H2; 3'03,4H, t, HL',2'. 6ç
(75ìvIHz, CDCIs) 156.2,c2"';156.1, c2"ir-ol''o,c4";749.L,Ç6"';149.1, C6'/; 141.2,
C3; 136.9, C4t"i L28.0, Ç4; I25'6, C5; 123'9, C2;723'7, CStt'i L2L'2, C'Ð"'; l2l'0, C3";
120.6, C5"; 36'4, Q2';31'0, QL'.
For (3e): ón (300 !lHz, CDCIs) 8'69, lH, dt, J6,,,,-o,,, 4'9, J6,,,,4,,, 1'0 Hz, H6"'; 8'55,
lH, dd, J6,,,i,,5.0Hz,.H6"i 8'40, lH, dt, Js,,,,4,,,8'1, Js,,,,3,,,0'!Hz, H3"'; 8'23, 1H,
t, H3"; 7.8í, 1H, ld, J4rr,gttr 7'6, J4trt.srrt 7'3, J4,,,,6," l'7H2,H4"';7'33-7'28, 1H, m,
H5"';7.22, lH, dd, Js,¿ 4.9, Js,z 3'0H2, H5; 7'15, lH, dd, Js,,,5,, 4'9, J5,,,s,, r'4H2,
H5"; 6.94, lH, dd, J¿,s 6.2, J+,¿ 0'9H2, H4;6'92, lH, dd, Jz,s 2'4, Jz,t 1'0H2, H2;
2.69,2H, t, Jr,,z,7.3Hz, H1'; 2'61,2H,t, J¡7'.1e,7'6H2, H11'; l'70,2Hr.m, H2l; 1'61,
2H, m, H10'; 1:40-1 .20, 14H, m, H3'-9'. 6s (75MHz, CDCIg) L-c6.3, C2"';155.9, C2l/;
152.9, C4";149.1, C6",6"'; 143'2, C3; 136'9, Ç4"'; L28'3, C4; 125'0, C5; 124'0, C2;
123-6, C3/"; L2r,2, C5"'; L2:r'L, Q3";7L9'7, Cit';35'5, C11'; 30'5, C1'; 30'4, C10/;
30.2, Ç2':29--o, Ç6't 29'5, C3',9/; 29'4, Q4',8';29'3, C'õ',/.
The lH and 13C n.m.r. data for (3a+) are given ia supplemeatary Table S5.
/1 - luI et hy t- l' - þ - ( 3 -thin yt ) l n onsll - 2, 2 
t 
- b¿Pwi dine ( 4 )
Asoiution of butyllithilm in hexane (11.9 cm ¡, 1.5 v, 1 equiv.) was added to diisopropyl¡nine
(2.32cm3,1.1equiv.) iÃ tetrahydrofuran (20 cm3) at -78oC and the mixtu¡e was stirred for
iO ¡¡io b"for" being transferred slowly via canoula to a solution of 4,4/-dimethyl-2,2'-bipyridine
(3.3 g, l equiv.) in tetrahydroturan (100 cm3) at -78oC. After 30 mi., (1d) (5 g) dissolved in
tetrahydrofuran (50 cmr) was added, aûd the reactioÃ was allowed to gradually rise to room
temperatL¡re. Stirring was continued for 2 days before the reaction mixture was quenched with
10% NaHCOg solution aûd extracted with EtzO. The organic extracts were washed with a
saturated solution of NaHCOs before beiug dried witb anhydrous sodiuo. sulfate. Remor¡¿l of
solvert afforded a light yellow solid which was purified by colun-n chromatography on neutral
alnmina (ethyl acetate eluent). Recrystallization from acetonitrile gave (4) as a white pouder
(3.3g,49%), m.p.45.5-46.OoC (Found: Ç,76'4; H,7'80; N,7'8. CzcHgoN:S requires C,
76-1; H,8.00; N,7.a%). 6u (300ÑfHz, CDCIg) 8'õ4,2H, t, J 4'6Hzi8'2,2H,s;7'22,LH,
br m, J LHz;7.13, 2H, d, J 4'6 Hz; 6'93, 1H, d, J < LHz;6'90, lH, d, J < 1Hz; 2'68,
2H,d, J 3.5 Hz;2.60,2H, t, J 7'6Hzt2'44,3H, s; 1'72,2H, br t, J 6'4Hz;1'65,2H, br t,
J 7.3H2,1.23, 10H, br m. 6s (75MHz, CDCIg) 156'1; 152'9; 148'9; 148'1; 143'0; 128'2;
125'0; 124.6; 123.9; 122'0; 121'3; 119'7; 35'5; 30'5; 30'4; 30'2; 29'4;29'3;2L'2'
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Electrochemic ai propertie s of polyß I ot- a-pyridylaikyil thiophene sl
Abstract
Poly[3-(&F+pyridylalkyl)thiophenes] (P{Hn)T}; n-2,5,7,9, ll) we¡e prcpa¡ed on the surfaces of Pt disk eleccodes by oxidadve
electropolymerization of the respective monomcs. Scanning electron microscopy and cyclic volammetry werc used to invesúgare the
surface strucu¡e and electrochemical propenics of the polymer-modificd elecrodes. Apparcnt diff¡sion cocfficiens D.oo ibr charge
ransfer in the polymer maEices werc measurcd by chronoamperometry, and rcvcaled a depcndency on both ¡he porous strucrure of the
polymers (which is dcterm¡ned by thc length of the atkyl chains between thiophcnc and pyridyt goups), and rhc naturc of the supponing
elecuolyæs. A.c. impedance spccr¿ depended on the dopcd statc of thc films and the narure of the supponing elecrolyæs. In oxidized
polymers, the charge transfer proccsscs within thc bulk polymers and at inærfaccs a¡e controlled by both kinetic facrors and diffusion,
while for the reduccd fìlms kineric factors predominatc.
Keytords : Poll3-( ea-p¡idylalkyl)thiophcncsl; Etcc¡ochcmical propcnies
l. Introduction beween the neighboring oxidized and reduced sites
("electron hopping") and by ion transpon through the
film to achieve cha¡ge neutraliry [8,9], and either process
can be rate-conrolling for overall charge ranspon
A charge transport process is mathematically repre-
sentable by Fick's difü¡sion laws, where the difñ¡sion
coefficient Do is indicative of its rate. Owing to the
contribution to externally applied cunent from both elec-
ron hopping and ion motions, the experimentally mea-
sr¡red app¿uent diffr¡sion co€fficient D"ro in the polymer
consists of a combination of elecEon self-exchange and
physical difü¡sion of the counter ions. Some studies indi-
cate that ion diffusion coefficients D, and elecrron difñr-
sion coefficients Q can be separared in order to study the
diffr¡sion behavior of ions and electrons respecdvely in the
¡rtms h0l.
Diffusion coefficiens of poly(thiophenes) and other
conducting polymers have been sn¡died [ll-16] using
primarily chronoamperometric, chronocoulometric ând
chronopotentiometric methods. It was found that counrer
ions exert an important influence on the diffusion coetTr-
cients of poly(3-methylthiophenes) [l 11.
An additional technique, a-c. impedance specroscopy,
is important for the determination of rhe elecrical dielec-
cric propenies of conducting mareria.ls. as it car¡ provide
quaridtadve information on ihe kinerics of charge ransfer' Corrcspond'rng aurhor.
W2?-01?8/96/315.00 '9 1996 Slsevier Sciencc S.A. .\ll righrs rescrvcd
ssD/ 0022-0728(95)043 8ó_ i
Tïe electropolymerization of thiophene and its deriva-
tives has been extensively studied because of the particular
propenies of the resultant films - notably, thei¡ conduct-ing nature and the potenrial for srr¡ctural versatility arising
from functionalization of rhe monomer precursor [t]. fne
predominant electrochemical activiry of such films occurs
iu tl¡e anodic region, although there have been recenr
reports of substituæd polythiophenes which also exl¡ibit
activiry in the cathodic region [2-7]. In this latter case, the
thiophenes all possessed aromatic groups within the sub-
stituents. The detaits of the electrochemical behavior a¡e
still unclear, possibly as a consequence of the complexity
of the charge ransfer process in the reduced polymers
since an elecrroactive group is located in the side chain.
An understanding of the charge uansfer cha¡acteristics
of such fl¡lms is fundamental to their ultimate application.
Accordingly, quantitarive measurements of charge and ion
transport rates, and factors contolling such transport, are
of particular interest. In most films, charge t¡ansport is
thought to occur both by electron self+xchange reacrions
60
r¡'ithin the bulk marerial a¡d ar inrerfaces Il;-33]. lr
provides a compìement ro radiúonal elecuocbemical rech-
niques for the stud¡' of tl¡e elecuochemical propenies ar
polymer-modifi ed elecrodes.
We recentìy reponed [¡¿] Oe syntbesis of a series
of 3-(o4-pyridylalkyl)thiophenes. P(n)T. with differing
lengths of tbe alkyl chain berween tlre thiophene and
pyrid¡,I rings (n : 2-l l).
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cH2),_e
{n:2,5,7,9, l1}
The present paper reports studies of the electropolymerizÀ-
tion of P(n)T, a¡d of tbe structure and properties of the
resultant hlms using scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and a variety of elecrochemical methods (including cyclic
voltammetry, chronoamperometric and impedance mea-
surements). On tl¡e basis of rhese studies, charge Eansfer
mechanisms withi¡ the bulk polymers and at the polymer
interfaces a¡e considered in both the anodic and cathodic
regions. Details of an analogous study on electropolymer-
ized films derived f¡om 3-{o.¡-[4-(2,2'-bipyridyl)ì4ry¡-




The synthesis and charæterization of 3-( c*a-pyridyl-
alkylþiophenes {P(¡)T; n - 2, 5,7,9, 1l} have been de-
scribed previously [34].
Tetra-n-burylammonium perch¡orate ([(n-CoHs)oN]-
ClO.; Fluka, puriss) was recrysøllized rwice from a mix-
n¡re of acetone and water and dried under vacuum at 50oC,
Nirobenzene (,tju, nR grade) was distilled prior to use.
Other reagents and solvents, including tetra.n-butylam-
monium hex.afluorophosphaæ ([( n-Co H e)"NÞFu; Fluka.
eiectrochemical grade), LiClOl (Fluka. MicroSelect). and
aceronitrile (Fluka, try prade), were used without further
purifrcation.
2-2. Measuremen¡s
2.2. I . Scanning elecrron microscop¡,
Scanning electron micro_eraphs of P{P(2)T), P{P(5)T)
and P{(11)T) were recorded at an elect¡on energ¡- of 15
k\/ usin-s a scanning electron microscope (JEOL JXA-
8404) in tÌ¡e Advanced Analyrical Cenær at James Cook
Universi¡'. The po)ymers were deposited on a platinum
disk elecrode under the condirions described belou,.
2.2.2. E I e crr o chemis¡t'
Cyclic voltammeuic expenments were conducæd with a
Bio-Analydcal s)'srems (BAS) Cv-2? cyclic volammo.
graph connected to a Houston Model 2000 ¡--r' recorder.
Chronoamperometr¡c experimenß weÍe peformed witl: a
BAS l00A elecrochemical analyzer. Before .l-¡ curves
were recorded, a cyclic voìtammogram wæ measured from
- l.? to +1.9 V at a scan rate of 20 mV s-¡ so thar a
stable redox current could be obtained. For chronoampero-
metric experimenb, the electrode potentials were stepped
from 0 to -2.0 V or from 0 ro +2.0 V. Tl¡e counrer
elect¡ode was a coiì of plarinum wi¡e. All potentials were
measured and a¡e reponed with respecr to an Ag 10.01 M
AgNO, in CHrCN reference electrode. All electrochemj-
cal measurements were conducted in a three-eìecrode cell
at room temperatwe under an N. aunosphere, ar¡d solu-
tions were deoxygenaæd by bubbling with high puriry N,
prior to measuremenl
2.2.3. Determination of the oxidation potentials of rhe
monomers
The oxidation poæntials of the various monomers were
measured by linear sweep voltammetry from 0 to + 2.0 V
in an acetonitrile solution conraining 0.4 M UClOo. Low
monomer concenrarions (0.01 M) and high scan rates (500
mV s-r) were used in order to prevent polymerizadon.
Before each experiment, the platinum disk working elec-
rode (area A-0.07 cm2) was potished with a slurry of
0.05 ¡.cm alumina powder. and trearcd as described in rhe
lieran¡re [36].
2.2.4. Electropolymerizltion of the monomers
Poly[3-( o4-pyridylalkyl)thiophenes], P((n)T], were
prepared on platinum disk elect¡odes (¿: O.Ol cm2) by
the elecrrochemicai oxidation of the corresponding
monomers (0.1 M) in nirrobenzene solutions containing
0.02 M [(¡-CoHr)nNJCIO. at consranr poæntials ranging
from 1900 mV to 2200 mV, unless otherwise indicared.
The faradaic charges (O) passed were measured from /-r
curves from which the surface coverage f(: Q/nFA. n
:2.25) [37] ar¡d the film thickness d were roughl-v- esri-
mated, assuming no side-reacdons occuned during the
elecuoìysis process. In general, Q values were controlìed
between 100 ar¡d 150 mC cm-: and the ttrickness of the
P{P(n)T} films u'as esrimarcd ro be berween 320 anC 480
nm (P{(2)T}) ar¡d 780 nm and Lt ¡i.m (p(Hl1)T}) on ùe
basis of a lirerarure repon [38] and the SEM resulrs. After
the polymerizadon. the film-modified electrodes were
rinsed with acetonirrile. d¡ied under an N, stream ar¡d
elecuochemicall¡' dedoped at a porcnüal of 0 V for l0 min
in ar¡ acetonit¡ile + 0.1 M [(n-C.Hg).NJCIO. solurion.
2.2.5. I mpedancc mcasurements
lmpeciance measuremen¡s of the poiymer fllms were
caried out with a Feedback TFA 607 uansfe¡ funcrion
iiLriong ,Vun!. î i?. Ktqn¿ . JournuL,tj Eirctrrtumlyticui Ciemisrry J05 : iç96) :9-:0 6l
irrpe,Jancs :ncs,suremtnis wefe ;ianec xhen '}'È i.;. com-
pcnenrs relch¿,J ;cnstult vxlucs. :]¡ci -ì seiies oi :cmplex
¿lièa,lrting !Dilf,ge :rnd J'Jrîent itlues'aere :eccrceC on rle
basis cf t0 clicie coverxges icr ihe irequencl/ íange l0
rnäz-100 !-{z in ihe',omn,:i a --ia (rynere a:noicetes the
rexl pân ¡¡rci á :he lmagrnarl pan Ji ùe roltage or
currenr). ii1e relativeiy- Ìong rime cons¡ant ci ùe B.\S 2?
(l ms) piaced an uDp€r limic ol lCO i{z cn :he irequencies
used. From ¡hese iata. ùe ccmolex rmcedances of the
tilm-mo<iiiieci ¿lecroces (Z: Z - jZ'). nlving 3 magnl-
nrde given oy Z= J¿/)i, were ceiculaced ¡ntj ccmolex
plane .olots tl.7 vs. -Z') were obtainei.
analyzer coupicú io I lec'.lbac.k PFC í05 gower iuncricn
generator. This sysrem '¡¡¿s ;cn¡ected io x tsÀS Cv-2?
cyciic voitammogrrph. Tne ¡ieclrccremic:ll c:lj lncl ihe
rcchnique used in ihe :lecropolymerizrtion ':i ùe iìlrns on
the elect¡ocies hare been .iesc:-ibeo rbo';e. Be:ore ccnduc¡-
ing the imceda¡c3 l-ne:lsuresìents. r ::;ciic vcltammogmm
was reccrciett (tÌom - 1.7 to t i.9 v ¡r lC int/ s-:) in
order to check ¡here was 3 gcod contact wiür ùre soludon.
The impedanc3 measuremenß were ;efbrmei :ìt :Ì senes
of hxed working Dotentials. ¡'nci ¡ small sinusoitial rlternat-
ing voltage wirh ul amplirude ol l0 mV was sucerimoosed


















Fig. l' scurning etecson micrognohs of P(Pl n)T) :ilms. A ¡nd B: P(ñ2)T): C ¡nd D: P(P(s)Tit E rnd F: P(Í l l)T). Magnificlions: 17 r,00 (.{. C a¡d E)
üd 75CO (8. D rnd F).
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3. ResulLc and discussion
3.1 . Electropolymerization and smtcure of polymers
3.1 .Ì. Effecr of the length of the alþl chain on thc
electropolymerizttion of rhe monomers
The narure of the funcrionalizarion of 3_substirured
thiophene monomers, and the electropolymerization condi_
tions. a¡e reponed to have a subs¡a¡ûal effecr on the
formation, sûucture and propenies of polymers derived
from them [¡S-¿¡]. Tbe presence óf t¡. electron_
withdrawing pyridine subsriruenr might be expecred ro
have an inhibiting effecr on tbe electropolymeúzadon of
the thiophene. However, whiìe long connecúng atkyl chains
might be expecred to diminish such elecronið effecs
within tbe present series of monomers, they may also
impede the process because of steric hindrance. As a




In the present snrdy of tl¡e influence of electronic and
steric effecs on the polymerization of p(n)T, no profound
systematic variations were observed, The polymers were
produced ar relatively high poentials (above l.g V). Tbe
ing from the pyridyl ring.
. 
The rcsulting polymer films had a meullic appearance;
thin films having a silver, ar¡d thick films 
-a 
golden,
coloration. lf neuual silver-colored films were oxidized o¡
reduced, they became golden.
3.1-2. SEM analysis of the surface structures of the poly_
mers
- 
Fig. I shows scanning electron micrographs of p{p(2)T},
P{P(5)T) and P{P(tl)T) fitms, and reJeais a numbcr of
apenures (seen as btack spots) on ihe surfaces of the
a very compacr surface smrc¡r¡re (Fig. tB).
The increase of tlre porosir¡,. anci hence the sudace_rc_
volume ¡ario of the polymer which occurs with the lengtlr_
ening of tire alkyl chain. ma¡. affect the polymer propenies
by way of increased mobiìiq of the counæ¡ ions inside the
fiims.
3.2. Elec¡ochemical properries of pol¡,mers
subsequent negarive sweep for the p{p(s)T} fiìm corre_
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Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammogral! of a rcduced P(P(7)T) ril6 a( .iiffercnr scr¡
raßs in CHrCN+0.1 M[(n-C.He).N]ClOr solution. The oumbe¡s indi-
cttc scrn ã¡es.
in subsequent cycles. In contr¿¡st to poly(3-alkylthiophene)
films, the P(P(n)T) analogs have s¡able z-doped (reduced)
states (i.e. a constanr cyclic voltâmmeric response) æ a
consequence of Ìhe presence of ú!e substituent pyridine
groups. The current for the oxidation process on rhe re-
verse, positive sweep is higher for the shoner chain
P{P(n)T} films. The peak is not observed for P(P(l l)T},
which indicates that the longer alkyl cbain linkages in-
crease the ineversibiliry of ttre n-doping process. The
reduction process is assumed to occur on the substituenr
pyridyl groups, which become increasingly isolared f¡om
the conducting polythiophene matrix as tbe alkyl chain
linkage is lengthened. The P{P(5)T} film seems to exhibit
the best redox behavior with the largest revene current, in
agreement with a literature report relating to the p-doping
process of poly(alkylthiophenes) [44] where rhe mean con-
jugation length and the elecrochemical reversibiliry were
markedly improved by tlre introducrion of alkyl chains
containing seven to nine ca¡bons, rather than either very
shon or very long chains.
-20
Fig. 4. Cyclic volta.onogra.Es of P(P(¿)T) films ia CHrCN+0.1 MKn-
C.He)1FF6 solution. Sca¡ raæ 5O mVs-'. Thc numbeß ildicae rhc
cyclc numbcr il a contiauously scaoling experimeut
- 1.30 and - 1.65 V. On the reverse sweep, an oxidation
wave is observed at - 1.35 V, but the peak current is
much smaller than the corresponding reduction at - 1.65
V; this again reflects the inhibition of charge transfer
berween the reduced pyridyl groups and the polythiophene
marix by the alkyl chain linkage. \Vhen the potential is
10 i.0 0.0 -1.0 -¿0
Pr.õid / v
Fig. 5. Cyclic volta.Emogrz& of a P(P(ÐT) frlr¡ is CH!CN+0.I M
LiClOn solution. Sca¡ raæ l0O oVs-r. Thc numbcs indicaæ ùc cyclc
quobcr i¡ a conünuously scaaoiag èxpcrimcnl
z0 0.0
PoE¡1,/ v
3.2.2. Effect of supporting electrolytes on electrochemical
propertíes of P{Ph)T}s
The supporting Èlectrolyte exerts ¿¡n important influence
on charge üansfer processes in the p{p(n)T} films. The
cyclic voìtammograms of p{p(zI[} and p(p(l l)T} films in
CH jCN + 0.1 M Kn-CnHo)nNÞF. solurion are shown in
Fig. 4: they have a similar apperirance in CH3CN + O.l M
[(n-C.Hr)oN]ClOo solution, but the n-doping (reduction)
cunenß are la¡ger with pF5- as the ariion. The cyclic
voltammogram of the P{P(ll)rf) film (Fig. a) shows that




The cyclic voltammetric rcsponse
in CHrCN solution with 0.1 M LiC
(Fig. 5) is ccmoletely differenr from
For P{(5)T), there is linle response on ùe firsr cycle as
the poæntial is swept from 0 ro + 2.3 V. V/ithin rhe
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0
2.0 -1.0 -LO
Fig. 6. Cyclic volummogñms of P{P(S)T) frlm in CH3CN+0.1 M
LiOOo solution. Sca¡ ¡ac IO0 mVs-1. A, Contiruously sca¡nilg ar
ncgaúve pocnrialsl B, swccp af¡cr A.
tlren subsequently swept into the posiùve region, an oxida-
tion wave with a high current appea$ at ca. +2.0 V; this
pbenomenon occurs as a result of the oxidaÚon of both the
thiophene ring and the reducecì pyridyl ring, as it is not
obsen/ed if tÌ¡e scan is only performed in the a¡¡odic
region. The redox couple î1, Ees- 1.30 \¡ and Ep.r- 1.0
V is presumably associated witb the poìythiophene matrix.
ln subseguent cycles. all redox waves rend to be stable
with very little change in the position and magniode over
successJve scans.
For the P{P(5)Ti film, u'ben t}re potenrial is cycled
conri¡uousl)' in the negative Dotential region (0 to -2.1
\/) in CH3CN+0.1 M LiCIO¿ so¡urion, the reduction
wave is very large only on the first sweep and decays
dramaricall.v in the following cycles (Fig. 6A). However,
the deacdvated film can be reactivared if the poænriaì is
swepl to +2.3 V (Fig. 68).
The redox processes of the P{H5)T) film ma}' be
rarionalized in the following wa),. On a scan into positive
potentials, ùe film is oxidized so thar ¡he thiophene conju-
gared chains are p-doped. witb rhe electron loss being less
tha¡ one per thiophene group [aS,n6l. Ar negaúve poren-
tials. tbe primaÐ, process is reduction of rhe pyridyl groups,
in which everl' pvriciine acquires one electron. The small
reverse waves observed following the reduction process
signif¡' that only a minority of reduced pyridine groups are
oxidized in the negative potenrial region; however. they
are subsequently reoxidized at more positive potentials.
Supponing elecfolytes mighr be expecred ro affecr the
elecEochemical behavior of conducting po)ymers as a
consequence of a number of facrcrs, e.g. tbe nature, size,
concenEation and magnirude of charge of counterions
134,47-521- A¡ions influence primarily the polymer sruc-
ture adopted in the electropolymerizâtion process rather
than its subsequent electrochemical behavior [1 1], whereas
the nature of cations affecs mainly the elecuochemical
doping/dedoping process of poly(3-methylthiophene)
rather than ia smrcure [I l].
The present results also indicaæ that a¡rions do not exen
an extensive influence on tbe electrochemisry of ùe
P{P(n)T} films. The cyclic voltammerjc curves of the
P{Xn)T}s ar positive poæntial are alalogous regardless of
whetÌ¡er the a¡rion is ClO.- (r¡[ClO.-J :0.290 nm) or
PFf(r'[PFf]:0.301 nm) {cf. Figs.2 and 4}. However,
significantly larger redox currenB a¡e obained fo¡ tlre
polymers ar negarive porenria! in CH,CN+0.1 M [(n-
C.He)4NFF; compared with CHrCN + 0.1 M [(n-
C4He)oN]ClO. solurion: the reduction process of the
P{(n)T) f¡lms is accompanied by anion exclusion and the
dedoping process by their reinsenion into the polymer
matrixes, so that the counter ion PFf appears to favor
these process.
Tbe small reverse waves observed following the reduc-
tion processes in solutions containing Li* merirs com-
ment. In general. reduction is most likeìy ro occur on the
pyridine rings, and the negative charge mal' remain there
or rapid charge transfer (by tunelling through the alkyl
chain. or by' "eiectron hoppin_e" between tÌ¡e ¡edox species
in the polymer) may uke place to the polythiophene
ma¡rix. which u,ould be rbe charge storage moiety. Tne
free Li* ion has a very small size (ionic radius ri [Li*]:
0.068 nm) so that it ma)' very easily penecare ù¡e mem-
branes due to the porosiç' of the P{Rn)T} films. Being
incor.oorated into the reduced polyrners as a counter cation,
Li* would strongly ìocaìize tle elecrogenerared negative
charge on the p¡ridine rings. (If rbe Li* ions a¡e soh'ared
in acetonitriìe. the effective raciius wili be iarge; but such
ions ma¡ be desolvated on enLrl inro tÌ¡e polymer. with the
negatively charged pyridine groups displacing rhe solvenr
molecules. ultimaæì¡' giving rise ro the same effecr) The











the oolythicphene marix and the electrode- as :een in the
Dresenr srudy in the deactivation of the polymers in tire
carhodic region. The ambiguity of the site of electron
storage is thus not cridcal in this instance. but this issue
will be addressed subsequently in the discussion of diffu-
sion coefficiens within these polymer films. Nevenheless'
the reduced ',rlms are reoxidized at +2.0 V when the
exclusion of ¡he Li* cations leads to reactivation of the
oolymers. In connast to '.tre P{(¿)T} flrlms' the n-doping
åf þry(¡-ptt"nylthiophene) films was found to be very
dificult in the presence of Li+ compared with other
eiecuolytes [7], a result conflrmed by Roncali et al. using a
series of polythiophenes containing substiruted phenyl
groups [2J.
3.2.3. Apparent dífusion coefi.cients for charge transfer in
¡he P{Ph)T} polYmer m¿rrixes
Chronoamperometry was used to measure aPParent dif-
fusion coetïcients of charge ransfer in the p{p(n)T} poly-
mer marixes. The diffi¡sion is predicted to follow Fick's
diffusion equation in conducting polymer films with the
redox couple
O*ne-êR
For a potential step experiment on a polymer with a film
thickness d, tbe finite diffi¡sion cunent-time relation is
ôJ
-Ihe average concent¡ation of eiecroaclive srrecies in t-lte
irlms is given by c: i/d, where i is the surt'ace ccver-
age and d is ihe thick¡ess of rhe fllms: 1. can be estimated
tÌom the deposit charges according to'Faraciay's law. so
that Do is obtainable. The concentration c is not precisely
known. nor 'ùe rhickness d of the polymers, but relaúve
charge transfer within the P{P(n)T}s can be compared on
tfre basis of these calculations. The vaiue ol' n was chosen
as unity for the reciuction process of the P(P(n)T) films, on
the assumptiorl 'ôat every pyridyl site acquires one elec'
tron. For an oxidation ( p-doping) Process, although the
actual value is not readily determined. ¿ < I (see above)
but it is tikely to be the same for all the P(P(n)T) tllms
since the alkyl chain length does not exen any significanc
influence on the p-doping process in these t'ilms. For the
purpose of simplifying the calcula¡ions, /t was assumed to
have the value of unity. This assumption means ihat the
absolute values of 4oo calculated for the p-doping pro-
cesses must be created with some caution. although they
may be used tbr comp¿¡rison between polymers of different
chain lengths between the thiophene and pyridyl moieties.
For large t (Dt/dz > 1), the exponential item in Eq. (2) is
significant and the hnite difürsion relationship (Eq. (1)) is
applicable; then, the chronoamperometric current is less
tt¡an that given by Eq. (2) a¡rd',he I-f t/z curve deviates
from lineariry.
For the potential step to negative potential (0 to - 2.0
v) in CHrCN+O.l M (n-CnHs)nN]ClO. solution, the
chronoamperometric I-¡-l12 curves of the P{P(n)T}-film-
modified electrodes show reasonably linear relationships
(passing through the origin), at least for low values of r-
The plot for P{P(ll)T} has the largest siope and that for
P{P(9)T} has the same slope as P(P(2)T}. The correspond'
ing studies with positive potential srcps also revealed
Iinear plos for short r. From the slopes Do of these lines
the initial approximaæ value of Ð, can be evaluated on the
basis of Eq. Q). By substin¡tion of values for Ð around De
ino Eq. (1), a series of I values was calculated for a
cenain ¡ using an iærative computer procedure until the
deviation between calculated and experimental values was
less than 0.17¿. This D value was selected as D,, and a
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I +2 D (- t)' exp (r)
This equation describes the dependence of a ransition
current on time, and f¡om it the rate of electrochemical
charge transport in the polymer films ca¡¡ be evaluated
quanútatively. At a sufilciently sbort time, Dt/d2 < l,
diffusion is effectively semi-infinite. Under these condi-
tions, the exponential item in Eq. (l) is small enough to be




Apporent diffirsion cocfficicns ofchargc ra¡rsfcr i¡ P(P(n)T) films'
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Àll dat¡ obtaincd in cHlcN + 0.1 M [(n-c.Hg).N
üc fìlms: f = {.S x i0-? ool co-z.
' Ðo-from Eq. (2) a¡d D.oo froo Eq. (l).
soludon. PotcDtial stcps from 0 to - 10 V a¡¡d f¡om 0 to : 10 V rcspcctivcly. Coveragc of
6
series of D, values obtaineci corresponding to ever-r, /-l
data point- The average value of these D, was ¡aken as
representing D"oo. Although reduced P(X2)T) provides an
exceprion to tbe general senci, the P(Hn)T)s with long
alky! chains have the larger D*" values in CHîCN + 0.1
M [(¡-C.Hs).N]CIO1 soluûon. as shown in Table l.
Tbe apparent diffusion coefñcient Dro for charge
ransfer through conducting polymers is considered as tÌ¡e
sum of an elecron-diffr¡sion ratÊ Ð. and ar¡ ion-diffusion
rate D, componenr [10]. D. arises from elecrron hopping
among redox species in the polymer mat¡ixes, and D, is
attributed to the mobility of counrer ions in the films, and
either of them may become predominant. In the present
case, tÌ¡ere are three factors which may affect charge
Eansfer in the P{I(n)T} films. Firstly, the presence of the
pyridyl ring will give rise ro an electronic effecr which will
bave a significant influence on the D. vaìues of the
P{Xn)T} films in which the alkyl chain length is shorr-
Secondly, the alkyl chain length will affecr D", especially
in the case of rcduction of the polymers, as tbe shon alkyl
chains should favor the inramolecular electron transport if
ùis ransport is conducted through the alkyl chain ar¡d
ultimately througlr the polythiophene matix. Finally, the
film srucn¡re will affect tÌ¡e ion-diffr¡sion coeffÌcients D,.
Owing to the greater porosiry and larger holes in the long
alkyl chain P{(n)T} marixes, t}re mobilitv of the counær
ions in the polymers is increased and higher D, values are
predicæd.
In the p-doping process within the polymers, the charge
transpon takes place only rlrouglr the conjugated thie,
phene rings. As a rcsult, the effecr of alkyl charn length on
D. is unimponant and the predominarrt infh¡ence on D.pp
is the sm¡cu¡re of tbe films. Therefore, tile P(P(n)T) f¡lms
with long alkyl chains exhibit larger apparenr diftusion
coeff¡cients as a consequeDce of tbe larger apernrres and
greaær porosity. The situation for the cathodic processes in
the P{P(n)T) films is somewhat more complex. The obser-
vation of latger D*, values for the P{(n)T}s in which n
is large argues against subs¡anrial electron transpon througù
the alkyl chains, and suggesls either that elecron hopping
may be conductcd bctween lwo a¡omatic rings directly
because of sm.¡ctural flexibilir¡'. c; ùat ion diffusion ma;r
male a dercrminant contribution to D"pp when the poten-
dal is stepped to - 2.0 \t. The peculiarity of P{P(2)T) may
be an¡ibuæd ro a direct electronic effect arising from the
pyridyl substituent. The Ð*o values are of ùe same order
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for the p- aûd n-doping processes (Table l). Tnis mav
arise because of the assumpûon for the p-doping processes
in the calcularions in Eqs. (l) and (2) thar n has a value of
unit¡'; acrually n < I in this case, so thar D.o" for the
p-doping processes should be larger than thosé üsæd in
Tables 1 anci 2.
The implications could have more significance. bow-
eve¡. "Elecuon hopping" processes between redox cenßrs
would be expecred to be slower tba¡ electron conduction
through a conducting polymer chain. If the polythiophene
matrix were the siæ of charge storage in tbe p-doped
polymers, and the pyndyl rings the sire of storage in the
n-doped forms, tÌ¡en larger D"oo values might be expected
for the p-doped than the n-doped state. The observarion
that they have values of the same order may ¡eflect tÌ¡at the
charge ransfer in both the n- and p-doping processes
occun by the same mecha¡rism witl¡in the polythiophene
malnx.
The influence of the identity of the ions in the elec-
rolyte can be seen in the diffr.¡sion coefficients. Carions
play a major role in the deærmination of D"oo in the
reduction arid subsequent reoxidation of p{p(n)T} htms. ln
CH3CN+0.1 M LiCIOI solurion, I-f t/z curves do nor
pass through the origin although they are linear, so rhat
Eqs. (1) and (2) may nor be applicable to the polymers in
this medium. The reason for this obsen'ation is not clear.
but may a¡ise f¡om the rapid mobitity of the small lithium
cation in tlre negatively-charged film, or a specific inærac-
tion between Li+ a¡rd the polymer marix with consequent
kinetic control of some aspeo of the charge transfer
process, as described above. The additional possibility is
that the phenomenon arises from interface charging
effects, and reflecrs differences between tbe Li+ ed [(¡-
C.He)¡Nl* cations.
A¡¡ions ¿lso exen quirc significanr effects on Dro in
reduced P{Hn)T}s. Althougb the l-t-t/2 curve hás a
slightl¡, larger slope in CHrCN + [(n-CoHp)oNlClOo than
in CHrCN + 0.1 M [(n-CoHr)oNpFu solution, the effect
diminishes as the chain length becomes longer, and is
negligible for rbe case of P{P(l l)T). However, rhere is a
signifìcant diffcrence in D*o of rhe p{(2)T} film berween
soluúons conaining the wo electrolytes (Table 2). The
reducrion process of ùe P{P(n)T} films must be accompa-
nied b¡,' insenion of cations and exclusion of anions from
the polymer marices to maintain elecroneurralit¡,. Ionic
mobilit¡, may therefore be a facror in the charge transfer.
Tablc 2
ApparEDt diffusion cocfficicns of charge tn¡rsfcr in P((z)T) and P(Hll)Tl fil¡ns i¡ rhe prcscnce of diffcrcor supponing clccrol-vtcs ¡










are the sane as Table ) cxccpr rhar the solurions arc CH"CN + 0.1 M [(n-C¡Hr).N]ClOo and C]i,CN + 0.1 M [(n-CnHe).N]pF6
and might be expected ro be less in the p{p(2)T) frlms due
ro rheir lower porosity and 'Jre smaller holes in rhe ma¡ri-
ces of the polymer. However, since the ClO.- and PFf
ions a¡e of similar size (see above), rhe effect would seem
to a¡ise from some inheren¡ propeny of the anions.
Table 2 also shows the effects of supporting electrolytes
on D¡pp in the oxidized polymers, and in a similar rnanner
to the reduction process. the dilfe¡ence of 4pp caused by
anions is much more significant in rhe p{(2)T} than in the
P{P(ll)T} Frlm. However, [(n-C.He).N]CIO. produces a
larger slope in the 1-r-rl2 curye rhan [(n-C.He)rNFF6,
indicating faster diffusion of CiO.- in the tilm.
3.3. Impedance analysis of the polymers
3.3.1 . A.c. impedance specrra of a p{p(7)T} f,lm-modifi.ed
electrode
Fig. 7 shows the impedance complex planes of a
P{P(7)T) film-coared elecrode at different potenrials in
CH,CN+0.1 M [(n-CnHr)oN]ClO. solution. When the
polymer remains in a non-doped state, the spectra appear
as straight lines at low and intermediate frequencies (Figs.
74, 7B). However. they seem not to be consistent with
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Warburg impedance because the slooe is much grearer
ihan unity. This phenomenon has been reponed previously
lor orher film-coared elecrrodes [24.32.53] and the specrra
indicate that the neural polymer possesses capacitive char-
acteristics. In the oxidized polymer, a semicircle appea¡s at
intermeciiate frequencies corresponciing to a charge iransfer
resist¿nce R", (Figs. iC-TÐ. tn addiúon, rhere is a Wa¡-
burg impedance at low frequencies and its slope becomes
close to uniry with increase oi rhe p-doping level of rhe
polymer. From these specra. it appears thar R- and Z*
a¡e both important in the ¿-doping process of rhe P{P(7)T}
film. In the case of n-doped films, a series ot' specùa
recorded at differenr poæntials show differenr diameters of
semicircles in the intermediate to low tiequency range, and
Vr'arburg impedance at low frequencies (Figs. 7F-7I). In
these specra, the semici¡cles arising from charge transfer
¡esistance show a dependency on rhe potenrials: at - 1.2
V, which is located just at the foor of the reducrion peak of
the polymer. the semicircle has '.he smallest diameter.
The a-c. impedance spectra of a conducting polymer-
modified electrode is predicted ro possess two kinetic
semicircles from ¡he P I M (polymer I metal) interface ( Ro,
in parallel with C¿¡¡ for electronic cbarge ransfer) and rhe
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Fig. 7. Complcx iopcdance pla¡cs for P(P(7)T) ñlm ar differenr por.rDtiats i¡ CH'CI¡ + 0.1 M[(z-C¡Hc)oNlCtO¡ solu¡io¡. Filn ùickDcss 250 no. Thc

































P lS (polymer lsolution) interface (Ro, in paralleì with
Co,, for ion ransfer) respectively [5¿]. Utrder mosr circum-
sønces, however, oniy one semicircle can be observed
[54]. and in the low frequency range a'ùr'arburg impedance
often appears after the charge transfer semicircle(s). In
addition, the electode behaves as a capaciror at very low
frequencies. At high frequencies, a semicirc)e arising from
the resistance Ro of the polymer phase, in parallel with is
geometric capacitance Co, can be obsen¡ed witir dry films
[5¿]. tn general this semicircle is absent when the conduct-
ing polymer-modified electrode is studied in elecrolyæ
solution. A model by Fletcher [55] interpreted this phe-
nomenon iD terms of a model where the impedance of the
solid poìymer can be replaced by a Randle's circuit; i.e. a
parallel ¿urangement of a resistor R, and a capacitor C.,
in series wilh a resistor Rn. At very higì frequencies, this
impedance can be simplified to Rrr. Unde¡ conditions
where the frequency was relatively low (less ti¡an I kIIz),
the impedance of C, became so large that the capacitor
became blocking and tÌ¡e bulk polymer resisønce Ru - Rn
+ Rz [55]. If the film t]rickness d is known, t]re specific
conductivity x of the polymer can be calculated:
Ro= d/Ax (4)
wbere á is the elecrode area.
In the neutal P{(7)T) film, the charge transfer resis-
tance Ro is infrnite and the equivalent circuit is shown in
Fig. 84. By contast, in the doped polymer Ro is finite
and depends on the poæntials. The equivalent circuit is
shown in Fig. 88. For a reduced P{F(7)T} film, R" can be
calcula¡ed from the impedance spectra anci is at a mini-
mum (about 7Q A cm2) at -1.2 V. A V/arburg impedanceZ* can be observed only at low frequencies in tl¡ese
spectra- The experimental results suggest tÌ¡at the cathodic
elecrode reaction is conrolled mainly by kinetic factors,
and diffusion is only significant at low frequencies. In the
case of ar¡ oxidized f¡lm, the Warburg impedance becomes
very important since it covers a wide frequency range,
which suggests that the electrode reaction is conrolled by
both kinetics ar¡d diffusion, the laner appearing to be the
more importanl The neura'l film is nearly non-conductive
due to the inf¡niæ Ro, and most cunent flows through the
capacitor Co,. The high frequencl, semicircle is absenr in




















































Fig. 6. Eguivalent circuit oí P(P(n)Ð 6lrns ir CH,CN+O.1 M [(¿-




Fig. 9. Conplcx impcda¡cc planes ofP(P(7)T) film ar diffcre¡r porcarials
i¡ CH3CN+0.1 M LiCIO¿ solur¡oD. Film rhickness 180 no.
all the specra and the bulk flrlm resisrance Ro is basically
independent of the doped stare of the polymer. In ali the
specrra. Ro is abour 2 kfl (140 ll cm2). ln comparison
with this vaìue, ùre solution resisø¡¡ce Ã, is negligible.
The specific conductivity x of the buik polymer can be
estimaæd to be about 4 x lO-7 S cm-t for this
P{(n)T}-coaæd electrode. This value indicates a poor
conductivity of the polymer.
The other P{P(n)T} hlms exhibi¡ simila¡ behavior.
The bulk film resistance Ro may be deærmined only by
the dielectic cha¡acæristic of the polymen ar¡d the f¡lm
component diseiburion. Ir seems not to be affecæd signifi-
cantly b), eitber the applied porenrials or the length of thc
alkyl chains in the case of P{Xn)T} filrns. The specra do
nol reveal an¡, dependence of the impedance specra of tlre
P(P(n)T) films on the length of alkyl chains. This implies
that the electron transpon is conduc¡ed in various ways,
such a-s transfer through ùe alkyÌ chains ar¡d direcr hop
pin_e berween thiophene and pyridine.
3.3.2. Effecr of supporring elecrrolytes on the impednnce of
P{Ph)T}.frtns
Frg. 9 shows the impedance specra of tbe p(p(7)T) frlm
in CH-.CN+O.I M LiClO. soiurion. The neurral film
behaves as a capacirc; al intermediaÉ and low freguencies.
Its eguivalent ci¡cuit is represenred b,r, Fig. 84. Howeve¡.
Fig. 9C seems to show a targe charge transfer resisønce
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impedance in the spectrum. The icinetic semicircles for
charge ransfer iesis¡ance can be observeC in iile reduced
f,rlm, as shown in Figs.9E and 9F. Ro is about l..l
kO cm: at a potential of - I.0 V. which is smaller than
thar (7.35 kO cmr) of the P(P(7)T) film ar the same
porenrial in CH,CN +0.1 M [(n-C.Hq).N]Clo, soiution.
The Vr'arburg impedance is not very significant. but low
lrequency capaci¡ive propenjes appear in the reduced fllm.
These feanrres suggest that the diffusion of counter ions is
fast and that the kinetic factor controls the charge ransfer
reacdon in the P{P(7)T} flrlm in CH jCN +0.1 lvf LiClOr
solution. This result is consistenr wi¡h those of the cyclic
voitammetry and ch¡onoamperomeury sildies. [n rle neu-
ral and p-doped states, R, ¡esembles those vaiues ob-
:ained in the presence of [(n-C.He).N]ClOr. However, in
rhe reduced state Ro increases dramatically up to a vaiue
of l0 kO QW A cm2), which leads to a specific conduc-
tiviry r for the polymer of ca. 2.6 x lO-8 S cm-r. The
substantial incre¿se of Ro may occur because the Li* ions
which enter the film in the reduction process are immobi-
lized by a strong association with the pyridine radical
anions in the matrix.
4. Conclusions
The steric and electronic pa¡ameters exert little effect
on the electrosynthetic process for P(P(n)T) films, but they
have a substantial influence on the properties of the poly-
mers. The SEM analysis showed tl¡at the structure of
P{P(n)T} f,rlms becomes more porous, less regular and less
compact with increase in the length of the alþl branch
chain between the thiophene a¡rd the pyridine moieties.
Chronoamperometric studies have enabled the measurc-
ment of apparent diffr¡sion coefficiens 4ro for charge
ransfer processes in the polymers. They are determined to
a large extent by ttre porous sm¡cn¡re of the f¡lms, and arc
thereforc dependent not only on ttre length of the alkyl
chain, but also on tåe nan¡re of the supporting electrolytes.
I:rger D*o values are obtained for those polymers with
long alkyl chains. While the effect of the a¡rion is rcla-
tively unimponånt, the presence of Li* cations leads to
unusual electrochemical behavior of the polymers.
Impedance measurcments show a sigrihcant bulk film
resistance Ro, which is independent oi the potential and
the lengtb of the alkyl chain at higher frequencies, but is
dependent on the supponing elecuolytes. ln the Presence
of the Li* cation, a much larger Ro value is observed than
rhat obtained in the solution containing [(z-C.He)nN]*
cation. In the presence of [(n-C.Hs)nN]ClO4, a hnite
charge transfer rcsista¡¡ce Ro is obsened at inærmediate
frequencies depending on the doped states of the polymers.
This charge transfer resistance is inriniæ in the undoped
films, which behave as capacitors. In the p-doped poly-
mers. the impedance spectra show that the elecrochemical
processes a¡e controlled by both kinedc and diffr¡sion
ó9
phenomena. However. the spectra of n-doped f,rlms indi-
cere ¡hat 'Jre elecrcde Ðroc-'sses are kineticall,v ccntrolìed
in these flrlms.
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,{bstract
The clecropolymerization cf a series of ligands 3-{u142,2'-bipyridyl)lalkyl}thiophene (B(n)rf; n-2,5. 1,9, ll) and their
ris(ligand)nrthenium(Il) complexes, [Ru{B(z)T)3J2*, is reponed. The electrochemical propenies of the polymers werc investigaæd using
cyclic voltammetry, chronoampcromery and a.c. impcdance spectroscopy. These studies rcveal the dcpcndence of the elecuochemical
bchavior of rhc polytRu(B(n)T)r'*l films upon the lengrh of alþl chains bctween thc'ùiophenc and the bipyridyl groups, and on the
supponing elecuolytes; longer alkyl chains induce morc irreve¡sible voltammetric bchavior and larger charge ransfcr rcsistanccs in the
cathodic processcs of the polymers. On the basis of thesc investigations, the mechanism of charge Ea¡lsfer in the polymer-modified
elecuodes h¿s been evaluaæd, and incrprcæd. This shows 'Jrar elecrochemical processes of the polymers in the anodic region arc
conrolled both by kinecic and diffusion facton, whercas thc primary inJluences in the cathodic :tgion arc associated with kinetic factors
arising from thc alþl chains.
Kelnords: Rutheuiun(Il) complexcs; Conducting polymcr fitmst Elccrsopolymerization; A.c. iEpedancc spcctroscoPy
l. tntroduction
The mecha¡rism of charge transfer in conducting poly-
mers has been extensively snrdied [l-18], and in polytl¡ie
phenes and polypyrroles (and their derivatives) it occurs
through the conjugaæd aromatic rings. However, in poly-
[3-(oa-pyridylalkyl)thiophene] films, P{P(z)T}s, we re-
cendy showed that charge Eansfer processes a¡e rendered
more complex as the branch chains in the polymers exert
an additional influence [19].
Our ñ¡rther interest was to undenake a parallel sn¡dy on
the synthesis and electrochemical propenies of polymers
derived from the related series 3 -( o>14(2,?' -bipyridyl)Jal-
kyllthiophenes. B( n)T.
This study was also extendecf to examine the polymers
derived from the electropolymerization of metal complexes
derived f¡om B(n)T, e.g. [Ru(B(n)T]3J2*, to investigaæ
the conæquent effect on the charge transfer propenies of
the meallated films obtained by electrodeposition. The
identiry of ùe particula¡ metal system chosen was com-
plexes of ruthenium(tr) witb polypyridyl ligands, such as
[nu(bpy)¡]2* (bpy is 2,2'-bipyridine) and its analogues,
which have been ttre subject of intense rèsearch related to
their use as photosensitizers and electron traristèr reagents
[20]. In an exrension of these properties, [Ru(bpy)rF* has
been incorporated into NaJiont and clay-coaæd electrodes
l2l-241, which then acted as photoelecuodes under irradia
uon.
In poly{Ru{B(n)T)¡KPF6)2, hlms descriÞed in this pa-
per (designated P{RuB(n)r[)), the polythiophene polymer
is flrxed to the surface of the electrode and the [Ru(bpy)¡ ]2 
*
units are linked to the thiophene rings by alkyl chains of
different lengths. Depcnding on the electrode poæntials,
rhe rhiophene rings may themselves be involved in redox
processes or mediaæ in charge ransfer between the elec-
rode a¡¡d the ruthenium centers. Similar systems have
fì
\--scH?)n
{n:2,5, 7, 9, I l)
' Conespondiag euthor.
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been invesdgated b-r' Deronzier anC coworkers where the
meral cen¡e¡s were at¡ached ro poiypynoles [35-30]. The
srudy of the P{B(n)T} l¡lms, and of fiims conraining
redox-acúve metal centers, was undenaken to ex¿rmine the
difference in the charge uansfer cha¡acrcrisúcs upon varia-
tion of the bridge lengrh.
2. Experimental
2.1 . Bh)T monomers and reagents
3 -{ o>l+Q,2' -Bipyridyì )þtiryl} r}ri oph ene {B (2)T}, 3 { u'
[4(2,2-bipyridyl)]pentyl] thiophene { B(5 )Tj, 3 -{ ú>t+(2,2-
Uipyridyl)hepryl)thiophene {B(7)T}, 3-{<¿[+(Z.Z-bipyri-
dyl)lnonyl)thiophene {B(9)T) and 3-1.@-14-(2,z-bi-
pyridyl)hndecyllthiophene {B( I 1 )Tl were svnthesized and
chromatographically purified, as described previously [3 I ].
NJV-Dimethylformamide (DMF; Merck, LR) was dis-
tilled from MgSO. onto 3 Å molecular sieves. Triethyl
orthoformate (BDH, LR) was distilled from KrCO, and
stored ove¡ 3 A and 13X moiecular sieves prior to use.
hopan-l-ol (M&8, LR) was dried over anhydrous K2CO3
and distilléd under nitogen from CalI, onto 3 A molecu-
la¡ sieves. Dry Et,O was refluxed a¡¡d distilled from
sodium benzophenone keryl prior ro use. Methanol (AJAX,
4¡¡.) was used without further purification. Acetone (BDH,
lR) was distilled before use. Sephadex LH 20 was oÞ
tained from Pharmacia- NH4PFé (Fluka" puriss) was used
witbour fu rther purification.
Tera-n-butylammonium hexafluorophosphate, [(r-
C.He)4N]PF:, and LiClOo were electrocbemical grade
(Fluka). Acetonitrile (Fluka IJ\¡ grade) was used for elec-
rochemical and spectroscopic stuciies wilhout further pu-
rification.
Samples of [Ru(HrO)uJ(tos), and [Ru(DMF)uJ(tos)z
were synthesized b¡' literarure methods [SZ,S:1.
2.2. Syntheses of I Ru{Bh)T}j ] (PF¿ ).
These complexes were prepared by a modification of
the method described b1, Keene et al. [34].
[Ru(DMF)oXtos)] (270 mg, 0.3 mmol) was added ro a
<iegassed (Nr) solution of B(¡)T (0.97 mmol) in dry
propan-l-o) (160 cm3). Tt¡e mixture was refluxed overnigùrt
<iuring which time the color changed from orange rc purpìe
and ñnalì1 to red. The solvent was removed in vacuo. The
residue u'as dissolved in a minimum volume of MeOli.
sorbed onto a column (24 x 3 cm) of Sephadex LH 20 and
eluted with MeOH. The first band (orange) was collecæd
and removal of the solvent provided red residues of
[Ru{B(r)Tì.}.tos),. This salî u'as dissolved in a minimum
guanùry* of MeOH and an excess of solid NI{.PF' added
u'iù srirring. The resultan¡ mixrure was stored at - 20'C
overnight. The supernatant solution was decanted and the
thick dark-red oily residue was dissolved in a minimum
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quanrit¡,of acerone, sorbei onro a Sephadex LH 20 col-
umn and eluæd with acetone. The reC band was collecred,
and removal of the solvent provided red crystals of
lRu(UXB(n)T)3XPF6)2. Yields of [Ru{B(z)T)¡XpFu).: n
:2,'187c (m.p. 148'C); n:5,6tVc (m.p. 126.C); n-7,
647c (m.p.98'C); n :9, 61erc (m.p. 66'C); n:11,75Va
(m.p. 59'C). Tbe producs were characrerized by rH NMR
spectrat these dala are given in Supplemenrary Table I
which may be obtained from the aulhors on request.
23. Electropolymerization of the monomers
P oIy[3 -{ orla-(Z,2' -bipy ri d y I)]atk y t) th ioph en e s l,
P{B(n)T}s, were prepared on platinum disk elecrrodes
(a¡ea, 0.07 cm2) by elect¡ocbemical oxidarion of ù¡e corre-
sponding monomers (0.1 M) at a constant potenrial of
+2.3 V in acetonirile solurions conraining 0.1 M [(n-
C4He)4NPq. The fa¡adaic charges passed @ were mea-
sured from .l-¡ curves from which the fiim thickness d
a¡rd the surface coverage J- (: Q/aFA, n:2.25 l35l)
could be estimaæd as described previously [19], assuming
no side-reacúons occurred during the elecuolysis pre
cesses. ln general, O values were controlled at 500 mC
cm-2 and the thicknesses of rhe P{B(n)T) films were
estimated to be berween 2.0 (P(B(2)f)) an¿ 3.8 ¡"r.m
(P{B(11)T}). The coion of the fiims varied according to
the monomers and thickness of the polymen, with the
P{B(n)T} f¡lms (n > 5) having dark colors, changing from
green to a blue or purple color w,ith increæing ùrickness,
The P{B(2)T} films were a yellow color.
Poly{Ru{B(n)T)3XPF6)2, films, P{RuB(n)T}, were
prepared on platinum disk electrodes by positive potential
scanning from 0 V to + 2.0 V at a scan rate of 50 mV s-r
in an acetonirile + 0.1 M [(n-CoHç)¿NþFu solution con-
taining 2 mM of the monomers, unless otherwise indi-
cated. An outcome is shown in Fig. 1. Tlre growth of the
frlms was monitored by the increase of peak current of the
¡ulll-¡ull redox couple a¡ound 0.9 V. The oxidarion peak
of thiophene was observed close to 2.0 \r, but the pealc
:.0 t_0 0.0
PotrDrial / V
Fig. l. Cyclic vollåmmoßra¡ns oí [Ru(B(5)T).],- <iuring a¡ a¡odic
elecuopoìymcrization Solution: 2 mM [Ru(B(5)T).Jr- + CH.Cìi + 0. I





current decayed (ra¡ber than increased) with the poly-
merization procsss, until it reached a constant value. The
alkyl chain length --xerted some influence on the electro-
oolymerization; compared with the other monomers,
[Ru(B(5)T]rì2= and [Ru{B(7)T}3ì2* exhibited a fasrer in-
crease in film growth. The f,r¡st cycle of [Ru(B(2)T]¡12*
showed a large oxidation peak at +1.7 V which was not
clearly observable for rhose monomers with longer alkyt
chains; instead there was a cunent plateau at rlore posirive
potentials. The colors of all ùre films were golden.
The charges passed and the surface coverages of ihe
frlm-coated electrodes could be varied by conrrolling ùe
number of the nol
cm-2), were d om-
ponent of the ams
me¿sured at a slow scan rare (tO mv s-r) in CHICN + 0.1
M [(¿-C.Hç)+NpFu solution. Surface coverages were rytr,
ically in the range l-i, = (1.5-2.5) x 10-8 mol cm-2,
unless otherwise indicated.
Prior to elecrodeposition, the working elect¡odes were
polished to a mi¡ror finish with a slurry of 0.05 ¡r,m
alumina powder. The polished e¡ectrodes we¡e rhen im-
mersed in a concentrated HrSOo + K.CrrO, solution for
20 min, washed with tap warer and triply distilled waær,
and dried with a sream of nitrogen. These cleaned elec-
trodes were maintained at a potential of - 100 mV in
CH3CN + 0.1 M [(n-CnHr).NPFu solution for 10 min to
rcduce the oxidized species on the elecrode surface. The
elecropolymeriz¿tion was conducted in a three-elecuode
cell, with a platinum coil as the cor¡nter electrode and a
AglO.Ot M AgNO3 +CH3CN electrode as the reference.
The solutions werc degassed by bubbling witb high puriry
niuogen prior to polymerization, and the electropolymer-
ization was ca¡ried out at room temperaure under a nitre
gen atmosphere. After the polymerization, the film-mod-
ified elecrodes were rinsed with acetonitrile, dried under
an N, strearu and elecuocheurically undoped by holding
the elecuodes at - 100 mV for l0 min in CH3CN + 0.1 M
[(¿-C.H').NPF, solution free of the monomers.
2.4. Electrochemical meøsurements of the polymer films
AII the elecuochemical measurements were performed
with a BAS l00A electrochemical analyzer. The experi-
ments were conducted in a standard three-elecuode cell as
described above. All solutions werc deaerared by bubbling
with high puriry N, prior to mer¡surement. The counter
elecrode was a platinum coil. All potentials were mea-
sured (and are reponed) with rcspect to a Agl0.Ol M
AgNO, + CH3CN retèrence electrode. Before chronoam-
perometric experiments were conducted, a cyclic voltam-
Ínogr:rm was measured f¡om - 1.7 to + 1.9 V at a scan
raæ of 20 mV s- t so that a stable redox curren! could be
obtained. Further details of the procedurc have been de-
scribed previously I l9].
tJ
2.5. Specrroscopic measurements of I Ru{B( ilT}, I ( P F6 ),
3C0 MHz 'H NMR spectra (ds-acerone solven¡) were
recorded on a Bruker AM 3000 FT spectometer.
?.6. A.c. impedance measurements of rhe polymer-modified
electrodes
The equipment and the experimental procedure have
been described previously [19].
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Cyclic uoltanrmerric behauior of P{B(ilT} and
p{nua(ilT} frtns
3.1.1 . Cyclic uohanunerric behavior ol P{RuB(ùT} flms
in CHrCN +0.1 M [(n-CoHo)nN]PF6 solurion
Fig. 2 shows cyclic voltammograms of P(RuB(n)T)
f,rlms in CH3CN + 0.1 M [(n-CoHr)nNpFr soluúon. The
Xolll-¡ull redox couple appears at abour 0.9 v, slightly
lo 0.0 -Lo
Poi.ltis¡ /V
Fig. 1 Cyclic voltannogrars of P(RuB(zlT) films i! CH'C{+O.l M
[(z-C¡He).NFF6, solution. Sca¡ ralc: 0.1 v s-r. Nuobcrs i¡dica¡r rhc
cyclc ouEbcr in a continuously scaaaing expcrincnu
























negative of ùe potential fo¡ the [Ru(bpy)¡]r- complex
(E,n:0.95 V vs. AglAgNO3) [20]. Multiple redox
waves appear at the more negative poæntials. For a
P{RuB(7)Ti film, the first ligand reduction wave occurs a!
- 1.5 V (the fint cycle), tbe second reduction wave (the
largest) is at - 1.8ó V accompanied by a reverse oxidation
peak at - 1.8 V, and the third reduction wave of tire ligand
is observed at - 2.0 V (with a reverse oxidation peati at
- 1.96 \t). In comparison with the ¡eduction waves, these
associarcd oxidation currents are very small. This suggesß
tÌ¡at most of the ligands remain in a reduced staæ a¡ld can
be oxidized only at high potentials c'lose to the oxidation
poændaìs of the Ru¡¡ì-Rul¡ couples. As a result. tÌ¡e oxida-
tion currenrs of the Rulrr-Ru¡¡ couples in the P{RuB(n)T}
films increase dramaücall¡', as shown in Fig. 2. but reduce
in subsequent cycles as the ligand reduction component
decays.
The variation of the alkyl chain length has a significant
effect on the elecuochemistry of the polymers. Compared
with polymers with short alkyl chains, the ligand reduction
waves of a P{RuB(ll)T} film are shifæd in a negarive
di¡ection so that the third rcduction wave cannot be seen
withi¡ the lower poæntial limit of -2.1 v. However, in
this case two reverse oxidation waves i¡ the posidve
sweep ar€ stilì observable at - 1.82 and - 1.95 V. The
P{RuB(7)T} film behaves similarly, but the P{RuB(2)Ti
irlm is significantl¡,different presumably because of elec-
tronic factors arising from the mun¡al influence of thio-
phene and bp¡, moieties. Compared with the other pol-v"-
mers, the ligand reducúon waves of tÌ¡e P{B(2)T) film shift
negarivel¡'and occur ^t -1.77 
(large and sharp), -1.9
and -2.O4 V. Moreover, the reverse oxidation waves,
with considerably larger currens, a¡e found at - 1.85 and
-2.0 v.
The fust (least negative) reduction wave for tbese irlms
is different from the subseguent waves: it has no reverse
peal and va¡ies with the alkyl chain length (Fig. 2). The
peal has Eo.r= -1.11 V with a sharp contour in the
P(RuB(2)T) film. Fo¡ the other polymers wirh a longer
alkyl chain length. the first reducúon peal is significantly
more positive and tl¡e conlour is broader. A peak of simila¡
na¡ure was also found by Deronzier e¡ al. for analogous
species based on polypynole [20], ar¡O in the present case
it may be ùe n-doped current of tlre thiophene rings. Tne
subsequent waves in these cases a¡e associated with the
reducrion of the bpy ligand groups. Fo¡ the P{RuB(2)T)
film, the obsen,ation reflects the facili¡aæd elecron tra¡s-
pon via the thiophene to the bpy groups through tÌ¡e shon
alkyl chain linkage.
Similarly. the redox wâves at t}¡e Ru(III)-Ru(II) coupìe
depend on the alkyl chain ìengths. Thev occu¡ at the sam3
potential fo¡ tire P{RuB(7)T) and PiRuB(ll)T) films, but
shifi sìighrìy in a posirive direcûon for rl¡e P{RuB(2)T}
film. Furtl¡ermore, the current deca¡' of the Ruln-Rur;
couple is faster after ùe fust cycìe for those po)ymers with
ìonger alkyl cbains. especially in the P{RuB(ll)T) film
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where the broad oxidarion waves a¡e shifæd positivel¡,.
These voìrammograrns indicaæ thar the lengthening of the
alkyl chains of the polymers increases the irreversibiliry of
tÌ¡e elecrochemical reactions occurring in tbe P{RuB(n)T)
films.
lf the poendal is scanned over ûte more posirive poæn-
tiats only. the P{RuB(n)T} films exhibit vertv sÞble redox
bebavior-their cyclic voltammograms have consistent re-
dox potentials and there is very iittle currenr decay during
a period of repeated potential cycles.
The influence of the alkyl chain lengths on the cyclic
volammeric behavior of the polymers can be rationalized
as follows. The complex electron transpon process be-
tween thiophene ar¡d 2,2'-bipyridine may occur in a num-
ber of ways, for instance by transpon of the elect¡ons
througùr the alkyl chains, or by direct transfer of rhe
elecuons from the bipyridyl rings to the conjugated thio-
pbene chains. In addition, the transfer of elecrons in the
reduced polymers may occì¡r via self-exchange between
different bpy rings. If the elect¡on transpon is conducred
primarily ùrough the alkyl chains, it is reasonable that the
long chains would increase the irreversibiliry of the reduc-
tion processes of the polymers. The large reverse oxidarion
currenrs associated with the reduction of ri¡e P{Ru(2)T)
films a¡e rationalized in ærms of the lower impediment to
elecúon transpon bcause of conduction through the shoner
allcyl chain.
lnramolecular charge transfer via saturated bonds has
been discusse<i previously [3637]. McConnelt reponed a
theoretical analysis of the rate of inramolecular charge
transfer of the odd electron between the two phenyl groups
in the mononegarive ions of the a.r¿diphenyalkanes, @
(CH2),-ø [38], and a number of conclusions were drawn.
The polymethylene chain can be replaced by a pseudopo-
tential corresponding to an effective direct ransfer be-
tween the rings: it was found that tÌ¡ere is a strong ten-
dency for self-trapping of tÌ¡e odd electron on one phenyl
ring or tÌ¡e other owing to solvent polarizarion and bond
distonions in the rings. This self-trapping greatly reduced
tbe rate of intramolecular charge ransfe¡. The intramolecu-
lar charge uansfer occurred as an electronic resonance
effect when a shonlived thermaliy-activated molecular
state was formed in which the two rings appear equivalent
to the odd elecûon. The activarion energy was estimared to
be oí the order of 1000 cm-I. Addirionally, rhe rate of
intramoiecular charge üansfer was found to decrease sig-
nifrcantl¡' with the len,etb of the poìymethylene chain.
Although it cannot'oe determined hon, fa¡ electrons can
be uansfer¡ed, tbe inramolecular charge transfer through a
polymethylene chain is thought to be f¿sr via shon chains
(3 ca¡bon atoms or iess) bur slow via lon_ger chains [3S-40].
Shimada ancj coworkers investigated the intramolecu)ar
charge ransfer in some similar systems u,iùl various lengfirs
of alkyl chains using ESR specroscopy [39-42]. These
sodies revealed tÌ¡ar the charge transfer might not acn¡ally
proceed via the chain but rather occur when the donor
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aoproacheC ihe acceotor as a consequenc-' of 'ùe i'lexi'oility
oi r long rlkyl chain [42).
In rhe :ase of rhe P{RuB(n)T} hlms, while the thio-
phene -rr-':os are hxed onto the elecrode as for the
P{B(n)Ti'nalogues. three bpy groups are connected io
one anothcr by a ruthenium center, leading to cross-linking
networks rmong different alkyl chains and substanrially
decreasing the flexibility of the bpy groups. As described
Dreviously [tg], tire P{P(n)T} films were found to be more
porous and less regular in their structure wirh increasing
lengths of the alkyl chains: wi¡hin the P(RuB(n)T) flrlms.
this tendency may well be enhanced because of the steric
requirements caused by the coupling of the bpy groups
wirh the metai centers. Although the concent¡ation of rhe
Ru redox sites may be relatively high in the films and 'ùe
in¡ermetal distance short, the cross-linking within the
P{RuB(n)T} films would dec¡ease the f'lexibility of the bpy
groups to such an extent that the probabiliry of di¡ect
electron t¡ansfe¡ between the thiophene and the bpy groups
is diminished. Similarly, ttre probability of elecuon uans-
port through di¡ect'self-exchange' between the bpy groups
is also low. The possibiliry of such direct electron transPort
c¿rnnot be totally excluded. but it is noted that both the
above mechanisms would be favored by long alkyl chains,
which inc¡ease the chain flexibility accordingly, the poly-
mers with longer chains should exhibit more reversible
voltammeric behavior. However. cyclic voltammetry indi-
cates that in the reduction processes of P{RuB(¿)T} hlms,
charge transfer decreases with the lengthening of the alkyl
chains berween the thiophene and bpy groups. As a result,
the cathodic reduction waves of the polymers with longer
chains possess fean¡res of kinetic cont¡ol (i.e. broader
contours) and these films exhibit smaller conesponding
reverse oxidation waves in the cathodic region, as shown
in Fig. 2. This result (and others discussed below) suggests
that, in the cathodic region, charge transfer involves con-
duction through the alkyl chains.
The reduction characteristics of a P(RuB(7)T) f,¡lm in
CH3CN + 0.1 M [(n-C.,Hr)oNpF5 solution are shown in
Fig. 3. $/ithin a lower limit of -2.3 V (Fig. 3(A)), four
reduction waves are observed and the response changes
greatly during repeated potential sweeps (Fig. 3(B)). The
Îi¡st reduction wave at - 1.5 V grows rapidly and the
second wave decays continuously until it disappears com-
pletely. The positions of both these waves shift in a
negative direction with repeaæd scan cycles, as does the
third wave. With continuous scanning, the rcdox processes
become more irreversible, and after a number of cycles,
the extension of the scan to more positive potentials
reveals that the redox waves of the Rulll-Rull couple
disappear completely, although the oxidaúon cunent of
thiophene was still observed. Accordingly, the reduction
processes result in a local deactivation of the polymer.
Ttre disappearance of ùe Rulll-Ruu redox couple im-
plies breakdown of the metal-ligand bonds, i.e. the partial
decomoosition of the polymer, although the mechanism is
0.0 -1.0
Poa¡rial / V
Fig. 3. Cyclic voltâmmogrâr¡s of P(RuB(7)T) films in CHICN+0.1 M
(n-C.Hr)nNþF6 soluúon. Sccn ra¡e:0.1 v s-'' (,r) Thc first three
cycles o1'sca¡s; (B) conrinuous sweep cyclcs. The number indicaEs lhc
cycle number i¡ a continuously scurning experimenu
still unclea¡. However, aggregation of excess negative
charges on ûre polymer may be an importanl factor- The
other P{RuB(n)T} films have simila¡ characterisÛcs.
3.1 .2. Cyclic uoltatrunetric behauior of P{RuBh)T} frlms
in CH3CN +0.1 M LiCIOo solution
The P{RuB(n)T} films have quite different voltammet-
ric behavior in CHrCN+0.1 M LiCIO¡ solution' com-
pared with that described above, as shown in Fig- 4' At
more positive potentials, the P(RuB(7)T) and P{RuB(Il)T}
:.0 0.0 -2.0
Poc¡tial / V
Fig. 4. Cyclic voltaooograms of P(RuB(n)T) filr¡s is CHrCN+0-l M
LiClO. solutioo. Scan tatc:0.1 v s-r. Thc numbe¡s lodicatc thc cyclc
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films both exhibit the . = +0.g5
V during the fîrs¡ scan posirively
ar¡d assumes broader scans. In
conrast. tlre associated reduction peals of tÌ¡e Rulll-Rull
couple retain the same posirion and shape. with liuìe
decay'.
The electrochemical processes are influenced by the
length of the alkyl chains. For the p{RuB(l l)T) film, wirir
a long alkyl chain, Io." for the Rullr-Rul! couple is small
in the second cycle of rhe scan, and alrtrough this peak
decays in the subsequenr cycles ir is srill observable. In the
P{RuB(?)T) film, this peali appears only as a shoulder. The
large faradaic charges observed between abour *0.7 and
+ 1.8 V a¡e due to the contribution of the reducrion
processes of the poìymers, as described previously for the
case of t¡¡e P{(n)T) [tg]. t¡e broad conrours signify that
the charge ransfer reacdon is kinerically conrolled.
At negative potenrials, ri¡e p{RuB(7)T) film exhibirs a
reduction wave of the ligand at - 1.95 V for the fusr
cycle, with a broad associaæd oxidation wave from - 1.5to -0.8 V. For the p{RuB(ll)T} frim. Iigand reducrion
peaks occur ar ca. -1.35 and -1.7 V. Their broad
contours signify that kinetic factors are more imponant in
deærmining the cathodic eiecrochemical processes occur-
ring in the iolymers with longer chains; this provides
furthe¡ evidence for the earlier assenion thar the elecuon
transfe¡ berween the thiophene and the bpy groups may be
conducted primaril¡, througlr the alkyl chains linliing rhem.
The cathodic processes of the polymers a¡e ireversible as
the oxidarion current of the iigand is very small compared
with the reducrion peak. Thc carhodic processes of òe
polymers seem ro exhibit more irreversibiliry in CH.CN +
LiClO4 rhan in CH3CN + [(n-C.Hç),NÞ\ because of
the broader contours of tbe redox waves and larger .dEo in
the former case.
Tbe residual charge retained in the cycle at more nega-
tive potendals may be esùmared. based on the difference in
a¡ea berween the reciucrion waves of the bp1, moiety and
the corresponding oxidadon waves. If this is compared
with the increase in charge observed in the subseguenr
oxidadon ai more posirive porcnrials (based on the differ-
ence between rbe areas of the peails fo¡ tÌ¡e oxidaúon from
+0.? to + 1.8 v a¡ci that for the Ru¡rr-Rulr couple alone
(ob¡ained in tÌ¡e fi¡s¡ cycle)), ir is found tl¡ar there is a clear
corresponcìence. This provides furù¡er evidence that tÌ¡e
excess negative charges. arising from the iigand reducûon.
a¡e releaseci ro tbe elecrode in a porenrial range from
about +0.7 to + 1.8 V.
Fi-s. 5(.4) shows ùe cyc)ic volrammograms of tlre
P{RuB(7)T) film swept condnuousl;- ar more negaúve
porentials. Ven' large reduc¡ion currenB a¡e observed in
the fi:-sr scan. which deca¡' d;amaricall¡, in subsequeni
cycles. However. ùe deactivared film can be reactivated if
the poænrial is swepr ro + 2.0 V. as sbown in Fig. 5(B). in
the conrinuous cycies ar posirive potenriaìs, the film ex-
hibits a large oxidation \^'ave ai Ep.u= +1,0g V and a
Fig. 5. Cyclic volraDoograEs of p(RuB(?)rI) fìtn in CHrCI¡+O.I M
LiClO. soluriø. Sca¡ ratc: 0.1 Y s-¡. (A) Conrinuousl¡: sca¡¡¡¡g ar
ncgaûve polcnùals. (B) posirive scaming for film deacúva; in (A).
large oxidation curenr of the thiophene at potentials of
+1.6 V or above. There are no corresponding reverse
rcduction waves in the f¡rst cycle of the sweep. In the
second cycìe, the oxidation wave at + 1.0g V disappears
but a reverse reduction wave starts to appea¡. Afte¡ the
thi¡d scar¡ cycle. the redox waves of the RuItt_RuII couple
a¡e recove¡ed and retain stable redox currents. If the
porential is swept at negative potentiats, the reduction
waves of the ligand a¡e ajso recovered.
The Ru¡r)-Ru¡r redox couples in the p{RuB(¡)T) films
are more irreversible in CH'CN +0.1 M LiClO4 tt¡an in
CHrCN+0.1 M [(n-C.Hs)oN]pF, solurion. This phe_
nomenon may be amibuted ¡o diffusion factors if a con_
centration polarization arising from nonlinear diffr¡sion of
the counrcrions in the film resuhs in larger á.E" values in
CH"CN+0.1 M LiClOl solurion. Addiúonally, some
chemical irreversibiliry ma1, also be involved, as discussed
previousl¡' I I 9].
The va¡iarions in elecuochemical response.s in tÌ¡e ca_
thodic processes of rhe p{RuB(n)f) films ma¡, be at_
ributed to rbe influence of counrer-cations of the elec_
trolyæ involved. Aìthough there is some uncenainq, as [o
the exrenr of solvarion of Li. in CH?CN. because of the
smalle¡ size of U- it can diffuse in¡o the reduced fiims
ve4 rapidl¡ ro mainain ùe elect¡oneurali¡v. tÌ¡us enha¡c_
ing film subiiit¡,. ln the subsequenr posiive sca¡¡s, the
films reactivate as e resuh of the exclusion of the Li=
cations. By conrrast, the bulk¡,cadon Bu.N* moves slowiy
in the fiims so tha¡. the reduce<i films a¡e eÌecroneuralized























Fig. 6. Cyclic volraomograrns of P(B(a)T) flilms in CH¡CN+O.Ì M
[(¿-C.He)nNlPFe solutiot. Scan ratc: 0.1 v s-r. Thc numbers i¡dicate
ùe cycle numben i¡ a continuously scanning expcrimcnt-
3.1 .3. Cyclic uoltarìunetric behauior of P{B(ilT} filtns
The cyclic voltammograms of a P(B(5)T) and a
P{B(ll)T} film in CH3CN +0.i M (n-CnHe)oNpF5 so-
lution a¡e shown in Fig. 6. The oxidation cuÍents of the
thiophene are much larger than those observed in the
conesponding P{RuB(¿)T} films. The reduction waves of
rhiophene in the P(B(5ÌT) film appear at +0i and -0.25
v, although the wave at -0.25 V can be found in tl¡e first
cycle only. The fust scan cycle of the PtB(ll)T) film
shows the reduction wave of thiophene 
^t -0.2 
V, but it
disappears in the following cycles. The reduction Processes
of tl¡e P{B(n)rI} films are much simpler than those of the
P(RuB(nII). For the P(B(5)T) film, only one large wave
associaæd with the bpy rcduction is observed at - 1.68 V
and it decays in subsequent cycles. The associated oxida-
tion peak of the ligand occurs at - 0.75 V (with a small
accompanying peak at ca - 1.4 V), and it shifu in a
positive direction in subsequent scan cycles. This peak is
not observable in tire P(B(l l)T) tilm (only a small current
is seen at about -0.9 V in the fust cycle). This signifies
that the reduction process is more ineversible in the
polymers with long alkyl chains.
In a similar manner ro the P{RuB(n)T} films, the cyclic
volrammograms of the P(B(nIf) hlms exhibit a cu¡rent
decay at negaúve potentials with the continuous potential
scanning in CHrCN+0.1 M [(n-C.Hy).NÞF6 soludon.
This is associated with gradual decomposition, as the
deactivated films cannot be reactivated due to the damage
to úe polymer sm¡cn¡re. as described in tl¡e case of the
P(RuB(nlT) hlms.
The P(B(z)r[) films exhibit similar cyclic voltammerric
behavior in CHICN + 0.1 M LiCIO¡ soludon to that of the
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P{P(n)T} irlms reponed oreviously [19]. The main differ-
ence is ûrat the P{B(n)T} films possess slighriy larger
essociated oxidation waves at more nega(ive potentials.
Decay of the cathodic currenl occurs in 'ùe reduction
processes for the P{B(n)T} films in CHrCN+O.I ìvf
LiCIO¡ solution, but the hlms cül be reac:.:vated by rneans
of a positive potential cycle from 0 to +l.i V. with ¡wo
large oxidation waves occurring at +0'9 and +2.1 V in
the first cycle.
3.2. Apparent dffision coelficients for charge transfer in
P{Bh)T} rtInu
The techniques used for lhe measurement of apparent
diffr:sion coefFtcients of charge uansfer in the polymers
have been described previously [19]. If the potentials are
respectively stepped from 0 to +2.0 V and from 0 to
- 2.0 v for the p- and n-doping Procssses of the polymers'




where ,4, is the surface a¡ea of the electrode. The average
concentration of electroactive species in the t-rlms is given
by c- f/d, where l- is the surfacecoverage and d is the
thickness of the films; l- can be estimated from the
deposit charges according to Faraday's law, so thar the
apparent diff¡sion coefFtcients Dooo for charge ransfer in
the polymers a¡e obtainabie on the basis of experimentally
measured I-t da¡z- The value of n is unitv for ùe
n-doping process of the polymen. However, it is difficult
to ¿eærmine for the p-doping Process, although it can be
assumed to be similar for atl tt¡e polymers because the
elecuon transpon in p-doped polymen is conducted only
through ùe conjugated polythiophene matrix ar¡d is there-
fore not significantly affected by the alkyl chain length.
Taking into account the uncenainty in tl¡e deærmination of
c and n, we present the results in the form of. Dt/zc and
nDt/zc (p-doping process) values to estimate the charge
transfer rates in these polyme-r-modif,ied electrodes.
Table I shows ùle D*r"'" values for charge uansfer
T¡blc I
Appa¡ent diffusio¡ cocfficicnts of chargc ua¡rsfcr in P(B(n)T) films'
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¡ AII rhc daûa obFiñcd i¡ CHlÇ}l +O.l M [(n-C.He)¡NþFo solution:
poanrial sæps hoo 0 to -2.0 v a¡d ftom 0 to ¿2.0 V. Þ Surface
covcragc J.noa3xlO-ó aûol-r cn-z.
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in tÌ¡e P{B(n)T) fiims in CH.CN - 0.1 M[(¡-C¿He)4NPFó
solution. There is possibly a dependence of DapF on the
alkyl chain lengtb of the polymers. ln the p-doping pro
cess, the nDt/2c values do noi sho\A a clear trend as the
chain length is increased. However, if c decreases u,ith
lengthening of tbe alkyl chains (owing ro rhe increase of d
at a cenain ì^ value deærmined by the same @ in the
polymer preparation). ù. 4oo values of the polymers may
increase u,ith ìengthening of the atkyl chains, with the
exception of the P{B(2)T} frlm. The electron hopping in
the p-doping process occurs i¡ tle conjugated thiophene
rings, and the alkyl chain length of rlre polymers does nor
exen any significant kinetic influence on this process.
TÏ¡erefore, a significant factor in determining D"oo values
may be the porous smJcùre of the polymers, since Ðro is
deærmined by ùre ion-transpon rate D, ratlrer than the
electron-transpon rare D. in this circumstance [19,¿5]. es
described previously [19], t]re P{(z)T} polymers become
more porous with larger aperrures as the alkyl chain length
is increased. The P{B(n)T} films are assumed to exhibir
the same tendency. which was also reported in the case of
poly(3-alkylthiophenes) [4ó]. In rbose polymers wirh longer
alþl chains, the mobiliry of counterions is greater and
larger D*, values a¡e predicted. The exception of tlre
P{B(2)T} film may be attributed ro the electronic effecr
arising from pyridyl substirution. Altbough there appears
to be a tendency for the Dt/zc values for the n-doping
process to decrease with increase in the alkyl chain length.
it is counteracæd by tbe decrease i¡ c with lengthening of
the alkyl chains. so that no clea¡ uend is apparenr in Doo
itself.
3.3. Impedance analysis of the P{Bî)T} and the
P{RuBh)T} polymers
3.3-1. The predicted. impedance spectÌa and equiualent
circuits ef conducting polymers
Fig. 7 shows the double laver sm¡cmre, an equivalenr
circuit and a predicted impedance spectrum of tbe conducr-
ing pol-vurers [11,47]. There are two doubìe layers locared
a¡ the meullpolymer (tr¿lp) anO the polymerlsolurion
(P lS) interfaces respectivel],. as shown in Fi-e. 7(A). Ac-
cordingl¡'. rwo kineûc semicircles can be predicred in the
speclrum of Fig. ?(C). ln general. the bulk poìymer resis-
tance semicircle at higb frequencies is absenr wben the
polymer-modifleC elecuodes are srudied in elecuolyre so-
iuüon [] ll. This phenomenon may be inrerprered b¡' rhe
Fletcher model [a8] as described previously' [lS]. The
typical a.c. impeciance specrrum of a polymer-coared elec-
ùode consists of a charge ransfer resistar¡ce semicircle. a
Warburg impedance segmenl and a low frequenc¡, capaci-
tance C.. besides a solution resistance R. and a buli:
polymer resis[ance Rb [l i.19,47.49-5a]. The reason fo¡
the common observation of only one kinetic semicircle has
been discussed by Johnson er at. [llJ.
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Fig. 7. Schcmaúc rcprcscnradoos of chargc ra¡sfcr in rhe double layen
a¡d thc bulk filn (A), ùê ÊquivalcDr ci¡cuir (B) a¡d rhe p¡cdicled
impcd¿ncc spcctrùtrr of conducring ¡oìynen (C).







The double layer capacitance ca¡l be evaluated from ¡he
spectrum on the basis of Eq. (2):
Co,: !/ou'R,, (2)
where a¡' :Z¡rf is the frequencl, ar ¡l¡e top of the
semicircle. The Warburg coeffl¡cient leading rc Dlo2c cart
be evaluated from the \ù/arburg segmenr in tlre sþcmrm
since
Z,ar/2 - r- ---.Y- (3)
n, F2¡{2 DtrÇ c
where c is the concenration of the counrerion in the
polymer and DapF is irs apparenr diffusion coefñcient [11].
A is tÌ¡e surface a¡ea of the electrode.
3.3.2. Impedance specrra of the p{B(ilT} films
Fig. 8 shows some impedance spectra of a p{B(5)T}
film at different porenrials in CH.Cn*+0.1 M [(n-
C.H.)4NÞFó solution. For a non-doped stare of rhe poly-
mer. the spectn¡m appears as a sEaighl line witb a slope of
abour 60o (Fig. 8(A)). This indicates rhal a non-doped
pol¡,mer possesses considerable capaciance characæristics,
which is consisrenr with the p{Kn)T) behavior [lg]. er a
potential of +1.5 V, a¡r oxidizeC P{B(5)T) film shows a
kineric semicircle at intermediate frequencies. a Warburg
impedance anci a low-frégueney capaciunce (Fig. 8(B).
This is in agreemenr with a repon on polythiophene films
[l l]. However. anal¡,sis of the kinedc semicircle gives a
charge ransfer ¡esisnnce of arounci S-9 kO cm:, which is




cmr at Ll V vs. SCE in CH,CN+0. I NI [(n-
C.He)rN]ClO. solution [1i], with a parallel capacitance
of 5-10 ¡rF cm-:. It is not possible from this specÌnrm io
identify rvhich interface (ìvllP or PIS) is responsible for
this semicircle. However, it can be confirmed that the
charge transfer in an oxiciized P{B(n)T) frlm meets a large
resistance and is cont¡olled by both kinedc and dit'fusion
factors.
The reduction prccess of rhe P(B(5)T) frlm exhibirs a
panicular impedance feaure of two overlapping kinetic
semicircles (Fig. 8(C)). The first semicircle. inrercepdng
úre Z ¿ris îrom2.2 to 63 kO with a resistance R.,, of
about 4.2 kO cm: and a parallel capacitance of 10-20 ¡r,F
cm-2, is assigned to the charge ransfer through the M lP
interface. The other, which is assigned to the charge
transler through rhe P iS interface, intercepts the Z a,ris
from 50 to 75 kO and possesses a resistance R",, of
around 1.7 kO cm2 and a parallel capacitance of 200-250
- -t -¡,r,F cm-'. The result suggests that the elect¡on transport
across the MIP intertäce is more difficuit than the ion
transport through the PIS inærface, with a ratio of Ro, to
R",, equal to about 2.5. Instead of the Warburg impedance.
a large arc appea$ at low frequencies with positive Z,
which is a t'eature of the generation of intermediates
associated with phase changes (e.g. electrocrystallizadon
[55-58], adsorprion [59,60], and dissolution reacdons
Í59,61,62D.ln the case of the P{B(n)T} films, this self-in-
ductive a¡c is attributed to the slow dissolution of the
reduced polymer during the measurement. The specta
indicate that kinetic factors control charge transfer in tl¡e
rcduction processes of ttre P(B(n)T) films. The other
P{B(nII} polymers exhibit similar impedance behavior.
Owing to the large scales used in Fig. I, the specte
scopic feature associated witb Ro are no! obsewable. The
data from the specüa indicate that a bulk fîlm resistance
semicircle is absent in all the impedance sp€ctra" but the
sum of Ro and R, values is about 100 O cmz for the
p-doping process and l4O-170 O cm2 for the neunal and
n-doped hlms. By comparison with the Ro values, the
solution resistance (less than t0 O cmz) is small and
constant and may be ignored- The data signify that the Ro
values a¡e large and dependent on the doped staæs of the
films. The incorporation of anions into the polymers may
result in the decrease of the hlm rcsista¡rce.
j.3 
. 
j . Impedance spectra of rhe P{RuB( ilT} flnu
The P(RuB(n)T) l¡lms are expected to have simila¡
impedance behavior ro rhose of their P{B(z)T} analogues.
Fig. 9 shows some impedance specrra of the P{RuB(S)T}
hlms in different doped states in CHrCN + 0.1 M [(n-
C.He)¿NFFó solution. At +0.9 V, a half-wave potential
of the Ru¡¡l-Rulr couple, the polymer trehaves as a capaci-
tor. The curve inrersecb the rca.l a,ris at about 30 O cm2
(Fig. 9(3¡, which implies a small bulk polymer rcsisrar¡ce
Ro occurring in a highly conductive polymer. The
P(RuB(SE) film shows similar impedance spectra ro those
t-9
oi P(B(5)T) ¡br ùe non-doped state and tre reduction
process of the polymer, cnci gives rise to similar R,
values. However. the P{RuB(-<)T} tilm ¡eveais smaller
charge transtèr resista¡ces at both the lvf iP and ûre PIS
intertaces.
At ùe Vf lP interface. R",, is estimated to be about 1.3
kO cm: with a parallei capacitance oi around -<0 ,¿F
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Fig. 8. Cooplcx iopcdance plancs for P(B(S)T) ñlm at diffcnnt potcn-
dals i.û CHICT+0.1 M [(n-C.Ho).N]PFo soludon. Film thichcss: 16
¡¿m. Thc numbcrs i¡dicac frcquc¡cies f n Hz.
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Fig. 9. Corrplex impcdance plaDcs for P(RuB(S)T) fìlm al diffcr€nt
potent¡als in CFi3C¡¡+0.1 M [(n-C.Ho).NJPFó solution. In, = l.6x
l0-Å mol cm-: Thc numbers indicac fre4ucncics ¡¡ in llz-
cm-?. Rcr2 is calculated to be about 420 O cml with a
parallel capacitance of around 500 ¡¿F cm-] ai the P lS
inrerface. Both values are loweí than those estimated for
the P{B(S)T} film: this ma}, Þ atlributed either to the
difference in surface coverages between the P(RuB(5)T)
and the P{B(5)T) films. or to the infiuence of ùre metal
center on the charge transfer in the polymers.
The self-induclive arc for P{RuB(5)T) and p(B(S)T) is
somewhat differeni from the ìoops reponed in the lirera-
ture. since úre Z vaiues increase rather than decrease for
lower frequencies. It is found tha¡ a thicker P(RuB(S)T)
film (where J^^,:2.5 X lg-E mol cm-l) exìibits a simi-
lar self-inductive loop to those reponed in the literarure
[55-62]. This may a¡ise f¡om the difference in the relax-
ation time corresponding to tbe differenr thickness of the
polymers. Fleischmann has pointed our thar these phase
formadon anC dissolution processes may occur as a result
of microscopic changes in the morphology of the surface
due to the nucleaÌion, growth. and overlap ar growth or
dissolution cenærs [63]. The conribuúon of the inducrive
component was probably due ro periodic changes in the
morphology because of aherarions in the spacing of srcps
generated by dislocations [63]. The response can rhus be
rationalized in terms of dissoìuúon of the P{B(¡)T} and
P{RuB(n)T) f¡lms at negative potentials, which has been
confirmed by cyclic voltammeric results as öscussed
above.
The impedance behavior of a P{RuB(S)T} film in
CHîCN + 0.1 M LiClO4 solution is shown in Fig. 10. Tlre
non-doped poìymer behaves as a capacitor (Fig. l(A)). In
addition, the intersection of the curve at the real axis gives
rise to a bulk polymer resisar¡ce of about 14Q A cm2,
simila¡ ro úre value found in CH3CN+0.1 M (n-
ClHe)¿NÞFó solution. This spectroscopic fearure of the
bulk polymer resis¡ance is simila¡ to that of tÌ¡e P{P(n)Tl
film, which was discussed previously [lS]. er +0.82 V, a
half-wave porenrial of ù¡e Rulrr-Rul¡ couple, rtre polymer
possesses typical capacitance cba¡acteristics. The venical
line inæ¡secrs the real axis at abou¡ 30 O cm2 (Fig.
l0(B)); this implies a small bulk polymer resis¡ar¡ce Rb
appearing in a highly conciucrive polymer, a fea¡ure also
observed for tbe film in CHrCN + 0.1 M [(n-C.HrLN]PFu
solution (see above). The specrum of a reduced film
shows a small kinetic resistance semicircle with a charge
transfer resistance Ro of 350 O cm? and a Co, of ll ¡.r.F
cm-', a Warburg impedance and a low-freguency capaci-
tance. From the ìÀrarburg region. the Drl2c value is
evaluated to be 7 x l0-r0 mol cm-l s-r/2 on the basis of
Eq. (3). This value implies a smalì r'alue of D,oo which is
probably due to the nerwork srucure of the polymer. It is
noted that the value of the charge Eansfe¡ resisrance Ro is
close to that of the .Ro. @20 Q cm2) for the same
polymer measured in CH.CN + 0.1 M (n-CoHo).NJPFu
solution. This means thar the semicircie in Fig. l0(C) ma;-
be attributed to the PIS inrerface. an assumption which
corresponds with thai presented for the poly'thiophene film
[il]. ln conrasr ro rhe specra in CHrCN+O.I M (n-
C.He).NJPFó solution. ùre soect¡oscopic feanrre of a self-
inductance does nor appear in CH3CN + 0.1 M LiCIO¿
solution, füe specmrm suggests thar both diffusion and
kine¡ic factors control the electrochemicaì process in the
reduced film: this is consisrenr with the cyclic voltammetrl'
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rhe P(RuB(11)T) bur rhat diffusion is also important for
rhe P{RuB(?)T} film.'i.ne resul¡ is dir'ferent ùom rlar of
rhe P(P(¿)T) Frlms [19], where kinetic control is obseryed
in rhe P(P(n)T) films in CHrCN + 0.1 Vf LiClOr solution.
This difference may be ascribed to iheir respective struc-
rures: in the P(RuB(n)T) frlm. the cross-linking strucrure
caused by the ligadon oi bpy groups to the inetal centers
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Fig. ll. Equivaleot circuis ot ùe P(B(n)T) and P(RuB(n)T) t-Ilm clec-
r¡odes. (.{) Non-doocd statcs and oxidation oi ùe Rulll -RurI couple: (B)
¡doping process in CH'CN+0.1 M [(n-C.Hq)¡NJPFu ud n-doping
process ia CH3CN-0.1 y LiCIO¡ soludon: (C) n-doping process in
CHrCN0.l M [(n-C.H9).N]PF6 soluuoo. R' soludon rcsisu.ocel R5,
bulk polymer resistance: Cr, double-layer capacilancel .R.,, charge trans-
fcr rcsis¡a¡¡ce; p íaradaic ¡esisø¡cc: Z, sclf-inducta¡ce.
fer becomes important. Fig. l0(C) shows a very large RÞ
(nearly 1.3 kf) cm?), which may arise because the large
amount of Li- incorporated into the negatively charged
flrlm changes the dielecuic propenies of the polymer and
the f,rlm resistance, as discussed in the case of the P{P(n)T}
films [19].
33.1. Equiuatent circuits of rhe P{Bh)T} and P{RuB/n)T}
polryet electrodes
Under the different conditions, the impedance behavior
of rhe P{B(n)T} and P{RuB(n)T) films is represented by
the equivalent circuits in Fig. I l. For non-doped fìlms, the
equivalent circuit consists of a capacitânce. a solution
resisrance and a bulk polymer resisance Ro (Fig. I l(A)).
This circuit also describes the oxidation process of ùe
purtt-Rurr couple of the P{RuB(n)T} films.
[n this case. both R", and Z* are unimportant. The
siùation for oxidized films is represented by the circuit in
Fig. I l(B), where the parallel ci¡cuit indicates the kinetic
semicircle and Warburg impedance in the specmrm. This
circuit also represen$ the reduction processes ot''the poly-
mers in cH3cN+0.1 M Liclo¡ soluEion. A more com-
plicated equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. ll(C) for the
case of those films reduced in CHrCN+O.1 M [(¿-
C.He).NFFó solution. The series combinadon of an self-
inductance L and a faradaic resistance p is associated with
the ganial dissolution of the polymers at ûle P lS inrcrface.
This part of '.tre equivalent circuit is in agreement wiù that
reported previously for rhe anodic dissolution of iron in






























Fig. 10. Cooplcx i¡pedaacc plaocs for P(RuB(S)T) film ar diffcrcnr
Potcatia.ls i¡ CHrCN+0.1 M LiCIO¡ solution. J-r,-2.2X l0-ù ool

























lnpcdance pan¡Dcters of P(RuB(¡)T) fil¡ns at - 1.2 \/i¡ CH¡CN =ú l
M [(¡-C,Hp)¡N]PFo soluùoo
JiuiongWang, F-R. Keeru /Jourml o.f Elec¡oatøl¡ttical Chemisr,¡^405 (1996)71-Ei
Polymcr 106 r^u / Rrrt / Rrrz / c¿r, ,/
mol cm-: kOcñ: kl)cml ¡rFcm-l
The impedance spectra of rhe non-cioped P{B(n)T) and
P{RuB(¡)T) film electrodes indicate a capacitive behavior,
which is applicable to the impedance characrerisùcs of rhe
¡ullt-pult coupìe of the polymers as well. The oxidarion
processes of the P(B(¡)T) and P{RuB(¡)T} films shou' a
charge transfer resista¡lce, a Waòurg impedance and a
low-freguency capacitance. The reduced polymers exhibit
similar behavior in CH.CN + 0.1 M LiClO. solurion. but
wilh a much larger bulk polymer resistance. These results
are interpreted to sbow that tÌ¡e elecsochemical processes
a¡e conûolled by both kinetic and diffusion factors in these
cases. ln conrasl the impedance specEa of the reduced
polymer electrodes indicate that the diffusion is unimpor-
rant in the electrochemicaì processes of the films in
CH?CN+0.1 M [(n-CoHr)oNPQ solution. The charge
transfer resistances at interfaces imply that electron úans-
pon ¡hrough tile M lP interface is more difficult than ion
transpon through the P lS interface. Furùrermore, the
impedance specm of the ¡educed P{RuB(n)T} films show
a dependence on the alkyl chain length of the polymers;
those polymers with longer alkyl chains exhibit larger
charge transfer ¡esistances at both MIP and PIS inter-
faces, suggesting that charge transfer between the thio
phene and bipyridine groups is conducted mainly through
the alkyl chains in the reduced P{RuB(n)T} hlms. Accord-
ingly, the kinetic factors caused by the alk¡rl chains contol
the charge trar¡sfer processes in the reduced films. In
addition, these spectra exÌ¡ibit a self-inductive impedance
fean¡re consisænt witÌì formation of soluble intermediates
in CHrCN + 0.1 M [(n-C.Hn)oNþFu solution, conf¡rming
the slow decomposition of the reduced hlms.
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3.3.5. Dependence of charge transfer resistances of the
reduced P{RuBh)T}-film modifed electrodes on the allql
chain length beween the wo funcrionalities
In non-doped and oxidized s¡ates. the impedance spec-
tra of ¡be P{B(n)T) and P{RuB(n)T} films do not exhibit
any sigaificant dependence on the alkyl chain length n.
Also, the n-doping process of the P{B(n)T} frlms is inde-
pendent of the alkyl chain lengths. However, the reduc¡ion
processes of tbe P{RuB(n)T) films in CH¡CN + 0.1 M
[(n-CoHn)oNFFo solution do show such a dePendence, as
show¡ in Table 2. Botb Ro, and Rrr2 increase with
lengthening of the alkyl chains. but the ratio of Rdì to
Ro, remains between 2.5 and 3.5, which is similar to the
case of P{B(S)T) films. The result confi¡ms an earlier
assertion-ionger alkyl chains increase the difficulty of
the charge transfer in tl¡e films, which implies ùrat this
cbarge transfer occurs through the alkyl chains and then
the conjugaæd polythiophene matrix in the reduced poly-
mers. FuÍhermore. the charge transfer aPpears to take
place througù the alkyl chains, even when up to ll carbon
atoms a¡e present, in spite of the ìarge impedance.
In addition to charge transfer resisnnce, it is found that
Ro values are larger for those polymers with longer alkyl
chains. Thus the Ro values of the polymers are dependent
not only on the doped sute bui aìso the alkyl chain lengths
for the n-doped films. Also, larger self-inducÛve arcs a¡e
observed for the polymers witb longer alkyl chains. sug-
gesting there is a larger impedance for the dissoìution of
these polymers.
4. Conclusions
The cyclic voìtammeuic behavior of Oe P(B(n)T) and
the P(RuB(¡)T) polymers is lar-eely irreversible. This ine'
versibilit,r' increases with tlre lengthening of the alkyl
chains in the reduced polymers. The po)ymers were found
ro decompose gradually upon repearcd Potential sweeping
ar negative potentiaìs in CHrCN + O.l M [(n-C.He)oNþFu
soiurion. These polymers exhibit quite different elecuo-
cbemical behavior in CH.Cli + 0.1 M LiCIO, solution.
u'here tl¡e f¡ìms deactivare quickl."- u'ith repeaæd sweePs at
negative poæntials wilh storage of mulriple eìect¡ons in the
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The modification o[ electrode surfaces by polymer
films which contain transition-metal complexes has
received considerable attention due to the potential
application in the areas o[ photo- and electro-
catalysis[-51. By comparison with homogeneous
catalysis, the heterogeneous catalysis arising lrom
this kind of polymer-modified electrode has some
particular advantages: firstly, the amount ofcatalyst
required is markedly lower since all the active
centers are concentrated on the surface of an elec-
trode, and the regeneration o[ the catalyst is rela-
tively straightforward. Secondly, since they are in
different phases, the separation of products from the
catalyst is facilitated. Finally, some selective catalysis
may be achieved through the design of the polymer
structure. On the other hand, the kinetic character-
istics of such heterogeneous catalytic reactions are
more complex than the homogeneous case.
Polymer-modified electrodes have been applied to
various catalytic reactions, such a-s selective catalysis
in organic synthesis[6-13], the reduction of
Or[4-18] and CO.[19-25], and photocatalysis[26,
27]. A majority of these po¡ymer matrixes, such as
poly(vinylpyridine) (PVPy) and Nafion films, are
non-conductive. Deronzier and co-workers have
developed a series of electrodes modified with con-
ducting polymers based on polypyrrole matrixes for
use in catalytic processes. In these studies, 2,2'-bipy-
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ridyl groups containing transition-metal centers were
attached to the N-atom of pyrrole uia carbon chains
and the catalytic activity of the resultant substituted
polypyrrole films was investigated[l]-13, 22, 24, 25,
27-34) Because of the high electronic conductivities
and electrochemical activity, the electrodes coated
with conducting polymers containing transition-
metal complexes have considerable promise for cata-
lytic applications. Perhaps surprisingly, reports of
analogous electrode modification using po¡y-
thiophene and its derivatives as the support matrix
are scarce. This may be due to diff¡culties associated
with the monomer synthesis, and the high oxidation
potential required lor the thiophene electro-
polymerization. However, polythiophene possesses
more aromatic character and air stability than poly-
pyrrole. Therefore, the catalytic electrodes based on
the polythiophenes and incorporating transition-
metal centers are an attractive target for develop-
ment: this kind of polymer-modified electrode has
recently been prepared, and their properties investi-
gated, in particular the mechanism ol charge
transfer[35].
B(n)r
{n = 2, 7, 11}
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MECHANISM OF MEDIATION OF THE
ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF KoFe(CN)6 AT
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MODIFIED ELECTRODES IN AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS
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Department of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, School o[ Molecular Sciences,
James Cook University of North Queensland, Townsville. Queensland 4811, Australia
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Abstract-The kinetics of the electrochemical oxidation of KnFe(CN)" at poly-[tris(3-{a4a12,2'-bipy-
ridyl)lalkyllthiophene)iron(Il)l-film modiñed electrodes have been investigated in aqueous solutions,
using cyclic voltammetry and rotating disk electrode voltammetry. The retro-electrocatalytic reaction of
the substrate at the polymer-coated electrodes is dependent on the alkyl chain length between the thio-
phene and 2,2'-bipyridine moieties and on the concentration of the substrate. The electrodes coated with
the films possessing short alkyl chains exhibit more reversible voltammetric behavior and better catalytic
activity to the oxidation of [Fe(CN)u]a- species in aqueous solutions compared with those possessing
long alkyl chains. Kinetic parameters. calculated on the basis of modiñed Levich equations, indicate that
under most circumstances the mediated reactions are controlled by the chemical step. Copyright O 1996
Elsevier Science Ltd
Key words: modified electrodc, polythiophene, tris(2,2'-bipyridine)iron(II), electrocatalysis, mechanism.
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The present work aims to provide some basic kinetic
information on electrocatalytic reactions occurring
at the interface of such modified electrodes. For this
purpose, the metal electrodes coated with poly-
IFe(IIXB(n)T).] (designated P{FeB(n)T}) have
been employed {Btn)f : 3-{ttla\2,2'- bi-
pyridyl)lalkyllthiophene), and IFe(CN).]a- was
chosen as the electroactive substrate because the
reaction between it and the catalytic species is ther-
modynamically lavored and the anion may easily
diffuse into the oxidized films. The reactions were
undertaken in aqueous solution.
The catalytic scheme can be written as
Pt/P{FeB(n)T}' * -, =Ptip{FeB(n)Tl 
3 *
Pt/P{FeB(n)T}3 *
phosphate (NHnPFu; Fluka, purum) and diethyl
ether (EtrO; BDH, AR) were used without lurther
purification.
Tetra-n-butylammonium hexafluorophosphate
([n-CoHr).N]PFu; Fluka, electrochemical grade),
acetonitrile (Sigma-A.ldrich, HPLC), sulfuric acid
(98%: Ajax, AR), potassium ferrocyanide (Ajax, AR)
and sodium sulfate (Ajax, AR) were used without
lurther purification. Water for electrochemistry was
distilled and lurther purified through a Modulab
Millipore apparatus.
S vntheses o/ [Fe{B(n)Ti ]@ F a)z
These complexes were synthesized by a modifi-
cation of the method described by Elliott er al.l38)
To an aqueous solution (30cm3) oi FeSO..7H2O
(28 mg, 0.1mmol) was added B(n)T (0.3 mmol) in hot
acetone (50cmr) with stirring. The acetone was then
removed (rotary evaporator) and excess NH.PF,
was added to precipitate [Fe{B(n)Tir]'z* as the PF!
salt. The mixture was stirred and the dark red solid
was filtered under vacuum belore washing twice with
water (10cm3). The crude products were reprecipitat-
ed by the dropwise addition of a solution o[
[Fe{B(n)T},](PFu), (ca. 100mg) in CH,CN (3-
5cm3) into srirring Et2O (400cm3). The mixture was
stirred for about I h, cooled and frltered. The pro-
ducts were collected and washed with Et20
and dried. Yields: 81o/o tor [Fe{B(2)T}3](PF6)r,
75% for [Fe{B(7)T}r](PFu), and 62% for
[Fe{B(11)T}r(PFu), .
P r e p ar at i o n of p o I y-lF e {B(n)T } rl2 
+ 
- c o at e d
elecffodes
The detailed procedure of the electrode pre-
treatment and electropolymerization have been
described elsewhere[35]. The polymers were pre-
pared at room temperature and under an N, atmo-
sphere on platinum disk çlectrodes (area = 0.07cm2)
by.ánodic potential scanning lrom 0-20V at a scan
rate of 50mV/s in an aceronitrile/[(n-CnHr)nN]PF,
(0.1M) solution containing the monomer (2mM).
The growth ol the films was monitored by the
increase in the peak current of the FerrfFelI redox
couple at ca. 0.7 Y. The electropolymerization was
conducted in a three-electrode cell, with a platinum
coil as the counter electrode and an Ag/AgNO,
(0.01M in CHrCN) electrode as the reference. For
non-aqueous solutions, all potentials were measured
(and are reported) with respect to a Ag/AgNO,
(0.01 M in CH.CN) reference electrode.
After a polymerization, the film-modified elec-
trodes were rinsed with acetonitrile, dried under an
Nr-stream and electrochemically undoped by
holding the electrodes at -l00mV for lOmin in an
acetonitrile/[(n-C1He)4N]PF6 (0.1 M) solution lree
of the monomers.
All the resultant films possessed golden colors.
Surface coverages, I-r.(mol/cm2) : QlnFA, were
determined by integrating the oxidative component
ol the Feltr/Fell wave of cyclic voltammograms mea-
sured at slow scan rate (20mV/s) in acetonitrile/l(n-
C4He)4NlPFó (0.1M) solution. Surface coverages





For the kinetics of this kind of mediated reaction,
lour potential current-controlling lactors must be
taken into account[36] :
1. The rate of mass transport of the substrate
[Fe(CNó]4- in the solution to the polymer/
solution interface, with a diffusion coefhcient D.;
2. The rate of electron transfer k"o (mediated reac-
tion rate /c"," I-) between the catalyst and the sub-
strate at the interface. and within the polymer
films in cases where the substrate permeates the
films;
3. The rate of transport of electrochemicai charge
through the polymer catalyst films by a diffusion-
like process with a coellicient D",; and
4. The rate ol permeation of the substrate, with a
partition coeflicient P and a diffusion coeflicient
D".*,, into and within the polymer films.
The rate of permeation of the substrate
[Fe(CN6]4- is predicted to be relatively fast within
the oxidized (p-doped) films. Therefore, the final
factor (#4) was not considered to exert an impor-
tant influence on the mediated process. Cyclic volt-
ammetry and rotating disk electrode (rde\
voltammetry were employed to investigate the
kinetics of the oxidation reactions occurring at the
interface of the electrodes coated with P{FeB(n)T},
and its dependence on the lengths of the alkyl chains
between the thiophene and bipyridyl rings, and pro-
vides some insights into the catalytic properties of
the polythiophene-based electrodes.
EXPERIMENTAL
B(n)T monomers and reagenrs
3-lø-lafz,2'-Bipyridylþthyllthiophene {B(2)T},
3-@-la-Q,2' -bipyridyl)hepty I ) thi ophene { B( 7)T } and
3-{a-l+(2.2' -bipyridyl)undecyl}thiophene {B(1 1)Ti
were synthesized and chromatographically purified,
¿ls described previously[37]. Fer¡ous sulfate
(FeSOn.THrO; HBS, AR) was used for the syn-
theses of iron complexes. Acetone (BDH, LR) was
distilled prior to use. Ammonium hexafluoro-
Mechanism of mediation of the electrochemical oxidation of KrFe(CN)u 2565
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All the electrochemical measurements were per-
formed using a BAS 100 A electrochemical analyzer.
The experiments were conducted in a standard
three-compartment elect¡ochemical cell at room
temperature under a nitrogen atmosphere. Rotating
disk electrode (rde) voltammetry was performed with
a Metrohm 628-10 rotator.The rde voltammograms,
recorded at a scan rate o[ 5 mV7's, were obtained by
periodically stopping the potential scan, stirring the
solution and allowing the current due to the surface
wave to decay to zero. All solutions were de-
oxygenated by bubbling with high purity N, prior to
measurement. The working electrode
(area : 0.07 cm2) was a teflon-sealed Pt disk and the
counter electrode was a platinum coil. In aqueous
solution, all the potentials were measured and
reported with respect to a. sce refe¡ence electrode
which was connected to the main compartment by a
Luggin capillary.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Cyclic uoltammetry of P{FeB(n)T\ flms in the
presence o/KoFe(CN).
Figure 1 shows the cyclic voltammograms of the
P{FeB(n)T}-film modified eiectrodes in 0.5 M H2SO4
solution and in l0mM Kn[Fe(CN)u]/0.5M H2SO4
solution. In the HrSOn solution, a P{FeB(2)T} film
does not exhibit reversible voltammetric behavior:
the AEo and io values of the Ferlt/Ferr couple increase
non-linearly with respect to the scan rate v. At a scan
rate of 0.1 V/s, the Ei", : + 0.85 V and ÂEo = 60 mV(Fig. 1(A)). Irreversibility of the Ferrr/Fetr redox
couple develops with the lengthening of the alkyl
chains in the polymers, as shown in Figs l(B) and
(C). In addition, the tailing of the redox waves sug-
gests that the electrochemical reactions are
kinetically controlled for those polymers possessing
the long alkyl chains. This dependence of the redox
reversibility of metallic centers upon the length of
the alkyl chains between thiophene and bipyridine is
much more significant in aqueous solution than in
acetonitrile, in which solvent the ruthenium ana-
logues were studied[35]. This implies an influence ol
solvent polarity on the charge transfer through the
alkyl chains, a tendency theoretically predicted since
a polar solvent increases the difliculty of intramole-
cular charge transfer uid saturated bonds[39]. This
type of charge transfer mechanism has been dis-
cussed in detail for the case of the ruthenium ana-
logues, P{RuB(n)T}, in a previous paper[35].
Accordingly, in the design of new catalytic polymer-
modified electrodes, short alkyl chains or conjugated
linkages should be chosen to reduce the energy
barrier to intramolecular charge trans[er.
In Fig. l(B), a small and broad wave was observed
at about 0.52V on the reverse (reductive) sweep. This
wave appears not to be related to the FeIII/Fell redox
couple, but is located at the same potential as that
for oxygen reduction at the P{FeB(n)T}-coated elec-
trodes. However, it was not removed by additional
deaeration of the solution with an inert gas. A pos-
sible explanation is that a trace otHrO may be elec-























Fig. l. Cyclic vlotammograms of PI/P{FeB(2)T} (A), Pt/
P{FeB(7)Ti @) and PI/P{FeB(11)T} (C) films in 0.5M
H!SO4 (---) and 10mM K.Fe(CN)u/0.5M HrSOo solu-
tion (-). f.. r l0-8mol/cm2. Curve (---) in (A) rep-
resents that of a naked Pt eleclrode in 10mM
K4Fe{CN)ó/O.5 M H2SO{ solution. Scan rates: 100 mV/s.
the oxidative potential scan, forming oxygen which
is absorbed at the interface then reduced at its
normal potential on the modified electrode on the
reverse scan.
The effectiveness of these polymer-coated elec-
trodes as electrocatalysts decreases significantly for
the polymers with long alkyl chains. As shown in
Fig. 1(A), fo¡ the P{FeB(2)T} film [F(CN).]4- is
oxidized at the potential where poly-[FeiB(2)T],1'*
is oxidized to poly-[Fe{B(2)T}r]t* rather than.at its
normal oxidation potential. Surprisingly, a very
small reduction wave ol [Fe(CN).]3- is observable.
In a similar system, Oyama and Anson attributed
such a phenomenon to the cross-linking structure of
2566 JLrx¡oxc W¡xc and F. R¡c¡r.lnp K¡¡ve
the polymer film[aO]. In the case of the P{FeB(2)T}
ñlm, the cross-linking arising lrom the binding
together of bipyridyl $oups by the metal centers,
and the less porous structure oi the film than these
homologues with longer alkyl chains[35, 4l], may
make penetration by [Fe(CN)u]3- into rhe frlm difTi-
cult so that its reduction wave is diminished.
However, this rationale does nor completely explain
the present experimental results. It is noted that the
magnitude of the reduction wave of [Fe(CN).]3- is
inversely dependent on the eflìciency ol the catalytic
reaction; ie, a strong catalytic current results in a
small reduction wave of [Fe(CN).]3-. When the
]to *
catalytic reaction becomes very rapid, a majority of







top) = 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500 and 3000rpm, respec-
tively.
+ by a chemical rather than an elec-
reaction, so that the film is in a
non-conductive state on a reverse scan. Although
poly(alkylthiophenes) are conducting polymers, they
are essentially non-conductive at a potential below
+0.6V, as confirmed by ac impedance spectra in
previous reports[3S]. In a similar manner to the Ru
analogues[35], the P{FeB(n)T} films exhibit the
regular electroactivity of the polymeric backbone in
non-aqueous solutions at potentials considerably
anodic of the potential limitation in aqueous media.
Therefore, the reduction of [Fe(CN)u]3 - species
occurs with difliculty on the resultant non-
conductive polymer. In addition, the magnitude of
reduction wave of [F(CN).]t- depends on its con-
centration. In a dilute solution, the amount of
[Fe(CN)o]n- species is not suflicient to reduce all the
poly-[Fe{B(2)T}.]3* sites, some of which will thus
be electrochemically reduced. Under these circum-
stances, the polymer is still conductive on the reverse
cycle, and the reduction wave of [Fe(CN6]3-
species is observable. In contrast to the case with the
P{FeB(2)T} film, the [Fe(CN¡.1+-r3- couple exhibits
considerably stronger peak currents at their normal
potentials on the electrodcs coated with polymcrs
containing long alkyl chains. This may be attributed
to the more porous structure of these polymers,
which can increase the penetration of
[Fe(CW¡r1a-t3- species into the polymers. On the
other hand, the catalytic currents of the polymer-
modified electrodes are smaller than those of the
P{FeB(2)T} âlm, which may result in some of the
poly-[Fe{B(2)T}3]3* sites being electrochemically
reduced, so that the polymers are still conductive at
the normal reduction potential of the [F(CN6]3-
species. The broad wave shape, which reveals a
kinetically-eontrolled reaction, suggests a slow rate
of electron exchange between the poly-[Fe{B(n)-
T).1'* and the poly-[Fe{B(n)T}r],* sites in the
P{FeB(n)T} films where the alkyl óñãins are long.
Measu¡ements of rate of oxídation of lFe(CN)rln -
ions, mediateil at the P{FeB(n)T\¡ JîIms usíng limiting
cuûents, and d,epend.ency of the rates on alkyl chain
length
At slow scan rates, rotating disk electrode voltam-
metry for an electrochemical reaction results in the
steady-state limiting current, ir, which is observed as
a current plateau in a voltammogram. Figure 2
shows the rotating electrode voltammograms ol
a naked Pt electrode and of electrodes modified
with P{FeB(2)T} and P{FeB(7)T} in t0mM
K4Fe(CN)6/0.5 M H2SO4 solurion. The naked Pt
electrode shows the largest ir, and the smallest i, is
observed on the P{FeB(7)T} film-coated electrode.
In addition, a shoulder, which is the oxidation
current of [Fe(CN)u]a- species at its normal poren-
tial, is detected at ca. +0.45 V on this latter polymer-
coated electrode. This shoulder cannot be seen on
the P{FeB(2)T} electrode films, which is consistent
with the result of the cyclic voltammetry experiment.
On the basis of data from
Levich plots (i, vs. ørl2) and
(i, 1 vs. @-Ltz) were obtained
trodes, and they are shown in Figs 3(A) and (B),
respectively. For a naked Pt electrode, the limiting
current can be described by Levich equation,
i¿ = 0.62nF AD2trY- rt6.,Ltz1. (2)
where D. is the diffusion coeffrcient of the redox sub-
strate and C. is its concentration, and v is the kine-
matic viscosity of solution; for water and dilute
aqucous solutions nea¡ 20'C, it has a value of c¿.
0.01cm2/s[42]. By substituting n : l, F :96a85C|
mol, ,4 : 0.0707 cm2, | :0.01cm2/s and C, :
0.01 M , into equation (2), a value o[ D" = f.Q
x l0-6cm2/s is obtained for the [Fe(CN6]4-
species lrom the slope ofthe plot.
Since the rate ol permeation ol [F(CN)r]a- into
the oxidized P{FeB(n)T} film is assumed to be fast
(see earlier), a proposed approximate equation[36,















exhibits a strong catalytic oxidation wave without a
reverse reduction wave in 10mM K.F(CN)6/0.5M
H"SO4 solution. This indicates a fast mediated reac-
tion rate kcßI- between ooly-lFe{B(2)T}.]3* and the
[Fe(CN)r]a- species, which may be attributed to the
electronic effect arising from the thiophene moieties,
as discussed previously[35], allowing rapid.charge
transfer between the substrate and the oxidized
metal centers. By contrast, such an electronic effect is
not present in the polymers possessing longer alkyl
chains, and consequently the P{FeB(7)T} and
P{Feb(ll)T} films are predicted to have the same
mediated reaction rate k"," f. However, the rate of
permeation ol the electroactive substrate is expected
to be faster than that in the P{FeB(2)T} film due to
larger apertures and increased porosity in these
polymer matrixes. It is not surprising that the
P{FeB(7)T} and P{FeB(11)T} films have the same
Levich plots, as described in the analysis above.
The reciprocal Levich plots for the P{FeB(7)T)
and the P{FeB(11)T} films have slightly larger slopes
than that for the naked Pt electrode in 10mM
KnFe(CN)"/0.5 M H2SO4 solution. D, is calculated
to be 3.7 x 10-6cm2/s for the [F(CN).]a- sub-
strate at the P{FeB(7)Tl and the P{FeB(1l)T}-film
coated electrodes, a value which is a little smaller
than that calculated for the naked Pt electrode. An
approximation which has been used previouslyf36,
40,43,44) is that since the rate of transport of elec-
trochemical charge through the polymer catalyst
films is rapid, equation 3 is simplified to become
1l_:-+
i, nFAk"olC"' O.62nF rt6@t12cs
(4)
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Fig.3. Levich i, vs. arrlz plots (A), and relative reciprocal
Levich i, I vs. @-rl2 plots (B) of 10mM KoFe{CN). in
0.5 M H2SO4 solution at naked Pr (O), PI/P{FeB(2)T} (a),
PI/P{FeB(?)T} (A) and Pt/P{FeB(11)T} film(I) electrodes.
F..: 10-8mol/crnr.
where the cross-reaction rate constant k"," is in units
of cm3 mol- I s- r, f is the coverage of poly-[Fe{B(n)-
T)r]'* sites on the surface of the electrode, D., is the
effective diffusion coeffrcient for charge transport by
electron self-exchange between neighboring poly-
[Fe{B(n)T}3]'?* and poly-[Fe{B(n)T}.]3+ sites in
the film, C, the concentration of poly
[Fe{B(n)T}.]'z* sites in the film, d the thickness of
the film, and the quantity 0.62nFADlt3v-rt6@tt2Csis
equal to io. The Levich plots of the P{FeB(n)T} films
show a deviation from the linear relationship of it
and rr¡r/2 at high rotation rates, a deviation which is
much more significant for the P{FeB(2)T} film than
for the P{FeB(7)T} and P{FeB(ll)T} films, as seen in
Figs 3(A) and (B). This suggests that a slow chemical
step limits the current at high rotation rates[4o]. At
low rotation rates, the transfer of [Fe(CN)6]a-
species through the rather thick Levich layer con-
trols the current so that linear i vs. ú)r/2 behavior
results. At higher values of or, the thickness of the
Levich layer decreases and the magnitude ol the
current is controlled by the rate of the redox reaction
between poly-[Fe{B(n)T}.]t* and [Fe(CN6]4-.
This chemical catalytic current is more important in
the P{FeB(2)T} film: ¿rs seen from its voltam-
mograms, the P{FeB(2)T}-film modified electrode
wbere the intercept of the reciprocal Levich plot is
equal to l/n reaction rate
kc6f betwee and the cata-
lyst sites in -P{FeB(ll)T}
films can be 'cm/s. A cor-
responding value is not available for the. P{FeB(2)T}
film since the relationship between iir and @-r/2
deviates significantly from the linearity, so that equa-
tion (4) may not be applicable. Unfortunately, there
is no appropriate model to quantitatively describe
the electrocatalytic process in the case of the
P{FeB(2)T} film. However, it is clear that the cata-
lyiic reaction on the P{FeB(2)T}-coated electrode is
much faster than that on the P{FeB(7)T} film (see
below). By comparison with the catalytic reaction on
the poly-[Ru(ubpy)r]'* film (vbyp = 4methyl4'-
vinyl-2,2'-bipyridine)[36], the mediated reaction rate
kc.I. between [Fe(CN6]4- species and catalyst sites
in the P{B(7)T} and the P{FeB(ll)T}-coated elec-
t¡odes is slower due probably to the effect of the
alkyl chains on the intramolecular charge transfer.
Mediated oxidatíon reaction rctes of diîercnt
concentrations o/KnFe(CN)o at the P{FeB(2)T)
modifed electrode in 0.5 M H2SO4 solution, and
measurement of electron transpott rates in the polymer
The concentrations of electroactive substrates
exert important influences on the catalytic reaction










shows the Levich plots and relative reciprocal Levich
plots lor different concentrations ol KnFe(CN)6 in
0.5 M HrSOo solution at the P{FeB(2)T}-coated
electrode. All the Levich plots show linearity at a
naked Pt electrode but deviation from the linearity
at a P{FeB(2)T}-frlm modified electrode, which sug-
gests that all the reactions at the modifred electrode
are controlled by chemical steps at high rotation
rates. The s.lopes of their reciprocal Levich plots are
proportional to the bulk concentrations of
[Fe(CN6]4- and are essentially consistent with the
values obtained at the naked electrode. The inter-
cepts are obtained at ar - co. In this circumstance,




Equation (5) provides a convenient general
method for distinguishing between currents that are
limited by electron transler through polymeric coat-
ings on electrode surfaces and those that are con-
trolled by the ¡ate of a catalytic redox reaction[36,
40, 45] If the mediated reaction rate k"ß I is slow,
Jrlx¡or,¡c WrNc and F. Rrcnlno Kæv¡
(5)
the plot of iLj--, vs. C.-r is linea¡. The value of
k"," I can be obtained lrom the slope of this straight
line, and the rate of electron transport through the
polymers. D",, may be evaluated irom the intercept.
By contrast, if tr(j--) is independent of C.- 1, the
reaction is controlled by the rate of electron transler
and the catalytic reaction is fast. in the case o[ the
P{FeB(2)Ti-film modified electrode. the plot of
i,-,j--, (intercept) vs. C,-r is linear (omitting data
obtained at l0mM substrate), indicating that the
kinetics of a mediated reaction occurring at the
P{FeB(n)T} film is dependent not only on the alkyl
chain length ol the polymers (compared with the
polymers with long alkyl chains, P{FeB(2)T} pos-
sesses a fast electron exchange rate) but also on the
concentrations ol electroactive substrates in the
solution. In some concentrations, eg, 10mM
[Fe(CN)u]a-, the mediated reaction rate k"r.f is con-
siderably faster so that the reaclion is controlled by
the electron transfer through the films. This result is
in agreement with the cyclic voltammetric results. In
most cases, the reactions are controlled by k",, I and
equation (4) will provide a good approximation to
the actual process. From the slope of the plot. the
mediated reaction rate k",, I- is calculated to be
0.l1cms- 1, which is significantly larger than that for
{FeB(l1)T} films obtained in
5 M H2SO* solution. The
: 4.8 x l0-8 molcm-2 s- ttz,
the value for a P{B(2)T}
frlm (1.1 x 10-smolcm-2s-r/2), reported
previously[35]. The calculation is made on the basis
of the equation d:llCr. These data indicate that
the mediated reaction rates are still fast lor the retro-
catalytic reaction of KnF(CN)u in 0.5 M H2SO4
solution. Other experiments indicate the effect o[
coverage fr. is not important, which is in consistent
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Fig. a. (A) Levich í, vs. (oltz plots of K4Fe{CN)ó at naked
Pr ( x ) and rhe Pt/P{FeB(2)T} electrode. (B) relative
reciprocal Levich i, t vs. ø-tl2 plots of KnFe(CN). at the
PtiP{FeB(2)Ti electrode. Solution: 0.5M H,SOn. I-.. =
10-8mol/c¡n2. Concentrations (marked above the lines in
the case of naked P$ of K.F(CN). : I mM (O), 5 mM (O),
l0mM (A) and 20mM (l).
The results presented in this paper elucidate
aspects of the retro-electrocatalytic behavior of the
P{FeB(n)T}-film modified electrodes to K4F(CN)6
in aqueous solutions, and several conclusions can be
drawn.
Firstly, the polymer-modified electrodes exhibit
stable electrochemical behavior in acidic aqueous
solutions. The reversibility of the electrochemical
redox reaction of the P{FeB(n)T}-frlrn coated elec-
trodes depends on the alkyl chain length ol the poly-
mers, with less irreversible electrochemical behavior
being observed when the alkyl chain is short and
increasing irreversibility as the chain is lengthened.
Secondly, the kinetics of the mediated reaction at
the P{FeB(n)T}-frlm modified electrodes is depen-
dent on the concentrations ol the substrate and the
length oÍ the alkyl chain between the thiophene and
the bipyridyl rings of the polymers. A PtFeB(z)T)-
frlm coated electrode shows a faster reaction rate
than the polymers with longer alkyl chains.
Thirdly, the kinetic paramete¡s of mediated oxida-
tion of [Fe(CN)6]4- species at the P{FeB(n)T} elec-
trodes can be probed using rotating disk
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Elucidation of the spectroscopy of metal coordination com-
pounds is an important ingredient in arriving at an understanding
of their photophysical and photochemical properties. However,
in solution and the condensed phase, most metal complexes and
organometallic compounds display elect¡onic spectra that are
environmentally broadened and are therefore relatively uninfor-
mative, and the low volatility of these species usually precludes
gas-phase studies.a's Ideally, it would be desirable to measure
spectra of metal coordination compounds under molecular beam
conditions where the cooling and rarefaction afforded by expansion
would assist in reducing thermal congestion in the electronic
spectrum.6 The spectroscopy of ruthenium polypyridyl complexes
(l) Der Technischc Univcrsitàt Münchcn.
(2) James Cook Univcrsity of Nonh Quecnsland.
(3) Griffith Univcrsity; Deurschc Forschunpgemeinschaft Gucst profcssor
and Alcxandcr von Humboldt Fellow, at Technischc Universitât Münchcn,
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(4) Levcr, A. B. P. 'lnorganic Elcctronic Spcctroscopy", In S¡rdies in
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Figure l. Resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization time-of-flight
mass spcctrum following CO2-laser desorption of IRu(bpy)r]-
(cH3coo)2.
is of particular interest, because of their relevance as photosen-
sitizers for solar energy conversion schemes.T However, to our
knowledge there have been no successful attempts to introduce
such molecules into the gas phase for measurement of their
spectroscoPy.
We have succeeded in producing a seeded molecular beam
expansion of the tris(2,2'-bipyridyl)ruthenium moiety by using
a puls€d CO¡laser desorption techniqueFro that has bcen employed
successfully to introduce many other involatile species into mo-
lecular beam expansions for analyticalll purposes.
Details of the CO¡laser desorption and multiphoton ionization
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plication, tris(2,2'-bipyridyl)rutbenium(II) acetate is encascd in
a polyethylene tablet mixed with hnely divided metal powder (gold
or silver, I ¡rm diameter). The use of such composite materials
to aid desorption will be fully dascribed in a future publication.
This method of sample preparation has been found to minimize
fragmentation during the desorption process. The CO2 TEA
low-pressure laser (bimodal pulse, initial spike FWHM = I ps,
tail FWHM = l0 ¡¡s, l0 mJ pulse energy) is weakly focussed on
the sample probe wbich is located 2-3 mm bclow the axis of the
expansion orif¡cc. The dæorbcd compound is carried downstream
to the ionization region (differentially pumped) where two-photon
ionization is effected by a focussed frequency doubled pulsed dye
laser tuned to 290 nm. At this wavclengtb, the photon energy
is sufficient to resonantly ionize the bipyridyl ligands via the first
excited electronic state. Ions are detected with a Brukcr TOF-I
reflectron time-of-fligbt mass spectrometer.
Figure I displays the multiphoton ionization mass spectrum
of the tris(2,2'-bip¡idyl)ruthcnium complcx following CO2Jaser
desorption. Clearly evident is the cluster of peals around, mf z
= 570 amu. This almost ccrtainly corrcsponds to the [Ru(bpy)3]+
ion since there is little likelibood that clustering would lead to a
doubly charged dimcr ion. Indi¡ect confi¡mation of this assignment
is obtained f¡om the isotopic splitting pattern (due to the seven
Ru and the l3C and lN isotopcs in natural abundancc) and from
the obscrvation of the [Ru(bpy)2]+ fragment (mlz = 414 for the
most abundant Ru isotope). Ru+ and RuC+ fragments (m/z =
102, I 14 for tbe most abundant l02Ru isotope) are also ob,scwed,
There is also evidcnce for some pyridine derived fragments
(C5H1N, mlz = 78). Obviously abscnt from tbe spcctrum dis-
played in Figure I are [Ru(bpy)]+, (m/z = 258), [Ru(bpy)3]2+,(ml" = 285), and bipyridyl+ (m/z = 156).
It is a little surprising at first glance, given that the original
sample is a salt of the Ru(II) complex, that the [Ru(bpy)¡]
complex appears in the mass spectrum only as a singly chargd
cation. (Both tbe acctate and trifluoromethanesulfonate salts
yielded tbe same rcsults). In tbe following analysis of the mass
spectrum rve suggest possible reasons as to why this may be the
case.
Tbe assignment of the clustcr of peaks at mf z = 570 as the
[Ru(bpy)3]+ complor docs not app€ar to be in any doubt. Because
of thc i¡utrumcntal oonfiguration (pæitively charged rc,peller grid),
only a ncutral [Ru(bpy)3] complex could entcr the ionizing rcgion.
The lascr photon energy (4.3 eV) is suff¡cient to two-photon ionize
1535
one of the bpy ligands, thus we observe [Ru(bpy)r]+ cation. The
from electrocbemical and spectral studies of the reduction of
[Rutl(bpy)r]2+ in solution where sequential addition of elecrrons
occurs, the added electrons remaining somewhat localized on the
separate ligands.l2
_ Other species found in the mass specrrum ([Ru(bpy)2]+, Ru+,
C5H4N+) could appear either as a result of dissociæiõn of the
[Ru(bpy)¡]+ cation during ionization or if they are formed as
dissociation products during the desorption process. We favor
the latter explanation since there is no evidence in thc mass
spectrum for the bipyridyl ligand that would be released on
through The small yield of C5HaN is
probably bpy- * C5H4N- + C5H.N, with
the neutr smitted and ionized via near-re-
sonant multiphoton ionization.
This demonstration that tris(2,2'-bipyridyl)ruthenium may be
introduccd into a molecular beam offers immense promise for the
application of laser spectroscopy to metal coordination compounds
in general. We are proceeding toward applying tlis combination
of lascr desorption with resonanæ enhanccd multiphoton ionization
spectroscopy to measure the electronic spectrum of [Ru(bpy)¡]
under cold molecular beam conditions.
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Molecular Beam Spectroscopy of Molecules with Low Volatility
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A new polymer matrix containing particulate
silver has been developed for the introduction of
analytes with low or ne6ligible volatility into
molecular beams via laser desorption. These
silver-containing frln matriceg (SCFM) permit
stable desorption to proceed for exteuded periods
(ca. -10 h) antl have been applied successfully to
the nondestructive volatilization of a number of
a-ino acids and a transition-metal compound.
Analytes can be extracted directly from solution
onto the SCFM surface by simply ilipping the film
into the solutiou and then eir-drying the filn. The
laser desorption apperatue, when coupled to a
supersonic molecular beam/laser ionization time-
of-flight mass spectroneter, permits the detection
of the a¡alytes at femtogram levels. Furthermore,
we have developed a reel-to-reel tepe transport
device that allows extended usage of the analyte-
loaded SFCM, thereby permitting the measure-
ment of wavelength-scanned mass-selected reso-
nance-enhanced multiphoton ionization spectra
of anelytes with low or negligible volatility. We
demonstrate this application with the aromatic
amiuo acids r,-tryptophan and l-phenylalanine.
The deg¡ee of cooling achieved in the molecular
expansion is shown to be conparable with that
achieved using couventional beam sources, and the
desorption yield is rufficiently stable for high-
quality spectra to bc nea¡ured.
II{TRODUCTION
Supersouic jet methodologies are now the Þchniques of
choice for probiug electronic spectroscopy for both analytical
and funda.mental photophysical studies. The ra¡efaction and
cooling afforded by molecr¡la¡ be"-s result in spectra which
a¡e d¡n-atically simplified a¡d a¡e therefore sipificantly
easier to inærpret. r However, mo€t specEoscopic applications
ofjet erpansions have beeu direcæd towa¡d relatively volatile
ooìecules that may be introd.uced conveniently into gaseous
flows. Mclecules witb low or negligible volatility present a
greater challenge. 'ffhile there have been numerous tech-
niques developed for i¡troducing uonvolatile andpes into
' ,{uthors to whoo conespondence ¡hould be ¿dd¡essed.
'Js.rûes Cook University of Nonh Quccnshad.
: G¡iffith Univereity.
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molecula¡ beo-s for mass spectrometric analysis, there has
yet to be a routine application of jet methods for recording
thei¡ electronic spectra, especially for thermally fragile species
of appreciable molecula¡ weight. There is sigaifica:rt need
fo¡ the development of a general pwpose method for
generating stable, coldjet erpansions ofsuch species in order
to permit the measurenent of thei¡ electronic spectra. The
analytical utility of such a tech¡ique in biocheminlry ¿¡d
pharmacology is obvior¡s, where the extrene s€Dsitivity and
selectivity (optical and mass) of tbe combi¡ed mass spec'
troscopic and laser ionization t¿chniques may be exploiæd.13
Great potential also exists i-D i.Dorganic chemistry, where gas-
phase methodologies have -"de little impaæ i.n photophysical
or photochemical studies due to the involatili$ of the majority
of the compor¡¡ds of interest. However, high-resolution
spectroscopic methods would be ofgreat value i.n elucidating
the photophysics of many potentially importeat t¡nnsition-
metal coordination and organometallic species.{'5
Techniques tbat erist for the introduction of nonvolatile
molecules into the gas phase for mass spectral a¡alysis include
plasna desorption,6 fast atom bomba¡.lment,1¡ elect¡ospray,e
and supercritical fluid expansions.s Of these metbods, only
supercritical fluid erpansions appeù to have been coupled
successfirlly to molecula¡ beams for the purpose of measuring
jet-cooled spectratÈu However, various technical problems,
including solvent clr¡steri¡g, limited range of solvents, vacuum
pump loarìing, and signal inståbility, have restrict¿d the
widespread application of tbe supercritical erpa-nsion methods
to spectroscopic expeÌinenls'E'rr'r2
Laser ablation methods, wherein a single laser pulse induces
evaporation, fragmentation, and ionization of a solid a.ual¡'te'
a¡e used i¡ the study of refractory msþri¡lq.r3'u M.t.
recently,laser desorption (LD) methods have energed, where
the evaporation a¡d io¡ization steps a¡e accomplished
(2) Lubma¡, D. M. ¡\n¿J. Chem. 19t7, 59,314-4OA-
(3) H"h', J. H.; Zenobi, R.; Za¡e, R. N. J. Am. Clwm. Soc. 1987,109'
28Á2-2843.
(4) Geoff¡oy, G. L; Wrighøn, M. S . Orgarønetollic Photochem¿stryi
Academic Pres& New York, 1979.
(5) Juris, À; Barigelletti, S.; CampaS¡e" S.; Balz¡¡i, V.; Bel¡e¡, P.; voo
Zelewsþ, þ¡ Coord. Chem. Reu. 196E,84, 8F27?.
(6) Cott¿r, R J. .¡ln¿I. Cl¡em. 19t0, 60, 78fA-?934.
(?) AsbcrofLA. E.; Chapma.u,J. R.: Cottrell,J. S.J' Cl¡romatogr.1967.
394. rF20.
(8) Veatat M. l- Mass Spectrom. Reu. 19E3, 2, 11i-4ffi.
(9) Fe¡¡, J. B.; Manu, M.; Me¡g, C. K.; Wong, S. F.l rÃrhiæbor¡e, C'
M. Sci¿zce 19t9, 2d6', 64-?f.
(10) B¡e¡¡ccle. J. F.; Tom¡¡Lo, D. L; PeehLi., J.; EcteÊ C..l hø.
EnC. Cham. Res. l9!Xl, æ, 1682-1690.
(11) Si¡" C. H.; Pa¡g, H. M.; Lub-"-, D. M.; Zom. J. Am,l. Chem.
r9t6,58, {87<91.
(12) Si¡¡, C. H.; Li¡ford, M. R: Goates, S. R .A¡r¿t. Clæm. 1992,64,
'23iÌ-236.
(13) Ve¡tea, À; De$/otf, M.: Juì¡sz, P.; Gijbcl¡, R.{¡¡¿1. Chem. 19t9,
6r, 1011036.
ttl) Gray,.{. L Ánalyst 19t5, il0.55l-ó56.
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sepa¡at¿ly using different iase¡ soulces.ts The advantage of
tbe Iatter methodologr- is tàat cìesorption can be effected
-softly", without significant fraguentation or ionization. Maly
reports have demonstrat€d the potentiaj for anal¡ical
sensitivitv and selectivity of lase¡ desorption, particula¡ly
with fragile biomolecules.rG Receutly matri¡ materials have
been employed to reciuce fragrnentation of molecujes in the
desorption st¿p.¡7-rs
The combination of laser desorption with supersonic jeti
resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionizstion (REMPI)/ti¡oe-
of-flight mass spectrometry (TOF-MS) to ¡ecord bigh-quality
wouelength-scanned spectra as opposed to sinple mass
spect¡å has been explored i¡ a few accouhts.2o-25 However,
much of this work has dealt with molecules whicb have low
rathe¡ tha¡ negligible vapor pressures. Indeed, often the
molecules couid be velslilizsd i¡to a molecular beam by
sufficient heating, the desorption process being simply a
means of flash heating. TÞo liniting mecbanisns ûe involved
in these erperiments: heating o¡ ¿¡¿ so-ple via direct
absorption of the desorption l¡ser (e.g., p-aminobenzoic acid
desorbed with 248 nm ercimer radiationz) and absorption of
the laser radiation by a eubetrate which mediates the heating
of the analyæ.6 The advan "ge of the lattel approâch is that
the desorbing l¿ser need Dot be iD electronic resonance with
the analyæ, therefore poæntially reducing photofragmen-
tation or ionizat¡q¡ ef e¡hple molecules. However, substrate-
mediated heating h¡s been ¡estricted ia application due to
the diff¡cuìties in maintaiuing a sufficiently stable yield of
desorbing molecu-les for periods long enougb to allow repro
ducible wavelength-scanned spectral measurements to be
taken.
Severa-l approaches have been applied to the probiem of
signal reproducibility in desorption experiroents, mostly
involving sanple preparation. Eramples include tbe prep
aratiou of thin films on met¿l blocks and polymers,E slurry
matrices,re and mate¡ials such ås glycerol.r Movement of
the snmple is advaatageous, allowing a clea¡ surface to be
erpoaed to each laser shot, thus reducing sampie variability
with a commensurat€ improvement in stability, reproduc-
ibility, a.nd experimental duration.z,æ
Unfortu¡aæly difficulties exist witb LD i¡ the desorption
of metal-cont¿i¡i¡g compounds. Fragmentatio¡ of the de-
sorbing species is facile a¡ liga¡d binding energies are usually
quitæ small. Sucb fragmentatio¡ bas been obsen'ed for many
organometallic compouads in tbe gas pbase.2gst However,
the use of al Aglpoly(etbylene oride) matrix has been fou¡d
(15) G¡oæmeyer, J.; Boegl, U.: Salt¿¡, K.; Schl¡g, E. 1{. Org. Mcss
Spectron. 19E6, 2.1, 64ffi53.
(16) Groremeyer, J.; Schl¡S, E. W . Org. Moss Spec¡¡om. 19t8,23, 38S-
396.
(17) HilleaLamp, F.; Ka¡as,M.; Be¿vis, R. C.;ChÂi\B.T.Atul.Chem.
r99r,63, 11934-1202A.
(18) Beavis, R. C.; Li¡d¡e¡, J.; Grotemeyer, J.; Schì"g, E. S. Chen.
Phys. Lett. lgtt, J46, 3IÞ3r4.
(19) Be¿vis, R C.' I -ind¡e¡, J.; G¡ot¿meyer, J.; AtLi¡¡on, I. M.; Kee¡e,
P. R- ; }(nighr, A. E. W. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 19E8, 110,75U-?535.
(20) I.aass}'q T.; Tashho, K.; Ishibgshi, N. r{n¿J. CrEn. I9t9,6J, 153Þ
r533.
(21) Meijer, G.l deVriee, M, S.; H¡rnzilre¡, H. E.; We¡dt, H.R.J. Ctpm.
Pirys. 1990, 92. 762,3-7635.
(22) Meijer, G.; deVúes, M. S.; H"'nike¡, H. E.; We¡dt, H. R J. Pirys.
Cl¡em. 1990, 91, 4æ.1-{39€.
(23) Cable, J. R; Î\bergen, M. J.; Levy, D. H. J. á¡n. Cl¡¿¡n. Soc. 19E9,
Jrr, 90324039.
(24) Cable, J. R; T\rbergea, M. J.; Leç, D. H../. Ân. Cl¡e¡¡. Soc. I9E7,
l09, 6198,{190.
(25) Li, L.; Lubma¡, D. M. Åppl. Spectrosc. 19E9,43, 5.13-5,f9.
(26) Cable,J. R;T\¡be¡ge¡, M. J.;l,evy, D. H. Farad¿-vDiscuss. Càem.
Soc. lgEE,86, 143-152.
(n) Li,L.; Lubma¡, D. M. áppl. SpecÙoæ. 19tÍt, 42, 118-t24.
(28) Cheebroraþ, O.; Yang, S. H.; Pettiette, C. L; Craycraft, M. J.;
Liu, Y.; Sm¡lley,R.E. Chcm. Phys. I*tt. lgt?, I38, 1lF1%.
(29) Iæut*yler, S.; Evaa, U.; Jonner,J.J.Clæm.Phys. f98r, &5,302ô-
wæ.
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to reduce fragmentation of ar leas', one coordination com-
pound, viz, tris(2,2'-bipyridins)rutà¿uirh (fl) | [Rutr(bpy)3]2+],
to the pointthstlarge parentmass pæ.ks of the p$ent compier
a¡e present i¡ tbe LD/REMPI mass spect¡r¡.n of the mole-
cuìe.t9
We present in this paper I simple methcdolory involvi:rg
photographic enulsions containing particulate silver which
can be used as matrices for laser desorption/MS, which
overcome rnan]' of the problems associateC with LD exper-
iments, and which ma¡' facilitate the routine recording of the
jet-cooìed spectra ofmolecules with low or negligible volatitit¡.
An underlying principle of tbis method is that the desorption
lase¡ is absorbed predominantly by the optically dense silve¡
particles, which in tu¡¡ heat the ¡emainde¡ of the matrü
(i¡cluding the anaiyt"). Hence, tàe desorption of the aaaìyte
is decoupled from the primary absorption stæp, and reduced
fragroentation of the analyæ results. The methodoloçy- we
describe also has significant potcntial for aaa.lytical use in
that it offers a reliable sampling procedure for inrroduction
of nonvolatile amJytæs i¡to molecula¡ be¡ms for subsequeDt
spectral o¡ maas spectral qusntitåtioD.
Tbe a¡omatic ¡mino acids l-phenyìalanine, l-tyrosine, aad
l-tryptopha.n were chose¡ as the target substrates fo¡ thi¡
study. When conventional thermally-heaæd nolecula¡ be"-
sources bave bee¡ used to measu¡e the þass spectra of tbese
species, significant fragmeutation hen þ¿¡ observed.uåB
Nevertheless, despiæ the tbermat labiìir1- and low vapor
pressr¡¡e of tùese ¡mine ¿sids, their jet-cooled electronic
spectra have been measu¡ed previously usiag a variety of
desorption metho¡'ls.r'32-34 The presentpapet corDpares Eass
and electronic spectral results obtailed using desorption from
the silve¡-cont-ini¡g filn matricee (SCFM) with previous
studies. I¡ additio¡, the desorption of [RuÒpy)a]2*, a
substs¡ce witÀ negligibl€ vapor pressu¡e, is a.lso reported.
E)(PEAIMENTAL SEETION
Preparation ofthe Deeorption ùtatri¡. Tbe fle¡ible gilve¡-
coDtai¡i¡g frì¡ matri¡ (SCFM) for deeorption studies was
prepared from a difir.rsion-r¡a¡sferfiln ¡eceive¡ (DTFR) mat¿ri¡l
that is available from eeveral ma¡r.¡Jactu¡ere (e.g., AGFA copy-
proof frln A4 0,01 ). The DFTR sbeet¡ do not them¡elvee cont¿i¡
any eilver or conpounds of silver, ou i¡tention beiDC to
controllably i¡þoduce pa¡ticulat€ gilver i¡to the f¡ln enulsion
or¡rselves. Initially, the ehe€ts of DTFR were conditioned by
washing in a running çat¿¡ bath to terûove any contamination
of sulfu¡-containiug image dye. Under pboøgraphic safety ligbt"
silve¡ b¡omide cr¡e- "ls were then ¡rown withi.n tÀe ñlm by cycling
the gheets alærnativelytàrough batÀs containi4 aqueous AgNOg
solution (0.1{. I 5 M) a¡d aqueorx KB¡ solution (0.5 M). Crl'st¿l
growtb (as measured by opticaì density) was g¡ad"nì a¡¡d ¡eached
a satu¡atio¡ plat¿su afi¿r -8 cycles. The ¡esult¿nt sheets we¡e
erposed to a strong whiæ light a¡C reduced to met¿llic eilver
using conventional photographic development (AGFA RodiDal)
and air-dried.
Wate¡-soluble analytes were i¡lroduced i¡t¡ the SCFM by
aoaking tÀe sheets in a solutio¡ containing about 5% by weight
a¡alyte, removilg the frlm from the a¡alyt€ batà, squeezi:rg off
the residu¡l solution, and blowlrying the frbo. Erperiroentally,
it s'as for¡¡d that the DTFR emul¡ion became fully swollen on
inmenion i¡ wat¿¡ for about 1 mi¡, tbe meagu¡ed weight gain
being greatæst at pH 12 and dropping to -40çt of this value at
pH 2. It b estimaÞd that up to a-bout 0,5 g m-2 of anal¡e was
i¡t¡oducC into ùbe SCFM struæu¡e.
(30) Hæsenlopp, J. M.; Rooney, D.; Sa¡ori¡ki, B.; Bowe¡, G.; Chaiken,
J. Chem. Phys. Lett. 19t5, J16, 3EG3E6.
(31) Pri¡slow, D. À; Vaida, Y. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 19t7, I09, 5097-
5100.
(32) Rizro. T. R.; ParL, Y. D.; Peteanu, L. A.; Lcrry, D. H. J. Càem,
Pàys. 19t6, A, 253/,-2517.
(33) Chiâ¡eDi, M. P.: Groas, M.L. Atul. Ch¿m. 19t9,6J, 1895-1900.














S¡hr€r Th¡n Silvor Fre€ Layer
6r
Film Bas€
Fþuro 2. Cross s€ction ol sllver{orìtaining fllm Ílafix (SCFM) (not
drawn to scal€).
select¿<i subsequently and displayed. Eithe¡ a waveleugh-
sca¡¡ed sp€ctrun for a select¿d t!¡ts¡t ra¡ge or a mass spectrum
fo¡ a selected las€¡ ionization wavelength r".ge could be exÞact¿d.
This collection strat¿ry roeant tàÂt all mass cbannel¡ we¡e
measu¡ed simult¿¡eously in a given waveiength scaD, a festu¡e
tbât has considerable advantages i¡ noise ¡eduction through
background subt¡actiou. Alalogrre spectra were takeu rrsing a
PAR 162/165 boxcar aad gated integrator witb output to a chÂ¡t
recorder. fl ¡iming and triggeri-ng for the erperiment, which
was run at 10 Hz, were provided by a cr¡stom-built digitål delåy
generator, with 16 independently progra-mmable outputs, pre.
cision 5100 ps.n Tbe opüimai tcmporal delay between ihe
desorption and ionizíng lasers was tylically 40O-500 ¡¿s.
RESULTS A¡ID DISCUSSION
Film Structure. The i¡tent of the desig¡ of tbe deeorption
matri¡ was to produce a filn i¡ whicb the a.nal]¡te was
dispersed evenly in s layer in which finely divided metal
particles (silver) were also pres€Dt. Water-swellable mat€rislg
such as conventional black-and-white photogÌaphic f¡ho were
investigated but were rejected because of instability of the
gelatiae emulsion and a substaDtia-l gelatine-related back-
grouad present in the LD-generated mass spect¡a of such
maærials.
The final choice for the matrix hoet was a commercially
available DTFR material which contains a slmthetic pol]æer
erûulsion layer. (The precise composition of the emr¡Ision
Layer was considered proprietary i¡fomation by the man-
ufactu¡ers,) Pa¡ticulaæ silver was introduced i¡to the
emulsion layer as described above. The e:acù quantity of
silver crystals i¡t¡oduced was difficult to determi¡e due to
chaages in tÀe equilibrium moi¡tu¡e content of the emulsion
layer. However, we estinat¿ that the silver content was in
the range of 3 g cm-2. From SEM studies, the silver cr¡retal
sÞe range was eval¡ated to b€ iD the range of 0.1{.35 ¡¿m,
never erceedilg 0.õ ¡¡m. The effective silver cr5ntal size in
the emulsiou q¡as estimated at about 0.08 ¡¿m. (Silver perticle
size was calculat€d usingthe Nutting equation,s which relates
the optical density of a silver enulsion with the uu¡ûb€r of
silver particles in aD obgeryed aleå, and estimati¡g that the
2.O.pm-thick emulsiou layer is unlikely to contain more tha¡
3 g/m2 of silver.) Figr:re 2 shows schematico lly the dimen¡ions
of tbe SCFM.
If potassiun chloride, rather than pot¡Esil¡D bromide, is
used i¡ the preparation of the mauices, the silver particle
size is reduced, never erceeding -0.03 ¡¿m.
Volatiliz¿tionof Amiuo Acids. Maes Spectra. Figure
3 displays the mass spectra of the tb¡ee a¡omatic ¡-i¡o acids
t -tryptophal, l-phenylalanine, and L-tyrosine, t¿-ken using
tbe SCFM/LD technique. .{ll of the spectta we¡e mea¡¡r¡¡ed
using iouization wavelength.s coi.Dcident with the S¡ - So
electlonic origin of the molecules coucerned, with io!¡z^ation
laser energies ot' -50 ¡r.I/puise. No contami¡ation f¡om tbe
DTFR potyoer matri¡ was ever obsen ed i¡ the mass spectra.








Fleile 1. Sclprnaüc dhgram ol experirn€ntal conllgurafrcn.
Each A4 SCFM sheet was cut i¡to 3-m m -wide stips and spliced
seamlessly (with motion pioure splicing tape) togethe¡ to form
the irnal desired length of tape 1-19 6¡.
Scanning Electron lficroscopy. Scaaning elechon micro
graphs were recorded using a JEOL JXA-840 scanning electron
microscope. The SCFM samples were Au-sputtered to alloç
contrasLing of the pollmer matri¡ i¡ the SEM image. Electron
energies of approÍmatcly 15 kV were used, a¡d no t*4"çs d¡hnge
was i¡duced at lhese voltages.
Laaer l)eeorption/TOF-MS Appar¡tug, Fi$ùe l showB a
schematic diagram of the experinental arrangement, part of
which ha¡ bee¡ described previously.s Tbe,tape player unit
directd the DTFR ñbn parallel to and 1-3 -- below the axis
of a pu.lsed molecula¡ be"- valve (Geueral Valve Series 9; - 15S
¡¡¡ du¡ation, 0.&nm-dinmet¿r oriñce, A¡ carrier gas at -400
kPa) in the souce region of the molecula¡ be"- appa¡atus
(working pressrreof 3 x 10{Ton). Laser desorption was effected
by the 532-nm output of a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG lsser
operating in Q-switch mode (-2{ mJ/pul¡e, 15 n¡ FW'HM)
wea-kly focused outo the SCFM tbrough an EG-m cytindrical
le¡s. Power deDsities at the l¡ser focus we¡e on the order of - 3
x lOp W cm-2. The tåpe wris advanced at å rate such ihat the
overlap betwee¡ bleacb spots oD the frlm was betrpeen 10 and
tÙVo.
The free jet erpa¡sion cont¿ining the desorbed molecules was
skimmed (2-mm-di¡-et¿¡ sl¡imm¿¡ orifice; nozzl*skiq¡¡ne¡
separation - $Q mn) and di¡ect¿d through the DC extraction
region of a Wiley-Mclaren conf8uration TOF-MS (drift lengtù
850 nm, working pressure -2 x 10¡ Torr). Ionizing radiation
was generated by a Lanbda Phpik ercimer l¡ser (EMG 101
MSC, 308 nm) pumping a L¡-Ma Physik FL3002 dye la¡er. Fo¡
all erperiments described herein, the laser dye wa¡ C5{04.
Output light was frequency-doubled by a¡ a¡gle.tr¡ned KDP
systal Ênd weaklyfocrued (bya 100Gmn lens), and the uDñttered
beam was dirccted anticollinea¡ witÀ the molecr¡l¡¡ beam betseen
the extractio¡ plst¿s iD tbe sourc€ region of the TOF-MS. The
Iaser output was att¿nuat¿d using a rotating Glaa-Taylor prism
polarizer and/or aperturea to reduce satu¡ÊtioD of optical
na¡sitions.
Cations produced by (t + 1) io¡iz¡tion of the snhple were
e¡tracted (-100 V) and accelerated (-1000 V) i¡ the source
region of the TOF and di¡ect¿d dowu the flight tube øward
ta¡dem microcha¡nel plat¿ (MCP) det€ctorr. A.ny conection
for non-normal ion trajectories was achieved by adjrxtable low-
voltåge bias€s ( < 10 V) applied ø horizontal a¡d vertical deflector
plaæs. Output signal from the du¿l MCP det¿cto¡s was buffe¡ed
and impedance Eatched by a .t@MHz video anplifier (NS
LH0063) before display on a digital storage oscilloscope (Tek-
troni¡ 2432). The oscilloocope was interfaced with a rnic¡ocom-
puter (Macintoeh SE/30) '¡ia an IEEE-488 con.ection. Disc¡eæ
spect¡a were recorded by collecting a.u averaged rr¡ass lrp€ctrt![
(16 or 32 sbots) for each laser st¿p (tlTics.i¡y 0.0005 n- in the
UV region). Custom-writt¿n graphics i¡terface software! per-
niùted i¡dividual ¡ass/wavelengtb regioos of inærest '"o 'oe
(35) Bieal¡e, E. J.; R¡inbi¡d, M. W.; Àtki¡son, I. M.; K¡ight À E W.
J. Chen. Pl¡ys. 19t9, 9I, ?52{1.
(36) But¿, K. W. unpublirhed softwa¡e. Rock. .tc B., Pb-D Thesis,
Griflith Uuiveniry, 1993.
(37) Boamee, S., Facrdty of ScirDce a¡d Technolog, Grifñtb Uuirænitlt;
infortation available on reques!















Fl$ra 3. lrbss specFum ol amlno ackls lasor{€sorb€d hom SCFM
rnatrlx. (a) L-TDDtophan (desoçtlon À = 532 nm, t¡nlzatbn À =
286.755 nm); (b) L+ñenylabnln€ (Òsorpüon À = 532 m, lonÞatþn
À = 266.084 nm); ar¡d (c) ¡.-tyroshe (desorpthr I = 532 rm, lonlzstbn
À = 281.350 nm).
still sufücient to induce subst¡Dtial desorption of the analyte,
are inqufficient to produce any fragmentatio¡ of the DTFR
polymer Eatrix. (No evidence for any DTFR composition
products cor¡Id be found, even when higher ionization la.ser
powers were uged (220 ¡Jlpulse). However, the possibility
a.l¡o eriets tbÂt DTFR decomposition products were uot
ioniaed in tbe spectra.l regiou sca.nned.)
Evident in all of the Bpectra are the siÌver tDasses AC (10?,
109) and i{;z QL1,216, 218). Some va¡iation i¡ the yield of
Ag, Agz relative to that of the "ni¡o acid i¡ appaleDt. Partial
erplaaation of the differing Ag'/amino acid ratioe i¡ these
spectra lies with the var-ving absorption c¡oes BectioDs of the
ami¡o acid a¡d the different, Ioadings i¡to tàe SCFM tbat
could be achieveC ç'ith each arralfe. However, the primary
expla.nation lies wiùh the natu¡e of the silver desorption/
ionization, Agz bas a ricb vibronic spectnrn iu the wavelength
regions spa.nned in these studies,s'e and as each specEuur
is t¿ken at a differeut ionization wavelength, the maglitude
of the Ag2 signal witl correlate with the prorimity of tàe
ionizing wavelength to featu¡es in the Ag2 absorption spec-
trum.
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Ï.oqe¡ ablation of AglAg2 from met¿llic o¡ crystelline silver
he¡ þr6s¡ studied previowl/r* an<i may be compared with
the l¡¡e¡ desorption/moìecul¡¡ beam <iata reported here.
Altàough there is no a priori ¡ea¡on to e¡clude the formation
of Agn* clust€rÊ fo¡ a > 2 i¡ a la¡e¡ ablalion erperinent, onJy
tàe monome¡ a¡d dime¡ species have so fa¡ been reporød.
I¡ accordance witb the ablation data,ß Ag2 was tbe larges.,
silver tnass observed in our experiment, the dime¡/monome¡
¡atio decreasing with increasing desorption laser power. \{itb
appropriate adjwtment of backing pressures, nozzle puJse
width, and desorption laser intensity, Agz(A¡), clu¡tere of up
tn n = 20 could be obsen¡ed.
We not¿ in passiag tåat Willey et al.{ have rneasüed
electronic sp€ctra of Ag2A-r using one-color REMPI spec-
troscopy. The spectra reported by these autho¡s natch tbose
collected i¡ oru own work using SCFM, although the SCFM
spectra indicate that the vibrational temperatutes fo¡ AgzA¡
are bigher th¡n fþ6ss obtai¡ed by Willey et al.4
The power dependence ofthe deaorption aigual 1o¡ l.ç'l AZz
is not as sbarp using the SCFM method as reported for other
desorption matriceas and displays a fafuly wide plaæau (-2
mJ/pulse). The observed power dependence profile is rel-
atively flat cornpared to moet other desorption metbods, ald
therefore the desorption yieìd of SCFM is less seDsitive to
laser power fluctuations tbs¡ these other me¡¡o¿".zt2 fbis
single feature is a sip.ificant advantage of the SCFM approach
to desorption for spectroecopic measuremeDts, siDce it is the
poor stability of tbe desorption yield tàat is the major liniting
factor i¡ applyrng most other desorption methods to mea-
suring wavelength-resolved Bp€ct¡&
There is indication that tbe lr;'etic energy dist¡ibution¡ of
Ag aDd A8¿ may be differert f¡om tàose fo¡ the ami¡o acids.
The tæmporal profile of tbe TOF-MS eipal for the organic
molecr¡les is fai¡ly ebarp, corresponrling to a packet width of
-20 ys in the jet" However, Ag aDd fu2 display a tempord
profùe -2-3 times as loug.
\f,avelength-Scanned Spectn" A sensitive t¿st of the
efr¡cacy of the SCFM method in producing a 8æady and
sip.ific¡nt concentration of the desorbed aDalyte in a mo
leculû be¿.m is 1¡. t¿se¡di¡g ofwavelength-eca¡¡ed spectra
Figure,ta shows the REMPI Bpect¡uo of the origin region of
tryptopban measu¡ed using the SCFM æch¡olog!'. The
quality of +hi¡ ep€ctruE cs! bb contlastêd with Figure 4b,
which preaents the REMPI Bpectn¡m of tbe sa.Ee Dolecule
recorded by LerV et a1.32 r¡sing a coDtiDuot¡s jet tàermal
desorption souroe. (I¡ tbei¡ original erperinents wit.b
tr¡ptophnn, Lery et a1..6 used a tbermospray sou¡ce, but it
was letê¡ ¡ealized tbat the thermoopray eimply coaæd tàe
walìs of tùe chnnnel Dozde fron which trypøphs¡ wa.6
tàenoally desorbed.r6'{? Some slþht ineability may edsr iD
such a goulce because of uDeven or di.scoutiouous desorption
fron the cba¡¡el walls.) Tþpøphnn ¡6 sufüciently stable to
permit the use of a relatively stable tbermal souce iD itÁ
volatilization.
Comparison of the spectra in Figure 4 establishee that there
is no reduction in spectral guslity usii¡g our pulsed-laser
desorption Bource conpaled with the i¡trinsicslly stable
(4r) Hermi4haus, S.; Leiderer, P. Appl. Phys. I*tt. 1991, 5E, X52-
35{.
(,12) Helvajian, H.; Welle, È J. Chem. Pàys. 1969, 91,261ÈlA5%.
(4Íi) Helvajian, H.; Welle, R P. Morer. ie¡. Soc. Symp. Proc. t9t9,
iæ,35Þ3ô{.
(,14) Ik¡as, M.; Bachmaan, D.; Babr, U.; Hille.L"-p, F. Int. J. Ma¿s.
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Fþurc 4. (s) RElr,lPI spectum of L-typtophan via tas€r cþsorptlon
from SCFM. (b) REMPI sp€cFum ol L-F,rptophan (Lery et a1.32
Reproduced with p€rmisslon ftom tho .Joqnal ol Clnmicat Physiæ\.
coDtinuous thermal desorptiou sou¡ce. Temperature and/or
different coDforaer populatioDs may be partly responsible
for the ciiffe¡ence in some of the ¡elative ba¡d i¡t¿nsities
betç'een the spect¡a il Figure 4. Diffe¡ences in spectral
satu¡ation levels nay a.lso contribute to the diffe¡ing intæn-
sities.32
The pulsed-LD-derived spectru:n hae slightty more noise,
but also more stuctl¡¡e, tÌ¡¡n the thermaldesorption ¡'"logue.
If the LD data a¡e smoothed with a sliding Fpoint averåge,
the spectrum is fou¡d to display resolution a¡d noise nlnosf,
ideutical to that for¡nd i¡ the spectnrn of L-t4¡ptophnn i¡¡
refereuce 32.
A scan tine of -30 min wa¡ required to messu¡e tåe LD
spectn¡n, which mea¡rs that a considerable amor¡¡t of data
ca¡ be collected from a lGm st¡ip of SCFM tape (translated
at -1-1.5 m/b).
Molecular Beo- Choracter and Cooling. The exteut
to whjch the desorbed molecules a¡e cooled ia the supersonic
€rp¡nsiq¡ is reflected by the rotational bandwidths of the
vibronic transitions i¡ the REMPI spectra The FWHM
pea-k widths of the bands iD the LD-derived spectra of
t-tr¡ptopha-o a¡e -1.3 cn-l, compared with tåose of the
previously reported spectra of -2.õ cn-r.32 This indicates
that or¡¡ SCFM/ LD method permits cooling in the erpansion
at least as d¡nnatic as that obsewed previor:sly for o-ino
acids such all trlptophnn. The rotational temperature
esdmatêd f¡om rotåtional contour analpiss of the origin band
in Figrue 4a indicat¿s that the beo- lemperature is no higher
tha¡ -5 K.
From rhe abse¡ce of hot bands i! the REMPI spectra of
L-trletophåD an<i L-phenylal¡nine,.e lhe vibrationaj Þm-
peratu¡e is estinaæ<i ø be <i5 K. However, iD the spectrujlr
of the latter,'e there is indicstion that some conformerg of
l-phenylalanine may be generated i¡ the molecr¡la¡ be"-
with higher vibrational temperatules. perhaps up io 5O K.
The position of the tape witb respect to tbe nozzle wa¡
found ø be import¡nt (butnot critic¿l) to tàe coolir4l a¡hieved
in the molecula¡' b€"-, although the quantity of material
ent¡ained varied significanüly. In geueral, the b€st cooliag
and be"- fh,¡¡ densitywere obtained when the tape edge was
flush with the erit face of the nozzle a¡d located 0.F1 --
below the aris of the nozzle orifice. With distances lese thá¡
0.5 mm, bea¡! flur dropped as the beam qualitywas degraded
(presumably due to physical obgtruction of the Mach bottle
by the tape). Moving the tap€ to a position further th¡n -g
m.m from the nozde result¿d in only -L0% of the potæntial
¡osrbur! signal obtainable. It was fou¡d that movi-ug the
tape further f¡om the nozzle along lþs ari¡ of tåe molecula¡
beom was very destructive to the molecula¡ beam profile,
distances of >2 mm causiDg d¡astÍc signal reductions,
presunably becar:se the tape edge interfered with the sheath
of the Mach bottle associat€d with the erpÁñqion.5o
Deeorption Signal Streagth anil Detection Linits. Jt
is an importa-nt requirement th¡f ¿þs SCFMiLD method to
be able to yield a sufficient density of neut¡al molecules so
that re¿soDÂble REVPI ion cr¡¡¡ents cs¡ b€ geuerated witàout
the need to ¡esort to high-pows¡ ioniring la8€rs. Low ionizing
laser powers are advantageou¡ i¡ tb¿t satuÌation of apectral
trcnsitions ca¡ be minimized i¡ onecolor REMPI sp€cÞa,
although the rxe of LIF or two,color REMPI would reduce
the problem of specftal satr¡¡atiou. Qrr¡nlffiçsf,i6D of the
desorptionflurin the preeent erperimenta is difficult becar¡¡e
of the manyvariables involved, a¡d no attempt was made to
atpg¡¡¡¡s¡tqì ìy c¡ líbrate the uecessary instrument-dependeut
parnneters. However, some reasouable approrimations may
be made.
Pea.k ion signaJs fot L-phenylqlnnþe were - 150 mV sitb
a 2Gns FWHM peak width (5û0 oecilloecope input, electron
multiplication -2 x 1F), which correspoudg to -100 io¡s
detectæd per laser puJse. The ionizatio¡ efficiency is probably
- 1 % ,s while the fractiou of neutral species eàt¡aiaed i¡ the
molecula¡ beam passing tbror.rgþ !þs !-mh sÞiññel is about
O.L7o.fi Several factors are not accou¡ted fs¡ i¡ hi¡ ssfi-
mation (e.9., losses in the TOF drift region), but tåe order-
of-magnitude estinåt¿ of about 107 neutral moleculee being
desorbed per pulse is probably cloee to the real value.
Although appro-in¡te, this lgure reflec'ts the high a¡al)'t€
loadings that ca¡ be achieved pith SCFM aDd clnelat¿s to
¿ ninin¡¡¡ ¡mou.Dt of phenyì¡lnnine required tO produce
detectable sigaal of - 1.5 fg. Phenylalaniae has a¡ efiDction
coefñcient of about one-sixth thst of tyroaine and about one.
twent¡fifth that of tr¡ptophan, so the detectis¡ liñiþ fe¡
tàese analytes a¡e conespourlingly lower.
Deeorption Siglal Stsbility. Several conditioDs roru¡t
be satieflred for the succeseful measuring of waveleugtb-
scsnned spectra with accurate, reproducible i¡tæ¡sitiee and
band contou¡s. Small fluctuations of the signd intensity can
be tolerat¿d aDd conp€usåted for with smoothing; however,
tàis i¡creaseg the time required for a spectral sca¡ a¡d
therefore plåces Eore emphasis on longer Þrro (i.e., seve¡al
hor¡¡s) desorption stability. Workers who bave previously
applied LD to spectral collection have reportcd pulsetopu.lse
variations i.n the desorption yield of,230% a¡d totål scan
times limit€d to 0.5 h ot less.21J2¿1 Lubma¡ et al.'' have
reported the LD of tyroeine analoguea from a glycerol matrir
__ (49) AtE¡sou, I. lv{.; Shorrer, J. À; K¡raist¿, R- T. T.; Kec¡e. F. R;i(¡ighl .4, F- W., o¡¡r.¡script ia prcparation
(5O) A¡¡oç¡nitÀ, P.; dcVries, }l" S.; ilu¡ziler, H. 4; f¡e¡dt H. È
Appl. Phys.8 lgtt,16, 165-173.






















Fþurc 5. Ståblllty ol n€r¡fal d€sorpt¡on ybld of L-ph€nylâbnin€ taser
desorb€d from SCFM (rbsorptlnn À = 532 nm, lonization À = 266.0E4
nm).
set oD a Macor rod, but, once again, the iastabilit¡' of Èbe
desorption yield compromiees the quatity of tbe spectrum.
Conputer averag"ing may be r¡¡ed to average spectra from
several diffe¡ent acans, i.e., where the wavelength range for
the spectnrm i¡ scå!¡ed repetitively, rather tha¡ te-kiag a
eingle, long scs!. This procedure bas the advantåge of
suppreasing any Doiae due to ra¡dom eu¡face va¡iations of
the SCFM aad pulse-to-puìse instsbilities of the desorption
laser. In this way, two separate scans of 16 shots/poiDt carr
be added, for erample, to produce a 32 sbots/point spectrum,
with a sigaificantly smoothed desorption yield over tbe enti¡e
data eet. However, Ín practice, it wa¡ found that this ertra
averaging waÂ not usually Decessary with ou¡ SCFM des-
orptioD source Bir¡ce the stability of tàe SCFM tecbnolory
was quite sufficient for high-quality spectral sc¿ns. Puìse-
to-pulse desorption stabilit¡'was usually -L0%. A¡ addi-
tional advantage of tbe SCFM is that a 532-nn Nd:YAG lase¡
(which is wualiy considerabl¡; more stable tha¡ excimer o¡
COz sor¡¡ces) ca¡r be r¡sed for the desorptioo light source. and
the desorption yield of SCFM is less seDsitive to laser power
fluctuations than direct deaorption without matrix mediation
(vide supra).
Erperiments were conducted in whichthe laserwavelength
was tr¡¡ed to the S¡ - Se origin transition of phenyl¡l¡.ine
a¡d the laser adjusted eo tbatthe REMPI aignslwas såu¡¡ated.
and the neutral desorption yield was monitored under these
conditions. Figue 5 illuetrat€s a t¡picaì trace of the signal
etability obserred. These data were tslen r:sing a borcar
gatêd to the mass of t -pbenyialanine, and time coDstaDts
were set to be much Þore Bensitive tha¡ would be the case
in a wavelength-scaDned erperiment, so tbat smoothing did
not r¡¡dui,v influence the trace presented.
Figure 6 illustrates the Sr - Ss origin ba¡d of L-pheny-
la.lani¡e ec€¡ned successively and repetitively over the sanple
spectral range. Desorption and ionizing laser powers differed
by no more tharx 5 % between a¡y of these nr¡s, which took
a total of 90 Ein to accumulaæ. No gEûoolhing or averaging
has been applied to these data, so as to give a realistic
impression of the reproducibility of the SCFM æcblology.
As ma¡r be eeen, all ol the profiles have the same shape, and
tbeû integratcd inænsities vaÐ' by Do more tha¡ +10%.
Althougb the sigaal stability from SCFM tcchlolosy- is
reasonable, it cor¡ld be improved. \te cr:rrently believe that
attêDtioD sbould be focr¡sed towa¡d removiag any surface
inhomogeneities tha¿ ùe present i¡ the fii¡n structure.
Physical Damage to the SCFM. The physic¿l effect of
the laser on the SCFM was investigated by subsequent SEM
analysis using a series of so-ples that bad e¡du¡ed a singie
laser pulse. At low Iaser powers, very little effect was ob'served
on the SCFM su¡face. Using a 100-mm lens to focus tbe
desorption radiation onto tbe SCFM and a laser power of - ix 10? W cm-2, the su.rface appeared phyeicaily intact æ tbe
na-ked eye, with the erception that a brow¡ discolo¡ation was
appa.rent: SEM studies revealed the su¡face to be peppered
witÀ small ror¡¡d holes (-0.2-1.0 ¡¿m i¡ di"-eter) together
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Fþuf. 6. Repetftive scars ol tin 51 - g orlgiln bând of L-phenylahnlre
lssor &sorb€d froír SCFU (d6orpüorì tr = 532 nm, lonÞatlcn À scanned
37 516.5-37 544.5 cÍr-l, pfte 03 = 37 529.7 cm-l).
Flguro 7. Slngle shot bs€r (bûtagt€ spor of SCFU (AgBr{orlv€d Ag,
d€sorptþñ hser power '¡t X 107 W crn-2).
with some sigaifica.ntly larger holes ( - 19 u.) that regembled
bu¡st bubbles. The overall impression was tbat a considerable
gas or vapor pressure had developed underueath the su¡face
layer of the SCFM. At highcr laser powcrs (about 1.7 x 107
W cm-2), su¡face dqmage was obvioræ to the naked eye. Tbe
higher power damage suggestd thst I thin layer of the
emr¡lsion polymer had e¡pa¡ded as a bubble a¡d then br¡¡st,
leavilg pieces of the su¡face Layer around the daroage eite
(Figue ?). in tbis cese, a large a.mount of gas o¡ vapor bsJ-
bave been generated u¡der¡eatb the cool transparentsurface
layer of tbe SCFM, causiDg it ø st¡eæh a-nd erpand until it
finally burst, releasing the aaal¡rte as a vapor into the stre¡n
of supersonic gas sweeping acroes tbe SCFM. It was apparent
from desorption studies of a stationa¡y SCFM that all of tàe
analyt¿ was desorbed in õ-10 laser pulses. Moreover, tàe
desorption yieid from the fi¡st ìaser pulse was not as higb as
the succeeding fev' puJses. This i¡öcated that disruption of
the su¡face layer from the SCFM e¡hanceC the desorption
process and explains wby stroDget sigtxals were observed whe¡
the tape player was run with sorDe overlap betwee¡ succesgive
Iaser shots. Fu¡tÀe¡ i¡creases i¡ l¡se¡ power ilcreased tbe
su¡face demage. This Ied to an eventual loss of sigaal due ø
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Fþure 8. S¡nglo shot laser damage shot of SCFM (desorption laser
æwer = 1.7 X 1 07 W crn-f . (Left) AgBr{eriv€d süv€r (larger particþs),
and (rþhl) Agcl-derived sllv€r (srnall€r parücl€s).
onset oI'ionic desorption/ablation was ¡eached, trcically at
desorption laser fluences of (5-6) x 107 lV cm-2.
The exposed layer of silver crystals showed no evidence of
melting or fusion, but the cryst¿ls were coverd witb a layer
of emulsion polymer adhering to the surface. I¡ between the
silver crystaJs, there were deep crevices ald çþ¡nn¿þ leading
into the silver-emulsion polymer matrir structule.
Su¡face t€mperatules of the laser heaæd frlo were esti-
mated by assuming that the silver particles were the pri:nary
photon ab'so¡ber, approri:nating the laser pulse profile as
triangular, and applying the model proposed by Ready:sz
The moistu¡e coutent in the emuision lowers the meltiag
temperature of the polymer, a.ud erperiment bas shown that
this enìa¡cæ a¡alyte release. Any moisture i:rside the SCFM
will be rapidly vaporized <iuri.ng the laser pulse, a¡d this
erpandirg vapor may assist i.u 'flrrhing" the adsorbed anaiyæ
in¿o the molecula¡ be"-. The analytc is uaiforoJy distributed
throughout the silve¡-contaiaing matri: skucùure, and it is
possible ihat any aDalyte thst is iD i¡timaæ contact with the
silver crystals becomes thermally fragmented during the
desorption. It is probable thatseveral desorption mechanisms
are operative in SCFM-based desorption.
It is conceivable ihat SCFM could be produced that is
swellable i¡ solvents other tha¡ water, firrther artendiag tÀe
utility of tbe matrix. [n principle, it is possíbie to ms¡rulãctu.re
matrix structu¡es fiom colloidai silver powder mi¡ed with
va¡ious polliuers. The mai¡ adva.ntage envisaged of these
materials would be a¡ i¡creased s¡alyt€ loading $xd more
control over the anal¡e int¡oduction i¡to the mat¡û. While
tÀese experiments a¡e incomplete, we provide in the followilg
parag¡aphs a sunmary of some i¡itial results that a¡e relevant
in the present contert.
One of ¡þs nims of ou¡ work was to volatilize transiton-
metal compor¡¡ds in preparation for thei¡ spectroscopic
iaterrogation via molecula¡ ben- techniques. tile bad
demonstrat¿d previously that tris(2,2'-bipyrid in g)¡¡f,þsnir rm
was i¡troduced i¡to a molecula¡ be"- fron a slurry of poly-
(ethylene oide) and colloi¿lnl Ag or Au rxing a puJsed CO2
l¡ser for desorption.re However, tbe yield of parent ion was
relaiively lorv (<5% of tbe tnta-l ion signal) due to substa¡tial
frag:aentation. Ou¡ current approach produces greater tha.n
-Ð07o parctt ion signal.
Tris(2,2'-bipyridine)ruthenir¡m(Il) acetate was mited with
an squeou¡¡ A g colloid supporæd with 1 0 % poly(vi¡yl alcohol)
(PVA) a¡d applied with a home-built ltm applicator to a
Mylar backing sheet. Inspection of tbe ¡esulting air-dried
matrir by optical and scaming electron microscopy showed
that the a¡aiyt€ was bou¡d to tbe PVA binder, which in tr¡¡n
surrounded the Åg colloid granules to a depth qf -tOO nm.
The matrix had a void volume of 64Vo and provides a higb
su¡face a¡ea medium that can be heavily loaded with a¡alyte
(-L% byweþht) wbile simult€¡eously senring as anoptically
deuse mediun for laser absorption. The mat¿rial is flexible,
as required for its use on ihe tape d¡ive (described above).
Laser desorption of the coordi¡atioo compound was
achieved using 532-nm i¡¡adiatiou, with subsequent laser
iouization at 290.n, whicb is sr¡fficient to two-photou-ionize
the 2,2'-bipyridine liga.nd.s The desorption rnass spectrun
was domi¡ated by a single broad peak centetù at mlz = -o70,
corresponding to that erpected for the siagly charged
!ûonocation, [Ru(bpy)s]*. The spectrum coutained no evi-
dence for the ftag:oents [Ru(bpy)z]+ (mlz = 41.t) or [Ru-
(bpy)l* (m/z = 258), corresponding to loss of one or two
bipyridine fragments from the pa¡ent cetiou. I.n our previous
work,le substs¡tial ftagmentation of the [Ru(bpy)a]'+ moiety
was observed. When 270-nm i¡radiation was wed ss the
ionization wavelength, the n¡qs spectrun rs6¡i¡sd uD-
changed. No evidence for production of laser ablated ions
(desorption and ionization withj¡ the desorbing laser pulse)
could be found withi¡ the sensitivity of our appa¡atus,
indicating that neutral IRu(bpy)3] was the <iomi¡a¡¡t desorbeci
species.
h our previorx report,Is we suggested that tiagmeDtåtion
of the parent cooplex may be the tesult of ioniz¿tion-induceci
fragmentation of [Ru(bpy)g]. However, we irave r:¡ed simils¡
iaser powers for ionization b 'uorh sets of erperiments, so
that the reduced fragneutåtion reporæd here is presumabì¡-
r*=(1-"¡å(*)+( u )'''
where i(t) is the i¡cideut power as a firnction of time (W
cm-2), ^R is the sluface reflectivity, Þ is the tbermsl conductivity
(W cm-t K-r), a¡d D is the thermal diffræivity (cm2 s-1) lf =
hl pC, where p is the density of the suface, and Co the heat
capacity at constant pressure|. Using this equation, calcu-
lations ofthe rise in su¡face t€mperature ofthe SCFM suggest
pea.k values a¡ound the Ag particles of -1250 K. witùr the
tenperature il the regÍon between .{g graaules sonewhat
less than tÌris value. (Calculation based upou: D¡s = 1.688
cm2 11; Þrc = 4.154 W cm-l K-1' to = 16 ns; t. = 18 ns; Io =
1 x 107 1{ cm2. As the intersilver spaces a¡e not directly
heated by the desorption laser, the temperatu¡e in these
regions may not ¡each the predicted 6n¡imun.) Tbis figure
is regarded as only a rough guide to the true peak t€mperature
because of the difficulty i¡ det¿roining the exact the¡mal
palqñeters of tbe SCFM matærial.
Smaller silver particles (ca. 300 nm) could be introduced
into the DTFR by using AgCl-based precipitations as well as
the AgBr process described previously. As illust¡at¿d in
Figue 8, the laser couples more efficiently with ¡he smaller
particles, yielding a larger do-age spot. However, better
signa-l stability was obsewed f¡om the AgBr-based SCFM.
Nonetheless, the chloride.based fita may have some advan-
tages for specific analytical applications.
FURTIIER DEVELOPMENTS
The SCFM possesses several att¡ibutes that invir¿ further
development. Firstly, the emulsion pol¡æer, whilst not
compleæly cha¡acterized, is ¡-enable to modificstion. Tbe
ciegree of ionic cross-linking which bi¡ds the emulsion
stn¡cture nay be adjusæd over a wide range by simpie
treatment of the emulsion during the preparation oí SCFM.
(52) Ready, i. 1. Ellects oi Hígh Pouer Læer Radíatian: .{cademic {53) Barooe, V.; Car¡lecti. C.; Pir¡crsteU, M. N.: Gbcdi¡i. M.; Tac¡¡o,
P¡ees: \ew Yo¡!, i971. M. i. Phys. Cà¿¡¡. llXll. tá,72|7-7m.
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polyner-coatêd coltoidal metsl6, in conjuaction with sbort-
puì.se laser desorptiou, is a potæntialìy useful tecbnique for
mass spectral study of t¡e¡nition-metal coordination a¡d
nondestn¡crive voiatilization of the coordination compound.
tbe eigaal was not eufficiently atable for the ¡neasruemenr of
wavelengtb-acanneri spectra.
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Thc mctal-to-ligand cbargc transfcr (MLCT) cxcitcd states ol
polypyridyl complexcs of Ru(Il) havc providcd a basis for the
study of photoinduccd elcctron or cncrgy transfcr in solution and
in molccular asscmbliæ.r-5 The propcrtics of thesc cxcitcd statcs
can bc varicd systcmatically by varying thc ligands.Fe Wc
dcscribc herc a gcncral synthctic proccdure which extends thc
coo¡dination chcmistry to bctcrolcptic tris-bidcntate polypyridyl
(pp) complcxæ, [Ru(ppXpy'Xpp")]2*, bascd on thc ligands
t Tbc Univc¡sity of Nonh C¿rolina at Chapcl Hill.
t Jamcs Cook Uaivcrsity of Nortl Quccnsland.
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(d) Tamilarsan, R.: Endicott. J. F. J. Phys. C h¿m. 19t6, 90, 1021. (c)
Scandol¿, F.; Balzani. Y. J. J. Chcm. Educ.19t3, ó0. 8la. (f) Lin,
C.-T.: Böttcbr, W.l Cbor¡. M.: Crcuta C.: Sutin, N. S..I. Am. Chcm.
Soc. 196. 98.6536.
(6)
(f) Scddon, K. R. Cæ¡d. Chcm. Ra- 19t2, 4 I, 79. (g) Fcrguson, J.;
Hcrrc¡. F.; Knr¡sz. E R.¡ Macdcr, M.: Vrbancich, t. Coo¡d. Chem.
Rrry.19ß,61, Zl. (h) Suti¡r" N.; C¡cut¿ C. Pwe Appl. Chcm. l91lo,
52,2717.
(7) (a) Johan¡on. S. R.: \Vctmorcland, T. D.: Caspar, J. V.: Barquawi, K.
R.l Mcyc¡, T. J. I¡o¡9. Ch¿m. 19fdf,. 27, 31 95. (b) Kobe, E. M.: Mar-
shall. J, C,¡ Drcssick. W. J.: Sullivan. B. P.: Caspar. J. V.; Mcyc¡. T.
J. Iwg. Chcm.l'llß, 21,2755. (c) Allan, G. H.; Whitc. R. P.; Rillcma.
D. P.: Mcycr, T. J. J. Am. Chcm. Sæ. lltH. I Oó, 2ó I 3. (d) Kobcr. E.
M.: Sulliven. B. P.: Drcssick. r¡V. J.: C¡spar, J. V.; Meycr, T. J. J, Am.
Ch¿a. Sæ. IlÛO, ,02. 13t3.
(8) (a) Kobcr, E. M.; C¿spar. J. V.: Sullivan, B. P.; Mcyer, 1' J. Inorg.
Chcm.l!!ìll.,27,4581. (b) B¡rqu¡wi. K. R.: Llobct, A.: Mcyer. T. J.
J. Am. Chcm. Sæ. lg?[. I I 0, 775 l. (c) Rillcma, D. P.: Taghdiri, D.
G.l Joncs, D. S.: Kellcr, C. D.: Worl, L, A.: Mcyer, T. J.: L:ty,H. Inorg.
Chcm. líìt7. 26. 57t1 .
(9) (a) Lc¿lurc, R. M.; Scclsrcader. L. À.: N*lrodt. D.: Rcit¿ G. A.:
Dcru. J. N.: Dcgrall.B. A. Ircrg. Chcn. 1991, 30,3727. (b) Bankuch,
B. J.; l¡ckcy, D. Ê: Cræby, G. A. J. Phyt. Chem. 19t0. 61. 2061. (c)
Crot¿ C.; Chor¡. M.: Ncrzrl. L.: Okimura, M.; Sutin, N. S../. /ñ.
Cham. Sæ. l'l,'0, 102, 1309. (d) Mglouf, G.: Fotd,P. C. J. Am. Chcm.
Soc. 1977. n,7213.
and opcns ncw possibilitics for tbc dcsign of spccific cxcitcd-state
propcrtics.
Earlicr attempts to dcvelop genc¡al synthctic routcs to hctc'
rolcptictris-bidentatecomp¡cxcs havc mct with limitcd succcss.r0
Our proccdure was adaptcd from thc Dcthod of Dcacon a¡d
ltomasrr-r3 anduscs [Ru(CO)z(CI)u]'asthc precursor.rl whcn
[Ru(CO)lCl):], and a bidcntatc polypyridyl ligand (pp) wcrc
hcatcd at rcflux i¡ EIOH or McOH for 15 min, thc ycllow solids
rar-(Cl)-[Ru(ppXCO)zCh] þP = bpy or 4,4'-(Mc)2bpv)
precipitatcd and were iolated as hnc ycllow crysta¡s on rccrys'
talliz¿tion from MeOH in 8G-907o yicld. Tbcy wcre convcrtcd
iato ttre corrcsponding triflato spccia, IRu(pp)(CO)dCF3SOtt
byheating at 105--l l0 oC for90 min in trifluoromcthancsulfonic
acid in a strcam ofN2 and collectcd aftcr precipitating thc whitc
product by the addition of ctbyl cthcr at 0 "C. Thc whitc to palc
ycllow cations [Ru(pp)(pp')(CO)z]2* (pP = bpy, 4,4''(Mc)zbpy;
pp' = bpy, 4,4'-(Mc)2bpy, 4,4'-(COzEt)2bpy, bpm, S-Me-pbcn)
wcrc formcd by dissolving thc triflato complcxæ and aû cxccss
of a sccond polypyridyl ligand (pp') and hcating in ethanol at
rcflux for S0 min. They wcie isolatcd as PF6,- sahs in 70-807o
yicld upon addition of a saturatcd aquoous so¡ution of NH¿PF¡
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626 0.062 920 0.029
627 0-069 r l 15 0.01I
665 0.007 67 <0.001
102 0.055 772 <0.00t
" Acetonitrilê/O.1 M [N(n-CrHs)¡]PF6ata R-buttonworkingclcctrode (0..tcm:) atascanratcof 100 mv/s. ö In -I x l0-r MAr-spargcdCH¡CN
solutions at 29E K. . Emission quantr¡m yiclds ({-) by using [Ru(bpy)¡l(PFe)2 in CH¡CN (ó". = 0.062) as thc ståndard, as dcscribcd prøviously.
Caspar, J. V.; Mcycr, 1. J. J. Am. Chem.Soc. 19t9. /,1/, 744E. dQuantum yiclds for decomposition measurcd rclative to [Ru(bpy)¡](PFe)z (óo -
0.029) at -2 x lÈr M in a frcczc-pump-thaw dcgasscd (4x), stircd 0.2 M [N(z-CrHe).]CI/CHTCN solution at 295 K by mcasuring thc dccre¿sc
incmissionintcnsityasafunctionoftimc(l2h). AcollimatedT5-V/Xelampwasuscdasthcsourcc,withthcintcnsityofiradiationmcasurcdusing
Reinckc salt as a chcmic¿l actinomctcr. Durham. B.: Caspar, J. V.: Nagle, J. K.: Mcyer, T.l. J. Am. Chem.Soc. 1982, 101,4803. 'Rillcma, D. P.;
Allcn, G. H.; Mcyer, T. J.; Conrad, D. Inory. Chcm. 19113, 22, 1617.
C25) cation-exchange chromatography with 0.2 M NaCl in HzO
as ¡hc elucn¡. Thc complexcs we¡e iso¡a1d from thc elucnt as
PFe-salts byaddition of a saturatcdaqucoussolution ofNH¡PFc.
The puritics of thc samplcs wcre et¿blishcd by ion-cxchange
HPLC on a Brownlcc AX-100 "hep 10" column following
procedurcs describcd elscwhcrc.rr
Thc compounds atrd salts \yere charactcrizcd by IH-NMR' spcctrGcopy, clcctrochcmical Ecasu¡cmeDts and clcmcntal anal-
y5þ,tc Conoborating cvidcnc€ that thc producB were thç tris-
hcteroleptic chclatcs lRu(ppXpy'Xpy'')]2+ (rathcr than a sta-
tistical mixture of complcxes with varying ligand distributions)
was obtzrined by fast uom bombardmcnt ma$ spcctromctry
(FAB) in a 3-nitrobeazyl alcohol matrix.tt Appcaring in thc
spcctr¡r wcrc thc ion pain, l[Ru(ppXplXpp")](PF5)]+, and
fragmcnt ions corrcsponding to thc læs of thc second PFc- and
scqucntial loss of thc remaining polypyridyl ligands. Parent ions
for the tris-hctcrolcptic chclatcs wcrc not obscrvcd.
Thc photophysical and clccuochcmical propertics of somc of
th6c conplcxes have bcen investigarcd in dctaih thosc for
IRu(bpy) (4,a'-(Mc)zbpy)( 5-Mc-phcn)] 1+, IRu(bpy)(4,a'-
(Mc)zbpy)(bpm)12+, and IRu(bpy)(a,a'-(Mc)2bpy)(4,4'-
(COzEt)?bpy)]2+ are summarized in Tablc I. Thcy includc 8¡72
values for lhc Rulll/ll and lhc onc-clcctron ligand-bascd couplcs,
absorption and cmission spcchal maxima, MLCT cxcitcd statc
lifctimcs. and quantum ).iclds for emission and ligand læs rclative
to [Ru(bpy)¡]2+. Excitation spccra acquircd at thc cmission
m¡u(imum overlay thc absorption spcclra within cxpcrimcntal
crror. On thc basis of transicnt rcsonancc Raman spcctra of thc
cxcitd statcs, cm¡ssion originatcs from MLCT statcs with thc
cxcitcd clcctron on thc [igand haúng thc most positivc reduction
(15) StrousaG. F.:Boydc.S.: Pæk B.:Mccklcnburg,S.:Eriekson.B.: Meyer,
T. J. Manuscript in prcpamtion.
( ló) Såtisfactory clcmcntal analysis (+0.4% for C. H. N) wcre found for all
of rhc ncs compounds rc¡nncd in thû mâous€ript.
( l7) (a) Lian8, X.¡ Suwanrumpha. S.; Fras. R. B. Ircrg. Chem. l9{)1, J0,
ó52. (b) Villc¡, l. M.: Balasanmugam, K.; Nyc. J.; Dacon. G. B.
Iaorg, Chcm. 1987, ló. 5ó0. (c) Ccfliy, R. L.l Sullivan. 8. P I Bu¡*y,
M. M.; Mcycr. T. J, lnorg. Chcm. 19t3, ¿1, t91. (d) Ccrny, R. L.;
Sullivan. 8. P.: Bu6cy, M. M.; Mcyer, 1. J, Aml, Chcm. 19t3,55,
1954.
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Figure l. Absorption spcctra in CH¡CN at 29E K.
potcntial.rt For IRu(bpy)(a,a¡-(Me)zbpyXbpm)12+, where bpm
has thc lowcst lying rt acccptor lcvel, intense excitcd-stato
rcsonancc Raman signals charactcrisúc ¡f {,{'-(Mc)2bpy in
[Ru(4,a'-(Me)2bpy)¡]2*'at 1202, 1321, 1445, and 1624 cm-r
and bpy in [Ru(bpy)¡]2+' 8t l2l l, 1321, and 1624 cm-r wclc not
obscrved, whilc bands for bpm 
^t766,1012,1034,1114" 
1249,
1421, 1490, and 1560 cm-r were obscwed. Compared witå
[Ru(bpy)¡]2+, all of the mixcd ligand courplcxcs arc much lq¡s
pronc to undcrgo photochcmically induccd ligand loss. From
this obscrvation and thc fact that cmission lifetimcs (r) for
[Ru(bpy)(a,a'-(Mc)zbpyX5-Mc-phcn)]z+ and IRu(bpy)(a,{-
(Mc)2bpy)(4,a'-(COzEt)¿bpy)12+ in 4:l (v/v) EtOH:McOH arc
only slightly tcmpcrature dcpcndcnt ovcr thc rangc 160-298 K.
thcdd statcs in thcccomplcxcs appcar to bc relatively inacccssiblc
in thcsc ligand cnvironmcnts at r<þm tcmpcraturc.le,al
Thc synthctic mcthod dccribcd herc is gcncral. It opcns ncw
strategics for thc dcsign of molccular asscmblics and visiblc light
( I 8) (a) Mabrouk. P. A.: Wrighron. M. S. /nozg. Chcm. 19ú,2J, 526. (b)
Schoonoyer, J. R.; St¡or¡sc. C. F.: Mcycr. T. J. Work in progrs.
(19) (a) Lumpkin. R. S.: Kobcr, E. M.i Worl, L. A.; Munazå, Z;Meye¡,
T. l. J. Phys. Chem. 1yn,91,239. (b) D¡niclson, E.; Lumpkin. R. D.;
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scnsitizcrs bascdon tris-bidcntatccomplexcs of Rull. For example,
by propcr cxploitation of thc substituents on the polypyridyl ligands
and by taking advantagc of the existence of dr - rr transitions
to thc lo$,cst trvo acccptor lcvcls at the polypyridyl ligand, it is
possible to 'fill in" largc portions of the visible spcctrum of these
complcxcs comparcd to [Ru(bpy)¡]2+. This can bc seen in Figure
I wherc spcctra for [Ru(bpy)¡]?* and [Ru(bpy)(4,4'-(Me):-
bpy)(a,a'-(CO2Et)2bpy)lz+ arccomparcd. For thcmixed-ligand
complcx bands arising from dr - rt'(4,4'-(CO:Et):bpy) anddÍ- Í2'(4,4'-(CO:EÐzbpy) transitions appcar at 520 and 380
nm, thc formcr extending to 5E0 nm with appreciablc absorption.
Tbc rcgion bctwccn 450 and 460 nm is fillcd in by dr- r¡'(bpy,
(20) (a) Juris, A.; Barigellctti. F.; Balani, V.; Bclscr, P.; von Zclcwsky, A.
I norg. Chcm. 19t5, 21, 202. (b) Barigcllctti, F.; Juns, A.: Balzani. V.:
Bclsr, P.; Von Zcl wsky, A. I norg. C h em. 19t3, 2 2, 7 33 5. (c) Vr'allacc,
W. M.; Hoggard, P.E. Inorg. Chcm. 1980, 19,2141. (d) Allsopp, S.
R.; Cox. A.: Kcmp, T. J.: Recd, w J.: Carasi¡i, V.; Travcrso, O. J
Ch¿m- Sæ., Faraday T rau. 1979. 7 5, 353. (e) Allsopp, S. R.: Cox. A.¡
Jenkins, S. H.; Kcmp, T. J.; Tunstal. S. M. Chem. Phys. Izn. 1976,43,
I 35. (l) Hagcr. C. D.; Crosby, G. A. J. Am. Ch¿m. S oc. ln 5, 97,1 031.
Communications
a,a'-(Me)¡bpy) absorptions while the dzr - ø1'(bpy, 4,41
(Mc):bpy)) absorption apPears at \ < 350 nm. ovcrlapped with
î - T' rransit¡ons ar the polypyridyl ligands.
We are currently cxploring thc usc of multiple ligands to prcparc
complcxes with cvcn lower cncrgy absorptions, with the ultimate
goal of dcsigning 'black absorbcrs" which will exhibit high aÞ
sorptivity throughout thc visible and near-UV region, bc pho-
tostablc, and rctain appreciablc excited-srate lifetimes.
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Diastereoisomeric Forms of Ligand-bridged Dimetallic
D i ruthen i u m ( lr ) and Ruthen i u m ( lr )-Osm i u m ( tt ) S peci es
containing Bidentate Polypyrìdyl Ligands
David A. Reitsma and F. Richard Keene'
Department oí Molecular Sciences, James Cook University cf North Queensland. Towns,tille.
Cueensland 187 i. Australia
A new generai synthetic route is reported ior dinuclear species oi the:ype i(L,).RuLrRu(L.')t]"- cr
ÍL.)=RuL"Os(L.')=j'-(1.. L,'= bidenrate poiypyridyl ligands, L, = L,'; L. = bridging !igand), îogether
wlth rhe chromatographic separation and characlerization of the diasrereoisomeric pairs oi ihe dimers.
There is considerable interest in polymetallic 'supramolecular'
assemblies containing chromopiroric centres. tbr which poly-
pyridyl complexes of ruthenium. osmium and rhenium have
been primar,v iargets because ol the capacity tor controlled
variation of rheir ground and excited state properties. redox
potentials, cnci ¿lectron and energy ¡ranstèr characteristics.r
An imporranr issue which has received little attention in
ihese srudies is rhat oi stereoisomerism wi¡hin the rnoiecular
assemblies. Even in rhe simplest case oi a symmetncal dinuclear
complex with a symmetrical bridge. uÈ. [(bipy).Ru(bipym)-
Ru(bipy),1+- (bipy : 2.]'-bipyridine: bip¡rm = l.l'-bipyrimi-
dine). there will bezsso (ÄÂ) and rac (ÀÀ, Âr\)diastereoisomeric
forms. The presence ol different ligands on the irvo centres. an
unsvmmetricc.l bridge. or higher nuclearity in the assembly
rapidly increase the isomeric complexity.
we reporteci recently the development of a general synthetic
merhodology lor mononuclear tris(heteroleptic) ruthenium
complexes of bidentate polypyridyl ligands.r The present
communication reports the exrension olthis scheme to a general
synthetic method lor dinuciear species ol the type [(L,)RuLo-
Ru{L,')2]o- (L,, L,' : bidentate polyp¡rridyl ligands where
L, = L,': Lu : bridgrng tigand). togelher with ¡he chroma-tographic separation and NivlR characterization of the
dias¡ereoisomeric pairs.
A variety ol monomeric precursors oi the general t¡rpes
[Rut L,),(CO)=]:- and [Ru(L,'):Lb]r- may be synthesized
as outlined oreviously.r Heacing [Ru(L.)3(CO)3]:- with a
three-tbld excess ol' trimethylamine ,V-oxide in acslone or
methoxyethanol (ca. i0 cmr per 20 mg ol the dicarbonyl
species) i¡t retlu.r tbr i h in the presence ol ¿ 109; :xcess of
[Rut L,'),Ln]: 
- realizes the correspon<.ting dimer
[(L,):RuLrRu( L,'):]" 
-. Following ion-exchange chromatogra-
ph¡r ISP-Sephade.r C-15 cation exchanger. 0.5 moi dm'r NaCl
eluent). prorjucts were isolated ¡rs the PF"' sults lnd
recrystallized (acetone-tliethyl ether¡: overall yields ol the
proclucts rvere approximately 359'". For dimeric species con-
taining Os ren!res. i.e. [(L,1,RuLrOsl L,')¡j"-. two riternative
s¡rnthetic schemes were urilized. eicher [Rut L.)=Ln]:- was
trerted with [Os(L,'l.Cl,] I {by retìuxing er¡uimoiar rmounts in
ûqueous methanol solu¡ion. ,':a. 50 cmi per l0 mg ol the
rurhenium species). or [OstL,')1L"]:- ;prepared by retìuxing
[Ost L,')=Ci=] with l iour-lold cxcess oi L, in aqueous
merh¿noll was ¡re¿teci 'vith [Rut L,1.rCOlr.1'r - uncier rhe same
conciitions lrs ror ihe lnalogous decarbonylation synthesrs ol'
ihe ,liruthenium species. in the presenr work. '¡¡e have
synthesized and characterized rhe dimeric comolexes [rbipv¡.-
Ru(bipym.tR u( phen).1" -. [(bipy¡= Ru( bpypz ) Ru( phen ):]¡ -.
[( piren)1Rul bipym)Ru( tmbipy):j' -. [( tmbipy l= Rur bipym¡
Ru( bipy)11¿ -. [t bipy).Osr bipym ) Ru( phen ) 1]' - :.rnd [( bipy)2-
Os(bipym)Ru(tmbipy),1'- lphen = l.l0-phenanthroline:
tmbipy = 4.-l'.i.5'-tetramethyl-2.1'-bipyridine: bpypz : 3.3-
bis( 3-pyridyl)p.vrazinel.
For all these ciimeric species, there are two dias¡ereoisomeric
tbrms. each comprising an enantiomeric pair. The two
s¡ereoisomers rnay be represented schematically es shown in
Fi-e. l. A signifìcant difference in ihe relative ligand orientations
may be discerned in omeric pairs: the
polypyridyt ligands'ab ane ofthe bridging
ligand (Fig. i) are app the AÅrr\¡\ form.
wherecs rhey are perpendicular in ¡he AÅ¡A¡\ slereoisomer.
ln earlier work. Hua and von Zelewsky* have ieported the
stereoselective synrhesis ol similar dinuclear species using chiral
monomers as precursors: while this represents ¿ ciefinitive
solu¡ion to rhe problem oithe stereoisomerism in such dimers. it
requires ihat the precursors must be resolved on an individual
basis. We have lound thal the two diaste¡eoisomeric pairs may
be separated by ion<xchange chromatography (SP-Sephadex
C25 ca¡ion exchanger, 0.25 mol dm-r sodium toluene-p'
sulfonate as eluent), presumably based on the differential
association of the aromatic anion with ¡he alterna¡ive relative
orientations ol the heterocyclic tigands in the two tbrms. The
method appears quite general and we have separated rhe
diastereoisomers lor the six dimeric species listed above.
Variation ol the bridging ligand L, (symmetric bip¡rm or
unsymmetric 'opypz) and metals (homonuclear Ru-Ru or
heteronuclear Ru-Os) has little effect on the separation.
although the efficacy of the procedure (and theretbre ihe length
of column required) is substantially inlìuenced by ihe identit-"-
,\1,\r\
(¡An) (=¡iÅ)
Fig. I Schema¡ic view oithe orientation oithe non-bridging biclentate
ligancis in the iwo riiastereoisomeric pairs ol ihe general iinucleai
species [(L,t1MLrM'{L.'):]'- (the L, :¡nd L,' chelate nngs :rre








Fig. 2 Proton NMR spectra (300 MHz. 25'C. [:Hu]acetone) of (a)
A^ (=^^i and (ò) ÁÂ (:A^l-[(phen)2Ru(bipym)Ru(rmbip¡'¡r]a-:
protons of phen. bipyrn and tmbipl' are indicated b¡ P. B and T
respec¡ivelJi
J CHÊM SOC DALTON TRANS I99:
tirmed b¡ heteronuclear multiple-bond correierion (HMBCI
anc hereronucicar multipie-quantum coherence (HMQC) tu'o-
dirnensional ¡-MF. technioues In botir slereoisomeric forms.
ths rwo non-bridging ligands orr each metal centre are reiated
b)'a two-iold axis olsvmmetr¡. although tiìe lwo ends oieach
inciividual lieand are in non-equivaleni environments. Based on
the convenrionai numbering sequences for the three iigands
involvei (see above). anci aciopting lhe convcntion that the
numbering sequence ir the phen liganci starts in the rin,e cr.ç to
both the ligating atoms of the bridge (anc that the non-primed
numbers in the tmbipy ligand aìso rcfer to the pyridine ring in
thar iigand c¡:r to both ligaring atoms of the brid,ee). the
assignments are as indicatei in Fig. I The stereochemistr¡ of
the two diastereoisomeric pairs has also been deduced from the
NMR studies.
Thc most signifìcant differences betu'een the trr,o spectra are
rire shifts in the resonances for the protons attached to the 2
position of the phen li-sands. ancì to the 6 position oi tmbip¡'
(i.e the protons in those ligands ad-iacent to a p¡,ridyl ring
co-ordinated to the other metal centre). In both cases. these
pro!ons in ÂÁiÂÂ-[(phen).Ru(bip¡,m)Ru(tmbipi')r]o- ale
shielded (relative to the ,\^/^^ form) by the rin-s cur¡ent
associateC with that acÍjacent pyridyl ring.
We are currentl]' undertaking photophysicai studies on the
separated diastereoisomers to assess the effecr of the stereo-
chemistry on the electronic communication between the two
metal centres. Those studies. and full details of the present
svnthesis and cha¡acterization of the diastereoisomeric di-
nuclear species. will be reported subsequentl¡'.
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oi rhe terminal ligancis. For the systems reporl,etl. tlte t\À'ù
ciiastereoisomers were obse¡veci to forrn in comparable
amounts; there was no indication olsubsrantial stereospeciûcil,\'
induced bl ciilferential steric inte¡actions in the two forms.
Proton NMR studies have been undertaken for the separateC
stereoisomers. and are reported belor¡'for the representative
example ilphen.¡rRu(bipym)Ru(tmbipi,).lo-: the 300 MHz
I H NMR speclra of the separated diastereoisomeric pairs of '.his
dinuclear specìes are shown in Fig 2 Full assignment of tbc
obse:-ved resonances for bo'rh diastereoisomers has been
obtained b¡ ciecoupling experiments. and connecliviti con-
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Black MLCT .{bsorbers
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Polypyridyl complcxes of ruthenium(II) have bcen used
extensively in studies of photoinduced electron and energy
transfer.l We reccntly reported the development of a general
procedure for synthesis of t¡is(heteroleptic) complexes which
contain bidentate ligands.2 e.g. [Ru(bpy)(Mc2bpy){(Et2CO)2-
bpyll2* (bpy is 2,2'-bipyridine, Me2bpy is 4,-t'-dimethyl-2,2'-
bipyridinc, and (EtCOJubpy is 4,4'-bis(carboxycthy[)-2,2'-
bipyridine), based on sequential addition of the ligands to
oligomeric IRu(CO)zClz], and the earlier work of Deacon ¿¡ a/.1
Wereport hereappiication of this methdology to aspecific target:
oiz. the systematic design of chromophores with appreciable
absorption throughout ¡he near-UV and visible spcctral regions.
lnitial photophysical studies indicate that úe metal-teligand
chargc transfer (MLCT) excited states that result can be
sufficicntly long-lived to undergo efficient elect¡on and energy




Visiblc light absorptivity in thcse complexcs arises primarily
from charge transfir transitions from dzr(Rutl) to multiple, low-
lying :rr(poþyridyl) lcvels, e.g. eq 1.4
ht
Rulr(bpy¡r2+ - Rur¡¡(bpy-)(bpy)rt*' (l)
In this examplc, dr - r1t occun¡ at 450 nm and dr - rrlr at
243 nm in CH¡CN.r Ligand-based, Í - Í¡ transitions with
absorptivitics >40 000 m2 mol-r dominate ¡hc ncar-UV region.5
I Jamcs Cook Univcrsiry of North Quccnsland.
¡ Thc University of Nonh Carolina,
I Prescnr rddrcss: Instirut fi¡r .{norganischc Cbemic, Universitãt Bcrn.
Frcicstrasse 3. CH30m Bcrn 9, Switzcrland.
( I ) (¡) Scândola. F.: Eignozzi. C. .\.; lndclli. M. T. Pholos¿nsirizotion and
Photocatalysis Using lno?ganic And Orgonometallic Compoutd¡
Kluwcr Acadcmic Publishers: Dotdrecht. Tbe Nethclands, 1993; pp
t6l-216. (b) Juris, A.¡ Barigcllctri. S.: Caurpagna. S.: Balzani. V.;
Bclscr, P.: von Zclewsky, A,. Coord, C h¿n. Reo. l9tt. 81, E 5. (c) Mcycr,
1. J. Pu¡e ,4ppl. Chcm,19t6. J8. 1576, (d) Kalayanasundaram. K.
Cærd. Chcm. Rcu.l9tL 16,159. (c) Sutin. N.: Crcutz C. Purc z{ppl.
Cå¿n.1980,52,2717.
(2) (a) Strousc, G. F.: Andcrson. P. A.; Schænover, J. R.; Mcyc¡, T. J':
Kccnc, F. R. /zorg. C h ¿m. 1992, J I, 3û4. ( b) Strow, C. F.i Ha¿rmann.
K. H.; Rciama. D. R.; Andc¡:on, P. .4,.; Tradway, J. Â.: Mcycr, T. J.;
Kcenc. F. R. Manuscript in prcparation.
(l) (a) Black. D. S.: Dcacon. G. B.: Thomas, N. C.,lcs¡. J. Chem. l9t\
J 5, 2445. (bl Black D. S.: Dcacon, C. B.; Thomas, N. C. I norg. C hi m'
.lcta 1982,65, L75. (c) Black. D. S.: Dcacon, G. B.; Thomu. N. C.
Polyhcdron 19t3, l. 109 (d) Thomas. N. C.; Doæn, G. L lrcrg.
Srtrr/¡. 19t9, 3J, t07.
(a) (a) Kobcr, E. M.: Mcycr. T. J. /aorg. Chem. 19t2, -'1, l9ó7. (b) Wrts'
J. J. Chem. Educ. 1983, ó0, 843. (c) Dcmas. J.: Taylor, D. G. Ircrg.
Chem. 1914, 18,3171
(5) Lyttc, F. E.; Hcrcule, D. M. .1. .{2. Chem. Sæ. l9ó9, 9/, l5l.
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Thc MLCT transitions prduce excited states that arc largely
singlet, e.g. tid#) - r(drsrrr), but which possess significant
triplet character due to spin-orbit coupling.a [n mixcd-chclatc
complexes, separate transitions occur to each of the ligands, but
rapid intramolecular electron transfer leads ultimately to a triplct
MLCT state in which the excited electron is localized on the
ligand having the lowest r'-acceptor orbital.ó Our design strategy
for black absorbers was to find ways to systematically shift thc
dr - r; bands toward the red region of the sPectrum. Therc
are !,,vo approaches to this problem. One is to add electron-
withdrawing groups to a polypyridyl ligand to lower r',7 and the
other is to stabilizc the 'holc" at Ru¡tr in the MLCT state by
introducing electron-donating ligands.E
We have explored thc effect of dccreasing rr energies in the
series [Ru(Me2upy)(Merbnv)(Bl)]2+ (Me¡bPy is 4,'4',5,5'-tct-
ramethyl-2,2'-bipyridine) where BL is 2,3-bis(2-pyridyl)pyrazine
(dpp), 6,7-dimethyl-2.3- bis(2-pyridyl)quinoxaline (Me2dpq), 2'3-
bis(2-pyridyi)quinoxaline (dpq), or 2,3-bis(2-pyridyl)- l,4liaza'





this sc¡ics Etn = -1.09,4.91, -O.83, and -0.67 V, respccúvcly
(in acctonitrile vcrsus ssce), for the first (ligand-bascd) reduction.
Sincc the BL tigands are more easily rcduced than eithcr Me2bPy
or Mcabpy, the potentials indicate the order ofincreasing clccfron-
acceptor ability to be dpa > dpq > Mc2dpq > dpp. This ordcring
tracks thc lowest-cncrgy MLCT bands (Figure ta), and ìs
consistent with earlier observations on relatcd complcxcs'lo
(6)
Allcn. G. H.; Bndtcy, P. G.: Mcycr, T. J.; woodruff' w. H' t' Am'
Chem. Sæ. lgt/', I0â, J492. (c) Danzcr, G' D'l Golus. J. A.; Kinei4
!. R. !. Am. Ch¿m. Sæ. 1993, I I 5,8ó43. (f) Ford, W' E.; C¡lvin' M'
Chem. Phys. Leu. 1960, 7ó, l05. (8) Ricscn, H.; Krarsz. E. R..L Pâys.
Ch¿m. l!)3,99,
(7) (a) Levcr, Â. B.
C¡sPar, J. V.; Jo
l24l . ic) Curtis.
.'?, 124. (d) o
Electroonal, Chem. l9ftr'. 175,229.
(8) Rillcma, D. P.: Mack K.8. Inorg.Ch¿m-19t2,2i,'J8a9' (b) Rillcma'
D. P.: Blanton. C. B.: Shaver, R. J-.; Jackman, D. C ; Boldaji, M.; Bundy'
S.; worl. L. Â.; Veycr, 1 J. Ircrg' Chem. 1992' J/' 1600.
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o** ; uv-'îr" "0."*", *äli'"',J,,r,"ou,upyrr¿p"i-(Et2dtc)l+ (-.. '-) and [Ru(Mc:bpy)l(EtCOz)rbpyl(Et:dtc)]' G - .)
in accronitrilc solution. thc spcctrum of [Ru(bPy)¡]2+ is shown for
comparison (-).
yldithiocarbamatc anion, Et2dtr.r I Anionic iigands stabilizc the
excited statcs by clectron donation to Ruill (eq I ) causing a gcncral
red shift in the MLCT bands. Absorption spectra for [Ru-
l(EtCOJzbpyl(dpa)(Et2dtc)l+ and IRu(Mc2bpyX(EtCOz)r
bpy](Etzdtc)l+ a¡e shown in Figurc 2. In the formcr, significant
visible light absorption (e > 3000 m2 mql-r) is extcnded Past 700
nm. Both exhibit significant light absorption throughout the
visible.
Thcsc low-cncrgy broad-band absorbcrs mayhavc useful excited
state properties as well. For instance, [Ru(MczbpyX(EtCO2)2-
bpy|(dpa)12*' is a ncar-IR emittcr (À* > 850 nm in CH¡CN
at 298 K) with z = 98(+5) ns (t = 1.02 x 107 r¡),r2 as dctermined
by transient absorption measurcmcnts (31 mJ/pulse). Emission
from [Ru(Mc2bpy){(EtCO2)2bpy(Et2dtc)]+3 occurs at ÀN =
I 100 nm (in CH:CN at 29E K) with r = l2(+4) ns, as mcasured
by transient absorption (À- = 532 nm, (5 mJ/pulse),13 All of
thcsc complexes are photochcmically incrt. In thc futurc we will
cxtend thc ovcrlapping band strategy and known approacbcs for
extending excited state lifetimes to prepare a family of black
absorbcn which can be used as sensitizcrs.
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Figrre l. UV-visiblc absorption spcctrum of (A) lRu(Mczbpy)-
(Me¡bpy)(Bl)1'z+, and (B) [Ru(Mczbpy)l(EtCoz)zbpy)l(Bl)]2+ in
ac¡ronitrilc solution BL = dpa (-...-). dpq G - -), dpp (-).
Thc shift to lower encrgy rcacb€s À* = 56E nm for BL = dpa,
but at the expcnse of crcating a'spectral gap" with a minimum
zt -410 nm. The gap can be hlled by using a ligand with an
intermcdiate rt-acccptor orbital. This is illustrated in Figure I b
for thc scrics [Ru(Mo:bpy)f (EtCO2)2bpyl(BL)]:+. ttri¡þ l¡ =
dpa, bands arising fiom dr .. rr 3 are obscrvcd al 548, -452,
and -410 nm (to dpa, (EtCO2)2bpy, and Mczbpy, resp€ctivcly),
whilc bands from dt - r:' appcar at higher energy.
It is possiblc to extcnd MLCT absorption to evcn lowcr cncrgics
by incorporating an clcctrondonating ligand that posscsscs
significant ø- and z-donating character; wc havc uscd dieth-
(9) Satlsfactory clcmcnul analyscs (å0.4% for C,H,N) wcrc found for all
thc complcxcs reponed in tbis manrscript.
(10) (a) Bianaio.J.A.:C¡rlson,D.L.:tilolch.G. M.:Ddcs¡¡r D.E.:Knowlc,
C. F.; Szabo, E. G.; Murphy, W. R. /norg. Chem. 199O,29,2327 , (b)
Carlson. D. L.: Murphy. W. R. Ircrg. Chim. Act¿ 1991. /El. 61. (c)
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Stereochemistry in Tris(bidentate liga rd)ruthenium(ll)
Complexes containing Ùnsymmetricãl Polypyridyl Ligands
The synthesis and stereochemistry of mon co
bidentate ligand pmbipy [4-(2.2-dimethy ne]
complexes iRu(dmbipy) (pmbipy) (CO),1'z ide
2'2'-bipyridine)and IRu(pmbipy)'(co)'] 
,andoneisomeror.."T.p""i".hasbeenisoratedin
have both been used as precursors for lhe
process: under certain condilions, the
hemical relationship of the two ligands in
the d¡carbonyl precursor. Mixtures of the three geometric isomers of IRu(dmbipy) (pmbipy)"]2* w-ere
separated by caiion-exchange chromatography, and the isomers characterized by NMR techniques.-The
;;pi;;lñt(prbipy).1,* ñas synthesizld, and the two geomelric isomers separated and characlerized
in a similar manner.
We have recently reported the utilization of a synthetic
methodology lor tris(heteroleptic) complexes of ruthen-
redox charge separation within thern following light absorp
tion-with the consequent potential application to the
harvesting oflight energy and iti conversion io chemical fuels.s
Polypyridyl complexes of nrthenium, osmium and rhenium
have been primary targets for the component centres of such
assemblies because of the capacity for controlled variation of
their ground and excited state properties, redox potentials, and
electrón and energy transfer charactcristics.e A number of
recent reports have described the spectral, photophysical and
electrochenical behaviour ol assemblies including such centres
with nuclearitie s ol 2-22.r É' \
An important issue which has received little attention in these
studies is that of the spatial relationship of the metal centres
within the molecular assemblies, which may profoundly effect
- ene¡gy (and electron) migration patterns. This in turn depends
on the stereochemical identity (chiral and geometric) of the
component metal centres.
There have bcen lew studies of stereoisomerism olmonomeric
nrthenium(n) centres with unsymmetrical ligands. For com-
plexes of the type [Ru(
ate ligand), the existen
been recogaized from
where La = unsymmetrically substituted derivatives of 2,2'-
bipyridine and I, lO-phenanthroline, rn'r 5 2,2'-azopyridine, 16
anã Z-(Z-pyrl¿yl)thiazole and 2-(2-pyrazinyl)thiazole. t 7 Simi-
lary, eeRu NMR spectroscopy has been used to identify the
presence of both geometric isomen in analogous complexes
where La = l-(2-pyridyl)-3,5-dimethylpyrazole.rB 212-pyn-






very slow, presumably due to the steric bulk of the terl-butyl
substituent and the relatively poor leaving-group capabilities
of Br- A minor yield of the disubstituted species was also
obtained. but was separated from the required product by
chromatographic procedures.
The I H and t 3C NMR spectral details for pmbipy are given in
the Experimental section. The protons at the 3- and 5-positions
of the pyridyl ring containing the neopentyl substituent are
shielded (upfield) relative to those on a pyridyl ring containing
a methyl group, due to the increased inductive effects of
the neopentyl group. The assignment of the 5- and 6- (and 5'-
and 6'-) positions to the two pairs of doublets for each ring
were based on the deshielding effects of the nitrogen atoms.
Peak assignments were determined by XHCORRD (CX-H
shift correlation with rH decoupling in Fl domain), DEPT
(distortionless enhancement by polarization transfer) and
proton decoupling techniques.
Synthetic Methodology for Complexes -Ruthenium com-plexes containing bidentate polypyridyl ligands, [Ru(Lr)-
(LtXL3)]'*, were synthesized by sequential addition of the
ligands to the oligomer [{RuClr(CO)r},].1-6
The ñrst step in this procedure was the addition of the fr¡st
ligand (Lt) producing [Ru(Lt)(CO)rClr], with the geometry
cß-(CO)2,trans-Qlr.2'zz'zt The substitution of the second
ligand (L:) initially requires ¡he replacement of chloride by
lrifluo¡omethanesulfonate Iigands (which are superior leaving
groups), and is achieved by reaction of the dichloro complex
with trifluoromethanesulfonic acid in 1,2-dichlorobenzene
solution.24 The addition of L2 to [Ru(L1XCO)r(CF3SO3),]
[which has been assigned the geometry c¡.s-(CO):,c¡s-
(CF3SO3)2] 2'3'5 was performed in absolute ethanol at reflux
yielding the dicarbonyl complex crs-[Ru(Lr)(L'z)(CO)r]t *. Th.
ûnal stage of the synthesis involved the decarbonylation of the
[Ru(LTXL':XCO)2]2* species by trimethylamine N-oxide in
the presence of the third polypyridyl ligand (L3) using 2-
methoxyethanol as a solvent.
In the present instance, the major target complex was
[Ru(dmbipyXpmbipy)r]2*, which may be formed by either of
two routes depending on the order of the sequential addition:
uÈ. by addition of dmbipy to [Ru(pmbipy)2(CO)2]2* in the
final decarbonylation step, or alternatively by addition of
pmbipy to [Ru(dmbipyXpmbipyXCO)r]2*. There are stereo-
chemical implications ol syntheses of the target from these
alternate dicarbonyl precursoÍs.
Stereochemical Considerations and Characterization of Iso-
mers.-For the complex [Ru(dmbipy)þmbipy)z]2* there are
three possible geometric isomers based on the relative
orientation of the two neopentyl groups (R). The two isomers in
which the neopentyl groups bear a cis relationship to each other
are differentiated by the fact that II has higher symmetry (sym-
cri: point group C2) than III (unsym-cu: C1). For the two
precursor dicarbonyl species, [Ru(dmbipy)(pmbipyXCO)r]'*
has two possible geometric forms IV and V, and [Ru(pmbipy)2-
(CO)rlr* three VI-VÍII {which are analogous to those for the
target [Ru(dmbipy)(pmbipy)r]2t species].
Éxperimentally, the dicarbonyl complex [Ru(dmbipy)-
(pmbipy)(CO)rl3* formed two geometric isomers (IV and V),
which we¡e separated by fractional recrystallÞation from
ethanolic solution (IV being the less soluble) and identiñed by
rH NMR spectroscopy (Table l). The assignment of the tert-
burylsigrals at ô 1.05 and 0.88 to IV and V, respectively, is based
on the upfield shifi ofprotons orientated above tbe plane ofan
adjaceni pyridyl ring, lrom which they experience an out-of-
plane ring cur¡ent effect. The integration of these two peaks
indicates an isomer ratio Iv:V of l:1, which suggests there are
no stereochemical or electronic preferences under the described
reaction conditions and the orientation of attachment is
predominantly statistica[.
The complete assip.ment of the spectra of these isomers was
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based on such ring current effects.r?'2s.26 The consequence of
the ring currents generated b,v the aromatic rings is a shielding
effect ol up to 2 ppm on protons lying above the plane of an
adjacent ring The magnitude of this shift diminishes in prorons
more distant from tbe nitrogen: the difference in chemical shifts
for the H3 protons is onl' 0.1-0.2 ppm. A further effect which
influences the chemical shr¡rs of the aromatic protons is the
inductive effects ofthe neopentyl substituent. This is observed in
the resonances of the Hr protons: in V the protons H3'and H3b
have equivalent positions relative to the carbonyì substituents,
but differ in their proximity to a neopentyl or methyl g¡oup
(respectively), and H3'is shifted upñeld 0.ll ppm relative to
H3b. A similar shift is present in IV (compare H3a and H3'b).
A similar effect is also observed with the H5 protons.
Similarly, the rH NMR assignments of the three isomers of
[Ru(pmbipy)r(CO):]'* were based on the upñeld shift
observed on protons lying above the plane of an adjacent ring
and the upfreld inductive effect of the neopentyl substituent
group. Separation of isomer VI was achieved by fractional
recrystallization from ethanol of an isomeric mixture. The other
two isome¡s could not be completely separated, but we¡e
identiñed and characterized by tH NMR spectroscopy (Table
l). In VI, both neopentyl-substituted pyridyl rings are c¡.r to
the two carbonyl groups, while in VIII only one neopentyl-
substituted pyridyl ring is c¡s to the t\r,o carbonyl groups. For
VII each neopenlyl-substituted ring is trans to a carbonyl
ligand. The three possible isomers were assigned and their
relative proportions determined using the ¡¿rt-butyl singlet 1H
NMR resonance. The ¡err-butyl signal at õ 1.05 is the most
downfield ,erf-butyl resonance and is assigned to isomer VI
as the tert-butyl groups on rings a and b experience no ring
current effects from adjacent ligands. The differences between
isomers VII and YÍII are more subtle as the neopcntyl-
substituted pyridyl rings are orientated over the plane of the
adjacent ligand and therefore both experience ring current
effects. The integration of the ,¿¡¡-butyl signals at ô 1.05,
0.85 and 0.88 (2.6:1.0:l.l) does not give the isomer ¡atio
directly since there are t\À'o ¡ert-butyl environmenis in isomer
VIII. By assuming that the resonance at õ 0.85 corresponds to
V[I, the isomer ratio can be determined as VI:VII:VIII :
1.5:l:2.2. This analysis is consistent with the ratio based
on the resonances arising from the H6,H6' protons, as well
as similar calculations based on the methylene and methyl
resonances.
The three isomers of the target complex [Ru(dmbipy)-
þmbipy)r]'* were separated by cation-exchange chroma-
tography, and their tH NMR spectra are shown in Fig. I and
detailed in Table 2. The resonances of the protons attached to
the C3 position of the pyridyl rings are the most downfield of the
aromatic protons due to in-plane ring current effects. Ifadjacent
to a neopentyl group there is an upñeld shift by = 0.14 ppm
relative to the prolons adjacent to a methyl group. This same
effeei is also observed íor the protons attached to the C5
positions of the rings. The inductive effect of the neopcntyl
group has only a very small influence (0.02 ppm) on protons
attached at the Co positions.
The protons at the Có positions do appear to have very slight
ring current effects, depending on whether they are positioned
over a methyl- or neopentyl-substituted ring. Hence, for the two
more symmetrical isomers of [Ru(dmbipy)(pmbipy)r]r 
* (lrans
and sym-cis) there are three environments, lr,vo of which
coincide in the ¡rans isomer.
The symmetry of theæ two isomers is also evident in the
protons attached at C5. The two protons adjaccnt to a
neopentyl group (the upñeld signal) are in one environment in
each ol the isomers, although that environment differs between
the ¡wo isomers. These rwo protons have different environments
in the unsym-crs isomer.
The singlet resonanc€ arising from the lerl-butyl group
appears at ô 0.90 for the s)¡m-c¡s isomer and at ô 0.93 for the
other two isomers. The rerr-butyl sigrrals ol [R(dmbipy)r-
















vI trans (F) YII sym-crs (R)
(pmbipy¡l:' and/ac-[Ru(pmbipy)r]:- are also observed at
ô 0.93. In m¿r-[Ru(pmbipy)¡]:' there are two peaks at ô 0.90
(two protons) and 0.93 {one proton). There are two diflerent cr.t
Ènvironments in [Ru(dmbipy)(pmbipv¡']: - (exemplified in the
sym-c¿s and unsym-cls isomers) and it ¿ppears that the ,ert-
butyl resonance occurs at ô 0.93 except in the particular
c¡,s environment lound in the sym-cjs isomer. In the
zer-fRu(pmbipy)r]:' sp€cies, two ol the rerr-butyl groups
are in such a juxtaposirion and hence the ratio of peaks at
ô t).90 and 0.93 is 2: I . Interestingly, in the complex
[Ru(dpbipy)r]'z- [dpbipy is the symmetrically disubstituted
neopentyl ligand 4.4'-bis(2.2-dimethylpropyl)-2.2'-bipyridinel,





spectra [Fig. 2(ó) and 2(c), respectivel¡r].
Stereochemical .lspecls ol the Decarbonltlation Reaction.-
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Table t I IJ NMR chemical shifis (ô¡) ior [Ru(Lr XL:XCO).]t - in CD.Cr* soiution
Compìex












































































































































































0.93[Ru(dmbipy)rlpmbipy)]'- 8.21 8.35 8.31 7.ßb '1.19b










Fig. i Proton NMR spectra (30(; MHz. CD,CN) of rhe geomerric
isonîers of [Ru(dmbipy)(pmbip.v).]:-: (¿) s]¡m-crr (It): (å) unsvm-c¡r
(III); (6.¡ ¡¡¿¡.ç 1¡¡
(cimoipyXpmbipy):l:' ma) be obtained from the <iicarbonvl







Fig. 2 Proton NMR spccrra (300 MHz. CD3CN) ol the geometric
isomers of fRu(pmbipy)rl 
: - : (a) ner 6): þ ¡ fac (lX t
decarbonylation process occurs so that the reiaûve geomet4'of
the two ligancis in the dicarbonyl precursors is retained, tile
transformation of each form oi [Ru(ombipy):(CO)z]:' would
produce the coresponding geometric isomer of [Ru-














isome¡ of [Ru(dmbipyXpmbipy)(CO)2]':* in the presence of
two isomers of the target comPlex
2,, i.e. fV _II + m (because the
remain cis to the two positions of
I+III.
ns of the synthetic methodology,l-6
third bidentate ligand was achieved
[Ru(Lr)(LzXCO)r]',* by Me.NO
fluxing 2-methoxyethanol solution. In
the present studies, it was possible lo determine the
stereochemical course of this reaction, by use of specifrc
the [Ru(pmbipy)'(CO)z]" and [Ru-
),]2' precunors with an assessment
uäon in the [Ru(dmbipy)(pmbipy)12'
product.
These studies indicated that at the higher temperatures
associated with refluúng 2-methoxyethanol, there was some
loss of stereochemical integrity and ligand scrambling during
the decarbonylation process. However at lower temperatures,
reactions left tbr a longer period underwent the decarbonyl-
ation and substitution to produce the product in which the
stereochemical and ligand integrity were maintained, althougb
the yields were lower.
By reacting a I : ! mixture ol [V and V with pmbipy at room
temperarure. the three isomers of [Ru(dmbipy)(pmbipy)2]"
we¡e obtained in '.he ratio I:tl:III : I :l:2. This represents a
sum of the conversion Y 
- 
I + III and tV 
- 
ll ¡ tfl, ¿¡d
is consistenr with retention of stereochemistry in the reaction.
Under the same conditions, ihe reaction of fV alone realized
¡ [ : I mixture of II and III. which clearly indicates the retenlion
of the stereochemical relationship of the ligands in [Ru-
(dmbioy)(pmbipyXCO).1'?' during its subsequent reaction.
The reaction of YI with dmbipy at room ternperature under
decarbonylation conditions realized only isomer I o[ the
product [Ru(dmbipy)(pmbipy)rj'z-. Interestingly, when the
same reactioû was pcrtbrmed under reflux. scrambling was
evident and the other isomers [sym-cis tl6i0 z¡d unsym-cu
3663
(fl1)) were detected. as well ¡s the species [Ru(dmbipy)r-
(pm'Þipy)l: - (3%).
relerence Ió oi ¡he complete separation of isomers of a compiex
oi the type [R.u( L')3]: -
Rrt'
Conclusion
dicarbonyl precursors is maintained in the process-
These results have a number ol imPortant consequences'
Experimental
i!"o*r"-rntt.-The NMR studies [lH and t3C l'iMR,
Victoria, Australia).
M ater i¿ls.-TIte compounds 4,4'-dimethyl'2.2'-bipyridine
(Aldrich), 2-bromo-2-methylpropane (Aldrich)' butyllithium
(Aldrich), RuCl..3H20 (Strem)' 2-melhoxyethanol (Aldrich)
and lormic acid (BDH, 90/) were used as received without
lunher ourification. Laboratory grade solvents were used unless
olherwise speciñed.
Diisoorobvtamine (Aldrich) was distilled under nitrogen
and stoied àver 5 À molecular sieves. Tetrahydrofuran (BDH)
was doubly distilled under nitrogen f¡om sodium wire with
benzophenone ¡s an indicator. Trifluoromethanesulfonic acid
3664
(3 mol dm-3) and !.2-dichlorobenzene (Alcirich) were freshl¡'
distilieci as requireci. Stanciarciization of butyllithiurn was
performed b1 titraring againsl 1.1.3'-trimeth¡,lpropionaniiicie
lAld¡ich) The oligomer [ÍRu(COl.Cl-'"] was synthesized by
the method established in the litera¡ure,: r:
Thin-layer chromatograph¡,was conducted on Kiesegel 60 H
F... plates (Merck). Kieselgel 60 H (Merck) was used for
vacuum column chromatograph¡'.33 Sephadex LH-20 and SP-
Sephadex C-25 (Pharmacia) were used for chromatographic
purification of metal complexes by exclusion and cation-
exchange techniques respectivelt-.
Lig and Svnr heses -112.2- Di me t b lprop ¡" I )4' -me t h y I -2,2' -b i-
pvridine þmbipvl. The reacrion was carried out under an inert
armosphere oi di-y nitrogen at -78oC. 4.4'-Dimethyl-2.2'-
bipyridine (dmbipl': ,< -q, 0.017 mol) was dried under vacuum at
60'C overnight then ciissolved in freshly distille<i thl(l 50 cm3).
Lilhium diisopropylamide (l.l equivalents) was lormed rn si¡u
b¡, reacting LiBu (24.27 cm3, l.l l6 mol dm-3) with
diisopropylamine (3.8 cm3) in thf (20 cm3). The lithium
diisopropylamide mixture was stirred for ca. 1.5 h, and the
dmbipl'solution added dropwise over I h. The resulrant deep
red-purple solution was allowed to stir fo¡ an additional I h
prior to transfer by cannula to another vessel containing
2-b¡omo-2-methylpropane (12.49 cm3. 5 equivalents) in thf
(20 cm3). This mixture was stir¡ed for I h, warmed to room
temperature and s¡irred for 3 d, during which time the colour
changed from red through 
-ereen 
to yellow. The reaction mixture
was quenched with distilled water (100 cm3), extracted into
diethyl ether (50 cm3) and dichloromethane (3 x 50 crn3), and
the combined organic extracts dried ove¡ anhydrous sodium
sulfate and the solvent ¡emoved. Purification was accomplished
b1'vacuum column chromarography using silica gel [eluent:
509¿ ethyl acera¡e-light petroleum (b.p.  0-{0'C)1. Thinlayer
chromatograph¡- of the procedure using the same solvent
showeci three spots with À, values of 0.04. 0.38 and 0.78
corresponding to the three compounds dmbipy. pmbipy and
bpbipy. The pure product pmbipl'was isolated as a yellow oi!,
yield 2.14 e,377á. NMR (CD¡CN): 1II. õ 8.50 (l Il, d. -¡4.85,
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46.2: H. 4.30: N. 6.0ii). IR: Û-"*,crn-r (Nujol) l98l and 2047
ICO;. NMR: ôH(CD3Cl'i) 8.98 (ì H. d. J5. Hó). 8.95 (l H. d.-/5.
H6',). 8.33 (ì H. s. H3 ¡. S.ll il H. s. H3l. ?.54 (t FI. C. J 5. H5 ).
7 5t (t H. d. "¡5 Hz. Hs). 1.75 (1 H. s. HE;. l.-s? (3 L:. s. H'"¡.0.98
(9 H, s. Hto)
D icarbonvl 1.4.4' -dime t hyl-2.2' -bip),r idine)bis(trtfuoromethane-
sul,lonaro¡ruthenium(r), [Rurcimbipy)(CO),(CF.SOr),j. This
complex was synthesized by a method based on that oi
Sullivan er al-2" in which [Ru(dmbipy)(CO):Cl:] (750 mg. I.82
mmol) in i .2-dichloroirenzene (200 cm 3 ) was deaerated with dry
nitrogen for 30 min. resuhing in a cloudy vellou solution.
Trifluoromethanesulfonic acid t0.5 cm3)u'as acicieci dropwise b¡.'
syringe (platinum needle) and the solution heated to 120'C lor
I.-5 h. The mixture was cooled to 0'C and the product
precipitated b1 the addition ol dierhyl ether (200 cm3). The
mixture was allowed ro stir for I h. and the complex collected by'
vacuum frltration under nitrogen ancj washed with diethvl ether
(2 x 5 cm3). cold distilled water (2 x 5 cmr.¡ and diethyl ether
(2 x 5 cm3), yield 990 mg, 85ii IR: i-.,rcm-' (Nujol) 2099 and
2027 (CO), 1031. 893. 5i4and 516 (CFrSO3-)
D icar bon), I 1412,2-dime r h v lp r o p -," I )4' -me t h y I-2,?' - b ip yr i-
dinelbis( rrifuorome thanesuü'onat o)ruthenium(n), IRu(pmbipy)
(CO)r(CF3SO3)rl. The pmbip¡ compound was synthesized
in a similar manner to the dmbipy complex, wirh the exception
that the 1.2-dich)orobenzene was distilled offprior to precipit-
ation wirh diethyl ether. Yield was 55l,. IR: i-.,lcm-l (Nujol)
2033 and 2095 (CO), 1028.895, 5'74a¡d 518 (CF3SO3-).
D i ca r b on y I b ß(4.4' - d ime t h 1t I -2.2' - b íp 1t r idine) r ut hen ium(tr)
hexafuorophosphare dihydrate. IRu(dmbipy)2(CO)r][PF6]r.
2H3O. The complex [Ru(dmbipyXCO):(CF3SO3)2] 080
mg. I.2l mmol) was added to a deaerated solution of
dmbipy (590 mg, 2.45 mmol) in absolute ethanol (30 cm3¡ and
the mixture was refluxed for 1.5 h. The ethanol was removed
on the rotary evaporator and the black residue extracred with
boiling water (50 cm3; and frltereC. The complex was precipit-
ated f¡om the filtrate b¡, addition of KPF. and the mixture
slored ar 4 oC overnighi. The cream complex was collected,
and washed with cold distilled water and diethyl ether. The
solid was recrystallized from ethanol acetone, yield 714 mg,
75/.. T}re complex was puriûed by cation-exchange chroma-
tography (SP-Sephadex C-25, 0.2 mol dm-3 NaCl eluent):
the carion was precipitated from the eluenl by the adcii-
tion of solid KPF5, and the resullant solid filte¡ed off and
washed with water (20 cm3) and diethyl ether (20 cm3) (Found:
C,38.1; H,2.90; N,6.7. C:6H24Fr2NoOrPrRu requires C, 38.3;
H. 2.95: N, 6.9%). IR: r-'-",/cm-r ("Nujol) 2087 and 2034 (CO).
NMR: ô"(CDTCN) 3.86 (2 H. d. J 5. H6), 8.43 (2 H, s. H3), 8.30
(2 H. s, H3',), 7.72(2H. d, J 5. Hs).7.30 (2 H. d. "I5, H5',), 7.19 (2
H, d. J 5 Hz, H6'), 2.67 (6H. s. CH.). 2.4'7 (6}i^. s, CH.')-
D icarb on-,- I (4,4' -dime r h¡t I -2.2' -b ípy r ¡¿¡n"¡¡Urr,2-dime t hy I-
p rop v I )4' -me t hy l-2.2' -b ip1' ridinefrut he nium(n) he xa.fl uo r o p ho s-
phate dihvdrate. [Ru(dmbipyXpmbipyXCO)]lIPFó]:.2H:O.
The mixed bipyridine complex was synthesized and puriñeci
(90"/" yield) in an analogous manner to [Ru(dmbipy).-
(CO):I[PFó]r, b-'.. the substitution of pmbipf into [Ru-
(drnbip¡,)(CQ;.(CF3SO3):l (FounC: C. 39.7: H. 3.55: r.\, 6.0.
CaoH36Fr:N4OoP=Ru requires C. 39.7: H. 4.00: N. 6.2iâ-
IR: i-,,/cm-r lNujol) 2099 and 2053 (CO).
The c¡ude product was founci to be a mixture cf rwo isomers
(t\¡ and V). By fractionai recrystallizarion from ethanol. the less
soluble isomer (Fv-) could 'oe obtained in pure form. The rH
NMR shifts (in CD.CN solution) ol the two isomers are given
in Table I (numbering scheme shown below).
D i c a r b on ¡, lb ß14-(2.2- dim e r h v I p r o p y I ¡ t' - ¡ns 1 ¡, ¡ -?.,2' - b i p -," r i'
dine)rutheniumln) hexafuorophospha te hydrate. [Ru(pmbipl")r-
(CO)r]lPF6]:.HrO. The crucie complex was synthesized and
purifieci (62%y-teid) in an analogous manneÍ to thai described
ior [Ru(dmbipy):(CO):][PFó]r, b1' the substitution of pmbipy
into [Ru(pmbipyXCO):(CFrSO3)2] (Found: C.43.2: H. 4.30:
N. 5 8. C34H4rFr.NoOrP.Ru requires C. 43.1: H. 4.50: :.-.






H6). 8.48 fi H.è, J 4.9.H6',). 8.250 H.s. H3',). 8.ltì (1 H.s, H3),
?.20(l H. d. J5.1, Hs ). 7.16 (l H, d. J4.9 Hz. H5),2.6r (2H,s.
H8). 2.4: (3 H, s. H'). 0.93 (9 H, s, H'o); "ç. ô 156.9 (C:').
156.3 (Cr). 150.i (c'). 149.9 (c6',), 149.4 (c6), 149.2(C").126.7
(c5). 115.6 (cs'), l]3.5 (C3). 112.4 (Cz).49.9 (C8). 31.2 (C').
29.5 (CIo). ?t.2rc;')
Comp lex S),n theses.- Dicar bonvldichloro(4.4' -dìmet h1' l-?,2' -
b ipyr idine'1rut hen ium(nl. [Ru(dmbipr-XCO):C] rl. A solution
of the liganci cmbio¡ (1.5 g. 13.6 mmol) in AR methanol (f5
cmj) was deaerated. foi 30 min before the addition of
[{RufCO).Cl¡;.] (L-t-i g. 6.[ nnmol). The mixrure was ¡efiuxed
for l.-i h with vigorous sti¡nng and the precipitate collected on
cooiìng. The yellou prociuct was recrystallizec from boiling
methanol in subdued light. vield 1.96 g.10)'. (Found: C. 3?.5: H,
2.10: N. ì 2o/L CtoH tocìrN=O.Ru requires C. 37.5; H. 3. l0: N,
; 3iO. IR: i-.,/cm-: fNujol) 2060 ani l98E (CO). NMR:
ôH(cD3cN) s 9ó (: H. d. "¡ 5, Hd). 8.29 c H. s. H3). ;.54 (: H, d'
-¡:: Hz. F{5).: 5? (6 H. s. CH.)
D ic ar b ony id ic h lo r oi+(2.2-dime t h.v- I p r o p ¡' i \-1' -me t h ! I -2.2' -
bip¡'r idine)rut itenium(tt). IRuþmbipl')(CO)rCl:]. The pmbipl'
compound was synthesized and puriñed in an analogous
manner 1o the corresDonding dmbip¡ complex in 8!,",/" yield
(FounC: C.46.0: H,4.30: N,5.9. C,rH,oClrN.OrRu requires C,
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The crude product was lound to be a mixture olthree isomers
(VI. VII and VIII), which were separated by tiactional recrys-
rallization from ethanol. The tH NìvfR shifts (in CDrCN





Cissolved in water. and the product precipitated i'rom the
ñltered soiution by the adciition ol'KPFu. This mi.tlure was
stored at -l oC overnight, 3nd lhe product collected bv vacuum
ù.ltration, sorbed onto a coiumn oi SP-Sephaciex C'15 cation
exchanger, anci eluted with 0.1 mol dm-r NaCi. The single band
rvas collecteci. KPF" added, anci the orenge cerion extracted
into dichloromethane (i x 50 cmr), which was dried over
anhydrous so<iium sulfate. Tìre solvenr was cemoveci. the
residue dissolved in wa¡er and the product re-precipitated with
KPFr. After srorage at + "C overnight. the solici was collecteci by
vacuum ñltration. washed with diethyl Èther anci ¡ir,:iried. Yield
25 mg,10/,at retìux: 7 mg. lOií rt room temperature (Founô: C.
48.6: H.4.65: N,7.9. C..HsöF,rN"OrP.Ru requires C. +8'l: H'
5. l5: N.7.7:á). UV¡VIS: L-.",-nm (CHrCl'í) 210 (e;dmr mol-t
cm-r ;9 600), 350 (15 :r00), 158 rla 000), 238 (70 ó00). a26 (sh)'
.r58 il2 000).
The isomers were separated by
graphy on SP-Sephadex C-25 usi
toluene-4-sultbnate as the eluent.
salts were isolated by precipiration from the eluent by addition
of KPF., and the suspension ext¡acted using dichloromethane.
The tH NìvfR shilts (in CDrCN solurion) of the three isomers
are given in Table 2.
B is(4.1' - dime t hv l-2.2' - b ip y r idine ¡14-(?.2- dime t h,- I p r o pv I )-1''
mol-i cm-r 84 000), 250 (25 000),258 (23 300), 288 (8't 200)' 426
Gh), 458 (15 300). The 
tH NMR shilts (in CD3CN solution) are
given in Table 2.
T r sl4-(1,2- díme t hv I p r o p y l)-4' - me t hv I-2.2' - b ip y r idinef ru'
thenium(rt) hexafuorophosplrcre, [Ru(pmbipy)r] [PF.] r. The
(r2 000).
The isomers were separaled bY
graphy on SP-Sephadex C-25 usi
toluene-4-sulfonate as lhe eluent.
salts were isolated by precipitation from the eluent by addition
ofKPF6, and the suspension extracted using dichloromethane.
The rH NMR shilts (in CD3CN solution) ol the t\ro isomers
are given in Table 2.
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( 1,1' - D ime t þt l-2.?' -h ip.,"r idine ¡ b isl4-(2,2-¿lime t hv I p r o p ¡t I )4' -
m e t h,- l -2.2' - it i p v r id i ne)ru t he n iu m(n) h e x aftuo r o p ho s p ha t e d i-
hvdrate. [Ru(dmbipy)(pmbipy)r][PF.]:.2HrO. .{,s an exemp-
lar of the synthetic merhod. lRu(dmbipyXpmbipyXCO)r] (30
mg, 0.034 mmol) and pmbipy (24 mg, 0. t mmol) were dissolved
in l-methoxyethanol ( l0 cm3) and cieaerated with dry nitrogen
lor l0 min. An excess of trimethylamine .V-oxide (7 mg, 0.1
mmol) was added and the reaction refluxed for 3 h, during
which time the solu¡ion changed lrom yellow to bright orange.
The alternative for the reaction w¿rs ihat the solution was
maimained at room temperature tbr i6 h. [n 'ooth ùases, the
solvent was rernoved on ihe rotary evaporator. rhe residue
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Chiral [Ru(pp)z(CO¡2]2- Species (pp : Bidentate Polypyridyl Ligand) and Their Use in the
Stereoselective Synthesis of Ligand-Bridged Dinuclear Complexes
Todd J. Rutherford. Michael G. Quagliotto, and F. Richard Keene*
Department of Molecular Scienc-'s, James Cook Universirv of North Queensland. Townsville. Queenslanci -{811..\usrali:¡
Received March 15, 1995
Polymetallic supramolecular assemblies have considerable
potential for application ro photochemical molecular devices
iPMDs).lr and the spatial intenelationship of the component
metal centers is likely to influence inuamolecular energy and
elecron t¡ansfer processes. In photobiologica.l systems. there
is no ambiguity in the geometry of the narural assembly, as the
building blocks of the enzymic matrix are chi¡al amino acids
or phosphate sugars. By analogy. in the constn¡ction ofcovalenr
artificia.l polymetallic assemblies. spatial control will depend
on rhe availability of building blocks with predetermined stereo-
chemistry: however, this problem has rarely been add¡essed.
We previously reponed a general synthetic methodology for
t¡is(heteroleptic) complexes of n¡thenium(II). [Ru(ppXpp')-
(pp")12- (pp etc. are bidenate polypyridyl ligands), via the
dicarbonyl species [Ru(pp;1pp'¡(CO):J:-.''r The scheme may
be extended to dinuclea¡ and higher polynuclear species.)
Significantly, we have also shown that. in cases where pp
end pp'are unsymmetrica.l. a¡d úterefbre geometric isomers of
lRu(pp)(pp')CO:l:* may exisr. ¡he ste¡eochernicaì relationship
of the rwo bidentate ligancis is retained on conversion to [Ru-
(ppXpp'Xpp")lr-.ó We have now ex¡ended those studies to
demonstrate the maintenance of chirality in such reactions and
the utili¡¿ation of the dicrrbonyl species as "buil<iing blocks" in
the formaúon of drnuclear species in which the chirality of the
rwo metal centers is predetermined.
The rlicarbonyì pr ecursor complexes [Rultpy):(CO):]l+. LRu-
(Me:-csy):(CO)-j2*. ud [Rulphen)1(CC):l:- Gpy = 2.2'-
bipyriiine: Melirpy = 4.4'-,jimethyl-2.2'-bipyridine; pþ¿¡ :
l,lO-phenanthroline) were synthesized ¡ld characterized as
ot¡rlined previously-''J and resolved by the tbllowing general
method: [Ru1pp):(CO):l(PFr): was convened to [Ru(pp),(CO):l-
Brl by metathesis in 2-butanone solution using [(n-CrIIe)òI)-
Br. collected, and dissolved in distilled water. The solution was
stirred in the dark for 30 min with 2 equiv of Ag[(+)-SbOtart].
The AgBr precipitate was separated from the mixture by
filt¡arion and the waler removed to yield [Ru(pp)fCO):][(+)-
SbOtanj:, wh¡ch was nacuonally recrystallized from methanol.
The e¡iantiornerrc purity of the recrystaliized dicarbonyl
L-ornplexes was deter¡nined by rH NMR technrques using the
chuai lanu\¿uride-induced shift reagent tris{ 3-[(trif luoromethyl)-
hydroxymethylenel-(:)-camphoratoleuropium(III). Eu(rfc)¡.r
Thc complexes were converted to chloride salts using anion-
exchange chromatography. and the !H NMR spectra were
measured in CD:CI: solution {for [Ru(Me:bpy):(CO):]Cl:i or
tl; Baizani. V: Scandola. F. Supramolecular Photochemisln: Ellis
Horu'ooC: Chiches¡er. U.K.. 1991.
t3) Sauvage..l -P.: Collin. J.-P.: Chambron. J.-C.: Guillerez. S.: Coud¡et.
C. Chem. R¿r'. lÐ4. 94. 993.
r3) Srouse, G. F.: Ancierson. P. A.: Schoonover. J. R.: Meyer. T. J.: Keene.
F. P Inorlt Chen. 12t92. J/. -10t1.
(Jl Andeni¡)n. P. A : Deacon. C B.: Haarmann. K. H.: Keene. F. R.:
Mever, T. J : Reirsrna. D. A.: Skelton. B. W.: Srouse. G. F.: Thomas.
N. C-: Trcadway. J. A.:'*hite. .å,. H. Submined tbr publicaúon.
r5) Reisma. D. .{.: Keene. Ê.R. J. Chem Soc.. DakonTrans. 1993.7859.
(ó) Rurhérford. T. J.: Rei¡sma. D. A.: Keene. F.R. J. Chem. Soc.. Dahon
Trans. 1994.3659-
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Figure l. i00 MHz :H NMR spectra of [Ru1Me¡bpy)¡{CO):lCl: in
CD:C!: solution: la) with no Eu(tfclì: ¡'or with added Euttfcl,. [lire
numbering system tor rhe lvfe¡bpy !ieand in lhe complex is indicated
in the srn¡cture (the lwo bidennte ligrr,ds are relitcd by C; svmmetryt J
CD¡CN {for [Ruf hpy):(CO):]Cl: and [Ru(phen):(CO):]CI:] in
the presence of ir'cieasing amounts of the shift reagent. The
effecr of the shrfi reagent in disciminating betwe-'n the
enanrioners of [Ru{Me¡bpy):(CO):]2- (CH:CI: soiution) is
shown in Figure ! Grealer induced shifu anC selectivities were
observed in dichloromethane. whe¡eas differentiation between
the enantiomers in acetonitrile required increased a¡nounts of
the chiral shift reagent, probably because of greater competirion
for the reagent by that solvent.
The less soluble fracúons in the resolurions of the dicarbonyl
complexes ßu(bpy):(CO):l:-. [RuMe:bpy):(CO):]:-. and IRu-
{phen):(CO):l:- exhibited molecula¡ rol¡ticns. [Ml¡c. of -4820'.
+,{.130o aqd +12 080o, respectivelv, measur:d as úre chloride
sairs. Folìowine conversion to the hexafltrorophosphate salt by
metathesis. decarbcnylaúon cf ( -)-[Ru(bpj'):CO:](PFn): (wiù
3 equiv cl TMNO in 2-methoxyetha¡roi soluúon containing l0
equiv of bpy. under stimng at room iemperan¡re for 3 days)
yielded A-(-)-[Ru(bpy)¡l(PFo):,8 establishing úre A configu-
rarion of the dicarbonyl precursor. The A-[Ru(bpy)¡XPFo):
product was converted to the iodide salt. which showed a
molecula¡ rotation [Mlo of -6740", cornpared ro the literaure
value of -ó750".1' indicating complete retention oi conligurauon
during the decarbonylation process. The decarbonylation reec-
lious were carried out in the absence of light as a Precaulionar.v
measure. although no photoracemization oí the [Ru(pp):-
1CO):i2- species was observed under nor¡:nal laboratory lighting
co¡didons.
l8) McCaffery. .{. J.: Mason. S. F.: Norman. B.l. J. Chem.Soc. .{ l9ó9.
t.128.
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Â-(-)-[Ru(phen)¡]l- 8 wa-c formed by decaröonylation of (:)-
[Rutphen):tCO):]r- in the presence of excess PheD. but
othenrise unde¡ co¡ditions idenùcal 1o those described above
¡br ine íeacrio¡ ot (-)-[RuGpy):(COh]2- with bpy (Scherne
lra)). Tìre prociuct showed llrflsqø = +13 100", indicaung an
opticaÌ puriry of approximately I007o,r0 which was confrmed
using the chi¡al lanthuride-induced shift reagent. The ciecar-
bonylaúon of 1+)-[Ru(Me:bpl'):(CO)z]2- under the same condi-
úons in the presence of excess Me2bpy realized (+)-[Ru(Me:-
bpl')¡lr-. for which [M]s+ = +6280" comPared with [M]w =
6750o for the chromatographicaliy-resolved prduct (see below).
suggesdng an op¡ical puritv of approximately 937o (96Vc æ
determr¡cJ b1, the chiraì lanthanide-induced shift experimen$.
These res':!ts indicate that the stereochemical integrities of
A- fRußpv )1(CO ):] I - e.id /r- [Ru(phen)lCO):]:- a¡e maintai¡ed
during the course oí tire decarbonyiation reaction whereas (*)-
[Ru (Me: bpr-): (CO ): ] 
r- undergoes minor racemizaúon.
During úe cou¡se of ¡his work. a cation-exchange chromato-
graphic rechnique rvas develcpeCrr for resolution of ris-
(bidenta¡e)ruth¿nium(Il) complexes based on the differen¡al
associauon of the enantiomeric forms with a chi¡al organic
coun¡eranion.S l:-Ij The cornplexes [Ru(Melbpy)¡]?+ a¡d [Ru-
(phen);lr- were resolved on a column of SP-Sephadex C-25
carion exchanger using 0.1 mol dm-3 NaCyO.l25 mol dm-3
sodium (-)-O-O'-dibenzo¡-l-t--bnrate soluùon as the eluent. ln
both cases. the enantiomers were clearly separated, a¡d follow-
ing isolation f¡om the bands by precipitation as the PFo- salu.
the molecular rota¡ions [Ml5r6 (acetonitile soluuon) for [Ru-
(Me,bpy)¡XPFó). were -6950' (eluted fusÐ and *6750o a¡d
those fo¡ [Ru(phen¡](PF6).- were -12540" (eluted first) and
+12740". The laner complex was also converted to the
chloride salt. and lajo values (aqueous solution) of -1310 and
+1400o we¡e obrained (hærær¡¡e values of -1330 and +1340o).10
The chromatographic resolution technique was also exænded
to mononuclear ruthenrum(Il) complexes containing bridging
ligands [Ru(ppXpp')(BL)]:-: [Ru(Meabpy)2Qpm)](PFo): þpm
= 2.2'-bipynmidine and Me.bpy = 4,4',5,5'-teramethyl-2,2'-
bipyridine) was synthesized and resolved in this manner. giving
[Ml-1¡o values of -4+40 and -4750o for the enantiomen as PF5-
salts in acetonitrile solution.
t lOi Dwve¡. F P.: Gva¡fas. Ê.C. J. Proc. R Chem. Soc N.S.ll'. 1949.8J.
I ?0.
t I l) Reitsma. D. .A : Keenc. F R. Unpublishcd work.
(ll) Keene. F R.: Sea¡le. G H. lnorg. Chem. 1974. 13.2lt'3.
( 13) Searlc. G H, Aus;. J Chen 1977. 30.2625
(14) ì'oshikawa. Y.: \'amasa!¡. tx Coord Chen. R¿t' lng 28.205
(l-s) Bosnich. B Inorg. Chen L9û.7.7379
(16) Gillard.R. D : Hill.R E D : Maskill. R J. Chem Soc. A 1y70.10i
t 17) Tada. T. J Sci. Htroshtm [:nÀ., S¿r A: Phts. Chem 19t2. a6.'i3.
( I E) Hua. X.: von Zleu'sk). A /¿or8 Chen. 1991. 30. 3196.
(19) Anderson. P A.: Suouse. 6 F :Trcadwa¡. J. A.: Keenc. F. R.l Me1'er,
T. J /nor¡ Chem L994. -l-ì 3Eó3
250 100 3SC ,r00 ¡aso
WAVELEIIGTH (1m)
Figure 2. CD specra of [(phen¡¡Rurhpm.¡RulMe.bpy)¡](PFe): (aceto-
nit¡ile solutionl: AA ena¡tiomer t-l: ,\.'\ enantiomer ("').
The synthesis of dinuclea¡ species ma¡' be achieveci b¡'
reaclion under decarbonylation conditions of a dicarbonyl
precursor { [Ru(ppXpp'XCO):]2*] with the ris(bidentate) com-
piex [Ru(pp)(pp)Gt-¡1:- conaining a bridging ligand.s ln the
prcsent case (*)-[Ru(Me¿bpy):(bpm)](PFo): 
"\'as 
added to a
solution of 2-methoxyethanol containing 4 equir cf Â-(+)-[Rit-
(ohenþlCO)21(PF¿): and 4 equiv ¡f TMNO. a¡d the mixture
was srired ct 30-35 oC in the dark for 14 davs lo yield ,\Â-
Íohen).Ru(n¡rm)-x u(Me¿bpy):lt.PÈ6.t¡ (Scheme ! i b)), confirmed
!.,' rI{ }lMR .;reài'üements.5 The ìr-lr4R specin¡irr also indicated
the Dresence onìy a ver-v minor amount 1<2cr) of th: AA
diastereoisomer. confirming retention of chiraiiry <jurine úe
decarbonylation reaction. Accordingly. the absolute configu-
ration of 1+)-[Ru(Meabpy):(bpm)]:- can be confirmed as A,
consisænt with the configuraoor¡/rotåtory dispersron relationship
reponed for [Ru(bpy)3]1=. [Ruiphen¡3]r*. a¡rd their bis(hetero-
leptic) analoguesErs-¡? The AA isomer was obtained by
rc¿cting A-(-)-[Ru(Mc¿'cpy):(bpm)](PFoh with 3 equiv of rac-
lRu(phen),(CO):l(PFo): and 3 equiv of TMNO in ?-methox¡--
ethanol at reflux for 3 h. The rwo diastereoisomers formed (AA
and ÂÂ) were separated by ion-exchange chromatography (SP
Sephadex C-25 cation exchanger) with 0.25 mol dm-3 sodium
toluene4-sulfona¡e as eluent.-5
The circular dichroism of tl¡e AÂ and ÂÂ forms of [(phen¡:-
Ru(bpm)Ru(Merbpy):lo- are shown in Figure 2. demonstrating
the ena¡domeric natu¡e of the two species.
The rcsults reponed exemplify the application of our synthetic
methodology to the synthesis of an extended range of dinuclea¡
species from the precursors IRu(ppXpp'XCO):l:- and [Ru(pp)-
(pp'XBL)12+, where pp and PP'may or may not be identical.
Fu¡thermore. these building blocks enable the predetermination
of the stereochemistry of the metal centers in dinuclea¡ species,
and in this sense the study is complementary to an earlier
repon.ls However, the present scheme has -øreater versatility
in terins of the va¡iation of ligand environment and is more
readilv extended to the synthesis of higher nucleale as-
5smþligs.3n'te The methodology will be exploited to enable us
to probe the effect of stereochemical aspects on electron and
energv transfer processes in such assemblies.
AcknowledgmenL This work *'as funded b¡' the Australian
Resea¡ch Council. We u'ish to thank Mr. D. A. Riemma
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A general synthetic methodology is reponed for ris(bidentate)ruthenium([I) complexes containing three different
polypyridyl ligands. based on the sequential rddition of the ligands to the oligomer [Ru(CO)zCl:],. The tris-
(heteroleptic) complexes were char¿cterized by FAB nrass spectrometry aad NMR spectroscopy. An X-ray crystal
structure determination was made for the complex [Ru(Me:bpyXphenXbpa)](PFo)2.CeHra [C¡ol{¿¡Fr:NzP:Ru, M: 1062.8: Mezbpy = 4,4'-dimethyl-2,2'-bipyridine, phen : l,l0- bis(2-pyridyl)aminel:
riclioic,spacegroup Pl.,a: 14.57(3)Å,¿= t¡.50(¡)Å.c= I o,þ:63.5(1)",y :
19.8(2)", V : 2082 i¡t, Z : 2. Aspects of the electrochemistry, tophysics of the tis-
(heteroleptic) species are discussed.
Introduction
Coordination compounds of ruthenium(Ð containing poly-
pyridyl ligands have been the subject of a wide variery of
photochemical sn¡dies directed toward thei¡ use as "photosen-
sitizers" in photochemical nolecular devices (PMDs).r2 The
complex tris(2,2'-bipyridine)n¡thenium(It¡, [Ru(bpy)3]2+, is the
archetype of such species aad demonstrates the combined
attribuæs of significant absorption in the visible spectral regioo
the relative longevlty of the metal-to-ligaad charge transfer
(MLCT) excited states formed on ligbt absorption, the relarive
inertless of the metal center iu a variety of oxidation staæs,
and the rapidity of the redox reactions iovolving the excited
starcs (quenching).
The excited state properties of complexes of this genre are
controlled by the panern of low-lying electronic levels which
are ligand-depeûdenq3"r as is the rcdox behavior.r.3-5 l¡deed
there are clear correlations belween aspects of these two
characteristics, as they share a dependeuce on the z* energies
of the ligands and the d¡r levels at the meø1.5 Accordingty,
tfuough a judicious choice of ligands, ir is possible ro 'fne ruDe"
the redox and photophysical propenies of the grormd and excited
states of polypyridylnthenium(Ð complexes. As alluded to
prcviously,r wiù 200 bidentate tigands (pp), there a¡e 200
homoleptic possibilities [Ru(pph]2+, -4 x 1ü bis(heærcoleptic)
'Jamcs Cook Univcrsiry of Nonh Qucensland.
: Monash Univcrsiry.
'{ Universiry of Nonh Carolina-
I University of Wcsæm Australia-
ð Abstract publishcd in Aduøce ACS Ahstracts, Ocrobcr t5, t995.
(l) Juris, A.: Earigcllctti. S.: Campagna. S.¡ Balzani. V.: Belser, P.: von
Zelewsky. A. Coord. Clrcm Reu. l9EE. ,94. 85.
(2) Balzani. V.: Scandola. F. Supramoleculor Photochemistryt Hosood:
Chichcscr. U.K., t991.
(3) Johnson. S. R.: Westmo¡eland, T. D.; C¿spar. J. V.: Ba¡qawi. K. R.;
Meyer. T. l. Inorq. Chem. t9tt,:7.3t95.
{.¡) Kobcr. E. M.: Manhrll. J. C.: Dressick. W. J.: Sullivan. B. P : Cupu,
J. V.; Mcycr,1. !. lnorg. Chcm L9t5,24.7755.
t5) Kobcr. E. M.: C¿spr. J. V.; Sullivu. B. P.: Mcycr. T. J.Imtr¡¡. Chcm.
l9ôt. :7. -r587.
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[Ru(pp)z(pp)]2+ species, and -1.3 x 106 tris(heteroleptic)
complexes [Ru(ppXpp')(pp')]2* !
The lack of a generalized synthetic methodology for tris-
(bidentate) complexes of ruthenium(tr) iu which the three
ligands are different {tris(heæroleptic) species} has lir¡i¡gdl tlì.
exploitation of this concept of rational control of their physical
char¿cteristics. Existing procedures ¿¡re most effective for
incorporation of at most two different ligands into the coo¡dina-
tion sphere, and examples of tris(heteroleptic) complexes are
very liñited.6-e The s¡athetic technique describéd here and in
precerling papersl(Þ16 provides a general route for the prepara-
tion of ris(heteroleptic) species of ruthenium(Il). It presents
DerÀ, strategies for the design of visible-light sensitizers of the
tris(bidentate)nrthenium(tr) genrc and for polþeáüic molêcular
assemblies based on such centers.
Experimental Section
Physical Measurements. UV/visible spectra werc recorded on a
Hewlen-Packard 84524 diode array, CARY 219, or CARY 14
spccuophotometer (the last being interfaced to an IBM PC by On-
Line Systems, tnc.). NMR specta were rccorded on a BRUKER
4M300 or 4C200 spectrometer. lnfra¡ed specü? were rccorded on
(6) Thummcl. R. P.: Letbulon, F.: Chirayil. S. Inorg. Chem 19ú.26,
307 l.
(7) Ross, H. B.: Boldaji. M.: Rillcma. D. P.: Bl¡n¡oo. C. B.: White. R. P.
Inorg. Chem.19t9, ?6, 1013.
(8) Juris, A.: Campagna" S.: Balzani. V.: Grcmaud. G. Inorg. Chcm l9tE,
27,3652.
(9) von Zelewsky. A.: Crcmaud, G. Helv. Chim Act¿ l9EE, Z/, 1108.
(10) Thomas, N. C. Ph.D. Thesis, Monash Univesity. 1983.
( I t ) Black. D. S.: Dcacon. C. B.: Thomas, N. C. /n ¿¡t. Chin. ,lcta 1982.
t55, L75.
(ll) Thomas, N. C.: Deacon. G.B. Inorg..l'vzl/t. 19t9, 15, t07.
(13) Thomas. N. C.: Deacon. G. B. S-vn¡á. R¿ucl. Inor!¡. ,Vet.-Org. Chem.
t9t6, /ó. 85.
( lJ) Bluck. D. S.: De¡¡con. C. B.: Thomas. ll C. Polthcdron t983,:,109.
( l5) Blrck. D. S.: Deacon. G. B.: Thornus. N. C.,lrrr. L Chcn. 19t2..15,
!445.
(16) S¡¡ouse. C. F I Andemn. P. À.: Schr)onover. J. R.: Mcyer. T. J.: Keene.
F. R. /no¡t. Chem. 19j2, J I, 3U14.
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cither a Perkin Elrne¡ Series 1600 FTIR or a Nicolet 20DX FflR
spectrometer Elec¡rochcmical mcasurements were made in a drybox
(Ar) us¡ng u Bioanalytical Systems IBAS) l0r0A electrochemic:¡l
analyzer, an EG&G PAR Model I75 potenriostat antl Model 175
waveform geneñ¡tor, or an EG&G Model 273 porentiostat. Unless
othcrwise indicated. cyclic voltammetry was conied out by using
platinum working electrodes. and all potentials we¡e measured relative
to an AglAgNO¡ (0.01 M in acetonitrile) rcfcrcnce electode: however,
potcntials are quoted rcla(ivc to a sa¡ur¡¡ed sodium chloride calomel
elecrrode (SSCE) unless otherwise spccified. Posidve-ion fast atom
bomba¡dment m¡¡ss sp€ctr'a wcrc rcco¡ded on a JEOL-DX3O0 probc
(Ar+ source) with samples mulled in 3-nitrobenzyl alcohol.
Prior to photophysical analysis, all me¡al complexes were purifìed
by cation-exchange HPLC chromatography on a Brownlee CX-I0O
Prepl0 column utilizing linea¡ gradient eludon with 0-400 mM KBr
in 2:3 (v/v) CH3CN/aqucous phosphate buffer (0.ó mMt pH = ?.2).
controllcd by a Perkin Elmcr Se¡ies 4 pump conrrol unit and monitored
at a Perkin Elmer LC-95 variable tIV-vis spectrophoometer dercctor
fined with a 4.5 pL path lcngth flow cell.
Photophysical mcasuremenb (emission spcctra and lime-resolved
emission studies) wcre ca¡ricd our as described previously.rT as werc
the cmission qu:¡ntum yields (<Þ*) using [Ru@py)3]GFs)z in CH¡CN
(<Þ." = 0.062) or [Os(bpy)3]@F6,)2 in CH3CN (OÉD = 0.0046) as
sunda¡ds.r8 Due to limited dercctor response at low energies, ap-
proximately 3O% of ¡}a cmission band of [Ru(Me:bpyX@tCQÞbpy]-
{(Et N)rbpy}l(PFe): (Yi) could not bc rcliably mcasured. The tull
spcctn¡m, as well as thc spcctnrm for thc [Os(bpy)¡XPFe)z sanda¡d.
was rcconstuctcd using specral fining techniques described previ-
ously.le TLis method was found to r€prodt¡ce the emission qu¿¡n¡um
yield for [Ru(bpy)¡](PFoÞ o within expcrimcnal error. Quannrm yields
for decomposition (<D¿-) werc measurcd rclative to [Ru(bpy)¡XPFc):
(OdÉ - 0.029 Ð) at -2 x l0-5 M in a freezc-pump-thaw dcgassed
(4x) stined 0.2 M [N(n-C¡Hs).]CV[CH!CN solution a¡ 295 K by
mcasuring the dccrÊasc in emission intensiry as a function of time (12
h). A collimated 75 \il lamp was used as the source, with the intensiry
of iríadiation measured using Reinicke's salt as a chemical acdnom-
eter.æ
M¡terials. Hydraæd RuCl¡.3H:O (Suem), formic acid (BDH;
AnalaR,907o), and l,2-dimcthoxye¡hane (FLUKA; puriss) werc used
as supplicd. Trifluorome¡t¡a¡rcsulfonic acid (3 M) was distilled under
vacuùm bcfore usc. Trlmcùylamine N{xide CnvfNO) wâs obråined
by vacuum sublimation of the hydraæ (FLUKAi purum) at 120 "C.
Thc ligands (pp) were acquircd as commcrcial rcagcns when available
or obt¿ined from rcponed synthctic rourcs. Rcagent solvcnts ì,vere used
without funher purificadon. Specral gmdc acetonirilc @urdick and
Jackson), methanol (Burdick and Jaclson), and ethanol (frcshly distilled
over Mg/Iz) werc uscd for all specooscopic and elcc¡¡ochcmical
mcasurcmcnts.
Syntheses. Chemical analyses werc pcrformed by either Chemical
& Micro Analytical Services þ. Ltd- (Melboume, Australia) or Oneida
Rese¡rch Services, Inc. (V/hircsboro. NY). The microanalytical daø
for the compounds liscd are available in the supplementa¡-a, materia.l
(supplemenury Table Sl).
The ligands Si,.Mqbpy and¡Prlbpy (see Chan l) were synthesized
by til. H. F. Sassc @ivision of Applied Oqanic Chemisry, CSIRO).?|¡
(EtzNÞbpy! (sce Chan I ) was kindly donatcd by P. Bclscr (Univcrsiré
dc Fribourg Suisse), and thc ligands Mc¡bpy, (EtCO:):bpy, (NHz):-
bpy,2a bbpa.ð qpy,2ó and daP (sce Chan l), wcrc obtaincd by søndard
(17)
(18)
Caspar. J. V.¡ Meycr. T. l. J. Am Chem Soc. 19E9, 111,14'/8.
(a) Calvcn, J. M.: Caspar, J. V.: Binstcad, R. A.l Wcs¡morcland. T.
D.: Meyer, T. !. J. Am. Chem Soc. llrEz. 1U.3335. (b) Ccspar, J.
V.: Kobcr, E. M.; Sullivan. B. P.: Meycr. T. l. J. Am Chem. Soc.
t9t2, tu.630.
Srousc. G. F.: Schoonovcr, J. R.: Duesing, R.: Boydc, S.; Joncs, W.
E.r Meycr, T. l. lrcrg. Ch¿n. 1995, 34,473.
Durham, B.: Caspar. J. V.: Naglc, J. K.: Meycr, T. J. J. Am Chem
Soc. 19t2, |U,4803.
Badgcr. G. M,: Sassc, rw. H. F. Adu. Hcterocycl. Cå¿n 1963, 3, 179.
Roscvear, P. E-: Ssssc, \t. H- F. t, Hetcroctcl- Chen l97l,8. a83.
Maerkcr. G.l Casc, F. H. L Am. Chcm. Soc. 1958, 80,2745.
Worl. L. A.: Ducsing, R.: Chcn. P.: Della Ciana, L.: Meyer. T. J. J.







þn = ?J'.bip¡imidirc bg¿ = Z,Zlbipnuiæ
bö94= qpt =
l2-bis(Ê(a1trEhyl-¿2'-b¡p¡idyl)lcrhæ Zz:4',f:2",2-{ucrp.Eidiæ
methods. Me¡a¡hesis of Br- ro the PF6- sals were carried ou( by the
addition of an aqueous solution of Nll.PFn.
[Ru(COÞClzL (I). Pc¡aformaldehyde (l B) and RuClr'3H:O (2.02
g, 9.74 mmol) were added to an Ar-sparged soludon of 907o formic
acid (50 mL). and the solution was then heated al rcflux for 6 h. The
soludon changed in color from rcddish-yellow to deep green over the
coursc of I h. Funher heating resulted in u change from green to
ycllow-orange in 4 h and a change to pale yellow in 6 h. The rcaction
vesscl was cooled to room æmperatu¡e and thcn srored at 4 oC ovemight
to allow complcte convcrsion to the polymer. The solution was
evaporated to dryness on a steam bath a¡d the residue ritumted with
hexane and dned in uacuo: yield. 2.00 g (8.52 mmol, 907o). IR
(Nujol): ise at 2O7 4 and 2Ol1 cm-r {7se at 2138 cm-r for the orange
dimcr [Ru(COhCl2]2, which may occur as an impurity].
oø¡s(CD[Ru(ppXCOÞCld (lI). In a rypical expcrimenç bpy (1.03
g; ó.6 mmol) was mixcd with sufficient AR methanol to dissolve at
(25) Elliot¡. C. M.: Freitag. R. A.: Blaney. D.D. J. An. Chem. Soc 19t5.
107.4&t1.
(2ó¡ Downarrl. A. J.: Honev. G. E.: Phillips, L. F.: Steel. P J.lmrg. Clvtn.
¡9t[. .10. ]159





























lerst two-lhirds ol'thc lig¡nd ( l0 mL). Following tleaeration lN1) for
i0 min. [Ru(CO):Cl:j, ll.0 g: J-l mmol) was rdded and the mixture
hexted rt rellux undcr the inen rtmosphere lbr 30 min with vigorous
srining (3 h for IId) Extra methanol w:rs addetl after 15 min of rhe
reaclion to tacili¡ate stimng of the suspension as rhe producr precipi-
lrred, Altcr cooling to room tèmpeñ¡ture. thc pale yellow precipiote
was collected and rccrystallized tiom boiling mcthanol to yield tìne
verv pa.le yellow tèathery crystírls (oñrnge for IId). The absence of
ligand in the complex was confìrmcd by thin layer chromarography
ITLC) (silica gel rbsorbent; lcetonirile eluent).
[Ru{bpy)(CO)1Cl:] (IIa)l yield, 807o. IR (nujol): iqs at 2057 and
1998 cm-1. [Ru(Me:bpy)(CO):Cl:l (IIb): yield, 50Vo {recrystallized
from CHCI3). IR (nujol): -u66 at 2060 and I989 cm- I [Ru(Merbpy)-
(CO):Cl2l (IIc): yield.8l7ø. tR (nujol): 7ç6 at 2063 and t996 cm-r.
NMR (rH. CDCh): ð 2.a2 (s), 1..{8 (s), 7.90 (s), 8.84. [Ru{(ErCOt:-
bpy)(CO):CI:I (IId); yield. 787o. IR (nujol): 7q6 a¡ 2065 and 1992
cm-r. NMR (rH. CD:CI:): d t.46 ß),4.51 (q).8.23 (d),8.9t (s),
9.31 (d). lRu(phen)(CO):Clil (IIel: yield,,6LVo. tR (nujol): 7q6 at
1060 and 2008 cm-r.
cörir-[Ru(ppXCO)z(CF¡SO¡)z] (tII). Method .{. [n a rypical
experiment, [Ru(bpyXCO):(Cl)2] (0.290 g, 0.7ó mmol) was added ro
an oven-dried Schlenck tube and the appararus was purged wirh N1 for
30 min. Freshly distilled trifluorome¡hanesulfonic acid (2.5 mL) was
transferred into ùe apparatus (through a septum) resulting in r red-
oñìnge solution. The mixture was heated ro t05-ll0 "C for90 min
wirh stirring under a continuous flow of dinirrogen bubbled through
rhe solution. The reacrion tlask was cooled ro 0'C, and diethyl erher
('l0 mL) was injeced rhrough the seprum wirh vigorous srirring,
resulting in an off-white prccipirÂte. The solid was collected under a
conslan( flow of N1 and washed with diethyl erher (5x), water 15x).
and diethyl èúer (5x). The whirc powdery produc¡ was collecred,
dried under vacuum. and stored under nirogen. Recrystallizauon could
be effecrcd from dichloromethane/diethyl ether, although rhe producr
was generally used immediarely withour funher puriFrcadon.
[Ru(bpy)(CO)2(CF;SO¡):] (IIIa); yield. 557o. IR (nujol): 
'co 
ar
2082 and 2020 cm-r: 7so a¡ [340, I 178, 1007 cm-r: icF a! 1235 cm-r.
lRu(Me:bpyXCO):(CF¡SO¡):l (Itrb); yleld. 397ø. IR (nujol): tco at
2099 and 2027 cm-t: i5s at 1338. t 176, 1008 ç¡¡-r; iqF ac 1238, 1205
cm'.
Method B. [Ru(Me:bpyXCO)2Ch] (0.75 g, 1.82 mmol) in 1,2-
dichlorobenzene (200 mL) was deaeraæd wirh dry nirogen for 30 min,
resulting in a cloudy yellow solurion. CFISO¡H (0.5 firl.) was added
dropwise by syringe (platinum oeedle), and rhe soludon heared ro I l0
'C for 1.5 h. The mixture was cooled ¡o 0 oC and rhe product
precipitated by the addition of dierhyl erher (200 mL). The mixrurc
was allowed to súr for I h. and the complex [Ru(Melbpy)(CO)1(CF¡
SOt2l (Itrb) collecred by vacuum fìltrarion under nirogen and washed
with diethyl ether (2 x 5 mL), cold disrilled warer (2 x 5 mL), and
diethyl erher (2 x 5 mL): yield. 0.99 g, 857o.
[Ru(Me.bpyXCO):(CF¡SOr)il (IIIc); yield. 60%. NMR (rH. CD:-
Cll: ô 7.91 (s).7.95 (s). 8.4O (s).8.72 (s).2.41 (s),2.45 (s).2.53 (s),
2.57 (s).
Method C. [Ru{(EtCO¡lbpyXCO):(CF¡SOr):] (lIId). Freshly
distilled CH2C!2 (750 mL) and [Ru{(ErCO:):bpyXCO):(Ct):l (0.320
g,0.ól mmol) werc added ro rn N:-charged reacrion vessel, and rhe
mixture was allowed to srir a! room remperîrure tbr .10 min, resulting
in a yellow-oronge solution. [n rhe da¡k. Ag(CFrSOrt (0.32 g, t.2l
mmol) was added and the mixturc rcfluxed for 3 h. The da¡k colored
prccipitare was fìltered undcr N: through Celite (ro remove AgCl). and
the yellow filtrate, concentrated on r rotary evaporator. The concen-
rrated solution (2-5 mL) was filtcred dropwisc into anhydrous dierhyl
cther ( 100 mL¡, resultine in a fine whirc prccipiu¡te which was collected
on r mcdium porosity ùit. washed wi¡h ether t5x), rnd rjricd under
vacuum: vield. 0.10 g (1.58 mmol. 267ø).
[Rutppl(pp'XCOhl(PFr)r (IV). ln a rypical expenmen(. IRu(bpy)-
(CO)fCFrSO¡):l t0.t5 g. 0.31 mmol) und Melbpy r0.t l3 g, 0.ól mmol)
were rlissolved in 95?o crhunol (]5 mL) under N:. The solulion w¿s
brought lo reflux. resul(ing in a color change frorn colorless to yelkrw
within .i0 min. ft was then rllowcrJ (o continue ro retlux t'or ün
utltlitional 60 min bet'ore it was evupxrratetl ro tlryness by rotary
cv:rporalion- '[he gr:ry residue wrs tlissolved in boiting w:¡ter and
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tìltered to remove unrerctetj liglnd (Melbp¡r) lnd a saturated uqueous
solution of NH.PFo (5 mL) ;¡ddcd, resulting in ln oif-white precipiute
which was collected and wushed with cold water lollowctl by copious
tmounts of cther. Recrystallization w¡s uchieved lrom hot ethanol/
ace¡one (acerone lds in solubilization: the solution was warmed until
it bec¡¡me cloudy ls the rcetone evrporated. rnd it was thcn coolcd
and placed in the trceze¡ overnight).
Pertbrming the synthesis by the alternative sequEnce of ligand
addition for fVa. c, and d gave identical resuls.
IRulbpy)(Me¡bpyXCo):i(PFr): lIVa): yield, 557o. IR (cHrc12
solution): 7q6 ar 2098 a¡d 1049 cm-r. [Ru(bpyXMe¡bpy)(CO):l(PFó):
(tVb); yield, 807ø. IR (CH¡CI solution): 7q6 at 2096 md 2041 cm-'.
lRu(bpy)i(EtCO)lbpy](CO):Ì(PFc): (IVc)l yietd, 1O7o. IR (CH:Clz
solurion): !ç6 at 2102 and 1045 cm-r [Ru(Me:bpyX(EtCO:):bpY]-
(CO):l(PFo): (IVd): yield, 159o. IR (CH:CI: solution¡: 7qe .It 2099
and 2042 cm- r. [Ru(bpyX(NH:):bpy] (CO):l(PFr): (IVe); yíeld', 3 SVo.
IR (CH:Clr solution): 7q6 aÌ 2088 and 2038 cm-r. [Ru(Me2bpv)(Mer-
bpy)(CO):l(PFe): (IVf): yield.687o. IR (Nujol mull): lçs at 2092 and
2036 cm-r. NMR (rH, ccerone-d6): ó 2.0a (s. 3H), 2.44 (s, 3H), 2.52
(s. 3H). 2.5a (s. lH), 2.úr (s. 3H). 2.7a (s. 3H). 7.38 (s. lH). 7..t7 (d,
tH).7.61 (d. {H).7.94 (d. lH).8.57 (s. lH).8.66 rs. tH).8.68 (s,
lH), 8.79 (s. tH).9.15 (s. tH),9.26 (d, lH../ = 5 Hzr. [Ru(Me¡-
bpyX(EtCO:):bpyÌ(CO):l(PFo): (IVg); yield. 337o. fR (Nujol mull):
úç6 ar 2089 úd 2040 cm-r. NMR (rH, acetone-d¡): ð t.i+ it, I = 7
Hz), 1.46 (t. I = 7 Hz). 2.06 (s). 2.+3 (s). 1.,<6 (s), 2.ó6 (s), +.42 (q, ./
= 7 Hz), a.56 (q, J = 7 H4.7.49 (s), 8.02 (d, J = 5.8 Hz). 8.08 (dd.
.f = 5.8 and t.5 Hz). 8.50 (dd..¡ = 5.8 and 1.5 Hz), 8.59 (s). 8.70 (s).
9.17 (s), 9.29 (s), 9.a2 G),9.7? (d. J = 5.8 Hz). [Ru(phenXbp:,)-
(CO):](PF6), (tVh); yield, 537o. IR (Nujol mull): is6 at 2090 and
1037 cm-r). [Ru(phen)(MerbpyXCO):](PFo): (tVi); yield, 719o. lR
(KBR disk): iqs ar 2093 and 1048 cm-r. [Ru{(EtCO:)¡bpy}(bpz)-
(CO):l(PFd: (IVi); yield. -t5?c. IR (Nujol mull): Dco at 2093 and 2038
cm '.
tRu(ppXppl(ppll(PFe)z (Ð. Typically. I mol equiv iRu(ppXpp')-
(CO)t:*, 3 mol equiv of pp", and dry 3-methoxyethanol (2.5 mU
lO-s mole of complex) werc combined in a round-botrom flask Ftiled
with a condenser a¡ld Teflon needles to purge rhe soluúon with Nz. A
3-fold excess of frcshly sublimed rimethylamine N-oxide was added
ro the yellow soludon, which was heated u reflux for 3 h. The rcacdon
took placc with a color change from almost colorless to deep red with
¡he concurrent production of dmeúylamine-rapping of dmethyl-
a¡nine by bubbling through an HCI bubbler is srongly suggested. The
reacdon mixturc was evaporated to dryness and rcdissolved in water
(a minimum of acetone may be added to aid in dissolu¡ion of the
producr), and the product was purified by ion+xchange chromarcgraPhy
(SP-Sephadex C-25; eluent 0.2 M NaCl). Precipiation of the product
as the PFe- sah was achieved by addition of a san¡ra¡ed aqueous soludon
of NHfF6 to thc eluant containing the major ba¡d. The solid was
collected on t medium porcsiry trit and then washed several umes wirh
cold water and copious quanudes of diethyl ether. Reprccipinl.ion from
CH:Clz/erher yielded a red powder. Yields were in the range ot'50-
85Vo.
IRu(bpy)(Me:bpyXbpm)XPFr)z'3HrO (Va). NMR (rH. ¡¡cetone-dr):
ô :..55 (s), 2.56 (s).7 10 (d). 7.57 (dd). 7.70 (0.7.71 (t).7.82 (d), S.05
(d).3.07 (d),8.2r (dd),8.14 (d).8.+4 (dd).8.-t5 (dd).8.69 rs).3.80
(d). 9. t7 (dd). 9.18 (dd). [Ru(bpyllMe:bpyX5-(Me)phen)XPF6): (Vb).
NMR (rH. acerone-d¡): ô l.+9 (s),2.ó0 tsl. 1.90 (s).7.21 (m),7.35
(m). 7.+4 (m).7.63 (d). 7.85 tml. 7.93 (m). 8.1ó lm),8.31 (t). 8.4o (Ð.
8.65 (m), 8.82 (m). [Ru(bpyxMe:bpyXdpp)XPFd:'0.25HPFc (Vc),
tRu(bpyX(E¡CO:):bpyXdppll(PFó):'0.25HPFó (Vd).:8 .¡nd IRu(bpy)-
(Me:bpy]{(EtCOÐ:bpy}l(PFo;: H:O (Ve). NMR 1rH. ¡rce¡one-r.lr): t)
1.31 (.t, J = 7 Hz), t.38 (r../ = 7 Hz).2.55 (s). 2.57 (s), a-u Q, I :
7 Hz),4.45 (q,t =7 Hzr.7.36 (d,./ = 5 Hz),i.+2 td, J = 5 H),7.52
Ir, -/ = 6 H4,7.6O (r../ = ó Hz).7.83 (m).7.97 (m),8.04 (m.¡. B.J5
{ m ). 3.60 (s), 8.8 1 l m ). 9 :7 r s r. [Ru( Me:bpyXMe:bpy (-1.7-Melphen)l-
I PFó): (Vf) and [Ru(lvle¡bp¡r)( MeJbp], f bpm )'l( PFô):' :H:O (Vg¡. NMR
1rH. rcerone-16¡: ¡i l.l0 tsl, l.¡ I rs), l.+7 ls). 1.55 (s), 7.38 (d), 7 ó3
rs). 7 ó7 {r). 7.80 rd).7.9t rst. 8.01 rd). 11.39 rdd), $.J0 rrld). S.56 ls),
S-ó5 ls ), 9. I + r d). f Rur Me:bov r{ t ErCO:r:bpy l(dpp I lt PF,,r:'H.O t Vh).rE
(:8) Preparcd $ indicrted rixrve, but using I,J-dinrethoxycthane .rs the
solvenL
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Table l. Crystallographic Data l'or
lRu(Merhpyx phcnr(bpa I lt.PFr,l:'CrH r. (Vv)
Scheme l. Synthetic Strategy for Tns(heteroleptic)





























,¡ = !(lÂlFll/I,l¿|. ôR* = (I,¿¡Á2/ìpFo2)tn.
[Ru(Me:bpyX(EtCOr]bpyX(EhÐzbpy]XPFo):'2H¡O (vÐ.28 [Ru(Me¡
bpy)(MeobpyXdpp)l(PF6)1'H:O (Vj). IRu(-lvle¿bpyXMe¡bpyX (EtzN)¡
bp),)l(PFo)2.2H:O (Vk). [Ru(Me2bpy)(Me¡bpy)(bbpa)XPFoÞ'0.5HPFc
(vl). tRu(MqbpyX(ECO¿ÞbpyXbbpa)XPFóÞ{.5HPFó Om).ã [Ru(Me¡
bpyX€rCOÐzbpyXbpm)XPFcÞ'O.5H:O (Vn),e [Ru(Me:bpy)(Me¿-
bpyXçy)l(PFcÞ'HPF¿ (vo),[Ru(phenXMe¡bPyXÞm)](PFoÞ'2HzO (Vp)'
fRuôpy)(phenXbiq)l(PFoÞ 0Ð, lRu(bpyXphcnXbpa)](PFcÞ Or), [Ru-
(bpyXphenXdafll(PFs)z (Vs), [Ru0pyXphcnXbpk)](PFo)z üt), [Ru(Me¡
bpyXphenXbiq)l(PFoÞ Ou), [Ru(Mc:bpyXphenXbpa)](PFc): üv),
[Ru(Me:bpy)(phen)(5 J'-Mezbpy)](PFo): (vw)' fRu(MezbpvXbpyX5 J'-
Me:bpy)J(PFo): Ox). [Ru(MebpyXbpyXtPrzbpy)](PFo)¿ (Vy). [Ru(Me¡
bpy)(phen)(biq)l(PFo): (Vz), IRu(bpyX(NHÐ:bpyXbpz)XPFo): üaa)'
and [Ru(bpyX(EtCOzÞbpy](bpz)XPFó)? (vbb).
X-ray Stnrcrure AnalysÈ. Red-brown crys¡als of [Ru(Me:bpy)-
(phenXbpa)l(PFo):'Cellr¡ werÊ obained by liquid diffusion of hexane
in¡o a solution of the complex in aceronitrile. The i;pecimen available
- for structurc de¡ermination was ovenizcd and aggrcgarcd: o ponion
was mounted in a capillaiy to avoid loss of hexane. Tolerable aìignment
was achieved on thå major componenr of the aggregate and a unique
dau set measured ro 2d* = 45o using a Syntex P2r four-ci¡cle
diffractometer in a conventional 2010 mode. A set of 5408 independent
reflections was obuined. 2892 with I > 3o(Ð bcing considercd
"observed" and used in the full matrix least squares refrnemcnr.
Anisotropic rhemal paramctcr refinement was achieved successfully
tbr all atoms except C(lJ) of the hexane solventt C(l) was modeled
as equally disordered over two si¡es. while lhermal morion of C(5)
was exceedingly high. as in fact is tn¡e of the solvent generally. (x, -v'
:. U¡o)H were included. consrained a¡ estimacd values. Residuali on
IFI rt convergence wcre R, Ë = 0.0(1,0.065, satistical reflcction
weights derived from d(I) = d(/¿¡r) + 0.0001d(Id¡rr) being used.
Neural ¡tom complex scattering faclorse wcrc employed: compuation
used thc XTAL 2.2 program sysæmx¡ implcmented by S. R. Hall.
Marerial deposited comprises non-hydrogen arom thermal Pa¡:uneters,
hydrogen atom patamcters, ligand non-hydtogen geometries. anion ând
solvent non-hydrogcn geomerries, and stt't¡ctu¡e factor amplitudcs
(supplemenury material Tables S2-56, rcspccúvely).
The crysal daø are givcn in Table l.
Results ând Disct¡ssion
Synthesis. The synthetic methodo¡ogy we have used for the
heteroleptic tns(bidentalc)ruthcnium(tr) complexes is based on
(29) Ibcrs. J. A.; Hamilton. W C Inttmutional Tahles of X- ray C r :^stal'
k4¡raphy: Kynoch Prcss: Bimingham. 1974: Vol..l.
(30) Hrlf. S. R.: Stewan. ), M. XTAL lJsers' Munusl Vcrsiut 2.2:,
Universities of Wcstcm Ausralia and Manylâ¡d: Ncdlands, Ausualía'





the sequential addition of the polypyridyl ligands to the
oligoneric precrusor [Ru(CO)zClz],, as summanzed i¡ Scheme
1.
Prelim.inary details of the scheme were reported earlier.l0-16
The synthetic method described for IRu(COÞCI:L (I) is
fonnally considered a RuCl3-assisted decarbonylation of formic
acid, and the reaction is promoted by forrraldehyde as an initial
reductant of Ru(Itr) to RuG).3r32 Two products are formed-I
and a chloro-bridged dimer, [Ru(CO)¡Clz]2, geDeÊted as a side
product-aûd variabie relative yields are obtained depending on
the puriry of the starting materials (RuCl¡'3HzO and forrnic
acid). The presence of forrualdehyde (via decompositioD of
paraformaldehyde at 192 oC and sublimation i¡to the fonnic
acid æ 0 oC or di¡ect addition of the paraformaldehyde to the
reaction mixture) favors the formation of the polymer' I. The
dimer a¡ises from HCI forrration duriug the course of the
reaction. ald certainly the addition of HCI to the reaction
mixture substandally incieases the proponion of the di¡ner
byproduct.3ls2 Conversion of the dimer to the Polymer by
heating or reating witb formaldehyde-saturaæd formic acid has
been unsuccessful. Over the course of the synthesis, a
characteristic color change from red 10 -green to oraûge to Pale
yellow is observed. The reaction may bè stopped following
the formation of the orange intermediate, and conversion to the
desired yellow polymeric material is achieved by maintaining
the ¡eaction mix¡rre at 0 oC over several hours. Successive
recrystallizations from acetoney'diethyl ether yield pure polvmer.
Contamination by [Ru(CO)¡Clz]z i¡ I may be idenrified by IR
studies as the dimer exhibis a characteristic iç6 sretch at 2138
cm-r i¡ the infr¿red specm¡m.3|J2 Drying the Polymer al
elevated tempcratures causes decomposition of the material.
The polymer reacts readily with bidentate ligands (pp) in
refluxing metha.ool solution to yield [Ru(ppXCO):Cl2] (tr).
These complexes were recrystallized from hot methaûol,
producing feathery. yellow crystals. Puriry (primarily absence
of frce ligand) was checked by TLC on silica gel. using
acetonitrile as a solvenl The CO strelching frequencies (iqe)
in this scries are observed a¡ ca 2060(+5) and 1998(*10) cm-l
and do not app€år to show predictable depcndence on the nature
of the pp ligand. In general, the yields for the complexes of
substituted bipyridyl ligands are lower (-507o) than for 2,21
bipyridine itself (-807o), prcsumably due to solubility cha¡ac-
teristics of the substituted-bipyridine species in methanol.
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(31 ) Bruce. M. l. ln Coutprehensiue Orgunomüullic Chunistnl Wilkinson'
G.. Stonc, F. G. 4.. Abcl, E. W.. Eds.; Vol. 4, p 661'
(32) Clearc, M. l.; Griffi¡h. w. P. J. Chem Soc. A l9ó9.372.
Tris(heteroleptic) Ru(II) Complexcs
tion of [Ru(ppXCO)zClz] in which the ligand (pp) contains
elecuon-withdrawing subsútuents.
In lH NMR studies in this work, substandal use was made
of the ligand .1.4',5,5'-teuamethyl-2,2'-bipyridine (Merbpy) as
the particular panern of substitution results in each ring showing
only two singlet aliphatic resonances (the methyl groups) and
two singlet aromatic resonances (the protons in the ring 3- and
6-positions), simplifying the specrum. The ligand (EtzCO)2bpy
wa-s also chosen as it is an example of an analogous derivative,
but with electron-withdrawing substitutuents (rather than electron-
donating for the methyl groups), and it gives rise to distinctive
triplet and quartet reson:rnces æsociated with the ethyl groups.
The NMR data are given for the two representative examples
[Ru(Me¡bpyXCO):Clz] and [Ru{(EtCOz)zbpYXCO)zClz] (data
are available for other complexes in supplementary material
T¡ble S7): they indicate the equivalence of the two sides of a
symmetrical pp ligand in [Ru(pp)(CO):Clz], so that the complex
may only possess either the ¡r¿ru-(Cl),c¡s-(CO) or ttans-
(CO).cts-(Cl) geometries. From group theory calcularions, the
existence of two 7çq absorptions in the IR spectrum is consistent
with either geometry. However. the carbonyl ligands would
be expected to adopt a c¡s-relationship due to competition for
,z-back-bonding from the metal d-orbitals. On this basis, the
stereochemistry of [Ru(ppXCOÞClz] would therefore be trans'
(Cl),cts-(CO), in agreement with previous sn¡dies.r4'rs'33 A
recent structural determinaúon on a sample of [Ru(bpy)-
(CO):Ctul having an rH NMR spectrum idenrical to that of the
sample obtained by our synthetic procedure cout-rms this
a.ssignment.s{ No evidence was obtained during the present
chromatognphic or spectroscopic studies for isomeric forms
of these species.
The reaction of [Ru(ppXCO)zClz] with a second bidentate
ligaad (pp) was accomplished by initial conversioo of [Ru-
(pp)(COÞCl¿l to the corresponding bis(rifluorometha¡sulfonato)
{"bis(tiflato)"} species, [Ru(pp)(CO)2(CFTSO¡)z], to urilize the
enhanced lability of the CF:SO:- ligan¿3s This conversion may
be achieved by any oue of tfuee methods. In two of these, the
dichloro species is heaæd in the presence of trifluoromethansul-
fonic acid, with the HCI formed being removed to drive the
reaction: i.e., heating tr i¡ neu trifluoronetha¡sulfonic acidra
or in l,2dichlorobeuzene solutioû in the presence of the acid
(in bottr cases at t l0 "C).i6 The reaction yields were -65 a¡d
-857o, respectively. For some complexes such as [Ru-
{(EtCQ)zbpy}(CO)2Clzl, such reaccion conditions result in
decomposition of the tigand-in this case. acid hydrolysis of
the ester group. This wæ ci¡cumvenæd by reaction of [Ru-
{(EtCOÐzbpy}(CO)zClzl with Ag(SO3CF3) at reflux itr CH2-
Cl2, producing the desired bis(trifluoromethanesulfaro) species,
albeit in disappointingly low yields (-26Vo).
Decomposition of the triflato species was observed if tem-
perí¡n¡res above I l0 oC wete sustained in the reaction. presum-
ably due to degradation of the complex and protonation of the
polypyridyl ligands. The washing of the product with water is
an important aspect in ensuring the removal of the protonated
ligand impuriry from the desired dicarbonyl species. The triflato
species are stable for long periods of time if the residual
trifluoromethanesulfonic acid is removed by washing thoroughly
with water and drying in uacuo.
t33) Kelly. J M.: O'Connell. C. M.: Vos. l. G. lnorg. Chim..lcta 198\
ot. L1S.
r-ì.¡l Hrukkr. !f.: Kivrrho. f.: Ahlgrcn. M.: Pakkuncn, 1. X Orgunune-
t¿¡lli<'s 19r5. /J. S?5.
tJ5) Luwrance. C. A. C,h¿m. Rcu. 19E6.,16. 17.
ri6f Sullivun. B P: Clspar. J. V.: Johnson. S. R.: Meyer. 1. l. Orguno-
ne¡ullics l9ll4, .,. l14l.
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For [Ru(ppXCO)z(CF¡SO¡):] species (II!, rhe içs stretching
frequencies a¡e observed 
^Ì.2082 
and 2020 cm-r for pp: bpy
and 2099 and 2027 cm-r for pp = Mesbpy' cha¡actenstic
infrared bands assignable in the intiared spectnlm t'or the bound
rifluoromethanesulfonate can be idenúfied for the tso stretches
* ca L340, I t E0. and 1010 cm- | and the 7ç¡ stretches at - t 240
and 1200 cm-¡.r.¡,ls
From the available IR data, we inJ'er that the carbonyI groups
remain in a cis disposition. Ea¡lier repons have claimed that'
in the [Ru(pp)(CO)?(CF3Sq)2] complexes prepared by reaction
of the dichloro species with rifluoromethanesulfonic acid' the
trifluoromethanesulfonaÌo ligands also had a c¡s disposition-i.e.,
the stereochemistry was crs-(CO),cis-(CF¡SO¡)-based on the
inequivalence of the two halves of a symmetrical pp ligands as
seen in the lH NMR spectntm.ra We would concur with that
analysis, on the basis of the rH NMR spectrum of [Ru(Me¿-
bpyXCO)u(CF¡SO¡)zl, in which the [igand Me.rbpy exhibits four
aromalic and four aliphatic singlet resonances (ô 7.91, 7.95,
8.40, 8.72, 2.41, 2.45. 2.53.2.57). consistent with cis-(CO),cis-
(CF3SO3). i.e., point g¡oup symmetry Cz. The cis-(CO),¡r¿¡u-
(CF3SO3) isomer has been identified in rela¡ed studies.rs
Reaction of the bis(trifl uoromethanesulfonato) species with
pp'gave the cation [Ru(ppXpp](CO)212+, which was precipitated
as the PFo- salt, in ca. 607o yield. Purity was checked by TLC
on alumina plates usiug HzO (l1%o in NII¿Cl)/DMF/-lvfeOH (2:
1:1) or HzO (LÙVo in NaCl)/acetone (l: t) as the eluents. Small-
scale ch¡omatographic separations were also achieved by PLC
using the same adsorbent and solvents.
The IR spectra for [Ru(pp)(pp)(CO)2]2* a¡e consistent with
the retention of the cis-CO configuration. The tH NlvlR
cha¡acteristics of the complexes fRu(Me.rbpyX(EtCO:)zbpy)-
(CO)zl2* a¡d [Ru(MezbpyXMe¿bpyXCO)z]2* are provided in
the Experimental Section (and data for the other complexes of
this type are available in supplemenøry rnaterial Table S8). The
rH NMR data indicate the inequivalence in the complex of the
two halves of each of the "syrnmetrical' bidentaæ ligands. pp
and pp'. For example, i¡ [Ru(Me¿bPyXCEtCOtzbpy] (CO)zl2+'
the inequivalent CH3 protons of Merbpy are easily identified
as four singlets occurriug at ð 2.06, 2.43,2.56, and 2.66 ppm.
Magnetic inequivalency at H¡ and Hy, and at !ló and llo', in the
Meabpy ligand is also clearly illustrated by well-resolved singlets
at ð 8.59, g.Li , 9.29 , and 9 .42 ppm. The sane rationalization
can bc made for the resonances of the (Et2CO)2bpy ligand and
for the resonances of the rwo polypyridyl ligands in [Ru(Mez-
bpyXMe¿bpyXCO)zl2+. Accordingly, the NMR and IR dat¿ are
consistent with a c¡s disposition of the two CO ligands.
No evidence was obtained in any of thé complexes investi-
gated for formation of ¡raru-CO species.
The ris(bidentate) complexes of ruthenium(II), [Ru(ppXpp)-
(pp1l2*, are genemted by decarbonylation of [Ru(ppXpp')-
(CO):12* using trimethylamine M-oxide (TMNO)' in the pres-
ence of the third bidentate ligand pp".tt'lzJ8 Tt¡is reaction was
normally performed in 2-methoxyethanol as solvent' although
the reaction can also be undertaken in acetone.
In cases involving the ligand (EtCO2)2bpy it was observed
that the decarbonylation reaction took place with transesterifi-
caction (presumably base catalyzed by trimethylamine formed
during the decarbonylation process), resulting in replacement
of R = -Et by -CH:CHzOMe as determined by NMR studies
of the product. [n these cases, the solvent [,2-dimethoxyeth:¡ne
was successfr¡lly used as ¿n altemative to 2-methox.yethirnol.
{ 17) Bluck. D. S.: Dercon. C. B.: Thomas' N C. ûrrrn¡' c-l¡iru. . u:ro l9lll.
i4, Lt43.
(i8) Luh. T.-Y Ctn¡nl. Chem. R¿u lgrl,1,6t,,:55.
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In general. where such a complication was nol involved,
2-methoxyethanol was found to be a superior solvent for the
react¡on.
The rate of the decarbonylarion reacrion of [Ru(pp)(pp,)_
(CO):lr- was observed to depend significantly on the nature of
the tr,vo li-qands pp and pp': ,i:., in cases where these ligands
l"l 1i"""-*ithdrawing 
subsrituents. the rate of rhe reacrion
thought Ï
atom,39 e
substântial partial negative charge on the oxygen atom of TMNO
suggests the mechanism may involve nucleophilic anack on the
carbon atom,4.ar and its susceptibility to such anack (i.e.
electrophilicity) would be enhanced by the lowering of the
electron density of the metal cenrersuch would be the case
where electron-withdrawing substituen¡s were present on the
"innocent" pp-rype ligands. A coroliary ofthis rationale is that
such substiruents should reduce the z-back-bonding from the
metal to the carbonyl ligands, thereby incrcasing the bond order
of the C=O bond and weakening the Ru-€ bond, and indeed
the propensity of carbonyl $oups to such decarbonylation
reactions has previously been shown to be greater wheu the
7s6 stretching frequencies are high.a2.+3
The complexes were examined and characterized by a number
of physical merhods. The following discussion briefly describes
the outcomes of those studies, i¡ each area using a limited
numbe¡ of examples which best illustraæ the point ar haûd, in
preference to an exhaustive coverage. Further details may be
obtained from the authors on wrinen request.
Mcroanalyses. Satisfactory elemental analyses (fi. Vo for
C, H, a¡d N) were eþrqingd for all the tris(heteroleptic)
complexes reponed. For complexes ço¡t^ining additional
nonligating N atoms in the heterocyclic rings (e.g., in the
potential bridgrng ligands bprl, dpp, bbpa a¡d qpy) it was fou¡d
that there was often eirher water (Vh, Vi, Vj, Vk, Vn, Vp) or
HtF6 ryd, Vl, Vm, Vo) conrein¿j i¡ the lanice. Lu separare
meÀsurements made i¡ òu¡ laboratories of the pKn values of
the species of this rypc. it is clear that only one protonation
occurs and thar the proton inreracts (e.g. by hydrogen bonding)
to both N atoms.4
Microanal¡ical daø for the tris(heteroleptic) complexes, and
the precursor species, are available ia Supponing Information
Table S1.
Fast Atom Bombard¡nent Mass Spccnometry. Fasr atom
bomba¡dment (FAB) has been proposed as a probe for the
differcntiation of mixed-ligand complexes with those that a¡e
mixtwes of complexes, since no scrambling is detected in rhe
mass specra of species such as [Ru(Mezbpy)z(phen)ì(pFo)2.a5
Such techniques have been used previously in the idenuf¡eation
and characterization of
of rutheuium(Ð.45-47 I¡t
species were studied in
(39) Blumer, D. J.: Barncn. K. W.: Brown. T. L. J. Orgonomet. Chem.
1y79, 173,7t.
(4O) Chan. H. S.: Hor, T. S. A.: Lcong, Y. p. Thenochim Acta 19t9,
t15, 179.
IJI) Cao, Y.: Shcn, J.: Pcng, L.l Shi, e.: Basolo, F. J. lmtian Chcm. Soc.
1y,2.69,4ór'.
({2) Kocllc. U. J. Orgonomet. Chem l9Tl. IJJ.53.
(43) Bf umcr. D. J.; Barnen, K. rlr'.: Brown. T. L. J, Organon¿t. Chem.
tytg. r73,11.
fúl) Andcrson. P. A.: Kecnc. F. R. Unpublished results.
(45) Millcr. J. M.; Balasanmugam. K,: Nye, J.: Deacon. G. B,: Thomas.
ìi. C. /nor¡. Chem. l9fít.2ó.560. '.
(4ó) Liang, X.: Suwanrumpha. S.; Frc¿s, R. B. Inorg. Chcm 1991, 30,
652.
(47) C9Ty. R. L.: Sullivan. B. P.: Bu¡scy. M. M.: Meyer. T. J. /m rg. Chem.
t9t5,24,397.
Anderson et al.
(Me)phen)l(PFt):, [Ru(bpy)(Mezbpy)tbpm)](pF¡,)3, and [Ru-
(bpyXMqbpyX (EICO1)lbpyll(PF6)1-using a 3-nitrobenzyl al-
cohol matrix. ln all cases. rhe ion puir {[Ru(ppxpp,)(pp,,)1.
æF6))+ wus observed. rogether wirh thc r.Au."å rp..l.*
[Ru(pp)(pp'Xpp")l*. and peaks due ¡o rhe sequenrial l<¡ss of
the remaining polypyridyl ligands. No peaks oi the rype ..[Ru_
(pp):l*" were observed. auesring to túe tris(heteroleprict as-
signment. Only in the case of [Ru(bpyXMe:bpyXbpm)JpF6¡.
is another significant peak obsenved, îtml= ié0. conespond-
Irg P úre ion-pair {[Ru(bpy)(Me2bpy)j.F]+: the presence of
fluoride ion in such ion pairs, arising from reductive elimination
of HF, has been observed previously in FAB spectra of
hexafl uorophosphate salts.a?
NMR Studies. The NMR spectral behavior of homoleptic
(p^oint group symmery D¡) and bis(heteroleptic) complexes iC:)
of symmetrical bidentate ligands have been discussed pre-
viously.as-s: Ln rhe case of rris(heteroleptic) ligands. there is a
funher complication that the symmery is ioweied ro Cr so thar
the two halves of each liga¡d are necessarily in magnetically
inequivalent environments.S2 As an exarnple, for the cornplex
[Ru(Me2bpy)(Merbpy)(bpm)]?+, the æsignmenm of individual
resonances in the ligands were made using the COSYRCT
(relayed coherence ransfer) technique, which shows the chain
ofcoupling around each heærocyclic ring. The chemical shifts
associated with the resoD¡uces at the various protons are
























. F ù: spccrrum, the methyl groups in the 5- and 5lpositions
in Merbpy are seen to be in different envi¡ons¡ents, and the
protons_in the G and 6'-positions in both Meobpy and Me?bpy
a¡e differentiated in that one proton in each c¡ie lies over a
1ng of the bpm ligand and the other over a ring of the Merbpy
ligand. In bpm, the 3- and 3,-protons a¡e differentia¡ed for
simila¡ reasons.
(48) .27. to2'.(49) J.: wang.
(50) 
. t. ch¿m.
(5 I ) Prcdieri, G.; Vignali, C.: Dcnd. C.; Ser¡oni. S. hwrg. Chrm Acto lg)3.
205, t45.
(52) Ru¡hcrford. T. J-: Reisma. D. A.l Kcenc. F.R, J. Chcm. Soc.. Datton
Trans. 1994,3659-
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(hexane) residue. Nevenheless. a number of features may be
noted about the cation. The structure of the cation is displaye<l
in Figure I, atom coordinates ûre listed in Tlble 1, and bond
distances and angtes relating to the ruthenium environment are
given in Table 3.
Ruthenium has approximately octahedni stereochemistry
from chelation of the th¡ee different bidentare ligands. The Me2-
bpy tigand is almost flat with a dihedral angle of 6.3('l)" between
,ü *" pyridine rings. with Ru lying O'ZSfZ) an¿ 0. l5(2) Å
out of the planes of rings A and B, respecúvely- On the other
hand, the dihedral angle between the 2-pyridyl rings of bpa is
35.5(4)' with Ru lying 0.34(2) and 0.18(2) Ä out of the Planes
ofrings A and B, respecdvely. The I,lO-phenanthroline ligand
is ver! close to planar, wittr-Ru being only 0.090(8) Å out of
the CruN: plane in the chelate ring formed with that ligand.
Therc is some sug dis¿rnce
for binding the th¡è .056 Å)'
phen (2.083 Å), -d between
the two Ru-N distances in any one ligand significant only for
4,4'-dimethyl-2.2rbipyridine (2.040( 8), 2.0':. 2(9) Á,). Ttre Ru-
N(Me2bpy) distances a¡e simila¡ to Ru-N in [Ru(bpy)¡]Xz
.o*pÈi.., e-g., X : ClOd (2.056(3)-2.060(3) Å)53 or PFe
(2.0i6(2) ,Â, at zse 5a and 143 K;55 2.053(2) Å at 105 Ks4¡, and
in [Ru(bpy)zL]r*...g.. L : 2.3-bi
N. 2.06 Ä).5ó [Ru(bpy):L]+ (LH
L 2,{uiazale,n 2.v2(5) -2.060(4)
pyridine,ss 2.022(4)-2.Ø9(Ð Ä), aDd [Ru(bpy[(NH{Me2}]2+
(2.035(9), 2.081(9) .Å.).5e For the 1,lO-phenanthroline ligand,
the Ru-N bond length is at the higher end of values for reponed
anple, the bonds a¡e lengthened by steric repulsion between
the rraru-phen ligands and this factor also causes sig¡ificant
ronplanarity of these tigands as well as thei¡ incli¡ation to the
N¿(phen)Ru plaoe. For both the Me2bpy and phen ligands' the
bite angles are unexceptional aod consistent with reponed
values.53-55J7.58,60,ó2
No stn¡ctr¡ral charaterization of RulI-bPa complexes has
(
for the separared 2-pyridyl units. These distances a¡e somewha¡
larger rìan Ru-N for bis{tris(2-pyridyl)amine}nrthenium(tr)
(2.064(3), 2.066(3),2.069(3) Å).n Itr contrast to the bite angles
(53) Harrowficld. J. M.; Sobotev, A. N. Are¡. J. Chcn 19Ð4' 17,763-
(54) Bincr. M.: Burgi. H. B.: Ludi. A.: Rohr. C. J. Àn Ch¿n Soc. 1992,
I 14, 5t97.




(58) Holligan. B. M.: Jeffery, J. C.: Norgen. M. K.; Schatz. E.: Ward. M.
D, J. Chem. Soc., Dakon Trans. 1992' 3345.
(59) wong, K.-Y.: Che. C.-M.: Li. C.'K.: Chiu. W.'H : Zhou. Z.-Y.: Mak'
T. C. W. J. Chem. Soc., Chem. Cotnmun. 1992'154.
t6O) Goldsrein. B. M.: Banon. J. K.: Berman. ll. Vl- Inorg.. Ch¿m' 1986'
:5, S42.
{61) tchida. H.: Tachiyushiki. S.: Susaki. Y. Clrctn. L¿rt t9tl9, 1579.
tó2) Bonneson. P.: Walsh. J. L.l Penntngton. W. T.:Curdcs,.\. w i Durhäm,
8. Inorg. Chcn. l9ll3. 22, 1761.






Figure l. Projection of cation [Ru1M
mpdl:') showing non-hydrogen atoms wi
elloipsoids and labeling. Hydrogen atoms
0.1 A.
However, the specm¡m of [RuGpy)(MqbpyX5,5'-Me:bpy)]2*
contains only lwo methyl singles. Presumably, since all the
ligands contain simila¡ 2,2'-bipyridine ring systenrs, the 5- and
5lmethyl groups in 5,5'-Mezbpy experieuce similar mapetic
envúonmenc, as do the 4- and 4'-methyl groups in Me2bpy.
The rclaæd complex [Ru(bpyXMezbpyXiPrzbpy)]2+ also exhibits
only one singlet for the methyl groups in the Me2bpy ligand'
and the isopropyl groups a¡e also magnetically equivalent (one
doublet at ô l.3l and one quartet at ô 3.16).
It is noted that the precursor dicarbonyl complexes, [Ru(pp)-
(pp'XCO)zl2+, also possess Cr PoiÃt gtoup symmery so that
the two halves of each bidenøte ligand are inequivalenr By
comparison with the ris(heteroleptic) complexes, the chemical
shift differences observed between ideutical substituænts i¡ the
4- and 4-positioru of a 2,2'-bipyridiûe paretrt ligand are greater
for the dicarbonyl species. Iq earlier discr¡ssions, the coordina-
tion-induced shifts in the resona¡ces of the ¿t- ând 4-Protons
of 2,2'-bipyridine were attibuted to the ødonor aûd,T-accePtor
char¿cæristics of the ligan4 as tbese positions were considered
sufficiently isolated to preclude anisotopic interactions.$ [n
the preseut case, it is tempting to evoke a simila¡'ntionalization
for the observed shifts of substioents in these positions for the
dicabonyl and tris(heteroleptic) complexes, i.û view of the
differences in rr-acceptor cha¡acteristics of the CO and pp
Iigands. However, our recent NMR südies involving geomeric
isomers in bis(bideotate)dicarbonyl and tris(bidentaæ) species
contaioing the unsymmerical ligand 4rmerJlryl4 -nea'pentyl-
2,2'-bipyridine (pmb) are incousisteut with a unilateral ratio-
nalization of substituent shifis based oo bonding effecs alone,
and they indicate that anisotropic effects are also imponant;52
i.e., there is an inrcraction of the magnetic fields of rings of
adjacent ligands. The same situation is likely to pertain in the
present series of comPlexes.
X-ray Stmctural Study. The crystal stn¡cture of [Ru(Mez-
bpyXphenXbpa¡l(PFe)z (for which tolerable single crystals were
obt¡ined) was carried out to establish ¡he coordinaúoo of three
different bidentate heterocyclic nitrogen ligands anached to
ruthenium-no similar X-ray structure has been carricd out on
a tris(heteroleptic)ruthenium(Il) species. The results of the
structure de¡ermination contirm the cation formulation: how-
cver, a rehtívely low precision was obtained tbr the smrcture
as a consequence of a high degree of thermal motion in the
PFr- ¡nions (which were modeled as ordered) and a solvent
6L52 Inorganic Chemistry, Vol. 34, No. 24, 1995



































































































































































































































(ó4) Kceæ, F. R.; Snow, M. R.; Srephcnson, P. J.: Tickink, E. R. T. /nors.
Chcm 19tE'27,2o4,0.





of these complexes it is of interest lo find the ligand "folded",
so that the dihedral angles bctween the ¡¡¡o CsN planes are very
simila¡ (35.5(4)' (Ru); 33.6(2)' (Cd)). These data conrast with
tlre many examples of bpa complexes in a four-coordinated
environment about copper(I) (e.g.. refs 66 and 67). In the less
crowded aray, the ligands are more nearly planar. The
interplanar dihed¡al angles in the ten ligands quoted in these
references have a distribution of 17.2(9) trua.ximum). 15.7(2),
I I (t), and the remainder 8" or less. Bite angles range berween
92.5(2) and 94.6(3)'and Cu-N is 1.96-3,.05 Å,. The origin
of the nonplanarify in tìe six-eoordinate spccies presumably
originates in the requirement for a smaller bite angle coupled
with the greater steric hindrance between ligands in opposition
in the rr¿ns disposition or hcause ofsteric interactions between
ortho-hydrogen atoms in the tris(bidenta¡e) array. The non-
coplanarity of the wo pyridine rings is reflected in the angle at
the bridging nitrogen atom, C-N-C, Þing 128(l) and 128.8-
(3)' in the present ruthenium complex and the cadmium
complex.65 while in all of the copper compounds quoted (except
þpaCuBr2l- where the prccision is pooÉ?) it rises above 130o.
Scrambling. One of thc critical issues in the utilization of
this synthedc methodology is tlre elimination of scrambling of
the th¡ee ligands within the steps of the scheme. Clcarly, by
the observations given above for the FAB expenments, and the
(óó) Thompson, J. S.; Whitncy, ). F. lnorg. Cå¿zr. 19E4. :J. 2811.
(67) Bowmaker. G. A.; Hu!y, P. C.: Kepcr, D. L.; Kiklea. J D : Skelron-









"C(Al) is diso¡dered: the second componenr (CAl') (both fragmens populared rt 0.5) is ar (0.610(2).0.1ó9(3).0.520(-l)).
T¡ble 3. Ruthcnium Environmcn¡ in Stn¡corc of
lRu(MezbpyXphenXdpa)XPFd:.Ce[Ir (Vv),
âtom ¡ N(mBl) N(pAl) N(pBl) N(bAl) N(bBt)
78.4(4) 93.3(4) 169.7(4) 96.1(4') 9r.9(4)




o r is thc Ru-N dis¡ance (Å): other enries in rhe marix o¡e rhe
angles subtcndcd at the ruthenium by the rclevanr aroms aa thc head of
thc ¡ow a¡¡d column. The abbrcviarions m, p. and b arc 4.4'-dimerhyl-
2,2'-bipyridinc. I,lO'phenanthroline. and bis(2-pyridyl)aminc. rcspcc-
tively.
of Me¿bpy and phen (78-4(4), 78.7(4)'), the bire angle of bpa
is much largcr (87.5(4) .A), il keeping with the increased sizc
of thc mctallocyclc ring, with a concomitant effect on the
ruthcnium environment; e.g., the traru anglcs associa¡ed with
the bpa ligand (175.0(4), 174.3(3) Ä¡ differ considcrably from
that bctwecn thc ¡vo other ligands (169.7(4)'). ln a¡other of
thc fcw X-ray characærized examples of a bpa ligand chelated
in a six+oordiuatc metal atom envi¡onmcnt, aiz., rrans-fCd-
(bp'aÞ(ONohl,65 M-N is inc¡eascd (2.310(4), 2.316(3) Á,) wittr
a cotrcomitant decre¿sc in the bitc angle to 79.0(l)'. ln both
Tris(heteroleptic) Ru(II) Complexes
conclusions of the NMR studies, the occurrence of bis-
(heterolepric) or homoleptic species is minimal. ,\ detailed
sturly of this issue revealed tha! minor scrambling does occur.
specitically during the t-rnal decarbonylation reaction. In
addition, decomposition was sometimes observed in the step
involving conversion of the dichloro - bis(riflato) species and
was greatest in complexes containing the ligands with the highest
basiciry, as discussed above. Extremely pure bis(triflato)
complexes could be obtained, but in reduced yield, by recrys-
tallization f¡om hot CH:Cl:ÆtzO.
A series of reacdons was undertaken in which the complex
[Ru(bpy)(MerbpyXCO):]2* was produced by both possible
alternatives of the sequential addition and the products closely
examined by rH NMR techniques for [Ru(Mecbpy)z(CO)zj2*,
which would be quite apparent if present in even small
quantities. No such product was detected. Indeed, in the prcsent
studies there was only one circumstance, involviug the addition
of a very basic ligand pp' to [Ru(pp)(CO):(CF:SO¡)z], where a
small ¡mount (<3Vo) of. the product [Ru(pp)z(CO)z]r* *as
detected as a product in this step ofthe scheme. The subsequent
addition of the third bidentate ligand bpm to [Ru(bpy)(Me.r-
bpyXCO)zlz+ under decarbonylation conditions in refluxing
2-methoxyethanol indicated [Ru(Me¿bpy):(bpm)]2* as a minor
impunty (<57a). In this particular experiment (which is
consistent with all other observations during this work), the
scrambling clearly occurs in the decarbonylation step. Recrys-
t"lliza¡ion of the ris(bidentate) species almost invariably allowed
removal of the impuriry, or purificaúon was achieved by cation-
exchange chromatog¡aphically (uide szpra). However, detailed
studies on the decarbonylation process revealed that it could
be undenaken at lower tempen¡tu¡es (<25 "C) for longer
periods. under which conditions no scrambling was deæcted,
although yields tended to be lower. This observation is i¡
complete agreemetrt with associaæd stereochemical studies
i-uvolving the decarbonylation ¡eactions of complexes of the rype
[Ru(ppXpp'XCO)2]2+.s2'68
In order to probe the mech¡nism of the deca¡booylation
process, we have followed this step of the synthetic schene by
IR a¡d NMR spectroscopic methods. In a typical case, a
dicarbonyl compourid was mixed with 2 equiv of TMNO and
2 equiv of ren-butylpyridine ((rBu)py) in CDzClz. At room
temperaure, the two 7qe stretching ftequencies at 2100 and 2050
cm-l (solution cell) gave way to two extremely closely spaced
peaks (<2 cm-r differcnce) centered around 1990 cm-r. If the
reaction was stopped at this point, [Ru(ppXpp)((tsu)pyXCO)],+
could be isola¡ed and characterized by rH NMR spectroscopy.
The two possible geometric isomers were always found in a
l: I ratio. indicaring that TMNO had no preference for the two
CO sites. WTen this species was resubmined to a CHzClz
solution of pyridine (py) and TMNO, and the mixturc heated
to 35 oC, the complex [Ru(ppXpp'X(rBu)pyXpy)]2* w:ui prÞ
duced (characterized by NMR and IR). Since the reaction could
be separated into two steps-a facile one at room temperature
or below and a subsequent step that required heating-the
removal of the second carbonyl is apparently more difficult, an
observation which has ¡lso been made for relaæd halogenated
compounds.rr'3? This observation appears entirely reasonable
given our earlier analysis of the effec¡ ofelecron-wirhdrawing
groups: the replacement of one CO by a less back-bonding
pyridine derivative would tre expected to retr¡d the sccond
decarbonylation. However. while this second step may be
facilitated in the c¡se where the ligand involved is I bidentate.
the rrpponunity for liganrl scrambling clearly occurs at elevated
(ó8) Ruthertbrd. T. J.: Quagliotro. M. C.: K¿cne. F. R. /norg. Chetn. lFlS,
J./. JS57.
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temperatures. The precise mechanism of such a process is
uncertain. and its elucidation would require further cletailed
studies, but this path is depressed when the entire retction is
conducted at lower temperatures.
Chromatography. The separarion of mixtures of t¡is-
(bidentate)ruthenium([I) complexes of the type involved in this
study was necessary for proof that the methodology realized
tris(heteroleptic) species and ultimately for their purification.
In earlier studies, we reported the use of cation-exchange
chromatography in the separation of diastereoisomeric tigand-
bridged dinuclear complexes of the rype [(pp)2Ru(BL)Ru-
(pp)zlo* and [(pp)2Ru(BL)Os(pp)2]a+ (where pp and pp'may
or may not be the same).6e The technique involved the use of
an a¡omatic anion (such as 4-toluenesulfonate) æ the counterion
in the electrolyte of the eluent: such anions appear to have
different associations with the stereoisomers, allowing their
cbromatographic separation. In the present study, it was
observed, in all cases where the chromatog¡aphy of the tris-
(heteroleptic) compiex [Ru(ppXpp)(pp")]:* *as undertaken in
the presence of any of the possible bis(heteroleptic) ([Ru(pp)z-
(pp)12*) or homoleptic species ([Ru(ppb]2+), that their separa-
tion was achieved under the same conditions. ln other work,
we have also shown that optical isomers of tris(bidentate)
complexes.To and the geometric isomers of complexes of this
genre containing unsymmetical ligands,s2 may be separated by
this technique. A detailed study of the interaction of such anions
with these complexes. and the consequences in the chromato-
graphic process, is itr progress and will be published subse-
quently.Tr
Electrochemical Studies. The electochemical behavior of
polypyridyl complexes of nrthenium(tr) has been rationalized
in ærms of a metal-based oxidation and a series of reductions
which are ligand-based a¡d occur in a stepwise Ínrurer to each
ligand z*-system, with the order of the reduction correlating
with the ease of reduction of the uncoordinated ligands.T'8'?2-74
The extensive variation of the ligand envi¡onment available
through this general synthetic procedure for ris(heteroleptic)
compouods allows a wider assessment of these proposals atrd
in panicular of the mutual interdependence of the ligands. The
redox propenies of the tris(hercroleptic) complexes were
dete¡mined by cyclic voltanmetry and differential pulse vol-
tarnmetry, and Table 4 shows the potentials for a sclection of
the ris(heteroleptic) complexes syûthesized in the snrdy.
Lever a¡d co-workers have recently proposed a scheme for
the paranetrization of the oxidation?5'76 and reduction poten-
tialsTT of metal complexes, by using a ligand electrochemical
series based on thei¡ Ru(Itr)/Ru(II) redox couples. The
fundamenral electrochemical pa¡ameter is Eu(L), defined as one-
sixth the potential for the Ru(Itr)/Ru(II) couple for RuI¡ in
acetonirile solution. The metal-based Ru(III)/Ru(II) couple of
any complex may be calculated using the formulation
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Tahlr .1. Elcctrochem¡cu¡ Characreris(rcs ol' Selecteri
Tris(heterolepric) Complexes
Anderson et al.
of the ligands ro the overall po¡entia| appears to be additive.
with no signifìcanr synergism berween the individual contribu_
tions.
For the ligand-based reducrion processes. the values of S¡
and /¡ (eq 2) of Ru(pp) may be deduced from elecrrochemical
data on the assumption of the assignment of the most reducible
Iigand. In previous srudies, rhe values for Ru(bpy) (Su:0.25:
/¡: -1.49;ao and Ru(bpm) (Sr_ = 0.31; /L: -t.08)E0 are
providedz and using similar procedures values can be calculated
from previous elect¡ochernical srudiesl as well as the present
study to show for Ru{(EtCO2)zbpy} (Sr_: 0.36. 1¡ = -t.lO, R
- 0.98¡ao and Ru(dpp) (Sr_:0.38, t: -1.20, R - 0.99¡.so
Again the resufts of application of eq 2 are impressive. The
potenÌial of the fust reduction of [Ru(bpy)(Me2bpy)(bpm)]1+.
which is isolated ar ùe bpm ligand, is rhen predicted to be - 1.04V (observed -1.03 V vs SSCE). and ùe values obtained for
-0.94 V, based on the assumption of dpp or (ErCO:)zbp:¡,
respectively, as the ligand with the lowest z* energy; the
observed value of -0.96 V would le¿d to the assignment of
the ligand GtCO:)ubpy having the lower z*-value, which is
consiste¡t with the reducrions of the respective [Ru(pp)3]2+
complexes.l
Since the z*-orbital on process
is the same as that inv absorption
and enission processes, established
between the energy difference between the drr (HOMO) and
rr* (LUMO) orbitals-established electrocherrically by AErn: [ErnG.uCItr)/RuG)) - Er¿ßu(tr)/Ru(I))]-and the absorprion
or emission mÐdma.?.8.?2-74 For the complexes of this study,
such linea¡ correlations were also observed, in an analogous
menner to those estâblished in a¡ earlier study of a smaller series
of tis(heteroleptic) complexes by Juris er a/.8
Elechonic Specta Visible light absoçtivity in polypyr.idyl
complexes of rutheuium(Ð arises primarily from charge transfer
ransitions from filled dzfi.ulr) levels to muttiple, lowlying z*-
(ligand) levels.8r For the archerype tris(bidentare) specieJ[Ru-
(bpy)¡]2*; this can be represented as
Rut'(bpy)r'* 4 Ruttt(bpy'-xbpy):?**
In this example, the d¡r - z¡* transiúon results in an
absorption a¡ 450 nm and the d¡r- z2* transiúon at 243 nm in
¡cetonitile solution.r Ligand-based fi- fit ransitions domi-
nate thc nea¡-Uv regioo.s? The MLCT transirions produce
excited states that are largely singlct, e.g.. r(dnó) - l(d,zs7*t¡,but possess significant triplet character due to spin-orbit
coupling.sl I¡ mixed-chelate complexes, sep¡¡rate transiúons
may occur to each of the ligands. but rapid intramolecular charge
transfer leads ultimately to a triplet MLCT state in which rhc
excited electron is locatized on the ligand having the lowest
,ra-acceptor orbiral.s3-8e the implications in rerms of the
(80) ve ro NHE ro
(81) 14.(82) st. 
=53.(83) inger. R. F.:
(8.1) Mabrouk. P. A.: Wnghron. M. S. /nor¡. Ctr¿r¡. 198ó. lj, 52ó.
(85) Danzcr. C. D.l Golus. J. A.: Kincaid. J. R. -/. z{ø. Chem. Soc. 1993.
I I 5. 8613-






































"As PFe- sals. óAceronidle/O.1 M [N(n-Crttr)e]pFs solurion: h
bunon working elecuode: 298 K; scan rate I0O mv/si measured vs
Ay'Ag+ rcference electrode and quoæd vs satura¡ed sodium chloride
calomel (SSCE)., AE¡¿ = Er¿(Ru(III)/Ru(II)) - E¡¿(Frn¡ ligand
rcduction). d Estimarcd from shoulder on solvenr dccomposition.-
where ,Sy and.Iy are coDsr4hts for a particular metal. For the
first ligand-based reducúon process, there is a sirrilar relation-
ship
E* = s.)E Ø)+ IL e)
An implication of the use of the paramter h(L) in these
contexts is that all ligands behave in the same way to m:ìDy
redox metal couples and ajso to the same metal cente¡ in
rather compelling.
For the metal-based Ru(Itr)/Ru(II) couples, rhe values of Sv
and Iy (eq l) were assumed in the first approximation to bc
equal to uniry and zero, respectively, since the E¡(l) values

















(78) fL-(¿) valucs lor Merbpy and (EtCO¡)¡bpy a¡e <lerivcrl trom d.¡la in
.__ rcf l: rhe Er(L) value for (Et:N):bp), is àãrivcd from daI¡ in rcf 79.(79) Slaltery. S. J.: Gokaklq, N.; Mick, i.: Coldsby. K. A. tnorg. Chem
19,4, J3, 362t.
Tris(heteroleptic) Ru(II) Complexes
200 300 400 500 600
Wavclcngrh (m)
Figure 2. Elecuonic spect¡a (aceronitrile soludon) of (A) [Ru(bpy)¡]:+
1-), [Ru(bpy)(MezbpyX(E¡CQÞbpy]12+ {ve} G l. and [Ru(bpyXMe¡
bpyXbpm)12+ {Vb} (- -); (B) [Ru(Me:bpy)(Me¿bpyXdpp)2* tYj]
(-) and [Ru(Me:bpyX(EtCOÐzbpy](dpp)1'?* {Vh} G l; and (C) [Ru-
(r\fezbpy)(MerbpyX(EtzN):bpyil2* {Vk} (-) and lRu(Mezbpy)-
liEtcQ):bnvx(EtzN):bpy)l:+ {vi} G r.
photophysical properties of these tis(heteroleptic) complexes
is considered beloû.
Figure 2A shows the electrotric specrra of [Ru(bpy)(Me:bpy)-
(pp)12* {pp : 5-(Me)phen, bpm, and (EtCOzhbpy}. The
spectra of the series [Ru(Me2bpy)(MenbpyXpp)12* and [Ru-
(MezbpyX(EtCo:)zbpyXpp')12+ a¡e shown for pp' = 6po
(Figure 28) and pp' = (EtzN)zbpy in Figure 2C.
It is apparent from these data that the rVLCT transitions to
the lowest z*-levels of the individual ligands are broadly
conserved within the va¡ious combinations of the bidenøte
ligand5.s'so Ræional desigr of the ligand environment therefore
enables ttre production of "black absorbers" by systematically
shifung the d¡r - z* bands to the red region of the
spectnrm-either by using ligands with lower z*-levels (e.g.,
bpm. (EtCO:)zbpy, or dpp) or by stabilization of the "hole" at
Rurrl in dìe MLCT state by the introduction of electron-donating
ligands. This theme has been developed elsewhere.m
An interesting feature in Figure 2C is the enhancement of
the absorption in the region i È 400-440 nm for [Ru(Mez-
bpy){(EtCO:)zbpy}{(Et:N):bpy}12+. Solvent-dependent spec-
tral studies allow assignment of this broad absorption ¡o MLCT
rransitions from the dz - z* levels of the Me2bpy and (EtzN)z-
rl'17) Ricscn. H.: Krausz, E, J. Clvn. Ptryr. 1993, 99.761t
(88) C¿spar. J. V; Wg5¡Íls¡s¡¡nd. T. D.: Atlen, C. H.: Bndlcy. P C.l
Me¡,cr. T. J; Wrxrdrulf, W H. -/. .{rn Chem. Soc- L9t/, 106.3!92.
($9) Clrung. Y J.: ,\u. X.: Yabe. T.: Yu, S.-C.: Ànderson. D. R.: Orman.
l-. K.: Hopkins. J. B. -/. Pl¡-vs. Chcn. L99ll,94.7?9,
t(X)) ¡\n¡lcson. P. À.: Stn)ure. C. F.: Trcadway. J. A.: K¿ene. F R.: Meycr.
f. J. lnors. Chcn. l!)4. JJ. i8ó3.
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bpy ligands, with the absorption at 
^ 
- 522 nm attributed to
the d¡¡ - u+{(EtcOr)zbpy} uansition. On replacement of
(EtCo:hbpy by Me¿bpy in the coordinatíon sphere, there is :t
reduced d:t - it'energy gap for the Vfelbpy and (Et:N):bpy
ligands, and a broad MLCT absorption is observed a¡ )¡ æ 170
nm for the complex [Ru(MqbpyXMe¡bpyX(Et:N):bpy]lr*.
This reflects the relative effects induced on the d,z level in these
two species by thc electron-withdrawing (EtCO2)zbpy and the
elecqon-donating Merbpy li gands.
Photophysical Studies. The luminescence proPerties of ÍI
number of the tris(heteroleptic) complexes in CH¡CN (l x
l0-5M) at 298 K are given in Table 5. Emission occurs from
the lowest MLCT state in the ris(heteroleptic) complexes, where
there are sepÍ¡rate d¡r - z*(pp), d,z - .z*(pp'), and rl'r - z*-
(pp") tansitions: the emitting søte is based on the ligand having
the most positive reduction potendal. Band shapes are typical
of MLCT eminers-broad and stn:ctu¡eless at room temperaturc
and exhibiúng vibronic structure at 77 K.er The independence
of emission band shape and quannrm yields on excitalion
walelength from 350 to 600 nm, and excitation and absorption
profiles, which are identical within experimental error, indicate
that excitation into any of the th¡ee MLCT excitations leads to
rapid population of the lowest 3MLCT transition.
Excited state resonance Raman and transient absorbance
studies¡6'92-e4 show that on the oanosecond time scale (<10
os) photophysical excitation is localized on the lowest lying
Í*-acceptor orbital. I¡ the present series of complexes, by
comparison of the excited state resonance Raman specra of
the tris(heteroleptic) complexes with those of each of the
homoleptic complexes derived from the three ligands, the
spectnrm of the exciæd state for the tris(heteroleptic) complexes
was consistent with rapid populatioo of the lowest MLCI s¡ate,
without evidence of siguificant population of the higher lying
z*-orbitals of the other wo ancillary ligauds.r6'92 ¡6¡ s¡¡mple,
for [Ru(bpy)(Mezbpy)Opm)]2+, where bpm has the lowest lying
z*-acceptor level, inteDse excited state resoo¿rnce Raman ba¡ds
characteristic of Me2bpy in [Ru(Me2bpy)¡]2** a¡ 1202, 1321,
1445, and 1624 cm-r and of bpy in [Ru(bpy)¡] z+* aL Lzll,
1321, and 1624 cø,-t were oot observed, while bands from bpm
in [Ru@pm)3]2+* at 766, 1012, 1034, 1174, 1249, 1421. 1490,
and 156O cm-l were observed. In a similar maDner, the excited
st¡üe in [Ru(bpyXMezbpyX(EtCQ)zbpy]12** could be identified
as bcing tocalized on the (EtCOz)2bpy Ligand.e2
'The quautum yields (<Þ".) and excited state decay lifeti¡nes
are similar to those for the homoleptic atralogues, although
excited statc Iifetimes (¡) can be longer for the tris(heterolepric)
species than might be expected on the basis of the energy gap
law. This is best illustrated by two examples. For [Ru(Mez-
bpy)(bpyX5-(Me)phen)lr+ and [Ru(bpy)¡]l+, absorption and
emission maxima are nearly identical (1n6. : 453 nÍL Àm =
627 nm and ln¡o = 451 n¡r¡" L^: 626 nm, respectively) and
the excited state is bpy-localized in eitåer case. The excited
stare lifetimc ard quanum yield for the tbrmer are noticeably
larger (r = ltl5 ns cl 920 ns; <Þ"- = 0.069 cl 0.062rE).
C¡lcula¡ion of the radiative (k) and nonradiative (kn.) dccay
rate consrznts using r and @.r reveal that kn. is less for the ris-
(heteroleptic) complexes than for [Ru(bpy)¡]2+. Similarly, [Ru-
(bpy)(Me2bpy){(EtCO:):bpy}12* has a small energy gap (emic
ting -¡759 cm-r lower in energy than [Ru(bpy)31:+), but it
(91) Kobcr. E. M.: C¡spar. J. V.: LumPkin. R. S.: lfeyer, T. J. "/. Plt-rs.
Chem L9tli,90,3722.
t92) Strcusc. C. F,: Schænover. J. R. Unpublishctl work.
(93) Schænover, J. R.: Chen. P Y.: Bares. W D: Dyer. R. B.l Meycr. T.
l. Inorg. Chem. 1994, 13,793.
194) Bignozzi, C. A.; Argazzi, R.lChiurboli. C.: Scrnclol¡. F.; Dyer, R.
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" Measured at 395 K. '¿À, = 460 nm.
has a lifetime and quantum yield comparable with the lancr. In
this case, kn. is less than would be predicted from the energy
gap law These differences can arise from changes in the
acceptor cha¡acteristics of the ligand and in the extent of
noûadiative decay by thermal acrivation and decay from the
upper slates.95
Upper limis for the quantum yield for ligand loss (Q¿*) for
the same series were measured in [N(n-CcHe)a]Cl (2 mMy
acetoni¡rile solutions. Compared with [Ru(bpy)3]2* the tris-
(hetemlepúc) comp¡exes are much less prone ¡o photochemic¿lly-
induced ligand loss. The comparison b€tween [Ru(Mq-
bpyXbpyX5-(Me)phen)12+ and [Ru(bpy)3]r+ demonstrares this
point. \ùr'hile thc ground stare elcctrochemical properties,
absorption characteristics. and excited state energies of the rwo
species í¡re very similar. the ris(heterolepúc) spccics is more
photoinen by a factor of :3. Ligand-loss photochemisry in
these complexcs is usually associated with thcrmal activadon
to md reactivity from low-lying dd states. Temperature
dependent lifetime measurements in 4: I (v/v) e¡hanol-me¡hanol
0.061 0 0:e
0.0ó9 0 0lt
0.007 < 0.00 I
0.055 <0.001
0.029 <0.001
0.037 < 0.00 I
0.0002
700 0.0050 154 <0.001
between 160 and 298 K on the series ofcompounds [Ru(bpyÞ
(Me:bpy)(pp)12*, where pp = {(EtCO:):bpy}. bpm.and -5-(Me)-
phen. show only a slight tempcraû¡re dependence above the glass
to fluid ransition. This behavior aûd the photolysis data a¡e
consisten¡ with a decrease in thermally acdvated ligand-loss
photochemistry. Similar observarions have been made in [Ru-
(bpy)z0py-OÐ12+ and [Ru(Me2bpy)2(vbpy)]:+ (vbpy = 4-*.¿t-
yl 4' - v inyl-2.2' -bipyndine).%
In the photolysis experimenc there is no evidence for
photochcmically-induced scrambling in the ris(heteroleptic)
spccies, and no detectable decomposition was noted eirher. I¡
addition, during the lime-resolved resonance Raman studiesin
which tlrc solutioDs were subjected to long-tcrm inænse radiaúon
at 355 nm-ùerc was no indication in any complex of any
emission except that corespond¡¡g to the excited sote involving
the ligand of lowes¡ tr+-energy: this observation also argues
strongly against photochemically-induced scrambling.
The decreasc in photolabiliry and the apparenr increase in
the energy of the low-lying dd states may arise from the Iowered

















(95) Boydc, S.; St¡ousc. G. F.l Jones. W. E.i Meyer, 1. J. J. Am Chcm.
.Soc. i990, i /:. 7395.
Tris(heteroleptic) Ru(tr) Complexes
clect¡onic symmetry. More electron-clonating ucillary ligands
have the effect of destabilizing the dø*-orbitals, resulting in a
larger <J.z-dør energy gap: an interesling case in point is the
complex [Ru(MqbpyXMe¿bPy){(Et2N)2bpy}]r+ (for which all
rhe tigands are "electron-donating") which is extremely pho-
toinert (Table 5). On the other hand. electron-withdrawing
subsúruens on the polypyridyl ligands lower z*-acceptor levels.
The combination of the two affects the energy of dd states
(drt'dø*) relative to MLCT (dtfdtrr)e and would be responsible
for the photoinertness observed in r number of other tris-
(heteroleptic) species.
Signifïcance
Application of the synthetic methodology presented here has
three important consequences for future studies.
Firstly, it allows systernatic control of the spectral and
elect¡ochemical characteristics of the complexes because of the
ability to "tune" the z*-levels by appropriate variation of tl¡e
tigands. This may be useful in designing potential photosen-
sitizers with broad band absorpúon ("black absorbers"), com-
plexes with desi¡ed redox characteristics,Ð and complexes with
controllable photophysical p,roperties, particularly with regard
to lifetimes and photoinertness.
Secondly, the scheme may be extended to the synthesis of
assemblies of higher nuciearity,o utilizing the "complexes as
ligands" approach,es-ror il particular as described for [Ru-
(pp)zCtzl rm and [Ru(pp)z(Py)ù2+r0r species ipy: pyridine)'
The general principle is shown in Scheme 2-the advantage of
using the preseot dicarbonyl complexes as precursors is the
added variation that mixedJigand tRu(ppXpp)12+ moieties can
be incorporated in¡o the poþuclear compounds.
keliminary syothetic studies hâve also shown that the general
synthetic Scheme I cao be used to PrePare monoouclea¡
(97) B.: Shaver, R. J.: Jackma¡' D. C.: Boldaji'
Meya,T . !. Inorg. Chem L9}2, 3l , 160O.
(98) E. C.: Miller' F. J.; Meyer' T. l. Inorg.
Chem L913, 12,2371.
(99) Wilson, S. T.: Bondur¿nq R. F.: Mcyer, T. J.: Salmon. D' I' J. Am
Chen Soc. [n5,97, Z28S'
(100) Denti, G.: Campagna. S.: Scrronl S.; Ciano, M.: Balz¡ni' v.l. Am
Chem. Soc. LYYÀ I 14,294J'
(101) Hua, X.; von Zelcwsky, A'. lnorg' Chetn- L9)l' 30'3796.
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complexes of the rype [Ru(ppXpp')KY]n+, where X and Y are
rnorràd"rrtot. ligands containing N' O, P' or S donor atoms.ro2
Thirdly, sepaËte studies in our laboratory have demonstrated
that decarbonylation will occur under concolled conditions with
retention of the stereochemical relationship of the pp and pp'
CO)zl2* precursor'saffi Accordingly,
possibiliry of the predetermining the
bridged PolYnuclear assemblies.
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Effect of Delocalization and Rigidity in the Acceptor Ligand on MLCT Excited-State Decay
Joseph A. Treadway.* Barbara Loeb,t Rosa Lopez.¡ peter A. Anderson.N
F. Richard Keene.s and Thomas J. Meyer*.-
Depanment oí Chemistry. The University of Nonh Carolina. CB#3290.
Chapel Hill. Nonh Carolina 27599-3290, Faculty of Chemis¡rv.
Pontifrcia universidad Catolica de Chile. Casilla 306, Buz-on 5li. Santiaeo. Chile. and
Depanment of Mclecular Sciences. James cook universitv of North eue-ensland.
Townsville. Queensland 48 I l, Ausralia
Receiued Juh'28, 1995&
In its most simple form. the energy gap law for excired-state nonrrdia¡ive decay predicts a linear dependence of
In tn, on the ground- to excited-state energy 
-gap. 
where,(-n, is the rate consrant for nonradiative decay. At this
level of approximation. the energv gap law has been successfull¡, applied to nonradiative decrv in a wide array
of MLCT excited states of polypyridyl complexes of Rer. Rurl. and Osrr This relationship also predicrs a dependence
of kn, on the structural characteristics of the acceptor ligand. We repon here a brief survey of the lirerature which
sug-qests that such effects exist and have their origin in the extent of delocalization of the excited electron in the
ligand z* framework and on accepror ligand rigidiry.
Along with the z-z* excired srares of porphyrins and
metalloporphyrins. meral-ro-li_sand charge-transfer (MLCT)
excited s¡ates of polypyridyl complexes have dominared the
study of photoinduced electron and energy transfer in molecular
assemblies.r Polypyridyl complexes of Ru(tr). e._r. [Ru(bpy)5]r+
(bpy is 2.2'-bipyridine). Os(II). and Re(I) have provided the
majority of examples. The synthetic chemisory in rhis area (both
at the metal and the ligands) has grown considerably. driven in
pan by the demands associared with preparing increasingly
complex assemblies and model systems for refining rheorericai
concepts.l This chemistry has been used to prepare multicom-
ponent molecuiar assemblies.-r derivarized soluble polymers.a
electropolymerized thin polymeric films.s phoroacdve DNA
cleavage agents.6 and photovoltaic cells based upon dye-
sensitized. colloidal Ti01.-
There is an ex¡ensive literatu¡e on MLCT exci¡ed states and
much has been leamed about electronic structure. coupled
molecula¡ vibrarions. the role of low-lying excired states of
different orbital origins. and medium effecrs.¡ì-¡0 Much remains
to be learned if ground- and excired-stare propenies (e.g. li_eht
absorption. excired-srare liferime) are ¡o be optimized. An
important molecular fearure in these excired states is the acceptor
ligand. the ultimare ligand of residence tbr rhe excired elec[ron.
In hererolepric chelates. this is the ligand having the lowesl ,z*
acceptor level.rr For example. in [Ru(dmb):(bpy)]l- (dmb is
1 The Lini\ersi(\ oi Nonh Carolina.
' Ponrifici¿ Unirersidad Ca¡olica de Chile.
! James Cook Unrverslrl ol Nonh Queensland.r' Åbstr¡cr publishecl in' Å¿i ¿,un t c.-l CS,.{/¡slrar:1.r. Februan 1 5. 1 996.
( | I tar Connollr. J. S.: Bolron. J, R. ln Photointlutt<l Eltcìron Transfcn
Fox. lVl. Å.. Chanon. M.. Eds.: EIsevìer: Àmsrerdam, 1988; pan D.
p 30ì. f bt Balz:rnl- \ .: Scundola. F. Suprantolccular Pluttot'lrcmisrn..
Ellis Horuood: Neu \ ori:, I99L. rc) Gusr. Moore.T..{.. Sciercz 19E9.
2JJ, 35. (dl Scandoia. F: lndelli. irl. T.: Chiorboli. C.: Bi-cnozzi. C.
A.Top. Curr. Chent lV)O. /,í8. lj. rer Mever. T J..lcc Chem. Res.
19E9, ::. l6i. (fl willner. l: willner. B. .ltlt phoux.hcn. 1995.20.
3ll. 1gt Scandola. F.: Bignozzi. C. A.: lndelli. M.T. Phou¡scttsttiaaion
u n ¿l P lvtttx uta I ys t s L'.t i n ¡1 I n o r g ani t and O rg ant tme t a I I i t C un y m ntls:
The Netherlands. I 993: pp ló I -l ló.
Chcn.1986. i,l. ll9i. (ir Kalvana-
t.1982.Jû. 159. rjr Surln. r...: Cieurz.
llii. tkr Johnson. S. R.: Wesrmore-
lrnd. T D.: Caspur. J \,: Burqaqi. K. R.: \lever. T ) ìnor,< Civm
198E.::. ;le5
4.41dimethyi-2.2'-bipyridine) the accepror iigand is bp-v- (eq I).
lRurr(dmb),(bpy)lr- l: [Rurrr{dmb).(bp}.-)]:-* (l)
In some cases the acceoror li-eand has been identified directly
by transient resonance Raman spectroscopic mea.surements on
(l) (a) Della Ciana. L: Hamachi. I.: ìvleyer. 1. J J. Or.q Chent. 1989.5J.
173I. (b) Katrirzk),. A. R.: Lang. H Y.: Lan. X.F Tttn¿hedron 1993,
49.=329 (c) Geren. L.: Hairm. S.: Durham. B : Millen. F Bbchenis¡n.
1991. -l¿'.94-50. (dJ Luong. J C.: Falrynek. R. A.: Wrighron..V. S. i.
Attt. Clteut S¿c. 1980. 102.'i89?. (et Kau. N E.: Mecklenburg. S.
L.: \4e_ver. 1. J lnory Chent. 1995, _ì4. ll82 and retèrences rherein.
(D Kober. E. M.: Sullivan. B. P.: Dressick. W. J.: Caspa¡. J. V.: Meyer.
T. J. J. Anr Cltent. Soc.1980. /0:. 7383. {g) Sultivan. B. P.: Salmon.
D J.: Meyer. 1- J. Inorg. Chen. 1978. /7.3334 (h) Juris..A,.:
Bara,eelleni. S.: Camoagna. S.: Balzani. V.: Belser. P.: von Zeleu,sk).
A. Coord. Clt¿nt. Rez:. 1988.84.85. (i) Ross. H. B.: Boldaji. M.:
Rillema. D. P.: Blanyon. C. B.: Whire. R. P. horg. Chent. 1989.28.
1013. (j) Juris. A.: Campagna. S.: Balzani. V.: Gremaud. G. lnorg.
Chetn.7988.:;. -1ó51. (k) von Zclewskr. A.: Gremaud. G. Hel¿'. Chin.
,{cr¿r 1988. 7/. I 106. (l) Srrouse. G. F.: Anderson. P. .{.: Schoonover.
J R.: Meyer. T. J.: Keene. F R. /norg Chent. 1992. J/. -ì004. (m)
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MLCT Excited-State Deca.v
the excited srare.rl The is the theme
of this paper: specifica of acceptor
ligand strucure can be y exploiring
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delocalí:ation and, rigidin.and evidence from the literature that
these a¡e genera.l effects.
Most polypyridyl complexes of Ru(tr), Os(II), and Re(I) are
suffrciently weak eminers that lifetimes are dominated by
non¡adiarive decay. In ¡his limit, rhe foliowing relarionships
hold.
?-' - tn, ec)
In eqs 2. k, and h, a¡e the rate constants for radiarive and
is related ro the change in equilib-
the ground and excited srate, Ae.,







.9v'ñøv and høv >> ksf. kn. varies with Eo (the energy
gap) according ro the energy gap law, cqs 4.¡a The fi¡st rerm
ln kn, = ln(p) * ln[F(catc)] (4a)
in the vibrationally induced electronic
co Non¡adiative decay is a transition
be cuonic wave functions a¡e soiutionsof To zero order, they can nor mix. The
states can be mixed, however. and the transition between shtes
induced. by coupled vibrations of appropriate symmery.
..The second ¡erm in eq 4a contains the Botrzmann_*éight.avibrational overlap factor. F(calc). The magnitude of Èn,
( I l) Ford. W. E.: Caivin. M. Chem. ptls. Iztt. lgg},26. t05. (b.¡ Riesen,
H.: K¡ausz. E. R. J. Chen. p¡-r.s. i993. 99.7614.
( I2) (s) Mabrouk. P. A.: Wrighron.,t4. S. /ror3. Cnem. tgg6.2j. 526. (b)
thyg._Y J.: Xiaobing. k.: Soo-Crrang, yi, Ã;il;;. ó. R.: orm¡n.L. K.: Flopkrns. J. 8../. pÅrs. Chm. 1990.94.729. (c) Bradley. p.
9., Kr.I.N.: Hornberger. b. A.: Dailinger. R. f.: úooOruff. u,, U,J Am. Chem..S¿c. 1981. !0_l. j44L (d) Clspar. J. V.: Wesrmoreland.
T. D.: Allen. G. H.: Bradle¡. p, G.: Mever. T. J.: Woodn,ff. W. H. J.
Am. Chem. Soc.. 1984. l0ó. 3492, (e) Danzer. G. D.: Colus. J. A.;
- Kincaid. J. R. J. Am. Clrcm. Soc.. f993. //i. g643.(13) tal Ma¡uszewski. K.; Bajdor. K.: Srrommen. D. p.: Kjncaid. J. R. J.
Phys. Ch¿m.1995.99.638ó. (b) Van Houren. J.: Wans. J. R. J. Az.
Chem. Soc. 1976.98..195j. (c) Kober. E. M.: Meyer. T. J. tnorg.
Chem. 1985.:r. l0ó. (d) Caspar. J. V.: Kober. g. frl.i SuUivan. g. Ë.:
Me¡-er. T. J. J. Am. Chem. Sot. 1982. t04.630. (e) Dallinger. R. F.:
Woodruff. W. H. J. An. Clrcm. Soc. tg7g. tït.4}gt. (Ð C-lark. R. J.
H.: Tunie. P. C.: Srrommen. D. p.; Srreusand. B.: Kincaid. J. R.:
Nakamoro. K. lnorg. Che¡n. 1977. 16.94.
( !¿) r¿) Ko\er. E. ll_.: Caspar. j. V.: Lumpkin. R. S.: lvleyer. T. j. J. pårs.
Chem. 19E6. 90. 3722. (b) Freed. K. F. Top. Curr.'Chem. lgil2. j t.
-l05a 
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E(o-o): Eo * mîor, (s)
Since the term linea¡ in Eo is the most imponant one in eq 4,
the approximation in eq 6 is typically found to hold.¡ra.r6 The
In r-¡ ^ 
vE^
'in lin, * - t" (6)
Treadway er al.
Table l. Ground- and Excired-Srare Parameters for Rulr and Ostl






depends on the square of rhe vibrational overlap integral beÌrveen
the initial u\,r*:0 level in the excited state and the acceptor
vibrational level in the ground srare. uv. This is the on_ein of
the ener-ey gap terrn. ^,,úr/høu, in eq 4b. The vibrarional
overlap integral is a quantitative measure of the coincidence of
the two states along the normal coordina¡e. The uansition
between siates must occur with energy conservation. The
difference between the initial excired-state energy and the energy
of the acceptor level. Sr1.høv. appears in the ground state in
coupled low-frequency vibrations and in the solvent. These a¡e
included in the term containing the bandwidth. AIs.¡73. in eq
4b. Aro ¡¡1 includes low-frequency vibrations rreated classically
ki.r_) and the solvent reorganizational energy (X,ò. Eo is related
to the 0-0 energy, E(0-0), by eq 5. The relationship berween
kn, and Es in eq 4 has been shown to be valid for MLCT decay
in many cases.15 16
" Complexes in deaerated aceronirrile excepr where nored. ¡ In
deaerated -l:l ethanol:merhanol (ry'vl.
because of enhanced rigidity in phenanthroline as rhe acceptor
arising from the chemical link between rhe pyridyl rings.
An additional effect has been identified in the bridged
complex {[Ru(dmb):]:(bbpe)]r-^ (bbpe is 1.2-bis(4-(4'-methyl)-
2,2'-bipyridyl)ethene).re The value of t^, in 4:1 ethanol:
methanol at 157 K (6.6 x 105 s-r) is much less than in
[Ru(bpy)lpy)C1]=- (9.6 x 106 s-r) even rhoush the energy gaps
are comparable. Spectral fitting shows that .lv decreases from
0;72 for [Ru(bpy):(py)Cl]=' to 0.38 in the bbpe-bridged
complex. The decrease in Sy decreases excited"/_ground s¡ate
vibrational overlap. .5rr is smaller when bbpe is rhe acceptor
ligand because the excited electron is delocalized over a larger
molecular framework. This decreases displacement changes in
the local C-C and C-N bonds. Ligand delocalizarion con-
tributes to the fact that [Ru(dmb):(bbps¡1:-' has a longer iifetime
(l150 ns) than [Ru(dmb)3]:+' (950 ns in acetonirile at 298 K)
even though the energy gap in [Ru(dmb):(bbpe)]r' is much
smaller (14 600 cm-i compared to 16 350 cm-r). Recently,
Schmehl e¡ ¿/. observed a similar effect in [Ru(dmb):(bphb)]2+'
and {[(dmb):Ru]1(bphb)]r+', where bphb is the phenyl-bridged
ligand 1,4-bis(4-methyl-2.2'-bipyridin-4-yl)benzene.ro
We report here a brief survey of the literature which suggests
that these are generai effects. Data relevant to this issue are
summarized in Table 1. The sm¡ctures of the ligands are shown
in Figure 1.
Analysis
Care must be taken in interpreting the lifetime dara in Table
l. In Rull complexes. contributions to kn, come in varying
degrees from thermal population and decay through low-lying
dd states and upper MLCT states.8.r8 Analysis of iifetimes
based on the energy gap law is valid only for nonradiative decay
from the lowest MLCT state or states. Contributions to &n, from
competing thermally acrivated processes can be assessed by
temperature-dependent lifetime measurements. but even in the
absence of these data there are reveaiing trends in ¡he data in
Table l.
There are clear-cut examples of the delocalizarion effect in
the series [Ru(dmbXbpy(COOET):XLL)]3-. where LL is 2.3-
bis(2-pyridyl)pyrazine (dpp). 2.3-bis(2-pyridyl)quinoxaline (dpq).
and 2.3-bis(2-pyridyl)benzoquinoxaline (dpb). As rhe number
of rings ín the dpp. dpq, or dpb acceptor ligands is increased.
the energy gap (as approximated by E r) decreases. The
lRu( bpy)¡l:=
[Ru(dmbX bpy( COOET l:)t cipp l]r-
[RurcimbXbpy'(COOEt r: )t dpq)]r-
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acceptor ligand appears in this relationship in rwo ways. One
is the energv _eap. The other is the exrent of excited-state
distonion as measured by LQ,. AQ. appears in Sy (eq 3) which
appears in 7. As noted above. these parameters dictate the
magnitude of vibrational wave function overlap between uy*
: 0 levels in the excited state and uv = 0. 1, 2, ... levels in the
ground state. In the limrt thar the energy _sap law is valid,
overlap increases as Eo decreases. Overlap also increases as
.Sy increases.
The dependence of kn, on Eo and Sv has been verif¡ed
experimentally. For example, the dependence on energy gap
has been demonst¡ated in the two series [Os(phen)(L)¿]2- (phen
is 1.1O-phenanthroline) and [Os(bpyXL)¡]1+. where rhe energy
_gap was varied by changes in the nonch¡omophoric ligands
L.rr¡'r7 A role for ligand rigidity and.Sv has been found in
comparing the two ligands as acceptors. For example. [Os-
(bpy):12*' and [Os(phen)3]r" have comparable energy gaps (Ee
- 13 400 cm-r), but /<n, for rhe bipyridine complex i1.6 x 107
s-r) is approximately four times thar of the phenantfuoline
complex (3.8 x 106 s-r) in aceronirrile at 298 K.r8 From a
Franck-Condon analysis of emission spectra. S5p, > Spncn
(l5r (at Barqawi. K. R.: Munazu. Z.: Meyer. T. J J. P/n.s. Chem. 1991.
95,47 (ó) Worl. L. A.: Duesing. R.: Chen. P.; Della Ciana. L.: Meyer.
T. J. J Chen. Soc.. Dalton lrans. lÐ1. 849.
(16) (a) Caspar. J V.: Sullivan. B. P.: Kober. E. M.l Mever. T- J. Chem.
Pht s. I-eu. 19E2, I I . 9 I (b) Caspar. J. V.: Meyer. 1. j. J. ph,-s. Chem.
1983. 87. 952.
(l 7) Kober. E. M.: Marshall. J. L.: Dressick, W. J.: Sulliv¡n. B. P.: Caspar.
J. V ¡ Mever. T. l. lnor,s Chen. 14E5. 21. 1i55.
(18¡ Lumpkin. R. S.: Kober. E M.: Worl. L.: Munaza.Z.: Meyer. T J ./.
Phvs. Chem.1990. 9., liq
(l9l Srrouse. G. F.: Schoonover. J. R.: Duesing. R.: Bo¡,de. S: Jones. 'W
E.: ñlcyer. 1. J. lnorg. Chem. 1995. -11. ¡i3.






Figure 1. Ligand srrucrures.
decrease in the energy gap occurs because of stabilization of
the lowest z* acceptor level as shown by electrochemical
measuremeDts. 'Ile RutII/ll potentials for the three are nearly
constant at1.44-1.47 V (versus SCE.0.1 M [N(n-C¿Hq)¡XPFo)
in acetonitrile) while the ligand-based reduction potenrials are
-0.96 V (dpp), -0.75 V (dpq), and -0.59 V (dpb). The
excited-state lifetime does decrease from LL = dpp to LL =
dpq (although less than expecred based solely on the energy
gap), but in a comparison of dpq and dpb as acceptor ligands.
the excited-state lifetime acrually increases from 29 ro 98 ns
even though the energv gap decreases by -1000 cm-r. In these
complexes, the MLCT excited sktes are relatively low in energy.
Ligand loss photochemistry, which usually accompanies non-
radiative decay by thermal activation to dd stares, is either of
low efhciency or not observed, and dd states presumably play
a ne_sligible role in dictating the magnitude of z.
Another example is shown in the Os(tr) complexes containing
terpyridyl derivatives as the accepror ligands. In these ligands
¡here are three accepror rings compared to two for bipyridine.
[Os(tpy)3]2+ and [Os(bpy)¡]r+ have comparable energy gaps.
but the terpyridine complex exhibits a substanúally longer
Iifetime (296 ns compared ro 60 ns).¡? In a comparison of [Os-
(ttpy)312* and [Os(tptpy)r]?+, the latter has an energy gap 270
cm-r smaller than the former yet exhibirs a longer lifetime (2ó6
ns versus 236 ns).21 The Os(II) complexes incorporating bbpe
as an acceptor ligand provide another example. [Osftpy)2-
Inorganic Chemistn', Vol. 35, No. 8, 1996 2AS
bbpe
tptPy
(bbpe)12+" has an energy gap that is -1000 cm-l smaller than
[Os(bpy)¡]2*'. but thei¡ üfetimes are nearly the same. [(bpy):Os-
(bbpe)Os(bpy)2la+'emits even fu¡rher into rhe red (<11800
cm-r) but has a comparable lifetime.re Because l1Dqis -307o
larger for Os(II) compared to Ru(II), excited-state behavior for
Os(II) complexes tends to be free of complicating fearures
arising from dd states.lr
A combination of rigidity and delocalization may accounr
for the enhanced lifetimes of [Ru(bpy):(dpp)]2+ and [Ru(bpy):-
(dpq')l?* compared to [Ru(bpy)2(dpp)]r= and [Ru(bpy)2(dpq)]2+.
Delocalization plays a role as evidenced by the decrease in
emission energies. but the biplt'idine versus phenanth¡oline
comparison mentioned above suggests that the additional bond
linking the ring systems in dpp' and dpq'may play a role as
well.
There a¡e additional examples in tìe literature where extended
z systems and delocalization in the acceptor li-eand appear to
play a significant role. Examples include (Figure 2) i-biq,l3
dpop,?o HAT.25 dmch,l6 dppz.2, and rhe series tpy(phenyl),tpy
(n = 0, 1.21.:s A proper accounting must await a more
(22) ta) Jorgensen. C. K. Absorption Spectro and Chemical Bonding in
Complexes: Pergamon: London. 1962: p I la. (b) Koirer. E. M.t Meyer.
T. J. lnorg. Chem. 1983.22. 16t4.
(23) Juris. A: Barigelleni. F: Balzanr. V.l Belser. P.: von Zelewsky. A.
Inorg. Chem.1985. ?4. 202.
(24) (a) Ruminski. R. R.: Sewies. D.: Jacquez. M. Inorg. Chen. 1995.34.
3358. (b) Ruminski. R. R.l Freiheir. D.: Johnson. J.E.B. lnorg. Chim.
Acto 1994. 221. 27.
(25) (a) Buyl. F. d.: Mesmaeker. A K.: Tossi. A. J. Photochem. Photobiol..
A: Chem. 1991. ó0,27. (b) Sahia, R.: Rillema. D. P.: Shaver. R.:













(21) (a) Beley, M.: Sugihara, H.: Heisel. F.: Miehé.
A. J. Chem. 1991. 3175. (b) Betey. M.l
Chodorowski, . J.: Flamigni. L.: Barigelleui. F.
Inorg. Chem.
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dpop
tpy-(phenyl)¡-tpy
combination of both rigidity and delocalization in dpb as the
accepror li_gand, however. leads to an excited state lifetime (r
: 98 ns in acetonitrile at 298 K) Iong enoueh for eirher intra-
or intermolecula¡ elect¡on or energy t¡ansfer to compete with
excited-state decay.
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Figure 2. Ligand srructures where delocalizarion appears ro play a significanr role.
comprehensive analysis including spectral frtting and remper-
ature-dependent life¡ime measuremenrs for the Ru(tr) complexes.
Conclusions
On the basis of our observations, there are important
implications for non¡adiarive decay and for the design of MLCT
excited smtes. They point out rhat the energy gap law musr be
applied with ca¡e. As suggested by eq 5, ln,tn, and ln z-r may
vary with energy gap, but they also depend on 7 and Sy (eqs
4). Within the series [Os(phen)(L)¡]r*' and [Os(bpyXL)¿]2-',
.Sy has been found to vary linearly with f,o.rsa.toa.r7 As the
structure of the acceptor ligand is varied, the dependence of S¡1
on E6 will vary as well. Each accepror ligand should have its
own energy 
-eap dependence.
If applied systematically. rhe rigidiry and delocalization effects
offer new possibilities for the design of contolled excited-state
properties. For example. we recently reponed a synthetic
approach to "black" MLCT chromophores which absorb ap-
preciably th¡ou-ghout much of rhe near tfV-vis.re The energy
-saps of the excired states formed upon MLCT excitation are
small, e.g. E, . 11 800 cm-r for [Ru(dmb)(bpy(COOET)2)-
(dpb)l?+', which would normally lead to shon lifetimes. The
(26) Juris. A.: Balzani. V: Belser. P.: von Zelewsky. A. Helu. Chim. Acta
t98r. ó.r.1175.
(27) (a) Amouval. E.: Homsi. A.: Chambron. J.: Sauvage. J. J. Chem. Soc..
Dalton Trans. f 990. 1 841. (b) Hanshorn. R. M.: Èanon, l. K. J. Am.
C)tent. Soc.1992. I 11.5919
(28) (a) Collin. J.: Guillerez. S.: Sauva,ge. J.: Barigelleni. F.: De Cola. L.:
F'lamigni, L.: Bajzani. Y. Inorg. Chem. 1991. j0.4230. (b) Collin. J.l
Guillerez, S.: Sauvage. J. J. Chem. Soc., Clrcm. Commun. 1999,776.
(29) (a) Anderson. P. A.: Srrouse. G. F.: Treadway. J. A.: Keene. F. R.:
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Thesis, James Cook Universiry of Nonh Queensland. Ausmlia. 1995.
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Srrouse. G. F.: Treadway. J A. Manuscripr in prepararion.
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Spectral and Electrochemical Properties of the Diastereoisomeric Forms of
Azobis(2-pyridine)-Bridged Diruthenium Species
La¡¡¡ence S. Kelso, David A. Reitsma, and F. Richard Keene*
Depanment of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering. School of Molecula¡ Sciences,
James Cook University of North Queensland, Townsville. Queensland 48 ll, Australia
Receiued Januan' 24, 1996e
A series ofdinuclearcomplexes ofruthenium(Il) have been synthesized in which cr-azodiimines {such as azobis-
(2-pyridine). apy. and azobis(4-methyl-2-pyridine). rnapy) act as the bridge and 2.2'-bipyridine (bpy) or 4,4'-
dimethyl-2.2'-bipyridine (Me2bpy) as rhe rerminal ligands. The diastereoisomeric forms of each species {Âr\
(meso) and 
^A/^^ 
(rac)j have been separated by cation-exchange chromatography and characterized byrH-
NMR spectroscopy. Elecuonic spectral and electrochemical studies show there to be differences in inrer-metal
communication between the diaste¡eoisomeric forms in each case. Comparison of the spectroelect¡ochemical
behavior of the range of complexes has allowed unequivocal assignment of the site of the successive ¡educrion
processes observed in dinuclea¡ complexes of this type.
lntroduction
The stereoisomeric complexity of ligand-bridged polymetallic
molecula¡ assemblies based on tris(bidentate)metal cenrers has
only recently been addressed.l-6 The number of isome¡s in
such species increases exponenrially with nuclearity, and the
consequences of this stereoisomerism may well prove significant
in terms of intramolecula¡ electron and energy transfer processes.
In the simplest case of a dinuclea¡ species [{Ru(pÐz}z(p-
L)14= lwhere L is a symmetrical brid,eing ligand and pp is a
bidentate terrninal ligand), an examination of the two diastere-
òisomeric forms (Figure 1) shows a significant difference in
the rela¡ive orientations of the terminal ligands "above" and
"below" the plane of the bridging ligand. In the simplest case,
where the bridging ligand is 2,2'-bipyrimidine,r.r.6 or azobis-
(2-pyridine) as in the present study, the "above plane" ligands
are parallel in the AA/A.A (racemic) and onhogonal in rhe AA,/




4,4ldimethy - 2,2. bipyñó¡ne
Me2bpy
In addition to such stereochemical considerarions, the bridging
Iigand affects the degree of metal-metal interaction in di- and
oligonuclear complexes, as it determines the distance and
ø Absrrcct published in Aduance ACS Al>stracts, Aucusr l. 199ó.
( I) Reitsn)a. D. A.: Kecnc, F R. J. Chem Str., Dal¡oninuts. l})3. 2859.
(2) Anderson. P. A.: Deacon. C. B.l Haarmann. K. H.: Keenc. F. R.:
Mcyer. T J.: Reitsma, D. A.: Skelton. B. W.: Srrouse. C. F.: Thomas.
N. C.: Treadway. J A.: Whire. A H /nrrrg. Cìrcu. 1995..tJ.6145.
(3) Rutheriord. T J.: Quagliorro. M. G.: Kcenc. F R. /ror¡. C/rcrr. 1995.
.lJ, 3857.
(4) Huü. X: r'on Zelewskv. Ã. lntr¡1. Clteilt. l99l .ì¿r. j?9ô
(5) vo¡ Zelewsky. A. Chiuio 1994. J,S.33 l.
(ó) Huu. X.: von Zelewsk¡.,,\. lnor¡¡. C/r¿rl. 1995. .U. -57()1.
G
AA/h (rac)
Figure l. Diastereoisomeric forms (meso and ¡ac) of [{Ru(bpy):}:-
(¡-apy)lt- and ring-numbering scheme used for NMR discussion.
relative orientation of the metal centers, and influences through-
space electronic coupling ¡nd the degree of through-bond
communication (via ligand-metal orbital overlap).7's
Ligands possessing the azo functionality have exuemely low-
lying z* orbitals and rre strongly z-accepting.q-r't Moreouer.
(7) Kalyanasundaram, K.: Nuzeeruddin. M. K. Inorp Chim ,lc¡n 1994.
l:ó. r i
(8) Balzani. V : Scandola. F Supranolctttl<tr Phoro<'httnist4". Ellis
Horuood: Cbichester. U K. l99l: p {1?
(9) Emst. S D: K¿im. \À'. /nor.r¡ Clrcn 1989. -'ó'. l5:0
(10) Krause. R. A.: Krause. K lnorg. C/re¿r. l9tì0. /9. ló00.
(ll) Krause. R. A.: Krausc. K /aor,q. Chcr¡. l9tll :/. lTlJ
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Azobist2-pyridine)-Bridged Dirurhenium Species
dinuclear complexcs in which ligands such as azobis(2-pyridine)
function as the bridg,e have comproportionation constants (Kc)
in excess ol l0s for the diruthenium case ¿Ìnd hence exhibit a
very high degree of metai-metal inreraction.T.e.lj ló l,- Bndging
ligands of this rype also a¡e found ro enhance the structural
dif'ferences between the diasrereoisomers of such dinuclea¡
spec les.
Despite the inrense interesr in dimerallic polypyridyl com-
plexes. studies of their properties have been based almost
exclusively on nonseparated isomeric mixtures so that reponed
data may be thought of as an average of the cont¡ibutions of
each form The high degree of meral-meral interaction wirhin
o-azodiimine-bridged dinuclear complexes. coupled with struc-
rural dissimilarities b€tween the diasrereoisomeric pain. prompted
an examination of the spectral and electrochemical behavior of
the different forms. By subtle vanarion of the bridge via
incorporation of ring substituents (e.g methyl groups) the
electronic cha¡acter of the resulting complexes may be probed.
The photophysical and elecrochemical effecs of variations in
the terminal (nonbridging) ligands upon rhe bridge also wa¡ranr
examinadonlE and may be probed in a similar manner.
In the present work. we describe the synthesis of a series of
mono- and dinuclear complexes containing q-azodiimine ligands
such as azobis(2-pyridine) and azobis(4-methyl-2-pyridine)
{abbreviated apy and mapy, respecrively} and assess the
influence of the bridge on metal-meral a¡d also metal-li_eand
interactions Significantly. differences in va¡ious propenies of
the separated diaste¡eoisomers of o.-azodiinune-bridged di-
nuclea¡ ruthenium(II) complexes are observed.
Experimental Section
Physical Measurements, Electronic spectra B.ere recorded using
a Cary' 5E UV-vis-near-IR spectrophoromere¡. NMR specrra were
recorded on a Bruker Aspecr 4M3000 specrromerer. Elecrrochemical
measuremenß were r¡ade in a Vacuum Atmospheres drvbox (Ar) using
a Bioanrlvtical S],srems (BAS) l00A elec¡rochemical analvzer Cyclic
a¡d diftèrential pulse volnmmeries were carried out in a three-electrode
cell usine a plarinum microdisk working electrode. with a plaúnum
coun(er elecrrode. All porenrials are quored relarive ro an Ag/AgNO;
reference electrode (0.01 M in CHrCN), which is 0095 V carhodic of
the lènocene/ferrocenium couple as an inrernal standa¡d Elemenøl
anaiyses u,ere performed u'irhin rhe School of Molecular Sciences.
JCUNQ. The successive oxidized and reduced forms of rhe dinuclea¡
species were selectively generated and characterized a súu by elecronic
absoçtion specrroscopv using a crvostaric optically transparent thin-
la¡,er electrochemical (OTTLEI celÌre in conjucrion wirh a Perkin-Elmer
Lambda 9 LIV-vis-near-lR specrrophorometer.
Materials. 3-Aminop¡ridine. sodium roluene-.l-sulfonare. sodium
ciitoiuoyi-l - )-tanrate. l.l:bip),ridine. -1.-l'-dimerhvl-3.2'-bipyridine (åll
Adrich ). 2-amino-J-merhylp.vridine (Fluka), RuCh.-ìH:O (Srrem), and
commercial grade NaOCI (ll.-59c wA,, Su,imtiee pool chlorine) were
used as supplied Thè clecrrolytc terra-n-butvlammonium perchlorare
{ffrr-C.H"r.N]ClO:l purunì. Fluka) u'as recrysrallizetl from erhvl ucerare/
hexlne and dr¡eri ¡t 6(l 'C unrier vacuunt, Spectral grade aceronitrile
(Sienìa) u,as used lbr ull specrroscopic and elecrrochemical nre¡sure-
ments. A¡l other rea!:cnr grade solvents u,ere used withour lurrhe¡
puri ficat i on.
tlit Krc.¡cik. irl.: Zrlis. S.: KIllur J:S¡-korr. D.: lvlrrhcis. S : Klcirr. A.:
K¡inr. \À lttty Clunt, 199-1. -.11. -ìj6l
(l-l) Crrrqirnri S : CIr;rltrrrnr. Â lt.: Ch¡rkirvrr¡rr . A lrnrg. Cltt,tu lt)1i2,
_./. t;il
tl--ql llcsrel. C -\: Nl¡r-rrrucei. J Â: Àequu-ve. I ll.: l{ubrno. R, S.;
Crrndrrll. J,: lircitrno A. J ; Trkcuchi, K J /rrrrrlq Circ¿¡ I99.ì. .Ìl
5l?()
{ l()l Êrn\t S: K¡¡s¡reL. \': K¡tilì. \\' /arr.i. ('/r¿,¡ lgllll.17, I l.ló
( i7) Krinr. \\ : Krrlrlnr¡rll- S ttttt.y (-hrn l9tì7 l¡.r. r'il
r ìli) (;iutlìi(lr (ì : Crrrrprr-:nr S (-turil Cl¡<'t¡¡ ß1,t, lÐ,¡ /.l.r jl7
rl()) J)url. C l\{: }lcrrh (ì À /rrrr.q ('ltrn l99l..trl. l5:8.
Inorganic Chenistn,, Vol. 35, No. lB, t99ó 5l4S
3 (3-s%). Mp: tt4.5-s5 .c (lit.,, 85-8ó .C). rH_NMR (CD.CNl. ó
8.74 (H6d. d).8.(X) (HJ.'. dd).7.80 (Hrr'. d).7.ö.t (H5s,. dd). ThelH-NMR spectrum in CDCIr was consistent with a literuture rcpon.¡l
Azobis(.t-methl,l-2-p¡'ridine), map5'. A rapirlly srine<J solurion of
sodium hypochlorirc (500 cmr. 12.5?c w/v) was chilled in an xcerone/
dry ice slush burh unril solids be,qan ro precipirrre, To rhis was added
(all at once) a solurion of 2-amino-.t-merhylpyridine { ll.l g in l:l
CHrCN/H:O (120 cmr¡). Srining and cooling were conlinued tbr 4
min, after which the resulting orange solution was extracted rapidly
with diethyl erher 1-1 x 100 cmr.¡. Berween e;¡ch exrracrion, rhe
remaining aqueous layer was rechillcd, since the continuing relction
of unreacred sraning marerial with hypochlorire ion is exothermic. The
organic layers were combined and dried over anhydrous Na?SO¡, and
the solvenr was removed to sive an orange solid. The crude producr
was purifìed as for apy. An oranse crvsralline producr was obtained
afrer rwo recrvstallizarions from petroleum e(her (ó00 cmr. bp 60-g0
'C). Yield 3.14 g(29Ç.). Mp: 143.5-t-15 "C (lir.:i 149-l jl oC). rH-
NMR (CDCI¡l: ð 8.61 ¡¡1oo'. d).7.8:1¡1.t:'. d), ?.27 (H5-'', dd),2+6
(CH;. s). Anal. Calcd fbr C¡2H¡3rr-r: C. ó7.9: H. 5.70: N. 2ó 4
Found: C.67.3: H,5.ó7: N,3ó.2.
[Ru(pp)zL]:' (Il). Mononuclearcomplexes were prepared tiom rhe
appropriare lRll(ppl:Cl:] precursor:¡ and an excess ol rhe bridging
o-azodiimine.:5 In a rvpical reacrion. [Ru(Melbpy):Cl:ì (500 mgl 0.925
mmol) and ap)'(5ll mg-?.77 mmol) were refluxed in 507. aqueous
methanol (50 cmr) for lh under N:. The solvenr was removed. and
the solids were redissolved in merhanol (5 cmr) fbr puriñcation via
gel permearion chromaro,sraphv using a column of Sephadex LH-20
as suppon and merhanol as eluenr. The major clarer-red producr band
eluted first. followed bv a red-orange band of apy. The producr band
was evaporared to dryness. ¡he residue redissolved in warer. ùe solution
frkered ro remove anv remaining solids, ¡nd rhe Frlrrare dilured ro a
toui volume of 150 cm'r. Sarurared aqueous KpF6 solurion (8 cmi)
was added dropwise ro rhe srineci solurion. and rhe precipirared
hexatìuorophosphare salr was collecred via vacuum filtrarion. washed
with diethyl erher. and air-dried. Recrystallizarion was achieved from
acetone/dierhyl erher. [Ru(apy)(bp]¡):l(pFc):.C¡H6O: vield 210 mg
(5170). Anal. Calcd for RuC.¡Hr¡NsOP:Fr:: C.41.9: H. 3.20: N. 11.9.
Found: C. al.5: H, 2.87: N. 13.0 rH-NMR (CD¡CN): ð 8.5S. 8.51.
8.40, H¡be,. dd). 7 .52. 7 .,t8.7 .17 .
7.25 ( p". d). 8.85. 7.52 (Hr"p,. d).
8.24. dd). 7.S8. 7.89 (H6,e;, d).
[Ru(a (609c). Anal. C¡lcd for
RuC3,H3¡N¡P¡F¡2: C. .{3.3: H. 3.42: N. I 1.9. Found: C. -13.8: H. 3.27:
3. 8.35. 8.2 s).
7.37. 7.29. ñÍ,y,
. 8.79. 7.51 .8_5
8ó.7.92 rH ),)-
mg (91?c¡ t'or
RuCrsH¡rNrOosP:Fr:: C. J23: H. -ì.28: N. IIL Found: C. a3.9:
H.3.06: N. 11.0. 8.5t.8.{0. E.l4 (Hròr".
d).8.18. S.l I.8.1 . ?..+7.;.:l(H,rnr.,låi.
7..18. 8.06. 7.:7. (H,,,,.n". dr. l.só. l.:ì3
(CHr,"¡,. s).7.J9. Ho,-n"..j1. IRu(m.¡py)-(Me:bp),):l(PF"l:: Anrl. C¿lccl t'or
RuCr,Hr,N¡P:Fr:: C, l-I..i: H. j 7 j: N. j 1.5. Fountl: C. 15. l: H. .ì.5tì:
N. ¡1.1. rH-NivlR rCD,CNr: ô S.J:. lì.-3.j. S.lJ. S.(19 rH,v*,nr,,. s).
1.57. 1.51. :..i1, l.l3 (Cì1iil"¡np,. sr. 7.j(r. ?.17. ? 16. ?.0.ì rl.i r,".u".
{l0t Kirprrl. A.: Rcircr. L. Clt¿tn. ß(t lg2i'. ôo.66J.(l I ) Brlrlwin. D r\.: Lcrcr. A. B p.: prrisll. R. V. /rrar.i, ( l¡t,t¡t 1969 ,\.
l 07.
rl:) ..\tt. Pn¡ . ().ì.1.(23) \À.:TrYlt¡ , .\ìr.. 195J, Illil.
(l'J ) hidu. ivl., ri.: ¡irrrrrrursr¡. K.:
(:5) lil:å.:íf 'î i''ii;,,;'¿.,,,.,,,
5746 ltrorguttic Cltcnti,çtn. V¡¡1. -15. No lii, 199(>
(l).7.16 7lij. i ()5 7.lrì {ll('y,,.¡¡". rlr. li 65.7.ìc 1llì",,,,,,. d). I67. l.ll
(CIl,*a.. r¡. ?.Jt).7 lj ll'l',,,,,n.. d(l).7(,7 î7(r ill'',,,.,,,". tit
llRutppr¡l¡1p-1,)lJ (lll). Tvpicull¡. I rnol cc¡uir' ol llìr¡tnn,rClrl
irnd 1.5 rììol cr¡uir ol'lRulpp¡.ì.ì: wcrc dissolvctl in r 509i rc]ucous
nìctlìilnol solLrtion unrlcr N¡ 'ì'hc nlixturc wrs rclluxctl lirr itt lcnst -i
days. ÅgNOr (3 rnol er¡trir')nn(l llìu(pp):Clrl ( I nrol cquir') çerc ¡dtlcd
to thc solutit¡n crch d;r¡, Thc rrixlure wrs liltc'recl tCclitcl:tnd thc
filtrrtc conccntnrtcd ()D I roti¡r\, cvitPorrtor Pt¡ril'icrlìon wrs rchicvetl
by cution-cxclrunge chronr¡tograph¡ tSP-Sephadex C-15: clucnt 0,i
M NrCll Scprration ùl lhc diûstereoisonr¿rs untl resolution oi thc rcc
fonns wcre âchicvcd by cltion-exhange chromûlocfirphv on (he samc
sup¡:orl usirrr 0l-5 lvl sodium toluene-J-sullonute und 0.]-i VI sodium
ditoluoyl-(-)-trnrate solutions as eluents. Ícspectivelv 1j The pro<Jucl
wils precipitated rs the PF(,- salt b¡'rdtjition ol u sutur'¡[ed solu[ion ol'
KPFo to the sreen eluenr. The green solid was collected rnd washed
with a clilute KPFo solution. [{Ru(bpy):,tr(.¿¿-apy)](PF6)J: yìeld 527c.
[{ Ru( Me¡bpy t¡}1(a-apy t]( PF6tr: yield I I % [{ Rut bpy t2}3(,a-mapy)]-
(PFo).: rield40%. isomer Âtio meso:rac: i.8:ì, [{Ru(Me:bpy):}:-
(l¿-mapv)l(PFn)]: vield 90% [(bpy l:Ru(/¿-m¿py)Ru(lvle]bpy):l(PFõ)1:
yield 79ctc. isomer ratio meso:rac : I 67: I.
Microanalytical datr are provided tbr the rwo di¿stereiosomeric forms
of one dinucleu species. [{Ru(lvle:bpy):}:)(¡-apvl](PF6¡. by way of
an example Anal. Calcd for m¿so-[{Ru(Me:bpy):}:Xl¿-apy)](PFr)..
Ru:C.rHsoNr:P,F:¡: C.40.9: H.3 il: N.9.8. Found: C. al.3: H. i 08:
N, 9.4. Anal Calcd for rac-[{Ru(Melbpy):}:)l¿¿-apy)](PFo),'2H:O.
Ru:CssHmN¡:O:P"F:¡: C. 40.0: H. 3 48: N. 9.6 Found: C. 39.8: H.
3 I ll N. 9.1. ln general. characterization of dinuclear species was
achieved using rH-NMR and electrochernica) techniques (see Resuits
and Discussion), as microanalyses are not paniculÍuly discriminating
for larger molecules.
Results and Discussion
Syntheses. The o-azodiimine ligands apy and mapy were
obtained by oxidation of 2-aminopyridine and 2-amino-4-
methylpyridine. respectively, in sodium hypochlorite solution.
The rrans isomer is thermodynamically prefened.rs'13 and after
purification there was no evidence from ¡H-NMR studies of
any of the cr.r form being present.
The reaction between [Ru(pp):Cl:] (pp : bpy or Merbpy)
and excess L (L = apy or mapy) proceeds at reflux in 50Vo
aqueous methanol. Mononuclear complexe:s of the form [Ru-
(pp)ll-ll'were isoiated as hexafluorophosphate salts and were
used rs precursors in the synthesis of dinuclear species.
The dinuclear complexes were generally prepared by the
reaclion of excess [Ru(pp)3Cl:J with [Ru(pp)2L]:* in aqueous
methanol in the presence ofAg'. The aÍachment ofthe second
metal center to the bridging ligand (to -sive [(pp):Ru(#-L)Ru-
(pp):l'*) is not a facile step. and the typical synthesis required
days of refluxing and periodic additions of both excess [Ru-
(pp):Cl:l and AgNOr. The large activation barrier ¡o the
formation of apy-brid-eed dimers tiom monomeric precursors
has previously been attributed to steric interactions between the
6- and 6'-protons of the bridge and the coordinating nitrogen
atoms of adjacent ligands.e't; The azobis(2-pyridine) bridging
ligands are exceptions to the "charge transfer assisted poly-
nuclestion" phenomenon, in which dimer formation is tacili-
tâ!ed.e'r?:ô All attempts to prepare the dinuclear complexes
directly from the bridging ligand and a stoichiometric excess
of [Ru(pp):Cl:] -save diminished yields compared with the two-
step route. Previous work panially a<Jdressed these synthetic
difficulties by the use of higher boiling solvents t I -buranol) and
ex¡ended reaction times. r('
Separation of Diastereoisomcric Pairs. We have previously
shown that the diastereoisomeric pairs of ligantl-bridged di-
nuclear polypyridvl conrpounds may bc scparated hy cation-
(2ól Kohlnrrnn. S.: Emrt. S : Kaint. \\', r\rtgt'x (-hcnt tnt lrl. lìtgi 19E5.
Kels() et al.
exchange chronrittography I By use ol' this chromatographic
lechniquc. the dilstcreoisomers ul'alI fivc dinuclcar comprlunds
wcrc scpiln¡ted within l f0 cm column length. consideritbly lcss
than the column length required Ior the separation ol'compouncls
in whiclr 1.2'-bipyrintidinc (bpm) ancl 3.3-bis(3-pyridyl )pyrazine
(dpp) werc the bricjging Li!¡ùnds.l
The relative ease ol- separation ma¡' be rationalized in terms
of the stereocheniistry, As described ¡bove. [he diasteretriso-
mers dit'fer in terms of'the relative orientation oi the terminal
ligrnds lr'þ:; ln the case where the briclging ligand is an
o.-azodiimine (rather than bpm or dpp). th¿ diifèrences are even
more pronounced. ¡s the offìet position ol' the metal centers
places the "âbove plane" ligands almost coplanâr in the AA,/
t\A (rac) isomer (Figure S1. Supponing lnformation).
An interesting observacion during the separation was the
noticeable difference in the color of the diastereoisomers on
the colunì.n. The first band was dark green and che second band
olive green for all five dinuclea¡ compounds.
Most of the dinuclear compounds investigated were found
to have only a slight diastereoisomeric excess favoring lhe meso
form. which was eìuted first. However, for the comPlex [{Ru-
(bpy):):(l-mapy)14* the isomer ratio (assessed by rH-NMR
integration) was 3.8:1. A preference for the nr¿so diastereoi-
somer would be predicted on stereochemical grounds. as
examination of models reveals Possible inter-ligand interactions
in the r¿c form.
Previous studies of o-azodiimine-bridged dinuclea¡ com-
pounds suggested that only one diastereoisomer is observed.l3
The current work clearly shows the presence of both isomers-
In the previous studies, ùe reactions were performed at hi-eher
temperatures and it is possible that unde¡ such conditions one
isomer may dominate. Additionally, the purification lechniques
used previously may have excluded one isomer due to the
differences in solubilities of the diastereoisomeric forms.
Resolution of r¿c (AA/ÂÂ)-[{Ru(Me:bpy)}:0¡-apy)]¿=.
The four "symmeüical" dinuclea¡ compounds prepared in this
study (i.e. those with the same terminâl ligands on both me¡al
centers) have two dias¡ereoisomers, one racernic (consisting of
the AA/ÂÂ enantiomeric pÀirs) and the olher a n¿so (AÂ) form.
Consequently, the resolution of one of the diastereoisomers
would unequivocally establish is identity as rac We have
developed chromatographic methods for separation of enanti-
omers by ion-exchange chromatography. using chiral eluents.'ì 23
Resolution of the species corresponding to band 1 and band 2
of [{Ru(Me:bpy)}:(p-apy)]u= from the seParation of the dias-
tereoisomers was anempted by cation-exchange chromatography
using an aqueous solution of sodium toluoyl-(+)-ta¡üate as the
eluent. Band 2 was found to separate in¡o two bands-the
isola¡ed carions of which had equal and opposite ORD
curves-allowing the assignment of band 2 as the rac form. The
rH-NMR studies desèribed below are consistent with this
assen¡on.
¡H-NMR Stud¡es. The 'H-NMR data for the mononuclea¡
and dinuclea¡ compounds are listed in Table l. The notation
used for the pyridine rings in the terminal ligands of the two
diastereoisomeric forms is shown in Figure l.
In each case, the H'r to Hô protons of each pyridyl nng show
the normal coupling pttterns.:"'n) and assignments were made
on the basis of COSY spectra (an example is given in Figure 2
(3?) Huge. R.: Dijkhuis. A. H. J.: Harsnoot. J. C.: Prins. R.: Reedjik. J :
Buchrnan. B E: Vos. J G. lnorg. C/¡cnr l9tllì. :7 ll85
l3tìl Reitsnta. D À: KÈenc. F, R Manuscript in prcpitrrtiort
(29t Bolgcr. J. A.: Ferguson. C.: Junrc¡. J P : Lttn5 C,: irleArcllc. P : \'or,
J C. J Cl¡c¡t. Stu . Dúltut l¡r¿rr 1993. 1577
(30) Orcllanu. C.. Iburrr. C A.:5antoro. ) lu,r.q ('ìn'ut. ¡91t8.:7.
I 015?J 6SJ
Azobis(2-pyridine)-Bridged Dirutheni um Species
Tuble l, -3(X) MHz rH-NMR Dara,, lor rhe Dinuclear
Inorganic Chemist4'. Vt¡l 35, No tt, 1996 5147
Complexes Used in This Srudr- (PFr,- Salrsl CDrCN Solvenr)
[ { Ru( bpy):}:-
(g-apy)lu-
[{Ru(bpy):}:- [{Ru(Me3bp¡-¡¡}¡


























































































































































































































































































" For ring designation' see Figure 3. Hr is a doublet (d) and a singler (s¡ when rhe rerminal I gand is bpy and Me¡bp¡,, respecrivelyl HI is ddtbpy) or.s_(i.e. CHr: Me:bp.v): Hs is dd (bpy) ot d (Me¡bpy)¡ Hó is d in borh cases. Coupling conslans (Hz): J3_¡ = E, J"_¡ = g, "/._o = 5.J¡--s = I 2. J¡-¡ = 1.2. ô For the methyl-subsrituted pvridvl rings the methyl insread of rhe H¡ chemical shifr is indiccred. . AÂ and ÂÂenanlromers.
ior the specres zrzVu\zr-[(Me3bpy)?Ru1¿-mapy)Ru(bpy):lr-) and
selective IH-decoupling experimenc. [n the case where methyl-
substitured pyridyl rings were presenr (Melbpy a¡d mapy), rhe
chemical shift of the merhyl singler is provided in Table I in
place of the H{ signal. The connectivit),between the two pyridyl
rings of each ligand was esrablished by NOE experimenrs. The
Hi protons show an NOE to the adjacent Hr proton on the
connected pyridyl ring of the sanle ligand. For erampÌe, in
)lr* the Hi proton
and Hr on ring C
re S2. Supponing
for rhe l¡csr,, {ÂÀ)
dimers in an anal<lgous mânner,
For the mononuclear compounds. there are six r.listinguishable
pyridyl rings The coordinared apy (or mapy) Iigan<J is
unsymmctricul, and hence there tre four bpy (or Melbp¡,)
^r,-:¡.,r ^-.,:-^-p ¡ruj¡ Lilr¡rv¡¡rrruills út¡u twu up) \ol ¡llup\,) pynu),1 cnvlrotì-
ments. fn the dinucletr complexes in u,hich thc two met¡ìl
centers have the same terminal ligands. the racemic form (ÀA/
ÂÂ) has C: and rhe meso fotrrL (ÂÀ) has C point group
sym.metry-accordingly both species shou, five pyridyl environ_
ments. On the other hand, both diastereoisomers of the .'mixed'.
[(bpy):Ru(p-mapy)Ru(Me:bpv)2]r* species have l0 pyridyl
environments.
The mosr notable aspect of rhe rH-NMR spectroscopic studies
is the difference in the spectra between the dirstereoisomeric
Ir is epparenr thar the liglnrJ geometry
hemicaÌ shift thun nìethyl subs(iruriorì.
ies, the assignnlent of'tlìc rcsotìùnces
ual termrnal ligantis is huscd on rhc
Sl4Íl lnorgunic Chentistn', V<tl. 35, Nt¡ 18, 1996 Kclstt ct al
200 400 600 800
Lnm
Figure l. LIV-r'isible absorption spectra (CH¡CN solution) of
[{Ru(bpy):}:(¡-aPy)](PFó¡: neso (-): rac (- - -1.
discussed above. leads to the complete assignment of all the
protons in these dinuclea¡ complexes.
The iH-NMR analysis is consistent with the desi-qnation of
the band 1 eluant as the meso isomer.
Electronic Spectroscopy. The absorption spectra of the
complexes show intense bands in the UV re-eion. with ba¡ds in
the visible region (assigned as arising from MLCT transitions)
at ca. 510 nm for the mononuclear species and ar ca. 380 and
770 nm for the dinuclea¡ compounds. As an example. the
absorprion spectra of the two diasrereoisomers of IiRu(bpy):]:-
(p-apy)lt' are presented in Figure 4. and in the inset the
expansion of the absorption arising from the lowest energy d(Ru)
- z*Qt-apy) Eansition reveals a difference in MLCT energy
between the two forms: i.e. there is a red shift of -7 nm for
¡Jne rac compared with the meso form. The stereochemistry
also affecrs the d(Ru) - z*(bpy) úansition; the shoulder ar 400
nm for the rz¿so isomers is enhanced for the rac isomers. For
the complex [{Ru(bpy):}:(¡.¿-apy)]r- the l".u* is at 393 nm with
the shoulder at 375 nm (see inset, Figure 4). We a¡e not aware
of other repons of a significant difference in such physical
propenies of li-eand-bridged diastereoisomers. There have been
numerous assenions that stereochemistry will have little int-lu-
ence on physical propenies in circumstances where mixtures
of isomers were investigated.e'¡l It is apparent now that the
stereochemisûJ does influence the elecúonic transitions and the
inter-metal communicâtion.
The difference in specual characteristics of the diastereoi-
someric forms of these complexes might also be rationalized
in terms of variations in solvation. Although the data a¡e
reponed in acetonitrile solution, simila¡ t¡ends are observed in
a number of solvents, which gives less credence to this
altemative explanation. In any case, the differences still
originate from stereochemical factors.
As well as the stereochemical influences on the electronic
transitions, there are substituent effects. The shoulder at 400
nm discussed above is enhanced for dinuclea¡ complexes with
bpy compared to complexes containing Melbpy terminal ligands.
Similarly, the shoulder at 830 nm is not present for complexes
with the Melbpy terminal ligands. The dimers with the mapv
bridge exhibir an additional shoulder at 420 nm.
The addition of methyl substituents to terminal polypyridyl
ligands raises the energy of the d(Ru) orbital, lowerins the d(Ru)
(31) Denti. G.: Crnrparnu. S.: Scnoni. S.: Cirno. iVl.: Brlzrni. V J .Ur¡.




















































Figure 2. COSY rH-NMR specrn¡m for AA/AÀ-[(bpy):Ru(l-mapy)-
Ru(Melbpytll¿- (300 MHz in CDrCN).
9.0O 8.00 ppm 7.001 6.00
Figure 3. 300 MHz ìH-NMR spcctra (CDTCN) of diasrereoisomers
of [iRu(Me3bpy)¡]31¡-mapy)ì'-: (a) meso (A^)l (b) rac (AÂ"/ÀÂ).
diffe¡ential ring cunent effect of the two ligands above (or
below) the plane of the bridge between the two diaste¡eoisomers
(refer to Figure l). There a¡e four environments for the H6
protons of the terminal ligands, two over the bridge and two
directed away from ir. The H6 protons over the bridge will
show the greatest change in chemical shift be¡ween the two
isomers. ln one environment the H6 protons (of rings A and
E) are positioned over the apy (or mapy) pyridyl rings and in
the other "over bridge" environment the Hó prorons (of rings C
and G) are over the azo moiety. For rhe complex [{Ru(Me¡
bpy):):(p-apy)l¡+ the H6 proton of ring E is 0.9 ppm upfield of
the H6 proton of ring A and the H6 proton of ring G is 0.14
ppm downfreld of the same proton in ring C. Examination of
models reveals that the H6 proton on ring E lies directly over
the pyridyl ring of the ligand positioned across rhe bridge (rhe
o¡her ring El see Figure l) and is in a considerably shielded
environment compared to the Hó proton on ring A. which is
directly in the plane of the pyridyl ring (ring C) across the
bridge. The H6 protons of nngs C and G a¡e not direcily over,
or in the plane of, the ligand i¡cross the bridge and experience
less anisotropy. The Hô proron of ring G is in r slightly
deshielding environment conrpared to the H6 proron on ring C.
The aSsignment of the two H6 environments over the bridge in
each diastereoisomer, in association with the connectivity
b
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Table 2. Electronlc Spectral and Elecrrochemical Data for Mono- and Dinuclea¡ Ruthenium(ll) Complexes in This Study (CH¡CN Solvenr)
mononuclear complex abs max,i. nm (log e ) Ev¡-cr," eV AE"r-u,¡ V
[(bpy):Ru(apy)]:'
































- z*(u-apy) MLCT energy.3l The presence of methyl sub-
stituents on the bridge raises rhe zr level. This is demonst¡a¡ed
by the bathochromic shift of the d(Ru) - ¡r*(!-apy) transi¡ion
in complexes containing merhyl-subsrirured ligands (Table 2),
as for each pair of methyl subsriruenrs (either on rhe bridge or
on the terminal ligands) the MLCT absorprion is red-shifred by
3 nm.
The large (250 nm) bathochromic shift upon coordination of
a second [Ru(bpy):]:+ moiety has been observed previously.e
Methyl subsrituents on the ¡erminal (bpy) or bridging (¡-apy)
ligands inerease sueh a shift by 6-15 nm as a resulr of rhe
increased ligand o-donor strengrh, the grearest effecr being
observed for [{Ru(Me2bpy):}:(ø-mapy)]t*.
Electrochemistry. The redox couples in both rhe anodic and
cathodic regìons were determined for each mononuclea¡ and
dinuclear qneeies nqino hnrh ¡v¡li¡ vnltrmmar^, //-V'r rnÀ
\v I / '!¡¡v
differenrial pulse voltammetry (DPV) methods, rhe larter provicJ-
t.64 t.42 Q ?E
1.62 t.44
ing the greater precision and resolution. The close proximity
to each other of the successive later ligand reductions rendered
difficult the determination of some E¡71 values from cyclic
voltammetry. In these cases E¡73 was calculated using the peak
po(ential (Ep) from DPV, since
Er: Ë,,=- (PA)12 (l)
where PA is the pulse amplirude.33
For mononuclear complexes of the form [Ru(pp):L]:+, all
displayed one meral-cenrered oxidation (Rutlrrtt¡ and four ligond
reductions, each of which appeared to be a reversiblc rcdox
process Table 3 summa¡izes the electrochemical dat¡ obtainecl.
(32) Anderson, P A.: Strouse.C. F.:Treüdu,ay.J À : Kecne. F R : Illeycr,
T. J. inttrg. Chent. 1994, -t-1, ll{ó1.







7ó8 (4.4r) l.ól 1.37 0.52 8.79a^/^ 283 (4.92)
380 (4.19)
715 (4.42) 1.60 r r.40 0.53 8 96
[{Ru(bpy)2}2(ø-mapy)]a* A^ ?46 (4.62)
283 (4.93)
3i1 (4.t5)





767 (4.32) 1.62 1.44 049 8.?8
[{Ru(Me:bpy):}:(t-mapy)]"* A^ 282 G,9?)
379 (4.1 l )




118 (4.37) t.s9 1.39 0.51 8.62
[(bpy):Ru(¿-mapy)Ru(Mezbpy)2]'- A^/^A 255 (4.62,
283 (4.93)
378 (4. r5)
766 (4.32) t.62 1.39 0.50 8.45aÁ/^^ 258 (4.ó0)
284 (4.92)
382 (4. l2
773 (4.3r) l.ó0 t.4t 0.52 8.79
'Energy for the lowest energy MLCT absorption. å Difference between the first oxidarion and fi¡st reducrion porential. . Difference between
thc first ¡wo oxida¡ion pocntials oÍ ùc dinuclca¡ complexes. r' i(. is calculared comproponionâtion constanr.
51-i0 /rrrr,r.i¿rrir Cltcnti.rtn. Vol -î5, No. lfi, 1996 Kclso et al.
T¿blc.ì. lìetlo¡r I)otcrrtills lV vs Ag/r\g') lìrr Vlono- antl Dinuclctr IìutheniunlllllC()nlplcrcs (C¡l,CN/0 I ì!l ltrr-C,l 1,,)rNlClO¡ Strlvcntl"
6li:..,:, /jr¡:,,.,r, Erl].rdrr, 1:r':¡¡¡¡:, 1:t¿:'.,1r' É-¡r:,"¡,¡' É-1,':^.1s, lttitlntnt
I R u( ilp\' ,r bp)'l: I r '
I Ru I lrpv tr i'vl c.h¡rv t- l: '
I Iìut nrap¡'tlbpr 11lr-
IRutrrapr t( lvlrrbp) )2 ]r-
AA-[ [Rut hpy t¡ ]¡1.rr-upy ) lr-
ÂA/,^,\-i{ Rui bpy ):} :(.¿r-apy I l"
Á r\- [ { R u( ìvlelbpy ): }:(¿r-apy }lr
AÂ/,\Â-[ i Rur ìVlcrbp.,-):]:( rr-¿p], ll'-
ÀÂ-i { Rur bpy rl}:(rr-rnapy)J'-
A,l/AA-[ { Ru1 boy): } :(¡i-rnapy )]'-
ÂA-[ { Ru( ìvle3bpy ):i:(¡¡-map), l]'-























































































- r.s3 - r.95
I
"Calculated from DPV measurements (eq I). /'Two-electron reduction.
Table 4. Porenrial Differences (LE = 8.,,,. - 8 .,,,) be¡ween lhe Diasrereoisomeric Forms of ¡he Dinuclear Species (mV vs Äg/Ag- Reference
Eìectrode)"
dinuclear complex ÀEo,r:r AEo"rrr ÀErdrrr AEr¿r:r AErc¿t:rr À8,.¿,¡, ÀErc¿rsr AE,.¿ro,
[{Ru(bpy;2}1ça-apy)]'-
[{Ru (Melbp¡,11} 1(.r -ap.v) ]'*
[{Rulbpy ):}:(¡-mapy)J¿-
[ { Ru(lvf e:bpy):}:(t-mapy )]r-
[(bpy)1Ru{r-mapy}Ru(Me2bpy)2]J-
n Assessed from DPV measurements.
The bridging cr-azodiimine ligands employed in lhis study are
more z-accepting than the terminal ligands (bpy. Melbpy),er3
and consequently the first two electrons added to these
complexes a¡e localized on the q.-azodiimine, as the second
reduction process occurs at less cathodic potentials than any
possible bpy-centered reduction. This has previously been
confìrmed using spectroelectrochemistry. Ii
The presence of methyl subsrituents on eùher the cr-azodi-
imine or the bpy-type ligands affecs the apy-centered reduction
potentials. Conversely, methylation of Epy ligand has no
noticeable effect upon the bpy-centered reductions. The
consequence of changing from bpy to Me:bpy is to shift the
two apy reductions -50 mV more cathodic, while the third and
founh redox couples move -100 mV. A comparison of the
apy to the mapy complex shows -40 and -35 mV cathodic
shifs (respectively) in only the first two couples. Since
interchanging ligands also raises or lowe¡s the d ìevels of the
metal center. corresponding shifts in the oxidative Rul¡ul couple
afe observed.
Previous studies have noted the correlation between AEo*¡,.¿
(the potential difference between the couples associated with
the metal-based oxidation and the first ligand-based reduc-
tion-and therefore between the HOMO and LUMO energy
levels) and Evr_cr (the Ènergy ¿ssociated wi¡h the lowest MLCT
absorption) for a selection of tris(bidentate)ruthenium(II) com-
plexes containing polypyridyl ligand5.'ìr-ro There a¡e some
notablÈ exceprions, including complexes containing the ligand
dipyrido[3.2-c:2',3rejpyridazine (taphen),]? 3n where it has been
suggested the reduction involves popularion of the LUMO (zr*)
level while the MLCT absorption involves a t¡ansition to the
(34) Dodswonh. E. S.: Lever. A. B P CÍ¿nr. Pht's h,¡¡.1985. //9. ól
135) Dodswonh. E S.: Levcr. A B. P Ch¿n. Pht's. L,tt. 198ó /?0. l5l
(36) Juris. A.: Burigelletti. S.: Crnrpagna. S.: Balzani. V.: Belser. P.: von
Zelcwsk¡. Ã Cutrd Clttnt- R¿'r. 1988. ¡1. 35.
(37) Juris..{: Bclser. P: tsurrgcllettr. F: von ZeÌewskv..A.: IJrlzlni. V
Inorg Chott l9ll(r. 15. 156.
(38) [Jurigelletti. F.: Juris, .{.: B:rlz.ani, V.: Belscr. P; r'on Zelervsky, A.

































SLLIN4O(.Tr*). It is noted in passing that the present mono-
nuclear complexes of apy and mapy do not colrelate with the
general trend either: a plot of AEov,.¿ vs Eyucr for a variety
of tris(bidentate)ruthenium(Il) complexes and for the mono-
nuclear species in the present study are given as Supponing
Information (Figure S3).
For dinuclear complexes of the form [(pp)2Ru(a-L)Ru-
(pp):]**, two widely separated metal-centered oxidations and
five (six in the case of the "mixed-end" dimer) ligand-based
reductions were observed, all of which appeared to be reversible
redox couples. Previous studies undenaken in a different
solvent¡i identified a sixth couple at more negative potenlials
for the [{Ru(bpy):}:(p-apy)]4- comPlex: the present investiga-
'úon was undenaken using CH¡CN/O.1 M [(n-C.rHe).N]ClOü
which imposes a reductive limit of --2500 mV (vs Ag/Ag+).
but it is reasonable ¡o predict the existence of an analogous
couple at more negative potentials for the other dinuclear species
studied.
One of the significant aspects of this work is that, having
separated the di¿stereoisomeric pairs for each of the five
dinuclear complexes synthesized, we observed measurable
differences in the physical properties not only between the
different complexes but also between the ¡wo diastereoisomers
of the same complex. The net differences between lhe rac
and the ,n¿.to forrns for each redox couPle of the va¡ious
dinuclear species are summarized in Table 4. In all the
conìplexes. the oxidative couples are shified to more Positive
potentials and the reductive couples to more negative potentials
for the rac (A,A/^A) forms relative to the m¿.ro (AÂ) diaste-
reoisomers. Additionally. the separation between the two metal-
centered oxidations (AE¡72e,) is consistently larger for the rac
form. This implies a slightly greater degree of metal-metal
communication fbr one stereochemical form tlver the other (the
conìproponionation cons¡ants are given in Table 2), and we
believe this to be the first observation of stereochemical
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1gA
c
0.0 -0.5 -1.0 -1.5 -2.0 -2.4
E (Volts)
mograms for rhe r¿c (A^/^^)
(b) [{Ru(Me:bpy):}:(¿-mapy)]o*,
rl4+ (CHTCN/O.1 M [(n-C¡Hq),N]-
Ag/Ag+ reference elecrrode.¡.
the terminal ligands attâched to borh rurhenium centers in the
dime¡ a¡e the same, there is a broad peak (E1¡.n¿o) associated
with a two'elecEofi process (or more probably, two one-elecEon
¡eductions occurring almosr simultaneously at opposire ends of
the molecule). For the "mixed-end" dimer (Figure 5c). there
are two disúnctly resolved one-electron peaks, now separated
by over 100 mV. By comparison with responses shown in
Figures 5a,b. the fusr peak can be assigned as a reducrion of a
bpy ligand attached to one menl cenrer, and the second
(Etn,a¿), as a reduction of Me2bpy attached to the other metal.
These E¡a values (Table 4) are consistent with those of the
symmericaì dimers in which rhe terminal ligands are all bpy
and all Me2bpy. respecdvely. As with lhe mononuclear species,
rhe prcsence of nrcthyl substituents on rhe cr-azodiimine bridge
does not appea¡ ¡o affecr ùe reducrion potentials of ¡he ¡errnirrai
(non-bridging) ligands.
The ¡edox couple labeled Etzrcdr5) was previously assi,qned
as a two-electron bridge-centered reductionl3 for the complex
[{Ru(bpy):}:(¿-âpy)]t+. Atter integration of rhe a¡ea under the
DPV ¡sspqn5g for rhis compound and also the four other
q.-azodiimine-bridged species. it now appears to be a single-
electron, bpy-centered process. Similarly. El¡:rc¿rq, which was
also thoughr ro invoìve two e¡ectrons. no\¡/ appears to be a
sin-Qle-electron reduction. The original assignment of E¡¡1..¿1r¡
was based upon spectroelecrrochemical srudies and the presence
of nonredueed bpy in rhe s-pectrum of rvhar rvas ¡¡ss;umed to be
the [{Ru(bpy)¡}2çr-apy)l:- anion. This implied rhe presence
of a {r.r-upy}r- moiet;,. although characrerisric absorprion
features for this ligand could not be established. However if
Er,':redrs) involves onli, a single electron transfèr, then thc anion
investigated was actuall¡, [{Ru(bpy):i:(p-rpy)']-, which woulcl
still posscss :rn unrecluced ternlinul liguncl. An cxanrination ol'






Earlier work,e-r3 which exclusively srudied rhe [{Ru(bpy):}:-
@-apy))o- dinuclea¡ species in DMF solurion, renørively as-
signed the first two reductions as bridge-centered and the next
two-elect¡on process as bpy-centered. This was then said to
be followed by three funher two-e.lecrron processes. the fust of
these again bridge-cenrered and the other two bpy-centered. This
suggested the possibiiity of achieving the reversible acceptance
of 10 electrons by the dinuclear complex. With the advantage
of having prepared and measured a larger number of dinuclea¡
cr-azodiimine species in the present work, we prefer alternative
assignmenu for the redox couples labclcd E¡¡¡*615¡ ârìd E¡¡.¡6616¡.
shown in Scheme l, on the basis of our srudies in acetonitrile
solution.
The effecr on rhe redox couples of a methyl substituent ar
the bridge or rhe peripheral ligands follows rhe rrends observed
for the mononuclear complexes. Comparison of the aþy- to
the mapy-bridged complexes reveals a -40 mV and I -30 mV
cathodic shift (respec¡ively) for the firsr rwo bridge-centered
reductions. The same couples are cathodicalìy shifted -85 mV
when methyl subs¡ituenrs a¡e added ro rhe four rerminrl ligands.
Smaller shifìs (only 50 mV) were observed for the mononuclear
species. which is consisrenr in simplistic addirive rerms: i.e..
there are t*,ice as manv nonbridgin,r ligands in the dinucleur
spccies compared with the corresponding nrononucleü case.
This is ccrnfir¡ned b¡, examinin_q [(bpy):RuUr-map¡,)Ru{Me:-
bpy)111+-the so-called "mixe<j-encl" dimer-where the shifr is
-35 mV: here Me¡bp¡' ligands are coordin¡¡ted to onl¡, one of
the two ruthenium centers.
Figure 5 shows dit'ferentiul pulse voltamrnograms of the r¿rc
diastereoisomers ol'threc cJimer species briclged by mapy. When
5152 lrtor,gutti< Chctni.ttn, V¡¡\. -15. No l,\. 1996
bctwccn the species contuining bpv uncl l\4c¡bpv us terminal
liguntls lvlodilìcation ol rhe bridging ligurrd hv nìcrhyl subsriru-
tion ht¡s no cllccr on either the lilth or sixth reduct¡ons. lf
Elr:re¡r:, was bridge-centercd. the elÈctrotì-don¿ttinS itbiliry ol a
meth)'l substitutcnt rvoulcl br- expectÈd t() ¡llakc- reductron nlorc
diflicult, an<i hy anllog¡, [(ì thc ca{c ol f r,,],",rr r¡ ancl f ¡.,"¡r:r
(which ure indeed bridsc-based processe.\) u cathodic shiir ol
-35 nrV nrighr be xnricipared.
Spectroelectrochemisty. Spectroelectrochemical stuclies of
the dinuclear complexes show isosbesric points for rhe tìrst
oxidation process and for the fìrst rwo reduction.s. The iull
oxide¡ion of both metal centers to the trivalent srate could not
be achieved at -32 oC due ro the elecrrochemical limirs of the
solvent ([(rr-CrHe)¡N]ClO.r in acetonitriie). Reversibilirl, of the
first oxidation and lhe six reducrion sreps was demonstrated
by the coincidence of ¡he isosbesric points durint each re-
verse electrolysis step and ultimare recovÈrv of the sraning
compound.
The fi¡st oxidâtion is a one-electron process producins the
mixed-valence species [(pp):Rurrr(4-L¡RuttlOO)1]5-, which hrve
IVCT bands (2.". 6800-6900 cm- I ; €max 800- 1200 mol- | dmi
cm-¡: Ar,¡,,3 1600-1900 cm-r). The formation of these IVCT
bands in a spectoelecrochemical experiment is shown for the
oxidarion of neso-[(bpy)2Ru¡rg-mapy)Rurr(bpy):].- in Fieure
54 (Supporung lnformation). There is a small difference in
the shape of the IVCT band between the rwo compounds
[(bpy)2Rul[(p-mapy)Runôpy):]5+ and [(Me2bpy)2Rurrr(rz-mapy)-
Rull(Me:bpy):]5=. However, the¡e is no discernible difference
between diastereoisomers of the same species. The difference
in communication between the metal cente¡s observed in
electochemical measurements of the [(bpy)2Rul¡l(ø-mapy)Rull-
(bpy):]s' diastereoisomers (Er;:o*) did not manifest irself in any
detectable variation berween the |VCT bands. the rwo band
shapes (including A/rÊ) appearing almost superimposable.
These mixed-valent dinuclear species containing the cr-azo-
diimine bridging ligands have previouslv been cate-eorized as
both weakly interrctin-e (chss Il)7 and strongly inre¡actin_s (class
III)3e systems. and the complexes do nor clearly meet the criteria
for either assignment. ln the application of Hush's Ìheoryro.rr
to the IVCT band, a large discepancy is observed between the
calculated À21¿ and the experimenhl value. While a súong
solvent dependency may account for this (our measurements
were only carried out in a single solvent). the nonapplicability
of the theory suggesrs a large deeree of delocalization and thus
strongly interacting (class III) behavior.l.le.rl
The spectroelectrochemistry studies of the six reduction steps
in the dinuclea¡ species support our previous assenions that the
hrst two reductions are centered on the bridge and the next four
one-electron reductions a¡e localized on the terminal ligands.
The spictral changes associated with the firsr two reduction
processes can be seen in Fi_eure 6. where they are shown as the
reverse oxidations [2+] - t3+l and [3+] - [4+]. In the fi¡st
reduction. the d(Ru) - z*(bpy) MLCT absorption is red-shifted
and the d(Ru)- z*(bridge) MLCT absorption undergoes a blue
shift, consistent wirh the frrs¡ electron being localized on the
azobis(4-methyl-2-pyridine) bridge. The red shitì is the smaller
electronic effect. æ bridge reducrion raises the d(Ru) level. The
band artributed ro rhe d(Ru) - z*(bridge) MLCT absorption
collapses completely upon addition of rhe second electron. while
the d(Ru) - z*fbpy) MLCT absorption is funher red-shifted,
confirming that this second elecrron is also localized on the
bridge.
(39t Crutclrlc¡-. R J. ¿l¡,ir /rr0rT. C'ltrnt. 1994. Jt.2i3
({0) Huslr. N S. /'rrr(, lutrg CIrcu l9ó7.,S. j9l
(.ll) Åf len. C C: Hush. N S /,ra.r¡ lnt¡r!:. Clrcn I967. N. 157
(.1ìl Pogrc. J.: Moscherorch. M : K;rinr. W /aor.r¡ f'lrr.nr 199.1. -l:. 1640
Kelst¡ et ¡rl
A
3OOOO 25OOO 20000 15OOO 10000 5000
Wavenumber (cm'')
Figure 6, Spectroelectrochemical changes for the oxida¡ion reactions
(A) n¿so-[(bpyhRurr(z-mapy-)Ru¡r1bpy):l]= - meso-[(bpy)2Rur¡(r.r-
mapy)Rur'(bpy):l¡+ and (B) m¿ro-[(bpy):Rurr(r-mapy:-)Rurr(bpy):]2-
- neso-.[(bpy):RuÛça-mapy-)Rurr(bpy.¡¡]rt (CHTCN/O. t M [(n-C+Hç)u\-
CIO¡ solution ).
40000 35000 30000 25000
Wavenumber (cm'r)
Figure 7, UV-visible absoçtion spectra (ucetonitrile solution) of
nc.so-[(bpy)1Ru(¡r-mopy)Ru(bp¡rr¡ì"*: [3+], [(bpy):Rurr(¿.-mapy:-)Rurr-
(bpy):l:*: I I +]. t(bpy-xbpy )Rurrl.r-mapy:-¡Rurrlbp¡,):ì*: tol. t(bpy-)-
(bpy)Rur¡(z-map),r-)Rurr(bp),Xbpy-)ì: t | -1, [(bpy-):Rur'(l-mapy:-)-
Rurr(bpyXbpy-)l-: [2-], [(bpy-):Rur¡gr-mapy]- )Rurrlbpv-¡1¡:-.
The bpyO and bpy- bands located in the UV region (centered
ât 33 800 and 29 600 cm-r respeclivelyl Figure 7) demonstra¡e
that the next four one-electron reductions a¡e loca.lized sequen-
tially on each of the terminal bpy ligands. For each successive






















finally collapses completely, while the bpy- band correspond-
ingl¡' increases with each reductive step.
Conclusions
The synthesis of a series of q-azodiimine-bridged diruthe-
nium(ll) species and their separation in each case into diaste-
reoisomers have permitted the observation and measurement
of physical differences berween the meso arld racemic forms.
Comparisons of the elect¡onic specua ôf the two diastereoiso-
meric forms sho*, a -6 nm difference in the MLCT absorptions.
Electrochemical studies reveal anodic shifts for oxidative
couples and cathodic shifts for ¡educ¡ive couples of 0-45 mV
for the race¡nic relative to the me.ro forms of each of the five
dinuclea¡ complexes investigated. Similarly, there are differ-
ences in the comproportronation constants between diastereoi-
someric forms as calculated from the Etn¿do^ measurements,
a.lthough no discernible differences were observed between the
IVCT bands of the respective forms. Significanr stn¡ctural
differences in the relative orientations of the terminal ligands
are reflected electronically in the ma¡kedly different rH-NMR
spectra. Tt¡e meso forms always appear as the major product
from the synthesis and have a much lowe¡ solubility in a wide
range of organic solvents.
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The first six elecrrochemical reductions for this ieries of
dinuclea¡ complexes have been unequivocally assigned. Con-
trary to a previous report in the literarure, there are six one-
elect¡on steps-the frrst two a¡e centered on the bridge and the
following fbur localized on the four rerminal ligands.
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Preparation of 7,8-diazaphencyclone and its use in the construction of rigid'
space-separated 1,10-phenanthroline donor-acceptor systems: new ligands for
metal complexation
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electron transfer.
Polypyridyl ligands have a special role in modem srudies of the
propenies of meal complexes, especially those rela¡ed to
electron transfer.r Previous work on intramolecula¡ quenching
processes wirhin metal complexes containing such ligands has
generally involved flexible spacers between the ligating entities
and rhe redox-active groups.r Using rigid molecula¡ racks
(molracs) as spacers3 between the ligand and the redox-
functionality pròvides lhe means for a detailed assessment of
i;
nit
to the rigid molrac.
The availabiliry of 7 as a diene was established by generating
i¡ in situ f¡om its dimer 8 (but not 9) by heating in the presence
of Smith's diene 104 where exclusive formation ol the l:1
adducr 1li was observed to occur (Scheme 2)' The presence of
an alkenic resonance in the tH NMR of 11 et ò 6. l3 showed that
reacrion had occurred site selectivity at the cycloburene r centre
and the stereochemistry tbllowed from the upt-reld position of
the ester methyl resonances which occur at õ 3'14 as a result of
their proximity to the ring-current of the phenanrhroline.
The ability of 7,S-diazaphencyclone 7 to react with benzo-
norbomene ;r-bonds was exploited in the conversion of the
benzonorbomadiene 12 to the ligand 13 and of 14 to the
phenanthroline 15. Ttre exo,endo-ste¡eochemistry of these
àdducts is immediately apParent from the dramatic upfield shift
of ces (ô -0.01) in 13 and the
sy (ô -0'17) in 15.
space-separated 1,10-Phe-
nanthroiines containing the dimethoxynaphthalene ch¡o-
mophore, e.g.17,19 and 21 were prepared in48-'l5Vo yields by
reaècion of 6,7-diazaphencyclone 7 with the corresponding




proximity of the phenanrhroline ring to the ester groups in each
system.
Incorporation of be
achieved using this the
known quinone 226 the
ìvlitsudo conditionsT 23'
which was treated with 7,8-diazaphencyclone 7 to form the pale
yellow I : I cycloadduct 24 in 63Vo yield. rH NMR data
confirmed that cycloaddition had occur¡ed at the cyclobutene
preferentially to the qui- 
The complex [Ru(bp Pyridine)
was synthesised in 9270 ¡e via the
[Ru(bpy)z(CF¡SO¡)z] p comPlex
26 is supported by electronici and tH NMR spectroscopy
(CDCN) where 2ó non-equivalent proton resonances occur in
the aromatic region due to the sPatial interrelationship of the
th¡ee bidentate ligands. Formation of 26 involves displacement
of the triflato groups from the complex 25 (C1 point group
symmetry) by the phenan¡hroline ligand 24 (C. symmetry),
which yields a single product as there are no orienta¡ional
consequences tbr its attachmen!. However, because of the
disposition ol the bipyritline rings, 2.1 loses its o-plane on
coordinution, lccounting tbr non-equivalence of the two halves
of the phenanthroline entity rnd irs uttached components (a..9'
the C-methyl substituents show separirte singlets at ô 2.04 .¡nd
2.061 cster O-methyls rrt ò 3.1I und 3.i6).
Cyclic voltummetric studics ol 26, {VIeCN/0. I mol dm-r
[(C4He)oi\ìClO4 solution: Pt working electrode) show ¡wo
reversible retiox couples, one ilt E¡p = + 1045 rnV (vs. ¡9Ag*)

















Scireme I Reugents tnd contliliors: i, K:CO¡ in MeOH. room lemp.,1'l h;































Compìex 26 does not luminesce at room temperarure,
presumabl)' because of inremal quenching following phoro-
excitation at the metal cenEe.
R. N. W. thanks the Ausralian Resea¡ch Council for the
awa¡d of a¡ ARC Senio¡ Research Fellowship (1992_1996).
This work was tunded b¡r the ARC (R. N. IV,'F. R. K) and a
Cenual Queensland UniversitS,URG Granr for which we a¡e
appreciative. D. N. B thanks the Cenre fo¡ Molecular













4ssuelalcu wlln Urc melat cenlre (Kurrvrr, =
_915 m\t assigned as the firsr reduction ty(Qo/l-). All further reductive events we e,
with characteristically sharp desorption a-
tron.






'ï Alf rew compounds have been cha¡ac¡erised by specùoscopic rechniques
(tH NMR. r3C NMR) a¡d molecula¡ formula es¡abiished by microanalysis
for 7:50Çe yield: mp
¡ 13: 83Va yietd: mp
cm_rl: 450 (MLCT)
) md l9a (83a00).
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Space-Separated l. I 0-Phenanthroline,
4.5-Diazafl uorene, or 3.6-Di(2-p¡,ridyl)pyridazine
L,nits as Ligands in Di¡uthenium Complexes:
Preliminary Studies of ùIetal-ùletal
Interactions**
Ronalci N. Warrener.* .{urélio B. B. Ferrelrl.
Àustin C. Schultz. Douglas N. Burler.
F. Richarci Keene.* and Laurence S. Keiso
There has been much activit.u- in the field ot' iniramolecui¿r
energy transfèr and electron transíer in Large molecular assem-
blies, and the next adv¿rnces will clearly require sophisticated
molecular clesign Where meral complexes are involved ¿ls the
light-harvesting chromopiroreirl lhe design and conscruction of
ligands becomes an important component. Stuciies cn in-
rramolecular electron trtnsler have been reporreci in which
rnetal complexes have been tethered to reclox-active chro-
mophores, but almost all ot'these systerns conrain flexibie Iink-
ages.(21 Eleganr syntheses have been reported lecently ior fully
conjugated diad svstems incoroorating the 1,1 0-phenan¡hroiine
moiety as the bidentate ligan¿.t:t and we have described the first
molecular rack (molrac) in which two units ol the same ligand
are spatially separated.rol We report here on rhe prepararion of
a new set of rigid bis(bidentate ligand) structures in which rhe
individual bidentate ligands (1. 1 0-phenanthroline. 4.i-diazallu-
orene, or 3.6-di(2-p¡,ridyi)pyriciazine) are fused co an alicyclic
framervork.
The versatile spacers in moiracs permic the developmenr of
bridging ligands in which the ligaring groups are piaced ar a ser
distance and relarive orientation in space. These cornpouncìs
should allow assessment oi the fac¡ors conrrolling inrramolecu-
lar energy- and elec[ron-rransler processes in polymetallic spe-
cies, as well as lead to new reagenrs for the study of self-assemblv
processes.ts) Rigid alicyclic frameworks have been used in mol-
rac systems since they have proven their worth in diad and triad
systems devoid of metal centerst6l and are available in an in-
creasing range ofshapes and sizes.ta'7-I0)
The typical olef inic spacers in the molracs have norbornene or
cyclobutene diester end groups (or mixtures thereof,), and these
offer different dienophilic character. When the cycloaddirion
reagents 3,2, and I (Scheme 1) are used to deliver the specific
[r] ProL Dr. R. N W¿rrener. A. C. Schultz
Ccntre for Moleculur Architæture. Centrrl Quccnsland
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Scheme I Ligrnd-<jelivcrl rlents uscd ìn Lhis study-
ligand center. it is possible to inrroduce -1.6-di(2-oyridyi)-
pyridazine.tel l.l0-phenanrhroline.i'l and 4.j-ciiazatluorene
groups, respectively.{r0l to the norbornene end. antl 1,10-
phenanchroiine and -l.i-diazaÍluorene funcrionalizacion ro the
cyclobutene dies¡er end of molracs. Civen that ihese bidenrate
ligands can be artached in homo or hetero pairs as shown herein,
and that the 4.5-diazat'luorene is iinked orthogonally to the
plane ol the spacer rvhereas the other two ligands are fused in ¿r
coplanar lashion. numerous ligand and seorne!ric variants are
available by this proceciure.
For the production ol molrac systems containing t'"vo di-
azafl uo¡ene (DA F ) ligancis. 9-ciiazo-4,5-diazafl uo rene (DADA F )
I was empioyed as rhe delivery agent lor -{,5-diazafluorene
R.eaction oi the known bis(cyclobutene) {tr I I wich excess I





































Scheme I Synthesis ol'molrrcs 6 and 9 in which rhc ligrnti rrnrrs rrc :o¡ìrnar '.vith
rnd orthogonrl to the ccntrui ;olcer. ¡esoectivelv
5. whicir were not seDarateci but thermallv deazotized to l'orm
the bisligand 6 í.63',6 vield) (bisliganci: a inoir¿rc having lwo
ligand groups).ir?l The : H NMR resonanccs[' rl ot'the bisligand
6 are entireiy rn keeoing with the assigneci strucrure. This reac-
:ion is general lnd more extencieci spacer bis-DAF ligands have
been ¡roducei in our iaboraroryit'l
Ángev Chem lnr Ed lngl 1996,35. No 2l 'C) !/CH Vertagsgese¡lscìol'r nhll. D4945t ,l/enhenn. tg96 05i0.08331961J52t-='J8J J /-r 00- 2: t) 2485
COMMUNIGATIONS
,A,ddition oi DADAF I ro the norbornene ¡-bonds of
bislolefin¡ 7l'i lgcheme 2) was sluggish and requirecì proìonged
heating lroluene. reflux. ó0 h). Addirion oIDADAF I (lourlold
excess) in tlrrec porrions ro 7. over a period ol 60 h. allorded 9
in 68 9i, ¡,ield Alrernarivelr'. 9 could be produced bv phorochem-
ical deazorizarion of'rhe bis(p¡rrazolines) 8. rhemselves generar-
ed under hirh-pressure couditions (14 kbar. room rernperature.
CH.CI. lì'onr 7 and I
\\/hiie ¡rn X-rav strì.¡cture of a mono-DAF-substirured molrac
has been reporued.lrôl the bisli_eand described herein has only,
been obtainecj as nricrocrvstaÌs unsuitable for srngle-crystal
structure analvsis. Since the results of nlolecular nrodeling
(SPARTAN. .A.MI¡ are in -eood agreemerrr u,irh the X-ray
derived p¡ìr¿urelcrs ill l¡olrac systems. conlputatio¡lal tech-
niques 1AM I ) can be used ro obtain st¡uctural pararnerers such
as senaration distances and shapes.
Cyclopenradienone 2ral was used as the delivery agent for the
1.1O-phenanthroline li_qand; it served as a srandard elecrron-
demand diene in Diels-Alder reactions with olefins in the order
ol reactivity cycloburene-1,2-diesters > benzonorbornenes >
nor-bornenestolDiels-Alder addition of 2 to bis(cyclobutene) 4
occurred stereospecifically to produce first the monoadduct l0





Scheme 4. S¡-nthcsis ot'mixed bisligands in whjch rhe rwo ligand unirs are orrhogo-
nal (14) and roughly parallcl ro each orher (15).
where the two ligands again have an orthogonal relationship.
The alternative reacrion of 13 with DAPC 2 produced the bisli-
gand 15 in which the two ligands are now parallel.
In conclusion, the ve¡sarile ligand-delivery agents I (for 4,5-
diazafluorene), 2 (for 1,1O-phenanthroline), and 3 (for 3,6-di-
(2-pyridyl)pyridazine) can be attached to bis(olefins) to produc€
zn array ofdoubly(bidentare ligand) mol¡acs ofvarjed size and
geometry through simple cycloaddition reactions.
The bridged dirurhenium species [{Ru(bpy)r}r(¡i-BL)]¿*
(BL : 6, 9, t I ; bpy : 2,2'-bipyridine) were synrhesized by reac-
tion of the respective ligands with excess [Ru(bpy),(CF3SO3)r]
in chlo¡oform/2-methoxyethanol mixtures under microwave























Schcmc i Rcilcrton (¡l c¡clopcnrirr.licnonc 2 with dienc 4 produccs rhc nlonoadducr
l0: rcrctio¡r rvilh nrorc.l prtrricics rhc bisli-rrnd I I Rcrcrion of ¡0 \ilh DADAF I
yields rhc nrircd brsligrrrd t2
was supported by its rH and r 3C NMR spectra and the assigned
stereochenlistry b), the upfield position ol rhe ester methyl
proton resonances (ó: 3.14). Separate reaction ol l0 with
DADAF I to lorm l2 led ¡o rhe fìrsr of rhe mixed Iigand systems.
The two ligands bear an ortho_sonal relarionship to one another.
which is reflecred in rhe rH NMR shilts of the rwo sers ol methyl
esler resonances: lhe phcnanthroline ligand shields the proxi-
mate ester eroups (ô:3 16). whereas the diazafluorene ring
ìyin=r: orthogonal deshields rhe other set (<) : 3.60)
Reactjon ol Smith's dierrelrsl with 3.6-di(2-p¡,ridyl)-.s-re-
trazirrc/DDQ (DDQ : 2.i-d ichloro-5,6-dicyanobenzoquinone)
according lo our reported procedurefel occurred preferentially
at the norbornenc ri-cen(er ro produce the fused dpp molrac 13
(Schernc 4) Treatmenr ol l3 wirh I _qives the mi.red bisliga.ncl !4.
Table I Sclecred physical dara for represenrarivc compounds
6: M p >-140'C (decomp): yield 630/.: 'H NMR (300 MHz. CDCI.): rt: 8 8ó
(dd. J = 1.2 4.8 Hz. 2 H). 8 73 (dd. "/ = 1 1. 4.8 Hz.2 H). 8.01 (dd. ./ : 1.2. 6.1 Hz,
2H). ?s7 (dd J=l 4 6 I Hz. ?H). 741 (dd. J:1 8.8 I Hz. 2H).i.24 (dd.
J:4.8. 6 I Hz. 2H). 3 63 (s, t2H). 3.09 (s. 4H), 2.9-ì (s.2H). ?.ó5 (s. tH); ¡rC
NMR (75 MHz. CDCI.): 
" 
= 165.ó. 160.1. 157 2. t50 2. t50 0. t3ó 6. 134,9. t33 5.
131 9. i2:5. t:t,i 5:2.46.5.44 6.422.3S9. 18r-
9: M p >ì40'C (decomp): yield óE%: rHNMR (300MH2. CDCI.): 15 : 8.óó
(br d../ = .1 7 Hz. {H).7 9E (dd../ = t.l. E.3 Hz.2H). ?.t5-7.15 (m. óH)..ì ?B (s.
6H). 2.E6 (s. 4H). 2.7i (s.aH).1.14 (br s. 1H). 1.95 (s.aH)
l0: M.p ?90 C(decomp):],ield l4%:'H NMR (300 MHz. CDCI.):rj = 9 20(dd.
,/ = 4 I 1 i l-lz. ? H). l( 54 (dd. J = ti.5. 1.5 Hz. 2 H). 7 65 (dd. J¡ = tj.1. 4 j Hz. 2H),
I SI (s. 6HJ. i l6(s. 6H). I 69 (s. 2H). 2.ó5 (s. lH). 2 Ii (s ?H). ? 0? (s. 6H). 1 g5
(d,./ = ll (r l-lz. I H). I 40 (d, J =12.ó Hz. 1H)
I I : M p ìl j C {dccornp); vicld óti%: rH NMR (300 MHz. CDCI'): ri = 9.21 (dd.
J = 4.2. 1 S Hz. 4 H). S .51 (dd. J = 8.5. I ó Hz. 4 H). 7 65 (dd. "/ = I {. 4.1 Hz. 4H).
3.i4 (s. i1H). i 0i (s.2li). l.t0 (s.4H).1.09 (s. l2H). I 9ó (s.2H)
l2: M p 2tìl C(decomp);y¡cld44%: rHNMR(300 MHz. CDC|,):d = 9.33(dd.
.t : 4.2. 1 5 Hz. 2H). S.85 (dd, J = 4.8, 1 0 Hz. 1 H). 8 7l (dd../ = 4 ?. I j Hz. 1 H).
8.54 (dd, "r = I5. 1.6 Hz. 2H). 8.01 (b¡ d. J =1.3H2. t H). ?.84 (dd. ,r = 8 l.
I 3Hz. I H). ? ó8 (dd..¿= 8.4. 4.3 Hz. 2H). ?43 (dd, J= 80. 4 I Hz. ) H). r'.?1
(dd. J = E.l.4.E Hz. I H).3.60 (s. ó H). i tó (s.2 H).2 8? (s.2 H).2 85 (s. ? H).2 73
(d. J: l? S Hz. lH). 2 it (s.2H).217(d. J =1?.8 Hz. tH).:10 (s.6H).
1.1: M.p 361-263'C (dccomp): yield 51"26; 'H NMR (j00 MHz CDC|,):
" 
= 6 65 - E ?.s (nr 4 H). tj 63 (br d. -¡ = ?.8 Hz. I H). I 95 (dcl. J = I 4. E I Hz. I H)
7S7 (ddd ./=1.åi. ?tj. ?.tjHz.2H). ?-s9 (dd,.¡=10.8 ìHz. jH). ? j¡ (ddd.
J = I l.{ S.7E Hz lH). 124(dd.J = 4 6. tì I Hz. 1H). ?.0ó (dd-.t = 4 8.ti I Hz.
I H). 4?0 (s. lH). i70(s. óH). 30j (d..f :10.8H2 lH). 32j (s. 2H). I 9j (d.
J = l0 S Hz. I H): EI-MS: url: (eô):606 (M'.3 t). i34 (3tì).:71 (E6,.211 (21).95
(:5)
l5: M,p iì01 C(decomp):yield65%: rHNMR(300 MHz.CDCI.):rj = 9 tt(dd,
J = 4 2. 1 ó Hz. 2H). 8 80 (ddd. J = 4 8. I 6, 0 9 Hz. 2H). I 6a-S ó0 (n. aH). 7 92
(ddtl. J = r- S. 7 6 I 8 Hz. 2 H). 7 6'7 (dd. J : 8.5. 4.3 Hz. ?H).'t 4t) (ddC. J : ? 5.
46. I IHz.2H).4Si(s ?H).3,24(s.óH).25t(s.2H).211 (d,J=t1.1 Hz 1H).







(cyclic volturrrrnetry and differential pulse voltatntnetry) indicat-
ecl a sin-1¡le oxirlation (r: two electrons, by corrlometry). Simi-
larly. cnrelìrl spectroelectrochemical studies at -32"C in ace-
tonitrile solution provitlcd no evitlence lor the transient
accumul?ìtion of a iìutr,Rutt' state. Accorclingly. the Ru'r,Ruttl
form of these complexes appears to be thernrodynamically dis-
favored with respect to disproportionation.
Thesc results indicate a weak interaction betwcen the rnetal
ccnters arrd ¡rre consislent with results rcported recently for a
complex in rvhich the bridging ligand is composed ol two diazo-
fluorene urrits linked by an atlarnantane spaccr.lrsl As noted
previously.lrs''elsuch weak irìteractions do not preclude the
existence of rapid intercomponent energy or electron transfer,
and photophysical stuclies are in progress on Ru/Ru, Ru/Os,
and Os/Os analogues of the conrplexcs tlcscribed here to assess
the conscquences of spatial separâtion on such processes.
ll7l fiRu(bpy)rl,(l¡.6)l(Pþi),: yickl 82%: 2-.,. (mctrl-ligrntl chrrgc tnnsfcr.
MLC'f) = 44Íl nnr (r = 25100 mol -rd¡Ircr¡r-r). Cll.CN solution: 8,,,
(Rtrrrr/Rlrr) = +l 04v (vs. Âg/Âg'. 0 | M l(c.ll,).Nlclo, ¡n ctl,cN. Pt
working clcctrodc). ft Ru(bpy)¡|,!r-9)l(PF^).: yield 88 % : l-,. (Ml-CT) :
448 nm (r: : 26 t00 mol - i dm¡cm- r) Ctl,(jN solurion: 8,,, (Rurr7
Rurr¡ = 4 0 97 v (vs Ag/Âg', 0 I rr l(C.t'|,,).NlClO. in Cf l.,CN. Fl working
elcctro<lc). [{Ru(hpy)r},(¡-ll)l(PF").: yicld 92%: ).^., (MLC'l') = 450nm
(c = 3l 4ü) mol - | drn¡cm -'). Cll¡CN solution: Er.r (Rurrr/Rurr) = + 1.06 V
(vs Âg/Âgr. 0.1 tr l(C,H").NlClO. in CH.CN. Pt working elælro(le).
Illl l- Dc Cola. V Brlzrni. F. Bârigelletli. L F-lamigni. P llclsr. S Bc¡nhrrd. R¿tl
Tiot ( hiu l't.t':-Bos 1995, l 11,5l4
fl9f V Brlzani. F. Sclndola. Suprattolc<ulu I'h.,ttúhúnistr.t. Ellis llorrvmcl.
Chichcsrer. l99l
Rcccivc<l: Âpril 29. 1996 JZ9(178llll
(ìcnnrn vcrsion: ..lnytt ('høtt lW6. 103.165l 26-5l
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Synthesis and properties of mononuclear tris(heteroleptic) osmium(u)
complexes containing bidentate polypyridyl ligandsf
Erik Z. Jandrasics and F. Richard Keene *
Depanment of Chemßtry and Chemical Engineering, School of Moiecular Sciences.
James Cook University of North Queensland, Townsville. Queensland 48 I I , Australia
A general synthetic methodolory has been elaborated for tris(bidentate Iigand)osmium(rt) complexes containing
three different polypyridyl tigands The tris(heteroleptic) complexes were characterized by NMR techniques. and
the ligand dependence of their elec¡rochemistry and electronic spectroscopy examined.
We recently published details of a general synthetic method-
ology ior tris(heteroleptic)ruthenium(u) complexes of the type
[Ru(ppXpp'Xpp")]2* (where pø erc are biden¡a¡e polypridyl
ligands) based on the sequential addition of the pro-ligands ro
the oligomeric precursor [{Ru(CO)rClr},].'i The consequent
ability to deliberately control the ligand environment has been
exploited in spectral,r photophysicalr' and electrochemical2
charac¡eristics of the ruthenium(u) species Furthermore, the
methodology has also been utilized in the synthesis of ligand-
bridged dinuclear5'6 and higher nucleateT complexeg and stereo-
chemical aspects of the scheme have been investigated.d¡
The osmium(u) centre is of fundamental imporrance in the
study ol dó polypyridyl complexeg and while earlier studies
using bis(heteroleptic) species have dealt with the inffuence of
the ligand envi¡onment on the characteristics of the metal
centre,Fra the wider variations provided by tris(hereroleptic)
complexes have not been available.
The present work details a genergl procedure lor such specieg
which has close analogies with'thar used for the ruthenium
counterparts,rr and provides access to an extensive array of
osmium complexes, IOs(ppXpp'Xpp')]2'. Preliminary srudies ol
the physical characteristics of such species are reported.
Results and Discussion
Synthesis
In developing a synthetic methodologl lor the tris(heteroleptic)
osmium(¡¡) complexes a numbcr of srraregies were investigared,
all necessarily involving an intermediare species of type
[Os(ppXpp')XJ*. For example, the possibility of forming the
precursor [Os(ppXpp')Cl2] by rcaction of [Os(pp)Cl.] ¡r with a
second diimine (pp') was attempted: howeveç under lorcing
conditions (microwave oven using high-boiling solvents such as
ethylene glycol or .òr'-methylpyrrolidone)16 the major products
were bis(heteroleptic) species, e g. [Os(ppXpp')J".
As an alternative approach, [Os(pp)(CO)rCll was sought as
a possible precursor lor the synthesis of [Os(ppXpp'XCO)J¡',
which in turn could be transformed into rhe tris(hereroleptic)
species Schemes involving the carbonylation of [Os(bipy)Cl]
(bipy = 2,2'-6¡oyridine) in 2-methoxyethanol under an eleva¡ed
CO pressure (60 psig) at 80 oC,rr an attempted carbonylation of
the same substrate by formic acid-formaldehyde (40:3 v/v) and
the reaction of OsClr.-rHrO with a 2.3-fotd excess of bipy in 2-
methoxyethanol solution under a CO atmosphere (60 psig)t7
all rcalised the target compound [Os(bipyXCO)2Cll in a very
low yield (<10/"). In addition, Joha¡nsen et al.u had reporred
the synthesis of crs-[Os(CO)rCl.]2- (as rhe NE¡.'salt) from the
reaction of hexahalogenoosmate(lv.¡ complexes wirh unsatur-
a¡ed alcohols such as propen-2-ol (allyl alcohot). While this
may have provided a parhway ro [Os(ppXCO)rClJ, rhe yield
was unsat.isfactory and the method suflers the disadvantages of
a long reaction time (7 d) and the toxicity of the alcohol.
Since none ol these alternatives proved entirely satisfactory
we pursued a stralegy similar to that tbr the rurhenium(n) spe-
cies.2 The first intermediare in that scheme was [Ru(pp)-
(CO)rCU, formed by reaction ol pp with the oligomer
[{Ru(CO)rCl:},,]: howevet an alternative path was required in the
presenl case as there appears no analogue ol the ru¡henium
oligomer in osmium chemistry. Formic acid was treated under
reflux with KJOsCIJ, and a polymeric compound of as yet
uncerlain composition isolated which reacted in the next step
readily with a bidenrate compound (pp) ro produce
[Os(ppXCO)rClJ. It is assumed that Kr[OsCll ¡eacts (like
RuCIr:) as a decarbonylating reagent ol lormic acid: the form-
arion of the polymer is favou¡ed by the presence of formalde-
hyde in the reaction mixture. Over the course of the reaction
(2.5 d) a change lrom red to green to orange and (frnally) light
yellow was observed. A solid material (l) was isolated in high
yield: its IR spectrum exhibited CO stretching lrequencies at
2114,2053, 2015, 1968 and 1927 cm-r. ¡he number ol absorp-
tions being an indication of the presence of a polymeric s¡ruc-
ture although not the same as the ruthenium equivalent.
[{Ru(CO):Clr}n]. The exact formulation oi this polymer is not
known although microanalysis revealed near parity in the Cl :C
arom ratio (ca 6:5). Characterization was not rigorously pur-
sued as the material proved satisfactory as a precursor for the
subsequent reactions.
The syorhetic strategy applied for the synthesis o[ tris(heter-
oleptic)osmium(u) complexes containing diimine ligands is
summarized in Scheme l. The polymer I rcacted readily with a
bidentate polypyridyl ligand [pp = bipy or 4,4'-dimethyl-2.2'-
bipyridine (dmbipy)l to form a complex [Os(ppXCO)rCU 2,
with slight modifications in the procedure described for the
ruthenium analogue.2 As osmium(u) is in general more inert
¡han ruthenium(¡r), ethanol was used as a solvent rather than
me¡hanol to reach higher reaction temperatu¡es, in conjunction
wi¡h microwave heating techniques to introduce some overheat-
ing effecrs to accelerare the reaction.ró Complex 2 was isolated
in good yield (typically around 707o). and absence of free pro-
ligand was checked by thin-layer chromatography. The reac-
¡ion showed no dependence on the choice of the pp. In the IR
specrrum the CO srretching frequencies (V.o) ol [Os(np)-
(CO)rCU did no¡ seem to show a þredictable dependence on rhe
nalure of the ligand pP (ico = 2037 and 1933 cm-r lor dmbipy,
and 2021 and 1942 cm-r lor bipy). The rH NMR data lor two
complexes [O(pp)(CO):ClJ (pp = bipy or dmbipy) are given in
rhe Experimental secrion: rhe spectra indiccte the equivalenceI Non-SI unit emplo¡'ed: psi = 6895 Pa.
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bþy = 2,2'ð¡pyril¡ne dmbþy = 4,4'dfnethyl_2,2_bipyrËhe bpm = 2,z-b¡pyrimkjine
zHsÞ
lmb¡py = 4,.1',5,5'-totrarnethyl-2,2åþyrithe bdebÞy - 4,4'- bis(dicthytamim)-2,?-bipyridine
phen = 1,1o9hsnãnthrolh€ dmphen = 4,7d'meülyl-1,1o-phenanlhroline
Kr[OsrvCl6] (i)r osmium carbonyl polymer
[Os(pp)(CO),(CF,SO3)J Ja.l- los(ppXCO):C¡,J
J
primarily b1, ¡H NMR spectroscop),. and from a combination
of NMR and IR spectroscopic studies there was no suggesrion
of the formation of the trans(CO) isomer: for example. in the
case of [Os(bipyXdmbipyXCO):]'-, the 'H NMR specrrum
showed lwo magnetically non-equivalenr singlet methyl reson-
ances. with an additional 14 distinct signals in the aromatic
reglon.
The decarbonylation of compound 4 with rrimethylamine
N-oxide in the presence of a third bidenrate compound pp"
produced tris(heteroleptic)osmium(¡r) complexes 5. Purification
was achieved b¡, cation-exchan-ee chromatography (SP Sepha-
dex C25 absorbent:0.2 mol dm-¡ sodium chloride o¡ 0.125 mol
dm-3 sodium toluene-p-sulfonate solution as eluent). and
[Os(ppXpp'Xpp")]2* species 5 were isolated in variable yields
depending on the ligand pp and pp'. The yields obtained for the
osmium(n) complexes (l(l40'%) were generally lower rhan
those obtained fo¡ the ruthenium(n) analogues.:
The microanalyses of ¡epresentalive examples of the inter-
mediare species. and of the tris(heteroleptic) rarget compounds,
are provided in the Experimental section.
The tris(heteroleptic) complexes were examined and charac-
terized by several physical methods.
Electrospra¡' mâss sp€ctroscop!'
The ESMS measurements were undertaken on representative
examples of the dicarbonyl (4) and tris(heteroleptic) species (5)
ro verify the characterization. For each of rhe complexes [Os-
(dmbipi'XbipyxCO)J[PF6J: 4a. [Cs(dmbipyXdmphenXCO)J-
[PFJ, ¿tc and [Os(dmbip.vXbipyXdmphen)][PFlr 5a. a nrl-- peak
corresponding to the loss of one PFr- anion was obtained. For
the complex 4a two signals at ml: = 433 and 405 were also
observed. corresponding ro the ions [Os(dmbipyXCO)rH]' and
IOs(bipl,XCO)rH]'. respectivel¡,.
NMR specnoscop¡'
Ow.ing to the low symmetr)' (C,) of the tris(heterolepric) com-
plexes, the tH NMR specrra can be relativel,r, complicared.:
However. in the cases where the three ligands are derivatives of
the same basic ligand srructure (c.g bipy). the 'pseudo-
symmetÐ'' provided bl the three parenr bip)' rings leads ro a
simplified spectrum because of the overlap ol resonances.:
whereas if pp' or pp" differ from a bip-v--derived srrucrure the





Scheme I Synthetic strategy for tris(heteroleptic) complexes.
pp = bipy, dmbipy: pp'= bipl'. dmbipy. rmbipy, phen, dmphen;
pp" = bipy, dmphen. phen, bdebip¡i bpm. (d) Formic acid-formaldehyde.
Z-3 d: (t¡) pp. ethano¡. microwave oven, 30 min; (diÐ CF!SO!H. 1,2-
dichlorobenzene, 3 h; (ir) pp',2-methoxye¡hanol.3 ¡: (r,) pp". EtrNO, 2-
merhoxyethanol
of the ¡wo heterocyclic rings of the symmetrical ligand pp in the
complex. consistent with either of two geometÍies: vi:. tans-
(Cl),c¡s(CO) or cis(Cl),tran¡(CO). As previously reported for
the ruthenium(u) analogue.2 the carbonyl ligands would be
expected to adopt a c¡s relationship due 10 competition for r
back bondin-e from the metal d orbitals, so the srereochemistry
rrazs(Cl).crs(CO ) is assumed.
The addition of the second bidentate compound pp' to the
complex [Os(pp)(CO)rCI.] was achieved after the conversion of 2
into the bis(trifluoromethanesulfonato) species [Os(pp)-
(CO)'(CF3SO3)J 3. Compound 2 and trifluoromethaneslfonic
acid were allowed to react in ],2-dichlorobenzene at 120'C.te
and 3 was obtained in yields of 78 (pp = bipy) and 94o/,, (pp =
dmbipy) after purification. The gre¡, solid material showed two
CO srretching bands (20?6 and 1986 cm-rfor pp=bipy and
2071 and I 993 crn-r for pp = dmbipy) in the IR spectrum. Infra-
red characteristics of co-ordinated trifluoromethanesu¡fonate
were also observed:2o'2r i.o at 1346 and I163 cm-r (pp = bipy)
and 1330and I 170 crn-r (pp = dmbipy) aswell as i'cFat l236and
1200 c¡n-r (pp= bipy) and 1237 and 1208 cm-r (pp=¿mbip:v).
According to the 'H NMR specrra, [Os(ppXCO):(CF,SO3)J
possesses a c¡s(CO).c¡s(CF3SO3) geometD'. based on the in-
equivalence of the two pyriciyl rings in the pp ligand.
The reaction of compound 3 with a second bidentate com-
pound pp' in 2-methoxyethanol (120'C) led to [Os(pp)-
(pp'XCO)J" 4 in yields of 40-4V/u. The puriry was checked
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Cyclic voltamograms of the tris(heteroleptic)osmium(Il) com:
plexes clearly show the metal-based oxidation and a series ol
ieductions aisociated with the ligands. The ligand-based reduc-
tions occur in a stepwise manner to each ligand n* system' with
the order of the reduction correlating with the ease of reduction
energy lev sed
odic to be exP
same com that
observed oug
reversible (AE = 120 mV).
There have been a number of recent proposals for the use ol
postulatedr& to obey the relationship (l) where Sn¡ and /. are
E"u. = sv ) ø"1t¡ + rn (l)
constants for a particular metal. For the first ligand-based
reduction pro...t, there is a similar relationshiprzô (2)' An
4.¿ = su ) ø,-1t¡ * r" (2)
implication ot'the use of way is that
all ligands behave in the o different
metal centres, and also ln clrcum-
stances where the other ligands may þ widely varied in terms
ol their o-donor and tr-donor/acceptor cha¡acteristics While
some studies have been done using osmium complexes' the
availability of tris(heteroleptic) sP€cies makes possible a much
broader testing ol the hypothesis.
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'As PF.- salts òAcetonitrile4.l mol dm-¡ NBu"1PF, solution:
plaiinu."-button working electrode: 298 K: scan rate 100 mV s-'; {8;
Àg' reference electrode (quoted vr. SSCE as reference. which is 0'3 I 0 V
.uihodi. oi Ag-Ag'). ' 69, = g, (Osrrnt) - 4 (fitt, ligand reduced).
shifts and coupling constants lor the complex 5c.
The separaiion of the magnetically non-equivalent methyl
,.son^n"és for the tris(heteroleptic) complexes 5 is significantly
smaller (Aô < 0.02 ppm) than that observed for the bis(hetero-
. For the latter series, well sePar-
erved in the aliPhatic region of
Such phenomena are based on
characteris¡ics and anisotroPic
effects of the CO and pp" ligandg and have also been observed

























Fig. 2 Plot of E r (redox potential lor OsIn-Osn couple) as a function
oit (Er) (the su¡ì: ol the 'electrochemical ligand parameters'). Com-
plexes: f. 5e:2,5c: 3.5a1 4.5b; 5, [Os(bipy)J";6,5d
anc), between this value of,l¡o and that previousll'reported is
interesting as the present value actually leads to an improved
predictive use of equation ( I ) for calculating values of the redox
potential for Osr¡t-Oslr couples for many of the-5¡recies listed in
the original wotk.'¿ The contributions of the ligands to the
overall potential appears to be additive, with no significant syn-
ergism between them.
For the ligand-based ¡eduction processes, the values of St
and /,- [equation (2)] of Os(pp) may be deduced from electro-
chemical data following the assumption of the assignment of
the mosr reducible ligand. In previous studies the values for
Os(bipy) (Sr = 0.27; IL = - 1.38)'Ù have been reported' For the
present work. the bipy ligand can be assumed as the site ol
ieduction for the complexes [Os(bipy)t]" and [Os(dmbipy)-
debipy) and the Plot is
=0.29 and It=-1.33.
ved use of equation (2)
potenlial for the first
reduction of many of the osmium complexes listed in the
original work.rÐ
Electronic spectroscopY
The archetype of tris(
the present type is [O
band around 580 nm
3m.l.c.t. (metal-to-lig
(d"----+ n,*) absorptions are located in the domain between
3?0 and 480 nm as well as in the IJV range (dn->nr*) and
further absorptions in the UV range are associated with ligand-
cenrred Í---1 Ít* transitions.2L26 The UV^/IS data for the
tris(hereroleptic) species synthesÞed in this work are presented
in the Experimen¡al section. and representative sp€ctra are
shown in Fig. 3 for the series of complexes lOs(dmbipy)-
(bipy)Ll" (u,here L = bPm. tmbipy or bdebipy).
in earlier studies from our laboratorf il was reported that the
variation ol the ligand environment in analogous ruthenium
complexes allowed systematic control of the spcctral and elec-
trochemical characreristics of the complexes because of the




with controllable photophysical prop-
erties, particularl¡'u'ith regard to lifetimes and photoinenness'
ln Fig. 3 it can be observed that as the ra level ol the ligand L
in the sãries of complexes [Os(dmbipyXbiPy)L]" is raised (ie'
200 ¡t00 600 800
À/ nm
Fig. 3 The UV/VlS absorption spectra ol lOs(dmbipyXb¡py)-
(bpm)l[PFJ' (---). [Os(dmbipyXbipyXbdeb¡py)][PFe], (-) and






















ergies for the lowest-energy rm.l.c.t.
the OsIrI-OsrI couple. Data are raken
s in Fig. 2
bpm < tmbipl'< bdebipy) there is a bathochromic shift in the
m.l.c.t. absorptions. This is in fact opposite to the trend
observed for similar series of ruthenium complexes.:J The con-
trast is inreresting. For both metal centres iÎ is observed ¡hat as
the ligand L becomes more readily reducible the r¡* level and
the d" level are Iowe¡ed. This is seen in electrochemical studies
of tbe respective trends in the reduction and oxidation poten:
tials of their complexes. Furthermore. the trend in reduction
potentials is closel¡, similar for the same ligands, regardless ol
the identity of the metal centre. The correlation between the
Os¡r¡-Osu potential and the energr of the lowest spin-allowed
m.l.c.t. lransition is shown in Fig. 4. In a manner consistent
with previous obsewations.rr we obsirve a shift of the lowesl-
lying tm.l.c.t, bands towards higher energies as the Osrtr-Osrr
couple is shifted to higher potentials, which is not consistent
with the results for analogous ruthenium species. Since the dir-
ectional trends of the dependence of the n* and d, energy levels
on the identity of ligands correspond for the two metal centres.
it would appear thar the ligands have a more significant effect
on the d, levels in the case of Os, leading to the observed
reversal of the enerry ol the d, --+ n' lransition as the ¡* levelvaries. Accordingly. from the present data the d, levels aopear
to determine the absorption in the visible domain ol the spec-
tra. Such a result is consistent with the notion that the osmium
centre has grearer orbital extension. but a wider range of the
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Experimental




made in a dry-box (Ar) using a Bioanalytical Systems (BAS)
l00A Electrochemical Analyzer. Unless otherwise indicated,
cyclic voltammetry was carried out by using platinum working
electrodes, and all potentials were measured relative ro an Ag-
AgNO, (0.01 mol dm-r in acetonitrile) reference electrode.
Potentials are quoted relative to a saturated sodium chloride
calomel electrode (SSCE. which is 310 mV cathodic of Ag-
Ag'), unless othe¡wise specified. Electrospray mass spect¡a
were recorded using methods previously described.rr
Materials
The salt KJOsCIJ (Strem), lormic acid (BDH: AnalaR, 901'í,),
FeC!'4HrO (AJAX Chemicals) and 1,2-dimethoxye¡hanol
(Fluka, puriss) were used without lurther purifrcation. Trifluoro-
methanesullonic acid (3 lvf ) was distilled under vacuum
before use. Trimethylamine rV.oxide was obtained by vacuum
sublimation of the hydrate (Fluka. purum) at 120'C. The pro-
ligands were used as supplied, or obtained tiom reported syn-
thetic routes. Reagent solven¡s were used withou¡ further purifi-
cation. For UV/VIS spectroscopy, HPLC-grade acetonitrile
(Sigma-Aldrich) was used. The compound bdebipy was kindly
donated by P. Besler (Université de Fribourg Suisse).
Syntheses
t(Os(CO),CLÌ,I l. Formaldehyde (5 cm3) and KJOsCtcl (l g'
2.08 mmol) weie added to a Nr-sparged solution ol formic acid
(9Ot'1,, 50 cm3¡. The solution was refluxed lor 3 d: ir changed
lrom red-orange to brown-green within t h, to light green after
3 h, and ultimately to light yellow. It was allowed 1o cool to
room temperature, then stored at 4 "C overnight. The solution
was evaporated to dryness using an oil-bath (105'C)' the resi-
due triturated with hexane and diethyl etheç and then dissolved
in acetone to remove KCl. After filtration. the frltrate was evap-
orated to dryness, and the solid dried in vacuo. Yield: 840 mg;
IR (Nujol): üco = 2l 14.2053,2015, 1968 and 1927 cm-r (Found:
C,6.2; Cl,21.9'l').
rr¿¡s(ClÞ[Os(ppXCO)zCt] 2. In a typical synthesis,
[(Os(CO)"CI,],,j (200 mg) and dmbipy (ll5'mg, 0.620 mmol)
were dissolvéd in 95%r ethanol (40 cmr), and the reaction mix-
ture heated for 3 x l0 min intervals in a microwave oven
(Sharp Carousel, medium power level). The volume of the
solution was reduced to half, and the precipitated yellow solid
was frltered off and washed with cold methanol. The pro-
cedure of volume reduction ol the ñltrate was repeated, with
separation ol further fractions The excess of lree proJigand
was removed by adding a saturated methanolic solution of
FeClr.4HrO to the frltrate until no further red colouration was
observed. lollowed by column chromatography (Sephadex
LH20, methanol eluent). The combined light yellow, TLC'pure
solid material was dried in vacuo. The absence ol the ligand
was confirmed by rH NMR spectroscopy and TLC [silica gel
absorbent, ethanol-water-sodium chloride (l:l:0. I mol dm-r)
eluent].
[Os(dmbipyXCO)'CU 2a: yield 7 U'1, (Found: C, 33.2: H, 2'2:
N, 5.3. CrlHr2ClrNrOrOs requires C. 33.5; H, 2.4; N' 5.694ù;
IR(Nujol) Vco = 2037 and 1933 cm-'; 'H NMR (CDCI!): õ 8.90
[d.2 H. H6, "¡(HrHó) = 5.5], 3.00 (s.2 H. Hr),7.42 [d,2 H. H5,
"¡(H5H6) = 5.5 Hzl and 2.70 (s, 6 t{. CH'). [Os(bipyXCO)'CU
2b: yield 60%'; IR(Nujol) ico = 2021 and 1942 cm-r; 'H NMR
(CD,CÌ.I): õ 9.08 [d, 2 H, Hó, "(H5H6) = 5.6], 8.a8 [d. 2 H, Hr,
"(H!H') = 8.11, 8.27 [dd, 2 H, H', "(HrH1) = 8.1, /(H'H5) = 7.7,
.(H1H6¡ = ¡.21 and 1.76 tdd. 2 H. Hr' "(H5H6) = 5.6.





"¡(H3H') = 8.3 Hzl.
c¡s,c¡s-[Os(PpXCO):(CF]SOr)J 3. In a typical experiment'
lOs(dmbipyXCO),CU (100 mg, 0-199
1,2-dichlorobenzene (50 cmr), the solu
with Nr, trifl uoromethanesul[onic acid
solution then heated for 3 h at 120"C




dried at room temperalure in vacuo-
tOs(ppXpp'XCO)rl[PF6], 4. In a typical svnthesis. [Os(dmbi-
pyXCO)r(CF,SOr)J (50 mg, 0.068 mmol) and bipv (21.4 mg'
ô. íjo rrnotl weré ãissolved in 2-methoxyethanol (20 cm3) and
the solution heated uoder reflux for 3 h. After evaporation to
drynes$ the brownish residue was dissolved in boiling water
and the mixture filtered to remove the excess of pro-ligand-
The complex was precipitated as the PFr- salt by adding a
saturated solution of KPF' to the frltrate. The light yellow
solid was filtered off and washed with water and diethyl ether'
The fred bY column chromatograPhY
(Sep methanol eluent). Recrystalliza-
tion ether led to light yellow, feathery
crystals
L Chem -ln¿'.. DaltonTrant.lQQ'l. Pngzs !53- 50 !57
t1c 1 rJ !¡! l!3') 8.2? (s ,! H. H3'l 1 1Q lC l H Hs',
./(Hs H6') = 5.51. 7.32 [d. I H. H5. J(H5Hót = 6.0H2].7.27 [d. I H.
Ho, J(H5H") = 6.0 Hzl, ó.95 (s. I H, Hu /. 2.73 [s, 3 H, CH3(4',)].
2.60 [s, 3 H, CH3(4-)j, 2.50 [s, 3 H, CH3(4)] 2.4? [s, 3 H,
CH3(5-)1. 2.41 [s. 3 H. CH3(4')] and 2.A4 [s. 3 H. CH3(5')].
lOs(dmbipyXdmphen)(CO)l[PFJ, ac: y¡eld 43%: IR(Nujol)
ico = 2083 and 2015 cm-r' rH NMR (CD3CN): õ 9.45 [d. I H,
He, {H'Hv) = 6.01, 9.15 [d, I H, H6, -(H5H6) = 6.0]' 8.47 (s, 2
H, H').8.45 (s. I H, H"), 8.39 (s, I H, H"),8.31 (s, I H, H').
8.04 [d, ¡ H, Hr, J(HrHv)=6.0). '7.75 [d. I H. H5,
"(Hs'¡10 ¡ = 6.01,7.65 [d, I H, H3', /(H':'H3') = 5.5]. ?.58 [d, I H'
H:'. Jr(H:'H3') = 5.5!.7.12 [d. I H, H5, "¡(HsHó) = 6.0], 7.02 [d. I
H, H6, "/(HsHt)= 6.0 Hzl. 3.ll [s, 3 H. CH3(7')]. 2.90 [s. 3 H.
CH3(4')1. 2.?5 [s, 3 H, CH3(4')] and 2.41 [s. 3 H, CHr(a)]. [Oç
(dmbipy)(phenxCO)rllPFJ: 4d: yield 63%, (Found: C, 34.8: H'
2.15; N.6.1. C26H2.F'2N.O2OsP2 requires C,34.'7: H,2.35; N'
ol) V"o= cm-¡' rH NMR
2 [d, I H, .2),9.rs [d. I H. Hó,
9.03 [d, I = 8.2], 8.79 [d. I H,
8.21. 8.49 (3s, d, dd, 5 H. H5.
H5', H6'. Hr" H"), 7.83 [dd. I H, Hr" r4¡1:-¡¡a') = 8.2,
J(HÏgz'¡ = 5.01, 7.75 [2d, 2 H, Ht', H', "I(H':'H3') = 5'0.
.¡(H5H6)= 5.51, 7.1I [d, I H. Hs'. Jr(H5'Hó') = 5'l]. 7.05 [d. I H.
H6', /(H5'H6')=5.t Hzl,2.'75 (s,3 H, CHr)-ånd 2.41 (s,3 H,
cHr)'
lOs(pp¡1pp'¡Opll[PF6l, 5. The compound IOs(dmbipv).-
(dmphen)(CO)JlPFul, (20 mg, 0.022 mmol) and bipy (10.1 m-e,
0.06-6 mmol) were dissolved in dry 2-methoxyethanol (6 cm3).
and a six-fold excess of trimethylamine N-oxide (9.9 mg. 0.132
mmol) was added. The almost colourless solution turned da¡k
green within l0 min. lt was heated at reflux for 3 h. After
evaporation to dr¡rness the residue was dissolved in hot water.
and the solution filtered to eliminate the excess of pro-ligand.
The filtrate was applied 1o a column of SP'Sephadex C25 ca¡'
ion exchanger. eluted with 0.2 mol dm-3 NaCl. and the pro-
duct precipitated by addition of a saturated aqueous solution
of KPF. to the eluent containing the major band. The solid
was collected on a low-porosity frit. and then washed with
water (5 cm3) and diethyl ether. Recrystallization ol the green
complex was achieved from acetonitrileliethyl ethe¡. Yield:
40'l'.
lOs(dm bipyXbipyXdmphen )i[PFl, 5a : y ield 4001, (Found : C'
41.0; H, 3.3; N. 7.6. C*6H'2FDN5OsP2 requires C, 4l'3; H'
3.1; N.8.1'Zù; 'H NMR (CD¡CN): õ 8.45 (dd,2H).8.3'1-8.27
(m,4 H),7.88-7.65 (m, 5 H). 7.75-1.38 (m.4 H).7.30 (dd. I
H).7.22 (d. 1 H), 7.15 (d, I H),7.06 (dd, I H).6.94 (d. I H).
2.98 (s 3 H. CH3). 2.96 (s, 3 H, CH3), 2.70 (s, 3 H' CH,) and
2.45 (s, 3 H. CHr); UVA/IS [acetonitrile. i/nm (e/dm3 mol-l
cm-r¡1 206 (71 700), 232 (37 400), 266 (57 700). 290 (63 400).
3?0 (8780), 408 (12 300). 438 (15 900). 484 (15 500) and 54ó
(a900). [Os(dmbipyXbipy)tphen)][PFu], 5b: yield 26'rí': 
tH
NMR (CD3CN¡: ð 8.48 (d. I FI), 8.43 (d. I H). 6.4G-8.28 tm.4
H), 8.21 (s. 2 H). 7.98 (d. 2H),'1.82 (dd' I H). i.?4 (dd.2 H).
7.64 (m. 2H\.7.s4 (d. I H),7.40 (d. I H). i.33 (dd, I H).7.20
(2d. 2 H), 7.07 (dd. I H), ó.95 (d, I H), 2.62 (s. 3 H, CH') and
i.s: (.. 3 H. CHr): UVA/IS [acetonitrile. )Jnm (e/dm3 mol-l
cm-'¡l 202 (57 500),268 (45 800).290 (54 100). 3g (6780).394
(8300).434 (12 200). 484(r2 500) and 564 (3490). [Os(dmbipv)-
[s.3 H. CH,(4tr)].2.1? [s.3 H. CH,(4rv)].2.48 [s,3 H. CH,(4v)].
3.07 [s. 3 H. CH.(srv)] and 2.05 [s. -î H. CH,(5v)]: UV¡VI-S
lacetonltr¡le. r,rnm 1e/om: m<¡i cm r.¡1 2uo t59 sUU), 252
(26 100),256(26 800),292 (88 600),332 (10 900).314 (ll ?00),
424 (t0 800). 448 (13 300). 484 (t3 600) and 600 (a430). [Os-
(dmbipyXbipyXbpm)l[PFJr.2EtrO 5d: yield 10,)/o (Found: C,
40.1; H, 3.45; N. 9.5. CaEH{óFt2NrOrOsP, requires C. 40.5; H,
3.2: N.9.9%): ¡H NMR (CD,CN):ô 8.98 (2d:2 H),8.Sl (2d,2
H). 8.67 (s.2 H), 8.42 (2dd.2 H),8.,19 (d, I H), 8.10-7.92 (m, 5
H),7 .73 (d. I H ). 7 .U-7 .46 (m, a H), 7 .31 (d.2 H) and 2.62 (s. 6
H, 2CHr); UV^/IS [acetonitrile. i/nm (e/dm3 mol-' cm-r¡] 200
(s2700).244 (2i 200),288 (45 r00),364 (9380).438 (10 100)
and 5'?4 (3000). [Os(dmbipyXbipyXbdebipy)][PFl, 5e: yield
33"1,;tH NMR (CD3CN): ô 8.38 (2d,2 H). 8.30 (s. I H), 8.25 (s. I
H), 7.85 (d, I H), 't;t2-7.s6 (m, 4 H), 7.39 (d. I H\7.35-'7.23
(m,3 H).7;18 (d. I H),7.14 (dd, I H),7.00 (d. I H),6.83 (2d.2
H).6.45 (m.2 H).3.50 (4q. 8 H, CH: of Errr.\).2.63 (s, 3 H.
CH),2.52 (s,3 H, CH,) and l.l5 (4r, 12 H, CH3 ol ErrN);
UV/VIS [acetonirrile, À,/nm (e/dm3 mol-r cm-r¡]: 206 (57 0OO),
262 (s6 300), 28ó (58 s00). 294 (63 500). 336 (20 100), 394
(12 400).468 (l I 600). 512 (l I 200) and 620 (2920).
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There have been many recent developments in synthetic methodologies for polymetallic
ligand-bridged moleculai assemblies, encouraged by the prospect that such materials have
pãtential alplication to photochemical molecular devices. The assemblies have involved
: Corresponding author. Fax: 0061778t4600; e-mail: richard'keene@jca'edu'au
0010-8545/97l$32.00 O 1997 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved
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ruthenium(II ) metal centers, which are invariably octahedral. However, the synthetic advances
have often occurred without consideration of the problem of stereochemical ambiguity in the
products. The present review examines this uncertainty and ways in which it may be addressed.
In particular, it assesses approaches to the pre-determination of the stereochemistry of poly-
nuclear assemblies incorporating Ru(II) and related centers {e.g. os(II)} by the use of
precursors with an established geometry, and the use of chromatographic techniques in the
separation of stereoisomeric mixtures. Some of our own work is elaborated, where we have
been able to separate stereoisomers of chromophore-quencher complexes and of dinuclear
and trinuclear ligand-bridged species. Additionally, the review summarizes our preliminary
studies oftheir physical properties as a function ofthe spatial arrangement ofthe components.
A 1997 Elsevier Science S.A.
1. Introduction
L 1 . Mimicry of photosynthetic systems
The concept of controlled molecular architecture - and emergence of the "nanome-
ter technology" - has developed from an increasingly intimate understanding of
properties at a molecular level. One example of its application is the rational design
of supramolecular assemblies which form the basis ol materials to be used in
photochemical molecular devices (PMDs). Following light absorption, such materi-
als may perform a variety of functions; e.g. conversion of light energy to chemical
or electrical energy, light-activated molecular switches, etc. Artificial photosynthesis
is but one obvious goal.
In nature, the process of photosynthesis originates with light-promoted electronic
excitation within the "antenna system" of an organism. In a series of short range,
rapid electron-transfer steps, physically-separated reducing and oxidizing centers are
created which have lifetimes sufrcient that subsequent chemical reactivity may take
place (the reduction of carbon dioxide to carbohydrates and the oxidation of water
to oxygen, respectively) [,2]. Such an organism must necessarily contain (inter alia)
two essential components: light absorbers ("chromophores") which harvest light
energy allowing electronic excitation, as well as electron- and energy-transfer agents
("quenchers") which rapidly relay the absorbed electronic energy away from the
chromophore to an appropriate site in the system for utilization. Further, for a
photosynthetic system an additional component is also required, namely catalytic
sites, at which the chemical reactions occur.
The three components are contained within an enzyme matrix which controls the
spatial relationships between them and, together with the trans-membrane nature
of some of the relay processes, limit the reactivity pathways. However, the precise
manner in which the enzyme structure effects processes such as electron transfer
remains a subject of conjecture [3].
A key issue is the rapid physical separation of the excited electron from the
chromophore, and a number of elegant model studies of this process have been
undertaken, albeit they are limited because the linkages between the components
are covalent [a-8]. The overall principle of such studies is represented below, where
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a chromophore (C) is attached to redox-active groups (quenchers). In the case where
an electron donor (D) and an electron acceptor (A) are involved, the initial D-C-A
species absorbs light energy and forms an excited state D-*C-A, which produces




As an exemplar of such studies, the work of Gust, Moore and coworkers is cited,
where photoexcitation of a carotenoid-porphyrin-diquinone tetrad (represented
C-P-Q^-Q") gives rise to the charge-separated state C'*-P-Qo-Qi-, rational-
ized via a series ofelectron transfers between adjacent groups(Fig.1)[9]. In these
particular studies, the components are actually mimics of the natural system - the
porphyrin as the chromophore with the carotenoid and quinone moieties being
donor- and acceptor-quencher functionalities, respectively. More extended (pentad
C-P1-P2-QA-Q") systems of the same type have also been investigated [0].
Attention is also drawn to the elegant bis(porphyrin) systems of Sauvage and
coworkers [1], 12] which model the function of the "reaction center" in the photosyn-
thetic process.
Ultimately, chemical reactions in any photosynthetic scheme are multi-electron
processes, although in the chromophore only one electron is excited per photon
absorbed. The simultaneous supply of several electrons is achieved by the use of
"antenna" systems which funnel electrons to a reaction site. To achieve artificial
photosynthesis, the same elements of spatial and charge separation must occur
within synthesized molecules. Although the precise chemical reactions will differ
from those in the natural systems, they necessarily remain multi-electron in character,
so that the artificial molecular assembly ("supramolecule") will also require several





Fig. l. Chromophore-quencher tetrad C-P-QA-QB [9].
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induced electron transfer relay is directed to a spatially-separated chemically reactive
(catalytic) site.
1.2. Electrou ctntl energy transfer in polyntetallic assentblies
Polymetallic molecules, appropriately constructed, could conceivably provide the
basis for such a supramolecular system [13,14]. For the required building blocks,
mononuclear transition metal complexes of the d6 metal centers ruthenium(ll),
osmium(II) and rhenium(I) with polypyridyl ligands {e.g. bpy:2,2'-bìpyridine and
phen: l,l0-phenanthroline and their analogues) are ofparticular interest as precur-
sors because of their extensive (and well studied!) photochemistry [15]. of these, the
ruthenium compounds have received most attention, as the synthetic versatility of
osmium is comparatively limited and rhenium species tend to lack broad-band
absorption in the visible spectral region.
bpy = 2,2'-b¡pyr¡dine phen = 1,1o-phenanthroline
The capacity for variation of the photophysical, spectral and redox characteristics
by ligand control is extensive, and this has been well documented for homoleptic
and bis(heteroleptic) complexes of ruthenium(II) with bidentate polypyridyl ligands
il51. As alluded to previously [15], with 200 bidentate ligands (pp), there are 200
homoleptic possibilities IRu(pp)r]'*, -4x 104 bis(hetereoleptic) [Ru(pp)z(pp')]t*
species and - 1.3 x 106 tris(heteroleptic) complexes [Ru(pp)(pp')(pp")]2*: our
recent reports of the synthesis of a range of tris(heteroleptic) complexes of ruthenium
[6-19]and osmium [20] have served to emphasize this particularly attractive aspect
of versatility in the utilization of such species as building blocks for polynuclear
assemblies.
Over the last decade, significant developments have occurred in synthetic schemes
for a wide ran-ee of li-eand-bridged polymetallic assemblies. It is not intended to
exhaustively review the area, as only a portion is of particular relevance to the
subsequent discussion. However, it is ¡roted that there is a recent comprehensive
review [21] addrcssing the synthesis and physical properties (elcctrochemical and
-L^¿--L---:^--l 
\ ^C ----l- , Ipiìotophlsicai ) oï such corrpiexes, and ihe reader is directed io that work for
additional information.
The nature of the bridging moiety may have a signifrcant influence on the proper-
ties of a polynuclear assembly. It can promote strong coupling between the centers
or be effectively insulating (or anything in between). It can be flexible or it can
rigidly control the spatial relationship between the attached metal centers. In terms
of coupling, the concept of a "supramolecular" assembly implies that the individual
components will substantially retain their individual characteristics. Very strong
coupling is not consistent with this requirement, although the study of systems in
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which the coupling may be systematically varied is valuable in developing our
understanding of intramolecular electron and energy transfer processes that occur
in polymetallic assemblies following light absorption.
The consequence of flexibility (or at least lack of rigidity) within the bridge is that
the geometry of the assembly is uncertain, both in terms of the distance by which
the metal centers are separated as well as their relative orientations. Under these
circumstances, any theoretical treatment of electron or energy transfer is rendered
difficult. Additionally, since in any applications of these materials such transfers will
be over long distances and directional, the uncertainty is limiting. Such directional
control, which is a feature of the framework provided by the enzyme matrix in
natural systems, can only be developed when there is rigidity in the bridge and the
stereochemical features of the component metal centers themselves are known and
controlled.
Given these restrictions, one should note the advantages and limitations ol some
of the polynuclear assemblies which have been developed.
Initially, mention should be made of the self-assembled polymetallic species in
which metal centers {tetrahedral such as Ag(I) or Cu(I) 122-281; octahedral such
as Fe(II), Co(lI), Co(III), Ni(II), Ru(II) 124,29-31)\ have been used as linking
points for long chain polypyridyl ligands, forming double and triple strand helicate
structures. While the helicates themselves are rod-like, there have also been examples
of extending the principle to 2D structures [32-36]. The concept is extremely elegant,
but is not entirely relevant to the present discussion of stereochemical variation in
polynuclear species induced by tris(bidentate) ligation at octahedral centers: while
such a coordination mode may be present in helicate structures, the only stereoiso-
meric ambiguity is the chirality which is in turn generally controlled by the helicity.
Polymetallic helical configurations are also included in the intermediate species in
the formation of molecular composite knots [37], but as the Cu(I) centers involved
are tetrahedral, these complexes are not gerrnane to this review. It is primarily in cases
where metal centers in a polynuclear assembly possess octahedral coordination that
their individual (rather than collective) stereochemistries are of fundamental concern'
In such assemblies, simple bridges such as CN - will produce mainly chain-like
structures [38]. There is also a range of bridges, using the a,cr'-diimine ligating motif
in polypyridyl species, which may produce extended polynuclear systems, but in
which there is considerable flexibility because of the possibility of bond rotation in
the link (e.g. phenyl, polyphenyl or alkynyl) between the ligating groups 139-491.
There are a number of dendrimers (including the so-called "star-burst" and
"arboral" structures) which may be put in the same category [50-53].
On the other hand. there are a number of bridges which possess sufficient rigidity
to meet the criteria specified above in terms of controlling the molecular framework.
As one example in this category, a series of assemblies containing up to twenty-two
metal centers have been reported by the Italian groups headed by Denti and Balzani
t54-68]. The syntheses involve what has been termed a "complexes as ligands"
technique: this methodology dates back to early syntheses of dinuclear ligand-
bridged species t69.701, but has been developed for the larger oligomers using either
a convergent'or divergent approach [21].
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One of this series is the decanuclear species, which has been synthesized in homo-
or hetero-metallic forms containing Ru(II) and/or os(II) [56]. From photophysical
studies it demonstrates that energy transfer may be directed from a number of
peripheral sites (Mo) to a single central site (M"), whereas in other cases energy is
transferred in the opposite direction(Fig. 2)[56].
Structural control within such polymetallic molecules is paramount since the type
and arrangement of metal centers greatly influences energy migration patterns
121,71]. But despite an extensive and rapidly growing literature on the synthesis and
electronic characteristics of such compounds [21], the issue of the effects of stereo-
isomerism on those properties, while receiving occasional tacit acknowledgement,
has rarely been addressed. An understanding of such aspects seems fundamental:
photo-promoted intramolecular electron or energy transfer between chromophoric
and catalytic sites are essential processes in artificial assemblies designed as photo-
chemical molecular devices, and they will be spatially dependent. The assembly is
required to provide the molecular framework which is a feature associated with the
enzyme matrix in natural systems, and which controls the directional qualities of
the transfer processes.
The redox charge separation described earlier in organic systems occurs also in
metal-containing species, in which a metal center functions as the chromophore (C)
and the redox active groups (D and A) are attached to the ligands. Although many






Fig. 2. The decanuclear species [Ru1e(dpp)s( bpy),2],o' [56].













Fig. 3. Chromphore-quencher complexes exhibiting redox charge separation [72,73]
the point (Fig.3). In system (a), following photoexcitation at the osmium center
(C) to produce the metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) state, a sequence of
redox quenching processes occur in which the donor phenothiazine (D) is oxidized
and the acceptor 4,4'-bipyridium functionalization (A) reduced, forming the charge-
separated state, D+-C-A'- 1721. Similarly in (b), charge separation can be achieved
across a bridge between two metal centers: following photoexcitation of the
Rer-bpz chromophore (bpz:2,2'-bipyrazine) to form the MLCT excited state, the
ultimate product has the donor phenothiazine as a radical cation and the bpz ligand
as a radical anion [73]. In both of these cases, there are no isomeric uncertainties
about the target molecules, but that has been an exception rather than the norm in
the systems investigated.
2. Stereochemistry in polymetallic assemblies
2.l. The "stereochemical problem"
Stereoisomerism is possible in systems containing octahedral metal centers with
bidentate ligands [74]. rü/hen the ligands are symmetrical (C, symmetry), chiral
forms (Â and A enantiomers) exist for the tris(bidentate) species, whereas for a
bis(bidentate) complex there are geometric isomers (cisltrans ) as well as enantiomers
of the c¡i form. When'ligands are non-symmetrical, extra geometrical isomerism
occurs. In polynuclear species based on such centers, the stereoisomeric possibilities
c
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increase exponentially with the number of metal centers. In such cases, the samples
obtained under normal synthetic conditions will be a mixture of stereoisomers in an
uncertain ratio - a product described by von Zelewsky as possessing a "fuzzy
stereochemis try" [7 5].
A number of examples may be given involving systems where studies have been
undertaken on the physical properties of isolated species which clearly have a number
of stereochemical possibilities. The following cases are discussed as they are represen-
tative but are also particularly relevant to our subsequent approach to the
"stereochemical problem".
In their studies of charge-separated excited states in mono-nuclear complexes
containing ligands with donor- and acceptor-quencher functionalities, Elliot and
coworkers have investigated the system [Ru(u14PTZ)z(4nDQ2+))4* Í76,7j]. An
examination of stereoisomerism in such a system reveals that there are four geometric
isomers, shown in Fig. 4 (A represents the bipyridinium acceptor quencher, and D
the phenothiazine donor quencher). A similar number of isomers are possible in
IRu(bpy-AQ)zþpy-PTZ)12+, studied by Meyer et al. [78]. In both the above systems
177,781, the possible existence of geometric isomers was acknowledged, although
there was no evidence for more than one isomer - or if more than one isomer was
present there was no evidence of differences in their characteristics.
A number of examples of ligand-bridged oligomeric species have been reported
tnn4D) s-cls(D)
c is( DD),c ¡ 4 DA),ct4 DA)
c I e( D D ), c I s(D A),tra n 4 D A )
o
Fig, 4. Geometric isomers in a general [Ru(bpy-D)r(bpy-A)],* complex.








by Denti, Balzani and coworkers [54-68], as well as examples from other laborato-
ries [21].
Oi tf,ese oligomers, the decanuclear species mentioned earlier (Fig. 2) has been
reported in which the bridging ligand iJ Z,:-Uis1Z-pyridyl)pyrazíne (2,3-dpp) and
telninal ligands 2,2-bipyrilin" fUpyl [56]. In such an assembly' since the internal
metal centirs (M") uå' ¡Rn1Z,l-àpp).lt* moieties, they all can exhibit merlfac'
geometrical isomeiism "t 
Z,¡-¿pp in no.t-ty*metrical. In addition, all ten metal
ãenters may be chiral. As a resuit of this, there are in fact 6,144 diastereoisomers of
this species - each with an enantiomeric form! While it is unlikely that all these
stereoisomers would be represented in a synthesized mixture, it emphasizes the point
that the stereochemistry ìf such systems is very complicated' Furthermore, the
presence of a plethora of stereoisomers complicates the cha-racterization of the
iomplex by teåhniques such as NMR, the interpretation of which is rendered
extrËmely ãimcutt as the diastereoisomeric complexes have non-equivalent NMR
spectra iSa,Ze1. It also implies that the electrochemical and photophysical data
measured represent an average of the various forms'
As another example, a study was presented by Brewer and coworkers on the
electrochemical and photopîysical- proPerties of the trinuclear species




ã"7ó D o, tront?öú g.ã*"i.y,-"nd since the 2,3-dpp ligand is non-symmetri-
cal, the cis(Ct) form has tirree geometric isomers and the /rars isomer two' All the
cl.s isomers may have chiral forms, as well as both ruthenium centers. As a result,
there are actuâlly sixteen possible diastereoisomers, all but two of which have
enantiomeric forms. Of coìrse, the full complement may not necessarily exist'
However, in the representations in Fig. 5, the stereochemistry in such a linear
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A
B
Fig.5. Chem 3D@ representation of diastereoisomers of [{Ru(bpy)r}2{Os(2,3-dpp)zCl:]ot (H aroms
omitted for clarity) [80].
trinuclear species may be very different for a relatively small change - the species
shown are both A(Ru)Â(Os)Â(Ru) forms, and differ only in that the geometric
arrangement about the Os center is cis(CI)lcis(pyrazine) and cis(Cl)ltruns(pyrazine),
shown below as A and B respectively. The consequences on the relative disposition
of the two "terminal" ruthenium centers is quite profound.
2.2. Stereoclrcnlistry in rutlrcniunt c'omplexes with bidentate ligaruls
Although an extensive literature exists on the synthesis of mononuclear complexes
of ruthenium(Il), there have been few studies of stereoisomerism. rùy'hen non-
symmetrical bidentate ligands are involved, for complexes of the type [Ru(ab)3]2*
the existence of fac and mer geometric isomers has been recognized from lH and
13C NMR studies of complexes where ab:ûorì-symmetrically-substituted derivatives
of 2,2-bipyridine and l,lO-phenanthroline [81,82], azobis(2-pyridine) [83], and
2-(2-pyridyl)thiazole and,2-(2-pyrazyl)thiazole [8a]. Similarly, eeRu NMR has been
used to identify the presence of both geometric isomers in analogous complexes
where ab: 1-(2-pyridyl )-3,5-dimethylpyrazole [85], l-methyl-2-(2-pyridyl )imi-
dazole, 2-(2-pyridyl ) oxazole, 2-(2-pyridyl) thiazole and 2-(2-pyridyl ) selenazole [86 ],
and 2,3-bis(2-pyridyl)pyrazine [87]. Prior to our own work [88,89], there were few
reports claiming the separation of such stereoisomers. Using HPLC techniques,
separations were achieved for the species [Ru(apy)3]2* (two geometric isomers)
and [Ru(apy)r(bpy)]2* (two of the three possible geometric isomers) lbpy:2,2'-
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bipyridine; apy:azobis(2-pyridine)) [83]. Structures of nrer-[Ru(apy).]2+ and
cii,irans,cis-tRú(apy)rcl2l have also been published {the order of specification of
the geometry U.inÈ uõi¿ó-tigana (Cl -); py; azo\ [90]. More recently, the separation




















Three isomers of IRu(pap)rClz] and/or [Ru(tap)2Clr] have been isolated Í92,93),
and the structures of the cis-trans-cis- and c¡i-crs-crs-[Ru(pap)2Clr] [94] and
cis-trans-cis-[Ru(pap)2N3)] t95] forms determined. The cis-tr(1ns-cis, cis-cis-cis
and trans-tans-trans gão-êtii. isomers of IRu(npap)2C12] have been separated [96]
and the stereochemicãl .o.rrr. investigated of the reactions of [Ru(pap)2C12] and
[Ru(npap)rCl2] species with H2O/OH- f9'7^,981, and- of the reaction of
iR;ì;õi;(oíi,)r)ì* and [Ru(-tap)r(oHrjr]'* to form [Ru(pap)'B2]2*/
inuii"ilrfir,z* 
'ln is a bidentate ligand) t991. Cß and_.trans isomers of
inu i I-Írõlri'(where L are aryl(2-pyridylmethylene) amine Schiff-base ligands) have
also been reported [00].
In terms of tne nns of such molecules, the resolution of
lRu(pp)rl2* ¡01,1 + [103] and [os(pp)3]2* [104,105] (pp:
phen and bpy) was s ago.
As far as dinuclear complexes are concerned, very little stereochemical information
has been available. In J number of cases, there have been claims for absolute
preferences for one diastereoisomeric forms over another [83, 106] and linkage
isomerism has bee ing the 3,4-bis(2-pyridyl)-1,2,4-triazolate
(bpt) ligand (belo Our own studies on the stereochemistry
of'liganã-briàged Zelewsky and coworkers [1l0,lll]will
be discussed in more detail below.
2.3. Addressing the "stereochemical problent"
2.3.1. Using tridentale ligands.
The stereochemical pioblem may be avoided by the use of tridentate ligands of
the type 2,2',:6"2"-terpy.iain. (tpy), which coordinate in a meridional fashion about
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R
R = H: pap = 2-(phenylazo)pyridine
R = CH3: tap = 2-13-1e¡t'¡azo)pyridine
npap = 2{(zf -¡itrophenyl)azo}pyridine
R = H, CHs, or Cl
bpf
an octahedral metal center creating an achiral species of the type [M(tpy)r]'+
[21,39,40]. However, it should be noted that there are a number of consequences
of this approach. Firstly, the lifetime of the 3MLCT excited state of [Ru(tpy)r]2* is
some 3-4 orders of magnitude shorter at room temperature in solution than for
[Ru(bpy)3]2+ and [Ru(phen)3]2*, and unlike the latter complexes [Ru(tpy)r]2+ does
not luminesce [12-l16]. This is a consequence of faster radiationless deactivation
through a 3MC (metal-centered) state, brought about by the weaker freld strength
in [Ru(tpy)r]2+ because of the geometric requirements of the coordinated tpy ligand
and resultant distortion from the strictly octahedral environment lll7,llBl. At 77 K,
this path is unavailable, and the luminescence and emission lifetime of
[Ru(tpy)2]'z+ is comparable with rhar of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ and [Ru(phen)3]2+ [119]. It
has been shown that the lifetime of the [Ru(tpy)r]2+ chromophore is significantly
increased by the incorporation of electron-withdrawing substituents at the 4'-position
139,12(.Þ't22).
The second consequence is that in order to avoid further stereoisomerism (geomet-
ric), any bridging must occur through 1¡s 4'-positions of the tpy ligands, which for
[Ru(tpy)r]2+ species have a mutually rrans zrranlement - any polynuclear species
involving bridging ligands based on tpy-type ligands is therefore necessarily linear
or rodJike.
Sauvage and eoworkers have also examined the cyclometallated analogue on the
basis that the higher o-donating properties of the cyclometallating ligand allows
some control of the spectroscopic and redox characteristics[42,43,123].
The use of these ligands and ligand-bridges has allowed a development of the
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lpy = 2,2' :6',2" -terpyridi ne
{n>o} {n>o}
understanding of aspects of intramolecular electron and energy transfer processes
Í39-43,123]. However, to comprehend fully the consequences of the spatial relation-
ship of the component metal centers on these processes - and maximize the ability
to vary the characteristics of the coordination environment of those centers - the
use of tris(bidentate) species is ultimately required. And therein lies a challenge.
2.3.2. Chiral building blocks and tlte " Chiragens"
Two separate approaches have been taken to this task by von Zelewsky and
coworkers [75],
In the first, an enantiomerically pure chiral building block was sought which could
be used to produce mono- and dinuclear species of predetermined stereochemistry.
The complexes [Ru(phen)r(py)r]'* and [Ru(bpy)t(py)r]t* (conveniently resolved
by conventional diastereoisomer formation using the O,Ordibenzoyltart¡ate anion)
were found to undergo stereoretentive substitution of the two monodentate pyridine
ligands Il0,lll,l24]. This important property was shown by reaction of either Â-
or Â-[Ru(pp)z(py)r]2* (pp:bpy or phen) with the chiral bidentate ligand
(R,R)-1,2-diaminocyclohexane (or its enantiomer) to give pure diastereoisomeric







These chiral precursors were used to synthesize dinuclear species
[{Ru(pp)t}r(p-Bl-)]o* (pp:bpy or phen; BL:bridging ligands 2,2-bipyrimidine
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{bpm}, 2,5-bis(2-pyridyl )pyrazine {2,5-dpp} or 4,6-bis( 2-pyridyl )pyrimidine
{4,6-dppm}) with predetermined stereochemistry Ill0,l I l]. In these cases the meso-
(ÂÂ) diastereoisomer and the enantiomers (ÂA and ÂÂ) of the rac diastereoisomer
were separately synthesized and their stereochemical integrity confirmed using rH





The principle of the second strategy was to impose a chiral disposition about the
metal center of a precursor, which in turn would promote the stereoselective synthesis
of oligomers derived from it. such ligands, called "chiragens", are based on [4,5]-
pineno:2,2'-bipyridine, which are derived from the naturally occurring chiral species
(-)-myrtenal U25,1261. [4,5]-Pineno-2,2'-bipyridine is chiral, and undergoes regio-
selective deprotonation whereby two such moieties may be linked by a spacer to
give the "chiragen" series of ligands. The linkage may be an alkyl chain {denoted
CG[z]; n:0, 3, 4-7] Í124-127),bpy {denoted Cc[bpy]] [127] or o-, m- or p-
xylendiyl {denoted CGfolmlp-xyll} [129-131]. The Chiragens CG[n] where n )4
show stereospecific coordination to octahedral metal centers ruthenium and osmium
[26], and the same ligands have been used to control the stereochemistry of the
general species of the type [Ru(CG[r])Clrl and [Os(CG[n])Xrl.+ (X:Ct-, m:0;
X:DMSO, nt:2) [31,132], which may be used as precursors in syntheses of
higher nuclearity assemblies. They have also been used to produce helicate species
with predetermined chirality [129]. The ligands CG[n] (n:0,3) and the Cctbpyl
do not coordinate as tetradentate ligands: however, they coordinate to a metal center
in a bidentate manner and therefore are potential bridges. They have been incorpo-
rated in di- or trinuclear species: in such systems stereospecificity was observed, but
was induced by the chirality of the metal centers involved [128].
A chiragen based on the "dipineno" precursor has also been developed {designated
superchiragen[O] or SGS[O]] and shows similar behavior to its cG[O] analogue
u27,1281.
In terms of the overall aims, by imposing stereochemistry on the primary building




block of an assembly the "Chiragen" approach seeks to maintain stereoselectivity
in the addition of further components. Furthermore, since that stereoselectivity
appears to be complete, the chances of photoisomerization are minimized so that
the stereochemistry is retained during photochemical processes.
The negative aspect of the approach is that since the Chiragen occupies four
coordination positions about the metal center, the opportunity for versatility in
terms of the coordination environment is limited.
2.3.3. Other exunples of stereoselective syntltesis
There are a limited number of other recent examples of controlled stereochemistry
which reflect a burgeoning interest in the topic. For example, there have been a
number of examples involving condensations of chiral monomers containing the
l,l0-phenanthroline-5,6-dione ligand to form bridged complexes of predetermined
stereochemistry. Lincoln and Nordén [33] have used this methodology to produce
















Fig.6. Stereoselective synthesis ofdiastereoisomers [(Ru(phen)r]r{dppz(ll-ll')dppz}14t [133]
(phen-5,6-dione)]2+ [34] as the precursor. In a similar manner, Lehn and coworkers
[35] have reported the complex shown in Fig.7, in which the stereochemistry of
the two ruthenium centers is predetermined by thc use of the same 
^- 
or
Â-[Ru(phen)r( l,l0-phenathroline-5,6-dione)]2+ precursor: Again in a related system,
MacDonnell and Bodige have used resolved precursors to form a singe diastereoi-
somer of the tpphz-bridged dimer (Fig. 8) [36]:
Tor and coworkers [37] have reported the use of the Hua and von Zelewsky
precursor [ 11] to produce chiral complexes of functionalized phen ligands, which
may be subsequently linked to form dimers with predetermined stereochemistry
(Fig. e).
Additionally, Kane-Maguire and coworkers [38] have recently reported the
resolutit¡¡r of crs-[Ru(phen)2(CH3CN)r]t*, which may be used as a chiral
I O+
PI FqÞhö)a
Fig.7. Stereoselective synthesis of diastereoisomers of trimetallic species [135].











Fig.9. Stereoselective synthesis ofdiastereoismers ofalkyne'bridged dinuclear species [137]
t3'l
Hzt{
precursor for further synthesis, including chiral neutral -species such as
.,r-¡n,rlptrrn)zXzl (X:CN-, Cl-) which are dimcult to obtain by other means'
U¡nitè'tn.t. eiämples show the increasing appreciation of the problem, they do
not offer a general approach to its solution.
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3. Stereochemistry and polynuclear assemblies
3.1. The swthesis of tris(heteroleptic) conlplax(s
In our own âpproach to the stereochemical problem, we have attempted to honor
three aims. Firstly, the use of metal centers in polynuclear assemblies was considered
important because it provides the ability to control the photophysical and spectral
characteristics ol the chromophore componetìt, as well as the redox properties (a
leature important in controlling intramolccular electron and energy transler
flollowin-s light absorption), and such versatility may only be achieved by the use ol
bideutate ligands. The second necessity was th¿rt the centers must have a substantial
level of photoinertness. For complexes containing pyridyl-type ligands low levels of
photolability are known [39], and in cases where stereoisomerism is possible photo-
isomerization and photoracemization have been reported, particularly in cases where
monode¡rtate ligands are involved [01,140,141]. In the case of the "Chiragen"
ligands, one of the attractive features was that since the chiral ligand imposed a
stereoselectivity on its attachment to the metal center, photoracemization would be
minimized [l31]. It is worth noting however fi'om our studies that tris(heteroleptic)
species proved Io be at least 102-103 times more photoinert than the [Ru(bpy)3]2*
archetype, [7] and despite concerns to the contrary Il3l], we have not observed
photolability in the IRu(pp)r(CO)r]'* species.
The synthetic methodology we have used for the heteroleptic tris(bidentate)-
















Fig. 10. Synthetic scheme lor heteroleptic tris(bidcntate)ruthenium(II) complexes [17]
pp
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Preliminary details of the scheme were reported earlier U42-1411. rWe have also
recently reported a related synthetic route to produce heteroleptic
tris(bidentate)osmium(II) analogues [20].
3.2. Stereochemical considerations
From a stereochemical point of view, the penultimate complex in the scheme, viz.
the species [Ru(pp)(pp')(CO)r]t*, is pivotal as such a bis(bidentate) species is
closely stereochemically related to the final product and it is at this frnal stage that
the stereochemistry may be controlled. We undertook two separate but interrelated
studies of the stereochemistry of this decarbonylation process.
In the first, the formation of the species [Ru(Me2bpy)(pmb)z]'z* was studied in
detail [88]. In this complex, 4,4'-dimethyl-2,2''bipyridine (Me2bpy) is a symmetri-
cally-substituted ligand, and 4-methyl-4'-neo-pentyl-2,2'-bipyridine (pmb) is non-
symmetrically substituted. The target complex in such a case has three possible
geometric isomers, shown below. In terms of the synthetic scheme, there are of
course two alternative approaches: the target complex can be obtained by either
reaction of Me2bpy with [Ru(pmblr(CO)r]t* (which has three geometric isomers
exactly analogous to the target), or by reaction of . pmb with
[Ru(Me2bpy)(pmb)(CO)r]2+, which has two geometric forms. Figs. ll-13
N
Me2bpy Pmb Me4bpy
Clearly, in the first case, if stereochemical integrity were retained in the decarbony-























Fig. 13. Geometric isomers of [Ru(pmb)(Me2bpy)CO)12*
corresponding isomer of the target complex would be expected. In the second case,
the addition of the second pmb ligand to either of the two geometric isomers of the
dicarbonyl species could occur in two ways and so two isomers would be obtained
in each case. Within our studies, the respective dicarbonyl complexes were separated
into their geometric isomers and the stereochemical course of the final reaction
studied. In the decarbonylation reactions, the dicarbonyl species was reacted with
excess trimethylamine,¡y'-oxide (TMNO) in the presence of the third bidentate ligand.
Initial studies used refluxing 2-methoxyethanol as the solvent, but careful investiga-
tions revealed that a small amount (-5Vo) of ligand scrambling occurred under
those conditions: however, if the reaction was performed at <40oC, then the
stereochemical integrity of the dicarbonyl species was completely retained in the
manner shown in Fig. l4 [88].
In the second study, the chiral integrity of the dicarbonyl species was observed
during the decarbonylation process [47]. This work involved two separate but
N/











Fig. 14. Stereochemical course of the decarbonylation reactions ol[Ru(pmb)r(CO)r]'* with Merbpy. and
of [Ru(pmb)(Merbpy)(CO)2]'z+ with Merbpy [88].
significant parts. The [Ru(pp)(pp')(CO)z]2* precursor is chiral and may be resolved
into Â and 
^ 
enantiomers. This was achieved for the cases v/here pp:pp':bpy (or
phen), with chiral integrity being established unequivocally by the use of 1H NMR
studies with chiral lanthanide shift reagents. The chiral [Ru(pp)z(CO)z]2* forms
were then reacted under decarbonylation conditions with a third pp ligand to produce
the corresponding [Ru(pp)r]2+ complexes, for which the chiral forms are well
characterized [01,102]. The results were totally analogous with those for the
[Ru(Me2bpy)(pmb)r]t* study, and showed total retention of chirality at temper-
atures 140'C, with -5Vo lacemization at 120 "C.
The chiral dicarbonyl species may also be used as a precursor for dinuclear species.
The synthetic methodology may be used to prepare dinuclear complexes if the
dicarbonyl precursor is reacted with a complex [Ru(ppXpp')('pp")]'* in which one
of the ligands in the tris(bidentate) species is a potential bridging ligand, such as
2,2'-bipyrimidine. This has been referred to earlier as the "complexes as ligands"
approach to oligomer synthesis. In the present instance, the tris(bidentate) com-
plex IRu(Meobpy)z(bpm)]2* {Meabpy:4,4',5,5'-tetramethyl-2,2'-bipyridine) was
resolved by cation exchange column chromatogaphy (see below) and one enantiomer
reacted with a chiral form of [Ru(phen)r(CO)r]'* under decarbonylation conditions.
At a temperature <40 oC, it was found that the one single diastereoisomer of the
dinuclear species [( Meobpy)2Ru(bpm)Ru (phen)r]a 
* was obtained( Fig. I 5 ).
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Â-(+) - t R u(ph en) 2(CO) 212+
decarbonylation MejNO
MeOCH2CH2OH
phen (a) (b) Â-(+)-[Ru(Meabpy)z(bpm)]2'
^-(+)-tRu(phen)3J2* 
ÂÂ-[(phen)2Ru(bpm)Ru(M eqbpy)zl+
Fig. 15. Stereochemical course ofdecarbonylation reactions [147].
The conclusions are extremely signifrcant. The synthetic methodology allows the
extensive and controlled variation of the coordination environment of individual
metal centers, and therefore ofthe spectral, photophysical and redox characteristics.
But in addition, since the stereochemical integrity of the dicarbonyl precursor is
maintained in the decarbonylation reaction, the stereochemistry may be predeter-
mined in mononuclear and oligonuclear species by appropriate choice of the stereo-
chemistry of the precursor. we have exploited our methodology to control the
stereochemistry of ligand-bridged polymetallic assemblies, and as well as to probe
the effect of the spatial relationship of the component metal centers on intramolecular
electron and energy transfer within them. A number of examples are summarized
below.
3.2.1. Example - e mononuclear chromophore-r¡uencher system
Previous studies on chromophore-quencher complexes (see above) have probed
the characteristics of the charge-separated state as a function of the distance of
separation of the donor and acceptor groups, and the nature of the rigidity and
electronic character of the bridging groups between them. However, the dependence
of the electron transfer process on their stereochemical relationship has not been
investigated. In some cases, the systems have been deliberately chosen to avoid this
spatial ambiguity [39], while other studies of this type have investigated target
compounds composed of a mixture of stereoisomers [76-78]. While the existence of
the stereoisomers has been acknowledged Ui,7Bl, we are not aware of any report
of the isolation of stereoisomers of a mononuclear species containing a single donor
and a single acceptor functionality.
The combination of the synthetic methodology for tris(heteroleptic) complexes
[17] and the confirmation of retention of stereochemical integrity during the frnal
decarbonylation step of our scheme [88,147] allowed the isolation of a species of
this type. Using variations on the earlier techniques, we have isolated the four
geometric isomers of the system [Ru(Me2bpy)(bpy-Met*)(bpV-pTZ)]a+ (Fig. l6)
{Me2bpy:{,4'-dimethyl-2,2'-bipyndine; bpy-MQ,*:((4'-methyl-2,2'-bipyridin-4-
yl)methyl)-l'-methyl-4,4'-bipyrinediium cation; bpy-pTZ:[(4,-methyl-2,,2-bipyn-
din-4-yl )methyl lphenothiazine) [89].
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bpy-MQ2+ + +
bpy-PTZ
A variation in the methodology described earlier [7] was required to avoid
the sensitivity of the PTZ functionality to oxidation by the decarbonylation
agent TMNO. Firstly, the bpy-MQ2* ligand was added to the [Ru(Me2bpy)(CO)2-
(CF3SO3)21 precursor. As with the pmb system, [88] the presence of tlte non-
symmetrically-substituted bidentate li-eand in IRu(Merbpy)(bpy-MQ'*)(CO)t]o*
induces geometrical isomerism in its complexes: 9A contains the MQ2* substituent
in a cisf trans orientation with respect to both carbonyl ligands. whereas in 9B it has
a cisf cis orientation (Fig. l7). Fractional crystallization allowed substantial but not
complete separation of the geometric forms. but the separation - and the avoidance
of the problem of the sensitivity of the PTZ groupin-e in the decarbonylation process
- was achieved via an extra step introduced into the previously reported synthetic
scheme [7]. The decarbonylation of 9 with TMNO was undertaken in the presence
of pyridine (py) to produce [Ru(Me2bpy)(bpy-MQt*)(py)r]o* (10), which was
readily separated into geometric isomers by cation exchange chromatography. Such
bis(pyridine) species are known to react with a third bidentate polypyridyl ligand
with stereochemical retention of configuration I I I I ].
The stereochemical consequences of the reactions of 10,{ and l0B with bpy-PTZ
are shown in Fig. l8: 104 results in a trans-ll + cis( 2)-ll mixture and 108 produces
cis (l)-ll+cß(3)-ll. The two pairs of isomeric mixtures of [Ru(Merbpy)-
(bpy-MQt*)(bpy-PTZ))a* were separated by cation-exchange chromatography,
giving the four isomers which were characterized by NMR spectroscopic techniques.
The physical characteristics of the isomers have been investigated. No significant
differences were observed between the electronic absorption spectra of stereo-
isomers, or in their electrochemical behavior. Initial photophysical studies suggest
differences are observed between the four geometric forms of the complex
IRu(Me2bpy)(bpy-MV2+)(bpy-PTZ)]a*:the lifetimes of the charge-separated state
for all the cH isomers are different (while of the same order), with the behavior of
the trans isomer being distinct. These details will be reported shortly [89].
3.2.2. Example - a dinuclear system with an a-azodiimine bridge
The stereochemistry of the dinuclear species [(pp)(pp')Ru(BL)Ru(pp")(pp"')]o*
(where pp:pp'and pp"-pp"'; BL is a bridging ligand) has been examined
[79, I 10, I I l, 147]. For all such dimeric species, there are two diastereoisomeric forms,
comprised of the enantiomeric pairs ÂA/ÂA and ÂÂ/AÂ. In cases where the coordina-










Fig. 16. Geomet¡ic isomers of the system [Ru(Merbpy)(bpy-MQ,*)(bpy-YfZ)14+ 1891.
tion environment of the metal centers is equivalent (i.e. pp:pp':pp":pp"'), the
Â¡\ and ÂÂ forms are identical (i.e. a meso form).
There is a significant difference between the rac and meso diastereoisomers as the
terminal polypyridyl ligands "above" and "below" the plane of the bridging ligand
bear a significantly different relationship. For the complexes where the axes of the
"bites" of the two bidentate moities of the bridging ligand (BL) are linear (e.g. bpm)
or have a stepped parallel relationship (e.9. apy), the terminal polypyridyl ligands

















Fig. 17. Geometric isomers of the system [Ru(Merbpy)(bpy-MQ2*)X2]r+ {X=CO (9) or X:py (10)}
t8el.
fl = H: azobis(2-Pyrid¡ne) {aPY} R
in the 
^^/^A 
form, whereas they are perpendicular in the ÂÂ'/,4.Â stereoisomer'
This is strown in a schematic mànner in Fig. 19. It should be noted that if the
relationship of the axes of the two "bites" are angular (e'g' 2,3-dpp, HAT)' the
above descriPtion is reversed.
We have separated the diastereoisomers for a range of dinuclear complexes by
cation-exchange chromatography [79], and the synthesis of predetermined diaste¡eo-
isomers of a sãlection of dinuõleai species has been achieved using chiral precursors
[1 10, I lt,l47].
= CHg: azobis(4-methyl-2-pyridine) {mapy}
To probe the stereochemical effects in dinuclear species, we chose to investigate
the seiies of complexes [(pp)2Ru(BL)Ru pp')r]2+, where pplpp'were the terminal
iigunar bpy or tUlrUpy,'aiã th. bridging ligand BL was of the u-azodiimine type
(apy or mapy) [148].' ïn. bridgilg'ligand affects the degree of metal-metal interaction in di- and oligo-
nuclear 
"orãptã*.i 
as it determines the distance and relative orientation of the metal
centers, andìnfluences through-space electronic coupling and the degree ofthrough-
via ügãnd-metal orbital overlap) Í14,1491' Ligands possessing
hav-e ext¡emely low-lying n* orbitals and are strongly




























cis (I) uFigure 18
cis (3)
Fig. 18. Stereochemical course of the reactions of the geometric isomers (l0A and l0B) of [Ru(Merbpy)(bpy-MQ'*)(py)Jon with bpy-PTZ. [89]
F.R. Keene / Coordination Chemistry Revietys 166 ( l'997) l2l-l59 t47
meso {^ } rac {LL= ÂÂ}
Fig. 19. Schematic representation of the diastereoisomeric forms of the dinuclear ligand-bridged species
[{Ru(pp)r}t(BL)]o* {pp=a symmetrical bidentate ligand; BL=a symmetric bridging ligand (shown
hatched) in which the axes olthe two'.bites" are linear).
such as azobis(2-pyridine) function as the bridge have comproportionation con-
stants (K") in excess of 108 for the di-ruthenium case, and hence exhibit a very high
degree of metal-metal interaction [83,149,150,154,155]. Bridging ligands of this
type also are found to enhance the structural differences between the diastereoisomers
of such dinuclear species, because of the stepped-parallel (as opposed to linear)
orientation of the axes of the bidentate chelating ligand functions in the apy-type
bridging groups (Fig. 20).
The two diastereoisomeric forms were readily separated by cation-exchange chro-
matography, the relative ease of separation being rationalized in terms of the
pronounced stereochemical differences in the relative orientation of the terminal
ligands induced by the a-azodiimine bridging ligands.
Previous studies of a-azodiimine-bridged dinuclear compounds suggested that
only one diastereoisomer was observed [83]: there were differences in the synthesis
^^ ^AFig.20. CHEM 3D@ representations of the diastereoisomeric forms of [{Ru(Me2bpy)z}z(p-mapy)]o*
tr48l.
I48 F.R. Keene lCoordination Chemistry Raviet,s 166 (1997) l2l_159
conditions in the two studies, but our work clearly shows the presence of both
isomers [48].
The diastereoisomers show differences in their physical characteristics. For exam-
ple, during the chromatographic separation there was a noticeable difference in the
color of the diastereoisomers on the column - the first band eluted (meso) was dark
emerald-green and the second band (ruc) olive-green for all five dinuclear compounds
involving the a-azodiimine bridging ligands. The absorption spectra of the complexes
showed intense bands in the UV region, with bands in the visible region (assigned
as arising from MLCT transitions) at ca. 380 and 770 nm: for the two diastereoisom-
ers of [{Ru(bpy)r}r(p-apy)]a+ there was a red shift of -i nminthe rac comparedwith the nleso form in the absorption arising from the lowest energy
d(Ru) -rr*(p-apy) transition. The stereochemistry also affected the d( Ru) --+"-( bpvi
transition; a shoulder at 400 nm in the meso isomers was enhanced in the ro" isomêis.
We are not aware of other reports of a significant difference in such physical
properties of ligand-bridged diastereoisomers.
The differences were also reflected in the electrochemical properties of the diastere-
oisomers. Although the effects were relatively small, in all the a-azodiimine bridged
complexes, the oxidative couples were shifted to more positive potentials and ihe
reductive couples to more negative potentials for the rac (L,A,lAA) forms relative to
the nteso (ÂA) diastereoisomers. Additionally, the separation between the two metal-
centered oxidations (LÐtpo) was consistently larger for the rac îorm. This implies
a slightly greater degree of metal-metal communication for one stereochemical form
over the other, and we believe this to be the first observation of stereochemical
influences on the electron transfer properties within dinuclear metallic complexes.
Sinlilar differences may be even more clearly demonstrated in a related dinuclear
complex, [{(bpy)rRu}r(p-dpa)]u* {dpa:2,3-bis(2-pyridyl)-t,4-diaazaanthracene}.
In this case, the separation of the oxidation waves of the two metal centers is greater
{Etp: l.l7 and 1.32v cf. l.14 and 1.32 v} for fhe meso diastereoisomer (in which
the terminal ligands of the different metal centers are parallel), indicating differences
in the communication induced by the stereochemistry (Fig. 2l) tl56l.
3.2.3. Exontple - mono-, di- and tri-nuclear complexes of the HAT tigand
We have also investigated the stereochemistry of complexes containing the bridging
ligand 1,4,5,8,9,I2-hexaazatriphenylene (HAT) [157]: This ligand has three sites for
bidentate ligatir-rn Lo a metal center, and may serve as a bidentate ligand in mono-
nuclear species or as a iiganci bridge in di- and tri-nuclear species. Examples are
F.R. Keene lCoordination Chemistry Revievs ló6 (1997) 121-159 t49
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Fig.2l. Cyclic voltammetry of [{(bpy)rRu}¡(p-dpa)]o* (CHTCN/0.1M (C4Hr)¡lClO{ solurion vs
AglAg. ) [ 156].
known in each of these categories, and studies have addressed synthetic strategies
for homonuclear and heteronuclear species [58-162], photophysical properties
[59.161-165] and interaction with biological species such as DNA [66-169]. In
all these studies, the problem of stereoisomerism within the species of each nuclearity
has not been elaborated, although it has been acknowledged [65].
The development of synthetic methodologies using stereoisomerically pure build-
ing blocks [88,147] and chromatographic techniques [79] have enabled us to isolate
individual diastereoisomers (and their corresponding enantiomeric pairs) in homo-
nuclear and heteronuclear complexes involving HAT as the bridging ligand
|57.170]. This stereochemical control has allowed an investi-eation into the effect
ol stereoisomerism on physical properties such as their electrochemical and photo-
physical characteristics [57], and the interaction with chiral assemblies such as
DNA. These investigations had previously been limited because stereoisomerically
pure complexes have not been available
Our investigations of the mono-, di- and tri-nuclear complexes are discussed in
succession below. The separated diastereiosomers - and when appropriate, enantiom-
ers - have all been isolated, and were characterized by tH NMR spectroscopy
(including studies involving the chiral lanthanide-induced shift reagent IEu(tfc).]),
CD spectra and ORD measurements).
In general, the separation of stereoisomers was achieved using cation exchange
chromatographic techniques. The mononuclear complexes IRu(pp)z(HAT)]'*
(HAT:bpy or phen) were resolved into enantiomeric forms using an eluent with a
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A B
Fig.22. chem 3D@ representation of diastereoisomeric forms ol[{Ru(bpy)r)r(p-HAT)]o*:(A) rac-',LL(:A^)); (B) nteso- {ÂÂ}. Hydrogen aroms are omitted for clarity.
chiral anion (see below). The dinuclear complexes [{Ru(pp)r}z(p-HAT)]a* were
chromatographically separated into the rac (a,a,l/r|) and meso (ÂA) diastereo-
isomeric forms, and the rac form was resolved by the same technique using a
chiral eluent. In a similar manner, the homometallic trinuclear compleies
[{Ru(pp)z}¡(¡r-HAT)]6* were chromatographically separated into the heterochiral
@zLlL2L) and homochiral (^3/^3) diastereoisomeric forms (determined by NMR
spectroscopy), and the 
^3/^3 
diastereoisomer trvas subsequently resolved using a
chiral eluent (Figs. 22 and 23).
The resolution of the LzLlLzL diastereoisomer could not be achieved chromato-
graphically, but the two forms were isolated by separately reacting resolved ÁÂ and
¡\Â forms of [{Ru(pp)z}lp-HAT)]a* with rac-[Ru(pp)2c12] resutting in the two
diastereoisomeric complexes 
^3/^24 
and A3 l1l2L, respectively. These ãiastereoiso-
meric mixtures were separated by cation exchange chromatography, thus realizing
the 
^2z\ 
and Â2Â forms. Since the absolute configuration of the þr..u.ro, complex
[{-Ru(bpy)z}2(¡r-HAT)]a+ was known, the absolute configuration assignmenti of
a2A- and 
^2^-[{Ru(bpy)z}¡(p-HAT)]6+ 
could be made. w. h"u. used rhe same
methodology to isolate the stereoisomers of mixed Ru/Os trinuclear systems
|70l.Fis.2a
Cyclic voltammetry was performed on the separated diastereoisomers, rac- and
meso-llRu(pp)zlz(p-HAT)14+, and homochiral- and heterochiral-{Ru(pp)z}¡-
B
Fig. 23. Chem 3D@ representation ol diastereoisomeric forms of [{Ru(bpy)r}3(p-HAT)]ó+: (A) herer-
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a) 1. LDA, THF, < -40.o; 2. 12, THF. ó) l. LDA, THF < -40o; 2. HCOOEI. c) l. LDA, THF < -4Oo; 2.
SiMe2Cl2, THF.
The 'dipineno'-14,5;4',S'l-fused 2,2'-bipyridine E was côupled in an anaiogous reac-
tion to that of the'pineno'-[4,5]-fused 2,2'-bipyridine 1 by usiug I equiv. of LDA and then
oxidizing the product with Ir. Again, a good yield was achieved, giving the product 9 with
teu chiral centres
NMR Spectroscopy. All the compounds prepared were fully characterized by both
'rC- and 'H-NMR spectroscopy. V/hile the characteristics of the starting bipyridine
molecules are evident in all new 'chiragen' compounds, there were several noticeable
features. While the silylene-bridged compound 4had a spectn¡m very similar to that of
the starting bipyridiue 1, 2, aud 9 showed a much greater downfield shift (ca. I ppm) of
the proton at the linking position C(5), along with a noticeable change in peak position of
the aromatic protons at C(l) and C(4)'z). However, there is uo loss in Cr symmetry. despite
the great steric hindrance in solution on an NMR time scale. However, the hydroxy-
meth),leDe link in 3 renders the two bipyridine halves inequivalent. The introduction of
the alcohol group removes the C: symmetry, which is easily seen in both the rH- and
'3C-NMR spectra of 3. Full assignment was carried out using a combination of COSY
and HETCOR techniques. It is apparent from the observed shifts that the OH group lies
much closer to one of the bipyridine moieties, with protons at C(5) and C(4) being shifted
much further downfield when compared to those at C(5') and C(4'):). The proton of the
link. C^É/OH. is in a strongly deshielded position, with a shift of 4.71 ppm'
Sîucture Determinations. With the exception of4. the bipyridine compounds could be
recrystallized from EIOH. Ligands 2 and 3 both formed crystals suitable for X-ray
structure determination (see .Fþ.2 and J).
4
4',
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¿) EIOH/Ac€H NHaOAc. á) l. NaNO2, HBr, f ;2. CuBr, HBr,70". c) Znl[Ni(PPh¡)¿Clt, DMF. d) l. LDA"
THF < -40o;2. 12, THF.
Molecule 2 possesses crystallo$aphic C, symnetry (Fig.2);3, however, shows sttoug
deviation from Ç symmetry @ig.3), demonstrated by the different torsion angles
C(4)-C(7)-C(14)-O(ls) and C(4a)-C(7a)-C(la)-O(15), being -1.5(9) and 6s.7(8F,
resPectively'). In the solid state, the structures of both compounds 2 and 3 adopt a trans
position of the rwo pyridine halves of the bipyridine uD.it, as is expected, with a torsion
angle N(l)-C(2)-C(2')-N(l') of 172.5(4) in 2 and -174.5(7) in 3 and with
N(la)-C(2a)-C(2a')-N(la') of -176.7(7)" in 3. Both structures indicate that the alkyla-
tion at C(7)r) occurred from the sterically less-hindered side of the 'pineno' moiety,
thus establishing the stereoselectivity of the reaction, as has been observed previously
with this type of reaction [4] [t. Additionally, it was observed that the two bipyridine
units a¡e close enough to affect each other, with the distance between C(7) and
C(7a) being 1.55 and 2.59 Ä in 2 and 3, respectively. Additionally, a rorsion angle
C(4)-C(7)-C(7a)-C(aa) of -159.0(a)o in 2 orientates the rwo bipyridine moieties to
superimpose one another, giving rise to possible stabilizing z-z stacking interactions. Iu
3, the two bipyridine moieties adopt a more splayed conformation, with a pseudo torsion
angle C(4a)-C(7a)-C(7)-C(a) of 99.8o. The solid-state stmcture of this compound
illustrates that there is a onedimensional linear arrangement of the molecules held
together by intermolecular H-bonds between OH and N(l') of an adjacent symmetry-re-
lated molecule. Surprisingly, the conformation adopted places the two 'pineno' units and
the o-atom in an alternate conhguration, placiug the bulky Me groups in the same plane.
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") All spectra were recorded in CHCI3 ùt a concentration ol2. l0-iv.
Electronic Spectra- All bipyridine-containing ligands were investigated by UV spec-
troscopy (Table I and.F¿g.4,a),with the strong z-z* transirions being evident in each
case at 291 nm, except for 3 where it is red-shifted to 304 !m due to the electronegarivity
of the adjacent OH group. Additionally, there are strong side bands which in several cases
resolved into individual peaks.
In the circular dichroism (CD) spectra of both starting bypridines I and.8. very little
of the chi¡ality derived from the 'pineno' moiety is observed in the z-zi transitions
@íg.a,b). However, weak but signihcant CD spectra are observed for all other ligands
@ig.a,b), due to the orienrarion of rhe rwo adjaceur bipyridine groups, while the larger
'chiragens' reported previously demonstrated no effective CD activiry 1441. ltshould be
stated, however, that these compouuds show only small /e's, indicating that they adopt
different conformations in solution which partially cancel each other in the CD spectrum.
Exciton theory has been used to elucidate the conformations and conhgurations of
molecules in solution aud has proved to be useful with a variety of organic compounds
[10] and metal complexes I l]. With high-intensity electric dipole moment allowed rransi-
tions, exciton CD is supposed to correlate well with absolute configurations [10], as
recently demonstrated by Lightner and coworkers [2]. A¡ almost identical IJV spectrum
for the different ligands l{, 8, and 9 (Fig.4,a) shows that the electronic transitions of the
molecules containing two bipyridine moieties result from the sum of the transitions in two


















Fig'4'a) UVspectraol'ligands11.8,ond9(c=2 10-svinCHClr¡. uul6¡circulartlicltroisntspectraollJ,E,
and9 (c = l. tQ{n in CHC[3). 
-t. 
___2. _.-._.3; _.t: _ _ _ E: _. . ._. . .9.
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Iations (INDO/I parametrization [13]) including the orbitals from HOMO-Ii to
LUMO+l I in the confìguration interaction (CI) active space with an INDO/1 geometry-
optimized 'pineno'-[4.5]-fused 2,2'-bipyridine show that the UV,/'VIS bands arise primar-
ily from long-axis polarized z-z* transitions. The calculated spectra correspond reason-
ably well with those observed (f8.5).Therefore, the CD bands observed lor the linked
molecules arise from intramolecular electrostatic coupling of electric transition dipole




Fig.5. Calctlared UV spectrumfor
' pineno'- [ 4 ) ] -fused 2,2' -bipyridine,
us in g g eome t r y - o p t imi z e d.
ZIN DO ( I N D O I 1 ) calculations
The CD specrra of ligands 2 and 9 in solution (Fig.4,b) indicate that the relative
arrangement of the two bipyridines in the molecules are very similar. From the appiica-
tion of the exciton theory, the configuration adopted can be assigned as a left-handed
heäx (see Fig.6), whereas, in the ligands 3 and 4, a right-handed conformation is
preferred. This fact is also observed in the optical rotation of the compounds, where 2 and
9 give a negative value, while 3 and 4 give positive values of [ø]. This feature is due to the
difference in the relative torsion angles along the link between the'pineno' moieties, and
it is appareut that oDly a small rotation in the augle can turn one helicity into the other
tbus inverting the CD t¡ansition (Fig.6).
The modelled solution conformation of 3 derived from analysis of the CD spectrum
a_srees with the configuratiou observed in the X-ray-determined solid-state structure.
Surprisingly, this is not the case for 2 having a link without spacer. However, in the solid
state.3 takes up a configuration where the two bipyridine units overlay each other. which
would lead to a different CD spectrum as modelled with exciton theory. It can be assumed
that upon crystallization, intermolecular H-bonding plays a more important role. leading
to the change in average confìguration.
Conclusions.-The successful synthesis of 'dipineno'-[a,5;4'.5']-fused 2.2'-bipyridineS
allowed us ro extend the sumber of chirai centres appended to a bipyridine -eroup. Using
this and the previously reported 'pineno'-[4,5]-fused 2,2'-bipyridine 1. new configura-
tioually defined porenrial linked bidenrate ligands of the 'chiragen' family containing up
ro ren chiral centres were prepared and characterized. Due to the shortness ofthe linking
spacers between the two halves of the strucrure. there is helicity transferred to the relative
position of the bipyridine units. since free rotation along the spacers is prevented on steric


















aclopted by 2and g, and üle
configurat¡on ot 3 ¡n the solid state
Fig.6. The relative conlìgurations of the two bipyridine moieries in the linked ligands 24 and 9
and the expeued CD spectra
dichroism spectroscopy in solution. Additionally, it appears that only a small change in
the angle between the two bipyridine moieties is required to invert the helicity of the
overall molecule. These new small'chiragens'and'super chiragens'are believed to be able
to produce chiral coordination compouuds, in combination with transition metals, and
currently investigations are in progress to demonstrate this.
Experimeutal Part
General. Unless otherwisc statcd, clo¡¡ercial-grade reagens wete uscd without further purification. TIIF was
predried by distillation from Na. (-){t.RlMyrtenal was obtaincd from Fruta ( > 97%,la){: -14.6). column
chromatography = CC. M.p.: Búchi-520 oelting-point apparírtr¡t¡, u¡corrccted. Optical rotarions: pe¡kin-Elme¡-
MC 241 polarioeter; lO-cm cc[; sample concentration c¿. l.l0-2u in CHClr. ryVIS Spcctra: perkh-Elmer-
IÐbds-2 in spcctrometer; .L* (e) in nm, CD Spcctra: Jobin-Yvon spcctrophorometcr; La (r'¿) in nm. NMR
Spectra: Varian-Gemini'300 spcctrometcr (300 (rÐ and 75.46 MHz (tic)); in CDCI¡; ô in ppm using the solvent as
internal rcf. rel. to SiMeo, J i¡ Hz. MS: VG-hstru¡nents-7|7|E m¡¡ss spectromerer equippcd with a FAB inler
system m l: (tel.Yo). Thc elcrnontal analyses werc pcrfonncd in thc Rcscarch Ccnrre. of C¡óa :lG, Marly.
5'6,7'E'Tetruhydro-7,7-dinethyl-3-(pyridin-2-yl)4,}-methanoisoquinoline (ll was prepared according to
t3l t4l.
5 ,5' .6,6' ,7 ,7' ,8,8'-Octalrydro7,7,7 ,7'-tetrantethvl-| ,3'-di( pyridin-2-yt )-5 .5,-bi[6,8-nethanoisoquinoline ] (. Chi-ragen(0)'; 2). To a soln. of I (504 mg 2.0t mmol) in dry THF (10 ml) was added ar -@ t.Sv lirhium
diisopropylamide (LDA: 1.5 ml, 2.25 mmol) in dry THF (10 ml) over 30 min. The mixrure was kept ar -4Oo for,4 h,
thcn 12 (254 mg, 1.0 mmol) in dry THF (10 ml) was added. At the e¡d of thc addition. rhc colour changed from blue
to rÊd. The mixture was stir¡ed overnight, quc¡chcd with HzO (2 ml), and concentrated in vacuo. After addition of
sat. aq. NaHCO3 soln. (30 m.l). the mixture was extracted with CH:CI2 (3 x 30 rnl), the org. phase dried (MgSOa)
and evaporated' and thc æsidue purilied by CC (silica gct. hcxanelEt2O/ErlN 14:6:l): 302 fug (60%) ot'2.
Recrystallization from MeOH gave colourless crysra¡s. M.p. 29G¡2gjÉ t¿t.l lill = -t 15. rH_N-Mi: g.65 (dd,
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H-C(a')); 1.26 (n. H-C(5'))r a.03 (s, H-C(5)):?.82 (dd, J =5.4.5.4. H-C(8)): 2.50 (ddd. J =9.8, 5.6. 5.6.
Hu-C(9))r 2.09 (dd. J = 5.7,5.7. H-C(ó)); 1.28 (s. Me"-C(7)): l.2a 1d. J = 9.6. H"-C(9)): 0'70 (s. Me¡-C(7)).
Iic-NMR: lsó.3. 154.9 (c(3), c(2")); 1a9.2 (c(6')); 147.3 (c(aa)): ra5.6 (c(a))r 1a3.8 (c(8a)): l3ó,8. I23-4, 120.8.
rr8.4 (C(4"). c(5'), C(3"), C(l)); a3.8. 43.s.42.2 (C(8). c(s). C(6)); al.9 (c(7)): 28.7 (C(9));26.0 (Me-C(7)):20.9
(Me¡-C(1)), FAB-MS: 499 (6, MH-I 4s6 (2,lM - MelCl*), 249 (75. 0.5 M-), 207 ( 100. [249 - Me.C]*). Anal.
calc. for C3aHyNa: C 81.9. H 6.8. N ll.2; found: C 81.0. H 6.7. N I1.3-
Bis[5,6,7,8-tetrahvdro-7,7-dimethyl-3-( pyridin-2-.,-l )-6,8-methanoisoquinolin-5-ylJ merhanol ('Chiragen( O H )':
3). As described for 2. using I (508 mg, 2.03 mmol), l.5v LDA/THF ( 1.8 ml. 2.7 mmol), and HCOOET (75.6 mg,
1.02 mmol) added in rhree ponions over l5 min: 419 mg (?8%) of 3. Recrystallizarion ftom MeOH/CH1CI2 gave
colourless crysrals. M.p.245-246" ¡a¡ir = +tt9. |H-NMR: 8.78 (s. H-C(a)); 8.a8 (4 J = 4.1,H-C(6)); 8.¿¿ (4
J =4.1.H-C(6'")); 8.3a (d. J = 8.0, H-C(3')); 8.21 (d, "/ = 8.0, H-C(3-)): 8.19 (s. H-C(l)); 8.17 (s, H-C(a).
H-C(l')); 7.10-7.61 (m.}l-C(é'), H-C(a"'));'l.tÇ7 t0 (tn, H-C(5"). H-C(5'")): 4.7t (d.J:7.8, C¡IOH);3.21
(dd, J = 7.8.8.9, H-C(5));3.10 (s, H-C(5'));3.01 (d, J =4.0. OH): 2.89 (dd' J =5.2,5.2, H-C(8')); 2.84 (dd.
J = 5.2,5.2, H-C(18)); 2.72-2.59 (¡¡, H¡-C(9), Ho-C(g'))l 2.39 (dd, J = 5.1. 5.1. H-C(6))iz.ti (ddd' J = 5.1. 5.1'
l.?, H-C(6')); 2.03 (d, J:9.9, H"-C(9); 1.53 (4 J :9.7,H^-C(9')); l.aó (s, Me"-C(7)); l'4a (s, Me"-C(7'));
0.64 (s, Me¡-C(7), Me¡-C(7',)); assisned by COSY. r3C-NMR: 156.1.154:7,156.2. 154.5 (C(3), C(3). C(2"),
C(2"')); Ia8.9, 148.7 (C(6"), C(6"'Ð: A7.a, t46.1 (C(z), C(4'a)): 145.8, 145.4 (C(1)' C(l')); 1a3.8' 142.2 (C(8a)'
C(8'a)); 136.7, 136.6, 123.2, 123.0, 122.3. 120.9, 120.8, 1 l8.l (C(4-), C(4"), C(5-), c(5'), c(4), C(3')' C(3"'), C(¿'));
7s.9 (CHOH); 4s.t,44.7,43.8,42.6,42.6 (c(8), C(81, C(5), C(6), C(5)); a2.2. 41.4 (C(7'), C(7)); a0.l (C(6')); 29.1,
18.2 (C(9), c(9)); 26.7,26.2 (Me^-C(7'), Me^-C(1)):21.0,20.7 (MerC(7'), Meu-C(7)); assigned by DEPT and
HETCOR. FAB-MS:551 (24, [M+Na]-),529 (100, MH-),279 (72, 10.5M +CH?OH]') Anal. calc. for
CsaH3aNa'H1O: C 76.9, H 7.0, N 10.2; found: C 77.4, H 7.1, N 10.3.
5 J'- ( Dimethylsìlylene )bis [5 ,6,7 ,8+etrahydro-7,7-dimethyl-3- ( p¡tridin-2-1tl) -6,8-methanoßoquinoline J ( Chi-
ragen(SiMe:)'t 4). As described for 2 using r (502 mg, 2.01 mmol), l.5u LDAÃHF (1.5 ntl, 3.00 mmol), and
dichlorodimethylsilane (128 mg, 0.99 mmol), added over 5 min: 256 mg (6%) ol 4 (50% of I was recovered from
the lsr f¡acrion of cc). M.p. 72-75 (dæ..). [d]H = +146. IH-NMR: 8.55 (dd, J = 4.8, 0.9, H-C(6")); 8.25 (4
J = 7.8, H-C(3')); 8.19 (s, H-C(l)); 8.15 (s, H-Clé)):j.67 (ddd, J = 8.0, 7.a. 0.9. H-c(a)); 7.17 ( dd, J : 4.8,7.3'
H-C(5")); 3.07 (s, H-C(5));2.83 (dd, J = 5.5, 5.5, H- C(8)); 2'68 (ddd, J : 9.8, 5.5, s.s, H6-C(9)); 2-63 (dd,
J =5.6,5.6, H:C(6)); 1.38 (s, Me"-C(1));1.29 (d, J=9.6, H"-C(9)); 0.64 (s, Me¡-C(7));0.12 (s' Me:Si).
r3c-NMR: rs6.4. r54.2 (c(3), c(2')); r¿8.9 (c(6')); t47.8 (c(aa)); ta5.7 (c(a)); 1a2.3 (c(8a)); 136.s, 123.0, 120.5,
I re.? (c(4'), c(5'), c(3'), C( l)); ¡¿.2, 42.7 (c(8), qO); 38.e (c(7)); 32.e (C(s)); 2e.3 (c(9));2s.7 (Me"-C(7)); 21.0
(Meu-C(7));0.6 (Me:Si). FAB-MS:5?9 (17, MNA*),557 (100, MH'I399 (91,IM - 2þl*)' Anal. c¿lc' for
C¡H3aNa'H2O: C 75.1, H 7.4, N 9.7; found: C 74.7, H 7.3, N 9.¿1.
(Cltanomethyt)pyridiniunt lodide (5). For 4 h,2-chloroacetonitrile (42.69 g, 565 mmol) and KI (100.00 g,
602 mmol) were refluxed in McOH (100 nl). The mixture was cooled to r.t. and evaporated. The residua! yellow oil
was øken up in CH2CI¡ (100 ml) and filtered to remove inorg. residues. The filtrate wasdried (MgSO¿) and filtered,
and pyridine was added dropwise (200 ml) over I h. The mixture was stirred at r.t. for 16 h. The resulting PreciPiþte
was collected by filtrarion, washed with EtlO (3 x 50 ml). and dned in vacuo: 105.85 g (76%) ol 5. Yellow
crysralline solid. M.p. 162-163'. IH-NMR ((D6)DMSO): 9.19 (d, J = 6.5. H-C(2), H-C(6)); 8.75 (t, J =7.4.
H-C(a)); 8.2? (dd. J:6.5.7.5, H-C(3), H-C(5));6.01 (s, CH:). I3C-NMR ((DdDMSO): 147.6, 145.4. I28.6
(C(2), C(3). C(4). C(5), C(6)): I la.2 (CN; a7.s (CH?). FAB-MS: 365 (100' Í2M + r)+).
5,6,7.E-Tetrohydro-7,7-dimethyl-6,8-methanoisoquinolin-3-ø¡nine (6) [¡. A soln. of 5 (¡0.03 g, 38.0 mmol),
(-)-mynenal (5.09 g. 33.9 mmol), and NHaOAc (15.67 g, 203.4 mmol) in 50% EtOHiAcOH (50 ml) was refluxed
for 6 h. The resulting black soln. was allowed to stand overnight and then the volume reduccd to ca. l5 ml. H1O
(50 ml) was added and the soln. tåken ro pH 14 with sar. NaOH soln. The mixture was extracted with Et.O
(10 x 100 ml) and rhe org. phase dried (MgSO¡) and concenrrared to c¿. 150 ml. This was then extracted with 2¡t
HCI (5 x 100 ml). the aq. phase made basic with sat. NaOH soln.. the alkaline soln. exlracted with CHlCl2
(5 x 100 ml). and rhe org. phase dried (MgSO¿) and evaporated. The resulting black oil was then furthcr purificd by
CC (silica gel. gradienr CH:Cl:i MêOH containing 2% ol Er¡N): 2.a2 e G8%) of 6. Yellow oily solid. To avoid
decomposirion. 6 was srored under N1 at -30" and used as quitkly as possible afier preparntion. 
rH'NMR: ?.C2 1s,
H-C(l)): ó.12 (s. H-C(a)): 4.26 (br.. NH2): 2.70 (d. J = 2.2. H-C(5)): 2.51 tdd. J = s.4' 5'4. H-C(8)): 2.41 (m.
Hb-C(9));1.0ó(n.il-c(ó)):r.21 (s,Me"-c(7))l t.ooø.J =8.5.H"-c(9));0.4?(r.Meb-C(7)).rrC-NMR:157.0
(C(3)): l4ó.5 (C(4a))r 142.9 (C(l)): 132.8 (C(8a)): 108.1 (C(a)): a3.8.39.7 (C(8). C(ó)):39.0 (C(7)):32.5' 32.3 (C(5).
C(9))r 2S.S (Me.-C(7\'t:,21.3 (Me¡-C(7)). EI-MS: 188 (15. M-). t73 (t9,lM - NH2J1. 145 (100, [M - Me:9-).
3-Bromo-5.6.7.8-tctrahvdro-7.7-dimethyl6,ï-methanoísoquinoline (7) t8l. A soln' ol 6 (3.44 g, 0.122 mol) in
33% HBr soln. (60 ml) was cooled ro bclow 0e. To this was added dropwise NaNOI (1.70 g,0.246 mol) in H.O
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(10 ml) over l5 min. and the mixrure was srirred lor ¡ ilrther l5 min. CuBr (5.00 g,0.3a9 mol) was ¡dded over
i0 min and rhe mixrure heated ut 70o lbr i h. Atìer cooling ro r.t., the soln. was raken ro pH l4 by the addition ol3v
aq. NaOH. The resulting precipirare wus exrracted wirh Et.O (5 x 100 ml), the exrrac! dried (ùfgSO¡) and
evapbrared, and the resulting brown oil purifìed by CC (silica gel. hexane cont¡ining 5 9/" of E¡N): I .27 g (18 % ) ol
7 Yellowoil.IH-NMR:7.31 (s. H-C(t)); 7.18 (s. H-C(a)); 2.87 (d.J =1.s. H-c(i)); 2.7?uld. "¿=5.5.5.5,
H-C(8)): 3.61 (¡n. Ho-C(9)): J.22 (m, H-C(6)): 1.32 (s. Me.-C(7)); t.09 (d. "/ = 9.8. H"-C(9)): 0.54 (s,
Me¡-C(7)). ¡''C-NivlR: l.¡7.8 (C(4a)): la5.S (C(l)): 14r.3 (C(3)): ri9 r (C(8a)): r:7.0 (C(4)):13.9. i9.5 (C(S),
C(6)): 38.7 (C(7)); i2.-1. i I .4 (C(5), C(9)):25.9 ('Ve"-C(7)): 21.3 (,øcu-C(7)). EI- MS: 15 I /253 ( l0/9. ilr'-), 136i 238
(514. [,v/ - Mel*). 308/210 (t00/96. [,1/ - Me¡C]*).
i ,5' .6.6' ,7 .7' ,8 .8' -Octah¡-dro-7 .7 ,7' ,7'-tetronethylbi[6.\-methanoisoquinoline / ('Super Chiragenf 0,1 '; 8) [9]. To
a soln. of NiCl2'6H:O (0.371 g, t.56 mmol) and PPh3 (1.640 g,6.25 mmol) in degassed DMF (E ml) was added Zn
powder (0.130 g, t.99 mmol). The mixture was heated a¡ 60o lor 2 h, during which time the colour changed tiom
blue to red. Then 7 (0.393 g, 1.57 mmot) in DMF 810 ml) was added. The mixture was heated for a further 18 h and
rhen poured into l0% NHli H:O (50 ml). The resulting precipiøte was exrracted with CH,CI2 (6 x 50 ml). dried
(MgSO¡), and evaporated . The resulting orange oil was purilied by CC (silica gel, CH3CI2 containing l7o of
MeOH): PPh3, then crude product containing a signilìcanr amount of PPhl. The latter mixture was taken up in
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25 % CH:CltEt2O (50 ml) and extracted with 3v HCI (4 x 50 ml). The acidic soln. was aken to pH l3 with sut. uq.
NaOH soln.. the resulting basic soln. ¿xtracted with CH.CI, (4 x 200 ml), and the organic solo. dried (MgSO¡) ¡nd
evaporated. The tìnal acidi base extrac¡ion was repeated to remove traces of P-containing impurities: 0.)04 g (7tr,lz,¡
of 8. Further purification can be achieved by CC (silica gel. herane containing 5% of E¡:\1. V.p. l7t)-¡¡1¡o
tzlìi=-to¿.IH-NMR:8.17 (s. H-c(l))r 3.t.1 (s. H-c(a)); 3.03 (d. J =1.7. H-c(5)): :.31 ld¿. J =55.5.5,
H-C(8)); 2.61 (n. H¡-C(9)); 2.29 (n. H-C(6)): l.i9 (s. Men-C(7)): 1.23 (d. J :9.s. H,-C(e)): l).ó1 1s.
Me5-C(7)).rrC-NMR: 15a.8 (C(aa)); t45.5 (C(3))l r15.2 (C(l)): 1.12.6 (C(8a)): n0.3 rC(.1)): +{.i. J0.r (C(lt).
C(6)); 39.3 (C(7)):1.2S,31.8 (C(5), C(9));26.0 ('vte"-C(7'));21.3 (,VerC(1)). EI-MS: ir¡ rtl..w-), i0l (86.
[M - MesC]-). Anal. calc. for C2aH2sN1 li2HzO: C 81.i, H 8.3, N 7.9: found: C 81.9. H 3.5. )- 7.-r
4,1',4",1-,5,5',5',5".6,6'.6',6-,7,7'.7'.7"'-Hexadecahvdro-7,7,7',7'.7',7.7"'.7''-octamethrl-3.i'5',5":J".J"'-
quater[6,8-methonoisoquinolineJ(9). As described lor 2. using 8 (602 mg, 1.7.12 mmol) in d¡,v THF (]0 ml). t.5v
LDA/THF ( 1.2 ml, 1.8 mmol), and 12 (227 mg, 0.89 nunot) in dry THF ( l5 ml). The crude product was purilìcrl hy
CC (silica gel, hexane/Et3N 20:l):400 mg(67%) of 9 and 192 mg (32%) of recovered E.9: [:]5r = -lltl. lvt.p.
200-204.. rH-NMR: 8.41 (s. H-C(1',)); 3.t9 (s. H-C(l)); 8.22 (s. H-C(a',)):8.14 (s, H-C(+)): ¡.0i {-f. H-C(5)):
3.04 (d, J: 1.0, H-C(5)); 2.Eó (¡, .¡ = 5.7, H-C(8')): 3.78 (r, .¡ = 5.5, H-C(8));2.76 tm. H¡-C(9)); 2..1rì (r¡.
H¡-C(g',)); Z.3t (t, J = 5.ó, H-C(6)); ?.07 (t. J = s.6, H-C(6')); 1.41. 1.28 (s, Me"-C(7). !fe,-C(7',)): l.l+ (,n.
H.-c(9)); 1.22 (m, H.-c(9'));0.6e,0.66 (s, Me6-c(7), Me6-c(7')). rrc-NMR: 155.ó. l5'r.9 rc(3). c(l')): la7. I
(C(a'a)); 145.5, 145.4 (CH(l), CH(l'); tas.3 (C(4a)); 143.2, t42.5 (C(8a), C(8'a)); 120.1. I lE.l (CH(4), CH({')).
44.s,43.7,43.1,4?.2 (CH(8), CH(8), CH(s), cH(6)); al.8 (C(7')); ao.l (CH(6)); 39.i (C(7))¡ 32.e. 3l e. ls.8
(CH2(9), CH2(9'), CH:(s)); 26.0 (Me"-C(7), Me,-C(7'));21.3, 20.9 (Me6-C(1), Me5-C(7)). FÀB-MS (NB¿\):
688 (100, MH'). Anal. calc. lor C.sHrNj'l HrO: C 81.8, H 8.0, N 7.9; fouad: C 81.9, H 8.7. J 7.9.
Single Crystal Structure Determinstions w. Table 2.
The authors would like to thank Dirk Abeln, University of Hamburg, lor the acquisitioo of rhe crystullo-
graphic data set lor 3. The work was supponed by the Swrss rVarioml Science Foundation-
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Molecular Architecture of Polynuclear Ruthenium Bipyridyl Complexes with Controlled
Metal llelicÍty
Nicholas C. Fletcher,r F. Richard Keene,t Heiko Viebrock,r and AIex von Zelewsky*'t
Instin¡te of Inorganic and Anal¡ical Chemisty, Universiry of Fribourg, Pérolles, CH-1700 Fribourg,
Swi¡zerland. and School of Molecula¡ Sciences, James Cook Universiry of Nonh Queensland,
Townsville, Queensland 481 l, Australia
Receiued, August 8, I99P
The s¡rnthesis of di- and trinuclear ruthenium(tr) complexes is rcponed, wherc e¿ch metal center has a tis-
(bidenote) octahedral coordinarion sphere with predetermined stereochemisury. New members of the "Chiragen"
ligand series. consisting of two linked chiral 4,5-pineno'2,21bipyridiue groups, have been prepared, with small
spacer unis between rhe coordinaúon centers (-(CHÐ, {z = 0, 3} and -CH2@py)CH:-). X-ray stnrctural data
wereobainedfortheligandChi¡agen[3]. (Crystaldata: orthorhombic.spacegroupP2¡2¡2¡, a=12.229\DÅr.
á = 12.7Ð(1) Å. c = 20.215(l) Å. t/ = 3161.8(4) Åt3, z = 4.) Combination ôf rhe ligands with Ru(bpy)zClz
(where bpy is 2.2'-bipmdine) led to a mixtu¡e of diastereomers, while the use of ena¡tiomerically pure A- or
A-[Ru(bpy)zþy)z](dibenzoyltartraæ) or À-Ru(CG[¡n-xyl])Clz led to almost complete særeoselectivity in the
producs. Circular dich¡oism spectra show that the complexes are composed of one helical diastereomer. with
the expected absolurc configuratioo predetermined by rhe chiral building block used. Additionally, |H-NMR
spectroscopy i¡dicaæs G point group symmetry for the stn¡ctures in solution. conñrming the absence of AÂ
diastereomers.
fntroduction
Ruthenium complexes of polypyridyl ligands, in panicular
2,2'-bipyridyl (bpy), have been exrensively sodied during the
last few decades, due to rhei¡ uuique combination of chemical
stabiliry, redox properties, reactivity, and t¡urinescence emission
from the metastable exciæd riplet staþ.|: As a consequence,
they have beeu apptied to such ¿¡reas as phorocaøIysis,3
molecular rccognition (host græst) chemistry,a{ DNA i¡tercala-
tion,?.E a¡rd artificial photosynthcsiVcharge separarion.e- 12
By naturc of ris@ideoøre) octairedral six+oordinaæ (OC-
6) species, such as [Ru(bpy)¡]2*, there is aD i¡herent helical
chirality at the mctal center (A or Â), which until rccently was
significantly overlooked Much aûention has been devoted to
the synthesis of poþuclear uansition metal complexes, stimu-
lated by aÍcmps to design atrd consm¡d multicomponeot
(supramolecular) species.rl With the inclusion of more six-
i nstan¿t ,"rracrs Febnrary t5, 199?.(l) lccrlar Photochemrr¡ry: El¡is
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47E6.
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coordinate octahedral (OC-6) centers, the number of possible
diastereomers that a¡e theoredcally possible i¡crcases expotreo-
tially. This is especially n¡e for the larger species rccently
repofted.l4-18 where it would be expecæd that the diastereomers
would have di.ffereot photophysical a¡d electrochemical bchav-
iors. ln addition, the wide range of diastereomers rypically
prcpared greatly hampers the cha¡acterization of the compouÂds
by techniques.such as NMR, while prcventing thc simptc growtlt
of crystals suitable for X-ray str¡ctural determi¡æioo
Over rccent years we anempted to prepare suiable chi¡al
building blocla to allow rhe syuthesis of supranolecular spccies,
where the chirality of the metal center is prcdetermined To
this en4 we have published the separatioo of fRu(bpyÞ(pyÞ]2+
i¡to i¡s two ena¡tiomers by crystrlliz¡¡íon wittr dibenzoyltartr¿te,
poviding ¿rccess to both the A and À forms, which do not
undergo racemization upon rcplacemeo¡ of thc two pyridyl
!foup5,re'2o Similar uniB were recently used to prepare di-
nucleaÉl and linear polymetallic species.¿
Additionally, we have found that by using the spccially
dcsigned chiral potypyndyt ligands from the "Chiragen" series,
the helicity on the metal center c:u¡ be predetermined from the
(13) Balz¡ni. V.: Juns. .\.: Vcntun. .V.: Campagna" S.; Senoni, S. Chcm
Rev. 19{)6,96,759.
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Figure l. The chiral building block prepared wirh Chiragen[z-xyl]
(CGIz-xyl]).
Chiagen[O] Super Chiragen[O]
Fägurt 1 Thc rcr¡adena¡c "Chiragen" ligand scties. All molcculcs
have C¡ symmctry, witl¡ six srcreogenic ca¡bon a¡oms.
chiraliry of readily available naturally-occurring terp€Des.23-5
These teradena¡e ligands. when combined with ruthenium
eichloride, give only one diastcreomer (Figure l), with the
further advaatage that they are uDablc to undergo photorace-
mization duc to steric consrai¡ts.zo Subsequent rcplacement
of the two chloride ligands facilitates the preparæion of
octahedral complexes with predeærmined chiraliry.
In this paper we illusrare how thesc buildiag blocks can bc
apptied to chiral bridging ligands of the "Chirageu" series. ro
produce diasrcreomcrically and enantiomerically pure di- aad
trinuclear n¡ùeniun complexes of polypyridyl ligands.
Experinental Section
(a) Meas¡¡rements a¡d Mâteria¡s. NMR specra were
obt^ined on a Varian Genini-3OO spectrometcr operadog ar 300
MHz fo¡ rH and 75.46 MHz for rlC and on a Bruker Avance
DÐ(500 opera¡ing a 500 MHz for rH, using the solvent as
inter¡al rcference relative ro TMS. tJr//vis spectral dara were
rccorded oo a Perkin-Elmer l¿mbda 2 spectromeær. and CD
spectra. on a Jobin Yvon spectrophotomercr [i*, nm (Ae)].
Optical rotation values were ob¡ained with a Perkin-Elmer MC
241 polarimeter using a l0 cm cell, wirh a sanple concentrarion
of approximately I x l0-: M in chloroform. FAB MS d¡¡a
were obraioed with a VG I¡sn¡ments 7070E mass spectromerer
(z¡l:), and elecrospray MS daq wirh a Bruker BioApex 30e
FT ion cyclotron nrass spcctrometer, with the sarnples dissolved
in MeOH (0.1 mg/rnl) (nrt). Melting points werc recorded
using a Büchi 520 meltiug point apparanrs ar¡d are uncorrccred.
The elemental a¡alyses were performed in The Resea¡ch Center.
Marly, Ciba AG. E¡ilssion specra were recorded on a Perkin-
Elmer LS 50B spcctrometer. Emission quantum yields (O..)
werc calcula¡ed by using [Ruibpy)¡XPFc)r :rs a standard in CH¡-
(2.3) Milnrcr. H.; von Zclcwsky. A,: S¡occkli-Evans,H. Irørg. Chcm.1996.
J5, 393 r.
(24) Mi¡rner, H.; Belscr, P.: von Zclewsky. A. I An Chem. Soc. 1996.
I 18,7989.
(25) Hayoa P.: von Zlewsky. A.: Srocckli-Evans. H, J. .1m. êhen. Soc.
1993. ¡rJ,5ul.
Fletcher er al.
Ct\¡ (0.062).2ó-5 Electrochemical measurcmeng were carried
out at room tempeÉture using a P.AR 2734 elccrochemical
analysis system with 270 resea¡ch electrochemisry software.
Cyclic volummogrt¡ns werc obt¡ined in CH¡CN, using a
microcell equipped with a sutionary platinum disk elecrode
with tetra-n-butylammonium hexafluorophosphaæ (0. I M) as
base electrol¡e. [Ru(bpy):XPFo): was used as the standard.
taking the oxida¡ion potential as +1.26 V, vs SCE.Ð-ir Half-
wave po¡eodals werc calculued as an average of the cathodic
and anodic peaks.
Unless o¡herrvise stated commercial grade reagenrs werc used
without funher purification. Tetrahydrofura¡ (THF) was pre-
dricd by distillation from sodium. (lRÞ(-)-Mynenal was
ob¡ained from Fluka >97%. ío.)2oo -14.6'.
5.5'-Bis(bromomethylt-3.3'-bipyridine.3: .t.5-pineno-2.21bi-
pyridine.sj3 the 4,5-pinene2.2'-bipyridine dimer (Chiragen-
[0]), the .1,5:4'J'{ipi¡eno-2i'-bipyridine dimer (SuperChiragen-
[0]),! Ru(bpy):Clz,rs AJ^-[RuGpy)lpy)¿Xdibcnzoyttaruate). I e
and A-RuCG[m-xyl]Cl;:' were prepared according to the
literan¡re methods.
(b) Ligand Syntheses (i) The a5-Pi¡eno-2/-bipyridine
Dimer (CG[3]). To a solurion of 4,5-piaeno-2.2'-bipyridine
(602 mg, 2.41 mmol) iu dry TIiF (10 mL) was added lithium
diisopropyl¡mine (LDA) solution (1.5 M: 1.5 rnl-,2.25 mmol)
in dry THF (10 mL) over 30 min ¿¡ -49 oC. The reacrion
mixore was kept bclow -40 oC for 3 h; theo 1.3-dibromopro-
pane (220 mg, 1.09 rn¡nol) dissolved in dry nfF (10 mL) was
added. During the addition. the color changed from blue ro
red. The mixturc was sti¡red overnight, a¡d the re¿cdoo was
queoched with warcr (2 EL). The solution was concenrrated
in uacuo. Afrer addiúon of a san¡rated aqueous solution of
sodium hydrogen carbona¡c (30 ßrL), the mixn¡rc rvas extracËd
with dichlorome¡hane (3 x 30 ¡nL). The organic phase was
dried ovcr magpesium sulfare and Frltered- Following rcmoval
of the solvcnt, the residue wæ purified by column chromatog-
raphy on silica gel wi¡h hexa¡e/ether/rieth¡rlamine (14:6:l) as
eluenL Yield: 5ll mg (797o). Recryst¡llir^riqn Ëom metha¡oU
dichloromethane gave colorless crysuls. Mp: 120.5- 121.5 oC.
IH-NMR (CDClr 300 MHz): ô 8.64 (dd, lH, J = 4.8,0.9 H¿
H-6'). 8.35 (d. lH. J = 8.0 Hz. H-3'), 8.29 (s, lH. H-6), 8.20
(s, lH. H-3), 7.77 (ddd- lH../ = 7.7,7.i,1.7 H¿-H4'),7.25
(m. lH. H-5'). 3.01 (d. lH. J = 9.9lle H-7),2-87 (dd, tH. J =
5.4. 5.4 Hz. H-10), 2.ó0 (ddd, lH../ = 9.9. 5.8. 5.8 Hz, H-9b),
2.30 (ddd. J = 5.8, 5.8. 2.2 H¿ lH. H-8). 2.03 (n, tH. H-15).
1.60 (m. 2ÉL H-14), l.+1 (s. 3H. H-13). 1.30 (4 lH. ,/: 9.7
H¿ H-9a), 0.61 (s.3H. Ft-r2¡. riç-*t* (CDClr,3(n MHz):
ö t56;t.154.9. 149.7, 148.9, 145.4, 142.6. t36.8,123.2. 120.8,
¡ t9.6. 45.1. 43.2.4t.2.10.9. 33.5. 28.3. 2ó.4. 26.3. 21.0. MS
(FAB (NBA), nl): 56-z (16, MNa=),541 (100. MH+). AnaI.
Calcd for C¡zllo¡\'MeOH: C, 79.7; H, 7.7: N.9.8. Found:
C, 80.t: H. 7.7; N, 9.8. Optical fotation: [q]xo = -70o.
(26) Strousc. G. F.: .\ndason. P. .{: Schoonovcr. J. R.: .!te-vcr. T. J,: Keenc.
F R. lnorg. Ch¿m l9f)2- Jr.30O¡.
(27) Andcrson. P. A.: Dcacon. G. B.: Ha.rrmann. K H.: Kecne. F. R.:
Mcvcr, T. J.: Reisma. D. .{.: Skcl¡on. B. W.: Saousc. G. F.: Thomas.
N. C.: Treadwa¡. J. À.: W-hitc. .\. H. Inorg. Chem. 19{)5..14. 614j.
(281 Caspar. J. V.: Mcya. T. J. J. .{2. Chcm Soc. 19t9. I I 1.144'8.
(29) Lin. C. T.l Boenchcr. W. J.: Chou. M.: Crcu¡¿ C.: Sudn. N. J. Aø
Ch¿n Soc.. rYt6. 9E. 6536.
(30) Juris. A.: Balzani, V.; Bclscr. P.: von Zlcwsþ. .\. Hclu. Chim. Acto
ftÛt, &.2t75.
(31) Sutin. N.: Creuu. C. Adu. Chem Ser. lrE. I6E. l.
(32) Êrves. J.: Munro. H.: Pa¡ke¡. D. J. Chcm Soc., Ch¿m. Commun 19t5.
64.
(33) Hayoz. P.: von Zclerrskv. .\-Tctrah¿dron Ler. 1992. JJ.5l65-516E.
(J4, F'letcher. N. C.: Keenc. F. R.: Ziegler. M.: Srocckli-Evans. H.:
Viebrock. ll.¡ von Zclewsky. ,\. Helt Chim .lcta L99t6.79, ll9?.
(35) ti)'. P .{.: Sargcson. .{. ìvl.; T¡ubc, H. lnory. 5.r¡rl¡- 19E6, ?{, 391
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(ii) The ¡l5-Pineno-ZJlbipyridine Dimer (CG[bpy]). A
procedure analogous to rhat for CG[3] was followed. usiog 4.5-
pineno-2.2'-bipyridine (500 mg, 2.00 mmol) in dry THF (10





lH..f = 4.8. 0.8 Hz, H-6), 8.:r8 (d. tH..r: L.92Hz.H-6,),
8.42 (s. I H. H-6), 8.34 (d. I H. J = 8.0 Hz. H-3). 8.3 I (d. lH.
J = 8.4 Hz. H-3"), 8.21 (s. lH. H-3), 7.75 (ddd. tH, J = 7.6.
7.6. 1.8. Hz. H-+'). 7.64 (dd. lH. "/ = 8.2,2.2H2.H4,), j.23
(m. lH. H-5), 3.46 (dd. lH. l = 3.6, l3.B Hz. H-laa), 3.26
(dd. lH. "/ = ll.3 Hz. H-7). 2.84 (dd, tH,,/ = 5.5,5.5 Hz,
H-t0). 1.75 (dd. tH.,/ = 11.2. 14.0 Hz. H-t4b),2.54 (ddd.
lH. ./ = 9.9. 5.5, 5.5 Hz. H-9b), 1.95 (dd, / = 5.8, 5.8 Hz. lH.
H-8), 1.36 (d. lH. "/ = l0-0 Hz. H-9a). 1.28 (s, 3H, H-13), 0.53
(s.3H, H-12). r3c-NMR (cDcb.300 MHz): ô 156.4. 154.8.
154.3 r49.8. 149.0 t48.0. 145.7. 142.t.137.6. 136.9. 135.3
123.4 (CH-s). t20.9. 120.6. r 19.3, 45.0, 42.8.42.4,41.0. 36.4.
28.0.26.2. 20.9. MS (FAB (NBA), mtÒ: 703 (9. MNa+),681
(48. MH+). 432 Q0, M - pineno - bpy*). Anal. Calcd for
C¡llu¡No'2.5H:O: C.76.1: H.6.8; N. 11.6. Found: C.76.1:
H.6.8; N. 11.6. Oprical rorÂr,ion: [e]22o = *133o.
(c) Complex Syntheses Using Ru(bpy):Cl:. (i) Diastere-
omeric Mixhre of [{(bpy):Ru}:-¡¡.CGt3l]€Fo)r. In a typical
experiment CGt3l (53.4 mg,0.t0 rnmot) and Ru@pyÞClz (10ó
mg, 0.20 mmol) werc heared in ethylene glycol (10 rnL; LOVo
water) at I00 oC for 20 h. after which the volume was reduced
to I mL by vacuum distillæiou and rhe product was precipiared
with the addiúon l07o aeueous ammonium hexafluorophosphare
solution. The red solid was frltered. dried a! 50 oC. and purified
by rcpeated passage down a Sephadex LIDO column (507o
methanoVacetonirile eluent), collecting the fint f;r¿ctiou.
Yield: 165 mg (857o). MS (FAB (NBA), ød¡): t8O4 (M -
PF6l+), 1656 (tlrfH - æFd*), 15t3 ([MH2 - 3pFe]+). Anat.
Calcd for CnHzNrzF:¡P¿Ruz.H:O: C. O.L: H,3.8; N, g.5.
Found: C,47.1: H,3.8; N, 8.5.
(ü) Diasærcomeric Mixture of [{(bpy)zRu}rf-CGt0l]-
(PFr)¡. Yield: 74Vo. MS (FAB (NBA), mtz): I76L (M -
PF6j+), 1615 (tMH - 2PF6l+). Anal. Calcd for C;¿IIø-
NrzF:d.Ruz.2HzO: C, 45.8: H, 3.6; N, 8.7. Found: C,45.g;
H. 3.8; N, 8.4.
(iü) Diastereomeric Mixtr¡¡.e of ti$pyÞRulz-p-SCGt0ll-
(PFd+ Yield: 827o. MS (FAB (NBA), z/¡): l%7 (M -
PF6l+), 1806 (ttvfH - 2PF6l+). Anat. C¡lcd for Cs8H¡s-
Nr:F:+P+Ruz.l.5H2O: C. -t9.8; H. 4.2; N, 7.9. Found: C. 49.9;
H. 4.3; N, 7.7.
(iv) Diastercomeric Mixtr¡re of [{(bpy):Ru}¡.f -CGtbpy]l-
(PFc)a Yield: 577o. MS GAB (NBA), n/¡): 26a8 (M -
PFol'), 2500 (tMH 2PFól'). Anal. Calcd fbr C¡øHqz-
Nr¡F¡oPoRu¡.1.5H2O: C.44.9: H.3.6: N.8.7. Found: C. {4.g;
H. 3.7; N, 8.5.
(d) Complex Syntheses Using A-/À-[Ru(bpyÞ(pyÞ](di-
benzoyltartratet. (i) t{(bpyh-A-Ru }2-p-CG[31](pFd+ In a
rypical experuueor CG[3] (21.6 rng, J0.0 pmol) and A-[Ru-
(bpy):(py)zXdibenzoylrårtrarc) (101.8 mg. 89.0 4mol) were
heaæd in ethylene glycot flO rnL: IIVo wa¡er) ar 100 .C for 20
h, añer which thc volume was reduced to t ¡¡l by vacuum
dis¡illation. and the producr was precipitared with the addftion
[07o af¡ueous ¿mrnonium hcxafiuorophosphaæ solution. The
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product was extracted from the lowes¡ fraction with acetone
containing 107¿ ammonium hexafluorophosphate. Yield:' 31
mg (417o). MS (elecrosprry, mlz): 1803 ([M - PF6]+), 829
([M - 2PF6]:+). 50a i¡¡v1 - 3PF¿r+¡.
(ii) [i(bpy)z-Â-Ru]:-¡¡-CG[3lXPFc)+ Yield: 857a. MS
(electrospray. ml¿):, 1803 ([M - PFó]+). 829 ([M - 2PFe]2+),
504 ([M - 3PFe]3+).
(iii) [{(bp.v):-A-Ru}:-t-CG[0]l(PFe)+ Yield: 467o. MS
(elecrospray. ¡ttlll. 176I (M - PFól*). I t5 ([2lvf - 3PFe]3+),
808 ([M - ]PFol2+), 490 ([M - 3pFe]3+).
(iv) [{(bpy):-Â-Ru}:-p-CG[0IXPFo)+ Yietd: 887¿. MS
(electnospray, ml=):, L76l (M - PF61=), I l25 ([2M - 3PF6,P+),
808 ([M - 2PFo]2+).490 ([M - 3PFu¡r+¡.
(v) [iôpy):-A-Ru]:-r-SCG[01]@Fe)+ Yield: 227a. MS'(elecrospray. ¡tdò: 1948 (M - PF6l*).902 ([M - 2PFe]2+),
553 ([M - 3PFs]3+).
(ú) [{(bpy):-¡l-Ru}:-¡¡-SCG[0]l(PFc)¿. Yield: 557o. MS
(elecaospray. ¡nJò: 1948 (M - PF6l-), l25l ([2M - 3PF6]r+),
902 (M - 2PFel?').553 ([M - 3pFe]i+),378 (M - 4pFeli+).
(vü) t{Opyh-A-Ru}rr-CG[bpy]l(PFdc. Yield: 377o. MS
(elecrospray. m/z): t25l ([M - æFó]?+),785 (M - 3pF6l3+),
553 ([M - +PFo]¡+),413 (M - SpFols+),384 ([M - 5pFo -
HPFels+).
(viü) {(bpyÞ-¿\-Ru}yp-CG[bpy]l(PFo)c. Yield: 397o. MS
(electrospray, ¡nlò: L25L (M - æf¿t*,, 785 (tM - 3PF6l3+),
553 (M - .tPFela+), ¡tt3 (M - 5PFeis+), 384 (M - 5PF6-
HPFols+).
(e) Complex Syntheses Using A-RuCG[z.ryl]Cb. (i)
[{CG[n-xyll-A-Ru]:-r¡-CG[3]l(PFr)+ In a rypical experimeng
CG[3] (17.5 ms,32.1pmot) and A-[Ru(CGtrn-xyl])Chl (50.8
mg, 65.6 pmol) were he¿ed in ethylene glycol (10 rnL: lÙVo
water) at 100 "C for 20 h, after which thc volume was reduced
to I rtrL by vacuum disúllæion. and the product was prccipiaæd
wi¡h the addition l07o aeueous am¡nonium hexafluorophosphaæ
solution. The rcd solid was filtercd off, dried æ 50 oC, and
purified by preparative thick-layer plate silica chromatography
wirh accronitriie/bur^n_ loUwater (4: I : l) conhining L04o potzs-
sium nita¡e as eluent. The product was exrnctd ftom the
lowest fracdon with acetone conaining l07o am¡roniurn
hexafluorophosphaæ. Yield: 62ø9(769o). MS (FAB (NBA),
ntÒ: 2385 (M - PF011,2239 (MH - 2PFel+),2089 (MH2
- 3PF6l+). .{nal Calcd for C r:r H¡ z¡r\r:F:.¡P¡Ruz.4MeOH: C,
56.5: H.5.3: N,6.3. Found: C.56.7; H,5.4; N,5.9.
(ü) [{CG[z¡-xyU-A-Ru]z-¡¿-CGt0llPFc)¿. Yield: 507o.
MS (FAB (NBA), ntò: 2341(M - PF6l*), 2196 (MH -
2PF6l-), 2053 (MHz - 3PFól+). .{nal. Catcd for Cr¡rHrrs-
Nr:F:+P.Ruz.5H2O: C. 55.0: H, 5.0; N, 6.5. Found: C, 54.5;
H.5.3; N, 5.5.
(iÐ [ { CG[tn-xyU-A- Ru ] :-r -SCG[0I€Fó)4. Yield: 397o.
MS (electrospray. nl=): ll93 ([M - 2PFe]2+), 764 (M -
3PF6lr+¡, 52-t ([M - 4PFoJ{'). Ånal. Calcd tbr Cr¡zHr¡s-
NrzF:.P.Ruu'7HzO: C. 56.6: H. 5.5; N, 6.0. Found: C, 56.4;
H. 5.4; N,5.9.
(iv) [{ CG[n-ryU-A-Ru]¡-r-CG[bpyl]PFr)c Y ieLó:' 29vo.
MS (elecrrospray, nlò: 1687 ([M - 2PFr¡:+¡, 1076 ([M -
3pFsl¡+),71 I (M - 4pFela+),588 ([M - 5pFo]5+),1,65 (M
- 6PF6le'-). A¡al. Calcd tbr C¡nHr:Nrfj6P6Ru3.7H2O: C,
54.5: H. 4.* N, 6.7. Found: C. 54.6: H. 5.1; N, 6.5.
All of the complexes were fully cha¡acrcrized by ¡H-NMR.
de¡ails of which cre supplied in the Supponiag lnformæion.
Addidonally, see Table I and Frgrues 4 a¡d 5.
(f) X-cay Struch¡ral Detem¡nâtion of CG[3]. The data
se¡ wíLs collected on a Stoc AED2 four-circle diffractomerer,
using the ø/2d scan modc a¡d Mo Ko. graphia-moooch¡omarcd
cadiation (;.0.710? 3 Ä,) at room rcmperaturc. The crystals arc
É 5 o o€ s : ô I ñ ¡r c' g s F -o\ F ql \o \o \







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3. Thermal mo¡ion ellipsoid plor of Chiragen[31. wirh ellipsoids
drawn at 307c probability.
a mixture of diastercomers. with a small but siguificant a¡uount
of a dinuclea¡ species bcing obs€wed dnring the purificatiou.
The complexes were purified by repeated p¡u¡sage of rhe
hexafluorophosphate salt down a Sephadex LH20 column,
eluting with 507o acetoniuildmethanol. giving the larger dcsircd
species Frst
Usiug the resolved chi¡al buildiag block A- and /r-[Ru(bpy)¡
(py)zl(dibenzoyltårtr¿te). only oue of the possible diasæreomers
was obtained tbllowing purificæion by prcparative plate silica
chromatography eluting wirh a DMF/waær (4:t) mixtr¡re
containing l07o ammouium chloridc. The complexes dcrived
from SCGIO] indic¿ted a greater hydrophobicity, due to the
increased number of pinene groups ¡u¡ conpa¡d ro CG[O], and
werc eluted with a mixn¡re coutaiaing a higher proponion of
DMF (10:l). In all cases, the slowest ûoving ft¿ction was
collected. wille species of lower nuclearity we¡e obsenred to
travel much fasær on the plarc. The p,roducB wcre cha¡actcrizcd
by CD and IH-NMR spectroscopy, as dcscribed bclow. Ad-
ditionally, electrospray E¡Lss spcctroscopy gave a numbe¡ of
assignable peaks in accorda¡ce with the proposd species; this
observatioo is the subject of fu¡ther study. The yields proved
to be disappointingly lower than that obtai¡ed witb the use of
Ru(bpy)zCll due to æteution of the product on the silica druing
purificæion
The precursor, A-RuCG[n-xyl]Clz, with a predctcnni¡ed
helicity due to the nan¡re of the supplementary rctradcntate
Otiragen[z-xylyl] liganù gave only onc of thc possible
diastercomers. Again, thesc were pruiñed by prepararive plaæ
silica ch¡omatography, eluting with aceonitrilerbut¿n- t-oUwatcr
(4: I : I ) conainiag LÙVo potassiuE ûitrare. It was ooæd that an
appreciable .rmount of the producr t ar ¡çtrincd on ¡he silic¡-
Compounding this, lower yields werc obai¡ed than expected
for the species with the smallç¡ þ¡idg¿s. CGIO], SCGtOl, aud
CG[bpy], which we iqsumc ro bc due ro u¡favorablc særic
intcractions of ttre buþ pincne goups, prcvmtiag tbe foroation
of dinuclea¡ (rinuclear) species. Due ro rhe narural cbirality
of the ligands a¡rd the conuol of helicity a¡ rhe n¡rheniua mer¡¡l
centcrs, only ooe diasteæomer was prepare( indicarcd by tH-
NMR and CD spectroscopy (scc below). This is evcn thc case
with the complex [{CG[ø-xy[-A-Ru]¡-¡¡€Gtb,pyll(PFe)o con-
rziningZT særcogenic siæs, including tlrrce chiral meul ceotscs.
|H-NMR Spectroccopy. The di¡uclear s[lccies prepared
from Ru(bpy)2Cl2 contei.ç all th¡ee diasæteomers, AÁ" 
^ 
.
and AÂ in the expecred sa¡istical rarios (from incgrarion).
While each of these posscsscs eithcr Cz or G symmery, a very
complex spectrum occt¡rs as a consequcoce of thc diasareomcric
mixtu¡e. wherc definite ideurific¿rion of i¡dividual peaks is
Inorganic Chemistry, Vol. 36, No.6, 1997 LllT
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Mim¡¡c of ll¡s¡aeomcts






















Figgrc 4. Thc aromaric rcgion of tlç |H-NMR for ¡he di- a¡d uinuclear
Â, A and mi¡cd ru¡hcnium spccics of thc ligands (a) [((bpy):Ru]-¡-
CG[3ìKPFó)ó. (b) [{(bpyÞRu}-,¿€G[0]l(PF,r]r (c) [{(bpy):Ru}#¡-
SCG[01]eF6,)6" a¡rd (d) [{(bpy)rRu}r,¿-CG[bpy]XPFo)¡'
exumely difñcult !o each casc, the pioeno mcthyl peaks gave
a good indication of the nnmber of isomers pr€scût (Table l).
Using the chirally resolvcd prËcursor, eithcr A- or Â-[Ru(bpyþ
d
lllE Inorgotic Chemistry, VoL 36, No- 6, 1997 Fletcher et al.
¡t gæs S $¿lG Stt 3e
¡ll
















Figure 5. An H.H-COSY spccrn¡m of [tCG[n-xyl]-A-Ru]¡¡-CG[bpy]l(PFdc witl¡ assignmens shown bclow. run in CDrCN (500 MHz).
(py):Xdibenzoyltartratc), ùe rH-NMR specnum indicaæs that (see CD spctr¿), with ar¡ esdmaæd ee of over 959o, æ























































Polynucliar Ruthenium Bip¡idyl Complexes
Table 2. Electrochemical and Phorophysical Propcnies in CH¡CN ar 298 K

























spectn¡m in each case simplihes coosiderably when compared
to those of the diætercomeric mixtu¡es (Figprc a).
Using the potenlial trinuclea¡ ligand CGþpyl, the number
of possible diastercomers i¡crcases to 6: viz,, ^^^. l\4 ,A A. A A, Â.4À. and 
^^ 
. This learls to a very complex
spec¡¡um (Figure ld). However, because the two extreme
coordination ccnters a¡e u¡able ro sense each other's prescûce,
the number of isomers obsened is reduced to 3 (while i¡ rcaliry
all six are prcseil). By using üe A- or A- [Ru(bpyÞ(py)z]-
(dibenzoyltartrate) precursor. oûly o[e of the rcspective stere-
oisomers is produced (see CD spcctra), as with rhe dinuclear
complexes.
Using the prcdetenained building block A-RuCG[ln-xyUClz,
only one of the possibte di¡¡¡¡tereomers is obscned by IH-NMR.
While this series of complexes demon¡itrare exurnely i¡tricate
|H-NMR spectra. especially for thc rinuclea¡ [{CG[n-xyl]-A-
Rui¡¡-CGþpylltr, they can þ assipcd using HJI-COSY
techniques (figtrre 5) and comparison with previously cturacter-
izcd species such as [A-Ru(CG[n-xyl])@py)12+.24
Cydic VoltammeFy. The cooplexcs all gave similar CV
sp€ctra. with a quasi-revesiblc Ru(Iiltr) couplc in thc range
l.l3-1.22 V. The Fust rcducrion wave dcmonstr¿tcd revers-
ibiliry, at approximately -1.4 V. The subscquent wavc was¡
irreversible. and consequently thc pcak poæntial for rcductioo
(8p.") is given in Tablc 2. The pinenobipyridyl tigaads shift all
rcdox potentials to ¡ mo¡ìe negative (cathodic) potential. when
comparcd to the case of [Ru(bpy)¡XPFo)2, as illutraæd in Table
2. where larger shifts arc givcn for cooplexes with a greaær
numbcr of pinene groups per coordination cenrr. No diffcrencc
between the pairs of diasrcreomers was obselved electnochemi-
cally, despite therc being coosidcrable sm¡cn¡ral differcnces
be¡ween them.
tIV/Vts Absorption a¡rd Emission Specta. The complexes
of the rypc [{(bpy):-Ru}r,¿-LXPF6) fu = 2.L = CG[o], SCG-
[0], CG[3]; n = 3, L = CG[bpy]) each demonstratcd spcctra
similar to that of [Ru(bpy)¡]2+, where the absoçtion is
proponional to the number of chromophoric ocntÊrs (Table 2).
Additionally. rhcy exhibit stloog lnninesccocc at approximarcly
the sane wavelength (610 nm) and quannrm yield (0.06) (yithi¡
expcrimental error) as thosc of [Ru(bpy)¡]2+ per chromophoric
center. Again. in each case. it was obsc¡¡ed thæ rhe i¡dividual
orientations at the metal cenærs of the Â./t and AA complexcs
did not deraonstra¡e :rny sipificant diffetertcc in bchavior.
The complexes prepared hom RuCG[n-xyl]C12. did not






































































Figurc 6. UV/vis absorption spcctra of [Ru(bpy)rl@Fo)¡ [{CG[z.
ryll-A-Ru)¡¡-SCG[0]XPFe)o and AAA-tiCG[¡z-xyU-A-Ru ]rr-CG-
lbpylXPFe)c,
ligand-cenrcrcd (LO absorption is bathochromically shifted by
l0 om to 298 nm. A strong shoulder is evident in the metal-
to-tigand cha¡ge tra$fer ba¡d (MLCT) at approximarcly 430
nm- With the complex [{CG[n-xyU-A-Ru]z-¡¿-SCGt0lf* the
shoulder a¡d the oaxir¡a arc inverted resulting in a hypsoctuo'
mic shift of t8 nm (Table 2). Addiúouall¡ the emissioa is
much weakcr tha¡ tbose of the above complexes. though still
at 61.0 n¡n It is assumed thæ these effects arc ¡ rcsult of
addiúonal stcric constrzins causcd by the largcr number of bulky
pinene groups. forcing a deviation from the ideal octahedr¿l
coordination ligand arrangemenl
Circrrlar Dichroism Spcctra. All the ligands. exccpt CG-
[3], exhibit a sipificant Conon effect, obsefled by circular
dich¡oism (CD) spectoscopy in thc LC ¡t-tta transitioos at
approximaæty 3(X) "m,þ tt has been assumed ¡hat this is due
to særic constrainB in thc rotatioo along the linkage. teading to
a domina¡¡t solution conformatioû. With the mixn¡rc of dia-
sterÊomers prepared using thc racemic precursor Ru(bpyh0z,
a weak Conon effect is evidcnt in thc solution dcspitc the NMR
indicaring a statistical mix¡¡rc of thc diasærcomers. with small
Ae values bcing obscwed only on thc LC ta¡sitions. Whilc
forthe CG[3] complex the effect is small. a¡d could bc caused
by a stight excess of the ÂÂ diasæ¡eomer, thc effcct is much
ûore evident for the other complexes. with a panctu that does
not rescmble thosc of the singúe diastcfcomers discugscd bclow.
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Wavelengtlr / nm VIavelength / nn
Wavelengtb / nrn lVavelcngth / nm
Figure 7. CD specua of 
^ 
. ^^. and mixcd ru¡hcnium spccics of rhe ligands (a) CGt31, (b) CGt0l, (c) SCGtOl, and (d) rhc ¡rinuclear ÂÂÂ,AAA, and mixed ruthenium specics CG[bpy].
Table 3. CD Maxima Obscrved in Aceronirile at 298 K
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conformadon by naturc of resricted ro¡arion along the tinkagc.
This confirms the NMR data indicating rhat a sradsricat
distribu¡ion of the diasrereomers is presenl
With the complexes prcparcd from the chiral building bloclc
A- or Â-[Ru(bpy):(py):]2*. srrotrg sigDals tysr¡ eþr-ined in thc
CD spectra" where in the majoriry of cascs the AA a¡d AÂ
diastcreomers were almost exact mi¡ror images of each o¡her
(Table 3 and Figure 7). Onty the complexes of SCGIO] devia¡cd
significantly. It is assumed that the greater number of chi¡al
centers on the ligand play a morc imponant role with the
additional bulþ pinene moieties, which force rwo different
aver¡¡gc soludon conformations for the AA aod Â./r isomers,
thus giving disúnctively differcnt pa¡renrs (Flg¡¡¡r 7).
Complexes preparcd from RuCG[rn-xyl]Cl2 all demonsrra¡ed
strong signa¡s in the CD spcctra. as has beer¡ obscrved with
previously described mononuclea¡ species,2a with the Ae in
proportion ro the nr¡nber of meal centcrs p¡esêDt h the complex
(Figure 8).
Comparison of Building Elocls and Condr¡sions
The successful synthesis of two new membcrs of ¡he
"Chiragen" ligand series, CG[3] and CGtbpVl, illqsraæs thc
q)




great versatility of this stereospecific route ro chi¡al bridging
ligands. These ca¡ then be readily coordioated to rutheninrn
using Ru(bpy)2Cl2; however, this lg¿ds to a large n"mber of
diastereomers. which a¡e clearly evident by IH-NMR specrros-
copy. Using ooe of rhe enantiomerically pwe prccursors A-
and Â-[Ru(bpy)z(py)z]2*, only one of the possible diastereomers
is obtained. with high stertoisomeric puriry h a known
configuration. While in these examples all the isolated dia-
stcrcomers exhibit the same elecrocheoical aad photophysical
behavior wirhin the li¡nis of experimentation. systems can be
envisaged where the heliciry of the metal cenær will play a
grtater role 'o the overall structurc a¡d relative distances
between iodividual componerts in a supramolecular assembly.
Additionally, the prepared i¡dividual diasrercomcn were not
observed to photoracemize, despiæ being left in the daytight
lil/avelengrh / nm
8. CD spccmrm of 4AA-[(CG[n-xytl-A-Ru]rp-CGtbpyll-
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for a number of weeks. However, it must bc sated that similar
sysæms have been observed to undergo photoracemization.lóJ7
Using the building block RuCG[ln-xyl]C11, oprically pure
polynuclear complexes of a well-defined stereochemistry have
been obtained. Due to the chi¡al nature of the tetraden¡a¡e CG-
[n-xyl] ligand" these complexes will no¡ undergo the possible
photoracemization alluded ro above. Unfomrnately, as a
consequence of these same srcric constrains, the photoemission
is æduced" when compared to the analogous species previously
described.
[¡ conclusion, the results indicaæ rhar by rhe usc of
prcprcpared chiral sarting materials, it is possible to desigl and
build polynuclear Eansition metal complexes contaiuing octa-
hedral coordination sites with coutrolled særcochemistry, high
optical purity, and a prcdetermined configuration. These
¡nethods arc general and invaluable æ the sÞe of supramolecular
assemblies expand.
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Isolation of the Stereoisomers of [{Ru(bpy)z}z{Os(bpy)r}@-HAT)]0+ (HAT =
1r4,5,89,12-He:xaazatriphenylene; bpy = 221Bipyúdine)
Todd J. Rutherford and F. Richard Keene*
School of Biomedical and Molecular Sciences, James Cook University of Nonh Queensland, Townsville, Queensland 481l, Ausralia
Receiued March 5, 1997
The synùesis and physical propenies of polymetallic ligand-
bridged molecula¡ assemblies have been topics of intense
intercst,r motivated by their possible application to photochemi-
cal molecular devices.2 An aspect receiving limited (but
increasing) anendon is the existence of stereoisomerism within
such assemblies and is influence on intramolecular energy and
elect¡on t¡ansfer processes.l
The ligand bridge 1,4,5,8,9, l2-hexaazauiphenylene (HAT)
possesses three bidentate coordination sites, and a series of
trimetallic species have been synthesized and sn¡die{a-7 includ-
ing homonuclear (Ru31J) and heteronuclear (RuRe26 and Ruz-
Rh7) systems. In earlier su¡dies,s the særeochemical ambiguities
werc addressed but no separation of the isomeric possibilities
wæ attempted. However, recent wo¡k in our laboratory has
elucidated the stereochemistry of di- and trinuclear ruthenium
complexes of this ligand, including investigarions of the spatial
dependence of the photophysical propenies.a
In the present work, we rcport the synthesis of the hetero-
menllic complex [{Ru(bpyþ}2{O(bpy)ziØ-HAÐ]# and, most
significantly, the isolaúon of its stercoisomeric forms by a
strategy involving a combination of stercoselective synthetic
procedurcs and chromaographic æchniques3 (Scheme l: ch¡o-
matographic pmcedures arc indicated by single anows; synthetic
procedures, by double anows). Previous særeochemical su¡dies
of ligand-bridged polynuclear species have generally selecrively
targeted one specific isomeric form. The stereoisomerr of the
title complex were characterized by tH NMR and CD spec-
troscopy, a¡¡d their electrochemical and elecnonic spectoscopic
propenies were examined.
The stereoisomerically purq dinuclear complexes AA-, 
^ 
-,
and AÂ-[{Ru(bpyÞÞ({¿-HAÐ]a* a Were each reacted with r¿c-
[Os(bpy)z0z]iH2O8 in ethylene glycoVl}Vo warer ar 120 "C for
I I h to form specifically the diasærcoisomeric mixu¡res A^^7
AA¡\' and 
^ ^'/ ^A' 
(respectively) in the fint rwo cases
and the enantiomeric pair of one diastereoisomer A^.À'/ AA'
in the final case {the configuration of the osmium center is
designated with a prime; rhe diasærcoisomers a¡e shown in
Figure t, and their tH NMR specrra ar€ provided in the
Supponing Informa¡ion, Frgurc Sl). In all c¿ses, rhe yields werc
calÙVo, and the ratio of rhe stereoisomers was ca l:1. Using
cation exchange chromaographic techniques recently developed
(t) Balzani. V.; Juris. A.¡ Ven$ri, M.; Campagna S.t Scr¡oni. S. CIum
R¿v. 11196, 96, 759.
(2) Batzani. V.; Sc¿¡dola" F. &qrunokalar Piøtochamistnl Ellis
Horwood: Chichcstcr. U.K, 199t.
(3) Kecne, F. R- Coo¡d. Cåczt Rau.. in press.
(4) Rutherfor4 T. J.: Van Gijtc. O.; KirscÞDe Mcs¡naeker. A.; Keene,
F. R- Inorg. Clrcn,, in prcss.
(5) (a) Jacquet. L: Kinch-De Mesmaekcr, A. l. Chcm Soc., Fa¡dcy
Trarc. L$IL, 88, 2471. (b) Kißch.IÞ Mesma¡kcr. A.: JacqucL L.;
Masschelein. A.; Vanheckc, F.: Hcremans, K. Inorg. ChcrrL 1989,28,
24ó5. (c) Masschelein. A.; Kirsch-Dc Mesmackcr, A.: Vcrhocven, L;
Nasielski-Winkens, R. Inorg. Chim Acta l9gl, 129,213.
(6) Saltai, R.; Rillema D. P.: Shavcr, R; Van Wellendael. S.: Jælrran,
D. C.: Boldaji. M. Inorg. Clpm 1989.28, 1t22.
(7) On¡nans. I.; Didier, P.: Kirsch-Dc Mesmaekcr. A. Inorg. Cfun l9{)5,
34,3695.
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for the separation of diasæreoisomeric oligomeric species,3 we
separated the AAÂ'/AAÂ' and ÂÂ¡\'/ÂÂA' mixtures (SP-25
Sephadex C-ã; aqueous 0.3 M sodium toluene4-sulfonare
eluent). As the conñgurations of the two ruthenium centers in
the precursors were known, the CD (Frgrre 2) and NMR spectra
allowed tbe assignment of the absolu¡e configurations of the
four fo¡ms. The chiral rcsolution of rhe AÂÂ'/AAA' racemic
mixu¡re by similar chromatographic methods is more difFrcult
than the pr€vious separations of diastercoisomeric mixtu¡es. but
at l€ast panial separation has been achieved (aqueous 0.2 M
sodium toluoyl-o-ørtrate solution eluent).
The diastereoisomers have been studied in detail by NMR
spectrroscopy (300 MHz), with the bcnefit of comparison with
their homometallic (Ru:) analogues.a However, because of ¡he
complexity of the present systems. certain assignments arc
difficult at this frequency and rcquirc pulse rclay NMR
æchniques and/or a higher ftequency spectromerer (500 MHz
measuremens a¡e curently in progress).
The AAA'/ÂÂÂ'and AAÂ'/ÂÂA'forms both possess C2
point group symmerry (Figurc l) and thercfore may exhibit 27
nonequivalent proton environments (six AMJX and one AX
coupled sysæms). Because the former diastercoisomer possesses
a pseudo-C3 symmetry axis (4 the homometallic analogue
[{Ru(bpyÞ}¡(¿-HAÐ]6+), a number of coincidental equiva-
lences occur. The six AMJX coupled sysrems were idenrified
by tH COSY and tH decoupling experimenrs, although con-
nectivity between thrce pairs of AMJX coupled sysrems
(allowing differentiaúon of the th¡ee nonequivalent bpy ligands)
was not achievable at ùe fr€quency used (300 MHz).
The AAA'/ÂÂA' diasæreoisomei'also possesses Cz point
group symmetry, but is NMR specm¡m wí¡s more complex (as
@ 1997 American Chemical Sociery
fosfbDvl,Cl"¡
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Figr¡¡e 1. CHEM 3D represanøtions of the diææreoisomeric forms
of [{Ru(bpy)z}¿{Os(bpyÞX¿-HAT)]#. Hydrogen uoms a¡e omitted
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Figure 2. CD spectra (acetonitrile
HAT)]ó* (...) and særeoisomers of
aa^' G - -). 
^^a' 
(- - - - -),
the pseudo-C3 symmetry axis is lacking), exhibiting six AMJX
and one AX coupled proton systems, which together with a
singlet resonance (two equivalem HAT prcrons) gave a possible
to¡al of 27 magnetically nonequivalent proton environments, A
complete assignment of rhis diasærcoisomer was possible
Ittorganíc Clumistry, Vol. 36, No. 17, 1997 3itl
because of the well-dispersed proton resonances and rhe rcduced
point group symmetry. The assignmens were obained usingtH COSY spectra (provided in the Supponing Informarion.
Figure S2), coupling consranr values, and NOE effects.
The AÂÂ'/ÂÂÂ'diastereoisomer has C¡ sj,mmetry, resulting
in a complicated 'H NMR specr¡um comprising 12 AMJX anã
not achievable at 300 MHz, although inregrarion conñrmed 54
pfoton rcsonances.
The CD spectra for the sepanrted forms are comparable wirh
those of the homometallic analogues.a The '.he¡erochiral"
enanúomers AAA'- and ¡46'-[iRu(bpy)z]:{Os(bpy)z}@-
HAT¡e+ exhibit Ae values about one-third rhose of the
homochiral 
^^A'- 
and ÂÂÂlenantiomers, presumably due ro
attentuation between A and Â centers.
Electrochemical studies were undenaken on the diaslereo-
isomers of the RuzOs trinuclear species. As suggested by
Kinch-de Mesmaeker et al.,sz and confirmed in this snrdy, rhe
one€lectron rcversible oxidation waves are directly corrclated
with the numhr of coordinated meta¡ centers, suggesring
significant metal-metal electonic communication which is a
characteristic of conjugaæd bridging ligands.e As expecæd (and
characterisúc of osmium complexes), the first oxidation wave
of [{Ru(bpy)2}z{Os(bpy)z[ø-HAt¡e occurred ar *1.27 y (us
the sau¡raæd calomel electrode, SCE; CH¡CN solvent) compared
with *1.63 V for [{Ru(bpy)2þ(ø-HAT)]6+ as a result of the
raised d¡r level of Os compared to Ru.lo The oxidations of the
wo ruthenium centers (ar l.8l and 2.06Y us SCE) in the Ruz-
Os species are slightly cathodic of rhose for subsequenr
oxidations in the Ru¡ analogue (1.86 and 2.t9 y us SCE). The
electronic spectrum of [{Ru(bpy)z}z{Os(bpyÞX¡-HAT)]6+
{,l..*/nm (eÂvf-¡ q¡-t¡; 288 (104000), 416 (15750), 520
(21 000), 588 (n 000)) shows a slight barhoch¡omic shift in
the MLCT tra¡tsitions in comparison with that of [{Ru(bpy)z}¡-
@-HAT)16+ for the same ¡eason.lt The electronic specra of
the Ru¡ and Ru2Os trinuclear species are provided in the
Supporting Informarion, Frgure 3.
While the redox and electronic absorption spectral cha¡ac-
teristics of the diastereoisomeric forms of [{Ru(bpy)2}2{Os-
(bpy)zX¡¿-HAÐ]tr werc indistinguishable, we seel o srudy
photophysical characæristics in view of the diffe¡ences observed
in the homometallic analogues.a It is our contention that rhe
variation of physical propenies between stereoisomers of such
complexes will be magnified in larger polymetallic systems with
increased særcochemical differcnces.
Act<nowledgmenl This work was supponed by thc Aus-
tralian Resea¡ch Council.
Supporülg Info¡m¡tion Avail¡blc: tH NMR, COSy, a¡ld elec-
¡onic spcsra (Fî$¡r€s S1-S3) (3 pages). Ord,ering informarion is given
on any curent masthead page.
1c9702s32
(9) Giufftida, G.; Campagna S, Coord- Clum. Rev. tg,!A, I3S, St7
(t0) Kobcr, E. M.: Meycr, T. l. Inorg. CIpn t983,22, t614.
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Stereoisomers of Mono-, Di-, and Triruthenium(Il) Complexes Containing the Bridging
Ligand 1,4,5,8,9,12-Hexaazatriphenylene and Sh¡dies of Their Photophysical Properties
Todd J. Rutherford,t Olivier Van Gijte,* Andrée Kirsch-De Mesmaeker,t,l ¿¡¡¿
F. Richard Keene*'t
Departnent of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, School of Molecular Sciences, James Cook
University of North Queensland, Townsville, Queensland 481l, Australia. and Laboratoire de Chimie
Organique Physique, CP 160/08, Université Libre de Bn¡xelles, 1050 Bruxelles, Belgium
Receiued Nouember 18, /99æ
A combinati-on of synthetic methods involving mononuclear precursors of predetermined chirality {A- or Â-[Ru-
(pp)z(Co)zl2+; pp = 2,2'-bipyridine or l,l0-phenanthrolinel and ckomatographic rechniques iaì allowed the
isolation of the mcso (AA) and rac (ANltlt) diastereoisomers of rhe dinuclear complexes [{Ru(pp)2}2(r¿-HAT)]1+
{HAT = 1,4,5,8,9,12-hexaazatriphenylene). The enantiomers of ¡he rac forms have been sóparated, and
characterization of aIJ species has been achieved by NMR and CD studies. Additonally, the homochiral (A3/A3)
and heterochiral (42^/ 24) diasrereoisomers of the trinuclear complexes t{Ru(ppÞ}¡(ø-HAÐló+, and the
enanliomers of both forms, have been isolated and identified. Emission studies of all the dinuclear species at
room æmperan¡rc indic¿æ the relative luminescence quannm yields and the emission lifetimes signrficantly decrease
for the ra¿so compared with the rac diastereoisomen. No significant differences were detecæd æ rootn temperan¡re
in the diastereoisomeric forms of the rinuclear compounds. However, in a glass at low temperature ( 8O K), rhe
luminescence lifetimes of the tinuclear heærochiral diastereoisomer were slightly shorter than those of the
homochiral form.
Infoduction
Complexes of the dó metals ruthenium(tl), osmium(Il), and
rhenium(I) containing polypyridyl ligands have received cou-
siderable recent attention because of their potential use in
photochemical molecula¡ devices and as light-sensitive probes
in biological sysrems.r-3 This inærcst is rela¡ed to their spe¡r¡al
propenies, photophysical characteristics (particularly in rerms
of the longevity of the exciæd states), inertness in a variery of
oxidation s¡ates, and the rcdox cha¡acæristics ofboth the ground
and exciled states.a
One ligand of this genre which has been investigaæd is
1,4,5,8,9, I2-hexaazatriphenylene (HAT), wherc rhere arc rhrce
sites for bidentate ligation to a metal center. It may serve as a
bidenaæ ligand in mononuclear complexes or as a ligand bridge
'James Cook University of North Quecrslurd.
¡ Université Lib¡e de Bru¡cllcs.
¡
" Seprember l, l9yl.(l) Pløroclunístry; Êllis
(2) Pyle. A. M.; Barton, J. K. Prog. Inorg. Clum f90. J8. 413.
(3) K,i¡sch-De Mesmaeker, A.: [æcomæ, J. P.; Kelly, !. M. Top. Cun.
Clum 1996. 177,25-76.
(4) Juris. A.; Barigelletti, S.: Campagna. S.l Balza¡i. V.; Belser. p.: von
Zelewsþ, A. Coord. Clum Rcv. l9EE, Sf, 85.
(5) Masschch¡n, A.; Kirsch-Dc Mcsmackc¡, A.: Vedrocve¡r. C.: Næietski-
Hinkens, k Inorg. ChinL Acta ßn, n9, Ll3.
(6) Didier. P.: Ortnans, I.; Ki¡sch-Dc Mcs¡¡aekcr. A.; Wars, R./. Inorg.
Ch¿n 1993,32,5239.
in di- and trinuclear species. Examples are known in each of
these caægories, and studies have addrcssed syntheúc srategies
for home and heærometallic polynuclear species,s-e photo-
physicat propenies,ÊI2 and their inæracrion and photoreactions
with various polynucleotides. r3-16
In the studies of polynuclear complexes, the inherenr problem
of stereoisomerism hæ not been elaborate( although it has been
acknowledged.s.lz Jn recent sn¡dies, we have reported the
separation of stercoisomers of ligand-bridged dinuclear spe-
cieslT'lt and the synthesis of mononuclear and dinuctear
complexes with prcdeærmined ste¡pochemistry.tr'zo ,n *"
pr€sent work these æchniques were applied to obtain all the
ste¡eoisomers of the mono-, di-, and triruthenium(Il) complexes
incorporating tlre ligand HAT, ar¡d sn¡dies of the phoophysical
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influence of interactions of such complexes with mononucle-
otides and DNA witl be rcponed subseguently, as well as
investigations of analogous polynuclear heterometallic species.
Experimental Section
Physical Measurements. rH, selective tH decoupling, NOE dif-
ference, and COSY experiments were performed on a Bruker Aspect
300 MHz NMR spectrometer using CD3CN as rhe solvent. Elecconic
specra weÍe recorded in acetonirile solution on a Hewlett packard
HP-89532K spectrophoromerer using quare cells.
All electrochemical expcrimenrc were performed under argon in an
inen-atmosphere drybox using a Bioanalytical Systems BAS l00A
elecrochemical analyznr. Measuremen¡s werc made in acetoniuile/
0.1 M [(n-C¿Hç)¡l.l]PFo solution using a platinum button working
electrode and a AglAg-,(0.01 M AgCIO/O.I M t(n€¿HcNlClO¡ in
acetonitrile) reference electrode (+0.31 V vs SSCE). Cyclic voltam-
metry wa¡¡ performed with a swecp raæ of 100 mV/s; differential pulse
voltammery wÀs run with a sweep rate of 4 mV/s and a pulse
amplitude, width, and period of 50 mV, 60 ms, and I s. rcspectively.
Elemenal analyses werc performed within the Deparrnent of Chemistry
and Chemical Engineering a¡ Jarnes Cook University of Nonh eueen-
sluld.
ORD (optical roary dispersion) spectra were reco¡dcd on a perkin-
Elmer l4l polarimerer in a I dm cell. Specific rotadon at i: [cr]¡ =
lOOcy'cl, wherc cr = absolute rotation (deg), c = concenuztion in 9/100
cm3, and I : cell path tength (in dm). Molecular rotation at l.: [M]¡
= molecular weight x [cr]¡/100. CD (circular dichroism) specta were
recorded in acetonitile solution a¡ conccntrations of I -3 x lO-t M at
the University of Wollongong using a Jobin Yvon Dickograph 6
insm¡ment. All CD spcctra a¡e præented as Ae vs ,l (nm).
Photodecomposition/Photor¡cenizrtion Studies. All solutions
were prepared under argon in a¡r inen aunosphcr,e drybox and their
UV-visible spccra recordcd using soppcred I on quare cells.
Samples we¡e irr¿diated with a low-pressure mercury lamp: the
iradiation dme was 7.5 h, which corresponded to thc ¡ime îo¡ 5O%
photodecomposition of a refcrence complex [Ru(phcn):(pFcÞ in
acetonitrile/0.2 M [(C2HtòIjC¡ solution. Photodecomposirion studies
were ca¡ried out in acetonitrile, wa¡er. or aqueous phosphue buffer
(pH ?) solutions and monirorcd by variations in thc LlV-visiblc spccra
with phooracemiza¡ion tesæd by cation exchange chromarography (Sp-
Sephadex C25) using sodium tolue¡re-4-sulfona¡c solution æ the elue¡rc
Lr¡minescence Spcctr¡ ard Lifctimes. The noncorrected ¡elæive
emission specra of ¡lte, m¿so a¡d ruc dinuclear compounds were
reco¡dcd with a Shimadzu nf-5001 PC spccromctcr equippcd with a
Hamamabu R-928 rcd-sensitivc photomultiplicr (pM) rubc. Th€
conecæd emission spcctra were obained using ar Erlinburgh ftsmr-
ments F[./FS 900 spccuofluorimetcr equipped with a red-sensitive
Flamama¡su R-928 PM tube and an ulrase¡rsitivc liquid-nirogcn<ooled
Ge derector (spcctral rq¡ponse 0.8-1.7 pm).
The emission lifcúmes were dctcmined hom decays following
single-shor pulscd-lascr excitatioil, and also by timc-resolved single
phoon counting (SPC). The usc of rhe wo differcnt tcchniqucs
confirmed the rcproducibility of the mqrsuremertc and rcliability of
the data tcatmenc it was undenaken bccar¡sc thc lumincsccnce is far
into the long-wavelengdr rcgion of thc spcctrum wbcæ dctcclor rrsponsc
is lower, so that a¡tifaco may appcar during the mcasurcments. Thc
daa in Tablc 2 concspond to average values obtained from thc two
techniques.
Undcr pulscd-laser excita¡ionq thc enrission lifetimcs wcre dctcrmincd
wi¡h a modified Applied Photophysics lascr kinctics spccuomercr
equipped wi¡h a Hamamatsu R-928 PM tub€. The excim¡ion sou¡ce
was composed of a frequencydoublcd neodymium yAG laser (Con-
dnuum NY 6l-10) coupled with a dyc tascr (Continuum ND 60; dyc
DCM; l* = 64(l nm) and with the mixing option (Continuum WX),
producing a 4O0 nm bcåm (10 ns pulsc width, maximum of 2l rnll
pulsci measuremenc a¡ ca. 8 mJ/pulse). Kinetic analyses of the
luminescence decays werc pcrformc<l by nonlincar teåst-squa¡€s regrrs-
sions using a modified Marquardt algòrith¡rrz¡¿z
Rutherford et al.
m ,lLï::"ïffi
di pM tube. The
emission decays wcte analyzed with the Blinburgh Instnrmens softwarc
(version 3.0), based on nonlinear least-squares regressions using a
modifi ed Marqua¡dr algorithm.
Microwavc Techniqucs. Reactions werc performed in a modif¡ed
Sharp microwave oven (Model R-2V55: 600 W. 2450 MHz) on
medium-high power.a Reactions were carried out in a round-bonom
flask filled with a condenser, using ethylene glycol as the solvenr.
Måterids. I, plied
by Professor D. lone,
NC).ro Ethytere l,lg
phenantkoline (phen: aldrich, g+7o),2,2 -bipyridine (bpyt Aldricb.
99*7¿), potassiu¡n hcxafluorophosphate (KPFo; Aldrich 98Zo), am-
monium hexafluorophosphate (NH¿PH6; Aldrich, 9-997o), ris{3-
(tifluoromethyl)hydroxymethylenel.d<amphoraoleuropium(lU) 
{ pu-
(tfchl; Fluka, 97%|, and laborarory reagenr (LR) solvenrs were used
without funher purification unless specified. Trimethylamine N-oxide
dihydraæ (Fluka) wæ purified by sublimation at 120 oC under vacuum.
[Ru(bpybCb]'2HzO,r [Ru(phenhClz].2H2O,5 A- and A-[Ru(phenh-
(COÞI(PFóÞ,æ and A- and A-tRu(bpyþ(COÞXPFcÞÐ were prepared
according to litcm¡ure methods. Sodium toluene-4-sulfonate (Sigma,
987o), (-)4d4ibenzoyl-r.-tanaric acid (Fluka >991o, no,)Ð =
-l17"), and di-4-oluoyl-o.anaric acid (Aldrich,977o, [a]tr = a139.¡
wcre used úthout further purification: aqueous solutions of sodium
(-)-O d 4iÞuttzoyl-u-tamate and sodium (+)di-4-roluoyl-D-ranraæ
werc prcparcd by neutralization of rhe rcspecrive acids wi¡h sodium
hydrcxide.
Cbronatognphy. All ch¡omatographic procedures were carried
out using SP-Scphadex Cã cation exchanger as the suppon and
aqueous sodium toluene-4-sulfonate, sodium (-)-O,Ø-dibenzoyl-r--
ta¡tratc, or sodium (+)di-4-toluyl-o-ta¡tatc æ the eluenr. The suppon
was containcd in a column appmximaæly 100 cm tong x 2 cm in
diamcær. When nccessary, rhe column wæ sealed, enabling the
complex to be recycled scveral times down its length with rhe aid of
a pcristaltic pump: in thæe cases, a¡¡ '.effective column lengrh" (ECL)
for the scparation reprqrnrs the total length of suppon traveled by the
sarnple. All chromuography was carried out in subdued light.
Synthcscs [R¡(bpy)dEAÐ](PFcÞ was synthesized by rhe liæra-
rurc methodt æ well as by thc altemuive method dcscribed below.
A 4 mmol) in ethylene glycol (20
cmj) oven for 2 min to comp¡ete
disso (74 mg,0.14 mmol) was added
in threc ponions ove¡ 4 min. The r€sultant ¡ed-b¡own solution was
hca¡cd fo¡ a fr¡rthcr 2 min a¡rd ¡he rcaction mixture allowed to cool
and thcn filtcrcd to removc exccss ligan<!. The cnrde product was
puriñed by thc meüod dcscribed by Masschelein ar al.5 The complex
was nchromatog¡aphed (SP-Sephadex @5 cation excha¡rger with 0.1ã
M sodium tolucnc4-sulfonate as elu€nt) and the product precipitated
hom the major band by thc addition of KPFo and rcprecipiared from
acctone/watcr solution by ñe addirion of KPF6 Yield: 96 mg (?0%).ã
Resolution of [Ru(bpyh(EAÐ](PFeÞ was achievcd by cation
exchangc chromaography using 0.1 M sodium di-4-toluoyl-o-tartraæ
as the eluent (Eq. - ¿t{þ cm). The two ba¡¡ds werc collectcd a¡ld
prccipiøtcd wi6 KPF6 and rcprccipitarcd as above. By comparisons
with similar complexes of known configuræion.æ burd I (the firsr band
elutcd) wæ assigned æ A{-)-[Ru(bpyÞ(HAÐXPF6Þ and ba¡rd 2 (rhe
sccond band) as Â-(+)-[Ru(bpyh(HAT)](PFcÞ.
t{RuOpyh}¡û¡-HAÐl@Fc)¡ was synthesized by rhe literarure
mahodJ as well æ by the altemativc mcthod dcscribed below.
A suspcnsion of HAT (50 mg, 0.21 mmol) in ethylene glycol (50
cm3) was hea¡ed for ca- 2 min in the microwave oven to complete
(22) Dsnas, I. M. Excitcd Swe LiJetùnc Mcaswcmanrs; Academic prcss:
New Yorlq 1983.





(26) Microanalyses (C. H. l.t) on rh6e compounds were within accepbble
limi6 (JÐ.4%), afrer allowance was made in some cascs for inciusion
of hydrarion in the crysral.
/
(21) Bevington, P. R- Dau R¿duction ønd Enors Anø,lysis for ttu Physical
Scicnccsi McGraw Hill: New Yorh 1969.
Sûereoisomers of Ruthenium(Il) Complexes
dissolution. and [Ru(bpy)zClzl.2KzO (218 mg,0.42 mmol) was added
in four pomons over 8 min, during which time the solution changed
color ftom red/brown to purpley'black. The mixrure was refluxed for a
funher 4 min and allowed to cool. The crude mixtu¡e was purified
according to the merhod described by Masschelein er al.5 The complex
was rechromátographed (SP-sephadex C25 cadon exchanger with 0.15
M sodium (-)-Od4ibenzoyl-u-umate as eluenr), during which
procedure diastereoisomeric separation was achieved (ECL - 15 cm).
The two bands were collccted a¡ld each was precipitated by addition
of a sa$rated solution of KPF6. The separated diastereoisomers were
dissolved in acetondwater, reprecipitated by the addition of a saturated
solution of KPF6. filtered off, and washed with disrilled water and
diethyl ether.. The products were separately dissolved in acetone and
loaded onto a shon column of silica gel, washed with acerone, wa¡er,
and acetone. and then elured wirh acerone containing 5Z¿ NII¿pFc. The
acetone was rcmoved and the brown-black product collectcd by filtræion
and washed with cold disúlled water and dierhyl ether. Toal yield:
24O mg (70?o); diastereoisomeric proportions were m¿so {band I }/rac
{band 2} = 54146.ú
Resolution of r¿c-[tRu(bpy)¿]uk-EAT)XPFø)o The sample from
band 2 of the above synrhesis was resolved chromatographically (Sp-
Sephadex Ca5 cation exchanger) using 0.15 M sodium (-)-Od-
dibenzoyl-l-taruate was rhe eluenr (ECL - ¿t00 cm). The resolved
products were collected and isolaæd as described above. Bands I and
2 were assigned as rhe AA and ÂÂ enantiomers, respecrively. The
CD {CH¡CH; l.*, nm (Ae)} dara a¡e as follows. AA: 269 (51), 2BB
(-162),319 (-94),397 (23). 
^Â: 
269 (-51),288 (158), 319 (91),
397 (-2q.
t{Ru(bpyÞi¡û¡.HA9l@Fclc was synthesized acco¡ding ro the
liærau¡e method5 and by the alærnæive method described below.
HAT (50 mg,0.2L mmol) and [Ru(bpyhCtz].2HzO (450 mg,0.85a
mmol) were added to a solurion of ethylene glycol (30 cmr¡, and the
mixture was refluxed in the mic¡owave oven (medium-high) fo¡ 8 min.
On cooling, disrilled warer (ca t50 cm3) was addcd and then a sah¡¡ar€d
solution of KPF6 until precipiøtion was compleæ. The mixture was
stored overnight u 4 oC and the product collccæd by filration and
purified according ro the merhod descibed by Masschelein et ol.s As
a ñ¡rthe¡ purification step, the product was rechromuographed (Sp-
Sephadex C25 cation exchanger using 0.3 M sodium oluenc4-sulfonaæ
as the eluent). Diasæreoisomeric separation also achieved (ECL - l0
cm), the two products were collectcd following the addition of saora¡ed
KPF6 to the separa¡ed bands and reprcciptatcd as dcscribed above for
the dinuclear species. Total yield: 430 mg (86%); diastcreoisomcric
proportions were heterochiral (4^/ 24) {band l}/homochiral (A7
Â3) {band 2} = 83117.ú
Resolution of [{Ru(bpy)2}¡Ø-EAÐ](PF¡)e The sampte isolarcd
from band 2 of the above synthesis, (43/N)-[{Ru(bpyÞi¡@-HAT)]-
(PF6)6, was resolved by carion exchangc ckomuography using 0.2 M
sodium (*)-di-4-oluoyl-Þ'6rtare as the eluenL Burds 2a (elured fi¡st)
and 2b werc collecæd and the diætcreoisomers isolaled as described
above a¡rd assigned æ A3 and Â1, respectively (sce Discussion). The
CD (CH¡CN; l*, nm (Âe)) dua arc as follows. A!: 261 (-23),
275 (87),291 (-136), 327 (-103), 374 (14\. /r2: 261 (?5),275
(-r02), 291 (tn).t27 (l0l),374 (-15).
[Ru(phen)dEAT)l@FeÞ was synthesized and puriñcd rmdcr condi-
tions idcntical to those describcd for [Ru(bpyXHAÐ](PF6,þ, but r¡ing
lRu(phen)rClzl'2HzO as the staning material. Yield: 80%.r
Resolution of [{Ru(phen)2(EAÐXPF¡)¡ was achieved by cation
exchange chromatography rsing 0.1 M sodium (-)-O,Ødibcnzoyl-
L-ta¡trat€ as the eluent (ECL - 300 cm). The two ba¡lds wcrc collcctcd
and precipitatcd with KPFo and reprccipirared as abvc. By compari-
sons with similar complexes of known configuration,æ band I was
assigned as A{-Þ[Ru(phen):(HAÐl(PFo)r {[a]s¡¡ = -9?3. (Ms¡c
= -9582"), [û]r¡ = -ll(X" ([Mrr = -10872o): CH3CN solution]
and band 2 as Â{+)-[Ru(phenÞ(HAÐ](PFo)z {[a]r¡c = +982. ([Mjsó
= *9719c), [a]sn = +l l42o (Mlm = +ll246o)i CH3CN solution].
The CD {CH3CN; ,1*, nm (Ae)} daø a¡e as follows: A: 25a (150),
264 (-186), 2% (-ll8), 39e (16). A: 254 (-152), 2Ø (183),295
(r r8), 399 (-16).
Enantiomenc purity was confirmed by tH NMR using the chiral
lanthanide-induced shift reagent ais{3-[(trifl uoromerlryl)hydroxymcrh-
ylenel-l<amphoratoleuropium(IlD, [Eu(tfc)3]. [Ru(phenÞ(HAÐ]-
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(PF6þ was convened to the Cl- salt by anion exchange chromatography
and tH NMR experimens performed in CD¡CN.
[{Ru(phenþþ@-EAT)](PFd¡ was synthesized and purified under
conditions identical to those dcscribed for [{Ru(bpy)2}2@-HAÐ](pFd..
but using [Ru(phen)zClz].2HzO as the staning marerial. Total yield:
71 7o; diastereoisomcric proponions were m¿ro {blulrd, l}lrac {band 2}
= 51149.ú
Resolution of [{Ru(phen)2}¿û¡-EAÐ1GFr)4 was canied our in a
manner identical ro tha¡ described for [{Ru(bpy)2]{p-HAÐl(pFo)¿. The
CD {CH¡CN 1*, nm (Ae)} data a¡e as follows. ^^: 255 (3c,4),270(- 2t0), 296 (-2qÐ, 399 ( 1 9). ÂÂ: 255 (-298), 21 0 (21 41, 296 (247),
39e (- r7).
[{Ru(phenÞ}¡(¡-EAI)](PF¡)e was synthesized and purified under
conditions idendcal to those described for [{Ru(bpyÞh(p-HAÐ](pFd6"
but using [Ru(phen)zCld.2HzO as ttre sraning material. Total yield:
907o diaste¡eoisomeric proponions were heterochiral {band l}/home
chiral (band 2| = 80n0.?Á
Resolutio¡ of homochiral [{Ru(phen)¿}¡@-EAÐ](PFe)e was
achieved by cation exchange chromatography using 0.2 M sodium (-)-
Od4ibarmyl-t-tanrate æ the eluenr (ECL - 330 cm). The two bands
were collecæd and precipitaæd with KPF6 and reprecipiøted as
described above. Bands I and 2 were assigned to A3 and Â3,
respcctively (see Discussion). The CD {CH¡CN; ,t*, nm (A<)} dara
are æ follows. A3: 217 (91), 259 (33q, ng e22OI295 (-236).
N: 2r7 (-%), 260 (-32q,2n Q20),zes (226).
Stcrcædective Syrtheses of AA-[{RuOpy)z}zØ-EAÐ](PFd¡ and
N{{Ru(bpyÞ}¡Ø-EAÐXPFe)0. A suspørsion of tfAT (5 mg,0.0213
mmol) in 2-methoxyethanol (5 cm3) was degassed with dry N2 for 15
min. Â-(-)-[Ru(bpyÞ(COÞXPFo)zte (64 mg, 0.0852 mmot) and
rimethylamine /V-oxidc (40 mg, 0.51 mmol) were added, and the
reaction mixore was stir¡ed at room temperature in suMued lighr for
ll days. A tunher addition of rimethylamine N-oxide (15 mg, 0.2
mmol) was made afrc¡ approximately 6 days. The rcaction produced
both dinuclea¡ and cinuclea¡ products, which were separatcd by SP-
Sephader C25 cation exchange cbromuography; AÂ-t{Ru(bpyþ}r(p-
HAÐf* was eluted with a solution 0.3 NaCI in water/acetone (5:3)
and A3-[{Ru(bpyÞ}¡(¡-HAT)]F with a solution 0.5 M NaCt in waær/
acetone (5:3). AA-[{Ru(bpyþ}zØ-HAÐ]n* and A3-[{Ru(bpyþþ(p-
HAT)Ió* were funhcr purified separarely by cation exchangc ch¡oma-
tognphy with elution by 0.2 and 0.3 M sodium tolucne-4-sulfonate
solution, respcctively. The products werc collected as describcd above.
Yield: AÂ-ft Ru(bpyÞ)dp-HAT)1(Wò¡ 23% (8 mg); AL[{Ru(bpyþ}3-
@-HAT)](PFó)6, 24% (12 mg).õ The CD data are as follows. AA
{CHTCN; t-, nm (Ae)}: 269 (69),288 (-156). 319 (-96), 3n Qq.
Ar {¡*, nm (Ae)}: 261 (-23), nS $9),29r (-t261,3n (.-gO,
374 (13).
St rcæclccttve Synthescs of AÂ-[{Ru(phcn)z}r@-EAT)](PFd¡
and Â¡{{Ruþhen):}¡Ø-EAT)](PFc)c. Thc synrhescs and purificarion
were performed under conditions similar to those describcd for AA-
t{Ru(bpyÞ}d¡¡-HAÐXPFd¡ and AL[{Ru(bpy)zh0¿-ttAÐ](PFc)c, but
uing Â{+)-[Ru(phenXC!)dPFoÞ rartrer than A{-)-[Ru(bpyXCOh]-
(PFdz; the reaction mixture wæ stir¡ed for a further 3 days. Yield:
AÂ-[(Ru(phenÞ]rúr¡-HAT)1(PFó)4 19% (7 mg)t N-[{Ru(phenÞ}¡Ø-
HAI)XPF6)6,28% (15 me).É The CD data are as follows. A^ {CHr
CN; l*, nm (Ae)): 255 (-267),270 (19Ð, 296 (2æ),399 (-21).
^r 
{t*, nm (Âe)}: 218 (-93),260 (-309), 277 (ztÙ),295 (224).
Results and Discussion
Synthesis. The various [{Ru(ppÞ}"(HAT)](à)+ species {pp
= 2.2'-bipyridine (bpy) or l,l0-phenanthroline (phen)) have
been synthesized previously by the reaction of n equiv (n =
l-3) of lRu(pphCld with HAT in methanoywaler (l/l) under
reflux.5 In the fint of two alternative syntheric merhods
developed in the prcsent worþ the reaction of the saÍre srarring
maærials in ethylene glycol solution under micrcwave condi-
úons23 produced reaction yields equivalent to or increased over
those produced by the conventional method, bur with a ca. 50-
fold decrcase in rcaction time. The second method involved
decarbonylation of chiral A- or A-[Ru(pp)z(CO)z]2+ in 2-meth-
oxyethanol solution in the presence of the ligand HAT. Such
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decarbonylation reactions are known to proceed with rctention
of stereochemical inægrity of the metal center when undertaken
at noom temperature and subdued ligh¡ tr'æ In the present case,
due to the low solubility of HAT in the 2-methoxyethanol
solven¡ at low æmperatures, the mixture was stirred for 8-10
days, after which time both the di- and rrinuclear complexes
were isolated in ca. 2O7o yield'
Stereochemisry. The development of syntheúc methodolo-
gies involving enantiomerically pure building blocksle and
chromatographic rechniqueslT has enablçd us to isolate indi-
vidual stereoisomers (diastercoisomers, enandomers, and/or
geometric isomers) in these and relaæd sysrems.2T This hæ
allowed assessment of the effect of stereoisomerism on physical
propenies such as electrochemical and photophysical charac-
teristics. and on the interaction with chiral assemblies such as
mononucleotides and DNA. Such sn¡dies have previously been
limited because stereoisomerically pure polynuclear complexes
wer€ not available. In addition, in earlier invesûgations of
polynuclear polypyridyl complexes of ruthenium,5:t:e üre
existence of stereoisomerism complicated structural determina-
¡ions and characterization: for example. NMR specrroscopy has
been of limited value because the diasærcoisomeric complexes
have nonequivalent NMR sp€cüa 17'30
The chromatographic separation of stereoisomers forms a
most important part of this snrdy. Cation exchange chroma-
tography was employed, using SP-SephúexC2S as the supporl
with aqueous sodium toluene4-sulfonate, sodium (-)-O,U-
dibenzoyl-u-tartate, or sodium (+)di-4-toluoyl-o-ørtrare solu-
tions æ the eluents. While the technique is based on a cation
exchange mechanism, the mode of isomer separation is influ-
enced by a differential association between the srereoisomers
of the complex with both the anion of the eluent and tl¡e chiral
support The prccise naur¡e of the associæions is currently under
investigation and appears to have componenb involving specific
a-stacking and hydrophobic interactions.3t
Mononuclear Complexes. [Ru(bpy)z(HAÐ]2 and [Ru-
(phen)z(HAT)12+ were each chromatographically rcsolved into
enantiomeric forms using the chiral eluens 0.1 M sodium (*þ
di-4-toluoyl-o-tanraæ and 0. I M sodium (-)-O,t 4ibenzoyl-
L-øn¡ate, respecúvely. The enantiomers of each compound
showed equal and opposite ORD and CD specua (shown for
[Ru(phenÞ(HAÐ]2+ in Frgure Sl, Supponing Information), a¡rd
rH NMR studies of A- and Â-[Ru(phenÞ(HAÐ]2+ in the
presence of the chiral lanthanide-shift rcagenr [Eu(úc)¡] con-
firmed opúcal purity. The absoluæ configurations werc
dercrmined by comparisons of the CD spectra with relæed
complexes with known absolure configurations (Figurc l).Ð
Dinudear Complexes. [{Ru(bpyÞ}20¿-HAÐ]4* was chro-
matographically separaæd into the rac (A,NItA) and n¿so (AA)
diastereoisomeric forms (Figure 2) using 0.15 M sodium (-F
O,O'-di&tuoyl-u-tartrate as eluent, the separation bcing oÞ
served within 15 c¡n of uavel. Bands I (elured ti¡sÐ and 2
(eluted second) werc determined to be the ra¿so and rac
diastercoisomers, respectively, as established by NMR charac-
terization and comparison with an authentic sample of the AA
isomer deliberately synthesized using A-[Ru(bpy)2(CO)2]2+ as
the precursor. In addition, band 2 could be chromatographically
resolved (ECL - 400 cm) using 0.15 M sodium (-)-O,U-
(27) Keene, F. * Coord Clum R¿v.. in press.
(28) Denú, G.: Campagna. S.; Senoni. S.: Ciano, M.; Balza¡ri. Y. J. Am
CIun- Soc. l$t2, I 14,294É-
(29) Den¡i. G.; Senoni. S.; Campagna S.; Ricewto, V.; Juris. A.; Ciano.
M.: Balzani, Y. Inorg. Chim Acta lyn. 198-200,5U7.
(30) Hua. X.; von Zelewsþ, A,. Inorg. Clum l!Ð5.34,5791.
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Figure 1. CD spectra of Ar-[{Ru(phen):}¡(p-HAT)ìó- (-), A-t{Ru-











Figurc 2. Chem 3D representation of diastereoisomeric forms of
[{Ru(bpy)z}z@-HAT)]¿*: (A) rac {A,A, (=^^)}; (B) neso {ÂÂ}.
Hydrogen atoms are omitæd for clariry; the no¡ation shown is the same
for the phen analogues and is used in the discussion of rhe ¡H NMR
sP€c¡r&
dibenzoyl-t -tartrate as eluent, ttrereby confirming it as the r¿c
form: bands ?a and 2b were assigned as rhe AA and ÂÂ
enantiomers, rcspectively. The absolute configurations of the
rwo bands were esÌablished by comparison of the CD spectra
with that of the stereoselectively synthesized AA-[{Ru(bpy)z}¡
(t-HAÐ14+.
Diastercoisomeric separation, resolution, and the assignment
of absoluæ configurations of [{Ru(phen)2}2(ø-HAT)]a+ were
achieved as described above for [{Ru(bpyÞ}z@-HAT)]a+. The
diastercoisomeric separadon (ECL - 8 cm) and the subsequenr
resolution of the r¿c form into its enantiomers (ECL - 300
cm) were achieved" with the elution order (4 , AA, and AÂ)
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Figure 4. Chem 3D reprcscntation of diasrereoisomeric forms of
t{Ru(bpyÞ}¡0¿-HAÐl*: (A) hcterochiral {A':^h (B) homochiral {43
(=Â3)). Hydrogen atoms are omined for clarity; the notation shown is
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Figure 3. CD spectra for stereoisomeric forms of [{Ru(phen)z}z-
(¡¡-HAT)la-: AÂ synthesized from .1r-[{Ru(phenÞ}2(CO)2]2+ G - l;
^^ 
(-) and AA (- - -) from chromatographic separation.
spec¡ra of the chromaûographically separated AA- urd ÂÂ-[{Ru-
(phen)2)2(p-HAT)la+ forms, and the ÂÂ enanriomer srereose-
lectively synthesized from A-[Ru(phen)z(CO)z]2+, arc shown
in Figure 3, and for the bpy analogues in Figurc 52 (Supporting
Information).
Trinuclear Complexes. [{Ru(bpy)z}¡Ø-HAÐ}6. wæ chrc-
matographically separared inro the homochiral (43//\3) and
heærochiral (42ru 24) diaste¡eoisomeric lorms (Frgpre 4)
using 0.3 M sodium toluene-4-sulfonate as eluenl Bands I and
2 werc deærmined to be the A2A/A2A and A3/^3 diastereo-
isomers, rcspectively, by NMR spectroscopy (the D3 symmerry
of Al/43, comp¿fed to the C2 symmetry of 42ru^24, rcsulting
in a simplified specm¡m for A3/43 (see below), and comparisons
with the spectn¡m of the stereoselecdvely rynthesized A3 form).
The A3/43 diastereoisomer (band 2) was chromatographically
resolved using 0.2 M sodium (+)-di-4-toluoyl-o-tartrate as the
eluenl Bands ?a, and 2b were assigned as the A3 and A3
enantiomers, rcspectively, by comparisons of the CD specra
(Ae values) with the CD spectrum of the sterposelecúvely
synthesized A3 form.
Resolurion of the A2Â./À24 diastercoisomer was atempæd
using a range ofeluenB at varyiDg concentrations, but without
success. However, the A2A and A2A enantiomen¡ may be
obøined by a combination of chromarographic separations and
stercoselecúve syntheses: the rcsolved AA a¡d ÂA forms of
[{Ru(bpy)z}z(p-HAÐ]4+ were separately r€acted \rith rac-[Ru-
(bpy)¿Clzl, resulting in the two diastereoisomeric mixo¡es A3/
A2A and 
^3/r\24, 
respectively, which werc separaæd chro-
matographically, thus rcalizing the A2A and 
^24 
forms. Since
ùe absolute conñguration of the prccursor complex [{Ru-
(bpy)zlz0¿-HAT)]a* is known, the absolute configuration as-
signmenc of A2^- and A2A-[{Ru(bpyÞ}¡(p-HAT)]tr may be
made. The same æchnique has been used to isolare the
stereoisomers of mixed Rr¡/Os trinuclear sysrems.lz
[tRu(phen)z]¡0¡-HADlcF was chromatographically separared
into the Ar/Â3 and AzÂ./ 2A diastereoisomeric forms using 0.3
M sodium ¡oluene-¿l-sulfonate æ eluent (ECL - 8 cm). Band
I (eluæd first) and band 2 (eluted second) were determined o
be A2^/ 24 and A3/ 3 in a manner similar to that described
for [{Ru(bpyþ}3(4-HAÐ]Ér-. .Iïe A3/ 3 diasæreoisomer @and
2) was resolved using 0.2 M sodium (-)-O,0rdibenzoyl-u-
tartrate as eluent (ECL - 250 cm). Bands à and 2b were
4'
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Figure 5. CD spcctra for srcrcoisomeric forms of [{Ru(phen)¿}r
(l-HAT)ló*: N syntheized from A-[{Ru(phen)z}z(CO)z]2'(- - -): Â3
(-) and A3 (- - -) from chromarographic separation.
assigned as the A3 and /\3 enantiomers, respectively. Enand-
omer assignment and purity werc achieved by comparisons of
the CD spectra (A€ values) with the CD specmrm of the
stercoselectively synthesized A3 form. The CD specua of the
Â3- and A3-[{Ru(phenÞ}¡(¿-HAÐ]tr enanúomers are shown
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With the characærization of the separated diastereoisomers
achieve4 the stereochemical feaores ofthe synthetic procedures
may be revisited. No difference was obseryed in the diastereo-
isomeric ratios (racl¡nesa in [{Ru(pp)z}z(p-HAT)]a* and ho-
mochira!/heterochiral in [{Ru(pp)z}¡0¿-HAÐ]6+) berween the
conventional heating and microwave hearing methods. The
diastereoisomeric ratios were approximately 50/50 (raclmcso)
for [{Ru(pp)z}z(ø-HAÐJ4+ and l7l83 (homochiral/heærochiral)
for [{Ru(pp)z}¡í,.-HAÐ]6+, which compare with the respective
statistical ra¡ios of 50/50 and 25175 and suggest that elecronic
or steric influences play little part in the derermination of
diastereoisomer proponions.
tH NMR Studies. The lH NMR dara for the mononuclear
complex and the diastercoisomeric forms of the di- and trinuclear
complexes containing l,I0-phenanthroline (phen) ter¡rinal
ligands and the HAT bridging ligand are shown in Table l.
The rH NMR data for the analogous series of complexes
containing 2,2'-bipyndtne as the terminal ligands are given in
Table Sl (Supponing Information). The notation for rhe phen
and HAT ligands for the above complexæ is indicated in Frgures
2 and 4.
In all cases, the phen ligands exhibited the expecæd coupling
constant values2s Uzt = Ja,g = 5 Hz, J¿r = h9 = 1.5 Hz, Jt,t
= h,E = 8 Hz, and Js.d:9 Hz (Js.c variable due to second-
order effects)) and coupling panerns based on the symmetry
requiremenb of the above complexes (i.e., [{Ru(phenÞ(HAÐ]2+
(C2 point group symmetry), 
^ruAA-[{Ru(phenþ}2@-HAT)]a+(Cz) and AÂ-[{Ru(phen)z}z@-HAT)]a+,C'r, 61¡L[{Ru-
(phen)2þÇr-HAÐl# (D¡) and A2ruA2A-[{Ru(phen)z}¡(p-
HAÐ16+ (Cr.
The tH NMR chemical shifu listed in Tables I and Sl were
deærmined by tH COSY spectr¿, selecúve lH decoupling, and
NOE experiments and werc assigned as described below.
Connectivity between the H4 and H5, H5 and H6, and H6 and
H7 protons in the individual ligands of complexes containing
two or mor€ nonequivalent phen ligands was confirmed by NOE
experiments. The complete assignment of chemical shifts to
the ligands in the structu¡e (given in Table l) was based on the
relative degrce of diamagnetic anisooopic interactions benteen
adjacent ligands (these anisotropic inæractions may occur
between the phen and HAT ligands, the nvo phen ligands on
the same metal center, the phen ligands on the adjacent metal
centers, or combinations of these inæractions).
[Ru(phen)z(HAÐ]2*. The C2 s]mmetr] of [{Ru(phen)2-
(HAÐ12* results in a¡ AMX, A'I\4t(', and AX spectrum wittr
thrce additional singlet resonances. The rwo AMX coupled
systems werc assigned to the chemical shifts se¿n in Table I,
by the reduced diamagnetic anisooopic interaction (less shield-
ing influence) between H9 (8.18 ppm) and the elect¡on deficient
ligand HAT relative to H2 (8.00 ppm) and phen. The electron
density (and thercfore the degree of anisotropic interactions) in
these polypyridyl ligands has been shown to be influenced
significantly morc by the incorporation of nitrogen donor a¡oms
than by the number of a¡omaúc rings (aromaticity).le Selective
lH decoupling of the H9 a¡ld H2 resonances and NOE effects
berween H4 and H5 confirmed the subsequent assignments in
Table l. The expected coupling pattenr wris obsewed ftom the
HAT ligand with HZHI I assigned to 8.26 ppm 1{. J = 3 Hz)
on the bæis of incrcased diauragnetic anisotropic inte¡actions
with the phen ligands.
[{Ru(pheo)z}zØ-HAÐ]4+. The Cz symmetry of ¡he rac
diastereoisomer rcquires two nonequivalent phen ligands with
each phen exhibiting a spectn¡m consisting of AMX, A,lVf,)(',
and AB coupling patcrns. and an AX coupled system and a
singlet resonance from the HAT (see Figure 6). The nyo
Rutherford et al.
nonequivalent phen ligands a¡e orientated in a pseudoorthogonal
geometry on the same face of the HAT bridging ligand (see
Figure 2). The assignment of the HAT proton resonances for
both diastereoisomers w¡rs based on coupling constants and the
relative degree of diamagnetic anisotropic interacdons with the
phen ligands. The singlet resonance (Hlo and Hl l; see Table
l) in both isomers was the most shielded due to the anisotropic
interaction with the four phen ligands.
Ring b (see Figure 2) is orienøted over the plane of two
ligands, the phen across the bridge and the HAT bridging ligand,
resulting in increased diamagnetic anisouopic effecrs (shielding
effect) in the H8 and H9 protons. As H8 is affected significantly
more by the phen across the bridge relative ro thar with HAT
(see influence of HAT on H8 and H3 in [Ru(phen)z(HAT)]2+
complex, Table l), H8 ring b can be æsigned to rhe mos¡
shielded H8/H3 resonance (dd, 
"r = 5, 8 Hz) ar 7.48 ppm. The
subsequent assignments for rings a and b were achieved as
described above. The upfield shift of H9 ring b (7.92 ppm)
relæive to H9 (8.18 ppm) of [Ru(phen)2(HAT)]2+ is arribured
to the diamagneric anisotlopic interactions with the phenan-
throline across the bridge as H9 ring b experiences a less
shielding influence ftom the HAT with rwo coordinated me¡al
centers. The assignment of H9 ring d rc 8.28 ppm (mosr
downflreld dd, .I = 5, 1.5 Hz) is in agreemenr with the above
¿¡rgument as H9 ring d is orientated over rhe plane of the electon
deficient HAT ligand (two meta¡ centers coordinated) and not
in the shielding cone of the phen across the bridge and thus is
deshielded relaúve to H9 (8.18 ppm) of [Ru(phenÞ(HAT)]2+.
The assignments based on this discussion æe shown in Table
l.
The Ç symmeuy of the m¿¡o diastereoisomer also requires
the nonequivalence of two phen ligands (similar coupling
panems to ¡¿c isomer above and the tH NMR specüum
observed in Figure 6). which æe orientared on the opposire faces
of the HAT bridging ligand and the same rurhenium cen[er (see
Figu¡e 2). TI.e rH chemical shifts of thc nonequivalent phen
ligands and the HAT bridging ligand were assigned in a simila¡'
ma[ner to those of the rac isomer (shown above) and are listed
in Table L
H9 (ring b) wæ assigned !o the most deshielded HZH9 proon
resonance at 8.45 ppm (dd. J = 5, 1.5 Hz) due to the
diamagnetic anisoropic in¡eractions with the HAT ligand and
the equivalent phen ligand across rhe bridge (see Figure 2). As
suggesæd above. H9 and H8 (¡ing b) a¡e orientaæd in the
deshielding cone of the equivalent phen. which is illusraæd
by their downfield shiff, relative to H9 and H8 (ring b) of the
r¿c isomer (compare Figure 2 and Table t). The subsequent
assignmens ofrings b and a were achieved as described above.
As expecæ4 tl¡e lH chemical shifts of ring a between rhe
two diastereoisomers are near identical due their similar
envi¡onments. H9 (ring d) was assigned to 8.19 ppm (dd, J:
5, 1.5 Hz) due the rcduced diamagnetic anisotropic inæracrions
with the HAT bridging ligand. The upfield shift H9 and H8
(ring d) relative to the r¿c isomer (ring d) is a rcsult of
anisotropic inleracúons beween the equivalent phen ligands
across the bridge. This shielding influence is also obsen'ed in
the minor diffe¡ences between H9 and H8 (ring d) of the rac
isomer and H9 and H8 (ring b) of [{Ru(phen)z(HAT)]2+, as
H9 and H8 (ring d) should experience an incrcased deshielding
influence from the more electron deficient HAT bridge (coor-
dinated to two metal cenærs).
[{Ru(phenþþ@-IIAÐ16+. The D¡ symmerry of the homo-
chiral (Al/43) diasæ¡eoisomer rcquires the equivalence of rhe
six phen ligands (see Figure 4). As the nro halves of the phen
.ligands arc nonequivalenL the lH specrrum consists of AMX,
/
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Figure 6. rH NMR spectra (300 MI{z: CD3CN solution) of the rac
(A) and neso (B) diææreolsomers of [{Ru(phenÞ}rû¿-HAÐ1.*.
A1r4')(', and AB coupling patrerns with an addirional singlet
resonance from the HAT bridging ligand (see Frgure 7). The
rH chemical shift assignments werc achieved as described above
and are shown in Table l.
The assignment of H9 (ring b) and,H2 (ring a) ro 8.18 and
7.75 ppm (dd .f = 5, 1.5 Hz) was based on the following
¿ugument: H9 (ring b) is orienraæd over rhe HAT ligand with
three coordinated metal centers (reduced shielding environment
compar€d with wo coordinated metal centers) and over the
plane of the phen ligand across the bridge (shielding environ-
Inorganic Chemistry, Vol. 36, No.20, 1997 J471
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Figure 7. ¡I{ NMR spectra (300 MHz: CD¡CN soludon) of the
homochi¡a¡ (A) a¡rd heterochi¡al (B) diasæreoisomers of [{Ru(phenþ}3-
G¿-HAT)]ó*.
ment, similar to the r¿c dinuclear species). These comparisons
suggest that the chemical shift of H9 (ring b) is downñeld
rclative to H9 (ring b) of the r¿c diouclear complex and is rhus
assigned to 8.18 ppm. Comparison between the chemical shin
of H2 (ring a) (7.75 ppm) and ¡he rac dinuclear H2 (ring ct
(7.80 ppm) (similar r€lative environmenr with respecr ro orher
terminal ligands) is also in agrcement wiûr he above assignmeur
The C2 symmetry of the heærochiral (42ruÆA) d.iastereo
isomer requires thrce uonequivalent phen ligands (see Figure
AA
BB
Table l. Çhemical Shifts (ppm) from 300 MHz tI{ NMR Spectra of the Diasærcoisomeric Forms of [{Ru(phenÞ)"(HAÎ)]r- Complexcs (PF5-
Sals; CDICN Solve¡rt)
[{Ru(phe¡r)z Þ0¿-HAÐf * [{Ru(phenÞ}¡0¿-l{AT)]ó-
[Ru(phe¡rh]2* [Ru(phc¡r)r(HAÐ12+ AruAÂ AA a3/ 3 a:^/ :a
phen ring a (over phcnf H2 8.05 8.00 7.96 7.98
H:¡ 7.65 7.65 7.70 7.70
H4 8.61 8.66 8.68 8.68
H5 8.2E 8.21 8.26 8.30
phen ring b (over HAT} H6 8-n E.26 8.31
H7 8.66 8.Ø 8.76
H8 7.68 7.48 7.87
H9 8.18 7.92 8.45
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(HZHI l; d. J = 7 llz) (Hl l/Ht0; s)I{ 9.01 8.34 8.34
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4), thus producing a complicated lH NMR specrrum comprising
six AMX, possibly three AB coupling sysrems from rhe phen
ligands, and thrce singlet resonances from rhe HAT ligand (see
Figure 7). The three singlet HAT resonances were assigned
by comparison with the meso artd rac dinuclear complex and
the homochiral trinuclea¡ complex (Table l).
H9 (ring d) and H9 (ring 0 are assigned to rhe two mosr
downfield HZH9 resonances (dd, J = 5, 1.5 Hz) at 8.66 and
8.59 ppm, respectively, on the basis of reduced diamagneúc
anisotropic interacúons described for the m¿so dinuclear
complex (ring b) discussed above, and funher informa¡ion
gained by comparisons between the r¿c and m¿so isomers (i.e.,
the H9 (ring d) of the r¿c isomer is downfield (8.28 ppm)
relacive to H9 (ring d) of the rn¿so isomer (8.19 ppm)). For
ring d of the rac isomer the phen ligand is in a similar
perpendicular orientaúon to ring d of the heærochiral form. This
results in a downfield shift rclative o H9 (ring f), which con¡ains
the phen ligands in a parallel orienlation (similar to ring d in
¡he meso isomer). The subsequent assignments for rings d and
fwere achieved as describe above. The third phen ligand was
assigned by comparisons with the homochiral isomer (see above)
which indicaæ that the H9 proton orientaæd over the HAT
bridge is downfield relaûve to the H2 orientared over a phen;
thus H9 (ring b) and H2 (ring a) were assigned to 8.01 and
7.89 ppm, rcspecúvely. The relative shifts of H2 and H9 (rings
a and b) in comparison with H2 and H9 (rings a and b) of the
homochiral isomer can also be rationalized in a manner similar
to the above on the basis of the rclative chemical shifts of the
rac and, m¿so isomers.
ElecÈochemistry and Elecbonic Absorption Spectroscopy.
Cyclic voltamrnetry and differential pulse voltammetry trrere
performed on the separaæd diasæ¡eoisomelsi r¿¡c- anrd, mcso-
[{Ru(pp)z}z(¿-HAT)]4+, and homochiral and heterochiral {Ru-
(pp)z)¡@-HAT)le (where pP = bpy or phen), with the data
reponed in Table 52 (Supponing Informæíon) and a¡e in
agreement with those rcponed previously.s The absorption
spectra of [{Ru(ppÞ}"(HAÐ]r2'Þ (a = l-3 and pp = bpy or
phen) were also measured a¡d are in agrcement with those
described previously.5.l I
No significant differcnces were observed i¡ ttre elecuoctremi-
cal and spectral propenies of the diastereoisomers in the
dinuclear and in the trinuclear series.
Photoinduced Stereoisomerisn The phooracemization of
monoouclear tris(bidenu¡e) complexes of the rype [Ru(bpy)¡]2*
is known.33 The rclated phenomenon may occur in polynuclear
species, but is more appropriately designaæd as "photoinduced
stercoisomerism" since the complexes may exist in diasterco-
isomeric and enantiomeric forms.
In a semiquantiøtive investigation, the complexes AÂ-, AA-,
and ÀÂ-[{Ru(pp)2}2(a-HAT)]n* and A3-, ñ-, and A2ruAzA-
[{Ru(pph}¡û¿-HAÐ]6+ (PP = bPy and phen) werc irradiated
in acetonitrile, aqueous or buffered aqueous solution, with
decomposition being monitorcd by spectroscopy and phooin-
duced stereoisomerism by chromatography. In each system,
the diasæreoisomers a¡e readily separated and even very minor
interconversion would be detec¡ed because of the high absorp
tion coefficients of the complexes involved. There was no
deæctable photoinduced stercoisomerism, although rhe ch¡ç
matography suggested photodecomposition of approximately
l-2% in trimetallic complexes.
Luminescence SpecEa and Lifetimes. Figurc 8 shows the
uncorrccled emission specna of the thrce stereoisomers (AÀ
AA, and ÀÂ) of [{Ru(phenþ}z(ø-HAÐ]a* in buffe¡ed aqueous
(A) and in CH3CN (B) solutions, rccorded for comparable
Ru¡herford et aL
6æ 700 8æ 900
Wavolonglh (nm)
Figure E. Noncorrected emission specra of the rhree stereoisomers
of [{Ru(phen)2}2@-HAÐ]1* for rhe same 7o of absorbed lighr, in (A)
TRIS buffer at pH 7 and (B) CH3CN soludons: the enanriomers of the
rac form (-), and the ø¿s¿ form (- - -). Exciørion at 500 nm. Shimada¡
spectrofluorimeter, Hamamasu R-928 PMT.
qþ €lþ 1øl 12m
W¡y.Lrlgûh (ût)
Figure 9. Corrccted emission specra in HÐ solution of (A) [Ru-
(phc¡rÞ(HAT)F+ a¡rd (B) [{Ru(phenÞ}20¿-HAÐ]a-, measu¡ed with thc
Hamama¡su R-928 PMT (-) and with the Ge detector (- - l. For
comparable absorbance at the excitation wavelength (432 nm) and
comparable intcnsities of exciøtion at that wavclength, an intensity
ratio of l5ll ca¡l be estimated for the mono-/dinuclear compound.
excitation intcnsities (at 500 nm) and for comparable percentages
of absorbed light at the same excitotion wavelength. Therc werc
no significant differcnces in inænsities for the enantiomers of
the rac form, whereas the m¿so diaste¡eoisomer behaved as a
slightly weaker emitær both in water and in CH3CN. Moreover,
as is generally observed, the inænsity of emission was higher
in the organic solven! than in aqueous solution.
Comparison of the uncorrccæd spectra of Figure 8 (measurcd
with a red-sensitive PM detector) with the corrccted emission
spectrum of tl¡e dinuclear complex in Figure 9 (where the
emission at.l > 800 nm was measurcd with an lR-sensitive Ge
detector) illustra¡es the experimental problems encountercd in
determining reliable quantum yields of emission for the bimetal-
lic species. Indee( an adjustment had to be made between tlre
two ponions of the emission spectrum measured with the ¡wo


















(33) Poner, G. B.: Spark, R. H. J. Pltotochcm þAt, j23, 13.
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Table 2. Luminescence Lifetimes of the Diaste¡eoisome¡s of the
Dinuclea¡ and Trinuclea¡ HAT-Bridged Species in Waær a¡rd
CHrCN Solurions under Air at Room Tempemrure, tÞtermined by
SPC and under Pulsed Laser Excitariond
z (ns)
HzO CHsCN
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Table 3. Luminescence Lifetimes of rhe Dias¡ereoisomeric Forms
of [{Ru(pp)z}¡û¡-HAÐ]ó' in a MeOHÆtoH l/4 class ¡r gO K,









Â,3-A[{Ru(bpy)2}¡ú¿-HAÐ]6* 40 I l0
Â3/43-[{Ru(bpy)z}¡(¿-HAÐ]ó* 40 105




,'Jjff -are-sinsle exPo-rorhehi ti':iffif'tri?:
(see text). E¡or: -37o, estimared from ttre rcproducibiliry of the lifctime
values determined by SPC and pulsed laser merhods.
Q* values are not given, nor tl¡e trEq of emission,s which
cannot be easily differcndated for the tfuee stereoisomers.
When the emissions of the Einuclear compounds [{Ru(ppÞ}r
(¡l-HAÐ16+ (pp = bpy or phen) were me¿lsured under the same
conditions as those for the dinuclear species which gave the
data presented in Frgure 8, no significant differences in
luminescence imensiry wer€ detected between the differcnt
diastereoisomers.
The emission lifetimes at rtlom temprature in warcr and CH3-
CN solu¡ions for rhe stereoisomers of t{Ru(pp)z}z@-HAT¡r+
and [{Ru(bpy)2}3(p-HAD]6+ are given in Table 2. For the
dinuclear compounds, the emission tifetimes were significantly
shoner for ¡he neso complexes than for the enantiomers of the
r¿c form. However, no differcnces wer€ obseled for the
trinuclear compouods, in accordance with the me¡¡surcments of
the relaúve emission intensities given above. For these
measuremenß, the liferimes werc longer in CH3CN than in
water, as is generally the case.
The decay analyses for the data in Table 2 requirc additional
comment. Problems were encountered for the measurements
in CH¡CN solurions, where for the same compound single-
exponential decays were not consistent¡y obsewed, but were
contaminated by other emining species which con¡ribured up
fo 2OVo to the total decays when ana¡yzed according to
biexponential functions. This effecr appeared under laser
excitaÛon or in the SPC measurcmenrs (see Experimenøl
Section) urd probably originaæd from some (phoro/dark)
decomposition in CH¡CN which produced 
^o¡e¡¡st^tlic 
species
with a much higher rÞ* (e.g., see the comparison between the
mono- and dinuclear compounds in Figurc 9). This problem
of decomposirion in organic solven¡s was mentioned previ-
ously,ll but does not occur in water.
In order to derect possible differcnces of luminescence
Iifetimes ben¡'een the diasæreoisomers of rhe trinuclear com-
plexes. the me¿¡suremenß werc performed in a MeOHÆIOH
( l/a) $ass at low rempera$re (80 K). Under those experimenøl
conditions, all the decays wer€ obsewed as single exponentials
and, as shown ln Table 3, the emission lifetimes of the
heterochiral [{Ru(pp)z }¡0¡-HAÐ]6. were sli ghtly shorær than
those of the homochiral forms.
Phoûophysics of the Diastereoisomers. Conclusions It was
shown previously¡l lhat thermal activation from the emic.ing
3MLCT srares ro rhe 3MC su¡tes of rhe bi- a¡d rrimetallic HAT
complexes does not take place at room temperan¡re because
the IMLCÎ-3MC energy gap is too large. The expected











o AII of the decays correspond ro single exponenria,is. lu:ror. -j%o.
estimaæd from the rçroducibiliry of the lifedme vaiues Jetermined
by SPC and pulsed taser me¡hods.
phoostability is conñrmed by rhe experimenral oixervation thar
phooinduced srcreoisomerism does not occur ¡br rhe diastere-
oisomers of either nuclearity. The problems of :onamina¡ion
of the luminescence decays by other luminescenr soecies under
pulsed excitation in CH¡CN should thus be ami'ouæd ro some
dark the¡mal decomposition. which is inhibi¡e<i in a glass at
low temperature, as single-exponential decays sere observed
under such conditions. The absence of detec¡able photoisomer-
ization esøblishes the accuracy of the emission quantum yields
and liferimes for the individual diastereoisomers. .llthough the
phoophysical differences berween the slercoisomers are no!
large, this paper demonstrarcs rheir exisænce. Tbey are therctbre
consider€d significant. For the first time rherc is evidence for
inhercnt differences in such propenies berweeu diastereoisomers,
and not diffe¡ences arising ftiom interacúons wirh e chiral partner
such as DNA or a luminesceur quencher.
On the other hand, it was also concluded previously¡l thar
the nooradiative deactivation rate constan$, Ç, of rhe 3MLCT
states of the polynuclear HAT complexes are dramatically
smaller than those for the corrcsponding mononuclear HAT
compound,l¡ This indicaæs thæ the vibrarion modes are very
differcnt in the mono.and polynuclear HAT cooplexes,¡z an
origin of which may be the synmerry differences berween each
species. As the symmeries of rhe rac and m¿r'o forns of [{Ru-
(ppÞ)z(¿-HAT)la+ differ (as rhey do also tbr rhe homo- and
heærochiral forms of [{Ru(ppÞ }¡(ø-HAT)]6-), differcnr vibra-
tion modes would participate in the deacdvarioo. This would
explain the differcnce observed in the excired *aæ lifetimes
beween the diastercoisomers.
It is noted also that the absence of significant shifu of.l.-
for absorption a¡d emission in rhe z¿so and rac diastereoiso-
men¡ of the dinuclea¡ species is in accorda¡ce with the
elecg,ochemical data, wherc the potentials of rhe ùrsr oxidation
(relarcd to the d¡r level) and rcduction waves (rela@d ro rhe rÍ+
level) arc not significantly shifred for the differcnr diastereo-
isomers.
Summary
By the use of a combination of chromatographic techniques
and ster€ose¡ective synthetic methods, all stereoisomers of the
mononucle¿¡r [{Ru(pp)z(HAT)]2+, dinuclear t{Ru(pph}2@-
HAÐ11*, and trinuclea¡ [{Ru(ppÞ}¡(¡¡-HAD]ts species {pp =
2,?!-bipyndrne or l,l0-phenanthroline) have been isolated and
cha¡acrcrized. While the existence of such isomers had been
recognized in ea¡lier studies on the laner nr,o sysæms.5'12 their
isolation in the present work has allowed invesugadon of the
dependence of physical characærisdc3 on the srercochemis¡ry.
Phoophysical sn¡dies revealed small bur sigaificanc differcnces
benveen luminescence behavior of diasæreoisomeric pairs in
both the di- and rinuclear cases. White the differcnces between
stercoisomers of such complexes are relatively subtle for these
44i14 [norganic Clumistry, Vol. 36, No.20, 1997
small oligomers. it is clear that they will be magnified in larger
polymetallic systems wiù increased stercochemical complexity.
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Stereochemical Control of Donor and Acceptor Groups in a Monomeric
Chromophore-Quencher Complex of Ruthenium(Il)
Todd J. Rutherford and F. Richard Keene*
Department of Chemistry and Chemicat Engineering, School of Molecular Sciences, James Cook
University of North Queensland, Townsville, Queensland 481l, Australia
Receiued December 27, 199æ
The chromophore-quencher complex [Ru(MezbpyXbpy-M\z+Xbpy-YIZ\]a+, containing one donor (phenothiazine,
YtrZ) and one acceptor (methyl viologen, MV2+) functionality, has been synthesized and separated into its four
geometric isomers. This was achieved through the intermediacy of [Ru(Mqbpy)(bpy-MV2+Xpy):]o*, the two
isomers of which were separated and each reacted stereoselectively with bpy-PTZ to produce two distinct isomer
pairs ofthe target molecule Cation-exchange chromatography alìowed separation to realize the four forms. Tlie
isomers of the product a¡d of the intermediates were characterized by NMR spectroscoPy. This is ùe fust example
of the isolation of geomeric isomers of a mononuclear system containing a single donor and single acceptor
functionality.
Introduction
Redox charge separation is a fundamental process in the
uúlization of absorbed light energy, both in natural photobio-
logical processes such as photosynthesisr'2 and also in anifìcial
systems designed as photochemical motecula¡ devices.3
In both contexts, int¡amolecula¡ electron and/or energy
transfer processes which follow light-absorprion are undoubtedly
influenced by the nature and relationship of the light absorbing
cenærs (chromophores) and the redox-active groups (quenchers).
ln particirlar, their spatial relationship may control the direcÚonal
characteristics of the relay processes and determine reactivity
pathways.
Charge separation processes have been studied in a number
of model systems,¡- | 2 including chromophore-quencher com-
plexes involving polypyridyl complexes of the dó melal centers
Rull, Oslr, and Rel, which are of panicular in¡erest because of
their panicular physical characteristics.3' I 3-22
All natural and a¡tificial systems share a com¡non principle:
e Abstracr publishcd in Aduance ACS Abstrocts, June I, 199?.
(l) Deisenhofer, J.; Michel, H. Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. Engl. f9t9,2E,
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(2) Hubcr, R. åzgar,. Chcm. Int. Ed. Engl.19t9, 28, 848.
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Horwood: Chichcster, U.K., 1991.
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Phys.1993, 176,J21.
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a chromophore (C) with associated redox-ac¡ive quenchers
which may accept (A) or donate (D) electrons. ln the model,
the initial D-C-A species absorbs light energy and forms an
excited state D-+C-A, which produces the charge-separated
species D+-C-A- by a series of electron transfer steps.
Previous studies on chromophore-quencher complexes have
probed the influence of the separation distance of the donor
and acceptor groups and the narure of the rigidiry and elec¡¡onic
character ofthe bridging gror¡ps. However, the dependence of
û¡e electron transfer process on the stereochemical relationship
among the components of the complex has not been addressed.
ln some cases, tl¡e systens have been deliberately chosen to
avoid this spatial arnbiguity,r5'r6 wh'le other srudies of this typ€
have investigated target compounds which were mix¡u¡es of
stereoisomers. As a representátive example of the lancr
scenario, i¡ is noted that, in their studies of charge-separated
excited states in mononucle¿¡ complexes containing ligands with
donor- and acceptor-quencher functionalities, Ellion and co-
workers have investigatéd the system [Ru(aaPTZÞ-






A simila¡ number of forms exist for [Ru(bpy-AQ)2þpy-PTZ)]2+,
(18) Danielson, K.: Ellion. C. M.; Merkcn, J. W.; Meycr, T. L J. An
Chem. Soc. l9t7, 109,2519.
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Ctuomophore-Quencher Complex of Ruthenium(Il)
studied by Meyer et al.2l
bpy-PTZ
bpy-AQ
I¡ both of these studies,t?-le,2l the possible existence of
geometric isomers was acknowledged. Indeed in one casels it
was evoked as a possible explanation for the observations of
broadening in the ransient absorption spectrum of ûre charge
transfer excited state, and the possible existence of more than
one component in its decay.
The spatial dependence of the photophysical behavior is
unkuown, as we ¿ue not aware of any report of the isolation of
stereoisomcrs of a mononuclear species containing a single
donor and a single acceptor functionality.
hpy-PTZ
Mo2bpy























We have recently reported the synthesis of tris(heteroleptic)-
ruthenium(II) complexes of bidentate polypyridyl ligands,2s as
well as the stereochemical aspects of such systems.24.25 As an
extension of the above studies, we now report a synthetic and
stereochemical study in which we have isolated the four
geometric isomers of the system [Ru(Me2bpy)(bpy-MV2+)(bpy-
FffZ))4+ (F i gure I ) { Me2bpy : 4,4'-dimethyl-2,2'-bipyridine;
bpy-M\Ê+ : I -[(4'-methyt-2,2'-bipyridin4-yt)methyl]- l'-meth-
yl-4,4'-bipyridinediium cation (MV?+ is an acceptor quencher);
bpy -F|fZ : I Gt({-methyl-2,2'-bipyridin{-yl)merhyllphenothi-
azíne (YlZ is a donor quencher)).
Charge separation processes have previously been investigated
in a system based on ¡he the triden¡ate ligand tpy (2,2':6',2"-
terpyridine), [Ru(lpy-A)(tpy-B)]2+, involving the same quencher
groups. In that case there was no stereochemical ambiguity as
the two functionaliries were attached to the cent¡al pyridine ring
in the respective tpy moieties, constraining the substituents to
a " trans" relationship. I 5.26
(23) Andcrson, P. A.; Deacon, G. B.; Haa¡mann, K. H.; Keene, F. R.:
Mcyer, T. J.; Rei¡sma, D. A.l Skelton, B. W-: Srrousc, G. F.; Thomas,
N. C.¡ Treadway, J. A.: Whitc, A,. H. Inorg. Ch¿m 1995, 34,6t45.
(24) Rutherford, T, J.: Quagliono, M. G.; Keene, F. R. Inorg. Chcm 1995,
34, 3857.




Figure l. Geome¡ric isomers of [Ru(MezbpyXbpy-MQ2txbpy-
PflZ)}4+. Ring nomtion is used in discussion of NMR specra.
A detailed comparative pho(ophysical study of the four
isomers of the present title system is in progress and will be
reported subsequently.2T
Experimental Section
Ir¡strumentat¡on. rH,r H-decoupling, NOE-difference, and COSY
experimenrs werc pèrlbrmed on a Bruker Aspect 30O MHz NMR
sp€ctrometÈr (CD¡CN solurions). UV-visible sp€crra werc rccorded
in acetonitrile solu¡ion on a Hewle¡r Packard HP-89532K spccropho-
tometer using quanz cells.
All elec¡¡ochemical experimenrs were pertbrmed under argon in an
inen-atmosphere drybox using a Bioanalyrical Sysrems BAS l00A
elccuochemical analyzer. Measurcments were made in acetonirrilcy'
0.1 M [(¡-C+Hc)N]PFo solution using a platinum button working
elec.rode and a Ag/Ag+ (0.01M AgClOr/O.t M [(n-CrHe)NlCtOr in
acetonitrile) refercnce elecuode (*0.31 V ys SCE). Cyclic volnmmerry
was pertbrmedlnidr a su/ecp rare of 100 mV/s: ditfercnrial pulse
voltammetry was run with a sweep ra¡e of 4 mV/s and a pulse
arnplitude, width, and period of 50 mV, 60 ms, and I s, respecrively.
Elemental analyses were pcrformed within the Depanment of
Chemistry and Chemica.l Engineering ar Ja¡nes Cook Universiry of
Nonh Queinsland and were wirhin acceptable limirs (0..17o) afrer
allowance was made in some cases tbi inclusion of hydration wirhin
¡he crys¡al. In addi¡ion, ¡he characerization of rhe complexes was
achieved unequivocally by a combinarion of NMR and elecrrochemical
data. as described herein.
Materials. Ruthenium(Ill) chloride trihydrare (Srrcm, 99.97o),
cesium ca¡bonate (Aldrich, 99.97o), potassium carbonarc (Ajax),
ace¡oninile (Alclrich, 99.9i9o), potassium hexatìuorophosphare (Atd-
nch, 99%), sodium toluenc-4-sulfonate (Aldrich, 95Vo), and ío-
domethane (Ajar<) were used wi¡hou¡ funher purification. .{,41
Dimethyl-2,21bipyridine (Adrich, 987o), 4,4' -bipyndine (Aldrich, 987o).
and sclenium(IV) oxide (Aldrich, 99.9+Vo\, were dried in uacuo
overnight. Phenothiazine (Fluka) was recrysrallized from retluxing
(26) Collin, J.-P.: Cuillerez, S.: Sauvage, J.-P.: Birigelleni, F.: De Cola,
L.; Flamigni, L.; Balzui, Y. Inorg. Chem 199L, 30, 4230.
(27\ Treadway, J. A.: Chcn. P.; Ru¡hcrford, T. J.; Keene, F. R ; Meycr, T.
J. Subm.ined for publication.
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roluene and ú¡en from benzene. Dimethylformamide (M&B), Pyridine
(Ajax), 2-methoxyerhyl elher (AJdrich), and sønda¡d laboratory solvcns
were dried and distilled prior to use. Trimeùylamine N'oxide dihydraæ
(TMNO; Fluka) was sublimed under vacuum at 120 oC, yielding the
anhydrous form. The complex [Ru(Mezbpy)¡](PF¿): was synthesized
according to lircrature procedures.2E
Synlheses 4-Methyl-221bipyridine4'-carbaldebyde (bpy'CHO)
was synthesized on a 33 mmol sca.le using a method described by Furue
et al.,2e with the following modifications.m 2-Methoxyethyl ether was
the solvent, and upon isolarion of the inidal product the residue was
dissolved in eûryl aceute (ca.75O rnL) and stirred with 0'5 M K¿CO¡
solution (100 mL). The mixture was exracted with 0.2 M sodium
bisullite solution (3 x 300 mL), and ùe aqueous cxracr were adjusted
ro pH 9 with KzCO¡ and re-extracled wi¡h dichloromethane (3 x 100
mL), wirh rhe remaining aqueous layer being conúnually exrracted with
dichloromethane overnight. The organic extracts were combined and
dried (Na2SO4), and the solvent was evaporated, giving a white solid.
Physical dala were idenrical to those described by Furue et a/'2e
Yield: 42?o.
4-(Hydroxymethyl)4'-methyl-21'-bipyridine (bpy-CH:OH )2? and
4-(bromomethyl)-4' -meahyl-2|'-bipyridine dihydrobromide (bpy-
CH:Br.2HBr)3r were prepared as described in Ûre literature'
r0-[(4'-Methyl-2Srbipyridin-4-yl)meth¡'l]phenothiazine (bpy-
PTZ). Phenorhiazine (398 mg, 1.99 mmol) and CsuCO¡ (970 mg, 2.985
mmol) were dissolved in a degassed (N:) solution of DMF (30 rtl-)
and the mixture stiÍed for 0.5 h Bpy-CHrBr'2HBr (280 mg, 0.ó6
mmol) and Cs?COr (845 mg, 2.6 mmol) were then added, and the
reacrion mixture was stired for 48 h in subdued light. The DMF was
removed under vacuum and the residue purified by vacuum column
chromatography3: (silicai dieùyl ether), yielding white-cream crystals.
Physical dara were identical to tlose described by Meyer ør al.3) using
an alternative synthetic procedure. Yield: l2? mg,5O?a.
l-Methyl-4,4'-bipyridinium iodide (MQ+I-) was synthesized
(yield,7O?o) as described by Yonemoto et al.3l
l-[(4'-Methyl-42'-bipyridin-4.y|)methyl]'llmethvl-4'4,.bipyridine-
diium hexafluorophosphate [(bpy-M\'2+)(PF¡)r] was synùesized
using merhods simila¡ to those used by Yonemoto er ai.3r bpy-CH¡
Br.2HBr (1.2 g,2.8 mmol) was dissolved in H:O (15 mL) and excess
K:CO¡ added with srirring to liberate the free base. which was exuacted
with CHCI¡ (3 x 30 mL) and dried under vacuum .Yield: 0.75 g. A
ponion (250 mg, 1.07 mmol) w¿s dissolved in acetonitrile (50 mL)'
the solution degassed for 20 min, MQ+l- (365 mg,2.l4 mmol) added,
and the mix¡ure refluxed for 28 h in subdued light. Acetonitrile was
removecl under vacuum, the residue dissolved in a minimum amount
of water, the solu(ion filtered, and lhe product precipiøted by the
addition of a saturated solurion of KPFr' Afrer the suspension was
cooled ovemight al 4 oC, lhe product was fìlte¡ed, washed with H:O'
CHCI¡, and EtzO, and air-dried. Physical dara were in agreement with
those described for the same product oblained by Yonemoto el o/.33
Dicarbonyl(4,4'-dimethyl-2,2'-bipyridine)bis(trifluoromethane'
sulfonato)ruthenium(II) [Ru(MerbpyXCO)r(CF$OJ¡ì was synthe-
sized by the literature procedure.2l
Dicarbonyl(4.4'-dimethyl-231b¡pyridine)[ l -((4'-methyl-23"bipy-
ridin-4-yl)methyl)-l'-melhyl-4,4'.biPyridinediiumlruthenium(II)
Hexalluorophæphate f IRu(Me¡bpy)( bpy-MV2+XCO)¡XPF¡)¡' I]. The
ligand bpy-MV2+ (321 mg,0.5 mmol) was dissolved in absolute ethanol
(30 mL) and the solurion degassed with N: for 20 min. fRu(Mezbpy)-
(COÞ(CFrSOt2l (300 rng, 0.4ó8 mmol) was added and the reacdon
refluxed for 90 min, during which time the mixture turned a blue color.
The reaction mixture was cooled, the solvent removed under vacuum'
the residue dissolved in hol water, KPFo added to thc fihered solut¡on
and the mixture sto¡ed at 4 "C ovemight. The precipiute was collecled
by filtration. Fractional recrysrallizalion from elhanol allowed the
(28) Togano, T.; Na-cao, N.l Tsuchida, M.; Kumaliura. H.: Hisamasu' K.;
Howell, F. S.; Mukaida, M. lnorg. Chin. Acta 1992, 195' ?21.
(29) Furue, M.; Yoshi<tzumi, T.¡ Kinoshita, S.: Kushida, T.; Nozaliura, S.:
K¿machi, M. Bull. Chenr Soc. lpn. l99l' 64' 1632'
(30) Suouse, G- F. Ph.D. Thcsis, Universiry of Nonlr Ca¡olina' Chapel Hill'
1994. Kelso, L. S., unpublished work.
(31) Della Ciana, L.: Hamachi, l.; Meyer, T.l J Org. Chen. l9E9'54'
1731.
(32) Coll, J. C.; Bowden, B. F. J. Na¡. Prod.19E6,49.934
(33) Yonemoto, E. H.; Riley. R. L.; Kim. Y. I.i Athenon, S. J.: Schmehl'





Figure 2. Geomeric isomers of [Ru(MczbpyXbpy-MQ2+¡(mono-
dentate)zla+: I, X = CO; lI, X = py.
isolarion of one geometric isomer. Alternadvely, purification could
be achieved by cation-exchange chromatography (SP-Sephadex C25):
the ligand was eluted using 0.2 M NaCVI0To acetone and the complex
wirh 0.5 M NaCVl0To acetone. The complex was precipitated wiùr
KPFo and collecled by filradon. This latter me¡J¡od reained the originaJ
isomer ratio. Yield: 405 mg,68'/o. IR: 7co 2084 and 2034 cm-r.
(4,4'-Dimerhyl-21'-b¡pyridine)[ I -((4' -me.hyl-z2' - bipyridin-4-yl)-
methyl)-l ,-meahyl-4,4'-bip¡'ridinediiumlbis(pyridine)ruthenium-
(II) Hexafluorophosphate [[Ru(Mqbpy)(bpy-Mv']-Xpy)r](PFó)+ IIl.
Pyridine (20O mg, 2.5 mmol) was added to 2-methoxyethanol (10 mL)
and the mixture degassed (N:) for 20 rnin. [Ru(Me2bpy)(bpy-M\z+)-
(CO):l(PFe). (500 mB, 0.39 mmol) was adtled and the mixture heated
ro 50'C. TMNO (68 mg, 0.905 mmol) was dissolved in Z-methoxy-
eúanol (ca. 30 mL) a¡rd added dropwise over 2-3 h. The mixture
\ilas súrred at ó0'C in subdued light for 8 h, ùen diluted wilh watèr,
and purified by cation exchange chromatography (SP-Sepahdex C25;
0.5 M NaCl eluent). The product was precipinted by the addition of
a saturated solution of KPFo. Yield: l4O mg,27o/a.
The rwo geometric isomers (A and B, Figure 2) rvere separated by
cation-exchange chromatography (SP-Sephadex C25; 0.25 M sodium
toluene-4-sulfonate eluent), and the products were precipitated by rhe
addidon of a saturated solution of KPFo. The two isomers were
collected and separately dissolved in a minimum volume of acetone,
and disrilled water \,vas addcd followed by a satural.ed soluüon of KPF5.





phaæ [[Ru(lrfezbp.vXbpy-Mv':+Xbpy-PTZ)ì(PFe)¡, tUl. bpy-PTZ (21
mg,0.0543 mmol) was added to eúylene glycol (15 mL. containing
lÙ?o HzO) and the mixture degassed with N: for 20 min. A (or B)
fRu(Mezbpy)(bpy-MV:+XpyÞl(PFo)¡ (25 m8. 0.01 8 1 mrnol) wa-s added
and lhe mixture heated at I l0-120'C in subdued light for 3.5 h. The
soludon was added to waler (ca. 50 mL) and the excess bpy'PTZ
removed by filuurion. The product was purifred by cation-exchange
chromatography (SP-Sephadex C25. 0.3 M sodium toluene-4-sulfonate
cluent) and precipinted by addition of a saturated solution of KPF6.
The single geomeric isomers A and B yielded lhe two geometric forms
trons/cis(2) and cis( I )/cis(3), rèspeclively (see Figure 3). Toml yield:
20 mg.7O%.
The rwo isomeric mixtures were each separated by cation-exchange
chromatography (SP-Sephatlex C25; 0.25 M sodium toluene-4-sul-
1o¡a¡et59o acetone eluenl) ard the separuterl isomers [lranr and cis(2),
cis( I ) and cis(3)l precipitated by the addition of KPFo. The products
were twice reprecipitated and collÈcled as d¿scribed above.
Bis(4,.l1Dimelhyl-22'-6¡OtnO""X l -[(4'-methyl-2JlbiPyridi¡{-
yl)methyll- t'-methyl4,4'-bipyridinediium ) ruthenium(Il) Ilexafl uo-
rophosphate IfRu(Mezbpy):(bpy-lltV':.)l(PFc)¡ IVì. bPy-MV]- (55
rng,0.08ó mmol) was added to 507o aqueous ethanol (10 mL) and the
solution degassed for 20 min wit} N2. [Ru(Mezbpy)¡Cl:]'H:O (25 mg,
0.045 mmol) was adderi and the mixtu¡e refluxed for 1.5 h. The product
was purified by cation-exchange chromatography (SP-Sephadex C-251
0.3 M sodium ¡oluene-4-sulfonate eluent) and precipitated by the
addition of a saturaled solution of KPFo, The product was then
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observed and can therefore be controlled. Figurc 2 shows the
two possible geometric forms: [A con¡ains the M\Ê+ substituent
is a cis/traw orien¡ation with respect to the carbonyl ligands
whereas in IB it has a cislcis orientation-
The stereochemical predeærmina¡ion and smlcrural identifi ca-
tion of one of the precursors greatly simplifies 
'the stereochem-
ical characterization of the target complex. The separaúon of
the two geometric forms I is possible by fractional recrystal-
lization from ethanol, with IB being the less soluble form'
However, the stereochemical control of the reaction sequence
at this point w¿¡s not pursued for a number of reasons, as the
mor" .òlubl" form tA always contained traces of IB, and to
rctain sæ¡eochemical iotegrity the subsequent decarbonylation
reactions of I must be undertaken al low tèmp€ralures, leading
to low yields.2a'25 ln addition, the lack of visible absoçúon by
I rende¡s the separation of the geometric isomers by chroma-
tography more difFrcult.
To avoid the problem of the sensitivity of the ¡he YÍZ
for a total of 7-8 h. These conditions allowed the formadon
anion of the eluent.?5'35
The stereochemical consequences of the reactions of IIA and
IIB with bpy-YfZ are shown in Figure 3. In ethylene glycoU
IOTo waær-it l2O."C (suMued lighO, Úre subsritution of pyridine
reaction occurs wlth retention of the stereochemical integriry
of the metal center,rr so that IIA yields a rr¿ru-Ill + cis(2)-[I
mixture and IIB produces c¡s(/)-Itr * cislj)-nJ' The two pairs




forms: this observation a¡d the order of elution are consistent
(34) Hua, X.l von Zelewsky, A.







Figure 3. Stereochemisry of the conversion II - III.
but using bpy-WZ ins¡ead of bpy-MV2+. Yield:. 751o.
Results and Discussion
Syntheses. The ligand bpy-M\Z+ was prepared by a slight
moditication of liærarure procedures, and bpy-PTZ was obt^ined
by reaction of the PTZ anion with bpy-CH2Br in DMF solution
for 48 h.
ihe synthetic strategy for the target complex, [Ru(Mezbpy)-
is sensitive to oxidation by TMNO, which is used in the
decarbonylation procedure in the final stages of the synthetic
scheme. Accordingly, bpy-MV2+ was added fi¡sr [Ru(Mez-
bpy)(bpy-M\P+)(CO)zla+ (I) was prepared by- $e rcaction of
Rû(VãzUpVltCO)z(CF¡SO:)zl with bpv-M\P+ in refluxing
ethanol.
Ilre presenci of the unsymmetrically-substitutcd bpy-M\É+
may induce stereoisomerism iu its complexes: in thc syuthetic
seheee, I is rhe 6rst complex in whieh geometric isomerism is
Irere. Chem. 1995, Jl, 579t.
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Table l. Elecuochememical Dan (Aceronitrile Soluúon) for Complexes Used in This Study and Related Species
Ern values (vs SSCE)
































Table 2. Chemical Shifis for the Two Geomeric Isomers of [Ru(Me2bpy)(bpy-MV:+ )rl¡+ and [Ru(Me2bpy)3(py)¡]:+ "
MV2* bpy-MV2+ Me2bpy
Hl H3' H3 H2 H6 H5 H3 H3' H5' H6' CHr CHr H6 H5 H3 H3' H5' Hó' CH¡(c) CH¡(d)
[Ru(Me3bpy)¡(py)¡],+ 8.68 7IIA, 8.90 8.42 8.35 8.83 '7.96 7.3t 8.20 8.20 7.61 8.7t 5.8ó 2.56 8.ó8 7IIBö 9.10 8.49 8.39 8.90 8.93 1:tO 8.30 8 13 '1.22 '1.69 ó.Ol 2.41 8.ó8 7
.57 8.19 8.t0 7.t8 7.67 ?.42
.59 8.20 8.t0 7.t9 7.66 2.42




o AII sPectra were recorded in CD3CN. Pyridine chemical shifrs a¡e equivalenr in the above compounds: H2, Hó = 8.?3 ppm (d, 5 Hz); H3, H5
='l.26PPm (dd.5,8 Hz); H4 = ?.81 ppm (t,8 84. Hóa¡d H5 are doublets withJ= 5Hz. H2,H2', H3, and H3'are¿óuUlers withJ:7 Hz.
N+-CH¡ = 4 40-4.38 ppm (s). à (Ru(Me¡bpy)(bpy-Mv2t)(py)2lot.
Electrochemistry. The cyclic volraÍunetry of complexes
involved in this study are given in Table I , and the dara provide
valuable information regarding thei¡ elecronic nature and also
an electronic means of characterization. Cyclic voltammetry
(acetonitrile/0.1 M [(r-C¿Hg)¿]PF6 solurion) indicared rhar Rurrru
redox couples ranled from E¡¿ = *1.09 V to *1.?9 V, showing
a small variation in that couple for the complexes-as expec¡ed
f¡om ¡he small varations in the ligand environment. As observed
by Lever eI a1.,36'31 the electronic environment of any ligand is
relatively unaffected by the other ligands present, which is
apparent in the small variations in the ppÙ-r redox polentials,
and to a much lesser extent in lhe redox potentials of the MV2+
and, PTZ substituents.
The above complexes exhibir electrochemical cha¡acteristics
expected for complexes of the respective formula¡ions and are
in agreement with ¡hose previously reported for related species
containing these Iigands.l?.?¡.26.3r ft is also noted that all redox
couples were quasi-reversible with AEp values berween 87 and
126 mV. Cyclic voltammetry was performed on the geomerric
isomers of [Ru(Me2bpyXbpy-MV)(py)2]4+ (II) and [Ru(Mez-
bpyXbpy-MVXbpy-PTZ)l{+ (III) and no significant differences
were observed be¡ween lhe s¡ereoisomeric forms. The cyclic
voltammogram for the target complex III is provided as
Supponing Information (Figure S I ).
Electronic Spectroscop¡'. As anúcipated, rhe electronic
absorption spectra of the complexes lsred in Table I are closely
similar, being dominated in the visible region by ¡MLCT
transitions, d¡r(Rulr) - z*(bpy), and in rhe UV region by bpy-
ligand z - z*transi¡ions and those arising from thePTZ and
MVI+ subs¡iruents.l{ No differences were observed between
the spectra of stereoisome¡s of the same complex.
tH NMR Stud¡es. The geometric isomers of [Ru(Me2bpy)-
(bpy-MVr+)(COÞ11+ û). ßu(Merbpy)(bpy-Mv'Xpy)2lo* (U),
and the target species [Ru(Me2bpy)(bpy-MVr+Xbpy-ItTz)]4+
(III) were assigned by lH NMR specrroscopy. Chemical shifts
were detcrmined by rH COSY, selec¡ive decoupling and NOE
experiments, and their assignments based on the relative degree
of diamagnetic anisotropic inreractions between the adjacent
ligands, coupling constant values, and comparisons with struc-
turally similar complexes [Ru(Me2bpy)3]2+, [Ru(Me2bpy)2(bpy-
WZ)12+,and [Ru(Me2bpy)2@py-MV2+)]o*. The NMR dara for
all of these complexes are discussed below.
[Ru(MezbpyXbpy-MV2+XCO):l¡+ (I). The geometric iso
mers IA and IB were not separated. Both possess Cr point
(3ó) Lever, A. B. P. lnorg. Chen. 199O,29, 1271.
(37) Dodswonh, E. S.: Vlcek, A. A.: Lever, A, B. P. Inorg Chen. 1994,
JJ, ¡045.
group symmetry so rhat ¡he lH NMR specrrunì of the mixrure
will consist of resonances due ro 42 distincr protons (21 from
each isomer, allowing for free roration about the methylene
group). Nevertheless, the rwo isomers were easily identified
in the spectrum due to the differenr relarive degrees of
diamagnetic anisotropic interactions arising from the carbonyl
and polypyridyl ligands:25 isomers IA and IB were most clearly
distinguished by the methylene proron (H4) resonance, which
was observed at 5.93 ppm and 6.1 I ppnÌ, respectively. These
shifts are explained by the reduced anisorropic interactions
be¡ween the methylene-subs¡irured pyridyl ring and carbonyl
ligands in IB relative to i¡s inreraction wirh the Me2bpy ligand
in IA.
lRu(MezbpyXbpy-trfVr+)(py)ulo* (II). The separate<ì geo-
metric isomers IIA a¡d IIB both possess C¡ poinr group
sy¡nmetry, so lha¡ ùe¡r lH NMR spec¡ra were each composed
of 24 proton resonances, the assignments of which are given in
Table 2. The atom- and ring-numbering sequences used a¡e
shown in Figure 4. These two isomeric forms exhibired well-
dispersed proton resonances (shown in Figure 5) resulting from
¡he different rela¡ive rJegrees of anisotropic interaclion be¡ween
the bidentate (bpy-based) and the pyridine ligands. The
assignmenr of IIA and IIB to the rwo NMR specrra shown in
pa¡ts A and B, respectively, of Figure 5 was based on the
differential anisotropic interactions.
ln isomer IIA, ring a is sioated over rhe plane of the adjacent
Me2bpy ligand, whereas in IIB ring a is orienrared over the
plane of the monodentate pyridine ligand (Figure 2). The
consequent anisouopic interactions result in the ring a protons
(H6, H5, and H3) being more shielded in IIA relarive to IIB
(see Table 2)- This shielding influence is clearly observed in
the methylene resonances of IIA compared to IIB (5.8ó ppm
and ó.01 ppm, respecrively). The relative differences in the
anisouopic interactions are most significanr in the H6 protons,
which are manifested as increased induced chemical shift
'differences; for example, the difference in chemic¡l shifts of
Hó (ring a) in IIA and IIB is approximately I ppm, compared
with a difference of 0.2 ppm in the chemical shifts of H3 (ring
a).
[Ru(Mezbpy)¡]2+. Because of the D3 symmerry of this
complex, a spectmm composed of one AX coupling system and
one singlet resonance is observed in the aroma¡ic region. The
protons H6, H5, H3, and H4 were assigned to the resonances
ar 7.48 ppm, 1.11 ppm,8.3l ppm, and 2.48 ppm, respecrively,
on the basis ofcoupling constant values and NOE experimenrs.
[Ru(Mezbpy)z(bpy-PTZ)]2+ (V). Wiù C¡ point group sym-
metry, this complex has a rH NMR spectnrm consisting of 29
Chromophore-Quencher Complex of Ruthenium(tr)
4+
3' 5'
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H6 and H6'proton resonances). Models sugges¡ that the most
probable H6 proton experienciug the increased anisorropic
interactions (shielding influence) is the H6 prolon associared
with the pyridyl ring (ring e) orientated over the plane of the
PTZ-substiruted pyridyl ring (ring c).
lRu(Mezbpy)u(bpy-MV2+)l¡+ OV). The Cr synunerry re-
sults in a lH NMR spectrum showing 29 proton resonances.
The atom- and ring-numbering sequences used a¡e shown in
Figure 4. The methylene resonance at 5.96 ppm (deshielded
relative to the resonance of the methylene bridge in the
analogous bpy-PTZ species due to inductive influences) showed
NOE cffects to ahc proton at 9.06 ppm (H3, MV2+ substitucnt),
7.33 ppm (H5', MV2+-substituted ring or ring a), and 8.44 ppm
(H3', MV2+-substitured ring or ring a). rH COSY spectra
conFrrmed coupling belween the protons resonaring ar 7.33 ppm
a¡d 7.76 ppm. The H6' (ring a) and H6 (ring b) protons of
bpy-MV2+ a¡e deshielded by 0.2 and 0.05 ppm, respectively,
relative to the H6lHó'proton resonances of the Me2bpy ligand.
In the above two tris(bidentate) polypyridyl complexes,
anention is d¡awn to two signihcant resulrs: the shielding
influence in the H6 pro[ons orientated over the plane of the
PTZ-substiruted pyridyl ring and rhe relarive deshielding inl'lu-
ence experienced by the H6lH6' protons on rhe bpy-MV2+
ligand. By comparison of isomers IIA and IIB, a small
deshielding influence is experienced in the H6 protons orientated
over the plane of the MV2+-substioted pyridyl rings of the bpy
ligands.
{Ru(Me2bpy)(bpy-MV2+Xbp y -YIZ)|'+ (ü). A complete-
assignment of all chemical shifts for the four isomers of III
was not possible due to the equivalence of several proton
resonances, and this might only be addressed by subsequent
measuremen! at higher frequency or with the aid of pulse-relay
NMR experiments. However, chemical shift daø was used in
conjunction with the known stereochemical possibilities (Figure
l) to make ¡he isomeric assignrnents discussed below. The lH
NMR assignments for the four isomeric forms [trans, cis(l),
cis(2), and cis(3)l were simplified by the predetermination of
the s¡ereochemistry of the precursor complex II, thus reducing
the number of isomeric options to two frrans/cis(2) or cis(l)/
c¡sf3)l as previously described (Figure 3). The assignment of
the lH NMR spectra between each of these pairs was achievpd
by cornparisons of the chemical shifts with srn¡cturally similar
complexes [such as [Ru(Me2bpy)2(bpy-M\É+)]4+ and [Ru(Me2-
bpy)2(bpy-P[Z)jÌ+l an¿ rhè relative degree of diamagnetic
anisotropic interacdons between the ligands within thc particular
stereochemistry.
These assignments were further confirmed by comparison of
the chromatographic elution order for rhe four isomeric forms
with previous sn¡dies involving the separation and charac¡eriza-
tion of the th¡ee isomeric forms of [Ru(Me2bpy)(pmb)2]2+.25
The ring-numbering sequences used for the various isomers are
shown in Figure l.
For the crslS) isomer, rhe rH NMR spectrÌ¡m consisted of 27
proton Íesonances and is shown in Figure 6C. The two singlet
resonances at 5.93 ppm and 5.29 ppm afe assigned to the
methylene resonances H4' (bpy-MVz+) and H4' (bpy-ffz),
respectively, based on NOE experiments and compafisons with
[Ru(Me¿bpy):(bpy-MV:+¡¡'t+ and [Ru(Mc2bpy)z(bpy -YFZ)12+.
rH COSY, NOE. and selective decoupling experiments con-
t-umed con¡ectiviry between the methylene resonance H4'(bpy-
tyz+¡ and H3'of ring a (8.42 ppm), H5'of ring a (7.33 ppm),
and H6' of ring a (7.66 ppm). Simitarily, connectiviry between
the upfield methylene resonance H4' (bpy-YZ) and H3'of ring
c (8.48 ppm), H5'of ring c (7.30 ppm) and H6' of ring c (7.54


























Figure 4. Arom- and ring-numbering sequences used in NMR
discussion for the geomerric isomers of [Ru(Me2bpy)(bpy-Mv?+)-
(py)-:lat (IIA ¿nd IIB) and fo¡ the complexes tRu(Me2þyþ(bpy-
MV2+)14+ (IV) and IRu(Merbpy)r(bpy-PTZ)]!+ (V).
A
9'o Eo p",r 7'o
Figure 5- rH specrra (300 MHz; CD¡CN solvent) of rhe geomcric
isomers of [Ru(Me:bpyXbpy-MV2+)(py)21¿+ (II).
proton resonances, some of which are equivalent due to ¡he
similarity of the magnetic environments of the "base" Me2bpy
polypyridyl ligands. The atom- and ring-numbering sequences
used are shown in Figure 4. The methylene proton resonance
of bpy-YfZ at 5.27 ppm exhibi¡ed NOE effects ro protons at
6.75 ppm (PTZ substituent), 7.28 ppm (H5' on rhe PTZ-
substituted ring or ring c), and 8.48 ppm (H3' of rhe PfZ-
substituted ring or ring c). Selective decoupting and NOE
experiments enabled the complete assignment of chemical shifu
in the bpy-PTZ ligand. The remaining chemical shiñs were
assigned to the two Me2bpy ligands, which showed minor
va¡iations compared with protons in rhe [Ru(Mezbpy)¡]2+
complex (discussed above) with one significant exception: a
resonance (d,, J : 5Hz) at 1 .32 ppm ivhich was determined ro
origrnate hom a H6 proton ( > I ppm upfield compared to other






proton fesonances resulting f¡om the c¡ s!Írmetr!. By anology
with the isomers discussed above, the two methylene singlet
resonances at 5.93 ppm and 5.29 Ppm may be assigned to H4'
(bpy-MV2+) and H4' (bpy-['liz), resPectively, enabling tìe
assignment of H6', H5', and H3' Protons on ring a to resonances
^t7.73,'1.30, 
and 8.39 ppm and on ring c to resonances a17.53,
'1 .28, a¡d 8.48 ppm, respectively'
The stereochemistry of this isomeric form indicates that tì¡e
pyridyl ring of the Me2bpy (ring Ð is orientated over the plane
of the PTZ-substituted pyridyl ring (see Figure I ). For reasons
discussed above, the H6' (Me2bpy) proton in this geomery is
shifted upfield ro ?.32 ppm, which is in good agreement with
the H6' (Me2bpy) proton (at 1.32 ppm), which has a similar
geometry in the [Ru(Me 2bpy)2(bpy -YfZ)]{+ complex.
For the ,r¿ns isomer, the lH NMR speclrum is shown in
Figure 6D; similar to observations for cis(l), a number of
overlapping resoDances are observed due to its "pseudo-C2"
synmetry. As discussed above, the two methylene singlet
resonances at 5.93 ppm (H4', bpy-MV2+) and 5.29 ppm (H4',
bpy-YTZ) enabled the assignment of Hó', H5', and H3'Protons
on ring a to resonance s 
^l 
7 .7 5, '7 .32, znd 8'37 ppm, and on
ring c to resonances zt 7 .48,'1 .32, and 8.4? ppm, respectively.
As shown in Figure l, the H6 Proton on ring b is orien¡ated
over the plane of the PTZ-substituted pyridyl ring. This H6
pro¡on resonance is thus observed upfield (relative to remaining
H6/H6'protons) at7.36 ppm, by comparison with the H6'(ring
Ð in the crs(2) isomer where it is shifted downfield by
approximately 0.05 ppm. This may be rationalized using the
NMR spectrum of [Ru(Me:bPyhþpy-MV)]{+, which shows a
deshielding influence (approximately 0.05 ppm) of H6 (methyl-
subs¡ituted ring of the bpy-MV2+ ligand) relative to the H6/
H6' protons on the MerbPy ligands.
Conclusions
Our ability to synthesize and control the stereochemistry of
complexes wirh a variety of ligand types has enabled us to
isolate the stereoisomers of a mononuclear chromophore-
quencher species of the lyPe D-C-A' LnPortantly, this will
now enable us to probe the influence that the spatial relationship
of ¡he donor and accep¡or groups have on intrarnolecula¡ elecron
tra¡sfer processes. lnitial photophysical srudies suggest ùat
differences a¡e observed between the four geometric forms of
the complex [Ru(MezbpyXbpy-MV2+)(bpy-WZ)]1+ . Details of
our current comparative photophysical srudy of ùe four isomers
of the present title system will be repoled subsequently,zT and
an investigation of analogues in which the linkages belween
the bpy ligating group and the MV2+ and YFZ ñrnctionaliries
are extended from the methylene grouP to larger alkyl chains
ls rn Pfogless.
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Figure 6. rH spectra (300 MHz; CD¡CN solvent) of the geometric
isomers of [Ru(Me2bpy)(bpy-MV2+)(bpy-PTZ)]a+ (tll): (A) cis(2 ): (B)
cis(J); (C) cis(3): (D) ¡rans.
possible but had little significance wi¡h respect to the stereo-
isomer assignmen!.
The stereochemistry of the crs(3) isomer (see Figure l)
suggests that the MV2+-substituted pyridyl ring (ring a) is
orienøted over ¡åe plane of the PTZ-substioted pyridyl ring
(ring c). As previously discussed for ¡he lRu(MezbPy)zþpy-
YfZ¡y* complex, this relative orientadon results in an upfield
shifr ln the proton H6 (ring a) associated with the MV2+-
subsútuted pyridyl ring. This upfield influence ofapproximately
0.1 ppm is observed forH6'(7.66 ppm, ring a) relative to the
H6' (ring a) protons in the other isomeric forms and the [Ru-
(Mezbpy)zôpy-MV2+)l't+ complex.
In the cis(l) isomer, some overlapping of signals may be
arguments simila¡ to those discussed above. By methods similar
to1ho.. described for the cisl'î/ isomer, the H6', H5" and H3'
protons on ring a were assigned to resonances al'1 .79,'l .38,
and 8.42 ppm and those on ring c to reson¡rnces al7'52,7,34'
and 8.48 ppm, respectively.
The stereochemisry of the crs(,l) form (see Figure I ) indicates
that a pyridyl ring (ring Ð of the Me:bpy ligand is orientated
over the plane ofthe PTZ-substituted pyridyl ring (ring c). This
accounts for the H6' (ring D resonance upfield at 7 '24 ppm
relative to Hó protons on lhe other methyl-substituted pyridyl
rings, for reasons discussed above. This resonance is slightly
shielded relative to the equivalenl Hó resonance in ùe [Ru-
(Mezbpy)zþpy-YE¡12+ complex (7.32 ppm)' presumably due
to a trans influence from the MV2+-subs¡itu¡ed pyridyl ring'
The rH NMR sp€cmrm of the cis(2) isomer is shown in Figure
6A and reveals 27 proton resonances' with overlap of several
83
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Mapping Electron Transfer Pathways in a Chromophore-Quencher Triad
Joseph A. Treadway.'Pingyun Chen,' Todd J. Rutherford,+ F. Richard Keene,+ and
Thomas J. Meyer*"
Department of Chemistn', The Uniuersiry of Nonh Carolina CB#3290,
Chapel Híll, Nonh Carolina 27599-3290, and Department of Chemistn and Chemical Engineering,
James Cook Uniuersi¡' of North Queensiand, Townsuille, Queensland 48i,1, Ausrralia
Receiued: Mat 16. 1997, ln Final Form: Jul1, 10, I99f
A comparative study of the pbotophysics of the four positional isomers (one rrans and three cis) of the
chromophore-quencher triad [Rur'(dmb)ôpyCH:PTZ)(bpyCHzMV2*)]a= (dmb is 4,41dimethvl-2,2'-bipyndine,
bpyCH2PTZ is (4'-methvl-4-(2.2'-bipvndin*l-yl)methyl)phenothiazine, and bpyCH2MVl- is 14'-methyl-4-
(2,2'-bipyridin-4-vl)methyl)-1l-methyl-4.4'-bipyridinium cation) has been undenaken. Following metai-ro-
ligand charge nansfer (N'fLCT) excitation by laser flash photolysis at 460 or 532 nm, the redox-separated
sures [Rurr(dmbXbpyCHrPTZ'-XbpyCHzMV'")]o- a¡e formed rapidly (< 5 ns). Quenching of MLCT em¡ssion
occurs with near unir efficiency fo¡ all four isomers. For the ¡r¿ns and cisi isomers. formation of the redox-
separated state is -25Va eff,rcien¡. For back electron ta¡sfer from -MV* to -WZ- , Ad = - 1.14 eV for
all four isome¡s from elecrochemical measurements and yet ÈEr va¡ies from 4.5 x 106 to 8.7 x 10ó s-r in
acetonitile ar 25 oC.
The coordination of unsymmerically-subsrinrcd bidennte
ügands to a¡ octahedral cenrer such as ruthenium(tr) _sives rise
to stereoisomerism based on the relative positions of the
subsdruens. Such geometrical isomerism. positional isomensnL
has been recognized in the pasl but lirtle wæ loown about what
effect it might have on chemical and physical propenies siDce
there was no means for obtairung isomerically pure samples.¡
For instance, Opperman et aI.2 prepared a series of Ru(II)
polypyndyl complexes conaining linked phenothiazine elecron
ransfer donors and anthraquinone acceptors. Although ir was
recognized that the chromophore-quencher exis¡ed in different
isomeric forms. it was not possible to discem whether or not
all of the four possible isomers were presenr in the sample and.
therefore. if elecron transfer kinetics observed following laser
flash phorolysis were of a single isomer or an average. Tbis
issue has'oeen raised by others as well.3 Positional isomerism
is illustrated in Figure 1 for the four isomers of rhe ch¡o-
mophore-quencher complex [Rurt(dmbXbpyCH:PTZXbpyCH:-
MV2+)l¿1 (1) in which dmb is 4.4'-dimerhyl-2.2'-bipyridrne,
bpyCH2PTZ is (41methyl-4-(2.2'-bipyndina-yl)merhyl)pheno-
thiazine. and bp¡rCH2MVr- is (4'-methyl-+(2.2'-bipyridin-4-
yl)methyl)- l'-methyl-4.4'-bip¡rridinium cation."fr'e repon here
the development of techniques for the separation of these
isomers and their use in mapping the vanous elecuon t¡ansfer
pathways ùar they provicie.
The svn¡hesis of the target chromophore-quencher complex
was bæed on a synrheric strategy for nis(he¡erolepric) complexes
reponed previouslys and is described in deail elsewhere.n It
involves stepwise addition frsr of dmb ro [Ru(CO):C]:1,, ro sive
[Ru(dmbXCO)2C11]. followed by bpyCHlMVr- and pyndine
to give [Ru(dmbXbpyCH:MV:-Xpy):]'- as rhe hexafluoro-
phosphate salt. The two isomers of this complex (in which rhe
MV:- as a su'os¡iruenr is l¡ans to one pyridine or cis ro both)
were separateci bv cation exchange chromarograph,v (SP-
Seohadex C25 : aqueous sodium .4-roluenesulfonare eluent) by-
using a previouslv developed method.- The pyndyl ligands were
displaced in refluxing ethylene glycol with an excess of bpyCHl-
- The Universirl oí Nonh Caroiina.
= James Cook Lniyersi¡v of r-onh Queensland.¿.{bsuacr published in'Aduance AèS Abs¡racts. Aususr 15. 199?









Figure 1. Geome¡rical isomers for [Ru'l(dmbXbpyCtl:PTZ)(bpyCH:-
Mv:-)l'- (1) wirh rare const¿rn¡s for back electron rransfer (ter): see
rext. Each of these isomers exis¡s as a pair of A'/A Ènatiomers.
PTZ, which gave separate sets of the binary mixmres of
geomenical isomers lallb and lcJld with the stereochemistry
from the first separation mainained.s These isomeric rnixn¡res
were also separated by cation exchange chromatograph,v by
urilizing aqueous sodium 4-toluenesuifonale as eluent. Pre-
cipiution from water with KPFo (3x) led ¡o the isolation of
pure PF5- salts of rhe one îans aÃd th¡ee cis isome¡s. The
srn¡cilres of 1a. 1b. lc. and ld were established by IH-NMR
specroscopy by utilizing rH COSY. as well æ homonuclea¡
decoupling and NOE measurements.ó Ex¡ensive use was made
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'In acetoninle, b-M\¡2+ is bpyCH2M\F+, b-PTZ is bpyCH2PTZ
of the aaisotropic interactions caused by differing degrees of
shielding provided by the ring currens in differently substituted
pyridyl rings as described previously.e
IJV-visible absorptioo spectra of the four isomers are
identical with an MLCT absorptioo ba¡d in acetooitile appear-
ing at i* : 460 nm (e = 18 600 cm-r M-r), w[ich is the
l* for [Ru(dmb)¡]z+. In cyclic volr^mqog!:uns in acetonitrile
0.1 M iû [(n-C¿Hs)¿\PFo versus SSCE. waves appear for the
couples Rurm (Er¿ = *1.22 9, -PTZ*'o (E¡¿ = 0.80 Ð,
-MV2+/+ (Etn = -0.34 Ð, and MV+/o (Etn = -0.74 Y.
Polypyridyl-based reductions appeued ar. -1.37 and - 1.57 V.
lRurlr(¿mb'-XbpyCHrFTZXbpyCH,Mv2+¡1a+ *




Compared to [Ru(dmb)¡]?+ with an emission quantum yield
of ó.m = 0.060 in acetonitrile ar 25o + 2 'C, MLCT emission
from I is >957o quenched and shon on the -5 ns time scale.r0
Laser flash excitarjon u 460 or 532 nm (2.0-a.5 roJ/pulse) witlr
absorba¡ce monitoring from 350-700 nm uuder the same
condidons with an apparan¡s described elsewherell resulted i¡
the <5 ns loss of the MLCT absorprion at 460 nm, no evidence
for the charac¡eristic MLCT bleach at 460 nm, and the
appearance of bands at i* = 5 17 n- tz for -YfZè a¡d l,*
= 397 a¡d 610 nml3 for -MV* at rhe earüest obsen ation limes
(-5 ns). These observations a¡e coosistent with initial MLCT
exciation followed by a series of rapid electron traûsfers to
give redox-separated state, 2. iu eq l. The quantum yields for
appearance of 2 for the ¡r¿¡rs and cu3 isomers (7*), Table L
were meas¡¡¡ed reladve to the efficiency of reaction 2.ra Back
elecuon cra¡sfer (-MV* - -PTZ*), *sr in eq I, was studied
TABLE l:' &e1(r) and Efficjencies (7*) for Intramolecula¡
Redox Separation in Deaerated Acetoni&ile at25o !.2oC
$omcr ¡rans (1a) c¿s / (1b) c¡s 2 (lc) crs J (ld)
ker x l0ós-t o 7.7 (130 nsP 4.5 (220 ns) 8.7 (115 ns) 6.3 (160 ns)
ts 0.20,0.22,0.É' 0.25
' Values reproducible o !3%. b Weigþted average of biexponential
fie or besr Frt ro exponential decay (rcf l5). 'Measurcd u conccncatiors
of 3.4 x 10-6, 2.4 x 10-r, and 6.5 x 10-5 M, rcspectively, *0.05.
The sliglrt variarion in 4- may bc rcal but rs within the experimenal
elÏor.
by tansient absorptior measurements throughout the visible
region from 350 to 690 nm- The results are su¡noarized in
Tabte 1. I¡ all cases the va¡iatiou in ksr with observation
wavelength wzs <3Vo, a¡d the values in the table repÊseut atr
average of measurements at t0-65 wavelengths.ls
[Ru(bpy)r]2+' +YTZ- [Ru(bpy)¡]* +PTT (2)
The kinetic scheme for formation of 2 is shown in Scheme
1. The hrst step is expected to be electroo transfer to -M1É+.
On the basis of picosecond transient absorbance measurements
in acetonitrile a¡ 23 oC, Yonemoto ¿¡ al.16 concluded that MLCT
exciatiou in [Rurr(bpy)2þpyCH2MV?+¡]a+ is followed by bpy-
- -MV2+ electron tansfer to give lRuut(bpy):(bpyCHz-
MV'+)io* with & = 5.9 x l0r0 s-r (r = 17 ps) and that back
electron ransfer to give the grouud state occurs with kb = 4.0
x l0ro s-r (r = 25 ps). If the inidal MLCT excited state(s) is
reached with unit efflrciency. 4o" = H(k + k6) and if the rate
constâ¡ts measurcd by Youøooto et aI. are comParable itr the
trans utd c¡sj isomers, kfor -WZ- Ru¡n electron ra¡sfer is
-1.3 x l0ro s-r (r = 75 ps).
loitial electon tra$fer from -PTZ to Ru¡ltt is slow. In rhe
model [Rurl(dmb)zGpy-CHzPTZ)]2+, reductive quenching, eq
3, is uphill thermodynaniçally by -6.1 eVr? and quenching is
ouly partly complete as shown by the decrease i¡ the lumines-
cence quaonlm yield compared to [Ru(dmb)¡]2** (d.. - 0.W
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compared ro d.m = 0.060) and a decrease i¡ MLCT excired
state lifetirre f¡om 900 to 680 ns.
¡Rurrtldmb'-¡1dmb)ft pyCH,PTZ)12** -
[Rurr(¿mu'-X¿mb)(bpyCH,pTZ'=)]t* (3)
The data for Èer in Table I map four distinct pathways for
back elecuon ransfer in the isomeric series. From the
electochemical measulements, Ad = -1.14 eV for all four
isomers, but kgr varies from 4.5 x 106 to 8.7 x 10ó s-r. ïhis
is al important finding for earlier results on related systems
where there were u¡¡esolved mixn¡res of isomers and, i¡
retrospecq ksT values were most likely averaged quantities for
a series of isomers and not for a single isomeric assembly.
Given the known self-exchange rate constants for couples
related to -PW+ñ a¡d -M\¿+/+, back electron transfer occurs
in the i¡verted region since I -0.9 ev.r8 These reactions are
remarkably slow given ¡þs 5m¡ll eDergy gap of 1 .14 eV. I I This
must be a consequence of weak electronic coupling through
the extended bond system at least for ìhe trarc isomer where,
on the basis of molecular oodeling,le the closest disr¡nce of
tfuough space -MV'=/-YW+ approach is 16.5 Å (cenrer to
center). For the c¡s isomers there are accessible rotamers that
bring them inro edge ro edge contact (7.0 Ä cenær to center).
The solvent and vibræional barriers ro electron ra¡sfer for the
cis isomen should be uearly the so-e. The differences i,n /<sr
probably reflect differcnces in electonic coupling for thero a¡d
subtle differences in rhei¡ orbital parhways for elecuon transfer.
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Chromatographic separation of stereoisomers of ligand-bridged
diruthenium polypyridyl species
Nicholas C. Fletcher, Peter C. Junk, David A. Reitsma and F. Richard Keene*
School of Biomedical and Molecular Sciences, James Cook University of Nortlt Queenslancl,
Totvnsville, Queensland 48 1 I, Austalia
Cation-exchange chromatographic techniques have been developed to separate stereoisomers of polymetallic
complexes, using SP Sephadex C-25 as support. Through the example ol the ligand-bridged dinuclear cation
[{Ru(dmbpy)r}l¡r-bipym)]'* (dmbpy = {,4'-¿imethyl-2,2'-bipyridine, bipym = 2,2'-bipyrimidine). the isolation and
characterisation ol the m¿so and ¡¿c diastereoisomers by elution with aqueous sodium toluene-4-sulfonate
solution are demonstrated. The effects of variation in salt concentration and lemperature on the efficacy of the
separation are discussed. The enantiomeric pair of the ¡ac diastereoisomer (ÂA and ÂA) was subsequently
chromatographically resolved on SP Sephadex C-25, relying upon the inherent chirality of the support. Optical
resolutions using eluents with chiral anions [aquecus sodium (+)-O,O'-dibenzoyl-o-tartrate and sodium
(-)-O,O'-dibenzoyl-r--tartrate] were investigated, with the (-)-enantiomer demonstrating a positive [the
( + )+nantiomer a negative] synergistic effect in combination with the Sephadex support. Crystals of the meso








The study of polymetallic'supramolecular' assemblies is a rap-
idly expanding field of chemistry, largely because of their
porential application in materials lor such diverse purposes as
photochemical molecular devices.rt and as photoprobes of
s¡ructure and lunction of polynucleotides such as DNA.$ In
particular, much attention has been focused upon the polypyri-
d¡,l complexes of ruthenium and osmium as the basis for such
assemblies as a result ol their favourable photochemical and
redox characteristicsr When bidentace ligands are involved in
such centres, stereoisomerism is inherent in the resultant
assemblies. bur surprisingly this problem has until recently
received only tacit attention.
In general, studies of chirality in octahedral tris(bidentate
ligand)ruthenium(rt) centres have been limited to mononuclear
species. and isolation of enantiomers has relied on the some-
times inefñcient technique of diastereoisomer lormation using
chiral auxiliary anions.rc¡r Such complexes can then be used as
chiral building blocks for larger assemblies,t2 but this approach
requires tedious synthetic procedures where care must be laken
to preserve the chiral integrity at each metal centrc during every
rcaction step. Additionally, in the vast majority of the targets
studied. crystallisation has proved the most favourable method
of diastereoisomeric discrimination. Our aim was to develop
general chromatographic techniques for the separation of
stereoisomers not only ol mononuclear complexes, but also of
oligomeric t¡ansilion-metal assemblies containing poþyridyl
ligands, In the latter case the simplest examplc is that of a di-
nuclear complex of the type [{Ru(pp)r}lp-L¡)]"- [pp is a sym-
metrical bidentate ligand. I-" is a bis(bidentate) bridging
ligandl. Therc are the possibilities of the meso (Â^A) and the
¡¿c diastereoisomers, the ¡¿c form consisting of an enantio-
meric pair (¡\Â and AA), as illustrated in Fig. l.
In these studies, SP Sephadex C-25 was chosen as the cation-
exchange support. rather than the more commonly used
polystyrene-based resins for which we had previously observed
significant absorptions by some complexes containing polypy-
ridyl ligands. This material has been extensively used in the
separation of stereoisomers of various octahedral cobal(¡¡r)
species.rtr6 but surprisingly it appears not to have been widely
applied to ruthenium(u) complexes containing polypyridyl
ligands until our recent studies SP Sephadex is composed of a




Fig. I Schematic view of the isomeric possibilities for the general
dinuclear species [ { M( pp)t} l¡r-L")]"
propanesulfonate groups. The cations to be separated are
adsorbed onto the anionic stationary phase and separation is
achieved as a result of differential ion-exchange equilibria
involving the components of the mixture and the c¡¡tions of the
eluting electrolytic solution (typically a Na' salt¡.r3
To date we have successfully achieved the chromatographic
separation of a wide variety of stereoisomers of mono-, di- and
tri-metallic species using SP Sephadex C-25 as the support with
aqueous sodium toluene-4-sulfonate solution as eluent.¡7-:r
Further. chiral resolution of monomeric species such as [Ru-
(trnbpyXphenXpy)12* and [Ru(tmbpy)z(py)J:' ('¡,here tmbpy =
4,4',5,5'-tetramelhyl-2,2'-bipyridine, phen = l, lGphenanthro-
ling py = pyridine) have been achieved by using an eluent
containing the chirat anion (-)-di-4-toluoyl-l-tanrate.rt'24 In
addition, we have described the separation and isolation of the
ÂÂand AÀforms of thedinuclearcomplexes [{Ru(dmbpy)u}:(p-
apy)1" (where dmbpy = 4,4'-dimethyl-2,2'-bipyridine, apy =
2,2'-azopyndine),¿ as well as the stereoisomers o[ the dinuclear
species [{Ru(pp)¿}z(p-hat)]'* (A^, AÂ and Â¡\) and of the rri-
nuclear complexes [{Ru(pp)z}¿(p-hat)]6- (AAA and A^À. AAA
and ÂÂÂ) [where pp = bpy (2.2'-bipyridine) or phen:
hat = 1,4,5.8,9. I 2-hexaazatriphenylenel. 
re
Results and Discussion
Diastereoisomer synthesis, isolation and characteris¡tion
The ligand-bridged dinuclear complex [{Ru(dmbpy)r}lg-
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Fig. 2 Proron NMR specrra (500 MHz. 25 "C. D¡O) of (¿) ÂÁJ¡\z\'
and (å) ÁÂ-[ I Ru(dmbpy)ri lF-bipym)]Cl.
bipym)l'' (where bipym = 2.2'-bipyrimidine) was synthesized
by the reaction under reflux of lRu(dmbpy)rClr] with bipym in
a 2 : I s¡oichiomelric ratio for l0 min in a microwave oven. After
initial chromatogrâphic purifrcation on SP Sephadex C-25
cation exchanger (eluted with 0.5 mol dm-3 NaCl. discarding
the first red monomeric fraction) and conversion into the hexa-
fluorophosphate salt. the product u'as obtained in 90'2, yield.
The diastereoisomeric separation of this complex was
achieved by cation-exchange chromatography on the same sup-
port by using 0.25 mol dm-3 sodium toluene-4'sulfonate solu-
tion as eluent. within a passage of 50 cm of the column length.
The diastereoisomers were isolated lrom the eluted bands as the
hexafluorophosphate salts. Since the complete removal of the
roluene-¿l-sulfonate anion proved difñcult. the complexes were
converted into the chloride salts by passage through an anion-
exchange resin (Amberlite) for cha¡acterisation. The purity of
the lwo forms was confirmed by 'H NMR spectroscopy: the
differences between the two forms are clearly illustrated in Fig.
2. Assignment of the spectra (M-H6a and M-H5a) was
achieved using tH-rH correlation spectroscopy (COSY) tech-
niques. The H6 and H5 protons ol the dmbpy ligand situared
over the bridge show lhe greatest dif[erences in chemical shifts
trtween the two isomers. as previously observed.2: From exam-
ination of molecular models, a greater anisotropic effect from
the ring current of the adjacent dmbpy should be observed by
the nre.ço form. indicated by resonances M'H6a and M-H3a
being shified downfield in comparison to the corresponding
protons of the ¡¿c diastereoisomer. Accordingly, the first frac-
tion was assigned as the n ¿.1o. and the second as the r¿c dia-
stereoisomer. which were subsequently confirmed by other
results (as described below).
Similar synthetic procedures rvere used to obtain the ana'
logous complexes [{Ru(tmbpy)¡}lu-bipym)]'-. [{Ru(bpy¡r¡11¡1-
bipym)l'- and IlRu(phen)ri:(p-bipym)l".:' For all complexes
the separation of the nx'solra<'diastereoisomers was possible by
the same technique. although there was a variation in length of
passåge down the column before a definite resolution was
observed. It was found that the identit¡'of terminal ligands
effecred the isomeric separationl e¡t. [ ÍRu(tmbpy¡ ¡11¡r-bipym)]'-
was resolved in approximately half the column distance
required for [ÍRu(dmbpy)ir(¡r-bipym)]a-. Separation has
been observed for other dinuclear species involving the bridge
apy.¡2 and in the case of [Ru(dmbpy)rlr(F-apy)]'- it was
achieved in approximately a tenth of the distance required for
[ | Ru(dmbpy)i :(p'bipym)]a'. Dinuclear complexes involving tbe
bridges 2.3-bis(2-pyridyl)pyrazine (dpp). 2.3-bis(2-pyridyl)-
quinoxaline (dpq ). -3.4-bis(2-pyridyl )- 1.2.4-triazolate (bpt-) and
hatr all demonstrale similar behaviour under the same condi-
Fig. 3 Thermal ellipsoid plot of nreso-(Â,Â)-[íRu(dmbpy):]lg-
bipym)l'-. with ellipsoids drawn at 50'Z' probability. All carbon atoms
are isotropic and protons are omitted for clarity
tion\ and in each case l.he meso isomer (as indicated by tH
NMR spectroscopy) was the fastest moving band on the col-
umn. despite the differing geometries.2s The evidence clearly
indicates that this method for diastereoisomeric separation is
general for a wide variety of dinuclear species of this type.
A sample of the first major fraction (¡ne.ç¿r) of [{Ru-
(dmbpy)rllg-bipym)lClo was repurified by gel permeation
chromatographv on Sephadex LH20 support (methanol eluent)
ro remove inorganic impurities. Following removal of the solv-
ent and redissolution in water. oil¡i crystals were grown by slow
evaporation from the aqueous solution which were suitable
for X-ray analysis. To date. very few crystals of,dinuclear
ruthenium polypyridyl complexes have been obtained. Ward
and co-workers26r? describe an alkoxide-bridged species. where
only the rac form was isolated. the meso form being excluded on
steric grounds. Two exanrples ol dinuclear species containing
unsymmetrical polypyridyl ligands have been reported. where
the crystals have preferentially erown in the rn cs<; form.æ'Ð One
of the problems in the growth of crystals of such species may
well be the existence of a mixture of stereoisomers, and we
present here for the first time the selective isolation of one of
the various components prior to crystal growth.
The crystals themselves proved to be ol poor quality. crum-
bling easily and being extremely prone to solven! evaporation.
However, a data set was obtained and the structure solved. illus-
rraring the connectivity of the complex (Fig. 3). Assuming lhat
the crystaì is representative of the bulk solution, this first major
band is confrrmed as the meso (ALl form. The clefts between
the bipyridine rings contained seve¡al water molecules. while
there are planes of water and chloride anions between the pre-
dominantly organic layers of the complex (Fig. a). These dis-
tinct layers are probably the cause of the extreme brittleness
and solvation dependence of the material. and another possible
reason for the extremely small number of structures of these
complexes existing in the literature. The selected bond lengths
and angles are given in Table l. The molecule possesses crystal-
lographic symmetry along the bipyrimidine bridge (the second
half of the molecule being generated from the first). The aver-
age Ru-N bond lengths (2.0a Â¡ and N-Ru-N angles correlate
with those published for previous structures.2t2e
Effect of eluent concentrâtion on the diastereoisomeric
separat¡on
The variation of eluent concentration by a small amount can
have a great influence on the observed separation. To illustrate
this. a series of quantitative small-column experiments were
undertaken using [{Ru(dmbpy)rir(¡r-bipym)]{* as the target.
with aqueous sodium roluene-4-sulfonate solutions as eluent at





































Fig. 4 Packing diagram of nnx¡-(ÂÂ)-fi Ru(dmbpyLilu-bipym)lCL'
l0HrO
Table I Sclected bond lengths (Ä) and angles (") ior [ÍRu'
(dmbpy), i lF-biPYm )lClo'I0HlO
0.r0 0.1s 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00
Concentration of eluent / mol dm-3
Fig, 5 Relative rate of travel of lhe diastereoisomers of IlRu-
(dmbpy)rìlp-bipym¡1" down a 9 mm (inside diameter) column as a
lunctionbf eluent concentration (aqueous sodium toluene4-sulfonate)
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rates of passage ofl the two bands dorvn the column of SP
Sephadex C-25 were recorded.
To ensure consistency in the result$ care was taken to Pre-
equilibrate the column in the desired eluent. overcoming the
pioblems ol contraction of the support uPon change of the
salt concentration. Further. care was taken to monitor the rate
of flow by recording the volume of eluent passed and the time.
ln order to give comparable results lrom each column. where
slight discrepancies in flow rate were observed the data were
correcled by calculating the distance travelled (cm) by the p¿s-
sage ol I cmr ol eluent down the column. A typical flow rate of
0.5 cmr min -r was used in all cases to ensure comparable values.
although the râte of ffow was noted to have little effect on the
column behaviour (in a range of 0.2-2.0 cm¡ min-t)' provided
an equilibrated system had been achieved. (Exact details are
given in the Experimental section.)
The relative rates of passage of the two diastereoisomers
down the column using varying eluent concentrations are dis-
played in Fig. 5. giving the data for two lorms (rac a¡d meso) as
well as those of the combined bands. At higher concentrations
no resolution was observed over the length of column used in
these experiments and consequently there are no data for the
individual t'orms. Predictably. as the concentration increases the
rate ol travel of the two lractions increases. While the relative
separa¡ion of the two bands did not change. the bands broad-
ened with increased rate of passage due to a loss of the equi'
librium between the stationary phase and the mobile phase.
As a consequence of this the separation of the bands takes a
greater length of the column to be achieved- Further. with
õoncentratiòns over 0.5 mol dm-r, the rates of passage of
the combined fractions did not increase significantly' implying
that there is a maximum possible rate of passage ol the com-
pound down the column.
From the obsewations made. it is apparent that rhe optimum
concentration for emcient separation of the diastereoisomers of
[{Ru(dmbpy)r}z(F-bipym)]a* apPears to be c4. 0.25 mol dm-r'





equilibr¿ted column described âbove was ñtted with an external
wàter-jacket. and the temPerature of the SP Sephadex C'25
controlled using a circulating thermostatted bath.
As illusra¡eã in Fig.6. the rate of passage of [iRu-
(dmbpy)r)r(p-bipym)lt. down the column decreases as lhe tem-
peraturc increases. The data indicate a linear relationship. with
ihe relative resolution of the two bands staying approximately
constant. At lower temPerature greater broadening ol the
bands was observed. ¿ssociated with the laster passage through
the support and loss of the equilibria.
The association between the SP Sephadex C-25 support and
the cationic substrate should be essentially temperature
independent, being between a solid and solute phase.ro Since
coulòmbic forces dominate the rate of passage of species down
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Fig. 7 Circular dichroism spectra ol ÂÂ- (solid line) and ÁA-






Fig. t Relative rate of travel of the three s¡ercoisomers ol
[ÍRu(dmbpy):ilp-bipym)]" down a 9 mm (inside diametcr) column.
eluted with aqueous 0.154 mol dm-r sodium (+ or -)dibenzoylunrate
solu¡ions at 30 oC
the SP Sephadex C-25 support.r4 it can be assumed that the
observed temperature dependence can be attributed ro changes
in the effective charges of the species travelling down the col-
umn. Tris(bipyridine)ruthenium(II)-type species associate u,ith
organic anions and it is the differences in relative associations
between the anion of the eluent and the various stereoisomers
that lead to their sepâration by cation-exchange chroma-
tograph¡, (the nature of these associations will be the subjecr of
a subsequent publication).3t From the temperature-dependenc€
studies it mây be conc¡uded that the degree of association is
higher at lower temperatures. This stronger association effec¡-
ively reduces the charge on the cationg lowering the affinity
with the cation-exchange resin so that the rate of travel down
the column is faster at lower temperatures.
Chirel resolution of the racemic diastereoisome¡ with an achiral
eluent
Previously. we have established that ¡he ÂÂ and z\Â enanti-
omers of the complex URu(dmbpy¡r¡r(u-apy)]t' can be separ-
ated chromatographically using the chiral eluen¡ sodium (-)-
O.O'-di-4-toluoy¡-L-tartrate.z However. during our studies on
the [ { Ru(dmbpy)r} l¡-bipym)l' sysrem. the observation was
made that there was considerable spreading of the slower-
moving (rac) band on the column during the separation of the
meso and ¡¿c diastereoisomers using sodium toluene4-
sulfonate as the eluent. To investigate whether chiral resolution
could be achieved using this achiral salt. the slower-moving
band from the dias¡ereoisomer separation was reintroduced
onto the top of the SP Sephadex C-25 column, and allowed to
recycle several times down the length of the column ( I m). After
it had travelled an effective column lenglh (ECL) of ca. 2.5 m
\
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there was a clear separation of the two chiral forms of the ¡¿c
diastereoisomer. These were collected and isolared as the hexa-
fluorophosphate sahs, and the resolurion into the individual
enantiomers confrrmed by CD measurements (Fig. 7).
By comparison with the CD enantiomer assignment for
stereoselectively synthesized AA- and n^-[lRu(bpy)z]lp-
bipym)l'* by Hua and von Zelewsky,r2 the first band off the
column was assigned as the AA isomer. followed by the ÂÂ
form. Imponantly. we have achieved for the firstrime a separ-
ation of the two enanriomers using an achiral eluent on the SP
Sephadex C-25 cation exchanger. The inference is clearly that
the inherent structure of the dexrran support itself must
provide the chiral environment responsible for this process. The
individual units of SP Sephadex are composed of propane-
sulfonate-functionalised cross-linked a-o-glucopyranoside. and
there are five chiral cenrres in each subunit.
While coulombic forces dominate the cation-exchange chro-
matographic process. the charge densities or polarities of the
cations14 also exert an influence for species of the same charge.
The use of a suitable counter anion in the eluent also has an
eflect on the second-sphere interactions between cation and
anion.r¡'32 Since isomers may differ in their relative interactions
with the counter anion. the resultanr slight variations in the
effective charge and polarily of the species facilitate separarion
on the column. Howeve¡ with the chiral resolurion observed
with an achiral eluent, the effective charge and polarity of the
two associated enantiomers musl be the same. Hence the separ-
ation rn¡rst be a consequence ol the support material itself. where
the mechanism has elements of exclusion on the basis of shape.
The signifrcance of this observation is that chiral eluents
such as sodium (+)-O,O'-ditoluoyl-o-tartrate and sodium
(-)-dibenzoyl-l-tartrate are not always necessary in the separ-
a¡ion ol simple enantiomeric pairs on the Sephadex support.
It is however expected that the efñciency of such resolutions
will be synergistically enhanced by the correct choice of chiral
eluent.
Chiral resolution of the racemic diaste¡eoisomer w¡th a ch¡ral
eluent
Since the support material has such a significant effect on the
lwo enantiomers, it can be assumed that the use of chiral coun-
ter anions in the eluent will either oppose or enhance the effect
observed above. The rate of passage down the small pre-
equilibrated column was therefore investigated to examine the
effect of the eluents sodium (-)-dibenzoyl-r-tartrate and (+)-
dibenzoyl-o-rartrare (0. l54 mol dm-3) on rhe rare of eiution oi
the three individual stereoisomers down the column. The
results are displayed in Fig. 8.
Sodium (-ÞO,O'-dibenzoyl-L-tartrate behaved in a similar
fashion to sodium toluene4-sulfonate as an eluen!. in that the
meso-6lt form moved the fastest. with the ¡¿c-AA next and the
r¿c-ÂÂ slowest on the column. The chiral resolution of the ¡ac
form was however achieved in a much shorter distance. demon-
strating a positive synergistic effect between the chiral eluent
with the Sephadex support. On the other hand, with sodium
(+)-O,O'-dibenzoyl-D-tartrate as eluent, the order of travel of
the two enantiomers was reversed with the ¡\Â form rravelling
faster than the AA. Similar behaviour has also been observed
using simple monomers such as [Ru(bpy)r]2* and [Ru(phen)J':'
and is currently undergoing intense study to rry to rationalise
this observation.2a
von Zelewsky and co-workers 33 have shown by X-ray crystal-
lography that there is a specific association between Â-
[Ru(bpy)r(py)J'zt and (-)-O.O'-dibenzoyl-r-tartrate, and
between A-[Ru(bpy)r(py)r]'?' and (+)-O,O'-dibenzoyl-o-
tartrate. While in this c¿se the possible r-stacking interactions
between the aromatic benzoyl groups and the ligand pyridyl
groups cause selective crystallisation, the same type of associ-



















A comparison ol the use of sodium (-)-O.O'-dibenzoyl-t'
tartrate with sodium (+)-O,O'-dibenzoyl-o-tartrate as eluent
indicates that there is much slower passage down the column for
the latter electrolyte ( 1.25 times slower lor lhe meso diastereo-
isomer). Additionally. the distance required to achieve chiral
resolution between the enantiomeric pairs is larger with (+)'
O.O'-<Jibenzoyl-D-tar¡rate. The implication is that the effect of
rhe chirality of (+)-O.O'-dibenzoyl-o-lartrâte opposes that of
the Sephadex itself. slowing the rate ol travel down the column
and hindering the chiral resolution. Accordingly, care must be
observed in the choice ol chiral eluen! to use this synergistic
behaviour to enhance the separation.
Conclusion
ln order to characterise simple ligand-bridged dinuclear
polypyridyl species by standard techniques such as NMR spec-
troscopy the isolation of the individual diastereoisomers must
ñrst be achieved. Further. the isolation of stereochemically pure
samples is likely to facilitate the growth of crystals appropriate
lor X-ray structural analysis. Such separations of diastereo-
isomers has been achieved using SP Sephadex C-25 cation
exchanger and elution with sodium toluene4-sulfonate. The
variable-temperature experiments clearly indicate that there
must be a significant degree of association ol the eluent anion
and cation which affects the interaction of the cation with the
support. For the first time chiral resolution ol the racemic lorm
has been achieved with the use of this achiral counter anion,
rather than by using a chiral auxiliary. The respcctive bands
from the column have been identified by a combination of a
single-crystal X-ray determination and CD spectroscopy. Using
the chiral auxiliaries (+)-O,O'-dibenzoyl-o-tanrate and (-)-
O.O'-dibenzoyl-L-tartrate. it has become aPparent that the
choice of chirality of the counter anion becomes important,
since it may either enhance or oppose the inherent chirality ol
rhe support material itselL and can prove critical in achieving a
simple resolution of enanliomers
Experimental
lnstn¡ment¡tion
The NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian Unity Inova-500
speclrometer using the solven! as the internal rcference. CD
spectra in ¿cetonitrile solution using a Jobin Yvon spectro-
photometer (tr-Jnm) and high-resolution mass sp€ctra on a
Bruker BioApex 47e ICR spectrometer with an electrospray
source. using solutions c¿. 2 ¡rg cm-i in methanol. Microanalyses
were s¿rried out on a Carlo Erba EA I108 CHNS analyser. For
the column chromatography studies, preparative columns Cl6/
100 and C26l100 were from Pharmacia Biotech. The semiquan-
titative column K9 (Pharmacia Biotech) was fitted with an
external water-jacket. temperature regulated with a Talabo Fl0
circulatory thermostatted water-bath. Column flow rates were
regulated with a Gilson minipulse 2 peristaltic pump.
Materials
The compounds 4.4'-dimethyl-2.2'-bipyridine (Aldrich), 2.2'-
bipyrimidine (Lancaster), l. I 0-phenanthroline. 2,2'-bipyridine
and sodium toluene4-sulfonate (Aldrich) and ruthenium tri-
chloride hydrate (Strem) were used as received without further
purification. Aqueous sodium ( -)-O,O'-dibenzoyl-t--taftrate
and sodium (+)-O,O'-dibenzoyl-o-tanrate solutions were pre'
pared by the addition of sodium hydroxide solution to the cor-
responding acids (Fluka), untiì a pH of 8-9 was obtained. SP
Sephadex C-25 and Sephadex LH20 in anhydrous form were
from Pharmacia Biotech. Amberlite ¡RA 400 lrom Aldrich.
The precursors [RuL.Cll (L = dmbpy. phen or bpy) were pre-
pared according to rhe literature method.rl Laboratory-grade
solvents were used unless otherwise specified.
Complex synthes€s
[lRu(dmbpy)')'(p-bipym)][PF.].. 2.2' -Bipyrimidine (0. I 37 g.
0.86 mmol) and [Ru(dmbpy)rC[ (1.00 g. 1.73 mmol) in ethy-
lene glycol (10 cmr) were heated on 'medium heat' for l0 min in
a microwave oven. fitted with an external condenser. The crude
mixture was dilu¡ed with water (200 cmr) and adsorbed on the
top ol a SP Sephadex C-25 column (dimensions 40 x 300 mm).
On elurion with 0.2 mol dm-! NaCl solutiori the first red band
was removed and discarded. The second green band was eluted
with 0.5 mol dm-¡ NaCl solution. The complex was precipi-
tated with salurated KPF5 solution. the solid collected by vac-
uum filtra¡ion and washed with water (5 x 50 cm3). The dark
green solid was dried in vact¿o, yield t.3 I g OA'1,). A sample for
elemenral analysis was purified by passage through a short
Sephadex LH20 column (eluent 50'2, methanol-acetone)
(Found: C, 40.0; H, 3.5; N. 9.5. C56HrFr.N,rPoRur'2MeOH
requires C. 40.0; H. 3.6: N. 9.6'2,). Further characterisation was
made after diastereoisomeric isolation.
Diastereoisomeric separation
The diastereoisomeric mixture of [{Ru(dmbpy)r}r(p-bipym)]-
[PF6]4 (250 mg) were converted into the chloride salts by
metathesis with LiCl in acetone solution. The solid was col-
lected by frlt¡ation through Celiteo. and extracted with water.
The resulting dark green solution (200 cmr) was introduced
onto a SP Sephadex C-25 column (dimensions 26 x 1000 mm).
Eluent flow was regulated by the use of a peristaltic pump. On
elution with 0.25 mol dm-¡ sodium toluene4-sulfonate solution
the initial fast-moving pale red and green bands were rejected.
while the first (zeso) and second (rac) major dark green frac-
tions were collected and the complexes precipitated by the ad-
dition of satu¡ated aqueous KPF5 solution. The solids were
extracted with dichloromethane, and the organic extracts dried
with anhydrous NarSOn. Following ñltration. the solvent was
evaporated and the residues dried ¡ir v¿cu¿¡. Yields: meso. 80 mg.
32olti rac, 100 mg. 4OX'. These products were then converted in¡o
the chloride salt by passage of an aqueous solution down an
Amberlite IRA 400 column for characterisation' ,ne.to:
observed ¡nl= 274.5663 (/'/É'; most abundant isotope peak with-
in cluster) (C55H5.N,2Ru, requires 274.5675)i 
tH NMR õ(D:O)
8.28 (4 H. s. dmbpy H3a and H3b), 8.12 (2 H. d. "I 5.5' bipym
H6), 7.84 (2 H, d. "/6.0. dmbpy H6a), 7.49 (2H, d' "/ó.0. dmbpy
Hób), 7.38 (2 H. d. "/ 6.0. dmbpy H5a), 7.37 (2 H. d' J 6.0'
bipym H5). 7.19 (2 H. d, J 6.0 Hz. dmbpy Hsb).2.47 [6 H. s.
dmbpy CHr(4a)l and 2.43 16 H. s" dmbpy CH¡(4b)]. r¿c:
obsewed mlz 274.5663 (I1': most abundant isotope peak
within cluster) (Cr5H3.N,rRu, requires 274.5675): rH NMR
õ(DrO) 8.35 (2 H. s, bpy H3a), E.3l (2 H, s' dmbpy H3b).8.12
(2 H, d, J 5.5, bipym H6), 7.51 (2 H. d, ./ 6.0' dmbpy H6a).
7.43 (2H, d,.¡6.0, dmbpy H6b),7.36(2H. d. "r6.0' bipym H5)'
7.20 (2H. d, J 6.0, dmbpy H5a), 7.16 (2H' d' J 6-0 Hz. dmbpv
H5b), 2.53 [6 H, s, dmbpy CHlaa)] and 2.44 [6 H' s. dmbpv
cH!(4b)1.
Resolution of the racemic form
Using a similar method to that describcd above. [{Ru-
(dmbpy)rl:(p-bipym)lCh4 (c¿. 50 mg) was introduced onto a
column (dimensions 16 x 1000 mm). To increase the effective
lenglh of the column. once the Sephadex had equilibrated to
the eluent a plunger was lowered onto the surface of the sup
port and the system allowed to recycle. After the third passage
down the column definite resolution had been achieved. and
the two individual bands were collected and isolated as the
hexafluorophosphate salts Band l, AÀ complex: CD l,-,/
nm (CD¡CN) 256 (Addm3 mol-r cm-r +65.4),218 (- I10.8).
300 (0.4), 3l E (-32.5), 392 (+28.2) and 623 ( -4.3). Band 2. AA
complex: CD tr-*/nm (CDTCN) 256 (Ae/dmi mol-r cm-l
-53.2).278 (+109.1), 300 (7.1). 318 (+32.5). 392 (-22.6) and
607 (+4.6).
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) ilr-bipym)l-. [{Ru(PhenL }lP-
bi ìlp-bipym)llPFJ. were prepared
in gave characterisations in accord-
ance with the literature.12
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Quantitat¡ve column techniques
A small Perspex column (dimensions 9 x 600 mm). ñtted with
an insulated water-jacket connec¡ed to a circulating thermos¡at-
ted water-bath. was set to a constant temperature (30 "C for all
measurements" un¡ess otherwise slated). SP Sephadex C-25 t¡as
equilibrated in the eluenr solution [aqueous 0.1-1.0 mol dm-3
sodium toluene-4-sulfonate for the variable-concenlration data
and 0.25 mol dm-3 for the temperature-dependent measure-
mentsl 0.l54 mol dm-3 in the case ol the investigations using
sodium (+ o¡ -)-O.O'-dibenzoyl'(D or L)-tartrate solutionsl,
ând allowed to sel¡le in the column at a constant eluent flow
rate of approximately 0.5 cm3 min-r. Once equilibration was
obtained. ihe head oi salt solution was reduced on the top of
the support. and the compound to be separated was carefully
introduced. dissolved in the eluent (0.25 mg of each isomer in
250 pl), so as not to disturb the Sephadex surface. With the
sodium (+ or -)-O.O'-dibenzoyl-(D or L)-tartrate eluents, each
isomer/enantiomer was added separately, since separation
down the column was not always possible. The rate of ffow
through the column was carefully monitored as was the rate of
travel of the individual bands' To ensure standardised results'
the data are given in the volume of solvent required to move the
individual bands by unit length (cmr cm-r).
Crystallogråphy
evaporation of the solution realised oily crystals which were
suitable for X-ray determination.
A unique room-tenlperature diffractome¡er data set (Enraf-
Nonius õRD-4 diffraclometer; 7r= 295 K: monochromatic
Mo-Ka radia¡ion. i=0.?1073 ,{;20-0 scan mode) was meas-
C5óH7{Cl.N¡zo,nRur. M l4l9'24. monoclinic. space group P2rl
n-'(nà. 
- lil. 'a:10.87(l), h=22.67(tl. ¿:= I3.88(l) Å'
F= lll.3?(9)', u=318? At. o, (z=2) 1.48 g cm-3, F(000)
I 460. 20-., 45". N ¿A73. N" I 446. R = 0' I 07. ¡R' = 0. I 0ó'
CCDC ¡eference number 1861767.
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Introduction
Ligand-bridged polymetallic molecular assemblies have po-
,ænüal application to photochemical devices,r and ris(bidentaæ)-
ruthenium(Il) centers involving polypyridyl ligands have fre-
quently formed the basis of such assemblies by virtue of their
favorable redox, spectral. and photophysical characteristics.z
However, these moieties also inuoduce stereoisomerism, and
there has been considerable interest by ourselves and others
regarding stereochemical control in oligomeric assemblies,3-rE
Further, our initial studies have revealed that intramolecular
electron and energy transfer processes depend on the spatial
relationship of the components within such species.l6-20
Dinuclear ligand-bridged complexes represent the simplest
example of the genre, and stereochemical studies thus far have
generally sought the stereoselective synthesis of individual
diastercoisomeric or enantiomeric fOrms3,a,6,7.e-14.16 or úte
(l) Balzatri. V.: Sca¡dola F. Supranolecular Phonchemistry', Ellis
Honvood: Chichester, U.K.. 1991.
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34, 3E57.
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Figure 1. Schematic representâtion of thc diasæreoisomeric fom¡s of




sepâration of these individual stereoisomeric forms ftom a
mixn¡re.s'6'16't8 However, in all such studies the individual metal
centers have possessed two identical terminal (i.e. nonbridging)
ligands; i.e., [{Ru(ppÞ}zG¿-BL)]'+ or altematively t{Ru(ppÞ}-
{Ru(pp)2}(ø-BL)1"+ {pp and pp' are symmetrical bidentate
ligands such as 2,2'-bipyridine (bpy) or l,l0-phenanthroline
(phen) (Chart 1); BL is a bis-bidentaæ bridging ligand). in
the fint case, only meso lA,.(r (=AÂ)l and, racemic (AA/ 
^)diastereoisomeric forms exist (with the latær being an enantio-
meric paiç Figure l), while in the second case there a¡e
analogous diastereoisomeric possibilities bur with the AÀ and
AÂ forms becoming enantiomeric.s
The individual diastereoisomeric forms [rneso (AÂ) and rac (AA and ÂÂ)] of the ligand-bridged dinuclear species
[{Ru(phen)(Me¿bpy)}z(ø-bpm)]4+ [phen : 1,l0-phenanth¡oline; Me¿bpy : 4,4',5,5'-tetramettryl-2,2'-bipyridine;
bpm = 2,2'-bipyrimidine] have been synthesized using chiral forms of the precursors [Ru(phenXMe¿bpyXbpm)]2+
and [Ru(phen)(Me¿bpy)(py)z]2*. The cß and, tans geometric isomers of both diastereoisomeric forms have been
separated by cation exchange chromatography and characterized by NMR spectroscopy. We also report the first
chiral resolutions of a heteroleptic tris(bidentate)ruthenium(If) complex, [Ru(phen)(Meabpy)(bpm)]2+, and a
heteroleptic bis(bidentate)bis(pyridine)ruthenium(tr) complex, [Ru(phen)(Meabpy)þy)z]2*, in both cases using
cation exchange chromatography.
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Fiqlre 2. Schematic representation of the geometric isomers of the
meio- and r¿c-[{Ru(pp)z}z(¿-Bl¡n*. For the r¿c forms, the G axes
æe shown.
Cleady, the complexicy in such dinuclear species may rapidly
increase if the two ærminal ligands on each center are not
identical and./or the bridging ligand is not symmetrical. How-
ever, investigation of such systems has not been possible as
the synthetic methodologies for such species have not been
available. Recently reported synthetic schemes for tris(hetero-
leptic)ruthenium(If) cenærs via dicarbonyl precurson of the rype
lRu(ppXpp'XCO)z)z+ 2r aüow extensive variation of the ligand
environment, and together with the development of appropriate
stereochemical techniques,zo they provide the means to inves-
tigate tåese more complicated systems.
As a model for these sn¡dies, we chose the dinuclear complex
[{Ru(phenXMe¿bpy)}z(ø-bpm)]4+, in which the two terminal
ligands (phen = l,lO-phenanth¡oline and Me¿bpy = 4,4',5,5'-
tetamethyl-2,/-bipyridine) and the bridging ligand þpm : \/ -
bipyrimidine) are symmecrical. In such a case, there are again
two possible diastereoisomeric forms Qnzso and rac), but each
diastereoisomer may also possess two geometric forms (called
cu and rrans) in whjch the equivalent ligands on each metal
center ¿¡re disposed either on the same or on opposite sides of
the plane of the bridge, respectively (Figure 2).
Vy'e report here the isolation and cha¡acærization (using NMR
æchniques) of all possible stereoisomeric forms of this complex
by a combination of stereoselective syntheses and chromato-
graphic separaúon methods.
Experimental Section
Materials. l,lGPhenanthroline (phen: Aldrich), 2,2'-bipyrimidine
(bpm; Lancastcr), ( 1R,2R)-(-)- l,2diaminocyclohcxane (R,i(-dacb;
Aldrich), potassium hexafluorophosphatc (Aldrich), sodium toluene-
4-sulfonatc (Aldrich), ethylene glycol (Atdrich), 2-mcthoxyethanol
trluka), and acconirile (Aldrich, 99.8Vo) were used æ received.
(19) Treadway, J. A.: Chen, P.; Rutherford, T. J.; Keene, F. R.; Meyer, T
l. t. Phys. Ch¿m AlYn, l0I,6824.
(20) Keene, F. R. Coord Chcm R¿u. 1997, in press.
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Trimethylarnine N-oxide (IMNO) was obtained by vacuum sublimation
at 120 oC of the dihydrate @uka). Aqueous solutions of sodium (-)-
O,O' -dibetuoyl-L-tarùate and sodium (-)-O,O' -di4toluoyl-r.-ømate
were obtained by neu¡ralization of the corresponding acids (Fluþ) using
sodium hydroxide. Pyridine (Ajax) and 3,zt-lutidine (BDH) were dried
(KOH) and distilled before use; all other solvents were of laboratory
grade.
Measurements, 'H a¡d COSY experiments were performed on a
Bnrker Aspect 300 MHz NMR spectrometer (CD3CN solurions). ORD
(optícal roøtory dispersion) curves were recorded using a Perkin-Elmer
l4l polarimeær in a I dm cell. Specific rorarion ar ,1: [a]¡ = 169¿
cl, where c( = absolure rorarion (deg), c = concentradon in 9/100 cmr,
and I = cell path length (in dm). CD (circular dichroism) spect¡r werc
recorded in acetonitrile solurion at concentradons of -(l-3) x lO-J
M at the University of Wollongong using a Jobin Yvon Dichrograph
6 inst¡ument. CD spectra are presented as Ae vs t (nm). High-
resblution mass spectra were obtained on a Brucker BioApex 47e ICR
mass specEometer wit¡ an elecrospray source, using a c?-.2 pglmL
solution in methanol.
Elemen¡al microanalyses were performed within the Depanment of
Chemisry and Chemical Engineering at James Cook Universiry of
Nonh Queensland.
Syntlreses. The complexes [Ru(phenXCO)zClz], [Ru(phenXCF:-
SOt2(CO)21 and [Ru(phen)(Me+bpyXCOÞXPF6þ were prepared using
literature methods.2l
4,4' þ $' -T etrarnethyl-2t'-bipyridi¡e (Me¿bpy) was synrhesized by
an adaption of a literature procedure.zz3 Freshly distilled 3,4lutidine
(40 mL, 0.356 mol) was sti¡red with PdlC (lÙVo;4 g) and rhe mix¡ure
refluxed for I 3 days. The resulting solid was ext¡acted (Soxhler) with
dichloromethane and decolorized witl¡ activared carbon (3 g) in
refluxing dichloromethane. The solution was f,rltered through Celite,
which was washed with several ponions of hot toluene. The filtrate
was evaportated to dryness, and the yellow residue wæ recrysullized
from toluene to give a white crystalline product (22.5 gi 60Vo). tH
NMR (CDCI¡): ð 2.28 (s),2.33 (s), 8.ll (s), 8.36 (s).
[Ru(phenXMe¡bpyXbpm)](PFc)2. [Ru(phenXMe¿bpyXCOÞ](PFóÞ
(30 mg; 0.0357 mmol) and 2,/-bipyrimidine (22.6 mg 0.143 mmol)
were dissolved in 2-methoxyethanol (10 mL) and the solution deaerated
with Nz for 30 min. TMNO (27 mg;0.36 mmol) was added, causing
a rapid change from colorless to orange. The solution was refluxed
for 3 h under subdued light and cooled and the product wæ precþøtcd
by the addition of a satu¡aæd aqueous solution of KPF6 and collected.
Further purification was achieved by cation exchange ckomatography
(SP Sephadex C-ã; eluent 0.2 M NaCl). The major orange ba¡d was
collecæd and the complex precipitatcd using KPF6: it wæ rcgrecipiøted
twice by the addition of KPFó to an acetondwater solution of the
complex, collected, washed with cold watcr (2 x 5 mL) and diethyl
ether (2 x t0 ÍrL), and dried in vacuo. Yield: 2l mgl 617o. Anal.
Calcd for RUC¡¿H¡oFrzNsPz.C¡HoO.2HzO: C,43.4: H,4.20 N, 10.?.
Found: C, 43.5; H, 3.80; N, 10.5.
Cbiral Resolution of lRu(phenXMenbpy)Opm)2*. [Ru(phenXMe¿-
bpyXbpm)XPFcÞ was resolved into its A' and À enantiomeric forms
using cation exchange chromatography (SP Sephadex C-25; eluent
0.075 M sodium (-)-O,ddibenzoyl-L-tartate; effective column length
(ECL) of 1.5 m). The two bands were collectcd, and the complexes
were precipitated æ their PFc- salts and purified as dcscribcd above:
band I (A), crs¡c = -3550o; band 2 (Â), o¡¡g = *3680p.
[Ru(phenxMe¡bpyXpy)¿](PFcÞ. [Ru(phenXMeqbpyXCOhXPFc)z
(166 mg; 0.198 mmol) and pyridine (3 mL; excess) were dissolvcd in
2-methoxyethanol (30 mL), and the solution wæ deaerated with N2
for 30 rnin. TMNO (55 mg; 0.73 mmol) was added causing a change
from almost colorless to orange within 30 min. The solution was
refluxed in suMued light undcr a nirogcn atmosphere for 3 h before
cooling and precipitation with a saturated aqueous KPF6 solution. The
(21) Anderson, P. A.: Deacon, G. B.; Haannann, K. H.; Keene, F. R.:
Meyer, T. J.: Reitsma D. A.; Skelton, B. W.; S¡ouse, G. F.: Thomas,
N. C.; Treadway, J. A.; White, Ã. H. Inorg. Ch¿n 1995, 34,6145.
Sasse. W. H. F.: Whittle, C. P. J. CIæm Soc- L961, 1341.
Della Ciana. L.: Dressick. W. J.l Sandrini, D.; Maestri. M.: Ciano,
M. Inorg. Clt¿n. 199Q. 29.2792.
(22)
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precipitare was purified using cation exchange ch¡omatography (Sp
Sephadex C-25; eluent 0.2 M NaCl) and the product collected as
described above. Yield: 130 mg; 70Vo. AnaI. Calcd for RuC¡cH¡¿-
FrzNePz: C, 45.9; H, 3.61; N, 8.9. Found: C, 45.8; H, 3.59; N, 8.8.
Chiral Resolution of [Ru(phen)(Me¡bpyXpyÞ]r*. [Ru(phen)(Mer-
bpy)þyhXPFc)z (130 mg) was converred ¡o the chloride salr by anion
exchange chromatography and applied ro a column of Sp Sephadex
C-25 cation exchanger; the rwo enantiomers were sepzuaæd using 0.0?5
M sodium (-)-O,O'-dt4-toluoyl-l-taruate solurion as eluen¡ (ECL -
2 m). Each band was collected, and the complexes were precipitated
æ thei¡ PFo- salts and purifed (3 x) as described above. Approximately
30 mg of each enantiomer was obtained: band I (Â), [c]s¡p = -940o;
ba¡d 2 (Â), [q]s¡s = +1000o.
[Ru(phen)(MerbpyXRÃ'-dach)l(PFe)2. The foltowing reacrions
were carried out as a rest for chiral purity of A- and Â-[Ru(phen)-
(Me¿bpyXpy)1,-, based on a method detailed previously.r In a typical
experiment, [Ru(phenXMe¿bpyXpyh]€Fd ( 13.5 mg; 0.0143 mmol)
and (lR,2R)-(-)-1,2-diaminocyclohexane (R¡Y-dach; 5 mg; 0.0q4
mmol) were dissolved in 507o aqueous ethylene glycol (2 mL), and
the mixture was heated at 120 'C for 5 h under an inert arnosphere
(N:). The solution was cooled and the product precipirated using a
saturated aqueous solution of KPF6. The precipitate was collected and
washed with copious amounrs of diethyl ether and air-d¡ied. yield:
11.6 mg1 89Vo.
rzeso-[{Ru(phenXMe¡bpy)}uû¡-bpm)](PF6)a. A-[Ru(phen)(Mer-
bpy)(bpm)l(PF6)2 (15.6 mg; 0.0166 mmol) and À-[Ru(phen)(Me4bpy)-
(py)zlPF¿)z (19.4 mg;0.0206 mmol) were dissolved in ethylene glycol
(2 ml.), and the solution was deaerared with N2 and heaæd for 5 h at
100- I l0 oC. Upon cooling, warer (3 mL) and sarurated KpF6 solurion
(2 mL) were added and the green precipitate was collected. purificarion
was achieved by carion exchange chromatography (Sp Sephadex C-25;
eluent 04 M NaCl). The green band was collected, and the complex
was precipitated as the PFc- salt and purified as described above.
Yield: 22.2 mSi 78Vo. As is the case in many dinuclea¡ species of
this type, microanalyses indicated the inclusion of acetone and water
molecules in the crystals, rendering rhe data of dubious use in
cha¡acterization. However, associa¡ed NMR a¡d mass spectral data
provided unambiguous æsignmenl Mass spectum: observed m/z
1580.1702 (M-: most abund¿nr isotope peak within cluster); [C¡oHsoNrz-
Ruzl(PFo)¡- requires n/z 1580.1632.
Separation of GeomeEic komers of meso.[{Ru(phen)Me¡bpy)}r
(¡r-bpm)lo*. rzzso-[{Ru(phenXMe¿bpy)}z(¿-bpm)](pFc)¿ (40 mg) was
converted to the chloride salt by anion exchange ch¡omatography and
the solution sorbed on to SP Sephadex C-25 caúon exchanger. The
complex wæ eluted using 0.25 M sodium toluene-4-sulfonate as eluen!
and afrer continual recycling two bands were collected (ECL - 12 m).
Each band was collected, and the complexes were precipitated as the
PF6- salts and purified (3x) as described abovc.
ÂÂ-[{Ru(phen)(Merbpy)}r(¡-bpn)](PFc)¡. Â-[Ru(phenXMe¿-
bpyXbpm)l(PFcÞ (18 mg 0.0191 mmol) and À-[Ru(phen)(Merbpy)-
(pyÞXPFdz (22.4 m$ 0.023 mmol) were dissolved in ethylene glycol
(2 mL), and the solution wæ deaerated wittr N2 and heated for 5 h at
100-l l0 "C. Upon cooling, warer (3 mL) and saurared KpF6 solution
(2 mL) were added and the prccipitarc wæ collected. The green-brown
solid was purified by carion exchange cbromatography (Sp Sephadex
C-25: eluent 0.4 M NaCÐ. The resulting grcen band was collecte{
and the complex was precipitated as the PF6- salt and puriñed (3 x) as
describcd above. Yield: 27.2 mg;83Vo.
Separation of Geomehic Isomers of ÂÂ-[{Ru(phenXMe¡bpy)}z-
@-bpm)la*. AÂ-[{Ru(phen)(Merbpy)}2(a-bpm)](PFo)¿ (60 mg) wæ
convefed to the chloride salt by anion exhange chromatography, sorbcd
onto SP Sephadex C-25 cation exchanger, and eluted using 0.25 M
sodium toluene4-sulfonate solution. On continual recycling of the
samples, (ECL - 20 m), rwo bands were collected, and rhe respective
complexes precipiøted as the PFc- sals and purified (3 x ) as described
above.
Results and Discussion
Syntbetic atrd Stereochemical Aspects. ln developing a
target dinuclear species of rhe rype [{Ru(ppXpp')}zçt-BL))4+,
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CD of [Ru(phenXMe¿bpy)(bpm)]2* (CH¡CN solurion): Â
we selected the sysrem [{Ru(phen)(Meabpy)}2@-bpm)]4*. The
particular identity of the ligands was chosen for several
rea.sons: the lH NMR specûum of the Meabpy ligand comprises
only singlets in the aromatic region, simplifying rhe spectral
interpretation of its complexes; from earlier studies,5.z we have
observed rhat the presence of phen and methyl-substituted
"bpy"-cype ligands facilitares chromarographic separation of the
stereoisomers. Finally, bpm is a rigid symmetrical bridging
tigand.
Because of the potential isomeric complexity in the system,
we dkected our initial anention to rhe synthesis of tl¡e individual
enantiomers of the two diastereoisomeric forms [i.e. AÂ and
A , A (=AÂ)1, so thar subsequent separarion of rhe two
geometric isomers (cis and trans) of each form was unencum-
bered by any uncenainty of the chi¡al identity. Such a
stereoselective synthe.sis requires two chiral precursors: viz. the
individual enanriomeric forms of the tris(heteroleptic) species
[Ru(phen)(MeabpyXbpm)]2+, as well as the enantiomers of a
[Ru(phen)(Meabpy)Xz]2* species (X = CO or py). In both
instances, this posed an interesting challenge as there are no
reported resolutions of either rype of complex.
We have recently reported a general synthetic methodology
for hetereoleptic tris(bidentate)nrthenium(If) complexes,2l2s ¿¡6
the ta¡get complex [Ru(phen)(MeabpyXbpm)]2+ w¿ts conve-
niently obtained by this rechnique. We have also recently
reported the routine resolution of mononuclear tris(bidentate)-
ruthenium@) species by carion exchange chromatographic
methods,Ð and the complex was readily resolved using these
techniques. The CD spectra of the two enantiomers are given
in Figure 3. This is the first reported exirmple of the chiral
resolution of a hetereoleptic tris(bidentate)ruthenium(tr) com-
plex.
The second of the precursors w¡u¡ chosen as [Ru(phen)(Me¿-
bpyXpy)zlz+, rather than the dicarbonyl analogue. While both
[Ru(ppÞ(py)z]2* 3'a and [Ru(pp)z(COÞ]2+ 6 species have been
shown to undergo the addition of a third bidentate ligand with
retention of absolute configuration, the former complex reacts
in higher yield, and our own studies have led to consistent
resolution of bis(pyridine) complexes of this rype into enanri-
omers by chromato$aphic methods. In the present instance,
[Ru(phen)(MeabpyXpyÞ]2+ rxÀs synthesized by decarbonylation
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figure a. CD of [Ru(phenXMeobpyXpy)z]2* (CH¡CN solution): Â(-); n 1---¡.
one stereoisomer. In fact two specific diastereoisomers were
obtained in this way: viz. Â¡\ and A¡\. tn each case, cation
exchange chromatography allowed the separation of two geo_
metrical isomers, and these werc characterÞed by a combination





A- or Â-[Ru(phenXMe¿bpyXbpm)]2+ with rac-fRu(phen)(Mea_
bpyXpy)zl2* producing a AA/AÂ (or ÂÁ/A.A) mixture, which
could then be readily separated into the individual diastereo_
isomers prior to the isolation of the geometric components
(Scheme lB).
The separation of the geometic isomers of. the ¡neso and rac
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Scheme l. Synthetic Scheme for Isolation of Geometric
Isomers of Diastereoisomeric Forms of
m)14+ (A) through
Individual Diastereoisomers of
through a Combination of
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was achieved using purely symmetry arguments, which could
be applied as the precise form of the diastereoisomer was known
from the synthetic route using enantiomerically pure precursors.
The assignment is explained below for each specific isomer.
In neso-[{Ru(phen)(Meabpy)}zû¿-bpm)]4+, the ¡raru isomer
(point group symmetry C¡) may be idenrified as the form thar
shows only one triplet (J : 5.7 Hz) since the center of syuìmery
renders the H5 and H5' prorons of the bpm bridge equivaleni.
The H4 and H6'protons of the bpm bridge are also equivalent
because of the inversion center, as are the H4' and H6 protons.
The resonances observed from these two sets of equivalent
protons comprise two doublets of doublets arising from the
J+y¿'5,andlhe Ja.6¡a,.6-lype coupling (J = 5.7,1.4 Hz: Figure
sb).
lnthe meso-cis form, the point group symmetry is lower (r,2.
C"). The H5 and H5' protons are no longer equivalent so that
two triplets (J = 5,1 Hz) are observed. This nonequivalence
of the two ends of the bpm ligand, along with the plane of
symmetry which is orientated perpendiculæ to the plane of the
bpm bridge incorporating the C5 and C5'positions of the bpm
and relates the H4ÆI6 and the H4'lH6'protons, means that they
each show only show a doublet (J : 4.3 Hz), arising from
coupling to the H5 and H5' protons, respectively. The
comparison of the lH NMR spectra of the rneso-c¿s and meso-
tr¿¡u forms are shown in Figure 54b, respectively.
For the rac diastereoisomer, both geometric isomers possess
C2 point group symmetry; however, in the cis isomers the C2
axis is perpendicular to the plane of the bridging bpm ligand
whereas in the ¡raru isomer it is in the plane of the bpm ligand
running through the long C5-C2-C2'-C5'axis. In the former
case, the axis renders the H5 and H5' protons of the bridge
equivalent, as well as the two pairs of protons H4lH6' a¡d.H4'l
H6. These equivalences are observed in the NMR spectnxm as
triplet (J = 5.7 Hz) and two doublets of doublets (J : 5.7 , | .4
Hz) resonances.
For the raru geometrical isomer, the C2 axis renders the H4l
H6 and the H4'lH6' protons equivalent, giving rise to two
doublets (J = 5.7 Hz). On the other hand, the H5 and H5'
protons are nonequivalent, resulting in a pair of triplets (J:
5.7 Hz). The comparison of the lH NMR spectra of the rac-
cß and rac-trans forms are shown in Figure 5c,d, respectively.
Isomer Proportions. As the geometric isomers of each of
the diastereoisomeric forms can be idenrified by tH NMR
specroscopy, the topic of stereospecificiry in the synthesis may
be revisited. The cis:tr¿zs ratios in the production of mcso-
and rac-[{Ru(phenXMe¿bpy)}zû.¿-bpm)]a* a¡e l:2 and 1:1,
respectively, assessed from NMR studies by spectral integration.
A study of models shows little difference in the interactions of
the methyl groups of the Mecbpy ligands in the two geometric
forms of the rac diastereoisomer. However, in the m¿so form,
there appean significant interaction of these groups specifically
in the cu geometrical isomer, consistent with the observed
proportions.
Conclxions
The c¡s oÍtd trans geometric isomers of both the rn¿so and
r¿c diætereoisomeric forms of the ligand-bridged dinuclear
species [{Ru(phen)(Meabpy)}zû¿-bpm)]4+ have been separared
by cation exchange chromatography and characterized by NMR
spectroscopy. This is the firsr example of the isolarion of
geometric isomers of this rype.
The individual diastereoisomers of the target complex were
also synthesized stereoselectively. In developing the appropriate





























Figure 5. 300 MHz rH NMR specra of [{Ru(phen)(Meebpy)þ(¿-
bpm)le: (a) AÂ-c¡s; (b) A -rr¿16; (c) Âr\-cer; (<t) ¡\Â-rr¿¡¡s.
The lH NMR specra of the four stereoisomers in the aromatic
region are given in Frgure 5. For each of the diastereoisomeric






Fig. 8 Relarive rate of travel of the three slereoisome¡s of
IiRu(dmbpy):ilt-bipym)l- down a 9 mm (inside diameter) column.
elured with aqueous 0.154 mol dm-3 sodium (+ or -)dibenzoyltartrate
solutions at 30 oC
the SP Sephadex C-25 support.r4 it can be assumed that the
observed temperature dependence can be attributed to changes
in the effective charges of the species travelling down the col-
umn. Tris(bipyridine)ruthenium(¡t)-type species associa¡e with
organic anions and it is the differences in relative associations
between the anion of the eluent and the various stereoisomers
that lead to their separation by cation-exchange chroma-
tography (the nature of these associations will be the subject of
a subsequent publication).rt From the temperature-dependence
studies it may be concluded that the degree of association is
higher at lower temperatures. This stronger association effect-
ively reduces the charge on the cations. lowering the afnnity
with the calion-exchange resin so that the rate of travel down
the column is faster at lower temp€¡atures.
Chiral resolution of the racemic diastereoisome¡ with an achir¡l
eluent
Previously. we have established that the AA and ¡\Â enanti-
omers of the complex [{Ru(dmbpy):}r(t-apy)]t' can be separ-
ated chromalographically using the chiral eluent sodium (-)-
O,O'-di4toluoyl-t-lartrate.¿ However. during our studies on
the [ { Ru(dmbpy), } lp-bipym)]'* s¡,stem, the observation was
made that there was considerable spreading of the slower-
moving (røc) band on the column during the separation of the
meso and r¿c diastereoisomers using sodium roluene-4-
sulfonate as the eluent. To investigate whether chiral resolution
could be achieved using this achiral salt. the slower-moving
band from the diastereoisomer separation was reintroduced
on¡o the top of the SP Sephadex C-25 column, and allowed to
recycle several times down the length of the column (l m). After
it had travelled an effective column lengfh (ECL) of ca. 2.5 m
there was a clear separation of the rwo chiral forms of the ¡¿c
diastereoisomer. These were collected and isolared as the hexa-
ffuorophosphate salts, and the resolution into the individual
enantiomers confirmed by CD measurements (Fig. 7).
By comparison with the CD enantiomer assignment for
stereoselectively synthesized ÂA- and ÂA-[{Ru(bpy)r}l¡r-
bipym)1" by Hua and von Zelewsky,t2 the ñrsr band off the
column was assigned as the AÀ isomer, followed by the AÂ
form. Importantly. we have achieved for the first time a separ-
ation of the lwo enantiomers using an achiral eluent on the SP
Sephadex C-25 cation exchanger. The inference is clearly thar
the inheren¡ structure of the dextran suppon itself must
provide the chiral environment responsible for this process. The
individual units of SP Sephadex are composed of propane-
sulfonate-functionalised cross-linked o-o-glucopyranoside. and
there are five chiral cen¡res in each subunit.
lùy'hile coulombic forces dominate the cation-exchange chro-
matographic process, the charge densities or polariries of the
cationsr'also exert an influence for species of the same charge.
The use of a suitable counter anion in the eluent also has an
effect on the second-sphere interactions between cation and
anion.ra'32 Sinct isomers may differ in rheir relative interactions
with the counter anion. rhe resultanr slight variations in the
effective chârge and polarity of the species facilitate separation
on the column. However, with the chiral resolution observed
with an achiral eluent, the effective charge and polarity of the
two associated enantiomers must be the same Hence the separ-
ation r¡rst üe a consequence of the support material itselL where
the mechanism has elements of exclusion on the basis of shape.
The signiñcance of this observation is rhat chiral eluents
such as sodium (+)-O,O'-ditoluoyl-o-tartrate and sodium
(-)-dibenzoyl-¡--tartrate are not always necessary in the separ-
ation of simple enantiomeric pairs on the Sephadex support.
It is however expecred that the efñciency of such resolutions
will be synergisrically enhanced by the correct choice ol chiral
eluenl.
Chir¡l resolution of the racemic diastereoisomer with a chiral
eluent
Since the support material has such a significant effect on the
lwo enantiomers, it can be assumed that the use of chiral coun-
ter anions in the eluent will either oppose or enhance the effect
observed above. The rate of passage down the small pre-
equilibrated column was therefore investigated to examine the
effecr of the eluents sodium (-)-dibenzoyl-L-rartrare and (+)-
dibenzoyl-o-tanrate (0.154 mol dm-3) on the rate of elution of
the three individual stereoisomers down the column. The
results are displayed in Fig.8.
Sodium (-)-O,O'-dibenzoyl-L-tartrate behaved in a similar
fashion to sodium toluene4-sulfonate as an eluent. in that the
meso-L\ form moved the fastest. with the r¿c-AÂ next and the
r¿c-¡\Â slowest on the column. The chiral resolution of the rac
form was however achieved in a much shorrer distance. demon-
strating a positive synergistic effect between the chiral eluent
with the Sephadex support. On the other hand, with sodium
(+)-O,O'-dibenzoyl-o-tartrate as eluen¡, the order of travel of
the two enantiomers was reversed with the Âz\ form travelling
faster than the AÂ. Similar behaviour has also been observed
using simple monomers such as [Ru(bpy)3]':- and [Ru(phen)r]':'
and is currently undergoing intense study to rry to rarionalise
this observation.2'
von Zelewsky and co-workers33 have shown by X-ray crystal-
lography that there is a speciñc association between A-
lRu(bpy)r(py)J':- and (-)-O.O'-dibenzoyl-r-tartrate. and
between Á-[Ru(bpy)r(py)J':' and (+)-O,O'-dibenzoyl-o-
tartrate. While in this c¿se the possible n-stacking interactions
between the aromatic benzoyl groups and ¡he ligand pyridyl
groups cause selective crystallisation, the same type of associ-
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A comparison of the use of sodium (-ÞO.O'-dibenzoyl-t--
tartrate with sodium (+)-O,O'-dibenzoyl-o-tartrate as eluent
indicates that there is much slower passage down the column for
the latter electrolyte (1.25 times slower for lhe meso diastereo-
isomer). Additionally. the distance required to achieve chiral
resolution between the enantiomeric pairs is larger with (+)'
O.O'-dibenzoyl-D-tartrate. The implication is that the effect of
the chirality ol (+)-O.O'-dibenzoyl-o-tartrate opposes that of
the Sephadex itsell. slowing the rate of travel down the column
and hindering the chiral resolution. Accordingly, care must be
observed in the choice of chiral eluent to use rhis synergistic
behaviour to enhance the separation.
Conclusion
In order to characterise simple ligand-bridged dinuclear
polypyridyl species by standard techniques such as NMR spec-
troscopy the isolation of the individual diastereoisomers must
first be achieved. Further. the isolation ol stereochemically pure
samples is likely to facilitate the growth of crystals appropriate
lor X-ray structural analysis. Such separations of diastereo-
isomers has been achieved using SP Sephadex C-25 cation
exchanger and elution with sodium toluene4-sulfonate. The
variable-temperature experiments clearly indicate that there
must be a significant degree of association of the eluent anion
and cation which affects the interaction ol the cation with the
support. For the ñrst time. chiral resolution ol the racemic form
has been achieved with the use of this achiral counter anion,
rather than by using a chiral auxiliary. The respective bands
from the column have been idenrified by a combination of a
single-crystal X-ray determination and CD spectroscopy. Using
the chiral auxiliaries (+)-O.O'-dibenzoyl-o-tartrate and (-)-
O.O'-dibenzoyl-L-tartrate. it has become apparent that the
choice of chirality of the counter anion becomes important,
since it may either enhance or oppose the inherent chirality ol
the support material itself, and can prove critical in achieving a
simple resolution ol enantiomers
Experimental
Instnrmentâtion
The NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian Unity lnova-500
spectrometer using the solvent as the internal reference, CD
spectra in acetonitrile solution using a Jobin Yvon spectro'
photometer (ì,-*/nm) and high-resolution mass spectra on a
Bruker BioApex 47e ICR spectrometer with an elecrospray
source, using solutions ca. 2 ¡rg cm-r in methanol. Microanalyses
were carried out on a Carlo Erba EA I108 CHNS analyser. For
the column chromatography studies, preparative columns Cló/
100 and C26l100 were from Pharmacia Biotech. The semiquan'
titative column K9 (Pharmacia Biotech) was fitted with an
external water-jacket. temperature regulated with a Talabo FlO
circulatory thermostatted water-bath. Column flow rates were
regulated with a Gilson minipulse 2 peristaltic pump.
Materials
The compounds 4.4'-dimethyl-2.2'-bipyridine (Aldrich). 2.2'-
bipyrimidine (Lancaster), l.l0-phenanthroline, 2,2'-bipyridine
and sodium toluene-4-sulfonate (Aldrich) and ruthenium tri-
chloride hydrate (Strem) were used as received without further
purification. Aqueous sodium ( -)-O.O'-dibenzoy[-t--tartrate
and sodium ( + )-O, O' -dibenzoyl-o-tartrate solutions were pre-
pared by the addition of sodium hydroxide solution to the cor-
responding acids (Fluka), until a pH of 8-9 was obtained. SP
Sephadex C-25 and Sephadex LH20 in anhydrous form were
from Pharmacia Biotech. Amberlite IRA 400 from Aldrich.
The precursors [RuLrCU (L = dmbpy. phen or bpy) were pre-
pared according to rhe literature method.s' Laboratory-grade
solvents were used unless otherwise specified.
Complex syntheses
[{Ru(dmbpy)'},(p-bipym)l[PF.lo. 2.2'-Bipyrimidine (0. I 37 g.
0.86 mmol) and [Ru(dmbpy)rCU (1.00 g. 1.73 mmol) in ethy-
lene glycol (10 cmr) were heated on 'medium heat' for l0 min in
a microwave oven. fitted with an external condenser. The crude
mixture was diluted with water (200 cm3) and adsorbed on the
top of a SP Sephadex C-25 column (dimensions 40 x 300 mm).
On elution with 0.2 mol dm-r NaCl solutiori the first red band
was removed and discarded. The second green band was eluted
with 0.5 mol dm-r NaCl solution. The complex was precipi-
tated with saturated KPF. solution. the solid collected by vac-
uum filtrarion and washed with water (5 x 50 cmr). The dark
green solid was dried in vacuo, yield l.3l g (90'Z'). A sample lor
elemental analysis was purified by passage through a short
Sephadex LH20 column (eluent 50'2, methanol-acetone)
(Found: C, 40.0; H. 3.5; N, 9.5. Cs6HrF:nNrrPoRut'2MeOH
requires C. 40.0; H. 3.6: N, 9.6'2,). Further characterisation was
made alter diastereoisomeric isolation.
Diaste¡eoisomeric separation
The diaste¡eoisomeric mixture of [{Ru(dmbpy)t}y'p-bipym)]-
[PFJ. (250 mg) were converted into the chloride salts by
metathesis with LiCl in acetone solution. The solid was col-
lected by ûltration through Celiteo. and extracted with water.
The resulting dark green solution (200 cmr) was introduced
on¡o a SP Sephadex C-25 column (dimensions 26 x 1000 mm).
Eluent flow was regulated by the uæ of a peristaltic pump. On
elution with 0.25 mol dm-3 sodium toluene4-sulfona¡e solution
the initial fast-moving pale red and green bands were rejected.
while the ñrst (meso) and second (rac) major dark green frac-
tions were collected and the complexes precipitated by the ad-
dition of saturated aqueous KPF. solution. The solids were
extracted with dichloromethane, and the organic extracts dried
with anhydrous NarSO¿. Following ñltra¡ion. the solvent was
evaporated and the residues dried r'rr v¿cu¿r. Yields: meso. 80 mg.
321'lt:, ¡ac,l00 mg, 4OZ'. These products were then convert€d into
the chloride salt by passage of an aqueous solution down an
Amberlite IRA 400 column lor characterisation. rne.lo:
obsewed ml= 2'74.5663 (^î': most abundant isotope peak with-
in cluster) (C55H5¡N,rRu2 requires 274.5675): tH NMR ô(D:O)
8.28 (4 H. s, dmbpy H3a and H3b),8.12 (2 H. d.,/5.5' bipym
H6\,'l .84(2 H. d. "/6.0. dmbpy Hóa), 7.49 (2H. d, "/6.0' dmbpy
H6b). 7.38 (2 H. d, ./ 6.0. dmbpy H5a), 7 '37 (2 H. d, "/ 6.0'
bipym H5). 7.19 (2 H. d, J 6.0 Hz, dmbpy H5b). 2.47 [6 H. s.
dmbpy CH'(4a)l and 2.43 [6 H. s, dmbpy CH,(4b)]. r¿c:
observed mlz 274.5663 (&É*: most abundant isotope peak
within cluster) (C35H5.N,rRu, requires 274.5675): tH NMR
ô(DrO) 8.35 (2 H. s, bpy H3a).8.31 (2 H, s, dmbpy H3b).8.12
(2 H, d, J 5.5, bipym H6), 7.51 (2 H, d, J 6.0. dmbpy H6a).
7.41QH, d, J 6.0. dmbpy H6b), 7.36 (2 H. d. "¡ 6.0. bipym H5),
1.20 (2H. d, "r 6.0, dmbpy H5a), 7.t6 (2H, d. J 6.0 Hz. dmbpy
Hsb), 2.53 [6 H, + dmbpy CH3(¿ta)] a¡d 2.44 [6 H. s. dmbpv
cHt(4b)1.
Resolution of the racemic form
Using a similar method to that described above [{Ru-
(dmbpy)')'(¡-bipym)]Cl (c¿. 50 mg) was introduced onto a
column (dimensions 16 x 1000 mm). To increase the effective
lengrh of the column, once the Sephadex had equilibrated to
the eluent a plunger was lowered onto the surface of the sup'
port and the system allowed to recycle. After the third passäge
down the column definite resolution had been achieved. and
the two individual bands were collected and isolated as the
hexafluorophosphate salts Band l, AA complex: CD l*./
nm (CDTCN) 256 (Addm3 mol-r cm-r +65.4),218 (- I 10.8).
300 (0.4), 318 ( -32.5), 392(+28.2) and ó23 ( -4.3). Band 2. AÂ
complex: CD l-r/nm (CD3CN) 256 (Addmr mol-r cm-l
- 53.2). 278 ( + I 09. I ), 300 (7. I ). 3 I 8 ( +32.5). 392 (-22.6) ¿nd
607 (+4.6).
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The complexes [{Ru(tmbpy)i¡(¡r-bipym)]''. [{Ru(phen)rilF-
bipynr )llPFJo and [ | Ru(bpy): ì lrr'bipym)ilPF6l were prepared
in an analogous fashion. and gave characrerisations in accord-
ance with the literature.12
Quantitative column techn¡ques
A small Perspex column (dimensions 9 x ó00 mm). ñtted with
an insulated water-jacket connec¡ed to a circulating lhermostaþ
ted water-bath. was set to a constant temperature (30'C for all
measurement\ unless otherwise stated). SP Sephadex C-25 t¡¿s
equilibrated in rhe eluent solution [aqueous 0.1-1.0 mol dm-3
sodium toluene4-sulfonate for the variable'concentration data
and 0.25 mol dm-3 for the temperature'dependent measure-
ments:0.154 mol dm-3 in the case of the investigations using
sodium (+ or -)-O.O'-dibenzoyl-(D or L)-tartrate solutionsl,
and allowed to settle in the column at a constant eluent flow
rate of approximately 0.5 cm3 min-r. Once equilibration was
obtained. the head of sal¡ solution was reduced on the top of
the support. and the compound to be separated was carefully
introduced. dissolved in the eluent (0.25 mg of e¿ch isomer in
250 gl), so as no! to disturb the Sephadex surface. With the
sodium (+ or -ÞO.O'-dibenzoyl-(o or l)-tartrate eluents, each
isomer/enantiomer was added separately. since separation
down the column was not always possible. The rate of flow
through the column was carefully monitored as was the rate of
travel of the individual bands. To ensure slandardiæd results'
the data are given in the volume of solvent required to move the
individual bands by unit length (cm3 crn-r).
Crystallography
A sample of the frrst major fraction (n¿so) of [{Ru'
(dmbpy)rìlp-bipym)lo- was repurified by chromatography.
using Sephadex LH20 as suppon with methanol as eluent to
remove any excess of inorganic impurities. Following removal
of the solvent. and redissolution of the residue in water, slow
evaporation of the solution realised oily crystals which were
suitable for X-ray determination.
A unique room-tenlperature diffrac¡ometer data set (Enraf-
Nonius CAD4 diffractometer; I= 295 Kl monochromatic
Mo-Ko radiation. l,=0.71073,Å'; 20-0 scan mode) was meas-
ured. yielding No independent reflections. N" with / > 3o(Ð
parameters were refined for Ru(l). Cl(l). C(2) and O(l) to
O(5) only. due to limited data. and all other non-H aloms were
reñned isotropicall¡,. Hydrogen atoms \\'ere placed ín calculated
C!,rH'.Cl.Nr2O,nRur. M 1419.24. monoclinic. space group P2.r/
n- (nã. rii. r= 10.8?(l), h=22.67(t). J= l¡.88(l) Â.
Þ= lll.3?(9)'. u=J187 Ãt. D, 1z=2) l.a8 g cm-3' F(000)
l4ó0.20-., 45". N 447J. N" 144;6. Ã = 0.t07. rR' = 0'106.
CCDC reference number 1861761 .
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Isolation of Geometric Isomers within Diastereoisomers of Dinuclear Ligand-Bridged
Complexes of Ruthenium(Il)
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The individual diastereoisomeric forms [meso (At\) and rac (AA and Âr\)] of the tigand-bridged dinuclear species
[{Ru(phenXMe¿bpy)}z(ø-bpm)]a+ [phen: 1,lO-phenanthroline; Me4bpy :4,4',5,5'-¡eúamerhyl-2,2'-btpyridine;
bpm= 2,2'-bipyrimidinel have been synthesized using chiral forms of the precursors fRu(phen)(MeabpyXbpm)]2+
and [Ru(phen)(Me¿bpyXpy)z]2*. The cis and trans geometric isomers of both diastereoisomeric forms havì been
separated by cation exchange chromatography and characterized by NMR spectroscopy. We also report the first
chiral resolutions of a heteroleptic tris(bidentate)ruthenium(tr) complex, [Ru(phen)(Meabpy)@pm)]2+, and a
heteroleptic bis(bidentate)bis(pyridine)ruthenium(tr) complex, [Ru(phen)(MeabpyXpy)z]2+, in both cases using
cation exchange chromatography.
lntroduction
Ligand-bridged polymetallic molecular assemblies have po-
,ten¡ial application to photochemical devices,l and ris(bidentaæ)-
ruthenium(Il) centers involving polypyridyl ligands have fre-
quently formed the basis of such assemblies by virnre of their
favorable redox, spectral, and photophysical characterisúcs.2
However, these moieties also introduce stereoisomerism, and
there has been considerable intercst by ourselves and others
reguding stereochemical conEol in oligomeric assemblies.3- I 8
Further, our initial str¡dies have revealed that intramolecula¡
elect¡on and energy transfer processes depend on the spatial
relationship of the cornponents within such species.l6-Ð
Dinuclear ligand-bridged complexes represent the simplest
example ofthe genre, and stereochemical studies thus fa¡have
generally sought the stereoselective synthesis of individual
diastereoisomeric or enantiomeric forms3'a'6'7.9-14.16 or dre
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Figure 1. Schematic represenlation of the diastercoisomcric fomrs of




separation of these individual stereoisomeric forms from a
mixnre.s'6'16.18 However, in all such su¡dies the individual metal
centen¡ have possessed two identical terminal (i.e. nonbridging)
ligands; i.e., [{Ru(ppÞ} zQt-BL)l^+ or alternatively t{Ru(ppÞ}-
{Ru(pp)z}@-BL)1,+ {pp and py' ¿ue symmerrical bidentaæ
ligands such as 2,2lbipyridine (bpy) or l,lO-phenanthroline
(phen) (Chart l); BL is a bis-bidentaæ bridging ligand). In
the first case, only meso l&t\ (:ÂA)l and racemic (AA/ 
^)diastereoisomeric forms exist (with the latter being an enantio-
meric paiç Figure 1), while in the second case there arc
analogous diastereoisomeric possibilities but with the AÂ and
ÂÂ forms becoming enantiomeric.s
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the geomeric isomers of the
meio- and rac-[{Ru(pp)2}2(u-Bl)o*. For the r¿c forms, the G axes
a¡e shown.
Clearly, the complexity in such dinuclea¡ species may rapidly
increase if the two terminal ligands on each center are not
identical and/or the bridging ligand is not symmetrical. How-
ever, investigation of such systems has not been possible as
the synthetic methodologies for such species have not been
available. Recently reported synthetic schemes for tris(hetero-
leptic)ruthenium@) centers via dicarbonyl precursors of the rype
[Ru(ppXpp'XCO)zf2+ 2r a[ow extensive variation of the ligand
environment" and together with the development of appropriaæ
stereochemical techniques,æ they provide the means to inves-
tigate these more complicated syste¡ns.
As a model for tlrcse studies, we chose the dinuclear cornplex
[{Ru(phenXMe¿bpy)}z(a-bpm)]a+, in which the rwo terminal
ligands (phen = l,lGphenanttuoline and Meabpy :4,4',5,5'-
æramethyl-2,2'-bipyridine) and the bridging ligand @pm: 2"2-
bipyrimidine) are symmetrical. In such a case, there are again
two possible diastereoisomeric forms Qneso anð. røc), but each
diastereoisomer may also possess two geometric forms (called
cls and rrans) in which the equivalent ligands on each metal
center a¡e disposed either on the same or on opposite sides of
the plane of the bridge, respecúvely (Figure 2).
We report here the isolation and cha¡acærization (using NMR
techniques) of all possible stereoisomeric forms of this complex
by a combination of stereoselective syntheses and chromato-
graphic separation methods.
Experimental Section
Materials. l,IO-Phcnanth¡oline (pben; Aldrich), 2,/-bipyrimidine
(bpm; Lancaster), ( 1R,2R)-(-)- l,2diaminocyclohcxane (¡RJ(-dach;
Aldrich), poøssium hexafluorophosphate (Aldrich), sodium toluene-
¿l-sulfonaæ (Aldrich), ethylene glycol (Aldrich), 2-metboxyethanol
fluka), and acetonitrile (Aldrich, 99.8Vo) werc used as received.
(19) Treadway, J. A.; Chen, P.; Rutherford, T. J.; Keene, F. R.; Meyer, T
l. J. Pþs. CIum A L9SII, l0l, 6824.
(20) Kecne, F. R, Coord" Chem Rev, 19t, ir press.
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Trimethylamine ly'oxide (TMNO) was obøined by vacuum sublimation
at 120 oC of ttre dihydrate (Fluka). Aqueous solutions of sodium (-)-
O,O' -dtbettzoyl-L-ta¡trate and sodium (-)-O d -di4¡oluoyl-r--ørtate
were obtained by neutralization of the corresponding acids (Fluka) using
sodium hydroxide. Pyridine (Ajax) and 3,¿l-.luúdine (BDH) were dried
(KOH) and distilled before use; all other solvents were of laboratory
grade.
Measurements. 'H and COSY experiments were performed on a
Bruker Aspect 300 MHz NMR sp€ctrometer (C}CN solurions). ORD
(optical rotatory dispersion) curves weÍe recorded using a Perkin-Elmer
l4l polarimeter in a I dm cell. Specific rotation a¡ ¿: [q.h = lQ6cr/
cl, where o. = absolute rotation (deg), c : concentration in g/100 cm:,
and I : cell path length (in dm). CD (circula¡ dichroism) spectra were
reco¡ded in acetonitrile solution at concentrations of -(1-3) x l0-s
M ât the University of Wollongong using a Jobin Yvon Dichrograph
6 instn¡ment. CD spectra are presented as Ae vs I (run). High-
resolution mass spectra were obtained on a Brucker BioApex 47e ICR
mass specrometer with an electrospray source, using a ca,2 pgtmL
solution in methanol.
Elemental microanalyses were performed within ¡he Depanment of
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering a¡ James Cook Universiry of
North Queensland.
Syntheses. The complexes [Ru(phen)(CO)zClz], [Ru(phen)(CF¡-
SO¡)z(CO)zl and [Ru(phenXMe+bpyXCOÞXPFcþ were prepared using
literature methods.2l
4,455'-a"¡r"ntethyl-4¿'-bipyridi¡e (Me¡bpy) was synthesized by
an adaption ofa literature procedure.2zz3 Freshly distilled 3,¿t-lutidine
(40 nr.I,, 0.356 mol) was sti¡red with PdlC (104o;4 g) and rhe mix¡ure
refluxed for 13 days. The resulting solid was exr¡acted (SoxhleÐ wirh
dichloromethane and decolorized with activated carbon (3 g) in
refluxing dichloromethane. The solution was filtered through Cetiæ,
which was washed with several portions of hot roluene. The filrare
was evaportated to dryness, and the yellow residue was recrystallÞed
from toluene to give a white crystalline product (22.5 E;60Vo). tH
NMR (CDCI3): ô 2.28 (s),2.33 (s),8.ll (s),8.36 (s).
lRu(phm)Me¿bpy¡(þpm)l@FøÞ. [Ru(phen)(MeópyXCOÞ](PF6Þ
(30 mg; 0.0357 mmol) and 2,2'-bipyrimidine (22.6 mg 0.143 mmol)
were dissolved in 2-methoxyethanol (10 mL) and the solution deaerated
with Nz for 30 min. TMNO (217 mg;0.36 mmol) was added, causing
a rapid change from colorless to orange. The solution was refluxed
for 3 h under subdued light and coole4 and the product was precipiøted
by the addition of a saturated âqueous solution of KPF6 and collected.
Further purification was achieved by cation exchangc chromatography
(SP Sephadex C-25; eluent 0.2 M NaCl). The major orange band was
collecæd a¡d the complex prccipiøtcd using KPF6: it was rcprecipitatcd
twice by the addition of KPFó to an acetone/water solution of the
complex, collected, wæhed with cold water (2 x 5 mL) and diethyl
ether (2 x l0 mL), and dried in vacuo. Yield: 21 mg; 617o. Anal.
Calcd for RuCyH¡oFrzNsPz.C¡HoO.2HzO: C,43.4; H,4.201 N, I0.7.
Found: C, 43.5; H, 3.80; N, 10.5.
Chiral Resolution of [Ru(pheuXMe.¡bpy)Opm)]2*. [Ru(phenXMe¿-
bpy)(bpm)l(PFcÞ was resolved into its A and Â enantiomeric forms
using cation exchange chromatography (SP Sephadex C-25; eluent
0.075 M sodium (-)-O,ú/-dibenzoyl-t -tarratc; effecúve column lengrh
(ECL) of 1.5 m). The two bands were collected, and the complexes
were precipitated as thei¡ PFc- sdLs and purificd æ described above:
band I (A). o'ssc : -3550o; band 2 (^), cs¡c = *3680o.
[Ru(phenXMe¡bny¡1py)r](PFe)2. [Ru(phenXMe¡bpyXCOh]GFo)z
(166 mg; 0.198 mmol) and pyridine (3 mL: excess) werc dissolved in
2-methoxyethanol (30 mL), and the solution was deaerated with N2
for 30 min. TMNO (55 mg; 0.73 mmol) wæ added causing a change
from almost colorless to orange within 30 min. The solution was
refluxcd in subdued light under a nitrogen atrnosphcre for 3 h bcfore
cooling and precipiution with a saturated aqueous KPF6 solurion. The
(21) Anderson, P. A.; Deacon, G. B.; Haannann, K. H.; Keene, F. R.:
Meyer, T. J.: Reitsma D. A.; Skelton, B. Vf.: Soouse, G. F.: Thomas,
N. C.; T¡eadway, J. A.; White, A. H. Inorg. CIum 1995, 34,6145.
(22) Sæse. W. H. F.; 'Àrhinle, C. P. I. Clæm Soc. 1961, 134'1.
(23) Della Ciana. L.: Dressick,'rV. J.: Sandrini, D.; Maestri, M.l Ciano,
M. Inorg, Chcn, 199O,29, ?792.
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precipitare was purified using cation exchange ckomatography (Sp
Sephadex C-25; eluent 0.2 M NaCt) and tbe product collected as
described above. Yield: 130 mg; 7OVo. AnaI Calcd for RuC¡cH¡¡-
F12N6P2: C, 45.9; H, 3.61; N, 8.9. Found: C, 45.8; H, 3.59; N, 8.8.
Chiral Resolution of [Ru(phen)(Me¡bpyXpy)z]2*, [Ru(phen)(Me+-
bpyXpy)zl€Fc)z (130 mg) was convened to rhe chloride salr by anion
exchange chromatography and applied to a column of Sp Sephadex
C-25 cation exchanger; the rwo enantiomers were sepa¡ated using 0.075
M sodium (-)-O,O'-dt4¡oluoyl-r--tartrate solution æ eluent (ECL -
2 m). Each band was collected, and the complexes were precipitated
æ thei¡ PFo- salts and puriñed (3 x ) as described above. Approximarely
30 mg of each enantiomer was obrained: band 1 (A), [a]ssç = -940o;
ba¡d 2 (^), [a]s¡ç : +1000o.
[Ru(phen)(Meùpy)(RAldach)](PFe)2. The following reacrions
were carried out as a test for chi¡al puriry of A- and A-[Ru(phen)-
(Me¿bpy)(pyÞ1,-, based on a method detailed previously.{ In a rypical
experiment, [Ru(phen)(Merbpy)(pyÞ](PF6) ( 13.5 mg; 0.0143 mmol)
and (lR,2R)-(-)-1,2-diaminocyclohexane (R¡(-dach; 5 mg; 0.Qzl+
mmol) were dissolved in 507o aqueous ethylene glycol (2 mL), and
the mixture was heated at 120 oC for 5 h under an inert aunosphere
(NÐ. The solution was cooled and the product precipitated using a
saturated aqueous solution of KPF6. The precipiøte was collecred and
washed wirh copious amounts of diethyl ether and air-d¡ied, yield:
ll.6 m$ 89Vo.
zeso-[{Ru(phenXMe¿bpy)}z(.¡¡-bpm)](pF5)a. A-[Ru(phenXMe¿-
bpyXbpm)XPFc)z (15.6 mg; 0.0166 mmol) and Â-[Ru(phen)(Me¿bpy)-
(py)zlPFdz (19.4 mg; 0.0206 mmol) were dissolved in ethylene glycot
(2 mL), and the solution was deaerated wirh N2 and heated for 5 h at
100-- I I 0'C. Upon cooling, water (3 mL) and saru¡a¡ed KpF6 solution
(2 mL) were added and the green precipitare was collected. purificarion
was achieved by cation exchange chromatography (Sp Sephadex C-25;
eluent 0.4 M NaCD. The green band was co¡lected, and the complex
was precipitated as the PF6- salt and purified as described above.
Yield: 22.2 mg;787o. As is rhe case in many dinuclea¡ species of
this type, rnicroanalyses indicated the inclusion of acetone and water
molecules in the crystals, rendering the data of dubious use in
cha¡acterizarion. However, associated NMR a¡d mass spectral datâ
provided unâmbiguous assignment Mass spectrum: obsewed m/z
1580.1702 (M-: most abundanr isotope peak wirhin cluster); [C¡oHs¡Nrr
Ru2lPFó)3- requires zy'z 1580.1632.
Separation of GeomeFic Isomers of zreso-[{Ru(phen)Me¡bpy)}r
(l-bpm)14*. rneso-[{Ru(phenXMe¡bpy)}zØ-bpm)XpFo)¿ (40 mg) was
converted to the chloride salt by anion exchange chromatography and
the solution sorbed on to SP Sephadex C-ã cation exchanger. The
complex was eluted using 0.25 M sodium toluene4-sulfonate æ eluenL
and after continual recycling two bands were collected (ECL - 12 m).
E¿ch band was collected, and the complexes were precipitated æ the
PFo- salts and purified (3x) as described abovc.
ÂÂ-[{Ru(phen)(Me¡bpy)}zØ-bpm)XpFJ¡. Â-[Ru(pben)(Mea-
bpyXbpm)l(PFcÞ (18 mg; 0.0191 mmol) a.nd Â-[Ru(phenXMe¿bpyÞ
(py)zl(PFc)z (22.4 mg;0.023 mmol) were dissolved in ethylene glycol
(2 mL), and the solution was deaerared wirh N2 and heated for 5 h at
100-110'C. Upon cooling, water (3 nL) and sa¡¡rared KPF6 solurion
(2 mL) were added and the precipiøte was collected. The green-brown
solid was purifred by carion exchange chromatography (Sp Sephadex
C-25; eluent 0.4 M NaCl). The resulting gr€en band was collecte{
and the complex was precipiøted as tbe PF5- salt and puriñed (3 x) as
described above. Yield: 21.2 mg; 83Vo.
Separation of GeomeEic Isomers of Azl,-[{Ru(phenXMe¡bpy)}z-
(¡¡-bpm)l¡-. ÂÂ-[{Ru(phen)(Me¡bpy) }z(¿-bpm)l(PFc)¡ (60 mg) was
converted to the chloride salt by anion exhange ckomatography, sorbed
onto SP Sephadex C-25 cation exchanger, and eluted using 0.25 M
sodium toluene4-sulfonate solution. On continual recycling of the
sarnples, (ECL - 20 m), two bands were collected, and the respective
complexes precipitated as the PFo- sa.ls and purified (3 x ) as described
above.
Results a¡d Discussion
Synthetic and Stereochemical Aspects. In developing a
target dinuclear species of the type [tRu(ppXpp')]2@-Bl)14+,
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Figure 3, CD of [Ru(phenXMe¿bpyXbpm)]2* (CHTCN solution): A(-); rr 1- - -¡.
we selected the system [{Ru(phen)(Me¿bpy)}z(¿-bpm)]o*. The
particular identity of the ligands was chosen for several
reasons: the rH NMR specEum of the Meabpy ligand comprises
only singlets in the aromaric region, simplifying the specrral
interpretation of its complexes; from earlier studies,s.z we have
observed that the presence of phen and methyl-substituted
"bpy"-type ligands faciliøres chomatographic separation of the
stereoisomers. Finally, bpm is a rigid symmerical bridging
ligand.
Because of the potential isomeric complexity in the system,
we directed our initial attenrion ro the synthesis of the individual
enantiomers of the two diastereoisomeric forms [i.e. ^^ 
¿¡¿
^^, 
A (=AÂ)j, so that subsequent separation of the two
geometric isomers (crs and trans) of each form was unencum-
bered by any uncerrainty of the chiral identiry. Such a
stereoselective synthesis requires two chiral precursors: viz. the
individual enanriomeric forms of the ris(heteroleptic) species
[Ru(phen)(MeabpyXbpm)]2+, rui well as the enanriomers of a
[Ru(phen)(Meabpy)Xz]2+ species (X : CO or py). In both
instances, this posed an interesting challenge as therc are no
reported resolutions of either type of complex.
Vy'e have recently reported a general synthetic methodology
for hetereoleptic tis(bidentate)ruthenium(e complexes,zls and
the ørget complex [Ru(phenXMe¿bpyXbpm)]2+ w¿t¡¡ conve-
niently obøined by this rechnique. Vy'e have also recently
reponed the routine resolution of mononuclear tris(bidentate)-
ruthenium-@) species by carion exchange chromatographic
methods,æ and the complex was readily resolved using these
techniques. The CD specEa of the nvo enantiomers are given
in Figure 3. This is the first reported example of the chiral
resolution of a hetereoleptic tris@identate)ruthenium@) com-
plex.
The second of the sen as [Ru(phenXMe¿-
bpy)(py)212+, nther analogue. While both
[Ru(ppÞ(py)z]2* xa 2+ ó species have been
shown to undergo the additiön of a third bidentare ligand with
retention of absolute configuration, tåe former complex reacts
in higher yield, and our own srudies have led to consistenr
resolution of bis(pyridine) complexes of this type into enanti-
omen¡ by chromatographic methods. In the prcsent instance,
[Ru(phen)(MeabpyXpyÞ]2+ w¿¡s synrhesized by decarbonylation
(24) Fletcher, N. C.; Junk P. C.; Keene, F. R. J. Chcm Soc., Dalton Trøs.
199E. 133.
(25) Strouse, G. F.l A¡derson, P. A.: Schoonover, J. R.; Meyer, T. J.; Keene,
F. R. Inørg. CIt¿m 1992.31, 3004.
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Fiq*g 1. CD of [Ru(phenXMe¡bpyXpy)z]r* (CHTCN sotution): Â(-);nç--¡.
resolved into enantiomeric forms by diastereoisomeric formation
obøined in this way: viz. Â,Â and AÀ. In each case, cation
n of two geo_
a combination
Iow.
It is noted that in the chromatographic studies, the diastereo-
isomer separation occurred very much more easily than the
separation of geometric isomers. Consequently, once that had
been established" it was found more convenient to react either
A- or Â-fRu(phenXMe¿bpyXbpm)12+'¡'irh rac-fRu(phen)(Mea-
bpyXpyÞ1z* producing a A^ô/AÀ (or Â.4/r\Â) mixture, which
could then be readily separated into the individual diastereo-
isomers prior to the isolation of the geometric componens
(Scheme lB).
The separation of the geomeric isomers of the rn¿so ø¡d rac
diastereoisomeric forms of an analogous species [{Ru(Me2bpy)-
(Me¿bpy))z(ø-bpm)la+ (Me2bpy = 4,4'-dimethyl-2.2,-bipyri-
dine) has also been achieved by similar techniques.ze
(26) Bosnic[ B. Imrg. Ch¿m 196f.7, Ll.B.
(27) Bosnich, B. lnorg. Ctum t9l/l.,7,2379
(28) Mc€affery, A. J.t Masou, S. F.; Nor¡¡an, B. !. J. Ch¿n_ Soc. A 1969,
1428.
(29) Reißma D. A.: Keene, F. R. I-lnPubllshed worl:
Patterson and Keene
Scheme 1. Synthetic Scheme for Isolation of Geometric
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o Synthetic procedures a¡e indicated by double arows, and chro_
matographic separations, by single arrows.
therefore not undertaken. For bpm, the nonprimed protons r¡rc
positioned under the phen ligands in the rn¿so-cis artd, rac_trans
forms. In the meso-trans and rac-cis cases, the distinction
between the ri
symmetry), bur ,l ffJñi"',ffi.ij
ul-positions are
For the bis(homoleptic) complex t{Ru(pph}z(ø-Bl-)14+, the
point group symmetries of the meso a¡d rac forms a¡e Cz¡ and
D2, respectively (Figure 1). In the case ofrhe bis(heteroleptic)
species [{Ru(ppXpp')}z(p-Bl.)]4+ (Figu¡e 2), for rhe nusodiastereoisomer, point
group symmetry, to C".
For the rac diaste is and
lrøru geometrical isomers a¡e Cz but differ with respect to the
orientation of the Cz axis. However, the two halvàs of each
nonbridging ligand are nonequivalenl In the case of the Me+_
bpy, this gives rise to four (4) singlet resonances in the aromatic
rcgion and four (4) -CH3 aliphatic resonances. The phen
ligands exhibit AlvfX and AA4)('coupling systerns, with the
J¿a - fi.e =
pling paüem,
servable only
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was achieved using purely symmetry af,guments, which could
be applied as the precise form of the diastereoisomer was known
from the syntheúc route using enantiomerically pure precursors.
The assignment is explained below for each specific isomer.
In rneso-[{Ru(phenXMe¿bpy)}z@-bpm)]a*, the fr¿¡rs isomer
(point group symmetry C¡) may be identified as the form thar
shows only one triplet (J : 5.7 Hz) since the cente¡ of symmetry
renders the H5 and H5' protons of the bpm bridge equivalent.
The H4 and H6' protons of the bpm bridge are also equivalent
because of the inversion center, as are the H4' and H6 protons.
The resonances observed from these two sets of equivalent
protons comprise cwo doublets of doublets arising from the
Ja.5¡a'.5' aÃd the Ja.6¡a..6-t!pe coupling (J : 5.7, 1.4 Hz; Figure
sb).
In the ¡n¿so-cis form, the point group symmetry is lower (ui¿.
Cr). The H5 and H5'protons are no longer equivalent so that
two triplets (J : 5.7 Hz) are obsewed. This nonequivalence
of the two ends of the bpm ligand, along with the plane of
symmetry which is orientated peçendicular to the plane of the
bpm bridge incorporating the C5 and C5'posirions of the bpm
and relates the H4lH6 and the H4'ÆI6'procons, means that they
each show only show a doublet (J : 4.3 Hz), arising from
coupling to the H5 and H5' prorons, respectively. The
comparison of the lH NMR spectra of the meso-cis and meso-
tr¿¡u forms are shown in Figure 54b, respectively.
For the r¿c diastereoisomer, both geometric isomers possess
C2 point gfoup symmetry; however, in the c¡s isomers the C2
axis is perpendicular to the plane of the bridging bpm ligand
whereas in the ¡r¿ns isomer it is in the plane of the bpm ligand
running through the long C5-C2-C2'-C5'axis. In the former
case, the axis renders the H5 and H5' protons of the bridge
equivalent, as well as the two pairs of protons H4lH6' arñ.H4'/
H6. These equivalences are observed in the NMR spectn¡m as
triplet (.I = 5.7 Hz) and two doublets of doublets (J : 5.7, 1.4
Hz) resonances.
For the tr¿ns geometrical isomer, the C2 axis renders the H4l
H6 and the H4'lH6' protons equivalent, giving rise to two
doubles (J : 5.7 Hz). On the other hand, rhe H5 and H5'
protons are nonequivalent, resulting in a pair of triplets (J:
5.7 Hz). The comparison of the lH NMR spectra of the rac-
cis and rac-traru forms a¡e shown in Figure 5c,d, respectively.
Isomer Proportions. As the geometric isomers of each of
the diastereoisomeric forms can be identified by lH NMR
spectroscopy, the topic of stereospecificity in the synthesis may
be revisited. The cis:fr¿ns ratios in the production of mcso-
and rac-[{Ru(phen)(Me¿bpy)}z(¿-bpm)]a+ arc t:2 and l:1,
respectively, assessed from NMR studies by specfal integrarion.
A stndy of models shows linle difference in the interactions of
the methyl groups of the Meabpy ligands in tlre two geometric
forms of the rac diastereoisomer. However, in the meso fotm,
there appears significant interaction of these groups specifically
in the cis geometrical isomer, consistent with the observed
Propoftions.
Conclusions
The cis and tra¡u geometric isomers of both the m¿so and
r¿c diastereoisomeric forms of the ligand-bridged dinuclea¡
species [{Ru(phen)(Meabpy)}z(¿-bpm)]4+ have been separated
by cation exchange chromatography and characrerized by NMR
spectroscopy. This is the first example of the isolation of
geometric isomers of this rype.
The individual diastereoisomers of the target complex were
also synthesized stereoselectively. In developing the appropriate





























Figure 5. 300 MHz 'H NMR spccra of [{Ru(phenXMc¿bpy)h@-
bpm)la*: (a) AÀ-cir; (b) AÂ+ra¡r¡; (c) Ar\-cir; (d) ÀÂ-rra¡¡s.
The lH NMR specra of the four stereoisomers in the a¡omatic
¡egion are given in Figure 5. For each of the diastereoisomeric
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a heteroleptic tris@identate)mrhenium@) complex, [Ru(phen)-
(Meabpy)@pm)12+, and a hercroleptic bis(bidentate)bis(pyri-
dine)nrthenium@) complex, [Ru(phen)Me¿bpyxpy)2]2+, in borh
cases using cation exchange chromatography.
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Norlh Queensland
1. INTRODUCTION
Some years ago as 8n f llh or lZth grade sludonl puzzllng ovet a padlcularly
dlfl¡cull physlcs or chsmlslry ptobletn, I usod lo wonder whelher lhe sludy of
sclence was so lmportanl. I guess marry d you ask yourselvss lhg 6ame
quesllon r€gularly. The declslon I made ls obvlous. bul I believe lhal lhe queslion
ls even mora crlllcal to you ln lhe oarly l99o's. ln lhe world wo live ln, sludy ol
lhe central sclences such as chomislry, physlcs and malh€malics ls ol crucial
hnponance. And I aflirm lhal slalomont, regardless ol whelher lhose studies
linish al lhe ond ol maltlculalion. or lhey conlkrue lor addllionalyears al Univ€rslfy
ln specllic areas ol sclenc6 or ln appl¡ed areas such as englneeling or medicine.
By way ol llluslrallon, I wanl lo lako a (ralhor l¡ghl'h6arlod) look al aspocls ol a
loplc oflen dsalt wllh ln lhe media, and at¡out whlch you probably leel you have
somo knowlodge. Lel me givô you a ralhor dltlsr€nt perspective.......
2. WORLD'S ENERGY RESOURCES
Flgure I glves some predlclions (l) as lo lh€ producl¡on and consurnplion ol a
lew ol our enorgy r€sourcss ovef llìe nsxl .nillo¡rniunr ln such a long linre scale
lhore aro nalurally many uncenainlies lnvolved, bul lhe overall plclure ls probably
reasonable. For example, a resource such as pelroloum (ol) ls clearly non-re-
n€wable - I c€flaln amounl ls relalively oasy lo accsss, but ullimalely lhe cosl
will ris€ in rospons€ lo scarc¡ty, lhe cosl ol axploralion anct lhe increaslng diflícully
ol access. ln lhls parl¡cular case, ll ls conaln ltul during your lllelimes we will
r€ach lhe poinl whero our use ol lh¡s rosource rapidly declines and ll ls replacod
as an energy source. W€ are otten lold lhal coal will provid€ much ol lho
roplacemBnl - lhal ls probåbly trus ln lhe shorl lerm, bul ullimaloly lhs sanre
sconar¡o holds lor coal as lt did lor oll, and while lho peak irì lh€ curve ls perhaps
lwo cenluries away ll may com€ sooner ll lhe environmenlal consequencos ol
burn¡rìg coal (narnely, lhe produclion ol carüon d¡oxide arrd sulphur oxrdes)
bocome unacceplable.
Three polnts might bB made lrom lhe Flgure l:
. The lolal human consumpllon ol cnetgy teso¡llco6 ls marked otì lhe
graph. Cleady ln lhs shol lerm lhore is no'sholag6'ol enetgy and our
cl¡oice ls ¡nore lo which ls lhs mosl appropr¡als lo use from economlcal and
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that is the proposltion I want to examlne - what ar€ the chemlcal prlnclples
involves ln thB concept of harvesting the sun's energy?





r€actions, wh€rs (rsspectively) energy will elther be absorbed from the envlron-
m€nt to_make up th€ ên€rgy balance or onergy wlll be r€leased lnto lhe






FIGURE 1: Product¡on and Consumplion of Our Energy Resources
the med¡um and longer term decislons wlll nsed to be made on the basls of
resource avallablllty.
Nuolo8r lu6lon, th€ process that goes on ln th€ Sun and ln the hydrogen
bornb, ls the sublect of lnl€nse rasoarch by physicists. lf we are able to
conf¡ne that reaction lt would provlde us wllh a clean and plenflful supply of
€nsrgy - whll€ ther€ have been some v€ry promlslng lecent advancas,
realistlcally the technology may be some th¡ee decades away. The 6xtraor-
dinary debate that w€nt on two y€ars ago about 'cold fuslon' gavo some
lndication of the lmportance ol luslon (2); lf that clalm we¡e tru€ lt would
a¡guably be the most important sc¡entlfic dlscovery this century, but so far lt
is unsubstant¡atsd.
The amount of solar energy hltting the earth's surlace ls €nomous. ln
Figure I , a level corresponding to only 1 0% ol that resourc€ ls shown, and
it is approximately 10O0x grsater than our cuíent total usage ol energy (the









































FIGURE 2: Enargy Charge in Endolhermic and Exolhermic Reactions.
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A dramatic exampl€ of an endothermic process ls the ¡eaction of the two solids
barium hydroxid€ octahydrate Ba(OH)z.8HeO and ammonlum thiocyanate
NH¡NCS (3a). The chemical equation is
immediately drop the hot potato. However, lel us suppose that he has slo^,
rellexes or is a particularly thoughtlul characler and survives the initial panic ol
lhe first €xclted state to reach a mor€ ral¡onal state g, in which he is still excited
but is at a slightly lower energy than the original excited state sinc€ some loss
of energy occurs in the time lttook reaching lhe second €xc¡ted stale. He no¡/
has three distinctive choices:
(a) He can now throw away the hot potato - he lhen goes to ths ground state,
and imporlantly the potato he discards ls not as hot as lt was when he












An example ol an exothermic process ls the butning (or combustion) ol mag-
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isolated areas as a maans ol welding rallroad tracksl
Fe"O, + 2Al -) Al'O3 + 2Fe + energ)'






Those of you who watched the recent TV series by Sir David Atlenborough
entitled 'Trials of Life" will no doubt have been lascinaled by the program on
ani as glow-worms, fire-flies and luminescent fish)'
Ou rely on ch€mistry to producB that l¡ght, but equally
as respeclive leact¡ons occur at biological lempera'
lures and are not subiect to the wild lluctuations character¡stic ol the r€actions




FIGURE 3: Energy Stale of 'Mr Molecule'
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(b) He can d¡ssipate the energy ¡nto the sunoundings by luggling the potato;
and
(c) He can pass thê energy on to somothlng else - lor example, lf thero ls a
bucket ol wátsr handy and he put th6 hot potato lnto lt, he would return lo
the ground state and lhe water ln the buck€t would hav€ bEcome hot.
Th¡ee choices - throw the en€rgy away, dissipat€ th6 €norgy into the lmmedlate
environment, or pass the €nergy on to something els€.
The cartoon series ls ol somewhat more than passlng signlficance - lt turns out
that a r€al molecul€ absorblng light energy has a simllar s€t of optlons. Following
absorption of the light, the "ground state" molecule go€s to the €xcited state, 2,
lrom where lt can lmmadiately release the absorbed energy. However, lt may
rapidly convert to a lower €nergy but longerJived exclted stat€, 3, lrom which lt
can undgrgc on€ or more of three processes:
Lumlnescence - this ls €quivalent to (a) ¡n Figure 3 where th€ carloon
character throws away the (slightly cooled) hot potato, and in an analogous
way the radiated light (luminescence) ls always lower ln en€rgy than the
absorbed light.
rî¡ M + llght (irepresents an exc¡ted state)
You will be fam¡liar w¡th lum¡nescence (phosphorescence and fuorescence
are sub-categor¡es of th€ general phenomenon): e.g. if we shine a beam of
blue laser l¡ght (5) through a solution of the red dye Rhodamine we se€ an
lntense yellow fluo¡esc€nca. The spme light on a solutìon of the orang€-col-
oured m€tal compound [Ru(bpy)3)'* (bpy = 2,2'-¡ipyridine) produces a red
luminescence (3d). You will also be famlliar with the fluorescent materials
put in soap powd€rs so that on absorpt¡on of ultrav¡olet lighl lhey lum¡nes-
c€nc€ whlte light - the glow of a whit€ shirt or light-
(UV) at a disco is quit€ spectacular. And if som glass
of gin and tonic which develops an €er¡€ bluB black
light", it's not th€ effect of the gin - the quinine ln the tonic wal€r ¡s
luminescing.
Non-radlatlve decay - this is €qulvalent lo (b) in Figure 3 where the cartoon
character dissipates the absorbed energy into his own movement and inlo
th€ surrounding atmosphBr€, An example of this is the reaction betwe€n the
gases hydrogen and chlorine. Chlorine is yellow-green in colour due to
absorptlon of light in the blue-UV region: on such absorption, the energy
promotes vibration of the Cl-Cl bond to lhe extent that d¡ssoc¡ation takes
















so that th€ cycle becomes more and more rapid and a v¡olent explosion
occurs (3e).
Quenchlng: thls is €quivalent to (c) ln Flgure 3 where the cartoon charact€r
passes the absorbed energy on to somelhing else. ln the case of quench¡ng,
the absorbed energy is used lo drive a chemical reaction of the excited slate.
As an example, the int€ns€ r€d luminescence of [Ru(bpy)3]2* obtained on
irradiation by the blue light (see earlier) is tolally stopp€d by the addition of
Fe(lll) to the solut¡on, due to the s€qu€nce shown below in which an eleclron






The question may be asked as to whether one can manipulate this sequence.
For example, in terms ol the cartoon character, can .Mr Molecul€' p¡ck up lh€
hot potalo from the bucket of hot water, go to an €xc¡ted stale, and throw the hot
polato away? Or in real lerms, can a chemical reaction occur in which a molecule
is raised to the excited state from which ¡t releases lhe energy in lhe lorm of
radiation (i.e.luminescence)? The answer is yes, and lhe phenomenon is known
as "chemiluminescence".
chemical reaction - rM * M+ llght
Again you will be lamiliar with examples of chemlluminescence - lt oxplalns the
b¡olog¡cal luminescence ol lire-flies, glow-worms, luminous lish (whlch generally
arise lrom chemical react¡v¡ty with oxygsn within bacl€rla) bui wlthout tho
temperalure changes lhat were a f€alure of some of tle reacllons I showed
aarlier. You may also be lamiliar wilh the €m€rgency lorches used ln dlv¡ng and
boaling in which two chemicals are mixed to form an exclted stat€ of a dye
contiained ¡n the mixur€ which then luminesces brlghtly: lhe roactjons may bo
summarized as follows -
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where th€ dye 9,1o-bis(phenylethynyl)anthracene is used for a yellow chemilu-
minescence (30.
5. USING THE RELATIONSHIP OF LIGHT AND CHEMISTRY
This interrelationship between l¡ght and chemlstry msans that chemislry may b€
used to harvest light energy. A graphic example of this ls an exp€rim€nt where
one shines light on a solution contalnlng a mlxture ol [Ru(bpy)s]z+ and
[Co(NHs)sCl]": lhe ruth€nium compl€x go€s to the exclted state (as w€ saw
earlier) but und€rgoes quenching by the cobalt spacies and oxidisss to form
lRu(bpy)3lJ+- ths coball species lalls apart aft€r lha reaclion and takes no lurlher
part. As a result of absorblng the light energy and undergolng oxldat¡on, lhe
rulh€nium sp€cles changos in colour from orange to green. By doing a
chemlluminescence €xpar¡m€nt (in this cas€ addlng sodium borohydride solu-
tion) the green ruthenium speclos goes to th€ €xclt€d state and lumlnesces red




*[Ru(bpy)¡12. + [Co(NH¡)sClJ2* -+
IRu(bpy)r]1. + Blt¿-
*[Ru(bpy)¡]2. 'trHr.
One ol the inleresting th¡ngs about science ¡s lhat often, when you think you have
a good idea, you lind nature has already develop€d it to a very sophislicated
level on an enormous scale. ln the present case, the use oÍ chemistry to harvest
solar energy is done in natur€ by a process known as "photosynthesis". Many of
us think ol photosynthes¡s as the conversion of carbon dioxide and water lo
carbohydrates (sugars, starch and cellulose) and oxygen by plants using energy
from the sun. Well, let us look in a litfle more detall at that process.....
ln the cartoon of Figure 4, we see that sunlight impinges on the plant and is
absorbed within the organism by a molecule (chlorophyll) which goes to the
exclled state. when a molecule does this, an €lectron ls relocatel from one
energylevelloahlgherenergylwel, ln ning,
the exciled electron wilt decay back to hetic
scheme the exclted electron is rap¡dly was
absorbed to somewhere else in the organism. The net result ¡s called charge
aeparatlon and is manlfested in the organlsm having a region wlth an electrõn
excess. and a physlcally separated region with an electron deficiency; you wlll
recognise that lhose centres will be potential sites lor chemical reactioni called
roductlon8 and oxldatlons, respectively. ln the case of photosynthesis, the


















f)yc' Dye + light
*[Ru(bpy)¡ì2'
IRu(bpy)¡]3. + [Co(NH3)5Cl]i
-J *[Ru(bpy)3]?' + BH3 +
IRu(bpy)¡ì2* - lighr-J





The photosynthesis process is indeed the harvesting ol sunlight, the conversion
of l¡ght energy lo a chemical fuel- lf you are in doubl about that consider that all
our coal and oil reserves are derived lrom decayed plant maner whose origin is
in pholosynlhesisl Despite the immenslty of lhe scale however, the effìciency of
that conversion ¡s relatively low, being of the order of 1% ev€n lor the most
efficient plant syslems (e.9. sugar cane). The quest¡on one may ask is wh€ther
modern chemistry and physics can provide more efflcient schemes lor conver-
sion of light to chemical fuels.
Letme give onesimple example. As shown in Figure 5, I ep-type sem¡conductor
is placed in a beaker of water containing a little acid, and connecled via an
€xt€rnal c¡rcuit to a metal or carbon electrode immersed ln lhe sam€ solution,
then on shining l¡ght on the semiconductor bubbles of gas wlll be €volv€d at both
€lectrodes; hydrogen at the semiconductor and orygon at the inert sl€ctrode.
ln this cas6, the semiconductor is acting as the 'Mr Molecule', absorbing the light
Bnergy and directing excited electrons to its sulac€ where they reduce water to
hydrogen. Theotherelectrodeisleftwithapositú6potent¡alanditoxidiseswate¡
to oxygen. This simple example shows the conversion of light energy to a fuel,
in lhis case hydrogen.
lmponantly, the conditions of the experiment may be max¡m¡s€d so that the
efficiency ol light conversion to the fuet is in excess of f 5%.
that demonstrate thls is lhe eleclrolysls (using carbon electrodes) ol a solution
containing potassium iodide and the pH-indicator phenolphthalein (6),. While the
llght is shinlng on the panel, at the el€ctrode to which the electrons are directed
(cathocte) the reaction
2H2O + 2e' -+ zOH- + H:
water hydroxide ion hydrogen
occurs nd the êlectrode
goes pi tion alkaline and
the indi ons are oxidised
to iodin ctrode.
2l- -r l7 + 2e'
Ouite clearly, the llght energy lo a usable fuel isachievableusingt tandchem,stry, lfwewerelotake
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FIGURE 5: A Semiconduclor Absoñing Light Energy
The use of a solar panel 1o generate a potent¡al ditference between two
electrodes is really no ditlerent ¡n pr¡nciple, except that the light-absorbing
medium is enernal from the solution. Th€ solar panel lills the role of absorbing
the light and allowing the 'charge separat¡on' of lhe exc¡led eleclrons which are














some sort of 'arlil¡cial photosynthes¡s' in which some 'Mr Molecul€', y€t to be
ldentllied or developed, ls used to absorb light wlthln a system designed to
separate the exclted €l€clrons to a site wh€re th€y mlght reduce carbon dioxid€
to the fuels methanol or melhan€ (natural gas) or reduce water to hydrogen (see
Figure 6). At the oxidislng centre, as in photosynthesls, water mlght by oxidised
to oxyg€n.
As we have seen from these d¡scusslons, thls ls a worftable hypothesls. And the
challenge to modem science? The id€rnity ol the 'Mr Molecule" in such a
scheme, and research proc€sds in many chsmlstry and physics laboratori€s
around the world to deslgn better molecules lor this purpose.
6. THE FUTUBE?
We have looked at perceived probl€m of modern society - the availability of
€nergy sources to generate electr¡cal power to supply our industries and to
maintain and develop our way ol lile. Undoubtedly science will find solutions, as
it w¡ll to other problems such as the conlrol ol pollution, the proteclion of our
environment, the produclion of lood, the developmenl of medicines and many
others.
But r,vhy is the part¡cula¡ scientilic discipl¡ne of chemlstry so ¡mportant in that
context? The answer is related to the cenkal posltion of chemistry among the
sciences. Chemistry impinges on so much of our lives - energy, medièine,
mining, agriculture, lood, the €nvironment, industry (for exampl€ textiles, soaps
and detergents, paint, csment, semiconductors, cosmetics), forensic sci€nc€,
elc....
The communlty must come to an increaslng understanding that many ol the
problems I mentioned above have a sclentil¡c basis and so lhe answers are lo
be lound in science. Urlortunately, there is oflen a tendency to look on science
as their cause, rather than the means to thelr solution - arguably many of the
problems that exist have been caused by commercial ralher than scientific
dec¡sions on alternal¡ve choices. Nevertheless, increasingly the community
needs to be informed to b€ abl€ to understand lhe basis of these lssues. And it
is there that the knowledge of science ln the general community is important.
But in this day and age of the 3o-second sound-blte on lhe TV and the ready
acceptance of a trendy phrase we oft€n have a problem with the level of scientific
lnslghl requlred: the possession of a llttle knowledge can be dangerous.
Atjvances ln sclence will obvlously come from those with particular sci€nt¡fic
training, but th€ public and thos€ ln positions of rosponsibllity will increasingly
need to be discerning about what ls scienc€ and what ¡s populist phraseology. I
ask€d you €arl¡er vrhether your studies ln science at sgcondary school were
important - my answer is that more than ever we will need people trained and
inlormed ¡n science. I offer you every encouragement to continue w¡th your
studies - they are important lor you, for the society ¡n which we live, and lor the
luture of this country.
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35 "Laser Desorption/Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometry and Spectroscopy of Involatile
Complexes", R.][LKaraþ!g, I.M. Atkinson, J.A. Shorter, A.E.'W. Knight, and
F.R. Keene,'IC91'(National Conference of the Division of Inorganic Chemistry,
R.A.C.I./I\.ZJ.C.), Hamilton, New Zealand, January 1991. AbsftactP2/1 .
34. "Electropolymerization of 4-Methyl4'-vinyl-2,2'-bipyridine Promoted by Transition
Metal Centres: Studies of the Nature of the Polymer Films Using Laser Desorption
Techniques", l.S..Keþ,, LM. Atkinson, and F.R. Keene, 'ICgl' (National
Conference of the Division of Inorganic Chemistry, R.A.C.I./I{.ZJ.C.), Hamilton,
New Zealand, January 1991. AbstractP2l6.
33. "Ambidentate Coordination of the Tri-pyridyl Ligands2,2':6',2"-Terpyridyl, Tris(2-
pyridyl)amine, Tris(2-pyridyl)methane, and Tris(2-pyridyl)phosphine to
Carbonylrhenium Centres", P.A. Anderson, F.R. Keene, E. Horn, and E.R.T.
Tiekink, 'IC91' (National Conference of the Division of Inorganic Chemistry,
R.A.C.I./IrI .ZJ.C.), Hamilton, New Zealand, January 199 I. Abstract P2/2.
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32, "Low Fragmentation Laser Desorption of Thermally Labile Molecules", I.M. Atkinson,
J.A. Shorter, R.T.T. Karaiste, F.R. Keene, and A.E.w. Knight, 4th Australian
Conference on Chemical Reaction Dynamics, Division of Physical Chemistry,
R.A.C.I., Mclaren Vale (S.4.), Nov. 1990.
31. "Low Fragmentation Laser Desorption of Thermally Labile Molecules", I.M. Atkinson,
J.A. Shorter, R.T.T. Karaiste, F.R. Keene, J.I. Steinfeld, and A.E.V/. Knight,
Conference of the Materials Research Society, Boston, Nov/Dec 1990.
30. "Transition Metal Complexes containing the Tripodal rc-Acceptor Ligands, Tris(2-
pyridyl)X {X = N, CH, COH, P}: Bonding, Reactivity and Redox Properties", F.R.
Keene, l99th National A.C.S. Meeting (Boston, April, 1990). Abstract INOR119.
(Invited Lecture).
29 "Chemical Modification of Electrode Surfaces", F.R.Keene, Scientific Meeting of the
North Queensland Section of the Royal Australian Chemical Institute, Townsville,
November 1989.
28 "Cobalt(Itr) Complexes with N-Methylenediamine: Stereochemistry and Isolation of
Isomers", G.H. Searle, F.R. Keene, and E.R.T. Tiekink, XXVII Internationa]
Conference on coordination chemistry, Broadbeach, July 1989. Abstract T65.
(Invited Oral Poster Presentation to Minisymposium MSg - Chiral
Complexes).
27. "The Application of Molecular Beam Time-of-Flight Mass Spectromeûry and Laser
Ablation to Coordination Complexes", I.M. Atkinson, F.R. Keene and A.E.W.
Knight, XXVtr International Conference on Coordination Chemistry, Broadbeach,
July 1989. Abstract M32.
26 "Polypyridyl Complexes of Cobalt(I): Their Stabilization and Reactivity as Reducing
Agents", F.R. Keene, 'Inorganic Chemistry '87'l8th National Convention R.A.C.I.,
Sydney, August 1987. Abstract p.18. (Invited lecture).
25 "Synthetic and Electrochemical Studies of Rhodium Complexes of Tripodal Ligands of
the Type (2-py)gx (X = N, CH, COH, P, P=O)", T.A. Hafeli, F.R. Keene. and
T.P. V/right, 'Inorganic Chemistry '87'l8th National Convention R.A.C.I., Sydney,
August 1987. Abstract K5.
"Oxidation of Secondary Amines Coordinated to Ruthenium(Il)", G.W. Whebell and
F.R. Keene, 'Inorganic Chemistry in Australia'86', R.A.C.L, Melbourne, January
1986. Abstract W4.
24
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23 "Mode of Coordination of Tris(2-pyridyl)carbinol to Cobalt(III)", F.R. Keene and D.J
Szalda, 'Inorganic Chemistry in Australia'86', R.A.C.I., Melbourne, January 1986.
Abstract K2.
22. "Reduction of Ca¡bon Dioxide by Cobalt(I) Complexes Containing2,2'-Bipyridine",
F.R. Keene, C. Creutz and N. Sutin, presented at "Symposium on Photochemistry and
Photophysics of Metal Complexes: Applications to Solar Energy Conversion", 1984
International Chemical Congress of Pacific Basin Societies, Honolulu, December
1984. Abstract 07J19. (Invited lecture).
2I "Carbon Dioxide: Is There Life after Death for Carbon?", F.R. Keene, R.A.C.I.
(North Queensland Section) Conference, Townsville, July 1984.
"Mechanism of Oxidation of an Alcohol Coordinated to Ruthenium", F.R. Keene and
M.J. Ridd, 187th A.C.S. National Meeting, St. Louis (Missouri) April 1984. Abstract
INORl91.
20
"Role of the Metal in the Oxidative Dehydrogenation of Coordinated AmineS", E&.
Keene and M.J. Ridd, 186th A.C.S. National Meeting, Washington D.C., Augusr
1983. Abstract INOR3 I 6.
18. "Mechanistic Studies of the Role of the Metal in Coordinated Amine Oxidative
Dehydrogenation Using Flash Photolysis Techniques", F.R. Keene and M.J. Ridd,





"Mechanistic Studies of Coordinated Amine Dehydrogenation using Flash Photolysis
Techniques", IV[=|-Ritld, and F.R. Keene, 1lth Conference COMO Division, 7NC,
R.A.C.I., Canberra, August 1982. Abstract P 55.
16. "Metal Ion Promotion of Alcohol Oxidation", F.R. Keene and M.J. Ridd, 1lth
Conference, COMO Division, TNC, R.A.C.I., Canberra, August 1982. AbstractP 54.
15. "Time-Resolved Resonance Raman Studies of the Luminescent Excited States of
Polypyridyl Complexes of Ruthenium", J.C. Dyason, F.R. Keene, and A.E.W.
Knight, 1lth Conference COMO Division, 7NC, R.A.C.I., Canberra, August 1982.
Abstract P53.
"Fuel Hydrogen and Solar Energy", F.R. Keene, R.A.C.I. (Nonh Queensland
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"Oxidation of lso -Propylamine Coordinated to Ruthenium", P.A.Adcock and F.R.





10th Conference COMO Division, R.A.C.I., Queenstown, N.2., May 1981. Abstract
Sl-10. (Invited lecture).
1 1. "Metal Ion Catalysis of Oxidation Reactions", F.R. Keene, R.A.C.I. (North
Queensland Section) Conference, Townsville, August 1980. (Rennie Medal
Iecture).
10. "The Mechanism of the Oxidation of Amines Coordinated to Ruthenium", M.J. Ridd
and F.R. Keene, 9th Conference COMO Division, R.A.C.I., University of New South
'Wales, February 1980. Abstract PP28.
"Oxidation of Coordinated Ligands", F.R. Keene, R.A.C.I. (North Queensland
Section) Conference, Townsville, July 1978.
''oxidationoforganicMoleculesusingNitroruthenium(III)Complexes'',@',
T.J. Meyer, and D.J. Salmon, 7th Conference COMO Division, R.A.C.I., La Trobe
University 1977. Abstract Rl1.
"The Application of Mixed-Valence Ions to Electron Transfer Theory", M.J. Powers,
R.V/. Callahan, F.R. Keene, T.J. Meyer, and D.J. Salmon, l72nd A.C.S. National
Meeting, San Francisco (California), September 1976. Abstract INOR 224.
"Oxidation of Organics by Ruthenium(I[) Nitrite Complexes", F.R. Keene, B.A.
Moyer, D.J. Salmon, and T.J. Meyer, 171st A.C.S. National Meeting, New York,
April 1976. Abstract INOR 130.
"The Oxidation of Coordinated Primary Amines", F.R. Keene, D.J. Salmon, and
T.J. Meyer, 170th A.C.S. National Meeting, Chicago (Illinois), August 1975.
Abstract INOR 024.
"The Facile Intramolecular Hydrolysis of Coordinated Dipeptides and Glycine
Amides", D.A. Buckingham, F.R. Keene, and A.M. Sargeson, 168th A.C.S.
National Meeting, Atlantic City (New Jersey), September 1974. Abstract INOR 092.
"The Intramolecular Hydrolysis of Coordinated Glycine Amides", F.R. Keene, 5th
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"Isomerisation Reactions in the Bis(diethylenetriamine)-cobalt(Itr) System", F.R.
Keene and G.H. Searle,4th Conference COMO Division, R.A.C.I., Camden 1972.
Abstract H3.
"The Isomers of the Bis(diethylenetriamine)cobalt([I) Ion", F.R. Keene and G.H.
Searle, 3rd Conference Coordination and Metal-Organic (COMO) Chemistry Division,











Australian; born in Adelaide, South Australia
Married, three children
Department of Chemistry & Chemical Engineering
School of Biomedical & Molecular Sciences
James Cook University of North Queensland
Townsville, Queensland 48 I 1, AUSTRALIA
{Telephone: (07) 4781-4343; FAX: (07) 4781-4600;
E-Mail (Internet) : Richard.Keene @jcu.edu.au )
HOME ADDRESS: 10 Egret Crescent
Condon, Queensland 48 15
AUSTRALIA
{Telephone: (077) 73-3353}
PRESENT POSITION: Professor in Inorganic Chemistry (Personal Chair)
Head, Department of Chemistry & Chemical Engineering
PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES: Fellow of Royal Australian Chemical Institute
Member of American Chemical Society
ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS: BSc. (Hons I) - University of Adelaide (1963)
PhD - University of Adelaide (1973)
CAREER DETAILS:
1968-71: Postgraduate student, Departnent of Physical & Inorganic Chemistry, University of Adelaide,
under the supervision of Dr Graeme H. Searle. The resea¡ch topic dealt with stereochemical
aspects of complexes of cobalt containing multidentate amine ligands.
1972-74: Postdoctoral Fellow, Resea¡ch School of Chemisny at Australian National University, Canberra
working with Professor Alan M. Sargeson and Dr David A. Buckingham. Resea¡ch dealt
with mechanistic aspects of the reactions of coordinated nitriles, and the influence of metal ions
on the cleavage ofpolypeptides.
1974-76: Resea¡ch Associate, Department of Chemistry, University of North Ca¡olina at Chapel Hill,
working with Professor Thomas J. Meyer. Resea¡ch centered on aspects of the chemistry of
ruthenium, in particular the dehydrogenation of coordinated amines, the reactivity of
coordinated nitrites, and the mechanism ofelecton exchange processes.
1977: Senior Tutor in Inorganic Chemistry in the School of Chemistry, University of Melbourne.
1978-present: Accepted position of Lecturer in Inorganic Chemistry, James Cook University of North
Queensland, 1978. Promoted to Senior Lecturer, 1983. Promoted to Associate hofessor, 1988.
Awa¡ded Personal Chair, 1997.
1983: Awa¡ded Futbright Fellowship, and spent twelve months study leave at the Brookhaven
National Laboratory, New York working with Drs Norman Sutin and Carol Creutz on
mechanistic aspects of the reduction of water and ca¡bon dioxide by polypyridyl complexes of
cobal(I).
1988: Spent six months study leave at Stanford University with Professor Henry Taube and at the
University of North Ca¡olina at Chapel Hill working with Professors Royce W. Murray and
Thomas J. Meyer. These studies primarily addressed aspects of modification of electrode
surfaces using transition metal complexes.
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t992: Invited Troisième Cycle Lecturer and Visiting Professor, Université de Fribourg (Switzerland).
1994'95: hofesseur Invité, Université Louis Pasteur de Strasbourg (France), and Visiting professor,
Université de Fribourg Suisse.
1998: Awa¡ded Commonmealth Fellowship, Bede Moris Fellowship Scheme. To spend 6 weeks as
Professeur Invité, Université Louis Pasteur de Strasbourg (France).
qE_r=E=qEpp.AqMTIIIqTBArrvE ACr rN
PROFESSIONAL CAPACITY OUTSIDE UNIVERSF
Science Faculty Representative, Teaching Practices Committee, James Cook University of North
Queensland, 1985.
Deputy Dean, Faculty of Science, JCUNQ; 1985-86. {Acting Dean - Feb./lVfarch, May 19g6}.
Science Faculty Representative, Library Liaison Committee, JCUNe, 1987.
Convenor, Schools'Information Service Advisory Group, JCLINe; 1986-89, 1995.
Acting Head, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, JCUNQ; April/Iv1ay 1989, Feb. 1990, Feb. 1993.
Member, Industrial Chemistry Advisory Committee, DeparEnent of Chemistry and Biochemistry, JCUNe; 1990-
91.
Chairman, Steering Comrnittee for Open University 1991; Member, Steering Committee for Open University
t993.
Member, Promotions Committee, JCUNQ, 199 5 -97 .
Science Faculty Representative, Research Committee, JCUNe ; 199 6- 1997 .
Member, Research Committee, Faculty of Health, Life & Molecula¡ Sciences, JCLINQ, 1997-present.
Member, Vice Chancellor's Steering Committee on University Marketing; 1996-present
Elected Member @aculty of Health, Biomedical & Molecular Sciences), Academic Board, JCLINQ, lggT-gï
Elected Member @aculty of Health, Biomedical & Molecular Sciences), Standing Committee of Academic
Boa¡d, JCUNQ, 1997-98
Head of Department of chemistry & chemical Engineering. JcLlNe, 1997-present.
Honorary Secretary, Royal Australian Chemical Institute (North Queensland Section); 1978-82,1985-87.
Member of Committee, RACI (North Queensland Section); 1982-85, 1989-present.
Chairman, RACI (North Queensland Section); 1987-89.
Queensland Representative, National Division of Inorganic Chemistry, RACI: 1989-1997.
Secretary, IC'96, National Conference of Inorganic Chemisry Division, Royal Australian Chemical Institute,
Townsville, July 1996.
National Secretary, Division of Inorganic Chemistry, RACI, 1996-present.
Member, Organizing Committee, Inaugural Queensland Regional Conference, Division of
Inorganic Chemistry, RACI (Rockhampton, 1991); Member Organising Committee, Queensland
Regional Conference, Division of Inorganic Chemistry, RACI (Rockhampton, 1997).
Inaugural Secretary, CSIRO's Double Helix Science Club (Townsville Chapter), 1990-91.
Secretary, XIV International Symposium on Macrocyclic Chemisty (Townsville, 1989).
Member, hogram Committee, XXVII International Conference on Coordination Chemistry (Gold Coast, 1989).
Member, National Advisory Committee, International Conference on Organometallic ChemisEy, Brisbance,
July 1996.
Australian Representative, Inorganic Chernistry Organising Committeee, International Chemical Congress
of Pacific Basin Societies, to be held in Honolulu, December 2000.
OTIIER INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES
Sub-Deacon, St. James'Anglican Cathedral Townsville (1978-present); member of
Parochial Council, 1978-87, 1990, 1993-95; Warden, 1981; Chairman, Pastoral Care
Committee, 1980-82, Synod representative, 1994-present; Co-editor, "Anglican Visitor"
(Parish magaziîe of St. Jam€s'Anglican Cathedral, Townsville, l98l-presént).
Photography, carpentry, golf.
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PROFESSIONAL AWARDS AND FELLOWSHIPS
(i) Recipient of 1,979 Rennie Medal of Royal Australian Chemical Institute.
an to
years of who has contributed most to their chosen field of chemical science
as research
(ii) \ecipient of Fulbright Award for period June 1983-May 1984 (Brookhaven
National Laboratory, New York).
(iii) Elected Fellow of Royal Australian Chemical Institute, November 1986.
(iv) Recipient oj Prestige Reseach Award, James cook university of North
Queensland, 1996.
(v) commonwealth {ellow, Bede Morris scheme for period May-June 1998
(Université Louis Pasteur de Strasbourg, France).
AFFILIATIONS WITH OTHER INSTITUTIONS
Visiting Scientist, Brookhaven National Laboratory, New York; 1983-84.
Visiting Scholar, Stanford University, California; July - August, 1988.
Visiting^ Professor, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; August 1988 - January
1989.
Recipient-of Bilateral Collaborative research grant {DIST (Australia)/¡{SF (U.S.A)},
þntly^with Professor T.J. Meyer, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill;
t99t-94.
Invited Troisième Cycle Lecturer and Visiting Professor, Université de Fribourg
(Switzerland); September - November, 1992.
Honorary Senior Fellow, University of Central Queensland (Rockhampton); 1993-
2000.
Professeur Invité, université Louis Pasteur de strasbourg (France); 1994.
Visiting Professor, Université de Fribourg (Switzerl and); 199 4-9 5 .
Professeur Invité, Université Louis Pasteur de Strasbourg (France); invited 1998.
RESEARCH AREAS.
Since my appointment to James Cook University, my research activities have
been directed towards six major areas:
. Oxidative dehydrogenation of coordinated amines and alcohols.
' Tripodal n-acceptor ligands and their complexes with metals in groups 6-10.. Transition-metal catalysis of reduction processes.
' Photocatalysis using molecula¡ assemblies ("artificial photosynthesis").. Chemical modification of electrodes.
' Spectroscopy of transition metal compounds using molecular beam techniques.
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SELECTED INVITATIONS TO SCHOLARLY MEETINGS AND CONFERENCES
Invited Section Lecturer, lOth National Conference of Coordination and Metal-Organic
Division, Royal Australian Chemical Institute, Queenstown, New Zealand,Mãy 1981.
Invited T,ecturer, symposium on "Photochemistry and Photophysics of Metal Complexes:
lnflicatiory to_ SqIry En_e1B! Conversion", IgS4lnternâtional CLemical Congress of
Pacific Basin Societies, Honolulu, December 1984.
Invited Section Lecturer, 'Inorganic Chemistry '87"/8th National Convention of Royal
Australian Chemical Institute, Sydney, August 1987.
Invited as a Section Lecturer (Photochemistry) at XXVII International Conference on
Coordination Chemistry, held at Gold Coast, Australia, July 1989, but unable to
accept for personal reasons.
Invited Lecturer, 199th National A.C.S. Meeting (Boston, April, 1990).
Invited Section Lecturer, Inaugural Queensland Regional Conference of the Inorganic
Chemistry Division, Royal Australian Chemical Institute, Rockhampton, July 1991.
Invited Lecturer, IC'94 (National Conference of the Division of Inorganic Chemistry,
R.A.C.I.), Perth, JrlJy 1994.
Invited Lecturer, sympos_ium on""Inorganic Photochemistry: Applications in Bioinorganic
Çheryßt11, Engrgy Conuersion and Catalysis", InternationalChemical Congress óf
Pacific Basin Societies, Honolulu, December 1995.
Invite_d Lecturer, symposium on "Electrochemistry of Inorganic and Biological
Compounds", 10th Australasian Electrochemistry Conlerence, Surfers Paradise,
February 1997.
Invited Section Lecturer, IC'98 (National Conference of the Division of Inorganic
Chemistry, R.A.C.I.),'Wollongong, February 1998.
R.A.C.I. Queensland Schools' Chemistry Lecturer, 1 99 1
Invited research lectures and seminars have been delivered at the following institutions -
University of North Ca¡olina at Chapel Hill {4}, University of North Carolina at Charlotte, North
Ca¡olina State University (Raleigh), Duke University (Durham, NC), Wake Forest University (Winston-
Salem, NC), Brown University (Providence, RI), State University of New York (Stonybrook campus),
S.U.N.Y. (Brockport campus), S.U.N.Y. (Cortland campus), Columbia University (NY), Brookhaven
National Laboratory (NY), Brandeis University (Boston, MA), University of California at Santa Barbara,
Stanford University (CA) { 3 }, University of Kansas, University of Wyoming; University of Fribourg
(Switzerland), Universität Basel (Swiøerland), University of Bern (Switzerland) {3}, University of
Neuchâtel (Switzerland), Eidg. Technische Hochschule (Zurich, Switzerland); Université Louis Pasteur
(Strasbourg, France) {4}; Technische Hochschule Darmstadt (West Germany); Victoria University
(Wellington, N.Z.), University of ril/aikato (Hamilton, N.Z.), University of Auckland (Auckland, N.Z.);
University of Adelaide { 10}, Australian National University {5}, University of Melbourne {5},
University of Queensland { 2 }, University of Central Queensland { 2}, Griffrth University { 3 }, La Trobe
University, Monash University { 3 }, Deakin University, University of Tasrnania, University of New
South Wales, University of Wollongong, University of Sydney, Flinders University, CSIRO Division of
Applied Organic Chemisty (Melbourne).
